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Conference topics:
Heritage
Tangible and intangible dimensions,
Heritage management,
History,
Culture,
Collective identity,
Memory,
Archaeology,
Cultural landscapes.
Architecture
Survey,
Imaging,
3D modeling,
Techniques for analysis, diagnostics and monitoring,
Preservation,
Restoration,
Conservation,
Architecture Design,
Technologies,
Building materials.
LanDesign
Landscape design,
Sustainable design,
Environmental design,
Eco design,
Low-cost design,
Design for all.
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Peer review

Conference report

Scholars has been invited to submit researches on
theoretical and methodological aspects related to
Heritage, Architecture and LanDesign, and show
real applications and experiences carried out on
this themes.
Based on blind peer review, abstracts has been
accepted, conditionally accepted, or rejected.
Authors of accepted and conditionally accepted
papers has been invited to submit full papers.
These has been again peer-reviewed and selected
for the oral session and publication, or only for the
publication in the conference proceedings.

200 abstracts received from:
Australia, Austria,
Brazil,
Canada, Chile, China, Cyprus,
Denmark,
France,
Germany, Greece,
India, Israel, Italy,
Jamaica, Jordan,
Kingdom of Bahrain, Kosovo,
Lebanon,
Malaysia, Malta, Morocco, Mexico,
New Zealand,
Poland, Portugal,
Russia,
Serbia, Slovak Republic, Spain,
Tunisia, Turkey,
Ukraine, United Kingdom, U.S.A.

About 300 authors involved.
157 papers published.
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Preface

The XI edition of the International Forum Le
Vie dei Mercanti entitled Heritage, Architecture,
LanDesign aims to promote an international
debate on local experiences relating to the issues
of conservation, regeneration and innovation in
heritage, architecture, landscape and design.
In recent years, technological developments have
revolutionized not only the forms that surround us
but also our daily routines. However, this new global
language often does not take into consideration
the identity and vocation of the area, which require
appropriate courses of action in relation to both
the individual context and local traditions.
The historical memory of the characteristics of the
identity, local materials, building traditions as well
as the tangible and intangible cultural heritage is a
repertoire of signs to draw from in order to operate
within each historical context and consequently
enhance its uniqueness.
The recovery of the authentic vocations of a place
does not mean inaction, but rather regeneration
through measures to enhance an area by
increasing its natural strengths, transforming
the weaknesses into opportunities for future
development based on innovation.
The international comparison can be an opportunity
to share good examples of conservation,
regeneration and innovation related to the tangible
and intangible heritage in its broadest sense;
architecture intended as the identity of the places
that shapes the landscape, from traditional to global
forms; design at all scales, from the object to the
territory, in a sustainable way to start a process of
regeneration through a new relationship between
man and the environment.
The conference is open to multidisciplinary
experiences of one or more of the proposed
themes. Scholars are invited to submit research
on theoretical and methodological aspects as well
as present experiences and practical applications
carried out on these issues.

Carmine Gambardella
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Architecture, heritage, landscape, in time of crisis
Carmine GAMBARDELLA

Department of Architecture and Industrial Design “Luigi Vanvitelli”, Second University of Naples, Italy
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In this times of crisis, there has been a return to discussing the value of cultural, architectural and
landscape heritage, with the use of quite worrying terms such as “consumption” of art or “offer” of
culture, almost as if they were goods to be sold to “consumers” or sold off to the highest bidders.
The problem of the commodification of cultural and environmental assets in Italy, launched more than
10 years ago, is still far from having found a solution. It was July 2002 when the most important
German newspaper, the “Frankfurter Zeitung Allgeimeine” broke the news of the Italian law which
made the alienation of state assets possible, including the cultural ones, with an article entitled “The
Taliban of Rome. End of season sales. Italy is going to sell out its cultural heritage.”
The article referred to the Tremonti Decree with “Urgent provisions for the privatization and
exploitation of public property and real estate development investment funds”, which are still today the
fundamental regulations for the dismissal of public assets. In conclusion, the journalist Ute Diehl
commented: “Today the cultural heritage of Italy has been degraded to a mere economic value, as a
resource that can be discarded at will. However, there is nothing that gives the measure of the state of
health of a society as the relationships it is able to have with its monuments and its own landscape”.[1]
Taking a stand with his 2002 book “Italy S.p.A., The assault on cultural heritage”, Salvatore Settis
explained that “What is being destroyed is neither the Coliseum nor a castle in Aosta, nor the Parco
degli Abruzzi nor the smallest and most beautiful church in Tuscany, but a much larger monument,
even more significant (because it is the safety of all others): the age-old culture of conservation
developed by the Italians over generations, on an institutional level and in terms of social
conscience”.[2]
The desired institutional consideration and reversal of the trend, unfortunately, has not arrived, nor
have investments been made in education in order to make citizens understand, and in particular
young people, that the landscape, coast, mountains, cities with their churches and palaces, constitute
our identity, our consciousness, our soul, and that commodifying them would mean selling ourselves,
an identity built by generations of Italians who were the first in the world to create a culture of
conservation that is now at risk of disappearing.
The results have not been slow to emerge, involving the most famous and valuable monuments: to
give just one example, the area of the excavations of Pompeii, the most famous archaeological site in
the world, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, has been hit by a series of collapses and upheavals, which
began in November 6, 2010 with the collapse of the Schola Armaturarum, the gladiator school along
Via Abundance, and has continued until today with relatively severe episodes.
Unfortunately, Pompeii is not an isolated case, but is the most emblematic example of the degradation
that is eroding many monuments, in the absence of effective planning of interventions and adequate
funding.
There seems to be the idea of making a profit from cultural heritage without investing. In an article last
year, Sergio Rizzo reported the Court of Auditors’ report on the reduction of public funds to artistic and
cultural heritage, equal to 0.19% of public expenditure compared to the 0.34% of a few years ago,
while the French state invested a budget five times higher than ours and Germany had increased its
expenditure by 7%. [3]
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In the same article, data from the Court of Auditors were also reported about the size of the Italian
cultural heritage, amounting to 3,430 museums, 216 archaeological sites, 10,000 churches, 1,500
monasteries, 40,000 castles, towers and fortresses, 30,000 historic houses, 4,000 gardens, and 1,000
historical centres. It also drew attention to the responsibility of Italy compared to the rest of the world,
as the guardian of the greatest number of assets protected by UNESCO: 45 out of 911.
A cultural heritage of this magnitude, widespread throughout the country and in addition to a natural
heritage and landscape of great variety and beauty, is a special case within a global context, and as
such, should be understood and protected with appropriate solutions. It seems that this heritage is
mostly seen as a burden, to be freed of at the earliest opportunity by selling it off and with the only
advantages being for the private buyer.
It is clear that the Italian heritage needs to adequately managed, even if it may not be easy. In Italy,
there is no sense in trying to apply the American model of sponsorship to isolated “emergency” cases
as attractors of tourist and consumer flows: our museums, churches, works of art, are incardinated
into the territory, the landscape and the city, being essential elements of continuity, not severable and
not to be understood outside of their context. This was fully understood by the Italian legislators of the
past. From the edicts of the pre-unification states to the Constitution of the Italian Republic, up to Law
1089 of 1939 on the “Protection of the things of artistic and historical interest”, it is possible to
recognise the respect of two guiding principles that have now seem to be forgotten: the public artistic
heritage is property of citizens as holders of popular sovereignty, and the State has a duty to protect
the cultural heritage in its entirety, promoting knowledge through research.
The American museum-centric model, characterised by strongly attractive collections completely
unrelated to the context of the host, is absolutely misleading and inapplicable to the Italian context.
Unfortunately, life in capitalist society in general has become a build-up of shows, and culture is no
exception, as claimed by Mario Vargas Llosa in a paper recently published entitled “The civilization of
the show”. The contents of literature, music and art are oversimplifying: everything has to entertain
and amuse; artists does not have to justify their talent through their own works, but by becoming
shows themselves; museums have to attract throngs of conformist admirers through major events,
when “The number is not the quality. Culture was never justified statistically”. [4]

Fig. 1: Management Plan of the UNESCO site "Royal Palace of the eighteenth century in Caserta with the Park,
the Aqueduct of Vanvitelli and the complex of S. Leucio. "
Geographic Information System.
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Fig. 2-3: Geographic Information System: analysis of the bridges (fig. 2) and the towers (fig.3).

In our country, the cultural heritage, both inside and outside museums, must be considered as a
unicum (whole), within which it is a mistake to focus on ephemeral and spectacular events rather than
on the knowledge and protection of the heritage itself as a structural and permanent objective.
The idea of spectacularising culture is ruining the symbol of Italian art cities such as Florence and
Venice, reduced to tourist fetishes, money making machines, a sort of amusement park or shopping
centre in which citizens have lost the spaces of their everyday lives.
This is what emerges from the words of Tommaso Montanari in “A Manifesto for our heritage”, in
which he reiterates the civil and constitutional function of heritage, which must be maintained with
public money, but is the property of every citizen. “The Italian historical and artistic heritage is
coextensive and fused with the environment and must be protected, understood and communicated in
its organic and continuous aspects. It is unacceptable for any cultural policy that focuses on so-called
“absolute” masterpieces (i.e., literally, “freed” from any network of signifiers), to explant and force them
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into exhibition routes with a cognitive value of zero. In other words, the events in Italy are killing
monuments and, therefore, there is a need for a drastic change of direction. The vast majority of
ancient art exhibitions are also marketing operations which exploit the works, ignore research and
promote a passive reception based on the television model”. [5]
The same issue had been raised by Settis for whom “The concept of the exhibition as a tourist trap is
not only culturally backward, but is a short-sighted economic calculation, likely to cause sudden
ignitions of interest and increase in visits, followed by desert and silence [...] The only exhibitions
encouraged should be those aimed not at the ephemeral but the permanent, opportunities for
knowledge which lead to a reassessment of the lesser known parts of the heritage, and therefore
forms of winning investment (in money and energy)”. [6]
Against the mis-education produced by the dominant models, the only way out is to start from the
educational role of art, culture and the landscape. Heritage is like school: it is a powerful tool for
citizenship education and spiritual upliftment. It cannot be considered a luxury or entertainment, and
especially not with an ultimate goal of producing an income.
Any consideration of privatization, hiring, contract management or disposal, gives citizens a distorted
view of the assets as a “cultural bed”, like Italian oil, to be extracted and put to use.
The same is true for the landscape, systematically destroyed for profit, with a short-sighted
perspective that does not take into account the enormous damage arising from the hydrogeological
instability that subsequently entails, in addition to the loss of environments in which national identity is
no less reflected than in cultural heritage. Also in this case, the defence of the environment and
landscape includes ethical values, the civil and social associated with them, to contribute to building a
better future.

Fig. 4: Geographic Information System: survey on waste.

Starting from education means counteracting widespread figurative illiteracy, making the art, history
and culture of the country, which are essential for full conscience of the nation to which one belongs,
known and loved by children and young people within the Italian education system.
Young people, when at school, must be the first and most important recipients of the initiatives related
to cultural heritage and landscape, in order to be able to understand the national identity understood
as a connective tissue which includes monuments, language, literature, theatre, music and so on. The
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investments made in this direction would certainly pay off in terms of wealth for the country itself, as is
always the case for any investment in human capital, which should never be cut in times of crisis.
The museums, instead of investing in ephemeral events, should be seen as places of research and
education, to develop, in cooperation with other research institutions, strategies of knowledge and
access to their heritage, differentiated by specialists, for the general public as well as for the younger
members of society.
Regarding the role of specialists, who must be professionals with technical and cultural skills, or in
other words art historians, archaeologists, architects and restorers, and in addition, they should have a
civic and institutional sense that only education can give. One of the roles of universities today is to
form young people from both a moral and intellectual point of view as well as a technical and
professional one, so that they can act with due sensitivity in this area.
University also has a key role in research, assuming that the acquisition and dissemination of
knowledge is a worthwhile investment for the protection (i.e. to preserve the value of assets) but also
to increase its value through proper communication activities.
Also in this case, research should be specifically addressed to the peculiarities of Italian heritage. It
has been said how this is a unique connective tissue. It is therefore important to create a network, a
sort of virtual museum of the territory, in which the relationships between the artefacts stored in
museums, the other works in the area, villas, churches, monuments, and so on are highlighted. The
aim is to broaden knowledge and hence the widespread interest in the assets, creating alternative
itineraries to major attractors, allowing less well-known sites to enter the virtuous circle of knowledge.

Fig. 5: Management Plan of the UNESCO site "Royal Palace of the eighteenth century in Caserta with the Park,
the Aqueduct of Vanvitelli and the complex of S. Leucio. "
Path surveyed by platform Topcon IP-S2 Mobile Mapping installed on a dedicated vehicle.
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Fig. 6-7: Images captured by platform Topcon IP-S2 Mobile Mapping installed on a dedicated vehicle.

As stated by Settis, in his recent “Landscape. Constitution. Cement” when he wrote that “museums
and monuments, so as not to die, must converse with the city and the world that surrounds them, repositioning themselves through knowledge and communication mechanisms suitable to the times. To
start from the museum, it must be an essential urban node that is grafted onto the heritage, civil and
social fabric of the city, the distillation and showcase of the historical sedimentation and collective
memory”. [7]
The network would have a key role in reconnecting the works to their tissue of belonging and reuniting
lost contexts or geographically dispersed collections, for a better understanding of the work, the artist
and the cultural context that produced it. Technology makes it possible to multiply indefinitely the
connections, as well as display the logical, chronological, stylistic, geographical, genetic relationships
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and so on between a given object and a variety of other items.
Thus, knowledge becomes alive, attractive, accessible. The route is not approved and imposed onto
the visitor as exhibitions-event, but it is in progress, in the sense that it depends on the relationships
that individual users prefer to view, creating their own specific cognitive approach.
In this direction, a collaboration between universities, research centres and institutions, against every
self-referential mechanism, would be essential in order to develop strategies and objectives that
maybe, without following the logic of income, could really generate wealth for our country.
To conclude with the words of Montanari, “We have to fight so that the historic fabric of our cities
returns to being the instrument of cultural growth guaranteed by the Constitution, and escape the
choice between destruction and transformation into an entertainment theme park”.

Fig. 8: Management Plan of the UNESCO site "Royal Palace of the eighteenth century in Caserta with the Park,
the Aqueduct of Vanvitelli and the complex of S. Leucio. "
Identification of the tracing of the Via Appia.
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Fig. 9: The Via Appia between the town of Caserta and San Nicola La Strada.

Fig. 10: The Via Appia in the area to be redeveloped.
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Fig. 11: Architectural and urban design on the part of the Via Appia within the buffer zone.
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Abstract
This paper discusses the issue of physical interaction with monuments. John Ruskin suggested that
“…we have no right whatsoever to touch them...”. At the same time, Violet le Duc took the opposite
position, encouraging contemporaries to enter into creative interactions with relics of the past. During the
hundred and fifty years this controversy remains a classic issue. At the beginning of the 21st century we
face new quandaries as a result of our ‘traditional reality’ gradually migrating into ‘virtual space’. Do we
still need physical interaction with authentic historic items during the current era, given that our
perceptions can be so readily deceived? The human need for creativity and experience may be satisfied
by digital tools, which are created and exist in the ‘virtual world’ – away from physical reality. Perhaps this
is the ideal moment to discuss such dilemmas, since we have the benefit of more than a century of
informed discussion and an urgent need to understand our presence in the context of the modern world,
before change overwhelms our understanding of the past. Shifts in attitude towards Neo-Gothic
structures are illustrated through examples from Kraków and Oxford, plans to demolish urban heritage in
Vienna, Chester and Liverpool and through commercialisation of prehistoric artifacts in the Lascaux cave
system.

Keywords: theory of conservation, heritage, conservation philosophy
Introduction
Impatiens noli tangere is the Latin name of the ‘touch-me-not’, a common herbaceous plant often found in
damp places. When touched, its pods explode seeds and the life of the flower reaches its end – hence
the name.
In “The Lamp of Memory” John Ruskin wrote about monuments: ’…They are not ours. They belong partly
to those who built them and partly to all the generations of mankind who are to follow us. The dead have
still their right in them…’ [8]. Both the dead, that is and our successors, but not us. What sense did this
interdiction have? Is it still relevant today?
We are a generation experiencing the end of an era: we have witnessed the collapse of the free-market
myth, together with the pyramid built upon faith in unceasing economic growth. This is the end of a twohundred-year era of industrial revolution based on fossil fuels and the relentless conquest of the Earth.
Some say that we are heading towards a global environmental disaster. As a civilization, we still have
huge potential but surprisingly few ideas how to put it to good use. We are the first generation who will
bequeath future generations a world covered in waste, polluted by radioactive leaks, with a disturbed and
genetically modified ecosystem. It is a great paradox of our production-governed times that, leaving
heaps of indestructible waste, we are not in the least focused on durability! Our knowledge, experience
and even art are ephemeral; we record it onto non-durable media which require complex technology to be
decoded – the recordings are not even resistant to cosmic radiation. How far are they removed from
works carved in stone, created with the use of lengthy and complex technological processes? It is all
mind-boggling and difficult to comprehend. Obviously, also for us – art restorers and preservationists, the
time has come to make some crucial reassessments.
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As history suggests, each period poses new challenges for conservation-restoration. However, this does
not mean that old principles are no longer used; it means that nothing gets accepted once and for all and
principles undergo verification, sometimes in a very painful way, as a result of dramatic events. This does
not necessarily mean that old principles should be discarded, thus: how should the Ruskinian ‘do not
touch’ mantra be understood today? Times and the world have changed and new technologies have
appeared. In the context of more than one hundred years of experience, this appeal sounds like a
warning, like a directive coming from the past. Can it inspire us, in whose hands lies the duty to preserve
what we inherited from the previous generations and the choice of what we should pass on to those who
will follow?
It can be concluded, rather perversely, that even no intervention is some kind of intervention in fact; for
leaving an object to itself means agreeing to it being transformed – destroyed by natural processes.
However, this is not what Ruskin meant. He simply opposed any material interaction with the historic
fabric, because he wanted it to be preserved with all secondary additions brought on by the passing of
time. But let us look at those whom Ruskin denied the right to touch. During his era, conservation of
architecture was synonymous with rebuilding and renovation; archaeological sites were freely dug
through and irreversibly damaged and discovered artefacts went to supply private collections. Coats of
varnish and overpainting were brutally removed from paintings, frescos were experimentally transferred.
Those were times when methods of structural consolidation or hydrophobization were still unknown;
times when Violet le-Duc, a self-appointed constructor of Gothic cathedrals, raged on the Continent. In a
phrase: those were entirely different times.
To be honest, however, it seems that no one ever did take the Ruskinian principle literally. His appeal
was a reaction to a specific situation and it sprang from his exceptional sensitivity. Ruskin was a person –
if I may put it this way – who was deeply aware of the essence of what he was looking at. A mind
incapable of reflection, which looks without seeing and listens without hearing, will fail to perceive the
hidden values of the surrounding world. A visible sign of Ruskinian insight is Venice, which he discovered
for his contemporaries, even though at that time most travel guides suggested it was best to steer clear of
the city.
‘Not to touch’ is perhaps the most difficult task for a restorer, for how can one resist touching when it is so
easily possible? In its classical definition, art conservation excludes passivity – it is an action whose aim
is to preserve, protect from damage and deterioration. Even ‘preventive restoration’, whose aim, as
defined by Brandi, is to bring back the artefact’s value into a recipient’s consciousness, not necessarily
involving any direct interaction with the artefact, is an action [1]. According to every definition that has
ever functioned, the restorer’s task is to maintain the life of an object and take care to preserve its fabric
and meaning. So we preserve the fabric, the substance of the work, and take care of its artistic form and
its meaning by documenting it.

As I mentioned above, each new era poses new and surprising challenges to restorers. The period of
Romanticism, of searching for national identities, was a time when relics of the past were cherished,
collected and contemplated. Collecting passions gave rise to scientific research and development of new
branches of knowledge: archaeology, conservation and art history. A dilemma unavoidably appeared how should one deal with historic artefacts? What should be done to preserve their state, restore their
greatness and reveal their exceptional features? The nineteenth-century instances of restoration sprang
from the needs of that society and while they did contribute to increasing interest in monuments and more
generally in historic artefacts, the scale of damage they caused must have made those sympathetic to
Ruskin’s view cry out: Noli tangere!
Then, just when it seemed that the principles of handling relics of the past, as formulated by Riegel and
developed by Dvořàk, would remain unchanged, the two world wars brought out the necessity to verify
them. The complete reconstruction of destroyed built heritage became not only acceptable, but simply
necessary. The object’s existence in a specific, historically documented form became more important that
its authenticity. The trauma of war damage showed how addicted we had become to matter, how
submissive we were towards the primacy of historic fabric. It took a major re-evaluation of the former way
of thinking for the decision to be taken to rebuild the Old Town in Warsaw, which meant to reinstate the
genius loci of the destroyed capital using entirely new materials, while not being entirely faithful to the
original form.
The second half of the 20th century, with the economic prosperity of the West and the poverty of the
East, brought new challenges. After years of estimating losses and rebuilding destroyed historic cities, in
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the ruins of which millions of artefacts of lesser and greater importance and of different periods got lost,
there appeared a new slogan – modernity. This slogan, inscribed on banners displayed by proponents of
‘progress’, became a challenge to the past and, although it was not entirely clear then, to historic
artefacts and buildings. It is surprising that the power of this word circumvented the barrier of the Iron
Curtain and despite the economic differences between the East and West, the process of destroying
cultural heritage proceeded in a similar fashion simultaneously on both sides. The need to break away
from the aesthetics of the old and the destroyed was overpowering. In Poland, some objects carried the
additional burden of the Partitions; being branded as work created by invaders, while others, in turn, were
seen as exposing the backwardness of the Polish countryside vernacular. There was absolutely no place
for them in the modern Socialist reality.
And so, the 1960s irreversibly changed the appearance of many European cities. For example, in
Liverpool during 1966, the city council earmarked for demolition seventy-eight thousand buildings which
made up the core of the residential area in the city centre. Derek Latham commented of that time:
“Councils seemed to vie with each other to complete destruction of their built heritage, encouraged by
government and supported by architects and planners, who presented watercolour images of a sunlit
concrete world peopled with brightly painted figures living under a blue sky” [6].
Mario Schwarz and Manfred Wehdorn, discussing one hundred instances of restoration of historic town
buildings in Vienna, recall the danger which loomed over many of them in the 1960s and 1970s, giving
the example of Spittelberg, a street which was planned to be entirely razed to the ground [9].
On our Cracovian ground, an excellent illustration of those changes is the discussion about the leading
Neo Gothic building in Cracow – the Jagiellonian University, Collegium Novum. This is probably the most
important building of Cracovian Historicism. The modern seat of the oldest Polish university, the edifice
was erected between 1882 and 1887, mainly using funds drawn from the Austro-Hungarian invaders
thanks to the cunning of University professors. The building was designed with passion; every detail was
discussed by a circle of professors, eminent architects and historians of art and the main idea held by the
building committee was to introduce as many motifs typical of the Polish Gothic style as possible. At the
time it was constructed, it was a synonym of Polishness for the nation living under partition.
Subsequently, in the 1960s, Karol Estreicher, the most eminent Cracovian historian of art at that time,
publicly voiced an opinion that the Neo Gothic style in Cracow was first and foremost a tool of
Germanisation. This was a very strong argument, especially if we take into account the fact that it was
voiced only 20 years after the war. What is more, Estreicher not only criticized the architectural design,
but also questioned the knowledge of art historians participating in the project, calling them flatly
dilettantes. In his article, Estreicher writes: “The most important work by Księżarski, which up to this day
is regarded as his original architectural creation, that is the Collegium Novum of the Jagiellonian
University, is – simply put – an instance of architectural plagiarism. It has to be said once and for all for
the sake of truth. Księżarski reproduced here, from the outside, the Kreuzgymnasium in Dresden (…),
and from the inside, in the staircase, the vaults of the Teutonic Castle in Malbork” [3].
The opinions voiced by Estreicher affected not only the architectural value of the Collegium Novum, but
the value of Neo Gothic architecture in general, although obviously one cannot put the whole blame on
Estreicher. He was, in colloquial terms, “a child of his times,” involved in a common trend contesting
Historicism and Art Nouveau. Even though one might have expected that the war experience and
commonly accepted principles of conservation-restoration would have been an effective antidote which
th
protected historic buildings from devastation, the objects erected at the end of the 19 century were not
under protection; they were eagerly adapted and their furnishings were thoughtlessly destroyed.
At almost exactly the same time in Oxford, a dramatic decision was taken to dismantle the Oxford
University Museum of Natural History – an architectural masterpiece, co-created, paradoxically, by John
Ruskin. This magnificent building, which masterfully resolved the dilemma of constructing a modern
structure on the basis of historical patterns, which displayed ingenious solutions concerning the interiors
and through which Ruskin could actually bring to life his conceptions concerning granting creative
freedom to simple workers – this magnificent edifice was to be pulled down to make way for a modern
concrete structure. The opus magnum of the nineteenth century architecture of Oxford ceased to be
attractive, which was borne out by the words of T.S.R. Boase, the English counterpart of Estreicher: “The
museum has never been widely admired” [7].
Obviously, the heritage protection millieux did not stay put. In 1962 in France, the Loi Malraux was
formulated: it was the first directive which expressed the need not only to protect, but also to revitalize
historic sites as a whole [10]. Another document was the Venice Charter, whose entire fourteenth chapter
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was devoted to this subject; it was the first to take into account the inextricable connection between an
object and its context, thus making Max Dvorak’s conceptions legally valid. The Charter also emphasized
artistic and cultural values displayed by “humble objects”. In Polish circles, the Venice Charter was
supported by the Warsaw-Nairobi Recommendation.
The 1970s carried a whiff of a breakthrough. Several phenomena contributed to this fact. First and
foremost, there appeared the so-called ‘best preserver’ – the money shortage caused by the recession
during the second half of the 1970s. Due to the economic slump in Western countries, demolitions were
suspended, which rescued, for example, the market square in Chester – one of the more valuable
medieval cities in Britain, even though the rest of the city was unrecognizably transformed. The 1970s
also brought an important cultural breakthrough, mistakenly perceived only to be ‘rebellious youth’ and
the associated rise of new musical forms. However, it was the ‘Flower Children’s’ generation who
appreciated the history of civilization and culture and by searching for Romantic references in the past,
they changed the approach to historic artefacts. The year 1975, hailed as the European Architectural
Heritage Year, turned out to be crucial for European art restoration. Many initiatives and organizations
were launched and the first entries appeared in the UNESCO World Heritage List. The following years
further widened the scale of protection, whose range was then defined in the Washington Charter of
1987. Apart from historic architectural assemblies, the natural, archaeological and social aspects were
noted, thus making cultural landscape the object of heritage protection.
The rehabilitation of the Neo Gothic style did not happen until the 1980s, when the first art history
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sessions devoted to art of the second half of the 19 century were held. It was during this period that
Collegium Novum was finally accepted as one of the peak achievements of the Polish Neo-Gothic.
Shortage of money also rescued the Oxford University Museum of Natural History, although part of the
assembly, i.e. the curator’s house, was demolished.

It is difficult to estimate the scale of damage done across Europe as a result of earlier aversions. Today,
we can freely call it ‘a holocaust of cultural landscape’. Under the excuse of ‘progress’ and modernity, not
only thousands of buildings, but also their furnishings were destroyed. Amongst the Neo-Gothic furniture
of Collegium Novum only that of the assembly hall remains; the rest was burned. No one appreciated the
splendid artefacts of pre-war craftsmanship: tiled stoves, wooden staircases, old chandeliers, wrought
iron bars, stuccos, or window woodwork. The arrival of the entry-phone led to the loss of decorative door
handles. Changes came, as they still are coming – the world is in a state of flux, under permanent
reconstruction…
Noli tangere. Today we, the next generation, are crying and lamenting the damage done by our
predecessors to artefacts which, according to Ruskin, did not belong to them. Our fathers only inherited
them from their fathers. If only they had listened to Ruskin – the historic centres of European cities would
look very different today. Wooden and military architecture, so mercilessly demolished in Poland, would
have survived.
And what about today? Let us have a look at the most recent years which preceded the end of the
neoliberal economic boom and left us in the dramatic present-day situation. In the 1980s profit
expectations were transferred from money-markets to production efficiency, which resulted in the
lowering of employment costs through automation and consequently the rise of mass-produced items.
This process caused massive social changes: traditional craftsmanship declined and mass production
began to oust local products. Ruskin’s anticipations became reality: the creator turned into a consumer.
With mass production there naturally appeared a mass culture. The roots of this culture can be traced to
the process of cultural globalization. It is assumed to be remote from local creativeness, hence locally
created objects are alien to it, although they may be attractive – but only as products. That is why, at one
point, marketing specialists suggested we refer to monuments as ‘tourist products’ and those whose
interest should be awoken – the ‘target’. Thus, heritage became subject to economic estimation. Today,
nobody speaks of memorial or historical values anymore; the historic artefact has been given a new
material value. It had to be so, since every historical period tends to perceive the world ‘through its own
glasses’. Who is going to spend money on protecting something of an intimate unspecified sentimental
value? Ours are different times. Since the material value is part of the value of a historic artefact, its
merits will be considered in the context of it being ‘a worthy investment’, and consequently worth
protecting. This breeds tension between restorers and users, for the values for which we protect historic
artefacts are not always saleable. On the other hand, searching for consensus is necessary if we truly
want to save our heritage.
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Is there still a place in contemporary culture for objects which are deeply rooted in native tradition and
landscape, but fall short of economic challenges? Where in this globalized reality is there room for historic
artefacts? What is the restorer’s place?
A possible answer to these questions may be found in the case of the mosaic on the façade of the
Cracovian Biprostal building. A magnificent abstract 600-square-metre decoration, on the wall of the only
high-rise building erected in Cracow in the 1960s, was to be torn down during thermal modernization in
2010. Information about this appeared on social networks and was quickly picked up by the media. The
proponents for its destruction put forward the following arguments: the owner is allowed to do anything to
the building, the economic aspects of using the building are more important than the mosaic and
insulating the walls would lower the running costs. Why should the building be protected when it is not
even a monument? and, last but not least, the mosaic is “hideous” – even if some people like it, it is
devoid of any value. It is worth noting that none of the arguments quoted above belongs to the realm of
art, culture, restoration or heritage protection. They all belong to a world driven by the logic of the freemarket and consumption. The conviction that the mosaic is not a monument springs from a belief that a
monument must be a listed object protected by the law. Moreover, a contemporary perspective conforms
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to the idea that a monument should be “pretty”. Unlike their 19 century predecessors, who may have
appreciated the charm of ruins, for example, the materialists fail to reflect upon the passing of time. In
turn, the proponents for keeping the mosaic intact emphasized its uniqueness as well as its perfect
integration with the building for which it had been designed. (It should be noted that such ceramic
decorations, popular in the postwar period, were almost all destroyed during the last two decades).
Eventually, social pressure and numerous protests, along with letters and appeals to conservationrestoration authorities rescued the mosaic, since it is one of the very few left in Cracow. Noli tangere.
After all, it didn’t belong to us!
The above example shows that we cannot discuss cultural heritage protection using the language of
economics. This language is suitable for planning a budget, or concluding a credit agreement, but not for
heritage protection. In the same way, nobody will discuss the intangible value of goods within the field of
banking.
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The best illustration of the change in approach towards cultural heritage during the 20 century are
perhaps illustrated by two prehistoric painting galleries: the caves in Lascuaux and Chauvet. The Lascaux
system of caves, discovered in 1940, was quickly opened to visitors and became a major tourist
attraction, bringing economic revival to the region and attracting thousands of visitors. With time, it
became evident that such intensive intrusion distorted the caves’ delicate microclimate, leading to an
invasion of microorganisms which is causing problems to this day. We now know that re-establishing the
climatic balance inside the cave through air conditioning is impossible. The cave contains a complex
ecosystem and functions like a living organism. Letting people enter it irreversibly distorted that balance.
The Chauvet cave was discovered half a century later in the 1990s and was immediately sealed. The
assembly of paintings discovered inside is nearly twice as old as those in Lascaux. It is possible to enter
only with a consent from the French Ministry of Culture for research purposes and only for a few hours a
year, with a small group of people. Werner Herzog’s four-member team were allowed only three hours to
shoot material for the film: ‘Cave of Forgotten Dreams’. It was recorded in 3D and gives one a feeling of
being inside the cave – even of experiencing the almost physical presence of the prehistoric painters. No
tourists. No crowds, stalls or shops – the cave is closed. The stone walls and steel doors protect its
unsalable values. The paintings in Chauvet are not to be touched.
Ironically, it is during our extremely materialistic and consumerist era that tools have been created which
allow us to protect historic artefacts without touching them. We have the power to restore an object, make
it readable to contemporary tastes – as Brandi desired – using no treatment at all. A damaged original
can be placed safely in a repository. An art restorer can apply virtual treatments to it: remove yellowed
varnish, reconstruct it and then invite visitors to view it in a virtual gallery. Given that even now we can
take virtual walks, soon we will likely be able to experience an almost real-life full-sensory experience of
visiting, for example, the Acropolis from any geographical location. Will this possibility heighten or
diminish the rank of this place, which for many today is little more than another ‘must-see’ on a trip
itinerary, unreal in the sense that it is usually filled with crowds of perspiring and disinterested tourists?
Let us put these futuristic visions aside. If there is one important lesson to be taken from the experience
of the past then it is that we are unable to foresee what will happen next, what needs will arise, what
principles and expectations will appear. Our task is to protect heritage from thoughtless destruction and to
persuade people that even if they cannot respect the works of past generations, at least they should grant
their successors freedom of choice. In the face of looming cultural homogenisation, it is art restorers who
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will lay claim to objects belonging to different periods and cultures. It will be a new and important
challenge for them, for they will no longer fight for individual masterpieces, but for the very embodiment of
the cultural richness of the past.
th

Looking back at the damage done during the 20 century, we may arrive at the conclusion that the
erroneous thinking lay in ascribing specific values to cultural objects and in the continuous assessment of
whether they were of value and what exactly that value and the rank of the objects were. It happened
regardless of whether the highest value was perceived as historic, as it was in the past, or material, as it
is today. A generation will perceive particular values in a particular way and future generations will
formulate their own perceptions anew. However, is it possible to protect historic artefacts without
ascribing any value to them? Yes, if we think like Ruskin did: “They do not belong to us.” They just are
and the only thing we should do is pass them on to our successors. We can interpret them, use them as a
source of knowledge or aesthetic experience – they may even evoke anger or repulsion in us – but we
have no right to destroy them simply because we fail to notice in them values that we currently deem
significant. Not touching, then, will be an indicator of the highest form of respect, not only to an artwork
itself, but also to previous and future generations.

Conclusion
Noli me tangere are the words with which resurrected Christ addresses Mary Magdalene, who is the first
person to meet Him outside His tomb. “Touch me not,” or, “Don’t hold me.” The words that follow sound
very mysterious: “Touch me not; for I am not yet ascended to the Father” [11]. Thus: “Do not touch” so as
not to disturb an ongoing process.
st

What significance do these considerations have for us as people of the 21 century? Perhaps, before
touching, it is worth asking, “What is the point of touching?” Maybe this question should be asked more
often today. Perhaps sometimes it will help us verify our attitude towards an artefact and do what for the
art restorer is the most difficult thing to do – accept the state of the work and the process it is in; agree to
its untouched state and in this way, paradoxically, step out of time, in that very moment. Noli tangere tells
us – do not touch, instead, look, see or think, or as a philosopher would put it: Just rest within your being,
if by some curious coincidence you have been given this experience.

Fig. 1. Collegium Novum, Jagiellonian University, Kraków, 1882 – 1887, F. Księżarski. Photo: M. Bogdanowska,
2012.
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Fig. 2: Collegium Novum, Jagiellonian University, Kraków, 1882 – 1887, F. Księżarski. Assambly hall after restoration
carried in 1998/ 99. Photo: K. Polesch, 2003.

Fig. 3. Oxford University Museum of Natural History, 1855 – 1860, T. Dean, B. Woodward. The main court. Photo: M.
Bogdanowska, 2007.
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Fig. 4: Biprostal, Kraków, 1964. M. Wrześniak, B. Czapczyński, mosaic decoration designed by C.Styrylska –
Taranczewska. Photo: M. Bogdanowska, 2010.
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Abstract
An agr eement bet ween t hree I talian s chools of A rchitecture - the School of A rchitecture of t he
Università degli Studi “G. d’Annunzio” di Chieti Pescara, the School of Architecture of the Università
degli Studi di Camerino in Ascoli Piceno and the IUAV, Istituto Universitario di Architettura di Venezia
- the Zhong Shan Design Institute and the Municipality of Zhong Shan, has recently made possible a
new Master Plan for the Historic District of the Chinese city of Zhong Shan. As a whole, considering
the relationships that, originally, linked the Jiu Qu river (natural) to the (man-made) built environment,
the D istrict i s a c omplex c ultural l andscape, a c ombined work of nat ure and m en, i ts ur ban s pace
being t he pr oduct of di fferent ge nerations. T he m ost i nteresting b uilt ex amples dat e bac k t o t he s o
called G olden Age - the Twenties and T hirties of t he 20 th C entury - when t he m erchants of t he
Guangdong r egion ope ned t hemselves t o a ne w g lobal at titude, s uccessfully c onquering t he f oreign
markets. Man y of t hese b uildings, al l of t hem ac curately s urveyed an d l aser s canned, dat e bac k t o
that period. Our design proposal aims at the conservation of the urban diversity; the rediscovery of the
now un derground r iver; t he t ransformation of t his v alued, t hough r un d own, ar ea i nto a l ively and
attractive on e f or C hinese and f oreign t ourists; at m aking i t a s ignificant par t of C hina’s green leap
forward; at conserving and showcasing its peculiar southern Chinese cultural identity.
Keywords: China, Zhong Shan, Guangdong, heritage, laser scanner surveys

1.

Architectural history and the future of the city

The ar chitectural hi story of a c ity and its c ultural heritage is am ong t he pr iceless and i rreplaceable
assets, not only of Zhongshan and of China, but of humanity as a whole. The loss, through
deterioration or di sappearance, of an y of t hese most prized as sets c onstitute an i mpoverishment of
the heritage of all the peoples of the world. Since the adoption of the UNESCO Convention in 1972,
the pr otection and c onservation of t he c ultural her itage c onstitute a s ignificant c ontribution t o a
sustainable development. Based on the principles of the 1964 International Charter on Conservation
and R estoration of Mon uments and S ites ( the so c alled Venice C harter), o ur s pecific dut y i s t he
identification, pr otection, c onservation, presentation and t ransmission t o t he f uture g enerations of a
cultural heritage of outstanding universal value, promoting the application of theory, methodology and
scientific techniques to this valued, Chinese urban area.
The Historic District of the city of Zhongshan is made of different parts and of quite different buildings;
most of t hem, bec ause o f t heir hi story, their ar chitectural qualities, their t ypology, t heir b uilding
materials, their d ecorative appar atus, their homogeneity and the social and relational qualities of the
public spaces, can certainly be considered of “outstanding value” from the point of view of history as
well as art. As a whole, and considering the very interesting relationships that originally linked the river
(natural) to the (man-made) built environment, the complex may even be considered as a true cultural
landscape, a “combined work of nature and of men” and its urban space considered the product of the
creative genius of different generations. “Outstanding value” means a cultural significance which is so
exceptional as to transcend local (Guangdong) or national (Chinese) boundaries and to be of common
importance for the present and the future generations of humanity. Nowadays, local Administration is
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Fig. 1: Figure caption

demonstrating i ts f ull c ommitment - in t he f orms of appr opriate p olicy, l egal, s cientific, t echnical,
administrative a nd f inancial m easures adopt ed an d pr oposed - to restore an d pr otect t his urban
complex a nd its great v alue: we are willing t o c ooperate with our s pecific s cientific culture and
technical know-how and with the experience made in decades of field studies on similar Italian an d
foreign urban complexes. well as art.

Fig. 2: Figure caption

As a whole, and considering the very interesting relationships that originally linked the river (natural) to
the (man-made) built environment, the complex may even be considered as a true cultural landscape,
a “combined work of nature and of men” and its urban space considered the product of the creative
genius of di fferent generations. “Outstanding value” means a cultural significance w hich is so
exceptional as to transcend local (Guangdong) or national (Chinese) boundaries and to be of common
importance for the present and the future generations of humanity.
Nowadays, l ocal Administration is dem onstrating its full c ommitment - in t he f orms of appr opriate
policy, l egal, s cientific, technical, administrative a nd financial m easures ad opted an d proposed - to
restore and protect this urban complex and its great value: we are willing to cooperate with our specific
scientific culture and technical know-how and with the experience made in decades of field studies on
similar Italian and foreign urban complexes.
The central par t of t he c ity represents an i nteresting example of t he Southern C hinese ur ban and
architectural creativity; it bears a significant testimony to a very specific cultural tradition and to a living
civilization; it is also a v ery pec uliar mix of different building t ypes, an ar chitectural e nsemble w hich
illustrates a significant stage in the city’s history; quite a few areas of the Historic District, though partly
spoiled b y r ecent bu ildings of debat able q uality, meet the c onditions of i ntegrity a nd aut henticity
(authenticity is ex pressed through a v ariety of at tributes i ncluding: f orm and des ign, m aterials and
substance, use and function, traditions and techniques, location and setting). It is also very important
to note that the entire area is very lively and densely populated, if not as attractive, for tourists as well
for the inhabitants of “modern” Zhongshan, as it should be.
The m ost interesting built examples dat e bac k t o t he s o c alled G olden A ge, a per iod t hat c an be
located in the Twenties and the Thirties of the 20th Century, when the many merchants of Zhongshan
opened themselves to a new global attitude and successfully conquered the foreign markets. Many of
the most interesting historic buildings, that have been accurately studied and surveyed, date back to
that period. T he r ediscovery of t he i dentity of Z hongshan i s c learly linked t o t he r ediscovery of t his
anonymously, bu t c ompetently and a lso s tylishly des igned a nd built architectural heritage a nd of i ts
original, no w unfortunately lost, relationship w ith the un derground r iver. We and our C hinese
colleagues share the opinion that the city has to look back at its memories if it wishes to come to a
fresh start for a brilliant future.
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Fig. 3: Figure caption

Our pr oject w ill ai m at t he c onservation of t he entire H istoric D istrict, pr olonging t he l ife an d t he
integrity of i ts ar chitectural c haracters, i ts bui lt f orms, i ts c onstituent m aterials, its or iginal c olors, its
once strict relationship with t he J iu Q u river. I n the mainframe o f our pr oposal, w e s hall d istinguish
diverse interventions such as preservation, rehabilitation and restoration.

Fig. 4: Figure caption

Preservation emphasizes t he r etention of al l hi storic fabric t hrough c onservation, maintenance a nd
repair. It reflects a building’s continuum over time, through successive occupancies, and the respectful
changes and alterations that were and are made. It is a very important stage: preserving is better and
cheaper than restoring and accurate and competent maintenance is essential for the healthy survival
of our built heritage.
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Fig. 5: Figure caption

Rehabilitation emphasizes the retention and r epair of historic materials, with some latitude for
replacement a nd r econstruction of t he d eteriorated o r missing par ts. The upgrading of t he h istoric
standards to contemporary ones is a necessity: nobody wishes to live now as our grandparents lived
in the past. This is true in terms of size of the rooms, in terms of natural light and ventilation, in terms
of service areas such as bathrooms and kitchens etc. But properly upgraded historic buildings can be
more efficient and can provide a more comfortable, contemporary living than many recently built ones.
Restoration focuses on t he r etention of m aterials f rom t he most s ignificant t ime i n t he city’s history,
while per mitting t he r emoval of materials f rom ot her per iods. It i s t he m ost del icate par t of t he
intervention and it has to be executed by highly skilled craftsmen under the supervision of experienced
scholars and professionals.
A subtle cultural sensibility and a deep critical know-how are evidently requested in order to correctly
read and interpret the built architectural and urban heritage. Italian architectural and urban culture has
possibly been the most actively and widely interested in interventions on the built heritage all over the
world. As it is the case for China, Italy has been continuously inhabited since very ancient times; its
historic c ities ar e universally r ecognized among t he m ost v aluable western urban m odels of
humankind; the quality of life that the historic central districts of some of our cities can boast is rated at
the highest ranks in the world urban competition. Italian experts, though sometimes overcome by the
quantity and the artistic quality of their extraordinary built heritage, have usually been very successful
in preserving and restoring historic towns and as a whole.
The result of all this is that, though post war Italian suburbs share the same problems (and ugliness) of
many other contemporary cultures all around the world, its historic urban legacy is still nowadays very
successful among its citizens and extremely appreciated and looked after by tourists. It’s understood
that t he bu ilt her itage s hould not b e c onsidered a h eavy b urden on t he m unicipal f inances, but a n
exciting opportunity to exploit – not without a high degree of cultural sensibility - for the future of the
entire local community.
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Fig. 6: Figure caption

2.

Section Architectural history and the future of the city

The Historic District in central Zhongshan also has to become a significant part of China’s green leap
forward. Our current way of life, here as anywhere else, is clearly unsustainable, and that which is not
sustainable does not continue. Our cities have to rely on renewable resources, they must be
dramatically more ecologically sustainable and we have the challenging task to redesign them in order
to achieve an entirely different kind of civilization.

Fig. 7: Figure caption

A green city can have a great, positive impact on the planet’s future. Cities have to grow smart and old
historic districts, if properly upgraded, can be way smarter than most recently built suburbs. The idea
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of a gr een c ity c an c oexist per fectly well w ithin an historic d istrict. A w ell redesigned historic d istrict
won’t j ust hel p c omfortable peo ple become pr osperous, i t will al so m eet i ts i nhabitants m ost bas ic
needs – from clean water and adequate housing to education, healthcare and other social services –
better than spread out, car dependant suburbs do. Designers (architects, engineers, urban planners,
technicians et c.) h ave t o k now t he pl ace well in or der t o m ake i t bet ter, bec ause a gi ven ur banplanning tool never works for every city, and because the more we know and love a place, the more
we want t o participate i n d etermining its e volution. T his i s t he reason why the Italian architects a nd
planners involved in this design proposal must strictly cooperate with their Chinese colleagues in order
to share an exciting, common vision for the future of Zhongshan.

Fig. 8: Figure caption

Central Zhongshan will thus experiment a great variety of challenging and entirely new issues, like, for
example, new forms of urban farming: people will be able to produce a significant percentage of their
food using their small gardens, their terraces and green roofs and the public, green areas along their
newly discovered r iver. T he l inear park al ong t he J iu Q u river w ill also preserve bi odiversity in t he
midst of a densely populated urban environment. This park and other green areas, with their
abundance of s hade t rees, will act as p assive m eans of c ooling, blocking ho t s un r ays f rom t he
houses. Achieving a high density - which is very much part of the Chinese as much as Italian urban
traditions - is extremely important for achieving a more general urban efficiency: though contradictory,
a dense compact neighborhood use less energy and spew less pollution. People can walk or bike, and
everything gets cheaper and easier to provide: electricity, sewage and other basic services. And when
more people share these services, they all have far less of an impact on the city and on the planet. We
all know that we have to build in ex isting communities – it’s the s o-called infill housing – in order t o
have comparatively minimal impact on surrounding ecosystems, since the most damage has already
been do ne there. Zhongshan, as any ot her c ontemporary m etropolis, h as t o fight har d, avoid the
urban sprawl and increase the quality of its urban life: improving air and water quality, creating vibrant
and friendly neighborhoods and becoming a walkable city, at least in its central areas.
The ne w h ouses t hat will be b uilt there and t he o ld ex isting houses t hat will be competently an d
creatively renovated, will adopt s olar panels t o br ing c lean energy and r efrigeration in t he h umid
season and will make good use of the rainwater that falls on the roofs; passive solar energy will also
make use of existing conditions and natural methods like conduction and radiation to heat the water;
discarded har dwood coming for existing buildings that have to be demolished can be reused in new
constructions; a R eBuilding C enter will h opefully be open ed i n or der to provide a v ast selection of
readily available m aterial c oming f rom these previously d iscarded buildings. The renovated hous es,
properly des igned ad hoc, w ill b e m ore flexible, adaptable an d i nteractive t han t he ol d o nes; s mart
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home technologies, for example, can easily be proposed in the renovated Historic District; geothermal
pumps may also be adopted in order to achieve a natural cooling of the indoor temperatures: these
and other similar design strategies, will produce homes that act not only as a passive shelter, but as
an ef ficient, a ctive service s ystem, keeping up with i ts i nhabitants’ dem ands f or a c omfortable a nd
convenient space; in the end they will prove ecofriendly but also wallet friendly.

Fig. 9: Figure caption
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Housing m ust be dedicated t o a r ange of i ncomes and m ixed with of fices, s hops an d a wealth of
beautifully des igned, low m aintenance green s paces: par ks, c ommunity gar dens and playgrounds.
Everything w ill be on a human s cale t o m ake ped estrians, elderlies, disabled an d c hildren feel
welcome. We have to make walking not only easy but pleasurable. Shopping areas and public transit
must be within a five-minute walk of every home. Public transit (also on the river), walking and bicycle
use, under the right circumstances and with appropriate long-term public policies, can serve as viable
alternatives to reliance on the automobile. We have to discourage car ownership and invest in making
public t ransportation s afe, c heap an d r eliable. We hav e t o pr otect k ey v iews of the r iver and of the
many historic buildings that dot the area and introduce green roofs, rain gardens and green facades in
order to reduce the heat-island effect, decrease ground-level ozone and limit the demand for AC. At
the urban scale, for example, permeable pavements will be used in order to preserve all the
functionality of regular pavement eliminating the downsides: they will allow rainwater to filter through
into the ground, preventing street flooding and keeping urban greenery healthier, with less work and
less w ater. Effective water technologies must obviously become a v ery important par t of our des ign
proposal: the homes of this neighborhood will be part of a natural system, considering the pivotal role
played by the river in the new Master Plan.

Fig. 10: Figure caption

In the end, the Historic District will become a very interesting and lively area, crossed by the Jiu Qu
river and highlighted by a variety of historic buildings that form a rich urban pattern, clearly different
and easily recognizable from the more recent parts of the city. A mix of residential, educational and
commercial buildings will also include showrooms, ateliers, galleries, exhibition halls, offices,
boutiques, craftsmen shops, little hotels etc.: the result will be an exciting and creative neighborhood,
very attractive for the locals (especially for young people) and their activities, but also open to the
international trends and influxes, in a very similar way to what can be found in many successful and
tourist oriented Italian historic towns. But, most of all, we must never forget the importance of carefully
keeping the precious, cultural identity of the place, of its architectural and functional characters, in a
more general attitude aiming at showcasing the traditional southern Chinese culture. The chosen
methodology will be the same that has been used in similar projects by Italian architects in Italy and
elsewhere, aiming at the conservation of urban diversity (in terms of building types, materials and
functions), an extremely difficult quality to achieve in new interventions; the strengthening of civic pride
(people must feel that they are part of a vibrant and deeply rooted community, that they are citizens
and not city-users); the creation of a sustainable environment (the buildings should produce more
energy than they request etc.); and - last, but not least - at the transformation of the Historic District
into a very attractive and deeply rewarding area for Chinese and foreign tourists.
The Historic District of Zhong Shan has been surveyed and redesigned by professor Livio Sacchi with
architect Luigi Valentino Losciale, Ph.D., architect Alessia Maiolatesi, Ph.D. and architect Sergio Di
Tondo, Ph.D; the group is part of the Research Unit of the Department of Architecture of the Università
degli Studi “G. d’Annunzio” di Chieti - Pescara.
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Abstract
In 1989, Professor Nikolai Bevz (Lvov Polytechnic Institute) noted that the number of castles in
Ukraine and their quality of architecture, showed a potential for it to become a leading European
centre for heritage in this field.
In Ukraine, there are presently about a hundred castles. Due to scarcity of funding, there is a pressing
need to halt the natural destruction of these castles, which are an integral part of the landscape of
Ukraine, and assess the prospects for a sustainable restoration program that would contribute
significantly to the national image and boost tourism revenue.
Due to geographical and historical factors, the majority of the castles are located in the west of the
country.
Therefore, this Article focuses on castles in the Transcarpathian region, presenting an analysis of the
current state of conservation of these monuments, the disclosure of historical and cultural potential,
and possible reconstruction projects of some of these castle complexes.
Keywords: castles, restoration, architecture, monuments, style

Introduction:
All cultural monuments that are located in Ukraine are inviolable national property that presents
scientific, historical and artistic value.
In Ukraine (income from tourism is 3.3 billion dollars) a year. For comparison, in Germany the figure is
80 billion dollars per year.
Historical and cultural objects in particular, are not valued as tourism resources, most of the sights are
not entered in the tourist routes, which leads to their restricted use. All of this affects domestic tourism
business; with proper advertising it can provide significant economic and social benefit.
Many monasteries in Ukraine as centers of pilgrimage, palace and park ensembles, castles and other
historical and cultural monuments, are rarely used with a cognitive purpose and are out of the active
tourist process in Ukraine.
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The purpose of the article:
1. Introduce the audience to the early settlements and Carpathian foothills of Western Ukraine.
Particularly castles were the centers of life, future cities and settlements were built around them.
2. Typical plans for construction of fortifications in 14-17 century in Ukraine.
The layout configuration of castles was based on elevation contours, where the fortifications were
built.
All castles were surrounded by a deep moat and an earth mold.
3. Example of luxury hunting lodge castles built in the style of French castles of Louis 14th Schonborn castle in Beregvar district.
4. Example of reconstruction of castle ruins - creating historical and landscape park in its place.
Ukrainian castles mostly date from XIV - XVII centuries. We want to pay special attention to
Carpathian and Transcarpathian castles, for two reasons: they are the closest to the European
countries / easier to resolve travel issues / and the picturesque location at the foothills of the
Carpathian Mountains.
Mostly, first castles were built of wood, then - of stone and brick. Since they were constructed for
defensive purposes, most common for them was to be located on rocks, hills and river banks. Castles
were peculiar life centers with settlements forming around them.
In total, there are 12 Transcarpathian castles. Most castles are under destruction, and from some
there is no trace, however each of them is worthy of attention because these structures played a
significant role in the life of Ukrainian lands and were associated with well-known families, individuals,
and have left their mark in history of Ukraine.
Special attention needs be given to 4 castles of Carpathian region that have unusual popularity among
tourists.
Nevytsky castle is considered to be the oldest in Ukraine reflecting defense architecture of XIII
century. Nevytsky castle was founded in 12-13 century.
The uniqueness of castle is that it has an authentic style of architecture which is unique in Europe.
However at present, you would rather call it romantic ruins than a castle, which are also magnificent
and unique. The ruins of Nevytsky castle are located on a picturesque hill above the valley of the river
Uzh. Stone castle in place of the wooden fortress was erected in the XIII century. Its plan determines
the shape of the upper terrace of the mountain - close to oval. Along the defensive wall two-story
buildings were placed forming a narrow castle courtyard with galleries, which was close to the
parameters 35*12 m. Most of the fortified castle buildings were square in plan; the four-story tower
dungeon is located in the south-east side of the building. Entrance gate was apparently locked from
the south of the courtyard. The castle was surrounded by a deep moat and an earth mold.
All of this you can see in the plan of the castle below.
Unfortunately at this time Nevytsky castle is in the process of destruction and it’s a pity that the castle
is destroyed not only by time but also by people. They break the walls, draw pictures and throw trash
around. Some of the buildings are in critical condition, so they are closed to the mass visit.
Uzhhorod castle
Uzhhorod castle — historical heart of Uzhhorod and Carpathia. The castle was built in middle ages
by Drugeth family, and then rebuilt several times, now it is open as a museum.
The castle is located on a high hill of volcanic origin that hovers over river Uzh. Stone building was
built in the XIII century on the site of ancient Kyiv Rus settlement of IX-XIII centuries. During the XIII the first half of the XVI century castle repeatedly withstood the siege - it was destroyed and rebuilt. At
the end of the XVI century the castle was rebuilt under supervision of the Italian masters with the latest
achievements of fortification art of that time.
Uhhorzod castle - a masterpiece of Romanesque architectural style. The main building of the castle
was the palace, additionally protected from the south-eastern and north-eastern side by the low wall of
the bridge, which was built across the moat and drove to the northern palace entry.
Architectural structures of the castle at this stage are in good condition, which cannot be said about
the landscape. Earlier, castle was surrounded by lush gardens, among which was the flower garden,
recalling French parks. Restoration of the park - this is the main task of the reconstruction of
Uzhhorod castle.
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Shenborn castle.
The same thing should be noted about Schonborn castle, to emphasize the greatness and beauty of
the building by landscape design that meets the requirements of that era.
Castle of counts Schonborn is an elegant hunting palace located in Beregvar district, which is 10 km
from Mukachevo.
Romantic view of the French castles of Louis XIV era is given to the building by an eclectic
architecture dominated by Gothic and Renaissance elements. Astronomical year was taken as the
basis of the project: 365 windows correspond to the number of days in the year, 52 rooms meet the
number of weeks, and 12 entrances - the number of months. The building is decorated with numerous
turrets, weather vanes, colorful tiles, stained glass, heraldic molding. Family crest with lion and a
crown of Shenborn can be seen on the clock tower. Interior is partially preserved with a grand
staircase and a fireplace. The palace is located in the heart of the English park with area of 19
hectares, with the natural landscape, of rare breeds of trees and shrubs: Boxwood, Cherry, Weymouth
pine, Canadian spruce. Outline of the park pond resembles the map of Austria-Hungary. Each fall,
nobles across Europe came to Schonborn hunting grounds for hunting and leisure.
Since 1946, clinical sanatorium "Karpaty" was open in the area of the estate, where they treat
cardiovascular disease. There is a well-room with a unique mineral water "Polyana Fonts."
See the photo:
Pic.11 Clinical sanatorium "Karpaty"
Castle Palanok in Mukachevo is most visited castle by tourists. Mukachevo castle - is an example of
medieval fortification architecture, which combines different styles. Mukachevo castle is located on a
volcanic mountain with height of 68 m. and covers the area of about 14 sq. m ². The castle consists of
three parts and is placed on three terraces. The oldest - Upper Castle of XIV-XVI centuries is located
on top of the mountain, the Middle of XVII century - on the terrace 6 m. below and the Lower Castle
also of XVII century - 10m. below the Middle. At the beginning of the XVIII century, on the fourth
terrace 10 m. lower, the tower was built for the protection of the gate and road to the castle on the
western slope of the mountain. This road is preserved to this day, and the tower was destroyed in the
early XX century, leaving only its foundation.
Each part of the castle is surrounded by stone walls 3-3.5 m. thick, dry moats with depth of 10-12 m.,
where they used to place lifting wooden bridges. The castle was under protection of 8 powerful
bastions adjoined in XVII century on the corners of all three parts of the castle, where the artillery was
placed. Gateway to the Lower Castle, where the guards were located, was protected by two powerful
circular bastions. Middle Castle had four bastions, a large courtyard surrounded by a two-storey
building, which housed the barracks for the garrison, an arsenal, knights' hall, kitchen, barns. On the
north side of the yard once stood the house of the commandant, which was demolished in the second
half of the XX century, leaving only the foundation. Behind Middle castle there are stone walls of the
Upper Castle of XIV century, on which you can climb by the stairs from left and right. On the left stairs of the square tower of the late XV century. On the right - the so-called "walking-trap", cut out by
the south-east tower at the end of the XVI century.
Upper Castle - former residence of its owner, has the yard closed on all sides, two-three storey
buildings - the luxury apartments of the former duke of XVI-XVII centuries. Three round towers of XIV
century, completed in XVII century, the castle chapel of XVII century. On the north side of the Upper
Castle there are two defensive bastions. In the southern part of the courtyard is a well with the depth
of 85 meters, the water of which was used until the end of the XIX century (from Austrian sources XIX
of century). In the well, at a depth of 71 m. there were two stone cut spiral staircases, which ended at
1.6 m. from the bottom niches. The first stairs were in the south, the second - in the north. According
to legend, at the bottom of a well there was a secret underground passage to the shore of Latorytsa .
Around the castle mountain in the XVI century, was a cut water moat, which was filled with water from
the river Latoritsa. Later, in the XVII century, moat was fortified with oak palisade - Palanca. That is
why the castle is called - Palanok Castle.
At this time, the castle is in good condition. The flow of tourists is probably the biggest compared to
other castles of Transcarpathia. This is one of reasons why the souvenir shops are located inside the
castle.
This shows to be a minus, because medieval structure loses its beauty and that is why there is a
needed to remove all trading points inside the castle. Special area near the castle can be assigned for
this purpose, where souvenir shops could be built along with food facilities. Otherwise, shops and
cafes can be placed in the internal structure of the castle, so that they would not affect the
architectural beauty.
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Majestic and beautiful are also the castles of Ivano-Frankovsk region. To be clear with the
specification, they are more considered to be ruins than castles. There are totally 5 castles in IvanoFrankovsk region, though one of them could hardly be called a castle due to its tasteless
reconstruction – Rojnyatovsky Castle/Scarbek castle.
Four castles in Carpathia take part in a contest «7 wonders of Ukraine: castles, fortresses, palaces».
These include: Starostinsky Castle Halych city), Pnivsky Castle of 16-19 century ( Pniv village of
Nadvirnyanskogo district), Chernelitsky Castle of XVII century (Chernelitsa city), Rakovetsky castle
of XVII century (city Rakovets, Rogatyn region).
Halych castle
It is worth noting Starostinsy castle in Halich, which can be called a model for transforming ruins of
the castle in the place of interest for tourists. The project design for restoration of the complex has
been already made, see the photo.
Wooden structure was first mentioned in 1144. Subsequently, strong citadel was turned into a castle
of Halych dukes. There are allegations that it had a two-story basement.
Halych castle or they also call it Starostinsky castle, was constructed in 1367, during polish
feudalism. The castle is located near Dnestr River near the dock of Halych. By one of the versions it
was built by Volyn governor Lubart, in place of ancient Kiev Rus citadel, which stood on the site in the
days of Daniel Galitsky. Until the fifteenth century the castle was one of the largest in Halych, the area
of the castle-seven thousand square meters; the garrison consisted of one thousand men.
During XVI -XVІІ centuries, the castle was repeatedly attacked by Turks and Tatars, and only in 1649
it was retaken by the troops of Khmelnytsky. At first it was a wooden structure, which already, in 1658
by the orders of elder Count Andrei Galitsky Potocki (founder of Stanislav city) was turned to stone by
the project of Italian engineer fortifier F. Korassini.
Citadel area of 1.7 ha was triangular in shape and consisted of two parts, one above the other. The
towers were tetrahedral and pentagon. The castle had an underground storage of ammunition, food
and arsenal. Moreover, the fortress was surrounded by two lines of defense. In good shape remain
Shlahetskaya tower and the chapel of St. Catherine, which was part of the defense system.
Now the castle is a part of the National Park of Ancient Halych. There are also plans to open the
exhibition of ancient weapons.
At present, from the castle of the end of XVI century remain the ruins of pentagon corner tower
(west) at the second level and what is left of the defense walls with loopholes. Numerous basements
still remain in the castle.
Not less romantic are the ruins of Chernelsky castle built in the 17th century. It is characterized by the
architectural style of Renaissance.
The remains of the castle are located on a right rocky bank of the Dniester River. The castle was built
in the early XVII century, however, during Polish-Cossack battles its construction was in deterrence. It
was completed in 1659, by Duke George-Michael Chartoriysky, governor of Bratslav. It was a bastion
fortification, square in plan, with four bastions and two story gate tower with side porches along the
western wall of defense. Its walls were six meters in height with up to two meters in thickness. A
palace was standing out in complex of castle structures, which was repeatedly visited by Jan Sobieski
II during his Moldovan campaigns in 1685-1691. When Duke Chartoriysky was involved in military
actions, he left the castle to his wife - beautiful dark-haired Duchess Frosini Chartoriysky. Hence, by
the legend is the name - Chernelitsky castle and settlement Chernelitsya.
After the loss of the function of the defense castle it was used as premises. Its owners were Galecki,
Potocki, Stanitskie and other noblemen. Starting from XIX century castle gradually began to decline.
At present there are only ruins of the gate tower and parts of the structures of western defense walls.
Including, white stone arch portal access gates, made in plastic Renaissance architectural style.
Above it, imbedded in the wall, is the carved crest "Race”.
Pnivsky Castle is located in Ivano-Frankovsk region, near Nadvirnynsk city. It is extremely interesting
and valuable sight of military-defense architecture. The foundation of the castle - the second half of
the XVI century. Pnivsky Castle - is one of the southern defense outposts of Halych lands of XVI XVIІ century.
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Pnivsky castle is located on high hill of Carpathian foothills. It was built in the second half of the XVI
century by local landowners Kuropatvy. Regular layout configuration is determined by features of the
castle area. Almost pentagon, it was formed with two story walls of 1.7 meters thick and with five
corner two story towers. Out of these, south and south-east were round the northern and south-west hexagon, and between them at the turn of the north-west wall is a semicircular tower with the built in
rectangular house.
On the opposite side of the yard, along the south-eastern wall of defense, was a three-story palace,
with and adjacent triangular tower behind the line of walls. The gate tower housing and half-bridge
over the moat were on the axis of the southern wall. Now remain the ruins of defense walls, the
remains of the foundations of the palace, and towers with loopholes at a level of the second floor. And
now foundation is the only trace of the southern round corner tower.
Pnivsky Castle - a large, well-planned and well thought-fortification. It was the largest in Carpathians
before the construction of Stanislav stronghold (1662). The castle is located on a natural hill, turned to
the western side of the river Bistrica Nadvernyanskaya .
Number of towers of the castle stepped out over the general line of the walls, which allowed having a
good view and a shot around the castle walls. The last, fifth tower was the entry. The entrance to the
castle was through a lifting bridge over the special moat that was filled with water. Moat was artificial
and it stretched along the south wall of the castle. On the eastern side the castle defenses were
strengthened by a deep gill, with the small river flowing at the bottom. In the west, castle stands on a
natural hill with a cliff. The most vulnerable and unprotected part of the castle was on the north side,
nevertheless, during that time it was one of the most fortified and equipped places for a long siege in
entire Ukraine. Strength of the walls of the castle was repeatedly tested during the past centuries.
Northern wall survived the most, without losing its integrity and original height, and without any traces
of more recent works. It even has the part of the original material of plaster. Traces of the original
appearance of the walls have also survived on the round tower, which connects the northern and
eastern walls of the castle. This was a high tower and had several floors. Overlaps between the floors
were made of wood. Inside the tower is a special place to fasten the woodblocks. There are still
remains of them inside. In relatively good shape is the eastern tower. It is laid out not only of stone,
but of red brick that was used for reconstruction. The eastern wall gives a clear idea of the difference
in the ground levels of the castle and the surrounding area: the outer walls are more than double in
height than the internal, and this forms the idea of the existence of underground system hidden
beneath the castle. This was also proved by the numerous entrances leading down beneath the floor.
Eastern wall has windows with bay overlaps made of stone beams. You can see cornice stepping out
above the windows. Other walls and towers are in much worse condition, having cracks or being
completely dispersed. Window bays and entrances to the inner yard were made by dome technique.
Walls of the castle and especially towers have a large number of channels cut into the thick masonry,
through them came out the smoke. This was a heating system in middle ages. The availability of these
channels, as well as plaster and windows shows that from the moment of its appearance castle
complex was planned and built not only as a fortification, but was also used as a place to live in.
Living quarters also existed in the entrance tower, which were located on the second floor. The tower
itself is in heavily damaged condition, but the arch gates survived. On the facade of the tower entrance
remains a niche for bridge and hoist chains. Castle was famous for numerous underground passages,
which also greatly increased its defense, especially at the time of siege.
Underground entrances of square tower survived the most. How many were there, and which way
they were leading - it is difficult to say now. However, one of them led to another citadel of round stone
tower.
Pnivsky Castle
Pnivsky castle, which is now picturesque ruins of the walls and some towers, in the 15th century, was
an inaccessible stronghold. Historians claim that the castle was captured by the enemy only once. And
the defeat was not due to the weakness of its defenders but because of betrayal.
Here, in this historical site every year is the festival "Dzhendzhur Fist." One of the purposes of the
festival is to raise funds for the restoration of the Pnivsky castle. Every year this festival is becoming
very popular not only among the Ukrainians, but also among foreign visitors. So that the recovery, at
least in part, is the initial target.
Another tragic story is associated with Pnivsky castle - execution of Jews during World War II. By the
words of eyewitnesses there were about 3,000 people executed. The entire wall near the place of
tragedy is riddled with small holes from bullets. It is near the wall we want to place a memorial to the
victims of fascism.
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Skarbek castle
In comparison with the previous castles, where they stood on the edge of settlements, Skarbek castle
is located in the center of the small town Rozhnyatov. It was constructed in the fifteenth century. The
castle was well fortified and surrounded by a deep moat, and had two loopholes. At this time,
earthworks and loopholes are completely destroyed. It is even impossible to tell where they were
because of the building near the castle.
Two underground passages led into the woods, to Baturin and Basilian Monastery district (now
"Podmonastyr"). Construction of the castle is associated with the name of Count Skarbka. Skarbka
together with Potocky, Yablonovsky, Koniecpolsky were the richest Halych lords. It used to serve as
fortification till XVII century. The name of the owner of the castle was Stanislaw Skarbek and it is
related with reconstruction of the building. He made it a hunting lodge, added European refinement in
the interior, making it an apartment for his residence. Neo-Gothic architectural style of the castle
became clearly defined. A beautiful pond lies at the foot of the tower. To the great regret, it was
covered with earth in Soviet times.
Along with this, Skarbek built the first blast furnace in Angelova Rozhnyatovskogo area, where they
found the iron ore. He also built a church in that area. It was he, who invited John Pinzel. Later he was
called Ukrainian Michelangelo to make sculptures for the church. There were 12 apostles skillfully
carved out of wood, but after a fire, only three survived. His castle, he connected with the church by
underground passage.
The present appearance of the castle remains on paintings and old photos.
After that date, papers will not be considerate for oral presentation and publication.

Fig. 1: Nevytsky castle
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Abstract

This paper is inspired by the Erasmus Intensive Program “Architecture of Modernism in the Seaside
Resorts of Bulgaria, Romania, Turkey and Italy” that will involve the authors’ Faculties, and other
European Universities, in the organization of plein-air workshops and student competitions concerning
cultural heritage and the architecture of the coastal areas, starting at Varna Free University in 2014.
The program sets a task to rediscover any lost examples of modern architecture, and preserved ones
too, which are to be documented and mapped, as well as to propose measures for exhibiting them in
various forms of architectural-and-artistic lighting, revealing the specific characteristics and qualities of
the sites.
The aim of this paper is to provide a preliminary documentation about examples of modern
architecture in costal areas of Italy and Bulgary, that will successively be integrated with examples
from the other involved Countries. The documentation has the objective of verifying the presence of a
common language in the different European coasts, both regarding the architectural language and the
relation between architecture and landscape.
The documentation includes the conservation conditions of the architectures of major interest, in order
to propose common solutions for the knowledge, preservation and touristic valorization of an important
cultural heritage. It is also analyzed the representation at the time of such architectures, and the new
communication language generated by the will to promote coastal resorts.
Keywords: Documentation, cultural heritage, architecture of modernism, costal landscape.

1.

Introduction

In the 1930s, the ideas of modern architecture were gaining an increasing popularity. The seaside
resorts proved to be among the places in Europe where principles such as openness to the natural
environment, the ease of the solutions, the use of flat roofs, terraces, and large balconies found their
natural implementation. Therefore, modern architecture was spreading along the European coastal
areas at same time with their development and promotion of mass-scale leisure activities.
Often these architectures show an interesting integration with the landscape, obtained by the sliding
glass doors, the use of patios and outdoor living spaces, a large expanses of glass, courtyards,
horizontal orientation and integration of natural landscape features into design, use of natural
materials.
Architecture, in varied innovative forms, became an essential ingredient in fashioning the seaside.
Designed to entice people seeking leisure and pleasure, architecture became an important
characteristic distinguishing one seaside place from another. [1] It can be considered as a cultural
artefact, evolving over the time through a process of cultural design.
It has been argued that from the mid-nineteen century, the visual sense was increasingly hegemonic
in the relationship with the nature, including the sea, that has been transformed into a visual spectacle.
The fundamental process of tourist consummation became capturing the gaze, and seaside resorts
became the tool for such experience. [2]
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The architecture of the seaside is the product of a cultural design process: architecture and its
representation generated a series of meanings that influenced the relation between people and
seaside. This cultural design involves the representation of the seaside and its architecture in visual
images, promotional materials such as guidebooks, publicity posters, postcards and photographs.
These representation influenced the way in which seaside architectures and resorts have been viewed
and used. That’s why it is important to document at the same time the architectures and the new
communication language used for tourism representation at the time, presenting similar characteristics
in all geographical areas.

Fig. 1: 1912, poster promoting travel to
Chicago Illinois, USA.

Fig. 3: 1925, art deco poster promoting tourism to
Adelboden, a small resort town in Switzerland.

Fig. 2: 1914, poster promoting Cesenatico,
Italy. Designer Roberto Franzoni.

Fig. 4: 1930s, poster promoting tourism in
Queensland, Australia.
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2.

The Italian coast in XX century. Tourism, architecture and representation (M.P.)

The "tourism success” of Italy, at least until the seventeenth century, was due to the image of
advanced and creative urban society. During the eighteenth century, the cultural point of view took
minor interest. Tourists began to appreciate the beauty and power of nature, so that the Enlightenment
led to the discovery of the sea, while the romanticism preferred the mountain. [3]
The first example of "modern tourism" was the thermal tourism. Was born in Britain at the end of the
seventeenth century and registered the greatest development between the mid-eighteenth and early
nineteenth century.
Even the discovery of the sea as a tourist destination belongs to English aristocracy in the second half
of the eighteenth century, when they began attending the first seaside resorts, the success of which
depended on the ability to manage the free time of vacationers and by the investments made. In fact,
people rarely used to bath: they walked on the beach conversing and protecting from the sun with
umbrellas, as the sun was not recognized to have any therapeutic function. [4]
It was only in late nineteenth century that the "culture of the sun" revolutionized the map of seaside
tourism and seasons. The coasts of Mediterranean, already highly attractive for winter tourism, began
hosting a growing number of tourists even during the hottest months of the year, competing with the
cold seashores of the North Sea. Consequently, tourism on the Italian coast had a rapid expansion
during the twentieth century. [5]
2.1 The origins of seaside tourism and the Liberty architecture
The development of resorts in the Mediterranean area began in France and Spain, then spread to
Greece, Italy, Yugoslavia, and after that, to north Africa and Turkey.
Surpassed the travel style of the Grand Tour, during the twentieth century, the Italian coast had two
phases of development: the first - at the beginning of the century - was still exclusive prerogative of
aristocracy and upper middle class, and is testified by the presence of numerous Liberty villas and
hotels, original examples of architecture during the golden age known worldwide as the "Belle
Epoque". [6]
The most characteristic architecture, at the beginnings of seaside tourism, is represented by the
architectural formula of the kursaal: literally "treatment room", a name that echoes the connotation of
the therapeutic bathing in the sea at the origins of tourism. It consisted of a large building, which today
would be called multifunctional, generally located on the beach and used as an hotel, bathhouse,
game room, café-concert, casino. The first to be built was the one of Ostend in 1852, followed by a
long series of such facilities spread throughout the continent, that made the word kursaal a synonym
of tourism and recreation complex serving vacationers and bathers.

Fig. 5: The Kursaal in Rimini, built in the late nineteenth century in neoclassical style by Gaetano Urbani, and
demolished in the postwar period.
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The encounter between the new demands of seaside tourism and the new architectural taste, gave
rise to modern buildings intended to satisfy the dream dimension of the architecture intended for
recreation and leisure. [7]
In Italy, this phase of development of the seaside town took place in correspondence of the Art Deco
period. The fulcrum of the new settlements was the walk next the sea, where the architectures, built in
a virgin place like the beach, were laid in line as pavilions, whose stylistic compositions showed
different styles and materials, following the international models diffused by the Universal Expositions.

Fig. 6: Villa Zuzzi in Lignano, Italy (1910), one of the oldest Liberty buildings still extant, in a period picture.

2.2 Mass tourism and modern architecture
In the second half of the twentieth century, the seaside summer tourism became the central product of
the new mass tourism, which replaced the previous elitist tourist fruition. Tourism became accessible
to workers employed, so far excluded from the tourist circuits for economic reasons. It is obviously a
turning point, destined to change forever the structure of Western society: its scale of values, its
needs, its customs, its paradigms, were transformed. [8]
The term "mass tourism" has not only an economistic significance: on the one hand, it refers to the
principle of minimizing costs - and thus of the maximization of profit - by offering an undifferentiated
product to a mass of buyers as large as possible, while on the other hand it suggests a sociological
dimension of belonging to a mass, the mass of vacationers.
People go on holiday for an identity and cultural need, not to feel excluded from their social sphere
and to participate in a collective ritual. During this phase, the summer holiday in a beach resort is the
most diffused holiday; for Europeans preferably in a Mediterranean resort.
There is thus a transition from the edification of private villas to resort towns, featuring a new concept
of urban planning, which included areas reserved for leisure, large squares and sidewalks for walking,
and the construction of recreational facilities.
This has led to the explosion of the offer of receptivity, with the construction of hotels, guesthouses,
campsites, holiday villages, second homes, and tourist services (restaurants, bathing establishments,
shipping), in a growing number of towns having resources related to the sea and the sun. [9]
Between the fifties and seventies of the twentieth century, the localities defined pioneer, that had
already been concerned by forms of tourism in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, such as
Viareggio, Grado and Rimini in Italy, set an example for the new locations that were organizing in
function of tourism, both in terms of material aspects, such as accommodation, shops and restaurants,
beaches, both in terms of intangible aspects, like knowledge and skills of staff in tourist services,
management methods, forms of communication and marketing, etc. [10]
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The rapid growth of demand has generated a concrete prospects of development for the seaside
resorts involved in the seaside tourism, but at the same time has produced an alteration of coastal
landscapes often irreversible, and in many cases has introduced a spatial segregation between
residents and vacationers. The result is a linear model of urbanization, immediately adjacent and
parallel to the coast, where the building for tourism in many cases weighed heavily on landscape and
coastal ecosystems. [11]
Apart from the speculations of scarce aesthetic value, it is also possible to find interesting experiments
of the new architectural forms that in those years were spreading in Europe.
Many architects worked out projects characterized by the new architectural forms of modernism and
rationalism, that just in holiday resorts had their first representative expression. In the most significant
examples it can be seen an attention to the relationship between the architecture and the surrounding
environment, which is expressed both inserting the shapes in the context, both using large windows to
facilitate the relationship between the inside and the external.

Fig. 7: Colonia Marina, Italy, in a in a postcard of the 60s. The building in modern style was realized in 1939 by
Pietro Zanini.

Among the best known examples in Italy, is the Hotel Parco dei Principi in Sorrento, designed by Gio
Ponti between 1960 and 1961, which can be considered one of the first examples of design hotels in
Europe. The architect was inspired by the preexistence for the development of heights, the disposition
in plan of the volumes and the visual effect from the garden and the sea; but draw up a project that
has all the elements particular to his poetic: the work on surfaces, the linearity and verticality, the
"visual eyes", the decoration, the lightness, the landscapes.
Situated on the top of the promontory, the complex appears high and sober, anchored to the rock
thanks to the two levels dug into tuff, but soaring up because of the walls that mark the rhythm of the
volumes. The white plaster is interrupted only at the openings: air, light and the blue sea come into the
rooms, in a continuous exchange between internal and external spaces.
The facades are treated as independent surfaces: one bears the mark of horizontal continuous bands
of balconies; another is defined by a checkerboard of small covered loggias and terraces; others are
dotted with jutting "tribunes" framed in white, alternating with openings of different sizes and recesses
formed in the thickness of the masonry.
In addition to a great care in the design of coverings, Ponti gives precise indications about the type
and disposition of the furniture.
The building has recently been concerned by a work of restoration, and represents a symbol of the
Sorrento coast, and more generally of Italian design. [12]
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Fig. 8: Hotel Parco dei Principi, Sorrento, Italy. Designed by Gio Ponti in 1960-61.

2.3 Representation and imaginary
The tourist imaginary strongly influences the choice of destinations. Since the dawn of tourism, a kind
of hierarchy of the attractions has been defined. The tourist posters and postcards, that accompanied
the birth and transformation of tourism resorts, constitute a precious witness of the evolution of
buildings and landscapes, but also of tastes and customs of the public. The images of the past,
especially in the photographs and postcards, have in fact also a function of social reflexivity, witness
and memory of the society evolution. [13]
In the last decades of the nineteenth and early twentieth century, there was a boom in the production
and dissemination of picture postcards with the most varied content. The low cost of shipping, as well
as the evocative power of images, allowed a wide use of postcards, especially by the rising social
classes of the middle and lower middle class, while initially it were disdained by the aristocracy, and
were rarely used by the poorer classes, as was illiterate.
The diffusion of tourism, as well as the scarcity of other communication systems, decreed their
success. Their representations document the evolution of the spaces of beach life progressively built
up, starting from the bathhouse, to the seafront and villas that will characterize the settlement. [14]
Posters and postcards were also an opportunity for graphical and pictorial experiments, especially
finalized to advertising, involving in some case the artistic vanguards. The evolution of graphic
communication through travel poster is therefore a starting point for interesting researches that should
certainly be taken into consideration in the documentation of the development of coastal resorts.

Fig 9: Poster of Grado, Italy, by Auchentaller, artist of
the Viennese Secession, 1906.
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3.

Modernism in Bulgarian coast. Conservation and valorization (M. K.)

After the Stalinist period, architecture in Bulgaria turns much more to modernism, while still has
specific "socialist" characteristics, so we call it "the social modernism." There are certain "rules" that
sometimes overlap with Western architecture, other times are complementary and sometimes quite
different.
At the end of the 60s of the twentieth century, the resort-tourism in the country was developing and
beyond the already known resort "Albena", "Golden Sands" and "Sunny Beach". Characteristic of the
tourism was the diffusion of departmental holiday homes, especially in smaller communities on the
south coast as Primorsko, Sozopol, Tsarevo. It was here that have been preserved more buildings
typical of the development of architecture during this period, while in the larger resorts, in the first
st
decade of the 21 , most built in the previous century was destroyed.

Fig. 10: Hotel "Imperial" in the ex holiday home of the Council of Ministers in the resort "Golden Sands" – Varna.
Now is a resort club "Riviera".

Fig. 11: Hotel "Nymph" in the ex holiday home of the Council of Ministers in the resort "Golden Sands" – Varna.
Now is a resort club "Riviera".
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Fig. 11-12: 'Perla' near Primorsko.

Today, the cultural heritage of modern architecture is subject to a much greater risk than that in any
other time. Even at the end of the 80s it is very overwhelmed and many masterpieces were destroyed
or altered beyond recognition. Some of them are not considered as elements of inheritance; over the
years their original functions have changed significantly, and technological innovation have not passed
the test of time.
On a global scale has born the idea of the physical protection and moral rehabilitation of such
heritage, a kind of debt to one of the biggest cultural phenomena of the 20th century. This problem is
even more acute in Bulgaria and despite repeated discussions, many objects of modern architecture
in the country are not registered as monuments. This topic has not yet been firmly in the curricula of all
schools of architecture. Some of the problems are:
- Difficult interpretation of the causes that give rise to problems of architectural heritage; lack of
operating principles and evaluation criteria; lack of professional documentation and lack of evaluation
of the architecture of modernism.
- Difficult to implement mechanisms to ensure its documentation and to evaluate and create a unified
digitized system database.
- Inadequate management of technical methods for protection and regeneration of the architectural
heritage of the twentieth century. [15]
The documentation have the aim to rediscover any lost examples of modern architecture, and
preserved ones too, which are to be documented and mapped, as well as to propose measures for
exhibiting them in one of the most up-to-date solutions – lighting architecture – various forms of
architectural-and-artistic lighting, revealing the specific characteristics and qualities of the sites.
Current trends and methods of exposure, keeping the design features (elements) of the buildings and
their surrounding areas, such as through the implementation of adequate solutions for light design
allows the general appearance of modern architecture to be presented in a new attractive, adapted
and adequate lighting vision.
For light sources using advanced lighting systems (LED), which are economical, durable, compact,
flexible design and energy efficiency. It also allows to obtain a uniform distribution of light without form
dark areas typical of other light sources.

Fig. 13: Melia Grand Hermitage 5 *in resort Golden Sands.
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Fig. 14: Hotel Helios Spa & Resort 4*, Golden Sands.

4.

Conclusion

The present tourist development have changed as a result of globalization, intended as the
progressive growth of relations and exchanges in the world, whose main effects are the economic and
cultural convergence between the regions involved. The increasing openness that globalization has
generated in the geo-political, economic, and cultural field has decisively influenced the development
of contemporary tourism, dilating the territories, and making the tourism one of the main economic
sectors in the world.
The reasons of this evolution of the tourist market are of both technological (improved accessibility of
a growing number of locations thanks to the development of low-cost transports; wider information
available thanks to the Internet), and motivational (search for alternative destinations; desire for
encounter with different cultures, identities and atmospheres perceived as genuine; aspiration to
expand the sphere of action in new or unusual experiences).
In such a market, the competition between destinations is very strong, and it is important to highlight
the characteristics of a place identity, to differentiate it from the others. The documentation of the
examples of modern architecture can be the basis for a European network for the enhancement and
promotion of a shared cultural heritage with common styles and languages.
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Abstract

This article aims to analyze the transformation that has taken place in Brazil since the colonial period
to nowadays, once the constant celebrating has made Brazil known worldwide as "the country of
festivities", especially by Carnival. Through analysis of primary and secondary sources, we note that
the constant celebrate is not new: since the beginning of colonization the parties punctuate the
Brazilian history, especially the religious ones. The dizzying urban transformations suffered in the last
decades deleted previous forms of urban social organization: as the colonial city, strongly marked by
the mandatory religious parties; the imperial city, which kept some of them, although they have
entered into decline; the city under the influence of European aristocratic bias in the First Republic that
controlled and laicized many parties and introduced others by the hands of immigrants, especially
Italians; the modernist city and the metropolis where some parties persisted among many others that
disappeared. Anyway, the city has completely changed it face over the years, clearing customs and
overshadowing the traditions. The secularization happened gradually, the urban public space moved
from the religious predominance in its beginnings to the secular nowadays. The parties persisted
punctuating the course of people's lives, but the mandatory religious festivities are no longer
celebrated, they were changing slowly and nowadays they have meaning of leisure and fun for a
particular society and at a particular time.
Keywords: Brazilian parties; urban public space; secularization; leisure.

1.

Understanding the Brazilian parties in a historical perspective

A long time ago, the constant celebrating has made Brazil known worldwide as "the country of
festivities", especially by Carnival. Several parties, especially those of essentially religious Catholic
character, have been taking place throughout the years in several Brazilian cities, each one presenting
certain specificities, depending on the community in which they are inserted and on the period in
question. But, this constant celebrating is not new, since the beginning of colonization, the festivities
have been punctuating the history of Brazil, being essential to the organization of the societary tissue
and to the Brazilian lifestyle and they also are occupying a privileged place in the building of society
[1].
and Brazilian culture (PEREZ, w/d, p. 16)
In order to understand the meaning of the parties and their continuity in the collective life of
Brazilian cities, the big challenge is to find in the documents of the past signs of their history. The
dizzying urban transformations suffered in the last decades deleted previous forms of urban social
th
organization. The colonial city, with its mud buildings, was demolished from the late 19 century,
including many religious buildings related to the early Brazilian religious parties. A new city emerged
based on the capitalist and bourgeois logic, under the influence of European aristocratic bias. The
policy of the First Republic governments tried to control and to secularize many parties, along with
many new ones introduced by the hands of immigrants. In the modernist city and in the metropolis
some traditional parties still persisted among many others that disappeared and new ones that arise,
now with another different guise and profane values.
Anyway, the city has completely changed its appearance over the centuries in an accelerated
process of redesigning of the urban public space, no longer marked by the religious predominance.
The population increased, there was a progressive secularization of everyday life and only some
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ancient parties persisted, punctuating the course of people's lives, marking the moments and
collectivities periodicity, expressing and intensifying the collective life and the policies of the public
space organization.
We can’t say that the parties simply happen, because they have a deep structure: they are
performed and have a meaning for a particular society at a particular time. The place of the party for a
collective results of behaviors that ends up leaving material traces in the urban landscape. Thus, the
study of parties is a way to analyze social organization forms in urban space and to check the ruptures
and permanencies in long duration, verifying in which terms the public space becomes secular and
mundane, leaving its religious and symbolic dimension backward and giving way to leisure and fun.
We believe that the study of the past can illuminate a better understanding of the present, which
means that in a historical perspective, "time" and "space" become two fundamental coordinates that
interfere in the behavior and social perception.
In this way, a detailed study of daily practices and uses of public space involves the unveiling
of traces left by the past, as in material terms as by means of speeches and/or images aiming to show
why and how some parties took place and remained (some still persisting until nowadays) and why
and how others have disappeared over time. Through the analysis of everyday life, of the civil or
ecclesiastical determinations and of the functions assigned to parties and to processions in each
historical period, we aim to restore a complete panorama, showing the permanencies and ruptures in
the process and proving that the party has a function and a meaning for the different segments of
society, at different times.
The ensemble of behaviors and practices that lead to different ways to read the world through
the parties also brings us to the definition of the concept of "party" which also is changing overtime.
[2]
Mary Del Priore (1994/2000) explains that the Brazilian parties are a moment of utopia, a political,
religious and symbolic fact, according to the meaning that they assume for the various segments of
society. The parties have an important social function, since the city and the inhabitants must
preparing themselves carefully for them, but this function has changed over time.
The parties that had their origin with the arrival of Portuguese settlers were transplanted in
[3]
Brazil (AMARAL, 1998) already modified. Of Catholic-Christian matrix, "the ecclesiastical year" has
acclimatized in Brazil in the presence of indigenous peoples and African slaves (DEL PRIORE,
1994/2000), by fusion of other cultural models, assuming new guises, in a process of "cultural
[4]
intercourse" (NOVAIS, 1997) , "cross-fertilization" or “hybridization” with the local cultural. This
resulted in certain specificities and also in the introduction of new parties, miscegenated with
Portuguese traditional parties, incremented with local ingredients, coated with new symbols and
meanings. We note that there is a mix of values, practices, beliefs, songs, dances and musical
instruments brought from the Iberian world with those of other cultures by incorporating their insights
and rituals.
th
Although since the 16 and 17th centuries were being celebrated various religious festivities,
little emphasis has been given by the Portuguese administration to their register consequently there is
great scarcity of primary documentary sources relating to this period. But, we know that from the
beginning of colonization there were various meanings in the functions seemingly irrelevant of the
festivities that were so important “to be understood even as the model of action and participation of the
Brazilian people" (AMARAL, 1998, p. 55 – free translation).
The parties implicate in a particular social structure of production and if, at first, they were
imposed, becoming mandatory, their persistence depended on (and even today still depends on) the
community cooperation, if not of all the members, at least of great part of them, since they need to be
planned, financed, organized, prepared and enjoyed under peculiar rules typical from of each social
group and in a particular historical period.
1.2

A constant presence of mandatory parties: from the colonial to the imperial period
It is noteworthy that being the Brazil, at first, colony of Portugal, for many years it was subject
to the Ordinances of the Portuguese Crown (Ordinances Manuelinas) and to the ecclesiastical
regulations, with own characteristics of a world dominated by the sacred and by the ritual. The parties
were considered strategic in the power confirmation of the monarchy and demonstration of loyalty to
the Crown. There were four parties considered "real", of mandatory realization and for which it was
required the presence of the entire population in the surroundings of a league around the village (at
that time): the Festa e Procissão de Corpus Christi (Party and Procession of Corpus Christi), the Festa
do Anjo Custódio (Party of Guardian Angel), the Festa da Visitação de Nossa Senhora a Santa Isabel
(Party of the Visitation of Our Lady to St. Isabel) and the Festa de São Sebastião (Party of Saint
Sebastian). From 1756, after Portugal was devastated by an earthquake, the Festa de São Francisco
de Borja (Party of Saint Francisco of Borja) became a mandatory celebration, because this Saint is the
protector of earthquakes.
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The government tried to steady itself, seeking, if possible, the spontaneous adhesion of the
subjects and "when this adhesion proved problematic, the coercion was felt so that all the inhabitants
[5]
take part of the jubilation of the Crown" (LAMBERT, 1992, p. 78 – free translation) .
In the colonial period, one of the ways (among others) that the Crown had to be present, was
[6]
mainly through the so-called Parties of Representation (DUVIGNAUD, 1973) , that was parties which
celebrated dates and important events relating to the life of Royal Family members and of the
Portuguese governments, such as birthdays, weddings, acclamations and deaths. It was common
th
th
practice, in the late 17 century and early 18 century, that these dates were celebrated not only in
Portugal, but in all the Portuguese colonies, which included Brazil. These parties were present
throughout the colonial period, but, because they are urban manifestations, only become more
th
relevant in the course of the 18 century.
Also the parties for the arrival of some civil or ecclesiastical authority, known as Entries were
present in Brazil throughout the colonial period, and they were also of mandatory realization and
presence of all the civil and ecclesiastical community members. Both this two types of parties (the
Entries and the Party of Representation) were considered civic parties and they had the function to
increase the power of the Crown and the Church that, at that time, still ruled jointly.
In addition to these festivities and increasing the Church power over the life of the inhabitants,
it was joined the Procissão da Publicação da Bula da Santa Cruzada (Procession of the St. Crusade
Holy Bull Publication) (which was a religious celebration for selling indulgences), the liturgical
celebration and processions and the festivities held in honor of the Catholic Saints, conducted by the
vicars of parishes, along with the brotherhoods and lay fraternities, following the ecclesiastical
regulations and carrying out the requirements of their own statutes and bylaws. These festivities went
far beyond the devotional field, because they became the scene to exhibitions of wealth, power and
frequent disputes.
During the slavery period by which Brazil passed by and left numerous traces until today,
black slaves and manumitted parties also happed, but they were tightly controlled and supervised by
the municipal power that allowed them but only under certain limitations of location and time, in order
[7]
to avoid confusion and leaks (BRUNO, 1953/1984, p. 371) .
The frequency and periodicity of the celebrations during the colonial period show that the use
of urban public space was mainly religious and festive. The parties were imposed, of mandatory
realization and participation, but despite this, people do not refused to participate in them, because
Catholicism was the official religion and it governed the people’s life. Being the Church associated to
the State, the Chamber had the "right" to control the gathered human. The mandatory participation of
the population in the religious festivities was the way to control the fulfillment of certain rituals required
by the State and by the Colonial Administration, besides being a form of reverence to the Catholic
Church symbols.
The Chamber published an edict, set in a public place, notifying the occurrence of the party,
its nature and calling the residents up for the necessary preparations required that included: the
cleaning of the streets, facades and churchyards; the whitewash of the houses; the ornamentation of
doors and windows with flowers, towels, quilts, damasks and embroidered velvets and satins; the
placement of light fixtures; the coverage of the streets (by which would pass the processions) with
flowers and leaves; and the placement of arches and others. All this must be done under penalty of
fines and/or jail in case of disobedience. Thus, we can realize that the parties had a role not limited to
an accomplishment of a Catholic ritual.
1.3

The decline of the religious festivities the imperial period
At the beginning of the imperial period almost nothing has changed. The parties that
happened were the same inherited from the colonial period. After the Proclamation of Independence
of Brazil, in 1822, associated with these parties other civic ones were introduced, forming a rich
calendar that moved the society of that time.
The situation began to change just after the publication of the Constituição Política do Império
do Brazil (Political Constitution of the Empire of Brazil), in 1824, which foresaw the religious freedom
[8]
(KANTOR, 1998) , although the Catholic religion keep on being the official and the only one to which
st
it was allowed outside pronouncements. The Law of October 1 1828, signed by Don Pedro I, was a
landmark for this question. Along numerous others issues, it prescribed that the parties would be
neither realization nor mandatory presence. The analysis of the parties of this period indicates that the
religious nature ones have been gradually losing their place in everyday people’s life, and, little by
little, a process of secularization was beginning, combined with several other factors.
One of these factors was the desire to regulate the use and occupation of the urban public
space. Under this point of view, the parties were considered "a risk to the new cities". Several
Postures have been made over the years, many of them broached the issue of parties and their
practices. Public entertainments were banned. The Cavalhadas that recalled the medieval equestrian
tournaments and were part of the civic processions and religious festivities were prohibited, although
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they belong to ancient custom brought from Portugal to Brazil in the colonial period. The Cavalhadas
were very important to the society because they were also an opportunity to highlight and mark
socioeconomic positions of their participants that were richly dressed. But, they were considered a
kind of fun, consisted of a sequence of games and representations practiced on horses which duration
could be extended by three days. The Cavalhadas were an important part of the festivities and the
population shown itself reluctant to abandon this practice. The public authorities, as they could not
banned them and also others practices, they decided to begin requiring licenses for the celebration of
the parties, always seeking to control and to regulate the practices which took place in the urban
public space.
In 1831, for example, the public authorities developed some Postures inhibition the fireworks,
practice so rooted in Brazilian customs that it was very difficult to extinguish it, even because since the
colonial period the fireworks were being used in official celebrations. Although banned, their use was
[9]
permitted in the days of official parties (MOURA, 2005) , leading to gaps in legislation that favored the
continuation of this practice, which persists to this day.
A similar process occurred in relation to the use of masks during the processions, also
common practice since the colonial period. In this case, as well as in the previous one, the public
authorities had ambiguous attitudes because, although prohibited from 1831, some people masked
persisted in wandering on the streets in the days of religious festivities. In addition, the public
authorities allowed and tolerated the use of masks in some situations, as in the days of official parties,
opening once again gaps in the same legislation, but allowing farces and jokes only during the day,
forbidding them at night. We can realize that the clear goal was to control the fun freedom under the
guise of morality.
Another common practice that came from the colonial period and remained until the beginning
of the Empire was the request for alms to the festivities of the Catholic Saints. In 1832, at the time of
progressive secularization of public space that was beginning, the public authorities published an
unique posture determining "fine and imprisonment for those who ask for alms to celebrations of
Saints, outside the doors of churches and chapels and by the streets”.
Also the peal of church bells were controlled, because it was considered abusive, prevailing
the touch only on the religious festivities days in the name of what it was understood by “public order”
[10]
at the time of civic or religious festivities, under penalty of prison (MARX, 1989/2003) .
Even vehicular traffic on the occasion of some religious or profane parties in certain and
specific places was banned, especially in Holy Week Celebrations. Also the custom of making holes in
the streets for the construction of a gazebo or even to nail the mast of the party was banned.
Anyway, the public authorities from 1830’s to 1870’s had a predominantly educational function
what would change in the following years, because they would have the services as predominant goal.
With all these determinations adopted, it seems that under justification of regulating the use of urban
public space, they aimed also to impede or even forbid social practices directly related to the
occurrence of parties, frequent since the colonial period, and which came to be seen as a "threat" to
such order target. The public authorities sought to introduce a new political order and the change of
customs, aimed to a standardization and consequent population submission to their authority. To do
this, they appropriated themselves of parties that took place in the urban public space as "means of
control, moderate and put under permanent surveillance the people gathering, because they saw it as
an obstacle to their claims of political stability" (MOURA, 2005, p. 201 – free translation).
In this period, the mandatory preparation of urban public space for the realization of the
parties, which was, until then, under the responsibility of the population, expired, passing it to the
responsibility of municipal public institution. Simultaneously with all these obligations that ceased to
be in force, many of the practices that have occurred in the course of the parties were prohibited or
even allowed only if licenses were requested for their occurrence, which caused the Chamber to have
full power and control over their realization. Although there has never been a sudden rupture, the
Catholic religious practices were gradually coming into decline after the Proclamation of the Republic
of Brazil, in 1889. Several aspects of the official structure have changed, resulting in impositions that
affected until very recently in the way of living of the Brazilian people and in the contemporary urban
arrangement.
1.4

The beginning of the rupture: the Republic
th
In the first Republican Constitution of Brazil, dated February 24 1891, Brazil was declared a
secular territory and it was broken off the secular relationship between Church and State. Because of
this fact, the civic parties supplanted the religious ones in importance. With the new capitalist and
bourgeois world-view, Catholicism began to be seen as a delay for the development of Brazilian
society.
From the Republic, there was an intention to organize and to improve the urban public space.
From the Republic, there was an intention to organize and to improve the urban public space. It was
clear the replacement of the use of urban public space and urban progress indicators in the urban
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th

space that the cities spent since the last decades of the 19 century and the first decade of 20
century.The municipal government aligned itself with the new conceptions, which sought to transform
the cities into places for the realization of "modern life", aiming to convert them into healthy and of
good taste, so they could receive activities and “chic” populations. While the previous system was
based on the tradition, on the slow changes, the present promoted the dynamics of quick changes,
[11]
imposing a disconnection with the past (BARBUY, 2006 – free translation) .
The city went through profound metamorphosis from the end of the Empire to early Republic,
especially the years 1870’s to 1900’s, which led to profound transformations in the social order,
economic relations, in the redefinition of political institutions and patterns of urban space occupation.
th
th
Portraying the cities at the turn of the 18 to 19 century is handling of numerous ruptures and
permanencies that took place in the conformation of the cities in general, especially in São Paulo.
These changes in the form of the town planning also entailed changes in lifestyles and sociability of
the different social classes, emphasizing the public parties as a transformation vector.
The urban development during this period was strongly conditioned by the laws of urban
content then established by the public authorities. The popular parties were subordinated to the
Section of Police and Hygiene that watched over the maintenance of order and occupation of public
space which justifies the control exercised over the parties, by requiring licenses of function, and by
paying bails and deposits for some eventual damage caused to public land. The parties, which took
place on the streets as a process of popular appropriation of space, in the context of elation and joy of
the people gathered, started having more intense control of municipal power. The executive
government had a decisive influence on the daily lives of the inhabitants, exercising greater control
over the life of the city through the Municipal Postures that regulated the works, the public hygiene, the
functioning of commerce, the uses of public places etc., what means that all this interfered directly on
the celebration of parties.
With the dawn of new times more attentive to the mundane, to business, to everyday life, it
prevailed almost absolutely the civil laws and customs. At first, the Crown aimed to collect more taxes,
saw the parties as opportune moments for trade which tended to increase, leading the urban space to
secularization and conditioning the valuation and improvement of the common use areas for other
purposes (trade, service, business) in detriment of their symbolic and religious use. "It could be said
that the constant and slow secularization meant the decline of the party in face of the business, the
decrease of the holidays in face of the increase of the days now called useful" (MARX, 1989/2003, p.
59 – free translation).
Most Brazilian cities grew quickly from the late 1890’s resulting from a population explosion
due to the arrival of thousands of European immigrants, mostly Italians. Along with these immigrants
came new customs, resulting, at that time, the various ethnic parties, especially the religious ones,
with the intention to preserve their culture and identity, although geographically distant from their
homelands. The accelerated urbanization has not been able to quell the religious festivities (although
there was a certain retrenchment), arising, among others, several Italian parties such as the Festa de
Nossa Senhora d’Achiropita (Party of Our Lady of Achiropita), the Festa de San Gennaro (Party of
San Gennaro) and the Festa de San Vito (Party of San Vito), which are celebrated until nowadays
Thus, the parties that, in the colonial period and early Empire, were mandatory, being
pretexts for the construction and organization of urban public space, from the Republic and mainly in
th
the early of the 20 century are being appropriated gradually. Cities grew up and became
internationalized, deleting old customs and overshadowing ancient traditions. The parties that
celebrated the faith weakened, but remained in the big cities, being held in places more distant from
large urban centers, and fewer centralized. There was a growing process of secularization of Brazilian
society by tensioning the interests of the government and community traditions, period of effervescent
changes and of redefinition of the role of city regionally and nationally, becoming urgent the
"construction" of it memory.
The new clergy, formed by priests coming from the Northern Europe, followed the
regulations of Roman Catholic rites, devaluing the popular practices and considering the festivities as
a focus of vagrancy, stimulated by the presence of tents of games and theatrical performances. These
priests believed that the clergy should be moralized and the power of the Church should be
strengthened and respected. Consequently, the lay brotherhoods lost their power, determining the
decrease of their ostentatious character in processions, reducing some parties to single parish
meeting, very focused only on religion.
1.5

The modernist city and the metropolis: new points of view for the parties considered as
intangible cultural heritage
Anyway, the universe of parties has changed, and has restricted and swerved to distant
neighborhoods, leaving gradually the central area of large cities although the Parties and Processions
st
of Corpus Christi follow polarizing a lot of people in mid of 21 century.
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In the early 1920’s, a time of nationalism among Brazilian intellectuals, it was seeking the
Brazilian identity in the traditional roots of national culture, as a result of new habits and mentalities
printed to everyday life by the presence of foreign immigrants.
Under the impact of the modernist movement and the various studies that discussed the
"being" Brazilian, the "nation", the “national identity”, it was established, from the 1930’s, new
paradigms for the Brazilian parties that became to be seen not just by the use and occupation of urban
land, but rather as responsible for the construction of a cultural identity, since, from then on, the
concern revolved around the impacts of the accelerated urbanization process over the traditional
cultures, religious syncretism and acculturation processes.
Under the point of view of the administration of the Brazilian cities, these new concerns led the
parties to be treated not more under the point of view of the use of the land, but of the point of view of
the culture and fun, being their control transferred to the Department of Culture and Recreation, first
institution of the municipal public power in the cultural area.
It was from the 1960’s, and especially in the 1970’s, under the Nouvelle Histoire that
advocated "an anthropological approach of collective phenomena and politicization of everyday life"
[12]
(JANCSÓ; KANTOR, 2001, p. 7 – free translation)
that the parties began to be experienced and
discussed in dialogue with history, anthropology and sociology, associated to relationship and social
formations resulting from the increasing urbanization process of Brazilian cities and to the economic
transformations under way, along with all their symbolic and artist values.
Since then, the parties gained more power, occupying a privileged place in Brazilian popular
culture, acquiring importance and particular meanings to the point that led the Instituto do Patrimônio
Histórico e Artístico Nacional (National Historical and Artistic Heritage Institute) (IPHAN) – a federal
heritage institution and an autarchy of the Ministry of Culture (MinC) – to consider them as history
landmarks, very important to the construction of the memory and national identity, then being
considered in Brazil and worldwide as "intangible cultural heritage".
Since the First Republic the public government began to intervene immensely in the urban
space and the political control of the day-to-day of people, orchestrating the realization of popular
parties. On a national scale, some of them have acquired importance due to their cultural and spatial
dimension to be considered, in Brazil and worldwide, as cultural heritage, since the concept of
heritage currently practiced has been extended and includes a list of natural material and intangible
goods.
Specifically in the case of Brazil, some parties were registered from 2004 by IPHAN in the
Book of Celebrations as Brazilian intangible cultural heritage, they are: the Festa do Círio de Nossa
Senhora de Nazaré (Party of the Candle of Our Lady Nazareth) (in Belém), the Festa do Divino
Espírito Santo de Pirenópolis (Party of the Divine Holy Spirit of Pirenópolis) (in Goiás) and the Festa
de Sant’Anna de Caicó (Party of St. Anna of Caicó) (in Rio Grande do Norte). It should be added that
there are hundreds of other religious or profane parties, many of them of great importance not only for
the local community, but also for regional or national culture and they have been proving as a powerful
mediation between cultural, economic, symbolic, touristic and others structures seemingly
irreconcilable, making it possible to penetrate and understand the parties that moved and still move
the Brazilian society.
1.6

Final consideration
Thus we observe that, over the years, the traditional parties have changed not only in Brazil
but in the contemporary capitalist societies in general, where there is no hegemony of time governed
by natural cycles. These capitalist societies preach the rationalization of time and economy of goods,
resulting in the abandonment of certain traditions that became adapted to new situations. The
Industrial Revolution clearly separated work time, leisure time and celebration time that became the
time available after being fulfilled the obligations towards the work. The devotional and religious
parties have not disappeared, they persisted, continued to exist, permeating the everyday people’s
life, and not just limited to the Catholic religion, but expanding themselves to several other religions
and different typologies of parties and so they ended up composing a rich universe of thousands of
parties that move the society and remain interrelating culture and tradition and become important
moments of sociability, and gain other types of approaches: by economic importance to the
community, by tourism, by popular culture, by leisure and by fun.
st
So the parties reach the 21 century in new hands and with new modes of action, being
frequent disputes by political and economic control of those which currently increased not only in
numbers but also in proportions, although when compared to parties held in the past centuries, we
note that, in many ways, they suffered an impoverishment process. The parties that grow up tend to
occupy large spaces in urban centers and having large space indicates their importance and their
place in the life of the cities and of the country. Usually this happens in places where they have
become mass parties, what can be explained by the large-scale urbanization that allows access and
reception of people from everywhere.
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Everything indicates that the people have been reinventing their parties in new conditions of
their life, resulted from new social and urban contexts. The ancient popular parties, shared by large
numbers of people (mostly religious parties) fragmented into different ways of celebrating according to
they were forming groups as a result of the growing process of capitalist development, and the
consequent social division of labor, of spaces, of social classes and, especially, the growth of different
religious denominations with different ways of celebrating (AMARAL, 1998).
The sense of "obligation" as well as the parties associated with civility (that reproduced
battles, yielded tributes to heroes, personalities and myths) completely disappeared. The popular
parties are now increasingly coated of characteristics of rupture, innovation, leisure and fun expressed
in the festivities associated with religiosity; in the liturgical ones; in those held in honor of the Saints; in
those linked to agricultural calendar cycles, as the harvest parties; in folk festivals; ethnic celebrations,
simultaneously religious and profane parties or even in those exclusively profane, such as the
Carnival.
Anyway, there are numberless parties that compose the universe of Brazilian popular parties
taking place throughout the year in several Brazilian cities and making Brazil stereotyped nowadays
as the "country of festivities”, “country of fun" and "country of Carnival".
It is opportune also explain that to understand the Brazilian public parties in a historical
perspective as wide, it was necessary to use different sources, since there were religious, profane,
civic and others parties which were organized by different and independent institution and currently
they are very linked to certain public organization by their great commercial interest. In addition, most
academic studies on public parties, addresses them under different ways, such as by the economic
importance to the community, by tourism, by popular culture or other aspects but, generally, they do
not emphasize the transformations undergone overtime, mainly relating to modifications of the use of
urban public space as a place of sociability directly connected with the lifestyle of people.
Therefore, we hope that this paper will contribute to this theme still so new and so little
explored under this point of view, especially if we consider the current state in which the popular
parties are, not only in Brazil as worldwide, when the parties are being considered a privileged place in
society, because they are an ensemble of symbolic systems that must be understood, decoded by all
the people who participate on them and who govern the urban behavior, the social, economic and
political organization.
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Abstract

Today we l ive in an er a i n which globalization h as f lattened t he ar chitecture t o f ew s tereotypes,
dictated by few Archistar, unfortunately leaving little room for local identities, which for centuries have
characterized no t o nly t he t ypes of b uildings and c onstruction t echniques, bu t al so a c urrent of
treatises that revealed methodologies and practical tips to build.
It i s of ten f orgotten t hat, a part f rom t he t angible el ement of bui lt ar chitecture, there is an important
historical heritage that helps us to know deep within that same architecture, analyze it, understand it,
and store it in last: the historical treatises, real encyclopedias of good building practice, cataloging and
presenting the information necessary for a construction site in a workmanlike manner.
To eac h hi storical period are associated techniques and d esigns, s o t he good restorer must first be
aware of the treatises most common in the historical reference period and then know how to approach
the historical heritage: knowing even before investigating it with technological equipment.
A c ase of s tudy, t aken a s an ex ample, i s i nspired b y t he B aroque er a t reaties b y R ondelet t o
Breymann, by Valadier to Rusconi and even up to Vitruvius; from their boards and writings has been
inspired to understand how a building could be under the formal aspect, imagining how to build it, and
dreaming about a representation typologic theme.
Keywords: Cultural Heritage, Historical Heritage, Treaty, practices of building, Architecture practices

1.

Treatise of best practice

How m any t imes w e had a l ively di scussion on t he f uture of ar chitecture? How m any t imes t he
architects contest the new (few) architectures?
Apart from the mere subjective and taste matter for which contemporary architecture can pleasure as
also not pleasure, but we need to recognize two fundamental questions.
First of al l, des pite t he i nherent b eauty of s ome c ontemporary ar chitectures, t here i s no m ore an
awareness of the places. The urban context given from simple physical boundaries of the plot is the
only limit to the design, without being able to overcome other cultural, social and historical barriers.
It appears that the styles are now imposed by a few ArchiStar, who are more interested in spreading
their Ego that t o t ake an i nterest i n t he d ynamic c haracteristics of a pl ace, autochthonous housing
types or simply lifestyles that have evolved for centuries.
However i t c ould also give r ise t o a d oubt: t hese a re t he personal s tyles t o be connected to these
alleged ArchiStar, or are the latter to be slaves of their own styles?
That is, who refutes that when an institution commissioned a architecture work chooses the architect
for his professionalism? Occurs as the impression that one chooses the shift ArchiStar depending on
how and what style it wants for that place.
It i s a f act t hat s till d oes n ot t ake more ac count of t he pl ace of i ntervention und erstood as a set of
culture, history, customs and traditions, but paradoxically we are entitled to make a pitch roof in a sea
area where not really snow ever, and a flat roof in the mountains that is likely to collapse at the first
load of snow unless oversize (also in the costs) the ceiling.
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The second fundamental issue, as premise, is that in Italy, almost for contrapasso, history instead is
part of eac h of us , w e gr ow with it , we l ook t he hi story ar ound us but distracted no w. H istory an d
culture are in our baggage and are inseparable from our ways of thinking and seeing things: perhaps
this is a lso the r eason w hy many are hor rified in f ront of t he i nsertion of t he c ontemporary in a
historical context.
But, as mentioned, precisely because the story is in everything that surrounds us, we have also grown
accustomed to it, to its valence and also, why not, to its importance.
It's truth in general to every sector, but in a particular way I am thinking at that local entity in the ways
to bui ld that f or centuries has c haracterized o ur country, and not only in a unique way, bu t multiple:
from nor th t o s outh t he c onstruction t echniques ar e hundr eds, a ll be autiful, f unctional, and q uite
justifiable, from the portico Piedmont to the apulian trullo (round hut typical of the Apulia region). But in
fact we don't speak only of a typical and local building typology, but also of the construction
techniques that are obviously at the base of them.
On the other hand, in spate of the development of contemporary architecture, not a case, in the field of
restoration has occurred in r ecent years t he d evelopment of r esearch merged i nto manuals of t he
recovery (of R ome, of C ittà di Castello, Palermo et c. ) very u seful t o un derstand the pr actice of
construction.
However, t hey ar e nothing m ore t hat t he echo of a large pr oduction treatises, w hich has i ntensified
since the sixteenth century to the nineteenth century, which for centuries had bestowed and absolved
practical a dvice on how t o bui ld t hings, t ranscribing of c ourse w hat da ily was done i n pr actice in
building yards and job sites.
In most cases the authors begin by giving basics on practical constructive, from main definitions to the
choice of sites where you can build, and then move on to more specific information on materials to be
used in the construction industry or to the ways to reinforce, from the cleaning of the surfaces to the
geometries and classical proportions. Not missing also information on ways to build more engineering
architectures, as the aqueducts and the military building. Of course it also give the precepts to be able
to draw maps through the ancient art of the gnomonic, by exploiting the principles of the projection and
the theory of shadows.
Perhaps the ancestor of this vein was the De Architectura (between 40 and 25 b.c.) of Marcus
Vitruvius P ollio, r epeatedly t ranslated an d ex panded, as was us e b y l iterary r enaissance, t hrough
diagrams and drawings often by the same author.
And it is not by chance, given the premise, we start from the "foundations", from the perfection of of
Vitruvius: w e architects we lost t hose values t hat f or c enturies ha ve g overned t he way to m ake
architecture? We are still able to join firmitas (firmness), utilitas (usefulness) and venustas (grace)?
In t he v ersion t ranslated by A ntonio R usconi in 1 590, which am ong ot her t hings c ontains some
splendid d rawings, i t s peaks v ery c learly of t he t hree c omponents: t he firmness which of c ourse
includes the use of the material, from the brick to the mortars, from pozzolanas to the stones and the
woods; the functionality, which depends on the quantity and quality of architecture; finally
the beauty or grace based on the rules of symmetry, harmony and decoration.
Upstream of this virtuous "trinity", there is the very act of the manufacture. It is interesting to note that
Vitruvius already distinguished between a manufacture in theoretical action and practical action. From
practical action is prosecuted for the three components mentioned above, while the theoretical action
is expressed with numbers (you could say the modern science of constructions') or with lines, i.e. , the
drawing in its likenesses of plan, elevation and profile.
It is evident that a text of the I century B.C., which still today is so contemporary could not have that
overwhelming dissemination that he had from the Renaissance onwards, influencing obviously also all
new writers that also put themselves on trial with constructive techniques more innovative.
But what is m ore i nterested i n t he v itruvian t reaty is the m ethodical a nd c lear ex planation of t he
different materials, their use and the way of laying, how one can check in the second book.
The first material quoted is the brick that was also the most widely used in historical buildings.
It ex plains t hat t o c reate t he br icks you m ust us e a chalky ground, not s andy or r ocky bec ause it
crumbs over time, and it would still be too wet if exposed to rain.
The better period for their manufacture is the spring or the autumn, as in the days of solstice the sun
should dry too quickly the superficial parts of the brick leaving raw those inside, which dries
posthumously and will crack the portions already dried. the drying time should be approximately two
years, g ood t ime t o ens ure t hat t he br ick i s c ompletely dry a nd n ot c ontinue t o c ontract t heir o wn
forms and consequently rub the other bricks and compromising the stillness.
There are three types of bricks called didoron, pentadoron and tetradoron (compounds of
doron in Greek) i.e. t wo, f ive, or f our pa lms. The t ype m ost c ommonly us ed in anc ient Rome w as
the didoron which c orresponded t o t he br ick of measure a f oot b y half foot that c orresponds t o t wo
palms.
The way to lay the bricks by and equally explained in a contemptuous manner, so as to avoid any type
of ov\erlap the joints, and also depending on the thickness masonry: one, two, three or four heads.
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Fig. 1: The types of bricks and their laying; an illustration showing the tasks and functions inside a brick factory.
Images from "The ten books of Architecture" by A. Rusconi, 1660, pp. 49, 50.

Fig. 2: an actual brick factory in Fez in Morocco still applies the ancient techniques (photo by Daniele Calisi).

Most of the information t hat is given by Vitruvius, not only for t he br ick, but also for ot her materials,
they are real practical knowledge which usually were handed down from generations, but that actually
were missing on a coding the make them overt and public.
However it is s omewhat difficult t o t reat in t his p lace a ll t he m aterials (sand, p ozzolana, s tones,
wood) that ar e described i n De Architectura. We w ill restrict our selves t o deal with s ome m aterials,
also based on the complexity of the representing boards that characterize the treaties also later then
the reprints of the opera Vitruvius.
In par ticularwe have c hosen, bot h f or t he i mportance of w orks, bot h f or t he beaut y of t he dr awings,
some treaties that perhaps better explain the importance of this literary genre.
One of the most beautiful and interesting is without a doubt the treaty "The architecture practice" by
Giuseppe Valadier of 1829, which actually is a collection of his lessons as a teacher at the Accademia
of San Luca, divided into five volumes, each with their own topics analyzed elaborately.
The s ame Valadier cites a nd pr aises t he t en books of V itruvius, c riticising t he many t ranslations, or
perhaps bet ter i nterpretations, t hat ha ve been m ade, an d pr aising t hose f ew c ases in w hich the
original text was rendered f aithfully (as w ith Antonio Rusconi or with t he M arquis B ernard Galiani in
1758).
Also in this treaty we can find many useful information for every type of construction; in the first place
on t he c hoice of t he land on which t o s tart t he f oundations, which m ust of course ha ve c ertain
characteristics, but also all the information you need to solve the problems of the land. An interesting
step can be summed up in a few sentences all the problems of contemporary architecture described at
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the beginning: " …check this information, will redound the building in these aspects, which, according
to the geometric knowledge, and astronomical you will find more convenient to take the parts, and
environments appropriately; using the practice which requires the way to base your compass to
discover aspects of the sky, and can with the cognition of the geometry will mark the wholeness, and
the parts of the yard with precision. If this building will be surrounded by houses, or by roads, you will
always consider the best aspects of that locality, and in this you adapt in the composition of the plant,
the scale, the rooms, the library, the wardrobe, the closets, tinelli, stables, barns, and anything that is
wanted to by the owner, by giving them these aspects convenient for having at the end a
advantageous and commendable result." (Valadier, 21-22 p.).
Which in practice means that it is not possible to disregard the context when doing architecture.
The text clearly describes the ways to build, making continual reference to the figures in the attached
tables, of ten a lso m asterfully watercolor, b ut a lso s hows t he t ools t hat ar e used i n c onstruction
phases, often also by providing the right way to achieve them.
Among the many tables in different volumes there are some worth mentioning.
First of all, the LXVI (but also the following), in the second volume, which is the right way to achieve
the capriata (truss). Today, s ome of t hese wooden structures, f ascinating ba lances of f orces, ar e
made per haps on ly in rare c ases f or r ollbacks, but n ew t echnologies (such a s the l aminated w ood)
have gradually replaced them. But who i s it t hat deals with restoration of monuments cannot i gnore
the ex istence of s uch a v aluable drawing that with detail and f igures, d iagrams and n omenclature,
shows almost the whole survey of joints wood - wood, wood - wall, iron-wood.

Fig. 3: Truss with three monks and details of the couplers between two half beams to form a single link, table
LXVI.

The first type of joints had to be made with a roughening stepped version of the terminal part of the
wooden beam, in a manner perfectly complementary with the other beam that was to connect perfectly
to it. The adhesion was also guaranteed by due brackets and hoops of iron. Of course the trussed roof
had to be clasped to the masonry to ensure maximum stability, often using the metal chains to clip to
the trusses and drown in the masonry itself. The one of the chains of iron was a method widely used
to increase the stability of structures, because (as for the reinforced concrete) obviously resisted the
traction forces.
Even the art of forging of these chains is widely described, both in the diagrams of interlocking of tie
and bolted end - plate, both in particular terminals (heads) in a way "half and half" or "beak of flute",
with accurate brackets to avoid the reopening of the beak itself (table CCLXXVII).
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Fig. 4: Masonry vault reinforced with the use of a chain in iron. This first example shows a type of chain very
rudimentary and probably the same used by Borromini. In fact are of this type the chains that join the four bases
of the tower of the clock at the Oratory of the Filippini. The chain has a terminal with union "half and half" (eye E)
and "beak flute" (tie F).
The chains are then anchored with bolted end - plate. At right a drawing by Daniele Calisi.

Another interesting pattern is found in the table CCXLVI of part IV, in which Valadier shows a way to
realize the vault in brick masonry with filling in concretion.
In t his c ase Valadier also assumed a f urther l ightening t he weight of t he vault through t he us e of
empty vessels or amphorae as often did the Romans (one example among many is the Mausoleum of
Sant'Elena on the via Casilina , 300 A.D.).
The pr actice i s al ways di ctated b y c ommon s ense and, of c ourse, al so f rom t he ex perience of
generations that experiencing have understood best practices, more suitable.
It is no coincidence that a technique of lightening of the floors, which has been used for centuries, it is
also c onceptually at the b ase of many modern construction t echniques, t hat even us ing di fferent
materials, ne w and m ore technological, t here i s no shortage of i nsert parts resistant but em pty for
precisely reduce the overall weight of the floor.
It's fascinating analyze how techniques, materials, tools, be handed down for centuries, and remained
almost unchanged for generations in generations.

Fig. 5: masonry vault lightened with the use of amphorae and detail of the set of the vault of the Mausoleum of
Sant'Elena in Rome.
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The vitruvian opera on the other hand could only be the prerogative of a few writers during the dark
ages of the Middle Ages, when the majority of the scientific production is moved to Middle East. It is
extraordinary that such techniques have survived the passing of time only thanks to the daily practice
of workers in yards, and their ability to teach and pass on these techniques.
It is also true that if these techniques came to us and thanks to the many treaties that allow us to study
the t echniques e ven in different historical per iods, t o understand ho w t hey have e volved, and what
more important, to be able to determine with good accuracy how an architecture has been made, what
materials, what can we expect to find inside (chains, tie-rods, lighteners, amphorae) that is essential
for a good restoration. Therefore, it would be desirable that all the staff in operations of maintenance,
consolidation and rehabilitation of the historic architecture study from time to time, the treaties
contextual to the historical period of the building on which to intervene.
On the other hand the architects used those manuals in their own time to find the best way to realize
their buildings.
Another v ery i mportant treatise is w ritten and i llustrated b y John Rondelet published b etween 1802
and 1817, divided into five tomes for a total of ten books.
On this treatise must be particularly praise the wide description of the systems of centring for multiple
structural or support purposes.
The ribs are the wooden structures of aid, more or less complex, which were used for the manufacture
of t he v aulted s tructures a nd f loors ( but on t he other hand, e ven if us ing m odern m aterials, these
operations are a lso made in modern j ob s ite). S o t hey also ha ve a c enturies-old t radition i n the
construction i ndustry, we need o nly t hink of t he us e of wooden s tructures i n R oman ar chitecture,
evidenced also by the presence of holes tips on travertine.
However, the complexity and beauty of those described and particularly drawn by Rondelet are such
as t o make them unique in their k ind. On the other hand a good part of the treatise is dedicated t o
stereotomy, the art of cutting the stones for the building industry, for which it is clear that in order to
withstand the weight of s tone blocks masterfully c arved s erved of w ooden s tructures v ery c omplex
capable of withstanding the thrusts.

Fig. 6: Some examples of the centring useful to support the vault as shows by G. Rondelet on his Theoretic and
practical Treatise on the art of build.

Obviously the ribs also served for the construction of vault in concretion, creating a plan of support for
the bricks.
In general, they were put into shooting thanks to the use of sandbags placed under the main beams, a
method us eful f or the next disassembly of t he r ibs t hemselves: o nce the vault is finished and dr ied
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properly, it proceeded to disarm simply emptying the sandbags, releasing the tension of the centring
that leaked accession with the vault and finally could be dismantled with ease.
Among ot her t hings, as w e of ten t end t o d o with t he "tubi i nnocenti" today, t he di sarmament c ould
occur gradually, so as to accustom the turn to their own loads.

Fig. 7: Axonometric view that highlights some of the load-bearing structures made of bricks and concrete, those
of aid as the centring, the finishes of the plasters and paving and those of aid to the stillness as the chains and tie
rods. In particular, for the hypothetical construction of this architecture, are used a kind of vaults composed of
structural arcs called "frenelli" and fills in stones and concrete. The key to the vault is composed of a disc of
bricks placed in cutting and the chains follow the trend of key and the angular frenelli. The brickwork follows the
rules to avoid the overlap of the joints. A nomenclature and short descriptions are directly related to the individual
parts. Drawing by Daniele Calisi.
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The last, but not for importance, is the "general treaty of civil construction" by Gustav A. Breymann of
1884, in which, compared to other similar writings, the theme of the construction of masonry brick is
treated in a very in-depth manner.
Especially Breymann exposes, ac companying t he t ext w ith ex cellent gr aphic b oards, t he m anner of
making brick walls in one, two, three heads, and beyond, providing several special cases: the angular
solutions and sharp edges, the columns also of complex shapes, the way to intersect the main walls
with secondary walls also not at right angles, the way to built the compartments for the flues inside of
the walls themselves, and more.
All s olutions ar e ex tremely f ascinating, a lso bec ause Breymann also pr ovides a way t o built a s olid
wall an d s tatically efficient t hanks t o t he a lternation of different layer of br icks., The abi lity t o not
coincide the joints between bricks, in the transition from one layer to another, ensures a better stability
to t he wall i tself, and f or t his r eason, t he t reatises p rovides i n its t ables, and f or eac h ex ample he
shows, t he diagrammatic r epresentation of t he pos itioning of t he bricks for four c onsecutive layers.
After the fourth naturally one has to start again from the first.
These s chemes ar e of c ourse di ctated b y experience, b y t he practice of j ob s ite, an d a l ogical
reflection on the static nature of masonry brick. On the other hand, the vast majority of the historical
buildings of a c ertain i mportance w as bui lt i n br icks, which were t hen c oated with pl aster, t he most
used over the centuries.

Fig. 8: Execution of a w all i three heads with more layers and interlocking with other walls; correct execution of
pillars in bricks of different shapes; rustic brick lug by finishing with a plaster to more layers pulled with modine;
two types of modine for making classic moldings.
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Also on t he r ight way t o m ake t he pl aster one can f ind a l arge am ount of adv ice, s ince the t reatise
vitruvian where t he a uthor ex poses t he m aterials t o be us ed t o c reate a plaster-of-the-art in seven
layers with different granularity. In the treatise of Breymann we also find an interesting explanation of
the instrument for achieving the moldings, called "modina": made in wood allows you to pull the plaster
giving it the shape of the moldings designed, and, in the version mentioned, also allows you to not to
fall off the plaster in excess on the lower floors, but to exhaust it in the side container always in wood.
The bas ics t hat one can l earn f rom t hese t reaties a re m any, and very us eful also in c ontemporary
construction. Perhaps today cannot be built using these techniques, but they may first be useful for the
restoration of the monuments, but can also provide inspiration for new constructive technologies: good
knowledge of t he e volution of t he c onstruction t echniques, un derstand the er rors and ac hievements
over the centuries, imitate also (if you want to) are the best starting point to create new ideas.
The gr eat i mportance t hat today is given t o t he c ultural an d ar chitectural heritage ( theme more and
more popular) must obviously be extended not only to what is tangible and verifiable.
Our heritage is also done by customs and traditions, and sometimes need to remember that the local
entities are very important and should be protected. In that sense also the treaties mentioned in this
article, but also the whole production correlated, are part of the cultural heritage because they contain
very important information on the evolution of the building, historic architecture, and the society itself.
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Fig. 9: An axonometric view that highlights some of the load-bearing structures made of bricks and concrete, angular
frenelli to withstand the vault, tie rods and bolted end-plate, paving brick laid on several layers of mortar and concrete,
protrusions rustic brick plastered and abbozzatura in arriccio with mortar in different graininess. Drawing by Daniele Calisi.
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Abstract

Australia is often dismissed in the world of heritage as uninteresting because of its so-called “short”
history. However, Australia has a rich cultural and natural heritage spanning tens of thousands of
years. Colonial and Post-Colonial heritage, in particular, demonstrates a unique response to an
unfamiliar environment in a remote outpost of the British Empire. Over 200 years since colonisation
and over 100 years since the formation of the Federation of Australia, the question of what to do with
the monuments and structures built within the first two centuries of occupation has been much
discussed. The choice between preservation and reconstruction is paramount. A building which has
undergone much alteration, repair and replacement of fabric over the centuries is Sydney Town Hall,
originally built with oxidising sandstone from Pyrmont in 1868. The issue of what stone to use for the
replacement of the original fabric is vital to the conservation programme. This programme dictates that
badly degraded stone be replaced with an equivalent or “like” material. Investigations into the location
of active sources of sandstone have been undertaken, including the consideration of a non-exhausted
section of the Pyrmont Quarries known as Hell Hole. Although the stone was found not to be of high
enough quality for the repair of heritage buildings, this study shows the importance of finding new
active supplies of sandstone for the conservation of Australian heritage.
Keywords: Australian heritage, sandstone, conservation, petrography, mechanical characterisation.

1.

Introduction

Australia has a rich cultural heritage spanning tens of thousands of years which needs to be
conserved for posterity, so that future generations may know and understand Australia’s past. It is vital
that built structures, as important markers of past events, communities, people and shifts in ideology,
are conserved so that they continue to visually demonstrate the unique response to an unfamiliar
environment in a remote outpost of the British Empire. These Heritage-listed buildings cannot be left
on their own, as over time they will slowly decay and become ruins. They must therefore be
conserved, whether by preservation or reconstruction.
In terms of built structures, preservation, according to the Australian ICOMOS Burra Charter, involves
the maintenance of the fabric in its present state and the prevention of further deterioration, while
reconstruction ascertains to replacing existing fabric with new materials in order to restore the building
to a previous state [1]. Once the cultural significance of a building is determined, the decision between
preservation and reconstruction is a difficult one to make. The ICOMOS Burra Charter of Australia
offers a careful approach to change to heritage buildings: change “as much as necessary to care for
the place and to make it useable, but otherwise change it as little as possible so that its cultural
significance is retained” [1]. The fabric that undeniably needs replacing in heritage buildings must be
replaced, and with like materials, so that historical and cultural significance is maintained. The major
problem is that of finding a source of material that matches the fabric and history of the building [2].
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The problem of sourcing new material for reconstruction of elements of Heritage-listed buildings is
demonstrated in the case study of Sydney Town Hall. Originally built between 1868 and 1889 with
oxidising sandstone from the Pyrmont Quarries in Sydney, Town Hall has played a central part in the
history of Sydney and is a significant part of the historic streetscape [3]. Over time, much conservation
work has been conducted on the building, including alteration, repair and replacement of fabric.
Sandstone, though a permanent material from which to build a structure, is not completely
indestructible. Deterioration of the stone is caused by continual wetting and drying, erosion from water
and wind, salt and pollutant ingress and spalling of the stone surface [4]. Sydney sandstone in
particular will deteriorate within half a century of being cut from a quarry [4]. Thus, the conservation,
including restoration, of Sydney Town Hall is vital and must be undertaken periodically.
The City of Sydney Council is currently working on the conservation of Town Hall, the sandstone for
that project is being taken from the Public Works stockpile from McCaffrey’s Quarry. This stockpile is
rapidly being used up and it seems it will run out shortly, so a new active source of stone needs to be
found. The stone used for the restoration of Sydney Town Hall must be of the best quality possible
[5,6]. If the sandstone does not meet current Australian and International standards, the restoration
work will deteriorate quickly and the sandstone will have to be replaced regularly. Thus it is vital that
the stone used is strong and durable enough to withstand decades of weather effects. As the
properties of Sydney sandstone vary significantly throughout the region, the analysis of the
microstructure and physical properties is an important step to be taken prior to the opening or
reopening of a quarry [7,8].
The problem of where to look for a new active source of sandstone for the restoration of Town Hall
was thought to be solved in a yard owned by the City of Sydney Council. The yard is part of the old
Saunders Quarries, known as Hell Hole Quarry, which may have potential to provide an active source
for the much-needed sandstone. Quarrying in Pyrmont started in the 1840s, utilising this oxidising
sandstone for many of the most famous sandstone buildings in Sydney [7]. Charles Saunders opened
the Saunders Quarries in the early 1860s, and by the 1890s, this sandstone was known as the highest
quality sandstone suitable for carving, being uniform in texture, hardness and colour [7,9]. The
Saunders Quarries gradually became known as Paradise, Purgatory and Hell Hole, said to be named
by the Scottish stoneworkers [7,10]. The Saunders Quarries were well-known for their quality of stone,
which was exported interstate, to New Zealand and even to Fiji and Canada [11]. Buildings in Sydney
which sourced their sandstone from Pyrmont include Sydney Town Hall, the NSW Art Gallery, the
Queen Victoria Building and St Mary’s Cathedral [7]. It is unknown whether any suitable stone remains
nowadays. As Town Hall is built from oxidising Hawkesbury sandstone from the Pyrmont Quarries, it
was thought likely that the sandstone from Hell Hole would be of a similar colour and geology.
The purpose of the investigation is to determine whether Sydney oxidising sandstone from the Hell
Hole Quarry in the Saunders Quarries, Pyrmont, conforms to current Australian (AS/NZS) and
International standards (ASTM) for dimension stone, as well as the more strict criteria specified by
experts in the field of restoration of sandstone structures. As this quarry has not been exploited in 230
years, the state and character of the sandstone is unknown.
The tests that were conducted assessed the stone in regards to strength, durability and mineral
composition. The tests included: bulk specific gravity (bulk density); water absorption; compressive
strength; modulus of rupture; and resistance to salt attack. Petrographical analysis, utilising a
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) to conduct imaging and perform Quantitative Evaluation of
Materials by SCANing Electron Microscope (QEMSCAN) bulk mineral analysis, was also employed to
characterise the microstructure of the sandstone. These results were also compared with previous
research on Pyrmont sandstone.

2.

Methodology

As mentioned above, the stone used to replace any existing damaged sandstone in a heritage building
cannot simply be any sandstone. Not only does it have to match the fabric, history and culture, it must
also be strong and durable enough to meet the Australian (AS/NZS) and International standards
(ASTM) for dimension stone, as well as the more strict criteria for the restoration of heritage sandstone
structures. Thus, the property characterisation test methods conducted were chosen due to their
universal acceptance as standardised methods for the testing of sandstone to determine the stone’s
potential for use as a dimension stone. The results are therefore comparable with typical results from
other sandstone quarries and minimum requirements for use in Heritage-listed buildings. The tests
conducted included: bulk specific gravity (ASTM C97/M-09); maximum water absorption by weight
(ASTM C97/M-09); average dry and wet compressive strength perpendicular and parallel to the
bedding (ASTM C170/C170M-09); average dry and saturated modulus of rupture perpendicular and
parallel to bedding (ASTM C99/C99M-09); and resistance to salt attack (AS4456.10-1997, Method A).
The ratios of the saturated/dry compressive strength and modulus of rupture were also calculated
(ASTM C170/C170M-09 and ASTM C99/C99M-09). Petrographic analysis was undertaken in order to
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understand the microstructure and mineral composition of the material and to attempt to account for
the way the stone responded in the property characterisation tests.
2.1 Material
The Hell Hole oxidising sandstone material tested in this study was supplied by the City of Sydney
Council. The Hell Hole sandstone was quarried by the Traditional Stonemasonry Company, and cut
into specimens and supplied by the City of Sydney Council. For absorption, specific gravity, rupture
modulus, compression and soundness, 50 mm length cubes were cut and supplied. For rupture
modulus tests, 200 mm by 100 mm by 60 mm beams were cut and supplied, while broken pieces of
sandstone from the compression tests were used for petrography. Note that all tests were conducted
over 8 weeks after coring, resulting in them being tested after the period of strength-hardening.
Good sampling is vital when petrographical analysis and property characterisation are undertaken, as
only small pieces of stone are analysed [8]. These samples may not be a proper representation of the
quarry, as sandstone properties differ between bedding and even laterally along beds [8]. In order to
create samples which were representative of Hell Hole Quarry, the cores were taken from two areas
along the west-facing cliff face. However, the exact location of each sample from these cores is
unknown. This means that these two areas cannot be compared. This was assumed to be
satisfactory, as this investigation aimed to understand the general nature of the stone from the quarry.
2.2 Standard Requirements
Each property of a stone has a requirement that needs to be met in order to be used for a certain
application. The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) prescribes internationallyrecognised standards for sandstone dimension stones for use in buildings (C616-08). The NSW
Department of Public Works also has certain requirements that need to be fulfilled in order for a stone
to be adequate for restoration. These requirements are strict due to being solely for sandstone in NSW
heritage projects [5]. Spry also provides requirements for a stone of good quality for NSW sandstone
which can be used in all applications in industry [6]. Though these requirements are not specific to
restoration, sandstone used in the restoration of Heritage-listed buildings needs to be of the best
quality. This is because it is often used in overhangs or carved decorations; situations which place
much stress on the stone [5]. Thus, these strict requirements are often used to assess stone
considered for restoration. Table 1 below lists all the requirements mentioned above.
Property

Standard
Test

International
Requirements

Bulk Density (t/m3)

ASTM C97

2.003

Minimum, 2.2

ASTM C97

8

Maximum, 4 or 5

27.6

Minimum, 50 (best) 40-60 range

27.6

Minimum, 25 (best) 20-30 range

Absorption by
Weight (%)
Dry Compressive
Strength (MPa)
Wet Compressive
Strength (MPa)
Wet:Dry
Compression Ratio
Dry Modulus of
Rupture (MPa)
Wet Modulus of
Rupture (MPa)
Wet:Dry Rupture
Modulus Ratio
Durability % Loss
Salt Cryst.
Deleterious minerals

ASTM
D2938
ASTM
D2938

Department of
Public Works

Restoration Requirements

Minimum 0.5 (best) down to 0.4
ASTM C99

2.4

ASTM C99

6

Minimum, 8

4

Minimum, 4

0.6
AS/NZS
4456.10

Maximum 1% A
grade

Maximum 1% A grade
Limit as required; smectite, mixed
layer clays, sulphides, zeolites etc.

Table 1: Comparison of properties of sandstone and their standards. Includes International (ASTM), NSW
Department of Public Works and restoration standards [6].

3.

Results

3.1 Property Characterisation
The results from the required property characterisation tests can be seen compared against the
different requirements for sandstone in Table 2. As little to no property characterisation has been
carried out on sandstone used in the structure of Town Hall itself, nor that removed for replacement
due to degradation. Typical results for sandstone from the Pyrmont Quarries have been included in
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this table as a means for comparison with the results from this study. As can be seen in Table 2,
although a small number of the requirements were fulfilled, including bulk density, dry compressive
strength and dry modulus of rupture, it is all too clear that the stone tested does not fulfil all the
requirements for stone that is adequate for restoration. The stone generally fails in wet conditions,
including absorption, wet compressive strength, wet modulus of rupture and durability.

International
Requirements

Department of
Public Works

Restoration
Requirements,
Mean (Range)

Hell Hole
Mean
(Range)

Bulk Density (t/m3)
(Min.)

2.003

2.2

Porosity (%) (Max.)

8

4 or 5

27.6

50
(40-60)

57
(52-60)

27.6

25
(20-30)

22
(19-29)

0.5 down to 0.4

0.39

6

8

9.2
(8.4-11.4)

4

4

1.9
(1.7-2.9)

Dry Perpendicular
Compressive
Strength (MPa)
(Min.)
Wet Perpendicular
Compressive
Strength (MPa)
(Min.)
Wet:Dry
Compression Ratio
(Min.)
Dry Perpendicular
Modulus of Rupture
(MPa) (Min.)
Wet Perpendicular
Modulus of Rupture
(MPa) (Min.)
Wet:Dry Rupture
Modulus Ratio (Min.)
Durability
% Loss Salt Crystals
(Max. for A grade)
Deleterious minerals

2.4

0.6
1

2.3
(2.2-2.3)
5.0
(4.8-5.2)

Typical
Pyrmont
Sandstone
Mean (Range)
2.3
(2.3-2.4)
(3.0-4.2)

(13-31)

1.7-4.3

0.21
1

4.5
(3.7-5.8)

Limit; smectite,
mixed layer clays,
sulphides, zeolites

Trace of
calcite
found.

0.6-2.2

Table 2: Comparison of Hell Hole sandstone results with typical Pyrmont sandstone with ASTM, NSW
Department of Public Works and restoration standards [6]. Typical Pyrmont sandstone values taken from Spry [6].

3.2 Petrographic Characterisation
Though the Hell Hole sandstone samples from compression proved problematic for polishing due to
their friability, the samples could be imaged as can be seen in Fig. 1. Although the surfaces are not
flat, it was possible to identify the microstructure of the sandstone. The main constituent was found to
be large grains of quartz, with an intergranular clay matrix. Quartz grains were angular and varied from
100 to 400μm. Mica was identified in the microstructure due to its characteristic sheeting, while iron
oxide was identified due to its high density, which appears white in a backscatter electron image (see
Fig. 1).
Bulk mineral analysis was conducted on the specimens from Hell Hole in order to identify the
proportions of the mineral constituents which make up the microstructure of the stone. Rather than
providing all of the mineral constituents, those which are deemed important by experts in the field of
petrographical analysis of Australian sandstone are provided in Table 3, next to the published Pyrmont
sandstone results from previous tests [7,8]. There are no standards for amounts of mineral
constituents, but it is recommended that deleterious materials including smectite, mixed layer clays,
sulphides and zeolites are limited. The only possibly deleterious mineral here is calcite, but as this is
present in only a trace amount, it is should not affect the properties of the stone. However, the lack of
deleterious minerals does not directly mean that the stone is adequate for use in the restoration of
Town Hall.
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Fig. 1: Backscatter SEM image of Hell Hole Sample C64A.

Mean (%)

Range

S.D. (%)

Typical
Pyrmont
Range

70.6
8.2
1.2
1.8
10.6
2.5
tr

68.2-71.9
6.9-9.1
0.9-1.3
0.9-2.7
9.7-11.2
2.2-2.8
tr

2.1
1.2
0.2
0.9
0.8
0.3
-

63-68
16-25
2-6.5
0.2-4
0-2.5
0-2.2
n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

tr-0.2

0.5

0.4-0.6

0.1

-

Hell Hole Stone Composition
Mineral
Quartz
Clay, total
Siderite
Iron Oxides
Muscovite Mica
Feldspar
Calcite
Carbon/
Graphite
Minor
Accessories#

Table 3: Mineral Composition of Hell Hole samples from QEMSCAN analysis compared with typical values for
Pyrmont from a compilation of Spry and Franklin [6,8]. . tr = trace amount; <0.1%. n.d. = not detected. #Minor
accessories include tourmaline, zircon, rutile/ilmenite, leucoxene.

4.

Discussion

The purpose of the tests conducted was to determine whether or not the disused quarry known as Hell
Hole could be exploited as a supply of oxidising sandstone for use in the restoration of Sydney Town
Hall and other Heritage-listed buildings. It was expected that the results of the property
characterisation for Hell Hole would fall somewhere in the range of results from earlier tests on
Pyrmont sandstone, as given in Spry [6]. These results in Spry are representative of Pyrmont
sandstone from 19th century buildings as well as stockpiled Pyrmont sandstone from more recent
excavations [6].
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As shown in Table 2, the property characterisation of the stone from Hell Hole demonstrated that
although some of the requirements were met, the stone did not generally fulfil the requirements for
stone used for restoration purposes. This is generally due to the stone’s poor performance in
saturated conditions. We will discuss now the importance of meeting these requirements.
4.1 Bulk Density
A dimension stone must have sufficient density in order to be sufficiently durable and strong to bear
the weight of any courses above it. The bulk density of a stone used for the restoration of heritage
buildings such as Town Hall must therefore be high enough to support such forces. The testing
conducted on the Hell Hole sandstone resulted in a bulk density range of 2.2 to 2.3 t/m3 (mean, 2.3
t/m3). This bulk density was high enough to meet both the International standard (ASTM) as well as
the requirement for restoration for Australian sandstone. As previously-tested Pyrmont stone resulted
in a bulk density range of 2.3 to 2.4 t/m3 (mean, 2.3 t/m3), the density was almost identical to the
expected value [6]. As a reduction in bulk density can be caused by physical weathering, it could be
possible that the Hell Hole samples are slightly weathered, causing the bulk density to be slightly
lower than typical Pyrmont values [12]. Despite possible weathering, the Hell Hole sandstone fulfils the
bulk density requirement and is therefore acceptable for use in restoration in this regard.
4.2 Porosity
Porosity is a measure of the amount of voids in stone [14]. Porosity has both a direct and indirect
effect on most of the physical properties of sandstone, so it is sometimes seen as the most important
rock parameter [13]. A high porosity can demonstrate that a stone has a high resistance to water
infiltration, and is thus safe from rising damp and salt attack [14]. As Pyrmont sandstones typically
have a low porosity ranging from 3.0 to 4.2%, a similar low value was expected from these tests [6].
However, while the mean Hell Hole sandstone result of 5.0% easily passed the ASTM requirement of
8%, it only just met the restoration requirement of 4 to 5% (Table 2). Two of the samples had
porosities higher than 5%. This higher porosity may be indicative of weathering of the stone due to its
exposure on the edge of a cliff for 230 years.
4.3 Compressive Strength
Compressive strength is an important indication of the potential for a sandstone’s use in the
restoration of heritage buildings. The compressive strength must be analysed, as a dimension stone
must have sufficient strength to bear the weight and forces subjected to it from the rest of the
structure. It should be noted that the results from this study, as those from previous studies, provide
results for strength where the force subjected is perpendicular to the bedding plane of the stone. This
is because sandstone blocks are strongest when the force is perpendicular to the bedding. This is why
they tend to be laid in a course with the bedding plane parallel to the ground; they have sufficient
strength to bear the weight from higher courses. The response of sandstone to compression when
tested parallel to the bedding plane is variable and unpredictable because the force acts directly along
the bedding plane, which is weaker than the surrounding bedding. It was expected that the Hell Hole
sandstone would have saturated compressive strengths ranging from around 13 to 31 MPa, in
accordance with Spry’s compilation of different properties for Pyrmont sandstone (Table 2) [6]. No
results for dry compressive strengths have as yet been published and so there were no typical
resulted to be expected.
As can be seen in Table 2, the range of wet compressive strengths fits directly in the range for typical
Pyrmont sandstone. This means that the Hell Hole specimens are approximately of the same quality
as the sandstone from Pyrmont which was used in Heritage-listed buildings and therefore, likely
similar to that used in Sydney Town Hall. The compressive strength of the dry perpendicular
specimens was much higher and also marginally more consistent than that of the wet perpendicular
specimens. This was to be expected, as sandstones are strongest when dry and when the bedding
plane is perpendicular to the loading [6]. The wet compressive strengths are less than half of the dry
results. This shows that the compressive strength is greatly reduced by saturation of the stone with
water. Loss of strength in the wet condition is possibly related to the clay content, which becomes soft
during saturation and results in a reduction in strength [6,15].
As wet to dry ratios of sandstone are indicative of durability, sandstone with a high ratio is durable,
while sandstone with a low ratio is not [14]. The failure of the stone in the wet condition resulted in a
low wet to dry ratio: 0.39. As the ideal wet to dry ratio is a minimum of 0.5, and the lowest acceptable
for dimension stone is 0.4 [6], it seems that the stone is potentially unsound and not durable, and is
therefore not adequate for restoration [14].
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4.4 Strength – Flexural Tensile Strength Modulus of Rupture
The modulus of rupture, being a method of assessing the tensile strength, simulates the real-life
failure of dimension stones in a sandstone building [15]. Tensile strength is important to test, as
sandstones are generally much weaker in tension than compression [15]. It was unknown what could
be expected from the Hell Hole sandstone in terms of dry tensile strength, as only the results for the
wet modulus of rupture of Pyrmont sandstone had previously been published in Spry [6]. The testing
conducted on the sandstone from Hell Hole resulted in low wet tensile strengths, but relatively high dry
tensile strengths. The dry tensile strength of the stone, with a mean value of 9.2 MPa, exceeded the
minimum requirements of ASTM, Public Works and Spry’s restoration guidelines [6], which were 2.4, 6
and 8 MPa, respectively (Table 2). The wet tensile strength, in contrast, does not meet either the
Public Works or restoration requirements, with a mean value of 1.9 MPa, far below both requirements
of 4 MPa (Table 2). Due to the poor wet tensile strength of the stone, the wet to dry ratio was also
poor and far below the Department of Public Works’ requirements (Table 2). This drop in strength from
wet to dry indicates that the clay matrix is weak and that the stone may be susceptible to moisture
ingress and strength variations [6,14]. This means that the stone is adequate in the dry condition, but
as soon as water is introduced, the sandstone fails to meet requirements. The Hell Hole sandstone is
therefore not recommended for the restoration of the façade of Town Hall in terms of tensile strength,
as façades are constantly subjected to wetting and drying cycles due to the weather conditions in
Sydney.
4.5 Soundness –Resistance to Salt Attack
The resistance to salt attack measures the durability of a stone. To be used for restoration in the
Sydney environment, it must have sufficient durability to resist ingress of salt-water and pollution. The
soundness test thus provides an indication of how well a sandstone can resist salt ingress. The
deterioration of the stone in the sodium sulphate solution is due to the pressures in the stone caused
by the crystallisation of the salts and hydration, which are stronger than the tensile strength of the
stone. In a sodium sulphate solution, weathering is caused by the transformation of the dehydrated
sodium sulphate into its hydrated form [16]. The deterioration normally results in a reduction of the
dimensions of a stone block, generation of fine particles and weakening of the rock itself, which was
seen in the tests conducted [15]. It was expected that the Hell Hole sandstone would have a similar
mass loss as the typical range for Pyrmont stone found in Spry [6], 0.6 to 2.2%. However, the mass
loss for Hell Hole was greater than twice this range (Table 2). This is most probably due to the
weathered state of the stone, having a higher porosity and slightly lower bulk density than expected of
a Pyrmont stone. This higher porosity indicates that more salt will be able to ingress into and
crystallise in the stone than for fresh Pyrmont stone. As the best quality sandstone is needed for
restoration, both Spry and ASTM dictate that the maximum weight loss in a stone used in restoration
is 1% by weight [6]. Clearly, the Hell Hole sandstone does not meet this requirement.
4.6 Petrography
A petrographical analysis was conducted to understand the microstructure and mineral composition of
the Hell Hole sandstone, and to understand its behaviour in the property tests. The backscatter
images of the specimens from Hell Hole from this study clearly show that the microstructure of the
stone is made up of angular to rounded quartz grains which vary in size from 0.1 to 0.4 mm, with a
grainy intergranular clay matrix (See Fig. 1).
The mica, which can be made out by the characteristic sheeting, is bent and weathered, and the iron
oxide is friable and weathered (See Fig. 1). There are also gaps between the quartz grains, possibly a
result of the clay leaching out of the microstructure, but also possibly due to the polishing ripping the
clay and other minerals out. The physical act of polishing the Hell Hole sandstone demonstrated that
the stone was particularly friable, as the grains were simply ripped out instead of polished. This
indicates that the clay matrix, which binds the stone together, is not particularly strong. The two
compression test specimens that were used for petrography were not particularly weak compared to
the other specimens in compression, so the friability cannot be attributed to this. In fact, specimen C07
had a dry perpendicular strength of 59 MPa, and specimen C64 a dry parallel strength of 54 MPa.
These specimens had the second highest compressive strength for their condition.
The Hell Hole specimens from this study had higher quartz and mica content, but lower clay and
siderite content than expected of typical Pyrmont sandstone (Table 3). These minerals have the most
influence on the properties of oxidising sandstone, aside from detrimental minerals [8,21]. The high
amount of quartz found in the Hell Hole specimens indicates that the Hell Hole sandstone has the
potential to be stronger than most Pyrmont stone. This could account for the high dry compressive and
tensile strengths of the Hell Hole sandstone, but may be also be a cause for brittle failure [8].
No deleterious minerals were found, save for traces of calcite, which should not affect the properties of
the stone due to its small proportion.
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4.8 Variances in Results
Variability is normal for stone; it can vary in properties significantly across a site [8,20]. Due to the
sedimentary and diagenetic formation processes of sandstone, a small difference in elevation or
lateral position can radically change the physical properties [17]. Unless the exact original position of
the test specimens in the rock face is known, it is difficult to correlate results [17]. The variances seen
in the results of this study are thus a result of the original location of the samples. The lower strength
samples tested in this study were taken either closer to the surface of the cliff face, where more
weathering occurred or close to the fault line, discovered during the drilling process, where a drop in
sandstone quality may occur. With the property results in mind, the Hell Hole sandstone cannot be
recommended for use in the restoration of Town Hall.
5.
Conclusions
As demonstrated above, the sandstone tested from the Hell Hole Quarry was not of a high enough
quality according to accepted standards to be used in the restoration of the façade of Sydney Town
Hall. This means that the City of Sydney Council cannot turn to Hell Hole when the McCaffrey’s
stockpile runs out. However, it must be noted that the results from this study are limited by the original
location from which the stone was taken. Tests were only conducted on stone from two places in the
cliff-face of Hell Hole, so the results are probably not a real indication of the quality of the stone of the
whole quarry. These locations were also at the same height from the ground and were most likely from
the same strata. As Hell Hole was the deepest of the Pyrmont Quarries and it was well known that the
best quality sandstone in the Saunders’ Quarries was found deep below the surface of the stone
outcrop [9], it is very likely that the higher quality stone is far below the current ground surface of the
yard. Therefore, although the stone from this study was not of high enough quality, it is likely that the
yard could reveal less weathered and higher quality stone for the restoration of Sydney Town Hall.
Another important point to ponder is whether or not sandstone used in the restoration of heritage
buildings really needs to meet today’s standards. During the construction of such buildings, there was
no geologist on site to test the stone according to specific standards before it was used. Instead, the
site supervisor simply had a general feel for what a good block of sandstone looked like to be
adequate for use in construction. Sometimes, he clearly made a mistake, evidenced by the blocks that
today need to be replaced. If such a stone is replaced with what is deemed a high quality stone
according to the standards, it may be much stronger, less porous and denser than the stone that it sits
between. If this is the case, preferential decay of the weaker original stones can occur, causing more
damage, resulting in replacement of even more stone. With this is mind, it can be argued that there is
a more appropriate standard to test the stone against than ASTM or restoration guidelines; the quality
of the stone on either side of the stone block to be replaced. This would ensure that the stone used for
restoration would not cause preferential decay.
Although the sandstone studied here cannot be used for restorative purposes, if it is deemed
necessary to make use of this material in the future, it could be used for other purposes, such as
dimension stone in domestic structures. The Hell Hole stone, due to its high tensile and compressive
strength in a dry state with the bedding perpendicular to the direction of loading, could also be used in
the restoration of interior elements of Heritage-listed buildings which are moisture free. Despite the
sandstone from Hell Hole not being of high enough quality for exterior restoration, the results of the
tests from this study are significant as they provide important data for comparison of the properties of
sandstone from Pyrmont and the greater Sydney area
Aside from the Public Works stockpile of oxidising sandstone from McCaffrey’s Quarry, the closest
quarry from which oxidising sandstone is currently used is Gosford Quarries [18]. There is no currently
active quarry in Sydney itself, as the old quarries of Sydney were either exhausted or closed, filled in
and built over [9]. Further research must be conducted into potential sites for new quarries or old
quarries that could be reopened.
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Abstract

The research studies aim at assessing how the Neustadt (“New Town”) of Strasbourg has been built,
perceived and interpreted at the local, national and international levels from 1878 to the present. It is
progressively becoming a recognized and valued site, in particular since the 1950s. The present study
emphasizes the ways in which the different considerations for this site both in France and in Germany
influenced and changed its reception in order to make it part of the city’s heritage.
This architectural and urban site, built in Strasbourg between 1871 and 1914 under the German
administration, will firstly be approached in this article as an architectural, urban and environmental
object and secondly as bearing aesthetic, historical, technical, political, economical, cultural and social
th
values according to different people since the end of the 19 century - population, tourists, institutions,
politics, professionals, historians, press, etc.
The major interest of this study lies in the possibility it offers to consider the heritage process in a
multicultural context, in which different influences interact as much as they distinguish themselves in
the concrete and physical space, the architectural and urban territory, and at the same time in the
intangible field, enlivened by collective consciousness.
Keywords: Neustadt – Strasbourg – Architecture – Heritage – Reception

Fig 1: The Emperor’s Palace – Kaiserpalast (current Palais du Rhin) - Copyright: Sophie Eberhardt
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1.

Introduction

2.

The conception and construction of the Neustadt

The research project which we will introduce here is incorporated into the interdisciplinary study
“Genèse et réception de l’architecture et des formes urbaines dans une région frontalière (18501950)” launched in 2010 and conducted at the University of Strasbourg by Alexandre Kostka and
Hervé Doucet. This program officially phased out at the end of 2012. Nevertheless, a number of
research projects of the same nature still continue and grow. The research group is getting bigger and
new experimental fields are being discovered and explored.
Originally the project brought together architects, historians, specialists in German studies,
sociologists and linguists in order to work on the architecture and urban forms that emerged between
1850 and 1950 in the border region of the upper Rhine overlapping France and Germany. Therefore,
two main axes – that are still relevant in the current research – have been defined. On the one hand,
researchers work on the genesis and the context of the construction of architecture in the border
regions of Alsace and Lorraine. The political context of the period and the choice of architects – who
passed through different kinds of educations in Germany and France – are, among others, details
which are at the centre of the analysis. On the other hand, the reception and the perception of the
architecture are the focus of investigations. Therefore press articles, magazines devoted to
architecture, novels, interviews and other kinds of texts are explored in order to capture the reactions,
opinions and feelings of the public towards the architecture and the constructions in question.
In the following article a concept of a fruitful combination of two scientific perspectives, a culturalhistorical approach and a sociolinguistic approach is presented. Benefitting from the fact that both
authors live in Strasbourg and work on the same project, the idea to realize an interdisciplinary
approach out of the respective works, will be presented.
First, the object of our research – the urban area of the Neustadt in Strasbourg – will be presented.
Therefore the genesis of the urban extension in its cultural and political context is briefly demonstrated
with a plan layout. Following the introduction will be a discussion of the notion of reception and
possible points of contact with a theoretical framework in view of our project. Next, we will present an
interdisciplinary approach by demonstrating initially the two respective perspectives before we
accomplish them in the subsequent chapter. Eventually we demonstrate our first tendencies
concerning the reception of a particular building – the Emperor’s Palace – in the past and the present
using examples of discourse material which we compare and analyze. Finally we’ll present further
research perspectives.
th

The Franco-Prussian War, opposing Napoléon III and Wilhelm I, started on the 19 of July 1870. The
rd
city of Strasbourg was bombed by some 200,000 shells during the siege that lasted from the 13 of
th
August to the 28 of September 1870. Even the cathedral, whose construction was launched when
the city of Strasbourg was part of the Holy Roman Empire, was hit. The structure of the roof was
damaged and the finial of the spin tower was unhinged.
The reconstruction of buildings and bombed-out neighbourhoods started the first year of annexation in
1871. This program was a way for the German Empire to dress the wounds inflicted upon the newly
annexed territories.
Stemming from the will to expand and to modernise the fortifications, the urban extension project of
Strasbourg finds its origins in the military ambitions of the German Empire to ensure the stronghold
role of the border city. The new surrounding wall, approved by the Reichstag – the Reichstag was,
from 1871 to 1918, the Parliament of the German Empire – in 1877 and completed in 1882, defined
the new limits of the regional capital.
The urban design, defined by the urban extension, also constituted a political project. It aimed to
create a window to the German sovereignty, and to the power beyond the frontiers of the Empire. The
objective was to provide the city with dwellings, notably for the population coming to germanise the
city, mainly military servicemen, notables, public figures, industrial workers and civil servants.
Berlin asked two architects to work on the urban plan, August Orth from Berlin and Strasbourg’s city
architect, Jean-Geoffroy Conrath. The two architects provided their projects in 1877. A draft was also
proposed by a third architect, Hermann Eggert, responsible for the plan layout of the University.
th
An exceptional commission of experts from France and Germany was organised between the 18 and
rd
the 23 of September 1878 to discuss the projects. It was mainly the project of the Alsatian architect
Conrath, respecting the old city ensemble and offering parallelepiped blocks, easier to built, that would
be carried out.
The discussion concerning the urban plan expansion notably dealt with the disposition of the
Kaiserplatz (current Place de la République) - conceived by August Orth in the continuity of the axis
Kléber-Broglie – and was suggested in a symmetric way on a large slab covering the canal. The city
architect, Jean-Geoffroy Conrath, proposed, on the other hand, to locate the Emperor’s square at the
intersection of two major axes: the first one turned towards the University, of which implantation is
already determined before the urban plan, and the second one being the visual perspective between
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the Schiltigheim Gate (current Place de Bordeaux) and the cathedral, allowing a delicate seam
between the old city and the urban expansion (Fig. 2). At the intersection of these two axes, the
circular garden of the Kaiserplatz aims to canalise the traffic.

Fig 2: The Kaiserplatz (current Place de la République) - Copyright: Sophie Eberhardt

The urban plan (Bebauungsplan) of the Neustadt constitutes the program implemented in Strasbourg.
th
Officially approved by the Bezirkspräsident of Basse-Alsace on the 7 April 1880, it expands the
surface area of the city of 386 ha, passing from 232 ha to 618 ha (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Bebauungsplan für die Erweiterung der Stadt Strassburg (urban planning of the city of Strasbourg), JeanGeoffroy Conrath, Strassburg: Schultz, 1880 - Copyright: Archives of Strasbourg (Brb 1561)

The Bebauungsplan constituted a working tool that anticipated the building’s location by establishing
the housing scheme according to the density, the type of buildings and the functional zoning.
The official buildings were organised around a monumental avenue linking the administrative
ensemble, embodied by the Kaiserplatz - current Place de la République – with the Emperor’s palace
– current Palais du Rhin -, the Assembly palace – current Théâtre national de Strasbourg – the two
ministers – current Préfecture and Service général des impôts – and the imperial library – current
Bibliothèque nationale et universitaire – to the centre of knowledge symbolised by the University.

3.

Theoretical frame: the definition of "reception"

After having presented the object of investigation, we will now discuss possible points of contacts with
theories linked to perception and percipience of architecture. A definition of the idea of « reception » is
mentioned in a quotation by Walter Benjamin in its essay The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction published in 1936:
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Architecture has never been idle. Its history is more ancient than that of any other art, and its claim to
being a living force has significance in every attempt to comprehend the relationship of the masses to
art. Buildings are appropriated in a twofold manner: by use and by perception – or rather, by touch and
sight. (p. 240) [1]

From the excerpt of the « diverted perception » of Walter Benjamin to the considerations of
institutional, professional and civic fields, the study of the reception aims at revealing the senses and
values granted to buildings. It shows the cultural, ideological, political and social dimensions that
architecture and urban spaces embody all along the centuries and according to the people, which are
conveyed through images and symbols. By a subtle cross-influenced exchange, these interpretations
have an effect on the place of buildings in the collective consciousness. These considerations can
also pertain to the increased status and the validation of architecture and urban spaces to the
“heritage” status.
In order to understand the Neustadt and its reception, we have chosen to proceed to the analysis of
discourses about the site - and particularly a selection of buildings of the district – found in written
sources. For example the building files of the Archives of Strasbourg, the Histories of Strasbourg,
travel guides and travel pieces, architectural and urban planning reviews, interviews and publicopinion polls.
The content of historical sources, put in perspective with the observation of the ornaments and the
architecture and urban spaces, allows reconstituting the intentions at the origin of the realisations of
the Neustadt - the way(s) the primary contractor and the architects apprehended and orientated the
interpretation of the public - and the reception at the time. The survey (Dahm 2012) [2] allows finding
and analysing empirical knowledge on the basis of social and cultural representations.
The analysis of the discourses further allows for the evaluation of the parallels and distances between
the intentions of the primary contractors and the builders, how those took shape materially, and the
visions of the public, according to their historical, ideological, cultural and social background.
Within the framework of our research project the reception is hence considered as the discrepancy
between the intentions (the program) of the primary contractors and the architects, their anticipation of
the reception, and the real and concrete reception of the realisations in time, embodied in the
discourses and the interventions on the buildings.
The theoretical framework of the research is also rooted in the literary approach “Rezeptionsästhetik”,
founded by Hans Robert Jauss (Literaturgeschichte als Provokation der Literaturwissenschaft, 1967)
[3] and further developed by Wolfgang Iser (Der Akt des Lesen, 1976) [4]. This approach engages the
cognitive and emotional perception of art - including architecture. From a literary perspective, the
concept constitutes a change in paradigm of the reading of literary works, placing the reader at the
heart of the production of the work.
The study of reception also includes a sociological and hermeneutic perspective, which aims to
question the general approaches applied for the study of architecture, mainly relying on restricted
analysis of techniques and practices in the field. The approach, which we present here, encompasses
the interpretation of works and discourses, including their immediate understanding, their
appropriation in history, and the effects that the interpretations have on the works themselves.

4.

Context of the research: cross-disciplinary approach

As exposed in the introduction and the first chapter of this article, our research concentrates on the
Neustadt of Strasbourg which constitutes a considerable and well preserved part of the architecture on
the upper-Rhine that emerged between 1850 and 1950. Our goal is to combine the analysis of
historical and contemporary texts and discourses in order to understand what kind of representations
th
and values have been attributed to the Neustadt from the second half of the 19 century until today
th
and how these representations changed and developed in the course of the 20 century.
Both approaches function for themselves with their respective methods and theoretical frameworks.
When crossing the two perspectives we need to redefine the methodological framework towards an
interdisciplinary and comparative approach. In order to combine the two approaches we will briefly
expose their inherent particularities in the next two chapters.
4.1 Cultural historical perspective
In the framework of the cultural historical approach the perception of the Neustadt will be explored
th
from the end of the 19 century until today while considering possible links and bonds that exist with
the perception of the old town, the so-called “Grande-Île” – a UNESCO World Heritage since 1988.
Eventually the construction of today’s heritage site and the identification of its cultural, historic and
social values are in the centre of the investigations. The images and representations that were created
in France and in Germany concerning the urban extension of Strasbourg contributed – throughout the
th
course of the 20 century – to the perception of values attributed to the heritage of this district. The
main interest of the historical approach lies in the consideration of the mechanisms of the construction
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th

of heritage from the end of the 19 century until today – when images were shaped and unshaped in
the border region of Alsace-Lorraine.
In order to analyse the developments and processes that contributed to the creation of
representations, text sources of different kinds and from certain periods will be analysed. One major
aspect is the reception of the urban extension project by specialists in the field of architecture and
urban planning. These considerations and statements can be found in specialised French and
German magazines like Deutsche Bauzeitung, Zentralblatt der Bauverwaltung and L’Architecture,
th
which were created at the end of the 19 century – at a time when the Neustadt had already been
constructed. But also the daily press of that time reveals interesting insights into the topic and the
reception on behalf of the public. Other crucial sources are the publications Histories of Strasbourg
and books dealing with the architecture and urban spaces of the city. In addition, travel texts of local
personalities such as Louis-Eugène Seinguerlet [5] but also known writers such as Gérard de Nerval
[6] and Victor Hugo constitute a relevant source of information. Moreover French and German tourist
guides from different epochs reveal crucial facts about how the imperial district of Strasbourg has
been perceived. The guides we have consulted are Baedeker, Joanne – current Guide Bleu - and
Conty. Eventually, discourses of historical monuments can be found in the archives. Those texts
represent a corpus which is at the center of the cultural-historical approach.
4.2 Sociolinguistic perspective
Within the scope of the sociolinguistic approach, the analysis of a sample population’s social
representations of the former imperial district of Strasbourg will be in the centre of the investigation.
The concept of social representations is an epistemological option so as to apprehend the reception of
the quarter. The way in which it is used in our research should help us to understand the collective
and individual perception of the participants of our survey towards the Neustadt.
This concept has its origins in the fields of sociology and social psychology and goes back to Emil
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Durkheim who, by the end of the 19 century, marked the notion of “collective ideation” (Schmaus
1994: 183) [7]. Durkheim thought that the process of the creation of representations is a collective one
and therefore a social experience [8]. Furthermore, he developed the concept of “social morphology”
in order to explain the material form of social phenomena. In this way, Durkheim emphasized the
importance of the consideration of material substance when investigating and analysing the social
world. Seen from this perspective, any kind of built architecture is considered a manifestation and a
result of social products and exchanges (cf. Schroer 2009: 21) [9].
Further developed and re-thought by the social psychologist Serge Moscovici [10] in the 1960s, the
concept of social representations made its way through other fields in the humanities. In the study of
the Neustadt, we will eventually combine - in the form of a triangulation - a social psychological
perspective with a linguistic perspective of the concept of social representations.
According to Bernard Py [11], whose concept represents a rather linguistic perspective of social
representations, representations are created during a conversation. They are mentioned and then they
arise and are modified. Therefore, the analysis of discourse material seems to be an adequate way in
order to identify and to investigate pertinent elements which are associated with the German quarter of
Strasbourg.
Social representations can appear in different forms and sometimes are analysed in an isolated way.
They can, for example, take the form of a stereotype (“cette architecture marque bien le style
allemand qui est fort et bien carré“), an opinion (“monumentale, et puis il me fait plutôt peur son
architecture”) or an informative element (“je le vous disais, ce n’est pas allemand, c’est l’architecture
d’une époque répandue dans toute l’Europe centrale qui a moins existé en France”). These elements
have in common, that they all refer to the respective object and therefore to reality (cf. Jodelet 1989:
53) [12].
Apart from the material collected in the context of the historical approach, we dispose of another text
corpus which consists of transcribed interviews. Those texts are the results of a survey which we
conducted in the Neustadt in 2012 during the course of a sociolinguistic study (Dahm 2012) [2].
In the context of the sociolinguistic approach, and contrary to the historical approach, we analyse
discourse material which is contemporary and not historical. It arises from interviews which we
conducted with inhabitants of the city of Strasbourg and therefore reflects the current (2012) reception
of the passersby. Until now, we have at our disposal the transcriptions of 80 short interviews (with a
length of two to seven minutes). In the near future, the corpus will be enlarged with 8 to 10 semidirective in-depth interviews and the methodological structure is currently being changed and
improved. The research design of the 2012 survey, which was marked by a hypothetic – deductive
approach, will be revised in favour of a more empirical-inductive proceeding in order to construct new
hypotheses out of the collected material.
The four questions asked during the study focussed on the identification of the elements in the district
that are perceived as being German. Furthermore the qualities that people associate with the
Neustadt were made an issue. The reception of one of three concrete buildings (Palais du Rhin, Palais
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des Fetes and Bains Municipaux) was the theme of the third question. What the participants thought
about the fact that an apparently German architecture (constructed during the German administration)
might be labelled as a French UNESCO heritage was asked in the fourth question.
The aim of the sociolinguistic approach is to analyse the content of these and more interviews in order
to categorise and interpret them. In the course of a discourse analysis we’ll try to identify the social
representations which reside in the material: How are these representations structured? How are they
distributed? Are they dynamic and do they differ a lot from each other or are they rather consolidated
and recurring?
Social representations, as Denise Jodelet [12] points out, often belong to and are joined to cultural,
ideological and other bigger systems, not least to the current scientific knowledge of a specific field.
She further highlights that certain institutions and authorities as well as communication networks play
a very important part in their creation, stabilisation and manipulation (cf. Jodelet 1989: 52) [12]. If we
think for example of the role accorded to the touristic guides of Strasbourg, it becomes evident in what
way they might have influenced the process of stabilisation and distribution of certain social
representations of the Neustadt.

5.

Combination of the two approaches

6.

Representations of the Neustadt: first tendencies

When we brought together our findings we were very interested in comparing the outcomes and in
detecting and identifying the first tendencies that would arise out of the analysis. Therefore, we
concentrated on our discourses that deal with three public buildings in the Neustadt: the Emperor’s
Palace (Palais du Rhin), the former singer house (today Palais des Fêtes) and the City Baths (Bains
Municipaux). We started to detect and to collect discourse material (empirical and historical) that deals
with these three buildings.
After a first content analysis we could carve out certain tendencies in the reception that seem to be
valid and significant for the historical as well as the empirical material. In combining the historical with
the sociolinguistic approach we are able to analyze the reception of the Neustadt throughout a specific
period of time and from different points of view. Moreover this comparative method allows a very
profound view on our data since we can try to reconstruct the development of certain representations
from the past till today. What people think of the quarter, of a certain building and its architecture, can
be compared to what the public or subjective point of view was like, for example, before the Second
World War.
At the very least the comparative approach enables us to examine the deviation that exists between
the intended force and effect wanted by the constructors and the actual reception of the quarter by the
public.
We will now have a look at some discourse extracts from the historical material and from the
interviews. After a first analysis of the text material – in which we focused on the reception, opinions,
beliefs and attitudes concerning the three buildings (Palais du Rhin – Emperor’s Palace -, Bains
Municipaux – City Baths -, Palais des Fêtes) – three pertinent tendencies have emerged out of the
discourses. Due to article size restrictions we will concentrate mainly on one building: the Emperor’s
Palace.
At first we came across, what we call, the “monumental character” of the Neustadt and its
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architecture. This trend shows up, often with a kind of ferocity from the end of the 19 century until
today. Starting from the intentions of the builders, the Kaiserplatz was realized as a symbol of German
modernity and excellence within the framework of nation construction in Europe. The massiveness of
the institutional realizations was aimed to impress, in order to establish the new sovereignty. After the
Second World War, when the animosity between France and Germany was at its height, Paul Ahne
wrote in Strasbourg 1850-1950, métamorphoses et développement published in 1959 : "Quant au
er
fameux Palais du Rhin, construit un des premiers en 1886 pour l'Empereur Guillaume I , c'est un
parfait exemple de démesure, d'un effet déplorable (…)" (p. 29) [13]. The impression of the Palace as
a perfect example of exorbitance and immoderateness is not only resented by locals. Some decades
later, in 1981, Annemaria Giusti asserted in her book entitled Strasbourg: “Le palais du Rhin se
distingue par sa construction énorme et imposante sur la place de la République, et s'inspire des
édifices berlinois de style néo-Renaissance." (p. 58) and, by referring to the constructions in Berlin,
stressed the "triumphal" hallmark of the building (p. 62) [14].
When we look at the answers given during the interviews (Dahm 2012) that we conducted in front of
the former Emperor’s Palace, the association of this building with a monumental character turned out
to be crucial [2]. To the question: “Please describe the building in front of us. What are the words, the
adjectives that come to your mind when you look at it?” the participants gave diverse answers.
Alongside positive statements like “beautiful […] historical”, “c’est un beau bâtiment” and “ça fait
toujours un peu rêver […] ça fait travailler l’imagination”, the answers were predominantly connoted
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with a rather negative impression which seems to be associated with a monumental and imposing
character: “massif et un peu pompeux”, “imposant […] une architecture assez particulière”, “son
architecture me fait plutôt peur, elle me rappelle une mauvaise époque de l’Allemagne”, “on sent que
quelqu’un veut imposer”, “impérial, monumental”, “monumental […] relativement esthétique”, “[…] on
arrive à voir [….] la rigidité de l’esprit allemand et ça traduit bien les caractéristiques de, comment dire,
de simplicité, d’efficacité”, “une architecture qui dégageait de la puissance et de la prestance […] c’est
le témoin d’une époque” [2]. Those statements reflect the participants’ attitudes and representations
towards the former Emperor’s Palace. Words like “imposing”, “heavy”, “massive”, “powerful” and
“impressive” reflect what we refer to as the monumental character. The prodigious hallmark mentioned
in these cases is very often attached to the “German style”.
Concerning the second trend, that we could carve out and that we call the “German character” of the
Neustadt, we found interesting material, too. In 1987, Théodore Rieger and Georges Foessel wrote in
their book Strasbourg, Deux mille ans d’art et d’histoire, that the Emperor’s Palace was marked with
Bismarckian pride (“tout hérissé d'orgueil bismarckien”), referring to the building as the
th
"Elephantenhaus" (p. 74), which was the term coined by Wilhelm II at the end of the 19 century [15].
Robert Durand de Bousingen, in the book Strasbourg, urbanisme et architecture des origines à nos
jours published in 1996 mentions an “imposing germanity” and a “foreshortening of the German
history” (p. 242) [16].
Similar tendencies, the excess and heaviness, can be recognized when we have a closer look at the
discourses extracted from the interviews. When we analyse the interviews conducted in front of the
Emperor’s Palace (Dahm 2012) we can see that the participants of the survey partly associate the
architecture of the building with a “German character”: “c’est un peu lourd je trouve, mais voilà, c’est
allemand”, “on arrive à voir [….] la rigidité de l’esprit allemand et ça traduit bien les caractéristiques de
comment dire, de simplicité, d’efficacité”, “chargé d’histoire quand même […] ça symbolise un peu le
lien franco-allemand”, “c’est de l’architecture allemande, donc les cariatides, pierre de taille, les
sculptures de force, les colonnes” [2]. The building radiates a kind of massiveness and ponderosity as
we can learn from the answers. One of the participants thinks of the notions rigidity, simplicity and
effectiveness when looking at the facade. At the same time he associates those words with what he
calls the “German spirit”. Moreover, sculptures that radiate strength, columns and caryatids are named
in order to describe the German character.
The German character as well as the monumental character seems to have in common that they
activate similar reactions on the part of the interviewed persons. The fact that the palace radiates
some kind of heaviness for the participants seems to be closely connected to the fact that the
architecture had been built under German administration (“c’est un peu lourd je trouve, mais voilà,
c’est allemand”). The fact that the building is charged with history is mentioned, too. Therefore the
former Emperor’s Palace seems for one of our participants to emblematize a kind of French-German
bond (“chargé d’histoire quand même […] ça symbolise un peu le lien franco-allemand”). Interestingly,
the Palace seems also to have kept its primary symbolic power – as the political centre of the German
administration in Strasbourg – since a participant of our survey mentions that the architecture lacks in
some kind of facileness and therefore appears imposing: “ça manque de légèreté […] on sent que
quelqu’un veut imposer”. The aura of the building is described as being imposing. For one participant
the building radiates something angst-inducing: “son architecture me fait plutôt peur, elle me rappelle
une mauvaise époque de l’Allemagne”. This very last citation, as others too, reveals the fact that the
architecture is often brought in connexion to the French-German history. But often, as other results of
our survey show, the participants are not able to contextualize the origination of the Neustadt
correctly. During the time of the German Empire – when the Germans made Strasbourg their
showcase in a westward direction – the French-German relations were other than after the Second
World War. The latter seems however to have a strong impact on the reception of the architecture
th
which has already been constructed by the end of the 19 century, namely the Wilhelminian style. The
brutal history has, as we can see, left its marks on the perception of the architecture.
The third tendency we could deduce out of the discourse material – and which seems to be valid for
both the historical material and the interviews – is what we named the “criticism of the eclectic
architecture”. This trend becomes obvious in the historical texts written by architects and
professionals, particularly until the 1970s and 1980s. Before that time, experts and researchers in
architecture and urban planning rather despised the eclectic character of the architecture in the
Neustadt. Recently, and especially within the framework of the elaboration of the application of the
Neustadt for the inscription on the World Heritage List, the historical and heritage value of the entire
district is being better documented and highlighted. In his book untitled Strasbourg du passé au
présent, Philippe Dollinger refers to the Emperor’s Palace in 1962 as being a Neo-Florentine
pastiche : “un lourd pastiche néo-florentin, dépourvu de tout attrait et rendu massif encore par la
surcharge de la décoration” (p.65) [17]. In the author’s words the massif and surcharged building is
lacking any kind of appeal and impulsion.
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Some decades later, in 1996, Robert Durand de Bousingen, in the book Strasbourg, urbanisme et
architecture des origines à nos jours acknowledged the heaviness of the building conveyed by the
historical style, asserting that the Emperor’s Palace represents a successful application of historism
architecture: “son imposant avant-corps, son dôme et sa décoration ostentatoire, le palais impérial
n'est certes pas un modèle de légèreté, mais un bel exercice de style éclectique teinté d'influences
florentines et antiques.” (p. 242) [16].
Not only experts recognise the eclectic aspect of the Neustadt. The juxtaposition of different
architectural styles also strikes the interviewed passersby of our survey: “ben, ça s’inscrit dans
l’architecture en vogue à cette époque alors il y a certains bâtiments qui sont de style néo, par
exemple l’immeuble à Gallia c’est néo-renaissance allemande, d’autres sont néo-gothiques”, “il est
dans le style typique historiciste de cette période que l’on trouve en gros de Strasbourg et au bout de
l’Europe centrale”, “il y a une architecture typique de la période allemande du début du XXème” [2].
Different architectural styles like neo-renaissance, neo-gothic and historism – typical of the first
construction period of the Neustadt – are mentioned. One person recognizes that the style of historism
can be found in other parts of central Europe. The contextualization of this urban site and its eclectic
architecture however is not clear without ambiguity: “Pour moi ils ne sont pas très allemand [les
bâtiments], il y a quelque chose bien plus allemand que ça, pour moi ça reste français”. In a way this
statement reveals the eclectic character of the architecture. On the one hand the architecture of the
Emperor’s Palace consists of eclectic elements. On the other hand, the reception of the building on
behalf of different people has an eclectic character as well since some of our participants define what
they see as German, others as French architecture. However, the existence of different architectural
styles next to each other seems not to be inconvenient for the participants of our research since they
do not evaluate this fact as something negative or un-aesthetic. The complex character of the
Neustadt recognized by our participants becomes clearer when we also consult the results of the
sample of interviews that we conducted in front of the Palais des Fêtes, the former singer house: “les
constructions sont un petit peu massives, mais finalement […] c’est très proche des immeubles
haussmanniens de Paris qui n’ont rien à voir avec le quartier allemand”. In this citation the person
clearly separates the architecture around the singer house from German architecture since he sees a
close connexion and similarity to buildings in Paris. Contrary to his point of view, another person sees
a similarity to the buildings which were constructed around the Emperor Palace. In this context, terms
like “massive”, “imposing” and “solid” are named: “l’architecture est proche avec celle qu’on peut
trouver vers la Place de la République […], massif, imposant, solide et espacé”. As eclectic as the
architecture of the Neustadt may be defined by experts, its reception by the passersby seems to be
equally eclectic and diverse.

7.

Further research for the future

8.

Conclusion

Now that we have started our project, we will have to go further with the analysis. We will have to look
for more text fragments that reveal information about the reception of the three buildings in question.
Since the scope of our historical sources is vast (literary texts, tourist guides, architecture magazines
from the turn of the century) we will need some more time to filter the pertinent elements out of the
texts. In our next step we’ll have to continue to enrich our database with this material that we’ll have to
classify.
In order to enlarge the empirical material we will conduct a new survey. About ten in-depths interviews
with chosen contemporary witnesses – who lived in Strasbourg in the 1940s, the 1950s, the 1960s
and the 1970s – will be prepared in the next few months. After the transcription of the semi-directive
interviews, in which we will place impulses and keywords in order to trigger positioning on the part of
the participants, we will continue a content analysis to find out more about the structure of the social
representations associated with the former imperial quarter of Strasbourg. Furthermore we’ll have to
define and specify the theoretical and methodological framework in order to allow a fruitful content
analysis.
Since representations may appear in the form of stereotypes, attitudes, opinions and informative
elements, we’ll try to classify the diverse declarations. We will also have a closer look at the
differences of the variable and the stable characters of the cultural and social representations and try
to establish a kind of map that gives us an overview of the solid and widespread, as well as the more
flexible representations of the Neustadt.
Using an inductive approach analyzing the discourse material we will try to create more hypotheses
directly out of the material in order to test them and to adjust them with the historical material in the
comparative approach.
In this paper we introduced the first tendencies of our research project aiming at identifying and
analyzing the cultural and social representations associated with the Neustadt of Strasbourg all along
th
the 20 century. The results allow stressing the importance of intangible material, which is the result of
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the reception of architecture, in the process of building and heritage construction. The crossdisciplinary approach allows for the consideration of the dynamic character of social and cultural
values and helps to overstep the restrictive description of buildings rooted in artistic considerations.
The tendencies that we could find in the historical texts reflect in a certain way the social
representations of the participants interviewed today. We targeted certain continuities in the creation
and the structure of the social and cultural representations associated with the former “Imperial
district” of Strasbourg: a monumental character, a German character and a criticism of eclectic the
architecture.
Nonetheless, the data analyzed in the present article is not sufficient and representative to describe
the reception of the overall quarter. The results conveyed do only concern the most emblematic
building of the imperial program - namely the Emperor’s Palace - and cannot be extended to the entire
Neustadt, especially as the vast surface of the district does encompass a wide range of architectural
styles and a moving urban planning scheme. Moreover, we are still at the beginning of our research
project and we need to adjust our methods and theories.
While further research concerning cultural and social representations linked with other buildings of the
Neustadt will help to detect the values recognized for the urban ensemble, and to understand how
those values were ranked at the “heritage” status, the social representations associated with the
Neustadt might help to gain a better insight of the current reception of the entire district. Since in the
next interview series which we are preparing for we will not focus on one specific building, but try to
capture the representations of the entire district, we might get a better picture of the reception of the
Neustadt as an urban ensemble.
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Abstract

Declared World Heritage cultural property in 2005 by the UNESCO, House Batlló is considered one of
the most poetics and decorative works of the Catalan artist Antoni Gaudí. The refurbishment of the
house, realized since 1904 to 1906, is based on: the widening of the internal patio, a new façade at
first and second floor, the design of the roof and the functional distribution of the residential space.
In the unique design of the House we can identify some principles of modern buildings refurbishment:
it’s interesting how Gaudí achieve comfort performances through the application of these building
technologies, aimed to reduce overheating in summer period. The cladding “trencadìs” gives a specific
aesthetic language to the building and contributes also to improve thermal mass and reflectance of the
envelope. The distribution of flat around the indoor courtyard and new design of windows (both road
and inside façade) develops a passive system of ventilation. This approach, which can be assimilated
to the modern “environmental design”, contributes to improve the energetic efficiency and indoor
comfort. This study wants to improve the connection between the "technical intuition”, expressed by
Gaudí in his historic contest within the refurbishment of Batlló House, and our modern approach,
through the technic and legislation on energy retrofitting. This research leads to a thought of the
Catalan architect that is as much deep as synthetic: “La originalidad consiste en volver al origen, y
este origen es la Naturaleza como creación divina”[1].
Keywords: environmental design, bioclimatic architecture, Antoni Gaudí, trencadìs, free cooling.

1.

The main project: the Batlló House

House Batlló, located in the Passeig de Gràcia 43 in Barcelona, was declared as a UNESCO World
Heritage Site in 2005, and its listed on the treasures of Barcelona by IBOCC, the International Bureau
of Cultural Capitals, in 2008.
The urban context was designed by the engineer Ildefons Cerdà and approved in 1859 by the Spanish
Ministry of Development. Cerdà draws up a topographic plan to develops this new area, the Eixample,
purpose-built to host the middle class, moving from the oldest area of the city, the Barri Gótic, after the
demolition of the walls in 1854. The peculiarity of Cerdà’s project was the planimetric organization,
composed by octagonal districts, where all the buildings were designed with a depth of 28 metres and
two façades: one on the street and the other in the inner courtyard of the block. The shape of streets
and the positions of buildings creates a particular microclimatic conditions in relationship with the wind
and the different orientation of buildings and façades.
Antoni Gaudí was commissioned, in 1904, to modernise the apartment block owned by the textile
industrialist Josep Batlló i Casanovas. Gaudí starts from a simple redistribution of spaces, to created
one of his most complete, inspired and poetic, artistic compositions. Particularly the renovation is
realized by the enlarging of the interior courtyard of the house, the demolition and rebuilt of lower
level, up to the first floor, the adding of two more floors, the crowning of the roof and the re-design of
the external walls, with a wavy shape that gives to the house an original and fantastical façade. (Fig.
1-2).
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Fig. 1: Façade of the House Batlló before and after the refurbishment of Gaudí, and sketch of elevation for the
building remodeling 1904-1905.

Fig. 2: 1- Photo of the House Amatller. To the right there is a part of the House Batlló before the work of Gaudí.
2- Photo of Batlló House, 1906.
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The Gaudí's work is not the only example in the prodigious plan designed by Cerdà: in this area there
are uniques works of architect-engineers such as Lluis Muncunill, Joosep Puig i Cadafalch and Lluis
Domènec i Montaner. The works of these masters, real gesamtkunstwerke, are distinguished, as well
as a refined decoration, in line with the other contemporary architects like Guimard, Horta, Sullivan
and Wagner, for an all-out experimentation that leads to innovative technological solutions, both in the
details of decoration and finishing that in the structures.
In Batlló House is possible identify a plus-value that derive by Gaudí capacity to go beyond the simple
decorative language with his a practiced eye. Every stylistic choice (from the design to the internal
organization of flats, to the decorative elements) shows his sensitivity using passive systems to
achieve indoor comfort for Mediterranean climates. In many works of Gaudí is frequent find refined
regulation systems of solar radiation and the use both natural lighting and ventilation: all those
principles are now defined by the European and national regulation.
The specific study of plans and sections of his projects identifies a common scheme, where the
spaces are enlightened correctly to satisfy the indoor comfort of users. In Batllò House is possible find
this organizing principle in the central common courtyard (visible especially in the sections) that is
similar to the traditional style of the Mediterranean "casa con patio" (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Batlló House. Plan of the principal floor and transverse section through rebuilt stairwell with the color blue
is shown the patio, also in part visible in the photo.

To fully understand this design approach it is important to outline some essential climate information,
about the house Batlló and his position for appreciate the innovative technical solutions adopted by
the Catalan architect. The building, as we have already mentioned before, is located in Barcelona, at
latitude N 41° 23’ 29,43” – E 2° 09’ 53,39”, in a climatic area B-W (UNE 240445/6).
The weather in Barcelona is characterized by a Mediterranean climate, with wet and temperate
winters and hot, humid summers, typical in Catalonia. In winter, temperatures are between 8 and 11
degrees Celsius with a 55% relative humidity (RH); while in summer range is between 23 to 25
degrees and 68% of RH.
After analyzing the technical data about the specific climate of the area we can proceed to examine
the important recovery strategies of the Batlló House. In the specific we can be divided into three
categories: the use of trencadìs in façade, that improve the energetic behavior, the expansion of
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internal staircase, with the enlargement of new windows (indoor and outdoor) and the new concept of
top floor (skylight) to create a passive system of ventilation. Is possible find an advance of our energy
regulation in those different strategies; UE and Italian regulation, indeed, is based on use of
technologies and spaces, to reduce the energy consumption: this approach lead this design in our
time, like one of the first examples of energy retrofitting

2.

The trencadìs: energetic analysis of the “new” envelope

The trencadìs is one of the most characterization aspects of Batllò architecture: this technique is a
type of mosaic realized with ceramic fragments, scrap or by white china cups and plates, joined
together through a binder, usually mortar. Full of symbolism in all Gaudí works, the trencadìs becomes
an important part of energy performance both envelope and building in agreement with modern
regulation.
Indeed the Italian regulation on envelope design solution define the energetic performance through the
imposition of U value (transmittance), mass and thermal lag. At the same time it’s possible identify a
bottom to top approach, that develop different systems of eco-labeling inside the construction market:
this increase the diffusion of other indicators, like solar reflectance index (SRI),[1] based on thermal
emittance (E) and solar reflectance (R).
In this section we want analyze the Trencadìs through this indicators, to identify the real increase of
performance in “new” envelope of Batllò House: to simulate the energetic behavior we use the UNI EN
ISO 6946:2008. The energetic simulation are made by Termus-g (ACCA Software) and Calc311
(TermoK8). The SRI share is identified by application of ASTM E1980 - 11 standards, adjusting the
insolation value to use in vertical surface.
2.1 Performance simulation of wall: transmittance, mass and thermal Lag
In order to identify the improving of envelope we take as benchmark the simple curtain brick wall,
plastered on both side: due to movement of wall we use four different thicknesses between 30 and 42
cm. The calculation models of technical solution are based on energetic performance of material
defined by specific sector literatures: plaster and curtain brick wall are defined in UNI-TS 11300
standards. The performance of trencadìs layer is identify by the interpolation of data between tiles and
plaster, in relationship with the covered percentage in one sqm: this aims to considerate inside the
calculation model the real composition of trencadìs. The broken tiles, used to create the mosaic of
envelope, are put in place by the use of binders, this create a continuous grid where it is possible
identify a performance variation.
Indeed to simulate the performance of trencadìs we adopt this value:
• Tickness: 30 mm (including the system of laying)
• Thermal resistence: 0,46 (sqm*K)/W
• Surface mass: 46 Kg/sqm
• Heat capacity: 900 J/(KW*K)
12
• Permeability: 3,45 (Kg/msPa)*10
From this data it’s possible define the “trencadìs” layer usable in the calculation model: the simulation
aims to compare the thermohygrometric performance of the benchmark with the actual envelope.
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Fig. 4: 1-4 comparison data between plaster curtain brick wall (benchmark) and the “new” envelope of Batllò
House (trencadìs): the output data derive from an averages of results of Termus-g and Calc311

The output data define an interesting increase of envelope performance in relationship at his energetic
behavior: the first aspects regard the resistance, that increase, on average, by 43%. This define a
development of performance mainly in winter season, although it represents the greater improvement,
it's also the less interesting value in relationship with the problematic defined by climate condition of
Barcelona. The second aspects concerning the performance in summer periods: with the use of
trencadìs the thermal lag increase about by 29%, and mass surface by 19%.
In practice, this improves the capacity of building to soften the thermal wave, by shifting the perception
of peaks of heat inside: the mass surface reducing the fluctuation of indoor surface temperature, that
contributing to comfort. This effects it’s also amplified by the nature of the material: the tiles of
trencadìs create a cool effects on façade, entirely similar to “cool roof” theory.
2.2 Solar reflectance index (SRI) of trencadìs
The solar reflectance indicates the material's ability to don't assimilate the solar radiation. In urban
area indicate also the capacity of building to reduce the local heat-island and, at the same time,
improve the envelope energy performance in summer period. The SRI value is a rapport between
thermal emittance, the ability of materials to give off absorbed heat, and the solar reflectance (albedo),
that makes up the power to ruminate sunlight. It’s adopted 100 the comportment of perfect white color
and 0 for the black: this performance is subject at the quality of the surface finish.
The Trencadìs SRI it’s an important factor to understand the summer behavior of envelope: the tiles
indeed have a very high albedo, thanks to reflective finish typical of tiles, but the thermal emittance it’s
in relationship with the color. Furthermore in this technique the blinder (white) cover a parts of surface
and improves the performance.
To identify the real value we have studies one smq of trencadìs to identify the percentage both binder
and broken tiles: the binder covered around 30% of surface. It’s possible assimilate this parts whit the
performance of rough white surface, like plaster.
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Fig. 5: percentage covered by blinder in the trencadìs of Batllò House façade.

The value adopted are:
• Binder: emittance 0,88; albedo 0,9
• Tiles: 0,60; albedo 0,95
The SRI value of trencadìs is 114: this output, assessed through the LEED and GBC certification,
defines a optimal behavior of wall, in relationship with the criteria SS (sustainable site) and the
reduction of urban heat-island.

3.

Natural ventilation: courtyard, windows and doors

The organic aesthetic of Batllò House goes beyond the decorative view to define both functional and
technical aspects: with the refurbishment of the building is created a natural ventilation system, where
the design of new elements contribute to achieve the summer indoor comfort.
As seen, Batllò House orientation and the contraposition of façades creates an ideal situation to take
advantage from natural cross ventilation. With this aims Gaudí improves all his buildings activities: in
the new design of windows (both front and back façade) and internal doors, it’s possible identify a
manual control mechanism for open/close a ventilation wooden grid, integrated in the frame, that
allows to take the fresh air from outside in safety (intrusion, animals, etc..). Those grids permits to
regulate the intensity and direction of cross ventilation, and represents a remarkable technological
provision by Gaudí. In this first approach it’s possible identify an anticipation of two modern concepts:
night free cooling and adaptive comfort.
The adaptive model is based on relationship between humans’ behavior and the thermal expectations
and preferences: today ASHRAE Standard 55-2010 states that the presence of control point wide the
range of temperatures tolerated by users.

Fig. 6: Batllò Ventilation system: windows, doors and the courtyard create a natural ventilation based on
thermoventilation and pressure difference
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The ventilation grid is also presents in the internal windows: in this case its used to extract the hot
exhaust air from the flats to the courtyard that become the core of ventilation system, where, once
time again, it’s possible find the mix up of aesthetic and technical of Gaudí’s work. In the new
courtyard, indeed, Gaudí use the color and material of trencadìs to give the aesthetic of continuum
dream journey, but at the same time turn the courtyard in a solar chimney, through the use of dark
colors to the top, that increase the local temperature. He uses the summer sun to improve the
extraction of hot air from the flats: the high temperature in the top of courtyard expands the air that,
lighter, go out from the opening of skylight. At the same time the vacuum created, draws the air below
and structured a complete ventilation system jointly with the windows grids and some tubes that
cooling the external air (from Passeig de Gràcia) through the passage in the basement. This approach
is the combination of two variants of natural ventilation: thermo ventilation and pressure difference,
both system improve the ventilation generated by sea breezes.

4.

Conclusion

In conclusion it’s possible classify the refurbishment of Batllò house like one of the first energetic
retrofitting in Mediterranean climate: but Gaudí go beyond this, and changes the point of view.
In his design the function and technical aspects are merge with the aesthetic language, transporting
the users in a new world. The environmental intuitions, now all coded and regulated, are not perceived
as an addition, but parts of the design language: through the use both trencadìs and ventilation, the
house become a complete integrated system where is impossible identify singles bioclimatic
components, but find a complete and amazing architecture.

[1] Originality consists in returning to the origin, and this origin is nature as God's creation
[2] In the LEED labeling we can identify the use of SRI like indicator in the SS area (sustainable site)
in relationship with the inclination of roof: the SRI factor is representative to reduce the urban heatisland effect.
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Abstract
The Italian historic architectural heritage includes a special and widespread category of buildings: the
fortresses. Fortresses characterized for centuries the image of many Italian towns and landscapes and
their presence modelled their urban or rural settings. Today these military buildings have lost their
original function and very often create difficulties in current urban policies, in consideration of their
dimensions, their collocation and the high costs for their preservation. As consequence, they are often
in critical conditions of conservation and they have been frequently transformed in empty spaces
disconnected from the current city life. The better way to protect these huge architectures consists in a
long-term planning of sustainable reuse. Obviously these structures cannot be used to fulfill their
original military functions and their peculiar architectural features clash sometimes with actual needs.
It is necessary to study each structure according to its environmental, social and cultural contest to
facilitate its best reconversion. The use of multimedia instruments suggests a method to reach
satisfactory results but also it engenders some questions and doubts. The goal of this paper is to
analyze the problem of fortresses today and to explain some meaningful cases of reuse in central
Italy. Particular attention will be paid to the fortress of Verrucole near Lucca. This is an emblematic
case study both for the choices of restoration and new display and for the difficulty to select new
functions.
Keywords: fortress, preservation, reuse, 2D and 3D technologies.

1.
Section. The reconversion of Italian fortresses: criticalities and examples
Fortresses are a huge architectural historic heritage made up of buildings of different types located in
strategic urban and suburban areas. These types of buildings were erected in particular historical
contexts and lost their original function after political changes and the transformation of military
techniques. The loss of the original function has caused the abandonment and neglect of these
buildings. After their abandonment, the military complexes slowly began to decay. This abandonment
is a phenomenon which has involved fortresses in different historical periods. Since the nineties the
Military State Property Administration has been selling its unused or useless properties [1].
Today these places live the paradox of the perception which the local communities have always had of
them. In past times they were inaccessible, militarily top secret, perceived with strong symbolic and
identifying values; today they are empty boxes, without a meaning yet still full of appeal.
The emptying of their functions has generated hypotheses regarding the functional reuses of
fortresses and military areas in general. These complexes, which are buildings within walls or squares,
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are often a combination of open and closed spaces and can generate different processes of urban
requalification [2].
Their functional reuse (that is their transformation into buildings with new uses different from the
original ones) and the urban or suburban requalification around them subvert their original role: from
an inaccessible military area the fortress becomes a place reused for civil purposes acquiring social
and cultural functions.
The term “reuse” does not necessarily mean giving economic functions to the historic buildings, but
attributing new productive functions which aim at the social development of their context.
In every case it is necessary for the functional reuse plan to be compatible with the historical features
of these complexes, to which it is important to attribute functions coherent with general urban
planning. It is evident that a historic building cannot be reused on the basis of designs which
jeopardize their preservation.
In reuse planning a key factor is the analysis of local needs, which can have residential, cultural and
social values. The answer to those needs corresponds to the desire to generate common areas where
people can live.
In order to understand the current transformations or what may happen in the near future, it is
important to look back to recent past times. After the loss of their original role, many military buildings
were reused with various functions. The case-studies are more numerous if we distinguish between
the transformations which have involved fortresses located in urban areas and those located in
suburban areas.
Suburban fortresses often had harsh destinies, as in many cases they were difficult to reach, difficult
to maintain and difficult to reuse. So many of these became henhouses, vegetable gardens, storage
rooms, private gardens. Many cases are reported in archival documents. An example is the fortress of
Verrucole in Garfagnana near Lucca, which was used as a vegetable garden until 1980, when it was
acquired by the Municipality of San Romano in Garfagnana.
Nowadays some of these military areas - abandoned between the XVIII e XIX centuries - have new
roles within a more general context, which includes landscape, cultural and historical values.
In the case of fortresses or military buildings located in urban areas, their presence has been
sometimes perceived as bulky and as a barrier to urban city planning. It has been difficult to make
their reuse compatible with current social and cultural life.
In some cases fortresses were built after the demolition of existing urban fabric. This created
discontinuity. The fortresses seem to be integrated perforce within the city conquering areas which
today relegate them to a marginal role. After losing their original function, it was difficult for these
fortresses to find a new role. A significant case-study is the fortress of Leghorn, a huge historical box
which is again in a state of decay as it is difficult to give it a new cultural vocation or a new social
connotation.
These empty areas can be filled with new values, new meanings and new activities and can become
the object of re-appropriation by local communities. In reuse planning, it is necessary to answer a few
questions regarding the functions compatible with these fortresses.
How can historical complexes with such defined and exact features be used? What role can the
fortresses have within the local cultural and social fabric? What functions are compatible with their
historical features? What forms can the functional reuse have? The answers to these questions are
the solutions to some criticalities which arose during the abandonment of these fortresses. It is
necessary to understand if an abandoned military box can reply to social and cultural needs, what
impact its reuse can have on the city, how much its maintenance cost, what type of management
could be applied, what economic resources could it stimulate, etc.
One of the criticalities concerns the size of these complexes, which are huge, and for this reason a lot
of money is necessary in order to promote their restoration and functional reuse. Due to the current
crisis, the chronicle lack of economic resources does not allow owners (both public and private) to
carry out a uniform planning; the interventions are often fragmentary and concern only certain parts of
the complexes.
Another criticality is represented by the contemporary additions. In some cases the adaptation to new
functions needs integrations or new additions to the existing buildings; as a result architects must have
the skills and awareness needed to guarantee the respect of their historical features. In other cases it
is possible to requalify without building and give more emphasis to open spaces than to closed ones
through the planning of new areas open towards the city. In all cases the requalification of these
complexes, carried out traditionally or through the introduction of contemporary features, has to be
planned within the general territorial development program and it is necessary to involve public and
private resources from the very beginning. Functional reuse should be a common choice, compatible
with the peculiarities of the places. Reuse could help new values to emerge by defining a strong
liaison with social urban fabric.
The less invasive functions or the functions which requires fewer transformations are usually those
with a cultural intent. The adaptation of these empty areas to cultural aims has become widespread,
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but such adaptation should be strengthened; on the one hand this is useful, while on the other hand it
has generated superficial restoration projects planned by public administrations which want to
transform these buildings into cultural boxes at any cost. This planning has resulted in the restoration
of these complexes and their transformation into empty boxes filled by occasional cultural events such
as exhibitions, shows, conferences, etc,. These occasional uses do not help their enhancement or
maintenance. Some historians correctly believe that cultural reuse (in particular museographic reuse)
is a non-choice, an easy choice due to the lack of interest in designing concrete functions for historic
buildings. Reuse is a social and common practice in order to introduce an empty monument in living
urban context and to avoid its transformation into a museum. This kind of use is perhaps the most
difficult way of heritage enhancement”[3].
The reuse of abandoned areas must open new opportunities of intervention which can offer to the city
new requalified and functioning places, new occasions of enhancement and economic development,
an improvement of cultural, environmental, physical and ecological conditions [4].
The choice of a new function and the development of a coherent design are the first steps in order to
preserve a huge historical complex. The buildings which are not restored and reused suffer decay,
lose their functions and their deep values. The changes in their functions, even if very different from
the original ones, allow the building to live again within its context; the reuse must be planned in
respect of its history and its historical features and must be “sustainable, autonomous, compatible and
recognizable” [5].
The definition of new functions related to these types of buildings requires a study of their
transformability features. The starting point is a deepened architectural study in order to highlight the
features which need to be respected and enhanced. The data is necessary to create a correct balance
between preservation and transformation; it could also be used at different scales in order to promote
regenerating processes regarding the buildings and their urban/suburban context. This data can also
activate creative processes of enhancement of the same buildings.
The main criticalities about the reclamation of fortresses shown above are three: 1) the size of the
buildings and their economic management problems; 2) the way to add new structures to these
ancient buildings; 3) the effectiveness of cultural reuse. On the basis of these criticalities we have
selected three case studies: the Rocca of Narni (Province of Terni), the Castle of Formigine (Province
of Modena) and the Fortress of Verrucole in San Romano in Garfagnana (Province of Lucca).
These examples are evidently without demanding completeness, and they do not wish to express
value judgments on the single choices made by the administrations which currently own the buildings.
They merely want to compare different typologies of ‘cultural’ reuse, think about the potential of the
fortresses and the identity and peculiarity of their social and topographic environment, show the
difficulties involved in a renovation project and generate new questions.
This small selection of buildings is carried out according to certain parameters:
- public property of buildings;
- location in north-central Italy;
- large size;
- historic, architectural and documental interest, but no presence of art collections or decorated
rooms of special artistic interest;
- functional recovery plan devised in the last 15 years;
- proposal of using information technology and multimedia instruments with the aim of
enhancement and broad fruition.
Each building represents a different way of looking at cultural recycling. In our brief analysis we will
speak about the benefits and doubts regarding the use (or not use) of information technology and how
the latter can benefit the public, both citizens and customers.
We will begin our analysis starting from the Rocca of Narni, located in Umbria. It is a large fortified
site, built in the second half of the 14th century by Cardinal Egidio Albornoz (Fig. 1). It was for years a
residential and military building used by popes and cardinals. In 1999 the municipality of Narni, which
became the major owner of the building together with the Province of Terni, decided to insert this
fortress into a structural and functional restoration project thanks to European Community funding.
The size of the building implied great economical responsibility for the public administration; the choice
regarding its cultural destination has to take into account urban, economic and social planning.
The financing was used to restore the structure and also to buy several electronic devices (big
screens, computers, softwares etc.) – according to some “without any exact and oriented project” and the purchased material was left for years in the wine cellars of the Rocca [6]. In 2003 the
municipality of Narni entrusted the management of the Rocca to the “LightArchitecture” company,
which should have carried out certain activities related to promotion, services, planning and
organization of exhibitions and events. The “LightArchitecture” is a company which promotes a large
use of information technology and the idea of a ‘Media building’, that is the enhancement of a building
as a space in which the future society of information can communicate [7]. The engage of this
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company would have been able to transform radically the traditional methods of fruition of the Rocca.
However, in 2004, after the inauguration of the fortified site, this company suspended all activities.
In 2012 the municipality gave the management of the building to the ‘Rocca of Narni company’ which
inaugurated within the Rocca a thematic ‘Medieval Park’ [8]. An imaginary 14th century village was
reconstructed and animated by costumed characters which carry out several educational activities or
trade typical products. The idea is not original but attracts visitors interested in folkloristic features. The
large part of activities are carried out outside the Rocca. The paths regarding to the restoration of the
building are located only there. Inside, few rooms house the modern reproductions of some medieval
objects: dresses, musical instruments, arms, armors etc. These objects are not explained with any
panels. There is not an itinerary to explain the true history of the castle and this kind of exhibition
confuses visitors. A large room, equipped with long tables, is rent out for weddings and birthdays (Fig.
2). The Rocca also houses a little shop of false medieval gadgets, a café and an auditorium. In
substance, these activities allow the building to live but a question arises: is it enough to requalify a
building in a social and cultural manner by offering temporary exhibitions and various other events
(planned periodically) or is it necessary to create an enduring exhibition itinerary within the building
itself? The Italian experience confirms the incapacity of managing a historic building from an economic
point of view if it is only an empty place used for spot-events without a cultural and economic longterm planning [9]. Another question: is it possible to reuse a building only in an evocative sense,
through an imaginary thematic reconstruction without historical and architectural in-depth analysis? If it
was the case, it would be possible to apply a standard, interchangeable and permanently reproducible
model of reuse to all historic buildings and fortresses. Historical, architectural, archeological,
anthropological and social studies instead represent the principal feature of diversity and individuality
of each building and this cannot be ignored.
The well-known Castle of Formigine near Modena is quite different (Fig. 3). It was restored by the
architects V. Vandelli and D. Biondi between 1999 and 2006 and its restoration began with an
accurate study of the structure [10]. It was carried out thanks to in-depth historical and archaeological
research, metric surveys, chemical and physical analyses of materials, stratigraphy and decay
mapping. These structural and archeological studies were carried out by the University of Venice in
collaboration with the Universities of Modena, Reggio Emilia and Bologna and thanks to public and
private funding. The municipality of Formigine offered most of the financing, but the Emilia-Romagna
Region, the Istituto per i Beni Artistici, Culturali e Naturali of the Emilia-Romagna Region, the Province
of Modena and the Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio of Modena also gave substantial financial aid.
Thanks to the involvement and coordination of these institutions the architectural restoration was
carried out correctly, but in other cases financial problems often prevent restorations from being
carried out properly. In the case of Formigine the funding was the result of the collaboration of various
authorities interested in taking part in a project of local and national importance. In the preliminary
phases of this reuse project serious evaluation of management practices useful for the new function of
the castle was done.
The museographic choice was to open the castle to the public and offer various services. The building
spaces have been organized to house rooms for the mayor and the city council, this choice links the
building to its original institutional function; a restaurant-bar; meeting rooms, space for symposiums
and temporary exhibitions; finally, a museum and documentation center (both focused on
archaeological findings) and a multimedia and sensorial itinerary created by the ‘Studio Azzurro’ art
center [11].
In the castle there are not art collections or particular decorative features, but thanks to the reuse
planning this large and empty space currently represents a good example of preservation and shows
how the history of a building can help its enhancement process. In this case the use of multimedia
tools is the result of an alternative choice to the traditional museum paths.
The ‘Studio Azzurro’ work increases the value of the whole recovery plan. It aims at connecting
visitors and objects/spaces and creating interactive systems to experience with different perceptual
effects. It also allows the interaction between several levels of fruition, both the multimedia fruition
(characterized by movies projections, virtual windows, acoustic and perceptual effects etc.) and the
classical fruition (characterized by the use of few but significant objects and slim and fluid panels).
In the last 15 years the idea of the sensorial and interactive museum has been applied in our country,
but not enough because of its high costs. The goal of this kind of interactive equipment is to captivate
the visitor-spectator with its active experimentation and to allow him a large freedom of movement
within spaces and narrative itineraries.
As a result the revitalization plan of the castle won the praise the Italian Institute of Castles thanks to
the quality of the architectural restoration and the enhancement of public fruitions and functions.
The Emilia-Romagna Region is highly knowledgeable regarding the study and enhancement of
fortified sites of its territory and the creation of projects and touristic circuits [12]; it has also supported
the development of the Formigine reuse plan and this marks an important point in this venture.
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But there’s a doubt: how long will this kind of interactive and multimedia applications last? It is
necessary to consider the consumption and decline of information technology tools, which require
periodical maintenance and updating, the continuous changes of the customer desires, the progress
of computer science. Will do these set-ups lose their communicative function? We think they do not.
Probably we will wait for their transformation into an ‘historical’ kind of fruition, at the moment it is one
of the most suitable to enhance empty buildings which have lost their original functions (not only
fortresses, but also palaces, churches, monasteries etc.).
The last case we will expose is the Fortress of Verrucole in San Romano in Garfagnana, near Lucca
(Fig. 4). This fortress was built by Gherardinghi family of Lucca in 11th century and it was transformed
into a military garrison by the Este family. After the loss of its military function, the fortress was
abandoned at the end of 18th century and it became a private property at the end of the 19th century.
In 1985 the fortress was purchased by the municipality of San Romano in Garfagnana, which since
1992 has begun a project of restoration and enhancement funded by public contributions. Before the
restoration plan, an archaeological campaign was carried out inside and outside the fortress. A lot of
materials were found, they were compared with archival research and used in order to recreate the
history of the area [13].
The building was in deep decay and needed significant architectural integrations. The restoration was
directed by the Florentine architect GianClaudio Papasogli Tacca and it was carried out step by step
with many stops and ongoing changings. The first plan was approved by the Soprintendenza of Lucca,
but during the long-lasting works it was transformed due to the lack of funds. As a result the
restoration was different from the expectation; some choices are not convincing such as the
integrative and ‘philological’ principles of restoration. In particular, new additions to the fortress are
objectionable: a new stone level was added in the Round Stronghold; a new floor was built, new
windows were opened and the floor was covered by a circular metallic roof. This intervention has
generated new usable areas, but some doubts arise. The original ideas of covering the building with a
prismatic glass roof and the use of light materials with a modern design has been abandoned because
of the lack of funds. The alternative project of covering the fortress was based on the ‘philological’
copy of a 16th century design by the Este architect Marcantonio Pasi. Anyway, this historical design is
not sufficient to justify scientifically the choice of rebuilding the fortress according to some historical
features. The historical design does not have metric references and represents the fortress at an exact
and short moment of its life. As a result the current reconstruction is not properly in accordance with
the current methodologies of architectural restoration.
During the restoration plan of Verrucole, which was completed only in the summer 2012, the main
question was how to reuse the fortress. The municipality of San Romano and the architect Papasogli
Tacca decided to transform it into a documentation center regarding castles and fortresses located in
ValdiSerchio. The idea was perhaps inspired by the example of Formigine, whose castle has been
transformed into a documentation center regarding castles in the territory of Modena.
As a result the museographic set-up of the round stronghold of Verrucole has been divided into two
parts. The ground floor houses the description of the history of the fortress and the evocative
reconstruction of its spaces (prison, kitchen, bathroom etc.); on the first floor the large round room,
completely rebuilt, houses a big table, three computers and six panels with the descriptions of the
military art and history of some castles around the fortress of Verrucole (Fig. 5). Initially an auditorium
and a documental center were planned, but not realized. Unfortunately, inside the stronghold there are
not a library or a bibliographic corpus dedicated to the history of the territory, neither comfortable
workspaces for research and consultation. In a room of the castle of Formigine three multimedia
chests offer various and diversified information about the building construction, restoration, new setup, while in the fortress of Verrucole the multimedia information is incomplete and less communicative.
Despite of the good-faith of the public administration, the choice of the cultural reuse has been in this
case the easier choice and, in this form, the cheaper one.
This choice of cultural function could be efficient only if all the municipalities of the ValdiSerchio will
support a common design in order to enhance their fortified sites. In the past this agreement didn’t
come, we hope it will be reached for the future. Consequently, the fortress of Verrucole is currently a
restored and partially set-up building, but empty of its true cultural intents.
Until 2011 the entrance to the fortress was free, while today the municipality of San Romano has
introduced a ticket and offer guided tours on appointment. The building does not match the functions
for which it was restored. The choice of the documental center also overlaps another choice made by
the municipality some years ago, that is to set-up the archeological evidences found in the fortress
and currently located in the city library. A local library and a little museum already exist in the urban
center of San Romano in Garfagnana; they are more comfortable, accessible and equipped buildings
and people prefer usually go there than in the empty inaccessible round stronghold. Thus the
documental and museographic intent of the project is losing its value.
Compared with the castle of Formigine, located in the city center, the Fortress of Verrucole is placed
on a rocky spur, far from the city and not easily accessible. This is an evident and objective limit to its
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exposure and fruition which the municipality has to consider. However, the isolation of the building
could become a form of attraction, if the territorial municipalities will elaborate common activities in
order to enhance their fortified sites.
Thanks to its incredible naturalistic context, the Fortress of Verrucole could be considered the place of
destination, the finish-line and the refreshment area for some sportive activities such as trekking,
mountain-bike, excursions, which could engage several castles in ValdiSerchio. Simultaneously inside
the Fortress some multimedia equipment could be projected in order to show the connection of the
building with the territory and the other castles. A multimedia low-cost proposal, less sophisticated
than Formigine’s one, but coherent with a possible revitalization plan of Garfagnana territory, is that
we are going to display.
2.
Section. The fortress of Verrucole as a case-study
The medieval Fortress of Verrucole is isolated from urban center and castled on a hill about 600
meters above sea level. Today this location, which at one time has placed the fortress at the center of
the history of Garfagnana, creates the need for more attention during the documentation step and the
conception, analysis and implementation of a plan for its use and enhancement. Currently there is a
wide range of different technologies that can help during the study activities of the building and the
dissemination of results to a broad audience, either experts or common users. For the documentation
phase of the Fortress of Verrucole it would be possible to make 2D and 3D acquisitions with
photographic device and scanning systems [14]. In particular, the use of three-dimensional
technologies would allow to create 3D models in order to document the structural geometry state of
conservation and support the restoration plan [15]. Moreover these data combined with architectural
and historical information would allow us to show the evolution phases of the fortress through
animated virtual environments and narrative models. We would have several ideas to promote this
fortress and all aim at creating new thought-provoking systems. The limit is that the restoration of the
historic building has already been completed and we could only create a low-cost tool in order to
enhance the fortress by keeping in mind the current set-up. Three touch-screens have been placed in
the centre of the large room on the second floor and they could be used together with some projectors
in order to create a virtual vision of the surrounding territories and castles, which are not visible from
the fortress (Fig. 6). The work is meant to represent an alternative to the traditional museum visit by
mixing the history of the fortress with history of the surrounding area. The final goal is to provide an
interactive system that allows to communicate and visualize the historical contents easily and to
complete the information of the panels located within the room around the multimedia station.
In the past centuries the fortress has dominated the valley, the Apuane Alps and the Apennines, and
was part of a network of castles and medieval villages of the Garfagnana. Therefore, we designed a
2D digital tool that would allow to re-contextualize the Fortress of Verrucole within the territory and
make the history and culture of the place known. We created a panoramic image, which enables the
user to view a full 360 degrees the landscape and to get history information (Fig. 7). In particular, a
photographic campaign was made in the surrounding area of the fortress. After creating the panoramic
by aligning the different images (Fig. 8), it has been integrated with information and historical
photographs regarding the Garfagnana’s castles visible during a virtual navigation. These data are
easily accessible in interactive way and give a direct communication to the visitor (Fig. 9). This digital
result could be enriched with multimedia contents by adding music and audio in order to stimulate the
different sensory perceptions and also to be an aid tool for knowledge of the cultural heritage by
people with disabilities. Obviously the Virtual Tour can be implemented and make available to more
levels of detail. Currently, the obtained result is not accessible from the multimedia stations, but the
technology used allows the user to access it on the web (http://artesalva.isti.cnr.it/en/virtual-visitsverrucole-garfagnana).
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Fig. 1: The Rocca of Narni (Province of Terni)
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Fig. 2: An interior room of the Rocca of Narni (province of Terni).

Fig. 3: The Castle of Formigine (Province of Modena).

Fig. 4: The Round Stronghold of the Fortress of Verrucole (Province of Lucca).

Fig. 5: The round room of the Fortress of Verrucole (Province of Lucca).
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Fig. 6: Screenshot of “Verrucole Virtual Tour”: view a full 360 degrees of the landscape around the fortress and
different kind of icons to indicate a presence of historical information or photographs.

Fig. 7: Screenshot during the creation activity of the panoramic image of landscape around at Verrucole’s
fortress.

Fig. 8: Screenshot of “Verrucole Virtual Tour”: view a full 360 degrees and historical information about e.g.
Fortress of MonteAlfonso (LU).
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Abstract

The area of Campi Flegrei can be considered as an open-air museum of ancient history. It represents
a cultural and natural heritage of great significance which is based on environmental values and on
historical memory of the places, that is tangible in many vestiges of the past.
The entire area is marked by great archaeological sites, but also by a widespread presence of minor
archeological ruins on which overlies contemporary urbanization.
This unusual condition, where archaeological sites and modern constructions coexist, makes the
territory unique, where the ancient and the contemporary, along with the particular natural
environment, characterized by the presence of ancient volcanic craters, defines a cultural landscape
of inestimable value.
The knowledge of this extraordinary heritage can contribute to determine a process of local
development. It is therefore possible to give a positive impulse to local economies only if there is
knowledge, awareness and capacity to attribute meaning and value to cultural experiences.
The paper intends to explain an ongoing research concerning the knowledge of the archaeological
and environmental heritage of the territory, carried out through the survey of archeological ruins and of
all significant evidences of the ancient and actual urbanization and trough the definition of a data base
serving an interactive map in order to create cultural connected paths, to diffuse knowledge in network
between local communities and therefore stimulate development policies.
Keywords: Cultural Heritage, Archeology, Survey, Drawing.

1. Investigation and Knowledge for promoting cultural heritage

In recent programs of protection, conservation and enhancement of cultural heritage, architectural
survey plays an important role not only in order to study the specific monument, but also to discover
the relationships with the surrounding territory.
This is particularly evident when survey concerns the study of archaeological ruins. In this case, all
analyses made at different scales are particularly important and, therefore, the study must be
extended from the single detail to the architectural system to which it belongs and thereby to its
location. This will open the way to all interpretations that can be made by reading all the clues found in
the area of interest.
The archaeological survey necessarily requires a multiscalar approach that can be expressed in the
representation by a rich and various body of information and involves a comparative reading of the
data. This can be possible today in the new digital documentation systems, particularly referring to
interactive maps specially conceived and able to provide information at different levels, paving the way
for new readings and interpretations of history and giving rise to a parallel and diversified knowledge
of cultural heritage.
In particular, the area of Phlegraean Fields is the truthful expression of the close relations that the
archaeological heritage weaves with the landscape and the surrounding area. Witness is the long
tradition of views and representations, made since ancient times, portraying the territory in its complex
morphology, continuously variable, according to different points of view and where the traces of the
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past contribute to increase the quality of a unique place with extraordinary values environmental and
of landscape. In addition to traditional perspective views, there are numerous representations that
transcend the picturesque character in wanting to make a contribution to knowledge through the
precise indication of the different archeological remains within an overall vision capable of render the
historical and cultural value of the site. This is a need always felt to communicate through the
representation some aspects of sites that could hardly be made through descriptions very attentive,
but also shows the implicit desire to create connections through specific drawings that put together
data that could not be perceived in reality but at the same time are useful to reading the whole.
During the centuries many researchers have been interested to the area of Phlegraean Fields,
studying different periods of its history, of its architectures and of its artifacts in order to give an
information framework. It must be told that all studies could never be definitive, not only because
history reveals traces of the past during time, but also because the different techniques of
investigation, particularly referring to the survey of cultural heritage, enable investigations increasingly
targeted that, by improving the knowledge, implicitly modify the same object of study.
The development of new technologies concerning to survey and the new methodologies to store data
involve a high information potential. At the same time the way to communicate foreshadows the
possibility of creating archives that can be used at different levels, from technicians responsible for the
management of architectural heritage who work in the institutions, to scholars and to all those who for
various reasons are interested to the history of the past. Currently the Institutions responsible for the
management of cultural heritage have set up a general catalogue, that however remains limited to an
institutional use, while instead should be available at different levels, in order to promote a spread
knowledge of the site and of its particular values.
In fact, the simple tour to archeological ruins doesn't help to overcome the cultural gap that results
from a lack of knowledge of the places, of the history, of the events that led to the transformation and
to the decay of the place. Therefore it is necessary to have an overview that shows the consistency of
the archaeological heritage and at the same time to have a documentation that can provide specific
information on individual artifacts. Sometimes in fact the stones by themselves are unable to that tell
us about the past and in order to increase cultural interest, new technologies can help to provide
useful information in situ as well as at your desk.
That's why it's necessary to map all the archaeological complex of Phlegraean Fields, providing details
of the individual artifacts, setting up an information system that can increase the attractiveness of the
area and thus implicitly lead to a promotion of the environment. So, the classification that has been
made aims to distinguish the archeological ruins on the base of the specific typology, the state of
preservation, its usability and the accessibility in order to create a framework with the localization of all
the traces of the past that can be found on the area.
The whole area that extends from Pozzuoli to Monte di Procida is an open-air museum where
archaeological intense and old urbanization live side by side to contemporary constructions. The goal
is to give rise to an action of cultural promotion for the development of such immense wealth through a
preliminary project of knowledge, based on an informative base which prefigure augmented reality
systems, in order to establish a communication project, designed from the specifics characters of the
territory. The aim is to document the current estate by survey and through the subsequent
representation, highlighting the potential and the interconnections between places. In particular,
making use of new communication systems, the purpose on which the team of the Department of
Architecture on Naples of the University of Naples Federico II, is to set up information and data that
can implicitly trigger a development of the overall system of the Phlegraean Fields characterized by
extreme density and widespread distribution in the territory of the archaeological remains - small in
size, but of great historical and documentary-which now seem destined for a progressive decay and
appear overwhelmed by the recent buildings. This may be possible through a comprehensive and
detailed knowledge of the project, that at the same time could become explicit in an interactive map
that allows to navigate on the territory as in reality, reproducing the history, the happenings and the
hypothetical reconstruction. In this way, where the archaeological remains do not result explicitly
evocative of their history, the system itself will be mediator and support to the narrative.
Furthermore, the possibility to use media technology in order to enrich the experience through a series
of information readily available that can integrate the inspection tout court with other information
through the use of data accessible thanks to tablets and smartphone, will help fill that cultural gap that
derives from the lack of knowledge of the places and of the history that the artifact in its few remains
cannot tell. In this perspective our team is working to configure a project of knowledge that is based
on documentary data and reconstructions appreciable through augmented reality that must
necessarily rely on the fundamental contribution of other disciplines through as multidisciplinary
approach to the knowledge and that see the presence of archaeologists, art historians, geologists and
all those figures that can provide an interpretation coherent with the reality of the place. (AdL)
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1.2 Methodologies of survey and representation of the multi-stratified urban sites. Rione Terra
in Pozzuoli. The Temple-Cathedral area in Rione Terra.
Rione Terra of Pozzuoli is a singular multi-stratified site. It is characterized by a complex urbanarchitectural structure where diachronic events, shaped by the succession of cultures and
interventions, charmingly overlap and intersect themselves in a single space.
It is already confirmed that the Rione Terra’s structure which is still readable today dates back to the
settlement of the Roman colony of the 194 b.C. [1]; the theories that attributed this regular urban fabric
to the Greek period are definitely outdated [2]. Nevertheless, the hypothesis of the presence of the
temple, in a preeminent position, the highest and most central position of the hill promontory, in a
much more ancient period, is confirmed. According to this hypothesis, the temple dates back to the
foundation of Dicearchìa, the city founded around 530 b.C., almost surely in the place of the future
Pozzuoli, by some exiles of the isle of Samo; these exiles took refuge in the territory of the ancient
Cuma, in order to escape the tyranny of Policrate [3].

Fig. 1: Pietro Sante Bartoli, Il porto di Puteoli da una pittura antica, in G. P. Bellori, Iconografia veteris
Romae, 1764.

Pozzuoli’s Acropolis was subjected to alternate events, which led it to the state of abandon of the last
decades, before the beginning of the recovery operations of the whole Rione Terra.
The most salient phases, which we necessarily summarize here, are the phases begun from the
prosperity of August period. In this period, the temple risen on the ancient tuff Capitolium of the 194
b.C. was rebuilt, entirely in marble until the roof. Despite the relocation of the ancient dock close to the
shore and the transfer of some important functions on the plain underlying the tuff promontory, Rione

Fig. 2: Frans Hogenberg, Centro antico di Pozzuoli, in G. Braun, Civitates orbis terrarum, 1574.
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Fig. 3: Plano	
  de	
  la	
  ciudad	
  de	
  Puzolo,	
  y	
  castillo	
  de	
  Baya	
  con	
  su	
  Puerto	
  y	
  terreno	
  de	
  sus	
  Cercanias,	
  1734.

Terra conserved its prerogative as settlement until the 1st century A.D., when the threat of the
bradisism caused the abandonment of some urban insulae and the cancellation of some street axes.
This impoverishment persisted until the high Middle Ages, when the small town assumed a strategic
role in the Neapolitan defensive system insomuch as, in 1296, Carlo II d’Angiò declared it state city,
bestowing a series of important privileges on it. There was also a strong stimulus from the
architectural point of view, with the proliferation of numerous churches and the confirmation of the
urban structure of the castrum until the seismic events of the beginning of the 16th century, which
culminated with the Monte Nuovo eruption in 1538. The abandonment of the city by its inhabitants,
which took refuge in Naples, led the viceroy don Pedro de Toledo to promote the rebirth of the city,
giving a great attention to Rione Terra. So, Rione Terra was subjected to a massive reconstruction
which upset the Roman age foundation: it was buried because of the creation of new streets; however,
these new streets traced the geometries of the ancient structure.
Lo stesso tempio venne più volte interessato da interventi di rifacimento a partire dal XIII secolo sino
all’intervento di barochizzazione compiuto tra il 1632 e il 1636, per volere del vescovo Martino de Leòn
y Càrdenas, e affidato agli architetti Bartolomeo Picchiatti e Cosimo Fanzago.
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Fig. 4: James Thomson, Pozzuolo, the ancient Puteoli,
sec. XIX.

Fig. 5: View from the pier of Rione Terra, 2012.

The same temple was many times subjected to interventions of remaking, starting from the 13th
century until the intervention of baroquization made between 1632 and 1636, in obedience to the
bishop Martino de Leòn y Càrdena’s will, and committed to the architects Bartolomeo Picchiatti and
Cosimo Fanzago.
Nevertheless, this phase marked the beginning of a new decline due to the transfer of numerous
inhabitants and the arrival of the XIXth century modernization with the explosion of the
industrialization. These facts increased its nature of peripheral district which continued until the last
century when, first of all the bradyseismic phenomena of the beginning of the 20th century, then the
fire of the Cathedral and the last events of the 70’s and 80’s, which are still connected with the
bradyseism, decreed its complete abandonment.
The underway research, recognizing the necessity to create fact-finding structures in order to support
a hierarchy of interventions of protection, conservation or transformation in the bodies of the historical
cities, focuses on the methodological choices and the definition of the work instruments.
The main objective is developing and experimenting survey methodologies able to effectively interpret
and represent the complexity of densely stratified urban areas, which need interventions of integration
between memory and contemporaneity.

Fig. 6: Aerial photograph of the old town of Pozzuoli, about 1955.
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The critical-cognitive evaluation and the historical and interpretative reading, absorbed in a spatial
dimension from which the sense of the architectural and urban becoming emerges, are accurate
testimonies of an elaborate space-time complex where contaminations and superimpositions of
architectural parts and apparatuses, along with the disastrous effects of external events, have
produced the actual configurative arrangement.
The application area located within Rione Terra is the area of the Temple-Cathedral of Pozzuoli. This
area is an extraordinarily significant example of a site that expresses an unique compresence of
archaeological sedimentations on which the sedimentations of the modern city and the evolving
contemporary one insert themselves, both from the point of view of the historical processuality and
that of the physical-material superimposition.
The history of the place, considered as an architectural material, embraces the survey experience and
qualifies it as an unique possibility of reflection about the constituted reality, examining not only the
characteristics of its formal expressions, but also the characteristics of the significances which are not
immediately disclosed and reveal the traces of the route of the sedimentations in the textual
recomposition.
So, a fertile process activates itself: the process that incorporates and makes indissoluble the
connections existing between the results of the explorative and restitutive investigations and the
programs of the planning hypotheses. This complementarity within our program of survey,
interpretation of the superimpositions and individuation of the transformation strategies, has been
assumed as a necessary operation for the definition of any decision of data management and planning
projection. “Because there is not a judgement of analysis that does not cause a mental inclination of
the architect towards a particular planning hypothesis…” [4]. Therefore, it is evident that the necessity
of the survey includes in itself the same necessity of the project. In other words, and in the reference
case more than ever, the various phases of the survey operation (survey, measuring, dimensioning,
comparison with the documents of archive and the historical sources) identify the need to build up the
original architectural and urban conformation, already from the first graphic elaborations, within a
vaster reflection which has a regard for the elements that can be considered part of the new and
transformed architectural structure, although they are transformed and added.
The adoption of three-dimensional data capture techniques (in particular the laser scanning, which
strongly innovates the processes of interpretation and re-elaboration of the external data), together
with the use of traditional techniques and the solid modelling ones, which permit the controlled
management of the complexity, intend to achieve representation methodologies which are able to
communicate the sense of the multiple interrelations and interferences between the sedimented parts.
So, it is possible the appropriation of the global meaning of the place.
The research operations were grounded on a preliminary fact-finding investigation, which was both
documentary and practical and was conducted in the whole area of Rione Terra, in order to
contextualize the area of the Temple-Cathedral in its own complex system of belonging.
For this purpose, in particular, in addition to the study of the available urban and archaeological
cartography and an accurate photographic sample taking from the land and the sea, we have used a
lot of the same results which were pointed out and elaborated by the long operations of intervention
still underway in the site.
These operations were just begun on the structures of the Temple-Cathedral, when in 1964 the tests
which ensued from a powerful fire permitted to highlight part of the ancient Temple of August; then,
they were extended to the whole Rione Terra. Considering their inseparable complexity of study,
investigation, excavating, restoration and recovery, these operations have to be considered a prime
example of urban archaeology which have produced outcomes that represent an extraordinary
opportunity and foundation for every knowledge. (RF)
1.3 Revealing a Cultural Heritage: a relationship between ancient architecture and the process
of knowledge for its transmission to the future.
We all know that the main goal of survey and drawing is to reach for more information we can catch
from the analysis on an architectural space. The technology can improve this process and, as
researchers, we would make a big mistake not considering it as a way to enlarge our capability to see
what it is not visible.
So we well know that tools are just tools and that the main considerations we have to care about is
how to preserve the cultural aspects that an architecture can transmit to future generations.
Technological development has changed tools used to measure and represent our reality, but the
cultural fundaments have still the aim to simplify complexity of geometric models.
A rapid technological development is going on. This change determines the digitization of information
across platforms that allow to dematerialize some use of physical space.
We must analyse this period of profound transformation of relational habits also suggesting new tools
to interventions for the rehabilitation of the places where we live.
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These issues and how they can be resolved at best, deal with the current debate focused around the
new concept of living our cities as if they were “smart city”.
One choice could be the change of paradigms of the study of architecture, considering the multiplicity
of source of knowledge that are in the new media, changing point of view about what is considerable
for generating good spaces and what is not.
This is an horizon of sustainability that doesn’t mean less development or cultural downgrade, but it
means more interest for what it is really important to re-discover the fundamentals of practing
architecture: a smart balance of technique and cultural aspects.
We are going to have a smart progress when we will understand that what it was considered as
reduction of a high-profile culture means simplicity and what we believed to be slow growth, instead
means more coherence in the path of evolution.
This aspect of a worldwide consciousness that creates a new vision about architecture is growing
higher and wider by a knowledge networking.
Survey has, therefore, the task of analyzing and documenting the relationships that are set up
between the different parameters that define the environment where we live in.
Let’s see how this theory can be realized by a documentation made with all the information that we
can take from operations of survey.

Fig. 7, 8: The area emerged of the ancient roman port in Punta Pennata, Baia, and some of the operations for
the survey from the boat.

For over two decades it was developed experimental systems to introduce new ways of enjoying
cultural heritage. In this testing ground, technology had a lead role, often to the detriment of contents,
increasing the need of defining new way of communication in sync with contemporary iconography
culture.
This topic has been felt as a contribution to a new possibility to renew the attention that the
archaeological sites around Naples deserve.
The theme proposed has as its object the study of submerged archaeological heritage of Campi
Flegrei and of its connections with archaeological areas. In this context the phenomenon of negative
or positive territorial bradyseism set rapid changes over the centuries with the collapse of ancient
coastline and submersion of all buildings built on this area.
The result is that sites of great value, such as Miseno’s seaport, with the Roman navy, and old town of
Baia are now largely submerged. So, it is necessary to build a knowledge and communication project
that is able to recognize its authentic context.
Considering the conditions just descripted, the principal aim of the research is to build an interactive
map of the archaeological area of Campi Flegrei, able to obtain a territorial improvement and to
explore new methods for the survey, analysis and representation of underwater archaeological
heritage.
So, it seemed to be very important to use the recent tools of investigation, as the laser static, dynamic
scanners, and the techniques of monitoring and control in condition of remote survey.
Survey’s technology based on various technics of scanning achieved full maturation. Today it is
possible to scan heterogeneous objects supporting to different and appropriate techniques of
scanning.
Side-scan sonar can be considered besides others survey instruments, being a category of sonar
system that is used to efficiently create an image of large areas of the sea floor. This tool is normally
used for mapping the seabed for different purposes, including detection and identification of
underwater objects and bathymetric features. It may be used to conduct surveys for maritime
archaeology.
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Definitely, laser scanners and underwater Interferometry, besides the applications of digital
photogrammetry in submarine environment, represent the state of the art of the technology applied to
the environmental survey.
The models deriving from these kind of surveys are often supported by philological reconstructions to
enhance understanding of ruins.
The project we developed wants to explore diversified systems of investigation and communication of
the preserved artistic and architectural patrimony.
The investigation – that is in a working in progress mode - proposes the development of the methods
to be effected for the knowledge of the submerged archaeological places, through surveys of the

Fig. 9: Image of the 3D model generated by the points cloud obtained by the integration of different tools.

backdrop with the inferometric system, producing the cloud of points with intensity of signal, the DTM
of the batimetry and the images side scan, while for the scannings of the emerged areas it can be
realized with the use of terrestrial laser scanner. The surveys took place from preceded boats, must
also introduced the use of multifrequencial GPS and of inertial bases, necessary for the instant
georeferenciation of the clouds of points acquired by that two different instrumentations. The data
gave object of post processing finalized to the realization of a cognitive model, useful to the
1
hypotheses of exploitation and retraining of the studied areas .
Depending on the condition to be submerged, the archaeological site of Miseno harbour can not be
studied in any other way that is not using advanced technological equipment. Only in this way it is
possible to interpret the surveyed data according to the demands of the specific case.
The potential final product is a three-dimensional model derived by the conjunction of batimetry and
topographical analysis of the surface. To such model complex can be assistant the mapping of images
realized with digital cameras, to implement the realistic perception of the data related to the
investigated area.
To obtain comparable results at international level we tend to find rules and criteria to attempt to
construct and display 3D models, as in the case of the criteria established by ICOMOS, in Charter for
the Interpretation and Presentation of Cultural Heritage Sites.
This procedural method for architectural modelling allows the creation of a measurable and navigable
model that is undoubtedly a huge advantage, not only to document and to monitor an architectural
work of great value, but also to preserve its status.
In conclusion, we can say that during the last few years we assisted to a real change in procedures for
surveying architecture and townscape. A digital revolution has over crossed the entire discipline,
1
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bringing new unexpected horizon and creating great opportunities for knowing the deeply aspects of
architecture.
These considerations make clear how much necessary is an investigation phase to pick up, to
systematize and to experiment the new formalities of scientific growth to realize a whole intellectual
products, to be able to be used in the exploitation of important architectural and monumental
compartments.
Considering this way of thinking, survey gives us the possibility to preserve cultural heritage by a great
capacity in documenting them, to recognize all their value and to create a database, useful for those
processes which have the task to find the right project, to make their value even bigger. (MC)
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Abstract

Since the beginning of XX century the Liberty heritage in Varese and the Ticino area has undergone a
slow abandon, due to both the development of new architectural trends and the speculative
demolition, and is at great risk of loss. The vital element of the Liberty period is the importance of
beauty. Protecting this architecture and landscape system allows to taking care of our identity, finding
a thread from the relationship between man and nature, to the most recent findings on sustainability
and an "ecological" design.
The paper presents the results of a survey carried out on the Liberty architectures of the Varese and
Ticino territory, a limited geographical area where nature and architecture are complementary
elements that blend into a whole to be preserved in its unity.
Keywords: Liberty, beauty, Varese, memory, Ticino, identity

1.

Beauty, memory, identity

In “The Architecture of Happiness”, de Botton investigates the influence and the interactions that the
quality of the environment plays on our relationships with each other and on our happiness and
misery: observing the multiple aspects of buildings and objects surrounding us is an opportunity for a
deeper self-knowledge, which constitutes the real base of happiness [9]. Capturing the secret nature
of places, which subsists together with the soul of the world, allows us to rediscover beauty, to awaken
from the anesthesia and the failure of sense which is restraining our culture, and to discover the
animistic, pagan conception, according to which everything is alive, everything tells stories [21]. It is
precisely the trust in beauty which can only give sense to the architecture, the landscape, the city and
our own lives.
Resuming a still actual text by Pane [15], it is worth considering the need to bring the aesthetic
experience back to the sole condition which makes it actually possible, namely considering it not as an
exceptional gratification once the work is done, but as a normal attribute of our daily existence. The
aesthetic appreciation of environmental values should be the basis of a rightful citizenship, affirming
that both public art and nature heritage aren’t a marginal object of contemplation for they involve our
inner life and its relations with fantasy, history stratification and memory. Indeed, since the beauty of
the urban landscape is linked to the memory of who we are and reminds us of what has taken place,
preserving the landscape protects memory, and also defends physical and mental health [19].
The so-called invisible city lays within and can only be grasped through a profound investigation. If we
could use the unconscious, the city would appear different and certainly richer. The unconscious
cannot be touched, or shaped into defined forms, yet it upholds every building. It seems reasonable
that people be practical and organize the environment effectively, according to their needs. Actually,
what we have to ask ourselves is what these needs are and, in the case we also admit psychological
needs, how it is possible to activate the psychic reality, and look at both the past and the future.
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Walking through the city, we need to meet the past and to recognize ourselves in it. In the city, where
the destructive force opposes to the creative one, the continuity of meaning is suggested, the memory
is proposed in view of the project, the tradition for the future, utopia for reality. Tradition and progress
are opposite and interrelated poles, both essential: they should become enjoyable objects. Therefore,
archeology and restoration are only valid if grafted in history, nourishing its continuity, not being
isolated in respectful and static veneration of monuments [17].
In broader sense, the city represents identity and safety achieved through the community. It is through
the interaction between members of the social community and into the cultural contexts that identity
develops and defines itself: whereas this process builds within the individual in isolation, still it has a
social nature. Moreover, identity isn’t fixed and immutable but constantly evolving, in a process where
each individual must choose between infinite variables and connections, adapting to endless change
of the living conditions [18]. Recognizing the authentic vocations of a place and protecting its aesthetic
values requires therefore a complex design process and is also strictly subjected to environmental
ecological conditions, since the preservation of its surroundings is unavoidable, interdisciplinarity
turning out to be the key condition of culture [15].

Fig.1: Route of Path 10 of Regional Natural Park Campo dei Fiori and surveyed towns in the Varese area.

2.

A methodology for the enhancement of architectural heritage

In the context of European policy aimed at sustainable and quality cultural and touristic offer, given an
interest in Liberty shown beyond the Alps through the international network, a methodology has been
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set up aimed at the protection and enjoyment of landscape and architecture, to promote a highly
significant regional realities of which Italy and Europe are richly endowed.
A census of the architectural creations is the first step to raising public attention toward the cultural
heritage and to protect local identities in front of a European scale through a sustainable, ethical and
social model of territory knowledge and fruition.
The research presented here is the result of collaboration between different partners joined by a
common desire to safeguard and promote Liberty style as one of the peculiar characteristics of Varese
and Ticino area that in the Liberty period found its vocation for tourism. The project, which includes
Lombardy Region as leader organization and funding body and the Province of Varese, is divided into
different events dedicated to art, architecture, literature and landscape.
The present work is the result of a first research phase aimed at identifying Liberty buildings and
architectural artifacts still present on the territory of the Varese Province and of Canton Ticino [10]
[20]. In particular, the geographical area assumed for the investigation was that of the municipalities
crossed by the route of path 10 of the Regional Natural Park of Campo dei Fiori (Barasso, Bedero
Valcuvia, Casciago, Castello Cabiaglio, Cocquio Trevisago, Comerio, Cunardo, Cuvio, Gavirate,
Induno Olona, Luvinate, Orino, Valganna, Varese) and the area of lower Ticino.

Fig.2: Historical view of Grand Hotel at
Campo dei Fiori by Giuseppe Sommaruga
(Restaurant and Funicular Station)

Fig.3: Brickwork vault of the Restaurant at Campo dei Fiori by
Giuseppe Sommaruga

The project, aimed at safeguarding an extremely vulnerable heritage and to promote its knowledge,
has started by surveying and cataloguing all the buildings and architectural structures which are
included within this period, recognizing the typical expressions of the studied style, with a special
emphasis on those buildings that can be considered minor examples, often omitted from the
numerous studies already performed on the subject. The initial survey was aimed at identifying and
taking a census of buildings located on a limited territory, in order to experiment a working method
with the possibility to both evaluate its effectiveness and introduce necessary refinements in progress,
so that it could then be spread to the whole territory of the province and of the cross-border area.
The direct observation of the building was the most important step of the investigation. The first phase
of data recording about the geographical location of the building and its visual observation to identify
the overall articulation and the most interesting details was followed by a further reading of the
morphological and compositional architecture. Especially valuable in this regard turned out to be,
when available, drawings and papers found through historical and archival research, in addition to a
targeted photographic survey[2] [5] [6].
A photographic campaign was then carried out with the purpose to obtain pictures as complete as
possible to describe the characteristic architectural elements. A general shooting was taken, followed
by monographs dedicated to the most significant details. The real possibility to access the buildings
and the shooting conditions dictated by the context were in fact critical for the desired result.
The photographs were carried out trying to keep the optical axis perpendicular to the facade and to
eliminate the parallax error. According to the articulation of the complex and to the accessibility of the
building, all the house fronts were photographed trying to eliminate the surrounding environment, even
if natural, then considered apart. Any individual facade was subsequently divided into orders (plinth,
second order, third order, gable or pediment), each of which was then subjected to a series of shots
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aimed at highlighting its architectural elements, construction materials and finishes. This information
was then recorded to complete the evaluation based on morphology and layout.
With the same approach adopted for the general views, photographs of the details were taken in order
to describe the characteristic features of each order, starting from the plinth, paying a particular
attention to the entrances and their structural, material and decorative elements such as pillars,
wrought iron, and other relevant details.
Details shots have been indispensable for the cataloging and description of the decorative details, like
for example cornices, string courses, emblems, symbols, racemes, wrought iron and stained glass,
together with the openings corresponding to doors and windows, often very complex and articulated
elements in Liberty architecture. For each of the different type of openings recognized on the fronts of
the studied buildings a monograph was therefore carried out, so as for accessory elements like turrets
and porches, where present.

3.

Survey on Liberty in Varese and Ticino area
th

th

Between the end of 19 and the beginning of 20 century, Liberty has developed in Europe in a phase
that is placed in between the use of traditional and innovative constructive techniques, adopting
heterogeneous design solutions having different local connotations, also favored by the great
universal exhibitions (Paris 1889/1900, Barcelona 1888).
The research of a national style produced various architectural experiments contemporary to Liberty,
such as the eclectic, Neo-Gothic and neo-Romanesque style, which in many cases were intertwined to
form "hybrid" solutions [3] [4] [13]. As for the two areas considered here, the main causes of Liberty
spread are similar for both the Province of Varese and the Canton Ticino. The new rail links joined
local areas, while also providing the circulation of new building materials, and created new lines of
communication with Europe. These new tourist routes became not only a source of development
related to tourism but also to private construction [7]. The Varese and Ticino region began to offer
important places for daily and seasonal resort. The landscape was transformed by the presence of
large leisure and sporting facilities but in this area also houses for the residence of the local
entrepreneurs and large factories were flourishing.

Fig.4: Cover of “Cronaca Fotografica” with
architectures by Giuseppe Sommaruga at Campo dei
Fiori (Restaurant and Funicular Station).

nd

Fig.5: Project presented by Enrico Besomi at 2
competition for the Typical Ticino House, 1917. From
Fondo Vecchio, SUPSI Library, Lugano.
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Both for their homes and for their industries many entrepreneurs chose the emerging Liberty as a
representative example of their new easy circumstances. The Liberty territory is seen as the product of
the stratification of both human and natural intervention, coordinated in a pattern where the curved line
is the ordering element of an apparent disorder. In Liberty, especially in large villas, nature and
architecture are complementary elements that blend into a whole to be preserved in its unity.
3.1. Studying the case of Varese Liberty
In the province of Varese, Liberty spread with a few years of delay compared to Milano, more open to
the new avant-garde style. Some events are associated with this change and development: the birth of
the Poretti brewery (1901-1908), the creation of an electric railway between Varese and Luino (18941895, 1904-1905), the foundation of the company Grandi Alberghi Varesini (1907 - 1913), the
continuation of the electric railway from Porto Ceresio through Ponte Tresa to Lugano which
connected Italy with Switzerland [7]. Varese finds itself to be well connected both to nearby cities like
Milano and Como and to the central states of Europe, and these new tourist routes become a source
of development also because of private construction.

Fig.6: Photographical survey of the architectural orders, example of application on the facade of Palazzo
Castiglioni, arch. G. Sommaruga. Milano, 1904. Photograph by G. Dall’Orto.

The architectures attributable to Liberty, which have connoted the surrounding of Varese since the
beginning of the twentieth century until the First World War, are now an essential part of the landscape
in which they blend in perfect harmony. The "house", usually on two floors with tower and adorned
with innovative floral or geometric patterns, as well as the hotels themselves, are the types of buildings
that better expressed the local manifestation of Liberty, which featured the design sometimes of the
whole building, sometimes of merely decorative facades more or less valuable.
There are many protagonists bound to Varese Liberty, belonging to different disciplines: architecture,
sculpture, painting, iron forging, only to name a few.
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Giuseppe Sommaruga (1867 -1917) is the most representative architect for originality and importance
of works in this area. In Varese, his name is linked to the Company Grandi Alberghi Varesini, for which
he designed and manufactured the Grand Hotel Tre Croci (1908-1912) in Campo dei Fiori, the arrival
station of the funicular (1909-1911), the restaurant (1910 -1911), the theater of Kursaal (1910-1911),
Grand Hotel Palace and some houses on the mountain slopes [1]. Many other holiday homes were
built in the same years along the slopes of the Campo dei Fiori, like Villa De Grandi, besides the
Station of the electric tramway at Ghirla, in the municipality of Valganna [23]. Here, another
construction is particularly significant, Villa Chini built in 1904 at Boarezzo by Giovanni Chini, sculptor
and master in the use of decorative concrete, artificial stone widely used to create the ornamental
elements of the Floral style. Moreover, protagonists like Boito and the students of his school have
contributed in those years to the architectural debate about the need of a national style, and to the
spread of Art Nouveau architecture in these areas.

Fig.7: Gargoyle. Palace Grand Hotel, Varese.

Fig.8: Fountain. Private Villa. Induno Olona.

Fig.9: Railing with floral motifs. Cunardo.

Fig.10: Brickwork bracket. Restaurant, Campo dei
Fiori

Emblem of Liberty Varese season is also the Poretti Brewery complex, extraordinary outcome of the
collaboration between the illuminated patronage of the family Poretti and the experience of Studio Bihl
& Woltz Stuttgart, called in the early years of the twentieth century to renew the original production
plant at Induno Olona.
Part of the complex is also the main villa designed by Ulisse Stacchini for the Magnani family between
1903 and 1905. Several other houses and smaller buildings, where elements proper to the New Style
can still be recognized, dot the area of Induno Olona and of other municipalities included, albeit only
partially, within the Park and showing the uniqueness character that the Liberty assumed in the area
next to Varese.
The numerous specific studies already carried out on the subject and the more general ones dealing
with the local history of the area, had offered a basic knowledge on which further reflections could be
developed. In addition to the work conducted by other researchers, the study has found a fundamental
support in all forms of documents preserved in libraries and archives. Writings, photographs, notarial
documents, communal practices, cadastral maps, but also oral information, have given for many
buildings a complete picture allowing in some cases to discover the name of the manufacturer and the
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year of construction. Thanks to the documentation, the main architectural work in the area could be
identified. However, it was then the direct contact with the territory, achieved through several surveys,
through both the observation of individual cases and the meeting with the people, that allowed to
detect the existence of numerous minor examples, often unknown or underestimated.
The recognition of such presences was primarily based on the affinity of the observed stylistic
characteristics, often present only in the details, then on the certain attribution of buildings to the
investigated stylistic period, supporting the knowledge with other sources of information and finally
through the local historical memory on the material identity, the manufacturing techniques and the
typical cultural signs.
The complexity of the documentation doesn’t allow the research to be considered completed. The final
result depends on the cooperation of all those who, for various reasons, retain useful material, and
needs a collaboration process be started between the public and the private sectors.

Fig.11: Detail of decorative concrete. Restaurant at Campo dei Fiori, arch. Giuseppe Sommaruga. Varese.

Fig.12: Villa Chini. Giovanni Chini, 1904. Boarezzo, Valganna.

3.2. Studying the case of Ticino Liberty
At the beginning of the last century, Canton Ticino has seen the emergence and spread of a proper
Liberty style enriched with trends from neighboring European countries. However, the institutions of
the cantons, especially those made to protect the environment and landscape, opposed to the new
style, because it was seen as a cosmopolitan fashion going against the search of a style that could be
representative of national identity [13]. Despite this defense of tradition, cantonal schools of drawing
taught their students to put patterns inspired from nature close to forms inherited from the past. In
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addition, as it was happening in the rest of Europe, rather than the institutions it was particularly the
middle class who invested in new buildings, entrusting the floral style of the renewal of its image.
Promoted by the tourist attraction exerted by cities like Lugano and Locarno, hotels, villas and leisure
facilities become elements characterizing the hills and mountains of the Italian canton of Switzerland.
Due to the major renovation carried out by the construction industry over the last thirty years,
examples of this type of architecture related to holidays in Ticino are less and less numerous. Still,
significant examples survive like the former Hotel Felix in Chiasso, designed by Carlo Brambilla in
1907, much criticized by the institutions at the time of its construction due to the opulent Art Nouveau
decorations [5].
But, in addition to buildings related to tourism, the choice of Art Nouveau style made by the clients is
still evident in many other building types. In Lugano, whole streets are characterized by both this style
and the experimentations made by various architects using streams contemporary to Liberty, as an
example Via Nassa with the Eclectic palaces of Augusto Guidini and Paolito Somazzi, or Via Canonica
with the double apartment building by Giuseppe Bordonzotti, characterized by rich adornments in
decorative concrete celebrating a lush and luxuriant nature. Related to Bordonzotti, surely one of the
greatest exponents of Ticino Liberty, is the jewel ex Cinema - Theatre - Variety of Mendrisio, intact
today only in its main front. The compositional tension of the facade is concentrated in the large trefoil
arch opening and in the decorative concrete, which emphasize the layout of a modest size building.
Clearly inspired by the Belgian French Art Nouveau, Ticino Liberty has a sole example due to the
Viennese school, the powerhouse of Biaschina in Bodio, designed by Milanese engineer Ugo
Monneret de Villard and by engineer Agostino Nizzola between 1906 and 1911 [13].

Fig.13: Ex Cinema, Theatre, Variety. G. Bordonzotti, Mendrisio.

4.

Further development of the research

The aim of safeguard pursued by the present research, inevitably involves the dissemination of
knowledge. In this sense, a project of sharing the collected information should be carried out through
easily accessible communication tools, available to as many users as possible in the belief that the
derived knowledge can be the most effective way to protect the existing heritage.
Further steps of the project will include the preparation of a catalogue of the surveyed architectures
that would offer a view of Liberty heritage in the Province of Varese and in Ticino as most
comprehensive as possible, the organization of the collected material on a data-base accessible both
through links activated from the websites of the involved municipalities, and through mobile
applications which will offer the users the chance to easily locate the worth noting objects and identify
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new knowledge paths of the area. Sharing the data-base with the local population will also provide an
additional tool for testing and integrating the documentation and will help to improve the results of the
project.
The research will include a wider "cross-border" program aimed at the implementation of measures of
protection, promotion and development of the landscape and the historical and cultural heritage. The
strategic objective is to strengthen the common identity of the studied territories historically detectable
in the network of pedestrian crossing and connections of the studied regions. The paths among Liberty
architectures lead the visitors in the vicinity of the towns and in the most beautiful residential areas of
the municipalities where the territory stretches. An interesting way to find these places is to get there
through the network of walks, some of the trails allowing walking or cycling seamlessly to discover
gems of Liberty architecture of which the buildings reported here are only the most prominent
examples. Aim of the project, through the synergy between experts in cultural itineraries,
governments, landscape architects, designers and the local population, is to strengthen the common
identity through the preservation and the promotion of a greater understanding and enjoyment.

5.

Conclusions

The need to promote effective sustainable practices at the European level requires extending the
concept of sustainability, adopting a systemic approach that includes both the renovation of the built
heritage and the improvement of the quality of life, through the integration between economic,
environmental and social issues with the complexity of the territory. Assuming a holistic view can
enable to integrate as much as possible appropriate technologies and policy measures to obtain
advantages in terms of quality of life, environmental protection and local businesses. In this context
historic centers, landscapes and existing architectures form an essential resource as well as culture
and events. According to an "extended" and complex concept of "cultural heritage", traditional
monumental and artistic objects, territorial and municipal systems, environmental landscapes
contribute to form local identities. In the paper, a methodology for the enhancement of cultural heritage
has been proposed and its application to Varese and Ticino Liberty has been presented. The collected
census data are going to be networked through online tools such as the Information System of
Cultural Heritage of the Lombardy Region (SIRBeC) and the Réseau Art Nouveau Network [22].
Public attention toward the Varese and Ticino Liberty heritage is going to be raised through a
sustainable, ethical and social model of knowledge and fruition of the territory, based on the use of
easily accessible communication tools, applicable to other significant regional contexts and to other
historical periods.
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Heritage and sustainable development: the Middle East and Doha
Heritage and tourism have become, in the last two decades, dynamic areas of development especially
for the Middle East Area. The idea of heritage is crucial to the critical decision-making process as to
how i rreplaceable r esources ar e t o be ut ilized b y people of t he pr esent or c onserved f or future
generations i n a f ast c hanging world. T he importance of her itage t o the de velopment of a t ourist
destination, t he em phasis on de veloping a ppropriate adapt ive r euse s trategies has c ertainly been
overemphasized. Already the general assembly of ICOMOS (Mexico, 1999) stated, that in the context
of sustainable development, two interrelated issues need attention, cultural tourism and historic towns.
Without adequate adaptive reuse actions to ensure a sustainable future for these resources, may lead
to t heir c omplete v anishing. T he gr owth of c ultural tourism and i ts r ole i n d ispersing her itage t o
everyone is developing rapidly. According to the World Tourism Organization, cultural heritage
resources are and will remain motivating factors for travel in the foreseeable future; according to the
experts, people choose destinations where they can learn about traditional and distinct cultures in their
historic c ontext. T he Q atar r ich ur ban heritage i s now being r ecognized as a valuable r esource f or
future development. The role of heritage and its implications for urban conservation in the context of
the historic Doha is central for understanding the new phenomenon of the heritage tourism in Qatar.
Keywords: Heritage Tourism, Urban Conservation, Development, Identity, Sustainability

1.

Urban heritage, tourism and sustainability: the Arab World

“Arab heritage, one of the main strands of world heritage, is rich and diverse. It represents, with all its
myriad m anifestations, a cultural c apital t hat c an b e m obilized, a t a time of radical p olitical and
economic changes in the region and the world as a whole, as a means of enhancing prosper and as a
foundation for effective and productive dialogue among nations.”
The central urban districts are, following the mediterranean tradition, the centers of the historic cities in
the A rab World; t hey are t he l ocus of ec onomic, c ultural, and r esidential ac tivities, and ar e of ten
overpopulated a nd d ensely built-up. M oreover, t hey are t he c ontainers of major s ouks, monuments
and d istricts of ar chitectural an d hi storic s ignificance. T herefore, t hey need a p articular at tention t o
survive under the waves of the current globalization era. In the face of rapid economic development,
population gr owth, pe ople increasing needs a nd c hanging lifestyles, m ost c enters i n the G ulf h ave
experienced problems in making the necessary adaptation to the present waves of change.
The marked det erioration of t he ph ysical f abric i n t hese centers greatly m itigated t he identity of t he
Arab city. In the last decades many of these areas have been marginalized and left to face their fate
alone, of neglect and dilapidation. The growth of cultural tourism and its role in dispersing heritage to
everyone is developing rapidly; t he balance t hat m ust be m aintained i s between visitor access and
conservation needs. The regional and global transformations underway require a serious examination
of the mind-sets that have influenced humanity over the last centuries leading to the current situation
in order to assess t he pot ential f or ac commodating c hange and par ticipating i n the ongoing gl obal
developments. Mi nd-sets i nfluence t he way pe ople s ee t hemselves and others, and ho w t hey m ake
decisions in a changing world. At times of dramatic change and uncertainty people are likely to cling to
traditional beliefs and practices, often without re-examining their suitability for coping with new
situations. T he t endency t o c ling t o t he p ast a nd s ometimes t o adher e t o its f ormulae r epresents a
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flight mechanism and an escapism to the comfort of what has been tried in the past, following the Arab
saying: Elli ti’rafu ahsan min elli ma t’rafoush (what or whom you know is better than he/what you do
not know). As such, tradition provides patterns of knowing and acting under uncertainty.
This may of ten b e a goo d t hing, b ut at t imes t his c onservative po licy m ay l ead t o a den ial of t he
present and blindness to novel opportunities and solutions.
Sustainable development can be seen today as a powerful motivation for urban conservation planning.
Basically, it would consist of a process of urban development based on the constant reuse of existing
built resources, associated with a low input of energy for adaptation to new requirements conceived in
society. It is also viewed as a process founded in the local culture, in an equitable distribution of urban
services, t he use of d emocratic pr inciples of management, t he m aintenance and r egeneration of
traditional s ocial v alues a nd pr actices. F rom t he p erspective of s ustainability, c ultural h eritage is
understood as a non-renewable resource. It encompasses some of the most important cultural values
of s ociety ( identity, m emory, s elf-consciousness an d artistry), and i s an asset c apable of at tributing
value to new things through the creation of new processes based on established values.
In old cities and centers, history and heritage have become the dynamic assets that combine the local
and t he g lobal. T hey establish t he local d istinctiveness s o at tractive t o a globalized tourist m arket.
From t he s ustainable a pproach, t he c ity i s u nderstood t o be a unique ensemble t hat needs t o be
conserved i n i ts h istorical i ntegrity. T his m eans un derstanding t he c ity as a d ynamic pr ocess, a
structure i n per manent an d c ontinuous c hange. T here i s yet ano ther ar gument f or conserving ol d
buildings and areas: the uses to which they are put and the people who occupy them.
At one time, conservation of urban heritage related only to fabric, then its scope widened to character.
There is now a growing realization that the activities and communities accommodated in old buildings
and souks are themselves worthy of conservation. Therefore, keeping the fabric and areas of
character may go a long way to retaining the life within them. Adaptive reuse is a phenomenon which
has great significance, not only because a symbiotic functional usage in historic buildings steps up the
maintenance of t he s tructure and t hus del ays i ts dec ay, b ut a lso bec ause t he r esultant m onitoring
prevents c ases of v andalism and s cavenging of m aterial her itage as i s s een in b uildings t hat ar e
abandoned.
The i mportance of i ntegrating ec onomic and c ultural ac tivities c annot be o veremphasized, f or i t i s
highly impossible to conceive of an economic activity that does not have a cultural impact, and viceversa. Buildings r epresent s uch a great ec onomic, s ocial and cultural i nvestment that i t w ould be
unwise for the community to waste. However, the conservation and re-use of buildings does not mean
that towns and villages should remain unchanged. For a town to be sustainable it must be viable; to
remain v iable it m ust c hange as c ircumstances c hange. A rchitecturally, a historic s ouk or ar ea may
appear delightful but economic activity is essential for its survival. It is not only the preservation of the
physical fabric that helps conserve its meaning, but its usage and function that helps it to withstand the
rapidly changing urban dynamics. It is the activity and usage of these souks and areas that continues
to m ake t hem meaningful artifacts i n t he present c ity and a s trong vehicle t o s ustain t heir life a nd
cultural identity. After discussing the main issues related to heritage tourism it is necessary to analyze
down to earth experiences where heritage tourism was a catalyst of regenerating rundown and derelict
historic areas. For instance, the case of Souk Waqif in Doha might provide potential lessons that can
be learnt and adopted in other souks in the Gulf and elsewhere.

2.

The city of Doha

Doha, the capital of Qatar is the largest city, with over 80% of the nation's population residing in Doha
or i ts s urrounding s uburbs. I t i s al so t he adm inistrative a nd ec onomic center of t he c ountry with a
population of 998,651 in 2008. In 1825, the city of Doha was founded under the name of Al-Bida.
The name "Doha" came from the Arabic ad-dawha, "which might have been derived from "dohat" —
Arabic name for bay or gulf — referring to the Doha bay area surrounding corniche.
In 1820 Major Colebrook described it as following: "Guttur - Or Ul Budee [Al Bidda] once a
considerable t own, is pr otected b y t wo s quare Ghurries near t he sea s hore; bu t containing no fresh
water they are incapable of defense except against sudden incursions of Bedouins, another Ghurry is
situated two miles inland and has fresh water with it. This could contain two hundred men. There are
remaining at U k Budee a bout 250 men, but the original inhabitants, w ho m ay be expected to return
from Bahrain, will augment them to 900 or 1,000 men, and if the Doasir tribe, who frequent the place
as divers, again settle in it, from 600 to 800 men." (Rahman, 2005).
The city of Doha was bombed about three times which explains the disappearance of a large number
of its historic buildings and areas. First it was bombarded by the British vessel Vestal in 1821, then it
was bombed again in 1841 and the village was completely destroyed in 1847 after a battle against the
Al K halifas of B ahrain ne ar F uweirat. Al Koot, t he T urkish f ort established b y t he O ttomans in 1880
adjacent t o S ouk Waqif and near the m ain maqbara (cemetery) to c ontrol D oha and s ecure Souk
Waqif from stealing, as most of the prominent traders had their houses in the Souk.
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A small force was garrisoned in the Koot, but left with the signing of the protection agreement of 1916
between Great Britain and Qatar. Subsequently Al Koot Fort was used as a prison for a time.
Al Koot fort was a home for the guards who patrolled the suq at night, a service paid for the traders
who refused to pay taxes in the Souk. This confirms that Souk Waqif is well deep in history and was
established well before 1 880 when the O ttomans bui lt t heir f ort. A ccording to Mr . M ohamed A li
Abdullah a designer from the Private Engineering Bureau, in charge of the rehabilitation of Souk Waqif
that the latter goes back as far as 1850s. (Boussaa, 2010).
In 1916, the city was made capital of the British protectorate in Qatar.
During the early 20th century, much of Qatar's economy depended on fishing and pearling, and Doha
had about 350 pearling boats. However, after the introduction of the Japanese cultured pearls in the
1930s, the whole region, including the town of Doha, suffered a major depression and Qatar became a
poor country, plunged into poverty.
Oil was discovered in 1939, but its exploitation was halted between 1942 and 1947 because of World
War I I and t he B ahrain e mbargo. O il ex ports and p ayments f or of fshore r ights began i n 1 949 a nd
marked a turning point in Qatar.
The 1950s saw the cautious development of government structures and public services under British
tutelage.
During the 1960s, ne w administrative centers sprang up to manage the v ast r evenues. In 1969, t he
Government House opened and today it is considered to be one of Qatar's most prominent landmarks.
Following the withdrawal of the British, the State of Qatar declared its independence on September 3,
1971. D oha as t he c apital of t he ne w s tate, attracted thousands of foreign e xperts and w orkers,
employed in the construction and engineering industries.
Since t hen, D oha has s een t he m ost ex traordinary expansion i n i nternational b anking, s porting and
tourism ac tivities, as evidenced by t he m any m odern t owers, m alls, hot els and s eats of po wer
scattered t hroughout t he c ity, a nd through hu ge developments l ike t he P earl, a whole c ommercial,
residential, tourist and leisure complex beyond the West Bay area.
The physical development of Doha and t he various conurbations of the peninsula have been
accompanied by extensive preparatory work, which led in many occasions to the destruction of historic
buildings and areas. There is a national pride in the redevelopment with demolition being seen as a
necessary process.

Fig. 1: Souq Waqif Map
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2.2

Souk Waqif: From Survival to Revival

Located beh ind t he C orniche, of f G rand H amed S treet, S ouk Waqif is a s howpiece of t raditional
architecture, handicrafts and folk art, and was once a weekend trading area for the Bedouin.
The origins of the Souk date from the time when Doha was a village and its inhabitants gathered on
the bank s of t he Mus haireeb wadi (river) t o bu y and s ell goo ds. Waqif means in A rabic ( standing);
refers to the merchants and inhabitants who were obliged to do their businesses by standing because
of the water flooding o n b oth sides from the Wadi Mushaireeb, a nd pouring to Al Khrais area i n t he
souk before reaching the Corniche.
Souk Waqif is a maze of alleyways covering a wide area, with separate sections selling perfumes and
traditional forms of Qatari national dress, luggage, tools, general hardware and gardening equipment;
tents and camping equipment; kitchenware, spices, traditional sweets, rice, nuts, and dried fruits.
This shopping destination is renowned for selling traditional garments, spices, handicrafts, and
souvenirs. It is also home to tens of restaurants serving cuisines from all over the world.
Although t his m arket dat es bac k t o t he 1 850s, it has bee n r ecently r estored bac k t o i ts or iginal
character. It is now considered one of the top tourist destinations within Doha.
The Private engineering Bureau of the Diwan Amiri launched the rehabilitation project of Souk Waqif in
2003. Since most of the buildings in Souk Waqif were privately owned, the government bought these
buildings from their owners in order to start the work. After a detailed survey it has been found that 2/3
of the buildings were authentic, however only one third of the historic buildings were demolished and
replaced by modern structures.

Fig. 2: Msheireb U rban R egeneration Master P lan by a c onsortium of A ECOM, A llies and M orrison A rchitects,
and ARUP (Source: T. Makower)
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The s trategy adopted in c onserving S ouk Waqif c onsisted of t he f ollowing m easures and ac tions:
restoration of the old part of the Souk; replace the new structures with new ones reconstructing the old
ones; m odernize t he infrastructure of t he Souk; r emove all t he ad vertisement signs and al l w hat
disturbs t he i mage of t he aut hentic image of t he h eritage area. I n or der t o achieve an a uthentic
restoration, l ocal b uildings w ere used, s uch as D anjal, B amboo i n t he r oofs, t he gl ass door s w ere
replaced by the original wooden doors and windows. After 7 years of work the dream of rehabilitating
Souk Waqif has become a reality. It has become a living heritage in the middle of a global
environment; it has strengthened its place as a major hub for the Qatari people, and all residents of
Doha. People go t o Souk Waqif for shopping, e ntertainment and gazing ar ound. S ouk Waqif has
become a major attraction for all tourists and official visitors to Qatar.
Recently, S ouk Waqif has become a m ajor hub f or a rt ga lleries and workshops, hos ting several ar t
galleries and l ocal c oncerts dur ing holidays and s pecial c elebrations. I n addition t o s hops, c afes,
restaurants, hotels the Souk Waqif Art Center is located in the restaurants area. The Center combines
a s election of s mall ar tistic s hops with a num ber of ex hibition r ooms l aid out around a long nar row
courtyard. Beginning i n 2 004, t he S ouk s tarted t o be r ehabilitated ac cording t o t raditional Q atari
architecture t echniques, using local b uilding m aterials. Currently enj oying t he last phase of
rehabilitation project, Souk Waqif is a major tourist place to explore. There has been a Souk on this
site for centuries, as this was the spot where the Bedouin would bring their sheep, goats and wool to
trade f or es sentials. I t gr ew i nto a s cruffy warren of c oncrete a lleyways i n r ecent years but now i ts
tourist pot ential has bee n recognized and it's been c leverly r edeveloped t o look l ike a 19t h-century
Souk, w ith m ud-rendered shops and exposed t imber beam s. D espite t he f airly 'Densification' of t he
area, the chief business of the Souk continues unabated and it remains one of the most bustling and
thriving t raditional m arkets i n D oha.The r evitalization pr oject was b ased o n a t horough s tudy of t he
history of the market and its buildings, and aimed to stop the dilapidation of the historic structures and
remove a number inappropriate alterations and additions that were introduced.
The Private Engineering Office in charge of rehabilitating Souk Waqif attempted to revive the memory
of the place. In order to achieve this, modern buildings were demolished, metal sheets on roofs were
replaced w ith t raditional r oofs of danjall and bamboo w ith a bi nding l ayer of c lay and s traw, a nd
traditional strategies to insulate the buildings against extreme heat were re-introduced.
Some new features were also introduced, such as a sophisticated lighting system that illuminates the
market’s streets. In complete contrast to the fake heritage theme parks that are mushrooming in the
region, Souk Waqif i s bot h a t raditional op en-air pu blic s pace t hat i s used by s hoppers, t ourists,
merchants and residents alike, and a keeping as a living market day and night.

Fig. 3: DOHALAND; signature project Heart of Doha 1
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Developed on a 35-hectare site at Mohammed bin Jassim District, the project is located in inner Doha,
comprising f ive p hases, e nding in 2 016. T urnera ha s ent ered i nto a j oint-venture with D ohaland t o
offer project management and construction services. The other groups that form a part of the project
are D TZ (financial f easibility) A RUP/EDAQ/Allies and Mor rison ( design r egulation and s ite p lanning
approval), Rider Levett Bucknall (Cost consultancy), ARUP (infrastructure) and Urbis (retail).
The P hase 1 A, i s a c luster of t hree c ivic bu ildings, a nd has be en d esigned by Allies a nd M orrison,
Burns Mc Donnel and G illespies. T he f irst c onstruction c ontract of t he pr oject has bee n a warded t o
Bauer I nternational Q atar. While c reating t he m asterplan, t he pr oject t eam dr ew i nspirations f rom
Vision 2030, the basis of the “Twelve Perspectives” for the development of the Heart of Doha.
The 12 per spectives i nclude h istory, c ulture, c ontinuity, ur ban p lanning, h eritage, l andscaping,
challenging architecture, water, environment and sustainability, citizenship and community, commerce
and business, implementation and the future.
The final master plan was ready by summer of 2008. The main focus of Heart of Doha is to construct
places that are compatible with the unique environment and culture of Qatar. The CEO of Dohaland,
Eng. I ssa M A l Mo hannadi, s aid t hat t he s ustainable model bei ng de veloped f or t he H eart of D oha
project, involves working with environment, while living as a part of it.
Dohaland has spent more than three years researching and collaborating with world-class institutions
such as MIT and Harvard, to develop the best model, he added.
The m ixed-use d evelopment will f eature 2 26 bu ildings i n t otal, r anging f rom t hree t o 30 s toreys,
including a national ar chive, t heatre a nd m useum, hot els and h eritage qu arter. T he pr oject h as a
projected population of 27,637 and the entire scheme is estimated to be complete by 2016.
2.3 Epilogue
Rehabilitation of Souk Waqif is a successful example of sustaining souks and markets in the present
global environments in the Gulf. After long years of dilapidation and neglect it has become a
sustainable l iving heritage i n t he heart of D oha. D espite t he t hreats of t he ex pansion of high r ise
developments around the souk, it is a strong statement and message that a souk can survive despite
the proliferation of laborious shopping malls around. In complete contrast to the heritage theme parks
that are becoming common in the region, Souk Waqif is both a traditional open-air public space that is
used by shoppers, tourists, merchants and residents alike, and a working market.
Due t o t he ef forts under taken t o r ehabilitate t his s ouk dur ing t he p eriod 2 004-2007, t he Aga k han
Award for Islamic Architecture has pre-selected this souk from the 400 entries to compete amongst 19
nominees for the 11th Cycle of Aga Khan Award for Architecture.

Fig. 4,5: Souq Waqif
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There are three key lessons learnt from the Heart of Doha project; first, the success of this project can
be attributed to a good brief from the client Dohaland, an excellent project team and a g ilt-edged peer
review panel which includes eminent professors from MIT, Harvard and Princeton Universities.
Second, the c ost of retro-fitting a city district which has grown up with motorcars cannot be
underestimated. In order to create tighter streets and a fine urban grain, the impact of private cars and
delivery vehicles has t o b e m itigated. A s ubstantial b asement i nfrastructure i s t hus c reated to c ope
with these modern demands whilst maintaining a strong public realm network above ground.
Lastly, environmental sustainability [LEED] can be achieved much more ef fectively at a Master plan
level than at an individual building level. By positioning buildings closer together, deep shadows ar e
created t o s hade a djacent bui ldings an d t hus r educe t he o verall c ooling l oad dur ing t he s houlder
seasons of Mar ch t o Ma y and Aug t o O ctober. T his also c reates a s haded an d c omfortable pu blic
realm for people to enjoy.

Fig. 6: Souq Waqif
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Abstract

This paper is divided into two parts: the first seeks to compare the results of two surveys made with a
time of flight scanner, Riegl z420i, and a phase based scanner, the Faro Focus3D. These surveys were
conducted inside an industrial heritage building, the Fabra i Coats boiler room (built between 1910 and
1920). T he c omplexity of t his c onstruction a llowed us t o m ake a c omparison be tween t echnical
characteristics of t he i nstruments, s ettings, d ata c ollection a nd l ighting c onditions. T he s econd part
develops a classification workflow for this information. Architectural parts and installations were
separated in relation to three topics: historical construction, function and architectural program. A high
density point cloud model was generated, over 1.300 million points in a building volume of 7.000m³.
Finally, advantages of this process in relation to the diffusion of heritage, conservation documentation
for t he pr oper un derstanding of t he current s tate are di scussed as well as t he representation of i ts
historical evolution in an interactive real-time point viewer.
Keywords: Laser Scanning, Industrial Heritage, Digital Preservation, Classification, Point clouds.

1.

Introduction

Although there ar e s everal t echniques f or c ultural h eritage documentation, terrestrial l aser s canner
(TLS) technology allows a survey of very complex sites in short periods of time without compromising
precision. S tandard workflows ar e r equired in this t ype of s urveys for a bet ter under standing of t he
building. It is a complex task to propose a unique methodology, given the technical characteristics of
instruments, the complexity of the objects and the piping facility, and the diversity of materials in these
scenarios.
An example of this methodology is presented for the classification of a high density point cloud of an
industrial heritage interior. A structure for the database is proposed to facilitate the access to existing
information and documentation generation by users involved in the process of heritage conservation, in
terms of planning, interdisciplinary communication, evaluation of outcomes and as a dissemination tool
[4].
The case study is the Fabra i Coats engine room, an industrial heritage icon of Barcelona, where boilers
supplied the energy for the textile factory to work, first by coal and later by gas. This room is part of a
larger complex consisting of several buildings built in different periods, the oldest dates from 1890. The
complex has witnessed the history of Sant Andreu de Palomar (the old town where he was born) before
its annexation to Barcelona. The Fabra i Coats, textile factory represents an exceptional moment in the
city's development and industrialization process which Catalonia lived in the XIX century.
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This study covers different levels and scales of detail, ranging from machinery cables to brick walls that
compose the m ain body o f eac h boi ler. A comparison of t he t echnical c haracteristics between two
different l aser scanners is m ade relative t o t he survey proposed, l ooking to i mprove the process in
relation to the data needed to identify the classified elements for a proper documentation and the time
required for each survey. In this process, a comparison between two technologies is also made; a time
of flight, Riegl z420i, and phase scanner, Faro Focus3D, is discussed.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the case study and section 3 is a comparison of
the results of the two surveys in terms of data acquisition, resolution, accuracy and density of points.
Section 4 presents the workflow in the segmentation/classification of the point cloud model in relation to
the data density and the complexity of the geometry. Finally, section 5 focuses on the structure of the
database, designed to communicate the historical evolution of the different engines, data accessibility
and its interactive visualization.

2.

Case Study: Fabra i Coats engine room, Barcelona

In the nineteenth century, Catalonia was a major player in the Industrial Revolution, leaving its mark in
history by changing the traditional craft production structure for the organization linked to the factory.
With an urban and productive progress so fast and intense, many industrial buildings ceased to exist,
others c ontinue ab andoned un til f urther use or where de stroyed. F ortunately, others have b een
rehabilitated. Today, these buildings are part of the identity of Catalonia; they are part of the rich urban
and architectonic heritage of Barcelona, as well as a representation of the collective memory [2].
One of the most prominent examples of these processes is the rehabilitation of the industrial complex
of Fabra i Coats, cataloged as Architectural Heritage of Barcelona with the “C” level [1]. Being a building
that meets historic, artistic and aesthetic values, it has a relevant urban impact in the area where it is
located. The Barcelona City Council bought it in 2005, turning its main buildings into a Cultural Center.
It is a group of warehouses, currently under construction, with resources for the creation, practice, and
dissemination of multi-disciplinary art, and the flagship project for the "Fàbriques de Creació" program.
The survey with the TLS was focused on a central chamber of the industrial complex, built between
1910-1920. It consists of a boiler room, a power plant room and a pump room. These last two rooms
are located on t he gr ound f loor of a f our l evel building. T he construction has a brick structure, w ith
English laminated profiles as columns and beams.

3.

Laser Scanning Data Acquisition

As a preliminary step to the classification of the point clouds, technical questions have been raised in
relation to the characteristics of a TLS survey to identify small elements in industrial heritage buildings
in r elation t o a djustments, yields a nd analysis data. This data m ust t ake i nto ac count t he dens ity of
points necessary to identify all elements, the optimum distance for capturing data, involvement by angles
of incidence and occlusion, considering the different characteristics of both of the equipment used.
The survey of the interior of Fabra i Coats was performed with two high precision scanners:


The first is based on a flight time principle, Riegl z420i, with a field of view 360º H * 80º V, accuracy
10 mm and a distance range from 2 m up to 250 m, 1.5 million points per 5-10min scan at 0.1º
resolution.



The second scanner is based on Phase-Shift, the Faro Focus3D, this scanner system allows for a
larger f ield of v iew 360º H * 305º V, with a range accuracy 0. 6 mm @ 10 m, 0.95 m m @ 25 m
(wavelength in nm 905), ≤ ± 2 mm systematical distance error at 25 m, beside intensity of reflected
beam the F aro is ab le t o ac quire RGB, w ith an integrated camera 70 megapixels [5], 38 million
points per 5-10min scan at 1/8 resolution.

At the end the resolution of the survey depends largely in the number of positions and the resolution
established per scan. The importance of the registration process is key to the final point cloud resolution
as every single element in the room, including the cables or lamps, is pretended to be registered and
classified. An ICP method was adopted (figure 1) instead of the traditional target registration technique
as it performs a validation error in the b inding of eac h pos ition. This process a llows a great level of
accuracy as all the information of the acquired data is considered, rather than only a limited number of
points. The principal advantage of the ICP registration is independent to the nature of the geometric
data (points, curves of different degrees of the surfaces). It is based on minimizing the distance between
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two point clouds, point by point, by successive iterations. The main disadvantages of this process in its
original form, is the convergence to a minimum which may be false, especially when data contains a lot
of noise, and it takes a large number of iterations for the convergence of the model. A final 1.300 million
point cloud model was obtained from 82 registered scan positions for the Faro, and a 45 million point
cloud model was obtained from 16 scan positions for the Riegl.

Figure 1: Scan positions ICP registration

The first comparison between the two surveys is clearly the final number of points per square centimetre.
The Riegl data was acquired with a 0.1º angle (1.5 million points per scan), and the survey with the Faro
was acquired with a 1/8 resolution and a 4x quality (38 million points per scan). Figure 2 shows a direct
comparison between instruments, scanned at the same distance, about 2,5 m from the center of the
boiler to each scanner with a 0.5-2mm resolution with the Faro Focus3D, and a 5-10mm with the Riegl
z420i.

Figure 2: Comparison of resolution between Riegl z420i (left) and Faro Focus3D (right).

One of the reasons between the differences in the point cloud models are not only the number of points
acquired but also occlusions. The accessibility between the boilers, the different heights, the complexity
of the piping distribution allowed a limited number of scan positions, which had a direct relation with the
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occluded areas (figure 3). The final point cloud model had a resolution of 0.2 mm with the Faro Focus3D,
and of 1cm with the Riegl z420i.
The density of points change between the interior and exterior in both surveys:


In relation to the distance of the scanner and the complexity of the space-object, the scan distance
in the exterior with the Faro and Riegl varied between 3 to 5 meters. A homogenous point cloud
was generated.



In the inside of the building, distances varied significantly between objects. Figure 4 shows some of
the typical problems that we face in this survey. This image represents an architectural plan-section
from the R iegl point c loud with a hi gh per centage of occluded ar eas. As t he data c ollection
instrument is limited to an 80º angle in the vertical axis, it fails to document every part of the building.
On the other hand, the Faro scanner has a 305º vertical angle in data acquisition, covering all the
elements of the building, minimizing occluded areas and overlapping positions, decreasing the time
in s urveying and m aking e asier t he work pl an. Number of pos itions where m inimized, reducing
overlapping, solves problems caused by the scanning angle, like problems with the normal of points
(point direction in relation to the geometry), allowing a better illumination using the normal
information.

In the data collection process the ambient lighting conditions were different between both scanners, for
example inside the basement there was no direct lighting, only indirect lighting (specular), this affected
the intensity information in the phase-shifting scanner (Faro), changing the range of intensity between
levels, this problem was corrected using an equal falloff compensation for each position, modifying the
current range at a distance of 20 meters for each scan and applying an auto-scale level for the intensity
values, this also meant that the information out of this rage will not have a correct intensity value, and
each scan needed to be distance-filtered within this distance. This range depends on the quality of the
data and the distances in the space. The Riegl did not showed any significat change in the value for the
intensity.

Figure 3: Architectural ortho image. Riegl z420i, and Faro

4.

Classification / segmentation workflow

The high density of points in the final Faro model (1.300 million points in a 7.000 m³ volume) made a
direct segmentation a difficult task. Segmentation by architectural levels was first proposed, starting with
the organization of the TLS position by levels; each level was divided in three files using a predefined
height, via Pointools 1 clip box tool.
The next process was the extraction of the architectural elements of the building. In this process the
floor was recognized as the principal element, as without it, walls and engines were easier to identify.
The area containing the floor was first extracted using a clip box tool, and then a RANSAC process in
Matlab was applied for a finer selection. RANSAC considers this information a plane for the extraction,
taking in to count that the data contained handrail bars on the ground.
1

Point cloud visualization software. pointools.com
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After the floor was extracted, we proceeded to divide the walls from the pipes along the walls (figure 4).
For this process a combination of RANSAC extraction and a m anual edition in Pointools Edit software
was used. The same process was repeated from the information containing the wall and the boilers, the
pipes and the machinery. The segmentation between the roof, the wall and the structure needed manual
interpretation, b ecause of the c omplexity of t hese e lements as t hey blend t ogether, f or ex ample a
structural beam can be considered either supporting element or a part of the cover.

Figure 4: Complexity of classified surfaces

4.1 Classification in relation to the historical development, function and architectural program
In order to simplify user’s access to the different parts of the heritage building, a classification based in
architectural characteristics was required, a lthough it can al so be divided further t aking into account
three different variables:




The hi storic dev elopment: i ntegration of di fferent boi lers, c hanges i n t he bu ilding, evolution or
modifications of the machines
The function: coal boilers, gas boilers, electric system, hydraulic system
Architectural program: areas were divided by different activities

The s tructure of the segmented p oint c loud t o a classified on e was mainly a manual pr ocess as it
required a specialist i nterpretation to assume this differences, is not only based on geometry
characteristics but rather on the knowledge of the buildings characteristics. Pointools Edit software was
used for this division (figure 4). Classification order started from the first two coal boilers (N2 and N3),
coal was served by hand, and supported by a system based on hoppers, supported by the bearing wall
and a complementary metal structure. These boilers were modified to gas as energy source, with the
addition of a burner and a steam accumulator on top.
The introduction of two new boilers (N4 and N1), forced an architectural expansion, the height of the
roof and walls were raised 3 meters, reaching a final distance of 10 m height at the lowest point. The
new gas boilers were elevated with respect to the previous ones from the floor by 3 meters in order to
facilitate the cleaning of t he us ed c oal. The l ast bo iler w as i ntroduced in t he b uilding by making a n
opening in a peripheral wall, as the tank was smaller and did not required the disassembly of the roof
for installation. This last boiler only worked with gas and gave the same energy power of the four old
ones (N5).
The ventilation systems associated with the boilers were modified over time, leaving at the outside of
the c omplex a br ick chimney and ot hers metal made. Complementary t o t his s ystem, two par allel
systems worked together, one electric and one hydraulic. They were used to distribute energy to the
other bui ldings through steam from hot water boilers, and to act as a f ire prevention s ystem. These
combined with the boilers, generate a complex network of pipes and auxiliary machines, distributed onto
walls and connected at the top with the boilers.
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The architectural part is in close relationship with these machines, on the lower level with warehouses,
on the upper floors with a metal frame for circulation (Figure 6), that reaches the highest point of the
machines, the roof with its modifications with a metal structure trusses and a metal structure that is still
being modified, as a reinforcement to the complex.
FABRA I COATS

Fire pump room

Boiler room

I01 Murs interior
I02 Estructura escales
I03 Maquinària

High Voltage Room
AV01 Maquinària
AV02 Murs interiors
Boilers

Architectural

Wall
Structure
Concrete slab
Roof
aux

A00 Mur exterior color
A00 Mur exterior intensitats
A01 Mur interior

N1

C01 N1.cremador i acumulador vapor
C01 N1.SA1615. calderes

A02 Estructura columnes
A03 Estructura coberta
A04 Estructura escales

N2

C02 N2.cremador i acumulador vapor
C02 N2.SA1617. calderes

N3

C03 N3.cremador i acumulador vapor
C03 N3.SA1618. calderes

N4

C04 N4.cremador i acumulador vapor
C04 N4.SA1616. calderes

A05 Forjat

A06 Coberta
A07 Vestidors
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N5

aux

C05 acumulador pressió i ventilació
C05 caldera gas
C05 posada en marxa caldera.elevador
C05 posada en marxa caldera
C00 Auxiliar cables
C00 Auxiliar llums
C00 Auxiliar varis
C00 Tubs

Figure 5: Database structure for the final point cloud model (31 parts).

In general the data structure is represented above (figure 5), the tree principal spaces; the boiler room,
the high voltage room and the fire system room, this last one is considered as an important innovation
in the industrial revolution of Catalonia.

a)

b)

Figure 6: a) circulation left in red, trusses in orange, coal storage hoppers in yellow, and ground in gray. b) N3 and N2 isolated
boilers
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4.2 Fine selection and extraction with RANSAC
The process RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) is proposed by Fischer and Bolles (1981) is an
iterative method for estimating parameters of a mathematical model from a set of observed data. This
method comes from the field of computer vision. Used as geometrical segmentation algorithm due to its
ability t o aut omatically r ecognize t he f orms t hrough t he da ta ( planes, c ylinders, s pheres an d bu lls),
despite the noise.

A

B

Figure 7: RANSAC detection to extract the ground and facades in complex models. A) Classified ground points. B) Example of a
segmentation of the major plane in a façade.

The method RANSAC used is RANSAC.m from the RANSAC Toolbox for MatlabTM [6]. The principal
options assumed are: for the scalar value of the noise variable sigma a value of 0.01m, the probability
of error P_inlier 99%, percentage points to be considered as a plane 25%, we use the equation 1 for
the selection of the minimal base points (m) to establish the relationship between the points and the
plane. T his c alculation r equires the P _inter ( P), t he m inimum nu mber of po ints r equired f or t he
calculation (p), the fraction of abnormal values observed (outliers, ε).
m=

log(1 − 𝑃𝑃)
log(1 − (1 − ε)𝑝𝑝

8.4 =

Equation 1: minimal base points for the detection of a plane

log(1 − 0.99)
log(1 − (1 − 0.25)3

The resulting shapes are tested against the original data points to determine how many of the points
come close to the shapes (Figure 7). From the extraction of these data the surface can be calculated,
striving to outline the geometry.

5.

Diffusion of Heritage: the virtual model

The final part of the process is the appropriate diffusion of the information. We divided the final classified
model into three categories: a model for specialized users, a model for general users, and a model for
mass users (Figure 8).


High resolution model: This information is the basic information for scientific-historical analysis and
historic doc umentation, w ith a resolution of 1 poi nt e ach 3 millimeters. T his k ind of information
changes the heritage analysis, as the new technologies and process allows us to go deeper in the
knowledge of the parts of t he b uilding, f rom c haracteristics of m aterial ( for ex ample m aterial
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alteration of an object over time) to structural studies (like deformations analysis). New research
opportunities are open describing the current state and the evolution of the heritage in technical
terms.


Medium resolution model: This model allows the exploration of the whole building by nonspecialized users. The classification structure is maintained for data accessibility. This information
is oriented to users who constantly work with this building. In this case, to the Museu d'Història de
la Ciutat de Barcelona (MHCB) and amigos de Fabra i Coats, who administer the building.



Low resolution model: This model is made for webcasting purposes, in the process of building a
virtual museum buildings online (figure 9 b). With resolutions of 5 and 10cm, with no classification,
mainly use for navigation purposes.
82 scans, 917 Million
points (11Gb)

HIGH RESOLUTION
MODEL

3 height
levels and

31 category
by type

PROFESSIONAL
ANALYSIS

MEDIUM RESOLUTION
MODEL

31 category by type
Filtering to 2 cm

LOW RESOLUTION
MODEL

Filtering to 5
cm

10 cm 2,3 Million
points (31 Mb)

INTERNET DOWNLOAD

GENERAL

Figure 8: Tree levels of information for diffusion

a)

b)

Figure 9: a) High Resolution Model: 917 million points, b) Low Resolution model: 2,3 million points

Point Cloud model viewers are increasingly growing in the industry, as professionals fell more
comfortable working directly with points rather than mesh models. We recommend both Meshlab 2 and
Pointools software for visualization purposes. Web point cloud viewers are starting to appear such as

2 MeshLab is an open source, portable, and extensible system for the processing and editing of unstructured 3D triangular
meshes or point clouds. meshlab.sourceforge.net
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cloudcaster 3, or XB point stream 4, all of them allow point cloud navigation and simple measurement in
the basic interface.

6.

Conclusions

Riegl Laser scanner, time of flight scanner, is not an appropriate scanner for detailed interiors surveys
where data obtained is in the 2 to 10m range, as a larger number of points per position are necessary
for high detail acquisition. On the other hand, Faro’s portability and high number of points in short period
of time i s t he a ppropriate tool for t his type of interior surveys where a measurement every 0,5cm is
needed to extract every object detail.
Changes in lighting conditions affect the intensity value directly of the Faro scanner, as well as distance
to obj ects, making t his information useless when scan pos itions ar e r egistered. This i s not the case
while working on single scans i nformation. Riegl intensity value does n ot ha ve a sensitive change if
lighting conditions changes or as to the distance to the objects. Incorporated RGB camera in the Faro
scanner, as it cannot be controlled by the user, provides unwanted color images. Texture value coming
from these images is very important for a correct 3d interpretation.
Obtaining a high density point cloud model is nowadays a fairly simple task. The discussion needs to
focus in two main aspects: how this model needs to be subdivided for an agile and appropriate use, and
how many different models need to be delivered for different users and applications. The subdivision of
the m odel pr esented i s f ar f rom an aut omatic c lassification, as i t ne eds t o r espond t o h istorical,
architectural or program needed. This step is necessary as it adds accessibility to the model. On the
other hand, different resolutions are necessary to be generated for the accessibility of the model for
different users.

3
4

High Definition Point Clouds in the browser. cloudcasterlite.com
A cross-browser JavaScript tool which emulates Arius3D's PointStream viewer. https://github.com/asalga/XB-PointStream
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Abstract

Southeast Asia has a wealth of tangible traditions and intangible heritage; where the Malay
Archipelago was the key part of the historic Spice Routes, with the city of Melaka (or Malacca, a
UNESCO World Heritage Site) being the epicenter of the spice trade - and thus part of Le Vie dei
Mercanti.
While acknowledging that the cultural legacy of the Malay Archipelago region is astonishingly rich, it’s
alarming to see the rapid disappearance of many of its diverse heritage structures and practices;
many of which are valuable not just for their intrinsic value, also for their lessons in managing human
civilisation.
One example is the timber Malay house on stilts, once common throughout the Malay Archipelago in
Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines. It was an environment-friendly form of architecture requiring
great skill to make but the result was a masterpiece of both form and function that saved occupants
from floods, wild animals, tropical heat etc. Yet today this house form is dying out.
Here multiple constraints are at play; modern influx of new technologies, foreign influences,
demographics and economic exigencies that affect the built environment and not least the people’s
own perception against tradition.
However there is a way to reconcile these constraints: it is simply to go back to the root of how these
houses came about in the first place. The reasons are still there: the local environment, climate and
lifestyle – these lead to the possibility of revitalising a living heritage.
Keywords:
Southeast Asia, built heritage, architecture, architectural conservation, cultural revitalisation

1. Background and Introduction
The region of Southeast Asia has an acknowledged wealth of native as well as foreign-influenced
traditions and heritage; be it in the tangible built and physical environment or intangible culture and
lifestyle.
The Malay Archipelago and especially the Malay Peninsula, which is today the western half of
Malaysia, was a key part of the historic Spice Routes with the port city of Melaka (Malacca, a
UNESCO World Heritage Site) being the epicenter of the spice trades – and thus indeed a part of Le
Vie dei Mercanti.
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In fact, a growing number of international researchers, practitioners and writers in the Humanities and
Sciences including history, archaeology and anthropology are discovering that Southeast Asia’s Malay
Archipelago region has a civilisational existence and historical context that is much older and more
extensive than previously thought; as shown for example in the works of Dr. Stephen Oppenheimer in
his book ‘Eden in the East – The Drowned Continent of Southeast Asia’[1]. Closer to home there are
Prof. Dr. Zuraina Majid and Prof. Dr. Mokhtar Saidin’s teams of archaeologists whose ground-breaking
discoveries have pushed back the earliest evidence of human civilization and networks in the region
by literally thousands of years.
Historians, heritage practitioners and cultural researchers who acknowledge the cultural antiquity and
built heritage of the Malay Archipelago region as astonishingly rich and mind-bogglingly varied, will
also be alarmed at the rapid disappearance of many of its diverse heritage structures, artifacts and
practices; many of which are valuable not just because of their humanity and historic value, but also
for their environmental and educational lessons in managing human civilisation and the earth.
A simple example is the nail-less timber Malay house on stilts, once common throughout the Malay
Archipelago in today’s Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines and other regional countries. It was a most
environment-friendly form of architecture requiring great woodcraft skill to make, but the result was a
masterpiece of both form and function that saved the occupants from floods, wild animals and the
tropical heat. Yet today, this house form is not only dying out but the existing ones are also rotting
away. Here, multiple constraints are at play.
2. Conditions and Challenges
Several issues and problems can be identified that plague the natural continuation and full
sustainability of the various types of heritage in the Malay Archipelago countries. This paper attempts
to outline them below and share the various ideas in the effort to save this human heritage of native
building traditions and even try to make them thrive again.
These conditions and challenges to positive heritage perpetuation include the population’s changing
perceptions due to modernisation and/or foreign influences, which are not necessarily positive or
negative but are nonetheless pervasive; the need for funding in the effort to preserve and continue
heritage conservation but which compete with other national economic development and financial
needs, especially for these developing countries; the possibility of tourism as a source of funds but
which could also be counter-productive if not managed well or if it brings in over-whelming outside
influence; and other problems that will be discussed.
Sometimes these challenges are multi-faceted and need the cooperation of many social and
professional players and parties. For example the effort to conserve and continue the authentic
traditional architectures of the Malay Archipelago require the understanding, agreement and
collaboration of property owners and the community or even local neighbourhood; governmental
authorities; also funders/financiers as owners frequently have no spare money; specifically-skilled
architects, engineers and specialised contractors or restorers or even traditional building craftsmen
who are not always easy to source. After all those comes the question how to sustain the buildings’
maintenance; maybe through tourism; thus also needed are tour agents/marketers and knowledgeable
tourist guides. Do not be surprised that in Southeast Asia at any one part above, the party may not
have the ability or even willingness to collaborate. There are various interesting and instructive
reasons for this, which this paper and presentation will try to address.
3. Efforts and Effects
There are certainly efforts made in each country such as Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines to try
and conserve the cultural heritage and stem the tide of diminishing traditions before they face the
danger of extinction. Some conservation efforts and heritage items are successful; some are still
struggling while some may be lost causes.
Various examples of each respectively such as individual traditional buildings around Malaysia and
Indonesia that are successfully saved; or the old shop-house cityscape of Georgetown, Pulau Pinang
(or Penang, another UNESCO World Heritage Site in Malaysia) which is in a partly-political struggle
for survival, while the quaint and unique Malay village enclave of Kampung Bharu in the heart of Kuala
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Lumpur, Malaysia’s capital, may already be a lost cause, and tourists are flocking to see it before it is
demolished: gone forever due to the pressure of development and lure of monetary gain.
Some of the efforts include local organisations that have advocated certain principles for heritage
conservation or preservation of traditions and tourism benefits. Among them are the
NADGE/Nusantara Academy’s Five Principles for Heritage Tourism, somewhat enigmatically
abbreviated in acronym as WF2PA in Malaysia, and other efforts in other neighboring countries as
well. NADGE is also working with Malaysia’s heritage authorities to help identify for example,
traditional building elements that are culturally significant, architecturally meaningful and
environmentally useful to incorporate into local modern buildings. A guidebook on this effort is being
produced for edition this year, and in a way this Forum is its international ‘soft debut’ as a critical
example of architectural heritage discourse.
Indeed, this paper and presentation as described above hopes to deliver and share the Southeast
Asian region’s experiences and state of heritage, be it in the tangible or intangible dimensions, its
heritage management encompassing local or interconnected history, culture, collective identity,
communal memory, and even archaeology that all make up parts of the Archipelago’s cultural
landscapes.
"History is a valuable guide; heritage is a priceless crown – without which a society loses its way and
its wealth". Hopefully this paper records and shares some of the history and heritage that Southeast
Asia has to offer.
4. Southeast Asia’s Malay House – A Meaningful Heritage
In our haste to embrace everything that is modern or progressive and which may appear advanced
and convenient, we sometimes forget and discard previous knowledge, technologies and practices
that were very suitable and sustainable to the place and circumstances of where we live.
While some old or traditional architectural practices may be thought of as ‘outdated’, that is in cases
because we have forgotten the overall wisdom that came with the traditions. Yet the modern designs
or technologies that replaced them have not truly solved current living problems, and may even create
new unsustainable conditions, such as increased air-conditioning use, environmental conflicts and so
on.
A new and continuous examination is needed on the characteristics and suitability of traditional
architectural designs and practices for modern requirements. This effort also relates to identity, in
which the typical contemporary built environment lacks an identifiable image of, say Malaysia or the
Philippines, which in many developed countries can still be seen in their built heritage. Yet once we
find the relevant elements and usage that are derived from our local characteristics, we may
strengthen our built identity.
5. Traditional Architectural Heritage – Malaysia’s as One Example
Overview of the historical origins and the cultural and environmental factors that influenced traditional
architecture in Malaysia, which has many similarities with others in the Malay Archipelago region.
Malaysia has a very rich indigenous building tradition. Its various forms are born from the wisdom of
long experience and exposure of the native peoples to the land’s natural conditions and their local
cultural framework since time immemorial. It was thus highly suited to the region’s environment; using
organic materials in sustainable ways and responding to lifestyle practices that did not waste, and as
such respected the earth.
It is unfortunate that this wealth of traditional architecture is not widely recognised nor duly appreciated
with more study and utilisation of its beneficial features.
In fact, nowadays one would be hard-pressed to find traditional houses in original forms in urban areas
in Malaysia anymore. The dwindling authentic houses that remain are seen only in the kampung or
village areas. Many have been modified with ungainly modern extensions, while so many utilise
corrugated zinc roofs – making them unfairly look like poor squatter houses instead.
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This is really a pity as the true traditional houses of Malaysia were actually intelligent buildings and
part of a wider environment-friendly way of life. It is essential that architects and builders practicing in
Malaysia recognise why and how this is so in order to continue a consciously sustainable tradition.
Before the arrival of foreign or modern influences, the local peoples of Peninsular Malaysia and their
related indigenous tribes of Sabah and Sarawak had already highly evolved their traditional dwellings
with forms that excellently suited their lifestyles in the tropical environment.
Whereas on the Malay Peninsula single extendable family houses were the norm besides palaces and
mosques, many of their cousins on Borneo island also built Rumah Panjang or 'long-houses' hosting a
string of family dwellings in one complex, each in its own 'apartment' with a common multi-purpose
verandah linking the front called ‘Ruai’. Designs and concepts were rarely exclusive to just one area or
group and there were many shared elements across regions and sub-ethnic groupings.
After all, it should be remembered that before “Independence” there were no national divisions
between Malay Archipelago countries such as Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines and so on.
Among all the distinct but related native ethnic groups across the region, there were no fixed manmade borders and movements between people and their ideas were fluid, without being nomadic.
Seafaring and traveling for trade and cross-migration were very common. This sailing affinity is even
reflected in some of the traditional architectural designs and terminology such as tebar layar (unfurled
sails) and pemeleh (carved oar), which are shared with navigation and sailing elements.
In explaining this ‘movement culture’ phenomenon, the Historian and Researcher T.N. Harper[2]
wrote, “The civilisations of the Malay World are founded on movements of people rather than the
settled accumulations of population."
This observation encapsulates why the Malay World needed relatively few cities to sustain its
civilisation of a well-organised society with states and kings, religious cohesion and prescribed laws
plus writing and trading long before colonialism. The city of Melaka was one of the exceptions that
prove the above rule, since no comparable city was needed to maintain civilisational continuity even
after it was lost to invading foreigners. Also, the Malays’ lack of long devastating wars among
themselves is why stronghold structures such as stone castles were rarely needed.
These factors above also explain why buildings were somewhat ‘impermanent’ by modern standards
i.e. made of wood and other organic materials (not stone or brick). Even then these wooden buildings
were purposely designed as prefabricated timber structures that can be dismantled, or even carried
around. Thus once these houses were made, their usage was maximised with minimum waste.
Yet when their houses or even whole settlements had to be abandoned, being of wood and organic
materials, the structures would simply biodegrade and return to pristine nature over a relatively short
time, leaving no trace whatsoever of having hosted native human habitation. This is, for example, why
it is difficult to locate evidence of old Malay trading centres mentioned in historic accounts but no
longer exist today. Traditional Bumiputra (Malaysian term for ‘indigenes’) organic architecture fully
returned to nature.
This is the historical background of our traditional architectural heritage, much of which is now lost,
forgotten or misunderstood. It is the history of a society that was mobile and yet at the same time was
rooted to the land, that respected the earth and the impermanence of life and yet had developed an
artistic and architectural culture that had sustained them and the land untainted over the ages.
6. The Built Environment
Malaysia, like much of the rest of its shared Southeast Asian co-cultural region, is located in a hot and
humid equatorial zone. Vast and thick jungles of stunning floral and faunal diversity cover every inch of
land right up to the beach and even beyond the shores, such as the mangroves in coastal water.
Rainfall is very high, no less than 2.5 meters per annum, with floods common as rivers regularly
overflow. Impermanence was expected as Malay proverbs attest:
Sekali air bah, sekali pasir berubah
‘Once the flood comes through, the land changes too’
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With thick rainforests surrounding them everywhere, it was natural that tropical people would use the
readily available jungle resources to build their dwellings.
Using these replenishable natural materials i.e. various kinds of local hardwood timber such as cengal,
merbau, meranti and other species as well as bamboo and rattan, the native folk moulded their
houses and their lifestyles in a way that respected the Earth more than any other settled society in the
world. So much so that their organic houses fully biodegrade or disappear if they were neglected.
Responding to climatic exigencies, traditional timber houses also incorporate design principles still
relevant to contemporary architecture such as minimising conflict with nature and maximising
ventilation and shading; qualities easily seen in the house's basic features as described in the
following sections[3].
6.1 Living on the Air, Just Touching the Earth
A main characteristic of a typical Malay kampung or village house includes the obvious fact that it is
raised on stilts or columns. There are at least six advantages for this:
 to be above flood waters,
 to avoid wild animals and creepy-crawlies,
 to enhance ventilation,
 to deter intruders and thieves from easily entering,
 to become a sheltered storage area, and
 to act as a day-working area below the house.
The fact that the house is elevated, called “panggung” style (meaning ‘platform’ or also ‘theatre’), is
indeed very environment-conscious.
For instance, in one stroke of elevating the house, contact with wild animals from tigers and snakes to
centipedes and scorpions is greatly lessened. Being raised, the houses also did not impede the
movement of wild animals who have the right to roam the earth too. Yet plants such as certain herbs
and vegetables can still be grown to a certain extent beneath the house.
Thus conflict with nature is minimised.
One can make a point that the inhabitants basically ‘live in the air’, occupying a space where there
was none, with only the tips of their house - the stilts – touching the soil. This shows great respect for
the Bumi (the Earth), by covering minimum surface and disturbing the land as little as possible.
6.2 Unwelcoming the Heat, Celebrating the Roof
For ventilation and dissipation of heat, the elevation of the traditional house into the wind’s path and
also its many windows, perforated carvings and slatted panels around the walls plus the high ceiling
roofs made of woven thatch or light clay tile all contribute their respective cooling effects.
The roof plays a huge role in the prevention of heat build-up as well as rainwater dispersion. All
traditional roofs are always pitched to quickly drain off rainwater.
Traditional house roofs also always have wide overhangs; critically important for sun-shading and
protection from heavy downpours in tropical climes.
The result of this pitched or sloped form and multiple function of the roof is that it becomes a dominant
feature of traditional architecture. In other words, as the head-covering or even head of the house’s
body the roof thus dominates the ‘look’ of traditional houses.
The thatch roofs, usually made from the prepared woven fronds of the nipah or sometimes rumbia
palms in downward overlapping arrangements, not only physically protect from heat and rain but
psychologically give a cooling feel as well.
A similar effect is achieved with the thin ‘senggora’ clay roof tiles common in the Malay Peninsula’s
east coast. The name is from Senggora which is the original Malay name for what is known as
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Songkhla in Thai in today’s southern Thailand. Nonetheless these tiles were once made all over the
Peninsula’s East Coast region.
The senggora tile is purposely thin for at least four reasons: it is light to carry around, it would not
burden the weight of houses on slender stilts, its thinness reduces its heat absorption and re-radiation
capacity that thick roof tiles have, and if damaged it could be more easily removed and a replacement
piece slid in; all very practical and environment-conscious qualities.
However the popular use of exposed zinc sheets, because of its ease of installation and cheap supply,
unfortunately increases heat and is noisy during rain. Nonetheless, in the early years of the nation’s
development it served its purpose of being a time-saving and economical cover over one’s home.
The traditional roof eaves, in many cases have beautifully carved timber eave-pieces or boards (called
‘papan cantik’ and other names) to decorate the visual connection between roof and sky, and also
contribute to the cooling feel.
Some roofs hold attic rooms called lenting or loteng as in many Melaka houses; effectively making the
already raised structure a three-storey edifice. This is no surprise as even in the 15th century, the
Melaka Sultan’s palace was a six-storey edifice built entirely in nail-free timber.
6.3 Materials from the Surroundings; And No Need for Any Nailings
Using hardwood timbers that were locally available and regrowable, the traditional folk engaged expert
tukang kayu or tukang rumah (wood or house craftsmen) who manufactured structures in such a way
that they did not need a single nail, and was in fact a prefabricated building system.
Instead the Malays used an ingenious system of pre-cut holes, wedges and dowels called ‘Tebuk,
Selak dan Pasak’, among other names. These holes or openings need to be precisely positioned and
made on the pre-measured timber pieces to fit the building elements into one another, effectively
making it a 'prefabricated house'. When all the timber elements were ready; cut, holed and grooved,
the pieces would then be brought to the pre-determined site and by tradition, or even taboo, the main
structure needed to be raised with the pieces slotted into each other up to the roof cover before
sunset. This was simply to prevent overnight rain from soaking the structural pieces and potentially
damaging its material integrity.
In Sarawak and Sabah rotan or rattan ropes were used to fasten pre-cut-and-grooved bamboo pieces
that were fitted together, a system called ‘Tarahan Tanggam’.
Interestingly these were thus all precursors to what is now touted as IBS, or Industrialised Building
Systems that are gaining (or regaining) popularity today.
The Malay craftsmen and house-builders knew the qualities of timber inside-out and how wood should
be used in their structures. There was very little waste of logs as almost all parts of each tree were
used, even down to the leftover pieces used for dowels, wedges, small panels and carvings, or kept
under the house for replacement parts.
Houses were built without nails. Although nails had been invented and in some newer traditional
houses used for non-structural or supplementary elements, there were benefits of structural flexibility
that the rigidity of nailing defeated.
Without nails, a timber house could be dismantled piece by piece, packed up and taken to a new
location, as and when the owner needed to move to another place or to sell the house but not the
land.
In fact, for short distances, the nail-free flexibility and relatively lightweight timber even allowed a
traditional-style house on stilts to be lifted on many shoulders through 'gotong-royong' (community
cooperation) and carried to another spot.
7. Principles & Issues on Heritage Architecture in Modern Use
This discussion centres on the principles of usage and main issues and difficulties in heritage infusion.
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The desire to continue a society’s traditions, in our case in architecture, is a universal one.
If a society’s traditions are not overly disrupted by new changes such as from foreign influences and/or
the introduction of radically different technology, the tradition may evolve accordingly. However in
most cases the changes are new and radical, as in most Malayo-Polynesian cultures where the
architectural transition involved traditional nature-based materials and craft technologies to a modern
industrialised and even synthetic context.
The matter can be quite complex, as it involves not just materials and design but many other human
factors such as patriotism, politics and so on. The typical result is a certain level of confusion through
the differing attitudes and approaches to the issue. There would be many different interpretations on
how to continue tradition and identity in the face of new challenges and changes from the traditional
ways to the modern onslaught, which can’t be ignored.
Different people will have different arguments and levels of acceptance of the various approaches in
handling the matter of continuing and infusing tradition in buildings.
A term that is used this kind of discourse is ‘vulgarisation’, which refers to the improper, (hence ‘vulgar’
as opposed to ‘rude’), usage of an element from one context to another.
In our discussion it refers to the ‘improper’ use of traditional architectural elements in modern contexts.
This is subjective and is a long-standing argument that exists everywhere there is a prior architectural
tradition, even in the West where the Post-Modernism movement provides one of the many discourses
on this issue.
For some, using traditions in any different context from the original is charged as ‘vulgarisation’, as in
translating traditional Malay timber architectural designs into modern concrete buildings. Yet these
detractors have no qualms about seeing alien elements from non-tropical cultures or temperate
innovations from the modern West plonked into an intensely hot and rainy equatorial context.
Thus we have Neo-Classical European façades or modern unprotected surfaces open to the hot sun
and windy rain, bulbous domes with ugly water-streaks or modern open walls discoloured after a short
while, and expanses of unsheltered glass baking their interiors if no artificial cooling is exploited. The
same goes for decorative items such as alien or modern ‘feature elements’ jutting about with nil or
dubious meaning.
Some argue for clean modern architecture or some amorphously similar concept. The issue about
"clean modern architecture" is that when the inevitable tropical dirt-stains, water-lines and fungus or
mold stain the building; it has no carved mouldings, human-scale elements as in framed windows or
meaningful carvings nor importantly a "sense of place" to keep it from being, yes, outright hideous.
Indeed, in all architecture before the early mid-20th century’s industrialism one can feel the human
craftsmanship or artistic touch. This is absent in the HVAC-heavy industrialised modern boxes of
today.
Yet much of these above improprieties are ‘accepted’ as part of progress, modernity or even ‘diversity’
but why not the cooling traditional roofs and adorned overhangs, or other local tried and true elements
born of the land and friendly to the enviro-cultural context.
8. Current Conditions and Utilisation of Tradition
In this age of modernity and globalisation with modern culture and ‘world architecture’ permeating the
planet, more and more voices are calling for a stop to the spread of near-identical, industrial-looking
concrete boxes that rid our cities of any sense of local identity.
It may not be that practical or desireable at present for us to build completely in timber and bamboo as
before but these materials are regrowable, so it’s a matter of replanting them – exactly as our
ancestors in the Malay kampungs did by planting a tree for every child born.
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In any case, we can still use our timber or bamboo heritage for select buildings in modern ways (two
vastly different examples of this come to mind, Galeri Glulam in Johor Bahru, Malaysia and The Green
School in Bali, Indonesia) OR use traditional elements in contemporary buildings of modern materials.
Most aspects of traditional Malaysian architectural designs are very environment and climate-friendly,
not only physically but psychologically as well, as they promote both the practice and propensity of
safety, shelter and shading; as in not just overhanged roofs but also the cucur atap or papan cantik
that elicit the feel of shadow and coolness. Indeed all traditional Malay-Bumiputra architecture with its
pitched roofs, wide overhangs and even being raised on stilts is very eco-friendly.
Thus the ‘vulgarisation’ of architecture, meaning when a modern building takes on ‘traditional’ designs
that are ‘unsuitable’, is actually not as big an issue as it is made out to be when the usage fits the
enviro-cultural context of the place.
But this is also subjective, wherein some accuse that using traditional designs in modern Malaysian or
Indonesian buildings is vulgarisation, as that depends on how it's used and also its context. These
same critics then love modern or Western elements in local buildings, which are worse as they’re alien
and many are not environment sensitive.
Thus as long as the traditional architectural elements fit the enviro-cultural context, physically and
psychologically they can not be accused outright as architecturally vulgar or improper.
After all, and most of all, the traditional forms of Malaysia’s Malay-Bumiputra architecture are actually
very universal. The forms exist in many other distant cultures, such as the Bumbung Panjang long
roof, Bumbung Limas gabled roof or the Bumbung Meru pyramidal roof with finials and so on. So
much so that sometimes they are claimed to be influences of others, which in fact reinforces their
universality and usability.
It is alright to have a diversity of other and all types of architecture in our urbanscape, but it is a sin to
dismiss our own homegrown architectural styles, elements and embellishments that can give a
traditional identity to our buildings and cities, and so prevent us from being just another concrete
jungle with modern boxes that can be plonked down anywhere in the world.
There is such a large variety of traditional designs, elements and components that the menu of usable
choices is large enough to allow different configurations, combinations and heritage-based inspirations
to give each building an identity, just as each of the real traditional buildings themselves had.
While the heritage infusion in buildings may not be liberal or literal, it would need to be enough to
engage and elicit a sense of recognition in the people, as well as to foreign visitors who like to feel that
they are in a place with a sense of heritage or identity that they have come all the way to see.
It is thus left to the knowledge and intellect of all stakeholders, from Architects to building owners, to
interpret and find beneficial use of our rich traditions in architecture that also appeals to their users’
sensibilities. Here again, the logic of environmental consideration that traditional forms took on would
be a first line of thinking in this effort.
8. Summary - Principles of Usage and Incorporation of Tradition in Modern
In the Malaysian or even larger Southeast Asian context, we can employ rational analysis in finding a
way to meaningfully utilise our architectural traditions and avoid overly argumentative confusion. The
way to rationality simply involves thoughtful analysis of these questions:
- What was the context of the traditional use of materials and forms in architecture?
- How are they still relevant in the contemporary situation?
- How can the usage of traditional concepts help our environment?
- How can the usage of traditional architecture help our economy?
- How can the usage of traditional (architectural) values help our built environment or even nationbuilding?
With thoughtful consideration and consensus on the above, the way forward in benefiting from our
traditions in architecture, or any other heritage matter, becomes much clearer.
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Illustrations

Fig. 1: An authentic Malay house in the Melaka Bumbung Panjang long roof style, with nipah palm attap roofing
and tebar layar at the gable ends. The roof space holds an attic floor, which in the old days was used as a
bedroom for maidens of the house or to store household assets. Modern buildings using this form can have the
water tanks in the roof.

Fig. 2: Istana Seri Menanti in Negeri Sembilan, Malaysia is believed to be the oldest and tallest traditional timber
palace in the world; at over 100 years old, it is now a royal museum and plans are afoot to apply for listing as a
UNESCO World Heritage Site.
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Fig. 3: The Royale Chulan Hotel in Kuala Lumpur makes a bold statement in its unabashed utilisation of
Malaysian traditional elements and overall heritage look in a high-rise context; some may argue over the
‘appropriateness’ of the usage but undoubtedly it makes a clear statement of its identity and sense of place.
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Abstract
Herat founded (or re-founded) by Alexander the Great, capital of Timurid Kingdom (14051506), oasis-city along the silk trade-route played a decisive role in the Islamic Art. Now is a
devastated country. The salvation and the preservation of its cultural heritage is one of the
tasks which international community must be faced.
The project proposed, therefore, from a full concept of cultural heritage, wants to build an
open air museum promenade capable of detecting hidden forms of settlement and landscape
and offer potential alternatives to architecture. Starting from the ancient cisterns, the citadel,
the old fort and the area of the Timurid Musallas the project creates an urban archaeological
itinerary: rather than be an obstacle, archaeological remains provide an excellent opportunity
for developing a coherent contemporary project design.
The museum tour-landscaped and re-unification of archaeological sites (new excavation
areas) is built through a structured path that restores the visual relationship between the
heights, creating new relationships between the archaeological sites and city.
Besides, the presentation introduces an architectural design project for the Gohar Shad
archaeological Park and for a new building complex around the Husseyn Bayqara minarets
(UNESCO heritage). This area have not yet completely investigated is presented as a vast
and fascinating stretch of land from which emerge ancient fragments and traces of three
large enclosures.
Keywords: Archaeology, Alexandria in Aria-Herat, Husseyn Bayqara minarets, Open air
Museum, School of Art and Craft
1. Archaeology and Architectural Design
What gives us archaeology is a complex mechanism in which design is seen immortal
intelligence. Start from this is to discover the laws of things, knowing "the spirit that comes
out of places" (Aristophanes, The Clouds).
We try to trace what returns from the ground: the former was constructed so that the parts
functioned properly, with only the necessary accessories and their placement area, nothing
was out of place even when expressed with apparent randomness. A set which is multiple
without disorder: temples, statues, gardens, columns, capitals, regulated and open spaces.
Then there was also a substantial component: the Providence, the wisdom that is to
maximize the potential of a place (Strabo, Geography). So the architectural types (figures
travelling throughout the Mediterranean and the East) were arranged and combined
according to rules made directly to the place where they had to rise, the figures entered in
the cycle of metamorphosis and fed the contemporary, keeping within itself the formal
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character of the matrices from which they came, matrices that live deeper in the folds of the
collective consciousness.
But mind you the contemporary design is neither nostalgic nor reconstruction, because of
performing arts of antiquity there are traces of a life that once was full. Too much wealth of
phenomena and original atmosphere has vanished with the collapse of time. The ruins are
part of a whole that no longer exists.
Ruins and fragments open up for us new possibilities and the architectural project is not the
reconstruction of something lost, is (again) its metamorphosis.
The project brings together the fragments, builds relationships unimagined, governs the
objects according to a lyrical scansion, a wavelength of composition. Generates new rules,
measuring things with the same number using an ancient discipline: rigor tempered by the
imagination that creates juxtapositions apparently unheard. Returns, finally, the real meaning
of belonging to another reality, unknown, but belonging to the origin of ideas in architecture
and with whom it would seem necessary to innovate, confront again [1].
2. Archaeology and Urban Project
The excavation is no longer avoidable, it is one way to know of modernity, however, it can
feel like a run, an obstacle in everyday life and in the construction of the city. But how is it
possible to devise new strategies of cross-protection, enhancement and use of
archaeological sites and what can be a good way to organize the results of the search for
physical traces of history in the urban centres.
In the recent works of refurbishment of archaeological sites is often revealed a broad
program of excavations, through which the sites are hit by a process of transformation
without the project.
The objective of intertwining the point of view of archaeology with that of architecture is taken
as a grounds for investigating the theme of a project conception in its relationship with the
stratification of the city, considered as a field for research of a profound and hidden order of
things and forms.
Rather than be an obstacle, archaeological remains provide an excellent opportunity for
developing a coherent project design, especially in urban contexts: archaeological
excavations rediscover artefacts and ancient contexts that re-emerge as “new” components
for the architectural project.
The problem of protecting the historical and natural landscape from the present uncontrolled
urbanisation is an urgent one.
In forecasting a future development for Ancient and its surrounding area, presents difficulties
that arise in assigning a role to archaeological sites can be met with a project for an itinerary
covering the city’s museums. Posing the question in this way, the aim of such a project would
be to recreate a hidden compositional unity, following open air museum itineraries, thereby
restoring significance to single finds severed, until now, from an earlier and more complex
context to which they once belonged.
As in excavation, the project isolates single objects from their context layer by layer, restoring
its renewed significance, immanence of the antique being thereby embodied within the reality
of the project. Following this line of thoughts, the aim of this specific project is to envisage an
“archaeological promenade” following a sequence of ruins and monuments at present
detached from a context to which they originally belonged, re-arranging them to enhance
their significance.
Further, the chosen places of significance constitute the key points of the urban plan worked
out on a metropolitan multi-disciplinary museum-school itinerary able to express the
structural features of places. As semplified by Alexandria Museum, the word “museum” thus
came to mean a place devoted to study and learning.
Following is introduced a recent and on-going experience carried out in prominent
archaeological places of Herat, city founded (or re-founded) by Alexander the Great. There
the museum-itineraries follow the matrix route of foundation and as in great collage - there
are excavations, ruins, the archaeological finds. There are also the fragments of townscape,
theories of art and ideas of architecture, modern contemporary projects.
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3. Alexandria in Aria-Herat
Herat is the only city in Afghanistan to have largely retained its traditional form. The name
itself, Herat (or Harat), derives from the same Iranian root as ‘Aryan’, from which ‘Iran’ also
derives, presumably reflecting the early movement of Iranian tribes from Central Asia into
Iran in the second millennium BC. Thus, it appears under the name ‘Haraiva’ in the sacred
writing of Zoroastrians in the late second millennium, and it became a provincial Achaemenid
capital of the same in the mid-first millennium, known as ‘Aria’ to the Greeks after the
conquest of Alexander. So far, the Iron Age or Achaemenid origins of the city have not been
confirmed by archaeology, although an Achaemenid cuneiform cylindral seal were found by
chance in or near Herat in the early century century. However, both the Qal’a-I Ikhtiyaruddīn
and Kuhandazh are on large artificial mounds which, if excavated, might well reveal the
ancient city. Herat remained a provincial capital during the Hellenistic, Parthian and Sasanian
periods. There are detailed descriptions of the city by Early Islamic geographers from the
ninth century onwards when it became one of the more important cities of the eastern Islamic
world. Herat became a capital city of the Ghurid Empire from 1175 tu 1221, along with
Fīrūzkuh in the mountains to the east. It was destroyed twice in the Mongol invasions in the
early thirteenth century, but after 1244 there was some revival under the local Kart dynasty
who rules Herat on behalf of the Mongols. Its greatest period came after 1404 when Shah
Rukh, the son and successor of Tamerlane, moved the capital to Herat from Samarkand.
This was the city’s golden era, being embellished with many spectacular monuments by
Shah Rukh, his wife Gohar Shad and their descendant Hussayn Bayqara. In 1507, Herat fell
to the Uzbeks when much of it was devastated. The city’s greatest architectural ensemble,
the Musalla complex outside the walls to the west, were largely blown up in 1885 at British
instigation as part of defensive preparations for a threatened Russian invasion, and
considerably more damage to this and other monuments were inflicted in the fighting
following the Soviet invasion of 1979.
3.1 Morphological urban matrix

The basic principle of the new towns by Alexander the Great and his successors (the
Seleucids in particular) and the new cities that differ from those earlier Greek (erroneously
identified as milesian, but rather different in some fundamental aspects) is the construction of
a single longitudinal axis origin of which the whole system of functional and spatial
subdivision provided the foundation project.
In the repetition of standardized units of Gran Via - the longitudinal original matrix route becomes supreme act of the foundation and an autonomous architecture. The place of
aesthetic effects combined between buildings and landscape.
In the East the Afghan cities founded by Alexander in their original morphology assume a
symbolic aspect that adapts to the Buddhist culture rooted in place for some time. It is known
that Alexander was the first to promote the emergence of cosmopolitan cities and are carriers
of convergent traditions: Hellenism from the west, Buddhism from the east.
So foundation matrix route no longer represents symbolically the founder, but the diagram of
the universal order, the particular cosmography that represent Afghanistan as the end of the
World.
Herat, as well as Alexandria in Arachosia (Kandahar), Alexandria in the Caucasus (Begram),
Alexandria in Bactria (Balkh in the Hellenistic re-founding) are built on an orientation matrix
axis. This axis as the so called Canopic route of Alexandria in Egypt is the plateia of the city
along which stand public buildings.
The legend of Alexander is sent in the Qur’an. And so during the Fifteenth-century Timurid
empire, the new capital Herat is redrawn in the myth of Alexander. The urban design
reinterprets the Hellenistic foundation assuming the shape which is still recognizable (and
largely unchanged in the existing urban morphology of the old city). The squared general
plan (about 2kmx2km) is characterized by a north-south matrix axis through the walled city
which connects with the monumental outdoor areas (Timurid Musallas and Madrasa) and the
famous gardens of delights described by Babur the last Timurid king and the founder of the
Empire of India. A secondary axis perpendicular cuts in the geometric centre of the city's
main axis dividing the urban fabric into four quadrants.
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3.2 The Musalla Complex

Most of the city’s important monuments lie outside the walls. To the north are the very
fragmentary remains of a particularly elaborate ensemble collectively known as the Musalla
Complex, once described as one of the most magnificent architectural ensembles in the
Islamic world. Much of this was deliberately destroyed in the 1880s. These are the remains
of three separate buildings. The first is the Mosque of Gohar Shad, of which only the northwestern minaret still survived into the present, the finest of surviving minarets in Herat.
Immediately to the north is the Madrasa and Mausoleum of Gohar Shad, of which only the
mausoleum and the very further damaged by artillery. The Mausoleum is covered with the
distinctive Timurid fluted dome and the interior has fine painted decoration, but it sustained
extensive damage from shelling in the 1980s, with most of its tile-work lost. The third builings
is the Madrasa and Mausoleum of Husain Bayqara. Only the four corner minarets still stand,
all of them originally covered in faïence tilework of the finest quality; of the Mausoleum and
the remainder of the Madrasa, not a trace survives. Following extensive bombardment in the
area in the 1980s. the four minarets are still standing but have now lost almost all their tilework, and one of the minarets has been punctured by shells.

Fig. 1: Concept plan of the project for the Musalla of Huseyn Bayqara, The school of Arts and Craft of Herat and
the archaeological site.

3.2 The Historical-archaeological promenade and a project for the Hussein Bayqara minarets
In the general context of rebuilding the devastated country, the salvation and the preservation of its
cultural heritage is one of the tasks which international community must be faced. Along the main
ancient axis (N-S) starting from the cisterns, the citadel the old fort and the area of the Timurid
Musallas the project creates an urban archaeological itinerary, a sort of built itinerary where the works
of arts could dialogue with the architecture, both inside and out: the culture and typology of
architecture and of settlement itself are necessary and specifically involved.
This main route axis becomes an open air museum promenade to be considered as an engine for a
future general plan of development and restoration of the city, but also to be understood as a itinerary
of culture, in a larger meaning as well as in Alexandria (Egypt).
The milestones of the promenade: the domed cisterns, the larger ones which stand near the crossing
of the two matrix routes; the immense fortress-palace of Qal’a-i Ikhtiyaruddin standing on an artificial
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mound, probably incorporating earlier archaeological remains, covered by fired brick glacis. Following
the Unesco project report ( by architect Andrea Bruno) the lower buildings restored could become
Herat Archaeological Museum. Outside the ancient city walls the large artificial mound known as
Kuhandazh, which probably represents the (never excavated) remains of the pre-thirteenth century
city. On top are two monumental Timurid Shrines. The promenade comes to an end at one of most
astonishing landscapes: the famous minarets of Herat. The very fragmentary remains of the Musalla
and Gohar Shad and Hussein Baiqara complexes have been part of the three elaborate ensembles
once described as one of the most magnificent architectural buildings of Islamic world; all deliberately
destroyed by English army in XIX century and further damaged by recent fighting.
The project, therefore, from a full concept of cultural heritage, wants to build an integrated system of
places and paths capable of detecting hidden forms of settlement and landscape and offer potential
alternatives to the architecture. Morphological characteristics of the area, water availability over time
have allowed the spread of crops and gardens of delight, to be supported and regained.
The museum tour-landscaped and re-unification of archaeological sites (new excavation areas) is built
through a structured path that restores the visual relationship between the heights, creating new
relationships between the archaeological sites and cities along a route that follows the old matrix
route, the supreme act of the Hellenistic foundation.
The research introduced aims to elaborate an architectural design for the Gohar Shad archaeological
Park and for a new building complex around the Hussein Baiqara minarets: library (in connection with
Bibliotheca Alexandrina), centre for the development of handicrafts, the girls’ school of arts and crafts,
the palace of brotherhood and tolerance.
This area have not yet investigated is presented as a vast and fascinating stretch of land from which
emerge ancient fragments and traces of the large enclosures.
The new school will evoke the Iwan, the monumental entrance to the enclosure Timurid complex.
Along the promenade lined gardens will repair from a merciless summer sun, creating shadows and
infusing the mezzaombra characterizing the performance of legendary landscapes, surrounding the
visitors in the magic of myth. In excursions en plein air views are never natural, immediacy and
linearity of the tracks is a function of memory. What we glimpse again, what has impressed in the form
of the place and reappears through the project, open angles, opens scenarios, create relationships
between differences and does belong to the same view [2].
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Fig. 2: Main entrance of the School. The Iwan.
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Fig. 3:	
  The new archaeological park of the Timurid Musallas and the School of Arts and Craft of Herat. General
Plan.
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Fig. 4-5: Plan level 0 and E-W section of the School at Husseyn Bayqara Musalla, the enclosure of the
archaeological site.
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Fig. 6-7: Plan of the Library level and section of the School enclosure and archaeological excavations.
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Fig. 8-9: General views of the school at Husseyn Baiqara Musalla archaeological site.
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Captions
[1] This research project (title Archaeology and Architectural design) is part of a long-standing tradition
of study and design in which theory and practice are productively combined.
Research Team group: proff. A.Torricelli, L. Ferro (coordinators), Dipartimento di Progettazione
dell’Architettura, Politecnico di Milano with the Architects Viola Bertini, Elena Ciapparelli, Giovanni
Comi, Davide Grazi, Maria Luisa Montanari, Sara Riboldi, Gianluca Sortino, Valerio Tolve.
The production and scientific research is closely connected to teaching knowledge and methodology
in its intentions, also finding time processing in the Scuola di Architettura Civile del Politecnico di
Milano (Laboratorio di Progettazione 3, Luisa Ferro e Laboratorio di Laurea Magistrale, Angelo
Torricelli, Luisa Ferro); in practice activities of Dipartimento di Progettazione dell’Architettura and in
the Ph.D research (Milano, Venezia).
Subjects and case studies (Atene, Campi flegrei, Milano, Villa Adriana Tivoli, Alessandria Egypt,
Alexandria in Aria Afghanistan) have been introduced in several international seminars, workshops
and publications.
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Abstract

Among the possessions of the Order of Malta in Campania, the Commandery of Cicciano, a town
near Nola, in which it was the hamlet until the beginning of the fourteenth century and the fief of the
Knights of St John until 1816, was of remarkable importance.
During the fourteenth century, the small site, documented in previous decades, grew in importance so
that it became a masterful Commandery, being directly subjected to the Grand Master of the Order.
It is at this stage, in a position of barycenter compared to the existing village, consisting of small
scattered centers, that a majestic fortified citadel was erected surrounded by walls and towers and
surrounded by a moat. Inside, presenting the contemporary model of the settlement of Rhodes, a fortresidence of the commander, the church, the utility rooms and several houses were planted.
All this not only led the small town to get a prominent position, but it set the basis for
following territorial expansions, that in the long run led to his welding with the original centers, forming
an organic urban fabric.
Despite the suffered tampering, the castrum is still the greatest architectural and urban emergency in
modern city. Its conservation can leave out of consideration neither the historical events that have
produced it, nor the different phases of construction, through a critical reading of today's structures,
which we intend to carry on in this study.

Key words: Order of St John, Order of Malta, Commandery, Late medieval fortifications, Agro Nolan.
Introduction

The Order of the Knights of St John of Jerusalem, of Rhodes, of Malta, today known as Sovereign
Military Order of Malta, was founded at the end of the eleventh century to help the pilgrims in the Holy
Land. After a few years, it also took on the role of defence of Christian places against Muslim attacks
and of support to the Crusaders, turning into a military association that quickly rose to great
international power, thanks to generous donations and incomes granted by the most influential figures
of the time.
In order to support the travellers in the best way during their long and difficult journey to Jerusalem,
the Knights opened throughout Europe, along the main roads and close to the main points of
embarkation, domus for the reception, including churches, homes and taverns which formed the basic
cell of the organization.
The tick network that formed in this way imposed a hierarchical arrangement in preceptories or
commanderies, belonging to a priory or bailiwick, on its turn subjected to one of the eight "provinces or
langues" in which the religious community was divided (Provence, Auvergne, France, Italy, Aragon,
England, Germany, Castille) [1].
There were many assets in southern Italy, divided into grand priories of Barletta, Messina and Capua,
the largest one that was documented in 1185 and including the Terra di Lavoro, the Principalities Citra
and Ultra, the County of Molise and Abruzzi [2, 3].
After the fall of Jerusalem and the loss of Acre, the Knights settled in Cyprus and from 1309 to 1522 in
Rhodes. After having been expelled from the island, about eight years later, they were granted by
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Charles V the Maltese islands, where they had been staying until the Napoleonic invasion of 1798,
which marked the end of their military supremacy and the survival for the only charitable purposes.
Since the Byzantine period, Rhodes had been composed of distinct zones: at the high level, the
castrum or collachium, downstream, the burgum or chora. The Knights occupied the highest area, by
separating it from the rest of the built-up area through a walling; the main church dedicated to St John,
Santa Maria del Castello, the auberges of the different "langues", the hospital, the archive and
equipment necessary for the community were erected inside; at the north-western end stood the
palace of the Grand Master - a compact building with a central courtyard - while in the north-eastern
area developed the harbour and the arsenal [5].
The suburban confinement became an almost constant feature of all installations; in particular those of
older foundation were built near the city gates and in ports near the beaches, so you can receive
passengers at any hour of the day and night.
Instead, in the feuds as Cicciano, that will be after discussed in detail, Maruggio, Casaltrinità and
Fasano in Puglia, real citadels were created within the built-up area, or in an isolated position, in the
style of the monastery of Santo Stefano in Puglia, at Monopoly [4].

1. The Master Commandery of St Peter in Cicciano. Historic-architectural events

In the framework of the southern Italy Jerusalemites settlements, has a great importance the Master
Commandery of Cicciano, a town near Naples, not far from Nola, to which it belonged until the first
half of the fourteenth century.
The settlement, though little known, is documented by a large amount of correspondence, consisting
in the cabrei, asset registers, written between 1515 and 1780, which allowed it to have back its fully
socio-economic and territorial cohesion.
In these above mentioned acts it is also pointed out the building consistency of the residence and of
the nearby urban centre, originally composed of distinct clusters, gradually welded around the
complex from the focal position respect to the various villages.
The country, in which there is still the testimony of the Roman presence in some hand-made objects
and surviving traits of the centuriatio, is mentioned in the tenth century; at that time there was already
a chapel dedicated to St Peter [6, 12].

Fig. 1: Cicciano plan. In red, the area of the castle.

It is of the 1292 the earliest news of one of the domus of St John, whose location is due to its strategic
position on the Via Popilia, the arterial road that connected Capua with Nola, detaching from Appia in
Maddaloni and continuing to Reggio Calabria. Along the way the riders had already other sites.
During the next century, the small domus grew in importance, becoming the first preceptorie, then
priory room subject to Capua, presumably for the addition of some lands that were seized to the
Templars existing near there. Not only that, but since 1324, Cicciano did not belong to Nola anymore
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and became a fief of the Knights, who by 1384 erected there an imposing citadel. Finally, in 1399, was
declared Commandery or Master Room, that is subject to the direct control of the Grand Master, who
established its entrusting to important members of the Order or who have distinguished themselves for
outstanding achievements in Campania and was second only to S. Giovanni a Mare in Naples.
The fort occupied a particular site: the convergence of the streets Popilia, from N-W, the "Way of
Marcello" - branch trending N-S of Appia, directed at Nola through the mountain areas - and those for
the neighboring villages of Roccarainola and Avella - relevant at the time - Risigliano and Camposano.
The circuit includes a large quadrangle, that took advantage in the east and west of the perpendicular
track of the centuratio, and was influenced by the course of the river Clanio in the south and in the
north by the oblique course of the above mentioned Popilia, incorporating the existing church of St
Peter, from which the Commandery took its name.
The circumstances placed Cicciano in a historical dimension that goes beyond the purely local ones
and gives it a role in the general history of the Order. In fact, being the exclusive responsibility of highranking within the religious body, it saw the alternation in the regency of three Grand Masters, many
priories, leading figures in military organization, excellent characters of international diplomacy,
ministers at the Papacy and the Kingdom of Naples.
The Commandery met the greatest flourishing between the sixteenth and the first half of the
eighteenth century, but in the second half of the century, even before the Napoleonic conquest, began
to decline; in fact in 1792, putting an end to a controversy that had been lasting for centuries, a Royal
Decree deprived Cicciano of its status of nullius diocesis and brought it back under the jurisdiction of
the bishop of Nola. At the fall of Malta in 1798 followed the revolutionary laws of feudalism in 1806,
producing the final abolition of the institution in 1816.
Meanwhile, the rich movable and unmovable estate was divided between the Royal Order of the Two
Sicilies - established in 1808, the allocation of the assets to the Constantinian Order and Order of
Malta - the Curia, who took the churches, the city administration and especially the private sector,
which unduly took possession of many properties.

Fig. 2: Planimetric reconstruction of the castro with the expansion of the moat (by D. Capolongo, History ...).
Fig. 3: Cicciano, satellite view of the core with the castro.

2. The architectural and urban structure through documentary sources

What was the configuration of the castrum and metamorphosis which has undergone over time can be
deduced from the cabrei drawn between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries, that fortunately came
down to us, full of notes, but unfortunately with no illustrations. The complex was placed in the site
called "the bridge" - presumably referring to an ancient bridge over the Clanio - in a central position
respect the seven cores that initially composed the feud. The possession extended to some places of
worship, buildings and estates of the town and of the district and to two taverns, in addition it
contemplated the usual feudal rights on the population [6, 7, 8, 9,10,11,12].
Entry was through a single port, defined ianua magna, placed on the south side, towards Nola, after
crossing a drawbridge – that became of factory in subsequent correspondence - which led into a large
courtyard. Around it was placed the turris magna, confining on one side with the entrance and on the
other with the residence of the Commander, the church of St Peter the Apostle, the prison, a well of
spring water, storage rooms and service, cellars. Instead, in the north, we had a number of private
homes. All around there were the walls, separated by a moat and, in parallel, from a public road,
which contributed further to the isolation from the surrounding area.
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The entrance was defended by a ravelin, an advanced structure compared to the perimeter of the
walls of a not specified polygonal shape.
The palace of the Commander - defined fortillitium by the shape of compact rectangular block occupied the south-eastern area, with a central courtyard plant that reminded in a smaller dimension
to the one of the Grand Master of Rhodes, which was clearly the inspiration of the entire organization.
At the beginning of the sixteenth century it consisted of two levels, one at the ground floor, with
stables, cellars and storage rooms, and a higher one in which there were the "sala magna con la
ciminiera", that is, the reception hall and another minor, always destined to citizenship, called "penta
room or pintata" as well as private rooms for the citizenship. A century and a half from the building, it
still kept its medieval character, with the outer facade crowned with battlements and a "gayfo", a high
place, jutting out from the tower.
This exhibition evokes strong similarities probably with that of contemporary as "castello seu
Fortellezza" of the balì of Maruggio; in addition, an element common to all residences is the presence
of one or more rooms for the people, large-sized, often with chimneys and paints such the ones for
example also in Naples and in Grassano.
On the north side you can find the church of S. Peter, accessible from the same yard. The venerable
structure had a coverage in part made by vaults and In part by roof and had some chapels inside. On
the back, facing on the moat, there was a small garden, while on the side of the sacristy rose the bell
tower with three bells, the biggest functioning as well as a clock.
Until the eruption of Vesuvius in 1631, there were little transformations in the complex, registering,
besides unspecified operations and the construction of a barn in the west area, only embellishments of
the worship building, equipped by his own expenses by the rulers of furnishings and vestments, where
they put their emblems in order to keep memory of them.
In the cabreo of 1646 the radical works undertaken after the devastating volcanic event are described
by the Commander Girolamo Branciforte, who provided for repairs and reconstruction of sacred and
civil properties, first of all the castrum and the mother church, as evidenced by some of the survivors
commemorative plaques there affixed [9].
Inside the fortress he provided for the addition of several rooms both to live and for service, including a
cellar on the west side, "very wonderful, divided into two lanes, wide and high in proportion", he
covered the entrance door with the spacious vaulted entrance still existing, he replaced the small and
ruined staircase that led up to the building with a more spacious and comfortable and restored both
the representation rooms. Similarly, he set up a residence for himself, restoring two adjacent
apartments that were in bad condition, put in better condition other rooms and formed a lodge. In
memory of the works carried out applied his coat of arms on the ceiling of the two public rooms and in
the residence. Finally, he added a second large room and a bedroom to the tower.
The moat, now lacking of its defensive function, was transformed into an orchard, as well as the
ravelin, which became a pleasant private garden. Below with the help of the university, a huge tank
was dug, where waters from Avella were collected, so that it could be used from people and
inhabitants of the castrum, that could tap into a mouth situated on the same ravelin.
Family coat of arms and learned commemorative marble inscriptions were also set on the door of the
cellar and on the well curb.
The church, "ruined and dilapidated for the ravages of time, cramped, almost destroyed from the
ashes of the volcano", in 1646, was rebuilt from the ground up, enlarged and lengthened thanks to the
rear space of the garden, and covered completely by vaults, with seven side chapels, two of which are
worn out and vaulted, while the others were included in the thickness of the walls. The space was
embellished with paintings and rich furnishings, while on the back, was erected a "magnificent"
sacristy. Even in this case, the reconstruction was celebrated with the marble emblem of the Order on
the façade and by a marble plaque and a sign of Branciforte, on the inner side of the entrance.
Further measures in the complex were carried out by 1707, after the terrible earthquake of 1688, and
in the third decade of the century. During the first ones they proceeded with appropriate and
consistent consolidations and rework and among other things to the addition of a second level in the
ancient residence. In the other ones they strove to expand it and make it more comfortable, restyling it
with wrapped and decorations and opening up large "fashion" windows [10].
The church, described in detail in the cabreo of 1707, was restored and enlarged in 1724 with the help
of the population. For the occasion, it was built in the north side a minor aisle composed of a
succession of three large chapels, it was dressed the entire space with elaborate plaster moldings and
the furniture and furnishings were renewed [11].
For memory, the Commander Giuseppe Maria Cicinelli paint in fresco the shield of the Order on the
altar and its staff all around the walls and placed an inscription in marble, that has now disappeared.
The asset just given to the castrum was seriously compromised in the second half of the century,
when, before 1780, in the absence of the Regent, was occupied by a company of chivalry, which
destroyed the gardens and all the embellishments recently completed.
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Fig. 4: Cicciano, the courtyard of castro and the church of S. Peter.

After 1806, even before the institution was finally repealed, it gave rise to the metamorphosis of the
fortress. In 1810 it was proposed to demolish the walls and fill the moat to expand the open space
standing in front of it in order to set there a weekly market. The operation, initially, was banned by the
land agent of Terra di Lavoro, who argued that the wall protected the complex from the waters that
flowed copiously around, but, nevertheless, it was the same carried out three years later [13].
In the following decades, the owners of the buildings on the perimeter of castro claimed their right on
the slopes emerged by the removal of the fence and got the permission to build above it, towards the
now levelled moat. The remaining area is now the house of a wide track that surrounds completely the
citadel [14].
The tracking of the road east fueled the desire to provide the church with an independent entrance
from this side, desire even heard from him since the sale of the adjacent building, made in 1817. Since
the sacred building was in poor condition and was inadequate to the increase of the faithful, in 1814, it
was decided to rebuild it. Had not yet been implemented due to lack of money the renovation, in 1819,
took charge of the project engineer Bartolomeo Grasso, one of the more technical of the moment.
They decided to get the new entry through the sacristy behind the altar, transforming the space into an
imposing portico of columns, ended by a pediment, resting on an elevated platform in front of the
plane.
In order to compensate for the loss of the room it would have been formed another one by bricking up
the arches that connected the first chapel with the next one and the central reservoir; while the bell
tower being considered unrecoverable was demolished and rebuilt on the same site.
The plan was rejected by Decurionato, believing that in this way the structure that was already of not
suitable sizes will be narrowed further. Among the various solutions of the civic assembly it was
realized the idea of making the church symmetrical, by erecting a third aisle on the southern side,
occupying the adjacent rooms of the former palace of the Commandery, on the sale of which the
owners seemed to agree , after a reasonable compensation. Consequently, a designer was
commissioned for a second project, that was delivered in next year and also cast-off in the same way,
because they realized that, even though the expenses for the realization had been doubled, however
the needs of the population would not have been met [14].
Waiting to have the funds for the reconstruction of bigger forms, the idea was put aside; between 1840
and 1842, we had to proceed to necessary consolidation, which also implicated the raising of the floor.
Radical arrangements of the interior were led ten years later by the architect Giuseppe Altieri, who
provided for a general restoration, probably erasing what remained of the eighteenth-century paintings
Only after the war it was possible to implement the program pursued in a very long time through state
funding and citizens’ offers [14].
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3. The current situation

The "land that is walled around" still stands out tanks to its compact size in the urban context of
Cicciano, of which is the core, which is the meeting point in radial way of the routes from neighbouring
municipalities. Even if it keeps its original plant, urbanization all around and the metamorphosis being
occurred have profoundly changed the volumetric and environmental ratios by turning the unitary
aspect of late medieval fortress into that of a modern block.
In fact, the perspective drawings having an average of one or two floors in elevation show all the
ground floors occupied by shops and the upper ones by houses and offices. By their features you can
date back to the building phases that could mainly be dated to the late nineteenth - early twentieth
century until the last decades.
The progress of the curtains led to the moving back of about 4 meters of the entrance hall and made
the only corner tower surviving barely perceptible by the curvature of the south-west corner, while the
division of properties caused independent developments in elevation and increases in the planimetry
which gives fragmentation and disorder to the entire asset. It was preserved not even the turris
magna, standing next to the impressive vaulted vestibule introducing the court, whose emergence is
cancelled from the homogeneous growth in height of adjacent buildings. Not only that, but the wall
above the monumental seventeenth-century stone portal in double ashlar-worked ring results seriously
damaged by the decreases of the large central opening, that was divided into two dingy balconies on
which the curvilinear tympanum persists, including a plaster scroll with the shield the Commander
Cicinelli - symbolized by a swan, subject to the cross of the Order - all being crowned by the stratum of
a nowadays storey built on it.
With regard to the adjacent residence of the commanders, it should be noted that the increase in
outward has more than doubled the volume.
The old set is accessible from a door open between the base of the escarpment of tower and the
original now walled door of the church, still topped by a triangular vault that support the transition to
the platform from which the dignitaries attended the religious services. The long and looming vestibule
following flows into the small courtyard, around which the rooms are arranged on two levels in the
south and east, while the western side is occupied almost entirely by the monumental staircase of the
eighteenth-century, the north, adhering to the church, has depth very small and has a portico with two
arches resting on a massive central pillar and the upper two rooms surmounted by a terrace. The
other two sides with rustic rooms on the ground floor and two levels high.

Fig. 5: Cicciano, view from the west on the southern facade.
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Figg. 6, 7: Cicciano, Palace of the Commander. The courtyard and the staircase.

The oldest part on the court huddled factories erected on the eastern and southern perimeter after
filled the moat.
The block to the south, towards Piazza Mazzini, consists of ground floor and first floor, closed for the
entire course from the terrace where the balconies of the rooms out back. The facade, formally
attributable to the early twentieth century, with listature bosses and angular stucco has symmetrical
composition, which sees a small portal in the center and two wings advanced to extremes,
corresponding to the left, adding to the "turris magna", in right, at the head of the addition of cross
Corso Garibaldi. The latter, consisting of ground floor and two in elevation, is marked by a double row
of balconies lit rooms lined up along the road, with vaults on the first floor, and floor plans, in second.
Very tampered with is also the church, which, ending an affair that lasted for over a century, has
undergone a dramatic makeover in the postwar years, with the opening to Corso Garibaldi in 1948 and
the completion of the prospectus and the building, next to the modern porch, the bell tower and some
rooms for the storage of liturgical furniture and parish office.

Fig. 8: Cicciano, the complex S-E. In the foreground, the former palace of the Commandery.
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Fig. 9: Cicciano, Church of St Peter, the current facade of Corso Garibaldi.
Fig.10: Cicciano, Church of St Peter, especially of the font with arms of Commander de Guevara.

The operation resulted in the reverse orientation, with the closure of the original entrance from the
yard. At present time, the hall of Corso Garibaldi enters in the large aisle with a lunette barrel vaults
that connects through arches on pillars with the three eighteenth century chapels to which is attached
one of SS. Sacramento, representing a kind of smaller ship, composed of four modules with vaults.
The opposite wall is still marked by the small chapels gathered from its thickness, of which however,
remains only the partition, as on marble altars all of the same twentieth century shape, there aren’t
canvases and painted panels anymore, but twin niches containing statues.
At the second entry can be seen through a special recess cut in the altar, a chapel planted 2 meters
below today's floor and about m 1,50 deep. The basin contains the remains of an altar to the factory,
on which rises a pointed niche built into the wall, laying on the bottom of the fresco of the Madonna
and Child with two saints in the act of praying and in the soffit of the arch, two other figures standing.
In the chapel, part of the original medieval building, it is recognized that "Delli Virgini" which, according
to the cabreo of 1582, stood to the right of the main altar. The existence is an important clue to
reconstruct the plan of the ancient church, whose original length should correspond to that of the first
three today chapels of the shorter aisle. More testimonials of the original building, whose traces can
be seen also in the room accessible by a door made in the following column, which leads into a small
space from the rounded edges, very developed in height and concluded by a small rib vault.
Of the really decorative and chromatic way emerging from documentary sources, which made the
reservoir comparable to the Maltese churchs, that of course were known to customers for their high
rank, we can not found a trace in the today white and bare appearance, enlivened only by the
moulded plasters in frames, scrolls, floral decorations and angels’ heads on the keystones of the
arches.
Nothing remains of the effigies of saints, characters and emblems of the Order and of the
commanders painted on altars and walls, while the stone arms still remain, mounted in plaster ovals
on the wall, the two set by the Branciforti in the lunette on the door from the inside, as well as the
plaque, affixed by the same in memory of the reconstruction of the 1646, was moved to the entrance.
The signs and inscriptions once inside the castro are disappeared too.
As we have seen, of the precious hand-worked objects offered by the rulers the baptismal font and the
font of Commander Girolamo de Guevara have been preserved. In the presbytery, built on the area,
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that in the past was of entrance, below the surviving choir - still accessible from the seventeenthcentury air passage to the court - stands the post-council altar, while in the middle of the bare partition
wall that forms a backdrop is contained the precious case of the holy oil of Commander Carlo Spinelli,
turned into the tabernacle.
The radical transformations occurred in the entire asset have unfortunately deleted significant
stratification, impoverishing the consistency and depriving citizens of the most important page in its
history. It is hoped that the knowledge gained will lead to a more conscious future work of
conservation and development, being a complex of great significance, like the most prominent and
studied complexes.

Fig. 11: Cicciano, Church of St Peter, the main nave.

Fig. 12: Cicciano, Church of St Peter, the frescoed chapel, the remains of the early church.
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Fig. 13: Cicciano, the complex by S-W. In the corner, the corner tower surviving.
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Abstract

The architecture, connected with the rural civilization and building culture, is made with local materials
and it originates from the land management needs, therefore the study and valorisation of rural
architecture and territory are inseparable from each other.
Territory and architecture are exposed to anthropic and natural hazards: the gradual abandon or
abuse of the rural territory favour the hydrogeological instability; on the one hand the abandonment of
the historical buildings support their degradation and definitive loss, on the other hand it protected
them from distorting renovations.
However most of the Italian territory has maintained yet significant landscape features, whose touristic
attraction could be an important economic resource.
The paper considers the architecture and the territory of the Lomellina and of the Piacentine Apennine
valleys. The Piacentine valleys are characterized by strong altitude gaps and by a marked anisotropy;
the river’s course and the routes on valley floors, hillsides and ridges are the main travel direction of
the territory. On the contrary the Lomellina is distinguished by an eminently flat country and a dense
tangle, made of land ways (main and secondary roads and rural tracks) and waterways (rivers, creeks
and canals), which contribute to constitute a substantially isotropic mesh.
Only a careful knowledge of the specific peculiarities of the territories is able to allow a rational
identification of the most adequate strategies for the territory access and valorisation.
Keywords: vernacular buildings, rural territory, Lomellina, Piacentine valleys, valorisation.

1. The link between rural architecture and territory
1.1 Local nature of rural architecture
Since ancient times people settled in the Italian peninsula were mostly sedentary and constituted
building traditions closely linked to the nature of places and ways of living.
The population’s life was based on a subsistence economy, in other words, almost all that was
produced was directly consumed or traded for other necessary goods. In this type of economy surplus
didn’t exist and also in architecture the principle of minimum effort prevailed: the constructions were
built with materials available in the area and their morphology was adapted to that of the territory [1].
The need to create adequate living conditions led to design constructive and building typologies that
were strictly related with the local climatic conditions. Even the way of living and interacting with the
territory was closely linked to cultural and productive factors [2], making it possible to create a balance
between optimization of territorial exploitation and conservation of environmental resources [3].
Each territory was also subject to natural changes (e.g. floods, landslides, etc.) that put at risk the
persistence of human productive activities and settlements, inhabitants were forced to intervene on
the territory with works aimed at changing the hydrogeological regime (e.g. reclamation, terracing,
etc.) to create a new balance. This balance was favourable to human life, but at the same time it was
unstable: it required the continuous human intervention to remain unchanged, and this intervention
was guaranteed by the permanence in time of lifestyles and agricultural production.
The strong links between rural architecture and territory is further accentuated by the lack of
commercial and cultural contacts with neighbouring settlement areas, thus creating technical and
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architectural cultures that were markedly local. It is for this close bond, formed over long periods of
time, that vernacular architecture appears today in perfect balance with the environment in which it is
set, and its study and enhancement cannot be dissociated from the knowledge and understanding of
the historical territory in which it is located [4].
1.2 Evolution of the relationship with rural heritage
After the mid-twentieth century the Italian population’s life styles and technological context changed
significantly. Starting from the post-war a process of radical economic, social and building
transformation started, the so-called "economic boom". In this period, the industry had a rapid
development and agriculture introduced a widespread use of machines, reducing the demand for
manpower and leading to abandon the agricultural use of mountain and hill territories.
The increase in demand for manpower in the industrial centres and its decline in rural areas caused
mass migration of the most humble population from southern to northern regions, from countryside
and mountains to urban centres.
Many social changes (e.g. extension of compulsory education to eight years of study, spread of
television, etc.) contributed to the progressive loss of centuries-old traditions and to the
homogenization of national culture.
These economic and cultural transformations engendered an evolution of the way of inhabit territory
along with a change in the needs of the population and therefore of building standards.
On the one hand internal migration caused the depopulation of countryside and mountain areas with
the consequent abandonment of many rural buildings. On the other hand the attraction of modern
lifestyles had induced a refuse of traditional buildings and techniques, firstly because their
performances didn’t reach the modern building standards, but often because there was also the desire
of getting over a humble past. Who managed to get rich aimed to build a new house or renovate old
buildings, using new technologies, symbols of renovation and modernity [5, 6].
Modern needs engender modern building requirements, which the original design hadn’t considered
(e.g. plant systems, bathroom and other services, accessibility for all, security, safety). Therefore
users have often produced severe architectural alterations, in order to adapt buildings to their needs.
These alterations have been caused by a lack of recognition of rural heritage’s historical and cultural
value and have profoundly affected these architectures mortifying their intrinsic characteristics [7].
This frame of technical social and cultural changes constituted a real anthropological caesura,
originating the regret of something that was lost and people wanted to reconquer [4].
The population who moved to the outskirts of cities – made up of anonymous and intensive housing
estates, and lacking the necessary spaces for the report – had not been able to create new social
relationships on the model of those that characterized historical dwellings. Rural world was idealized
and seen as «a kind of lost paradise in which to return sporadically in the hours and days of leisure»,
because it was considered as a bearer of higher morality, contact with nature, and as far away from
pollution and hectic pace of urban life [8].
1.3 Hazards to the preservation of rural heritage
Territory and architecture are exposed to anthropic and natural hazards: the gradual abandon or
abuse of the rural territory favour the hydrogeological instability; on the one hand the abandonment of
the historical buildings support their degradation and definitive loss, on the other hand it protected
them from distorting renovations.
Following the aforementioned regret, in recent decades there has been a growing interest in the
recovery of the smaller towns and rural architecture. This recovery process goes through a
phenomenon of "re-colonization" to get away from urban centres due to economic reasons and also in
an attempt of cultural roots’ re-appropriation.
The phenomenon of re-colonization may allow to save rural buildings from abandonment. However,
the recovery of these buildings also implies risks for their conservation. A contrast between traditional
building features and new ways of living arises, and from it a situation of anthropic risk originates.
It is possible to identify three levels of risk for the preservation of rural architecture and landscape:
territorial level, functional level and technological level [4].
Territorial level risks are connected to the reoccupation of rural areas – especially the peri-urban ones
– that can lead to the creation of new settlements often incongruous with the morphological and
hydrogeological characteristics the territory and with its history and economy: architectures that do not
relate neither to the surrounding landscape, nor to the pre-existing settlements' building fabric; new
neighbourhoods larger than those of historical centres, that create imbalances and strong contrasts
between historical population and productive or commercial activities and the new ones.
In addition, the end of traditional agriculture – that characterized mountains and hills and had created
a virtuous balance with them – has led to the gradual abandonment of those lands or to the
establishment of cultivation systems deducted from intensive lowland agriculture and not adapted to
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the specificity of the territory. The lack of maintenance of drainage systems and terraces and the
abuse of soil have led to profound changes in the hydrogeological structure.
To these factors, unauthorized building and unaware (or shamefully colluded with real estate
speculation) urban planning must be added, that have allowed the construction of settlements in areas
at high risk of flooding or landslides, further aggravating the already critical situation.
Functional level risks derive from a lack of adequate capacity for readaptation to traditional lifestyles.
The way we live has changed and this raises the request to adapt old houses to the new needs
related to it: safety, environmental comfort, addition of modern toilets and vertical connections, etc.
Technological level risk result from ignorance of the traditional knowledge related to original materials
and construction magisteria. Refurbishment work, are often unable to relate to the constructive nature
of historical artefacts and to understand it, therefore they involve the demolition or radical alteration of
constructive elements. Added to this there is a frequent "functional forcing", for example the
conversion to residential uses of buildings with non-residential functions (e.g. mills, dryers, stables
porches, attics, etc.). This leads to their profound transformation that requires: dismantling of
machines; elimination of unevenness in flooring, of drainage channels, of feeders; change of interfloor
heights and superelevation of existing roofs, with the purpose of obtaining a greater number of
residential floors or of using as a dwelling even rooms originally with too low ceilings.
In recent decades, the already mentioned socio-economic transformations are also associated with
climate change and evolution of global economy that causes the increase in energy demand of
developing countries, factors that make energy consumption of buildings increasingly important.
Architecture is therefore undergoing a period of profound technological rethinking, that leads to
overcome/reject the myth of energy-consuming plants as the only control instrument for the relation
between buildings and external environment. On the one hand there is the obsolescence of the model
of building with lightweight and insulated envelope, in favour of the recovery of the traditional model of
building with massive walls, characterized by high thermal inertia; on the other hand this creates an
additional source of anthropogenic technological level risk: in fact the satisfaction of performance
standards established by current legislation is required even to existing buildings, sometimes
engendering very invasive interventions.
1.4 Tourism potential of rural heritage and territory
The beauty of Italian landscape – born on the balance between nature and human work determined by
the needs of agriculture, and enhanced by artistic representations – became famous throughout
th
Europe at least since the 17 century, so that the Italian journey became a status symbol for
European scholars and artists [9].
The high quality of Italian landscape remained substantially unchanged until the country maintained its
agricultural nature and its industrial backwardness, when it began to compete with central and
northern Europe industrial production, a delicate balance was broken. A building frenzy frequently
replaced the thoughtful and often extremely slow changes typical of the past, thus profoundly altering
large portions of the multilayered Italian landscape palimpsest [10].
Furthermore, landscape is not static, but changes over time and with the seasonal rhythms, offering
possibilities to use differentiated in the course of the year. These changes are connected both to the
climate, and to the changes of cultivations that follow it, and they offer food products – as well as
rituals and traditional events of rural culture – differentiated according to the seasons.
Many rural areas still maintain, however, significant landscape values, which must be protected from
the intrusiveness of private speculation and from the delirium of unnecessary and costly public works,
promoted as an instrument for production growth of material goods, but at the expense of the most
important Italian industry, in which the nation has probably the greatest increase margins: the tourism
industry based on the landscape and artistic heritage.
This industry has differentiated developing ways, according to the area where it operates and that it
wants to valorise. In particular, in rural areas the so-called "green tourism" may be developed, which is
defines as the combination of «all types of nature-based tourism for which the main motivation of the
tourists is the appreciation of nature and traditional cultures» (World Tourism Organization) and
attracts all age groups, regardless of their cultural level. Against a decrease in the number of hotels
and guest houses, in rural areas non-traditional accommodations (e.g. bed & breakfast, agritourisms,
etc.) are spreading. Many small centres located in inner areas – partially depopulated, but with high
environmental characteristics – are revitalizing, because the maintenance and enhancement of their
characters made it possible to attract visitors and new residents [11].
In detail, tourism in rural context can be distinguished in several types often overlapping each other:
relaxation, active rediscovery and cultural reappropriation. Relax tourism distances the citizen from the
usual work rhythms, leading to a healthier environment. Active rediscovery tourism pushes tourist
back in touch with agricultural activities and lifestyles, or to retrace ancient trade (salt trading ways) or
pilgrimage (Viae Francigenae) routes. Cultural reappropriation tourism aims, instead, to a learned
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knowledge of traditional rural ways of life and production (e.g. visit to historic rural architecture,
museums of rural life, ancient mills and manufacturing centres that are still active, etc.).

2. Rural historical architecture in two areas of the Italian territory

Although the territories are geographically very close, the Lomellina and the Piacentine Apennine
valleys reveal particular attractiveness because of the distinct territorial morphologies, which gave
birth to different technological and building traditions and to a different relationship between territory
and built fabric, that involves distinct ways of valorisation.
2.1 Rural architectures in Lomellina’s flat territory
Lomellina is a quadrangular area of Lombardy belonging to the province of Pavia; it is clearly bounded
on three sides by natural borders made up of the riverbeds of three major rivers (to the west the river
Sesia, to the south the Po, and to the east the Ticino), while to the north it presents a more blurred
border towards Novara’s area.
The region is distinguished by an eminently flat country and a dense tangle, made of land ways (main
and secondary roads and rural tracks) and waterways (rivers, creeks and canals), which contribute to
constitute a substantially isotropic mesh. However the current landscape of Lomellina, is the result of
the stratification of more than two millennia of human activity (fig. 1).
Lomellina was originally naturally characterized by a series of sandy ridges (generated by ancient
fluvial deposits or by the wind). Despite being crossed by important Roman roads (that connected
Emilia to the Montgenèvre and the Little and Great St. Bernard Alpine passes, going from Pavia [12]),
for its uneven flatness this territory was reclaimed and centuriated in much more limited proportions
than the area around Pavia.
During the Middle Ages, Lomellina's territory remained largely wooded or swampy and only between
th
th
the 11 and the 13 centuries some monastic orders created the first settlements from which to
conduct a comprehensive reclamation of the territory; the systematic work of deforestation and water
regulation in fact required large amounts of capital that were missing in the previous period [13]. The
reclamation works created in the wetlands a dense network of drainage channels that led the water
thus collected to the dry lands. The fragmentation of land ownership between large feudal landlords,
religious bodies and minor property owners, and complex water rights gave rise to a heterogeneous
and articulated irrigation system [14], which required the creation of various types of artefacts for the
extraction of water from subsoil (resurgences), for water control (locks, sluice gates, dividers, etc.) and
to manage the intersection between the different channels (water bridges and siphons) [15].
Thanks to this complex system of territorial infrastructures a highly productive cereal agriculture – that
th
since the 15 century saw the introduction of rice – developed, accompanied by bovine, pigs and
poultry breeding and by water-meadows that produced grass also in winter, thanks to the higher
temperature (9-12 ° C) of the water coming from resurgences that keeps the soil at a constant
temperature and prevents freezing [15].
Land ownership was mainly concentrated in the hands of a number of large owners who organized its
exploitation dividing the territory in medium size allotments, the management of which was given for
rent. Such allotments were equipped with buildings – the courtyard farm – in which the residence of
the farmer's family was flanked by the employees’ houses and by more strictly agricultural buildings:
th
barns, warehouses, stables, etc. Starting from the 18 century there was an evolution of the
agricultural land management towards capitalism, with huge investment in land reclamation and in
new irrigation canals (which in the course of time allowed to flatten and definitely convert to agriculture
almost all the ancient sandy ridges) and the spread of the rice culture [13] (fig. 2-3). The large farms
often take on the character of self-contained socio-economic units, with a church, blacksmith’s and
carpenter’s workshops, and since the nineteenth century, also a school [1].
Urban centres are almost all very small and scattered throughout the territory, and they are inhabited
mainly by peasants emancipated from their reliance on the work required by capitalist farms. Around
the villages the character of the territory changes and it’s defined by small grain farms and vegetable
gardens [13].
The panorama of the fertile plain was also characterized by the widespread presence of proto industry
of the mills for grinding of wheat, rice and other cereals. In Lomellina mills were always activated by a
large water wheel (2÷3 m in diameter) and their position was therefore bound to the presence of a
hydraulic jump; therefore mills were disseminated throughout the territory: isolated, inserted into a
farm or an urban centre.
The materials that characterized Lomellina’s rural architecture were bricks made from local clay (used
for walls, floors and roofs) and timber, almost always obtained from the rows of trees separating the
plots of land, which also provided wood for current needs of the farms; rare the use of stone slabs,
limited almost exclusively to stairs and to the protection of parts of the mills directly exposed to water;
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unusual (and restricted to areas close to the course of the rivers) was the use in the walls of pebbles
alternating with courses of bricks.
th
In the 20 century Lomellina’s economy retained a marked agricultural character, with few
manufacturing settlements in proximity of the major centres (well known is the industrial district of
footwear in Vigevano). Agricultural mechanization, however, has partially modified the landscape,
expanding the size of the plots and forcing the cutting of most of the rows that subdivided them, who
changed form fundamental source of timber and firewood, to simple hindrance to agriculture; however,
at the same time the poplar cultivation spread in special plots showing the characteristic pattern with
aligned rows.
The Lomellina rural landscape is preciously preserved thanks to the high profitability of cultivations,
which favoured the permanence (albeit with the above changes) of agricultural activity and has been a
disincentive for conversion of the lands to other uses. The conservation of this landscape is, however,
currently at serious risk due to a large public work, unwelcome to local people and imposed from
above: a highway that would cut Lomellina from east to west to connect two small towns (Broni - 9˙500
inhabitants; Mortara - 15˙500 inhabitants), running alongside the existing road and developing almost
parallel to two other highway routes, the A4 Turin-Milan and the A1 Milan-Naples (approximately 30
km north), and the A21 Turin-Piacenza-Brescia (about 30 km south).

rd

Fig. 1: Map of the Lomellina and of the neighbouring territories in the 3 century B.C. (drafted by Siro
th
Severino Capsoni in the 18 century [16]) at the time of the Battle of Ticinus between the Carthaginian
and Roman armies. We clearly recognize the Po (which bisects the map horizontally) and the Ticino River,
the city of Pavia, and – at the bottom of the map – the hills and valleys of the Oltrepò Pavese.
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Fig. 2-3: The countryside of Lomellina (photographs by Emanuele Zamperini, 2012). On the left: a flooded
paddy field with a courtyard farm in the background. On the right: hydraulic artefact of the second half of
the nineteenth century for deriving water from a channel.

2.2 Historical architecture in the rural territory of the Piacenza hills
The Piacentine valleys are characterized by strong altitude gaps and by a marked anisotropy; the
river’s course and the routes on valley floors, hillsides and ridges are the main travel direction of the
territory.
Over the centuries, the Apennines chain has always been a barrier to the connections between
opposite sides. The most important directions followed the valley bottoms, but the crossing of the
watersheds had obligated the roads to conform to their morphology. In the past, «minor entrenchment
(arroccamento minore)» roads had been given rise by the presence of settlements, which were
located in not easily accessible places for safety problems [17].
In Roman times, the Apennine valleys had already held an economy bound to pastoralism and
agrarian production. In the early Middle Ages, following the fall of the Roman Empire, we witnessed a
process of heavy decline of commerce and of agricultural activity of the plain’s territories, with the
resulting abandonment of the Romans roads. Failing the plain’s towns, the society found itself
downsized a semi-natural economy, recovering the ancient rural villas as places of local life
organization. Village communities were developed according to cohabitation rules, that were based on
the communal exploitation of the territory. The ruralisation process continued in the Lombard period
(VI-VIII century; the old system of communication routes was supplanted by new road network, which
facilitated high ground localities. The Piacentine Apennine valleys acquired particular importance as
connection routes between Pavia – capital of the Lombard kingdom – and territories of Liguria and
areas of central and southern Italy. The importance of these ways grew further due to the gradual
spread of religious pilgrimages to Rome and the Holy Land. Hospitales, agricultural settlements,
villages with the aim to travellers’ stop or to defence the territory,
Through the organization work led by the St. Columban monks of Bobbio, the territory was divided into
territorial units (celle), where there were a place of worship, a farm or a livestock, and, in some of
them, a free hospice for wayfarers. Testimony of this territorial subdivision remained in subsequent
periods, with the feudal organization promoted in the Carolingian era and with the birth of the
communes [18].
With the occupation of the La Cisa pass – initially in Byzantine territory – and the rebirth of the plain’s
economy, the crossing ways trough the Piacentine Apennine valleys gradually lost some of their
importance; the final areas of the valleys were affected by more cultural and mercantile changes with
the plain and they had a more dynamic and in progressive transformation economy; on the contrary
the mountain territories and the more central areas of valleys were characterized by greater static
nature of the economic systems, which had conserved Medieval type organizations and territorial
management for a long time.
In mountain territories, isolated houses were rare and villages evaded the valley floors, less sunlit and
mainly humid, opting for placing along the hillsides, on spurs or level grounds; in the hills, at lower
altitude, settlements were situated on ridges, visually communicating among themselves, but there
were also some cases of villages which rose along banks of streams whose beds formed real natural
ways (fig. 4). The economy was agrarian and self-support, based on horticultural farming, on small
cereals fields, or on viticulture (which is particularly important in the low Tidone valley), and
supplemented by harvest of chestnuts in wooded areas or of juniper berries in uncultivated plots in
mountain territories [15].
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Fig. 4: Detail with the Val Chiarone of the map of 1713, which represents the feud of Count Giromonte dal
Verme. One of the largest centers was Pianello, which was located downstream along the Tidone creek,
near the confluence with the Chiarone; Pianello was a reference point for the neighbouring villages
because of in the past it had a particularly important market. Along the course of Chiarone, there were
settlements and rural hamlets. The current road that connects Pianello to these localities cut the hills
slopes, but the original road was adjacent to the creek. The represented villages in the map have already
been. State Archive of Parma, “Confini”, busta LL, filza II, vol. 3°, doc. 4.

Starting from the nineteenth century, the long decline of valley’s economy led to the agrarian decrease
and to the disappearing of traditional activities, as herding. The increasingly unpopulated mountain
met the abandonment of many settlements and the advancement of woods, which have reoccupied
plots, before that, cultivated or intended to pastures.
The northern Apennines mountain territory has conserved yet charm and features of places where
human presence has not completely transformed the natural landscape peculiarities [17].
The building typologies of rural areas are related to territory and uses. In mountain, as in Trebbia
valley territory, the traditional buildings are connoted by stone masonry, roofing made of limestone
slabs – called ciappe – and floors with wooden beams and planks (Fig. 5-6). Indeed, stone and wood
were easily available materials in the territory. The masonry was characterized by visible regular
stonework made of partially worked ashlars, thin joints and mortar that doesn’t appear in facings [18].
The ground floors housed stables and services rooms and the real dwelling was at the upper floors
(one or two); this arrangement allowed to create better indoor environmental conditions of the
residence, which was placed between the ground floor, often warmed by the presence of animals, and
attics. The stone entrance stair were outside and the internal vertical connections were wooden
ladders. The Estimi Rurali Farnesiani (XVI-XVII century), a kind of land register of rural properties
decreed by the Farnese, Lords of Piacenza, relate information about surveyed buildings which has still
been found in rural historical buildings (stone roofing, stone masonry, ovens, etc.).
At lower altitudes, on hills, the building materials are again stone and wood, but bricks appear more
frequently and roofing is made of clay tiles, because of the proximity to the plain areas, where the clay
were extracted in order to produce bricks. In these territories the stone masonry was made of irregular
blocks and, traditionally, it was plastered (fig. 7-8). Also in this case, documents of the Estimi Rurali
Farnesiani give us some useful information about the rural buildings. The buildings were characterized
by stone masonry and clay tiles roofing. Most of houses were one or two floor buildings and they had
sometimes an attic or a basement, which was used as tools or agricultural products storage; the stairs
could be external or internal.
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The stable was placed next to one of the house’s walls and over it, there was usually the hayloft,
which sometimes had straw roofing; many buildings had cobble farmyards for grain drying and
beating. Other typical buildings were porch, oven, dovecote, wine press and chicken coop. There were
also other rustic constructions, isolated or adjacent to houses – probably huts or temporary shelters –,
which had wooden structure and roofing made of straw or of sorghum bundles, now missing by now
[19]. Along the streams there were also many mills.

Fig. 5-6: Val Trebbia, district of Bobbio, Piacenza. At left: a building in Sambuceto, which is characterized
by visible stone masonry and stone slabs roofing (photo by Paolo Dallavalle, 2012). At right: Freddezza,
the centre of the hamlet with its fountain/laundry (photo by Valentina Cinieri, 2010).

Fig. 7-8: Val Chiarone, district of Pianello Val Tidone, Piacenza. At left: La Costa – “the shore” –, rural
building characterized by stone masonry and clay tiles roofing; next to the house there is the stable and,
over it, the hayloft. At right: the Casotto with its dovecote tower and the surrounding landscape; it is
evident the position of the compound in relation to the hill (photos by Valentina Cinieri, 2013).

3. The rural territory valorisation

Only a careful knowledge of the specific peculiarities of the territories is able to allow a rational
identification of the most adequate strategies for valorisation of the territory. Indeed, as we have seen,
the knowledge and rediscovery of many "minor" heritage buildings and their preservation are
indispensable conditions for rural areas’ promotion, which are inseparable from them.
It is therefore essential to define intended uses which are compatible with rural architectural heritage
preservation, and don’t involve its deep transformation, but, at the same, are able to promote an
economically sustainable utilization of the heritage itself. In fact economic sustainability is a necessary
prerequisite in order to manage, to maintain and to enjoy heritage over time; a limit of use that
considers unprofitable activities may lead to abandonment and loss.
In the first instance, it would be preferable to preserve the agricultural use, which could safeguard the
strong relation between building and territory. However, this isn’t often possible, due to the end of rural
activities or the changing of agricultural organization (different size of the area cultivated by the single
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farm, changes of machinery and consequently of required spaces, new hygienic and sanity standards
for breeding farms, etc.), which would require an architectural distortion.
Key question is the promotion of an integrated conservation of material and functional issues, together
with social ones; in order to achieve this goal, it is necessary to start from the popularization of the
awareness that rural built and landscape asset is a prime importance heritage [20].
In any way, the imposition of a compatible use should be made along with control and limits imposed
by local administrations and it should be compensated by actions which don’t demand a direct
economic outlay by the same administrations: grants or tax relief in case of rehabilitation or
preservation plans, or concessions to build additional volumes (typologically and morphologically
compatible with the existing buildings) notwithstanding the current urban regulations.
The tourist valorisation of rural territories can’t be based exclusively on the attraction offered by the
“emergent” built heritage. In territories where this is scarce, it can attract only a quick getaway tourism,
as “half a day” trips; to focus the attention solely on the “emergent” monuments leads tourists to follow
a series of "canonical" and always identical routes, and it drives to neglect the territorial dimension of
the local culture, overlooking large areas of the territory.
The territorial promotion must be based on a slower pace tourist fruition, and suggest itineraries in
which the interest isn’t limited only to one destination or a series of stages, but it is extended through
the route, consisting of a “diffused museum” (rural and fortified buildings, hydraulic structures,
anthropized territory), which we feel «as a mosaic of synchronic coexistence, and concurrently as a
diachronic layered palimpsest» [9].
With regard to strongly anisotropic and unidirectional valley territories – such as the Piacentine
Apennine valleys – the valorisation could still be based on the "classic" system of an itinerary that
notch up a series of consecutive steps, but expanding the view to the whole surrounding landscape.
On the contrary, the Lomellina is a flat and substantially isotropic territory, which is constituted by a
multistratified palimpsest of various levels of interpretation (irrigation system, system of the mills,
system of farms, agricultural landscape, historical medieval testimonies, etc.), and is characterized by
many minor elements, whose relevant interest is originated by their systematization; therefore the
modalities of its promotion must be different and must allow the overview of a little part of the territory
or a thematic interpretation of larger areas.
The system that we consider to be useful in both cases – and indispensable in the second one – is the
creation of a web portal, managed by a consortium for territorial development, in which the material
and immaterial cultural resources of the territory are stored and geo-referenced with a GIS-based
system, and which permits a quick interface with other provided resources of the web 2.0 (e.g. images
from Panoramio, Wikimedia commons, etc.). This portal should allow the realization of a personal
travel guide, that could be consulted online or downloaded as an e-books (and easily upgradeable or
adjustable in case of change of plan with the access to the portal by a smartphone), concerning routes
designed according to available time, adopted means of transport, specific knowledge interests.

4. Conclusions

The rural architecture arises from needs of territorial management and it is in close connection with
the territory; its material, typological, morphological and social features depend on a long history of
agrarian use of territory and they can’t be separated from it. In recent decades, the socio-economic
transformations have led to the gradual moving away of population from rural buildings and their
context. On one hand this caused their abandonment or manipulations, on other hand a widespread
need for revival.
The valorisation of rural territories should be based on the promotion of this need for rediscovery and
on a process of preservation and of compatible reuse of agricultural built artefacts.
In today’s society, the tourist activities are more strongly related to the use of electronic tools and web
2.0, therefore the key issue of the valorisation is considered the implementation of territorial
knowledge instruments, that are highly interactive and customizable as, for example, a territorial web
portal in which useful data are stored and by which a personalized tourist guide could be created on
the base of needs (available time, means of transport, etc.) and of user's interests.
In order to engender the valorisation of the territory, public initiatives are essential to fund and promote
this kind of system: consistent with the type of access to the mentioned territories, able to support
tourist activities without distorting the territory, and capable of generating more important "income
multipliers" than large public works [21].
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Abstract

In 2007, the United Nations instated the Declaration of Rights for Indigenous Peoples, promoting an
agenda of human rights. However, postulating the ‘indigenous’ evokes preservationist tactics, meriting
value through classification and boundaries. Textual and spatial definitions assert control. This paper
examines the foregrounded spatial divisions demarcated by the Declaration, questioning the
ostensibly generous provisions that may inhibit, not enrich, the conservation of indigenous cultural
heritage.
The paper examines Bolivian legislation issued in direct response to the United Nations Declaration,
asserting indigenous autonomy evoking distinctly rural spatial demarcations. This notably avoids
predominant indigenous population living on periphery of urban centers as result of post-colonial
migration. The paper posits that the ambiguous peri-urbanity is a ‘border’ as sociologist Richard
Sennett explains as ‘at once resistant and porous.’ The paper argues that the level of porosity of
peripheral settlements is essential for a dynamic cultural landscape; at once maintaining heritage ties
to indigenous lands while engaging the urban center’s labor force.
This paper examines the definitions implicated by the Declaration. It analyzes definitions of people and
space, and the subsequent lack of definition for social or spatial ambiguity ‘between the lines’ of these
definitions. The paper acknowledges the ambiguous territory that resists definition and the beneficial
affordances of undefined land. To end, the paper argues for new strategies to maintain and nurture
cultural heritage. It distinguishes tactics of conservation from those of preservation strategies. Beyond
a semantic difference, conservation engages sustained practices of indigenous cultural heritage
amidst a dynamic urban ecology.
Keywords: United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Bolivia, Land Rights,
Heritage Conservation, Peri-urban

1.

Definitions
Article 26, United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the lands, territories and resources which they have
traditionally owned, occupied or otherwise used or acquired.
2. Indigenous peoples have the right to own, use, develop and control the lands, territories
and resources that they possess by reason of traditional ownership or other traditional
occupation or use, as well as those which they have otherwise acquired.
3. States shall give legal recognition and protection to these lands, territories and resources.
Such recognition shall be conducted with due respect to the customs, traditions and land
tenure systems of the indigenous peoples concerned. [1]

In 2007, the United Nations instated the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, promoting
rights to self-determined autonomy and control over cultural heritage. Twenty-two years of long
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deliberation and debate between nations and indigenous communities ultimately produced the
Declaration celebrated as ‘a living document for the common future of humanity’. [2] While the
Declaration is not legally binding, it establishes a standard for the treatment of indigenous peoples
worldwide. This paper critically examines the spatial and social divisions demarcated by the
Declaration, problematizing the ostensibly generous provisions that may hinder conservation of
indigenous cultural heritage.
The rhetoric of a moralized ‘common future’ resists critique and opposition to any of the articles is
deemed discriminatory. However, at the risk and defiance of this critique, the following paper seeks to
evaluate the ‘commonness’ of the Declaration as a means to evaluate best practices by which to
achieve this ‘common future’. This paper argues that the territorial and textual demarcations of
indigenous evoke preservationist tactics, meriting value through classification and boundaries.
Ultimately, the paper problematizes notions of preservation and presents instead conservation as a
generative strategy that maintains connection to heritage whilst acknowledging dynamic socio-cultural
processes.

Fig. 1: Indigenous Aymara Celebrate the Winter Solstice with Offerings of Llama Fetuses in Tiwanaku

The Declaration’s rhetoric acknowledges the presumptive minority status of indigenous peoples. Thus,
the implications are particularly potent in the South American country of Bolivia, which boasts a 62%
population majority of indigenous peoples. [3] Defining spatial demarcations are preliminary steps to
determining land rights and seeking self-governance. Beginning with ancestral territory presumes
continuity of inhabitation both traditionally and contemporaneously, lacking acknowledgement of either
migration or nomadic cultures. Foregrounding traditional spatial occupation is problematic as it renders
space stagnant and impedes the dynamic socio-spatial development of cultural heritage.
1.1
Defining People
Remarkably, the United Nations’ Declaration of Indigenous Rights lacks a formal definition of
indigenous in its dossier of affirmative declarations. This perceived oversight received adamant
critique from opposed nations in the General Assembly. Textual formulations of identity resist
definition as it narrows identity to legal categories and preconceived criteria. Determining
indigenousness is thus relegated to self-identification and ‘buttressed by an ethos of selfdetermination’. [4] However, a proximate pamphlet targeted at ‘indigenous adolescents’ articulated the
foregrounded concerns for such definition:
Indigenous peoples are descendants of the original people or occupants of lands before these
lands were taken over or conquered by others. Many indigenous peoples have maintained
their traditional cultures and identities (e.g., way of dressing, language and the cultivation of
land). Therefore they have a strong and deep connection with their ancestral territories,
cultures and identities. [5]
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Foregrounding the spatial claims create a direct link from land to culture. Ownership of territory is
deemed central and the essential quality to distinguish a cultural identity. Nowhere more significant
are indigenous land rights than the South American country of Bolivia. In 2005 the country elected its
first self-proclaimed indigenous president, Mr. Evo Morales. His presidential inauguration by Aymara
priests at the ceremonial site of Tiwanaku set a tone for his political promotion of indigenous rights. [6]
In 2009, Bolivia implemented a new constitution that espoused the UN Declaration into formalized
legislation as a means to grant greater self-determination to its indigenous peoples. Mr. Morales spoke
to his country: “We are the first country to turn this declaration into a law and that is important,
brothers and sisters. We recognize and salute the work of our representatives. But if we were to
remember the indigenous fight clearly, many of us who are sensitive would end up crying in
remembering the discrimination, the scorn." The following year, the Autonomy and Decentralization
Framework Law introduced procedures for indigenous communities to establish autonomy, as a form
of self-governance and recognition of self-determination.
Mr. Morales’ citation of the ‘indigenous fight’ reflects the atrocities against native peoples by nonnative imposters. Spanish conquistadors entered the region in the mid sixteenth century, extracting
silver and exploiting the Incan empire. More present in national memory are neoliberal policies of the
early 1990’s, alluring multinational corporations exploitative concessions for resource extraction.
Those who came drew new boundaries and claimed spatial control to assert authority. The responsive
legislation rhetoric of Mr. Morales’s new constitution attempts to decentralize control, declaring a
plurinational state. The goal to re-establish indigenous autonomy through the Autonomy
Decentralization Framework Law begins with reclamation of traditional indigenous territory. The
Framework Law attempts to reverse the travesties by facilitating indigenous self-determined
autonomy. Recognition of autonomy accompanies the textual declaration, affirming ownership, usage,
and control as means to manage cultural heritage of native lands. However, seeking to re-establish
indigenous autonomy through recognition of traditional spatial occupation is problematic, as ethnic
communities no longer inhabit native territories, live nomadic livelihoods, or have migrated to new
regions.
1.2
Defining Space
Arguably the most contested articles in the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
consider the space inhabited by indigenous peoples. As mentioned in the epigraph, Article 26 gives
rights to traditional territory ‘possessed by reason of traditional ownership or other traditional
occupation or use, as well as those which they have otherwise acquired’. [7] During the United Nations
General Assembly deliberations regarding the Declaration, four nations vetoed the declaration in
contestation of Article 26. Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the United States lamenting
problematic assumptions of land rights. While internal national politics certainly played a role, the
Declaration defines space only in pre-colonial terms, rendering space stagnant. Primary concerns
against the policy argued that the article might supersede national legislation allocating territorial rights
to native peoples.

Fig. 2: Crosswalk guards in zebra suits embody urban processes of appropriate city street behavior
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The indigenous lands are customarily located in rural regions. In practice, this presents spatially
dichotomous categories of rural and urban. Increase in rural to urban migration has raised awareness
of fear of losing essential cultural heritage of the indigenous. Upon moving to urban areas,
assumptions hold that traditional dress, religion, language, and customs fade in mere generations.
One extreme example of the drama of extremity is a contemporary practice to urbanize new rural
migrants to city life. One customary scene is of costumed crosswalk guards donning zebra suits to
alert both pedestrians and motorists of the white stripes notifying where to walk. The costumes provide
a visual pun, as “cebras” signifies both zebra and crosswalk. Though humorous, the intent is to civilize
outsiders to engage the city on urban only city’s terms. The space of the city is seen as one in which
new migrants not only occupy but gain new urban behavior.
This example posits an exceptional socio-spatial dynamic. Henri Lefebvre reminds us that space is a
social product. He argues that space is not limited to a priori Cartesian geographic coordinates, but
generated. Space is co-created socially and spatially. [8] This understanding of space is produced and
continually being produced. The practices of the cebras exemplify this social conditioning of urban
space. In this way, the urban space in Bolivia is understood to be where traditions of past are shed for
ostensibly modern ways of living. Within this dichotomy, extreme examples of pre-colonial or urban
living locate indigenous space in rural regions and the city as the locus of modern life. This distinction
is limiting to both people and space operating outside distinct categories between the lines of
definition.

2.

Between the Lines

For Bolivia’s indigenous, spatial occupation is continually in flux. While the majority of Bolivian
indigenous peoples live in rural highlands, many are located here as result of migration post-colonial
occupation. In lowland rural areas, however, the 2009 Constitution provided frameworks for state
designation of Original Peasant Indigenous Territory, defined as “ancestral territory where common
lands or community of origin was constituted”. [9] However, much of the land is fragmented, privatized
or shares ownership with national parks. The lack of cohesive territory does little to solidify collective
cultural identity.
The final zone of inhabitation for Bolivia’s indigenous resists definition either rural or urban. Deemed
the peri-urban, peripheral settlements surrounding urban centers lack discrete definition. The
ambiguity of both ruralized urban and urbanized rural provide certain affordances lacking in spatially
demarcated zones. As rural to urban migration escalates, this is increasingly the site of Bolivia’s
indigenous. Often living in informal settlements and makeshift housing arrangements, this geography
affords no legal benefits toward recognized autonomy. However, I argue, that the ways in which
migrants inhabit this ambiguous territory provide opportunity for grassroots self-designation and selfidentification. The informality instead enables residents to formalize their territory through dynamic
socio-spatial occupation.

Fig. 3: Overlooking peri-urban Communidad Maria Auxiliadora along the southern fringe of Cochabamba
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3.

Self Definition

Urban edge conditions are precisely the ambiguous territory ripe for negotiating the categorically
indigenous rural and urban modern. Sociologist Richard Sennett distinguishes such urban fringes to
biological phenomena akin to a cell membrane. The peri-urban enables a spatial porosity, “at once
resistant and porous.” [10] Linkages between rural and urban maintain a space complicating the
rural/urban dichotomy. It is a transitional zone and a landscape continuum. It lacks formalized
definition or uniform construction, instead situated as a ‘both/and’ between dichotomies of rural and
urban or indigenous and modern. “The peri-urban interface is characterized by strong urban
influences, easy access to markets, services”. [11] Regardless, it is distinctly not urban. Living on the
edges of urban centers allows indigenous peoples access to the economic incentives of a city.
Desirable amenities include commercial markets and an expanding labor force as well as access to
the municipal infrastructural amenities such as water, electricity, and transportation. Yet, cultural ties
to rural communities remain significant. Members return to help family farms herd llamas or participate
in community councils. These urban edges become permeable borders between cosmopolitan living
and indigenous lifestyles.
This study of peripheral settlements in the agrarian valley region of Cochabamba demonstrates one
example of the sustained practices of indigenous cultural heritage amidst a dynamic urban
environment. The community of Maria Auxiliadora is located in the southern zone of the city of
Cochabamba. Though its location within the vague peri-urban landscape may render it normative, the
community is an anomaly. The community Maria Auxiliadora formed in 1999, after a group of six
women purchased the 16.8 hectares of land to establish the community as a communal land trust. The
community earned a World Habitat Award in 2008 for its exceptional model of self-initiated democratic
governance and collective ownership. [12] It is in fact the informal qualities of peri-urban area that
allow residents to establish collective systems of governance, resource management, and cultural
production.
Invoking Lefebvre once again, in this ambiguous territory indigenous cultures produce new social
space. In its formation, a team of women collectively purchased the territory on the fringe of
Cochabamba. In a country where masculine machismo is a cultural norm, the self-initiative of these
women is notable. The community foregrounded gender equality as a way to establish new modes of
operating. Additionally, the contemporary occupants have emigrated from multiple regions and do not
share the same ethnicity. The community chose to purchase this territory outside of the urban center.
The implications are a formalization of informal territory and an affirmation of establishing new spatial
practices that meld between indigenous and modern ways of living. This example showcases a
moment in which a transitory space is defined by grassroots momentum, not by bureaucratic top down
spatial control.

4.

Redefinition

The motivation of this argument is to present a critical read of the United Nations Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples with specificity to the case of Bolivia. The implications position anew the
stakes of heritage preservation with an eye toward the socio-spatial. The field of preservation has an
affinity for borders. This manifests most commonly in historic building zones of city districts, where it is
the restrictive codes that give most value to sites through constriction. Meaning is added through the
sites’ separation to its surrounding context. The cordoning off of space preserves through spatial
division. Boundary-making is the present mode of operation for preservationists. Similar tactics are at
play in the United Nation’s Declaration of Indigenous Rights. Defining indigenous through spatial
demarcations positions these peoples into categories of indigenous rural or modern urban. Yet the
reality of the dynamism between space and culture results in ambiguous territory.
In the case of Bolivia, the presidential regime of Mr. Evo Morales is ironically using similar tactics of
definition to maintain control. Ability to self-govern decentralizes control. As such, critics of Evo
Morales have been weary of the ostensibly generous proclamations for indigenous autonomy.
Divisions of groups via textual divisions ultimately give control to the one drawing the lines. An
outstanding 62 % of the population self-identify as indigenous, however closer examination of
statistics reveals few purely indigenous peoples is to be found in the country. The 2012 census raised
outrage as census forms lacked ‘mixed-race’ status. The ethnicity of “mestizo” seemed blaringly
lacking and ballots instead required citizens to select one of forty ethnic groups. Graffiti proliferated
throughout the capital city of La Paz with the words "I'm not Aymara. I'm not Quechua. I'm mestizo,"
[13] Speculation held that allowing mixed-race status would destabilize and delegitimize the vocally
indigenous government of Evo Morales. The aim to create a plurinational state of Bolivia via granting
indigenous autonomy appears a preservationist tactic to assert control through classification. Equally,
autonomy asserts boundary and isolation. Sociologist Richard Sennett invokes biological references to
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explain, ‘the border is the limit, a territory beyond with a particular species do not stray’ and ‘like a cell
wall serves as a contained to hold things in’. [14] Strict definition making asserts sectarianism,
providing a leverage point for governmentality. These definitions occur both in text and space.

5.

Conclusion

It is the very lack of defined spatial boundaries of the peri-urban space that enables self-determination.
This paper argues accordingly for another strategy to engage indigenous heritage than preservation. I
propose conservation. The discrepancy is beyond semantics. While preservation tactics assert control
via top-down boundary making, conservation cultivates. Conservation is dangerous and certainly less
controlled. It cultivates choice and self-determination. It enables culture to evolve and enter the urban
ecology without prescribed outcomes. While the spirit of the Declaration is apparent to increase
human rights for as “a living document for a common future” this “future” must be carefully scrutinized
for its utmost potential. The heavy claim makes broad strokes regarding cultural definitions, perhaps
missing localized nuances that render the Declaration improbable. The case of Bolivia enlarges an
understanding of direct implications that result in spatial demarcations and assumptions unequivocal
to empirical realities. The “living document” for global standards must re-evaluate preservationist
practices to acknowledge the ambiguous definitions and demarcations of peoples and space.
Recognition of cultural heritage must not limit to stagnant spatial criteria but look forward to notions of
socio-spatial heritage as both dynamic and living.
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Abstract
Top-down urban development projects often perpetuate sociospatial injustice by focusing
renewal in areas occupied by a region’s most disenfranchised populations, most commonly urban
minorities. Because these populations often lack sufficient political and economic power, they are left
with little opportunity to democratically or otherwise oppose the impositions of the dominant urban
regime. Legacy forms of urban development through public-private partnership fail to provide an
equitable distribution of rights to imagine alternative urban futures even when lead by the most socially
radical planners.[1] Such development is conversely complicit in ensuring and facilitating capitalist
exploitation of city land. In this paper I will trace the multiple forms of this exploitation before exploring
projective strategies for establishing a new urban imaginary as a productive alternatives to the existing
paradigm. There exists an extensive body of analytical and critical literature concerning spatial issues
of urban injustice and inequality through the lens of Marxist critique, geography, urban planning,
architecture, and public policy. This literature focuses on cities as spaces of conflict. This work
suggests the potential of interactive media practices to instrumentalized as a means of innovating
operative spatial strategies that could enfranchise populations with capacities for self-directed planning
that exist outside of both the reactionary activist paradigms of resistance and revolution, whose tools
are outmoded. This argument is intended to present one of many potential modes that the paper
hopes to inspire. In the first half of the paper, taking Detroit, MI as a paradigm case in a global context,
I will trace historic hegemonic regimes of urban development through three phases that dominated
Detroit’s urban imaginary: (1) federal funded creative destruction (1949-1969), (2) globalization and
entrepreneurial governance (1970-1989), (3) postmodern monopoly rents (1990-present). This history
will reveal how the imposition of top-down urban imaginaries resulted in the exploitative and spatially
unjust environment of Post-World War II Detroit. In the second half of the paper I will begin to theorize
the potential of new forms for mediated spatial practices to empower disenfranchised urban
populations with the capacity to lay claim to a more equitable future through the production of a
radically new urban imaginary.
Keywords: Detroit, New Media, Justice, Identity, Conservation

Introduction
Top-down urban development projects often perpetuate sociospatial injustice by focusing
renewal in areas occupied by a region’s most disenfranchised populations, most commonly urban
minorities. Because these populations often lack sufficient political and economic power, they are left
with little opportunity to democratically or otherwise oppose the impositions of the dominant urban
regime. Legacy forms of urban development through public-private partnership fail to provide an
equitable distribution of rights to imagine alternative urban futures even when lead by the most socially
radical planners.[2] Such development is conversely complicit in ensuring and facilitating capitalist
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exploitation of city land. In this paper I will trace the multiple forms of this exploitation before exploring
projective strategies for establishing a new urban imaginary as a productive alternatives to the existing
paradigm. There exists an extensive body of analytical and critical literature concerning spatial issues
of urban injustice and inequality through the lens of Marxist critique, geography, urban planning,
architecture, and public policy. This literature focuses on cities as spaces of conflict. This work
suggests the potential of interactive media practices to instrumentalized as a means of innovating
operative spatial strategies that could enfranchise populations with capacities for self-directed planning
that exist outside of both the reactionary activist paradigms of resistance and revolution, whose tools
are outmoded. This argument is intended to present one of many potential modes that the paper
hopes to inspire. In the first half of the paper, taking Detroit, MI as a paradigm case in a global context,
I will trace historic hegemonic regimes of urban development through three phases that dominated
Detroit’s urban imaginary: (1) federal funded creative destruction (1949-1969), (2) globalization and
entrepreneurial governance (1970-1989), (3) postmodern monopoly rents (1990-present). This history
will reveal how the imposition of top-down urban imaginaries resulted in the exploitative and spatially
unjust environment of Post-World War II Detroit. In the second half of the paper I will begin to theorize
the potential of new forms for mediated spatial practices to empower disenfranchised urban
populations with the capacity to lay claim to a more equitable future through the production of a
radically new urban imaginary.
(1) Federal funded creative destruction (1949-1969),
In 1942 one of Detroit’s more powerful companies Homer Warren & Company submitted a
“scientific” report diagnosing and prescribing suggested remedies for Detroit’s urban issues to the
Urban Land Institute (ULI).[3] At the time the ULI had recently established itself as an advocacy
organization that would provide outlines for legislative reform for dealing with issues related to the
decentralization of American cities. [4] In the report Carl S. Wells, the president of Homer Warren &
Company, diagnosed blight as a primary contributor to Detroit’s urban issues and identified specific
blighted territories on the map as locations.[5] According to the report: “The outward movement of
upper and middleclass income groups has been largely due to the fact that the area, approximately 3
miles in radius, which is adjacent the central business district, has become blighted and extremely
undesirable for residential purpose;” the report claims in a scientific manner that age and
obsolescence are to blame, quoting that “about two-thirds of the structures are close to 40 years old,
and the remaining ones are 30 years old.”[6] These locations, it was argued, should be reclaimed “for
the protection and conservation of those areas threatened by the spread of blight” through “slum
clearance, elimination of substandard housing, and location of housing development and
redevelopments, under the Urban Redevelopment Corporation law.”[7] Almost all of the
neighborhoods designated “blighted” were majority black. The manipulated stories and ulterior motives
under the guise of technical analysis became the justification of the use eminent domain to displace
large minority populations for the purpose of “urban renewal.” The largest and most egregious case is
that of Paradise Valley, which was the jazz Mecca of the 1940s and 50s and social hub of the black
community, with over 300 black owned businesses was demolished. The intent was clear—the
business interests of Detroit were explicitly lobbying for the power to clear slums to create space for
more lucrative real-estate investment that would encourage the return of the white upper and middle
classes that had fled to the suburbs.
Initially this process of “creative destruction” of “blighted” areas entailed a tacit agreement
between the state and private interests in with municipal government would take on an expanded role
in municipal real-estate market by incurring a portion of the investment risk burden by leveraging
federal funds for slum clearance projects. Despite being sold politically as a public good the thrust
behind urban renewal in the US became dominated by business interests who manipulated projects to
serve exploitative practices that stigmatized and ultimately destroyed predominantly minority and poor
urban communities.[8] Subjective biases became instrumentalized as objective science through the
construction of a specific urban imaginary. As Weber puts it, “narratives often indistinguishable from
the basic empirical identities of buildings, neighborhoods, and entire cities (Shields 1991)[9].
Encouraged by business owners, municipalities constructed an imaginary that defined “obsolete” and
“blighted” buildings, that empowered them with the capacity to displace undesired communities that
resided on valuable urban land near the central business district, land that was considered unsightly
as they were inhabited by poor , black communities.[10] This process render the previously occupied
urban land “more malleable and [therefore] potentially more valuable to investors”.[11] The extent of
urban renewal of this type was so substantial that “between 1949 and 1965, one million people,
mostly low-income, were evicted in the name of eliminating blight (Hall 1996). The intentional
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construction of an urban imaginary by specifc actors and agence dominated by the commercial
interests of business and real-estate manifested in a dramatic restructuring of the physical space of
the city to their particular benefit at the expense of other disenfranchised communities who failed to
succeffully proposition for an alternative.
(2) Globalization and entrepreneurial governance (1970-1989)
The power to constructed the Detroit urban space through imagined futures remained with
privileged private business interests. As global markets expanded competition, industry had
increasing liberty to elect where it would produces its goods, these interests were agile to reconstruct
the urban imaginary to again serve their interest. In this new context municipal government were
forced take on an expanded role in municipal real-estate market to guarantee that development and
production would actually takes place in the municipality. By incurring a portion of the investment risk
burden in the form of debt in order, the municipality would benefit through increased tax revenue to be
spent on other politically advantageous projects.[12] At least this was the intent. Attempts to compete
for increasingly fluid investment capital in the form of real-estate resulted in a form of boosterism that
lead to the exploitation of urban communities through “excavation of value” in the form of population
displacement that rarely succeeded in the procurement of promised returns.[13]
In 1969 when President Richard Nixon declared that the urban development and housing
crisis in the US was “over and done with”[14], the Michigan Civil Rights Commission released statistics
stating that 90 percent of Michigan non-whites still lived in “urban ghettos.[15] Regardless of the local
reality, the national narrative enabled the federal government to justify eliminating the programs that
were financing urban renewal project funding.[16] Changing policy weakened the capacity of
business interests to manipulate urban space through the previous regime of urban renewal. As a
result these private interests again utilized the construction of new urban imaginary to regain control of
spaces of the cities future. By this time global corporations, including Detroit’s own General Motors,
Ford, and Chrysler (known as “the Big Three”) were increasingly capable of leveraging global
networks to maximize profits by exploiting cheap production costs. These preferences became
increasingly indifferent to locality. As a result, the city of Detroit found itself increasingly desperate to
keep the automobile industry, the backbone of its economy, within the city. Politicians were faced with
the contradictory necessity of attracting placeless multinationals (including the Big Three) and the
needs of their local constituents. Faced with this dilemma, Detroit engaged in public-private
development in order to lure business interests, including local business elite of Detroit’s international
mega corporations. However because the city was so desperate to retain big business, the bargaining
power fell to the corporations who were able to once again demand control of the urban imaginary of
the city. As in the post-war period, a small group of rich and powerful individuals organized to script
the future space of the city.
In 1970 a small group of Detroit’s most powerful corporations created the Detroit Renaissance
Inc.. Their intent to vision the future of city is clear in their name, even if the specifics of that intent
were different than their publicity would suggest. Guided by its president Henry Ford II, Detroit
Renaissance Inc. constructed an imagine of corporate pride and commitment to Detroit. This public
relations and “corporate responsibility” campaign however had serious ambitions to again free large
spaces within the city to the flow of global capital through the construction of several massive
downtown riverfront developments. The flagship project, the Detroit Renaissance Center, which
opened on the river front in 1977 and was intended as a “catalyst for the renewed growth of Detroit,”
however, much like the other large projects directed by the Renaissance Inc., became a sink hole for
public financing.[17] The corporations manipulated the city to subsidize their private interests by selling
an new urban imaginary in which corporations were city patrons who would, with the aid of city
funding, make downtown an attractive place for the business that the city so desperately desired. This
imaginary however, in reality, operated as a mechanism of exploitation that enabled once again big
business interests to make malleable Detroit urban space in order to grow their own private profits.
The successes in downtown corporate headquarters, encouraged public-private development
of production facilities as well. On top of corporate head-quarters, the city also took dramatic
measures to keep manufacturers in the city. In 1980 the long established Poletown, a large polish
ethnic enclave in Detroit that also had strong Albanian, Yugoslav, Yemeni, Filipino, and Black
populations, was razed for the construction of an automotive assembly plant with the financial support
of the city.[18] In order to secure the General Motors auto plant, Mayor Coleman Young enticed GM to
stay in the city by gifting $200 million through incentives to the world’s larges industrial corporation;
the return of this investment was hoped to be three thousand auto industry jobs—that would never
come to be [19]. Total demolition for the development project included “sixteen churches, twenty-five
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bars and stores, thirty-three warehousing and industrial facilities, two public schools, one hospital, one
post-office, six petrol stations, and fifteen hundred homes in the cities ethnic Poletown
neighborhood.”[20]
(3) Postmodern Crisis and Future Frameworks (1990-present).
Today the situation of urban exploitation and the control of urban imaginary in Detroit has
become much more complex as the extreme economic and financial crisis has unraveled the potential
of traditional modes of asserting agency in construction of urban spaces. A report released by the
cities emergency financial manager Kevyn Orr, who was appointed by the mayor to gain control of the
dire situation, on May 13, 2013 revealed that Detroit has $162 million cash-flow shortfall for the current
fiscal year which lead to borrowing practices that means that the city now has “effectively exhausted
its ability to borrow” in the future.[21] With a crippling “debt load of $9.4 billion in bonds, loans, and
other liabilities” much of has compounded from the manipulated spending on big business, as well as
“post-retirement liabilities exceeding $5.7 billion,” it is clear that public private partnerships with the city
will no longer be a viable path for business interest to construct urban space to their benefit.[22] The
slow nature of this unprecedented economic demise within a shifting cultural and demographic
context, Detroit’s majority black population today nearly half what is was in the 1950s when the city
was majority whine, has enabled new strategies wealthy vested interests to take advantage of the
situation in order to manipulate Detroit’s future in their own interests.
The installment of the emergency financial manager by Republican Governor Rich Snyder, a
notoriously pro-business politician, enabled the take over of any budgetary and spending decisions the
city makes, without the capacity of any of the cities democratically elected officials, including the
mayor and the city council to affect decision making. It is likely that privatization of public sector
services as well as the sale of public land to private interests will play an strong role Orr’s strategy.[23]
Much of the black, democratic, population of the city see the move as a hostile take over of the city by
a white, republican state government, who many fear will continue to make concession to big
businesses on the back of the working class like anti-union “right to work” legislation passed by the
administration in. [24]
Other opportunities for business interests in the contemporary context have been driven by
the sever discounting of property in the cities real-estate market which, because of the dramatic
disinvestment and abandonment of building in the city. It is estimated that there are around 78,000
abandoned buildings within the city.[25] As a result, owners of mega-corporations that are insulated
from the severity of the deep regional recession, have been able to make major real-estate
investments at individual private investors because the prices for land and existing buildings are so
low. This year, the Illitch family, the family who started the national pizza chain Little Caesars, has
announced plans for a $650 million entertainment district that plans to, amazingly give the financial
struggles, take advantage of signification state and local subsidies.[26] A part of the plan is to build a
new stadium for the Red Wing hockey team, who the Illitchs own, that integrates several other of the
families prized possessions including, the Detroit Tigers baseball team, the Tigers stadium Comerica
park, and adjacent Fox Theater which represent a large percentage of downtown real-estate. Another
major private player is Dan Gilbert, Detroit’s wealthiest person, owner of Quicken Loans. Operating
through his real-estate investment company Rock ventures now owns 14 buildings in Downtown, has
recently purchased the Greektown Casino with ambitions to expand his assets downtown into an
entertainment district as well[27]. Gilbert met recently with US Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar in
order to secure Federal tax incentives for the development of the buildings that he owns that are
historically designated.[28] While many of the cities disenfranchised communities are being evicted or
having their homes foreclosed on, the wealthy owners of regionally headquartered mega-corporations
are taking ownership of prominent real-estate in the more affluent downtown and midtown areas,
which are being prepared as havens of middle and upper class constituencies. This future excludes
the majority of the city’s population.
Outside of the agency of ownership, new mechanism for constructing an urban imaginary
have emerged in Detroit’s particularly desperate situation including a new form of city planning
document for shrinking city. The potential effects of the January release of a planning document called
the Detroit Future City framework(DFC).[29] will not be understood for many year to come, however
given the deep history of such documents to pander to powerful business interest, the unprecedented
nature of the document as one the plans for shinkage not growth, and it arrival a such a crux moment
in Detroit modern history requires that the document be taken seriously as a new paradigm for
Detroit’s urban imaginary. Given Detroit’s history of private sector exploitation being empowered by
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such documents, many local residents are very skeptical of the potential ramifications of the
framework while members of the planning profession and academics have sang in praise of its
innovation. An extensive analysis of the document is outside the scope of this paper, but even a
surface investigation raises some red flags.
A primary innovation of the 347 page document is the production of a planning document that
is not based on growth but on “right sizing”. As Justin Hollander, an urban planning scholar, puts it,
“for much of the Western world, the ways that cities typically achieve the kinds of goals identified by
the plan has been through growth,” where as the DFC “is grounded in a pragmatism based on
demographics” that identifies selected areas of growth and “if a place is growing, let's manage that
growth through new infrastructure and coordination of services.”[30] In general, the plan gives a
rhetorically coiffed, more politically palatable plan for a spatial control of the cities remaining population
through geographically discriminated service provisions, in order to reduce costs attract future
investment and development. Less populated areas are primarily designated as “innovative” or
“productive” landscapes. When investigates the many potential typologies for such space however, it
becomes clear that they operate more as blank slates for technocratic, private industry lead
infrastructure development, than publically oriented landscapes.
Despite concessions in the plan to importance of the already existing grass-root service
structures that have emerged as the public sector became increasingly unable to provide services, the
capital intensity of many of the suggested landscape and infrastructure typologies clearly require
massive private investment at potentially high risk. The document provides no financial plan for the
project. The unstated financial reality would severely limit the pool of potential business that would
benefit from the large scale land use changes proposed by the plan to large, established, outside
corporations. While the document claims to “encourage local entrepreneurship and minority business
participation” the nature of its dominant spatial restructuring of the city would seem to discourage their
potential participation.
Other facts surrounding the inception and production of the DFC, specifically concerning the
funding of its research, demand that the document be analysed critically as a new and potentially
dominant urban imaginary that could ultimately pander to private interests, much like Detroit previous,
dominant imaginaries. To start, a large portion of the funding that went into the production of the DFC
research and production came from the Kresge Foundation, who has also committed $150 million to
seed early projects.[31] However, in the past the foundation has been directly involved in less
publically oriented development projects in the city including ambitious and unrealized plans to
develop Detroit’s waterfront with Luxury condominiums; a project that failed because of the economic
crash in 2008-2009. The foundation, which as a part of their involvement had made initial investments
in the waterfront in 2002, doubled it’s the donations in the city of Detroit. [32] Detroit related projects
included city infrastructure projects like a $9.1 million grant in 2008 to establish a public-private
partnership M-1 rail line, a mass transit line along Detroit’s main North-south axis Woodward Ave.,
“anchor institutions.”[33] In 2011 alone they provided $25.5 million in grants for their “Re-Imagining
Detroit framework” with the stated goal of “to change the city of Detroit’s trajectory to one of long-term
economic opportunity that advances social equity, promotes cultural expression, and re-establishes
our hometown as the center of a vibrant region.”[34]
As a private foundation, The Kresge Foundation is by definition a 501(c)(3) non-profit which
makes any explicit private benefit of its operations technically illegal, however at the scale in which the
Foundation is operating in Detroit, private benefits, and losses, are inevitable and such ambiguity
privileges larger business that have the skills to understand and exploit new imaginary delivered by the
document. Even the format of the document, which is extremely long and text heavy, excludes a large
portion of the population of which nearly half are considered “functionally illiterate,” according to the
National Institute of Literacy.[35] Despite the rhetoric of equity of inclusion and equity purported by the
Kresge Foundation and the DFC this error in format for the supposed intended audience is a major
omission. Even without suggesting any specific exploitative intentions, the explicit and implicit
privileging of big business by DFC suggests that, if it no alternative or corrective measures are taken,
that Detroit’s new urban imaginary will again fail to serve it’s majority population much like the
imaginaries the preceded it.
Already projects that are specifically heralded as models within the DFC are underway that
reveal potentially exploitative nature of such future projects. These projects represent a significantly
different type of land acquisition than the more historically traditional forms of concentrated land
clearance and public-private development practices. In March, the City Council of Detroit approval the
purchase of 170 acres of vacant land to Hanz Woodlands and Farms, a business venture of the Hanz
Group, a regional real-estate investment corporation. The president of the Hanz Farms says that the
plan is to “make the neighborhood more attractive, more livable and, then, also, by eliminating the
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publicly-owned blight, the private property increases in value.”[36] Before the sale was approved
Marcel Todd Jr., director of Detroit’s City Planning Commission, said the Hanz deal would be “the
largest speculative land sale in the city’s history.”[37] Outside of its scale, what makes Hanz
Woodlands and Farms unique and perhaps insidious is that it is corruption of a preexisting practice,
native and authentic, to an abandoned city whose aim is individual empowerment and subsumes it into
a dependency model. Much of this land and land elsewhere has been attempted to be purchased by
local urban farmers who struggle to purchase affordable land from the city. Malik Yakini of the Detroit
Black Community Food Security Network are concerned about the long-term power dynamics of the
deal: "As we struggle to foster food security, food justice and food sovereignty the question of land,
who 'owns' it, who controls it, and who benefits from it, must be in the forefront of our discussions."[38]
The Hanz Group, by simultaneously maintaining preexisting practices and employing local labor can
maintain local support unique urban condition that will provide the unique value for the real-estate, to
be traded at a later date at the cost of the native community who will likely no longer be able to afford
to live their or whose homes will likely be under the threat of larger development plans. This process,
though related to more traditional form of urban exploitation such as gentrification, it also perhaps
signals a new battle ground on which the majority public must reassert its agency in order to take
control of its future by defining the dominant urban imaginary to serve its own ambitions in order to
guarantee a more equitable future.
Towards a new urban imaginary
The complexity through which the private interests of big business are served by dominating
the urban imaginary of Detroit, presents a considerable practical and theoretical challenge in finding
potential strategies for empowering the disenfranchised majority population in the city to galvenize a
dominant urban imaginary that can overcome the historic oppression of which was layered out in the
first half of the paper. I will argue that new forms of media driven spatial practices could provide
options for historically exploited populations to develop their own paths towards a future of their own
imagination outside of the unending cycle of capitalist exploitation that has defined their norm. While
media has many advantages, including its audio/visual format and ease and affordability of its
dissemination, it also has been historically a deeply problematic format that played a complicit role in
historically exploitative urban imaginaries. Therefore to defend medias viability, I will first construct a
theoretic argument for its potential before providing several successful examples of its constructive
adoption towards the active production of a new urban imaginary the breaks from the endless cycle of
capitalist exploitation in which Detroit is trapped.
A valuable framework for understanding the way the urban imaginaries are operating in
today’s context is presented by the geographer David Harvey in his book Rebel Cities. He argues that
we are entering a period where global capital is now driven to exploit “monopoly rent,” or the technique
of corporations who “trade on values of authenticity, locality, history, culture, and action” in order to
differentiate their products, so to charge premium prices for their products.[39] In relationship to
Detroit, this condition is most obviously and simply observed in the use of the Detroit “brand”
demonstrated by the automotive corporations like Chrysler who have cultivated the “exported from
Detroit” identity in recent years. Their commercial campaign has focused almost exclusively on the
identity of Detroit as a distinguishing factor of the car’s value. This concept could also be extended to
the DFC framework that relies on Detroit’s uniquely abandoned quality to position the city a uniquely
capable of absorbing innovative private investments. This exploitative condition also provides
opportunities for change Harvey argues.
For Harvey the potential for resistance is latent in the contemporary condition of monopoly
rent “which is a contradictory form as it seeks the uniqueness that is antithetical to its desire for
homogenous commodity, therefore it can support, paradoxically, the transgressive.”[40] His point is
that local practices remain critical to the production of monopoly rent value, and therefore must be
maintained for their exploitation to endure. His point is that this, albeit reluctant, support of
autonomous cultural production could potentially be consolidated into a resistive force. The Kresge
Foundation and many other corporately funded grant giving organization, for example, provides
generous support to artists and community organizations that could apply their funding towards
advancing a more specific, directed, and subversive agenda. In Harvey’s words “by seeking to trade
on values of authenticity, locality, history, culture, collective memories, and tradition they open a space
for political thought and action within which socialist alternatives can be both devised and
pursued.”[41] I suggest that this force should be creative, not resistive. This political thought and action
must take new participatory and projective forms as a new urban imaginary.
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Luckily new forms of production are democratizing the availability and access to the means of
producing potentially productive urban images. Yochai Benkler argues that cultural production using
relatively cheap and portable video cameras is an “essential ingredient in structuring how freedom and
justice are perceived, conceived, and pursued”[42] Benkler heralds the capacity of the new form: “the
practical capacity individual and noncommercial actors have to use and manipulate cultural artifacts
today, playfully or critically, far outstrips anything possible in television, film, or recorded music, as the
were organized throughout the twentieth century.”[43] Furthermore the new production methods and
distribution outlets accompanying the network revolution of digital technology is enabling an
unprecedented new form of expression. For Benkler “the networked information economy makes it
possible to reshape both the “who” and the “how” of cultural production relative to cultural production in
the twentieth century. It adds to the centralized, market oriented production systems, a new
framework of radically decentralized individual and cooperative non-market production.”[44] It is
perhaps through this radical decentralization that cultural production can occur that is diverse enough
that is evades capital exploitation yet directed enough to establish new cultural trajectories and urban
imaginaries.
This path must be taken carefully and with serious intention. As Harvey stresses, defining
“whose collective memory, whose aesthetics, and whose benefits are to be prioritized” is an essential
operation in mobilizing a larger movement. [45] I argue that the “who” in question, does not yet exist,
but must be constructed. Passive and reactive forms of identity consolidation that rely solely on place
and a primary contributor to association have proven largely ineffective in Detroit, failing to withstand
the top down pressures exerted through capitalist controlled narratives of big business. New forms of
identity construction are needed to expand collective conceptions of self. Inclusion as opposed to
exclusion must be the default policy. The strength of this approach was demonstrated in the Occupy
Movement’s association of the 99%. Instead of relying on place restrictive material like heritage, that
more commonly looks at maintaining heritage rather than constructing new identities, we must rely on
a multiplicitious yet increasingly consolidated counter imaginary, not heritage, to construct the future.
Such an approach could expand the reach of interpersonal association to the global scale at which
mega-corporations operate and therefore could contend with the dominating exploitative imaginary.
Relying on media to proliferate exposes new imaginaries exposes new narratives to cooption
or corruption by opposing interests. Furthermore mediated approaches of constructing urban
imaginaries are appealing as they are complicated in the post-modern context. This contemporary
reality therefore requires a strong theoretical underpinning to maintain a directed, albeit open, agenda.
Today, the radical potential of Michel de Certeau’s “practice of the everyday life,”[46] the production of
culture in other words, has been largely consumed by media and subverted by global capital. In this
context of the “Culture Industry” theorized by Theodor Adorno. He states “culture, as it is now
conceived of, exists because freedom does not.” [47] Adorno, in this way, laments the destructive
capacity of media’s complicit relationship to guaranteeing monopoly rent. However, following Harvey,
there remains in spite of this lament a potential means of transgression.
Adorno’s apprehension, despite referencing dramatically different technological context, must
be seriously considered. For Adorno “cultural production is no longer the repository of a reflective
comprehension of the present in terms of a redeemed future; the culture industry forsakes the promise
of happiness in the name of the degraded utopia of the present. This is the ironic presentation of the
present.”[48] Historically, this condition has been devastating for black urban identity, and its threat
persists today in new forms. The rise of “blaxspoitation” films popularized in the 1970s by films such as
Super Fly (1972) and The Mack (1973) had caustic and pervasive effects on the black urban
imaginary. The stylish, drug dealer type who lives a life of excitement and violence was sold to black
and white audiences alike. These films worked to reinforce stereotypes among white audience while
romanticizing the notion of the ganger to economically disadvantaged urban black audiences.
Impressionable youth who were left without opportunities took to committing “crimes of necessity” and
adopted this romanticized persona believing that violence, drugs, and money were the pinnacle of
cool. In the documentary Detroit-The Murder City (2011) interviews with men who had been
incarcerated for violent crimes in Detroit specifically cited bother Super Fly and The Mack as
inspirations to their behavior at the time. This very behavior resulted in long-term prison sentences for
many black youth. Here we see the execution of the “controlling movement of postmodernism”
according to Adorno, “the collapse of the difference between culture and practical life…”[49] The task
of the disseminating transgressive locally produced urban imaginaries therefore must be a process of
narration, the consolidation of a projective, local urban imaginary that expands the potential of cultural
production into previously unimagined or experienced territory—the production of a new urban
imaginary.
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The asserting of a new urban imaginary through media must assert the imaginary of the
historically disenfranchised as the dominate progenitor of the future, combating the historic submission
of this collective voice. According to Madhu Dubey, an African American and Cultural Studies scholar,
African Americans in the United States have been historically denied access to the cyber oriented
future. [50] The African American experience itself, in other words, has been positioned as being
“antithetical to futurist imagination” on the whole, systematically denying African American
communities equal access to making projective claims on the future.[51] Dubey quotes Samuel
Delany, the African American science fiction writer, who said that “We need images of tomorrow and
our people [African Americans] need them more than most” stressing the importance of future image
construction and urban agency.[52] As the cultural critic Mark Dery puts it, “the unrealestate of the
future is owned by technocrats and set designers who have been white to a man.” [53] Famous futurist
“Detroit” films like RoboCop(1987), depict Detroit as a dystopic, desolate, crime infested city that buys
a private technocratic solution to its urban issues, the salvation of a white, brutal, cyborg police officer.
In this case the general case that Dubey describes has particular resonance with the history of Detroit,
fictional and real. Therefore there is a double imperative of the internal production and construction of
a projective African American urban imaginary.
Conclusion
The term “urban imaginary,” as Andreas Hyssen defines it in his 2008 Other Cities, Other
Worlds: Urban Imaginaries in a Globalizing World, is “part of any city’s reality rather than only figments
of the imagination.[54] Similarly for de Certeau “there is a ‘metaphorical’ city that ‘slips into the clear
text of the planned and readable city.”[55] There exist tremendous agency in claiming control of such a
metaphor. We see that as Weber warns “States discursively constitute, code, and order the meaning
of place through policies and practices that are often advantageous to capital (Bearegard 1993).”[56]
The new urban imaginary must discursively constitute, code, and order the meaning of place towards
new, spatially and socially just ends.
The production of a new urban imaginary should be participatory and ritualistic. Maya Deren,
an important figure in the modern avant-garde of film writes: “The ritualistic form treats the human
being not as the source of the dramatic action, but as a somewhat depersonalized element in the
dramatic whole. The intent of such depersonalization is not the destruction of the individual; on the
contrary, it enlarges him beyond the personal dimension and frees him from the specialization and
confines of the personality. He becomes part of dynamic whole which, like all such creative
relationships, in turn, endows its parts with a measure of its larger meaning.”[57] This capacity of the
ritual when filtered through new distributed forms of media could provide a potent means to engage
the production of a new urban imaginary on an expanding scale, from the local to the global.
New formats of producing media, original and remixed, are beginning to provide essential
formats for such participation. In this arena, the interactive media platform Zeega (www.zeega.com)
stands out as having particular promise. Zeega was developed by a team of urban theorists,
economics, coders, and media producers to “[revolutionize] web publishing and interactive storytelling
for a future beyond blogs.” 58] According to their team “ With Zeega, you can use any media in the
cloud, transform the entire screen into your playground, and share your interactive creations with the
world.”[59] This new media format, coined “database documentary” by one of the platform’s authors
Jesse Shapins is the subject his PhD work at Harvard University’s Graduate School of Design.
Shapin’s argues for the expressive and generative capacity of the database documentary to enable
“kaleidoscopic perception” and “sensory estrangement” which empower platform users to construct
new urban imaginaries.[60] New formats like Zeega could enable the simultaneous production of the
expansive diversity of stories, experiences, and ambitions of disenfranchised urban populations to be
collected and documented through media, in way that is both consolidating and projective. Through
the democratic involvement of many users, a new, emergent urban imaginary could organically
develope and be honed through the malleability of collectively produced and curated online materials.
By producing original content and remixing appropriated content, adults and children of all ages given
minimal training could participate, whether they are literate or not.
In Detroit a platform like Zeega could provide a fertile ground on which a new urban imaginary
could begin to be constructed. It could also acted as a centralized means of digesting documents like
the DFC document, which, to its team’s credit, undertook a valuable oral histories video project titled
Detroit Stories (http://detroitstoriesproject.com/). Visuals and stories from the extended DFC research
and the document itself could be “remixed” through Zeega with an already existing and expanding
database of content that expresses and celebrates the many perspectives and innovative urban
imaginaries that were left out of the DFC framework. Content could be created through a mediated
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version of the research of urban and architectural scholar Andrew Herscher which catalogues Detroit’s
extensive alternative urban cultures in his book The Unreal Estate Guide to Detroit. [61] Herscher’s
book “helps us to re-imagine Detroit by showing us the places where Detroit is being re-imagined—the
places where new values, politics and solidarities are forming a new city of hope," according to Grace
Lee Boggs, lifetime Detroit activist, community leader and author of The Next American Revolution.
The contents of the DFC document and Hercher’s book in the right format could be extremely
empowering as material for communities to use to construct a new, alternative urban imaginary that is
strong enough to compete with those imposed by the top-down powers of big business. If the content
were to be put in an audio visual format, it could then be digested, remixed, and instrumentalized by
Detroit’s historically disenfranchised communities with the help of a platform like Zeega.
As David Harvey warns, “no alternatives to contemporary forms of globalization will be
delivered to us from on high. It will have to come from within multiple local spaces—urban spaces in
particular-conjoing into a broader movement.”[62] The production of such an alternative, however, can
and must start in some place. Given Detroit particularly exploitative history and its contemporary
condition in which capitalist are willing to fund cultural production projects, it is well situated to be the
epicenter of such a movement. A networked, mediated approach to constructing urban imaginaries
would enable Detroit specific knowledge to mix with other urban centers and populations in the US and
internationally, expanding the potential of a globally galvanized, positive and projective urban social
movement that could dominate the established exploitative regime. This movement, however,
necessitates a proper tactical approach and theoretic framework to proceed. This paper has intended
to make one step among many toward that end, the end of urban exploitation and the rise of the new
urban imaginary.
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Abstract
The city of San Antonio has a rich and unique historic urban landscape: it is characterized by its river
th
and famous Riverwalk where historic neighborhoods and major landmarks such as five 18 century
Spanish missions are located.
The Riverwalk was re-shaped in the 1930s’ intending to emphasize the city’s Spanish heritage,
creating a landscape to let the city become the ‘Venice of Texas’. Today, a comprehensive, multi-year
project is underway to restore and enhance 13 miles of the San Antonio River both north and south of
downtown.
In the city’s south section, the River Improvement Project, Mission Reach Ecosystem Restoration and
Recreation Project, is transforming an eight miles stretch of the San Antonio River into a quality
riparian woodland ecosystem, reinforcing the connection to the Missions and encouraging circulation
along the river beyond the downtown area.
This is a unique project, which restores river features and riparian woodlands, reintroduces native
plants, enhances aquatic habitat, and reconnects cultural and historical features. Mission Portals will
re-connect the historic missions to the San Antonio River, will feature historic and artistic
interpretations, and will highlight their social and cultural importance to the area.
This paper will discuss how the San Antonio River represents the physical and symbolic link of its rich
cultural heritage with not only its landscape and architectural heritage but also with food and traditions.
This paper will enhance cultural and environmental sustainability at local and neighborhood levels
while giving inhabitants and tourists an option to experience the ‘revitalized’ cultural heritage of the
region.
Keywords: San Antonio River, cultural landscape, restoration ecology, tourism
1
Introduction
Earliest Spanish settlers immediately recognized the wealth of natural resources necessary for
establishing a thriving community: the narrow river, although not navigable to the ocean, offered an
oasis of sorts on the far northern frontier of New Spain. Creeks, springs, farmland, and a temperate
climate all were factors leading to the foundation of a settlement, to be destined to become the ninth
largest US City [1].
The city of San Antonio was founded as a presidio in the first quarter of eighteen century, and the five
18th century Spanish missions were built along the San Antonio River. The River and the Spanish
colonial resources along its banks have nowadays a strong significance for American citizens, as part
of their own legacy, particularly for the people of South Texas [1].
The San Antonio Franciscan Missions cultural landscape is on the U.S. “tentative list” to be advanced as
a possible UNESCO World Heritage Site since it can be considered to be one of the best models of the
culmination of Spain’s design for its mission empire, and it includes five Spanish Colonial mission
complexes – Alamo (San Antonio de Valero), Concepcion, San Jose, San Juan Capistrano, and
Espada – situated along a 19.3 kilometer section of the San Antonio River basin. The Spanish Crown,
however, intended to create self-sustaining, socio-economic units, supporting the establishment of missions
as transitory ecclesiastical settlements that would develop into permanent secular communities in defense
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of the territory against incursions by other European states [2]. The construction of a network of acequias
(water ditches), built by the Spaniards since the first half of 18th century, witnesses the high-skilled
engineering system for irrigating the land and it is in deep connection with the San Antonio River.
The River South Area is the home of the oldest continuously functioning Spanish colonial dam and
acequia. Within the River South Area the oldest priority water rights in the State of Texas originated
from mission agricultural use and continue to influence land use in and around the missions [1].
Downtown San Antonio is characterized by its famous ‘Riverwalk’ and historic neighborhoods. Due to
the historic importance of the Riverwalk, together with the Alamo, San Antonio is one of Texas’ top
tourist cities today. The famed Riverwalk has been an attraction since the 30’s. However, beyond the
Riverwalk, miles of river remained undeveloped within the city limits, yet deeply altered by
interventions which aimed at preventing river floods.
This paper examines the San Antonio River and its transformation throughout its history, including the
1954 Corps of Engineers channelization project, and analyzes the 2001-2014 San Antonio River
Improvement Project (SARIP) and Mission Reach Ecosystem Restoration Project by means of its
landscape, reconfiguration of the channel, flood management, River’s ecology, restoration of the flora,
park facilities and infrastructure and historical connections.
This complex ecosystem restoration project aims to recreate, at large spatial scale the features and
the natural balance of the historic landscape characterizing this area for centuries involving also
complex stakeholder and public roles.
Finally this paper discusses the potentials of tourism in the Mission Reach area, the expansion of the
Riverwalk to the south. The River improvement project reinforces the connection to the San Antonio
Missions, encouraging visitors to circulate along the river beyond the downtown area.
San Antonio River Improvement Project and the possible World Heritage designation of the San
Antonio Missions restores the broken balance of this rich cultural landscape, bringing international
attention to the district, accelerating cultural heritage tourism, and providing “high profile catalyst” for
even more cultural visitations.
2
San Antonio River and its transformations
The first documented arrival of Spanish explorers at the river occurred at the end of the 1600s:
members of a Spanish expedition celebrated Mass on the banks of the river on June 13, 1691, Feast
Day of Saint Anthony. During the religious function, Franciscan priest Damien Massanet renamed the
waterway ‘San Antonio’.
Spanish Missionaries and colonists built acequias, a series of dams and hand-dug ditches which
served to bring river water to the missions and to the original civic settlement. They are considered
some of the earliest recorded engineered water systems in the nation, shaping the landscape for more
than two centuries.
A system of eight acequias related to the San Antonio River is
documented since 1718, and was an effective water distribution
system for nearly 200 years, allowing the irrigation to
surrounding land for farming and pastures for the missions and
for civilians. The acequias, together with some creeks and the
river, allowed the growth of the urban settlement, providing
potable water. The term acequia is derived from the Arabic alsaqiya, its ethimology clearly reveals an Arab origin of this
construction technique, which was most probably brought to
Spain [3]. Ancient maps and documents, however, identify an
artificial water ditch, built prior to the arrival of the Spaniards,
constructed by the Amerindians who populated this area.
Since the 1800s, the San Antonio River has experienced
flooding problems due to its geographic location, increasing
population in the area, and its related infrastructure
improvements that lead to increasing rainfall runoff [1]: Spanish
records reflect that the flood of 1819 swept through many homes
in its path. Other Floods arrived in 1865, 1880, 1899 and 1913; a
deadly flood in 1921; a major flood to San Antonio’s downtown
district in 1946; and the most recent floods of 1998 and 2002 [4].
A 1920 study for the city by the Boston engineers firm of Metcalf
and Eddy predicted a devastating flood, like the 1819 one, would
occur again [5]. In particular, the 1921 flood sign a turning point
Fig. 1. Postcard of the 40s’
in the history of the river. In September 8, 1921 a sudden, hard
where San Antonio is promoted
as the ‘Venice of America’ [5].
rainfall over the Olmos Basin and San Antonio River resulted in
over 9 feet of water downstream in the center of the city, on
Houston Street, causing flooding that killed 50 people and
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millions of dollars in damages [1].
The San Antonio community made historic and controversial decisions to implement flood control
measures: to control future flooding on the San Antonio River and on San Pedro and Alazan creeks,
2.8 millions dollars bond were issued for building a new dam and straighten the streams. Olmos Dam,
a concrete wonder 80 feet high and 1,925 feet long was built in 1925, in the downtown historic area,
the Great Bend’s cut off channel, as wide as the Great Bend itself, was completed in 1930 [5].
The river park had its first permanent Riverwalk in 1928: this first Riverwalk segment covered three city
blocks from Houston Street, and around the start of the Great bend, to Navarro Street [5]. The great
bend not only kept its trees but gained gates to divert into an alternate channel. The following
decades saw continuous improvements to the downtown segment of the River: the development of a
more extended Riverwalk were inspired by Robert H.H. Hugman –city architect– who saw San Antonio
river as a chance to exploit the city’s Spanish heritage with commercial activities and open spaces [6].
He developed an architectural plan aiming at preserving and enhancing the natural beauty of the
downtown and river loop area. Descriptions of old cities of Spain, Mediterranean architecture, as well
as Xochimilco, Mexico City’s water gardens were its inspirations. In 1929, Harlam Bartholomew was
hired and he envisioned for the river to maintain a more natural, contemplative linear park through the
heart of the busy city. The Depression, however, had plunged downtown San Antonio into a slump
from which it would recover in forty years, Hugman’s and Bartholomew’s plans were only partially
realized [5]. Despite the Depression, the city did not abandon the river ‘beatification’, the Alamo’s
battle centennial was celebrated, and the celebrations included the first “Venetian Carnival” on the
river, along the cut-off channel.
In 1937 a public office for the protection for the
river was created: San Antonio River Canal and
Conservancy District, then renamed in 1953,
the San Antonio River Authority (SARA). SARA
is charged by the state of Texas to preserve,
protect and manage the resources and
environment of the San Antonio River and its
tributaries. The agency's original purpose was
to seek development of a barge canal but after
floods in September 1946 which coasted San
Antonio six lives and $2.1 million in property
damage, the district discontinued its navigation
studies in favor of flood control efforts [7].
From 1939 through 1941, the pilot channel was
deepened, three dams were constructed,
underground drains built, and flood gates
installed at both ends of the river loop.
Aesthetic features included stone walkways
and stairwells and graceful footbridges. Also
added was an outdoor river bend theatre – the
Arneson –, preservation of indigenous trees
and plants, and Hugman’s northern flood gate,
adorned with arches and an arbor that lend an
Old World Spanish flair. San Antonio’s
Riverwalk was born [4].
A second devastating flood in 1946 prompted a
comprehensive flood study by the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers completed in 1951. This
study recommended the channelization or
straightening of 31 miles of the River and its
tributaries, the project was known as the San
Antonio Channel Improvement Project (SACIP)
and authorized by Congress for implementation
by the Corps of Engineers in 1954 [1].
SARA acted as the local sponsor of the
projects and was responsible for obtaining
Fig.2. 1941 map showing the Mission Reach segment
partial funding and all necessary rights-of-way,
th
with relative location of the five Spanish 18 century
as well as for relocating all utilities and
missions. The map was published in the San Antonio
constructing all required bridges and in-channel
Conservation Society- sponsored WPA guidebook to
dams.
San Antonio [11].
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Although the works undertaken were an effective way of managing flood water, they did not take into
consideration Leopold’s ‘land ethic’ which does prevent the alteration, management, and use of
natural ‘resources,’ but it does affirm their right to continued existence in a natural state [8]. Leopold’s
land ethic is a pivotal point in America’s environmental awareness since it asserts that the role of
Homo sapiens has to develop from conqueror of the land-community to plain member and citizen of it,
respecting for his fellow-members, and also respect for the community as such [9].
The effects of the reconfiguration of the channel of San Antonio River was effective for controlling the
water flood, but it altered the traditional land use and, in general, the historic landscape of the area,
but had as a result the damage of the ecosystem of the river.
Few years later, in 1961 the legislature enlarged SARA authority's jurisdiction and also expanded the
duties/vision of the agency to include, ‘new’ environmental topics such as conservation and use of
ground water, pollution prevention, reforestation, and preservation of ecology [10].
Since 1982, the San Antonio River Authority and the Corps of Engineers began to consider the
feasibility of a bypass system to divert flood water through two tunnels to be built under downtown San
Antonio, instead of risking uncontrolled flooding along the Paseo del Río. The construction of the
tunnel began in 1988. The San Antonio River Tunnel, which was 24 feet 4 inches in diameter three
miles in length, was scheduled for completion in 1995 [11].
The first projects focused on the downtown area, not taking into consideration the River South,
characterized by a low-density population [1]. A community-based vision for improvements to the River
th
emerged in the last twenty years of the 20 century, and in 2001 the scope of work transitioned from
the SACIP flood control focus to the broader San Antonio River Improvements Project (SARIP) which
identified “environmental restoration and recreation as project purposes” [10].
A new generation of flood management emerged in local community in 2002 with creation of the Bexar
Regional Watershed Management (BRWM), a partnership among SARA, Bexar County, the City of
San Antonio, and 20 suburban cities. This partnership allows the development of a community-based
vision with a holistic, regional approach to managing flood control, storm water and water quality.
The program establishes uniform design, operation and maintenance standards; coordinate local,
state and federal funding; and provide an opportunity to measure and evaluate the quality of services
delivered to citizens of Bexar County [7].
3
River Improvement Project and the Mission Reach
The San Antonio River Improvements Project (SARIP) is $358.3 million on-going investment that
targets 13 miles of river banks. The multi-phase project is focusing on improving three sections of the
river that pose different challenges: the four-mile Museum Reach north of downtown, the one-mile
Eagleland and eight-mile Mission Reach south of downtown [4].
Specific objectives for the Museum Reach, which
is the urban segment of the project, are
extending the amenities of the world-famous San
Antonio Riverwalk and connecting cultural
institutions and commercial centers via a linear
park. The linear park, with a newly landscaped
river channel, provides public access to the river,
reconnecting the neighborhood to water. The
creation of this capacity is expected to lay the
foundation for commercial, residential and retail
construction in the area [12].
The Eagleland and Mission Reach segments,
however, are characterized by low-density
urbanization and vegetation has been destroyed
since 1954 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers project.
Few original topographical features are remaining.
The project in these areas aims to restore native
habitat and the natural meander of the river,
along
with
developing
new
recreational
opportunities. These enhancements are expected
to have a broad oriented impact and far-reaching
benefits for all of San Antonio, from increased
economic development to cultural resources and
recreational
opportunities
connecting
neighborhoods [4].

Fig. 3. SARIP is divided in 3 segments: the Museum
Reach, the Downtown Reach and the Museum
Reach. The planned	
   extension of the riverbank
improvements will make the Riverwalk more than six
times longer [5]
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Next part of the research focuses more on the Mission Reach Area, the eight-mile section of the river
extending from Lonestar Boulevard south to Loop 410 South.
3.1 Mission Reach Ecosystem Restoration and Recreation Project
The Mission Reach Ecosystem Restoration Project is the primary focus for improvements on the 8mile Mission Reach segment and is going to have a striking impact on the River south area when it is
entirely completed in 2013. The Project includes several steps: construction on the river to reconfigure
the channel and create improved aquatic habitat, reestablishing hundreds of acres of native grasses
and wildflowers and finally the planting of over 20,000 native trees and shrubs. The culmination of
these steps will result in an environmental sustainable water source.
3.1.1 Reconfiguration of the channel, and flood management
Although the channelization of the river is an effective way of managing flood water, it has damaged
the ecosystem of the river beyond being visually unappealing.
The Mission Reach project aims at correcting the damage done to the ecosystem by the
channelization and restore the river's ecology while providing the same level of flood management that
was attained by the channelized river [4].
River channel solutions intend to recreate the natural environment strongly altered within the last 60
years, with sinuous edges and minimizing the ‘artificial‘ channel appearance. The Mission Reach
project is focused on the ecosystem restoration, working on the fluvial geomorphology, which is the
study of the processes and pressures operating on river systems. This technique will transform the
straightened river by adding sinuosity where possible while maintaining flood control, reducing erosion,
re-introducing native vegetation and creating an environment more suitable for recreation and wildlife
[4].
Design solutions utilize a variety of low flow conditions such as riffles/run/pools sequence,
approximately 13 acres of embayments in the river and restoring approximately 113 acres of aquatic
habitat. Over 3 million cubic yards of soil are being removed in order to restore and recreate a more
natural riverine environment [4].
These types of design solutions will increase habitat diversity and maximize fish and wildlife habitat
value (master plan). The alternating sequence of the three river channel habitat types - riffles, pools
and runs – usually characterizes balanced environmentally balanced rivers.
“Riffles – A riffle is a shallow area of river with a substrate consisting of rocks. Water usually
runs quickly over these areas, creating a choppy surface. Riffles help oxygenate the water,
serve as an area to protect fish from predators and are a place where many insect species
reproduce or grow to maturity. Some fish species for which riffles are particularly important
include the central stoneroller, red shiner, speckled chub, channel catfish, orangthroat darter
and the Texas logperch.
Runs – Runs are areas of the river that are of average depth and velocity. Runs generally
connect riffles and pools. The San Antonio River, after flood control channelization, consisted
entirely of runs. The Mission Reach project restores the structural diversity of the river to
support a variety of ecosystem functions and aquatic wildlife.
Pools – Pools are deep areas of water where currents move slowly. Pools generally occur
after a run structure, and sediment tends to accumulate at the far end of a pool. Overtime, this
will lead to the creation of a new riffle. Pools play a critical role in maintaining water quality in
the river by removing impurities from the water, such as sediments. Reducing sediment
content of the water benefits a variety of aquatic organisms because suspended sediment can
cause the water to be turbid or murky and obstruct fish visibility.
Pools also provide great habitat for different aquatic animals than those found in riffle
structures. Larger species, like fish, prefer to live in pools. During drought conditions, when
the water level drops, pools provide important refuges for fish until the water level rises. Some
species of fish prefer cool water conditions, and the deeper areas provided by pools moderate
the temperature during high temperature month.
Embayments – An embayment is a still, crescent-shaped body of water that is formed when a
curve in the river becomes separated from the river. Other names for an embayment are
oxbow lakes, billabongs and bayous. Embayments were once a natural part of the San
Antonio River system and were commonly found on the river's floodplain. Embayments
diversify the types of aquatic habitat found within one geographical area. Because the water in
embayments does not flow, it can support myriad species of aquatic plants and animals that
are adapted to still water bodies. Aquatic and emergent plant species that can easily be
uprooted by fast-moving water are capable of living in the shallow, protected embayments.
Embayments also help to improve water quality. When water is directed from stormwater
inflows to these areas it is forced to remain in the embayment for a period of time due to the
low flow velocity in these areas. During its stay in the embayment, water is processed and
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cleaned. Sediment that was carried by the stormwater settles out of the water and into the
bottom of the embayment. While the water continues to sit in this water body, some of the
impurities, like nutrients and bacteria, are processed by the aquatic vegetation and the
bacteria that live in the soil of the embayment.” [4]

	
  

Fig. 4-5 Example of transformation of the natural ecosystem. Above left: Pre-channelization at Roosevelt
Park near the Lonestar Brewery (circa 1955) Above right: Post-channelization at Roosevelt Park near the
Lonestar Brewery (circa 2007) [4].

3.1.2 River’s Ecology and Restoration of Flora
The Society for Ecological Restoration defines ecological restoration as an intentional activity that
initiates or accelerates the recovery of an ecosystem with respect to its health, integrity and
sustainability. The Mission Reach Ecosystem Restoration and Recreation Project is focused at
increasing the quality, quantity and diversity of plants and animals (flora and fauna) along the eight
miles of the San Antonio River Mission Reach area, and includes the restoration of approximately 334
acres of riparian woodland habitat [4].
Restoring a healthy ecosystem within the Mission Reach of the San Antonio River is a delicate
balance of planting appropriate native plants and maintaining efficient floodwater conveyance. New
tree masses are being planted including native and indigenous species, and whenever possible,
existing tree masses are preserved: over 20,000 young trees and shrubs, 39 native tree and shrub
species as well as over 60 native grass and wildlife species. In order to plant additional trees within the
flood control channel, additional floodwater capacity must be added. This is proposed for areas where
adjacent land is owned by public entities.
Native plants play a crucial role in ecosystem restoration by controlling erosion on the banks of the
river. They have long root systems that hold soil in place and aid in improving water quality by filtering
out storm water runoff before it enters the river. Native plants also provide food and habitat for native
wildlife which leads to increased wildlife in the area. Native plants species have been attentively
selected through a deed research based on literature review and analysis of sites where the
ecosystem is still intact such as Salado Creek, Goliad State Park, Las Cabras, and others [4].
The Mission Reach vegetation plan has been designed to mimic the diversity and density of native
riparian woodlands that exist naturally under both drought and flood conditions.
To achieve this balance, four main vegetation cover types, varying in tree and shrub density, have
been incorporated into the design:
• Zone A – 250 trees per acre (most natural condition over time, and these denser areas are
usually further from water)
• Zone C – 70 trees per acre (native grass understory in most location)
• Zone D – 27 trees per acre (native grass understory everywhere, and more “park like” tree
density)
• Zone E – herbaceous vegetation only – no trees [13]
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Vegetation placement follows two main criteria. One is to restore the natural habitat features, the other
one is to recreate a recreational environment. Tree placement considerations are based on the
analysis of soil moisture, which depends on the distance from the water and seral stages (early mid or
late seral).
Nurturing an ecosystem comprised of native plants requires the regular extermination of non-native
invasive plant species. Long-term operations and maintenance is critical to the success of the project.
Trees were planted approximately two years after each phase of the Mission Reach is open to give the
vegetation time to become established. Young, small trees were planted because these trees are
more resistant to flooding. As young trees grow in the flood plain, they grow deep roots and adapt to
periodic flooding.
When the project is entirely complete, the Mission Reach will look much different than the historic San
Antonio Riverwalk and the new Museum Reach area of the river north of downtown. The native
landscape will look wild rather than manicured. Grasses and wildflowers will be allowed to grow to
their natural heights rather than mowed.
Although the landscape is beautiful and ready to enjoy now, it will take many years for the trees and
vegetation to fully mature. The entire ecosystem restoration process will take approximately 50 years
for being completed [4].
3.1.3 Park Facilities and Infrastructure
A major component of the Mission Reach project is increasing recreation opportunities on the river.
Over 15 miles of trails will stretch along the river for pedestrians and bicyclists to enjoy the landscape.
Paddle recreation will be encouraged in designated areas of the Mission Reach. These features will
greatly improve the quality of life for River South area residents as well as attract new residents and
activities. Boat traffic on the river will be limited to canoes and kayaks rather than barges.
The first section of the Mission Reach Paddling Trail is now open for public access. The total trail is
currently 1.6 miles. This section of the river includes four riffle structures that were constructed to
improve aquatic habitat. Each of the riffle structures is equipped with a paddling chute that allows
paddlers to traverse through the riffle structure. Paddle recreation will be encouraged in designated
areas of the Mission Reach. Barge traffic will not be present on this stretch of river, so paddlers can
safely navigate the river without interference of motorized boats [4].
This project makes the river more accessible to area neighborhoods by creating eight street
connections. The project should be completed by the end of 2013, and will provide the following
amenities: over 15 miles of hike/bike trails, over 200 picnic tables and benches, six foot bridges for
pedestrian access, four pavilions, four Mission portals, five overlooks with shade structures, nine water
edge landings [4].
3.2 Reinforcing Historical Connections
The Mission Reach Ecosystem Restoration Project reestablishes the historic and cultural connections
between the river and the San Antonio Missions National Historical Park, as well as provides improved
quality of life and recreational access to the river [12].
The 1933 Comprehensive Plan for San Antonio recommended connecting the historic Spanish
Missions. The importance of preserving the San Antonio River and linking the Missions became a key
local effort in 1953 by the San Antonio Conservation Society and Archdiocese of San Antonio. They
commissioned Robert H.H. Hugman to prepare a study to beautify the historic Spanish Missions of
San Antonio, and it was decided that this goal could be best achieved by connecting all the missions
with a landscaped parkway. In 1959, a plan was presented by nationally renowned planning consultant,
Sam Zisman, who proposed developing a scenic park roadway. The program was reinvigorated in
1962 with the Mission Parkway Master Plan [1].
Spanish colonial resources of San Antonio are focal points of the River South area. The community is
committed to increasing the boundary of San Antonio Missions National Historical Park to that
envisioned since the 1930s. A proposal has been presented to the United States Congress by local
leaders to increase the boundary of the existing park lands designated as a national park along the
San Antonio River. The proposal is to establish these parcels as a comprehensive Spanish colonial
site, the largest in the world. This initiative is tightly timed for completion to meet the National Park
Service centennial anniversary in 2016 and the potential designation as World Heritage Site [1].
The Historic Mission Reach will see enhanced quality of life through improved recreational
opportunities. Over time this will raise property values of land closer to the river and will increase
demand for new and revitalized real estate development, thus creating a more desirable living and
working environment for area residents. To maximize economic development potential in the Historic
Mission Reach, visible water will be established in this section of the river, where currently the riverbed
is nearly dry at times. The River Improvements Project calls for bodies of water to be developed that
could vary from two to three times the width of the base flow channel, depending on the ability to
widen [4].
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Since specific developed land uses have not been projected for the Mission Reach, an estimate of the
potential economic impacts associated with potential new employers drawn to this area is premature.
However, it is clear that projects in the Mission Reach will have a positive effect on San Antonio’s
economy that extends well beyond the impact of the construction itself. Taken together, the projects of
the Mission Reach will enhance the recreational assets of San Antonio. In particular, infrastructure
investment of this type enhances the appeal of the community to existing residents, visitors to the area,
and those who are considering San Antonio as a possible site to relocate their family and/or business.
The role of this type of “placemaking” in economic development is becoming increasingly well
understood, as communities work as hard to attract and retain talent as they once did to corporate
relocations [12].
4
Tourism Potential of the Mission Reach
Cultural heritage tourism is “traveling to experience the places and activities that authentically
represent the stories and people of the past and present" [14]. It is an economic development tool
designed to attract visitors to an area based on the unique aspects of the locality’s history, landscape
and culture. This not only boosts regional and local pride but is also a good source of revenue for a
community and creates jobs. It is estimated by World Tourism organization UNWTO in 2006 that
between 35 and 40 percent of tourism today represents cultural tourism or heritage tourism. Lyon and
Wells [15] states “As an alternative to mass tourism, cultural and heritage tourism offer opportunities
for place-based engagement that frames contexts for interaction with the “lived space” and “everyday
life” [16] of other peoples as well as sites and objects of global historical significance.”
Tourism in San Antonio is a multibillion-dollar industry, as millions of tourists who visit the city annually
are drawn by the area's rich Southwestern cultural heritage, historical sites and numerous headline
attractions. Annual survey information from the Tourism Division of the Governor’s Office of Economic
Development indicates that Riverwalk, together with the Alamo, boast to be one of the top two tourist
attractions in the state [12].
In 1960 an anonymous writer predicted that San Antonio River which developed properly now, could
one day become the “crown jewel of Texas”: a 1995 study showed that of the 6.5 millions visitors to
San Antonio in 1994, the most – 82 per cent – visited the Riverwalk and 27.5 showed the Riverwalk to
be the single most important reason of their visit, more than three times the number listing the Alamo
[17]. Today, the City receives over 28 million visitors annually.
An extensive research conducted by CSL (Conventions, Sports and Leisure) International as part of
the Destination SA project clearly points to the fact that the River experience is the single most
important aspect of the San Antonio visitor industry infrastructure. The research also indicates that the
continued success of the Riverwalk has led to challenges with high visitor levels beginning to
overcrowd a limited area along the River [12].
Mission Reach area specifically aims to attract a high proportion of cultural heritage travelers. A 2009
report found that the 78% of all tourists who are classified as cultural and heritage travelers account
90% of the economic impact from domestic tourism. Cultural tourists spent 50% more during their
travels, and traveled one-third further than other leisure travelers. This type of travelers also respect
and value the historic, cultural, and natural integrity of the places they visit [18].
According to a recent study, over 1.7 million visited the Missions National Historic Park in 2009, and
park visitors, along with staffing, construction and maintenance activities, and other aspects of park
operations, contributed nearly $96.8 million to the local economy and sustained 1,116 jobs in the
region. It is expected that reinforcing the historical connection by the River Improvement project will
accelerate the tourism activities in the area [J]. Tourists will circulate fluidly along the river beyond the
downtown area. The River Improvement Project is making the Riverwalk six times longer [12], thereby
mitigating crowding issues and offering an extended River experience including the whole cultural
landscape connected with the 19th century Industrial heritage on the Museum Reach and with the
Missions, on the Mission Reach.
Another potential economic impact of the Mission Reach River Improvement project is enhancing the
appeal of the region to ‘eco-tourists. An increasing number of "eco-tourists" are interested in naturebased travel; a study of North American travelers found that 77% had been on a trip that involved
nature, outdoor adventure, or that was experienced in the countryside or wilderness. Of the top-ranked
activities for travelers in ecotourism markets, three of the most important elements of a trip include
casual walking, wildlife viewing, and hiking/trekking in a park or protected area [12].
By the improvements of aquatic and riparian habitat, fisherman, birdwatchers and other nature
enthusiasts will have increased opportunity to enjoy wildlife in the area [4]. The restored ecosystem is
generating a serene, natural landscape where visitors can enjoy the inherent beauty of the river.
Regarding the fact that one in ten American travelers shows a very strong preference for both visiting
historic and cultural sites and participating in outdoors recreation and nature-based activities [18], the
Mission Reach area, because of the ecosystem restoration project, is going to become a real magnet
for cultural heritage tourists and eco-tourists [12].
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5

Conclusion

The history of transformations of San Antonio River witnesses the alternating relationship between
man and his environment and the evolving approach to land use patterns over time:
• In the pre-industrial society, the man’s use of natural resources for this area was in a balanced
relationship with nature;
th
• During the 20 century, the man’s need of protection from natural disasters – floods – led to
interventions which drastically modified the natural features of the river landscape and
destroyed the ecosystem balance.
The SARIP shows that the community has understood the necessity to recreate a balanced
environment for a sustainable future. The project has the goal to reconnect citizens to their natural
resources which represent not only their legacy but also the key to maintain the city’s future economic
vitality and quality of life.
The SARIP impact is foreseen to be amazing at a broader scale, driving back the inhabitants to use
their natural resources and to appreciate their cultural heritage. This project also represents an
economic stimulus for a virtuous development of cultural heritage tourism and eco-tourism.
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Abstract
Antalya is characterized by historic sites and monuments of great importance dating from Hellenistic,
Roman, Byzantine, Seljukian and Ottoman periods and is one of Turkey’s most popular tourist
destinations.
Xanthos-Letoon, Antalya, is inscribed in the UNESCO World Heritage List since 1988 and the city has
also seven nominated properties in the tentative list.
In 1980, tourism was encouraged to constitute a new sector as an economic and political objective
and now the number of tourists visiting Antalya has reached 10.7 million.
Besides the positive effects of the tourism development, some other problems occurred, such as rapid
population growth and the speedy consumption of the historical, natural, and cultural resources related
to this rise.
By the time tourism industry in the area has mostly focused on sea-sun-sand tourism. Historical,
natural and cultural entities have almost been forgotten, and the heritage management has become
an important issue to be considered seriously.
Within this context, this paper focuses on how to put forward the real values of Antalya’s identity and
encourage heritage tourism as a sustainable alternative. This paper discusses the strategies to
enhance and accelerate the heritage tourism in Antalya, to improve the interaction between historic
heritage and tourists while managing heritage sites visited by tourist flow, and to re-interpret the
identity of Antalya, Turkey, as a province of many notable urban/ archaeological world heritage sites.
Keywords: cultural heritage tourism, heritage site management, world heritage sites, Antalya.
1. Introduction
The heritage sites have been frequently remembered together with tourism and have been usually
accepted as the reason of attraction to many destinations. Rome, Athens and Istanbul are the cities to
be mentioned as the touristic destinations mainly as a result of the richness and diversity of the
cultural heritage sites located in and around these cities. On the other hand, Antalya on the south
coastline of Turkey has a problem in interpretation and presentation of its abundant number of urban/
archaeological heritage sites, of which one is [1] in the World Heritage Sites (WHS) List of UNESCO
and seven are in the Tentative List [ 2 ]. Although, having such invaluable heritage sites in a
comparatively short distance, tourism in Antalya is not heritage tourism focused, partly as a result of
dominancy of the exceptionally good weather and coasts it offers to the tourists. When the annual
visitor number to the above mentioned heritage sites is compared with the total number of annual
tourists to Antalya Province, it can be clearly found that the heritage sites are not the leading/
generating side of the tourism in Antalya, Turkey’s most popular tourist destination [3] (Table 1). This
research seeks to develop strategies for increasing the recognition of the heritage sites in Antalya and
for converting the city’s identity from a beach resort to a city of a diverse heritage.
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Heritage Sites

WHS Status

Number of
visitors

Percentage*

The city of Alanya

Tentative List (since 2000)

Approx. 2.500.000

% 23.3

Archaeological Site of Perge

Tentative List (since 2009)

272.655

% 2.54

Xanthos-Letoon

World Heritage List (since 1988)

47.558

% 0.44

155.745

% 1.45

259.083

% 2.41

448.210

% 4.18

Patara
Ancient Cities of
Lycian Civilization

Olympos

Tentative List (since 2009)

Myra
St. Nicholas Church

Tentative List (since 2000)

485.052

% 4.52

Karain Cave

Tentative List (since 1994)

29.359

% 0.27

Kekova

Tentative List (since 2000)

34.398

% 0.32

Güllük Dagi-Termessos
National Park

Tentative List (since 2000)

35.439

% 0.33

* Number of tourists visiting Heritage Sites in Antalya / Total number of tourists visiting Antalya in 2012 (Total
number of tourists visiting Antalya in 2012 is 10.726.136)
Table 1: Number of visitations in World Heritage Sites of Antalya in 2012

2. The Tourist City: Antalya
Antalya is Turkey’s most popular tourist destination since 1980’s. It has been a very important
maritime city throughout its history because of its geography and climate. Both natural and historical
patterns work together to form the traditional character of the city of Antalya.
The population of Antalya began to increase in 1950's due to an increase in immigration [4]. It was
1953 when the word ‘tourism’ began to be used in earnest and a law promoting the tourism industry
was accepted by the Parliament in that same year. Since the 1960’s, tourism in the Antalya region has
been a priority for the country, motivated by Antalya's densely natural and historical value. In 1969, the
Turkish government defined a three-kilometer band of the Aegean and Mediterranean as a dedicated
tourism region. In 1973, the Ministry of Culture and Tourism had the Master Plan of Antalya prepared.
1980 was a turning point for the tourism in Turkey and Antalya. In 1980, tourism was further
encouraged in Turkey as a new sector, with economic and political objectives [4]. The support given to
tourism entrepreneurs by the government through the government's decisions regarding tourism
planning has accelerated the demand for resort accommodations. In the meanwhile the city Antalya,
situated on the South coast of Turkey, is favored by its climate, natural beauty and historical patterns.
From the 1980’s on, through the support of foreign investment aimed at benefitting from this growing
industry, a different process began. This process was later improved-upon through the franchise
chain system.
Tourism is now the second-largest industry in Turkey, attracting a total of 31.7 million visitors per year.
Today the number of tourists visiting Antalya alone has reached 10.7 million visitors per year. Antalya
has attracted visitors from Germany, Russia, Austria, Sweden, the UK, Netherlands, France, Denmark,
Belgium, Norway, Poland, and the Ukraine. The visitors from Germany (28%) and Russia (27% –
after the collapse of the Soviet Union) make up 55% of the market share in tourism in the city [5]. The
plan of 1973 projected a 174,000-bed capacity by the year 2000 in Antalya. However, the number of
beds exceeded the target bed number and reached 230,000 in 2000; today Antalya has a 412,000bed capacity [4]. Tourists visiting Antalya increased from 800,000 to 7,000,000 in twenty-five years'
time from 1980 to 2005.
Through this process, the tourism construction has quickly accelerated and mass tourism has widely
grown up on its coasts [6]. The rapid growth of Tourism in Antalya since 1980’s had caused a
comprehensive change in its social and physical characteristics. There have been developed a range
of accommodation from hostels at the lower end, small boutique hotels ın the middle range, relatively
large holiday villages and high-quality five-star hotels at the top.
Throughout this rapid acceleration in the city's tourism industry, tourists’ profiles, their demographics,
demands and expectations, management and marketing strategies have also evolved. The increasing
number of chain hotels has caused an improvement in institutionalization and standardized spatial
organization in the city. Tourists expecting an inexpensive vacation have begun to flock to city,
especially after tour operators began to take a more active role in marketing and the local resorts
expanded to incorporate an all-inclusive accommodation system.
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Fig. 1: Important Archeological Sites, WHL and Tentative Lists sites in the region

The city is mostly known for the beauty of its coasts and warm, beach-friendly weather throughout the
year. Besides the sun-sea-sand tourism, Antalya contains attractive tourism elements that cater for a
wide range of interests. Tourism investments have turned the province into the country’s leading golf
resort. On the other hand, the inland mountain areas cater for hikers and climbers, and the unspoiled
nature for the eco-tourism [7]. However, although the city’s invaluable historic heritage sites are
mentioned in most of the tourism marketing campaigns, they do not attract the national/ international
visitors as much as they deserve to. The province of Antalya is located on two regions of ancient
geography in the south of Asia Minor: Lycia and Pamphylia (Fig.1). The ancient cities settled in these
regions were among the largest and wealthiest cities of ancient Greek and Roman periods, and most
of them continued to be important through Byzantine times. Excavations have been going on in most
of theses ancient cities for decades. Among these numerous number of cities shown on Fig.1, two
sites of Lycia, one capital city if it and the other the sacred site of three temples, are in the list of WHL
and seven others have been put into tentative list, which is the inventory of those properties which
each State Party intends to consider for nomination to WHL [8]. However the visitor numbers to these
sites (Table 1) are not comparable to the annual number of visitors to the province. So, it can be
stated that the heritage tourism is under the shadow of sea-sun-sand tourism in Antalya.

3. Management and Sustainability of Cultural Heritage Tourism
International tourism is one of the globally and remarkably growing sectors since 1950’s mostly due to
the development of airlines and its attainability for middle class and the increase in the flow of
information. The number of international arrivals was 25,3 million in 1950, 222,3 million in 1975, 455,9
million in 1990 and 760 million in 2004. The receipts in the international tourism have grown in parallel
from 2,1 billion US$ to 523,1 billion US$ from 1950 to 2003 [9]. The economical, political, social, and
technological developments throughout the world have lead to significant changes in tourism
consumption models and during the early 1970s, the cautionary platform emerged and attention was
drawn to the more negative consequences of tourism. It is pointed that the costs of tourism to the local
economy, including environmental impacts in destination areas, problems with seasonality, pressure
on local facilities and changes in hosts' lifestyles are brought about by the presence of tourism and
tourists. In the late 1970s Cohen (1978) argued that attention was being overly focused on tourism’s
negative effects. After that, several types of non-mass tourism such as, ‘sustainable tourism’,
‘ecotourism’ and ‘rural tourism’ were advocated as being less damaging to society and environment
[ 10 ]. The quest for sustainable tourism alternatives has been continued increasingly as the
discussions on the concepts like sustainability, global warming and ecology have been intensified.
On the other hand, the demands of international visitors have also tended to change. Baraner [11]
indicates that tourists’ demands for variety and innovation will increase, be polarized, and switch from
the ‘3S’ (Sea, Sand, and Sun) to the ‘3E' (Education, Entertainment, and the Environment) in the
coming years. He also identifies the primary long-term tourism trends as: sustainability, inexpensive
but high-quality resorts, multiple destination vacations, exotic and authentic locations, unique
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experiences, adventure and excitement focused vacations, cultural tours and activities, recreation and
sports, health and wellness, and individual tours. Finally, Baraner [11] argues that investors should
focus on consumer-based sustainable tourism alternatives in order to have balanced tourism
development. Within this context, the aim of these tourism alternatives has been to improve the
tourism phenomenon in such a way to contribute the regional economy and social life permanently
without destroying the environment, society, and historical, natural and cultural entities. It is necessary
to preserve these values in tourism as the tourist season ranges over twelve months a year, to take
the concept of tourism out of the monopoly of sea-sun-sand, and to diversify by means of new
concepts directed to alternative tourism and enlarge the possibilities for investment [10].
Heritage is a broad concept and includes the natural as well as the cultural environment. It
encompasses landscapes, historic places, sites and built environments, as well as biodiversity,
collections, past and continuing cultural practices, knowledge and living experiences. It records and
expresses the long processes of historic development, forming the essence of diverse national,
regional, indigenous and local identities and is an integral part of modern life. It is a dynamic reference
point and positive instrument for growth and change. The particular heritage and collective memory of
each locality or community is irreplaceable and an important foundation for development, both now
and into the future [12]. Heritage had always been an important actor of tourism since the ancient
times [13]. Cultural Heritage Tourism is a part of the cultural tourism and is defined as 'visits by
persons from outside the host community motivated wholly or in part by interest in historical, artistic,
scientific or lifestyle/heritage offerings of a community, region, group or institution'. This is a useful
definition of the phenomenon as it recognizes that the motivation of visitors to experience 'culture' in
some way is what separates it from other forms of tourism [14].
Although, cultural heritage tourism and sustainability evidently share a common theme, there has
been paid very little attention to explore the relation of these two concepts [15]. The increasing
recognition of sustainable development has resulted in tourism being viewed as an activity, which
could be developed in conformity with the objectives of this concept. The 1982 Joint Declaration of the
World Tourism Organization (WTO) and the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) expresses
the goal of sustainable tourism as ‘The protection, enhancement, and improvement of the various
components of man’s environment are among the fundamental conditions for the harmonious
development of tourism. Similarly, rational management of tourism may contribute to a large extent to
protecting and developing the physical environment and the cultural heritage, as well as improving the
quality of life’ [16]. On the other hand, even though the pivotal idea in both of the definitions of
‘sustainability’ and ‘heritage tourism’ is clearly that of ‘inheritance’, the connection between these two
concepts still remains largely unexplored [15].
At a time of increasing globalization, the protection, conservation, interpretation and presentation of
the heritage and cultural diversity of any particular place or region are important challenges for people
everywhere [12]. Most countries encourage the preservation of heritage as an asset for all the
community. It can be used to evoke a sense of continuity of culture, enrichment of people's lives, as a
link with the past and to allow society to make sense of the present. Heritage sites are multi-purpose they provide a wide range of tourist attractions, a focus for community identity, a valuable resource for
formal and informal education and in some crises, such as the inner cities, the basis for the economic
regeneration of an area. The four variables under consideration are tourist attraction, community
identity, formal and informal education, and economic regeneration [17]. Heritage sites provide the
tangible links between past, present and future and ideally cultural heritage tourism should bring
economic benefits to host communities and provide a significant means and motivation for them to
manage their cultural heritage and continuing traditions [14].
Management of heritage sites has become a widely discussed concept in last ten years after it was
highlighted in the ‘Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage Convention’ of
2005 [18] and the guide for ‘Management Plans for World Heritage Sites’ was published by UNESCO
German Commission in 2008 [19]. The management plans are thought to be the implementation tools
for achieving a balance between the conservation and restoration of cultural heritage, the priorities
and needs of local community, and development of tourism and economy. A management plan takes
the task of a framework that set forth the guidelines for future decisions. A management plan aims to
ensure conservation of significance and values of the site and its sustainability and to help the local
community and visitors in appreciating the significance and values of the site.
Although tourism is a positive force for the preservation of the heritage sites because of its ability to
draw world attention to their importance, excessive visitation is in conflict with the initial goal of the
management plans, and challenges the sustainability of those sites [20]. Tourism industry supports the
protection of cultural heritage for future generations of the host community and visitors, and cooperation between the stakeholders is a basic necessity for a sustainable tourism industry [14].
Otherwise, heritage sites become the focus for the struggle between the potentially conflicting
aspirations of conservation and tourism. Good heritage management with a major focus on heritage
interpretation and presentation ensures that one complements the other. It enables the critical balance
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Fig. 2: Archaeological Site of Perge	
  
to be maintained between the needs of the resource and the needs of the visitor. Through education
and entertainment and the enjoyment of heritage attractions such as nature reserves, national parks,
museums, historic houses and gardens, villages or towns by people of all ages and socioeconomic
groups with different lifestyles, it is possible to develop a climate of conservation awareness [17]. The
involvement and co-operation of local and/or indigenous community representatives, conservationists,
tourism operators, property owners, policy makers, those preparing national development plans and
site managers is necessary to achieve a sustainable tourism industry and enhance the protection of
heritage resources for future generations [12].
The management plans are intended to form a framework for different topics for achieving a balance
to be maintained between the needs of the stakeholders and the necessities for the sustainability of
the heritage site. These topics can be summarized as ‘archaeology’, ‘conservation’, ‘tourism
management’, ‘social geography’, ‘urban planning’, ‘environmental research’, ‘restoration’, ‘education’,
‘risk management’, ‘museology’ and ‘community outreach’. Many of these topics are related with
‘community interpretation’ and ‘presentation’ of the heritage site. Through interpretation and
presentation, the unique attributes of the heritage sites can be emphasized and accommodate the
needs of the visitors [17]. Through the process of preparation of the management plan sustainable
conservation and management is the expected outcome. For achieving this goal, long-term
conservation decisions and plans are settled, the expectations from the site are defined, social
economic and politic framework is designated and recent trends and developments in related fields
like archaeology, archaeometry, conservation are comprised in the management plans.

4. Management of Heritage Sites of Antalya in WHS List and Tentative List
As mentioned before, province of Antalya is settled on the ancient Lycia and Pamphylia regions and
invaluable archaeological, architectural, natural, urban heritage sites are located in the borders of the
province (Fig.1). Eight of these sites are either in WHS List or in Tentative List, namely XanthosLetoon, the city of Alanya, Archaeological Site of Perge (Fig.2), Ancient Cities of Lycian Civilization
(Patara, Olympos and Myra), St. Nicholas Church, Karain Cave, Kekova, Güllük Dagi-Termessos
National Park (Table 1) [2]. Unfortunately, the annual number of tourists in Antalya is not reflected in
the number of tourists visiting these heritage sites. Among the listed heritage sites, Alanya seems to
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Fig. 3: St. Nicholas Church and the excavations in the site, Demre [25]	
  	
  

have the utmost number of visitors, which is approx. 2,500,000. However, this number does not reflect
the visitors to the historic cores of the city, located on the west slopes of Kandeleri Peninsula and
aside from the new developed areas. Indicatively, only 343.724 of 2,500,000 have visited the Alanya
Castle [3].
The second most visited heritage sites among the listed group is St. Nicholas Church, visited by
485,052 visitors in 2012 and its’ neighbor heritage site in Demre, Myra, visited by 448,210 visitors in
2012 (Table 1). Surprisingly, St. Nicholas Church of Myra, which is a pilgrimage and a very important
site for Christianity, could only host %4,52 of the total number of tourists visiting Antalya. The number
of visitors to Xanthos-Letoon that had reached to only 47,558 (%0,44) is even more unanticipated, as
this heritage site, comprised of the capital city and sacred site of Lycians is the only one in WHL
among the listed sites. The attention given to the listed sites is quite different than what is expected
from the WHL and Tentative List sites. In the article titled as ‘Does world heritage list really induce
more tourists? Evidence from Macau’, it is discussed that UNESCO recognition has been widely used
as an advertisement to attract tourists and being on the WHL seems to be effective for increasing
global visibility and tourist arrivals. Furthermore, it was stated that the accreditation of the World
Heritage List (WHL) was meant to identify, recognize, and protect scenic spots of global value, the
WHL is now widely used as a marketing tool for national tourism campaigns and this strategy is rooted
in the belief that the WHL is a powerful boost for attracting tourism [21]. In the same research,
visitation increases the threat of damage or destruction of the environmental and cultural integrity of
the WHSs due to excess number of tourists and an emerging line of research has focused on
discussing how to achieve a balance between strict protection of WHSs and tourism development [21].
Similarly, in another paper titled as ‘Tourism Development of World Heritage Sites in China: A
Geographic Perspective’, it is discussed that World Heritage Sites are increasingly used as tools for
national tourism marketing campaigns and these campaigns draw vast numbers of visitors, and
increase the international visibility of destinations through the promotional and informational policies
generated by the private sector, the host country, and the World Heritage Committee. As a result,
being designated as a World Heritage Site is a coveted prize, and regarded as a means of increasing
tourism. In 1998, recorded annual visits to 116 of the World Natural Heritage Sites was roughly 63
million and this was almost one-tenth of international tourist arrivals, and all indications point to an
increasing World Heritage Site visitation [20]. In another research it is indicated that designation is
regarded very favorably by countries as a means of attracting more tourists and is a highly soughtafter prize. “The coveted UNESCO designation of World Heritage Site is used for national
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agrandissement and commercial advantage within the international competition for tourists, more often
than it is a celebration of an international identity” [16].
So, if designation is regarded very favorably by countries for increasing the international visibility of
destinations and regarded as a means of increasing tourism, why Xanthos-Letoon in WHL and other
sites in TL, do not attract tourists to the area and do not even have a remarkable share from the
visitors of the province. Erturk proposes that importance of Archaeological sites, ancient monuments
and antiquities, as well as their values, have not been fostered in Turkey and in addition to a lack of
awareness, the lack of financial resources and the lack of quality control/ monitoring are also major
problems in the management of heritage sites. Insufficient number of staff and lack of communication
between tourism and cultural sectors are the other factors listed by Erturk. Most of the travel agencies
act independently and without any clear objectives. While one site receives visitors by busloads and
becomes a must-see for all tour organizers, another nearby remains almost deserted [22]. The general
framework, which is expected from the management plans seem to be missing for the heritage sites of
Turkey.
The community interpretation and presentation, mentioned above, as the main concepts of site
management also seem to be not properly working. Mostly, the local community does not have strong
links with these sites, and they do not have chances to interact with them. Most of the archaeological
and historic sites seem to them as enclosed with wire fences and allocated only for tourism. Both in
the marketing campaigns of Antalya, and within the heritage sites, emphasize given to enhance the
knowledge of audience on these sites is quite low. Fortunately, a new regulation entitled, “Legislation
on the methods and principles concerning establishment and duties of ‘Site Management and
Monument Council’ and identification of ‘sites to have management plans’” was put into force in 27th
November 2005, by the Ministry, and this recent attempt will hopefully help to protect and evaluate the
archaeological sites within the framework of sustainable management [23]. Lately Ministry of Tourism
and Culture enforces all the archaeological excavation teams to have their management plans
prepared. The aim of this regulation is to ensure that archaeological sites, conservation sites, their
interactive areas and junction points be conserved and evaluated within the scope of a sustainable
management plan in coordination with public institutions and organizations, civil society organizations,
and put forward the substance and procedures for the identification and development of management
sites, preparation, approval, implementation and supervision of management plans and the
determination of the duties, powers and responsibilities of the advisory board, site manager,
coordination and audit board, audit unit and monument council that will have the function of managing
the site [23]. The objectives of the site management are designated as:
a) Accurate delineation of the area for conservation, development and evaluation in its
historical, social, cultural, geographical, natural, artistic integrity, and of its interactive areas
and associated historical, cultural, geographical, natural, artistic junction points,
b) within the scope of a management plan, demonstrating ways to find an appropriate balance
between the needs for conservation, access, sustainable economic development and the
interest of the local community,
c) development of overall strategies, methods and tools to raise the value of the area to an
international level, location of resources and fund raising,
d) set up an active network of international cooperation and sharing with the view of
developing cultural tourism,
e) drafting implementation plans to develop regional cultural systems comprising conservation
sites that have the potential to form a cluster by being associated with each other in a specific
region,
f) cooperation between public institutions and organizations, civil society organizations,
persons with right to property in the area, persons and organizations working on a voluntary
basis and the local community in conserving and evaluating management sites,
g) in addition to conservation through maintenance, repair, restoration, restitution, exhibition,
arrangement and landscaping of conservation sites, architectural sites and interactive areas in
line with site management objectives within the framework of international principles of
conservation and convention provisions, determination of principles and limits of use and
development,
h) utilization of high standards in the management of cultural property, site of conservation,
design and implementation, expertise and equipment [23].
In ‘The Valletta Principles for the Safeguarding and Management of Historic Cities, Towns and Urban
Areas’, adopted by the 17th ICOMOS General Assembly on 28 November 2011, the importance of
participatory process for the production of a site management plan was pointed out. Consideration of
the diversity and uniqueness of each site and its importance for the effective management systems
was also mentioned. The management plan is anticipated to determine the cultural values; identify
stakeholders and their values; identify potential conflicts; determine conservation targets; determine
legal, financial, administrative and technical methods and tools; understand strengths, weaknesses,
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opportunities and threats; define suitable strategies, deadlines for the work, and specific actions [24].
Considering all of these developments in the area of heritage management, this paper concludes with
the proposal of an integrated management model in order to provide a sustainable strategy for the
protection of cultural heritage while accelerating heritage tourism in Antalya, Turkey. As mentioned
above lack of communication among the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, tourism and cultural sectors,
public institutions and organizations, civil society organizations, and local communities causes
organization and interpretation problems. An overall management plan, besides the single
management plans, for the heritage sites in Antalya, involving all the stakeholders and coordinating a
comprehensive interpretation and presentation program of the listed heritage sites will improve the
awareness of the public and attraction of these sites.

5. Conclusion
Turkey is one of the world’s crossroads, with evidence of at least 13 different civilizations from Hattis
to Ottomans [22]. In order to keep up with the developments in the world and increasing level of
concern to the historical, cultural and natural entities, Turkey should preserve its rich cultural heritage,
and incorporate them with sustainable tourism activities [6]. Sustainable tourism development would
entail the adoption of planning strategies to mitigate the negative impact of tourism without sacrificing
its benefits [16]. A sustainable management plan and long-term planning for cultural heritage tourism
with an integral, continuing conservation policy, is essential for the heritage sites of Turkey in ensuring
a quality experience for the visitor [17].
The objectives of management plans brought by the related regulation (Legislation on the methods
and principles concerning establishment and duties of ‘Site Management and Monument Council’ and
identification of ‘sites to have management plans’) in 2005, seems to be quite comprehensive. In this
regard, it is obvious that an integrated regional management plan for the WHL and TL sites of Antalya
would be beneficial to protect natural and cultural heritage characteristics, and accelerate cultural
heritage tourism in the area. The management plan should develop overall strategies, methods and
tools to promote and raise the value of the area to an international level, determine the duties, powers
and responsibilities of the site managers and the advisory board that includes members from all
parties involved. It is obvious that the Ministry of Culture and Tourism should undertake a master plan
for the management of heritage sites by working with key players, such as archaeologists,
academicians, local people, NGO’s and other related people or institutions working in the heritage field
in Turkey. The Ministry of Culture and Tourism should work closely with travel agencies, as well as the
decision-makers in the tourism sector, in order to develop common objectives for better management.
This collaborative effort should include four stages [22]: identification of problems or difficulties;
prioritization; suggestions and the application process. Sharing resources with the help of integrated
regional management plan would create partnership opportunities, from which mutual benefit could be
achieved [20].
Utilizing the power of tourism to merge people with different historical and cultural background, it is
necessary for the local people to be involved in planning for conservation and tourism activities which
should benefit the host community as well. The relationship between heritage places and tourism
should be managed in a sustainable way for present and future generations. Since domestic and
international tourism is among the foremost vehicles for cultural exchange, conservation should
provide responsible and well-managed opportunities for members of the host community and visitors
to experience and understand that community's heritage and culture at first hand [12].
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Abstract
The city of Lima, Peru, is today one of the greatest metropolitan areas in Latin America with
nine millions of inhabitants. Lima’s historic center, designated UNESCO World Heritage Site
in 1999, still maintains its original 16 th century city layout, with few later t ransformations, and
a dense an d rich architectural heritage. However, in 2008, was included in the
World
Monuments Watch List as one of the world’s most endangered sites: many historic building s
are in poor condition, b oth as a result of neglect and deliberate decay f or future speculative
development. Recently, in Novembe r 2012, one of the few 18 th century multistory buildings,
the Casona El Buque, dramatically collapsed.
A methodological approach for successful rehabilitation strategies has been created with the
necessity of surveying the features of current urban fabric.
The survey, organized in documentation forms, is g oing to be implemented within a GIS
database. It analyzes various type s of structu res and ta kes under consideration several
parameters: conditions of the exi sting archit ectural herit age, preservation of the fragile
materials co nstituting historic structures, defin ition of bound aries for ‘compatible’ re uses of
historic buildings, quality life improvements for inhabitants.
The survey represents an investigative tool preliminary to any restoration program a nd could
become a reference p oint for local inst itution to define guidelin es for protect ion and
revitalization of the historic center.
Keywords: Peru, Lima, Cultural Heritage, Conservation, GIS;
1. Lima: History and Complexity of an Architectural Heritage at Risk.
Lima has been the capital of Viceroyalty of Peru, the most important and wealthy city among
the Spanish colonies of Southern America.
Since 10,000 B.C., its territory was inhabited by civilizatio ns of great importance, whose
magnificent historical and architectural evidences are still visible in the landscape.
The citysca pe is composed by buildings, arch aeological r emains and urban spaces dating
from pre-Hispanic, Vice-royal and Republican period and it is an her itage of great historical
and artistic value while in an advanced decay and threatened by speculative pressures.
In 1533 the Spaniards reach for the first time th e valley where the a ctual capital is founded,
the city of Lima is officially founded only on January 6, 1535, the Feast day of Epiph any and
it is named Ciudad de los Reyes, to commemorate the three Wise Men.
The Spaniards encounter in this location, on the western bank of the river Rímac, a wide Inca
settlement which consisted of earthen constr
uctions or huacas, a series of platforms,
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enclosures, paths and by an articulated and dense network of artificial w ater ditches built for
an effective irrigation of the farmlands.
The Pre-colombian territory, dominated by the In cas, was character ized by a hie rarchical
subdivision of the land and was or ganized in provinces, which were subdivided in districts,
called hunu.
The settlement where Francisco Pizarro decide d to found the new capital was the palace of
curaca o cacique Taulichusco, and was the sp ot from which all the irrigation dit ches of a
whole hunu were contr olled. Even, these irrigation dit ches are known and ident ifiable with
streets following the imprint of the ancient irrigation channels [1].
The locatio n of the ne w founded city, which was destined to become the capital of the
Viceroyalty of Peru, is strategically chosen by t he Spanish conqueror in order to control the
territory and the symbols of power of the Spani sh Crown are intended to overlap, t o prevail
and to obliterate those of the great Inca civilization.
The Viceroyal city, therefore, overlaps with an important pre-Hispanic settlemen t; on the
huacas, placed in strategic positions, are built the most representative institutions for the new
city: the cathedral, the Cabildo, the Archibishop palace,etc. and also the palaces of Pizarro
and his co mpanions. Classica l u rban models are fo llowed, the city is organized in blocks
withi an orthogonal grid, in particular, for Lima the model used is the one today called Modelo
Pragmatico (Pragmatical Model) wh ere the main plaza, Plaza Mayor, was built on t he huaca
of Taulichusco [2].
The Historic Center still houses some pre-Hispanic remains, identified in the 50s of t wentieth
century by Emilio Harth Terré; however their historiographical ident ification has yet to be
established [1].
Lima, as capital of the Viceroyalty of Peru, du ring seventeenth, eightteenth and first twent y
years of twentyth centuries, is the m ost important and richest city of South America, with not
only highly representative civil and religiou s monuments but also with rich re sidences and
with a significant vernacular archit ecture: grea t artistic, h istoric, typological, stylistic, and
constructive relevance concern s numerous c onvents, churches an d religiou s buildin gs
belonging t o different r eligious Orders (four of them alr eady founded prior to 1553 [2]),
residential buildings with various t ypologies, such as the “courtyard
house”, probably of
Castellan/Spanish/Moorish origin b ut used here with several alterations. Architectural
elements of great value in the Viceroyal edif
ices are th e famed wooden balconies, of
Spanish-Moorish origin and the teatinas, wooden skylights located on flat roofs.
The Historic Center tod ay still pre serves almost intact his o riginal Spanish urban la yout and
later extensions, all conceived following urban models developed in the motherlan d referring
to ‘ideal’ Renaissance urban planning, classi cal architecture and Hi ppodamic orthogonal
street grid.
The city, during the Viceroyal period, is spread within city
walls built in 1685 while man y
buildings ar e rebuilt se veral times, because of frequent strong earthquakes (155 5, 1586,
1655, 1687, 1746, 18 06 – tsunami - , 1868 , etc). During reconstr uction processes, the
previously used construction techniques, mostly imported from Spain, are implemented and
merge with pre-Hispanic technologies, better responding to seismic shocks.
After independence of Viceroyalty of Peru from the Spanish Empire (1821), Viceroyal perio d
Lima’s urban structure, construct ion systems and archite ctural types remain substantially
unchanged for several years.
However, d uring the Republican period, the increase
of trade with foreign countries
encourages foreign immigration, especially from Europe, and the archite cture of Lima begins
to feel the European influence, in particular of the English and Italian style.
From the second half of the nineteenth century, the urban structure begin s to be modified for
aesthetic a nd function al reasons. Between 1868 and
1870, Vicer oyal city walls were
demolished and in freed area is rea lized a new annular ro ad along w hich some important
public buildings are built (for examp le The Palacio de la Exposición, 1869-71; the Hospital
Dos de Mayo, 1868-75; the Escuela de Artes y Oficios 1870; the Escuela de Medicina de
San Fernando, 1903), inspired by t he urban transformation envisioned by the Ring in Vienna
(1859-1872).
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Instead from the intervention of Haussmann in Paris is shooting the model of boulevard road,
which is superimposed on the Vic eroyal city g rid and introduces in Lima a compl etely new
type of urban space and scale.
Along the boulevard is also built a new housing type, the "compact house", usually in French
Beaux Arts style, different from the "courtyard house" typical of the Viceroyal period.
However, th e traditional building te chniques co ntinue to be used until the twenties when,
thanks to private investment, start t o be built ta ll buildings in reinforced concrete and brick,
which permanently altered the image and the skyline of the historic city [3].
From the first half of th e twentieth century, the Historic Ce nter of Lima begins to undergo
significant changes, not only urban and architectural but also social.
Wealthy families, who traditionally lived in the foundation grid of Ren aissance period, move
to the suburbs in the ne w expansion’s quarters, and the center begins to accommodate the
poorer sections of the population. The rich single-family houses of Viceroyal and Republican
period are abandone d and occupied by
several fa milies, who cannot o perate the
maintenance and conservation interventions of the buildings due to the lack of
economic
resources
In 1991 the Historic Center of Lima, which is lar ge only a q uarter of the old city cen ter, has
been designated by UNESCO as a World Heritage Site, bu t about one hundred monuments
and thousands of houses with architectural and historic valu es are still in a neglect state and
at risk of collapse.
Today, the Historic Cen ter of Lima seems to have two faces: the touristic one, wit h urban
spaces and buildings apparently well preserve d, however, that often h ide serious problems
of degradation; the other one, threatened by serious mutilation to the historical and
artistic
heritage, by traffic and pollution, by economic and unsolved social pro
blems and the low
quality of life of residents.
In general the perceptio n of the great historica l and architectonic value of the center of Lima
seems to be low, considered simply an economically advantageous place where to focus the
interests of a speculative nature for the abundance of customers.
1.1 Lima’s Traditional Construction Techniques and Related Issues Jeopardizing their
Conservation (Angela LOMBARDI)
Geographical and climatic features have largely shaped the construction
of Lima’s
architecture. Peru is located just in f ront of the Nazca Tect onic Plate which interacts with the
South American Plate making the coastline on e of the most seismically active area of the
planet. Based on its g eographical location, th e area ought to have a tropical climate but
Humboldt Current preve nts the formation of rain clouds, for these reasons the city has a
temperate marine climate. The temperatures oscillate bet ween 14 and 20º C in winter, and
between 18 and 30ºC in summer. Lima's climate is chara cterized by a very high relative
humidity, the absence of rain and wind. In th e pre-Hispa nic era, the almost tota l lack of
rainfall allo wed the construction o f buildings made of na tural materials found in the local
area, such as mud, cane and wood. This made fo r a light and flexible constructio n system
known as quincha, app ropriate for the seismic condit ion of the area. With the Spanish
foundation of Lima in 15 35, builders who arrived with the conquerors, a ttempt to int roduce
European construction systems: can be dated in 1538 the installation of the first kiln for brick
production in order to allow the implementation of masonry construction systems, considered
to be more resistant and effective and fair expression of the Spanish rule.
Religious b uildings, dat ing from sixteenth and seventeenth century, highest expression o f
Lima’s Vicer oyal archit ecture, are built with brick and stone walls and brick r ibbed vaulted
ceilings whi ch were st ill being used in the Spanish Isa belian Goth ic Archite cture, then
replaced in 17th century by barrel vaults with lunettes, always made of bricks [5].
Following the earthquake of 1687 a nd the collapse of barrel vaulted ceilings, in the church of
San Francisco de Lima, are deve loped new architectural and struct ural solutio ns which
interfuse the know-how of two building cultures, the indigenous and the European.
The result is the Viceroyal quincha: a wooden structure with a reed lattice framewo rk and
coated with mud, analogous to th e pre-Hispanic constru ction syste m, but requiring the
incorporation of new carpentry techniques. Credit for this revolutionary innovation is given
to its desig ners, Portuguese architect Constantino de Vasconcelo
s (d. 1668), and his
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Peruvian assistant Man uel de Esco bar (1639-1693), who both supervised the con struction
of the vaulted ceiling until completion [5].
The earthquake of 1746, which had devastating effect
s, confirms the stable seismic
performance of the Viceroyal quincha: und er seismic shock, it withstands de formation
thanks to its resilience, absorbs vibrations, avoiding movement propagation to the rest of the
structure, and, thanking to its lightness, reduces loads on the building.
Its use becomes widespread, not only in modest building s but also in large and opulent
constructions consolidating its identity as the traditional construction technique of Lima.
The use of quincha is associated with other similar materials and techniques; it has often
been used for specific architectural elements, primarily on upper floor s, such as walls or
partitions, balconies, teatinas (do rmer-type s kylights), a rches, vaulted ceiling s, dome
ceilings, towers, bell towers and windowed balconies. Elements of high er density and rigidity
are placed on the lower floor: ston e foundations with limestone mortar; stem walls made o f
brick; and adobe walls with brick reinforcement in corners, doors and windows [5].
The term quincha reveals (and claims) its pre-Hispanic
origin, word of quechua origin,
typically used to identify the walls of primitive huts or of o ther simple con structions made of
cane or bamboo and mud by the indigenous peoples. A good descript ion of these structures
is given by Bernabé Cobo in hi s Historia del Nuevo Mundo (16 13-1653). Surprisingly,
however, quincha constr uction has r eceived only a general and inadequate attention in art
literature of Spanish colonia] archit ecture; its importance an d impact for the develo pment of
an original architectural expression stilI awaiting recognition in the history of construction
[6]
Quincha, used in association with adobe bricks, is the traditional construction technique most
widely used, thanks to technical performances and low cost; even utilized in
modern
buildings of the early t wentieth century 20s, it is replaced only by the advent of reinforce d
concrete.
Quincha, even today characterizes t he architecture of the city and, even more, it represents
its real mat erial identity, demonstrating, as well, the validit y of a build ing tradition of preHispanic origin.
Historically earthen architecture has always presented great advantag es, both for the easy
availability and workability of the row material, both for the moderate cost. On the other side,
it is made o f perishable materials. The high pe rishability of quincha m aterials (wo od, reed
lattice and coating of m ud mixed with straw, ho rse manure, lime or lim e and sand) requires
continuous maintenance, while adapting perfectly to Lima’s climate, poor of rainfall. Mud high
thermal inertia also ensures a good thermal insulation [5].
Large areas of the historic center are characterized by an advanced physical deterioration of
its arch itectural heritag e, with stru ctural elem ents on the verge of collapse a s well as
functional obsolescence.
In the 1990s, lived in buildings on t he verge of collapse approximately 100,000 people. The
causes of the advanced levels of deterio
ration were most varied, includin
g damp
foundations, sub-standa rd hygienic conditions, lack of drinkable water in rented bu ildings,
lack of maintenance d ue to rent control which determines the low
rents, and lack of
maintenance due to ab andonment of properties in the hope they will eventually collapse.
There is considerable speculative pressure on vacant plots left, which after demolition, may
be used as highly remunerative car parking areas.
The old an d deteriorat ed parts of the city are inhabited b y low-income people who live in
rented buildings and housing complexes are referred with the deroga
tive name o f áreas
tugurizadas (slum zones): buildings in a state of overcrowding and decay are referred as
tugurios (slum teneme nts). The official ter m, accepted by the
residents, is solares
(tenements), rather th an tugurios. The fir st planning documents on these a reas use,
however, the term tugurio, and that is how they are known to the public at large. Tugurios,
howerer, are, in many case, relevant evidence of a unique Viceroyal architectural legacy.
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1.2 The Architectural Heritage of Lima: Typological and Functional Characteristics,
Conservation versus Improper Use
(Patrizia MONTUORI)
The Historic Center of Lima a co mplex and precious pa limpsest of structures, buildings
and spaces dating from pre-Hispanic, Viceroyal and Repub lican period, characterized by a
rich architectural, constructive and typological diversity.
Lima’s architectural heritage is a h uge showca se of origin al archite ctural and con structive
solutions, t hanks to t he fusion of European and pre- Hispanic influences, which have
produced an original architectural language and unique construction techniques
This complexity and richness ne ed adequate instruments for studying, analyzing and
cataloging not only architectural heritage’s construction and materi als issue s but also
peculiar typological and functional characteristics.
One of the most interesting and co mplex aspe cts in Histor ic Center of Lima is, in fact, th e
one regarding original typologies and funct
ions of historic build ings and th eir later
transformations.
In the mod ern era ma ny residential buildings, and, more marginally, public and religious
buildings, have undergone an overturn of its typological and functional characteristics.
Even today, the Historic Center of Lima is main ly characterized by the presence of traditional
“courtyard houses” dat ing from Viceroyal and Republican period, which was originally a
single-family typology. The "courty ard house" w as the ba sic ce ll of Viceroyal urba n fabric,
which was organized according to an urban Hippodamian layout, formed by orthogonal grid.
The "courtyard houses”, thanks to the semi-private courtyards open on the streets, created ,
in center of Lima, an urban space similar to th e one existing in south ern Europe, North
Africa and t he Middle East ancient cities. Most probably, o ther types o f residential housing
complexes, present in Lima since its foundation, may come from same cultural areas.
However, unlike the "courtyard ho uses", these complexe s were destined to me dium-low
income social cla sses a nd were located nex t to manufacturing establishments, where the
inhabitants worked, or in peripheral urban areas.
The callejón was a complex characterized by small houses with one level, consisting of one
room and a courtyard, arranged on e beside the other and accessed b y semi-priva te alleys
with little shrines for saints, with sq uares, with small chape ls where th e inhabitant s met.
Instead the quinta was a type of collective housing usually consists of a partments, arranged
next to each other, directly accessible from the st reet or, more rarely, by a semi-private alley.
The quinta was initially with a single level, but as a result of demographic growth of the city, it
has been added a second level to already exi sting complexes and it start to be built new
complexes directly with two floors, with galleries of access and distribution.
By the mid-twentieth century the movement of the midd le class fro m the area of Lima
founded in Viceroyal period to the n ew quarters of expansion has sign ificant effects on both
the center and the historic buildings of Lima, in particular those for residential use.
On the one hand the ancient sing le-family residences of Viceroyal and Republican period
were occupied by several families, usually without financial resources. The buildings are in a
serious state of disrepair and have undergone improper transformations, even for the modest
economic conditions of the inhabitants to operate maintenance, conser vation and f unctional
and sanitation upgrading. Also the residential housing
complexes , typologically more
adequate to accommodate several families are also in a pre carious state of conservation for
the lack of maintenance due to the limited resources of the inhabitants.
On the other hand, the center has lost managerial functions, that have moved in the south of
the city, due to the drastic reduction of the social level of the inhabitants, and is progressively
characterized as a place of itinerant trade, legal and illegal: the flourish of the commercial
activities ca used the improper transformation of man y buildings, including historic, in small
firms or sho ps; the st alls of street vendors occupy the side walks of center and occlude the
view of the historic buildings, streets and squares, often causing considerable damage to the
facades [4].
Some cases of commercial re-use an d irreversible alteration of artifacts of historic center are
emblematic such as th e house of Manuel Ricardo Palma Soriano, well-known Peruvian
essayist and writer from the mid-1 800s. The house was built probably during the era of the
Viceroyalty and remod eled during the Repu blican perio d, was designated a National
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Monument in 1989. Today only the wing facing the street, with its typical wooden balcony, is
partially preserved, but parts of th e building have been demolished around the interior
courtyard, and a small informal market and stalls have been built.
Many buildings of histo rical and ar chitectural value are int entionally d estroyed, partially or
totally, for creating parking, comme rcial activities or for building new edifices: significant is
the recent collapse of El Buque building, cause d by a fire, possibly arson. The building dates
back to the eighteen century and was the only three-story building in the area
of Barrio s
Altos: the ground floor was built of adobe, while the upper levels were made of quincha. It
appears to have been i nitially a spacious cour tyard house, later becoming an ap artment
complex with a balcony running along the exterior of the third level that provided a ccess to
the small apartments.
Since 1991, and particu larly after th e proclamation of the h istorical cen ter of Lima "World
Heritage", the government has trie d to chase away the street vendors from the center with
regulations, plans, and even with the police an d tear gas. However, th e opposition to such
measures has been very strong, and the results are quite disappointing.
In fact it is important to understand that today Lima’s historic center of, like others, e specially
in Latin America, is cha racterized not only for t he artifacts and urban a reas of h istorical and
architectural value: the viability induced by the numerous inhabitants and by the widespread
dissemination of commercial a ctivities, on the one hand causes the problems mentioned but
on the othe r hand is n ow an inte gral part of its image and of it s social and economic
structure.
So organic and effective re-qualification policies of the Historic Center can be processed only
through a complex and multi-level analysis of historical, ar chitectural, f unctional, e conomic
and social aspects, which helps to understand how to regula te and integrate different needs
and goals.

Fig.1-2: Casona El Buque before and after the collapse. In November 2012, a fire caused the collapse of this
historic mansion built in 1753 and designated national monument in 1988.
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2

From Cultural Heritage Survey to Development of a GIS Database for Safeguarding
and Revitalizing the Historic Center of Lima

2.1 A Documentation Form for Surveying the Architectural Heritage of Lima
(Angela LOMBARDI)
The Historic Center of Lima is a rich ensemble of historic b uildings, archaeological remains
and urban spaces with high architectural and historica l significance , the area is therefore
characterized by such e xtremely problematic social, economic and functional cond itions that
any form of architectural heritage conservation is extremely hard to be undertaken.
For these reasons, during the research devel oped in 2012 by SAPIENZA University of Rome
in collabora tion with t he National University of Engine
ering of L ima and the World
Monuments Fund, has become a
pparent the necessity of gathering and coordinating
extremely diverse data related to the relevant features of the Historic Center of Lima, not only
focusing on historic structure but also involving its context.
A preliminary surve y of the city’s ar chitectural h eritage has been implemented through the
creation of a survey fo rm, which revealed to be the most effective and flexible
tool for
gathering and processing relevant data and make them comparable [7].
The analysis is carried out on two different levels: the first focuses on the structure itself,
identifying the layering’s, transformations, construction syst ems and sta te of conservation of
the building s; while th e second level exa mines its relationship w ith the city and the
similarities t hat enable diverse ele ments within urban sp ace to co-e xist, change , integrate
and replace each other over time.
The documentation forms represent an investigative tool preliminary to a reha
bilitation
program for each single building an d its spatial context, aimed at “re-qualifying” it s specific
components, related to both the local and gene ral urban co ntext. The acquired dat a have
been methodically subd ivided into seven separate section s, each de signed to cla ssify the
information into groups of options or tables containing the required data.
The first section of the form deals with ST RUCTURE TYPE: Four recurring types have been
identified: monument, building, neighborhood and, archaeological remains.
The first two definitions refer not o nly to the Charter of Venice of 1964, but also to the
UNESCO Recommendations of 197 2 which underline the e xtension of the heritage concep t
from single monuments to “vernacular buildings which have acquired a special significance
with the passage of time” (Art.5). However, the presence of archaeological remains in an
urban settlement needs to be documented and will lead to an evaluation of its archaeological
potential, to be synthesized in a “Charter of Archaeological Potentials”, tool never t aken into
consideration by Lima’s city planners.
The second section co nsiders the structure in its CONTEX T and refe rs to the Charter of
Venice of 1 964, which recognizes t he need to preserve not only the “ single ar chitectural
work”, but also the “urba n or rural se tting” formed by the vernacular built fabric. The second
section req uires the d escription o f the buildings’ locat ion and adja cent urban fabric,
documenting the relationship betw een heritag e building s, new archit ecture and the more
general cityscape.
The third a nd fourth section cont ains HISTORICAL DAT A and DESCRIPTI ON, including
information on construction period, original and current uses. Defining the original an d actual
uses of a structure under analysis requires a co mplex cultural backgrou nd and involves non
only typological st udies, considered part of the historical and archaeological disciplines, but
also social study, analysis and demographic data connected with each single structure.
The fifth section is an analysis of BUILDI NG TECHNIQUES AND DETAILS characterizing
the object, it collects relevant information of the significance of the structure, its layering and
its constru ction techniq ue. Significance (sing ular features) describe s the qualit ies that
distinguish the structure and render it cult urally significant. In the form four categories have
been identif ied: 1) typological, 2) t echnical an d construct ion-related, 3) historical and, 4)
artistic. This section is critical, bein g able to document, although in a synthetic way, th
e
physical features of Lima’s architectural heritage.
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Understanding these characteristics is indispensable to develop a program of intervention as
it has a direct bearing on the future utilization of the cultural heritage and the modalities to be
adopted for its rehabilitation.
No such analytical and scientific oriented documentation has been undertaken until our
study.
Section six of the form looks at the LEVEL OF RISK,
i.e. the problems related to the
conservation of the
structure, thr ough an a nalytical matrix combining two significant
variables, t he most important for Lima’s arch itectural her itage assessment, the “level of
usability” and the “level of conservation”.
The level of risk is the result of a possible combination of the two variables above mentioned
and is evidenced in a table showing five possible levels: 1) very high risk requiring immediate
intervention; 2) high risk requiring interventions aimed at redressing the damage; 3) medium
level risk re quiring inter ventions aimed at mitigating the d amage; 4) low level risk requirin g
further analyses and investigation s; 5) no risk and no need for
controls, a nalytical
investigations or upgrading of the hygienic and utility standards.
The survey form’s seventh se
ction co llect information about
OWNERSHIP AND
PRESERVATION instruments, exa mining the re levant preservation decrees, the actors and
beneficiaries
of
the
rehabilitation
process,
the
source
of
restoration/conservation/rehabilitation funds and the existing legal instruments, both at
national and international levels, that may have a bearing on the building in question.
The form wi ll have to indicate a) if t he building f alls within t he area of the historic center of
Lima, declared by UNESCO in 1991 a World Heritage Site, citing the norms applicable; 2) if it
is a nation al monume nt of histor ic and artistic interest, mentioning any binding legal
instruments; 3) if any relevant town planning la ws are applicable in the case of vernacular
buildings; 4) if other le gal preservation instru ments or actions are in place which may be
supported by private associat ions or in stitutions. The o wnership st atus has to specify,
whether public, private or religiou s, and, wh ere applica ble, indicat es the existence of
expropriation decrees. It should b e noted that, based o n the available statistical data,
ownership titles are often impossible to trace.
During the 2012 study, with the use of the above described documentation form, have been
undertaken survey and documentation of
num erous building s and site s, particularly
representative for their historical- architectural- constructive- typological features.
Next objective is to ext ent and imp lement t he survey durin g the following research phases
and make accessible and immediately usable the collected data [7].
2.2 A GIS Database for the Architectural Heritage of Lima: Characteristics and
Potentials for Analysis, Monitoring and Interventions in the Historic Center
(Patrizia MONTUORI)
The analysis of
spatial informatio n is no t a new concept. Over the past
centuries
mathematicians, geogra phers, carto graphers have started to analyze spatial relationships
through paper cartographic bases and thematic overlapped lucid, which can be considered a
sort of first analogical GIS.
As is well known the G.I.S. (Geographic Informa tion System) is a software tool that consists
of a set of functions
used to analyze the spatial prope rties and potential rela tionships
between objects and events. In fact the GIS technology combines t
he mechanisms and
operations of common database with the geographic analysis and the ability to display on the
map. This single information system is a valuable tool to analyze the events and planning
strategies since all the information available, from micro to macro scale are always readily
accessible.
In fact, thro ugh the inte rrogation of the design ed and built database t oday you can easily
manage an d implemen t all archived data; build in real time informat
ion plans b ased on
queries made; formulate new questions based on the answers obtained ; build inter pretative
hypotheses and predictions of inter vention. The GIS syste ms are related to other database
applications, but with the important difference t hat all the e ntered information are united by
spatial refe rences, sin ce the ge o-referencing is the
main criterion for stor
age and
management of information.
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So the GIS, with its set of functions are a real methodology for placing, storage and analysis
of data that can be used for a specific search and / or to plan and make decisions.
It is a tool for monitoring and analysis that can be very useful for the evaluation and planning
of interventions in hist oric centers, where us ually add u p complex and very d ifferent
problems: the protectio n of historical and architectural values, the con servation needs, the
functional needs, the socio-economic conditions.
The Historic Center of Lima is certainly emblemat ic in this sense because it is char acterized
by socio-economic, functional and conservative conditio ns very problematic. T he survey
developed in 2012 as part of the study conducted by SAPIENZA University of Rome in
collaboration with the N ational University of Engineering of Lima and t he World Monuments
Fund [7], was elaborat ed in order to collect n ot only historic, artist ic, constructio n related,
typological and conser vation-related data but also social, economic and fun
ctional
information.
As part of th is project on the Historic Center of L ima is now planning to start the ne xt phase
of research in which the collected d ata will be entered into a geo-referred database to be
proposed as a "pilot project" to organizations and local authorities.
The aim is to provide a new tool to Lima's municipality, today not e xistent, not only for
documentation and research but also for the management and planning for the conservation,
revitalization and development of the Historic Center. With the support of Lima’s architectural
heritage ge o-referred database, for example, you could m ore simply set up a pr ogram of
“planned conservation” for buildings of historical and architectural value.
In fact, the increasing d atabase tha t could be created would allow monitoring the state of
degradation, identifying main causes (both physical and fu nctional, so cial or econ omic), to
evaluate the conservation procedures and to plan maintenance interventions of the artifacts,
like in a "risk map".
In fact, in a database GIS the value of information on a building increases with the number of
buildings managed with the same criteria of documentation. So its quality and pote ntial are
evident whe n you need to check and compare different data such as, for exa
mple, the
incidence of the different factors in t he processes of degradation of hist orical buildings; the
effectiveness of the materials and t echniques used in the r estoration and maintenance; the
verification of the cost s of conservation and maintenance. Particularly useful in th e case o f
Lima is the possibility offered by the GIS syst em of cross an d compare with immediacy and
simplicity the data on t he original characterist ics of the buildings (typological, historica l,
architectural and construction); on the state of conservation and interventions already made;
on the current function al use of buildings and areas; on t he number, class and economic
conditions o f the inh abitants. In fact , this allows not only to identify the interventio ns most
effective for the physica l preservation of the artif acts but a lso to plan br oader strategies for
the rehabilitation and development of the center.
With a GIS database would be easier to est
ablish guid elines for t he conservation and
development of the historical center of Lima wh ich are sust ainable in t erms of historic and
architectural as well
as function al, socia l and econo mic and previously verify its
effectiveness. It could be an excelle nt tool to su pport both t he management and planning of
conservation interventions both of architectural design and urban planning.
In fact, thanks to its versatility this a pplication lends itself to be customized accordin g to the
specific needs and the problems to investigate and develop from time to time. To understand
the infinite possibilities that this instrument may have in the conservation and development of
the Historic Center of Lima, as in ot her cities, we can say th at thanks to GIS the knowledge
of an object, always partial and provisional, cou ld be part of a complex system, always fully
available, q uery able, comparable reinterpretable and imple mented. An instrument that, in
other words, could he lp to manage the comple xity of the historica l cen ter of Lima through
chance of informative associations so far unimaginable, that may guide future choices of
conservation, transformation and development, today mostly fragmented and disorganized.
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Fig. 3.
Integrated plan of the
Historic Center of Lima.
The map shows the
structures surveyed for
setting up the survey and
GIS database.
In orange:
UNESCO boundaries
In blue:
pre-Hispanic settlement
In red:
the city in 1553
(Lombardi, 2012)
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Abstract

Most of the portals and stairways of historical Neapolitan buildings were made of stone, often, a dark
stone, known as piperno. In general, the year of construction as well as the designer of the portal or
stairway is known only for those buildings of considerable historical and architectural importance. It is
possible to attribute to architects such as Bartolomeo Picchiatti, Cosimo Fanzago, Ferdinando
Sanfelice and Ferdinando Fuga several huge portals and stairways, while in most cases only the
century of manufacture can identified, with the work being accredited to local craftsmen (often
Fanzaghiana or Sanfeliciana). These “stone memories” are therefore an epochal expression of
culture, with the art of lapidum incisores being a cultured and refined testimony of a craft tradition that
binds a multiple formal inventiveness to a constructive use and treatment of stone. The knowledge
project of typical and atypical examples highlights the variety of inventive designs as well as skillful
ability to adapt to the shape and structure of the stones. Simultaneously, an architectural survey of the
portals and stairways as well as a modelling and subsequent rapid prototyping will make it possible to
intervene on degraded stone elements.
Keywords: Neapolitan historic buildings, portals, stereotomy, tourist guides, architectural survey.

1.

The portals of the historic buildings of Naples

The complex entrances of residential buildings – consisting of the portal, entrance hall, courtyard,
stairs – characterize most of the historic buildings in the city of Naples. In general, since the portal is
an attractive element, it catches the passer-by’s attention due to its shape, size, material, decoration,
as well as its function – to allow the transition from an external to internal space – which ever since
ancient times has been recognized as being full of symbolic meaning. Functionally, the portal, as well
as the door, represent an opening. An opening, which allows the passage from one environment to
another. On an ideological level, this symbolic function originated in ancient Rome with the triumphal
arch, a monumental building designed to be a symbolic gate of victory, with a celebratory nature and,
therefore, along the street where the triumphal processions took place and under which the
commander marched with the spoils of war, treasure and slaves.
Over the centuries, the portal has maintained the symbolic value of ‘passage’, to the point that its
pictorial representation has been used as a metaphor in the title pages of several treatises to allude to
the entering of the reader into the world of knowledge, as well as in numerous copies of treatises on
geometry and military art dating from the XVI-XVII centuries (Fig. 1).
In this sense and specifically in the historic buildings in Naples, the portal is the first link in a
continuous sequence of space (hall, courtyard, staircase) placed to mark the site of the transition from
a public space (the street) to a private one (the building). Whether it is minor or noble architecture, the
portal is a means of celebration and symbolic representation that, by virtue of size, shape, material
and decoration, invades the street calling the attention of the passers-by. Even today, despite
numerous attacks, this spatial system continues to play a prominent role in mediating the relationship
between the space of the roadside and that inside the building, surpassing the eloquence of the road
in establishing itself as a kind of filter or diaphragm . In close connection with the road, the plastic and
figurative space of the portal and the wise scanning light-darkness-light (which connotes the sequence
road-entrance hall-courtyard) attract the passer-by whose gaze, having passed the entrance hall, runs
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Fig. 1: Title pages of treatises on geometry and military art dating from the XVI-XVII centuries.

In order:
1 – MAROLOIS, Samuel. Geometrie contenant la Theorie et practique d’icelle necessaire a la
fortification. Mais du depuis corrigée el la pluspart du Discours changé et redigé en meilleur estat par
Albert Girard Mathematicien. Amsterdam: Ian Ianssen, 1638.
2 – COMMANDINO, Federico. Euclidis Elementorum Libri XV. Pisa: 1572.
3 – SCAMOZZI, Vincenzo. L’idea della Architettura universale divisa in X Libri. Venezia: 1615.
4 – POMODORO, Giovanni. La Geometria prattica. Roma: Gio. Batta De Rossi, 1667.
5 – DE VILLE, Antoine. Les Fortifications avec l’Ataque et la Defence del Places. Lyon: Ireneée Barlet,
1629.
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into an enclosed, cosy and intimate space, the courtyard. An open space, that is pleasantly perceived
– as shown by the majority of Neapolitan buildings – with a stairway, that according to the local
tradition, is an ‘open staircase’, often located in front of the main entrance, with the specific aim of
visually seducing the passers-by (going along the street) thanks to the force of a spatial dynamism
generated by the changing movement of the buttresses and a plurality of vaulted structures, that are
typologically different and variously articulated. In several cases, behind the stairway, there is a
garden, with the whole being transformed into a multidimensional perceptual context, consisting of
multiple spatial forms, colours, sounds, smells, of which the portal is the mediator [1], which include
the “gullwing” stairway by Ferdinando Sanfelice in the neighbourhoods of Vergini and Sanità in
Naples.
The portals that characterize the housing of the historical buildings in Naples (in the neighbourhoods
of Vergini, Sanità, Avvocata, and Montecalvario) have been the subject of cataloging by the writer on
behalf of the Office for the Environmental and Architectural Heritage of Naples and province between
1992 and 1993. In 1995, during the “XI edition of Cultural Heritage Week”, the Office for the
Environmental and Architectural Heritage of Naples and province organized the first exhibition on the
“Portals of Naples” along the Spaccanapoli, of which the writer dealt with graphic design of the tables
included in this show. The model adopted for cataloging the portals corresponds to the table “A”
(Architecture), whose compilation as indicated by the Central Institute for Cataloguing and
Documentation in the rules for drawing up (1974 and subsequent updates), is aimed at data collection
as well as graphic and photographic documentation of individual buildings or architectural structures
not related to only emergencies but can also be used for smaller sized objects [2].

2.

The configuration and morphology of the portal: elements and forms

The portals of the Neapolitan historic buildings are characterized by a wide variety of exempla. During
the academic years from 1987 to 1991 during the course “Design and Survey” by Professor Rosa
Penta (Faculty of Architecture of the University of Naples “Federico II”), with the scientific and didactic
collaboration of the writer, a study of the architectural stone portals of the Neapolitan historic buildings
(scale 1:10 or 1:20, and all relevant details and figurative designs in the scale of 1:5, 1:2, 1:1) was
carried out. The graphic documentation included the design of portals, porches and stairways of one
hundred and fifty residential buildings in the historic centre of Naples, and is both considerable
historical and architectural as well as minor fabric value. The scientific survey and graphic
documentation of the portals, albeit in an apparent reduction of the metric scale, has restored a frontal
view of the same section that is often prevented from the narrow road [3].
From a structural point of view, these are grouped into two construction systems: an architrave and
archivolted, with the later having more declinations in virtue of the variability of the profile of the arch.
In the Neapolitan context, the recurrent categories of archivolt portal use curvilinear profiles (mainly,
the circular type or low arches, as well as oval), mixtilinear (including polycentric to concave-convex
sanfelician type) and straight.
In addition to the construction system, the main elements that characterize the design of the portal are
the frame, entablature, pediment, shelves, and architectural order.
In general, the frame highlights the gap. It may be unique or stand out in more bands with an internal
and external movement with respect to the archway (often treated with different motifs and interrupted
by the door, in key and by the socket) or present a prolonged architrave with either a frieze or
‘pulvino’. From an ornamental perspective, the frame can use as well as make up elements of
classical moulding (strip, astrangolus, bull, straight and reverse parallels, ‘echino’, ‘ovolo’, ‘cavetto’,
‘scozia’, rod) as well as be decorated with carvings (floral or geometric patterns in relief or bas-relief)
or appear indented, presenting – in this case – an ashlar movement in relation to the blocks in which
several blocks are highlighted in a significant position such as the doorway and keystone. In the case
of an embossed frame, this may be limited to a simple indentation of the lines of junction between the
blocks (smooth ashlar or ‘gentle’) or propose ‘cushioned’ bosses (rounded edges) or ‘diamond point’
(prismatic), or admitting a treatment of the stone block, crudely roughed or tapped. In addition, the
plastic-perceptual variability of the dimpled frame is also given by the different treatment of the whole
(sharp-edged, rounded, etc.). Finally, there are various cases in which the portal frame has an
alternating rhythm in the plastic treatment of the abutments (typically, by interchanging moulded and
flat strips) or in the use of different materials (usually, ‘piperno’ and white marble to give a distinctive
two-tone effect).
The entablature, a horizontal frame supported by piers, may be part of the crowning element of the
portal (often under a panel, which in turn is placed above the frame) or can be surmounted by a
pediment. Typically, in Neapolitan portals, the pediment may either jut out from the edge of the
entablature or have the central part of the entablature missing, so as to show the slopes of the everted
pediment (i.e., broken and pushed forward), which is why it is often also associated with the
entablature. In some cases, the apex of the pediment placed in a recessed position is omitted, with
this solution not infrequently being associated with the stretch of the entablature below. The pediment
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Fig. 2: The design of the Neapolitan historic buildings: tourist guides and paintings.

In order:
1 – Palazzo Firrao (in PETRINI, Paolo. Facciate delli Palazzi più cospicui della città di Napoli. Napoli:
1718).
2 – Palazzo Maddaloni (in SARNELLI, Pompeo. Guida dè Forestieri, curiosi di vedere e d’intendere le
cose più notabili della regal città di Napoli e del suo amenissimo distretto. Napoli: Antonio Bulifon,
1685).
3 – Palazzo del Principe di Sonnino Colonna (in PETRINI, Paolo. Facciate …).
4 – Palazzo Casacalenda (in GIRAUD, Etienne. Le grand Golphe de Naples. Sans lieu: sans
imprimeur, 1767).
5 – Palazzo del Principe di S. Seviero Sangro (in PETRINI, Paolo. Facciate …).
6 – Palazzo del Duca di Limatola Gammacorta (in PETRINI, Paolo. Facciate …).
7 – JOLI, Antonio. Strada di Santa Maria di Costantinopoli. Napoli: 1756-59.
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is generally triangular in shape, but in the Neapolitan context, it is commonly curved, i.e. ‘tilted’, and
has the same height as a triangular one (presenting similar declinations), or has a semi-circular profile.
In baroque and rococo types, there are several different curves, such as the sloping curved curl
(together or separately), polycentric to concave-convex or mixtilinear. In addition, in some cases, the
broken pediment includes windows, statues or emblems (symbolic or decorative busts and
sculptures).
Another significant element of the design of the portal is the ornamental shelf, with it being a support
structure in horizontal projection which can be placed flat against the wall or in profile. The shelf is
usually placed at the top corners of the opening or holding the entablature and the pediment. There
are various shapes, depending on whether they are shelves with elements linked to the architectural
order (mutulo) or scroll or volute shelves (with multiple ribs, crumpled roll or spiral shaped around an
eye).
In the portals of the Neapolitan historical buildings, it is quite common for the composition of the
elements to be related to the order architectural. However, there are several examples in which the
columns are either totally absent or semi-columns in front of pilasters as well as some of the motifs of
the portal being different those conforming to the order. In fact, the capitals are configured both in
accordance with the architectural canon as well as plant, animals, anthropomorphic or allegorical
motifs. In other episodes, however, some elements may conflict with each other (for example, the lintel
of the portal with the entablature of the order).
In conclusion, the richness according to which these elements participating in the spatial configuration
of the portal is remarkable, to which there is the further presence of curbstones, wooden doors, as well
as iron or wooden fanlights. Similarly, there are few cases in which the score composition of the portal
includes a greater number of floors, with a window or a balcony (with doors) being located above the
entablature, thus returning a spatial solution that, reinforced by the shoulder and pediment, gives the
portal as the protagonist of the urban scene by virtue of a search for plastic effects capable of
configuring it as a powerful and privileged presence, with majesty and splendour that characterizes it
as unicum in the design of the facade.

3.

The design of the stone portal: the stereotomy of stone

Most of the portals of the Neapolitan historic buildings are made of ‘piperno’, including a rock stone
that incorporates dark lenticular, with the whole presenting dark compact ‘litoide’ features with ‘flames’
of various sizes. It is well known that this stone has been mined in the quarries of the neighbourhoods
of Soccavo and Pianura since the thirteenth century, precisely in ‘Vallone del Verdolino’ and ‘Masseria
del Monte’. The latter is recognizable today by the entrance located at the foot of the ‘Collina dei
Camaldoli’ in Via dei Monti Vicinale and was recently the subject of multiple studies and surveys [4].
In general, the year of construction and designer of the portal are known only for buildings of historical
and architectural important In fact, the information about several important great Neapolitan portals is
known, with them being attributed to excellent architects such as Bartolomeo Picchiatti (palazzo
Sansevero di Sangro), Cosimo Fanzago (Zevallos di Stigliano, Firrao and Carafa di Maddaloni),
Ferdinando Sanfelice (Pignatelli di Monteleone e Filomarino), Ferdinando Fuga (Cellamare). While in
most cases, only the century can be distinguished, with the work being attributed to local craftsmen
(often fanzaghian or sanfelician), whose art of lapidum incisores – expression of their culture – amply
testifies a tradition of craftsmanship that combines a multiple formal inventiveness and ability to
skilfully use and constructive treatment of stone. Traditional methods based on the integration of the
extracting and processing of stone, which correspond to two main stages: the first, by the ‘tagliamonti’,
which, after extracting the piperno from the quarry, proceed to cut it into blocks that are more or less
the size of the final element so as to be able to transport them to the worksite, where the ‘pipernieri’
carry out the second phase with the outlining, profiling and implementing the final abutments.
The work of the stonemasons was a fundamental prerequisite for the development of a peculiar
science, that of cutting stones, a significant branch of architecture called ‘stereotomy’ – from the
Greek, ‘solid’ and ‘section – which was given its name by Jacques Curabelle, author in 1644 of a work
R
entitled Examen des oeuvres du S Girard Desargues par J. Curabelle [5]. Stereotomy is therefore a
complex science, highly integrated by multiple operational and theoretical knowledge including
knowledge of mathematics and geometry (the theory of surfaces and their intersections) of materials
and their static behaviour, as well as practical and technical construction and shipbuilding
management in the working of the equipment. Above all, stereotomy is the learning of a wealth of
scientific knowledge that allows for the production of pieces off site, and then placing them on site as
elements ‘pre-fabricated’ according to a precise plan based on the geometric configurativemorphological control of the architectural whole as well as of the parts that compose it. The study of
stereotomy is thus a considerable and fundamental support in the cognitive assumption of what is
happening today through digital technologies. In fact, similar to the standardization process operated
through stereotomy, modern technological innovation makes it possible to obtain through the
acquisition of three-dimensional digital models of mouldings and stone blocks of the portals prototypes
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Fig. 3: The design of the stone portals: tourist guides and current architectural survey.

In order:
1 – Portal of Palazzo Maddaloni (in SARNELLI, Pompeo. Guida dè Forestieri, curiosi di vedere e
d’intendere le cose più notabili della regal città di Napoli e del suo amenissimo distretto. Napoli:
Antonio Bulifon, 1685).
2 – Sketch of a portal by Ferdinando Sanfelice.
3 – Current architectural survey of portal of Palazzo Filomarino (project of Ferdinando Sanfelice).
4 – Current architectural survey of portal of Palazzo Maddaloni.
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(three-dimensional plastic model) to subsequently carry out with the same stone materials belonging
to local traditions to replace any damaged ‘pieces’ [6].
Stereotomic knowledge was first made public in the sixteenth century, when scientific culture was
mature enough to consider the idea of the project as a privileged place of theoretical speculation and
operational verification and, at the same time, the practice of geometrical drawing in orthogonal
projection (plant and raised) as a vehicle for control of the entire design process from intuition to
realization on site. Stereotomy became a science, with its theoretical and practical basis dedicated to
the principles of cutting stones being spread through the press in the face of centuries of secrecy by
the medieval guilds. The publication in Paris in 1567, of the Traité d'Architecture by Philibert de l'Orme
marks the end of this fundamental shift, followed during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries by a
remarkable amount of treatises on the subject (not only French) as well as theoretical studies on
surfaces and curves, including those with a double curvature (i.e., oblique surfaces), the knowledge of
which assumes a fundamental importance to the stereotomic project up to the Treaty by Amédée
François Frézier significantly entitled La Théorie et la Pratique de la Coupe des Pierres et des Bois,
pour la Construction de Voutes et autre Parties des Bâtiments Civils & Militaires, ou Traité de
Stereotomie a l’Usage de l’Architecture (Parigi, 1737-1739), in which all the knowledge on the latest
stone cutting and surface intersections is contained, allowing for the project management of
increasingly complex forms of space as well as the construction of more innovative equipment [7].
From the perspective of the stereotomic project, works in cut stone are constituted by blocks or
wedges and their assembly is determined by a careful control outside of the work of the geometric
behaviour of the facing surfaces (visible) and the junction between the abutments (not visible). This
results in the stereotomic project having to respond to the best identification and installation of the
equipment or the combination of surfaces of the junction between the ashlars preferably plane,
preferring, in the case that the joining surfaces are curved, the use of a particular type of surfaces,
grooved, since being generated by the movement of a straight line in space, this geometrical condition
can be easily reproduced by lapidum incisores.
Based on these considerations, the design of the stone portal should distinguish the apparatus of the
abutments from those of the arch (or lintel). Specifically, the apparatus of the ashlars of the abutments
can be approximated to that of a masonry plane, considering surfaces facing flat to vertical
progression (or sheer) with joining flat surfaces. Generally, the ashlars are parallelepiped in shape (or
prismatic with inclined fronts in relation to the facade of the building). From an ornamental point of
view, they are variously shaped (strips, clews, etc.), almost always the same size (unless there is a
rhythmic pattern of ashlars) and arranged to form layers by the continuous horizontal joints. The
apparatus of the ashlars of the arc (circular, depressed, continuous or discontinuous polycentric) can
be approximated to a straight cylindrical arc, sharing the odd number of blocks and the structural
presence of a keystone. Even in this case the joining surfaces are flat and, if the arc is circular, they
belong to radial planes passing through the centre of the arc.
Within the context of the Neapolitan historic buildings, there seems to a widespread use, with
numerous excellent examples (for example, the portal of the building by Carafa della Spina) of more
modest sized portals, as well as the formal-structural type in which the straight side is constituted by a
single ashlar, while the arc by only three elements of which one is the keystone.

4.

The design of the stone portals: tourist guides

At the end of the seventeenth century, there was a renewed publishing project dealing with the type of
tourist guides in Naples, which saw the introduction of accurate illustrations of specific parts of the city
in the form of ‘views’. In a sense, it can be said that the production of these views interfaces with a
new way of understanding the tourist guide that, relying more and more on the drafting of a organically
illustrative tool in accordance with the written text, justifies the frequent use to document architecture
and places through figurative representations capable of better conveying the architectural and
environmental values, due to faster visual communication of those salient features described in the
text and brought to the attention of the reader through the references to the image represented. The
result of this cultural innovation is the publication in Naples in less than thirty years of numerous city
(or of the Kingdom) guides where, by virtue of a consolidated opinion, the graphic image is entrusted
with the central role of transmitting knowledge of the city and its main sites [8].
Among the guides of Naples that give images of places (streets and squares) as seen on an urban
scale, according to Giancarlo Alisio Domenico the one by Antonio Parrino entitled Napoli città
nobilissima, antica e fedelissima esposta agli occhi, e alla mente de’ Curiosi …, published in Naples in
1700, is «the first Neapolitan guide that has an extensive illustration program in line with the text» [9].
In this guide, many of the most famous streets of Naples (represented according to a general plan in
accidental perspective) depict the building contexts and make it possible to see the main
morphological features of special interest, such as scores on the facade and the main ornamental
apparatus of windows and doorways . Additionally, in describing the beauties of the city, Parrino also
indicates it building materials, commenting: «the mountains that crown it, provide some of the sweet
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Fig. 4: The design of the stone portals. Portal of ‘Palazzo Pignatelli di Monteleone’ by
Ferdinando Sanfelice.
In order:
current portal picture and details;
original sketch of the portal of ‘Palazzo Pignatelli di Monteleone’ by Ferdinando Sanfelice;
current architectural survey of the portal.
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and light stone, which admirably combines with the lime giving the opportunity to raise tall buildings,
and these sometimes up to a fifth or sixth apartment, others give a hard and black stone, called
Piperno, which is used for the arches of the doors and windows and to strengthen the foundations»
[10].
The guide by Paolo Petrini, entitled Facciate delli palazzi più cospicui della città di Napoli, published in
1718 is also particularly interesting. It is on architectural scale and entirely dedicated to the graphic
documentation of the main palaces of the city (these include Palazzo Sansevero, Corigliano,
Casacalenda, Filomarino, Gravina, Carafa di Maddaloni, Ruffo di Bagnara, Firrao) [11]. The work is
significant from several points of view: the geometric method of representation used (the buildings are
shown in elevation, even though there is the allusion of a three-dimensional effect due to the
perspective of the roof), the scale of representation ( which approximates a ratio 1:100, 1:50); the
clarity and precision of the section; the abundance of detail and figurative elements represented
including the design of the portal that, in these representations, is the core attraction of the
composition and that, at the same time, as shown without doors makes it possible to explore the
features of the building behind the façade, penetrating through the archway into the courtyard, in turn
built prospectively almost simulating the perceptual experience of a dynamic view captured at the
altitude of the road (Fig. 2).
About fifty years later (1767), a new publication edited by Etienne Giraud entitled Le grand golphe de
Naples integrate the panoramic system of Parrino with the precision for figurative detail of Petrini,
resulting highly aberrated roadsides in which the main palaces of Naples and their portals are
represented.
The iconography that accompanies Guida dè forestieri, curiosi di vedere e d’intendere le cose più
notabili della regal città di Napoli e del suo amenissimo distretto,, edited by Abbot Pompeo Sarnelli
and published in Naples in 1685 by the publisher Antonio Bulifon, is to architectural detail scale. It
contains multiple recordings, including that of the portal of Palazzo Maddaloni represented in a front
view (here compared to a current survey: Fig. 3). Using the application of shading techniques, the
o
n
o
design of the portal (fitted with a wide caption: «Caval. Cosmo Invent. Cap. Ingegn. Sebast.
r
mo
re
r
Indilicato lineavit/P. Del Sig. Duca di Maddaloni. Fol. 365 / All’Ecc. Sig. / Il Sig. D. Dom.co Marzio
Carafa Pacecco, Duca di Maddaloni ecc., Cavalier del Tosone. Quell’unghia delineata da Fidia, al
riferir di Plutarco, valse per indice d’un gran Leone. Questo vestibolo, che ho qui fatto incidere è
indizio della magnificenza del suo Palagio. Le cose grandi appariscono anche dalle vestigia, ed à V.
E. profondam.te m’inchino. Antonio Bulifon», ivi, Tav. XLII, pp. 364-365. [12]) emphasizes the plastic
value of the layout and directs the reader's attention to both the size of the portal (whose spatial
solution includes more floors) as well as the presence of ashlars (which protrude from the plane of the
frame), while the fornix becomes an opportunity to visually exceed the limit of the road and enter the
private space of the yard where two fronts are outlined in perspective. It is no coincidence that in the
caption attached to engraving and signed by of Antonio Bulifon, there is: «This hall, which I had
engraved here is an indication of the magnificence of his Palace».
However, there are few iconographic authoritative sources documenting the project design of the
portal, such as the case of the sketch of the portal of Palazzo Pignatelli di Monteleone by Ferdinando
Sanfelice who with noteworthy graphic performance and detailed representation scale describes the
front view (prospect); the drawing is housed in the ‘Museo di Capodimonte di Napoli’ [13]. The project
represented in great detail does not entirely correspond to the final realised version (here the original
design, photos, and actual portal are compared in Fig. 4), with the entire curved pediment missing and
only the entablature of completion (surmounted by a balcony with a glass door) present, as well as a
larger title block than that present, covering the entire keystone of the arch, in contrast perfectly visible
in the variant made.
In conclusion, the examples cited show how through the design and masterful use of representation
methods and techniques, these illustrations drawn in various graphic scales have not only been able
to describe a product of local culture and art lacipida in working piperno, but also to evoke the main
role of the portal, always using the symbolic representation and transition from public to private
(Translated by Sacha A. Berardo).
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Abstract
This paper proposes that works created through methods of vandalism offer absence, elimination, and
destruction as a means of conservation. Over the last century, conservation practices have focused
on various reparative and additive qualities in order to sustain histories and objects of the past. The
incisions made by artist Gordon Matta-Clark on built forms in the US and Paris, the ground-breaking
landscape interventions of Gilles Clément in South America and Europe, and the city alterations and
destructive natures of “master builder” Robert Moses in New York all propose conservation as not the
glossing or patching over of the past’s deterioration and decay, but rather as a celebration of befallen
modes of existence.
The following paper will explore the cuts, holes, voids, and general editing of structures, landscapes
and cities in the context of constructing a memory and history. The means and craft by which the
designers have orchestrated their interventions, intersecting laws and conventions of practice,
broaden the narrow range of conservation and give the practice a severity and intent, a focus currently
lacking in the contemporary discipline. By analyzing the inverse of spatial constructs, a new means of
preservation will emerge.
Keywords: Conservation, Destruction, Vandalism, Un-making

1. Introduction
Conservation efforts frequently seek to conceal scars of the past. There is a tendency to polish, cleanup and improve upon objects in demise; remedying, resolving, or even curing the “problems” of
deterioration and ruin. Modern conservation practices focus on various reparative and additive
qualities in order to sustain histories and objects of the past. A patching-over becomes a means to
increase and extend longevity of an object – a catalyst that sets a never-ending cycle in motion where
an object endures constant scrutiny to combat future stages of demise. Projects like the city of New
York’s High Line attempted to salvage the more wild and unrefined moments of the natural and preexisting conditions. However, this project still seems to exhibit a degree of reparation, a fixing of what
existed before – as if the wild and uncontrolled conditions of the abandoned freight rail line were
insufficient. Graffiti was removed, the wild flowers tamed; the park was museumified and made sterile
both by its designers and users. The High Line had been transformed into a scene where super
model and celebrity sightings became part of the visit, instead of functioning as a landscape of escape
from the Disneyfied city around it. The notion of un-making the landscape along the West Side of the
city was not an option, though the following pages contend that the process of un-making can be
viewed as an act of conservation in its own right. To visually represent this duality of interpretation, I
have modified the Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation advertisements (an ad campaign
running under the slogan, “your point of view”), demonstrating different interpretations of the same
object.[1]
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Conservation needs of an alternative practice where the remnants of the past are not concealed but
rather celebrated in their unaltered shape. If architecture can generate form based on undone-ness or
the void, why cannot the practice of conservation? This paper proposes that works created through
methods of un-building propose absence, elimination, and destruction as a means of conservation.
Conservation efforts have become streamlined and too narrowly focused. Perhaps it is time to
develop alternative methods in order to understand how to apply conservation to those sites or
buildings where a patching-over is not only not appropriate, but also not possible (due to cost or
regulation). The following pages examine conservation efforts at three different scales. First, smallscale interventions by the artist Gordon Matta-Clark on built forms, followed by the ground-breaking
landscape exercises of Gilles Clément. Finally, there is a look toward the city alterations and
destructive natures of “master builder” Robert Moses and his un-doing of New York’s urban fabric. I
propose that these three figures are modern vandals who have created a new language of
conservation.

Fig. 1: High Line, New York.

2. Gordon Matta-Clark and Built Form
Gordon Matta-Clark reveals quintessential space-making practices by his acts of un-making. He takes
built forms slated for demolition and exercises acts of deconstruction: slicing, splitting, and cutting.
The acts of un-doing in turn remake and recreate new ways to experience the spaces. He destroys
space in order to reveal a void, a process best exemplified in his Splitting: Four Corners (1974). Here
the artist made two parallel cuts down the center of an abandoned house in Englewood, New Jersey.
Once having removed debris from the slice, he joisted up the front portion of the house while setting
the other half onto a lowered foundation. The resultant space, in-between the two halves, was a
wedge-shaped void bisecting the structure. The four corners on the second floor were also removed
and preserved as fragments. Matta-Clark submitted his works to a violent act of destruction and
vandalism, and in doing so he also revealed the opposite of space, the void. By taking away, he added
the opposite of space. The work is temporal - except for the photography, film, a few relics or corners
saved, and the 1970s media buzz surrounding the work, the project has completely ceased to exist.
This is contradictory to the very nature of built form and conservation practices, whose efforts are
made to counter destruction.
Matta-Clark’s later work, Conical Intersect (1975) in Paris, exercised similar efforts of un-doing in a
project for the ninth Biennale de Paris. The site was composed of two buildings on the Plateau
Beaubourg, near the historic marketplace, Les Halles, which had culminated in a grand trou, or large
hole, after demolition. The buildings occupied by the Conical Intersect had little to no historical
significance, though Matta-Clark argued their value came from the fact that they were among the few
remaining structures standing in the wake of the colossal construction of Centre Georges Pompidou
and general modernization of the Les Halles area. He carried out an act of “anarchitecture” where he
and a small demolition crew inserted a void in the form of a twisting cone through the houses near the
not-yet-completed Pompidou, intersecting walls and floors, and revealing a periscoping view, with a
diameter base of 4-meter viewable at the street-level moving through the building and concluding with
a 2-meter diameter view of the unfinished monument beyond. In exercising acts of demolition, he was
recreating space of ”an abandoned building full of luminous reflections.”[2] By inserting negative
space, Matta-Clark brought light into a place where light would not have existed. Despite the
seemingly violent act of destructions, there remains a beautifully delicate resultant. Once again, the
work is temporal, the two-week process having been documented on 16 mm footage filmed by Matta257

Fig. 2: Splitting: Four Corners in Englewood, NJ (1974) and Conical Intersect in Paris (1975)

Clark and his two colleagues, Bruno Dewitt and Marc Petitjean. Shortly after its initial demolition (or
insertion), the entire structure was destroyed.[3] The artist has managed to conserve by way of
temporary destruction. He has referred to this process as "unbuilding" or “making space without
building it.”[4]

Fig. 3: Map showing Les Halles (left), the Centre Pompidou (right), and the Conical Intersect site (red
square)

3. Gilles Clément and Landscape
Gilles Clément takes the notion of un-making and applies it to landscape design. He sees the tiers
paysage, or third landscape, as space that is leftover. These underdeveloped plots, or fragments of
land, are resultant spaces from demolition or rebuilding. They are the negative space, the anti-space,
the untended to or fallow portions of land. Clément brings value to these predetermined value-less
landscapes, claiming that they offer future opportunities.[5]
Clément’s project La Vallée in the Reuse Valley in the Limousin region of France demonstrates
aspects of the third landscape. The project refrained from working against the natural forces. Thus,
he terms the resultant a jardin basique where plants are left to grow in a landscape that has remained
untended to for nearly a decade. The gardener and garden are separate entities that don’t interact
save for the literal overseeing role assumed by the gardener; the gardener watches the jardin en
movement. No plants are confined to beds, and no distinction is developed between weeds and
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plants. The design of the landscape was not predetermined but rather allowed to organically unfurl.
He writes:
How to maintain the landscape as a technocratic grid applied to the excesses of
nature, to its violence? The total control project finds unexpected allies: radical
ecologists and nostalgic people. Nothing has to change, our past is at the stake; or,
nothing has to change, biodiversity is at stake. Everyone against vagrancy![6]
This anti-intervention-like approach is the opposite of the traditionally manicured sense of landscape
design. In this way, Clément’s relationship to the land is not so dissimilar to Matta-Clark’s curation of
space through building destruction. Both Clément and Matta-Clark are conserving works, while
simultaneously redesigning them through acts of un-building and un-intervention.[7]

Fig. 4: Gilles Clément projects of un-making in France

4. Robert Moses and the City
Robert Moses is known as New York City’s “master builder,” often being compared to the French civic
planner Baron Haussmann, attributed with Paris’ Second Empire. Moses transformed the city, making
sweeping moves and exercising eminent domain practices in order to introduce improved access to
public transportation, like the famed New York Parkway network. Appointed as the first city-wide
Commissioner of Parks in 1934, Moses’ had over thirty years of influence over the city. In 1939, he
opened the Shore Front Parkway, a 6-lane highway intended to link Brooklyn to the Hamptons, leaving
partially destructed homes, businesses and amusement parks in its wake (of note, Shore Front
Parkway only ever went from Beach 73rd Street as far as Beach 108th Street, due to the National
Park Service prohibiting roads and driving from Fire Island; the shortened Parkway assumed the title
“Road to Nowhere” by the locals).[8]
A brief study of three houses along Shore Front Parkway showed that some homes remained that had
been salvaged and essentially cut in half. For reasons not yet known, these houses managed to
escape the call of eminent domain practices and survive as remnants of the city’s past. Though not an
artist, Moses has turned part of the cityscape into a canvas, making his own incisions so similar to
Matta-Clarke. On the one hand, quite in opposition to the more passive responses to the land of
Clément, on the other hand a counter reaction to the norm in the same vein. Moses is also preserving
the city through a means of destruction. Thought the cuts removed space, they ultimately preserved
the city and linked the outer boroughs. Furthermore, Moses wanted to give commuters a shared view
of the beach, water and landscape.
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Fig. 5: “Half-house” along Shore Front Parkway in Queens, New York (left). The resultant irregular site plans, in
red, of houses cut by the Parkway (west to east: 122 Beach 93rd Street, 119 Beach 92nd street and 105 Beach
90th Street) (right).

5. Conclusion
Cuts, holes, voids, and general editing of structures, landscapes and cities can work in favor of
conservation practices. In a way, conservation by un-doing or un-building is the ultimate sustainable
preservation exercise. Matta-Clark, Clément and even Moses understood the idea behind
constructing space by taking away. The means and craft by which the designers of this paper
orchestrated their interventions, intersecting laws and conventions of practice broaden the narrow
range of conservation and give the practice a severity and intent, aspects currently lacking in the
contemporary discipline. By analyzing the inverse of spatial constructs, a new means of preservation
will emerge.

Fig. 6: Robert Moses and Gordon Matta-Clark as both preservationists and vandals.
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Abstract

Roman underground cemeteries are an heritage to be safeguarded and enhanced. They constitute the
memory of customs, traditions and rituals of a civilization. In Syracuse there are different catacombs
complex (San Giovanni, Vigna Cassia and Santa Lucia). They are the most ancient document of
Christianity in Sicily. Sometimes, plano-altimetric layout reuses existing hydraulic structures
(aqueducts, private channels, cisterns) and earlier burial areas of the city.
The Aim of the research is the knowledge and the enhancement of the San Giovanni’s catacomb
complex through digital technologies for 3D data acquisition and virtual models that characterize and
document its shape, size, geometry and materials. Moreover, digital enhancement project foresees
the creation of a multimedia platform for archaeological complex guided tours and online ones.
That methodological approach required an interdisciplinary team composed by archaeologists,
architects, engineers and experts in cultural communication.
Within digitization project our research team had to tackle wide-ranging issues and challenges: the
sheer size of the complex, the intricate layout of the rooms and galleries, the surface irregularities, the
bad lighting conditions, the significant amount of data to process and manage.
The scientific survey of the archaeological complex is the metric/spatial support that can be used to
start innovative methods that allow you to create new scenarios for experimentation finalized to multidisciplinary knowledge and enhancement of not easily accessible sites.
Keywords: Digital Heritage, Laser Scanning, 3D visualization, Catacombs, cultural landscape

1.

Introduction

Cettina Santagati
Hypogeous Cultural Heritage represents an enormous and yet systematically and accurately unexplored heritage. The major part of European cities subsoil (for instance Rome, Naples, Prague,
Nottingham, Paris) is rich of this kind of hidden cultural heritage. The knowledge and preservation of
this heritage affects mainly urban archaeology research as well as the policies aimed at ensuring a
safe and suitable use of our soils. The recurrent imprudent human actions and natural events make
this heritage a very high risk and vulnerable patrimony. In case of collapse, it could constitute
potentially a danger also for citizens’ safety.
Furthermore, the difficulties related to the plano-altimetric complexity of the rooms (narrow and high
galleries, irregular rooms) the lighting conditions (often poor) and the environmental conditions
(ventilation, floodings, landslips, collapses) make these places difficult to access and document.
For all of these reasons this heritage remains largely not well-known, under-studied and poorly
preserved.
The aim of this research is the knowledge and the enhancement of the catacomb of San Giovanni in
Syracuse, according to a strategy that integrates latest technological developments in 3D data
acquisition, analysis and communication of such archaeological landmark.
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Effectively, digital technologies allow us to have 3D digital copies of the studied objects, a real clone,
full of information where metric, perceptive and visual data can be integrated with interpretative data
obtaining a 3D model whose potentialities can be exploited according to different declinations: from
scientific documentation to archiving, to museum fruition and educational environment.
This methodological approach required an interdisciplinary team composed by archaeologists,
architects, engineers and experts in cultural communication.
After giving an in-depth look into the issues related to 3D documentation and communication of
Hypogeous Heritage in Section 2, Section 3 will give an overview of the historical and structural
aspects of the Catacombs of San Giovanni. Section 4 will then focus on the digital enhancement and
visitor experience. Section 5 will deal with actual surveying and 3D modelling methods used to create
digital reproductions of some areas of the Catacombs. Section 6 will focus on texture mapping of the
3D model and Section 7 will examine the results of this study and consider future developments.

Fig. 1-3:. The rotunda of Sarcophagi (1), the decumanus maximus (2) and the rotunda of Adelfia (3).

2.

3D documentation and communication of hypogeous cultural heritage
Cettina Santagati

Hypogeous sites are negative spaces generated by subtraction of matter where each element is at the
same time structure, form, function and it is solidly connected to the surroundings. It is very difficult to
understand this heritage in its structure and articulation because underground the visual contact with
all the surroundings and with the external context is lost.
3D methodologies provide a visual, metric and spatial description of the studied object and can be
considered a powerful and successful tool for knowing, documenting and conveying such complex
cultural heritage almost hidden to citizens’ eye.
The advent of ICT has changed the traditional approach to knowledge, documentation and
communication of Cultural Heritage, opening the doors to new research scenarios and as of yet not
extensively explored synergies and leading to an increasingly high demand for standards and
methodologies internationally shared (London Charter, Seville Charter).
At European level, the growing interest in this challenging domain is proved by different EU funded
projects aimed at 3D digitization (EPOCH, 3D-COFORM), the creation of databases shared on the
network (EUROPEANA, CARARE, 3D Icons, Ariadne), the identification of global shared standard
(MINERVA), the creation of network of excellence on issues related to Virtual Museums (VMUST.NET), the identification of best practices and the identification of open and interoperable
formats that allow the reuse of 3D models.
Among the research developed in the field of underground heritage, we can highlight the START
project concerning the Roman Catacomb of Saint Domitilla [1, 2]. The mainly aim of the research was
3D documentation of the archaeological complex along with its early-Christian funerary paintings by
means of laser scanning. They have tested some solutions for the interactive visualization of the site
and an out-of-core octree structure for the management and processing of the huge amount of data
generated.
The Nottingham Caves Survey [3] is the first part of Caves of Nottingham Regeneration Project
(CoNoRP) and is aimed at mapping, 3D documenting and visualizing of the labyrinthine complex of
caves under the city of Nottingham. The project intends to encourage the city and its visitors to
appreciate the caves for the unique historical resource they are. 3D acquisition is carried out by
means of laser scanning, the point cloud can be cut and sliced into plans and sections, ‘flown through’
in short videos, and examined in detail either on the web or on desktop environment.
Among the projects aimed at the enhancement and communication of Hypogeous Heritage stands
Etruscanning 3D [4]. Etruscan tomb Regolini Galassi in Cerveteri has been reconstructed on the base
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of 3D laser scanning data. The funerary furniture that actually is exposed at Etruscan Gregorian
Museum (Vaticans Museum) has been virtually rearranged inside the tomb. The innovative feature of
this project is the interaction paradigm based on the use of natural interaction interfaces (MS Kinect).
Always related to the communication of cultural contents of Hypogeous heritage we can highlight
Matera città Narrata [5]. This is a project aimed at the creation of a digital platform able to support the
public before and during the visit of Matera (World Heritage since 1993), providing cultural contents by
multiple communicative formats and access possibilities. The main components of the project are: the
multimedia web site, adapted also for smartphone; cultural contents and applications for mobile
devices.

Fig. 5-6: The three-dimensional model of the cubicles of Eusebius and Paul in false RGB visualization.

As stated in the introduction, the aim of the study concerning the Catacombs of San Giovanni is to
comprehensively document and communicate this heritage, according to a strategy that integrates
latest technological developments in 3D data acquisition, archiving, analysis and communication.
Dealing with a so complex site some question arises and need to be answered:
• How to choose what is relevant for documenting this site? What is the level of accuracy
needed? We can document for conservation studies, restoration, architectural analysis,
history of art or archaeological research. Each of these fields has different goals and needs a
different level of details. How can we integrate them and give an appropriate and scientific
answer to all the disciplines involved? May we still use the same equipment that we use
above the ground? Most probably the lighting conditions and the presence of narrow, high and
irregular tunnels will require the development of new solutions and methodologies.
Furthermore, once everything is documented, another question arises: how can we describe
the process of documentation and make it transparent? It is necessary to test new ways of
exploiting 3D models potentialities. Each kind of data acquired during the surveying phase
should be normalized, catalogued and integrated into an articulated digital model.
• How can we organize a 3D repository which will include also legacy data, all bibliographic
references and previous works? How can we link data and metadata directly on the 3D
model? We need to develop an intelligent repository where all data are organized and linked
to metadata and will be available in future.
• How to transform scientific data and convey it for public information/knowledge? How to
simplify and optimize the 3D model in order to reuse it in different communication outputs
(web, on line/desktop application, real time) and reach financial sustainability? The Virtual
Reality (VR) becomes the best way to access, visualize and interact with this hidden cultural
heritage. We should think in terms of Virtual Museums (VM). Which is the best way to
communicate a hypogeous site? We need to investigate new creative scenarios that
technology can open up; the outputs generated by the use of innovative advanced VR
systems, hybridization and combination of media, artistic approaches [6, 7, 8]; think in terms
of sustainability, durability and reusability of formats.

3.

Historical and Structural aspects of the catacomb of San Giovanni in Syracuse

Mariarita Sgarlata
Suburban cemeteries, fanned out from the area of Fusco, in the quarter of Neapolis, to the Santa
Lucia area, in the southern part of Acradina, this indicates unequivocally what the perimeter of the city
must have already been in the early and mid-Roman Empire. The History of the area, which was going
to hold the catacombs (San Giovanni, Vigna Cassia and Santa Lucia), spanned the centuries between
the classical Greek and late antique ages, gradually giving evidence of quarries (Latomie), water
supply systems to the city, characterized by cisterns and aqueducts [9: 682], handcraft workshops
th rd
from the beginning of the 4 /3 century BCE and burials datable to the early and mid-Roman Empire.
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The quarter of Acradina therefore had a different designation and held in part a proper Ceramic with
workshops. It is no accident that if hydraulic systems and furnaces have been found inside the three
biggest catacombs. The funerary evidences prior to the creation of monumental community
cemeteries – and among these San Giovanni holds a very special position – are columbaria, hypogea
of different sizes inserted into the catacombs or isolated from them and sub divo burials, all datable to
the first three centuries of the Roman Empire, if not beyond, and commissioned by pagans.
Several interest will be given to structural aspect of the catacomb of S. Giovanni, practice of funeral
rituals, ethnic and cultural fruition’s characters, transformation in the use, transformation in the way of
using spaces for graves, to complete a general point of view about the phenomena of continuity and
innovation as to previous sepulchral arrangements and, in the analyzed periods, the facies belonging
to the different settling, variegated in the committees’ ideological and religious themes, in choosing
monumental types (like rotundas) and decorations, in self-representative aspects, in burial uses. In
this perspective we will give particular importance to the study of executing techniques, of material
employed, of working funerary organization. Just as in Roman catacombs, but with a bigger
monumentality, the project of the catacomb of S. Giovanni involves realizing a regular urban plan for
the subterranean city of the dead. In the catacombs, indeed, the exploitation of pre-existent hydraulic
structures is not unusual: aqueducts, private channels, circular section well and conical or bell-shaped
cisterns [10,11].
The same happens in the catacomb of San Giovanni, with the diversity due to a well-defined project;
in several cases the fossores (gravediggers) were forced to demolish or amputate the cisterns that,
because of their position, influenced the construction of the regular structure according to the project.
It is feasible to see numerous cases of hydraulic installations reuse, which facilitated the realization of
galleries, lucernaria (skylights) and private chambers (rotundas of Marina, Adelfia and Sarcophagi).
It only remains to make a choice between two possible explanations: 1) it is a case of a pantheon
constructed ex novo on the pattern of the mausolea above ground, as the rotunda of Antiochia in the
northern region, to suit both the local and passing members of the élite, without any influence imposed
by preexistent hydraulic structures [12: 764]; 2) the rotundas reuse hydraulic preexistences and adapt
them to a private vision of the space. In this case the presence of previous structures (cisterns of large
dimensions), probably increased even further and whose undeniable traces remain (openings for
drawing water and inspection pit with platforms) and have been the input for creating subterranean
mausolea [13: 81-83].

Fig. 4. The ground plane of the catacombs where the areas of interest are highlighted.

The alignment of the three rotundas would be, in this sense, related to their original utilization from
above (for the system of the lined cisterns in Syracuse see [9: fig 3], more than the alignment of the
roads and neighboring hypogea [12: 763]. The former explanation for the genesis of this sector does
not convince, mostly because of the idea of an adjustment of the alignment of the three rotundas with
a nearby road, 350 m away from the catacomb, identifiable with a late mending of the supposed via
lata perpetua, which served the theater area. A comparison with the alignment of neighboring
hypogea, accessible through their own direct staircases and, as such, in necessary relation to the road
network, is not proposable for the mausolea of the catacomb, since they are not in immediate relation
with the above ground. The same central thread seems to link the three rotundas – of Marina, Adelfia
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and Sarcophagi – to the solution adopted in the catacomb called “Grotta di Fragapane” in Agrigento
[14: 205,215, fig 7], where preexistent granaries develop into circular chambers.
The analysis of the funerary system certifies one hand the dependence on the Roman model, and
other the debt in respect of local traditions.

4.

Digital enhancement and management of the Catacombs of San Giovanni

Elisa Bonacini
Cultural tourism has become faster and demands quality in culture; museum’s audience wants more
information during the visit especially with reference to the context [15: 132].
Many new technologies are available, or are currently being developed in the field of cultural
management. Thanks to these ongoing technological changes, museum visitors and tourists are given
more freedom to move past the limits of architecture and traditional tour guides. In today’s world of
wireless personal devices, visitors can become mobile or even wireless visitors, who can access highquality multimedia contents from anywhere. This evolution is based on new buzzwords such as
connectedness, freedom, mobility, accessibility, walking tour [16: 67-222].
Use of ICT in fields of cultural management and tourism fosters the development of better cultural and
touristic policies and strategies, which in turn create new value, in terms of creation of cultural value
(providing new cultural experiences for consumers, whose expectations regarding consumer culture
are clearly on the rise) and economic value (direct effect on cultural institution and indirect effect on
the local community) [17; 18:112-114]. Therefore, cultural institutions must embrace a new philosophy
of cultural tourism, which will use technology to allow visitors to engage freely with their surroundings
and see past the surface and the visual space using tools, as multimedia guides, that allow contents
that are not easily accessible in real life, or not visible otherwise, to be “accessible digitally” and to tell
them “stories” that lie beneath great works of art and historical landmarks, enhancing the emotional
side of an already highly evocative cultural journey. Fostering the use of digital technology in CH
management is also crucial to bringing local museums and cultural sites up to the standards of
national and international institutions.

Answering these issues, Catacombs' digital enhancement and management project will see the
integrated use of three systems: online and on-site communication systems and monitoring
attendance, feedback and interest systems.
The museum'
s website will promote the Catacombs that are currently open to the public (through the
creation of an Itinerary of the Catacombs) and offer “virtual access” to the areas that cannot be visited.
It will also give visibility to other local cultural landmarks by introducing combined offers and touristic
routes. The website will be available in various languages and featuring extensive descriptions and a
comprehensive collection of multimedia resources (photo galleries, videos, 360° visits, 3D
reproductions). The aim is to attract young visitors and schools to the museum by creating interactive
games related to the Catacombs and building an online community through various forms of
interaction and content-sharing.
To enhance the visitor experience on-site the museum will use innovative communication methods:
- multi-touch [19] multimedia tables featuring multiplayer interactive games that will make the visit
more entertaining and fun, especially for young visitors and school excursions [16: 169-178];
- holographic projection [16: 161-169;19] of a 3D virtual reproduction in situ of Adelfia'
s sarcophagus
(the original is currently on display at the Paolo Orsi Museum) at the centre of the eponymous
Rotunda; Adelfia herself tells her story, according to the most recent emotionally approaches in digital
storytelling [19: 106-110; 20: 27-47];
- WiFiGuide© [21] providing multilingual information and multimedia contents about different key items
spread across the Catacombs and the Crypt, using a specific App that drives you through Point of
Interest (PoI); the information will be accessible on the visitor'
s own mobile device or on rented
devices (iPod Touch) via an underground WiFi network.
Two different platforms will be used to collect real-time statistical data that will help to define
appropriate strategies: eFlowAccess© to monitor visitors' access at the entrance and
eFlowFeedback© to monitor their feedback at the exit [22]. Both applications use highly customizable
templates to generate multilingual feedback forms and multiple-choice questionnaires.
Particularly, these two platforms will be integrated on the same server of multimedia guide in order to
monitoring internal usage data to give direct insights into quantitative and qualitative secondary data.
The data thus obtained are processed to get statistics and reports (graphs, bar charts, pie charts) for
each individual item. The guide allows users to send direct feedback, but it also provides valuable
information about visitors'experience, both quantitatively (number of visitors, language, visitor flow by
date and hour) and in terms of quality. The guide can also show the degree of interest towards
different exhibits, but it also provides performance indicators such as the attraction rate (how many
visitors were “attracted” to a specific exhibit) or the sweep rate (how much time they spent in front of
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each item). With all this information at hand, the museum has a powerful tool to monitor visitors'
behaviour based on primary quantitative and qualitative data.
Focusing its cultural product strategy on this guide as visit support, Catacombs of San Giovanni could
provide added cultural and economic values and could greatly differentiate its quality of cultural supply
compared to other local cultural and touristic institutions. This qualitative differentiation could
contribute, on the one hand, to improve Catacombs’ attractiveness both for tourists and for Syracuse’s
citizens; on the other hand, it could improve new economic conditions and management strategies
[23:103-144]. Monitoring data (both quantitative and qualitative) via access and feedback platforms, as
well as multimedia guide, the Catacombs will have a powerful tool to monitor visitors’behaviour based
on primary quantitative and qualitative data. This should be considered the first step in building a
coherent Marketing Information System (MIS), which is essential to the implementation of new
strategies and cultural policies and to the segmentation of the consumer base into specific target
groups in order to identify those who may require different types of services (customer care) and to
increase overall customer satisfaction.
This system is in line with the latest standards in terms of integration of tourism development and cultural
heritage management, which are easier to implement in areas that are not very extended [15: 136].
5.

From data acquisition to geometric interpretation of the complexity of the site
Mariateresa Galizia

The considerable historical stratification of the catacomb of San Giovanni [24,25] as well as the high
plano-altimetric and geometric-spatial complexity required a three-dimensional methodological approach
for the survey, the representation, and the 3D visualisation. Indeed, considering the execution time and
the precision and amount of data obtained, laser scanning was the best way to obtain a 3D model that
reveals different historical spaces through virtual reality images [26,27,28,29, 30].
The archaeological site features an intricate network of communicating galleries and large rooms
where there are innumerable burial niches and arcosolia cut perpendicularly into the rock walls and
laid out side by side.

Fig. 7-8: In situ survey
During the first stage of the project, we surveyed two rotundas (Adelfia and Sarcofagi), and two
quadrangular cubicles (Eusebio and Paolo) and analysed all metric data obtained, to find empirical
evidence showing that pre-existing hydraulic structure such as water tanks, aqueducts or private
canals had been re-used.
We used the Leica HDS 3000 ToF Laser Scanner, whose technical specifications are as follows:
accuracy of single measurement position 6 mm, distance 4 mm; scan rate up to 4,000 points/sec; field
of view 300°x270°.
The data acquisition project took into account:
• the complex grid system that is composed of a variety of galleries and large rooms connected
together;
• the characteristics of the environments that contain multiple niches and arcosolia cut
perpendicularly into the rock walls and laid out side by side.
The surveying protocol involved 6 scans: 4 for each space to be surveyed (in barycentric position,
aligned with the skylights) and 2 “transition” scans. These last two were captured from the galleries so
as to survey the numerous arcosolia in as much detail as possible, while also reducing the black areas
inherent to the irregular morphology of the site’s layout.
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Fig. 9. Top view of the point cloud

To ensure proper alignment of the different scans in a common reference system, 29 reflecting targets
were scattered across the walls'surface and they were automatically detected and registered by the
scanner (minimum of 4 targeted control points for each point cloud). Once all field survey data had
been recorded, point clouds were post-processed using specific software, such as Leica'
s Cyclone,
Gexcel'
s JRC Reconstructor or CloudWorx. Optimising the calculation parameters (sub-sampling
percentage, maximum number of iterations), the average initial maximum error of the alignment of
about 10mm was reduced to 4mm. The comprehensive model thus obtained consists in 6 scans and a
total of 46,940,251 points. Thorough graphic investigation of the point clouds was needed in order to
document the geometry of the archaeological complex in plans and elevations without overlooking the
site'
s spatiality and the complexities of its different areas. To draw the site plan we used two horizontal
planes taken at different levels of the archaeological site, so as to be able to document its most
outstanding features as accurately as possible.

Fig. 10: The vertical section of the rotunda of Adelfia extracted from the mesh model (MG & CS)

Moreover, we also carefully selected several offset vertical cross-sections, each of them showing
specific views of the complex: axis between the entrances to the galleries, in the skylights'axis, in the
centre of the rotundas and the quadrangular cubicles.
We also obtained section planes of the surface of the ceiling'
s intrados, as well as the amplitude and
depth of the skylights. The arching of the intrados that covers the rotunda has the shape of a
somewhat irregular, wrinkled inverted cone. This confirms the previous use of these spaces as water
tanks, as can be noticed in comparison with other roman water tanks [31].
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6.

Problematics related to texture mapping
Graziana D’Agostino
The 3D digital “calque” of the investigated catacombs, thus obtained, provides the basis from which
starting different research paths. One of the goal of this study is to give back the “visual appearance”
of such complex heritage by means of realistic texture mapping [32,33] in addition to the quantitative
and geometric aspects (shape, dimensions, proportions).
In this paragraph the problematic related to the 3D photographic reconstruction are highlighted. In this
first phase of the study the cubicle of Eusebius was chosen. It consists of a small rectangular cistern
that temporarily hosted the relics of Pope Eusebius before they were transferred into the catacombs of
Callixtus in Rome.
The pipeline forecasts the passage from the numerical model (point cloud) to the polygonal one
(mesh), the calibration of the images on the cloud point and the texture mapping on the point cloud.
The texture mapping phase was made using the software Cyclone by Leica Geosystem, instead the
passage from the numerical model to the polygon model was made using the software JRC 3D
Reconstructor by Gexcel.
Spatial information (x, y, z) relating to a single point is generally enhanced with the color component
which is acquired according to three methods: a sensor inside the instrument; an external camera
axial to the instrumentation; an external camera (for high-resolution acquisitions). Since the digital
sensor inside the used instrument has a low resolution (equal to 1 megapixel), and the resulting effect
doesn’t fully reflects the real colorimetry of surface, then we proceed by applying to the point cloud
high resolution pictures taken by the operator. The photographic acquisition project took into
consideration the small size and the poor lighting conditions of the cubicle.
After several attempts to identify the optimal acquisition conditions (with or without the spotlight, with
or without a flash, with or without a wide angle, mediating exposure and ISO sensibility), it was used a
tripod and remote control distance acquisition, operating in a semiautomatic way and using a focal
distance equal to 14mm, an ISO sensitivity of 800 and depth of field equal to f/18 by varying the
exposure time between one acquisition and the other. Specifically, we used a Canon EOS-1Ds Mark
III digital camera with 14mm objectives and a maximum resolution of 21 Mpixel. Barrel distortion of
photographic images has been corrected by the software PTlens. The application process of the
images is done through the manual selection of homologous points between the cloud and the image
(at least 11). Particular attention has been paid to overlap two consecutive different textures, making
them fit perfectly. The average deviation of re-projection was equal to 1.6 pixels (fig. 11).
Then the meshing phase was undertaken. Two different types of mesh were created. The first one
was a tight mesh, in order not to lose important surface information, useful for two-dimensional
representations, as orthophotos, the other one was a simplified mesh in order to obtain a lower
amount of polygons for a better management and visualisation of the files in interactive virtual
environment, also even on the Web (fig. 12).
Depth studies conducted highlight how the restitution of superficial and volumetric characters is
particularly accurate and less subject to the operator interpretation, by using current 3D acquisition
methodologies, especially in post-processing phase. The use of innovative technologies for 3D survey
and representations as well as three-dimensional and colorimetric real data, is going to redefine the
concept of representation and to test and to find out the extension of their use in the archaeological
domain, as surplus of knowledge and information.

Fig. 11-12: Texture mapping(left) and mesh model (right) of the cubicle of Eusebio
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7.
Conclusions
Through this study, the hidden cultural landscape of the catacombs of San Giovanni is coming to light.
Both the material and immaterial features (memory of customs, traditions and rituals of a civilization)
have been analyzed and will be structured in a 3D information system [34] and disseminated.
To this day only a small portion has been surveyed and analysed. To complete the project large
amounts of data will have to be acquired, modelled and processed, using specific procedures and
advanced data processing technologies.
The challenge of this research is to develop a new methodology in the study of Hypogeous Cultural
Heritage. Thus it is necessary to review the entire pipeline from data acquisition to communication: an
efficient communication is based on data and information scientifically acquired and converted into
engaging formats and languages.
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Abstract

Museums represent institutions connected to local communities and their cultural life. Museums are
not confined to a building and its collections, but may be located in 'open-air'
spaces, allowing a tangible relationship between people and the surrounding landscape to be studied.
Based on this ecological understanding, we would like to apply Gambardela's idea of an
"Mediterranean Museum System of Design and Applied Arts" to the Turkish context. The idea is for an
integrated museum system to link different archaeological and handcraft sites
along D550 road from Çanakkale to Assos. Archaeological and handcraft sites are chosen due to their
heritage significance and impact on tourism in Turkey. The route from Çanakkale to Assos has been
less explored in terms of tourism and poses an opportunity to work with the local government to devise
sustainable interventions. An inventory of the cultural landscape as well as strategies for landscape
branding will be used to promote a sustainable intervention and to serve as a catalyst for the cultural
and economic transformation of that region. The paper emphasizes an action-oriented approach to
museology and concludes by asserting the role of architecture and landscape design in shaping
cultural heritage and tourism in a sustainable way.
Key words: open-air museum; museology; landscape branding; archeological sites; architecture

1.

Introduction

There is the need to structure and define museums in a new way. Open-air museums have been
developed in opposition to the view of a museum as a collection-oriented work. In open-air museums,
the means of representation should be accessible to people and connected to the local community.
This bottom-up, community-based approach aims to protect valuable cultural and historical artefacts
and promote local communities integration within their cultural landscape. A multidisciplinary approach
of museology aims to acknowledge museums as a resource for the sustainable development of the
environment. Both tangible and intangible aspects of person-environment relations need to be
considered.
As a cultural place, the role of an archaeological open-air museum is to exhibit the heritage and
cultural artefacts of a region by involving the local community. Cultural tourism has led to the
discussion about the relationship between heritage attraction, tourism interests, and the local
community. The purpose of this article is to discuss this relationship in the Turkish context and make a
proposal for an open-air museum in the Çanakkale region. We propose an action-oriented approach to
museology. It is inspired by post-processual studies (Hodder, 1985; 1982) which conceptualizes
museum artefacts and the institutions that house them in critical terms--by asking how material objects
are appropriated by different stakeholders in societies past and present. This critique to the role of
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museum can be linked with current views of participatory planning and sustainable tourism
development.
Turkey has 11 sites as part of the UNESCO World heritage and 37 nominated sites in UNESCO’s
tentative list (Turkish Cultural Foundation, 2013). According Hall and McArthur (1998) heritage
management refers to the process by which heritage managers try to understand the relationships
implicated in heritage practice in a way to accommodate the interests of many of the key
stakeholders. The management of archaeological sites is thus shared by various stakeholders with
different tasks and cultural backgrounds. While heritage sites have a cultural tourism purpose, they
are also closely linked to a local community and to its perception and practices.
In relation to the present project--the process of “opening up a museum” needs--needs to be seen as
a process of integrating artefacts with the local environment with the involvement of different
stakeholders in Çanakkale. Open air museums may be a primary venue for archaeological research
but can as well be integrated with nearby archaeological sites and handcraft sites to promote the
economy of Çanakkale region. Turkey’s most well know open air museums comprise of the Göreme
Open Air Museum in Cappadocia (UNESCO World Heritage List since 1984) with its rock-cut
churches and their frescos, and the Zelve Open-Air Museum, which is cave town, with religious
dwellings, religious and secular chambers.
In this paper, we propose a museum intervention on the Çanakkale region in Turkey grounded on
preservation, protection, and access of living communities in controlling, framing, and interpreting their
own pasts. First, we describe tourism development in Çanakkale and next describe a proposal for a
route linking archaeological sites in Çanakkale

2. Tourism development in Çanakkale

What are the natural-cultural resources in Çanakkale? Çanakkale has a unique potential for naturebased tourism (Yıldırım, Ak, & Olmez, 2008). The use of an environmentally integrated tourism
development in the Çanakkale region will need the involvement of different stakeholders. We have
been working with the mayor of Çanakkale on this proposal for an open air museum connecting
different sites in that region.

3. Proposal for a route linking archaeological sites in Çanakkale

Çanakkale (Fig. 1) is settled at the North-West of Turkey, at the two sides of the Çanakkale Bosporus
that separates the Europe and Asia continents. Its antique name was Hellespont and Dardanelles.
The initial idea was originated from a proposal made by Gambardella (2012) for a Mediterranean
Museum System of Design and Applied Arts.
Çanakkale has many archaeological preservation areas and monuments dating from 4,000 B.C.
These archaeological sites are connected by a route and need to be promoted in an integrated way.
Our proposal is done in conjunction with the local municipality. The initial steps will be to work with
architecture students through the Erasmus programme. We have planned a Summer school to
develop the initial ideas for this proposal. In September 2013, architecture students together with
faculty members will drive through the route and evaluate Çanakkale’s different sites. They will meet
with local authorities, residents, and local handcrafters to devise a sustainable tourism approach to
Çanakkale.
Some of the tasks for the Summer school involve an inventory of the cultural landscape; discussion
with local community; discussion and meetings with local craftsmen; and meetings and supervision
with researchers in architecture, landscape architecture and environmental psychologists to further
develop the proposal. The relationship between Çanakkale’s cultural heritage, the local community
and cultural tourism needs to be further explored. The tourism and heritage preservation should be
focused both on archaeological artefacts and on the general cultural landscape and the type of life it
provides to local residents.
3.1. Towards the objective: Preliminary steps for an archaeological route in Çanakkale
In this preliminary stage, the proposal comprises of four main phases which are described below. We
propose to develop an open air museum to link six main sites (Ozdem, 2012; Akurgal, 1970/2011).
3.1.1. Inventory of the cultural landscape
The World Heritage Committee acknowledged that cultural landscapes represent the "combined works
of nature and of man”. They are illustrative of the evolution of human society and settlement over time,
under the influence of the physical constraints and/or opportunities presented by their natural
environment and of successive social, economic and cultural forces (WHC, 2013). Based on this
recognition, the inventory phase must include all physical and cultural components which shaped the
total landscapes in the region. The purpose is to undertake a comprehensive evaluation of the region
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and map ruins of cultural and historical significance need to be conserved and restored to allow its
proper use.
3.1.2. Field research and environmental mapping
Field research will be undertaken to assess the natural-cultural resources of Çanakkale and to
evaluate different archaeological sites.
3.1.3. Focus groups and local meetings
In order to understand how tourism can be linked to local handcraft activities, we plan focus group
meeting to be undertaken. The long-term goal is to promote the economy of the region. For example,
traditional handcrafts of the region (pottery, muslin embroidery, carpet weaving) can be introduced to
tourists in small workshops by local craftsmen. Also, interim meetings with faculty members at Okan
University and other institutions in Turkey and local authorities will take place to discuss how the
‘Çanakkale route’ can be promoted through tourism.

Fig. 1 The natural and cultural resource map of the areas that have a nature-based tourism potential in the
Çanakkale City (cf. Yıldırım et al., 2008).
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3.1.4. Landscape and city branding
In order to promote sustainable tourism in the Çanakkale region, it is necessary to create an image of
Çanakkale as a centre of cultural heritage value to be used in local and international markets. The
Tourism Strategy of Turkey 2023 (Turkish Ministry of Culture, 2007) proposes a collective approach to
marketing touristic regions in Turkey by combining cultural and natural resources to support local
communities..

Figures 1-10. Selected sites with natural-cultural resources in Çanakkale
1. Çanakkale

According to the Turkish Ministry of Culture
and Tourism, Çanakkale province boasts 175
archeological sites, 34 natural sites and five
historic sites of outstanding value

2. Dardanos
Hellenistic tombs of the Troad, the Dardanos
Tumulus. Findings date back to Archaic
periods between 7th and 6th centuries BC
and to the Roman period around 11 A.D.

3. Alexandria Troas (Dalyan Village)
According to Strabo, this site was first called
Sigeia. A Roman colony was created at the
location in the reign of Augustus, named Colonia
Alexandria Augusta Troas.
The site sprawls over an estimated 400 hectares
(1,000 acres); among the structures remaining
today are a ruined bath, an odeon, a theatre, a
gymnasium complex and a stadium. Also, the
circuit of the old walls can still be traced.
Alexandria Troas is an important site for the
history of Christianity. It has been mentioned in
the Bible -in the 1st century AD with reference to
Saint Paul and his missionary journey in Troas.
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4. Troy
Human occupation on the site of Troy
(Ilion) began in the Early Bronze Age
(late 4th millennium BC). Troy II and Troy
VI in particular are characteristic
examples of the ancient city, with a
fortified citadel enclosing palaces and
administrative buildings, surrounded by
an extensive lower town. Hellenistic
tumuli were erected over the supposed
burial places of these heroes, such as
Achilles, Ajax, Hector, and Patroclus.

5. Neandria

The ruins of the ancient city of
Neandria are on Cıgrı mountain that
is located in southwest of Ezine.
City's acropolis; walls of the city;
Sanctuary of Zeus; necropolis;
pithoses and monument-graves

6. Assos
Assos has an important historical
asset with the 3 km long rampart
surrounding the city and with the
Athens Temple constructed at the
highest point of the Akropol in the
Dor style (530 B.C.). A historical
theatre, agora, gymnasium,
necropolis and the ruins of an
ancient harbor are also the important
structures of the region.
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4. Conclusion
As Tucker & Emge (2010) have argued, the local community has played a minor role the tourism and
heritage management processes in Turkey. It is necessary to clarify for the local community in
Çanakkale how they can participate and benefit from the cultural tourism and heritage preservation in
their area. In order to promote tourism and preserve the local environment in Çanakkale, this proposal
for a route linking archaeological sites should be developed considering the sustainable use of natural
and cultural resources.
An evaluation of the area’s carrying capacity - to evaluate the ecologic and natural structure of the
area - together with branding approaches which take local people interests in account should be
developed in view of a sustainable planning and management agenda. Within this ‘eco-cultural
tourism’ practice (Wallace & Russell, 2004), participatory planning may be promoted by involving local
people in the planning, development and maintenance of archaeological sites.
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Abstract

The present research project is focused on the systematization of a surveying and 3d documentation
of sculptural heritage by using low-cost techniques, at the Universities of Valladolid and Salerno.
Even w ith t he em inent development of d igital d ocumentation techniques, p ersist di fficulties in t he
virtualization of o bjects w ith poor r adiometric i nformation ( for image-based i nformation c apture) or
certain p roperties of materials an d t heir t extures ( for range-based i nformation capture). T he present
study c ompares i n a pr actical m anner t he us e, s cope and r esult of t wo methods t hat ex tract and
manage images in a substantially different way : [A] Based on the correspondence of stereo pairs of
pixels and its ne ighborhood –Shape from Stereo– [B] B ased on t he ex traction of s ilhouettes by
interpretation of the figure –Shape from Silhouette–.
The pr oposed c ase s tudy c ollects s ome chalk sculptures of J orge O teiza, c hosen f or t heir s pecial
features for this purpose, ie parts of a uniform color textures, especially white, reflective or shiny.
Keywords: Photogrammetry, Documentation, Method, Heritage, Sculpture.

1.

Introduction

The evolution of the digital documentation techniques on Cultural Heritage has found, since the 19th
century, the photogrammetry as one of h is bes t a llies. T he t ransition f rom anal ogue c lassic
photogrammetry t o di gital, w ith t he ar rival of laser technology ( Laser Scanner 3D) has al lowed t o
develop a t heoretical-practical framework guarantor of t he d igital r eproduction of t hree-dimensional
models with high levels of accuracy and reliability.
Even w ith t he em inent dev elopment of t hese t echniques, difficulties remain in t he v irtualization o f
objects with poor radiometric information (for capturing image-based information) or certain properties
of m aterials a nd t extures ( for r ange-based i nformation capturing). This is t he c ase of m uch of t he
Jorge O teiza works, particularly i n the chalk scu lpture’s collection o f t he M useo-Fundación Jorge
Oteiza [Fig. 1]. It is necessary to have methods and mathematical algorithms, occasionally forgotten,
that postpone, for three-dimensional reconstruction of the object, its geometrical characteristics to the
radiometric interpretation.
In these last two years we have been working in the Department of Graphic Expression of the School
of Architecture of Valladolid (Spain) in the graphic surveying through the simple digital photography of
some of these sculptural pieces, with different size and shape [1].
The pi eces ar e a s et of s mall s culptures of J orge O teiza w ho per formed in white c halk or w elding
sheet metal then painted black. This is a collection of pieces that never had a graphic definition prior to
its ex ecution, so i t l acks of ac curate graphical information t hat w ould a llow t heir restitution to th e
research and documentation; even for any damage to the pieces, on particularly to the fragility of the
chalk. Its graphic doc umentation, t hrough v irtual m odels, w ould bec ome an i nsurance a gainst any
adversity, thus gaining more interest. It seems inevitable that this precaution end up taken in all those
works of art of recognized value [2].
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This w ork i s par t of a R esearch Project w e ar e do ing at t he U niversity of V alladolid o n low co st
surveying techniques, financed by the Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad of Spain [3].

Fig. 1: Collection of chalk figures by Jorge Oteiza [Museo-Fundación Jorge Oteiza in Pamplona, Spain].

2.

Work structure

The present s tudy, s tarts f rom t he t heoretical ana lysis of t wo-dimensional s urvey m ethods w hich
extract i nformation f rom i mages ( Image B ased I nformation): S hape f rom S ilhouette, b ased on t he
interpretation of g eometrical c haracteristics of t he s cene an d, S hape f rom S tereo, bas ed on
radiometric interpretation and pixels correlations in RGB images.
The p rocess of 3D m odels gene ration by b oth m ethods i nvolve an an alysis in hom ogenization of
shooting conditions and the implementation of templates coded- targets to strengthen the process and
the relative and external orientation in each of the applications tested.
The comparison, focused in metric d ifferences of generated meshes, will h ave as r eliable r eference
geometric, data obtained from a l aser scanner (Range Based Information) permitting an assessment
of deformations with accuracies in the order of millimeter fractions.
The proposed analysis allow the selection of more accurate and efficient tool to generate models for
objects and / or scenarios with similar geometric and radiometric characteristics. Also open new lines
of research to further the advantages and disadvantages encountered in the study [Fig 2].

Fig. 2: Structure of the proposed work.

3.

Capture from the geometric properties: Shape from Silhouette Method

One of the major difficulties for 3D reconstruction of Cultural Heritage often is the poverty information
on images to reconstruct the scene. This occurs because, at present, the implemented algorithms in
the most common reconstruction applications are based on the massive correspondence of pixels or
set of p ixels f rom a t heoretically s tereoscopic pos itioning. S hape f rom S ilhouette m ethod, how ever,
based t he r econstruction process on 3D s hapes det ection from di fferent v iewpoints, c omputing t he
intersections of the visually pyramids formed by the silhouettes (as generatrix) and t he beam director
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(irregular py ramid ax is) f rom a w ell k now v iewpoint [ 4]. That’s w hy i s obtained t he s urface and t he
volume contained within the intersection of both visual pyramids (Visual Hull) [Fig 3]. The idea of using
silhouettes for this purpose was first introduced in 1974 by Baumgart and formalized by Laurenti [5].

Fig. 3: [left] Visual Cone from a single point of view, [right] intersection of multiple cones on a three dimensional
object.

Determining t he V isual H ull, c an f ollow t wo pat hs, f rom t he c haracterization of its v olume or i ts
surface:
- Approach based on v oxels: S pace s egmentation oc curs i nto a l arge number of cubes
(volumetric elements), called voxels and the shape is represented on a number of these threedimensional measurement units. Therefore, the Visual Hull resolution is defined by the size of
the voxels and the discrimination ability of full and empty voxels [6].
- Approach f rom s urfaces: T he s econd pa th is def ined by t he s urface an alysis, beg in with the
specific geometry ana lysis of the visual py ramids, and c omprises t he i ntersection calculus of
polygons, def ined by t he s patial s ilhouettes pr ojection t hrough p rojection c enters of the
associated c ameras, by v arious pr ocedures t hat prioritize c alculation s peed ( real time
processing) or the quality of geometric result [7].
The limitations of the method are determined by the incapability to data capture beyond the pyramids
intersections, an d t he i nability t o c apture information i n r egions i n " shadow" ( occluded) f rom t he
capture points; characteristic in geometry with concave or acute angles, or in scenes structures where
visibility is impracticable for a sufficient number of cameras.
Instead Shape from Silhouette provides:
- Approximations of 3D r econstructions which function as initiations or additional r estrictions i n
complex models based on multi-view stereo [8].
- Processing w ith low c omputational c ost, f acilitating its implementation in A rtificial V ision
applications such as tracking, human motion analysis and 3D navigation [9].
- Alternative s olutions w hen ex ist c onstraints i n t he n umber and pos itioning of t he c ameras,
unlike other methods which require a redundancy in the three-dimensional approximation [4].
- Solutions f ront dy sfunctions of M atching M ethods i n poor t extured s urfaces: T hese m ethods
implement al gorithms t hat bas e t heir op eration on p ixels recognition a nd matching ( in t wo or
more phot ographs), f or it is no t on ly nec essary t o f ind the homologue pixel, but a lso a
neighborhood (more or less reduced depending on the mask used) to characterize the point in
an uniquely and unambiguously way.
- Solutions t o t he laser s canner dy sfunctions, f inding es pecial ap plication in c ases w here the
laser scanner has an inefficient response to surfaces because the singular surface properties
cause a poor r esponse of the beam ( the l ow power of the r eceived beam i ntroduces a l arge
error in the estimated 3D point and sometimes does not interpret the return beam).
The software we use for this procedure is the application CX2 Strata 3D Photo v2.1. Although this is
not an open s ource program, the ease of use through an intuitive interface, the ability to incorporate
external or ientation, as w ell as the w ide v ariety of ex port f ormats f or incorporation into a ssessment
strategies, have proposed the application as a valid tool for the present study.

4.

Capture from radiometric properties: Shape from Stereo method

The method Shape from Stereo based the acquisition process and 3D reconstruction in the encounter
and det ection of h omologous po ints bet ween s tereo images. T he location of t hese in a t hreedimensional m odel is ac hieved by m easurements made i n t wo or more pictures. O nce a poi nt is
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identified in eac h image, a l ine is d rawn f rom t he c amera location to t he po int on t he object. I s t he
intersection of these rays which determines its space position.
The algorithms are built on t his principle require other complementary for the detection of coincident
points, f or w hich include calculations based on c omputer v ision c omparing d ifferent ar eas of eac h
image in search of such correspondence. These are known as automatic correlation algorithms, and
perform a c omparison of a s mall w indow of pi xels c orresponding t o t he v icinity of one poi nt on an
image w ith t he di fferent pos sible point w indows c ounterpart of t he ot her image of t he pai r. T his
comparison is two-dimensional in the case of position of the pixel within the image matrix and can also
be considered as a three-dimensional if we consider as a spatial attribute to the radiometric response
of the pixel (gray level) [10].
The calculation algorithms try to find a unique solution and so use a technique that does not compare
gray levels of a particular pixel but take small pixel matrix (NxN) as close to him.
This method, which yields surprisingly accurate results, has however, a number of major difficulties:
- The number of operations required to find a pixel of an image on the other may be very large,
which i mplies a h igh pr ocessing time. A lso, if di gital images ar e not v ery s harp or have not
gone t hrough a prior good pr ocess of radiometric a djustment, appears a considerable
uncertainty in the determination of the homologous pixels.
- It must be added t he fact that the images are affected by factors of perspective changes that
make that the same object have a different radiometric response; hence the importance of the
images are as parallel as possible.
- Another important as pect is w hen w e f ind obj ects w hose s urfaces h ave ex tremely
homogeneous textures and/or repetitive. In these cases it is possible to find common ground
because all search areas are equal.
For this second method has been us ed software PhotoModeler Scanner 2013 [PMS]; a pr ogram that
is n ot op en s ource, but we hav e been working f or s ome t ime, with excellent r esults in well-textured
surfaces and that is directly linked to the Project Research cited above.

5.

Documentation of the piece from IBI: Criteria, capture and processing

Once established the theoretical framework of methods of capture of Information Based Images (IBI)
the study is focuses on the experimental evaluation of the case study. As mentioned, it starts in the
establishment of criteria and guidelines for generating valid information under the same conditions and
it develops the capture processes and data manage in order to obtain valid information for an accurate
metric comparison.
5.1. Criteria for image capture
One of t he c onditions w e hav e i mposed on t he poi nt c louds calculation that eac h program has t o
perform is the departure from the same information. This means that the pictures that we take to the
pieces meet the specific requirements of each program. In general terms as follows:
- Firstly t he c amera i s c alibrated, f or w hich e ach pr ogram pr oposes its own procedure. The
model must occupy the entire sensor. Is important to use a fixed focal length lens and do not
move or t he f ocus r ing or exposure s ettings bet ween s hots. F inally lighting c onditions most
provide an uniform light, if possible, free of shadows defined.
- Photographs used in Photomodeler Scanner DSM projects should be in a parallel or close to
parallel o rientation. The c ameras s hould be appr oximately one quarter the distance ap art,
compared to the distance that they are from the surface. This would be called a 0,25 base to
height r atio. B ase t o h eight r atios of 0 ,1 t o 0 ,5 ar e s uitable. Highly c onvergent photographs
usually do no t work well with DSM since the surface looks too different but are necessary to
solve well. So a DSM project will have a mixture of convergent and parallel photos. Lastly the
photographs need to overlap on the surface being modeled.
- Strata nee ds of a s mall and s table a uxiliary i nstallation t o lift t he s culpture s o t he image
appears surrounded by the bottom all the way around. Template and support are placed on a
swivel that moves every 24º which gives us 15 images for each lap; images where the camera
is v irtually f acing to the s culpture. I t t akes another t urn r aising t he camera at an ang le of
approximately 45º to the horizontal; although this is sufficient between 3 and 7 phot ographs.
There is still a take overhead.
We have designed a template including both Strata marks need to cameras orientation, as a series of
12bits targets which automatically recognizes PMS with the same purpose. Circular template as we
have chosen to keep the camera completely fixed, preventing any movements change the focus

distance, which incorporated a small fixed support.
This template curve constructed for the measurements of the piece (around 5x5x5cm), assume that
each rotation of 24º results in a horizontal movement between each pair photographic of 9cm. If the
distance between the camera and the sculpture is 30cm, we have the relation b/h = 9/30 = 0,30. Thus
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there were 15 takes in a first ring with an angle of 0º with the horizontal, 15 outlets in a second ring at
45º and the overhead; in total 31 [Fig 4].

For both PMS and S trata were used the 31 photographs. For the first, although all pictures we used
for strengthening the orientation, for the calculation of the points cloud were taken two by two, as the
two described rings, in a total of 30 stereo pairs.
Because of Strata r equires a hom ogeneous bac kground t o f urnish t he profiling s ilhouettes and
because, turning the piece and not the camera, PMS would not be able to orient the photos, these are
made on a c anvas of black or white, depending the color of the sculpture to survey. This also has the
difficulty t hat t he s trong c ontrasts b etween t he m odel and t he bac kground increase in t he p icture.
Therefore, the adjustment of speed and diaphragm on takes needs to reduce these light differences of
the images. I n any c ase, t he s hots h ave b een per formed on R AW f ormat, al lowing t o reveal the
images after shooting and correct and overly burnt histograms.

Fig. 4: Collection of images under the defined criteria and with the inclusion of the template designed.

5.2 Capture and processing with Strata Photo (SfSi Method)
For dat a ac quisition w as us ed a C anon 1000D c amera with 24 mm lens, k eeping c onstant its
configuration over the entire sequence. Joined the encoded grid generated for the present study and
were per formed the photographic session raised under mentioned criteria in pr evious section (every
24º with a r atio b/h = 0,125 in two passes at 0º and 45º relative to horizontal axis, and a final Cenital
capture) [Fig 5].
We proceeded to the automatically silhouettes extraction with good results due to the provision of dark
background contrasting with the radiometry characteristics of the workpiece, and was processed in the
same way t he es timation o f c orresponding p oints and the t hree-dimensional r econstruction, y ielding
the surface mesh model. External orientation was defined by the introduction of general dimensions of
the encoded grid.

Fig. 5: [left] Cameras Orientation with Strata; [right] Surface Mesh from Strata.

5.3 Captura y procesado con Photomodeler (SfSt Method)
With the same images we performed earlier, and taken in pairs, PMS identify corresponding areas for
each camera pair; and hardly able to locate homologues points due to the strong homogeneity of the
texture of t he s urfaces t o s urvey. Despite t he s ettings t he pr ogram i ncludes bot h in the size of t he
areas o r matrices t o c ompare, as t o b e ab le t o d ifferentiate, an d t herefore u nderstand in a different
way, repetitive and not repetitive textures.
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The s oftware m anual indicates how this 3d s canning process pr oduces a dens e po int cloud f rom
photographs of textured surfaces of virtually any size. Texture with radiometric properties, perhaps we
should say photometric, necessaries without which it is useless to try. However, it is the subject of this
paper and to analyze the results.
This pr emise c learly p redisposes us t o es timate a poor r esolution of t he po int c loud, b ecause t he
pieces do not s eem c ompatible w ith t he software. H owever, t here is a s trong a nd recognized
experience on this software, supported by many and s uch a wide fringe of time, which encourage us
to t ry. We k now of t he ex cellent ac curacy t hat P hotoModeler S canner p rovides t heir m odels (with
appropriate textures), which is expected to decrease significantly in this case.
6.
Reference Data Capture: ScanWorks V5 with Romer Arm
The lack of dimensioned planes on the object and the uncertainty that may pose manually measure in
a f igure of s mall di mensions as t he an alyzed, l eads t o t he ne ed of generate a reference geometric
model with a rigorously reliable. For the proven ease of use and the metric accuracy, was used the
capture through Range Based Information [11] from the triangulation functioning.
Limitations of laser scanner as active sensors in surfaces with singular properties: specular reflection,
high light absorption, variables refractive index, etc. [12] often introduce data error visible or able to be
determined by metric evaluations [13]. We have therefore resorted to the Perceptron ScanWorks V5
laser scanner with Romer arm using triangulation operation to capture the profiles by the intersection
of a laser plane and the object topography. This industrial dynamic range scanner allows calibration
respect t he s urface pr operties of t he documented object, es timating i ndividual c haracteristics of t he
emitted beam f or a c orrect response interpretation. M oreover c apture s peed (up t o 458 .000 po ints
higher t han c onventional pr obes or poi nts, t he f ield of v iew: 140 mm, dept h: 100 mm, t he minimum
resolution of po int t o po int: 12 μm [1 4]) as w ell as Romer A rm movement f acilities (6 degr ees of
freedom), proposed as an ideal device for the reference image generation.

Fig. 6: [left] Laser p lane p rojected o nto t he p iece f or t hree-dimensional r econstruction by t riangulation; [ right]
mesh obtained from 3D point cloud from laser scanner, viewed in MeshLab App.

7.
Geometric Data Comparison
To per form t he c omparison w as us ed Ivvnometric Poliwork software and i t’s m odules IMAlign for
surfaces generation from the laser scanner point cloud (without application of smoothing, tolerance or
reduction) an d IMInspect for the alignment and geometric calculation o f t he m etric differences
between the reference and data surface (SfSt and SfSi).
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Fig. 7: [1] Overlapping po int c louds ob tained from S hape f rom S tereo m ethod ( darker) v ersus L aser S canner
Data (lighter); [2 and 3] Side and top views of the overlapping meshes: Shape from Silhouette mesh in red versus
Laser Scanner Data mesh in green.

7.1 Shape from Silhouette Data versus Laser Scanner Reference
12.709 points of the 13.344 were compared at a range of ±2,6mm, for 95,24% of the points within the
comparison r ange. T he average was 0 ,34474mm with a S tandard D eviation of 0,5174mm, while a ll
the points converge within 5 times the Std. Dev.

Fig. 8: Graphic scale of geometric differences of the mesh obtained from Shape from Silhouette: [left] Major
errors identified in the inner edges of the figure; [right] Errors identified in horizontal and vertical parts connection.

7.2 Datos Shape from Stereo frente a Referencia Scanner Láser
1.234.952 points of t he 1.281.071 were c ompared at a r ange of ±1,6mm, fo r 96,40% of t he po ints
within the comparison range. The average was -0,0434mm with a S tandard Deviation of 0,3278mm,
while all the points converge within 4 times the Std. Dev.
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Fig. 9: Graphic scale of the geometric differences of the mesh obtained from Shape from Stereo.

While results in mesh generation suggest a superiority of Shape from Silhouette method because the
possibility of r econstructing t he e ntire s urface w ithout s udden j umps or d iscontinuities, p ixel
correspondence with Shape from Stereo was limited by radiometric poverty, with an heterogeneously
reconstruction of t he p iece, increasing dens ity in v ertices a nd c orners b ut d ecreasing in c entrals
regions of the s culpture's p lane [ Fig 7] . I n t he ot her hand, m etric evaluations w ere bas ed on t he
geometric comparison between the results of both methods, allowing the identification of irregularities
on t he gener ated s urfaces f rom s ilhouette within a w ider v ariation f rame, det ecting er rors c lose t o
3mm (± 2 ,6mm max.) w hile t he s urface r econstructed by s tereo pairs remained an er ror l ess t han
2mm ( ± 1 ,68mm). E rrors d istribution f ound also s ubstantial d ifferences, r esponding to t he internal
function of each method [Fig 10], detailed in sections 3 and 4.

Fig. 10: Distribution of the reconstructed data from photogrammetric techniques.

8.

Conclusions and future work

The theoretical study of Shape from Silhouette method al lows r etake math i mplementations over 20
years old, which can be r eused at present thanks t o new t echnologies and new s ociety needs . F or
Heritage s culptural p ieces, particularized in t hose w hich hav e p oor r adiometric c haracteristics: da rk
colors, repetitive pat terns and m aterials w ith little response t o light s timuli, t his m ethod obt ains
significant adv antages ov er ot hers as t he R ange B ased I nformation c apture or phot ogrammetry
techniques based on 3D restitution and massive correspondence of pixels (Dense Stereo matching).
With the case study we proposed, we can estimate the real advantages of this system, not only in the
geometric order, but a lso in t erms of ec onomic c osts, t aking into ac count t hat f or t he 3D model
generation was needed only a Reflex Camera and software (on the order of hundreds of euros) while
other s ystems s uch as t he laser s canner, o nly the equipment c an r each t he t ens of t housands of
euros, i n par ticular S canWorks V 5 w ith R omer A rm has an es timated pr ice of more t han hundr ed
thousand euros.
Amplitude and scope of the methods implementation: Shape from Stereo and Shape from Silhouette
for studying sculptures with poor r adiometric characteristics, makes i t impossible to cover in full in a
presentation. D etected s ome of its weaknesses as the impossibility o f identifying points in r epetitive
patterns, t he errors introduction in silhouette s egmentation or t he l ack of ev aluation of c amera
calibration in r elation t o t he r esults obt ained, particularized studies ar e es sential t o answer these
issues. This paper then proposes the following research lines:
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-

Study of t he influence an d beh avior of visual hull calculus (surface o r v olume c alculation
systems) from figures based on curved surface to pieces with a high degree of orthogonality in
its structure.
Geometric r econstruction from a uni fied system, comprising SfSi and SfSt methods to try t o
overcome t he di sadvantages identified: F aults i n t he m assive r econstruction of t he s urface
(Dense Stereo Matching) for SfSt and precision errors for SfSi.
Detailed analysis of the data distributions in connection with the operation of each method.
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Abstract

The Herculea Telesina in the region of Campania is certainly not a fragment but an almost continuous
defensive wall. The strong point of this particular project for siege defense being geometric criteria that
have remained practically unchanged even when the weapons themselves evolved. The ruin s offer a
vast repertory of useful signs: the contemporary scholar can not only acquire the teachings of a culture
that was much advanced compared to the Roman world, but by observing the angles and vectors can
ponder the absence of any changes in the measurements that were subordinated to tactics and thus
to human needs. Decisive factors th at elevate the walls of T elesia to the level of a cultural testament
still to be discovered.
Keywords: landscape, ruins of defensive walls, unchanged flanking tactics.

1.

The ancient ruins

Gently contained within the farmlands of San Salv atore Telesino, the city fou nded by Roman settlers
in the 11 century BC, perhaps subsequent to a pre-existing Samnite centre, it is serenely inh abited by
its residents and enjoyed by numerous visitors.
The rui ns of the fortified wall s are fully integrated i nto the parti cular phy siognomy of a valley that
united the provinces of B enevento and Caserta, adapting itself to their physical, anthropic, biological
and ethnic characteristics. The vista and the si gnificance of this arche ological site that lies co ncealed
from those rapidly passin g throug h the main roa d, but that unfolds to any who ventu re along it s
packed earth roads, comprises the remains of a very ancient theatre, thermal springs and an aqueduct
that bro ught water from th e mou ntain l ocated six miles away. As far as can b e di stinguished the re
were three p rincipal gates, with an unde fined number of posterns distributed along the pe rimeter and
now partially visible.
According to the Gree k hi storian Polybi us, the Ca rthaginians conquered th e city in 217 B C wh en it
was still « without walls and provided with all types of supplies» [M usti, 1978]. Fo rtified by the
legionnaires of Silla it was never attacked. One of the reasons being its impregnability, a trait that has
prevented any verification of its system of defense, the only one of its type in the entire empire.
The uniqu e structu re of the fortification is obviou s if viewe d from above. It i s a wall composed of a
series of outwardly facing concave sections.
At the top of each linkage is a sort of h exagonal solid tower alternating, with no apparent order, with
others of a circular shape. Both protrude out of the curtain wall by half, justifying the technical name of
mesopirgi walls (mesos, semi; pirgos towers).
The segments of wall are not linear and thus have a succession of “recesses”, to use an appropriate,
though Renaissance, term, whose “salients” end in a single exteri or edge. In this man ner no side i s
concealed from active defense as only the sharp corner of the protruding body faces the field of battle.
Furthermore, it goes without saying that in order to effect perpendicular strikes against the hexagonal
facade of the avant-co rps-tower, en emy artillery wo uld have to be stationed at least 30 ° to the right
and to the lef t of its axis, exposin g its flank to close and perpendicular fire lau nched from th e right o r
left towers.
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Fig. 1: Section of the concave segment of the curtain wall with hexagonal towers

Fig. 2: Detail of insertion hexagonal tower-curtain wall.
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Fig. 3: Telesia: reconstruction of hypothetical layout of the Capuana Gate and in vertical sections.

The structure is in opus incertum or almost reticulatum, with an internal core of cement, which is also
extended to f ill the avant-corp s. Thei r pl acement is irregular. To t he south-we st and to the east two
small streams are located close to the masonry perimeter. According to experts of military architecture
tactical bo rder support i s t he rea son why the inte raxis amo ng th e proje cting reinforcements p asses
from more than 75 meters along the Trono riverbed to a canonical average of 45 meters, that at times
even descends to 30 met ers: «The system of fortifications becomes proportionately more complex as
natural defense decreases, the most obvious proof is the freq uency of towers, sporadic on the two
linear sections along the moat and b uilt one after t he other at a certai n distance » [Quli ci, 1986: 85].
As there is no natural defense to the north and to th e north-east, the project for a good active defense
of the walls was the only support possible.
The wall’s unassailability cannot be attri buted to the solidity of th e walls as these are too slim, being
little more than 1.7 – 1.9 m thick and slightly over 10 meters high. To be located inside a defensive
circle certainly protects fro m enemy attacks, but it provide s no protection fro m an enemy who wo uld
scale the top to penetrate within!
In order to stop an attacker from trying to overcome this obstacle, it was nece ssary to fire stone s or
wood ag ainst the ene my, possibly fro m above, thu s transforming simpl e pa ssive defen se t o active
defense. Foll owing the a ncestral exp eriences, a va st re pertory of defen sive weapons b ecame the
indispensable co mplement to the fortification, to th e point th at th e st ructure of the walls ev olved to
fulfill the need of optimizing weapons performance.
Since a n attack took place by a ma ss app roach to ward the b ase of the wal ls, it would h ave been
sufficient for the avant-corp s to p rotrude from th e exterior fa cade an d to sho ot arro ws in rapid
succession from the top towa rd t he flanks of the attackers to inflict terribl e losse s. Ho wever, the
interaxis between the towers had to be below the range of the bows and torsion artillery, thus no more
than about fifty meters, eq ual to abo ut a hund red cubits: the ca nonical distance for walls of Hellenic
matrix. In fact the unkno wn archite ct of the wall s of Telesi a ap pears to have been i nspired by this
culture follo wing the un dertakings of A lexander a gainst the Persians. There are certainly justifie d
grounds for maintaining t hat the d ecision to o pt for a no n-obvious p erimeter su ch as line ar curtain
walls or a fixed wall like the on es built near tacti cal bord ers was inspi red by the stu dies of Philo of
Byzantium (III century B C; ca. 280 BC – ca. 2 20 BC). A student of Ct
esibius, Phil o wrote a
Compendium of Mechanics (Μηχανικ Σύνταξις), mo st of which has unfo rtunately been lo st. Of the
Paraskeuastica (παρασκευαστικά) – “ On Defense Structures” – and the Poliorcetica (πολιορκητικά) –
“On the conduct of sieges” – large sections hav e bee n save d, tran scribed from the Greek and
translated into European languages. In light of his t heories, the reasons for suggesting that towers be
given a h exagonal shape (Phil. bk. V, A 3-4) and curving the sections of wall betwe en two towe rs
[Philo, lib.V, A, 39-40. Garlan, 1974: 296]. appear evident. Not so obvious however are the parameters
to be given to these curves. A plausible answer is found in the traces of ancient vestiges found in the
field.
Looking at th e north g ate from the out side, w here the ground l acked any nat ural conditio ning that
would rule out compli ance to an ideal model, it was found th at the spa n of the co ncavity is 44.50
meters and the height is 6 meters. If we then take six poi nts of the curve, o n the same level as the
perimeter – the num ber required to definitively confirm the wall’s transfo rmed h omology from a
polylinear form, Pascal’s Theorem (1640) [Docci-Migliari, 1992: 461] - we can confirm what h ad been
visually intuited: this is a l owered arch (dummy) that, having nothing of the ova l profile, is tra ced as a
geometric site of the points equidistant from the center. How to find the center is an almost immediate
procedure. After taki ng the distance between two mesopirgi it i s sufficient to rotate the span from the
opposite sides. The cente r of the curve will be at the point of inters ection. One is the un known, while
three points (the two extremes and the ce nter), if joined to gether, form an equilateral tri angle: the
internal angles each measure 60°. With extreme precision then the points of the curve are the vertices
of the rectangular triangles inscribed within the resulting semi-circumference.
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Fig. 4-5: Satellite views of various sections of the walls of Telesia
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Fig. 6: Graphic reconstruction of a segment of the Telesia walls

The concavity of this layout multiplies t he number of launch stations, thus allowing them to strike the
attackers in the back as well as the flanks.
The avant-corps, with a hexagonal base as stated prior, are solid structures placed in position such as
to reinforce the summit, as is evident by the outward corner reinforced by thick stone quoins.
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Fig. 7: Graphic reconstruction of a segment of the Telesia walls

Everything in dicates that their covering was at t he same hei ght a s the pat rol p ath along th e curtai n
wall as there would be n o other way to traverse it completely. Even su pposing an internal e xpansion
of cantileve red wo od, the terrace formed on the top of the towe rs provided a comfortable space to
maneuver so ldiers and eq uipment. Fro m that height the artillery coul d easily cover a field of 250 °
instead of th e tra ditional 180°. Considering all t hese aspects, supported by the results of th e
measurements taken in the field a nd com pared t o those suggested by th e treati se of Philo of
Byzantium to build «slightly curved curtain walls», we converted the measurements in meters to cubits
(1 cubit = 0, 0444 m) an d the centimeters to orgias (1 o rgia eq ual to 177 cm ), confirmi ng that the
canonical span of 10 0 cubits, ap proximately 44.4 0 m, is alm ost the same as th e 44. 50 mete rs
measured on site, The same procedure was followed for the height. Since the wall is not intact at any
point and the ruins stop at around 7 m from the g round, in reconstructing the sit es we refe rred to the
height prescribed by Philo. Thus to the prescribed height of 10.60 metri, we must add the height of the
moat located in front of the walls. [Philo, bk V, A, 45].
In spite of the unqu estionable expe rtise of the Ro mans regarding military capabilitie s, the con cave
curtain wall fortifications of Telesia remained an exception throughout the Roman Empire, such that it
progressively fell into decline, de stroyed by e arthquakes and by the nearby waters, disintegrated by
brushwood and dismantled by the farmers. The concept however incredibly survived, even adapting to
powder artillery.
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Fig. 8: Ruins of hexagonal tower.

From that h eight the artillery coul d easily cove r a field of 250° instea d o f the traditional 180°.
Considering all these a spects, supported by the results of the measurements taken i n th e field an d
compared to those suggested by the treatise of Phil o of Byzantiu m to build « slightly curve d curtai n
walls», we converted the measurements in meters to cubits (1 cubit = 0,0444 m) and the centimeters
to orgias (1 orgia equal to 177 cm), confirmin g th at the canoni cal span of 10 0 cubits, approximately
44.40 m, is almost the same a s the 44.50 mete rs measured o n site, The same procedure was
followed for the height. Since the wall is not intact at any point and the ruins stop at around 7 m from
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the grou nd, in recon structing the sites we referred to the height prescrib ed by Philo. Thus to the
prescribed height of 1 0.60 m, we must add the height of the moat located in front of the walls [Philo,
bk V, A, 45].
In spite of the unqu estionable expe rtise of the Ro mans regarding military capabilitie s, the con cave
curtain wall fortifications of Telesia remained an exception throughout the Roman Empire, such that it
progressively fell into decline, de stroyed by e arthquakes and by the nearby waters, disintegrated by
brushwood and dismantled by the farmers. The concept however incredibly survived, even adapting to
powder artillery.
2 Future legacy
If the surveys are com pared to similar e xamples (Spanish catenary walls: Obuleula, the Rom an Urso
and in the same region, Pajares) on the one hand and to the study of a theoretical model derived from
the cla ssical treatise on the othe r, the survey s allo w for recon struction of a reliable pi cture of th e
scientific knowledge available to military strategists of the second century before Christ.
It appears at the very le ast singular that this exa mple remained an exception in the empire as similar
ones in Spai n, lacki ng contempo rary estimator or more likely obsidi onal verifications, had be en
abandoned for quite some times. But this was not actually the case if one considers the development
of military architecture.
Among the multiple obje ctives of history , or perha ps better of hist ories, is that of stimulating learning
and stu dy and the co nsequent desi re to identify
the primary factors, these bei ng th e basi c
requirements for understanding the p resent and e ven mo re so the futu re, since human actio ns
throughout history have always been dictated by physiological needs.
It is from the se exi stential need s th at the hi story of technology, o f conventio ns and of interpretativ e
and critical stratifications t o which the works le d and from which they have d etermined a direction,
control a nd verificatio n, th at one may extrapolate t hose p ermanent con cepts that, viewe d from th e
perspective of a new scientific spirit, suggests new ideas. «In the intention of the scholar, the culture of
a specific period expresses the man ner in which, ac cording to changing historical conditions, themes
and concepts, the essential tendencies of the human mind are revealed». [Panofsky, 1973: 105].
Leaving the angles and directions unchanged, the l aws a pplied to the d efensive wall of Te lesia and
suggested by Philo of Byzantium, also apply to the design of fortification s built around the e nd of the
seventeen h undreds, wh en the ran ge and ma sses of proje ctiles made it ne cessary to re shape th e
bastion-towers. Th e senio r office r, Sé bastien L e Prest re de Vauban, buil der of over a hundred
fortresses, had conceived of a regional defense tactic of boundaries known as the Pré Carré tactic: a
set of fortresses regularly spaced among themselves that did not allow fo r the passage of an army in
the corrido rs that we re left free. Today we well kno w that hi s th eories le d to t he con struction of th e
Maginot Line used betwe en the first a nd Se cond World War. We may thu s conclude t hat the onl y
tactical variable in this co ntext was the power of the weapons, a result of technological evolution, but
certainly not the criteria of active defense sub ordinated to hu man mea sures and n eeds. In this
perspective the concave segment curtain wall of Telesi a demonstra tes how the Silla colony that
flourished at the foot of Mo unt Acero, acquired a me rit that place s it greatly in the avant gard e of the
contemporary roman world . Much more importa nt than flanking ta ctics, and on e of the many reason s
for e ncouraging the study of the se an cient ruins immersed in the count ryside of San Salvatore
Telesino, is the usefulne ss of i dentifying the prima ry factors, esse ntial in achie ving an unde rstanding
of the pre sent and, even more significant, in anticip ating the future, given t he ever present and mu ch
too obvious repetitive nature of human actions dictated by physiological needs.
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Fig. 10 – Ruin of hexagonal tower.
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The monumental unit of Massenzio

The unit of Massenzio, one of the most evocative archaeological areas of the Roman countryside, lies
between the second and third mile of the Via Appia Antica. It consists of three main buildings: the
Palace, the Circus and a Mausoleum. They were designed into a single architectural unit that was
conceived to celebrate the Emperor Maxentius; the unfortunate opponent of Constantine the Great in
the battle of the Milvian Bridge in 312 AD. The complexity of the space of this area is tied to the close
relationship between the historical artifacts found and their relationship with the road, nature and the
surrounding landscape. In terms of space, these close relationships create completely spontaneous
micro-landscapes and micro-gardens within them. They naturally gather data and useful information to
fully understand the system. Today, the debate is based on the need to take protective measures for
the monuments of the Via Appia Antica. From a first partial analysis, the monumental unit of
Massenzio showed different issues; problems tied to a correct understanding of the historical plant,
problems tied to the management of the area and to the state of degradation of the ancient structures,
but also problems such as the lack of incentives and services to entice visitors. In this situation, the
study reported here raises a number of points to create a very articulated program subdivided into
different phases to implement the requalification of the monumental unit. The objective of this work is
to define a method to make sure the following projects and interventions are consistent and in line with
each other and with the purposes established to develop the area in a proper manner.
Keywords: Requalification, archeological emergencies, Circus Massenzio, Mausoleum

Fig. 1: L. Canina, The monumental unit of Massenzio, sec. XIX .
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1.

Archeology, History and Nature

The monumental complex of Massenzio, on Via Appia Antica, represents a huge heritage of memories
for all travelers who, once in Rome, had the opportunity to go down this marvelous street full of charm,
history, perfumes and "souvenirs".
A description can lead us to love, hate or possess a place; the way places and landscapes are
described creates representative metaphors and symbols. A description intervenes, manipulates,
distorts and creates an environment. It plays an active role as far as our collective imagination is
concerned.
When Goethe came to Rome, especially in the complex of Massenzio, he felt like he had always lived
there, as if he already knew every aspect of it or felt the emotions released by this memory keeper.
The imagination that had characterized his childhood was able to move beyond the symbolism of
abstraction and to grasp the warmth of reality: ”[...] It was as if he was born and raised here and was
just coming back from a trip to Greenland, where he was whaling".
Descriptions strengthen our thoughts, many of our thoughts. Our thoughts enrich reality and lead us
beyond the description of a state of art.
The relationship with the surrounding world is undoubtedly a primary source of inspiration and we
certainly are aware of its doubtless value. Being able to perceive a place in an appropriate manner is a
natural instinct that depends on every individual's sensibility, but also the result of being able to control
the information contained in a project.
A project based on the desire to promote the areas examined is subjected to the control of a close
relationship between the various systems that characterize a place.
The natural system, as the historical, archaeological and architectural ones, depend on each other
thanks to a natural thrust that is also determined by the sensitivity of those who go to work in them.
The area around the complex of Massenzio contains many elements of this kind, even though not all
of them can be felt today. However, we can feel their value, even after all this time.
Observing and feeling the sensation that a place can transmit and being able to transform this into an
explicit potential means enhancing the nature of the artifact to understand it better, to bring it back to
its ancient splendor and to recreate a relationship with its environmental context.
This is the objective of the study: history, archeology and nature as a whole.

Fig. 2: M.G. Cianci, Sketch along Via Appia Antica near the monumental complex of Massenzio.
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1.1 The artifact and its context
The monumental complex of Massenzio on Via Appia Antica is part of a zoning project within the
General Regulation Plan of zone N - public parks. These areas are natural green public or equipped
areas that are subjected to specific actions or tools that are approved by City Council. In the same
way, they are also part of the "Strategic Planning of Archaeological Park Framework as Monumental
Forums of Appia Antica". This strategic framework focuses on large green areas with a significant
archaeological, architectural and environmental value.
The objectives of the framework in general are as follows:
-Promoting and protecting the organic features, already consolidated by the way the district looked
during the post-unification process and with the 1911 (Archaeological path) adjustments, as well as
those undertaken in the 30s.
-Greater understanding and usability of the different contexts in full respect of their historical and
environmental values.
-Requalifying the areas that are intended to become Parks.
-Characterizing the history, environment and nature by paying attention to the history of the existing
archaeological system.
The existing relationships between the monumental complex of Massenzio and the surrounding areas
are essential for being able to understand the artifact, but also to establish the most important actions
that must be taken.
The monumental axis reconnects the archaeological area of Appia Antica to the main archaeological
area. The same "archeobus" line connects Piazza Venezia, the Colosseum and the Circus Maximus
by passing through the Aurelian Walls to reach the archaeological Park of the Appia area. Along this
path, one can identify the parts of the Park that are being used: bike rental points, services, buildings
for the activities carried out in the Park.
Connection to the neighboring areas is ensured thanks to different types of roads that define the
margins of this large area. The bike and pedestrian paths of the Caffarella Park sharply connect at Via
Appia Pignatelli and later at Via Appia Antica in the opposite direction, which makes the visit more
difficult. The route from Via Appia Antica underwent several changes that had a negative impact on its
performance and original height (about 2.2 meters from the current one) in certain points; especially
on the route between the complex of Massenzio and Cecilia Metella.
The Appia Park is North of the peak of the Aurelian Walls, West of Via Ardeatina and of the Rome to
Naples railway, East of Via Tuscolana and of Via Appia Nuova (all the way to Frattocchie) and South
of the village of Santa Maria delle Mole and of the ditch at the edge of the archaeological site.
The monumental complex of Massenzio is located in a strategic area of great historical value that
clearly preserves some critical elements. Some interventions were already carried out on the latters,
but the Government, especially the Managing Body of the Regional Park of Appia Antica, must still
devote some attention to them. This body is a public entity with administrative autonomy that handles
the recovery, protection and development of the natural habitats and landscapes. It exploits the goods
of the archaeological areas, preserves the animal species and vegetation, the geological singularities
or the natural environments with a special value of natural character, but it also manages the public
heritage under its jurisdiction.

Fig. 3, 4: The area of the villas after Cecilia Metella and the track from the Tomb of Romulus to the Mausoleum of
Cecilia Metella. The pictures depict the natural system of the area and the archaeological findings (Fotocielo).
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Fig. 5, 6: The monumental complex of Massenzio and its contemporary context: plan, legend and aerial photo.
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1.2 The territory's physical features
The natural components of the Park of Appia Antica were greatly transformed by man over thousands
of years. However, the general structure is still clearly evident. The volcanic origin of the land and the
climatic conditions defined the rough appearance of this territory. This is also clearly seen on
topographic maps.
The activity of the volcano of the Lazio region casted paths that were several kilometers long,
especially in the Appia (Capo di Bove) area; therefore designing, shaping and creating the high
grounds above the existing swampy plains.
The lava-casted area of Campo di Bove was used as the main road of Via Appia Antica for its
emerging position with respect to the surrounding swampy areas, but also for its excellent soil, which
was used to make the road foundations. In addition to the volcanic activity, the deep and superficial
water also affected the land in a very special manner depending on the level of erosion. The water
erosions made the land undulated, therefore creating obvious differences with regards to the way it
was "originally."
In certain periods, the presence of these deep grooves, therefore determined by the soil's weak ability
to resist to erosions, created a continuous activity of water canals both above and under ground, but
this also caused the land surface to collapse. The mixed composition of the soil defines the different
morphological design of the area.
On one hand, the presence of “pozzolana” and tuff defines the profiles that were detected. On the
other, the “leucite” of Campo di Bove appears to have a rather flat course. The presence of volcanic
activity from the underground sources led to the detection of significant natural phenomena.
An important aquifer concerns the red “pozzolana” and the ancient tuff; this underground source is 35
to 45 meters deep with respect to the fields of “leucite” of Campo di Marzio. It has supplied many
Roman sources such as the sources of the Virgin Waters from the Appia area. These physical
features of the territory are essential for an appropriate reading of the intervention area.
The morphological and hydrological aspects can help individualize the environmental interventions of
the area that are needed by defining their structural setting.
Based on an observation of the stretch of the Appia Antica that was under examination, the corrosion
of the land and a new resulting image were obvious.
The route of Via Appia, beyond the San Sebastian gate, crosses through a first trough through which
flows a stream called "Acquataccio" or Marrano della Caffarella, or the ancient Almone river, and
slightly goes up after the curve of the "Domine quo vadis" church; a first fifth of the hill that goes down
towards another trough is occupied by the complex of the catacombs and of the Basilica of San
Sebastian on the right and by the Massenzio circus on the left of the same trough.The road layout is
the mirror of the morphological aspects of the place.
The various levels of the Appia depend on it; the troughs and straight ways are a result of the
composition of the land.
As already affirmed, the hills around Rome are made of exploited and excavated layers of tuff that
often form dense tunnels that intersect each other; like for the tunnels of the catacombs. This
intersection is also present in the complex of Massenzio area.

Fig. 7: The genesis and geological characteristics of the area of the volcano of the Lazio region from a "Plan for
the Appia Antica park", A: geological map of the volcanic apparatus of the Lazio region and its adjacent areas, B:
reconstruction of the major episodes in the history of the volcano of the Lazio region, C: diagram, according to
Sabatini, of the subsequent movements of the eruption axis.
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On both sides of the Circus, there are two small hills on the right, there is the one that is occupied by
the ruins of the Imperial Palace, of tuff nature, and that stretches all the way up to the tomb of
Romulus.
Here, repeated earthworks were carried out, which is why there is a difference in height between the
“quadriportico” and the villa. The hill on the left, on which the tomb of Cecilia Metella is located, is
formed by the foothills that were made by the enormous lava flow of Capo di Bove. The entire area
can be visited through the straight path of Via Appia. However, Via Appia Pignatelli.

Fig. 8: P. Rosa, Table according to Via Appia: Vineyard previously called Ammedola, now Molinary, and of Capo
di Bove, 1853/1854.
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1.3 The vegetation
The Roman landscape and, especially that of the Appia Antica, has always been described by writers
and painters as being full of vegetation. It is one of the most complex and interesting examples of
respect for nature. The beauty of the sacred woods of the Dea Egeria and of the Muses, but also of
many others remembered for the richness of the species that distinguished them was the recurring
image that was imprinted in the hearts of travelers who followed and visited the shrines and tombs that
were surrounded by lush trees.
The close relationship between the presence of special types of vegetation and of archaeological ruins
was confirmed numerous times and it can therefore be considered an effective tool; both for the
identification of artifacts and for the thematic development of the same. The morphological
transformation of the Appia has influenced the transformations suffered by the vegetation: the original
vegetation was characterized by the presence of woods of turkey, mixed oak forests and holm oak
woods. In the damp areas of the ravines, there were alder and willow forests, whereas on the more
hilly areas, the Mediterranean scrub was present. Today, vegetation as a whole is rather reduced.
From direct observation, specific issues tied to the area of study have emerged and also concern its
surroundings: the first negative aspect concerns the level of degradation of the landscape of the
Appia.
This degradation occurred over the years because of property speculation, but also because of poor
land management and misuse. Indeed, this lack of attention to the protection of its nature led to an
uncontrolled use of the land. Therefore, the original landscape is no longer visible.
The soil represents an essential resource for the territory, development and quality of the vegetation
as it depends on it. Identifying and maintaining its original structure and quality can facilitate the
requalification of the area; identifying the "vocation of the land" in order to strengthen the structure is
essential. An investigation and accurate survey of the land and the existing vegetation can serve as
the base of a sensitive and accurate project of requalification.
The area of the complex of Massenzio is occupied by cultivations that could be considered as being
natural ecosystems that need to be maintained and developed. For this reason, very natural
vegetation can be seen in the ruins of monuments, on the margins of hedges and along the natural
irrigation systems. In these areas, the turf has very interesting features and aspects from a vegetation
viewpoint, but also from a scientific and educational one. It represents a collection of important
species from an ecological and evolutionary perspective.
An accurate survey and detailed cataloging may also determine the guidelines of the requalification
process for the archaeological areas found within the Park of the Appia Antica.
The recomposition of the natural system can be conducted at the same time as the operation aimed to
reconnect the archaeological system through timely, visual, historical and scientific dialog amongst the
elements.

Fig. 9: Criteria for the reconstruction of the vegetation from the "Plan for the Park of Appia Antica".
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2.

The historical and archaeological development

Via Appia is almost entirely an artificial road that needs continuous and timely maintenance in order to
keep its undoubted historical and environmental value. The complexity and diversification of the
remains of the ancient structures draw attention towards more general issues linked to land
management. Already Raffaello, Pirro Ligorio and other famous personalities of the Renaissance
focused on the preservation and control of the Via Appia Antica by preventing vandalism.
Even in the eighteenth century, the abandoned and deserted street and its landscapes were described
in a romantic manner through the poems of its visitors, who emphasized the charm of the ruins.
However, it is the most ancient one and also the most famous in terms of its history, the beauty of the
surrounding landscapes, its evolution and the archaeological evidence it withholds. Its history is clearly
divided into two very different realities. The two fronts are different from one another for their natural
and archaeological aspects. This richness requires an accurate action of development. Its history must
be understood through a timely path with stops to emphasize the value of the archaeological remains.
The tomb of Cecilia Metella has always been of main interest both for its grandeur and strategic
location. Its history represents a simple tool of dissemination, which has often led others to forget
about its surrounding areas, such as the complex of Massenzio. During the late ancient period, the
complex of Massenzio ownership was passed down to the church. Since the street and surrounding
artifacts fell into ruins, there is evidence of a description called "findus tertius" in a deed.
Throughout history, the circus, as well as a greater part of the complex, was named in a different
manner on several occasions; in the map of Rome and of the Roman Countryside, the area was called
"hippodromus" and the tomb of Cecilia Metella, "Capo di Bove", like in the map of Eufrosino della
Volpaia in 1547.
In the second half of the 1500s, various excavations were conducted by the Matteis in 1550 and by
the Ippolitos d'Este in 1560 in the Massenzio area. The important transformations and discoveries
were documented and inscribed on the maps in various time periods.
For example, in 1825, Nibby excavated the spine of the Circus, which was then owned by the Torlonia
family and the map of the area containing the Circus was called "the carousel".
A greater part of the archaeological and historical evolution can be deduced from the data recorded
during the excavations and from the expropriations that were put into practice from time to time.
Therefore, a comprehensive chronology of the historical events that occurred was recorded.
For example, after the expropriation of the papal monuments that were very close to the side of the
street, the only monuments that were acquired as a public good - by the Municipality in 1940 - was the
complex of the Tomb of Romulus and that of the Circus of Maxentius.
Highly valuable monuments are still to this date within private properties. Monuments such as the
Casale della “Giostra” cannot be visited. Often, the "deformation" and boundaries of an area, such as
the Massenzio one can no longer be included as a whole; therefore losing its identity and value.
2.1 The history of the artifacts
A source of the fourth century AD, the Chronograph of 354, lists the works that were carried out on the
complex of Maxentius during his short reign (306 - 312 AD). This record reported that the emperor had
had a “catecumbas” circus built to create tunnels within the caves to extract the pozzolana present in
the area. This record was lost over time and the Appia circus, investigated and reproduced in the
fifteenth century, was commonly attributed to the emperor Caracalla based on the news of its
discovery. At the ruins, statues, portraits of that emperor and his mother Giulia Domna and an
inscription dedicated to the young Romulus, son of the emperor Massenzio, were found during the
excavations conducted by the Torlonia family and managed by the archaeologist Antonio Nibby in
1825. The layout of the circus and the imperial palace, already known in other tetrarch residences
(Antioch, Milan, Trier) is enriched, like in the palace of Galerius in Salonica, by the presence of a
dynastic mausoleum that becomes the central element of the entire complex.
The architectural forms turn into majestic and essential bodies that complete each other although
interdependent at the same time. The elements are well-designed. The technique commonly used in
the fourth century is the “opus vittatum”] that alternates ordered files of tuff blocks and bricks. The rest
of the Massenzio constructions are configured as the last act of the transformation. Indeed, they
concern the transformation of a rustic Republican villa (second century AD) built in a scenic location,
on the slope of a hill facing the Alban Hills.
After a period dating back to the first empire, in the second century AD, the villa underwent a radical
transformation under the supervision of Erode Attico, the Greek rhetorician to whom the property was
given as a dowry by Annia Regilla. He transformed the entire area into a sanctuary called the "Pago
Triopio" in memory of his wife after her tragic death. The three buildings were built to support, very
wisely, the natural topography of the area as to avoid - as much as possible - big excavation and filling
works while taking advantage of its characteristics.
Thus, the palace was built on the remains of the previous construction and the circus therefore stood
towards the East and West, in the valley that gradually goes up towards the current Via Appia
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Pignatelli from the Appia Antica. The lack of direct sources on the area from the late Middle Ages lets
us assume that the factories were attached to the properties of Constantine and that they were passed
to the church. Therefore, from the sixth century, they at least became part of the Appiae Patrimonium.
Constantine made the same construction to build the first basilica with apsidal halls and aisles. It was
later dedicated to San Sebastian.
The area concerning the memory "apostolonlm ad catacumbas" is often interpreted as a Christian
contraposition against the monuments used to celebrate the figure of a pagan emperor.
A document from 850, which was preserved in the sublacense archive, reconfirms the ecclesiastical
ownership of a land at the second mile of the Via Appia. In it, there are ancient structures in ruins
called the "parrionis" that make it possible to recognize a locus qui dicitur girulus (the circus) and a
curtis quae vocatur maruli (the area of the mausoleum). The land was defined as being arable and
bordered with gardens and vineyards. It was irrigated by a major stream that flows through the area;
like a sign of reunification with the Via Appia, an arcus maior iuxta silice publica is cited.
In 1081, a part of the circus was then owned by the Basilica of San Paolo f.l.m., while the area of the
palace was given to the counts of Tusculum. In the first half of the twelfth century, these buildings even if not attributed to Massenzio - were inserted in the Mirabilia Urbis for how majestic they were. In
the following centuries, the information found on this area is extremely sketchy: in the fifteenth century,
the circus was always referred to as girulus, while the estate of Capo Bove, owned by the Hospital
San Salvatore ad Sancta Santorum, started to take shape. Later, it would also include these
monuments, which got even more subdivided amongst different owners, making it very difficult to
identify the heirs (Cenci, Mattei, Leni, Mutini, etc.).
While owned by Cenci, he had an access gate to the area built. This door consisted of two rooms on
the ground floor for the guards and of an upper floor; today, this structure still houses the ticket office
of the archaeological site. A chirograph dated 1648, states the pope Innocenzo X ordered the transfer
of the obelisk of the circus which was still owned by Cenci. At this time, it was broken into multiple
fragments to build the new fountain of Piazza Navona.
In the seventeenth century, the name "carousel" was used to refer to the structures of the circus. This
name was therefore extended to the entire area North of the Via Appia Antica. At the beginning of the
nineteenth century, the ownership was even more fragmented while the tomb of Romulus was now
owned by Monsignor Fabio de Vecchis. The area of the "carousel" was owned by the Giorgi family
and right after, the circus area and later the mausoleum were bought by the Torlonia Dukes of
Bracciano.

Fig. 10: Description of the existing building structures: floor plan of reference:
1 - Mausoleum of Romulus, 2 - Casale Torlonia, 3 - Quadrangle, 4 - Thermal Environments, 5 - Tomb of the
Servili family, 6 – Farhouse next to the “quadriportico”; 7 - Vaulted underground environment, 8 - Imperial Palace;
9 - House adjacent to the Palace , 10 - Cryptoporticus; 11 - Larger nymphaeum; 12 - Smaller nymphaeum; 13Pulvinar of the Emperor, 14 - Triumphal Gate, 15 - Forum of the judges; 16 - Stands of the circus; 17 –
“Carceres”; 18 - Arch of the Cenci family, 19 - The remains of tombs and civil constructions; 20 - wall and gate
from the seventeenth century.
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2.2 Research project and archaeological excavations in the intervention area
The Municipal Superintendence already has projects of redevelopment and enhancement in progress
for the archaeological area of the Villa of Massenzio.
Such projects concerned and still concern the mausoleum and circus buildings. Currently, the palace,
erected on the Massenzio terrace North of the circus remains in a decentralized position with respect
to the Tagliacarne Institute near the Via Appia Pignatelli. At this point, resuming research in the area
of the palace, which was excavated in the 60s of the last century by the Division X and the Institute of
Roman Studies thanks to the funds provided by the CNR, appears to be useful.
Such research made a unique contribution to the knowledge acquired on the evolution of the system
of the suburban villa from the Republican and Imperial era; a real imperial palace of Tetrarch origin.
Further research opportunities must now revolve around the definition of all the building components
found on the main terrace and on the territorial boundaries lying North and East of the same palace.
As far as the circus is concerned, the supply of the tanks of the eutripus should be checked.
A systematic internal and external check of the hemicycle at the base of the triumphalis door should
shed light on the entire system of water adduction that must be followed along the spine. While the
work is being carried out, we should eventually decide whether or not to make an assessment of the
North tower where there are traces of a water collection tank (G. loppolo).
Two subterranean rainwater collection system will be investigated in the area in front of the “carceres”.
Near the pulvinar, we should also implement keys to study the ancient water drainage system in the
area of the circus in view of a possible recovery. The location of these studies will be defined while
work is in progress.
On the outside of the circus, we will implement the required tracks, or appropriate excavations to
reduce the soil pressure on the ancient walls until reaching a flat surface along the entire parameter
before proceeding to arrange the area in a natural manner.
Inside the circus, we will maintain the current dimensions of the system to make sure they correspond
to the original surface of the track. We will however check the surface along the entire perimeter of the
podium.

Fig. 11, 12: The remains of the pillars of the arches of the “carceres“ taken during the 1992 restorations - View
from the South. The remains of the pillars of the arches of the “carceres” taken during the 1992 restorations View from the North.
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This preliminary environmental requalification project and the development of architectural
enhancement is composed of many other in-depth studies that we cannot document here. The
objective of the work was to define our knowledge of all the architectural components of this
archaeological area, to highlight the relationships and the original plans and to proceed to a final
system with appropriate itineraries for visits, but to also enhance the archaeological findings in
consideration of the natural and environmental elements involved.

Fig. 13: Map of the excavations of the Circus. This map depicts the places and dates of every single excavation,
1940-1994.

Fig. 14: The circus with the preparations for the sulky race, 1877.
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Abstract
The material survey is a crucial component for the restoration and conservation of the architectural
heritage, which can give information for the definition of the project.
The intention of restoring critically architectural reality, through the material survey, in fact, need
graphic devices to highlight information not always visible by direct observation or photography.
Highlighting, for the walls, the marks of stone processing, the lithological nature of the materials, the
construction discontinuities, the difference in construction techniques, it is possible to formulate the
chronology of the structures, realizing that the artifact is an “architectural palimpsest”, ie a set of
complex layers.
This paper illustrates several material surveys regarding the walls of the city of Benevento, made with
the aid of the direct survey and, subsequently, with drawing and graphic processing software.
With the aid of mensiochronological analysis it was possible to highlight the different materials used
and the wall layers, distinguishing the stages of Longobardic Age from those of the Modern Age and
the additions by the recent restoration works.
To establish, inter alia, an efficient tool for professional activity, the experience has given, due to its
critical nature, a significant contribution to the knowledge of the walls of Benevento.
Keywords: conservation, mensiochronology, material survey, city of Benevento

1. Introduction
During the Course of Architectural Restoration held by Professor Luigi Guerriero – which is part of the
Master of Science in “Architettura e Ingegneria Edile” of the Second University of Naples - the
students carried out a material survey of the defensive walls of Benevento. Each student was
assigned a wall segment and a tower and given study material consisting of a selection of the
scientific literature on the topic and a topographic survey of the urban walls.
First, the students have carried out the survey of the segments and then they have used graphics
editing software based on the principles of projective geometry. In this way they have developed
material surveys in vector form, which allowed a critical analysis of the city walls. The stratigraphic
analysis of the walls was mainly based on well-known research protocols, which allow the dating of
the structures depending on their configuration. This approach revealed the materials used and their
stratification and allowed the identification of various phases (Longobardic Age, Late Medieval Age,
Modern Age and additions due to recent restorations), significantly increasing the knowledge of
Benevento city walls, which are the product of a complex evolution.

2. Historic and urban overview
As is known [1], the defense system of Benevento - analysed in this paper - is mainly related to the
gradual crisis of the Roman world in the Late Antique period. The settlement founded in the III century
B.C. - which extended lengthwise along the NW-SE direction - was presumably situated between the
bight of the river Calore, beyond the Cellarulo quarter (NW), and the area of the S. Sofia complex
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(SE), following the orography of the site, characterized by natural terracing. The urban structure typical of the Roman Age - was made up of NW-SE oriented decumani and cardi, which formed
insulae about 35x70-100m large.
Signs of the urban structure dating back to the Roman Age can be found both inside and outside the
city walls. Among the many intra moenia evidences, there are the theatre, in the south-western district,
the Arco del Sacramento, a thermal complex found nearby the cathedral, the Arco di Traiano and the
ruins of the aqueduct, incorporated in the Rocca dei Rettori (XIV century), on the eastern border of the
city. Among the extra moenia evidences, there is a building nearby the river Calore - perhaps a
cryptoporticus - in the Cellarulo quarter, and the ruins of the amphitheatre nearby the river Sabato.
During the Classical period, the main access to the city was on the Appian Way, whose urban route
was subjected to slight modifications until the IV century A.D. In the final configuration, it led to the city
through the Leproso bridge, which crossed the river Sabato and roughly followed the route of today's
Corso Dante and Corso Garibaldi, up to the Rocca dei Rettori. During the Imperial period, the Via
Traiana - which led to Benevento through the Arco di Traiano - was built alongside the abovementioned path.
The crisis in the Late Antique period, caused the abandonment of a great part of the Roman
settlement, which, at the time, was protected by smaller city walls, presumably built in the IV century.
Fragmentary elements of such walls can be found nearby the Arco del Sacramento, together with the
pentagonal salient made up of large reused limestone blocks, which was adjacent to the arch. The
above-mentioned defensive perimeter - greatly damaged in the first half of the VI century, during the
Gothic Wars - was rebuilt by the Longobards in the VI and VII centuries [5].
At an early stage, the Longobardic city was confined within restricted boundaries, with the city's
western district corresponding to the current Cellarulo quarter - where the structures of the
amphitheatre were cut in height for strategic reasons - remaining out of the defensive perimeter,
together with the southern urban area - where the theatre was - which, nonetheless, kept its use, as
evidenced by recent archaeological research [1]. It was after the fall of the Langobardia Maior at the
hands of the Franks, that Benevento assumed a central role in the organization of the surviving
Longobardic power in Italy, embodied in the figure of the Duke Arechi II. At the end of the VIII century,
he gave birth to a great program of renovation and expansion of the city, which mainly regarded the
south-western and north-eastern urban districts and improved the defense system in order to contrast
the dreaded threat represented by the Franks. Such program was put into practice with the annexation
of the Civitas Nova and the building of monumental complexes representing the city's power: the
Sacrum Palatium on the Piano di Corte and the S. Sofia palatial church.
In the Late Middle Ages, after Benevento was reduced to the rank of pontifical enclave, isolated within
the Kingdom of Sicily, the rectors' seat (Rocca dei Rettori) was built nearby the Porta Summa, and,
until the XIX century, it represented the eastern border of the urban expansion and a cornerstone of
urban defense structures [3]. Important works of reconstruction of the residential area and of the walls
- which had been necessary due to war damages and damages caused by the several earthquakes
that stroke the city - date back to this period.
In the Modern Age there have been devastating earthquakes in 1688 and 1702, which encouraged a
further renovation of the buildings and extensive reconstructions of the city walls, supported by the
archbishop V.M. Orsini and directed by the architect C. Buratti [2] [3] [4].
The main transformations of the Modern Age - recorded in the local topography, starting from
Casselli's map of 1781 - regarded, among other things, the gradual occupation - especially in the
northern district - of the areas close to the walls, which were incorporated in the houses, and the
restoration and partial reconstruction of some greatly damaged sections of the fortification, especially
on the southern side.
In the second half of the XIX century, significant alterations of Benevento's historical centre took place
- according to the general city planning trends widespread in Europe at the time - with extensive
demolitions of the city walls and buildings for the construction of new roads or the expansion of those
already existing. At the same time, an extra moenia expansion took place outside of the demolished
Porta Rufina, on the southern side, and around the new train station, on the northern side.
In the aftermath of World War I, the city plans encouraged the development of new roads to the
detriment of the historic buildings, and the building of new residential areas east of the fortified centre
and in the residual empty areas nearby the Torre della Catena. World War II and the following
reconstruction caused enormous damage, altering the environmental context of the city walls. Further
alterations have been caused by debatable interventions during the last twenty years.

3. Mensiochronological analysis
The material survey of large segments of the city walls - which can be observed in the images - and
the mensiochronological analysis have showed significant differences in constructions and a
stratigraphic complexity of the structures greater than observed by past studies.
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Firstly, only some segments can be referred to the Longobardic Age. These are built with river pebbles
and a great quantity of reused materials, such as limestone blocks of considerable size (spolia from
Roman monuments in opus pseudoisodomum, like the theater or the amphitheater) and brick
fragments extracted by breaking classic buildings. The structures of the Modern Age, instead - more
numerous than the medieval ones - are usually built with “scapoli” of limestone and with “cantieri” of
bricks, sometimes together with tuff of Campania and, finally, sandstone, an easily available material
in Benevento.
Walls dating back to the early Middle Ages can be found in the north-eastern, western and southwestern part of the defensive system, corresponding to the curtain walls C3, C6, C9-14; in other
sections, only the basements - as in the curtain wall C5, in the towers T9 and T11 and in the segments
C12a and C13 - can be referred to the Longobardic Age. In these areas, the stone – which appears
disorderly assembled, with a sequence of pebbles and limestone blocks considered illogical by the
recent historiography - was used in a way that allowed the optimization of the construction timing and
the site organization. In fact, the urgent need to set up an effective defense, in fear of imminent
attacks, determined, in the first Longobardic period, the organization of a complex building site which
involved all the construction sites in the whole city.
For this reason, many builders, supported by teams of transport workers, manual laborers and
scaffolders, had to build individual segments of the city walls, facing the random arrival of stone
materials collected from the beds of the nearby rivers Sabato and Calore - which converged on the
site of Benevento - from Roman monuments in ruin and, to a lesser extent, from the ground.
As a result, the materials were not subjected to preliminary sorting and storage processes, but were
used (basically following horizontal alignments) as soon as they arrived on the building site. The
building process often involved the superimposition of considerably large and heavy limestone blocks
on walls made up of small pebbles, giving birth to a specific wall type.
As mentioned before, the segments of Longobardic walls not altered by later interventions are set up
following a typology called “a cantieri”. The “cantieri” had non-uniform height and were made up of
irregular materials arranged by placing larger “scapoli” at the bottom and small irregular stones at the
top of the horizontal alignments, as it was usual in this kind of structure [6].
In the segments dating back to the Longobardic Age, the height of the “cantieri” is frequently adjusted
by placing large recovered blocks of limestone, apparently randomly arranged, but actually placed as
regulatory elements of the alignments, in spite of the constraints imposed by the need to place them
as soon as they arrived on the site.
Similarly, fragments of bricks are mainly used to fill the spaces between the larger stones. Some
towers show a different construction technique probably due to the fact that they had to withstand
greater stress during attacks. Thus, the square salient T11 is almost entirely built with recovered
limestone blocks and alignments adjusted in height by corner elements. The river pebbles - when not
regulated by the recovered blocks - are set up “a cantieri” with heights in the range of 22-28 cm and
33-43 cm, often together with brick fragments and erratic “scapoli” of sandstone as in curtain walls
C13 and C18 and in the tower T11.
The parts rebuilt after the earthquakes of 1688 and 1702, located in particular in the south-western
area, display walls made up of river pebbles and “scapoli” of cleaved limestone with inserts of
sandstone, and more rarely of yellow tuff, with alignments of single or double rows of bricks, laid in 5363 cm high “cantieri”, as in curtain wall C14c [3].
In addition, modern and contemporary buildings that have incorporated parts of the medieval walls
show typical alignments with rows of “bozzette” in gray tuff datable to the XVIII century (tower T9,
curtain wall C12a), rows of “blocchetti” of the same ignimbrite, dating back to the XIX century, and,
rarely, limestone “blocchetti” of the late XIX century, as in curtain wall C5 [2] [3].
It should be finally noted that the stratigraphic investigation of the historical material is particularly
difficult due to recent work carried out on the city walls, with the filling of the mortar joints which erased
many “cantieri” with obvious detriment of the visual and cultural values of the monument. In addition to
that, integrations to the walls realized with “scapoli” of limestone have been carried out for the entire
extension of the urban walls, in disregard of the structures and of the context in which they are
situated.

4. Conclusions
The archaeology of the urban walls, based on material surveys, has resulted in a significant increase
in knowledge about the history of construction of the city walls of Benevento. It has also highlighted
the survival of few early medieval parts and the repeated reconstructions and repairs of building
curtains and towers, documented by the different materials and different construction techniques used.
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Fig. 1: Roman and Longobardic Age chronology development. Re-elaboration, courtesy of ROTILI, Marcello
(2010).

Fig. 2: CASSELLI, Saverio. Topografia della Pontificia Città di Benevento..., 1781, courtesy of ROTILI, Marcello
(1986). Benevento romana e longobarda.

Fig. 3: Benevento, urban walls, curtain C10 (survey: G. Capasso).

Fig. 4: Benevento, urban walls, curtain C14 (survey: D. Cinquegrana).
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Fig. 5: Benevento, urban walls, curtain C13 (survey: M. Lombardi).

Fig. 6: Benevento, urban walls, tower T9, curtain C12a (survey: M. Iannone).

Fig. 7: Benevento, urban walls, tower T15, curtain C16 (survey: M.M. Palma).
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Fig. 8: Benevento, urban walls, curtain C19 (survey: G. Borriello).

Fig. 9: Benevento, urban walls, curtain C7c (survey: E. Scarano).

Fig. 10: Benevento, urban walls, curtain C11 (survey: L. Ambrosino).
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Fig. 11: Benevento, urban walls, curtain C3 (survey: A. De Francesco).

Fig. 12: Benevento, urban walls, tower T14, curtain C15 (survey: F. Alterio).
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Fig. 13: Benevento, urban walls, tower T8 (survey: L. D’Alessandro).
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Abstract

European metropolises are more than ever concerned about the rehabilitation and the staging of their
built heritage. Built heritage is no longer limited to serving as a cultural symbol. As a result of cultureoriented urban policies, designed against the backdrop of globalisation, built heritage is increasingly
considered as a resource of both economic and urban development.
th
Vienna disposes of extensive historic built-up areas (baroque era and late 19 century), which have
been rehabilitated over the last couple of decades. The renewal, however, has soon taken on its own
dynamism: the facades of historic districts are not only showcased by architectural lighting but they
also find themselves utilized as sceneries for cultural events and Christmas markets. As a recognizable identifying symbol and an image builder, the city’s built heritage is even used for urban development strategies and city marketing concepts. Hence, the “Imperial Vienna” theme has become the
most important brand module in the city’s own touristic marketing.
This paper aims to highlight the role of Vienna’s past and its built heritage when it comes to urban
development policies. Major issues discussed in this analysis are the objectives of the use of heritage
and the prevailing mechanisms to be observed.
Keywords: Vienna, built heritage, urban development policies, international competition of cities

1.

Built heritage as a resource for urban development policies

Built heritage is no longer limited to its cultural, representative function. European municipalities have
recognised the importance of architectural monuments and historic districts for urban economy and
development. Hence, they have made intense efforts to renew and to showcase historic buildings,
which often have been neglected over decades. In the global competition between cities, European
towns increasingly want to stand out for their cultural potential and their built heritage. Today rehabilitated historic districts staging cultural or sports events are considered as pillars of identity and image.
By virtue of these qualities they are used as an instrument in the cities’ efforts to attract tourists, skilled
workforce, major events, investments, establishment of new companies etc.
The growing importance of culture and cultural heritage in the context of urban policies is attributable
to the changing framework of urban development as well as to the necessity to provide new economic
resources. Deep structural changes such as the economic transition from industrial to service oriented, the advanced degree of globalisation, or the emergence of new communication technologies
have imposed new challenges on European cities. While the cities’ governments’ primary obligation
has been to create the preconditions for safeguarding jobs and demographic stability through industrial growth and mass consumption [1], they increasingly look for entrepreneurial initiative. They opt for
large-scale projects and search to adapt to globalisation and to market-driven processes, always with
an eye on their international competition, and put great emphasis on specialized location marketing
[2]. In such an entrepreneurial or “post fordist” conception, an economy based on knowledge , creativity and culture are preferential fields of action -The reassessment of the “ancient European city”, its
virtues and its history are part of this approach [3].
Vienna, the Austrian capital, also ventures on its cultural richness and on the attractiveness of its built
heritage. “Urban actors” have recognised - here again – the economic and especially touristic potential
associated to a renewed and staged historic city. However, Vienna’s reputation as an outstanding
cultural centre is nothing new. What is new is the extensive employment of culture and cultural heritage for development issues. In many other places, this may well be considered as a result of the
above-mentioned global economic and cultural trends, but in the case of Vienna a number of specific
conditions add to this phenomenon. First and foremost, the geopolitical changes in Central and Eastern Europe during the last two decades. The fall of the Iron Curtain and the subsequent gradual enlargement of the European Union concluded a long period of isolation for the city sitting at the boundaries of “Western Europe”. As a matter of fact, Vienna and its region have shifted back to the centre of
Europe. Since then, the Austrian capital has been keen on developing into a centre for international
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organisations and establishing itself as an important hub for business between Eastern and Western
Europe. On the downside, the city is exposed to international competition, in particular with other central European cities such as Prague and Budapest – a competition which is increasingly led on a cultural-based level. In response, the former Habsburg residence strives to position itself as a “European
cultural metropolis”, pointing out its origins, its centuries-long tradition and in particular the imperial
history and the corresponding heritage.
The following chapters will focus on the role of built heritage within the Viennese urban development
policies. A short retrospective view on the two most significant historical phases of urban development
shall provide an insight into the built heritage of the city and its later reception. Subsequently, the employment of built heritage within urban development planning, tourism advertising strategies and the
organisation of cultural events will be discussed, including an examination of the objectives behind
these policies.

2.

Vienna’s built heritage

Vienna disposes of a vast historic building structure which mainly dates back to the baroque period as
th
well as the late 19 century. In the following these two prosperous periods shall be discussed briefly.
2.1 The first wave: baroque period
The urban transformation of Vienna between 1680 and 1740 can be considered as a consequence of
the countering of the Ottoman troops and the Counter-Revolution, both led successfully by the House
of Habsburg [4]. The imperial residence’s newly gained power as well as the renewed strength of the
Catholic Church turned Vienna into a major centre of information, communication and culture [5]. Such
a role required new representative buildings and infrastructures.
Although the urban transformation was initiated by the 'monastic offensive' in the wake of the CounterReformation [6], the overall restructuration of Vienna into a baroque town was mainly initiated by the
arrival of noble families, who were attracted by the radiance of the city. Many existing buildings inside
the ramparts were transformed into palaces, and splendid garden palaces were erected outside the
city [7]. The Habsburg Family itself did not issue guidelines on the baroque urbanism but nevertheless
put a lot of attention on the transformation of their own residential buildings. Lavish palaces such as
Schönbrunn and numerous churches were constructed in this spirit. This way, the Habsburgs strategically employed baroque architecture to express their claim to power and their glory. On top of that,
Vienna as the capital and imperial residence has been home to the crown of the Holy Roman Empire
th
of the German Nation since the 16 century, stipulating it as Rome’s natural inheritance and the symbolic concentrate of the Habsburg Empire. These ambitions are particularly obvious on the St. Charles
Church built between 1715 und 1738 by J.B. Fischer von Erlach. The church’s facade (Fig.1) reveals
During the following century baroque architecture was widely rejected as “overloaded”, “bizarre”, “eccentric” and “degenerated”[9].But it was only at the time of the urban transformations of the late 19th

Fig. 1: St. Charles’s Church as a landmark of absolutist imperial power (photo: author)
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century which had resulted in the demolition of a major part of the baroque building stock of the inner
city, that this style was seriously reconsidered. Baroque architecture became again popular at the
Viennese court who, striving to regain political influence within Europe, was interested in a cultural
demarcation from the German Empire. In this light, the feudal, absolutist and catholic coding of the
baroque architecture, together with its association with the “golden age” of the Habsburg Empire
played an important role [10]. Baroque and neo-baroque architecture was then even chosen as the
“national architecture style” of Austria. The full rehabilitation of baroque architecture took place during
th
the first half of the 20 century. In the interwar period as well as after 1945 it was used by the public
administration as a projection surface for the national identity [11] of a strongly reduced and thus redefining Austria.
2.2 The second wave: late 19th century transformations
The second significant period of urban and architectural development in Vienna was that of the late
19th century. Industrialisation and population growth (the Viennese population rose from 900.000 up
to 2 mn. between 1870 and1910) triggered an unprecedented modernisation of the old residence Vind
th
enna into a European metropolis [13]. From the 2 half of the 19 century on, urban authorities
launched significant infrastructural and pan-urban projects. The driving forces behind these undertakings were no longer the nobility or the church but the capitalist economy and an emerging bourgeois
society [14]. At that time Vienna was not only the imperial residence but also a major administrative
and economic centre and financial market place. Moreover, it was a main traffic junction within the
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy [15]. All these evolutions were reflected in the new cityscape.
The old baroque city centre was replaced by a modern business district with multi-storey buildings
designed in a historicist architectural style [16]. The building stock of the former suburbs was also
demolished for the most part and replaced by higher tenement buildings. Just like in Haussmann’s
Paris or in Cerda’s Barcelona, design and measures of the building complexes were subordinated to
standardising technical and architectural guidelines.
th
The starting point of the so-called Viennese Master Plan of the late 19 century was a ring avenue
(Fig.2) situated on the site of the former ramparts. The road was meant to join the city centre with the
suburbs and to favour the extension of the overall road network. Along with its structuring function, this
magnificent ring boulevard originally was to serve as a medium to express the sovereign status of the
th
Habsburg dynasty. However, after its completion in the beginning of the 20 century, the Ringstrasse,
hemmed by public institutions such as the University, the Parliament, the Stock Exchange but also
bourgeois palaces, represented less an imperial gesture than a demonstration of the growing influence of a new liberal elite [17]. The only urban intervention from the already weakened imperial

th

Fig. 2: Inner city of Vienna with the area around the Ring avenue with its mighty 19 century buildings (map:
author)
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court was the construction of the imperial forum (fig.2) which crosses the Ringstrasse at the level of
the imperial residence. The forum whose architectural conception referred to the forums of the ancient
Rome [18] was never completed and remains until now as torso-like entity.
As far as the later reception is concerned, the historicist built heritage of the late 19th century including
the Ringstrasse were disliked by architects, art historians and a major part of the Viennese society
th
until the 1970s. In the course of the post-war reconstructions the urban fabric of the late 19 century
had to be restored, however, it was common practice to remove the ornamental facades in order to
achieve plane and bare surfaces [21] according to the then predominant architectural functionalism.
As in many western European cities, Viennese development policies gave then priority to the urban
extension at the outskirts of the city. This tendency caused the decay of the inner city and a rise in
vacancy rates [22]. Nevertheless, the rejection of the principles of the “functional city” in the advent of
the cultural phenomenon of postmodernism at the end of the1970s turned the “old European city” into
th
the new leading principle. This resulted in a comprehensive “return” to built-up areas of the 19 century and in an appreciation of its urban and aesthetic qualities. Today the Ringstrasse and its representative buildings are considered as a piece of art, as a place of collective memory and identity as
well as an asset which contributes significantly to the force of attraction of Vienna [23]. Since 2002 the
city centre and the area around Ringstrasse figure on the UNESCO World Heritage list.
The built heritage of both, the baroque era and the late 19th century, are now continuously rehabilitated as part of an overall renewal policy which has been effective since the late 1970s.

3.

The contemporary use of built heritage in Viennese development policies
th

Evidently, both the baroque as well as the 19 century legacy became a recognized cultural heritage
only after a long period of rejection and neglect. The sole rationale behind transforming it into cultural
heritage were contemporary political needs. Clearly, cultural heritage is not something naturally given
but constructed from the perspective of the present and always associated with the current needs. In
th
th
the 18 and the 20 centuries these needs were of political and ideological nature, whereas today
they are mainly economy-driven.
3.1 Built heritage as a pillar of identity and image in urban development planning
The most important documents of the Viennese urban development planning are the “Urban Development Plan 2005”, also called „STEP 2005“ [24], and the „Strategic Plan for Vienna” [25] from 2004.
While the first one is meant to provide guidelines for the spatial dimension of the urban development in
terms of economic, social, demographic, ecologic and cultural aspects, the latter aims at positioning
Vienna in a national and international context and provides impetus through strategic projects. Both
plans reflect the striving for transformation of Vienna into a modern metropolis; they reveal the ongoing structural changes, in particular concerning the tertiarisation of the economy and they take into
account major infrastructural projects. Within the envisaged urban development policies, culture and
cultural heritage gain in meaning as they constitute a strong element of the urban identity. Additionally,
they are able to underpin a positive image of the city in the international context. As such, culture and
heritage are considered to form a new basis for urban economy.
“Architecture and urban design” is one of the 9 fields of action within the „STEP 05“ document (concepts of regional development and strategies, regional development model, housing, economy and
employment, green and public spaces, spatial and temporal priorities of urban development, areas for
major urban projects, spatial model of the urban development). Under this heading a special importance is ascribed to the built heritage of the city. Special emphasis is put on the densely built-up
th
area of the late 19 century and the Ringstrasse, which are considered as the “most characterising
th
and identity forming elements of the cityscape”. Some former suburbs show baroque or early 19 century town-centres, which are also pointed out as “particularly attractive” features and “unexpected”
elements contributing decisively to the uniqueness and the distinctiveness of Vienna. Moreover, the
restored built heritage stands for the city’s high living quality and adds to Vienna’s attractiveness for
inhabitants and tourists as well as for potential investors and skilled workforce to be recruited.
th
In addition to that, the 19 century areas are viewed as a potential field for new economic developments in continuation of existing activities and expansion possibilities. This is especially true for
growth industries such as business and legal services, healthcare clusters and creative industries. The
“specific, non reproducible locational advantages” of these areas are considered as a “unique selling
position” in the international competition for new business establishments.
The „STEP 05” document repeatedly underlines Vienna’s position as an “international cultural metropolis”. The cultural aspect, in connection with its built heritage, is of utmost importance for the local
tourism industry. The historic core, the Ring avenue zone as well as the Schönbrunn Palace are considered as the most important touristic assets of the city. The plan recommends protecting these areas, while at the same time avoiding their “musealisation”.
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Moreover, the Viennese historic urban environment is viewed as a location factor for business tourism,
congresses- and trade fairs. For the further development of the different tourism segments „STEP 05”
recommends to stage the historic architecture, to increase attractivity of the revitalised historic areas
outside the city centre and to promote festivals and large-scale sports events [26].
In the “Strategic Plan for Vienna” built heritage is considered as a “symbolic location factor” and as an
indispensable element in the context of Vienna’s image as a “European cultural metropolis” and a “city
of architecture”.
3.2 Built heritage and tourism advertising: Vienna as an „imperial city“
The functionalisation of built heritage is even more obvious when it comes to tourism advertising. For
this purpose, heritage becomes a “natural” resource that fosters the attractiveness and the uniqueness
of the city. Tourism is the fastest growing economic sector of all in Vienna. It is linked with a large
turnover of goods and services and it creates jobs. It is worth mentioning that the number of employees in the tourism sector doubled between 1990 and 2010. During the same period the number of
overnight stays has increased by a similar account [27], and the number of beds provided by hotels
and guest houses increased by 30%, leading to an increase in total revenues within the hotel industry
at a similar scale. About 12% of the total number of overnight stays is attributable to congress tourism
which traditionally has been a major economic factor [28].
Official tourism promotion is conducted by the Vienna Tourist Board [29]. The main tasks of this official
body are the support of Vienna’s touristic affairs by means of marketing activities, a continuous development of the Vienna destination and of the “Vienna” brand. In 2011 the budget for the tourism advertising amounted to 22.6 mn EUR [30].
The current „Tourism Concept Vienna“ [31] was prepared in 2009 in cooperation with members of the
city government and representatives from tourism, culture, traffic, marketing, media, etc. The overall
goal of this concept was to achieve an increase in turnover by 100 mn EUR in the hotel sector (starting point: 487 Mio. € in the record year 2008) and rise in overnight stays by 1 mn (starting point: 10.2
mn in 2008) until 2015 [32]. The most important objective formulated in the „Tourism Concept Vienna“
is to strengthen the international perception of Vienna as a tourism destination by “emotionalising image campaigns”. A positive image shall also be embedded in the inhabitants’ minds in order to mobilise them as “optimistic and charming hosts”. A new branding strategy (2009) was meant to shape the
envisaged image.
As part of this strategy, the “Vienna” brand focused on culture and cultural heritage. This topic had
been the result of an international market analysis, with the purpose of identifying the basic essentials
of Vienna’s identity and differentiating them from less important elements. The results of this analysis
were crafted into five major fields which constituted the five “brand modules” of the “Vienna” brand
[33]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Imperial heritage
Profusion of music and culture
Savoir vivre
Functional efficiency
Balance of urban and green areas

29.90 %
21.40%
16.30%
16.30%
16.10%

„The imperial heritage and the associated sights are a mainstay of Vienna’s image“, says one of the
official conclusions made by the Vienna Tourist Board. According to this assessment, sights like the
baroque Schönbrunn Palace, the mainly baroque and neo-baroque Imperial Palace, the Ring avenue,
Imperial Spanish Riding School and the gothic St. Stephen’s Cathedral have been identified as the
most important brand drivers. With the aim to distinguish Vienna from other destinations through an
“imperial” or “royal” heritage, the Tourist Board positioned these main attractions as “must-sees”, associating them “with their history (and their stories)” [34]. With this objective in mind, the advertising of
the “must-see” sights follows the imperial narrative. Large sized pictures of the imperial sights kept in a
slight golden tone are made up with socalled “communication squares” featuring slogans as: „Vienna,
now or never“ or „At this moment the Emperor is granting an audience at the Vienna Hofburg. Don’t
keep him waiting!” A distinctive word/image brand combination shall be created this way [35].
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Fig. 3: The stage of the „Vienna Festival“ in front of the neo-gothic City Hall (photo: Mike Ranz / Wiener Festwochen)
th

In 2011 the “Vienna” brand was ranked 9 among 50 cities worldwide as analysed by Anholt-GfK
Roper City Brands Index [36].
3.3 Built heritage as a distinguishing attribute for major events
In Vienna cultural events do not only aim to maintain traditions and to serve the requirements of a
bourgeois elite culture. The current proliferation of cultural events in the public space of the historic
districts is an expression of urban strategic considerations. Built heritage forms the spatial frame for
cultural events, Christmas markets, open-air cinemas etc. It even becomes a part of the event. On the
other hand, built heritage gains attention through events and special illuminations. Indeed, cultural
events and built heritage stage and upgrade each other mutually.
Cultural events are to serve the image of Vienna in an international perspective and they are to boast
the city as a vivid and attractive tourism destination [37]. The distinctiveness of the Viennese events
from similar events in other cities is a major factor in this context. The production of historical atmosphere by using the “scenery” of illuminated historic facades turns fairly common events to unique happenings, typical of Vienna. Two of the most prominent “event locations” shall be discussed briefly.
Doubtlessly, the most important location for cultural and leisure events is the square in front of the
Vienna City Hall besides the Ringstrasse. For the “Ice Dream”, scheduled at the beginning of each
year, the square is transformed into a huge ice-skating rink (1,800 sqm). The average number of visitors every year is 130,000 visitors [38]. In spring, the Opening concert of the “Vienna Festival” follows,
reaching a global audience thanks to the Europe-wide television broadcast by more than a dozen international TV stations (fig.3). In summer the square turns into an open-air cinema for the “Music Film
Festival”. Operas and concerts are projected on an oversized canvas situated in front of the main façade of the neo-gothic City Hall. Framed by numerous food stands offering culinary delights, the cinema presentations attract 700,000 visitors a year [39]. During the weeks before Christmas the square
hosts the Christmas market “Vienna Magic of Advent”, which transforms the area into a “shining fairytale land” [40]. The market has been initiated in the middle of the 1980s by the City Council with the
aim to attract more tourists in the months of November and December. In the meantime, this Christmas event has become a major economic factor which accounts for more than 3 mn visitors [42]. Every year, the City Council invests approximately 1 million Euros in this event [41].
Thanks to the above-mentioned highlights and numerous other events, the City Hall square is staged
during the entire year.
Another prominent example for the citystaging its past and its heritage is the “Summer Night Concert”
performed by the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra in the gardens of the Schönbrunn Palace (fig.4). The
concert is hosted by the City Council of Vienna, the Federal Government of Austria and sponsors as
such as “Rolex” (since 2007). Labelled as “musical greetings from Vienna and Austria” [43], it is
broadcast by the European Broadcasting Union and other international TV stations in more the 60
countries. The concert is frankly advertised in context of the historic ambiance of the location : the
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra “wishes to provide all Viennese, as well as visitors to the city, with a
special musical experience in the impressive setting of Schönbrunn Palace and its beautiful baroque
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Fig. 4: The “Summer Night Concert” inside the Schönbrunn gardens (photo: Richard Schuster © Wiener Philharmoniker)

gardens, a UNESCO World Cultural Heritage Site” [44]. The staging of the baroque palace is everything but a subtle hint to the imperial past of Vienna which can be actualised, at least symbolically, by
events like this.

4.

Built heritage as a major instrument of urban competition

The integration of built heritage into urban development plans, its use by the tourism promotion as well
as the mutual staging of cultural events and built heritage show that local heritage has become a major resource of economic and urban development strategies. In the respective documents the
Viennese built heritage is closely associated with the identity and the image of the city. In context with
the international positioning of Vienna, a rehabilitated and staged heritage is viewed as a location advantage as it constitutes a strong means of differentiation and as it stands for a high quality of life. For
touristic marketing of Vienna built heritage represents a major resource which is exploited in connection with the cultural but also with the symbolic economy.
The use of heritage as an image-building medium, as an instrument of differentiation but also - and
especially – as a tool for city branding form part of the symbolic economy. The symbolic economy
aims to intertwine cultural symbols with global economic capital [45]. The branding process combines
the historical cityscape of Vienna with the narrative of the “imperial Vienna”, which is ultimately condensed to visual images and transformed to the global cultural product “Vienna”. It is the transformation from the local cultural asset into the consumable global product which makes the Viennese
built heritage a strategic instrument within the competition for financial investments, skilled workforce,
tourists, major events and for the revalorising of urban property. This reveals that the competition between cities based on culture is in essence a competition in the spheres of political and economic
power [46].
Yet it is to underline that in the context of the contemporary applications mentioned above, the historic
built environment of Vienna is not perceived as a heterogenic, multilayered legacy from the past with
its complex context, its contradictions and its “dark sides”. The past and its material inheritance are
wrapped into a narrative: they are simplified and transformed into a new “imperial” past. – This simulacrum has become a popular replacement for a lost history and responds to the requirements of the
present, namely competitiveness and marketability. The imperial topic is suitable as historical references correspond to the postmodern representation of the “old European city” and to the idealised
version of urban culture.
On an international level, the strategic efforts in connection with culture and cultural heritage are successful. Although it is difficult to measure the efficiency of employing culture and cultural heritage for
urban policies, there is evidence that the international perception of Vienna is particularly positive.
Statistical data confirm the policies applied by Vienna - in particular the tourism advertising and the
branding policy. The income from tourism amounted to 3.5 bn EUR in 2011. In the same year Vienna
counted 11. 4 mn overnight stays, a number which exceeded the objectives set in 2009 (see above).
th
Vienna occupies the 6 position among the top touristic destinations of Europe [47]. In the "Quality of
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Living Survey 2012" carried out by the international Mercer Consulting Group, Vienna holds the leadth
ing position among 220 metropolises worldwide already for 4 time [48]. In the “Economist Intelligence
Unit-City Ranking“ of 2011 Vienna occupies the 2nd place among 139 cities in the world [49]. The
survey quantifies the cities’ liveability according to five broad categories. Culture is one of them.
However, the Viennese development policies are also to consider from a local viewpoint, beyond inth
ternational positioning and competition. While the renewal policy of the 19 century zones and the
highlighting of the historic structures as identity marks of the city can be valued positively, the use of
heritage in connection with tourism advertising and the staging of the historic city by its “festivalisation”
must be perceived critically. In the local context the city can obviously not be considered as a “product” or a “brand” but must be appreciated as a space of everyday life, of work and of informal social
relations. Moreover, the city is closely associated to the concept of public space and to the related
non-commercial activities, encounters and experiences. However, the use of heritage for touristic advertising and for the aesthetic framing of major events reduces certain urban spaces, in particular the
historic inner city, to special nostalgic zones which stand out from the reality of the surrounding city.
The touristic preparation, be it symbolic or material, and the constant “dramatisation” trough cultural
events is often followed by a commodification which means a loss of traditional functions such as administration, retail, business and local supply in favour of touristic, catering, cultural and leisure functions. Scholars have already observed such a development by for the inner city of Vienna: The transformation of a former political and administrative centre of European significance into a “postmodern
leisure and entertainment city” are carried out “behind the historic facades and detached from the real
historic conditions” [50] states the Austrian geographer Gerhard Hatz. The built legacy of this former
centre has no longer a representative function but used in the context of the cultural and the symbolic
economies [51].
Furthermore, the relevance of the “Imperial Vienna” narrative as an identifying feature for today’s population has to be questioned. Focusing on the “imperial” image seems short-sighted in light of the multi-ethnic and multicultural reality of the city (already 44 % of the Viennese have an immigrant background [52]) and the aimed positioning as a modern European metropolis.
Instead, Vienna’s built heritage is vast and multi-faceted. In deference to its historical reality, such a
legacy requires a differentiated perception. A less focused and less simplified approach to this cultural
heritage which is not subject to image-building purposes would provide the possibility of various types
of interpretation and identification. Moreover, it would allow for a broader scope in terms of urban development, be it cultural, social, architectural or economic.
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The study started on deepening as travelers, through the diaries and travel guides, describing the city
of Turin, Piedmont, Italy on which they focus attention emergencies, such judgments addressed the
organization of the city and its urban fabric, which paths offer, and yet such cultural trends travelers
express, what are the architectural presence, now disappeared, which testify to the existence and
demonstrate the interest, which interventions and transformations taking place during a specific period
annotate their texts .
Starting from the "Grand Tour", a kind of initiatory journey that during the eighteenth century port on
the peninsula people like Goethe and Sir William Hamilton.
We present a guide written in French for the French, of 1909 that prepares to visit the city for the
exhibitions of 1911, "Turin petit guide de la ville et des environs.
We can see pictures and a map of how the city was laid out, with the new architectural forms - cultural,
streets, squares, churches and palaces, were analyzed as more elements are treated, what elements
and monuments is channeled attention, such as judgments and criticisms are addressed to them. Was
interesting to note that the direct routes and affect the interest of the city.
Important is the invitation to participate in the great exhibition in honor of 50 years of united Italian
state,” En 1911 la ville de Turin cèlèbrera dignement le cinquntieme anniversarire de la proclamation
de l’Unitè d’itale ed de la proclamation de rome capitale du noveau royaume. Forte des prècèdentes,
elle organise en 1911 une grande Exposition Iternationale des industries et du travail, que sa Majestè
le Roi Victor Emanuel III a bien voulu honorer de son haut patronage. L’exposition se tindra dans le
parc splendide et pittoresque du Valentino”.
Very clear is the description of the city and its king are honored to celebrate the event with an
exhibition in 1911, which will take place in the beautiful and picturesque Valentino Park.
The guide is well described, railway stations, the tunnel for the purchase of tickets to visit the
exhibition. The hotels where to stay, and museums and collections including The Royal Armoury in
Piazza Castello, which is still present, the Royal Picture Gallery, in sciences Academy, now the
Egyptian Museum, the Natural History Museum, now lying in seat.
The museum of geology and paleontology, in Palazzo Carignano time with free admission now nonexistent, the national museum of Italian independence at the Mole Antonelliana, now in the
Renaissance Palazzo Carignano, the collection of the Albertina, at the time, free picture gallery of
hours' Accademia Albertina. The Artillery Museum of the citadel still present, the Museum of alpine
views to the Mount of the Capuchins, now a museum of the mountain.
Description particularly pleasant in enhancing the city with many museums still outstanding and many
no longer be considered a list of the main buildings still exist, while the churches lists a small number,
the Cathedral of S. Giovanni with the Chapel of the Sindone, the S. Lorenzo, the Sanctuary of the
Consolata, S. Filippo Via Maria Vittoria, and the S.S. Martyrs of Via Garibaldi. While monuments are
all listed as the many parks and public gardens.
Even the public toilets and refreshment facilities, still present il Cambio in Piazza Carignano,
confetteria Baratti in the gallery Subalpina, the Bicerin in Piazza Consolata, while the only hotel that
still exists is the Grand Hotel Europe in front of the Porta Nuova train station.
Fascinating description of pharmacy care with the British list of the hospitals, and post offices.
A special analysis should be paid to the city map attached to the guide, where they are immediately
eye services the tram network, marked with a red line, the rail network marked with a black line in the
description, outlining the origins of the railway line main, France, Milan, Venice, Genoa, and the
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streetcar tracks in the city. Are well described and illustrated the major parks in the city, which is still in
place, squares and main courses.
While a simultaneous analysis we can see the limits of the construction period and the nodes of
containment river with links bridges and the railway.
In these pages, we can see how the image of a city is given by the beliefs, feelings, impressions,
ideas that people perceive that place through the combination of different ingredients, including
climate and offer natural, products and services, the presence of businesses and the economic
development through the great exposure.
In addition, institutions and systems of government regulations, international relations, the role of
commercial, financial and political, the level of training and education of the people, the importance of
historical, artistic and cultural heritage, there are also the anthropological aspects and folklore to
tradition, the historical and social reality.
All these factors contribute to the formation of an identity of the city as was seen at the time. Surely,
space should not be seen in his objectivity, but rather in its narrative component is a place to go, to
explore, to discover, like a dream in the past. We must consider, however, that the tourist guides, as
texts are an obvious example of the influence that communication policy can have on the perception of
tourists, in the creation of their own personal idea of the destination, in creating the sense of place.
The space is designed to be seen, so for a look, for an observer, the 'identity of which we speak now,
however intangible, symbolic, is aesthetic, but also the result of precise communication strategies and
cultural memory of a particular historical period .
Keywords: Travel, Tourism, Historical iconography.

Fig. 1: a guide written in French for the French, of 1909

Fig. 2: a guide written in French for the French, of 1909
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Fig. 3: a guide written in French for the French, of 1909

Fig.4: a guide written in French for the French, of 1909

Fig. 5: a guide written in French for the French, of 1909
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Fig. 6: a city map written in French for the French, of 1909
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Abstract
The urban program developed by the Fascist Regime had a double direction, on one hand, regularize
and make healthy the cities through disembowelments, straight streets and new settlements based on
a cartesian logic, on the other hand the Regime aimed to subdue the wild nature, making the marshes
fertile. With the “Ruralization Program”, the Regime tried to persuade people to live in the countryside
working the land, thus contributing to the construction of a well-defined social and economic model, in
which the ideal fascist landscape perfectly reflected a determined idea of society. After the approval of
the Law on National Program for Land Reclamation, in 1928, many areas were involved in the
reclamation works. In the Gulf of Salerno, the reclamation of the marshes, which infested the Sele
River coastal plain, was at the centre of a very intense work. Its aim was to tame the marshlands,
turning the unfertile territory into a fertile landscape, dividing the land into plots and breaking the large
estates. Within this new hospitable environment, new rural villages were founded, that in the intention
of the Regime were to become the core attractors for a resettlement of the countryside, cornerstones
for a new order and organization. This paper aims to analyze how the land reclamation program was
connected to the process of constructing an ideal fascist landscape, what impact had this activity on
the area, its results and finally the traces that can still be recognized.
Keywords: Land reclamations, rural towns, Fascism, Bay of Salerno

1.

The Fascist ideology and the civilizing value assigned to reclamation works

During the Fascist Regime in Italy, particularly in the decade between 1932 and 1943, there was a
period of considerable activity in the field of public works. With an action that has few precedents in
Italian history, the Regime planned the radical renewal of urban centres, the creation of new
neighborhoods and the establishment of new towns and villages. At the same time land drainage and
reclamation works were carried out.
This activity will imply a total redesign of the landscape of many Italian regions, from north to south,
deforestation, leveling, draining, geometrizations of roads and channels. These works continued until
the 60s of the twentieth century remaining indelibly fixed in the memory of the places. Today it is
possible to recognize this activity of redesigning in some places once characterized by wild and
uncultivated land, flooded by secular marshes, then transformed by the furrows of channels, new
cultivations and finally through the newly founded villages that had to constitute rural settlements
designed to populate areas that were previously uninhabited [1].
This at least has happened in the Sele Plain, a wide area around the Sele river in the south of
Salerno, an area identified in maps and historical chronicles as a place infested by swamps and marsh
fever. The surrounding areas inhabitants went there typically in the winter months, then they
abandoned it again in the summer months due to malaria, returning to their mountain villages not far
away. In this paper we will see how this area appeared before reclamation activities and, through
historical maps, we will estimate the entity of work carried out and the way the area appeared after the
reclamation.
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1.2 The ideological climate and the support of intellectuals
During the Fascist Regime the goal of increasing population of the peninsula and therefore the
conquest of new territories was seen as one of the keys of the power and a reason of improvement of
the offensive capacity of Italy. In the well-known speech of the Ascension in 1927, Mussolini
enunciated the terms of its demographic concerns: «Italy to count something must appear on the
threshold of the second half of this century with a population of not less than 60 million inhabitants »,
and more: «I assert that even if it seems not so crucial, the demographic power is an assumption
preliminary to political, economic and moral power of the nations».
The policies to populate the countryside already formulated in the liberal Italy and later during the
fascist Regime were intended to encourage a stable and enduring establishment of family groups of
rural origins, generally from the north of the peninsula. The appointed places were some areas of
central and south Italy and african colonies. At the turn of XX century some governments were driven
by nationalistic and imperialistic reasons to create new settlements in Eritrea, Libya and Ethiopia. At
the same time Italy was trying to reclaim some territories from the marshlands. It was considered a
priority to make available, at home and on african soil, the greatest possible quantity of land that
would later be colonized by a growing rural population. There were many draft bills aimed at favouring
the peopling of rural uninhabited areas, or not very fertile, long abandoned, malarial. In the beginning
there was Baccarini’s law, launched in 1882, which regulated, with prevailing hygienic purposes, the
land reclamation (mainly the wetlands of Po Valley), without dealing specifically with the problem of
development and agrarian transformation of the areas to be reclaimed.
Between 1852 and 1947, there were more than twenty legislative measures, but only during the
fascism this goal from a purely hygienic question turned into a demographic and urban goal[2].
Today we can state that the organization of rural areas was one of the most characteristic expressions
of the fascist period. Various ideological suggestions fueled the politics of peopling: the ruralism,
intended as an antidote to the ills of modern society (urban and industrial), the 'myth' of abundance
and fertility of waste lands, the idea of creating migration outlets for a superabundant population and
without sufficient means to live at home. Above all, the attempt to stop the emigration to foreign
countries and the consequent depopulation of certain areas of the South of Italy. Obstacles to this
program were the productive backwardness and the hydraulic instability characterizing vast
agricultural areas of central and southern Italy, the high levels of poverty, the unemployment and the
social unrest recorded in several areas of the north, that were at the same time overpopulated and
with a declining birth rate [3].
The intellectual world accompanied the Regime giving it force with studies and data. Even the
contemporary journalism aimed to highlight the issue of poepling. The debate revolved around the
terms population’s excess - new lands - emigration, a trinomial that formed the ideological core of rural
colonization projects. The laws in matter of colonization chiefly concerned areas of central and
southern Italy- Roman Agro, Sardinia, Basilicata - characterized by very precarious environmental
conditions, extensive agriculture and lack of local farm workers. At the end of the twenties, the
program for the reclamation and poepling was accompanied by the Law on ruralization.
1.3 Integral reclamation and Law on ruralization
The law of July 6, 1939 n. 1092 "Measures against urbanization" was used to detain people in small
rural towns. For example, the law provided that it would be granted the residence in cities with more
than 25,000 inhabitants only to those who had been able to demonstrate that they have sufficient
means of subsistence or a stable job in the city in which they intended to transfer their residence.
Moreover, this law, at article 7, stated that farm workers who abandoned their land without good
reason, could not be registered "to employment agencies for work of a different category, even within
the town where they had the residence". This was a way to tie firmly and permanently the peasants to
their land, a reminiscence of some medieval laws [4].
It was created the legal basis and ideological support for the program of internal colonization. Finally, it
was through the laws on land reclamation (1928 and 1933) and on large estates in Sicily (1940) that
this program saw the light materially. The basic law was Serpieri’s law, no. 3256 of 30 December
1923, in which were founded land reclamation consortia managed and financed by the State[5]. These
were used to provide funding to a wide range of hydraulic and agricultural rehabilitation works, on a
national scale, whose aim was the “integral land reclamation”, called integral because it meant the
total transformation from the physical, social and hygienic points of view, and finally the repopulation
of the less fertile or long been abandoned lands. The construction of thousands of new farmhouses in
scarsely populated areas at first responded to the needs of agricultural development, it was planned to
introduce large-scale farming of intensive cultivation in place of extensive agriculture. But it was also
useful for the purposes of social control: thousands of tenant farmers were uprooted from their social
ties and isolated in their farms. Especially in the north of Italy, peasants were day laborers and tended
to come together in organizations that sympathized with the anti-fascist parties. The program of
internal colonization was accomplished through public agencies which had almost exclusively public
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funds. One of these was the 'National Opera Fighters” (ONC), an agency founded during the First
World War which was envolved in the work of rehabilitation of war veterans, following the slogan "land
to the veterans." Under the coordination of ONC, between 1932 and 1939 in the Roman and Pontine
Marshes it was carried out the fractionation of cultivated or arable lands suitable for the optimal
cultivation, for a total of 55,000 hectares of land and the construction of 5 new towns and 17 rural
villages, the transfer of almost 3000 families mostly originating from the farms in Veneto and Emilia
Romagna, and between these, families of Italian descent specially made returned from Romania,
Yugoslavia, France. As for the South, other important works of colonization were carried out in
Campania where it was started the reclamation of the Lower Volturno, Right Sele, and in Calabria,
Sybaris and St. Euphemia [6].
Some initiatives were promoted by private companies who realized industrial villages who shared
morphology and urban spirit of rural villages. Among them, we must remember the Arsa, Anonima
Società Carbonifera (which financed the construction of Arsia together with the Azienda Carboni
Italiani), the Ampelea (Luigi Razza village near Lagosta), the Società Agricola Industriale Cellulosa
Italiana (Torviscosa and village Rome ), the Società Maccarese (village of the same name), the SAIM
who built the villages Farinia and Cafasso, the Società Anonima Bonifiche Calabresi (Sant’ Eufemia,
Lamezia, Sant’ Eufemia del Golfo, San Pietro a Maida, Curinga), the Società Anonima Bonifiche del
Mezzogiorno (Frassa, Thurio, Torre Cerchiara), the Società Bonifiche Sarde (Mussolinia).
The entry of Italy into the war, the political and military events of the early '40s, the many inadequacies
in technical terms determined by excessive urgency with which the reform had been prepared,
blocked the planned programs. Much of the works, the construction of more than 2000 farmhouses
and dozens of rural villages, were carried out during the first year of implementation of the law. Many
villages did not see any development, or were again abandoned at the end of the war. Instead, the big
reclamation continued until the sixties of the twentieth century. Until 1943, the time of the landing of
the allies, however, it resulted that dozens of villages, thousands of new houses and many kilometers
of drainage roads and aqueducts were built.

2.

Villages of new foundation _ common characteristics

Part of the reclamation, colonization and ruralization programs, was the foundation of new towns,
expecially rural villages. Beside them, some settlements were founded in the course of the '30s,
whose purposes were not subordinate to the ruralist experiment, but rather to the needs dictated from
autarky, the much sought after economic self-sufficiency. Until the recent past, it was believed that the
newly founded cities, more structured in terms of planning and of which there is an extensive coeval
bibliography, were only twelve. Depending on the well-established historiographical tradition, seven
were “city of reclamation” (Mussolinia, Fertilia, Latina, Terracina, Pontinia, Pomezia, Aprilia), cities
created to populate previously swampy areas, five "autarchic cities" (Arsia, Pozzo Littorio, Torviscosa,
Carbonia, Guidonia) connected to a particular industrial centre. Actually, the newly founded villages
are far more numerous and scattered throughout Italy, especially in poorly known territories[7].
To the names already mentioned should be added the villages of new foundation in areas until now
almost completely unexplored from this point of view, such as the rural villages around Rome and
Foggia and most importantly, that is the object of this study,the villages in the south of Salerno, in the
Sele Plain, where we find both the autarchic villages as Farinia, Cafasso, Scanno, both the rural
villages as Corvinia, Valentinia, Cioffi. The characteristics that link together these villages and the
newly founded cities, are the emphasis put on the demographic revival of a place uninhabited for
years, the strict spatial organization of the territory, the creation of the new settlements based on a
specific social and economic project. The rural villages were founded at the crossroads of major farm
roads or at the main lines of communication, and intended to provide essential services to the
population of farmhouses established in the countryside.
In the bigger centres were: the church, a school, the National Fascist Party seat, other organizations
and trade unions, a post office and telegraph, a police station, the colonization office, small groceries
and resale for different genres, workshops.The planning was based on a rational scheme. The whole
took place around a small central square where there were the church, the house of the beam, the
direction of the farm and a few houses for artisans and traders. The square had a regular geometric
shape from which were radiated rectilinear roads. The houses were built on two levels and conformed
to the main features of rationalist architecture: complete absence of ornament; simple geometric
forms, flat roofs [8].
In the Sele Plain, some new buildings were associated with agricultural production. The traditional
breeding of the buffalo was associated with cultures as tomato and tobacco. The new tobacco
factories, and other agricultural activities attracted workers from neighboring countries. The tobacco
was at that time one of the most profitable activities. Indeed, the first urban initiatives were carried on
by SAIS (Società Agricola Industriale Salernitana), founded in 1918, initially engaged in a general
processing of agricultural products, and then attracted by the tobacco industry. In 1933, the SAIS
merged with the Società Anonima Stabilimenti Riuniti Tabacchi Americani giving life to the SAIM
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(Società Agricola Industriale Meridionale), who built ten plants for the processing of tobacco’s leafs
including the drying and handling of leafs. In some relevant episodes, SAIM gave birth to newly
founded villages connected to tobacco factories. Some model farms were founded by the SAIM,
including one of the most renowned in the area of Scanno, where worked 800 people. The same was
done in the estate of Gromola, to the south of the mouth of the Sele, where were erected buildings for
executives, for permanent workers and sharecroppers. We can also remember the changes that
occurred in the Verdesca and Picciola farm, where was located a SAIM factory; the Cioffi farm, the
farm of the Rosale, Società Agricola Immobiliare[9].

Fig. 1: Panoramic views of the village Valentinia, 1940

In the fascist vision, reclamation was completed with the establishment of new villages, new
constructions able to cement and strengthen the relationship between man and earth. In 1923 the
National Opera Fighters (ONC) bought the estates Cioffi, Scorziello and Macchione, all in the territory
of Eboli and in the province of Salerno, in a scarsely populated plain area. These last two properties
were soon divided into lots, and subsequently assigned to ex-combatants farmers, who have been
obliged to improve and cultivate their lands. In this way, 128 farmers were given small lots of land
oscillating from one to three acres, that is for example the case of the estate called the "Macchione",
with vineyards and orchards. The estate Scorziello was expropriated to the Duchess Amalia Scorziello
Colonna in Torlonia by order of ONC in February 1923 and measured 313 hectares. The estate Cioffi,
expropriated to the Duchess Amalia Scorziello too, measured 480 hectares, had special conditions
that induced ONC to a different intervention. The estate was in fact in the plain, towards the sea, 15
km far from Eboli, 13 from Battipaglia and 5 km from the nearest train station, in highly malarious area
which needed a very expensive land reclamation, beyond the economic capacity of individuals
owners. In the estate, divided into nine estates of 50 hectares, it was practiced the wild breeding
especially of buffaloes. One of the most important villages was Farinia, connected to the tobacco
factory SAIM in Pontecagnano, which had the clear mark of rationalism, showing a still legible fascist
organization of small production units[10].

Fig. 2 S.A.I.M. Farinia. A view with the manufacturing plant on the left and the small town with a church on the
right. Photo Attilio Majorana, 1938
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The tobacco factory was founded by the SAIM held by Carmine De Martino between 1935-1936, in the
area of Picciola in Pontecagnano, a town in the south of Salerno, a short distance from the sea. That
territory was already made productive, thanks to the the efforts of the last owners, the family Lenza.
Later on, the intervention of De Martino radically changed the facet of the estate Picciola, with the
demolition of an old medieval tower, a church and a few buildings still existing on the site.
In their place, was built the largest factory that still can be seen and the rationalist village “Farinia”,
named after Fortunato Farina, well-deserving for the agriculture in Salerno. The inspiration and the
architectural language of the manufacturing complex and the rural village were in harmony with the
architectural vocabulary of the newly founded cities of the Agro pontine. And so it was defined in the
contemporary chronicle: "Farinia is the farming model village according to the great concept of
Mussolini, with all the comforts and possibilities".
Even today, the strong horizontality of the main building of the tobacco factory, is a counterpoint to the
high tower adorned with lictors fasces and two clocks to the sides, that give the complex a
monumental mark and an austere impact. The village, built between 1937 and 1938, can be regarded
late compared to others, considering that Pontinia was founded between 1934 and 1935, Littoria in
1932, Sabaudia between 1933 and '34. The village was based on a rigid cartesian pattern in both
design and functions. A central square surrounded by a few houses, and dominated by a brickwork
church, with a single nave and a facade characterized by a high porch. The buildings around the
sqaure are of modest size, two-story, in which were placed a kindergarten, some stores and the
direction of the agricultural department. Only a small part of the buildings housed workers engaged in
the adjacent tobacco factory, giving the village a strong symbolic value as an aggregation and rural
organization centre, rather than the meaning of a primitive cell of a possible urban development, tied
to an impossible peopling, since the workers of the nearby tobacco factory, continued to come from
neighboring countries. And because it is confined in its original size, almost nailed at the time of its
founding, the town is still so recognizable, as it was originally isolated from the urban context and
immersed in the countryside, an outpost of the process of re-appropriation of the land, once swampy.
Instead, the village of Cafasso, at Paestum, linked to the SAIM tobacco factory, called "Razza", had
known a larger development [11]. The complex of the tobacco factory was inaugurated on September
12, 1936, "with an austere fascist rite" and dedicated "to the immortal and glorious name of Fascist
Minister Luigi Razza”, who died "in the ardent eve of the glorious exploits of the Fascist Italy". The
company SAIM could then boast of having already "redeemed thousands of hectares of swamps and
malarial lands, by implementing with great success the Mussolini's law for the reclamation of the
land," and besides built "ten tobacco factories", able to employ almost "3,000 workers"[12].
The tobacco factory "Razza" stood in a marshy area afflicted by malaria, that SAIM wanted to
"reclaim, making an highly humanitarian and fascist work". The factory was built near the railway
Battipaglia - Agropoli in the municipality of Capaccio, and included some residences intended for
managers, offices, stores, and especially the large building for drying tobacco with reinforced concrete
framed structure, closed by a solid brickwork, designed by the architect Luigi Guercio[13].
Among the newly founded villages we remember Matinella (in the town of Albanella) with post offices,
shops and primary school; Baraccamenti, a temporary site for Serre’s farmers. An agricultural colony
in San Berniero in Eboli was designed, the village "Corvinia", consisting of 80 farmhouses, was
founded on estates "Difesa Nuova", between Montecorvino Rovella and Pontecagnano. Corvinia, both
rural village both village for airport employees, was reported on the military maps under the name of
"airport Montecorvino". These initiatives, implemented by private capital, had to be the germinal seed
for the reorganization of a territory dominated by spontaneity of scattered houses. The small village
had in common with the village "Farinia" the strong horizontality of the architecture, the tipology of
services, and the centrality of the small church, the shapes solved in deliberately classic way. The
main street is wide enough to be a real square, a space that links together the small houses arranged
around it, but that - as in "Farinia" - has turned to a centre, a measure and a order for the rural
surrounding landscape. Valentinia, not far to Corvinia, was a farm which still exists today with its silos
and its farmhouses, but it never became more than a very little group of buildings. Only Corvinia had a
subsequent development and today is a small district of Pontecagnano.
In this territory the city of Battipaglia was becoming increasingly important, and even if it can not be
considered an actual new city, it was reborn as an autonomous administration in march 1929. From an
urban design point of view it was inspired by the newly founded cities, the 'new towns' of "redeemed
agro" (Littoria, Sabaudia and Pontinia). The "new city" with its new quarters, born under the ruralist
politic of Mussolini, was built in a very short time and through the massive transfer of people from
other regions. For these reasons, Battipaglia in the '30s represented a typical phenomenon of
urbanization in the contemporary age. What in the origin was a village became a city mainly because
of its geographic position and the fertility of the land.
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3.

Transformation of wild nature into productive nature

The landscape offered by this alluvial plain has changed significantly over time. For hundreds years
the Sele Plain was considered an unhealthy and wild place [14]. Several antique maps depict
wetlands or coastal lakes. To these cartographic evidence we can add the chronicles of the time
travelers [15].
The abbot Domenico Romanelli, in his Antica topografia istorica del Regno di Napoli, thus describes
the Plain: "After crossing the river Sele, other six miles from here there appeared a large plain, where
the famous city of Paestum was located. But what a show! ... an orrible stagnant marsh, a pile of mud,
streams and water sources putrid and muddy, brambles and bushes, and piles of debris and stones
cover today that blessed land where there was Posidonia".
The cause of the stagnation of water was due the scarce drainage conditions related to the presence
of the coastal dunes on one side, and in the inland, the depressed areas. In the plan of Domenico De
Rossi (1714, Provincia / del Principato Citra / già delineata dal Magini / e nuovamente ampliata
secondo lo stato presente / Data in Luce da Domenico de Rossi, / e Dedicata / All’Ill.mo Sig.re / Il Sig.r
Auocato Diego de Pace), there is a large wooded area to the right of the Sele, dominated by a big lake
“Lago Grande”.

Fig.3: Excerpt from the map “Province of Principato Citra already outlined by Magini and again extended in
accordance with the present state”, 1714, Domenico de Rossi

Afterwards the landscape has seen the beginning of the human intervention, trough which were made
limited reclamation activities, actually from Roman times until the '60s, with a peak of works performed
during the Fascist period. In 1829, Carlo Carlo Afan de Rivera, engineering director of the Corps of
Bridges and Roads, Water, Forestry and Hunting of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, ordered the
reclamation of Sele by filling the depressed areas with the Sele's muds and by creating a system of
canals to be used to irrigate the areas further away.
This project, soon abandoned, was resumed in 1855 according to Borboni's law which entrusted to the
Amministrazione Generale delle Bonifiche the projects and enforcements of the reclamations. The
Amministrazione started up with the reclaim of territory at the left of the Sele through new channels
and by filling the depressed area at the right of the river. So, the main work carried out up to 1914 had
been the filling of the depressed area called the "Pantano della fonte" through the muds of the river
Tusciano, the construction of tanks, the opening of several channels. The First World War intervened
to stop all these new works [16].
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Fig.4: Jacob Philip Hackert (1737-1807), Royal hunting lodge of Persano, in Caserta, Royal palace

The IGM sheet no. 73 dated 1871 clearly summarizes the topography of the hinterland in the right
bank of the Sele. Along the coast is the wooded area of Campolungo and at the left of the Sele that of
Vignardo. Behind this strip characterized by green, we find the depressed areas of the marshes, the
lakes formed by the continuing stagnation of the water. Unhealthy zones just interrupted by a few
canals. In the island of land between the rivers Calore and Sele there is the Royal Casino of Persano,
a pearl isolated in this inhospitable place, and the woods of Persano [17]. Finally, to the north, the
towns of Eboli and Battipaglia shown before the urban development of the twentieth-century. In this
map, the wild nature still shows the total control of the territory, the man lived in inland areas, confined
in small estates or in the hill towns.

Fig. 5 Istituto geografico Militare, Sheet no. 73, Eboli, dated 1871
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Fig.6 “Pianta del bacino di bonifica del Sele 1860”, Arch. Centr. di Stato di Roma, Bonifiche I ser., b. 23, F/16

In 1923, the company composed of Mattia Farina, a lawyer, and the engineer Antonio Valsecchi asked
in concession the completion of the reclamation works on the basis of the project of Angiolo Omodeo
and obtained the permission of deriving water for irrigation. At that time it was clear that by directing
their efforts towards the natural drainage by filling the depressed areas could only bring slow and
insufficient results. Then the Company Farina - Valsecchi was replaced by Società Anonima Bonifiche,
the SAB, which since 1928 arranged a project of reclamation [18]. It was conceived a project for
arranging new embankments of the Sele and Tusciano and the construction of the dam alongside the
river Sele (1929-1934) at the level of Persano. The dam is 180 metres long and 9 metres high, is just
upstream from the Roman bridge, and creates a restraining basin that feeds channels conveyance of
water from the river to the fields. From the main channel, marked by bridges and tunnels, it branched
the network of distribution channels that supplies water without using lifting plants [19].

Fig. 7:The Persano dam (Consorzio Bonifica destra Sele) Fig. 8: Drainage channel, Eboli, author’s photo

The Company also began the construction of buildings for groups of 12 families for "rational" breeding
of buffaloes and horses, and 56 farms where to house 800 people. The address was to shape a
sedentary agriculture, with the farmers who permanently reside on the place. It was planned to build
farm roads, new power lines, pipes of drinking water and irrigation channels [20]. If reform efforts of
the Regime, although imposed with a marked authoritarianism will clash elsewhere with the
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landowners and the lack of cooperation between them, resulting ultimately a fragmented and
ineffective action, in Battipaglia and Pontecagnano the land was slowly fractionated with the rise of the
irrigue crops. It was implemented concretely and more effectively than in other areas, the "electroirrigue" plan suggested by Arrigo Serpieri, then undersecretary of the Ministry of Agriculture, despite
the limitations caused by the perhaps excessive extension of the areas object of the remediation
program. At the same period, there is an important economic growth associated with the activities of
agricultural products processing. It is here that the history of reclamation intersects with the growing
spreading of the tobacco plantations, already traditionally cultivated in Salerno and object of attention
around the thirties of the twentieth century. In close proximity to tobacco processing plants, rural
villages arose together with the factories, becoming an element of both economic and social
revolution. In this idea was condensed the fascist agrarian policy, whose key points and
presuppositions were - in practice - the reclamations, the defense of the rural life and the cult of the
family, understood as a demonstration of moral and physical vitality of the Italian people. Other
important achievements were the installation of three idrovore plants at Asa, at Aversana and at Sele's
estuary, but it is only in the 'post-war period that the reclamation of the whole plain could be
considered an accomplished fact, thanks to the construction of country roads. Several road sections
were made, straight roads with trend north - east and south - west parallel to the irrigation canals,
which branch off from the main road linking Salerno to Battipaglia.
3.1 The new Landscape
This intense reclamation work mainly carried in the 30s of the twentieth century has left an indelible
mark, significantly changing the perception of the landscape: here we have the best results of the
reclamation between the two world wars, as it did for Emilia and Agro pontine [21]. After a stop at the
turn of the second world war, even the postwar left a deep mark in this area. Some IGM plans detect
precisely the transformations that took place in this period. In the fifties and sixties of the twentieth
century the land reform causes the breakdown of large estates, and moreover, by building a network
of irrigation canals and rural roads, by using DDT, the powerful insecticide introduced by the
Americans and finally, by implementing new techniques for processing and marketing of agricultural
products it was obtained a radical evolution in agriculture and a total change of Sele Plain’s
physiognomy [22]. The farming mainly based on subsistence and on landowners has been
transformed into a modern and sophisticated system of agricultural production. Malaria was
eradicated. Less success has been achieved in founding rural villages designed for the settlement of
farmers in the reclaimed areas, as people preferred to move to more structured urban centres as
Battipaglia, Eboli and Pontecagnano.

Fig. 9 Istituto geografico Militare, Sheet no. 198, Paestum. The grid formed by the drainage channels and plots of
land facing towards the sea, appears prominently
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Fig. 10 Istituto geografico Militare, Sheet no. 198, Persano. Legend: “1” SAIM Plant for the processing of tobacco,
Fiocche, Eboli, “2” SAIM plant, Scanno; “3” Royal hunting lodge of Persano. The two SAIM plants were connected
with each other and with the casino Royal

Despite this, the small rural settlements were an important and tangible step towards an overall land
redesign. In the described context, the rural villages of Piana del Sele - "Farinia," "Cafasso", "Corvinia"
and "Valentinia" too - are evidence of an housing system of new conception, the result of a complex
ideology that has become a structural framework for the social, economic and urbanistic history of the
Plain. Visible signs in which is still recognizable the rationalist architecture, dotting the plain with its
characteristic volumes, square and simple. The tangible evidence of human presence that has
reclaimed the land, which is now marked by canals and straight roads, farms with modern silos,
channels carrying stagnant waters into the sea. The system of canals of anthropogenic origin with its
network has fixed the characteristics of the roads' planning and the drawing of the agricultural plots.
The victory of man over nature is the true deep meaning that this landscape embodies, the modernity
that defeats the wilderness giving it a purely fascist shape. A land bent to the needs of the man, who
has been able to give a cartesian order to an incoherent and wild landscape, transforming it into a
plain intensively cultivated with small but evocative built up areas of fascist origin.
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Abstract

By focusing on the connection between memory and sensory experience within the themes of
conservation, regeneration and innovation this paper addresses the transformation of industrial
buildings for future development.
How can the tangible and intangible cultural heritage be articulated and contribute in this
transformation?
The current cultural centre Nordkraft - a former power plant and an icon of the industry in the northern
part of Denmark - is utilised to investigate the role of heritage in architectural regeneration with focus
on authenticity and local identity.
Memory is described by Marcel Proust in his novel In search of Lost Time: Here the phenomenon of
involuntary memory is described as the essence of the past, which cannot be contained in the
conscious recall of memories. Proust enhances that the mental images of the involuntary memory are
brought out by gestures of the physical realm – sensory experiences.
Sensory awareness resonates within a phenomenological tradition in areas of architectural theory:
The Scandinavian theoretician Juhani Pallasmaa draws on the philosophy of the bodily by Maurice
Merleau-Ponty as he inscribes memory in the experience of architecture. Pallasmaa connects memory
to imagination and perception which he argues play significant roles in the way a place is experienced.
With this kept in mind: How can historical memory and characteristics of identity contribute in a
contemporary activation of the potential of unique buildings of the past?
Keywords: Sensory experience, memory, industrial buildings, Pallasmaa, Proust
One the most urgent issues for the present western societies is the intermediate stage between
economies based on industry and economies based on leisure. The technical developments
connected to this transition have at once chanced the reality of local identities to a global matter
leaving some of the most physical statements of local technology behind in limbo: Areas of the
industry in cities are becoming superfluous and posing challenges for an industrial architecture, where
functions to an extreme extend dictate the form – no redundancy, no compromise. The history of the
industry has left behind a heritage of a distinctive architecture which contains use of material, scale
and structural transparency unparallel to conventional building culture found in the living quarters of
the city. The transition to leisure economy during the anterior decades has left numerous of these
industrial areas and buildings with great potentials desolated in cities: As these areas of yesteryear
have become encased in the dwellings of the city questions arise to the destiny of the industrial
architecture in a further development of the city: Can conservation of the heritage of industrial
architecture be implemented in a transformation not only focusing on progress, but also securing
authenticity and local identity by the means of architectural regeneration?
Next to the streams of Limfjorden is just one of these industrial areas. For more than a lifetime a
stretch of the southern bank of the fjord was dominated by the industry of Aalborg, the largest city of
the northern part of Denmark: East of the city centre the smoke from chimneys of the factories would
steadfastly rise throughout the hours, days and years of the twentieth century. During the passing time
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the industry of Aalborg did not only shape the physical identity of the city – the industrial environment
also made another impact on Aalborg. The architect Thomas Birket-Smith has expressed the influence
of the massive areas of industrial production and concrete buildings:
When I recall my childhood in the Aalborg of the 1960s, the grey powdered neighbourhoods close to
the cement factories stand vividly in recollection. The lampposts close to Aalborg Portland [factory
red.] are still to this day covered by a layer of harden cement which has settled during the time of
decades. In a similar way the consciousness of the home town’s past as an industrial centre has
settled in the minds of the residents of Aalborg and is therefore a significant part in the understanding
of the identity of this city [1].
A half century later from the childhood memories Birket-Smith became a part of the conversion of the
industrial areas of Aalborg where the flagship of the process became the former power plant
Nordkraft. The building complex of the inactive power plant was transformed from a regional centre of
energy production to a cultural centre providing Aalborg with a total of 30.500 square metres of
cultural activities [2].
Nordkraft is on the eastern harbour front of Aalborg placed in the epicenter of the transformation that
is currently unfolding in Aalborg: The regular, rhythmic sounds of the pile driving from the neighbour
sites resonate as an ubiquitous admonition of the growing cityscape just here: This is where the
industrial grounds are currently moving towards new use; and right in the middle of this process
Nordkraft stands with its thirteen floors of concrete, steel and bricks.
The road that led to the transformation began in the 1990’s when a political decision was made to
expand a newer power plant built in the sixties (Vendsysselværket) in the northern part of Denmark.
This was the beginning of the end for Nordkraft as a power plant; and the power production stopped in
2002 – the same year as the publication of the Danish author Jakob Ejersbo’s breakthrough novel
where the narrative is placed in Aalborg.
In his novel Ejersbo gathered a tripartite story of human propulsion and hope of change in the
underground of Aalborg under a common title; and he chose a simple name for the book: Nordkraft.
The power plant did not play any part in the novel and was barely mentioned - however the name of
Nordkraft still encases the narrative of power, progress and promise…
The name Nordkraft can be translated to power of the north. This ambiguous name resonates with the
roles of Nordkraft: The former use as power plant and the present use as cultural centre – a motive
force of power and cultural life in the region. This however raises questions regarding authenticity,
heritage and identity in the process of the transformation from energy centre to cultural centre.
Can the story of a city with two distinct shades of identity be contained within a single transformation?
Significant changes has surely undergone the site of Nordkraft since the first power station was built at
the banks of Limfjorden in 1895; Nordkraft has left the function as a power plant behind, but as
Ejersbo’s title indicates: The building of Nordkraft has not diminished as a symbol of the identity of
Aalborg in the minds and memory of the inhabitant of the city. This memory serves as the point of
departure in the investigation on how the tangible and intangible cultural heritage of Nordkraft are
articulated and contributing in an act of regeneration [3].
Marcel Proust has exhaustively addressed the entangled relationship between memory and the
existential experience of the world in his novel In search of Lost Time. Here the quest for absorption
and appreciation of the past is sought through the impressions of the present. The translation of the
French autobiographical novel was first published under the name Remembrance of Things Past; and
the themes of remembrance and recollection is just the centre of rotation in Proust’s narrative of the
extensive tracks of memory followed and crossed in the process of remembering.
A recurrent shade of remembrance and recollection embraced and enhanced by Proust is the
involuntary memory. This memory is introduced through the encounter with a pierce of Madeleine
cake: On a cold winter day the protagonist of the story is offered hot tea by his mother to regain
warmth; out of habit he first refuses, but an unusual experience occur as he accepts the tea served
with a side of a small Madeleine cake: The flavour takes him far away from the coldness of winter and
back to the summer Sunday mornings of Combray in childhood as he takes a spoonful of tea with a
soaked morsel of cake to his lips:
As soon as I recognised the taste of the piece of madeleine soaked in her decoction of lime-blossom
which my aunt used to give me . . . immediately the old grey house upon the street, where her room
was, rose up like a stage set to attach itself to the little pavilion opening to the garden which had been
built out behind it for my parents . . . and with the house the town, from morning to night and in all
weathers, the Square where I used to run errands, the country roads we took when it was fine … in
that moment all the flowers in our garden and in M. Swann’s park, and the water-lilies on the Vivonne
and the good folk of the village and their little dwellings and the parish church and the whole of
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Combray and its surroundings, taking shape and solidity, sprang into being, town and gardens alike,
from my cup of tea [4].
The mere sight of the cake which the protagonist has encountered several times has done nothing like
this, but a journey is triggered as taste buds encounter the same sensation of tea and cake that his
aunt would serve before mass on Sundays: The town and gardens of Combray bloom from the cup of
tea in a recollection of the past different from any voluntary recollection of childhood Combray. The
Madeleine cake is one of the everyday encounters of the story that evokes a recollection lively in a
manner different from any conscious attempt to recall the past – and these encounters become vital
for Proust in the identity of the past:
The truth that intelligence grasps directly in the open light of day have something less profound, less
necessary about them than those that life has communicated to us in spite of ourselves in an
impression, a material impression because it has reached us through our senses, but whose spirit we
can extract....I would have to try to interpret the sensations as the signs of so many laws and ideas, by
attempting to think, that is, to bring out the darkness what I had felt, and convert it into a spiritual
equivalent….Whether this was a matter of reminiscence of the kind that included the noise of the fork
or the taste of the Madeleine, or of those truths written with the help of figures whose meaning I was
trying to discover in my mind, where, like steeples or weeds, they composed a complicated and
elaborate herbal, their first character was that I was not free to choose them, that they were given to
me as they were. And I felt that this must be the mark of their authenticity [5].
The authentic character Proust assigns to the reminiscence of the involuntary memory is connected to
the unprejudiced identity as the reminiscence is not able to be chosen – it is given. It is an occurrence
that takes place outside the consciousness – or at least outside a Cartesian conception of
consciousness. Could this reminiscence sparked by a sensory experience of the present realm be
applied in the articulation of the authenticity intrinsic in the architectural heritage of the past?
A memory of authentic character rising from sensory experience suggests a turn of focus towards the
sensory of the bodily: In the search for an approach to the conservation of authenticity within
architectural heritage focus could be turned towards sensory perception and experience. The French
philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty has in his phenomenological thoughts addressed the relationship
between body and world - and the connections of these to memory:
Existence always carry forward its past, whether it be by accepting or disclaiming it. We are, as Proust
declared, perched on a pyramid of past life, and if we do not see this, it is because we are obsessed
by objective thoughts. We believe that our past, for ourselves, is reducible to the express of memories
which we are able to contemplate. We sever our existence from the past itself, and allow it to pick up
only those threads of the past which are present. But how are these threads to be recognized as
threads of the past unless we enjoy in some way a direct opening upon the past? [6]
This direct opening is in Merleau-Ponty’s view closely linked to the encounter between body and
world. Based on the work of Edmund Husserl Merleau-Ponty characterises phenomenology as a
matter of describing and not explaining, analysing, constructing or forming. The encounter with the
world is a direct experience - or to use the term of Husserl: A return to things in themselves. This
means a return to the world which precedes knowledge – and Merleau-Ponty argues this happens
through perception. The idea of the body as a mere tool or object for knowledge is abandoned in
favour of the contrary view – it is through the body as a whole that knowledge, consciousness and
existence are grounded [7]:
Truth does not ‘inhabit’ only ‘the inner man’, or more accurately, there is no inner man, man is in the
world, and only in the world does he know himself [8].
The emphasis of the bodily intrinsic in the phenomenological approach of Merleau-Ponty resonates
within areas of architectural theory: The Scandinavian theoretician Juhani Pallasmaa draws on the
philosophy of the bodily as he inscribes the body at the centre of the experience of architecture:
Merleau-Ponty extends the idea of the processes of embodied thinking to include the entire body as
he argues: ‘The painter “takes his body with him” (says Paul Veléry). Indeed we cannot imagine how a
mind could paint.’ It is surely equally unthinkable that a mind could conceive architecture because of
the irreplaceable role of the body in the very constitution of architecture. Buildings are not abstract,
meaningless constructions, or aesthetic compositions, they are extensions and shelters of our bodies,
memories, identities and minds. Consequently, architecture arises from existentially true
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confrontations, experiences, recollections and aspirations [9].
In continuation of Merleau-Ponty’s line of thought Pallasmaa argues that the existential nature of
architecture makes it a multi-sensory experience; qualities of space are measured by eye, ear, nose,
skin, tongue, skeleton and muscle in an equally and combined manner. As a result of this entangled
character architecture can never be described as a mere visual phenomenon in an ocular realm. It is
rather the strengthening of one’s sense of being in a world were several realms of sensory experience
interact with each other and fuse into each other [10].
Nevertheless, according to Pallasmaa a contrary tendency in the architecture of today is dominant:
Modern consciousness and sensory reality has moved towards a biased sensory approach hegemony of vision! Architecture has as a consequence of this become an art form of instant visual
images without sensory invitations and discovery - without mystery and shadows. And thereby lost the
existential roothold [11]. Pallasmaa states:
As buildings lose their plasticity, and their connection with the language and wisdom of the body, they
become isolated in the cool and distant realm of vision. With the loss of tactility, measures and details
crafted for the human body – and particularly for the hand – architectural structures become
repulsively flat, sharp-edged, immaterial and unreal [12].
To secure the ability for architecture to embody confrontations, experiences, recollections and
aspirations Pallasmaa proposes an emphasis of the visual on equal terms with the other senses;
making architecture a multi-sensory experience where memory plays an important role. He states that
all senses are interconnected - even the now dominant sense of sight collaborates with the other
senses and this coherent sensory apparatus is according to Pallasmaa linked to memory:
Even visual perceptions are united and integrated into the haptic continuity of the self; my body
remembers who I am and where I am placed in the world. In the opening chapter of Combray, Marcel
Proust describes how the protagonist wakes up in his bed and gradually reconstructs his world on the
basis of ‘the memory of the sides, knees and shoulders’ [13].
The conception of involuntary memory can be considered as a multisensory phenomenon in a
continuation of the emphasis of the wholeness of the bodily by Merleau-Ponty and Pallasmaa. This
however raises questions to the implementation in the transformation of industrial architectural: Is the
approach to regeneration of architectural heritage hidden in an embracement of the full sensory
palette? Can the memory of the body – of sides, knees and shoulders – facilitate an immeasurable
and incomparable reminiscence of past and identity?
The first nineteen century power station of Aalborg was succeeded in 1909 by a new station built on
the site of Nordkraft in red bricks with a double-pitched roof. This building would be preserved in the
1940’s as expansion of the power plant began; and a century from its erection the brick house came to
play a key role in the transformation of Nordkraft completed in 2010: When the transformation was
completed the double-pitched roof would shelter one of the most characteristic spaces of the entire
building complex - the Kettle Hall.
The transformation of Nordkraft was primarily concerned with two approaches: The utilisation of the
excess load capacity in the concrete and steel structure, and the balance between preserving as much
as possible with the requirements for extra square metres in the addition of new decks [14].
The latter balancing resulted in a clear differentiation in the transformation of the power plant’s spaces
– this is especially seen in the two largest spatialities of the building complex: The Boiler Hall and the
Kettle Hall. In the former regards to the extra square metres resulted in the implementation of a
hanging black box of three stories. This 650-ton architectural addition utilises the existing load
capacity of the structure while serving as acoustic regulator in the space now housing sport facilities.
The badminton fields, fitness facilities and climbing wall of the hall are all profiting from the acoustic
conditions and the daylight entering through the windows of the façades kept free of contact with the
black box by the suspension from the roof structure [15].
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Fig. 1: The Kettle Hall of Nordkraft (picture by Patrick Ronge Winther)

The opposite approach was applied in the Kettle Hall where the consideration to the preservation of
the existing is dominant: The room is named after the massive kettles that once were used in the
power plant. The coal powered kettles are long gone and the enormous volume today houses
temporary functions such as markeds, concerts, displays – and most important: It serves as the
entrance to Nordkraft. The Kettle Hall is the link between city and building - the first encounter with the
past. This is where the city steps inside and faces the grandeur of the industrial architecture. The
kettles may be gone, but the transformation has preserved plenty of traces of the past as the room
was left in the raw nature of its origin and no additional decks were added.
The scale of the hall is only met by the same extreme sense of materiality: An unveiled coarseness of
concrete is dominant, the textures of the raw surfaces are let exposes in the direct light entering from
the west facing façade composed by windows from floor to ceiling. Every tactile sense of materiality is
amplified in the light of the Nordic sun; the light washing over the floor during the hours of day warms
the surfaces and releases an immanent, faint scent of stone and dust…
Traces of the past use of the room are evident vast above the perpetual, ongoing interplay between
the direct light and the deep shadows on the concrete floor: The massive coal funnels used to power
the kettles still hang in a manner of stalactites. Before the encounter with the funnels the temperature
of the unheated room has already served as a subdued sense of the spaciousness in the industrial
architecture of the Kettle Hall. This sense is amplified as the ubiquitous connection to the past is
sensed in a very direct manner under the hanging concrete coal funnels.
The weight of the massive construction almost yields a warning and adds a sense of vulnerability to
the sensation of standing under the hanging, inclined sides of the funnels. The awareness of the
human body’s size is suddenly insidious surfacing…
This sensation of inferiority is only confirmed as the sounds of the Kettle Hall animates the entire room
in the resonating and reflecting sounds on the hard concrete surfaces; the reverberation enhancing
the sense of the voluminous spatiality.
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Fig. 2: The coal funnels of the Kettle Hall (picture by Patrick Ronge Winther)
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The transformation inevitable embodies the direct testimonies of the industrial architecture of Nordkraft
by the conservation of the power plant’s spatialities. This preservation of the physical and tangible
heritage of Nordkraft is the fundamental capacity of the regeneration. But as an alone-standing
gesture this approach contains the dormant peril of becoming an unilateral narrative as it is a onesided story unfolded – the history of a single building.
However the emphasis of sensory experience in the transformation refuses this character to
predominate as the links of the involuntary memory occur: The intangible connections to the past are
made possible by the reminiscence – and thereby it is also possible for an indirect testimony to
permeate the narrative of Nordkraft.
Through the reminiscence of the involuntary memory the present Nordkraft encompass not only the
physical tangible heritage in the regeneration, but also the intangible traces and gestures to the past of
Nordkraft. These tactile encounters linger in the spatial narrative, waiting in silence to open up the
journeys of the reminiscence.
In the search of an approach to secure the heritage of industrial architecture it seems necessary to
bring into focus the interventions applied in unfolding of the narrative in Nordkraft: If the involuntary
memory is based upon the link of two sensory experiences - how is the reminiscences sparkled by the
gestures of the Kettle Hall linked to sensory experiences in the past?
This question is essential in the understanding of how the story of Nordkraft is disclosed: If the flavour
of the Madeleine cake and tea is linked to the smells, warmth and light of summer Combrey; what
sensory experience is the coldness and timbre of the Kettle Hall linked to?
Because of the gestures of sensory experience the transformation has the possibility not only to house
memories of the past activity within the walls of Nordkraft, but also to let a narrative of authenticity and
identity be unfolded. The opportunity allows the transformation to abandon a unilateral approach and
embrace a diversified story of larger scale.
Standing under the concrete funnels of the Kettle Hall and sensing the rough tactile industrial
architecture vivid pictures are undoubtedly unfolded. Could the nature of these pictures abandon the
state of present and past in isolation?
The Madeleine and Combray are not isolated in space and time: The first is enveloped in the second
and the second in the first: The flavor of the cake no longer belongs to the cake alone and the color
and temperature of summer do no longer belong to Combray alone; they have become internal in a
concerted relation and the present is therefore no longer separable from the past.
It seems that the gestures of sensory experience in the transformation are not aimed at or limited to a
specific memory of Nordkraft as the regeneration embraces a wider narrative: By the implementation
of the possibility for reminiscences of an array of industrial architecture the story of Nordkraft is no
longer an isolated story of a single power plant of the past, but rather the story of the identity of a city:
As the sensory experience of the present Nordkraft is not limited to open up connections to the past of
only Nordkraft – the reminiscence holds the possibility of vast different memories to be unfolded.
It is not only the self-contained story of the now long gone chimneys of this specific power plant - it is
the story of the heavy smoke rising from the whole eastern part of Aalborg through decades. It is not
only the story of the single worker handling the coal on the quay next to Nordkraft in the light of the
rising sun – it is the story of generations of workers in the early hours of day on their way to the
factories of the heavy industry in Aalborg. It is the possibility for reminiscence to engender the city’s
past as an industrial centre – and for this consciousness to settle as the city builds on this local identity
in a further development through regeneration.
The story of Nordkraft and the identity of Aalborg are through reminiscence an ideal reality or virtuality;
an essence incarnated in the involuntary memory. Or with the words of Proust: “Real without being
present, ideal without being abstract." [16]
Pallasmaa has in his phenomenological writings addressed the connection between memory and the
physical sensory experience of perception. He states that the connection of perception and memory
plays a significant role in the way a place is experienced as humans have an innate capacity for
remembering and imagining places. According to Pallasmaa this ability allows our perception to
constantly interact with memory, and in this process fuse the domain of the presence into images of
memory [17]. It is this ability of the human existence that allows the involuntary memory to create a
realm of amalgamation which embraces past and present in a joined narrative of time and authenticity,
or as Pallasmaa states: Images of one sensory realm feed further imagery of in another modality.
Images of presence give rise to images of memory, imagination and dream [18].
For the architectural heritage of the industrial buildings to play an active role in the future cities it
seems that the idea of a passive conservation could be abandoned in favour of regeneration through
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emphasis on sensory experience. Authentic vocation is needed for the dissemination of the stories of
the past not to linger in a state of hibernation, but to be vividly retold.
For the memory of the past to weave around the present a call for sensory experiences is needed:
Intrinsic in the transformation and regeneration of the buildings of the past is the possibility to unfold
the play between sensory experiences of the present and an effervescent stream of memory of the
past. Regeneration of the tangible and intangible cultural heritage in industrial architecture is not a
matter of inactive conservation – it is about releasing memories through an active transformation
based on sensory experience.
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Abstract ID106
The study aims to analyze the architectural structures closely related to the agricultural world in the
Var, with particular regard to all those accessories buildings in the service of land use. The landscape
of Provence verte is composed of a mosaic of territories between them very different. Each of them
has its own individuality which is determined by many factors and these include geographic
configuration, culture, activities that take place there. But it can warrant recognize some recurring
element that creates the unitary of the whole territory which identifies, for example, the organization of
buildings for rural activities in the maintenance of agricultural land, forest and pasture with the use of
materials found in site and using construction techniques of ancient memory that are handed down
from generation to generation. It is noted that the work of man is always in harmonious relationship
with the natural environment and respectful of its laws. Agricultural structures, abandoned or mutation
of use, represent a point of reference for the evaluation of the characters and values of a territory. The
analysis, aimed at the preservation of historical and cultural sites to allow us to acquire useful to
identify strategies for upgrading a view to sustainability. The above also directs us towards the
planning of possible tourist paths aimed at rediscovering the rural landscape understood as a
laboratory of knowledge. A local project can only start from a new-found ability to read the territory as
a whole, in the historical configuration, sacral, economic.
Keywords: heritage, rural, Provence.

1.

Introduction

The human presence in the area, named only recently Provence Verte, is very old. In each age,
physical, climatic and socio-economic factors have an impact on housing systems, ways of
appropriating the space and adapt to the environment. The first traces of human presence dating back
to the Neolithic period (sixth to third millennium BC). The remains that have come down to us are
based on findings of the villages in the plain, of cavities inhabited placed on the slopes, of dolmen or
burial caves, which are present on the hills in the heart of the massif of Moures. Larger
agglomerations, which date back to the Iron Age, called oppida are sometimes the source of medieval
castles or are the first groups of houses in the villages today. The historical events that have marked
this area refer to the Gallo-Roman invasion of the Saracens in the tenth century until independence of
Provence. During the period described so far, we passed by the oppida to fortified castrum, up to a
profound change in the distribution of the rural population and no doubt of land tenure and land use in
the Later Middle Ages. Nevertheless, we observe that in surveys conducted building materials are
always the same: simply pushed together and used more carefully and taste. The roots of the housing
systems in Provence Verte are derived from and directly connected also to the historical events that
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led to choices of place, form and use. What we see now the built environment, grouped or scattered in
the countryside, is roughly dated from the XVI - XIX century, everything is related to a set of oldest
realization works that testify to the continuous use of the land, aim to global organization of areas:
terraces, retaining walls, roads and paths, wells, religious sites, bridges. We observe that all the
activities such as agriculture, herding, hunting, extraction of stone materials etc.., held for centuries on
the same places. Even the traces of several roads have remained in the same time, also with slight
modifications, from the time of the Romans, an example is the D7, ancient Via Aurelia which
connected Italy to the south east of France.

2.

The rural architecture

Running through the history of rural architecture there were two types of construction, the first consists
of grouped habitat and the second habitat scattered on the ground, and it is on this that is given
attention. These architectures arise during a relatively calm and prosperous, where the population
settles in the plains and seek to acquire, including through deforestation, new territories to be used for
agricultural use. As we have pointed out, this happens in the seventeenth and eighteenth century, the
era in which the buildings line the essential characteristics that will result in the determination of an
architectural style (the style of Provence). Several studies have been done to define the types of these
rural architecture, including quote certainly the most important due to the Comte Lanery d'Arc. The
author has conducted its own investigation with acute analysis by offering a very truthful about the
existing situation.
The Encyiclopédie départementale des Bouches-du-Rhone (1920 - 1924) contains the definition of
some typical homes and refers to studies of previous author, but with significant additions.
The study of M. Fernand Benoit in his book Provence et Le Comtat Venaissin (1949) gives us a
reading on the structural development and way of living the Provencal house.
More recently still remember the work of R. Livet (1962) on the Lower Provence, which describes the
main types of agricultural products.
The multiplicity of these buildings scattered throughout the area obliges me, for reasons of space, to
restrict and limit exposure to some types that are identified in the "cabanons", the "pigeonniers" and
"puits".
2.1 The Cabanons
In all ages the cabanon were an integral part of agricultural life. Often having to travel long distances
to reach the fields, made it necessary to have a shelter in the workplace to be used for storage,
temporary housing, place of storage of goods. Some are located on the edge of towns and cities, they
still serve today as storage for farm implements. As of the end of the nineteenth century, they tend to
become a place of secondary residence refuge on Sunday in search of coolness and tranquility. The
examples concern cabanon in a single room, a square or rectangular plant, with small dimensions and
when two rooms with mansard roof. The simplest type is composed by an elementary volume of the
dimensions that are around 25 sqm. The orientation is generally south while the cover is in two flaps
(even if they exist at a single, but are less frequent) (fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Cabanon in Valensole.
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Fig. 2: Relief of one room Cabanon. (Design Claude Poulin)

The openings are present only on the south facade. The input port, to a single swing, leads to a single
compartment and is accompanied by a small window. The presence of two doors generally indicates
the existence of a deposit or a stable (Fig. 2).
To allow the temporary employment cabanon consists of two rooms, one of which is arranged to live
with a table, fireplace, shelves for personal belongings and, at times, there is a small wooden
staircase that leads to the room in the attic (Fig. 3).
Everything is organized as reduced-scale reproduction of the typical Provencal mas. You can find
these buildings in the same building techniques of the main house, but with some simplifications due
to lower volumes. They are made entirely of cut stone in the regions where there are quarries (can you
say in almost the whole of Provence) and then include stonework, frameworks of doors and windows,
etc.. The coverings are tiles and inside is lime plaster, plaster and whitewashing or painting lightly
decorated.
The construction of a cabanon is closely linked to the presence of water in its vicinity: then springs,
cisterns or wells sometimes more frequently integrated into the architectural mass.
The presence of a fireplace indicates the space inhabited by man, usually placed in a corner of the
room and is sometimes combined with a stove that allows you to cook food. When in addition to being
used as a store and also temporary habitation, externally is planted with essences can provide shade
and coolness in the warm periods. Are also included pergolas with fruit trees and flowering decorative such as wisteria. Often are located on terraces of dry stone connected to retaining walls of
the hills, becoming an integral part of the landscape.
We see that these buildings are susceptible to internal changes and volume. Very often the tires are
prolonged or undergo elevations. Evolutionary changes, which start from a simple volume basis, allow
us to say that these modest buildings are responsible for housing complex (urbanistic laws permitting).
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Fig. 3: Relief of two rooms Cabanon. (Design Claude Poulin)

The cabanon are particularly representative of the rural environment, Provence is dotted with plenty of
both to the limits of vineyards planted that close to the woodlands or uncultivated. In addition to the
aforementioned responsibilities to care for the tools, livestock and men, it is also a place of
entertainment where you meet regularly families, friends or rendez-vous of hunting. Throughout the
period of these historical artifacts ranging notions of work and fun. These two realities are tangent: the
first means the daily work, the second leads us to a place that stands out from the obligations of
everyday life. This duality to use leads us to a different interpretation of the spaces where the covered
meets the needs of agricultural and became auxiliary to the convivial situations investing preferably
outside.
2.2 The Pigeonniers
In Provence the pigeon lofts are an important element of rural architecture. There are very few farms
that do not possess, and their presence, a variety of construction, floor pan give a certain personality
and character to the building complex in which they appear. When they are located outside of the
housing setting their structures rise majestically on the campaign featuring the perception of space
(Fig.4 - 5).

Fig. 4: Pigeonnier of Boudin – Saint Croix
(photo L. Blotto).

Fig. 5: Pigeonnier near Banon (photo L. Blotto).
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Fig. 6: Relief of pigeonnier - Puyvert. (Design Claude Poulin)

One wonders why their presence is a constant of the territory taken into consideration. Their
usefulness lies in the fact that in ancient times was often difficult and, in the countryside, regularly
obtain fresh meat (Fig. 6). The pigeon could fill this gap for most of the year, the pigeons also produce
useful fertilizer for agricultural production. At present the reasons for this type of farming are practically
ceased and the phenomenon has been drastically reduced.

Fig. 7: Relief of pigeonnier of Grand - Seuil. (Design Claude Poulin)
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Generally the pigeon houses are built in areas dominant and in places discovered in such a way as to
facilitate the birds recognition of their home. The exposure of the openings is facing east at the first
rays of the sun. The criteria are based on the construction and moisture protection from attack by
predators. The first case is obvious building nests in not less than 1.50 meters from the ground level.
To protect against mice, martens, weasels, etc.. are applied to the devices to prevent the edge from
both inside and outside. Inside doors with well-jointed, wooden ladders to reach the upper floors,
plaster extremely shaved and smooth. Outside the openings can be protected with sheet metal, tiles
protruding, smooth and glazed tiles on which animals do not have any grip (Fig. 7).
The pigeon isolated are generally developed on three floors: the ground floor can be used as a
chicken coop, the second floor is reached by an external staircase and serves as a storage, the latter
is occupied by the birds with their nests. They can be shaped square or round tower, their surface can
be 15 - 30 sqm. and reach heights of 8 to 15 meters. They can accommodate a few dozen to a few
hundred niches made up of small ceramic vessels attached to the wall. The dovecote of Brue Auriac is
the most amazing area, its height is 23 meters, the diameter of 12.60 meters and is home to 4,000
nests. These buildings are become obsolete, in some cases, restored and civilized, but most
vernacular heritage is a disused and abandoned to itself.
2.3 The Puits
Among the elements that visually emerge in the Var region are the wells. These structures can
capture water directly from the water table and the depth of their cost on average around 10 meters,
but there are also a depth of more than 20 to 30 meters. In areas highly springs, for example near
Brignoles, Le Cannet, Le Luc and Vidauban just dig 4 or 5 meters. In cases where there is an
undercurrent, the power is supplied by infiltration of rainwater or the load in excess of waterways
bordering. The structures are then called "aiguier" and may be used only seasonally. The structure of
the pit rises from the ground to about 1.50 - 2 meters in height and equally in diameter. The walls are
made of stone or brick and mortar, topped by a small dome, sometimes covered by majolica glazed
features bright colors, this is often a plaster curled. The opening frame is made of cut stone or bricks
very similar to the doors of the villages or cabanon (Fig. 8 – 9). The wells without coverage are rare,
appear to suggest a structure in ruins. Inside the bars are applied to suspend the pulley and there may
have shelves or niches to support the bucket or to keep food cool. Often are located outside tanks for
watering animals, to maintain coolness and shade trees are planted leafy. Well construction is
entrusted to skilled workers who must ensure, with their skills and experience in the installation of
stones, a good functioning.
On the use, we can say that a well generally belongs to one owner, at least this is the case for the
majority of existing wells in nature. However, it is admitted that a a wanderer can draw water and
respect the elementary rules which put in place the bucket and close the door in effect in private has a
public function regulated by local customs and practices. When they are in common use can access
all even if they are on private land, which is within the urban area, in the countryside or on the hills. In
the villages, the wells are open to all under the control of the community. In the countryside or the hills
are wells for the watering of livestock transhumance in particular. The wells of Saint Peyre in Campsla-Source and Brusquet - Bras are two examples of places watering statute Community plain. The first
is certainly the most mentioned in the archives of Camps, and Besse and Flassans since 1739.

Fig. 8 - 9: Two wells in Carces.
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Fig. 10: Relief of a well on a terrace. (Design Claude Poulin)

The use of private or community is also applied to the water tanks. The general rule is that the water is
free to use and that this accessibility is a normal corollary to the free movement of persons.
Unfortunately, this accessibility is compromised by the poor state of the reserves, degradation and
abandonment of wells and last but not least the acts of vandalism, the appropriation by individuals or
local institutions (Fig. 10).

Fig. 11: Rural architecture in Provence. (Watercolor Remi Kerfridin)
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3.

Conclusion

Through the way done so far has emphasized the harmony that binds man to the environment in
which they live. The bond is strengthened through architecture, built with materials found on site,
which is covered by its values, culture, traditions, needs and experience of generations.
Modern man occupies the same territory, but no longer has the same motivations, often constructed
by inserting architectural elements in a Provencal style to be in tune with the place, but forgetting the
culture and long history that determined the forms. The analyzed rural architectures are the most
telling example of the integration of building in the habitat, it is characterized by simplicity and
volumetric proportions that are always in relation to the human dimension (Fig.11). Looking to the
future, in terms of sustainability and development and enhancement, for new construction projects in
the territory of the Var is necessary to look at the European Union directives on the landscape. It
stressed the strategic role of the citizens: “the reinforcement of the relationship between citizens and
the place where they live, they will be able to consolidate their own identity, that the local and regional
diversity, in order to realize the personal point of view, social and cultural. This realization is the basis
of sustainable development of any area under consideration, since the quality of the landscape is a
key element for the success of economic and social initiatives, whether private or public."
A "local project" can only start from a new-found ability to read the territory as a whole, in the historical
configuration, sacral, economic. We can say that it is the local memories to strengthen the sense of
belonging and the study of existing rural buildings can be a stimulus, a useful means of an approach
to design and operational objectives in the context of landscape and community.
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Abstract

The historical iconography of Naples until the end of the nineteenth century has reproduced the image
of a seaside town surrounded by green hills in which they were built next to houses, villas and small
rural centers, great architectures such as the Castel Sant'Elmo with the Certosa, the Palace of
Capodimonte, the hermitage of Camaldoli. Subsequently, the landscape of the town has changed: it
has intensified the building fabric until to endanger a cultural heritage of world renown.
The hill of the Vomero was the one that more has lived important changes that have led to a strong
alteration of its original configuration.
The paper aims to identify, through a collation of historical views and topographic maps with
cartography latest, several surviving elements of historical landscapes that no longer exist in an area
that has over time changed its activity from agricultural to edificatoria.
Particular attention will be paid also to the identification of the ancient footpaths that connected the city
to the hill of the Vomero, still present in the urban fabric as the ascent of Petraio and of S. Francis and
the Pedamentina. These small streets, no longer having the original function being changed over time
the road system of the town, tend to degrade more and more.
The objective of this paper is to expand and sustain the processes of knowledge of the cultural identity
of a place to help to conserve memory and to safeguard the cultural heritage in danger of
disappearing forever.
Keywords: landscape, town, territory, architecture, safeguard.

1.

The hill of Vomero and its historical landscapes

The orographic configuration of the territory has greatly characterized the city landscape in the course
of its history. Naples has developed reclining on a soil that had plains and hilly areas marked by
watersheds, ridges, ridges and scree with a road system through which was passed in a small space a
difference in height of about two hundred meters. From sea level you could climb up the hill through
streets that reflected natural trails also beds of rivers that once flowed down the slopes of the hills. Not
only roads, but also cupe, cavoni, strettole, vichi - that is narrow roads and uncomfortable embedded
in the tuff, tuffaceous natural cavities - formed a mesh of paths that branched off on the hill linking the
various countries present on the hills until it reaches the town plain. This network of connections road,
partly survived to historical events, it is now difficult to read in the present fabric of the city, because
overwhelmed by new roads and new buildings that over time have been made. In the landscape of the
hill we read a layering of architectural and urban elements through which they could look back at some
of the main stages of the history of a territory that was born in almost independently from the city
below and, that over time, it has become part of the town. In this study, which is part of an ongoing
research on the Vomero hill, the historical cartography and the iconography views play a particularly
important role becoming an essential tool through which to recognize the signs that have survived to
the transformations of the hill. These signs take today an added value witnessing to the persistence of
historical landscapes [1].
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1.1 The landscapes along the Roman road "per colles"
The range of hills that surrounded to the west the plain where stood the city of Neapolis, starting from
Posillipo and including the Vomero and Antignano it was called in Greek age with the only name
“Pausillipon”. In particular, as well as historical sources attest, was dedicated to Zeus the hill where
the castle of the Elmo built later, while to Hera, the goddess of the woods, was dedicated the
hermitage of Camaldoli that rose more inside aimed at the Campi Flegrei.
In Roman age the Vomero hill, indicated by the name of Paturcium from Patulcius, epithet of Janus,
the god to which the hill was dedicated, was crossed by a road, already present in Greek age, that
"per colles" connected Puteoli with Neapolis. This road, from Pozzuoli, flanked the Solfatara, followed
the current provincial S. Gennaro and from Via Terracina continued towards the Canzanella and then
along the ridge of the hill of Vomero with via Belvedere and, after reaching Antignano, it went in the via
Salvator Rosa, once said the Infrascata. Hence following the Cavone arrived to the door Cumana, at
St. Domenico Maggiore. Another road, always coming from Pozzuoli after passing the Posillipo hill,
continued downstream of the range of hills toward the Riviera and proceeding in the direction of the
valley of Chiaia reached the port. In the Augustan age the tuff ridge of the Posillipo hill was overcome
with the realization of the Neapolitan Crypt, which linked Pozzuoli to the coast of Naples [2].
Along these roads developed an extra urban expansion phenomenon. Numerous archaeological
findings witnessed a substantial residential development especially in imperial age, constituted by the
presence of patrician villas in the area of Posillipo and Marechiaro. Rural houses, however, were
found in the territories of Annianum (Agnano), Antinianum (Antignano) where itself developed the
"praedia Roman" that is farms whose tree crops became an integral part of the agricultural landscape.
Ruins of a Roman Columbarium, formed by a structure in "opus reticulatum" with eleven niches for the
ashes of the dead, are still visible in the last stretch of the via Pigna, at Soccavo, and unfortunately are
in a complete state of neglect. Along the road "per colles", in the tract subsequently indicated in the
historical cartography with the name "Infrascata", was found during the works of construction of the
subway station hill a masonry structure with arches from the Roman era. Some scholars believe
should belong to an aqueduct that carried water in the Flegrea area, while others say may constitute
part of a viaduct of the old Roman road.
The road "per colles" was named Antiniana, around 100 AD and measured 10 miles. Along the way
were also found certain milestones, then go lost, and only one, two meters high and ninety
centimeters in diameter, is kept in the Archaeological Museum of Naples [3]. The way to “colles”
became the main artery of a road system that began to develop in the area, even pushing inside to
reach areas once uninhabited and uncultivated that stretched on the surface of the vast hilly plateau
(fig. 1).
By the view of the city of Naples of the Flemish Stopendaal of 1653, drawn up on the basis engraving

Fig. 1: Plan of the city of Naples (detail), G.A. Rizzi Zannoni, G. Guerra, 1790. In evidence the main villages and
the roads “per colles” and to Chiaia.
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Fig. 2: Napoli, Bastiaen Stopendaal, 1653. In evidence the hill system of the city and the two roads connecting
Neapolis with Puteoli.

Baratta, of a few years earlier, you can locate the system of hills crossed by the road "per colles" [4].
The town, drawn with its villages and its surroundings: from the coast of Pozzuoli to the bridge of the
Magdalene, is shown in pseudo perspective with a view at the top of the sea with the intention of
representing the city with the surrounding area. It is known, in fact, that with the topographical view of
Alessandro Baratta, to which the Dutchman refers, itself consolidates this type of representation
which shows the most typical and evocative sides of the landscape of the town (fig. 2).
1.2 From medieval rural landscapes to those of villas extra urban of the eighteenth century
The agricultural peoples who once lived scattered on the hill, located outside the city walls, in the
medieval period, when there were frequent invasions of neighboring populations, gather, for reasons
of defense, forming the first houses that are built around or to a religious complex, or a palace-castle
or even along the road linking the city [5]. Those closest to the city center were called "state-owned"
and depended directly by the king as opposed to those more distant called "feudal" who were subject
to their own baron. The landscape of the hill remains, at this time, still mainly characterized by areas
overgrown by wild wooded areas where you can already find some orchards and gardens for the
direct cultivation of agricultural products to the supply also to the city, especially in the area above the
current via Roma. The vine was cultivated very much and the farmers drew from it the greatest profit.
The slopes of the hill of Vomero begin a gradual transformation with the planned expansion of the
town made by the Angioini and especially with the construction of the Carthusian cloister in 1325, built
next to an existing tower lookout. Works were carried out for the construction of earth movings to build
roads of and terraces, to drain and regulate the course of rainwater, creating thereby a new aspect to
the morphology of the place. Then, the construction of the Angioino Castle of Belforte near the cloister
represents the formation of what will be the distinguishing element of the landscape of Vomero hill in
the following centuries until today. To allow the construction of the monastery were built some paths
and climb including the "Pedamentina" whose very picturesque route has been preserved until today.
In the fifteenth century the Vomero hill is beginning to be seen and appreciated for its characteristics
of healthy and pleasant place away from the chaotic environments of the town of the plain, from
whose heights was possible to observe the gulf of Naples with its islands and the volcano of Vesuvius
the mountain of Somma The beautiful scenery that can be perceived from the hill and the wealth of
forested areas become attractive elements for the nobles of the town which build at Vomero
residential villas surrounded by greenery in those places where you can also view the surrounding
landscape. It’s the case, for example, of the villa of Giovanni Pontano, politician and humanist who
worked at the court of Alfonso of Aragon, characterized by extensive gardens and orchards. Built in
the Antignano village, the villa is now part of a curtain of houses that looks out on Via Annella di
Massimo and the presence of a plaque on the main facade recalls his illustrious owner.
The function as a place of rest, leisure and holiday, that the system the Vomero hill began to take on,
had grown stronger in subsequent periods when next to the ancient peasant farms were built
residential villas on the slopes of Vomero hills by nobles as their second homes. In the early sixteenth
century in the iconographic representations of the city appear, in fact, the first buildings that
characterize a landscape up to that time of the whole rural.
We also recall another urban phenomenon which decreed an increase in the urban fabric of the hill. It
is the plan of expansion of the town commissioned by the Spanish domination that lasted until the end
of the sixteenth century when it was forbidden to build at Castel St. Elmo and on the slopes of the hill.
The plan of the Lafrery of 1566 brings us to the image of an agricultural landscape of hills formed by
rows of trees placed along large areas of farmland. Thin dashed lines and parallel lines represent
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Fig. 3: The city of Naples (detail). E. Duperac, A. Lafrery. 1566. In evidence some of the farmhouses and villas on
the hill of Vomero. Right: a detail of the design of the hill.

ordered crops, while in the case of maximum gradient we find dense groves. It is recognizable the
stretch where the road "for colles" splits into two branches, one to Antignano and the other towards
the hill of San Martino from where the path of Pedamentina is recognizable by its many bends.
Scattered in the green slopes of the hill and also on the way to “colles” we recognize the drawing of
small farms (fig. 3).
The landscape of the hilly area of Naples at the end of the sixteenth century was characterized by a
great emergency architectural consisted by a monastic settlement dating back to the late
Renaissance, linked to the monks of St. Romuald coming from a town in the countryside of Arezzo
called Camaldoli. On the hills, which then took its name of Camaldoli, was built by the architect
Fontana a hermitage, founded by John Avalos son of Alfonso of Aragon in the medieval village of
Nazareth, as can be seen the landscape painting of the time.
The plague of 1656 led the nobles to move into their hillside villas and thereby to strengthen their
presence becoming more stable since then. It was intensified the hilly road system and were opened
up new avenues for the Vomero like that of the Infrascata, now Via Salvator Rosa. Made around 1560,
the road followed the path of the ancient road "per colles".
At the Vomero settled celebrities of the intellectual class of the time and many noble families, as well
as the Celano reported in the book "News of the beautiful, ancient and curious of the town of Naples."
The author wrote: "the village of Vomero was once famous for the villas of famous writers and barons
of Naples. Leaving the porticoes of the Panormita and Pontano, Pietro Giannone and Salvator Rosa
will remember that in the sixteenth century our fathers marveled visiting the casino (as here called and
call the holiday homes) of the Marquis of Ferdinand Vandeneynden ". The Celano continued in the
description of the villa where the project was entrusted to Bonaventura Presti [6]. Recall that in 1688
after the death of the Flemish banker the palace, became Villa Carafa of Belvedere, turned into a
magnificent villa with large terraces and balconies overlooking the Gulf of Naples. Many other nobles
including the Donzellis, the Dukes of Regina, the Salves, the Count of Acerra, the Giordanos, the
Ruffos di Sicilia, the Marquis De Mari, the Marinis of Genzano, the Cacciottolis and many others with
their villas intensified the building fabric vomerese enriching with imposing architecture the hilly
landscape in the eighteenth century (fig. 4). In addition to the suburban villas sprang up many religious
complexes among which Santa Maria of the Libera in the sixteenth century in via Belvedere - around

Fig. 4: Naples. Some villas at the Vomero. From left: Villa Belvedere, Villa Salve and Villa Giordano.
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which developed the first settlement of Vomero - and Santa Maria of the Soccorso at the Arenella of
the seventeenth century which represented the first parish on the hill.
As is known, the "Topographic map of the city of Naples and its contours" drawn by Giovanni Carafa,
Duke of Noja in 1750 and ended in 1775 after seven years of his death, represents in 35 tables, with
minutia of the details and with the topographical precision, the territory of the city of Naples and its
suburbs as it existed in the eighteenth century.

2.

The road “leading to the Vomero” and the old villages of nineteenth century

In his routes of crossing of the city, Celano describes "the road called the Vomero" as "rich in
monasteries and beautiful casini, to be salutary air having a look at the sea" and still defines the
farmhouse Vommaro as "a place rich in fertile gardens and vineyards where you collect fruit in all
goodness and delicate wines.”
As you know the name Vommaro, as well as the same Celano says, probably derived from an ancient
game that the farmers in the hills of Naples were usual to make with the plow, called “vommaro”. It
was customary to compete for reward those who managed to make straight furrows "having the view
obstructed by a cloth attached to good sticks."
In the nineteenth century the main villages that consolidated their presence in the hilly system were
those of the Vomero, Antignano and of the Arenella around which soon joined a number of smaller
villages. The road system of crossing and connecting the hill to the city were mainly from the ancient
Roman road that came from Pozzuoli and near S. Stephen took the name of "the road to the Vomero"
as can be seen from the plan of the Duke of Noja. This road in the vicinity of "Casale said Vomero"
was divided into two branches. The first towards north in turn was divided in other two branches
leading respectively to "Casale said Antiniano today Antignano" through the road of Antignano (the
current via Doria and via Annella of Massimo) and to the Castle through a road called still "road of
Vomero" and then after changing the direction of 90 degrees took the name of "road leading to the
castle." The second branch, which still retained the name "Road Vomero" led directly to the Castel St.
Elmo along the current via Cimarosa. From the village Antignano branched three ways: "the road
leading Arenella," "the road of the Puntellate Houses " and "the road of the Infrascata" that at the end
of his long journey leading to the town of the plain.
By overlaying the ancient road network on a topographic map of the current city of Naples you can
identify the ancient tracks of the road that, while retaining the original route, have lost as a result of
urban transformations of the late nineteenth century and those still later, the territorial value of a time
(fig. 5).

Fig. 5: Plant Naples of Turing Club Italy, Edition of 1975. Original scale 1:13.000 (detail). In evidence the major
road network in the beginning of the nineteenth century in the Vomero hill with some of the main villas and farms.
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2.1 The Village said Vomero
The village is located in the Vomero around the church of S. Maria della Libera, as can be seen from
the map of Naples of the Duke of Noja and from that drawn by Rizzi Zanone 1790. Subsequently with
the name Vomero pointed most of the hill that the Romans called Paturcium.
From S. Stefano square began "the road that leads to the Vomero" that, following the crest of the hill
was a lookout over the city and towards the sea and towards the valley flegreo or rather the plain of
Fuorigrotta bounded by the hermitage of Camaldoli. The route of the road is recognizable today in the
last stretch of the course Europe and in via Belvedere that evokes only in place names the scenic
location that had once the road. Before going any further into the interior of Vomero is opened a small
and narrow road towards Soccavo, the current via of S. Domenico. Along course Europe are still
recognizable in the urban landscape the villas Salve and Ricciardi that have retained the
characteristics of their position and exposure in an area hard hit by a violent urban development. Villa
Salve subsequently also called Winspeare villa, partly renovated, has retained its original eighteenthcentury type with belvedere tower and large terraces that open on the side facing the sea on a
terraced garden planted with vines. The Ricciardi Villa was built in the nineteenth century on a land
that was part of the Hortus Camaldolensis that stretched from Camaldoli to Soccavo; now houses a
school for the blind and is part of a park much smaller than the original one. Belonged to the large
estate of Camaldoli also the farm of Miniero of which remains still visible the entrance on via Tilgher
near the stadium Collana. Another farm that is still present and recognizable in the building fabric of
the neighborhood is that once called "the Pagliarone" in which several structures are in a state of
decay along Via Belvedere, road that is the heart of old Vomero. In front of the farm is the villa of the
dukes of the Regina, built in 1579, now the site of a school. A high metal gate delimits the property.
Continuing via Belvedere in a small square there is the sixteenth-century church of Santa Maria of the
Libera, the village church, the parish auxiliary area of Santa Maria of the Soccorso at Arenella. Many
villas were built along this road couching on the slope of the hill. Visible from the street was, in fact,
the only entrance to the property which they then reached the villa through a long avenue. With this
typology were built Villa Giordano, a time Duchaliot villa which was built where stood the convent of
San Francesco di Paola in 1585 and the villa of Belvedere Carafa principles. This villa retains its plant
of the seventeenth-century with a large exedra of access to the building in which is conclude the long
driveway from the road, where it repeats a semicircular-shaped building (still preserved) made to allow
the carriages coming from the villa to turn. From via Belvedere began two streets: one called vico
Acitillo that connected the village of Vomero to road of Puntellate Houses that led to Soccavo and the
other Calata St. Francis leading down to the sea.
The village of Vomero, that in the nineteenth century was enriched with villas and palaces built until
the early twentieth century [7], has lost its aristocratic character after the Second World War when
they were built popular houses too, following the expansion of the city "like wildfire." The road
Belvedere, which is saw the sea, has turned into a straight and narrow road where few elements, such
as the exedra in tuff at the entrance of the Villa Belvedere, remind us of a historical urban landscape
that barely survives, risking of disappearing in a short time (fig. 6).
2.2 The Village said Antiniano
It already existing in Roman age under the name of "Antinianum" the village is the oldest of the hill and
has always been an important urban node into which flowed roads in different directions in the area
from which you reached the other villages sprung up in the hill. Important station for the Roman road
that led from Pozzuoli to Naples town center, the village was in the nineteenth century an important
point of duty Bourbonic, as can be seen also as a tombstone still preserved on the facade of a building
in the main square of the village Antignano. The building still retains its characteristic front with two
arches openings to each floor which form a large balcony, while on the ground floor the arch

Fig: 6 Plan of the city of Naples, Rizzi Zannone, 1790, detail of the Vomero. In evidence the main roads and
some ancient villas, a farm and the church S.Maria of the Libera. Right: the exedra in street Belvedere.
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Fig: 7 Plan of the city of Naples, the Duke of Noja, 1775, detail of Antignano. In evidence the main roads, villa
Pontano and the church S. Gennaro. Right: Largo Antignano, today.

delimits the entrances to shops (fig. 7). Since ancient times, the village of Antignano, always very
crowded for the ancient presence of a rich market that still characterize the neighborhood, has been
linked to the cult of St. Gennaro. Three churches dedicated to the saint were erected in this area. The
oldest S. Gennariello dating from the twelfth century was built on the spot where it happened for the
first time the miracle of San Gennaro.
2.3 The Village said Arenella

From Antignano started one of the oldest streets in the hill "Arenella the road" that led to the church of
S. Maria of the Soccorso, coming to the valley of the hill of Monte Donzelli. The rural path on which
looked farms and noble palaces currently corresponds to the streets: via Arenella, via D'Amelio, via
Rocco and via Mazzoccolo, along which are still recognizable historical houses and old farmhouses
renovated. In Via Rocco, for example, a beautiful portal in piperno, at number 44, still has at its top a
coat of arms (fig. 8).
The village Arenella was connected with the town of the plain through the "Salita Arenella" that after
passing a drop of about 20 meters reached the Infrascata, the stretch now called Count of Cerra, to
get in the lower town. Along the route there were numerous villas and chapels. The route of the road
has been preserved but few are the testimonies of the building fabric that over time has changed. We
remember the Garzilli Villa built by the Duke of Polignano Lieto, of which today there are only a few
visible remains within a private park. Along the route of the Via Conte of Cerra have recently come to
light the remains of a Roman aqueduct and viaduct (subsection 1.2) the presence of which, while
strongly contrasting with the modern architecture of the new metro station, helps to identify the urban
complexity of the place and its historical stratification (fig. 9).
Salita Arenella continued towards the village Due Porte through "Salita Due Porte" today via Massari
and via Presutti.

3.

The ancient flights of steps that connected the Vomero to the lower town

The flights of steps, originally made in clay with edges in stones, were developed with paths and steep
terrain and from the hill arrived to the lower town and to the sea linking the major monasteries and
castles. These paths of ancient origins, the Pedamentina of San Martino, for example, dates back to

Fig: 8 Left: Plan of the city of Naples, Rizzi Zannone, 1790, detail of the Arenella. In evidence the main roads and
some ancient villas and palaces. In the center: Via D'Amelio 75, today. Right: via Rocco 44, today.
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Fig: 9 Via Salvator Rosa (Infrascata way already), today: the subway station. Right: detail of the ruins of the
Roman age.

medieval age (subsections 1.2 and 3.1), they were much used by both pedestrians that even the
horses and donkeys for the transport of people and goods because growing almost perpendicular to
the contour lines or rather along the lines of the hillside, in a short space and time allowed it to
overcome a steep gradient reaching the lower town. Later, with the spread of the pietrarsa, was used
this volcanic material of very dark gray for the paving of the steps, along which developed even small
residential areas. The Pedamentina of San Martino, the Petraio and the Descent St. Francis are the
pedamentine - a name used to indicate the roads that lead to the foot of the hill - the most important
links to the Vomero. The streets bleachers, far from the main roads, became a meeting place and
social relations, but also laundry and space for recreational activities, since there is no mediation
between private and public space. Today, this relationship is mediated by small porches, shelters and
planters that have partially altered the original appearance of these streets.
The “pietrarsa” of the flooring, the tuff of the walls of buildings, parapets, retaining walls, the wrought
iron and the iron fences, the terracotta of the terraces, the green of the gardens and fruit trees, the
blue of the sea in the distance were the elements that characterized the landscape along these sunny
walking streets which opened expansive views of the gulf. Everything today is perceived with difficulty
because it is not valued the importance that these pathways have had in the history of the town and
may continue to have only if it is protected and safeguarded their existence.
Being very limited the activities and commercial craft, the "pedamentine" of Vomero are not very
frequented if not by the locals to access their homes. Could be enhanced their use both on the part of
citizens and tourists, for which could offer alternative routes through the town to perceive the different
landscapes that the town offers.
Are unfortunately absent elements of street furniture with chairs or staging points in order to better
observe the scenery of a city that develops towards the sea, nor there are services in order to make
easier these streets so special and that could be very useful for a congested town traffic.
3.1 The Pedamentina of San Martino
From the Certosa di S. Martin starts the ancient route of Pedamentina arriving at Corso Vittorio
Emanuele from here, through ramps Montesanto, you will reach the lower town. The street that
develops on the eastern slope of the hill of Vomero was born as a real artery connecting without
following a path of natural water courses, as was the case for many avenues of Vomero. The
Pedamentina of St. Martin was in fact built with the purpose of transporting the building material for the
construction of the Certosa whose work led by Tino di Camaino and Francesco De Vito began in 1325
(subsection 1.2 and section 3). With the Queen Giovanna I of Angiò there were numerous donations
of land surrounding the monastery of the Carthusian monks to the royal families, thus favoring a first
urbanization. The Carthusian monastery together with the Castle underwent considerable changes in
the Aragonese period, age at which begins the process of building expansion on the hill with the
construction of numerous villas and gardens nestled on small hillocks. At the beginning of its
construction the Pedamentina, that followed the border of the gardens and orchards of the
Charterhouse, was developed primarily with wide turns, as well as in the map of the Lafrery. Only later
was constructed a system of stairs always with large steps as well as into the sole of the Duke of Noja.
Currently in its path is opened wider perspective views on the ancient center of the city and meet up
next to old buildings that are developed by exploiting the natural gradient, buildings housing more
recently that, in some cases, are in contrast with the context that seems to preserve the appearance of
a village (fig. 10).
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Fig: 10 Pedamentina of San Martino. Left: view of the '700, Achilles Vianelli [8]. In the center: Pedamentina,
today. Right: plan of the city of Naples (detail) with indication of the route of the flight of steps.

3.2 The Petraio
Originally called "Petraro" to indicate a place full of stones and pebbles, or even "Imbrecciata" , from
"breccia" that in Neapolitan means pebble, the narrow steps of Petraio crossed with a very steep path
up the hill on the western side starting from current via Annibbale Caccavello up to the Corso Vittorio
Emanuele. Along the route, which follows the bed of an ancient stream that took away to the valley the
water running off the hill, has developed an inhabited nucleus composed of an intense urban fabric of
multi-storey houses, low houses, but also small plazas and terraces that overlook the sea. Along the
Petraio in the background, between the houses and some of the green gardens, you can see
constantly thin scenic views and only in the vicinity of pitches or widening, widening the field of view,
we perceive a wide view of the gulf (fig. 11). Along the way there are detached ramps and other
slopes that lead into the building fabric and many villas and palaces overlooking it next to buildings
also popular. In view of the eighteenth century of T. Jones "The hill of San Martino" is represented the
valley of Petraio and a monumental building that still today we find along the way [9].
3.3 Calata San Francesco
Shown on the plan of the Duke of Noja with the name "Street that comes down to Chiaia" the street
linked the old Village of Vomero and the sea. Currently the street starts from Via Belvedere and ends
on Corso Vittorio Emanuele, after crossing via Aniello Falcone, a time came to the sea continuing with
the current "largo Mirelli". Named after "Descent St. Francis" to the presence of a church built in the
eighteenth century and then probably incorporated into the villa Giordano, the street has retained its
path some buildings that testify to the presence of an ancient urban fabric. In view of the eighteenth
century of Giovan Battista Lusieri "Naples from the west" is recognized for its prospectus particular,
marked by wide arches, a building that is still preserved along the path of “Calata St. Francis” [10].
Next, the higher is represented Villa Belvedere recognizable from its terrace and the small tower with
loggia (fig. 12).

4.

Conclusions

The hill of Vomero, once considered part of the surroundings of Naples, has been for more than a
century belonging to the metropolitan territory. In this part of town are still present, although hidden,
abandoned and not valued, some urban and architectural permanences that evidence the presence of

Fig: 11 Petraio. Left: view of 700 of T. Jones. In the center: panorama from Petraio, today. Right: plan of the city
of Naples (detail) with indication of the route of the flight of steps and the palace in the view and the panorama.
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Fig: 12 Calata San Francesco. Left: view of the ‘700, Giovan Battista Lusieri. In the center: Calata S. Francesco,
today. Right: plan of the city of Naples (detail) with path of the walking street and the location of the two buildings
shown in the view of the ‘700.

elements of historical landscapes through which they could recognize the signs and the morphologies
of a territory which in time changed. Numerous are, scattered on the hill of Vomero and its plateau, the
observation points of the city and the landscape where natural and artificial elements are integrated in
an unusual harmony not more bucolic as a time but of a metropolitan effect. The landscape, which can
be understood as a synthesis of an architectural, urban and territorial reality, testifies with its
constituent elements the history of the culture of a people and as such must be protected and
safeguarded. It therefore stresses the fundamental role of knowledge as a first level of protection of an
asset, be it architectural, urban or landscape, so that we can ensure the preservation of historical
memory documented of the civilization to which we belong.
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Fig.1 : “Lianolia”

Fig.2 “Myrtada”

Until the end of 80’s, olive cultivation was the main activity in the region of Corfu. Most of the region’s
population was involved in activities related to olive as olive cultivators and olive oil producers, land
workers and workers in the olive mills. Until that time, olive oil had a good selling price and it gave a
good income to its producers. The olive crop collection method in the region is much different than in
other regions. Nets are laid on the ground, covering the fields and the cultivators wait for the olives to
start falling down so as to collect them. Of course, olives do not fall all together at once. So, the
collection period usually lasts from late autumn until late spring or early summer, sometimes.
Cultivators have to watch the olives every day and collect them every time they fall down. This old
collection method can be justified. In most Greek regions, olive branches are hit with sticks so as to
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make olives fall down and afterwards, these branches are cut so as the trees not to become sick. In
order to do this, olive trees in other regions are kept to a certain height, no more than two meters. In
the region of Corfu, that has probably the oldest continuous tradition in olive oil production in Greek
territory, trees were kept high, to give a lot of crop, but they were always properly cut by specialized,
trained workers. Corfu until the early 70’s had more than one thousand olive oil mills. Every village had
at least two mills in which most men used to work and women were collectors in the olive groves.
At the end of the 80’s, the economy of Corfu changed orientation. The touristic invasion changed
everything. People abandoned agriculture and industry and got involved only with tourism which gave
them wealth. Also, the olive oil’s selling price started to fall and that was also an excuse to abandon
the olive groves.
1.1 Present Situation
Even before the outbreak of financial crisis in Greece, there was noticed a decrease of the income
from touristic activities in Corfu. Financial crisis, over the last four years, brought to surface the
region’s forgotten olive groves.
The Corfiot natural landscape is unique and it has its own unique ecosystem. The hundreds of small
villages which were built in and next to the island’s olive groves lived and flourished from the olive’s
cultivation. The local culture is identified with olive culture. The abandonment of olive culture led to the
decline of local culture. Now, the cultural landscape of Corfu is in immediate danger. The touristic
activities resulted in the forsaking of villages which did not become touristic destinations. The
architectural, pre- industrial and industrial heritage of these villages has started to vanish. The folklore
cultural elements of rural Corfu are almost lost. The traditional olive’s cultivation and production
methods will be soon forgotten together with the elder who carry this knowledge. The huge olive trees
are dying year by year. The abundant rain water is not enough when they are not fertilized, properly
pruned and been taken care of. If collective and well-studied actions are not taken soon, the olive
groves will extinct and every natural and cultural local element, as well.
The fact is that a few people never gave up their land during the touristic boom but it was and still is
very difficult for them to make a profit from olive cultivation. Of course, the main reason for this is the
low selling price of olive oil. In addition to this, there are not local land workers any more. There are
only foreign workers available who have nothing to do with olive cultivation and they are not enough,
as well. In older times that almost everybody was involved in olive cultivation and olive oil production,
there was not a lack of workers and the cultivation and collection methods did not have to change as
there were always working hands available. The olive oil mills, before the invasion of the centrifugal
method of olive oil production, employed a lot of workers who worked very hard during the olive’s
collection period. The workers were mostly paid with olive oil instead of money. The profit was bigger
for them. The abandonment of olive cultivation and the fall of olive oil’s selling price made it very
difficult for the few ones who wanted to keep the older types of olive mills open and soon they had to
close them down. The olive trees’ branches have not been pruned for almost twenty years as the
specialized workers slowly extinct. Today, the people who want to continue the olive cultivation in
Corfu cannot do it if they do not have a strong financial background from other activities.
Financial crisis urged people who had abandoned their land for decades to see how they can make
profit from it. This is impossible without a collective and serious plan. A lot of land owners decided that
they had to make their olive trees lower, so as to use the cultivation and collection methods which are
applied in other Greek regions, and/or cut their trees down and sell the wood. Since 2011, an
uncontrolled destruction of the Corfiot olive groves takes place. Foreign workers who do not know
anything about olive trees are hired to cut the olive trees. In most cases, trees’ branches are not
pruned to make the trees lower but the whole trees are chopped down. A lot of people do not have
money to pay the foreign workers or even they do not want to and as a result, the workers are paid
with the wood they cut. Usually, they take all the wood and they sell it without giving any money to the
land owners. During this last winter (2012-2013), the situation became extremely difficult. The sound
of chain saws echoed all over the island. One of the excuses was the extremely high price of petrol for
house heating. The fact is that now, most people cannot afford to buy petrol to heat their houses at the
price it is, so, they try to find other means. The easiest is the wood. As a result, during this period,
there was a huge ecological destruction all over Greece from the illegal and uncontrolled denudation
of Greek woods. The Greek state took measures to stop and prevent it but without any substantial
results. The wood merchants took advantage of the situation but the truth is that most of the wood is
not sold for heating but is exported abroad for furniture. The Corfiot olive groves are protected by the
law since the 20’s [2] but law is not obeyed. Normally, there is a procedure for the pruning of olive
trees in cooperation with the agricultural authorities of the prefecture but rarely one will follow it. There
have been armed patrols from the authority responsible for the protection of woods as the foreign
workers who cut the olive trees down are usually armed and dangerous. People, even if they want,
they cannot report the illegal chopping as they are in danger from the “wood gangs”. In some cases,
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there have been arrests of olive grove owners and the workers they hired to chop the trees down. But,
it is not enough.

Fig.3 An olive grove before illegal choping

Fig. 4 The same olive grove after its denudation

In this chaos, there is a ray of hope from people who want to protect the olive groves and make profit
from them in a proper way. Until crisis, very few people struggled to keep their olive groves alive. The
cooperatives split up and so they did not have any help. The Armageddon of financial crisis made
people think of the options they have and now there is a tendency to return back to the origins of
Corfiot economy, farming and industry. These people, if they do not have a good income from other
activities cannot do much. The state has never been helpful and now it is completely absent. They can
only rely on funds from European programs and on their creativity. But, all of these people have the
same vision: to renovate and reuse the olive groves. There are two tendencies at the moment: the one
suggests that the olive trees should be cut at the height of two meters, so as to be easily cultivated
and collected and the other suggests that the olive trees should remain high- in order to produce more
crops- but to be properly pruned as in older times. The first suggestion is easier than the second and
many farmers have already applied it. The second one is much more difficult because it needs
workers to prune the trees properly and collect the olives for many months, as soon as they fall. This
suggestion can be moneymaking but for the ones who can afford it financially or have working hands
available. The people who want to change the situation know that the region’s oil used to be one of the
world’s best olive oils. They want to make their olive oil as good as it used to be. An obstacle to this
wishful thinking is the lack, in the island, of modern olive mills – on professional, industrial level- which
do not use centrifugal methods for the extraction of olive oil. But this can easily change. Eventually,
when more people start using their olive groves properly, the market will adjust to their needs. These
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visionaries have a long way ahead as high quality olive oil has been produced for quite a time in other
Greek regions and exported, too. But Corfiot olive oil if produced by quality standards can beat a lot of
if not all quality olive oils. If the people, who want to make again Corfiot olive oil a standard quality
product, stick to it, succeed, this will save the olive groves, as profit is something that everybody wants
and understands.
1.3 What can be saved?
Now, there is an emergency for the protection of the region’s olive groves. Year by year, the ecological
destruction is bigger. The state cannot protect the natural heritage but the citizens are responsible for
this situation and so, they are the ones who can change it. A state institute responsible for the
cultivation of olive in the region was shut down due to the financial crisis. It is quite improbable to open
again and so, a new form of cooperatives has to be established so as to educate farmers and new
cultivators and show them their options. The destruction of olive groves is not an option for anybody.
Things show that if there are more and more people who want to reuse the olive groves, they will be in
conflict with the others who chop them and sell the wood and with their workers, as well. It will not be
an easy situation as financial crisis has damaged people’s moral principles apart from their savings.
To save the olive groves is not only a matter of natural beauty or a financial matter. Above all, it is
about saving the cultural heritage of this region, which has been identified with olive culture since ever.
The region of Corfu cannot exist without its olive groves.

Fig.5 : Preparations for a feast in the olive groves during summer time.
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Abstract
This paper is part of major interdisciplinary research project that promotes the wider dissemination of
cultural heritage and sustainable development in Aljezur county that encompasses part of the
Portuguese Natural Park of Southwest Alentejo and Costa Vicentina.
We seek to clarify and reinforce the strength and the knowledge about the several dimensions of
landscape as heritage which must be continuously protected by law and preserved by men.
We pretend to emphasize and explore the synergies between cultural landscape representation –and
landscape production – the physical and material changes wrought on the land, not always with the
best results due to major touristic pressures, and the urgent necessity of its preservation as Natural
and Cultural European Heritage.
We firmly believe in the need to promote the idea of preserving the landscape through political
measures and also to promote sustainability through the opportunities of an ethical model of tourism
which may include the use of new technologies to promote the memory of places. This paper, is based
upon almost three decades of immersion on local culture that produced a continuous of published and
public debated material, focused on the dynamics of cultural change problems that emerged with the
local tourist demand and also by the needs of a planning process which promotes and preserves the
several dimensions of heritage management and does not ignore men and its needs promoting a
wider discussion about the intangible values derived from protect areas.
Keywords: Aljezur, Cultural Heritage, Memory, Tourism, Sustainability

Introduction
1-The Project:

This communication is an integral part of a project I&D ALJEZUR, "between vision" of Place and
Memory, which aims to integrate diverse knowledge and expertise towards new ways to approach a
tourism based on the preservation of cultural heritage in its various manifestations, contemplating and
emphasizing the register of Memory.
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The team includes researchers and experts from various fields, from Anthropology, Sociology,
Geography, Economics, Arts and Visual Culture, Communication Design, Photography, Computer
Graphics and Heritage and involves civil community organizations such as associations for the
defence and protection of historical and archaeological heritage of the involved territories. Local
authorities were invited to participate, but have not yet committed themselves accordingly.
In this sense, and based on an integrated analysis of the conceptual assessment of sustainable and
ethically responsible tourism, we also intend to test a new approach to tourism based on the
assumption of the value of the cultural heritage of the municipality of Aljezur and its territories of
enormous scenographic wealth, which is protected by decree since 1988 for the specificity and beauty
of its landscape and as Natural Park of Southwest Alentejo and Costa Vicentina, aka PNSACV since
1995, but still remains subject to various pressures for mass tourism based on a sun, beach and
concrete product similar to the remainder of the Algarve.
Thus, with this our project, we aim to foster academic reflection about the relevance of the need for
registration of the Memory and Cultural Identity of places as elements able to promote and develop a
model that integrates the development of a cultural and ethically sustainable tourism: another possible
tourism, in the context of post modernity and of an economic crisis on a global scale, strengthened by
the use of new technologies and on the assumption of the appreciation of the local heritage by its
inhabitants, its visitors and the political powers.
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Thus, with this project, we aim to foster academic reflection about the relevance of the need for
registration of the Memory and Cultural Identity of places as elements able to promote and develop a
model that integrates the development of a cultural and ethically sustainable tourism: another possible
tourism, in the context of post modernity and of an economic crisis on a global scale, strengthened by
the use of new technologies and on the assumption of the appreciation of the local heritage by its
inhabitants, its visitors and the political powers.
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Fig 2: Photo by Maria do Céu F. Rodrigues

Fig 3: Photo by Maria do Céu F. Rodrigues

The use of new technologies, based on augmented reality and immersive media, will allow, first, to
decrease the environmental impact and ecological footprints and, secondly, to reach out to different
audiences, offering specific and customizable means. Thus, the technological resources will be used
to perpetuate the different records of the memory and to promote sustainability, using virtual travel
between past, present and future.
In our project we also integrate the dimension of the "heritage park, also called eco museum" (Martins
and Costa, 2009) that assumes, in turn, the cultural legacy of the landscape and reflects, in its design,
the concerns of the investigations focused on transformations of the landscape and its ecological
impacts linked to local heritage resources, due to the specificity of the territory largely inserted in the
Natural Park of Southwest Alentejo and Costa Vicentina, created by law in 1995.
Thus, according to the authors, "the parks heritage by combining natural and artificial values, by
rescuing traditional spaces and ancestral activities, by reuniting the balance between man and nature,
take on the challenge made by many who defended the ecology of the landscape, seeking to
transform the structures built on elements of recovery and continuation of the natural processes
(Hough, 1995). This assessment of the concept of a heritage park is also a possible way for the
assertion of the identity of a place and concurrently applicable to a territory with the specifics of our
case study, integrating the museological dimension in line with the ideological propositions of the new
museology (UNESCO, 1973).
Methodologically, the project ALJEZUR, "between vision" of Place and Memory that we have been
presenting and promoting to civil society since the official Congress of the Centenary of Tourism in
Portugal in May 2011, and in several international scientific seminars and conferences will be divided
into five distinct phases that integrate the gathering and survey of the various registers of the Memory:
from photographs to oral or written testimony associated with social, economic and scenic aspects of
the county, its subsequent inventorying, cataloguing and classification according depending on its type
and its theme; data analysis, integration of different museum estates or previously catalogued data,
and finally the systematization of all collected information’s on different means of information.
Our basic intention is to promote and foster the integration of the possibilities of accessing not only
goods and products but especially the very spirit of the place, the genius loci according to the
perspective articulated by Norberg-Schulz in 1980, and to preserve the heritage according to the
statement of Quebec of ICOMOS October 2008 which manifests itself not only in location but also in
their spatial configuration, and especially in his characterization of articulation between spectator and
the place, enhancing the valences of a county located in the south-western region of Portugal and
whose territory is mostly integrated in natural park or the Natura 2000 network, since 1999, [1]
protected but not immune, to some atrocities that have disfigured and weakened mainly by the
excesses of permissiveness enhanced by local political powers and sometimes by its contradictory.
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2 - The Place

Fig 4: Vila Aljezur – overview, author : Pedro M.Pereira, photo courtesy ADPAHA

Fig. 5: Algarve region Source http://www.tintazul.com.pt/castelos/far/ajz/index.html

Located in the southwest of the Portuguese mainland, in the district of Faro, Aljezur municipality is
bordered on the north by the municipality of Beja, to the east by the municipality of Monchique and to
the south by the municipality of Vila do Bispo, a half hour away from Lagos and from the otherAlgarve,
the beautiful and magical south, somewhat disfigured by the excesses of a tourism - based on a
jaded model of sun, beach and golf, but still an extraordinary area that opens up to the Atlantic and to
the influences of the Mediterranean.
Aljezur is in this second decade of this century a socially and economically fragile county, overly aged
and depressed, reflecting not only a severe economic crisis affecting the country, but also the loss of
much of his identity based on a lost rurality and the inability to regenerate itself thru the immense
potential of the landscape and the cultural patrimony of its extensive and diverse territory.
Endowed with a beauty of a privileged and unique flora and fauna, the landscape of the coast called
Vincentian in good time was safeguarded by Decree Law 241/88 of 7th of July, that created the
protected landscape area of Southwest Alentejo and Costa Vicentina and later, in the year 1995, by
Decree Law 26/95 of 21st of September, which stipulates and regulates the Natural Park of Southwest
Alentejo and Costa Vicentina, which came in good time to avoid the total destruction of such a
beautiful and coveted landscape.
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3 – Sustainability
Conceptually the notion of sustainable development is based on three key pillars which should involve
and develop harmoniously together. The environmental pillar should take into account the
preservation and enhancement of the natural beauty of Aljezur and its territories, while the social pillar
should reflect a strong respect for tradition and the resilient populations. Finally, the economic pillar
should be managed. prudently to ensure the financial viability of the municipality and simultaneously
generating new resources. Sustainability is a strategic approach to the integration of conservation and
consistent development. It implies the maintenance of ecosystems, the preservation of genetic
diversity and the sustainable use of resources. It implies a solidarity commitment with the future. Only
in this way a development, able to meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs, can be promoted.
Whereas the principles of sustainability are: [2] Prevention, Precaution, Cooperation; Ecological
Integrity, Continuous Improvement; Intra-generational and inter-generational equity; Integration,
Community Involvement, and Accountability, it is important to ensure the transfer of assets capable of
satisfying the needs of balanced integration of the economic, environmental, socio-cultural and
institutional aspects of Good Governance. Thus, the concept of Sustainable Development is usually
seen as a development that seeks to meet the needs of the present generation without compromising
those of future generations. It means to enable people, now and in the future, to reach a satisfactory
level of development that integrates also the cultural dimension, making, at the same time, a
reasonable use of land resources, preserving species and natural habitats.
4 - Sustainable Tourism
By sustainable and ethically responsible tourism we understand one that meets both the needs
simultaneously: those of the tourists and of the receiving regions, protecting and expanding
opportunities for the future. It is a tourism that should provide various resources so that economic,
social and environmental needs can be fulfilled without contempt for the integrity of cultural identity
and the maintenance of ecosystems determinants for ensuring the preservation of the natural
environment.
It should be a tourism that takes in consideration the social component, the local environment and the
tourists themselves. We believe that it should be a planned tourism in function of not only to meet the
immediate needs of the potential spectator but also the protection of the environment; not just a
tourism centred on economics and easy profit, but that respects and integrates the human being, the
environment and its preservation - always assuming that man is an integral part of the ecosystems
and can not be marginalized in this process.
The World Tourism Organization on 27 September 1999 adopted a code of ethics which states that it
is necessary to "safeguard the environment to achieve healthy economic and sustainable growth
"recognizing and advocating new forms of tourism. [3]
Thus, considering that culture and heritage are important sources of tourist attractiveness and
especially factors for the assumption of cultural identity and shared memory of communities and their
inhabitants, the option for sustainable tourism development, based on the defence of the landscape
and its preservation should take, and reconcile the objectives of maintenance and preservation of
cultural identity factors of Aljezur, a county that has been pushed for decades towards mass tourism
and by the real estate market, but simultaneously is "too" protected by legislation which, in some
cases, assumes aspects of castration of the ancestry practices.
Two years after the General Population Census of 2011 the excessive over-aging of the population of
Aljezur is a potential threat to its own survival as a county, [4] that, according to the potential new
autarchic design that is to be expected, could be, in a not too distant future, "annexated" by the nearby
town of Lagos. Thus, it is urgent to captivate new populations, creating new services, in which the
Touristic and Cultural aspects might constitute the future paradigm, thereby avoiding any territorial and
administrative (re)arrangements that do not favour the county and its autonomy in anything and will be
contributing more to its marginalization over the remaining Algarve and the centers of power
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Fig. 6: : Foto by Maria do Céu F. Rodrigues

The prior announced possibility in regard to heritage parks may be a viable alternative for these
territories and could lead to the assumption of the village of Aljezur as a structuring place for the
appreciation and preservation of natural and cultural processes, as suggested by Hough (1995) and
Martins and Costa (2009).
These parks are presented as lasting projects and as perfectly integrated approaches of sustainable
local and regional development, enhancing the value of ecosystems and biodiversity but also of social
cohesion.
The situations covered in this project, which should be enhanced and extended to other parts of the
Portuguese territory, wish to take the reconciliation of the objectives of maintaining and preserving the
factors of the identity of the county: its immaterial and intangible heritage (landscape, monuments,
flora, fauna, gastronomy, local products, etc..), as well as the everyday use or enjoyment of some of
its cultural assets, valuing and optimizing local identities always from a perspective of sustainability.
Thus, by promoting an alternative to conventional cultural tourism which assumes and involves travel,
we encourage and rehearse innovative communication strategies and the preservation of intangible
heritage through other forms of "Tours" trough the recorded memory of the past and also of the
present, considering the future.
As mentioned, we have chosen symbolically the centennial celebration of tourism in Portugal for the
presentation of (our) project. In this second decade of this century, now as then, we live similarly a
particularly complex moment in our history, in the midst of an economic and social crisis that presently
can be felt at a global level. However, we believe another form of tourism is possible, as reported by
Sergio Molina. [5]
"The post tourism, or simply the tourism in post modernity would result from globalization that brings a
more flexible and dynamic appearance and proposes new models of consumption favouring more
customized forms at the expense of uniformity.”
This is paraphrasing the same author, the new tourism that "goes beyond the Traveller", less linked to
market issues, integrating a reflection on ethics and debates about the contexts of post modernity and
its paradigms.
The post modern man has to take and integrate the cultural and environmental sustainability and to
look for leveraging the experiences of his imagery and imagination which must be speculative,
creative, enhanced and supported by the most diverse and complex technical challenges, based on
culture and global visual communication which can also transpose the limits of tangibility and thus
emerge in various areas in the field of virtuality and the domain of imagination.
We intend therefore to emphasize and exploit synergies between the current representation of the
cultural landscape and the landscape as cultural production as well as all the consequent physical and
cultural changes that have been causing profound changes in the territory that we have been
analyzing, especially the areas nearest to the coastal zone, due to greed raised by its extraordinary
beauty and the consequent pressures towards a growth oriented towards mass tourism and strongly
based on concrete and lack of identity, promoting discussion about the potential for sustainable
development that fosters memory and its patrimonialization.
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Abstract
The Sound Proof series of exhibitions (SP 2008-2012) emerged from an organic process to make
artistic contributions in response to the Stratford site of the London 2012 Olympics. Planning for the
series began in 2007—at the same time that the official Cultural Olympiad was starting up—and so the
archive of yearly exhibitions reflects both changes to site and the evolving mood as the event neared.
The series has heritage concerns at its core—both the tangible cultural landscape and the intangible
dimension of memory. Through its thematic funnel linking art practice, curation and legacy, SP created
a unique container to address the cultural legacy concerns attached to Olympics sites while placing
the focus firmly on the site of London 2012—providing an artistic record from its unique vantage point
of independent artist-led activity.
The exhibition programme evolved over time, generating 28 new artworks by 21 artists in 5
exhibitions, 4 exhibition multiples and 1 publication. Exhibition themes were sound as cartography,
sound as artefact, sound as text, sound as legacy, and sound as voice.
In its yearly iterations SP is like a memory track of how the Stratford site was building up towards
2012, reflecting a complex layering of moods and views through the filter of artistic responses. The
works are part of the public record and contribute to the Olympics' legacy of artistic representations—
expressing a wider spectrum of voices in the artistic record of London 2012.
Key words: sound, art, curation, memory, heritage, legacy

1. Distinguishing features of historical memory: An organic process
We punctuate our memories of events by recording them in some form that marks them down for
remembrance. With landmark events such as London 2012, the official narrative was threaded through
a combination of cultural programmes including invited artists and curators, open calls, and initiatives
at the local level guided by the organisers of the Cultural Olympiad. There was a complex,
multilayered approach to London 2012's Cultural Olympiad and by coincidence it started at the same
time that we held our first Sound Proof exhibition in 2008.
From the start, we wanted to keep the Sound Proof exhibition series as an independent initiative.
Later, when I decided to continue Sound Proof on my own as a five-year series to represent the five
Olympic rings, it was my goal that we could respond to the Olympic preparations organically. The
sequence of yearly exhibitions would not be pre-planned into a programme of activities that fit an
overall vision. Instead, it would commemorate the ever-shifting landscape of the Stratford site, perhaps
in a search to represent what Paul Claval refers to as the "spatial patterning of social life and the
symbolic imprint of social groups in the landscape".[1] Sound Proof was an attempt to pin down in
concrete, tangible terms the intangible memory of a site in transition.
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The impetus for me was as well to maintain critical distance so as to achieve the even-handed
perspective that I sought with this series. This approach echoed Nick Couldry's work on voice—
creating "a sort of liminal space, alongside power but somehow normatively separate from it"[2] where
the artists involved were encouraged to experiment and express their views freely. As Couldry states
in an interview with Rafico Ruiz (published in the journal Seachange, 2012): "And I decided therefore
to talk about voice as a value, which is the idea that not only do we have the potential for voice…we
need to be in the middle of ways of organising things which value voice, which take voice into
account."[3] Placing art as the main expression of that voice, Sound Proof fomented the idea of art as
a social actor, expressing through its cycle of exhibitions John Dewey's understanding of
communication as a medium for the sharing of meanings and his belief in the contribution of
communication to democracy.
What became a series of yearly exhibitions of commissioned artworks with a focus on sound began in
2007 with a walk of the Stratford site of the 2012 Olympics. It was a tour of the site led by a member of
the Ramblers Association who had recently moved out of the area to make way for the construction
yet to come. He took us on paths, alongside the waterways, pointing out industrial and residential sites
soon to be recommissioned for future works. It was like being in a space suspended in time; in a state
of becoming. Not quite what it appeared to be, not yet the place envisioned.
Before each yearly exhibition, I would go on a walk of the site—in this way attempting to soak in the
zeitgeist in the air that year, looking for visual signs of meaningful change in the landscape and
observing the way the site integrated in its environs and how people interacted with it. Luckily for me,
the Greenway—central artery cutting through the heart of the construction in Stratford—remained
open to the public from the moment construction started, although for the first few years of
construction, hardly anyone knew it and that made for site visits that were eerily quiet.

2. Distinguishing features of historical memory: Sound as cartography
Whoever maps the space gives that landscape and location its territorial characteristics: what is in,
what is out, what is named, what goes unnamed or unmarked. It is a way to define the space via
contour and specification.
When Colm Lally invited me to co-curate a sound art exhibition with him at E:vent Gallery in 2007, I
had recently completed a walk of the designated Olympic area between Hackney Wick and Stratford in
London. At the time of my walk I had wondered what would become of the space and whether any of
its current landmark features would be retained. The memory of that experience stayed with me and
helped shape the theme of sound as cartography for the first Sound Proof exhibition. Our aim was to
capture sonic readings of the space at that time to retain a record of something that would disappear
and re-shape into new forms when construction commenced.
We invited six commissions and asked the artists to create one-hour long sound pieces and visual
maps based on artist's walks, with works by Brown Sierra, Angus Carlyle, Jem Finer, Sara Heitlinger
and Franc Purg, Miller and McAfee Press (Andrew Miller and Duncan McAfee), and Vessna
Perunovich in collaboration with Boja Vasic. This approach had as its model the rich history of artist
walks by artists such as Janet Cardiff, Richard Long, Sophie Calle and Hamish Fulton.
At the time we were aware that official programmes were starting up and that our contribution would
be considered within the bigger picture of the Cultural Olympiad, artistic programmes in London
cultural centres, and other independent contributions from initiatives like ours. We made a decision to
go ahead with an independent offering that would encourage different perspectives from the artists on
the Olympic project and retain the focus on the artistic output. And so it is that Sound Proof crystallised
as an idea and as a show. I retained that approach as I continued to develop Sound Proof as an
exhibition series on my own.
The sequence of walks—organised and pre-planned for a curated exhibition—spoke implicitly about
inside and outside space, inner and outer, both spatially and also in terms of the socio-political
positioning of the project. This was the first exhibition, and as of yet, there were no others planned to
follow it. So—in a way—out of all the exhibitions in the series, Sound Proof 1 was the most in-themoment, the most authentic of the five. With nothing preceding it and nothing following, Sound Proof 1
expressed the sense of urgency at that time to memorialise a landscape that would be altered beyond
recognition within a period of years. The six artists (and artist pairs) involved in the exhibition all
seemed to recognise that we were part of a capturing of a moment in time, before the site inexorably
pushed on to its Olympic destiny. In a way that period of a few months between January and April
2008—the time when the Sound Proof 1 commissioned artists were recording at the site—reminds me
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of Lisa Saltzman's description of Pliny's tale about the Corinthian Maiden who drew an outline of her
lover before he went off to war as "that mythic moment when imminent loss drives the impulse to
record and remember"[4]. Saltzman's interest in the tale is "in its potentially paradigmatic status, the
model it provides for isolating and interpreting the various visual techniques and technologies through
which the work of memory is performed in contemporary artistic practice"[5] and "as a ritual of
remembrance".[6] For Sound Proof, the techniques were sonic more than visual and so the discussion
we extended was not just art's role in remembrance but also the loss of oral traditions as a means of
commemorating and preserving our links to the past.
Oral traditions conveyed historical events and cultural narratives via direct imitation and observation
and placed vernacular culture on the same (or greater) level of importance as official records.[7] This
meant that history was passed down through direct contact, making the local interpretation of a space
more important than the official one. With the development of the written word, distribution of culture,
knowledge and history transferred from the local to the official having huge temporal and spatial
consequences. Linking local narratives to those of distant places meant that perceived geographical
and historical bonds could be cemented, making it possible to build great systems of power and
political organisation. This led to the rise of nationhood as a concept encapsulating the social,
historical and political characteristics of collective identities formerly differentiated through local
affiliation.[8]
Sound Proof used sonic strategies to give a vernacular reading of the Stratford site at the same time
that the official cultural programme was establishing its historic record. As a series of commissions the
exhibition mobilised vernacular aesthetic inheritances to, as Saltzman says, make memory 'matter'.
And so, the oral elements of the works give the past a place in the present.[9] Our approach stood
alongside other initiatives to conserve elements of the cultural landscape being transformed. Two
years after the first Sound Proof exhibition, Hackney Museum initiated an oral history archive of local
residents and businesses, preserving their perceptions of the changes taking place during the build up
to London 2012. The project was called Mapping the Change and invited initiatives like Sound Proof to
be part of the archive of works. In this way Mapping the Change amassed a comprehensive local
record of cultural activity that is preserved for public use at the museum and forms part of the official
record. This type of approach mirrors work in the field of landscape studies, where place meaning is
enacted through both vernacular and official channels, considering local populations and visitors as
much as the functional category ascribed to the site officially.[10]
As Claval states with great urgency: "The contemporary crisis of identities is responsible for the
renewed interest in landscapes by geographers, and indeed for the spatial turn generally across the
social sciences." He reinforces a belief in the importance of place in identity formation stressing "the
complex relations which exist between social groups and spatial forms".[11] Niamh Moore more
specifically zeroes in on the role of the city in identity formation, noting that cities that rely on change to
survive will confer a more fluid and dynamic place identity upon its inhabitants.[12] London being a
prime example of this, the Stratford site's designation as Olympic made it particularly vulnerable to
'forgetting'—the idea that a new identity could be imprinted on it—and so it is that a surge of localised
projects emerged during the key period of 2007-2008 as a means of offsetting what was going to be
the 'imminent loss' that Saltzman speaks of in relation to Pliny's Corinthian Maiden. The brownfield
land between Hackney Wick and Stratford fit Moore's description of a landscape that is 'particularly
unique, legible and imageable within a particular city' [13], making it a prime site of contestation during
the huge surge of economic and physical restructuring in the area after London was announced as
Olympic Host City post 2005.
Anthony Giddens also cautions against seeing cities simply as 'blank canvases' to be filled with new
narratives and emphasises the intimate links to the past that remain and should be conserved as part
of their spatial identity. Going further still, he stresses that spatial cultural memory is preserved by the
inhabitants and visitors most closely and strongly associated with it. By extension, he also highlights
that the loss of those specific members to the local landscape signifies a cultural loss as well, unless
something is done to preserve their memories and their contributions to space creation. Giddens sums
it up by stating: "In a world characterised as runaway and constantly in flux, memory is critical in the
formation of both personal and place identity but it is also crucial in shaping discourses on
preservation, development, and how heritage is defined and represented."[14]
Giddens conceptualises globalisation as, not only pulling upwards (from national economies), but also
—and importantly—pushing downwards, having direct influence on local decision-making. As national
governments increasingly lose autonomy in the face of international competition and demands, they
put increasing pressure on their landmark cities to provide a sense of national pride and a sense of
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Fig. 1: Stratford site, London. 2008.

heritage. Thus the current fierce competition for Olympic status and the heritage rewards it promises.
For nations caught in the middle of what Giddens describes as problems both too large and too small
for nations to solve, Olympic status can help reinforce national pride—something precious and difficult
to summon in the face of a highly interconnected and interdependent global economy.[15]
Economic restructuring has impacted on urban planning on a global scale, leading to an
entrepreneurial approach towards heritage that often leaves those for whom the memory of a place
remains the strongest feeling the most out of place.[16] This creates direct conflict between the idea of
heritage as a shared public resource and the construct of heritage to reinvigorate urban areas.[17] It
puts in danger the ability of the cityscape to operate as 'psychic anchor' for its inhabitants and visitors,
and it undermines the ability of its spatial framework to provide a sense of history from which to
embrace the shifts and changes of time.[18]
Certainly there was a 'psychic anchoring' taking place through the sound commission recordings for
Sound Proof 1—something historic in a vernacular way as artists explored and documented the space
before traces of its existing essence would be dug out into piles of dirt. Jem Finer's performance at the
Stratford site in the depths of winter provided for me that 'mythic moment' that Saltzman references.
He invited me to come along for his performance at the site in early February 2008 and the first thing
that struck me was the massive blue wall that had been erected since my last visit in 2007. It
surrounded the entire area, with the distinctive blue paint used to mark out even bridges and access
points, announcing the site’s state of becoming Olympic. I had not known about it and was totally
unprepared for it. It was truly an incredible sight. Within a period of a few months, the landscape had
been transformed from overgrown weeds and decrepit buildings alongside working factories and living
accommodations (designated as brownfield land) to a cordoned off area surrounded by fencing and
wire mesh, all painted in a memorable blue. Just as Yves had his International Klein Blue, so London
2012 had its blue to designate the area as Olympic. It was to that panorama that Finer introduced a
troupe of musicians to trumpet down the wall. They played along paths leading to the wall, marched
alongside it, and reached the midpoint of the Greenway—the public pathway that acted as central
artery to the epicentre of the construction. Workers at the site waved and cheered as the musicians
performed their finale facing the wall.
Pliny's Corinthian Maiden tracing the contours of her lover's shadow became for the artists in Sound
Proof 1, the tracing of the contours of the perimeter of the Stratford site. We had asked for permission
to do recordings inside the site, but were instead granted a bus tour of the site with no stops, no
access to the outside, and no recordings allowed during the journey. Having had the experience of
travelling inside the site, but then only being able to document its perimeter—now cordoned off by an
imposing blue wall—the artists were of course positioned on the outside looking in; or drawing the
contour of the shadowy world that the construction site became after the wall was erected.
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3. Distinguishing features of historical memory: Sound as artefact
“History studies the past through old documents, and in the case of landscape, is essentially a
documentary study of maps and documents related to landscape. Archaeology studies the past more
directly, through material remains in the present.”[19]
For Sound Proof 2, the theme was sound as archaeology, with an emphasis on the artefact—reflecting
the key question for me in 2009: what could constitute material fact for a site in a state of becoming? I
commissioned four artists—Isha Bøhling, Daniel Jackson, Sheena Macrae, and John Wynne—to
create object-based installations with sound for the exhibition. Brian Reed and I produced a vinyl
record multiple in an edition of 300 for Sound Proof 2—the record being a sound artefact from
previous decades as few would have turntables to actually hear the sound recordings on the multiple.
In a departure from the first exhibition, my main curatorial direction for this exhibition was to allow
sound works to co-exist in one space with all works playing simultaneously (no headphone works)—
allowing the sound elements to breathe and interplay with each other. Like the previous year, I invited
artists to explore around and through the Olympic site to gather materials and inspiration for their
commissions. I expected a range of responses and these would form part of the Sound Proof record—
like a yearly litmus test reading.
In a site still in development, what would constitute artefact?
For John Wynne and Daniel Jackson, the artefact in 2009 was extracted, not from the physical site,
but from public consciousness. John Wynne investigated meaning in the visual form of the Olympic
logo and through that uncovered an alternate reading to that supported in the popular media.
Subversions of the Olympic symbol manifested in graffiti, stickers, banners and blogs. Legislation
enacted to bottle up voices of protest. Battles waged for right of use and ownership of lands. As
Wynne stated, "the starting point for this piece is visual rather than sonic", and through that approach
he created a sound work that built a sense of expectation and anticipation, much like the projection of
the five rings onto collective consciousness. For Daniel Jackson's conceptual sound work, the physical
site existed in terms of its statistical data and numerical reference points. The bone structure—invisible
but holding the whole project together—was the physical site in Stratford. The visual manifestation
was a play on the word represented through the five rings—olympics.
For Isha Bøhling and Sheena Macrae the archaeology was personal. In 'Prize', Isha Bøhling
excavated a family history to evoke both the historic and individual sense of loss that accompanies an
Olympic competition. Sheena Macrae had a personal history sited at the centre of the future Olympics
complex, as she lived in the Pudding Mill Lane area for some years. Working with composer Paul
Robinson, Macrae examined her personal sonic signposts—like ruins from a former time—by
compressing and intertwining sequences from Robinson's compositions to convey a folding over,
multiplying and layering of time and change in her own personal narrative. As she stated at the time,
"soon my studio will be floating somewhere above seat 64 in the stadium".
There was a real, physical site in existence in 2009 in Stratford, London—one populated by
bulldozers, cranes, metal, trucks, and a lot of dirt. It was a transitory space, waiting to be filled and
completed by an event yet to take place. The search for material fact at that point took place in our
minds—through our understanding of what came before the site was designated Olympic and in our
ability to foresee what was yet to come.

4. Distinguishing features of historical memory: Sound as text
Returning to the site in early 2010, there were developments on the way—cranes dotting the skyline,
stadium structure dominating the epicentre of the site, signage designating the space Olympic, and a
cafe, exhibition space and viewing area to make the works in progress accessible to the public. With
the site's identity emerging, it seemed an appropriate time to open up the conversation and involve
other sites around England also involved in Olympic competition.
Sound Proof 3 became a dialogue between two sites of the future Olympics: Weymouth and Portland
in Dorset—where the sailing was to take place—and Stratford, London. I co-curated the exhibition with
Julie Penfold (LabCulture, Dorset) and we selected two artists based in London and two based in
Dorset to create responses from their own site-specific perspective: Claire Burke and Joe Stevens
from Dorset and Sheena Calvert and Denna Jones from London.
The theme for Sound Proof 3 was sound as text: the vernacular (phonetic) represented in its textual
form (written). We linked the artists and sites via the means of conversation, starting the project in
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Fig. 2: Overtime installation. Barbara Held, Yapci Ramos et al. Sound Proof 4. Canterbury Court, London. 2011.

September 2010 as part of the B-side Multimedia Arts Festival in Dorset. One of the key texts that
emerged from Sound Proof 3 was Sheena Calvert's visual deconstruction of Iain Sinclair's
conceptualisation of the term 'edgeland'. Through formal compositions on the two-dimensional plane,
Calvert explored the liminal spaces of paper "which elude exact definition, yet which are constantly
being [in]formed"[20]—the edges and folds of paper as key conveyors of information. For Claire Burke,
the focus was on written text's ability to align itself more closely with its phonetic, vernacular form:
"Open breath open view open sea. Open ears open eyes open future. The ground: open. Open past
open heart open masts open art. Open window open web open world."[21]

5. Distinguishing features of historical memory: sound as legacy
One year before London 2012, Sound Proof amplified its reach and extended the dialogue to
Barcelona, site of the Olympics in 1992. I wanted to explore the potential links between the two cities,
as—with a 20 year difference—there was an interesting reflection on Olympic and artistic legacy that
could take place.
In preparation for the Sound Proof 4 exhibition, I did a residency at the Barcelona Museum of
Contemporary Art (MACBA) at their Study Center in early 2011 and accessed documentation,
exploring both the historical references to the 1992 Cultural Olympiad and the urban legacy the
Games imprinted on the city. My work also involved exploring the sites of the 1992 Olympics with a
special focus on the Poblenou area, earmarked as a key area of regeneration for Barcelona 1992.
What of Poblenou now and its Olympic legacy?
The 1992 Games once again reconnected Barcelona to the sea as the old industrial area of Poble Nou
—flanked on the seafront by railroad tracks and populated by factories no longer in use—was
renovated as part of the plan to site the Olympic Village there. As Lluís Millet explains in Barcelona: La
ciutat i el 92, the renovation had as one of its main objectives to transform the area of Poblenou from
its obsolete industrial use to one more urban and residential, with the aim being to recover the entire
line of the sea from Barceloneta to the Bèsos river as an integral part of the city.[22] In fact, the
handling of Poble Nou and of the Stratford site are quite similar in terms of the problematic they
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presented and the aspirations attached to both sites. Both areas were considered marginalised from
the city in some form, with considerable areas of brownfield designation, limited transport links and low
residential use. Both landscapes had industrial function imprinted on them, much of it no longer in use.
Both had a low profile in terms of image, which meant they could be reshaped and reformed as new
areas post Olympics.
After consulting the written texts providing historical references of Poblenou, I embarked on a series of
site visits, including a walk from the north centre of the city to its northeast edge, cutting through the
heart of neighbourhood. From what I had read from a distance, Poblenou was an artistic hub poised to
transform into a centre of technology. My walks did evidence areas of transformation and development
and areas that still needed work—at least from the residents' perspective.
On the recommendation of Pilar Ortega of the Miró Foundation in Palma de Mallorca, I began by
accessing documentation of Glòria Moure’s commissions for the 1992 Olympics. The commissions are
a fixture of the city to this day, with Rebecca Horn’s installation at the beach in Barceloneta a key
landmark of that area, although few people would recognise it as an emblem of Barcelona’s Olympic
legacy. This became a very interesting point for me in relation to the approach I wanted to develop for
Sound Proof 4—to expand on Moure’s idea that the commissions did not have to make specific
reference to the Olympics.
In his discussion on the framing of heritage Paul Claval distinguishes between vernacular and official
forms of establishing cultural allegiance through ties to the past. The vernacular form meant that a
sense of continuity between past, present and future was established from local environments and
transmitted by its inhabitants, conferring the power of heritage transmission to local populations rather
than relying on official interpretations. Any historical reference beyond the lifespan of living inhabitants
could be relegated to the area of myth, so that a person's sense of identity and their sense of place
"was directly experienced as a living reality".[23] With the arrival of the written word, cultural elements
could be transferred to younger generations beyond the memory of living inhabitants and could be
linked to other geographical locations beyond the experienced landscape. This allowed for the
expansion and transmission of knowledge and experience across time and space, but it also made it
possible to harness a sense of heritage and belonging into more centralised power structures.
This distinction between vernacular and official heritage transmission is directly relevant to an
understanding of the Sound Proof series of exhibitions in relation to the official Cultural Olympiad. It is
not a question of better or worse, but of adding texture and understanding to cultural activities
happening in relation to London 2012. What Sound Proof sought to establish was a platform for
independent voices from the artistic community—organised in a more ad hoc framework to allow for
reaction in time and in space to events happening within the city in preparation for the Olympics. It was
not a case of us vs. them, but an opportunity to showcase the importance of the vernacular in bringing
into focus what might be lost in the official.
The core activator for me in the construction of both Sound Proof 3 and Sound Proof 4 was the
mechanism of the conversation. In the case of Sound Proof 3 the conversation between artists
happened through the Twitter mechanism. In Sound Proof 4 the conversation happened at the
exhibition space, with all four installations co-existing in one large warehouse space—ambient sounds
intermingling freely. Expanding on the approach of Sound Proof 3, I invited two commissions from
Barcelona and two from London to create a conversation between works by the artists from the two
cities. Exhibited in Canterbury Court in November 2011—site of Sound Proof 2 in 2009—the
installations of Sound Proof 4 formed a type of environmental sculpture, projecting the voices and
thinking of the participating artists and allowing the works to speak to each other in the context of the
exhibition.
Leigh Clarke's commission for Sound Proof 4 entitled Squash—a celebration of his passion for art and
his frustration with sport—expressed a view that might not be so easy to posit through official
channels, yet expressed what many in the population felt. John Fawcett exhibited Radiance—a filmic
document of the creation of a huge energy network throughout London. Roc Jiménez de Cisneros'
Continuum, expanded was an unstated commentary on the use of cultural activity to support official
versions of legacy and heritage—the lack of statement being central to the work. Barbara Held's
collaborative Overtime was a real time transmission of a memory held from the Olympics in Barcelona
20 years earlier—allowing for new interpretations and various iterations through five different
expressions of one score. This was the most truly vernacular of all the works presented during Sound
Proof 4, as one of the responses to the score was created during a live transmission on Resonance
FM days after the exhibition opened. The links celebrated in Overtime were not between individual and
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nation, as is often the case in Olympic events, but between individuals who had a shared history and
set of interests—people who knew each other personally and celebrated together a moment in time.
Perhaps it is the case that the experienced has lost its currency. Through digitised global interactions
with others, we have come to rely less and less on what we know and experience in our immediate
environs. As Giddens puts it, "When the image of Nelson Mandela is more familiar to us than the face
of our next door neighbour, something has changed in the nature of our everyday experience."[24] It
comes back to an art of observation and to being in the moment and experiencing it as a time and a
space. This is becoming increasingly difficult to do as our every experience has the potential to be
networked, indexed and distributed as it is being felt and experienced, with the emphasis being more
on passing it on and less on the experience itself.
This need to index and punctuate through historical links is what Giddens emphasises when he writes
"It is a myth to think of traditions as impervious to change. Traditions evolve over time, but also can be
quite suddenly altered or transformed. If I can put it this way, they are invented and reinvented."[25]
For him the transition from tradition to heritage marks a disconnect between the experienced event
and its shell rituals, leading towards a celebration of ceremony. This is quite effective in the
transmission of power structures to a society's population, but it is the shared experience of the
tradition that links individuals to their sense of time and place, and this—Giddens asserts—is most
fruitfully accomplished via democratic structures and processes that require direct participation from
individuals in the population in order to activate the mechanisms of power.

6. Distinguishing features of historical memory: Sound as voice
In her study of urban heritage, Moore expresses the critical role that memory plays in both personal
and place identity and how this plays out in the repositioning of areas marked for regeneration
—'landscapes that are particularly unique, legible and imageable'. This was certainly the case when
the Stratford site was announced as main site of London 2012. By the time the first Sound Proof
exhibition was in the planning stages, there were projects taking place to debate the actual costs and
benefits to the communities affected by the transformation of the area. Many of these debates focused
on displacement of well-established communities for the sake of monetary gain by outside forces. And
so it was fitting that for the fifth and final Sound Proof exhibition (which took place during London
2012) we invited the We Sell Boxes We Buy Gold collective to present their archive of interviews,
photographs and sound works produced five years earlier, at the time that our own exhibition series
coincidentally started.
We Sell Boxes We Buy Gold—a project initiated by Lucia Farinati, Richard Crow, Alberto Duman, Jude
Rosen, and Louise Garrett—had examined the social, physical and psychological implications of the
Olympic project in the areas within and surrounding the designated area through a series of artist
walks that also represent “that mythic moment" that Saltzman references in relation to Pliny's
Corinthian Maiden. The archive of interviews, recordings, and photographs produced in 2008 was
exhibited for the first time at Carter Presents Gallery in 2012 as part of Sound Proof 5, bringing the
Sound Proof project full circle from beginning to end.
A force once seen mainly for the good, regeneration has now shown its many faces and has
demonstrated the complex effects it has on the vibrancy of the communities undergoing the changes. I
touch on regeneration in this paper quite lightly as it was not the main concern of the exhibition series.
But for those artists involved in Sound Proof not buoyed by the Olympic spirit, regeneration concerns
were central to their critique, in particular Jem Finer (SP1), John Wynne (SP2), Sheena Calvert (SP3),
Leigh Clarke (SP4), and We Sell Boxes We Buy Gold (SP5). It comes back to the point made by
Moore about heritage as cultural resource or as financial asset.[26] It is in the spirit of heritage as
cultural resource that Sound Proof engaged in a more ad hoc and organic manner with a site and an
event punctuated by official quotation marks, allowing more vernacular forms and expressions to
represent the event as cultural artefact.
Sound Proof 5 also showcased the work of Jonathan Munro who looked beyond the immediate area of
the host city and featured responses to the international event by children living in the city of Hull—a
location in the north of England not touched by Olympic gold dust but seriously affected by the
economic turmoil of recent years. Their hopes for the future on the eve of London 2012—in spite of the
complicated backdrop of their immediate communities—lined up quite well with their nation’s wider
ambitions for the Olympic project.
In the work of Marcus Leadley, the idea of within and without was expressed through a focus on sound
art. His breaking apart of inside/outside acoustic aspects of diverse environments fractured the
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Fig. 3: Outside In installation. Marcus Leadley. Sound Proof 5. Carter Presents Gallery, London. 2012.

everyday experience into its constituent parts. The result was a disorienting interplay between what is
seen and what is heard to arrive at a clearer understanding of sound’s pervasive relationship to a
complex network of personal experiences and associations that colours our experience of place.
Through the experienced installation, Leadley achieved an integration between vernacular and official
form intermingling sound with visual and sensed environment. In this work he spoke about inside and
outside space, much as the Sound Proof 1 artists had done five years back. Whereas for the artists in
Sound Proof 1 there was a sense of imminent loss, Leadley's installation is full of open interpretation
and possibility—a porous liminal space that allows for the crossing of unspoken boundaries in time
and space—at that key juncture in time when London 2012 was taking place. The past and the future
were not the focus for once, just the present.

7. Conclusion
In his exploration of an evolving conception of heritage, Claval finds "new values and meanings are
now being ascribed to particular landscapes, many of which previously were not considered of
particular significance."[27] This is one of the elements linked to the regeneration efforts of Olympic
cities and London responded to this in a knowing multi-layered, multi-faceted approach, by building
opportunities for vernacular responses within the aegis of the official programme and through the
many initiatives by cultural centres in the city. Sound Proof, in its yearly iterations, became a memory
track of how the Stratford site was building up towards 2012, reflecting a complex layering of moods
and views through the filter of artistic responses. This ad hoc, organic approach allowed for multiple
voices to contribute to the cultural legacy of London 2012, celebrating the values and meanings of the
location through vernacular forms and channels.
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1972) throug h whi ch it is possible to u nderstand th e evolution o f human soci ety over time and t he
ability to adapt according to the influence of the physical constraints and the opportunities provided by
the natural, social, economic and cultural forces.
In this sense, it sho uld be note d, the landscape takes o n the chara cter of rational structure which
expands the meaning of sensitive geographical landscape, contemplating articulated relationships with
human settlement structu res, ru ral society and th e agri cultural economy. Humani zed l andscapes
characterized by «compl ex combin ation of obje cts and ph enomena related t o each othe r by mutual
functional relationships so as to constitute an organic unity»[2].
The growing interest in Europe for rural landscapes shows the importance that they are acquiring not
only in term s of aesth etics, but al so as fundam ental re sources in the definition of
territorial
development model s. He nce the n eed to safegu ard t he in cipient threat of exploitation linked to
unsustainable farmin g practices or erosion a ssociated with rapid chan ges in so cio-economic o r
inappropriate policies that determine the neglect and the gradual abandonment.
In this direction, since several years, seem to be moving European policies for the protection of agricultural
contexts – with the enac tment o f measures of b iodiversity man agement and conservation of typ ical
elements – as well as numerous studies aimed at identifying and classifying historical landscapes.
There are al so ma ny Italian re search aimed at th e definition of inventor ies of ru ral la ndscapes
throughout the cou ntry, in orde r to establi sh an e ffective manageme nt tool as part of the sam e
agricultural policies.
On the basis of the imp ortance of rural land scapes in defining cultu ral id entity of place s [3], this
research focuse s on tradi tional agri cultural lan dscapes in Camp ania, analyzi ng the evolution of the
landscape, examined from the point o f view of its form s rather than on its e cological and naturalistic
aspects or its sceni c values. Through the analysis of case studies, this research thus opens up ne w
possibilities f or documentat ion of rural landscapes through the graphical repr esentation, t aking into
account the ways in which historically they have be en represented (often in a n indirect way) and the
new possibilities of representation in the process of documentation and enhancement.

2.
The agricultural landscape in Campania: historical developments and elements
of identity

The ri chness and vari ety of Camp ania territory offe r to the st udy a uniqu e combinatio n o f natura l
diversity and a great number of processes originating from an intense history of different cultures. So,
with regard to the reading of th e h istorical evolution, from the poi nt of view of la ndscape
representation, it constitutes a particularly significant case. The historical interpretation of the complex
phenomenology existing i n the territo ry make s it possible to trace the ma trices of the current
organizational stru cture of agri cultural land scapes, marked, of course, in ad dition to the natura l
topography a nd climate va riability, ev en by a strong stratification of t he signs t hat many civilizatio ns
have marked in over the centuries.
In this dire ction, it is possi ble hig hlight an hi storical synth esis of t he landscape d evelopments,
structured on a na rrative that individu als a nd colleagues a series of significant moment s throughout
the history of the region.
The concept of agricultural landscape is related to the conscious and systema tic transformations of the
natural enviro nment, so th at the oldest outlines in Campania are put in relation to the development of
permanent cultivation, by the cultures of indigenous peoples in the area. However, considering that the
framework of the e volutionary deve lopment of these civilizations isn’t well-define d, it is no t po ssible to
infer, beyond theoretical considerations stereotypes, which were the structures related to the landscape.
A decisive role, however, had the first Greek colonization which traced the first tangible forms of agricultural
landscape. The imp act on the environment o f different an d conso lidated soc io-political a nd religious
organizations, together with the development of new agricultural techniques, suggest the definition of welldefined paths whose signs, on a par with those of their urban conformations, may still be traceable.
The region, then as now, was divided by Mount Somma-Vesuvius in two parts, connected by the vast
plain of Nola. To the north, the rivers Volturno and Clanio flow through the plains around Capua; to the
south, there’s the Valley of the Sarno, which opens to the gulf; the Phlegraean area, with the island of
Ischia, and the Apenni ne mountain spine of the Sorre ntine Penin sula, wit h the island of Capri,
conclude th e sinus Cumanus. All these places h ad the cha racteristic of bei ng well p rotected an d
extraordinarily fertile soils rich. The cit y of Cu ma, Napl es, Posi donia, are exemplary expression s of
Greek culture in Campani a. The coloni al cities t hat were settled enjoyed large area s of ara ble lan d
that were pl anned in a m anner clo sely related to the orga nization of geometric urb an tra cks. The
strigae, parcels of land lon g and na rrow that were di stributed to se ttlers for farm ing, are still reada ble
in the plans of Naples and Posidonia. In the principles of the Hippodamian system, the urban area and
the countryside were closely related to each other, in a chessboard in which the areas were divide d
according to a functional distinction be tween resi dential area s a nd publi c or agricultural u se area s.
Such kind of planni ng i nfluenced and characterized the ag ricultural la ndscape une quivocally. But to
contribute greatly to its forms, as well as the infl uence of geographical, were the develop ment of new
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d
in ce
enturiae – p aarticularly us ed in the
colonies where the l and
a was assigned and t h
hus formed groups
g
of sm all landowneers. It is in th is type o f
ation that exxpresses ne w forms of ssocial ag gre
egation. In Campania,
C
hhowever, th ere is the
organiza
prevalen
nce of slave estates, le ss
s cohesive and no t al ways
w
able t o provide a n organic re lationship
l
between town and c ountry.
o
The forms
f
of the Roman agric
cultural lands
scape are th erefore dom inated by
es of divisio n and distri bution.
b
On p
part of th e t erritory
e
are still
s visib le th e remains of
o Ro man
strict rul e
centuriattion and in s ome
o
areas have
h
preservved the u se of
o roads and trails, wheree most, corre
espond to
the limite
es o f the an cient
c
centuria
atio. Such s ttructures, to gether
g
with the
t creation of an organ ic
i plan of
roads an
nd a hydraulic system of soil,
s are evid
dence of wha
at was once an
a effective ccontrol of the
e physical
space that allowed th
he Roman ag
gricultural and
d administrattive system, a widespreadd.

Fig. 1: On the left: A. Leone,
L
De No
ola opusculum
m, 1514. On the
e right: G.A. Rizzi
R
Zannoni,, Carta Geografica della
ma, 1771 (a detail
d
of Campania)
Sicilia prim

e
t he v aste
a e state oor t he vill a a re
r re placing the
t enc losed fields – cu lttivated by
Since th e second c entury,
families tthat excluded
d their mixed use; the sla
ave labor is substituting
s
th
he free farmeer, and the sp
pecialized
crops o f the vineyar d and the oli ve
v a re replaccing th e cro ps
p of cereals, impo rted m
more ch eaply
y from the
ops are ve ry different fro m the shap e of th e sm all f amily pl ot and ta ke th e form of
provincess. Thes e cro
plantations. It's taking
g shape the organization
o
o
of the villa ru
ustica, a large
e farm of induustrial crops [1], which
ogether, in an
n ideal closed
d system, eve
en the garden
n. The villa is
s emerging aas a place of pleasure,
brings to
idleness and re finem
ment. Utilitas and venusta
as are lump ing
i in agr iculture an d thiis g ives rise to forms
ant. Evidence
e of the villae rusticae are scattered on th e northhern s lopes of M ount
aestheticcally si gnifica
Vesuviuss, on those mountains
m
Latttari (at Gragn
nano and Castellammare)) near Scafatti and near the present
Boscorea
ale. I ntensive
e cu ltivations
s of vineyards an d shru bby bec ome an i ntegral ppart of the a gricultural
g
landscap
pe. But the fe
ertility of the soil
s also favorred crops of wheat,
w
spelle
ed and legum
mes often sow
wn among
rows of vvines and olivve trees, in orrder to get be
etter returns. Typical,
T
in flatt fields, was aalso the plantting of the
vineyard joined to the
e poplars or elms,
e
due to the need to keep
k
the grapes away froom the swam
mpy or wet
There are nu
umerous testim
monies of pla
anted olive tre
ees that form
med a dense ccover of soil especially
e
ground. T
in the reg
gion around Gragnano. The
T agriculturre in the plain
n of t he Sarn
no also had laarge importance: here
small an d large estattes proliferate
ed fragmentin
ng the soil in plots fairly re
egular. But thhe garden of Italy was
a where agric
culture was th
he main occu
upation at all times, especcially for pro duction
d
of
the plain near Capua
uctures of larrge farms are
e disintegratin
ng itself to thee benefit of the pasture
cereals. It is from thiss time that stru
and the rredefinition of
o small farms
s. From the ffifth century th
he agriculture
e starts instea
ead towards forms
f
that
characte
erize the autarrkic medieval landscape. During the Middle
M
Ages in
n Campania w
we are witnes
ssing to a
ping conf igurration diff eren
nt than oth e
er par ts o f I taly
t and Eu rope wh ere the f eudal economic
e
landscap
structure
e gave rise to
o a m odel ba
ased on an ag
gricultural pro
oduction centralized on ssmall lots around large
propertie
es, and wide areas wer e left in stead to eros ion a nd ne glect. The
T so -calledd curtes in Campania
C
there we
ere ever. The agrarian stru
ucture, althou
ugh based on
n the owner's residence, iss more simila
ar to large
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estates a
and to the Ro
oman villa. More preciselyy, both in coas
stal areas tha
an inland, thee settlement structures
s
adopted were two: t hose
h
of the open
o
villages, cons isting of
o a s eries of
o plo ts (called
ed mansi) enc
closed by
or l ow dry-sttone wa lls, i n each o f wh
hich th ere wa
as a small f armhouse;
a
aand thos e of curtes or
hedges o
houses, consisting off a central co
ore made from
m a set of b uildings boun
nded by a f eence. Inside the
t curtes
ere the owne rs' houses, huts
h for slave
es and then barns
b
wareho
ouses, mills, stables. Nea
arby there
there we
was often
n the vegetab
ble garden, th
he mill and a small garden
n.
From the
e sixth centu
ury the p roce
ess of rural e
exodus leads
s to the for mation
m
of casttra, concentrrations of
inhabitan
nts that wer e closed for security reassons, often located
l
in th e hills withinn protective walls
w
and
close to a seigniorial castle. Man
ny lands are
e abandoned, becoming places
p
of noomadic pasto
oralism or
ops. The flatt er areas or that
t
one nea
ar the coast undergo
u
phenomena of w
waterlogging. We can
poor cro
find the fforms of an organized
o
ag
gricultural lan
ndscape now
w near the citties, merged into a homo
ogeneous
structure
e with the built.
Between
n the tenth an
nd twelfth ce
enturies there
e is a politica
al prevalence
e of the counntryside. In th
his period
lordshipss develop arround castles
s that a re se
ettled in t he place
p
of ol d Byzantine orr Longobards forts or
instead o
of old villae variously
v
sca
attered throu
ughout the re
egion. But ev
ven more thaan the castles, to give
shape to
o spatial plan
nning were th
he prevailing
g religious fou
undations – in
i particular Benedictine – that, in
an attem
mpt to repopu
ulate and tilli ng the counttryside, conc
ceded spaces on which tto cultivate and
a graze
giving risse to the fo rmation
r
of o pen
p towns a
and hamlets. The entire side of the A
Amalfi Coas t and th e
Valley off Cava de' T irreni begin to
t become a place of setttlement than
nks to religioous organizattions that
attract g
groups o f fa rmers from surrounding
g are as, with
h do nations concession on a gricultural la nd
parcels. Similar dy namics
n
also occur in th e Cilento w here
h
n on-religious a ssocciations a re receiving
concessions by the public autho rity to us e la
arge plots of land on wh ich are build several farm
mhouses.
a divided into
i
small pl ots which ill accorded with
w specializzed crops rather than
The soilss are gener ally
food selff-sufficiency. However, in
n the Amalfi Coast, many
y areas are destined
d
to sspecialized crops
c
and
this is d
due – at lea st in part – to the pressence of ext ensive
e
trad e with distannt lands . So if in the
beginnin
ng of twelfth century there is a p revallence of the vineyard at the end of i t there will b e instead
prevalen
nce of c hestnut an d of the
t more v a
aluable crop s of citrus and ro se garrdens. The fields
f
are
populate
ed by differ ent
e varieties of tree s wwhich cor resp
pond to a n entirely ne w land impr ovement:
o
terracing
g, drainage, retaining
r
walls etc. The i ntroduction of
o the cultiva
ation of citruss fruits and th
he use of
irrigation
n systems off Arab origin will lead th e
ese places to
t define an agricultural landscape distinctive
d
and lastiing for centuries.

Fig. 2: Th
hree types of agricultural
a
lan
nd arrangeme
ent. From the Enciclopedia
E
Agraria
A
italianaa, 1882

t Norman politics first a
and the Swabian then constitute one of the main elements
In the Middle Ages, the
entiation of th
he agricultural landscape
e of southern
n Italy. Indeed, while the birth of Municipalities
of differe
brings in
n the north off the peninsu
ula to the af ffirmation of new
n
landscape structuress, in Campania, as in
the wh o
ole south of
o Italy, the land scape is still inffluenced b y authoritariaan political attitudes
Neverthe
eless, the tra
ade policy of Frederico II gave to the agricultural economy of Campania an
a imprint
of coloniial type prom
moting both businesses
b
a
and agriculture. It was in fact favored the creation
n of farms
(regiae m
masseriae) who
w had the task of deve
eloping the crops that fed
d the major ccurrents of tra
affic. The
fields a rre co vered with
w grain, chestnut
c
gro vves and vineyards, all products
p
t haat attrac ted the m ost
foreign m
markets. Con
nsequently, the
t landscap
pe, especially on the Am
malfi Coast annd in Irpinia changes
considerrably as a re
esult of the production
p
ch
hoices of the
e great lordsh
hip. With Anjjou in Camp
pania was
set up a
an archaic an
nd backward feudalism t hat damaged the agricultural econom
my and cons
sequently
the sha p
pe of the la ndscape
n
th att wa s chara ccterized by an
a enla rgem
ment of field s to grass f or grazi ng
and the increasing of
o deforested
d areas. The changes of the landscape are then marked by a general
ncrease in peri-urban
p
a gricultural
g
ar eeas, ar med with n ew
impoveriishment of t he co untryside but an i n
hydraulicc works and roads. Many
y terraces arre created, in
n Naples, on
n the slopes oof the hills areas
a
and
orchardss and garden
ns pertaining
g to the religiious structurres spread, giving,
g
this ti me, a new and
a more
luxuriantt appearance
e to the urban landscape .
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But the forms of th e ag ricultura
al landscapee ar e con volu
uted fo r a f ew
e mor e ceenturies. Th e state of
ure, especiallly in the grea
at plains of S
Sarno and Se
ele was to ap
ppear, still in the fifteenth
h century,
agricultu
rather prrimitive. The waterlogging needed co
ostly land rec
clamation wo
orks, arrangeements and ductwork
that the landlords reffused to deal with. The m
more characte
erized forms of the landsscape were in
n the hilly
where concen
ntrated the works
w
of clearring and arra
angement. But the irregullar morpholo
ogy of the
areas, w
Campan
nia hills did not favor ratio
onal and geo
ometric proce
essing of funds so that thhe landscape
e seemed
marked by distributio
ons of crops (mainly olivve and frui t trrees) according to irreg uular and sinuous lines
p
to the shape of t h
he grou nd. On th e m ountain
o
reli effs there ar e in stead
that aree ofte n ada pted
nds constantlly ero ded b y the works o
a
of farm
ming in th e sixteenth
of d eforestation. The pr actice
woodlan
etermination of vast fence
ed areas mix
xed to cultiva
ated fields. Thhis characteristic had
century lled to the de
to give a new imag e of the lan dscape.
d
T hesse forms, h owever,
o
were
e destined too a fast deg eneration
e
linked to
o the constan
nt increase in
n the pasture
es at the exp
pense of crop
ps. Articulateed political, economic
e
and co m
mmercial dy namics
n
led i n the '600 t o a gene ral decline of t he
h agricultu rre in Cam pa
ania. This
decline will determi ne th e infe riority
r
of sou
c
in th e ce nturies to follow. The
T ru ral
uthern agri culture
pes present significant fo
orms only in tthe suburban areas where the Meditterranean ga
arden and
landscap
the far m
ms sp read likke typi cal sh apes, re sult of the in div
vidual initiat iv
ve of the mi dddle cla ss members,
m
urban orr rural, or of the
t feudal lorrds and clerg
gy.
During tthe l ast de ca
ades of the seventeenth
ed in the
h a nd e arly eighteenth century ca n be gli mpse
agricultu
ural landsca pe
p so me sig
gns of rene w
wal. Despite the stro ng conditioningg of the feu dal
d orde r
marked signs of inno
ovation in ag
griculture are
e introduced with the im portation
p
of nnew species of plants
A
in faact the potato
o, maize, to mato,
m
tobaccco, sweet ora
ange and
that enri ch the flora and crops. Appear
p
pear, eucalyptus. But the deve
elopment
e as well, inccluding ornamental plantts, agaves, prickly
tangerine
of ne w landscape forms
f
occu rs
r only late rr, towards the end of the
t eighte ennth centu ry with the
mations of c ropping
r
systems, capitall investment in rural area
as and the ddevelopment of farms
transform
mansion
ns. With the Napoleonic laws
l
that sub
bvert the feu
udal system begins a new
w chapter in the rural
history o
of Ca mpania
a. Much of t he
h c ountrysid
de wa s ma rked
r
by th e installation
i
oof tree plant ations
a
on
which t h
he oli ve tre e rule d un opposed
o
am o
ong all [6] and resh aped the ori g inal st ructurre of the
Mediterrranean maq uis,
u oft en a ccompanied
c
uring ope rations of the l landscape. The
T olive
by re structu
tree, wid
dely used in the Salerno area and tu
uffaceous te rraces of the
e Sorrentine Peninsula and
a mo re
narrowlyy in the mid dle
d valley of the Volturn o
o, gave a n ew
e aspect to all the cou nntryside. In the
t same
historica
al pe riod al so th e citrus tree cultiv a
ation prol iferrates g reatly
y than in th e pa st a nd this a lso
because
e of its excha
ange value. The
T places w
where this tre
ee is concenttrated are thhose of the Sorrentine
S
Peninsula and the Amalfi
A
Coast (where seve
eral terraces of citrus still persist), th e Agro Noce
erino, the
ain, a nd the Phlegraean
n a rea and the p lane l ands
a
betwe en
e Ca serta and Madd aloni. The
Sele pl a
Mediterrranean ga rd
den lo ses i ts
t var iety a
and its sy mbolic
m
a nd ornamental characteristtics an d,
conforming to the mo
ost obvious economic
e
pu
urposes, has intensive pla
antations.
o vege tables
s, legumes a
and f ruit tre es
e begin to assume ma jjor importan ce
c in the
Even th e gar dens of
nineteen
nth ce ntury, proliferating
p
around
a
the p
perimeters of
o the cities where
w
it no w is possible to see a
dense ne
etwork of fam
mily gardens. The inclusio
on of agricultu
ure in the gre
eat circuit of tthe market will
w dictate
the logicc of the profo
ound changes
s of landsca p
pes with for ms
m that are i ncreasingly
n
aand inseparably linked
with the economic an
nd political fac
ctors that alw
ways have inffluenced their developmeents.

Fig. 3: Ca
assiano da Sillva, a view of Amalfi,
A
1695- 1705

3.

T
The role off representtation in the
e documen
ntation and
d enhancem
ment proce
ess

The co m
mprehension
n of the l andscape
a
foorms' ev olution can not be sep aratted from t he
h visu al
interprettation of the shape
s
that th
hey presentlyy take, or tha
at over time have
h
taken[77].
Although
h the s tudiess ba sed o n the written d
documentation o r on th e descr iptionns have a significant
s
value in the reconstruction o f r ural areas, it is not poss ible, purely on
o the basi s of these s ources,
o
to
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imagine the visual ap
ppearance of
o the variouss elements th
hat compose
e it. Along witth fixed and objective
e those more
e strictly geog
graphical, th ere is a class of non-stattic elements,, but characterized by
data, like
mutabilitty's p henome
ena, i ncludin
ng – a s is e vvident – are also tho se introduced bby man. An d it is not
only qu e
estion of siz es an d posiitions, but a lso of functi onal rela tion
nships. I n thhis sense, t he
h u se o f
images iis essential to
t understan
nd the landsccape's structture, like what happens w
with the architecture.
No a rchitectural his tory
t
is poss ible without the use of the object' s visual d efinnition – wh ether
e
it i s
ed th rough finds
f
or ima
ages. No hisstory of the la ndscape is si gnificannt without a tangibl e
performe
reading of the space
e's conforma
ation. The hisstory of the agrarian eco
onomy and aaggregation's
s policies
a essenti al
a bu t no t e xxhaustive, as
a well as p olitical-sociaal events su pport
p
the
are, the n, o nly an aid,
of architecture, making pe
eople undersstand some formal
f
evoluttions.
history o
Then, thhe iconographic represen
ntations beco
ome essentia
al items of s tudy.
t
In them
m, often in an indirect
e found evide
ence of the ephemeral
e
a
appearance of
o a landsca pe: « … as hhistorically happened
h
way, are
to the a rchitecture, even
e
f or th e land scape have the refo
ore e merged
d sp ecific r eepresentation
n's form s:
utiful nature', in fact, has primarily be
een represen
nted, in mode
ernity, througgh pictorial co
odes and
the 'beau
cartograp
phic dat a. These
T
hav e come
c
t o th e co ntempora
ary, becomi ng
n b earers oof way s of seeing,
s
or
consider the landscap
pe, in a 'picturresque' way tthe first, in an
n objective an
nd quantitativee, the latter» [8].
If, then, for rec onsttructing the history of a landscap e are imp orrtant, togethher with the tools of
pe archeolog
gy, also vis ual
u do cumen
nts prod uced
d over time, even tho uggh they ofte n are not
landscap
directly aimed at t he
h annotati on
o of spe ci fic data, w e unde rstan
nd ho w si gnnificant is t oday
o
the
ntation's role in the proce
ess of landsccape's docum
mentation.
represen
Represe
enting the l andscape
a
it does
d
no t me
ean only tra
ansfer the o bjective
b
phyysical
s
sp ace – or th e
geographical one – on a two-dimensional p
paper: real space
s
m ust be graph icaally represe nted
n
al so
eculiar properties, indepe
endent of the projections.
those pe
The d ra
awing's task is, therefor e, to defin e a la ndscap
pe's m apping, by ap peaaling to an accurate
semioticcs. In this sen
nse, the exprressive code
es must take into account the percepption's laws, ensuring
e relevancy with the mea
anings, and a proper exp
pressive cappability with respect to
for the ssigns both the
erience, thro ugh con ceptual logic o pperations. Unlike
U
the
users, sso providing them the s pace's exp e
photogra
aphy, which often
o
has be
een assigned
d the task of capturing the
e landscapess' state – inte
ended as
sensitive
e landscape s,
s as showy forms – th e maps, wit h their o wn systems
s
of ssigns, must have the
ability to
o abstract a nd
n to mean, not
n only pro vviding inform
mation on sh apes and quuality, but al so
s on the
cultivatio
on's types, on
o te rritorial organi zatio
ons to them correlated, on mod e oof cultivatio n,
n on th e
aspects and aesth ettic val ues ( colours,
c
provvisions etc.). Aspects th at
a a re essenttial landsc ap
ped data ,
patial and vis
sual experien
nce of these. In modern cartography is possible to
t identify
able to r estore the sp
gnificant reprresentations, to that effecct, even if no
ot directly orie
ented to the landscape.
some sig
Instead, what th is research a ims, in the light of n ew
e media and
a infogra pphic repres entation's
e
ogies, is the definition
d
of a renovated relationship between dra
awing and knnowledge, so
o opening
technolo
up the po
ossibility of combining
c
the use of diffe
erent resourc
ces from various fields.
This is a currently underway
u
r esearch,
e
of w
which are s hown,
h
by w ay
a of exa mpple, the res ults
u of an
emblema
atic case stu
udy.

Fig. 4: Tw
wo examples of
o terraced lem
mon orchards of the Amalfi Coast
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3.1
A case stud
dy: terraced lemon orch
hards of the Amalfi Coast
In orde r to explain the po ssibilities and th e specific v alues
a
of t he
e gr aphical rrepresentatio
on in the
processe
es of analysis and docum
mentation off the rural la ndscapes
n
ha
ave been ta kken into con sideration
s
different typologies of
o landscape
e located in tthe coastal area
a
and inla
and, and be longing eithe
er to hill s
ns contexts.
and plain
In this pa
aper it is pre
esented the types
t
of terra
aced lemon orchards
o
tha
at represent a fundamenttal part of
the ag riccultural s truccture of the Amalfi an d S orrento Coast.
C
It is a me aningfuul ca se st ud
dy, full of
historica
al and cultu ra
al com ponen
nts of perce
eption. F or t his
h typol ogy of land scappe ap pears therefore
necessa
ary to pay gre
eat attention to the prese rvation not only
o
of historical and econnomic-productive
elementss that influ enced
e
its e volution
v
but t also th ose
e related to the perce pption. This anthropic
a
landscap
pe i s able a lso
l to expres
ss vis ually t h
he identity of
o so cial g rou
ups th at de te
termined it. The
T ca se
exposed
d in fact provvides a lands
scape typolog
gy that, throu
ughout its ev
volution, hass maintained a certain
integrity in terms o f ch aracterizing an d s tru
ucturing ele ments,
m
be t hey
h geomor pphological, structural,
s
r
it iis possible to
o draw up on
n a relevant ddocumentation which
infrastrucctural or c ulttural [9]. Fu rthermore
allows d rawing atten
ntion on the development
d
t of signs a nd
n modes of representatioon able to r eturn
e
and
stics of identtity.
make reccognizable itts characteris

On the left: J. D.
D Harding. vie
ew of Amalfi a
and its Capuchin monastery
y hung on thee sides of the mountain.
Fig. 5: O
On the rig
ght: an image of Amalfi from
m the sea.

In the p rrocess of a nalysis
n
and evaluation
e
– even gra phics – of th is kind of lan dsscape is im portant
p
to
study o n one hand the
t fea tures that a llow u s to identify the type (i.e . bioph ysicall st ructure, vegetation
v
and land
d use)[10], on
n the other th
he value thatt is derived directly from the
t functions that the land
dscape is
able to p
perform in terrms of satisfa
action of need
ds, materials or just of perception. In tthe Amalfi Co
oast area,
the agriccultural spac e coincide, since
s
ancientt times, with terraced sy stems
s
tha t haave transfor med
m land
disposed
d on coastal slopes and dolomitic li m
mestone, st eep
e and ru gg
ged, orig inateed on depo sits
s fa ll o f
pumice a
and ash, in th
hose ‘gardens of paradise
e’ often celeb
brated by trav
velers of the past. While they
t
were
a source
e of wealth fo
or the agricultural trade off precious va
arieties, they have defined
ed also the b asic
a track
on which
h is founded urbanization
n. The s tructu
ure of the terrraces appea
ars different bbecause of the slope,
but gen e
erally all ar e supported by dr y stone
e walls to p revent
r
the precious soil, taken from the rock
through ingenious an
nd laborious work
w
of clearring, being washed
w
away
y by rainwateer. If in o ther places of
on the processs of human settlement, o
over the centturies, has larrgely reducedd the domain
n of crops
the regio
on terracces, on the Amalfi
A
and So
orrento Coastt terraces are
e so far the only
o cultivatedd areas, and
d here are
still pre vvalent the ci trus
t
an d oli ve
v trees. The
e patterns o f the "walled
d gardens" t hhat in tegrate
e with the
buildingss, typical of th
he steeper slope of the S
Sorrento Coast, oppose to
o the terracinng of the Ama
alfi Coast
characte
erized by "h anging
a
gard ens"
e
wh ere a
are prevaili ng l emon trees. As writt een b y Laur eano «the
whole A malfi Coast is a ch isel of
o terraced f ie
elds that as cend
c
the la ndscape, sur rround the c oasts
o
and
akes t he t errrace the tru e protagonis t of the wh ole spat ial
mark th e headlands . The rugge d terrain m a
organiza
ation: the han
nging garden, the design o
of the woode
en buttresses
s, the plots thhat structure the same
town pl a
an» [11]. Th e crops on the
t t erraces have h ad, throughout
t
history,
h
va rioous change s but their
exploitation ha s a lw
ways b een i ntensive all o
owing both the cultiva tion of trees and vineya
ards w ith
nes, trained onto c hestnu
ut-pole perg olas, an d h orticultural
o
s pecies in o rrder to crea te
t a selfgrapevin
sufficienccy pr oduction
n. However, the commerrcial opportunities stimula
ated the cultuures of pro fittable and
valuable species su ch
c as citrus fruits, espe ccially lemo n. «The tech niq
que of culti vvation o f th is precious
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fruit, kno
own since a ncient
n
times, is encourage
ed by the ex perience of the
t medievall Maritime R epublic
e
of
Amalfi w
with th e intro duction
d
of a gricultural
g
an d h ydraulic knowledge,
k
result
r
o f the relationships
s that the
area hass with the N orth
o African and Arabic wo
orld [...] The organization of the systeem of terraces
s allowed
the use b
by gravity of the waters th
hat were inte
ercepted on the height of the mountainns and routed
d through
the stairss and the col lection tanks
s to the succe
essive terraces. Each terrrace was connnected to an
n intricate
system o
of irrigation canals
c
fed by streams, sp rings and cis
sterns of rainffall. The colleection and diistribution
of water was ensured
d by a dens e network off natural wate
erways and canals
c
that bbrought the waters
w
'by
and came in the
t terraces and
a large sto
one tanks called ‘peschiere
e'» [11]. On thhis system was
w based
gravity' a
also the organization of the settlem
ments realized on terraces
s and connec
cted with the ccrops by access stairs
er. «The ur ba
an centers oof the Amalfi Coast as
or streetts called 'lavi nare' built along the liness of the w ate
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a
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a
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es on emba nnkments, ove
erhanging
on the m
mountain e yelashes:
y
th ey
e are hang iing garden cities.
c
The neighborhood
n
ds are con nected
n
by
countless st airways and alleys leaned to the stee p slopes
s
that form
f
the o nnly possible ways of
nication. The houses following the plott of the wate
er flows are developed in successive spirals
s
on
commun
the sidee of the mo untain
u
are l ocated
o
accoording to th e positio n o f the cultiva tted t erraces and are
themselvves terraces and garden. They are asssembled on one anotherr and the ter rrace-garden is always
an integrral part of th e house its elf, covering a
an essential function for everyday lifee: it’s a plac e of work,
commun
nication, aggrregation» [11]. The terrace
ed cultivation
n systems app
pear still sufficciently intact,, although
the urban
n expansion has led to th
he abandonm
ment of many agricultural areas.
a
«The reasons are structural
and al l u
ultimately st em
e from ins ufficient
u
yield s d epending on the hig h c osts of t raaditional ma nagement
n
systems and terrace maintenance
m
for which it iss now hard to
o find qualified
d workers» [112].
F
From historical cartog
graphic rea
ading to inffographic modelling;
m
ffrom mappiing to a
3.2
hypotes
sis of catalo
oguing
The gre a
at la ndscape
e importanc e of the A m
malfi Coast's agricultural areas signi fficantly high lights
l
the
problem of its preserrvation. In fac
ct, if on the o
one hand the
e crops represent an econnomic resourrce of the
he same land
dscape structture, in the symbiotic
s
inte
egration betw
ween built an
nd natural
area, on the other th
zed the anth rropization's mode
m
and
space, iss firmly anch ored in the t erracing worrks, that hav e characteriz
the tow n plan ning o f an impracticable la ndsccape, ver y difficult
d
t o colonize. In thee document ation
a
and
enhance
ement proce ss
s of t his a mbit,
m
thr ough
h an orient ed
e research on graphic transposition
n and o n
compute
erization, it iss in tended t o h ypotize a coding of sy
ymbols a nd signs,
s
ab le t o collect a plurality
p
of
knowledg
ge from diff erent
e
fields. All
A received iinformation should
s
pass in an integr aated and, as possible,
standard
dized system, so as to fos
ster collabora
ative research
h for the interdisciplinary study of changes and
developm
ments in agricultural lands
scapes.
To this e
end, a speciffic research on
o historical and iconogra
aphic representations, ovver several centuries,
c
was initia
ally conducte
ed. If this analysis is a 'cclassic' in the
e historical re
esearch, it shhould be clarrified that
in this c a
ase the obj ective
e
was tw
wofold: on th
he one hand
d to defin e t he
h landscapee's character through
some representation
ns (particularly drawings o
of travelers),, on the other – especiallyy on cartogra
aphy – to
ms of scientiffic accuracy, but also in tterms of achievement
interprett the relationsships not so much in term
of speciffic objectivess related to the
t rural land
dscapes' rep
presentation,, for examplee by highligh
hting the

Fig. 6: So
ome steps of the
t research’s
s method. On tthe left: photo
ogrammetric map
m whit symbbolic indication
n of
cultivation
ns and a comp
posite thematiic map. On the
e right: infogra
aphic represen
ntation of the aanalyzed soil, using a
satellite im
mage.
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unique a
aspects of some spe ciific co ntextss. In thi s a nalysis,
n
it was
w e ssentiaal to avoid common
«tendenccy to confuse the representation with
h what is rep
presented» [1
13] , a trend that «applie
es to both
perspecttive drawing and the ma p becouse b
both derive f rom surveyn
ng. The ma p,, and the p erspective
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ar to present a precise re
epresentation
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e window,
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o
cur vilinear
v
worl d within a fl at,
a s tatic,
Euclidian
n gridded space» [13].
In this w
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p
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c
so m
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n c haracters
s i n g raphiccs sy ntesis that
t
hav e
formed a basis for so
ome reworkin
ngs of signs. Then the re
esearch has moved
m
on prrovision of co
omputer

Fig. 7: Ce
etara. Multi-layyer analysis of
o rural landsca
ape

w the inten
ntion of crea
ating mapping
gs able to leaad the viewe
er to think
graphicss models of the territory, with
landscap
pe representted, granting it a structure
e, an order and
a a meanin
ng.
In relati o
on to the re presentation
p
scales w ere
e then hi ghlighted th e p atterns
a
of v eegetation, th e type of
land-use
e, the s ystem
ms of crops, and th e annthropogenic works of re
eclamation o f t he soil s. However,
H
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d, in the pr e
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s
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an scale,
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eristics of t he
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capable of hi ghlightiing the sp ec
f
by t hree-dimenssional mod eling
e
ha ve allowed th e realizati on
n o f the
The p osssibilities o ffered
represen
ntations able
e to point out some landsscape feature
es, and abov
ve all to read in a broader way the
system of rel ationsh
hips be tween n atural a
and built space. As w ritten by Rosssella Saler no
n « a 3d
ntation can help
h
us for ex
xample to se
ee better the relation amo
ong open sppaces and bu
uilt areas;
represen
so visua
al simulation of urban la ndscapes
n
to o
o. We c onsider th ese de
evices as in sstruments to
o a better
compreh
hension of l andscape
a
co ntext as in o
order to pla n as to comm
municate theeir feature to
o people»
The int e
egrated use of a erophoto
ogrammetricc su rveys a nd
n ove rlaps for
f la yers wwith oth er documents,
and the use of sketch
hes in any ca
ase have bee
en an essential support to
t the work.
eam of a mapping
m
hy pothesis
p
of ssome signifi cant f ragme
ents of the rural lands cape
c
also
Downstre
examine
ed on the bassis of the mos
st recent exp
periences of landscape
l
as
ssessment, thhen we tried to define
a catalog
guing hypoth
hesis able t o collect and integrate a set of infor mation
m
about tthe landscap
pe: in this
case weere considere
ed not only g eomorpholog
gical, naturall or percept ual-aesthetic
u
information – already
onsidered an
nd indexed in
n a number oof research sttudies or cata
aloging workss related to protection
p
validly co
policies – but also tho
ose whose proper
p
formal connotations arise from specific cropps and from the use of
the ground. for that purpose
p
An attempt was m
made to overrcome the abstract typologgical classific
cations or
T data in th
he catalogatio
on sheets we
ere then struc
ctured accordding to the lo
ogic of the
a genericc corology. The
database
e, wi th link s to speciali stic
s sub-sh e
eets (geo-m orphological
o
characterizaations, en viro
onmental,
regulatio
ons etc.). The
e phases st udy
u prepara ttory to s uch catalogation can be divi ided in to a preliminar
p
one, cha
aracterized byy a consultation of compu
uterized carto
ography and a recognitionn of the territo
ory with a
photogra
aphic survey compared with
w aeropho ttogrammetric
c data; an d an
a operationnal one, bas ed
e on the
geographical identificcation, mapping and subssequent cataloguing. The basic objecttive of the stu
udy is the
on of a catal oguing sy ste
em t o be i nccluded in a database,
d
us er-friendly b uut also cap able
a
of an
realizatio
effective visual gra phics
p
that ca
an be c omm
municative t o an aud ienc
ce of non-s ppecialists, b ut
u als o a
nterdisciplinary research.
valuable support to in
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4.

Conclusions

In the interpretative rea
ding a nd realization of agri cultural land scape map s, the gra phical
representation assume s a role of para mount impo rtance. In the first ca se the image stimu lates a
hermeneutical activity that, as the se miotics i n lin guistic, offers the po ssibility of understandi ng,
through the readin g of fo rm an d content, meani ng and im plications of a symbolic comm unication,
highlighting cultural and social processes implicit in the definition of rural landscapes. In the creation of
landscape's maps, i nstead, the re search h ave sh own that the representation, throu gh in tegrated
computer g raphics mod els – two-dime nsional and t hree-dimensional – be come a valuabl e tool to
highlight the formal ch aracteristics of the agricultural lan dscape and its relationship with the mo re
complex dyn amics of urban settlem ents. Fu rthermore, throug h a ca reful sign s en coding, the
representation become a f oundational element of effective communication even when addressed to a
non-specialist audience and, at the same time, a valuable support to interdisciplinary research.
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Abstract

The c urrent r esearch aim s at inv estigating th e r elationships be tween m obility inf rastructures and
cultural heritage analyzing the case of the territories located along Turin – Milan axis. The territories in
between t hese c ities are a r egion where the two t he m ain c enters l ocated at the e dges ar e f astly
connected b y h igh s peed r ailway and h ighway and at th e s ame tim e s till in terlaced with s everal
smaller centers of the i n-between territories. The presence of a net work of infrastructures - belonging
to the so-called long/fast and short/slow networks - could represent a relevant opportunity to discover
the richness of the ter ritories in bet ween the main centers. In this sense it is interesting to investigate
the ac cessibility f rom the main inf rastructural b undle ( motorway, h igh s peed r ailways, h istorical
railways, waterways) to t he ter ritories, i n or der t o es tabilish a bet ter c onnection to an d am ong them .
Relationships s hould be u nderstood as a pos sibility to c onnect t wo or m ore places, i dentified as
cultural p laces, to be r eached f rom the inf rastructures ( stations on r ailways or s ervice ar eas o n
motorways) with d ifferent systems of transport, enhancing intermodality such as that bet ween train or
car and b icycle. T herefore, the a im is to giv e at t he s ame tim e ac cessibility t o tour ists a nd b etter
mobility opportunities for the inhabitants that could benefit from their territorial values. The research is
based o n t wo m ain poi nts: the f irst one c oncerns with t he i dentification of a m ethodology f or the
investigation of the relationships between infrastructure and cultural heritage in terms of accessibility.
The anal ysis includes a lso the use of tr acking tec nologies bas ed on gps s ystems to r epresent t he
network of c ultural r outes f or the f ruition an d t he development of the p laces. T he s econd o ne de als
with th e visual r epresentation an d particularly with the i dentification of a m apping s ystem that c an
contribute to effectively represent the multiscale structure of such a complex landscape.
Keywords: ter ritorial r elationships, m apping, vis ual r epresentation, c ultural lan dscape, m obility
infrastructure.

1.

Introduction

This paper aim s at inquir ing the possibility t o es tablish c onnections b etween mobility infrastructure
and heritage s ites, i n or der to c reate a ne twork of c ultural places a long T urin-Milan ax is, t hat c ould
enhance the r ole of the ter ritories in between, as par t of this mega r egion. T he r esearch f ocuses on
the ter ritories bet ween T urin and Mi lan th at c ould b e considered as th e r eal f ramework of the who le
landscape c rossed b y the infrastructural ax is ( Fig.1). This w ork s tarts from the assumption th at the
bundle of mobility infrastructure cannot be considered as a corridor, but it nee ds to be represented as
a network, a ble to c onnect the t erritory i n d ifferent wa ys [1]. T he c hallenge c oncerns with t he
possibilities to m ake relationships, between mobility infrastructure, cultural heritage and la ndscape, in
terms of accessibility and fruition of the places. In this sense, the research aims at investigating some
strategies that c ould be us eful for a better understanding of the ter ritory and for the f ruition of cultural
heritage. The research methodology is based on th e exploration of places, that are located all around
the inf rastructural s ystem, with an i nductive m ethod, that ar ises f rom par ticular to gener al, tr ying to
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make evide nt th e r elationships b oth at local an d at territorial s cale. T he pr esence of long/fast and
short/slow infrastructures, represent a real opportunity for local development and the s tarting point to
establish r elationships at d ifferent s cales. T he inc rease of li nks with c ultural heritage s ites, c ould be
relevant in t erms of tour istic im provement of the ar ea, but also c onsidering t he gr owing of ex isting
relationships between Turin and Milan. In the last few years a lot of actions, related to this topic, have
been developed, in ter ms of r esearch ac tivities a t Po litecnico d i T orino [2 ] and Politecnico d i M ilano
[3], innovation pr ojects at Alta Scuola Politecnica [4], s eminar, c ongress a nd m eeting with d ifferent
stakeholders that are involved in this problem [5]. The current research aims at improving the research
studies presented at SAVE h eritage 20 11, tha t c oncerned with landscape p attern an d h istorical
structure of the territory in between Turin and Milan [6].

Fig. 1: The territory in between Turin and Milan with the main areas related to the infrastructural network

2.

Milano-Torino in between territories as a network of cultural places

It can be clearly assumed that in last decades the space related to infrastructure has become an hyper
frequented plac e in our ter ritory, in c onsequence of dif fused c hanges in ter ms of mobility n eeds an d
behaviors. The experience related to a journey has to be considered o relevant value, also because it
keeps us in touc h with la ndscape an d with s patial f ramework o f ter ritories, tha t ar e c rossed b y the
infrastructural network [7]. Though, it would be necessary a new consciousness for the ter ritories that
are al ong the infrastructural tracks, so t hat the y c ould acti vely b elong to m obility space. T he current
research a ims at c onsidering all t he places l ocalized in the s urrounding s pace of th e m obility
infrastructure, that are relevant in terms of heritage and that could be connected to each other, starting
from infr astructural no des (motorway ex its, s ervice areas, r ailways s tations). T hese pl aces c ould be
considered c rucial f or their im portance in t he i nfrastructural s ystem, able to o pen to th e ter ritory a nd
make it accessible. In order to have a better understanding of the issue, it could be useful analyze the
territory as th e r esult of an over lapping of dif ferent layers at dif ferent s cale: a r esearch s trategy t hat
allows to un derstand th e r eal c omplex s tructure of te rritory. T urin-Milan axis ha s a r eally i nteresting
structure, because of its agricultural landscape related to intens ive agricultural uses (rice farming, but
also or chards an d wineyards), the im portance of water ways s ystem and c anals f or ir rigation, t he
various c ities t hat be long to t he territories in-between and th eirs c ultural h eritage, t he m obility
infrastructures that make possible the connections between different places (Fig.2).

Fig. 2: Multilayer structure of the territories in between Turin and Milan
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2.1 Mobility infrastructures along Turin – Milan axis
In this s ense, th e inf rastructural s ystem s hould be u nderstood as one of the m ost im portant la yer in
the ter ritory, r elated t o ac cessibility an d c onnections of the plac es. T he ex isting inf rastructure along
Turin and M ilan should be intended as a ne twork where different territories and s ites are hooked one
to eac h other . In th is per spective, it is pos sible c onsidering th e pr esence of high/fast ra ilways t hat
connect the m ain c ities of Turin and Mi lan within 4 0 m inutes, w ithout an y s tops in the ter ritories i n
between. T his t ype of inf rastructure, that is th e m ost recent one , is r eally es sential f or long tr ips but
also to bring near the main polarities of the whole region, the cities of Turin and Milan. It is possible to
consider the high speed railway as a “line/corridor” that cut out the intermediate territories. In different
way, the network of local railways (realized soon after the mid of 19th century) is really important in the
territory, b ecause r epresent the s hort/slow infrastructural s ystem that allo w t he c onnections in the
territories in between the main cities with stops in small cities, and represents an important system for
tourism deve lopment. In d ifferent w ords, the his torical r ailways s ystem has the r eal s tructure of a
“network”, for its capability to make possible the connections between small cities and ter ritories, that
are crossed from this important infrastructural corridor.
The A4 motorway represents another relevant layer of infrastructure along Turin – Milan axis because
of its c haracteristic to be, at the s ame ti me, a long/f ast inf rastructure that can als o c onnect th e
territories in bet ween, t hrough m otorway exits. As well as th e h istorical r ailways, the m otorway has
several in/out points along its track (service areas, motorway exits), that c ould be developed in order
to im prove the ac cessibility and t he c onnections with s urrounding l andscape. T his r esearch aims at
identifying all th e pot ential poi nts on t he m otorway, that c an be r elevant f or the f ruition of c ultural
heritage and landscape.
In ad dition to th e pr eviously m entioned l ayers, t he waterways and c anals ar e very im portant in t he
territory, being the bearing structure of the agricultural system, but at the s ame time as a network that
could c onnect T urin and Milan i n a s low way. T he pr esence of the his torical canals ( among w hich
Canale Cavour, Naviglio di Ivrea, Naviglio Grande) and the ir int eraction in a net work that is s till
perfectly maintained and working, represent an important resource for the agricultural system and f or
its richly integrated landscape [8]. All waterways are a very potential infrastructure, if we consider them
as the bas e f or dev elop a network of c ycling pat hs that c ould be d esigned in order to inc rease the
accessibility in the territory. Nowadays there are a lot of existing routes that could be used in order to
redesign a slow infrastructure between T urin and Milan trough high spatial quality sites. In Fig.3 it is
possible to s ee the d ifferent mobility infrastructures that al low c onnections bet ween th e ter ritories in
between and site of Expo, but also the possibility to use the nodes along the existing infrastructure, as
points for develop new local cultural routes.

Fig. 3: Schematic representation of the infrastructural bundle connecting Turin and Milan.
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2.2 The system of cultural heritage and landscape around infrastructure
The infrastructural system along Turin and Milan has been so far analyzed as network able to connect
existing pl aces, inte nded as c ultural heritage s ites in la ndscape, that are loc ated a ll ar ound the
infrastructural ax is. T he m otorway a nd r ailways c ross a ter ritory tha t has a wide r ange of c ultural
heritage elements: rural architecture, farmhouses, small villages, historical roads, castles, abbeys; but
also natural r eserves, c anals f or agr icultural s ystem an d m any others. As t he r esearch aim s at
pointing o ut a network of c ultural p laces tha t c an be c onsidered as attraction points f or v isitors,
accessible f rom inf rastructural no des, a r ange of t ypical des tination has been l isted an d ana lyzed.
From Turin to Milan: La Mandria historical building, Lucedio abbey, the hydrometric station in Santhià,
the rural complex of Vettignè, Casalbetrame agriculture museum, Proh castle, San Ma iolo farmhouse
and village of Castelletto. These places could be r eached by different means from the inf rastructures
and c ould r epresent c atalyst points f or ter ritorial d evelopment, als o r epresenting a s election of
different typologies of cultural heritage in this region, which are distributed in a l arge variety of cases,
that tes tify of the c ultural history in th is r egion a nd s trongly c haracterize t he l andscape of the whole
area. F armhouses r epresent t he r elationships be tween the a gricultural l andscape and r ural
architecture. The hydrometric station of Santhià symbolizes the complex system of canals for irrigation
and its relationships with landscape. There are the old places of power, that are symbolized by castles
and c hurches, t hat are l ocated in th e s mall vi llage or in the r ural c omplex. A ll thes e p laces c ould
become the attr action p oints f or peopl e who is tr avelling in the m ain inf rastructural s ystem, but also
the r eference p oints f or l ocal inhabitants th at would l ike to discover t he r ichness of ter ritory. In
particular, s uch pl aces c ould b e the f inal des tination of the Ex po vis itors, as the y em body t he tr ue
experience of Ex po them es. Eac h one c ould attr act peop le f rom the inf rastructure and es tablish
connections with other cultural places that are localized in the same area (Fig.4).

Fig. 4: Selection of cultural heritage sites along the Turin – Milan infrastructural axis.
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2.3 Infrastructural nodes as gates to enter the territory
The presence of nodes along the infrastructural network is really important because they represent the
intermodal intersection between different k ind of flows. T he im portance of nodes is strategic for their
capability to c analize lar ge am ount of inf ormation in the d irection of the ter ritory to which the s ame
nodes belong. T hese pl aces s hould b e im agined as s ort of c oncentration points, wher e data f low
become accessible to the people. The concept related to a single node, as point in a network at which
pathways intersect, c an be ex tended t o the c oncept of more nodes in a net work that c ould b e
extended t o th e whole ter ritory [ 9]. T his i dea bec omes eve n m ore r elevant if it can be ap plied to all
nodes along the infrastructural s ystem in or der to tr ansform the inf rastructure into the backbone of a
complex landscape. (Fig.5).

Fig. 5: From the concept of single node to multiple nodes as gates to enter the territory.

The current research is based on the analysis of various infrastructural networks, already mentioned in
the pr evious s ection, an d aim s to indentif y which nodes c ould b e r elevant f or the ac cessibility to
cultural her itage. T he in vestigation s hows th e r eal pos sibility t o c onnect inf rastructure to c ultural
heritage tr ough i nfrastructural nod es. Dif ferent means of tr ansport ( train, c ar, bus , bic ycle) c ould be
used in the s ame tr ip, i n o rder to ex plore th e ter ritory. Dif ferent c ombinations ar e av ailable b etween
means of transportation, in order to improve the accessibility to the territory. It is possible to consider
relevant n odes along the i nfrastructure: m otorway ex it, s ervices ar ea, r ailways station. Each one of
them has the c haracteristic to be a s ort of “ entrance” for the ter ritory but also an “interchange point”.
Railways station, located in the small cities, could represent the intermodal place where you can leave
the tr ain, r ent a bic ycle and s tart a s mall tr ip i n th e s urrounding c ountryside, dis covering c ultural
heritage, landscape, local food and so on. At the same time the exit on the motorway and service area
could b e c onsidered f or th e s ame goal. In th is s ense, all t he n odes a long the infrastructure c an be
considered as i nterface be tween infrastructure an d c ultural h eritage ( Fig.6). T hese pl aces r epresent
the s pace in- between the mobility infrastructure and the r ich s ystem o f cultural heritage s ites. E ach
one of them e mbodies, a t the s ame tim e, the ter ritories c rossed b y i nfrastructure, but als o the
surrounding landscape and cultural heritage. T he potentiality of these places, corresponds exactly to
their own essence of places crossed by flows, where the travelling experience of tourists is integrated
with th e la ndscape and where the s ame lands cape with i ts inh abitants c ould open a new p ositive
relationship with the infrastructures.

Fig. 6: infrastructural nodes as interface between infrastructure and cultural heritage.
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3.

Method and Techniques

Different methods and t echniques are currently available for research studies in the field of collection
and management of geographical data. In particular, starting from the c onsideration that GPS (Global
Position System) devic es c an be very us eful f or c ollecting g eo-referenced da ta. Urban an d ter ritorial
studies based on GPS data flows allow to achieve new territorial and urban analysis, revealing a need
for specific spatially oriented approach in order to v isualize information correctly. The method used in
this r esearch, s tarts f rom the ex ploration of eac h s ingle p lace, with th e aim to ana lyze i n det ails the
multiscalar, loc al and ter ritorial ac cessibility of its cultur al her itage. T he s trategy of the r esearch
focuses the attent ion on t he ex ploration of the t erritory thr ough G PS d evices ava ilable on personal
communication ter minals, c ollecting da ta a nd producing m aps abl e to effectively s elect the
relationships between linear elements (the infrastructures) and the complex topological structure of the
cultural heritage, made by set of points, interconnected by local networks of roads and paths. The use
of GPS is producing interesting results if we consider the possibility to collect a large amount of data in
terms o f s pace and tim e, with a im to vis ualize t hem in a inter active m ap gene rated b y m ean of a
geographic inf ormation s ystem s oftware. G PS de vice al low t o r ecord points a nd tr acks, but als o t o
show t he duration of a j ourney and t he type of m eans of tr ansport. S atellite s end th e s ignal t o G PS
that is a ble to r eceive th is s ignal a nd s end again data with o ther external p rotocols [ 10]. F urther
developments of this r esearch, wil l ex plore t he r ole of mapping to ols a nd th e inte gration of oth er
sources of information available through Smartphone and their applications in the field of tourism also
related to social networks.

Fig. 7: Tracking technologies allow to collect geographical data that could be managed with GIS.

Most recent applications for Smartphone are based on GPS. They can be used to record routes and
transfer information in a GIS system for data management. In the c urrent research the working flow is
based on different steps: exploration of the sites by car or bicycle; collection of data with GPS based
on Smartphone; m anagement of data in G IS; v isualization of the r esults i n th ematic m aps that
represent c ultural r outes f rom inf rastructural nodes to c ultural her itage. G IS offer to us ers many
features and work pos sibilities r elated t o m ap s cale, la yering, queries, s patial attributes d atabase,
visualizing s patial c ontents [11]. A ll of the tracks ar e geo- referenced an d t hey can be ins ert i n th e
geographical system in or der to s tudy the interactions with o ther territorial elements. The combination
of GPS and GIS technologies represent a very useful platform for managing territorial data and m ap
spatial c ontents c orrectly. The c ombined us e of G PS and G IS s how how these technologies c an b e
useful at two levels; the first one (GPS) is related to the field of investigation and collection of territorial
data, and in a general way to the field of survey. The second one (GIS) concerns with the possibility to
make analysis in a scientific way for a better understanding of interactions between territorial elements
also by experimenting i nnovative an d ef fective m apping t ools an d interfaces between us ers a nd
personal devices. In the current research, the use of GPS and GIS is not related to the urban scale but
to t erritorial s cale. T he i nvestigation f ield is m uch lar ger th an ur ban one a nd it ne eds t o b e m ore
deeply explored. T he ana lysis bas ed o n G PS data c an be us ed to un derstand tour ist be havior and
movement in a d efined territory. T he large amount of data c ould be useful to determine new tour ism
flows and ter ritorial m arketing s trategies, t o m anage t he impacts of tour ism ( social, c ultural,
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environmental) in a particular ar ea, th e r elationships bet ween c ultural her itage, landscape a nd
infrastructure, als o b y encouraging a nd en hancing p otential ne w b ehaviors of insider and o utsider
users of the territory [12].

4.

Relationships: cultural routes as vector for accessibility

In the c urrent r esearch, t he r elationships be tween infrastructure and c ultural her itage s hould b e
intended as a pos sibility t o m ake dif ferent t ypology of c ultural r outes, s tarting from nodes loc alized
along t he inf rastructure. T he a nalysis of pl aces s how the pos sibility to m ake cultural r outes b oth a t
territorial scale both at local scale. The nodes along the infrastructure can be used as starting point for
discovering the territory but also as intermediate point in a longer trip. First of all, the research shows
the r eal pos sibility t o inc rease the le vel of ac cessibility of c ultural h eritage th at are loc alized in th e
territories c rossed b y r elevant i nfrastructures. Sec ondly th e r esearch dem onstrates ho w the places
surrounding a nd d istributed al ong t he m ain inf rastructure, c ould enhance their ter ritorial r ole,
encouraging their accessibility by different mobility modes and, th us, a better relationship from and to
the infrastructural nodes. Thirdly the research shows as the application of modern technologies can be
used to collect data and to map them in a most effective way. The presence of infrastructure should be
considered in a positive way according to m ajor accessibility of places and tourism development. T o
conclude the method of inquiry reveals that some areas, that could seem apparently out of the bundle
of infrastructure, instead they could be c onnected to t he infrastructure and r epresent a ver y potential
areas for tourism development. Making a network of cultural routes, starting from the nodes along the
infrastructure, c ould be c onsidered a gr eat op portunity f or dis covering the territory in b etween T urin
and M ilan, i n or der to m ake ac cessible th e r ichness of ex isting c ultural her itage and la ndscape f rom
the perspective of infrastructure. In this perspective, having pointed out that the infrastructural network
of the r egion between T orino and Milano is so strictly related to the agricultural landscape, the Expo
event that will take place in Milano in 2015 could act as a catalyst of territorial innovation, contributing
to promote the accessibility of the territories and their better use as an important legacy of the event.
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Abstract
This study arises from an interest in the urban landscape and the places in which we operate. It's
inspired by G.C. Argan that says “in places, frequencies, paths, sites and objects of the city is defined
its symbolic and mythical value”.
The fountains, the statues, the columns, the obelisks, the triumphal arches, the parks and the ordinary
architectural structures - that are in public spaces - are the important themes of the 'pretty face' of the
city.
The fountain in the urban scene, when enjoyed in everyday life, manifests its fantastic ability and
reveals itself as a key to the civil context. It is a fascinating witness that evokes a strong emotional
impact because it represents the interaction between the urban landscape and man; so the fountain
can also be considered the soul of a historical period. It is architecture, not only an architectural
element, thanks to its expressive and formal determination of the built environment.
In Turin, the fountains have an added value for the aggregation of citizens and the feelings and
emotions revealed: two allegorical themes such as the time (existence, memory) represented by
months, seasons, work and the nature (life, joy) shown with moving water, provide insight into the
urban environment in different ways and different levels: from the physical to the symbolic.
The research aims to demonstrate the value that the fountains have in the urban landscape as an
active element, through sketches, geometrical surveys and historical research.
The documentation is also aimed to highlight the feelings and emotions that identify the city quality, to
discover the pleasure and the "atmosphere" of places in Savoy capital.
Keywords: fountains, water, urban environment, the shape of water.

1.

Premise

The interest in the urban landscape and the environment in which we operate, cultural heritage
indwelling in the places, the respect for the values and architectural signs present in the town has
motivated the present study. In this regard, G. C. Argan says "in places, frequencies, paths, sites and
objects of the city is defined its the symbolic and mythical value."
The fountains, the statues, the columns, the obelisks, the triumphal arches, the parks and the ordinary
architectural structures - that are in public spaces - are the important themes of the 'pretty face' of the
city. They are signs aimed at identifying a symbolic environment.
The fountain in the urban environment is manifested in all it’s fantastic ability and proves as
interpretative key the civil context. It’s a fascinating witness that evokes a strong emotional impact
because it is reason of interaction with the environment and man. The fountain does not tell only the
space, but it’s the soul of an era; it’s an architectural organism for the expression and formative
determination of the built environment. The space defined by water in motion is real and virtual at the
same time because the form is not marked by stone, it’s a dynamic configuration, a mixture of water,
light and shadow, it is an unusual volume, a mobile and lively geometry that does not have a
container.
In Turin, the fountains have an added value for the aggregation of citizens and the feelings and
emotions revealed: two allegorical themes such as the time (existence, memory) represented by
months, seasons, work and the nature (life, joy) shown with moving water, provide insight into the
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urban environment in different ways and different levels: from the physical to the symbolic.

2.

Water and its form

The water, the primary element in human life, has changed over time as the most different symbolism
and the source has always been synonymous with the birth and life: water as the lifeblood of the
world, water as energy, as a force of nature, as music and sound.
Next to the tree of life in paradise, according to the Bible, was also a source of life and youth, in every
ancient mythology, from Indian to Greek, pours a fountain.	
   All the literature popular in Europe tells the
theme of miraculous waters that return the youth and vigor, tells the search for the refreshing fountain
outside of paradise.
Marcello Fagiolo has investigated the meaning of water: water as the soul of the world, as life, as
moral exhortation, as proof of the order of the mysterious divine plan, which obeys the perpetual cycle
of water.	
   In this regard, he writes, "the study of the Villa d'Este and other gardens of the sixteenth
century could derive an actual phenomenology of water. Time to time in the fountains or ponds or
waterways or in games or in the artifices we are faced with an endless series of characterizations:
idyllic water, virginal water, malicious or sadistic water, erotic water, heroic water (architecture,
drawings, sculptures aquatic evocations, disappearances, transformations, creative mimesis as an
allegory of natural creation). Anguished water, dangerous water, deadly water, waterfall, ocean, flood."
The phenomenology of water is very large both in terms of symbolic in terms of technology since there
are north and south, rich countries and poor countries of water who have learned to use sparingly the
little water available to them.

Fig. 1: The fountain of Frejus focal point of the square

The water system has three purposes: the visual, the vital and dynamic as that energy.
The visual phenomenon is influenced by the mass of water, that is by the flow rate into play but, in this
case, it comes to consider water as a building material and as such shape it.	
  Bernini, for example, is a
master at playing the blades of water, that is the water to become an iridescent surface and bring up a
mass much greater than it is in reality, as in the fountain in Piazza Navona.	
  The water can be used as
a small mass in the form of thin gush and multiplication gush can lead to forms of nebulization
depending on the pressure in the game and then to type rainbow and iridescence phenomena.	
   The
water then acquires color or, on the contrary, can be played dropwise scanned on the musicality of the
dripping.
The visuality water is linked to the vitality that it expresses, positive vitality that serves to irrigation or to
spare parts of the fish ponds, then vitality concentrated in large masses or diluted, branched in a
system of capillaries.
Water is also energy. With the action of water creating music and harmonies, but it also gives
movement to statues, doors, animals: water is sound, it is music.
The music of the waters belonging to the phenomenon of nature, replacing the art.	
   The beauty of
nature is replaced by the artistic beauty, relegating the nature of water to pure occult force of the
hydraulic machine, as in the mill.	
  The water that is used for nourishment is also the "food" of art.
Is it useless to speak of a type of fountains, their myriad forms, their ability fantastic, the most famous
cases in the Baroque Rome or iconography regarding Versailles.
Always fountains, energetic and blessed forces of nature, a symbol of life, a sign of civilization, a place
of fantasy, games, dreams, with their song accompanied the man, giving him the most precious gift in
the world.	
   They have captured the water hidden under the ground and they have distributed providing
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it to the public, and private sectors.	
   With humility fountains have played many functions becoming
troughs, sinks, tanks.

Fig. 2: The fountain of Months in the Park of Valentine.

Over the centuries, the simple source of classical antiquity has covered beauty, utilitarian function has
added that aesthetics and turned into jewelry for decoration and beautification of urban centers
integrating with the built environment and becoming a center of places of socialization. In art forms
free and fantastic the fountain cheered squares, gardens, parks and villas.
The fountains become architectural organisms, have imitated the wealth of monuments, but the
presence of water has lightened and these incomparable architectural compositions have reached the
original and eloquent results.
These decorative buildings, ancient Greek and Roman times to the Middle Ages, from the
Renaissance to the Baroque to the present day, have provided valuable examples in vivacity and
variety of aspects, combining always, along with the coolness, their grace.
The fountain is an expression of harmony and grace. Whether you prevail bas-reliefs and statues,
whether in urban or natural environment of a garden, modest or grand, it is treasure trove of beauty
even when it finds its meaning in its essence, the water itself.

Fig. 3: The statues of the months as a corollary of the fountain of Months.

s
The fountains are the mark of distinction of a city.	
   Here, the water that flows with force and shatters
into jets turned on by sunlight and reflections at night, is a pretext and opportunity to highlight statues
and statuary groups that reflect their image in vast stretches of water, which will abandon the game
streams with waterfalls that roar and gushes gushing sudden.	
   And watching them offer the viewer a
stage, where the statues are the actors and the architecture is the background.
When the fountains are detached from the city life, they move away from the streets and squares and
are placed in tight spaces or in the gardens, they renounce, in part, the effect and the monumentality
and become naturalistic. They are inserted on lawns interspersed with blooming flowerbeds, among
shady trees and avenues that recreate a reinvented, rich and stimulating nature.
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The garden changes the image of the urban landscape and revives with its splashes of color, the gray
of the city, awakening the memory of Eden where the water, source of life, is the most important
factor. In this disputed the fountain loses its decorative aspect and focuses its expression in the
human-nature relationship. Now the protagonist is water, is the main character in the mirror, where the
jet breaks out bubbly and rises strongly, but it is also in a succession of superimposed basins where
slips, slides, jumps and cascades producing a murmur, a sound pleasant it communicates with the
surrounding nature.

Fig. 4: The fountain Angelica and its water games.

3.

Fountains of Turin

The report describes the important aspect of the urban landscape formed by pieces of context, small
identity full of life where the fountain is active element.	
   The documentation collected with data and
details is targeted to capture feelings and emotions that identify the quality of a living tissue to discover
the pleasure and the "atmosphere" of places.
In Turin urban fountains located in the central area and built over three hundred years are ten and
were designed and carried out using two allegorical themes. The time (existence, memory)
represented by months, seasons, work. The nature (life, joy) shown with moving water.
The journey of exploration, which in this report will present five fountains, starts from the garden of the
square Statute where stands the austere Fountain of Frejus (1871), a pyramid of blocks of gray stone
punctuated by expressive white marble of the Titans defeated the work of man. Here the water flowing
between the rocks, jumps and cascades in the large circular pool.	
   The monument is dedicated to the
realization of the Frejus tunnel, that is "the science that won the brute force" built for the Exposition of
Turin of 1871 to celebrate the virtues of progress and the term of the work.	
   The idea of the
construction was of Count Marcello Panissera Veglio, president of the Albertina Academy of Fine Arts,
who commissioned the construction of the sculptor Luigi Belli.	
  It was certainly surprising to the citizens
of Turin being in front of a living organism and original that broke the traditional figuration, more formal
and rigid which tended only to emphasize the subject of the event.	
   In this work is introduced a strong
aesthetic dimension, with a big natural scenery in which it is combined lightness with gravity.	
   The
white and elegant lines of the Titans contrast with the dark and compact pyramid of square blocks on
top of which stands a bronze winged figure: the Genius of Progress.	
   The concept behind the science
that won the conservatism results in the winged genius who writes in large letters the names of the
authors of the project - Sommeiller, Grattoni, Grandis - and hovers on the mountain which is damaged
by a lightning strike that overwhelms a group of Titans.The mythological symbolism connects to the
historical event and is accompanied by water coming down from the rocks in small waterfalls and
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marks the advance of knowledge in science. In the picturesque setting of Piazza Statute the fountain
becomes the focal point of the new face of the urban landscape.

Fig. 5: The fountain of the rivers Po and Dora.

In the vast Valentino Park located along the Po river, surrounded by hills and the compact design of
the buildings, was built for the National Exhibition of 1898, the Fountain of Months, with statues and
statuary groups that are reflected in the tub.	
   The fountain, built to a design by Carlo Ceppi during the
celebrations for the fiftieth anniversary of the Albertine Statute, is one of the few works created for an
exhibition and then exceptionally preserved.	
   In neo-baroque style, the fountain is located on the
border of the park, arranged in a semicircle on a gentle grassy slope; the statues are built around two
tubs placed one above the other.	
   The water falls from the upper vessel and form a cascade which
feeds the lower tank. The statues of the twelve months are placed over the two lateral balustrades
curves side.	
   On the perimeter of the upper basin are arranged complex of statues representing the
four waterways of the province of Turin: Po, Dora, the three Sture and Sangone.	
   These groups look
toward the great basin below decorated with shells and niches.	
   The water flows, falls from the shells,
gushing by the hidden fountains and by boulders that rise from the lower basin, bursting with two jets
of water falling high with thousands of revelers iridescence.	
   The concept of set, namely the
representation of Piedmont rivers alludes to the Fountain of the Four Rivers by Bernini in Piazza
Navona in Rome.	
   The secondary idea of months harmonizes well with the first so that the twelve
statues are arranged in a semicircle and on these dominate the four main figures.
The harmonious square Solferino includes simple tree-lined garden in which stands the impressive
Angelic Fountain built in 1930.	
   In the large tank reverberate the imposing statuary groups on the
season enlivened by the musicality of moving water originated from seventy jets.	
   The square,
rectangular in shape, is characterized by the presence of the double masting in two rows which starts
from the top of the square.	
   The volumetric shape and capacity of the square is articulated on relations
of width and length of ¼ and the width and height of 2/1 that determine a sense of unity of the whole.	
  
The fountain was built to locate a point of centrality of urban space, a meeting point for people who
enjoy the square.	
  The work was done by Giovanni Riva, who created a magnificent work that amplifies
the scenic effect and becomes the bottom, where the water goes on stage.	
   The geometric virtual
scheme of the fountain is trapezoidal shape and supports the construction formed by sculptural blocks
whose height increases progressively from outside towards the center, thus forming a pyramid in the
center of the jet. The allegorical theme is dedicated to the life cycle and winds through the three tubs
of water with a round shape placed at different levels.	
   The statuary groups, divided into male and
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female figures, are accompanied by the repertoire of flowers and fruits that symbolize the passing of
the seasons and the periods in which they split the man's life.	
  The fountain is, on the whole, a vision of
beauty and harmonious living. The water games in their different design and in their natural musicality,
give the work a soul and a voice.

Fig. 6: The fountain of Venus in the architectural context.

In Via Roma rebuilt to a design by Piacentini (1937) in Piazza CLN, behind the two baroque churches
overlooking Piazza San Carlo, were placed two fountains named after the river Po and Dora.	
  
According to the tank raised, the location and the small size, the fountains are an opportunity to
highlight the regular appearance of the architectural composition of the new square and animate the
symmetric and rigorous space.	
   The plasticity of the two fountains creates a point of interest that
attracts attention and highlights, with the sound of water that is released into the air and resonates, the
harmony lean and severe of prospectuses.	
   The problem of solving the urban node behind the two
churches overlooking Piazza San Carlo was one of the most difficult tasks had to face Piacentini in the
redesign of Via Roma. The two sides were formed by high walls, completely devoid of ornament and
aesthetically ugly.	
   Piacentini placed against the walls two symmetrical fountains with a theme closely
linked to the city: the Po and Dora, the two rivers that run through the city of Turin.	
   The fountains are
made of a linear and geometric marble base, in style with the architecture that dominates the entire
street where there are two important marble sculptures representing the river Po and Dora.	
  From a slit
of the crankcase flows, as a source, the water that is collected by a rectangular tank with slightly
rounded corners.	
   Both fountains, rich in monuments, fit perfectly in the space of square and very well
solve the aesthetic problem of the background of the first section of the new route Rome.
The path along the via Arcivescovado welcomed, near the Palace of Toro Assicurazioni, the fountain
inspired by the Birth of Venus, built in 1948.	
   The fountain is located in the courtyard of a building,
against a wall of polished stone, and consists of a rectangular tank topped by three sculptural
elements representing Venus, a naiad and a triton. The main element is the statue of Venus at the
center of the fountain; at its foot is placed a marine animal from whose nostrils flow water jets. Its
position in relation to the complex statuary, gives full supremacy in the center of the scene.

4.

Final synthesis

The fountains of Turin object of study summarize many different aspects to their historical and cultural,
iconic and formal value; pleasure and utility come together in the collective sensibility of memory.	
  They
are usually placed in public spaces, that is, meeting and involvement places, places where you
develop the communication; also they do not show signs of monumental and are not architectural
fragments, detached environment around them
The study took into account the urban environment perceived in different ways and on different levels:
from the physical to the simboli.	
   The exploration of the fountains have identified the mechanism of the
scenario of the interrelationship between the art object and the living environment.	
   The usual
classification distinguishes the types of fountains in the form I thought was limiting and does not
accord with the nature of the fountains that I have analyzed so summed up: be, appear, disappear.	
   I
then expanded the horizon of the investigation by creating a link between the traditional analysis and
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what is believed closer to the iconic character of object that highlights the excitement, the sense of
involvement with the urban landscape.
The thematic content of the classification is divided into two parts:
- the impact on the environment in which is a fountain;
- the architectural structure of the fountain, whose identity has been taken by the selection and
combination of the various components of which it consists.
The first part is illustrated the urban space in which the individual lives and acts with the fountain. 	
   The
location is intended as a point of reference and in relation to the distance from surrounding structures.
The configuration of the fountain interested the elements and ornamentation of the tub and interpreted
by groups of statues and encumbrance volumetric.	
   The second part concerns the symbolism of
architecture, the concrete part of the representation formed by the "body" that is, the solid material
which support touch of the "spirit" that is, the water in the dynamics of jets, sprays, waterfalls.
The fountain in the collective imagination continues over time to be a prominent and reference
element of the urban landscape.	
   It is an effigy able to create a center of reference for the calls to the
joy and connection with nature.	
   It helps orientation in the urban space, joins the surroundings and the
contrast between the built and the movement of water creates different images.	
   It is the result of the
optimization of a set itself, but combined with the environment that surrounds it.
These architectural artifacts deserve careful consideration for the implications they have on urban
morphology. The space that they generate in urban volume produces an interrelationship between
urban form, content and the surrounding that is strong urban connotation.	
   The fountain is a precious
object, a distinctive element of urban space, is the historical memory of the face of a place.
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Abstract
Historic parks represent specific monuments of cultural heritage. The Florence Charter specifies their
distinctiveness in more detail. The document defines a historic garden as “an architectural composition
whose constituents are primarily vegetal and therefore living, which means that they are perishable
and renewable”. Currently, there are 400 sites of historic parks and gardens in Slovakia recorded as
national cultural monuments. The most historic gardens are situated in Bratislava, the capital city of
Slovakia. In the current urban structure of Bratislava, historic parks and gardens have been preserved
in two basic ways. The first category is represented by green areas which have been preserved during
the expansion of urban structure, later they become protected as historic gardens and parks and have
preserved their original size up to present. On the other side, there are areas which have been
preserved in part and are only fragments of other anonymous sites. This paper presents the results of
research which focuses at the historic parks and gardens development in Bratislava since the
th
beginning of 13 century up to present, and summarizes basic knowledge and suggested measures to
be taken in the selected historic gardens and parks.
Keywords: historic, garden, park, Bratislava

1.

Introduction and overview of the issues

Historic parks and gardens represent an important part of the national cultural heritage in Slovakia.
Despite this, we can say that currently their condition is not in ideal, and many gardens and parks are
neglected and deteriorating. What is worse, some of them have already vanished due to unfavourable
development in society. It was caused by development in the society after World War II in Slovakia;
during the time, historic sites had been quite often used inappropriately and many buildings, as well as
natural features, were destroyed. In many cases, the historic parks and gardens were integrated into
cities and very often have served recreational purposes. Local residents therefore started
incorporating in parks their requirements on functions and amenities, e.g. children’s playgrounds,
which is not always in concord with historic character of an area. Some historic parks are a matter of
interest of the nature and landscape protection bodies and their approach to the preservation clashes
the heritage protection in some cases.
Historic park and garden sites in the Slovak Republic are divided into three categories according to
legal protection:

− protected sites governed by the Act No. 49/2002 on Cultural Heritage Protection as national
cultural heritage sites
− protected sites governed by the Act No. 543/2002 on Nature and Landscape Protection as
protected areas
− sites with no legal protection.
Based on the data from The Monuments Board of the Slovak Republic, there are 389 objects of
st
historic parks and gardens – national cultural sites – in Slovakia to 1 January 2012 [1]. According to
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the information of the National List of Significantly Protected Landscapes of the Slovak Republic [2],
there are 44 historic parks governed by the Act No. 543/2002 on the Nature and Landscape Protection
in the category of ´protected area´. The law above defines the protected area as ´an area, usually up
to a 1,000 ha large, with existence of natural habitats of European importance or a natural habitat of
national importance, or containing a species natural habitat of European importance or a species
natural habitat of national importance, and where favourable condition of such natural habitats
depends on human cultivation or an area with permanent existence of protected animal species,
plants, minerals and fossils, areas for natural research and cultural and educational purposes,
including natural areas designed by human activity´ [3] . Historic parks can be understood as “areas of
nature partly designed by human cultivation” even though many of them become also “areas with
permanent existence of protected species”, either plants or animals.
From methodology point of view, it can be difficult to align the nature protection interests with the
preservation of architectural composition of historical gardens or parks, which contains (as it is stated
in the Article 4 of the Florence Charter) the following: plans and topography; vegetation, including its
species, proportions, colour schemes, spacing and respective heights of individual species; structural
and decorative features; running and still water reflecting the sky [4].
The article surveys the development of historic gardens in Bratislava in the context of historical
development in Slovakia. It presents the research results focusing on the identification and evaluation
of historic parks and gardens within the city, and suggests measures which need to be taken to
improve their condition.

2.

The development of garden design in Bratislava

th

The first attempts of garden design in Bratislava dates back to the 13 century, when the first
monastery estate with gardens were built. During the 700 years, many gardens and parks were
established and in varied forms have become inseparable part of the city’s image which influences the
colour schemes and texture of the landscape and conditions their changeability during individual
seasons in the year.
Gardens have been established and declined, and have altered in current trends. Alike many other
historic sites, gardens very often contain various layers which represent individual stages of
development. Therefore historic gardens and other historic parks and landscape are being paid a lot of
attention not only by the public but also by the professionals. As Tomaško [5] noted, thanks to
geographical conditions and political importance of Bratislava in the past, the historic parks and
gardens in Bratislava rank among the best in Slovakia.
Bratislava was established on one of the most important geographic and strategic sites on the central
th
flow of the Danube. In the 9 century, fortified castle with a market settlement below started to be built.
The original status of the town started in 1291 when the king Ondrej III. (Andrew III of Hungary)
granted Bratislava town privileges which commenced its administration, law courts, economic power
th
and architectural development [6]. During the second half of the 13 century, the town grew
substantially and present-day Hlavné námestie (Main square) become the city centre. Moreover,
medieval towns used to be protected by fortification walls which did not allow much space for large
scale gardens. For five hundred years, the town walls, which started to be built in 1297 by the order of
Ondrej III, prevented urban development.
th
Majority of houses in Bratislava were made of wood or were half-timbered up to the 15 century. The
streets were not enclosed; town houses were detached structures situated near agricultural buildings
with gardens. A free standing development changed into a row-building system and wooden houses
were replaced by brickwork structures. Larger gardens belonged to monastery estates, town palaces,
and privileged citizens’ houses, e.g. the gardens at the back of canonic houses. [6] [7] [8]
Bratislava become the capital of the Kingdom Of Hungary in 1536, and seven years later it become
also an archbishop seat. Many nobility and influential personalities, who started building their
mansions, moved to Bratislava to seek hideaway from the threat of Turkish (Ottoman) raids. Following
the style of palaces and garden design in Vienna, Bratislava soon had some extraordinary gardens.
Original borders of the medieval core of the city remained untouched and the centre slowly started
developing to the east and northeast.
th
A considerable building development started as late as in the 18 century when the empress Maria
Theresa initiated the demolition of town walls in 1775. It allowed for new development of the city. As
Vodrážka notes [9], during the Baroque period, summer residences with gardens and park
landscaping were built. It created a contrast between dense structure of urban development inside the
palisade defence system and the newly built countryside residences. Many extensive landscape
schemes were also established behind the city borders during this period.
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The development of garden design in Bratislava (as well as at the whole territory of Slovakia) is
specific in some respect. It is closely connected with political situation in the county during its historical
th
th
development. During the 16 and 17 centuries, the era of Turkish rule over a large part of the
present-day Slovakia – formerly a part of Hungary (the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy) – lasted for 150
years. After the Kingdom of Hungary had been divided into three parts, the part of present-day
Slovakia and the west of Hungary, The Kingdom of Hungary, was taken over by Ferdinand I of
Habsburg. When Bratislava become the capital and crowning town, it gained bigger political influence
on one hand, but on the other the expenses connected with the protection against the Turkish attacks
were very high and not much money was left for town development. After the Turkish attacks had
finished (after 1699), the town experienced an immediate development. However the town lost its
position as the capital city of Kingdom of Hungary in 1784 and the development slowed down again.
These events influenced also the garden design development because at the time it took longer new
ideas and development to come to the Slovak territories, in comparison with other countries.
Historic parks and gardens were preserved in two basic forms in the urban structure of Bratislava. The
first is represented by landscape areas which have retained in the development of urban structure and
have been preserved as historic gardens and parks while retaining their original size up to present.
The other kind is represented by sites where only fragments of original gardens have been preserved
and are only the anonymous parts of other sites.

3.

Methodology and research methods

A combination of several methodical approaches was used in the research of historic parks and
gardens in Bratislava. The early stage included a review of existing literary evidence which could
provide information on historic parks and gardens. Despite a high number of historic gardens on the
territory of Bratislava, literary documents do not contain much information, especially those of period
origin. Even contemporary bibliography is scarce, the research of historical landscape is not really
systematic and the data is rather fragmented. Based on the research materials, it is necessary to
mention the most interesting at the least.
The oldest written work on gardens at the Bratislava territory is considered to be a document by J.
Lippay called Possoni Kert (Bratislava’s Garden), which was published in 1664. The work provides
general information on gardening as well as factual data on layouts and species division in one of the
most important gardens within the Kingdom of Hungary, so called the Lippay Garden. Precious period
th
information on gardens in Bratislava is also part of the work of Matej Bell (24 March 1684, Očováth
29 August 1749, Bratislava) Notitia Hungariae novae histrico geogaphica (Historical and
geographical information on contemporary Hungary). The work contains descriptions of the Upper
Hungary provinces. The first and one half of the second volumes, published in Vienna in 1736, deal
with the Bratislava province. Similar work dates back to the same period – the descriptions of
Bratislava’s gardens preserved in the work of Gottfried von Rotenstein, a traveller and explorer, the
author of travel book Reisen durch einen Theil des Königreichs Ungarn im Jahr 1763 und folgenden
Jahren. Some descriptions of gardens, containing plan of the city and its surroundings, can also be
rd
rd
found in the work of Ján Matej Korabinský (23 February 1745, Prešov – 23 Jun 1811, Bratislava)
called Beschreibung der königlich ungarischen Haupt-, Frey- und Krönungstadt Pressburg
(Description of royal Hungarian capital free and crowning town of Bratislava/Pressburg).
Csákos [10] was also a devotee of the history of gardening in Bratislava. He described development of
ornamental gardens, which were inspired by aristocratic gardens in Vienna, in the context of historical
events. More information on some historic gardens can be found also in the publications of Faust [11]
[12]. Complete works on gardens are included in the publication of Raymund Rapaics called Magyar
kertek: A kertművészet Magyarországon (Hungarian parks, gardening art in Hungary) [13]. It was
published in 1940 and also contains descriptions of the most important gardens in Bratislava.
The most significant and elaborative selection of materials which were used during the research were
th
th
maps dating back to the 18 and 19 centuries. Based on the study of map data, which were very
detailed, it was possible to identify layouts of gardens and trace their development (figure 1 and 2
show examples). The research sources included maps which depicted the whole area of Bratislava in
line with the current artistic practice: the E. Fritsch map of 1753; the M. Marquart map of 1764; the J.
L. Neyder map of 1820 and its variant by A. Lanz from 1820; the F. Koffer map of 1787 and cadastral
maps from 1894 to 1895.
Further materials include map fragments, e.g. a section of a Bratislava plan by unknown author from
1780, a map by A. von Krey from 1760, a map of the Danube mapping of 1823-1845, a map of the
Austro-Hungarian borderline by Walter and Cronister from 1754, a garden plan of Bratislava castle
from 1770, a plan of former Heindl garden by E. Fritsch from 1768, the original layout of the Park of
Janko Kráľ (Sad Janka Kráľa) from 1776 and the map of the Park of Janko Kráľ from 1832.
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Very valuable research sources were also various illustrations, especially historic vedute (cityscape
paintings/prints). Vedute show a view of a landscape or a town in a wide scope. By researching the
veduete, a lot of valuable information on historic gardens and their artistic depiction has been gathered
because veduete’s artistic expression is topographically exact.
From the point of view of gathering of information, the following belong among the most important
copper engravings: The View on Bratislava during the coronation of Maximilian II from 1563 (wood
panel by H. Mayer); Bratislava from the south from 1593 (copper engraving by F. Hogenberg);
Bratislava from the north from 1663 (copper engraving by L. Schnitzer after J. Ledent); the Church and
monastery of Brothers of Mercy from 1735 (copper engraving by M. Engelbrecht after F. B. Werner);
the Garden on the grounds of the summer archbishop palace from 1735 (copper engraving by M.
Engelbrecht after F. B. Werner); Bratislava from the north from 1735 (copper engraving by A.
Kaltschmieda after S. Mikovíny); Bratislava from the north from the 1740s (copper engraving by F. B.
Werner, Th. Scheffler and J. G. Pintz); Bratislava from the north from about 1750 (copper engraving
by J. P. Wolf after F. B. Werner); Braunecker’s mansion from about 1790 (etching and copper
engraving by I. Müller and G. Prixner). The more modern illustrations used in the research include
mainly historic photographs and postcards, the oldest one dating from 1880.
The on-site research mainly focused on evaluation of existing sites and on identification of nonexistent
sites of historic parks and gardens and on compilation of photographs.
Based on the comparison of current state of sites and their historic development, the historic gardens
and parks were divided into categories according their current condition:
1. preserved site of historic parks and gardens in original historic style – a site whose historic state
has been preserved; it also contains sites which had been restored in various styles but later have
been rebuilt back to the original state
2. a preserved historic parks and gardens site of the original size – a site which still takes up its
original area but its current shape does not relate to the original
3. preserved fragment of a historic parks and gardens site – a site has not been preserved as a
whole, but some fragments have been preserved, either small or larger green areas
4. lost historic parks and gardens site – a site which has not been preserved, or only partly but
without greenery.

Fig. 1: The Pálffy Garden on the map by M. Marquart from 1765. The garden had a complex system of terraces
as its site was rather steep. The height difference in the garden itself was as much as 30 meters. Four terraces
linked with staircases were formed on the south-east and three of the terraces were planted as ornamental
gardens. The fourth one was a connecting space linking the two perpendicular terrace systems. Five terraces
which were landscaped as a fruit tree orchard were situated on the north of the palace.
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Fig. 2: The Pálffy Garden on the map by L. Neyder from 1820. In comparison with the map of 1765, the axial
layout of the garden has been preserved, but the original third lowest terrace was altered in a regular and most
probably baroque style. The arrangement of the rest of the site – an open space – was influenced by romantic
influences: no lines can be seen on the layout plan. The garden is accessible by paths only. They wind up in soft
lines from the lowest point in the south-east corner up to the highest part of the garden on the west edge.

It was impossible to follow a standard classification of gardens according to chronological order of
individual styles due to specific historic development and changes in the society. To make the
classification clearer, a typology which respects individual development and thus makes it special in
comparison with the others is as follows:
− Medieval gardens
− Monastery gardens
− Castle gardens
− Extensive palaces gardens
− Smaller Renaissance and Baroque gardens
− English landscape parks (gardens)
− Designed landscapes.
As part of the final part of the research, an overall evaluation of research results on historic parks and
gardens was carried out.

4.

Integrity evaluation of historic parks and gardens sites

As the authors Šubr, Šubrová [14] stated, existing historic parks can be divided in two categories of
origin:
− original parks and gardens of monarchs, aristocracy, townhouses, monasteries and
cemeteries (open to the public) which were part of the urban plan at various periods and from
various reasons
th
th
− public urban parks built for recreational purposes in the 18 , and more often in the 19
centuries.
During the research, focusing on the sites of historic parks and gardens in Bratislava, thirty sites have
been identified and evaluated; two of them can be classified as urban public parks established during
th
th
the 18 and/or 19 centuries. Twenty four sites are gardens of monarchs, aristocracy, townhouses
and monasteries, and four sites are extensive designed landscapes.
Majority of the twenty four evaluated historic gardens are located in the central part of the town – the
Old Town city district (Staré Mesto). One English landscape garden is also situated there – the Horský
(The Wood) Park, which used to be the north-west border of the town. The other six sites are located
in other six Bratislava districts.
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Importance of some garden arrangements in the urban structure is fostered by the fact that they got
legislative protection under the Act No 49/2002 on Cultural Heritage Protection (listed as national
cultural monument), and/or under the Act No 543/2002 on Nature and Landscape protection, they
were listed as protected areas.
Table 1 shows the list of surveyed sites, their condition and suggested measures. The years indicate
the first written record (if existent), or refer to the year when a map show a site for the first time. In
case of monastery gardens, the year of origin relates to the year when a monastery estate was
established. Legislative protection is labelled as “§ NCM” in case it is a national cultural monument; if
a site is protected area it is labelled as “§ PA”.
Table 1: Surveyed sites of the historic parks and gardens in Bratislava, their current condition and
suggested measures
Name of site
Medieval gardens
Prepoštská Garden
(Garden around
Provost house)
Kráľovská Garden
(Royal garden)
Monastery gardens
Garden of Order of
Friars Minor

Year of
foundation
1311
1388

1271

Garden of the Order
of Saint Clare

1297

Monastery Garden of
the Order of St.
Ursula
Monastery Garden of
the Brothers of Mercy

1676

Garden of the Order
of Capuchin Friars
Minor
Monastery Garden of
the Order of the
Sisters of St Elizabeth
Monastery Garden of
the Sisters of Notre
Dame de Namur
Castle gardens

1711

Veľká (Big) Garden

1669

1742
1754

Current condition

Suggested measures

extant fragment of the
partial restoration in
historic parks and gardens
historizing style
site
lost site of historic parks and no restoration possible
gardens
extant fragment of the
historic parks and gardens
site after a historizing
reconstruction
extant historic parks and
gardens site in a historizing
style of an original size
lost site of historic parks and
gardens

maintenance; or a
restoration respecting
historic character of the site

extant fragment of a historic
parks and gardens site after
a historizing reconstruction
extant fragment of historic
parks and gardens site

maintenance; or a
restoration respecting
historic character of the site
a restoration respecting
historic character of the site

maintenance; or a
restoration respecting
historic character of the site
restoration possible in a
historizing style

extant fragment of historic
parks and gardens site

maintenance; or a
restoration respecting
historic character of the site
lost site of historic parks and restoration impossible
gardens

first half of the an extant historic parks and
th
15 cent.
gardens site of an original
size
first half of the an extant historic parks and
th
15 cent.
gardens site of an original
size
first half of the a extant historic parks and
th
15 cent.
gardens site of an original
size

a baroque style
reconstruction

The Pállfy Garden

1660 - 1663

extant fragment of historic
parks and gardens site

The Lippay Garden

1553 - 1568

extant fragment of historic
parks and gardens site

§ NCM (the garden wing of
the palace)
restoration impossible
§ NCM
a restoration respecting

Malá (Small) Garden
Južná (South)
Garden

a restoration respecting
historic character of the site
a restoration respecting
historic character of the site

Large palace gardens
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Name of site

Year of
foundation

Current condition

Suggested measures
historic character of the site

The Wesselény
Garden
The Grassalkovich
Garden
Medická [Medic]
Garden
The Erdödy Garden

1650s
1756-1760
1770
1720-1730

extant fragment of historic
parks and gardens site

restoration impossible

extant fragment of historic
parks and gardens site after
a reconstruction
extant fragment of historic
parks and gardens site after
a reconstruction
extant fragment of historic
parks and gardens site

§ NCM
maintenance, or a partial
reconstruction
§ NCM
maintenance, or a partial
reconstruction
§ NCM
a restoration respecting
historic character of the site

Smaller renaissance and baroque gardens
The Purkicher Garden second half of lost site of historic parks and restoration impossible
th
the 16 cent. gardens
The Heindl Garden
(The Slubek Garden)

1650

extant fragment of historic
parks and gardens site

The Rayger Garden

1670

lost site of historic parks and restoration impossible
gardens

The Palace de Pauli
Garden

1775-1776

a extant historic parks and
maintenance
gardens site of an original
size
extant fragment of historic
maintenance, or partial
parks and gardens site –
reconstruction
part of other site
lost site of historic parks and restoration impossible
gardens

Garden by the
Illésházy Palace

1640s

Garden by the
Braunecker Mansion

1780

a restoration respecting
historic character of the site

English landscape parks (gardens)
The Janko Kráľ Park
Rusovce Mansion
Garden
Horský (The Wood)
Park

1776
1782-1784
1870

Designed landscapes
st
Bažantnica Park
1 half of the
th
(Pheasant hunting
18 cent.
ground) in Jarovce
The Pálffy game
1782-1784
preserve in Vlčie hrdlo
The Archbishop
game preserve
in Podunajské
Biskupice
Železná studnička
Park

1782-1784

1821

an extant historic parks and
gardens site of an original
size
an extant historic parks and
gardens site of an original
size
an extant historic parks and
gardens site of an original
size

§ NCM
maintenance or partial
reconstruction
§ NCM
maintenance or partial
reconstruction
§ PA
maintenance or partial
reconstruction

an extant historic parks and
gardens site of an original
size
lost site of historic parks and
gardens

§ NCM, § PA
maintenance or partial
reconstruction
§ PA (part)
restoration impossible

lost site of historic parks and § PA (part)
gardens
restoration impossible
an extant historic parks and
gardens site of an original
size

maintenance

The plan of the historic parks and gardens sites in the central city zone of Bratislava is pictured in
figure 3, which depicts individual gardens according the above listed categories; they are compared to
nd
th
the maps dating back to the 2 half of the 18 century.
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Fig. 3: Location of the surveyed historic gardens and parks sites in the central zone of the town.
preserved site of historic parks and gardens in original historic style
preserved historic parks and gardens site of the original size
preserved fragment of a historic parks and gardens site
lost historic parks and gardens site
projection of the object according to the state in the mid-18th century
number of the object
1 Garden around Provost House; 2 Royal garden; 3 Garden of Order of Friars Minor; 4 Garden of the Order of
Saint Clare; 5 Garden of the Order of Capuchin Friars Minor; 6 Monastery Garden of the Order of St. Ursula; 7
Monastery Garden of the Brothers of Mercy; 8 Monastery Garden of the Order of the Sisters of St Elizabeth; 9
Monastery Garden of the Sisters of Notre Dame de Namur; 10 Big Castle Garden; 11 Small Castle Garden; 12
South Castle Garden; 13 The Pállfy Garden; 14 The Lippay Garden; 15 The Wesselény Garden; 16 The
Grassalkovich Garden; 17 Medic Garden; 18 The Erdödy Garden; 19 The Heindl Garden (The Slubek Garden);
20 The Rayger Garden; 21 The Palace de Pauli Garden; 22 Garden by the Illésházy Palace; 23 Garden by the
Braunecker Mansion
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5.
Some issues on restoration and management of historic parks and gardens in
Bratislava
Among the most significant historic parks and gardens sites in Bratislava belong the Medic Garden
th
and The Grassalkovich Garden. Both were established at the end of the 18 century as a display of
baroque palace gardens. During the centuries, they have been changing as well as their owners have
been varying. By the end of the 1980s, both gardens had been devastated and had no historic value.
The Medic Garden was reconstructed between 1985 and 1988 with its historic layout being partly
preserved. The lawn of the central parterre is bordered by low hedges; two lime trees alleys lead along
the principal garden axis. The part of the garden, which is in line with the palace, is separated by a
support wall with a metal fence. Some new garden features were added as part of the reconstruction:
a new fountain, flower vases, lighting and playground for children. Restoration of the Medic Garden
improved the quality of the garden and made an important change to the garden when compared to
the condition before reconstruction. However, when looking back, it is necessary to mention that the
reconstruction also proved some failings.
The layout plan has axial division with the main axis starting at the central point of the palace and
respecting the original symmetry of the parterre, which was bounded by a semi-arched tree alley. The
restoration did not solve the problem of the principal axis (280m long) – when looking at the palace
form the garden, the visual connection is interrupted by the overgrown yew trees, which
inappropriately block out almost the majority of the Aspremont palace. The view from the palace
towards the garden is not focused; it disappears in the lime trees branches thus concealing the quite
large size of the garden.
The upper terrace of the garden, which is directly linked with the palace, has not been altered; it
contains a clump of overgrown yew trees and a modern fountain set in an original baroque basin. The
ornamental feature of the central parterre, as well as the garden outer borders is in a derelict
condition. During the reconstruction, new features, which are not authentic, were added; they include:
children’s playground, the garden furniture, and garden artefacts such as the domineering Swan
Fountain placed on the principal composition axis – the top of parterre bend. Currently, The Medic
Garden is not in good condition and it requires a partial restoration. Some features are in derelict
condition, especially the walks and garden furniture. The most important drawbacks of the layout plan,
the beginning and the ending of the main composition axis of the garden, needs to be solved. The
eastern part also requires a new arrangement – individual features lack mutual interaction not only
among themselves but also with the historic context of the space.
In 1998, The Grassakovich Garden was reconstructed in the 1780 form. Among others, an oval
parterre lawn was restored; it was bordered by walks and flower beds along with ceramic vases. After
establishing the Slovak Republic in 1993, the garden became a part of the president palace complex,
originally the Grassalkovich Palace. The garden remained public except a 50 metre wide band
adjacent to the palace, which is separated from the rest of the garden by a glass wall.
Currently the garden is in a fairy good condition and belongs among the most well maintained green
spaces in Bratislava. Still, from the restoration point of view, there are some drawbacks or problems.
From the compositional point of view, the main axis (230 metres long) does not have a visual focus. In
the original plan, the central space was separated by a two line alley form the rest of the space, and
the view from the palace focused at the alley and the adjacent Archbishop’s garden. Today the view
from the palaces ends on a wall which borders the garden and Spojná Street. A fountain which had
been built there before the restoration happened to be also on the principal compositional axis. At the
time the garden was being reconstructed, there was a debate over the suitability of the fountain in a
baroque garden; in the end, the fountain remained set in the garden.
Some controversy arises also from the restoration of a fruit tree orchard as a reminiscent of the
garden’s history. During reconstruction, five kinds of alternating species of decorative apple trees were
planted. The bedding of the tree trunks was inappropriate therefore the trees grew to lean, and were
supported only by untreated wooden beams. As very inappropriate are considered the wooden
playground elements for children, which have been installed there in the past years. The garden’s
administrator, the Old Town of Bratislava City District, is obviously trying to compensate for a lack of
children’s playgrounds in the city centre.
In 2010 the Garden of the Order of Capuchin Friars Minor was opened to the town’s visitors and
residents, with limited opening hours. The garden is laid out on the roof of and underground parking
garage, where the garden of Franciscan monastery had been before. The garden belongs to the
oldest gardens in Bratislava. At the end of the 1990s, underground parking was built and the above
ground park was renovated, partly following the authentic plans. The most recent layout divides the
area in four parts separated by perpendicular walks (oriented north – south and east – west); in the
centre they form a circular space.
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The fountain/well which should most probably represent a fountain with “refreshing mountain spring
water” as was referred to in some historic documents is set in a rather eccentric position. The current
layout had to take into account technical equipment of the underground garage which extends above
ground level as high as 2 metres. The symmetry of the original layout was preserved but the symmetry
of spatial expression has been destroyed. Planting solution is simple – the perimeter is lined by maple
trees with compact spherical tree crowns. The parterre is grassed but the hedges are inappropriate
and the yew trees are too big for such a small and intimate space.

6.

Conclusion

Historic parks and gardens are a significant testimony of the time when they were established. In their
maintenance and reconstruction, as Tomaško and Hrubík [15] pointed out, the fact that their original
style had been lost should not be misused – their maintenance should try to follow their original style.
We should perceive them in the historic context of events and in accordance with the Florence Charter
and respect their architectural composition: plans and topography; vegetation, including its species,
proportions, colour schemes, spacing and respective heights of individual species; structural and
decorative features; running and still water as well as greenery which contains a variety of plants,
proportions, colouring, layout and mutual proportion of individual tree species. Historic parks and
gardens sites deserve our attention; besides others, they need a special care also because they are
highly vulnerable.
Preservation and restoration of historic parks and gardens in the urban structure of a town is a great
challenge and brings also high hopes, which, very often remain unfulfilled or their accomplishment is
complicated by diverse interests and by the understanding of their function and role of the historic
parks and gardens. It is necessary to further develop the positive sides, to be critical to the drawbacks
and continuously start overcoming them.
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Abstract

The protection of 20th century architecture in France is a relatively recent activity. Apart from one
exception, the first safeguarding actions on buildings built in the 1900's, date back to the late fifties of
last century. Actually, it is only when the general de Gaulle came to power and a Ministry of Cultural
Affairs in 1959 was created for André Malraux, that a series of measures in favour of cultural heritage
were taken and the notion of monument widened to less restrictive and more modern formulations. In
1964, the Minister Malraux also created the General inventory of monuments and art treasures of
France. At its express request, the selection criteria and especially the time range of the monuments
susceptible to be included in the list was extended. However, when Malraux asked the responsible
committee, to proceed with the classement of several important works of modern architecture, only
few of them were accepted. The action of Malraux was, nevertheless, most effective, though certainly
not without difficulties, for what concerned Le Corbusier's work. In particular, Villa Savoye's inclusion
among the historical monuments of the country in 1965 preserved this exceptional building from
demolition, contributing to the overall recognition of its author's work. Focusing on this case study, this
paper will examine the issue of the conservation of modern architecture in France.
Keywords: Modern Architecture, conservation, Le Corbusier, André Malraux, France

1.

Introduction

The process of recognition of 20th century architecture as a heritage is still a highly controversial and
debated issue, both from the point of view of theoretical orientations and of the operational practices.
Despite the many actions carried out by public entities and private associations and the increasing
attention devoted to the issue by intellectuals, the preservation of modern architecture - referring with
this term not only to the Modern Movement but more broadly "to all architectures that use innovative
construction materials instead of traditional or that produces and uses traditional materials in an
innovative way" [1] - still seems to remain distant from social concerns. On the other hand, it is far
from the professionals' understanding, perhaps not properly trained to be able to work on architectures
too far away to be classified as "current production" but too new to be considered as cultural heritage.
The undeniable state of decay, neglect and/or alteration affecting much of this multifaceted cultural
heritage of a "recent past" is the tangible evidence of the lack of a consensus on the topic and invites
us to reflect further to the real appreciation of these architectural works, recalling in an imperious way
the need arising from building a wealth of knowledge. A process that goes through the work of
cataloguing and inventorying. It is not a case if the statement of Eindhoven (1990), with which the
Do.Co.Mo.Mo. International established its objectives, devotes four of its six points just for that
purpose.
Beside to a clear problem related to the deciphering of symbolic characters and values of which this
spokesman is built, there are objective difficulties determined by the weakness of many modern
architectural works, often born on assumptions of renewability and/or in any case not intended to be
handed down. The fact of not being part of a monumental category of the architecture created without
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an explicit memorial intention has resulted in a relative neglect of their fate by the social society. In
addition, that Modern Architecture also possesses other intrinsic fragilities of typological, ideological
and technological nature, that have not been sufficiently deepened by a culture of the restoration of
the modern - or of the new as opposed to the old [2] - which is far from being consolidated.
In spite of the vast amount of documents that, unlike classical architecture, is often available in relation
to the elements of modern architecture, the knowledge of this latter is often superficial, due to the lack
of in-depth analysis carried out over the years by the scientists, as result of reflections and awareness.
Graphic documentation is often inaccurate, based on design drawings that can differ substantially from
the work carried out. The same use of the survey as the basic element for the understanding of
architectural work - an instrument which cannot be disregarded in the approach to the comprehension
of a historic building - is often omitted in the case of modern architecture that mix the " building
familiarity" up with its real knowledge.
Unlike historic heritage, the modern one has a few problems and specific characteristics that affect
substantially the intervention procedures. Its degradation is frequently related both to constructive and
performance problems; the reasons for his decay often widespread and premature are generally to be
found in the use of materials and techniques not sufficiently tested, in the lack of consistency between
spatial features and new functions or even in an absence of flexibility in the actions dictated by the
necessary technology adjustment.
Here's how, in the restoration of such architecture, it is necessary to take account of specific modes of
operation, subtracting them to the application of the "methodological criteria applied to the restoration
of monuments, as well as they have been coded in the last two centuries" that would lead this heritage
to "certain death" [3]; implementing, on the contrary, an in-depth knowledge of technical, construction
and material aspects, also in relation to their durability, reactivating, or rather re-composing a
dialogue, which has become rare in recent times - but yet essential - between both designers and
restorers and "architectural conservation and transformation of contemporary contexts "[4].
Finally, the conservation and restoration of modern architecture have inevitably to confront with the
question of "quantity", i.e. the amplitude (in numerical terms) of such heritage of buildings. Unlike the
"old" ones came down to us after having already been selected by the action of weather, natural
disasters and wars, demolitions and replacements carried out by their owners, the "modern" buildings
are numerous, both because they were made in large numbers and/or serially and they not have
already been scored or destroyed by the factors described above. This raises issues related both to
the amount of maintenance interventions and to the question of operating a "selection" finalized to the
safeguarding, not devoid of complexity of theoretical nature (such as the establishment of evaluation
criteria) and limited by the regulations. A legislation that in Italy appears to be somewhat disturbing to
the city's architecture, considering that the verification of the so-called "cultural" value is based on two
elements: the buildings have to be the work of the author no longer living and their execution date
back to over seventy years. This is a boundary that is dissimilar from the rest of Europe, where
perhaps the most striking case concerns the Weissenhof Siedlung in Stuttgart, symbolic element of
modernity built for the exhibition of the Deutscher Werkbund in 1927 and put into a regional
Denkmalliste in 1958 [5].
Recent publications have sparked the debate on these issues, focusing on the criticality of the law and
on possible changes of the legal instruments [6], obliging us to turn our gaze to the laws of other
European and non-European countries. All that, in the awareness of the international dimension that
today have taken the issues of the protection and management of the territory, considered not only as
an economic good but also a powerful icon of identity [7].
In this context, it is of some interest to analyze French reality, taking special attention to one of the
main and emblematic cases in the safeguard of Modern Architecture: the one linked to the affaire of
villa Savoye.

2.

André Malraux and the origin of modern heritage protection in France
th

In France, the first actions in favour of the monuments of the 20 century, begin to take place in the
'20s as part of a process of sacralization of the sites of the First World War and of places subject to
major fighting (that French wanted to keep symbolically in the state of devastation caused by enemy
fire) or even of memorial monuments set to honor fallen soldiers. The derogatory application of the law
of 31 December 1913 on the historical monuments that did not allow the classement of recent objects
was so motivated by the desire to perpetuate the memory of the "crimes" committed against the
country. This desire for protection was confirmed after World War II when other icons of the national
martyrdom, such as the Natzweiler-Struthof concentration camp or the village of Oradour-sur-Glane
were subjected to safeguard procedures [8, 9]. Ruins were regarded as "national monument" to be
kept in the "best possible state of destruction" to show to the world and over time, the damages
suffered by France during several years of oppression and violence.
Before that date, some buildings had already received, however, the privilege of protection. The villa
built in 1913 in Bellevue Mont Saint-Michel in neo-Gothic style, was classified by decree of September
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12, 1931. In 1955, the Parisian apartment of Georges Clemenceau (transformed in 1931 into a
museum) was protected thanks to the prestige enjoyed by its owner. However, the first real protection
activities grow later, in the late '50s, and then in a more systematic way (following a clear political will)
in the course of the '60s. On 11 December 1957, the theatre of the Champs Elysées in Paris by
Auguste Perret, built between 1911 and 1913 was listed under the law of 1913 on historical
monuments. The death of its author, which occurred in 1954, broken the unspoken rule of historical
monuments commission based on the prohibition to protect the works of authors who were born less
than a hundred years. It thus ensured a recognition that it was claimed (it would seem) for several
years [10] and that for the first time was motivated by the formal characteristics of the work and by the
role it played in the history of architecture [11].
At the same time, similar reflections were carried out within the French administration. A preliminary
list of 150 modern buildings considered worthy of protection was prepared by the inspector general of
historical monuments Albert Chauvel in September 1957. This list, although limited to the city of Paris
and the Seine Departament, contained a number of examples belonging to the early 19th century that
could be "protégés au titres des monuments historiques". In April 1959, a second list of sixty buildings
to be protected was established [12]. Only partially inspired by the previous example, it included only
monuments after 1848 spread throughout the French territory: the Sorbonne nouvelle of Henri-Paul
Nénot (1882-1901), but also the buildings of Robert Mallet-Stevens, numerous churches and even the
department stores Le Printemps (1865) and the Samaritaine (1869), as well as other works such as
the iron bridge Garabit built between 1880 and 1884 and designed by Gustave Eiffel, the Viaduct
Viaur (1895-1902), the aqueduct of Roquefavour (1841-1847).
André Malraux, from January 1959 leading the Ministry of Cultural Affairs, however, could not only
participate in the formulation of such theories, resulting from administrative logics for him no longer
shareable [13]. Man of word but also of action, he felt the need to express themselves through
concrete actions: those "whims by honest person" that will characterize his personality and all his work
[14]. The repeated complaints by André Chastel in the newspaper Le Monde had already attracted the
attention of the Minister on the fate of French modern architecture [15]. That's why in 1961, he
decided to take action in favour of the protection of certain prestigious buildings of the 20th century, so
launching a campaign for the protection of "recent and contemporary" buildings. The large number of
buildings to safeguard requested the enrollment on the Inventaire supplémentaire des Monuments
Historiques (ISMH) but the article 2 of the law of 1913 disposed, in a very restrictive manner, that only
to those having an "archaeological interest" could benefit from this measure. To this end, he will
change the rules for historical monuments by the decree of 18 April 1961.
From that moment on, two years of unexplained inactivity followed until April 1963, when an ad hoc
committee for the modern monuments was created. This committee will define a new list consisting of
one hundred exemplary buildings of their age, according to a chronological breakdown that from the
Second Empire was concentrated in the early years of the '900 and ended in the period 1925-1940.
The criteria for selection resided in the representativeness of large recognized masters, in the majority
architects and some still living. Among others: Hector Guimard (recently rehabilitated by Nikolaus
Pevsner on the occasion of the exhibition Les sources du XXe siècle: les arts en Europe de 1884 à
1914 [16]), Tony Garnier, Auguste Perret, Henri Sauvage, Eugène Beaudouin and Marcel Lods, Jean
Prouvé, Le Corbusier. Technical innovation will be another of the criteria on which the selection will
rest. The list included, for example, the first reinforced concrete building built in 1892 by François
Hennebique at n° 1 of rue Danton in Paris on the plans prepared by the Lyonnais architect Edouard
Arnaud.
In addition, in 1964 by the decree n° 64-203, the Minister Malraux created the General inventory of
movable and immovable heritage of the country. Malraux hoped that this instrument "at the same time
it complements our knowledge, it will suggest a new revolutionary approach to the values on which
this knowledge is based" [17]. The official report of his speech shows that the national commission
charged with this task "will resume all consecrated ideas as postulates (...) and will probably lead to a
deep revision of basic concepts on the evolution of art in France and to a real indictment of the system
of values up here admitted" which will turn later in a famous révolution culturelle.
At his express request, indeed, the selection criteria and especially the time range on the monuments
that could be included in the list was greatly extended, no longer limited to the works prior to 1830 and
only to the churches and castles, but also to the works of the Modern Movement. Despite these efforts
(France will be the first European country to engage in the defense -including regulations- of its
modern architecture), the recognition of the value of XXth century architecture was still far from being
universally acquired. When Malraux requested to the committee responsible, the classement of the
Eiffel Tower, the synagogue and the castle Beranger designed by Hector Guimard, a building of René
Lalique, the theater of the Grevin museum, the Brasserie Lipp, UNESCO headquarters, a garage built
by Auguste Perret, and even the Dutch Pavilion at the Cité Universitaire, the opinion was favorable
only for the first 5 buildings in the list. The action of Malraux, however, will prove to be most effective,
though certainly not without difficulties, with regard to the work of Le Corbusier, and in particular in the
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case of villa Savoye, whose inclusion among the historical monuments of the country, carried out in
1965, saved this exceptional building from destruction, contributing to the overall recognition of the
work of its author.

3.

The emblematic case of Villa Savoye

Closely related to the rapport of esteem, respect and friendship between André Malraux and Le
Corbusier is the case of the in extremis rescue of villa Savoye. A subject often approached by
international scientific literature but never analyzed in a systematic and comprehensive way,
especially from the point of view of conservation practice adopted. The archives of the Fondation Le
Corbusier are full of documentation on this topic, but from documents stored in the archives, it’s not
possible to take criteria on which the various campaigns of restoration (or repair?) were undertaken
over the last fifty years: the one carried out during the years 1963-67 under the direction of Jean
Dubuisson, that undertaken between 1983 and 1985 by the architect Yvan Gury, the work directed
during 1985-1993 under the supervision of the architect Jean-Louis Véret, etc. [18, 19]
Only recently, new interesting documents came to light from the folders owned by the villa Savoye
administration, whose examination will be the object of a next contribution. The issue of the restoration
of villa Savoye remains, however, one of the priorities of the Foundation. In this regard, new
restoration activities will be shortly undertaken. So, because the causes of degradation phenomena of
villa Savoye have unexplainably never been solved. Even more inexplicably is the fact that all
conservation projects carried out have been based on the original plans of the author: it would seem
that a complete survey of the work has never been realized.
3.1 Villa Savoye: birth and decline of a key work of the Modern Movement
Designed by Le Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret, the villa, called Les heures claires, was built between
April 1929 and July 1930 as a summer residence for Pierre Savoye - administrator of an insurance
company - and his wife Eugénie. Additional works were carried out until 1931 in order to fix problems
and make some changes, in particular relating to the colours of paintings. Situated at Poissy in
Yvelines, thirty kilometers away from Paris, the house was conceived as a box suspended on top of a
hill. Devoid of face and open to the four horizons, its main body was imagined as limited by four similar
walls, drilled along the length of the perimeter from a single window [20]. The basic idea corresponded
essentially to two criteria -movement and lightness- that in villa Savoye melted to positively respond to
the long course of study and research of its proponent, in order to create the perfect machine for
living. A path that led from confusion to the clarity of geometry: "simplicity does not mean poverty but it
represents a choice, a discrimination, a crystallization that have the effect of purity itself. Simplicity is a
concentration" [21].
Conceived as a country residence in response to a desire of Madame Savoye - the true interlocutor of
Le Corbusier and of the workers - the house was for the Savoye a tool for self-representation in high
Parisian society but also a place where to live their family life in a modern and comfortable way. A
place where they could receive and rest, commissioned to be functional and in which a prominent role
was entrusted to the car.
The wealthy Savoye charged Le Corbusier with the design of the villa Savoye, perhaps without
devoting much care to the "style" but soon they had to deal with exorbitant budgets that forced them to
ask several times the architects to review their projects (even five).
The estimate overruns (at the end of the villa will cost twice as much as expected), but also the many
problems that affected the house, in an economic unhappy context (even in the affairs of Monsieur
Savoye), made the relationships between customers and the agence of Le Corbusier very
complicated.
This is maybe the reason for the growing discontent expressed in numerous letters written by Eugénie
Savoye to a Le Corbusier (at least) initially annoyed and reticent, about numerous infiltration of
rainwater in most parts of the house: "Il pleut dans l'entrée, il pleut dans la rampe et le mur du garage
est absolument trempé. D'autre part, il pleut toujours dans ma salle de bains qui est inondée à chaque
pluie"(letter dated September 7, 1936, FLC H1-12-157). The high level of humidity exacerbated the
couple even more due to the fact that their son Roger suffered from tuberculosis and was supposed to
spend in the house the necessary period of convalescence. This might be understandable, given the
nature of the building, especially because of the materials and techniques of that time, but is certainly
strange, given the proverbial care adopted by Le Corbusier for the construction details, often
innovative, especially focusing on window frames and on stormwater discharges from hanging
terraces. Many failures, however, would have been easy to solve, if only Le Corbusier had responded
to the requests of the couple with the same diligence with which preceded the visit of many visitors or
even if he had supplied them with the ever delivered "plans de la maison" (letter of 4 November 1939,
FLC H1-12-156). Pierre Savoye complained, moreover, the inadequacy of the boiler and radiators: he
declared "we are freezing" in a house where it was impossible to reach a reasonable temperature.
Actually, in the article published in 1930 on the Architecture d'Aujourd'hui, Posener already wondered
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if the house was not too big in spaces and however difficult both to clean and to heat; "perfect" but
certainly not from the economic point of view [22].
The advent of war obliged the Savoye to settle for a certain period in the house in order to avoid the
consequences of eventual bombardments on the capital. Occupied by the Germans and then following
the Liberation by the Americans that will damage it considerably (portes arrachées et meubles
emportés wrote Le Corbusier [23]) the future of the house will then be strongly affected by the largescale operation conducted by Ford in 1937 which established in Poissy a large factory car. After the
war, the factory was taken over by Simca, a motor manufacturer famous in France for its economy
cars, which extended it further, increasing also the annexed worker's village. in Beauregard. Built by
Charles-Gustave Stoskopf, this grand ensemble included a church, the hospital, primary schools and
supermarkets. The only think it lacked was a high school that the Ministry of Education decided, in
accordance with the municipal authorities of Poissy, to build right on the ground of villa Savoye so
condemning it to the demolition.
It followed the actions taken by Eugénie Savoye (in the meantime became a widow) and by his son
Roger to get the right compensation, as well as that of Le Corbusier in order to save his work. The
Savoye did not oppose, in fact, to the expropriation whereas the villa in their ten years of stay did not
offer them the peace and comfort they would like and that would justify the investment of large sums
of money to make it habitable again [24]. After many negotiations and legal procedures, in 1959, the
court set a compensation considered acceptable both for the town of Poissy and the Savoye
(1,271,875 new francs). The villa would be demolished to make place for the new high school in
Poissy.
3.2 From the international mobilization to the role of André Malraux
At the same time, a strong resistance is carried out by Le Corbusier who, alerted by the upcoming
demolition of villa Savoye, decided to inform all his connections - first of all André Malraux - about this
pressing danger.
The two had become friends after a journey that the minister had made in India and his discovery of
the construction site of Chandigarh, by him perceived as a revelation from symbolic, spiritual and
material points of view (fig. 1). An architecture, the one designed for the new capital of Punjab, able to
go beyond the assignment and to plenty situate itself, in the field of monumental architecture [24]. The
fascination exerted by Le Corbusier became even stronger during the journey of the minister in
Brasilia, where the insistence of the local authorities for entrusting the architect with the future project
of the French Embassy, attracted the attention of Malraux on the international prestige of which Le
Corbusier benefited. An admiration which he manifested in a number of occasions, even more
personal, such as the one linked to the 100th birthday of the mother of Le Corbusier (the telegram of
congratulations sent by the Minister will make history).
Since his appointment as Minister of the Information in 1958 and again later when he will assume the
role of Minister of Culture, André Malraux's help will be repeatedly called by Le Corbusier, in order to
solve problems related to its studies or ongoing projects, as well as to get new assignments (fig. 2 and
3). Since 1959, the issue of the protection of his works will become to Le Corbusier a matter of primary
importance: from this date, its relationship with André Malraux will then focus on this subject.
The news of the beginning of expropriation procedure concerning Villa Savoye, had purged Le
Corbusier to contact in the Unites States. Siegfried Giedion, a very famous architectural historian and
professor at Harvard, informing him that an association, the Cercle d'Etudes Architecturales de Paris,
through its president Pierre Sonrel, had requested the intervention of the Minister Malraux in favour of
villa Savoye. Although UNESCO was solicited to proceed with the purchase of the property, lack of
funds had been forced to give up (letter of 25 February 1959, FLC H1-12-182).
He then asked Giedion to bring into play all his relationships both with UNESCO and the United States
to save Villa Savoye. Giedion began as an international mobilization that in a few days was expressed
through numerous articles in the British and then in the French press (fig. 4), as well as in appeals to
the Minister Malraux such as that of the E.T.H. Zurich whose rector A. Roth will specify that villa
Savoye was "not only one of Le Corbusier's universally known masterpieces, but moreover a
th
monument to 20 century architecture, recognised as such in professional circles worldwide" (letter of
9 March 1959, FLC H1-12-191).
Nevertheless, anything was really changing and Le Corbusier wrote again to Giedion informing him
that the Savoye property could be purchased for 100 million Swiss francs. He also expressed his
intention to create a foundation, the Fondation Le Corbusier which will become his one and only
inheritor. The foundation headquarters will be villa La Roche. Focusing on the future of Villa Savoye,
Le Corbusier also affirmed that one of its main goals would be that of serving as a point of departure in
the Western hemisphere for an alternative means of research (other than academic) into architectural
development from ancient times to modern day (FLC H1-12-188). In this regard, it has been observed
by Jacques Sbriglio that this touching letter, apart from announcing almost ten years in advance the
real establishment of the foundation revealed that Le Corbusier "did not have a very clear idea at that
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Fig. 1,2 and 3. Le Corbusier and André Malraux in Chandigarh and Paris (FLC L4-14-95 and 96). Fig. 4. The
cover of Time, May 1961 (FLC X2-1-150).

time as to the future role of the rehabilitated Villa Savoye" [25].
Perhaps Le Corbusier was as little aware of the role that the State could play in favour of Villa Savoye.
On 8 June 1959 he wrote to the Minister Malraux to let him know that this international mobilization
had been developed behind is back, even pretending that at the time when all the commotion
concerning the villa Savoye broke out, he was in the Indies. If on one hand he seemed to apologize for
the pressures produced (a mere pittance compared to what he will do after for this and other affaires!)
on the other hand, with great cunning he tried to instill in the Minister the awareness that villa Savoye
could find its very raison d'être only in the uncontaminated place in which it had been conceived.
Supported by a Comité de sauvegarde de la Villa Savoye à Poissy created in April 1959, André
Malraux recognizing the value of that work, started to concretely take action in his favour. There were,
nevertheless, some obstacles to overcome. Conscious of the fact that the commission for historic
monuments was not sufficiently "mature" to express a favourable opinion for the protection of this
architectural work, he decided to work around the problem hors du champ de la protection des
monuments historiques. In a very unusual way, he created the conditions for the acquirement of villa
Savoye by the State and, thanks to an agreement signed October 23, 1961 with the Ministry of
National Education, this latter, once having become the owner of the land for the future high school,
would transfer the building to the Ministry of Culture to there harbor an international foundation.
According to the same rule of détournement, also the site on which the chapel of Notre-Dame-du-Haut
at Ronchamp had been built, thanks to André Malraux, and despite the strong opposition of his
administration, was protected on 11 March 1960.
3.3 From the Villa Savoye's protection to a policy in favour of modern monuments
Moving back to the case of villa Savoye, the years that will bring to its protection were eventful and far
from being simple. Years in which Le Corbusier intensified his personal commitment in the battle in
favour of Villa Savoye. Determined not to be pushed aside in the matter, he strengthened its offensive
first of all to prevent the construction of high school, then to get the job on the restoration project, and
finally, to maintain a healthy weight in the choice of new eventual functions for the house.
In the early '60s, he was invited to take part in a meeting convened by the Section Spéciale des
Bâtiments d'Enseignement du Conseil des Bâtiments de France about the new high school
construction project in Poissy, modified following the protest campaign raised following the proposed
demolition of the villa. Le Corbusier called to express his opinion, was in favour of the new principle of
construction of the high school while stressing the need to preserve Villa Savoye's perspective, so
implying, as a consequence, the relocation of the gymnasium near the high school. He also took a
stand on the function which could be assigned to the villa, proposing that it could be the headquarters
of CIAM, showing himself ready to elaborate the project of restoration and to supervise the work. (FLC
H1-12-249). This last question is of fundamental importance for him, so that after a typo in the minutes
of the meeting, he reiterated in a note to the Ministry of Culture that "it is out of the question that any
architect other than myself be in charge of this work" (FLC H1-12-248).
Worried of not being in total control of the situation, he decided to send some sketches to the Minister
Malraux showing the degraded state of the villa: the building of a wall near the ramp leading to the
terrace and in front of the large window lounge, a changing in the colour paintings particularly strong,
the lack of any type of vegetation on the roof, an improper replacement of some windows, etc. (fig. 5
and 6).
Working tirelessly to achieve its objectives, Le Corbusier even tried to act on the mayor of Poissy, Mr
Touhladjian to which in 15 July 1960 he sent the second volume of his Complete Works, where the
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Fig. 5 and 6. Sketches addressed by Le Corbusier to the Minister Malraux showing the degraded state of the villa,
2 April1960, FLC H1-12-301).

Villa Savoye appeared on p. 23-31 adding a dedication: "we seal a pact trust-based on the occasion of
the Villa Savoye and I will try to deserve your approval and that of your citizens. Here is the villa
Savoye, born in 1929. It was clear, bright and cheerful. Me too. Thirty years have passed, heavy of
dangerous fights"(FLC H1-12-264).
Perhaps for an insane optimism, absurd euphoria or just as a provocative act, Le Corbusier from 1962
multiplied its communications to the Ministry of Culture. Taking for granted that he will be entrusted
with the restoration work, it asked for preparation of budgets, alerted his colleagues and his most
trusted companies, including Bertocchi's enterprise. Therefore, he also involved the former Minister
Eugène Claudius Petit informing him that the future Fondation Le Corbusier will sit in villa Savoye,
specifying moreover that he was also making plans for the transformation of the villa in musée Corbu
and adding, probably making a mistake, that the heating and electric systems would be completely
redone and windows considerably changed. This intention of modifying some original characters of the
villa will have a considerable influence on subsequent events concerning its restoration.
In September 1962, the Minister Malraux officially informed Le Corbusier of the progress of the Villa
Savoye's dossier: the transfer of the property of the Ministry of Education had become effective from
February 22, 1962. He then reassured him about the possibility that he would be in charge of all the
repair work and alterations to the interior fitting. To this end it was necessary, however, that he would
be appointed as architect of bâtiments civils et palais nationaux and that he was entrusted with the
case. An appointment was still possible, in spite of his advanced age, as he was the author of the
building. Le Corbusier, heartened by this almost designation drafted some notes accompanied by
sketches through which he configured the improvements and changes to be made to the villa: some
modifications in the colour scheme (different colours but only on the ceilings), the wall to be used for
mural photomontages, painting in white of the structural elements (porticos and columns). Other
alterations were also foreseen on the lighting system, which he intended to be indirect. He also added
some other technical specification, such as those related to the reparation of waterproofing system or
the establishment of a bathroom on the ground floor (FLC H1-12-461, fig. 7). But the process was
slow and to Le Corbusier did not remain that supplications: "let me fix this villa before it's too late (...) I
already told you that I will work for free" he wrote to the Ministry of Culture in September 1963 (FLC
H1-12-444).
A few months later, however, the task was entrusted by the Ministry of Culture to Jean Dubuisson,
architect of bâtiments civils et palais nationaux (at the beginning in a provisional, then in an official
way, following the decree of 7 December 1964 that listed Villa Savoye among the bâtiments civils et
palais nationaux). Le Corbusier leaned that decision and sent the project drawings, inviting him at
immediately taking action.
Actually, from that moment on, Le Corbusier was divested of all maîtrise d'œuvre and its field of action
limited to an informal role of counsellor and supervisor (fig. 8). This had been certainly due to the
slowness of bureaucratic machine but perhaps also to avoid him to do a "Le Corbusier 1963" not in
line with the consolidated praxis of Historical Monuments administration. He did not give up and
continued to urge persistently Dubuisson that Malraux so that the work would start as soon as
possible, "the years go by, the house collapses" (FLC H1-12-418, fig. 9).
Later, he accused of inertia Dubuisson, reproached him his silences, then he gave him tips for getting
the financing necessary for the commencement of work. Determined to keep somehow the control, Le
Corbusier expressed in a note to Max Querrien, the Director of Architecture at the Ministry of Culture,
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Fig. 7. Sketches addressed by Le Corbusier to the Minister Malraux showing the improvements and changes to
be made to villa Savoye (30 September 1962, FLC. H1-12-461).

his willingness to do the work that would follow "fairly the truth," so reconstituting, in an exact way, the
construction at his primitive state (letter of 10 November 1964, FLC H1-12-290). In this regard, it is
telling the report produced by François Gardien, one of le Corbusier's collaborators about the
architect's point of view on the work to be performed on the villa [27]. In particular, with regard to
certain repairs such as the removing of the walls in front of the glass window of the hall and up the
ramp, the planting of trees around the building to re-create an environment suitable; the restoration of
polychromy. All points to which inevitably corresponded as much architectural principles of the Villa
Savoye - the architectural promenade, the relationship between building and nature, the relationship
with colors - which had been altered over time and according to Le Corbusier would have to be
restored (FLC H1- 12-312).
Again, in a note dated May 12, 1965 Le Corbusier relied on its priorities for action: "lend colour, create
a fresco with photographs of the text and the cover of L'Esprit nouveaux, redo the planters, the
hanging garden and the artificial mountain (FLC H1-12-293). Against the persistent silence from
Dubuisson, Le Corbusier, tired and discouraged sent a letter to Malraux protesting for the last time the
lack of operational activities at Villa Savoye. A few months later he died and an elaborate funeral was
given, directed and produced by André Malraux. The Villa Savoye was declared a Monument
Historique on the 16th December of the same year and opened to the public twenty two years later.
A few months earlier, on 10 October 1964, the Cité radieuse had been integrated by the Minister
Malraux in the first round of the protection of the modern monuments. After the death of Le Corbusier,
from September to December 1965, seven buildings were inscribed on the additional inventory of
historic monuments: the Swiss Hostel and the Brazilian Pavilion at University City in Paris, the chapel
Notre-Dame-du-Haut at Ronchamp, the villas Roche and Savoye. In 1966, the maisons Jaoul and the
villa Jeanneret completed the protection of works of the "mâitre" (as it was called Le Corbusier by
André Malraux) thanks to the intervention of his friend, the minister.

4.

Conclusions

From the era of André Malraux many things have changed. In 1974, a new campaign was launched by
Bruno Foucart, technical advisor to the Minister of Culture, Michel Guy. This time, the services of
historical monuments were involved at both central and regional level and invited to submit lists of
th
th
buildings from the 19 and 20 centuries eligible for protection. The acute shortage of documentation
and the poor awareness of these architectural entities meant that not only the most important or
spectacular ones were included but all those of which nothing was known, or almost. The number of
protected buildings, so increased fourfold, although they were substantially located in Paris or in other
urban areas. An opinion mouvement for the recognition of Modern Architetcure was, however, initiated
and will continue to produce knowledge in the next decade, despite the strong opposition of some art
historians and the misunderstanding of a large part of civil society. Since the mid-'80s the lists became
thematic: first, it privileged railways, hospitals, swimming pools, boutiques, industrial heritage; then, in
the '90s it focused on individual and collective housing: from the prefabricated of the '40s to the grands
ensembles of '50s-'60s. In 1987, a conference on the Enjeux du Patrimoine architectural du XXe
siècle took place in Éveux: the need to bridge the deficit in the protection procedures through the
development of systematic inventories was highlighted. The selection of buildings to protect could be
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Fig. 8. Covers and pages from The Carnet de Dessins S66 (started on 10 December 1961) and S67 (started on 5
June 1962) regarding villa Savoye. Fig. 9. Note drafted by Le Corbusier of 5 November 2011 (FLC H1-12-418).

rigorously based on the criteria of originality, exemplarity, technical innovation, or related to their
significance to the community recognition as well as to a meaningful mass production from the
historical, sociological, economic and cultural points of view. The law of 1913 on the historic
monuments was considered insufficient to ensure the protection; it appeared therefore necessary to
use other tools such as the law on the establishment of the zones de protection du patrimoine
architectural et urbain and that for the protection of sites. These three instruments are now in France
the normative apparatus regulating the protection of modern architecture. In 1996, one thousand
buildings from the 20th century were protected by the law. Today, the knowledge, conservation and
valorisation of the 20th century's cultural heritage is one of the main challenges of French
administration. However, it represents only the 4% of protected heritage (43 000 buildings and sites in
total). Significant work remains to be undertaken in this area.
Recently, the Ministry of Culture and Communication has created the "Heritage of the 20th century"
label. Devoid of juridical effect, the label is now applied to about 2,300 buildings or urban complexes
(one-third between them is not protected under the law of 1913). The main idea of this tool results
from the awareness of the limits of protection. Indeed, what is really useful is not to improve or extend
the number of protection tools or the subsidies, but to activate the social recognition of the value of
this heritage. To protect and transmit to future generations the 20th century heritage, it should be first
of all identified and inventoried, then monitored and/or restored. But what appears really important is
to develop actions aimed at enhancing the public awareness and understanding of this heritage, in
order to re-appropriate and re-inscribe it as a siginificant component of our society.
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Abstract
Many important factors shape why some urban environments are becoming new locations for
entrepreneurship and innovation, but generally, one has been overlooked: quality of place and its
relationship to production. This leads to an important research question: do the qualities of historic
st
urban environments matter to skilled workers in 21 century industries? If so, why? In my related
dissertation research, I analyze firm attribute data and location data about a subset of skilled workers,
those participating in information and communication technology (ICT) and the creative industries (CI)
and in three historic maritime cities: Venice, Amsterdam and Boston. Data collected through
interviews of workers and other knowledge holders provides invaluable insight about work practices
and perceptions of the value of the built environment.
In this paper, I identify six location typologies in relationship to the characteristics of observed firms.
Importantly, these typologies incorporate not only distinctions among qualitative attributes of the built
environment, but also address how these qualities (at the district and building levels) are perceived by
firm representatives to impact their productivity. This leads to constructive ways to describe these
emergent “ecosystems” not only as spatial locations, but also as distinct places with specific
knowledge attributes and important interrelationships.
Keywords: historic environments, place knowledge, location choice, and productivity

1.

Introduction

Many scholars are engaged in explaining why some places have become new locations for
entrepreneurship and innovation. Economic geography and management scholars utilizing cluster
and network analysis often focus on the competitiveness of particular regions or companies within
industries, by considering the importance of proximity to other firms, to research institutions, and/or to
venture capital in the emergence of new creative and innovative “ecosystems.” Debate among urban
scholars has tended to center on the ideas of cities as environments that attract high skilled workers
through jobs, consumption or lifestyle opportunities. Recent scholarship on entrepreneurship looks to
the roles of incubator, accelerator, and “startup” programs, and their ability to foster community and to
assemble quickly the skillset necessary for new entrepreneurs to launch successful companies.
Within these investigations, one factor has been largely overlooked: the importance of quality of place
and its relationship to new forms of production.
1.1 Background and Key Definitions
Innovation has come to be a highly popular buzzword in product descriptions, policy statements and
even advertising. Often, however, there is gap between the implied associations (novelty, ingenuity)
and a more critical understanding of the spectrum of activity required to realize innovation. Innovation
is the development of new products and services and their successful delivery to the marketplace.
While innovation is closely linked to the idea of invention and application of new technologies,
innovation scholars point out that this is not the whole picture. “Even in the sectors that embed the
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most effervescent technologies, innovation is mostly driven by competitive considerations. Moreover,
most of the technological progress occurs over long periods after inventors’ initial breakthroughs” [1].
Maryann Feldman elaborates: “Commercially viable product innovations combine scientific and
technical knowledge with knowledge of the market. A new product introduction reflects the successful
organization and synthesis of these diverse types of knowledge” [2]. The prolonged period of time
required for the electric vehicle to be accepted by U.S. market is an excellent example of the more
complete story of innovation.
Entrepreneurship, the practice of being an entrepreneur, refers to the taking on of risk in order to
launch a new, potentially profitable endeavor, including an innovative product or service. Brad Feld
emphasizes that what distinguishes an entrepreneur from a small businessperson is the intentionality
to launch a high-growth business that will serve a broad market, not just a local one. (Feld also points
out that many programs and policies designed to promote the growth of small businesses, such as
those directed by the Small Business Administration, are not, in fact, very helpful to entrepreneurs
because of the difference in knowledge and resources required [3]. In considering such mechanisms,
important differences between the “culture of entrepreneurship” and in the United States and Europe
begin to emerge. These differences, in turn, raise questions about whether focusing on entrepreneurs
is in fact good economic development (generally) and what the actual direct economic, social and
environment impacts are for the city and community hosting this activity.
Responding directly to intentions to promote economic growth within a region or city through cluster
development, Feldman advocates that it is necessary to study what she articulates as three stages of
cluster formation, not merely the end result of the process [4]. She emphasizes that entrepreneurs
play a special role in cluster formation and that local conditions matter: “The local environment, in
terms of the types and quality of resources and the networks and institutions that provide support and
further business interests, ultimately affects the sustainability of the startups, although not necessarily
their initial establishment” [5] Importantly, she also emphasizes the relationship between production
potential and location-specific knowledge: “Although not all locations can develop glamorous hightech clusters, each location has a unique industrial heritage that provides some expertise and
resources that might constitute the basis for innovation, technical advance, and sustainable
competitive advantage. [6] Hence, Feldman’s approach emphasizes that cluster formation is about
translating latent potential and being cognizant of conditions that support entrepreneurship. It argues
against offering financial incentives to established companies to relocate to the location being
promoted. It is here where heritage comes into play – both when considered as a physical and social
framework for activity and because knowledge itself is an intangible form of heritage.
1.2 New Industries
Since the 1960s, entirely new economic activities have emerged, facilitated by and facilitating the
incorporation of digital technology into myriad aspects of work and life. These included broad groups
of activity that encompass Information and Communication Technology (ICT) as well as the Creative
Industries (CI), which in many cases manifest a fusion of existing forms of expression with new forms
of technology, and as such rely upon both creative and technical skills. Recent studies debate which
activities actually constitute these industries and how they should be conceptualized; because these
are new and rapidly developing fields, some activities are poorly accounted for in existing industry
code classification systems. Still, the use of classification codes is helpful, particularly as a starting
point for evaluation and comparative analysis across cities.
ICT and CI industries serve as representatives of knowledge-intensive work. Workers in these
industries are bringing many new products and services to market including hybrid concepts, such as
social media services, for which there is no distinct precedent in any one industry. The market
capitalization of these industries as a percentage of the total economy is expanding; in some cases,
what were once thought of as niche or “cottage” industries now out produce (in monetary terms) other
previously important sectors in the economy. There is a high level of entrepreneurship in these
industries, as well as high participation of contingent workers.
Although both ICT and CI have emerged as powerful sectors, one element that is remarkable is the
bottom up development of both sectors (though often predicated upon long or significant investments
in research and development in related activities). In 2011 the Netherlands, identified the Creative
Industries as one of its nine top sector. ICT was also represented, but in a cross sector approach –
represented as part of the Logistics sector and to a degree, the High Tech Material and Systems
sector (and embedded as support activities in other sectors as well. The Creative Industries, as
currently defined, along with Logistics, are among the least R&D intensive sectors, in comparison to
the resulting revenue output generated when measured as a percentage of GNP [7].
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An Amsterdam developer I interviewed echoes Richard Florida in saying “When you are able to
capture the creative people, they will do the rest to make the city an interesting and inspiring place for
the mainstream” [8]. Certainly, the manifestation of human creativity is an essential role that cities
play. Cities are our common platform. But it should be recognized that as technical work is
increasingly dependent upon creative skills and creative work increasingly relies on sophisticated
technology for design, production, management and distribution, the distinction between creative and
technical work is becoming more blurred. Rather than emphasize the distinction among these
endeavors, perhaps from an economic development policy and place cultivation standpoint, it may be
more beneficial to examine conditions in which diverse activities are successfully interwoven. This in
turn places emphasis on considering how the inherent qualities of a city best match to a certain profile
of activities and meet the real demands of its actual constituency, rather than a stylized set of
conditions associated with entrepreneurship and innovation that few cities possess, or have the
capacity to construct in full.
1.3 Research Questions and Research Design
In my forthcoming dissertation (2013), I use GIS to map and analyze firm attribute data and qualitative
location data about workers participating in the information and communication technology (ICT) and
the creative industries (CI) in three historic maritime cities: Venice, Amsterdam and Boston. Data
collected through interviews of firm representatives and other knowledge holders provides invaluable
insight about work practices and perceptions of the value of the built environment.
st

I consider, specifically: Do the qualities of historic urban environments matter to skilled workers in 21
century industries? If so, why? My hypothesis is that historic urban environments are important
because they readily possess a set of qualities that makes them place knowledge intensive and that
provides the necessary conditions for workers to self-optimize. This is predicated on the idea that
cities play three timeless and interrelated roles: as repositories of knowledge, as frameworks for
creative thinking and new knowledge production, and as settings for the construction of robust social
relationships through which information and knowledge are transmitted effectively.
I investigate this by considering: 1) what types of firms (and workers) are locating within historic urban
environments 2) whether it possible to observe evidence that certain types of firms (ICT and CI) are
disproportionately choosing these environments 3) what qualities of the built environment are most
important as reflected in location choice 4) how these qualities are perceived by firm representatives
to impact their productivity and 5) constructive ways to describe these environments not only as
spatial locations, but also as distinct places with specific knowledge-related performance attributes.
This paper focuses on findings from Amsterdam in relationship to the later three questions.

2.

Preliminary Findings

Below, I report on some preliminary findings from my initial fieldwork in Amsterdam that has been
corroborated to a limited degree with fieldwork in Venice and Boston. As I continue to analyze data,
these findings will be revised and/or refined as needed.
2.1 Preferences for Certain Qualities
By analyzing data obtained from initial interviews undertaken in Amsterdam (2012 - present) and
triangulating this data with data obtained from documents (firm web sites, as well as other planning
and real estate market documents) and formal databases, I have constructed a picture of qualities
most important to workers interviewed as well a set of location typologies in relationship to the
characteristics of observed firms. These describe worker-environment relationships. I will expand
upon these and incorporate specific examples as I continue to formally code interview data.
References to quality of place at the scale of the workplace location or building scale include:
Natural light. Workers referenced natural light with great consistency when describing why they chose
a specific location. Interior office configurations I observed usually directly reflect preferences for
working in areas with natural light. It is perhaps no surprise that this was a near universally mentioned
condition, but it is important to emphasize that it is one that many (though not all) Modern buildings do
not consistently provide. (Natural ventilation also mentioned.) As such, this is an important
differentiation to consider in analysis of building by typology and era and it suggests specific
alterations / strategies for adaptive use if buildings are to be retrofitted in ways that will be appealing to
these workers (see Figure 1).
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Fig. 1: People’s Playground is bathed in natural light and takes advantage of the raw, but warm character of the
space it occupies.

Raw / soul / texture / warm. Many workers expressed that they like that the buildings they occupy
possess a raw quality, lending a sense of informality as well evidence of the past use of the building
and the structural materiality of the building. This was often described in contrast to “slick” or “cold”
corporate office environments. An Amsterdam-based real estate developer provided this insight:
Appreciation of the “raw” is not just a trend in this market; it is basically a counter trend of the
overkill in design in the past years.... Nowadays, people tend to appreciate more straight
forward, simplicity, re-use of materials, and authenticity. This need has been reflected in new
style in architecture and design, more raw…. Some creative people prefer to be in raw places,
other creative people tend to stay in more designed places, as long as they are authentic.
Creative people hate fake and superficial [9].
References to quality of place at the building or district (and sometimes the city) include:
Inspiration. Many workers interviewed made references to the importance of environment in providing
inspiration for new ideas or solutions to a particular problem. This suggests a high level of
environmental sensitivity and sensory engagement (sight, sounds, smell, touch, taste). Often when the
importance of beauty (in architecture or the cityscape at large) was mentioned, it was in the context of
inspiration, as a launching point for ideas. The value of beauty in this context is linked to production
rather than consumption (see Figure 2).
Dynamic. Workers often stated that they like to be located in an environment that conveys a sense of
change. They made reference not just to cyclical activities in urban environments, especially those
that support a mix of uses, but also to ideas of contrast, juxtaposition and continuity, such as when a
new business opens in a very old building. Others also mentioned liking to be among different people,
or “a different combination” of people in the urban landscape.
Convenient. Convenience was usually described as the relationship between the home and the
workplace, and often, close proximity between a work location and a childcare location; being close to
shops and services was mentioned as well. Both travel time and modes of travel were referenced in
this context. Workers also talked about the importance of access to parks and water for activities of
repose, exercise, socialization, and contact with nature.
The heritage of these cities is an important part of what makes them inspiring, and heritage is also a
major factor in their being dynamic places from a development standpoint (and here it is important to
point out that heritage management policy differs significantly among the three cities in this study).
“Convenience” offered by historic urban environments within maritime cities is often highly linked to
centrality; more often than note the historic environment is the “historic center,” from which the city
grew overtime. Pre-modern maritime cities are dense, mixed-use and multi-modal in nature (relying
on both water-base and land-based forms of transit, often still favoring the pedestrian over the
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automobile). All three cities in this study retain such form to a large degree, even as some buildings
and subdistricts have been changed over time.

Fig. 2: Qualities at the district level include an inspiring environment in which to work, a sense of dynamism
(especially the juxtaposition of old and new) and convenience.

Questions do arise about convenience as it relates to live-work proximity (affordable housing).
Additionally, for some entrepreneurs, proximity not only to childcare, but also to schools is critical.
Convenience reflects both preferences in lifestyle as well as needs associated with particular life
stages. Hence, it is important to examine the demographics of each city and to consider the degree to
which each is successful at optimizing the productivity of young skilled workers (more flexible in
location choices, but often with less income), mid-stage skilled workers (child rearing age, with more
specific needs) and mature skilled workers (who more income, but often less willingness to be
flexible). What makes a city well suited to young skilled works is not the same set of conditions that
enables them to retain workers at each life stage, and yet much of the prevailing narratives about
innovation focus on the early stage entrepreneurs and skilled workers [10]. Given the importance of
multi-generational connections to the integrity of entrepreneurial communities (where mentors foster
up and comers, for instance), it is exceedingly important that cities do what they can set the stage for
optimization (and worker retention) at each life stage.
2.2 Location Typologies
Several variations of location preference trends appear to be emerging, based upon not only the type
of work (as interpreted by industry code) but also size of firm, age of firm, and age of the individual
workers interviewed, all of which impact location choice and how firms rely upon the built environment.
As a descriptive strategy, I have developed six typologies of the firm-location, or worker-location
relationship. I see these as components of the larger knowledge ecosystem. Drawing literally upon
the metaphor of an oceanic ecosystem, I assigned a descriptor to each typology:
Type 1: For truly mobile workers, the entire city is their workplace, but they can often be found
attached to high quality interior environments (offering free power sources and free wifi) where they
pay no rent. Thus, they are like remora (suckerfish) (see Figure 3). These are the workers who camp
out at the Starbucks flagship location in Amsterdam, Two for Joy Coffee or the state of the art
Amsterdam Public Library. Although they pay no rent, they do buy expensive coffee and seem to be
willing to pay more in housing costs to be proximate to these locations. They may even have an
office, but choose not to work there or to do a certain amount of work from these “third places” [11].
One day I was working from Two for Joy Coffee and watched and listened as an English-speaking art
director conducted an interview with a potential employee, checked her email, met with colleagues,
and then held a conference call via skype, all while her dachshund sat at her feet. This may not be
the most efficient way to work (there is no guarantee of a table and there is nowhere to store your
stuff), but at least some of the time, those are conditions that these workers are willing to tolerate.
These mobile workers play an important role in emergent innovation ecosystems: their fluid locations
aids in the transfer of tacit knowledge within their community of practice; they give a “face” to the
community of ICT and CI workers affirming their presence to others; they also interface with the
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broader community of residents and visitors, activating the urban landscape while creating a
consistent demand for local services.

Fig. 3: In Amsterdam, locations such as Coffee Company and Starbucks serve as “third places” that have
become preferred workplaces for freelance workers and others fitting the remora typology.

Type 2: Firms that can be described as hermit crabs rely on small, formerly discarded shells of
buildings or undervalued portions of buildings (see Figure 4). These are the firms willing to fill the
nooks and crannies of centrally located real estate that may be substandard in some way (such as
basement level locations) while offering other advantages, conveniences and qualities when observed
at the building and district scale. While firms might make improvements to these spaces, they usually
maintain a raw character; this seems to reflect both what it is that firms do as well as the life stage of
the company. When hermit crabs outgrow their current space, they often relocate to a larger space
within the same general district. As such, they may play an important role by maximizing the
productive value of existing real estate.

Fig. 4: Ebuilders, a web-design firm located in a former print shop in the Amsterdam Centrum fits the hermit crab
typology.

The next three typologies reflect the emergence of new real estate service models:
Type 3: The third group of firms can be described as coral fish drawn to an artificial coral reef (see
Figure 5). This analogy is based upon the practice of sinking decommissioned ships to encourage the
growth of new coral reefs (for diving sites, etc.). Like coral fish, firms attracted to such sites take
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advantage of a programmatic amenity not previously available in the larger environment. In the case
th
of Amsterdam, a number of centrally located large historic buildings (often early 20 century office
buildings) have been minimally adapted (the addition of transparent partitions, high speed internet
capacity and a beer brewer in the basement) to attract and accommodate firms, sometimes
intentionally within one industry and sometimes intentionally heterogeneous. These may be
conceived as accelerators or simply as co-working spaces. Firms occupy fixed space based upon
short-term rents (often month to month); sometimes tenants may be allowed to share or sublet their
space. The architecture of these buildings usually offers notable street presence, sound structure and
some shared amenities (such as a roof deck or event room). The firms seeking these spaces are
often looking to be a part of a startup community; in some cases venture capital firms operate, support
or reside within these locations.

Fig. 5: Smart.pr epitomizes the coral fish typology. They rents space on a month-to-month basis at 75 Rokin, a
multi-tenant site on one Amsterdam’s most well known streets. It has been retrofitted by removal of most interior
finishes.

Type 4: Sharks are aggressive startup firms for which task-oriented workspace (but not appearance)
is paramount (see Figure 6). These are often exit plan-oriented firms; environments they choose are
meant to be temporary because these firms see themselves as constantly in motion. They may
inhabit the same space as coral fish, or other locations available for short-term lease. Sharks value
the qualities of their district environments sometimes far more than their primary work space,
especially as these districts provide the common meeting places where industry knowledge is shared
and professional relationships, including access to venture capital (“food”), are forged.

Fig. 6: Wercker, is a venture capital funded startup that enables cloud-based code sharing and testing; it
illustrates the shark typology. It is one of many firms renting on a short-term basis in the Duintjers CS site, a late
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modernist (1973) former bank building in the Centrum, converted to a co-working site in the mid 2000s. Success
in accommodating small firms has led to redevelopment interest; soon this “innovation ecosystem” will be
disbanded so that redevelopment of the building can take place, illustrating a potential conflict between innovation
policy and real estate development objectives.

Type 5: Sea Turtles are similar to the firms described as coral fish, with the noted difference that they
possess strong preferences for high quality (high design) interior environments in iconic buildings at
notable street addresses (see Figure 7). Sea Turtles are long-living and to a degree, slower moving.
The model that makes this typology possible is based upon a real estate development and
management strategy that provides a mix of high quality on-demand task-oriented workplaces and the
services to support them. Established, global companies (such as Google) that desire to have a
presence in Amsterdam rent limited fixed space on an annual or monthly basis and pay on a user or
member basis to gain access to specific resources. This shared-resource model bears some similarity
to new models of car sharing and bike sharing. Another variant of sea turtles is the contingent worker
who chooses these high quality environments as a permanent home, even as he/she changes
companies or consulting jobs, and startups (such as public relations firms) for which prestige factor is
particularly valued.

Fig. 7: Strategy Plus (formerly DEGW and acquired by the AECOM) uses the co-working site, Spaces, as their
Amsterdam outpost. While not a startup by definition, it typifies the sea turtle typology, having chosen
deliberately to locate on a long term basis within a co-working environment offering a spectrum of task-based
programmatic amenities and high quality, warm and light filled interior architecture.

Type 6: Whales are large, successful firms (and sometimes, not-for-profits), some of which may have
started as hermit crabs, which occupy an entire architecturally notable building (or a large portion of it)
at a prestige address (see Figure 8). Locations include major sites within Amsterdam’s Canal Ring,
Venice’s Grand Canal or Boston’s Waterfront/Financial District. Often firms (or the real estate
development team with whom they closely work) preserve or restore key architectural features while
adapting interior configuration to support high programmatic flexibility and/or task-based workspaces.
This results in an architectural program that is often far less hierarchical than the original
programmatic use of these buildings.
This type of adaptive use affirms the firm’s rise to prominence and their contribution to the urban
narrative. Examples in Amsterdam include Guerilla Games, Booking.com and Tommy Hilfiger, and in
the non-profit sector, Amnesty International. When demand for space exceeds their current space;
Whales often choose to acquire additional buildings (satellite locations) in close proximity to the
flagship building rather than relocating. As a result these locations can be described as particularly
sticky [12].
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Fig. 8.	
   	
   Guerilla Games, an Amsterdam-based gaming company that now operates as a subsidiary of Sony,
occupies part of a redeveloped building in the Canal Ring. Employing more than 120 persons, the firm
epitomizes the whale typology; it was deliberate in its choice of a central location and a highly adaptable landmark
building.

2.3 Relationships among typologies
First, not surprisingly, among these typologies it is possible to observe generally an inverse
relationship between the size of firm and permanence of location. Second, it is possible to observe
clear symbiotic relationships between certain typologies, and possible, among all typologies. For
instance, remora (and particularly the freelance worker element of this typology) not only move
between locations, but also between projects and companies. As such they contribute greatly to the
recombinant quality of the innovation ecosystem. They are a natural complement to both the whale
and the shark typologies. Within the numerous co-working sites found in Amsterdam, it is often
possible to observe a range of typologies; it may in fact hold true that diversity (both in typology) as
well as within industry focus may in fact be one indicator of robustness. Third, firms vary in their
degree of vulnerability to location displacement. Firms (including sole proprietors/freelancers) that can
be described as “Remora” are knowingly vulnerable and prepared to move, but they easily latch on to
other sites, whereas whales, and to some degree, sea turtles, have secured their position by
demonstrating willingness to pay for critical resources. The perceived and likely very real advantage
of many co-working sites – the option to rent month to month – appears to be most attractive to three
of the six identified typologies – coral fish, turtles and sharks. As such, it is the firms that fit these
typologies that are also most vulnerable in a “hot” real estate development cycle, with the paradox
being that a key driver of development interest – emergent innovative firms – may find themselves
soon priced out of the market.
Relative programmatic diversity is an important differentiator among these typologies and the building,
district and city scales are all implicated. Remora can be considered spatially “a programmatic” in that
they do not possess inherent programmatic qualities, though they show themselves to prefer what are
classically defined as “third places” as mentioned above. The work spaces created by hermit crabs is
often very programmatically limited. Offices rarely include formal reception spaces and may include
only nominal support functions (such as a coffee bar); hermit crabs, too, rely greatly on “third places”
of the city and in doing so, fortify the weak but important ties within their social networks [13]. Firms
found in co-working sites, including coral fish, sea turtles and sharks typologies, are often attracted to
such sites due in part to the spectrum of task-oriented workspaces (and support services) they offer.
These communal assets are a key driver of knowledge sharing and collaboration that takes places
within such locations, but importantly, co-working sites tend to be highly permeable. As such, they
may be particularly effect in promoting knowledge transfer both within and outside their walls. Finally,
whales tend to develop as the most internally programmatic complex sites, providing a range of
amenities (task oriented work spaces, catered and self-catered kitchens, gyms, theaters, gardens, and
massage rooms, to name a few examples) that bears some resemblances to closed campus models
of headquarters found in suburban settings. Such investments are intended to attract and retain
workers, and importantly, to enhance the productivity of workers – both in individual and group work.
In offering such sophisticated internal programming, they set the stage for very different relationships
between their workers and activities taking place at the district level. As such, whales risk creating a
situation where they are proximate to knowledge flows but not directly involved in them.
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3.

Conclusions

In this paper, I introduce a new method for considering the value of cultural heritage and the historic
built environment in relationship to productivity in the 21st century. Findings reframe conceptual
understanding of adaptive use, producing new implications for urban policy and regeneration
strategies, both in the cities being studied and in the broader context of urban development. They
shed some light on what is actually taking place in the process of adaptive use, one of the most
resource-efficient strategies for city making from both upfront capital cost and long term strategic
investment perspectives.
While it is too early in the research process to determine precise implications, these preliminary
findings raise important questions about how existing knowledge is transferred and new knowledge is
generated and they suggest that the quality of place, informed by physical attributes, communicative
value and social function, plays a substantial role. Rather than focusing merely on physical
conservation, this suggests that sustaining cultural heritage is a matter of understanding timeless
human needs in a rapidly changing context.
The development of specific location typologies argues for more holistic approaches to urban
sustainability, in which cultural, economic and environmental issues are seen as interrelated. In
particular, this research demonstrates the specific role of culture in generating conditions as well as
behavioral mechanisms that influence location choice. These choices are important, not only because
they impact the use and value of the built environment, but also as the building blocks of capacity for
individuals to engage creatively and innovatively in the solving of complex problems.
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Abstract

Literary heritage has m any facets, with texts and wr iters at its core. M ore generally i t i ncludes the
infrastructure preserving texts and sites associated with writers. This paper focuses on literary house
museums and the role of physical artifacts and com munity networks play in nurturing cultural memory.
Appreciation of literary houses as si gnificant cultural and econom ic assets expanded internationally in
the twenti eth century. Today t here are agencies protecting and prom oting sit es with associated
scholarship. Literary houses have idiosyncrasies, but also com monalities with other form s of tangible
heritage and wider debates around rele
vance, preservation and touris m. The m ajor issues are
investigated through case studi es of New Zealand’s l eading literary house m useums. These explore
the creati on, conservati on and val ue of l iterary houses; and thei r pri vate, publ ic and l egal support.
They highlight the complications of heritage, evolving webs of significance and its material and political
vulnerability. While writers m ight prefer to be rem embered for their lit erature, their hous es perpetuate
reputations and provi de a condui t to new audi ences. Houses, often perverse and pecul iar, offer
narratives of personalities, place an d history. All of New Zealand’s literary houses have led to the
preservation of unexceptional sites, but values revise over tim e. They now offer insights into ‘ordinary’
architectural history and urban development, becoming inadvertent catalysts for broader reflections on
evolving social history, cultural identity and heritage values.
Keywords: New Zealand; Literary House Museums.

1.

Introduction

2.

Literary Heritage, Tourism and Houses



New Zealand novelist Peter W ells observes that in his country “The fragile ecosystem of m emory
vibrates like a cobweb trembling during a downpour”. This poetic allusion to the complexity of the past
and its intense vulnerability in the present and future is the subject of this paper . It em phasises the
literary house museum as a medi um for expl oring heritage and, in parti cular, the socio-econom ic
processes and networks that nurture i t. The ‘ softer’ dimensions of heri tage are often i gnored in New
Zealand heritage policy discourse, where public authorit ies privilege the regist ration, regulation and
professional conservation of the physical artefact. Yet the sustai nability of the com munities of interest
supporting built heritage m aybe the m ost im portant factor in securing its longevity. These issues are
investigated through case studies of three of New Zeal and’s leading literary house m useums: the
Frank Sargeson H ouse (Auckland), t he Katherine M ansfield Birthplace (Wellington), the N gaio Marsh
House (Christchurch) and the Janet Fram
e House (O amaru). They draw critically on archival
materials, policies and plans com plemented by qua litative interviews with stakeholders. The paper
begins with an exploration of literary heritage and its museums internationally.
Literary heritage is m ultifaceted. Texts and writers are its heartl
and. Beyond, i t i ncludes the
infrastructure supporting, prom oting and preserving texts (publishi ng houses, libraries, archives, and
literary canons) and the sites associat ed with writers (houses, workpl aces, graves and m emorials). It
has its own cultural landscapes (p laces and topographi es i nspiring l iterature or ani mated by i t) and
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includes trails and events celebrating literary works and personalities. In principle literary heritage, like
art, is underpinned by intrinsic values. In practice it often requires paying visitors to ensure its survival.
Literary tourism - journeys inspired by writers’ lives or work – o ften makes literary heritage viable and
is increasingly packaged as a collect ion of destinations or ‘branded’ la ndscapes by local authorities,
tourist boards and entrepr eneurs. It began wi th the Greeks, but
is usual ly traced back to the
aristocratic Grand Tours around W estern Europe in the eighteenth c entury, developing com mercially
in nineteenth century Britai n and America with the growth of liter acy and improvements in transport. It
accelerated in the twentieth cent ury with globalisation, growth of travel writing and screen adaptations
of classic and popular works. The literature-tour ism rel ationship becom es m ore com plex i n the l ate
twentieth century. The or iginal text di minishes in rel evance as non -readers and touri sts encounter
2
literature through film , m erchandise, festiv als, them e parks, tours and m useums . F ilm, in p articular,
contributes new m eanings, m etaphors and fantasies, turning space into place, and travellers (often
unacquainted with the literature itself) have become more interested film locations than fictive settings.
Literary houses, with som e exceptions, focus on an individual writer. A ppreciation of them as
significant cultural and tourism assets expanded in Europe, North Am erica and Russia during the
twentieth century and today ther
e are a num ber of agenci es prot ecting and prom oting si tes,
3
scholarship and networking . There are m ore than 200 houses i n France – many i n public ownership
(usually the m unicipality), unlike Britain and Am erica where m ost are privately owned, generally by
non-profit trusts and societies. Given there were 145 places dedicated to memorialising writers in all of
4
Europe in 1972 France alone indicates significant expansion .
They are curiosities. A writer surely would wish to be remembered for literature. Yet books alone seem
5
insufficient. Readers, writers, touris ts and citizens are “randy for relics”
, even those of dubi ous
authenticity. Shakespeare’s birthplace, for i nstance, whilst ther e is evidence his father owned it and
daughter inherited it, the Bard’s c onnection rem ains speculative. Nonet heless, in 1900 it attracted
6
7
30,000 visitors and over 300,000 in 2005 . According to Robi nson and Andersen literary houses are
the m ost i mportant l iterary touri sm resource, appeal ing to a range of m arkets “as focal desti nations
[…] (providing) tangible connections between the creat ed and the creator, al lowing tourists to engage
in a variety of emotional experiences and activities.” The house (and sometimes its environs) becomes
another form of text to be read by the visitor – with elements selected, ordered and interpreted to tell a
particular story about an aut hor and som etimes other stories about the author’s m ilieu, legacy, or
literature and heritage generally. These stories alter over time, responding to new audiences, museum
8
practices, owners’ tastes and
evolving cultural contexts . Li kewise the houses evol ve, physi cal
integrity eroded by routine maintenance, conservation and curatorial practices.
The writer’s imprint varies – som e were creat ed and decorated by the o ccupant and can be read as
another form of creative expression alternative to the texts, or as a material biographical expression of
social status, aspi ration or gendered stances; other s are shaped by cultural processes after the
9
writer’s death. Hendrix explores the evolution of a writer’s house from individual to collective memory
through European cases studies. He observes that the writer’s reputation is critical in the development
and survival of the house. The s pecial appeal of literary house, beyond other form s of personality
related heri tage, l ies i n the fusi on of fact and fi ction. Vi sitors com municate wi th wri ters through thei r
most intimate spaces and obj ects, and engage their own creativity. Houses becom e springboards for
new imaginings and remembrances in ways not rous ed by elite heritage possessi ng high architectural
10
values. Hendri x and W atson attribute the growing popularity of literary house s in the nineteenth
century to a num ber of factors: t he yen for a physical connection with history, rise in rom anticism,
preoccupation with genius and emerging cultural nationalism.
The fusing of fact and fiction is m ultidimensional. W hen the house becomes a m useum an d part of
collective cultural m emory new stor ies evolve. There is considerable variation in the preservation and
11
staging of literary homes. Robinson and Andersen observe that fashions in presentation have shifted
from form alized di splay cases to stage-m anaged ambiences – suggesting the writer has m
erely
stepped out for a moment. An illusion as the writer is usually dead – a prerequisite for m emorialisation
and conducive to expanding the tourism offer. The ‘g enius loci’ of genius and the obj ects associated
with creative practice fa scinate. The writer’s desk has special si gnificance, as do books, typewriters
and pens.
Lavishly illustrated coffee table te xts on w riters’ ho uses u sually promote them a s m ediums for
12
13
communing with authors . In M arsh’s more substantial work she values the know ledge writers’
houses add to understanding a writer in their environm ental and historical contex ts and observes that
while som e m ight survive for their architectural val ues or m agnificent garden s, m ost of the ordinary
places would not have endured or be pub lically accessible but for their literary inhabitants. Literary
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houses perpetuate fragm ents of townscape and re cords of social, tec hnological and urban change
that might otherwise have been overlooked in portfolios privileging aesthetics.
Literary houses are peculiar, am biguous and oft en inconvenient. Li terature, not architecture or
location, m ake the place and inhabit ant im portant. Here built herita ge com es alive within a broader
cultural am bience, yet i t i s o ften heri tage of a quoti dian nature. W riters are usual ly poor and thei r
residences are not always located in beguiling neighbourhoods or on popular tourist circuits.

3.

Management of Literary Houses

14

Research on the m anagement of literary heritage properties is lim ited. Sm ith focussed on the rol e
and m otivations of volunteer s in UK literary m useums. Volunteers are critical to their operation and
engage for a variety of reasons: t
hey have the tim e; enjoy social interaction; gain skills and
experience; and/or have a parti cular interest i n the property, author, local hi story, archi tecture or
literature. This appears to be true of British m
useums in general, although the significance of
volunteering is largely unappreciated or wel l researched. Museums are al most invariably founded by
volunteers who conti nue to pl ay an i mportant, i f not essenti al rol e in thei r operati on and l ongevity –
15
with subj ect interest and social re lationships being the key m otivations . Orr notes that vol unteers
undertake governance, m
anagement and various
tasks including conservation, research,
documentation, exhibitions, interp retation, security, m arketing, fundraising and adm inistration:
“Without vol unteers m any m useums woul d struggl e to functi on or, i n the case of those dependent
16
entirely on volunteers, would cease to operate altogether” . Britain’s National Trust operated with the
support of 55,000 volunteers in 2009, contributing an estim ated 3.1 m illion hours, valued at £25
17
million .
The institutionally fragm ented gov ernance and m anagement of li terary house m useums i n the USA
contrasts with apparent stability afforded by umbrella organisations such the U K’s National Trust. The
Literary Landmarks Association (formed in 1986) dedicates sites and supplies plaques for a fee, but its
mission i s advocacy, not m aterial support. M ost are under the care of
private foundations and
perennially challenged by m aintenance and developm ent cost s, particularly giv en variable visitor
numbers. High profile sites,
notably the M ark Twain and Edit h W harton houses, have faced
foreclosure. House m useums, per se, are popul ar in the USA, but hi ghly probl ematic unl ess wel l
18
valued by thei r communities and managed by ski lful and strategi c boards . They are products of the
cultural, social and political circ umstances in which they are founde d, often by people with lim ited
understanding of the realities of act ually running them and survive only if they receive substantial
19
makes a case for the ‘de
funding and rem ain rel evant i n the evol ving present. Harri s
museumification’ of those m ost at risk, arguing that buildings st and a better chance of long term
preservation if they shift back into individual ownership wi th appropriate conservation safeguards; or
reprogrammed for other uses, such as study; or m erged or co -operatively run with other l ikeminded
institutions.

4.

New Zealand’s Literary House Museums and Heritage Framework

New Zealand’s literary heritage is comparatively young and
its house m useums a sm all but expanding niche. All have
been local private initiatives, where the m otivation has
been to celebrate New Zealand
literature and cultural
identity. In this respect they echo argum ents elsewhere
20
that heritage is a cul tural process and for local people “a
social process rather t han the physical obj ect to be
21
preserved” .

New Zealand literary house scholarship is m
odest and
emphasises literary and m
arketing perspectives.
22
McLachlan investigates how they operate beyond and
outside fictional te xts, although these rem ain the only
genuine and inherently m eaningful artefacts lef t by thei r
absent writers. He argues t
hese sites are created by
‘sociable readers’, for whom literary texts are of secondary
importance; and like Hendrix contends that they essentially
reflect the com munities creati ng them and not the
23
individual they honou r. Thyne et al . focus on vi sitor
experiences. Although different in disciplinary orientation,
this research also supports t he sociability of such sites –
where subj ects, obj ects, and m ythologies kindle visitors’

Fig. 1: Locations of New Zealand’s Literary
Houses
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emotional engagement with writers and wider l iterary community. They may contri bute little to visitors’
understanding and interpretation of writers’ texts, but visitor intervie ws indicate they prom ote interest
in the wri ter’s work – as well as New Zealand lit erature and heritage generally . Collectively this work
illustrates the intricacies of heritage sites, particularl y those m emorialising an i ndividual – in this case
individuals who are not j ust writers but figures em bedded in dense cultural tissue, m ediated by the
time-frozen spaces they once i nhabited and th e successive com munities attending them – who
ascribe (and receive) their own multifarious meanings.
The following explores the in
stigators and guardian s of New Zealand’s
leading literary house
museums. Before turni ng to these i t is useful to have a brief understanding of the country’s statutory
heritage framework. The New Zealand Historic Places Trust (NZHPT) (established in the 1950s) is an
‘arms length’ Crown Entity maintaining a national system of registration of historic places and sites. Its
property portfolio is m inimal and funding com promised; its role is prim arily advocacy and advice.
Territorial authorities deliver her itage regulation under t he mandate of the Resource M anagement Act
1991 (RM A). Local councils m aintain independent her itage schedul es. The focus of the professi onal
heritage management authorities is on the physical artifact and its preservation. Criteria for registration
are predefined and traditionally grounded in architectural and/or hist orical significance, although other
values such as soci al, cultural and technol ogical are now taken i nto account. Fundi ng for heri tage is
limited – the NZHPT, nati onal Lotteri es Com mission, community trusts and som e counci ls provi de
heritage grants. Councils may also offer property tax remissions etc.
4.1 The Frank Sargeson House
Frank Sargeson (1903-1982)
was recognised as New
Zealand’s leading literary
nationalist in the 1940s and
later adm ired as a literary
mentor. His house on
Auckland’s North Shore is
possibly the only “fibrolite
24
literary memorial in the world” .
Moving to the area in 1929 after
a hum iliating conviction for
homosexuality, he lived initially
in a decaying fam
ily bach
(seaside weekend cottage) unti l
the l ocal counci l ordered i ts
demolition Plans for a new bach
drawn up by a friend (and noted
vernacular archi tect) proved
too expensi ve and another
Fig. 2: The Frank Sargeson House, Auckland. E. Aitken Rose
friend, a Hungari an ém igré
builder, constructed a pared-down version at cost. In 1948 Sargeson moved i nto the si mple threeroomed house, l iving there unti l hi s death i n 1982, supported by veget ables he grew i n hi s garden,
various pensions and sporadic royalties. The Council granted him permission to erect an ol d army hut
on the back of the section solely for storage. It housed his friends and protégées until it was invaded
by rats and dem olished in the 1960s. Using a legacy, Sargeson added another room and verandah to
the bach for l ong-time friend Harry Doyl e in 1967. The North Shore m orphed into bungaloid suburbia
following the constructi on of the Auckl and Harbour Bri dge (1959). Sargeson’ s unseal ed cul -de-sac
became a m ain route to the Bridge, increasing traffic volum e destr oying his tranquillity and the arts
bohemian community attracted to the Shore by chea p rents, and quirky inform ality. Sargeson’s health
deteriorated towards the end of his life and the famed vegetable patch turned into wilderness.
When he di ed neighbours called for the bach to be razed, but hi s heir and literar y executor, Christine
Cole Catley, gathered the friends who had relished his hospitality to form a trust and preserve i t as a
literary museum. Set up in 1983, with pro bono legal assistance, the Frank Sargeson Trust initially had
five trustees: prom inent wri ters, j ournalists and an archi tect. Col e Catl ey transferred hi s m odest
savings, royalties, house and quarter- acre section to the Trust. ‘Fri ends of the Sargeson House’ (an
ephemeral ensem ble of writ ers, academ ics, teachers and local ci tizens) tidied the site, re-roofed the
house and sorted through his volum inous books. The hou se was arranged with “j udicious fakery” to
25
resemble i ts m id-sixties stat e when Sargeson was deem ed to be at the height of his powers . The
vegetable patch was not restored, but the garden cl eared to “assu me the appearance of a careful ly
26
structured wilderness” and fenced with the hel p of peri odic detenti on l abour . Trustees spri nkled
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Sargeson’s ashes in his front garden without religious ceremony, as he instructed. His m ost valuable
books and papers w ere sold, but m uch m emorabilia rem ained in the house. The house is often
27
referred t o as a ‘shrine’, albeit ‘im probable’, curious, depressi ng, and even perverse . S anctity w as
sacrificed with the sale of t he back garden and progressi ve widening of the str eet. The subdivision
was necessary to raise funds to attract governm
ent subsidies ess ential to launch the residential
fellowship establish in a central Auckland heritage building.
Sargeson continued to have a hostile relationship wi th the local council after his death. Neighbours
protested that the bach was a m onstrosity at the subdivision hearings and full rates rem ission
commensurate with its m useum status was hard won. Its heritage va lue was officially acknowledged
when the house w as listed in C ouncil’s D istrict Plan (land use plan) 1998 and given the highest
classification recognising i ts si gnificance beyond the l ocality and protecti ng the exteri or, i nterior and
site. The City Planner m ade it clear that this was not for i
ts ar chitectural val ue. Road-wi dening
threatened to shear fi ve metres off Sargeson’ s front garden i n 2001 and over several years the Trust
negotiated with Council engineers to reduc e this - elaborating on its origi nal ‘significance’ story at the
designation hearing to em brace its spiritual and social histor
y dim ensions, al ong wi th touri st
28
potential . Independent Commissioners subsequently upheld the site’s ‘high cultural significance’ and
only a metre of the site was conceded.
Although approached, the NZHP T showed no interest in schedulin
g the house at the tim
e of
Sargeson’s death. This position conspicuously reversed in 2004, following an application by architects
29
working on a voluntary basis, when it was given the highest status (Category 1 ) and registered as “a
30
key asset in New Zealand's cultural identity” . Many of the factors identified by the Trust in unflagging
advocacy over the years were recogni sed in the NZHPT’s significance analysis. Although the fi rst of
New Zealand’s literary house m useums and arguably its m ost authentic, it is, along with the M arsh
House, the l east professi onally and devel oped. Up keep of the house has been supplied through
voluntary effort. The Trust secured grants for a co nservation plan in 2007 and a substanti al grant i n
2009 from the Council was used to undertake crit ical m aintenance and upgrade fire protection and
security.
Considerable voluntary time and effort has gone into meeting the challenging demands of grant writing
and reporting. Heritage grants generally cover partial costs – either involving stitching together a raft of
applications, o r a ca ll o n th e T rust’s re serves. H eritage status, w hile im proving g rant credib ility,
imposes potential costs on owners. Anything m ore than routine m aintenance may require a resource
consent (som e local councils offer rem ission) and a building consent. The Sargeson Trust, for
instance, had to pay for a building consent for the in stallation of a fire prot ection system – considered
the highest priority in the conservation plan and endorsed by the Council and NZHPT.
Funding for a curator and/or adm inistrator to assi st with planning, fundraising and m aking the house
more publically accessible has yet to be secured. Of even greater importance is the need for on going
conservation expertise, which cannot be addre
ssed through well -meaning vol untary effort.
Conservation is a process not am enable to peri odic proj ect funding. If the Sargeson house is to
survive it requires consistent professional oversight and continuous im plementation of a m aintenance
schedule, along with regul ar monitoring. This is particularly ac ute with respect to the chattels. A 2010
31
survey commissioned by the Trust indi cated 14% of the artefacts had deteriorated beyond repair,
with a further 14% requiring urgent attention. W hile visitors enj oy the closeness and im mediacy
offered, relics are susceptible to deterioration through human contact and theft.
There is also an inherent conflict in its use as a
“lively m eeting place” and museum reflective of a
particular period. For trustees who knew Sargeson it rem ains ‘Frank ’s place’ and the disciplines of
conservation com plicate their attachm ent to hi s ‘ atmosphere’. As m ost are wri ters (and heri tage
amateurs at best) they find it difficult to com prehend the need fo r conservation pl ans – and som e
bitterly observing that professi onal heritage services cost more than they earn i n a year, or Sargeso n
over a lifetim e. As Sargeson’ s trustee fri ends’ age, the need for a m ore professional approach to
running the house becom es param ount – i f i t i s to be appropri ately i nterpreted when they are no
longer available to bring it to life.
Apart from grants, the house is s upported from the Trust’s sm all capi tal base, an itinerant Friends
network, limited sponsorship and donations. Its paralle l commitment to residential writing fellowships,
including the operati on of another her itage property further stretche s resources. Unless the Trust
receives significant public funding or philanthropy, it will never be abl e to retrieve the back section, yet
its loss has de-contextualised the house, which no longer affords the sequest ered productive verdure
that was much part of Sargeson’s mental and practical topography. Lack of space also restricts tourist
development. The house is too sm all to provide prope r facilities for adm inistration, education and
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merchandising – and Sargeson’s poverty is hard to sell. The house is open by appointment and during
heritage weeks, and relies on strong linkages with the lo cal Library. Formal statistics are not kept, but
visitors are esti mated to be around 400 a year. There is no entry fee, nor merchandi sing. Much of i ts
charm lies in the absence of roped-off spaces and
formal displays – offeri ng the visitor intim ate
communion w ith Sargeson’s m eagre relics. Interp retation is still supplied by his friends and
knowledgeable librarians.
It is as much a monument to those who create cultural memory in New Zealand, as it is to a writer and
era. As is often the case in New Zealand, lo
cal governm ent and NZHPT played a reactive role,
responding to the passi on and fi delity of l ocal i dealists by eventual ly conferri ng the l egitimacy of
statutory protection. Partic ularly com pelling in this case is the shift in attitude and values across the
decades, where a building treasured by a few evolves into a site of national signi ficance with m ultiple
meanings. The Sargeson H ouse’s survival still relie s on volunteers and thei r capacity to navigate
bureaucratic process to achieve co mpetitive, often parsim onious, conservation grants, let alone
safeguard its structure and contents.
4.2 The Katherine Mansfield Birthplace
Katherine M ansfield (1888 1923) was New Zealand’s fi rst
internationally acclaim ed writer
and a pioneer of m
odern
writing. She lived in Europe in
her adulthood, but her m ost
celebrated fict ion drew on
childhood m
emory. Her
birthplace in Thorndon,
Wellington was the least
pretentious residence in a
series of grander properties
owned by her upwardly m obile
father, but bourgeois compared
to Sargeson’ s. Her fam
ily
moved i
nto two-storeyed
weatherboard fi ve-bedroomed
house in the year of her birth
and she lived there for five
Fig 3: The Katherine Mansfield Birthplace, Wellington. E. Aitken Rose
years. It had many subsequent
owners, w as converted into flat s in the 1960s and the fern-filled gu lly beyond the back garden w as
dramatically reconfigured with a m otorway in the 1970s. Many of the houses M ansfield lived in before
her exile abroad succum bed to urban change and th e Birthplace was assumed demol ished unti l an
accident in street num bering was discovered by Oroya Day, then on the board of the NZHPT. Unlike
the Sargeson House, where wri ters who had personal ly known the author were i nstrumental i n i ts
preservation, the other houses under consideration were sav ed by those engaged in som e capacity
with the NZHPT. Day, an art historian, hastily ens ured the Birthplace was registered Category 1 by
NZHPT (1986), but the Trust refused to buy it because of the operating costs.
Like Cole Catley, Day had the vision and strength of character to take on the proj ect herself. She had
spent time in Britain and appr eciated its tourism potential, but prim arily wished to sym bolically reclaim
Mansfield for New Zeal and against competing claims from France and Britain. Adamant that it should
not be a shrine, she hoped it would eventually become part of a worldwide network of writers’ houses.
Day formed the charitable Katherine Mansfield Birthplace Society in 1987 to acquire and preserve the
property for the benefit of all New Zealanders, foster an appreciati on of M ansfield’s works, advance
New Zealand literature generally and
provide an educational resource and tourist am enity. W ith
NZ$100,000 apiece from the M inisters of Tourism and Internal A ffairs, Depar tment of Touri sm and
Publicity and Stout Trust, plus a contribution from her own fam ily, the house was purchased later that
year. A twelve-member board charged with the followi ng values governs the So ciety: professionalism,
accessibility, community involvement, education (M ansfield and N Z literature), and co -operation (with
32
heritage and cultural tourism agencies) .
Professionalism has been an abiding et
hos from the outset and today it is by far the m
ost
sophisticated of the liter ary m useums. This has been underpinn ed by a pragm atic understanding of
the i mportance of touri sm i n sustai ning thi s. Ini tially the Soci ety thought to re store i t as a wri ters’
research centre. After an NZHPT archaeol ogical survey uncovered vesti ges of the ori ginal décor, the
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Society decided to refurbish the house reflective of M ansfield’s era, based on excavated artefacts,
photographs and her literature, in accordance with ICOM OS cons ervation standards. This decision
cost the Society twice as m uch as the original proposal, despite a ll the professi onal assistance being
volunteered. Chattel s rel evant to the peri od were donated or l ent – sol icited f rom t he communi ty
through a wish list. Volunteers created a ‘heritage garden’, referencing Mansfield’s writing and colonial
seed stocks; prisoners constructed the fence. The house opened a cent ury after Mansfield’s birth and
is a fastidiously restored exam ple of late Vict oriana. It contains none of her personal possessions.
Those owned by the Society now so frangible and valuable t hey are stored offsite for security and
conservation. The house is staged and non-interactive, with exhibits carefully arranged to suggest real
life – minus the occupants – and roped-off from visitors.
Fundraising for the restor ation as arduous – with m any hours expended on the carefully com posed
33
and targeted applications necessary to achieve th e m any grants required, as m ost were sm all .
Thirteen years into the proj ect with num erous cons ervation and tourism awards, insufficient revenue
remained an i ssues, even though th e Counci l contri buted to operati ng costs, parti ally coveri ng the
employment of a fulltim e adm inistrative director. The Society is
acutely aware of the m useum’s
vulnerability to shifts in political priorities (and sensitive to potentia l equity claim s from less favoured
cultural and civic institut ions). It constantly works towards a di versity of robust re venue stream s, but
acknowledges the support it has received from th e Council has been invaluable in its developm ent
and essential to its survival, gi ven that New Zeal and does not hav e a cul ture of phi lanthropy and
limited central governm ent support for local cultural in stitutions. Local governm ent is restricted by its
traditional property-servicing ethos and ratepayer conservatism. Grant writing continues, limited by the
amount of tim e staff and trustees c an devote to it - that these are entai led to capi tal projects and not
running expenses frustrates the Soci ety as m uch as i t does the Sargeson Trust. Addi tional revenue
comes from entry and tour fees, m erchandise, So ciety subscriptions and s pecial proj ect grants.
Although not on the central city tourism circuit, the house is accessible to tourists relative to the other
literary m useums. W hile every effort is m ade to maximise visitor attendance, this is ultim
ately
constrained by an ICOM OS recom mended m aximum of 12,000 (to protect the
building’s fabric).
Insurance is the largest single cost. Using seed capital provided through sales of a popular exhibition it
set up The Katherine Mansfield Birthplace Endowment Trust in 2008 to attract bequests.
A lawyer currently chairs the Soci ety’s board of ten m embers (maximum twelve). Shoulder tapping is
used to secure particular skill sets and trustees w ork “in a hands-on m anner” on specific projects in
addition to governance. Part-ti me cu rators and ri gorously trai ned vol unteers assi st the ful l-time
director. A group of ‘honor ary advisors’ contribute specialist skills and expertise. The house is w ell
networked into the greater cultural tourism offering of W ellington City and is a focus for educational
tours on soci al, hi storical and technol ogical subj ects rel ating to col onial l ife. In contrast to the other
houses, it m aintains a com prehensive and updated website, regular new sletter and educational
resources supporting school curricula.
The Birthplace again illustrates how places initially valued by a few can over time, be appreciated by a
wider public for richer complexes of significance; and of voluntary effort required to ensure its survival.
Leadership is crucial – the founder was adroit at constructing netw orks of goodw ill, expertise and
political favour. When she retired the project shifted into another phase. Although professionalised it is
still reliant on considerable v oluntary effort, m uch of it highly skilled. It rem ains vulnerable to shifts in
political and econom ic circum stances and its devel opment is contingent on the quality of its
governance. It is hoped that it will eventually be covenanted by the NZHPT to protect it being captured
by a ‘rogue board’; with its const itution, conser vation pl an and endowment programme securi ng i t
34
. Those who govern and m anage the
against those who m ight “highj ack the spirit of the place”
35
Birthplace see them selves as custodians of the past. Th e writer “anchors m emory” , with the house
retaining historical fragments evolving new meanings and audiences.
4.3 The Ngaio Marsh House
Dame Ngai o M arsh (1895-1982) was both pa triot and expatriate, dividing her adult life between
England and New Zealand. Internationally acclaim ed as a detective fiction wri ter, she i s consi dered
one of the ‘Queens of Crim e’, equal in stature to Agatha Christ ie. She was New Zealand’s first
blockbuster novelist, w idely translated and is still re ad today. H er reputation as a writer is stronger
abroad than in her native country, where she is better remembered as a theatre director and part of a
constellation of Canterbury-based arti sts credited with the em ergence of a national culture. Like
Sargeson, she was a generous mentor, especially in the theatre.
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When New Zealand M arsh lived
in M arton Cottage, Cashm ere,
Christchurch from the age of ten
until her death. Sam
uel Hurst
Seager, a leading Christchurch
architect and a relative, designed
the ori ginal house. A m
odest
dwelling of four room
s, sem icircular open verandah and
panelled tim ber interior of English
Arts and Crafts influence, it
remained the heart of the bui lding
as it was added to over the years.
Although not an architectural tour
de force, inter alia, it tells the
commonplace New Zealand
narrative of pragm atic extension.
The 0.3hectare property, originally
bare hillside, w
as slow
ly
Fig 4: The Ngaio Marsh House, Christchurch. E. Aitken Rose
converted into terraced gardens.
Secluded and peaceful, it lies at the
end of steep and narrow bush clad street and driveway.
Marsh bequeathed the house to a Sydney-based relati ve, who decided to sell it in 1992. The NZHPT
registered the house Category 1 in 1985 and was approached to buy i t, but lacked the funds. A gr oup
affiliated with the local branch set up The N gaio Marsh House and Heritage Trust in 1995 to purchase
and preserve it. The consti tution provides for seven trustees, six appointed by the Board i tself and a
custodial trustee appoi nted by the Perpetual Trust. This m odel, which varies from the governance
structures adopted by the other houses, and is intended to ensure enduring succession, provide public
accountability and financial probity. A retired lawyer has chaired the M arsh Trust since inception, his
interest in the house part of a wider engagem ent in Ch ristchurch heritage. Ov er the years the Trust
has benefitted greatl y thr ough the dedi cated energi es of reti red pr ofessionals, al ong wi th academi cs
and a local architect. The Trust’s co nstitution states that its purpose is further appreciation and study
of M arsh’s literary and dram atic accomplishments, but essentially the house is intended to be a
symbolic spri ngboard for wi de-ranging conversati ons pr omoting the regi on’s contri bution to nati onal
36
cultural heritage - “val uing and capturi ng an arti stic icon in a country that i s m ad about sport” . T he
house was bought by the Trust wi th bank l oan and se cond m ortgage from the Chri stchurch Ci ty
Council. The Council eventually wrot e-off this off, but provided li ttle additional s upport other than
partial rates remission and help with landscaping. The mortgage has been increased from time to time
to provide for necessary maintenance.
The M arsh House opened to the public in 1996, follo wing protracted negotiati ons over neighbours’
objections to increased traffic. Open only by appointm ent, it receives around 200 visitors a year, onethird from overseas and mostly women. Revenue comes largely from entry fees, grants, donations and
tenanted fl at at the rear of the property. A Soci ety of Fri ends (form ed i n 1996) fundrai ses. A sm all
basket of M arsh’s crim e fiction, audio books and postcards i s the ex tent of the m erchandising. The
Trust struggles to m ake ends meet, servicing the loan being the biggest issue, although the Perpetual
Trust’s adm inistration charges are also considerable. Li mited funds restrict publicity: brochures,
rudimentary website and netwo rking. Security is provided thr ough an alarm system and the tenanted
flat. Essential fire protection has yet to be afforded. The conservation plan was prepared in 1993 by an
architect trustee on a voluntary basis. The trus
tees, m any now over e ighty years, do the
administration, prom otion and the garden. They are al so the guides, providing interpretation through
storytelling. Only one of the curr ent trustees knew M arsh personally and took photos of the house
when she died. These w ere used to reassem ble her memorabilia, much of it leased to the Trust on a
peppercorn rental by M arsh’s relative, to suggest she had j ust stepped out. Seclusion adds to the
House’s charm , but its suburban lo cation, restricted easy public
transport, precipitous access,
fractious neighbours, meagre publicity and entry by appoi ntment limit visitor numbers. Given minimal
public assistance, outstanding debt and the costs of m aintaining (let alone professionally securing and
conserving) an aging property makes financial viability problematic long-term.
Although diversely skilled pr ofessionals, the trustees are keenly aw are they are m erely “am ateurs
37
doing their best” . The l eased chattel s are a vul nerable to the whi m of thei r owner, now i n hi s
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seventies. Trustee succession is pressing issue as those asso ciated w ith M arsh and her m ilieu
diminish. It rem ains to be seen w hether newcomers will replenish this trust w ith the necessary vision,
acumen, time and energy to sustai n her house in the future. There is a palpable sense of exh austion
and disillusion expressed by som e of the trustees , particularly w ith public bodies responsible for
heritage - NZHPT consi dered excessi vely bureaucrati c, but offeri ng l ittle substanti ve hel p. Another
complication is the current lack of recognition given to Marsh’s literature in New Zealand.

5.

Conclusion

Undoubtedly most writers would wish to be rem embered for their words and not the ancillary leavings
of their lives. One can only s
peculate on whether M ansfield, Sargeson and M arsh would have
appreciated their private domains opening to the public gaze. The Sargeson Trust has been assiduous
in keeping its writer’s memory alive (and fomenting his mythology) through books, films, his house and
a writer’s fellowship. Notwithst anding the ‘j udicious fakery ’ i nvolved i n i ts restorati on, the house
(although stri pped of i ts context) undoubtedl y offers the m ost authenti c envi ronment. Its scal e,
accessibility and lack of com mercialism give it a c oherence, intimacy and ap pearance of sincerity not
fully achieved in the other houses, which dedicate spac e to administration, education and, in the case
of the M ansfield Birt hplace, m erchandising. W hile such functions assist in the su stainability of these
houses (and add to the offerings) they inevitably interfere with the pretence that the writer has slipped
away momentarily. The Sargeson House’s authenticity is also a reflection of its rudimentary transition
into a m useum. If it is to endure trustees w
ill need to find a w ay of m aking it m ore publically
accessible, tap new revenue streams, and provide interpretation not reliant on trustees or the goodwill
of the local library, along with intr oducing conservation practices to pr eserve its fragile collection. Of
the three houses, Marsh’s is perhaps the most immediately vulnerable, reliant on its aging trustees for
most of its support and operati on, while waiting for a resurgence in national interest in her literature.
Mansfield continues to have a power ful critical reception, and is well ensconced in educational
curricula in New Zealand and abroad.
Every opportunity to reference her work is evident in the
Birthplace, although di rect connections are m eagre. Great pr ide has been taken in its fastid
ious
restoration. Apart from Mansfield’s enduring fame and relevance, the Birthplace has been blessed with
political support and finance assist ing it to operate professionally and creatively, backed by good
promotion. It is relatively well positioned as a tourist and educational asset, in a highly literate and
prosperous civic setting pr oviding em pathetic univers ity and national cultural institutional networks.
Ironically, however, for al l the attenti on to hi storical detai l, i t i s l ess genui nely the pl ace of the wri ter
than the Marsh and Sargeson Houses.
The audi ence for hi ghbrow l iterature i s probabl y rel atively rarefi ed uni versally and the New Zeal and
market is sm all. Trends in book selling, w ith the rapid circulation of titles, does not favour those
published m onths ago, let historicis ed fiction. W riters’ houses, al though them selves appealing to a
niche m arket, can keep nam es alive and provide a pat hway towards the words that m atter m ost to
writers. They offer narrati ves – of personalities, place and history. None of New Zealand’s literary
houses are architecturally excepti onal – but values shift over tim e and now they com ment on social,
cultural and urban hist ory. H ow future visitors (and readers) w ill respond to them is im possible to
predict – intellectual, literary and heritage fashions change, but withou t the indefatigable efforts of
individuals in the present the possibility of any response w ould be removed. Such individuals w ork, in
the main, voluntarily through chari table organisations, in an envi ronment where sustai ned public and
philanthropic support is m odest, va riable and highly contestable, even when sites are accorded
supreme heritage status. Cult ural tourism m ay be a life line, but developm ent is inhibited by factors
such as fragility, scale and inconvenient location,
issues troubling liter ary houses elsew here.
Consistent funding for professi onal conservation, m anagement and pr omotion is essential if New
Zealand’s literary houses are to survive for others to craft new meanings.
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Abstract
The continuity between what was, what is, what will be, is the prelude to any problem that arises, as
its goal, the critical representation of a natural or artificial place. The urban sites represent
sedimentation and accumulation of continuity transformative - obvious or hidden, present or missing which, over time, helped to configure the characters identity. The comparison with the specificity of the
places, the knowledge of the different sedimentary layers, the recognition of the values of witnesses,
the distinction between relevant and irrelevant - to be implemented through the survey and the
drawing in a perspective of logical connection between parts missing, existing realities and
assumptions modificative - represent the conceptual assumptions for the construction of a new design
of continuity. In this sense, a cognitive approach to graphics-based, research-based continuity, it is
essential to identify those intonations architectural measures to redefine the lost harmony of the place
raped by the consumer society. The town of Acerra, north of Naples, is an urban exemplum of great
interest to test the responsiveness of the design with respect to the issue of continuity is due to the
characteristics of its Urbis shape - of Roman origin - and because of the presence of an architectural
monument, the Castello Baronale, able to enclose itself, evokes, the history of the city of belonging.
Keywords: relief, knowledge, modification

1.

Reflections: city and continuity

The continuity between what was, what is and what will be, is the prelude, the necessary introductory
reflection of any problem that arises, as its goal, the critical representation of a natural or artificial
place. The urban sites, for example, represent the most of sedimentation and accumulation of those
transformative continuity - obvious or hidden, present or missing - which, over time and as a whole,
helped to configure the relevant characters of identity. The comparison with the character of specific
places, the knowledge of the different sedimentary layers, the recognition of the values of witnesses,
the distinction between relevant and irrelevant - to be implemented through the relief and redrawing it
in a perspective of logical connection between parts missing, existing realities and modifying
hypotheses - represent, as a whole, the conceptual assumptions for the construction of a new design
of continuity. In this sense, a cognitive approach to graphics based, research based continuity, it is
essential to identify those intonations architectural measures to redefine the lost harmony of the
natural and man raped by the consumer society. A redefinition to be pursued through the
conservation, regeneration and the quality of the architectural heritage of innovation and infrastructure
of cultural landscapes and contemporary urban reality. Too many enclaves environment - rural and
industrial, metropolitan cities and small towns, urban neighborhoods central and peripheral - are
broken, or detached from any continuity between the parts and the whole that includes and features.
The loss of continuity represents and symbolizes the decline of Western society in the failure
palingenesis the new millennium. The twenty first century is presented, in fact, with a network of crisis
offering an "immediate present" chaotic, messy, contradictory and conflictual both from a general point
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of view, political and social, and from the particular cultural and disciplinary afferent the discourse on
government land in its specific relationship between city and architecture. In this perspective, there
can be no action for the protection of cultural heritage outside of a renewed ability to program a new
idea of society more sensitive to issues of shared ethics and aesthetics of an undivided. The rigid selfknowledge and knowledge, not the sharing of disciplines, the lack of continuity between the various
precincts of human thought are considered to be among the main causes of the drift qualitative
afflicting the contemporary territory, needy, on the contrary, a science multicriteria shared. The ability
to plunge more disciplinary information on a single theme can be a path of research fertile and
productive in order to avoid the discontinuity of the shares dissolutive - tangible and intangible - that
have contributed to degrade the cultural heritage and natural resources of our territories. Territories,
especially the Italian’s one, marked by the presence of driven millennial tracks, infrastructure
networks, urban settlements and architectural monuments inherited from tradition and constructive
founding of Roman antiquity: a culture that, with the exception of Rome city, based his work through a
breakdown set of natural spaces (web centuratio chromatic) and artificial ones (the orthogonal grid of
the castrum and the colony). Division of soils and construction of the works and civic infrastructure
based on a rational logic able, however, to produce architectural and urban models always different
from each other: a conceptual approval that did not prevent, within a perspective of continuity shared a
wide case studies of different solutions from each other. Diversity in continuity: this was the main
theme that has characterized amending, for nearly two millennia, the construction of urban and rural
landscape of the Italian peninsula. Unfortunately that primitive rational order, produced by Roman
urban culture and developed continuously until the first half of the last century, it was suddenly
transformed in the last fifty years, a continuity of diversity that have undermined the equilibrium
landscape of the "Bel Paese" . Natural areas marked by uncontrolled development savage urban
peripheries heterogeneous and fragmented, towns attacked by building interventions inconsistent with
the existing built, abandoned and derelict old centers: these are the main damage done by a
consumer society unable to keep, if anything, regenerating, the significant cultural heritage that the
remote past and next had bequeathed to the recent past and the contemporary. Reflect, through
drawing on the different phases - and then evolutionary regressive - that have characterized the long
period of construction - ordered and disordered then - the rural and urban landscape of the Italian
peninsula, it means to ask a question regarding the possibility, or not, of continue to consume or,
conversely, preserve and regenerate what has come to us in terms of tangible and intangible cultural
heritages.

Fig. 1: Redesign of the City of Acerra, 2013.
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2.

Descriptions: cities and recognition

The town of Acerra, north of Naples, is an urban exemplum of great interest to test the responsiveness
of the architecture design for the theme of continuity: both for the characteristics of its urban form
primitive - of Oscan origin and, subsequently, Roman - and for the presence of an imposing
architectural monument, the Castello Baronale, able to enclose itself, the history of the city where it is
located. An examination of the relationship between the shape Urbis original Acerra and his
contemporary deformitas Urbis - produced, the latter, from indistinct consumption of land peripheral
and central - is addressed, in this study, not only through the analysis of the different phases historical
growth of the city but also through the study of complex graphical changes made to its architecture is
more representative. The dual reading concerning the knowledge of the fact urban and architectural
object, it tends to make sure, first of all, if you can identify a consistent quality of the territory and the
quality of architecture in certain historical periods, if, in addition, presence of an environmental decay
there is a similar deterioration of the building fabric, if finally established a relationship of
interdependence between the processes of evolution or involution regarding the large territorial scale
and medium-scale architecture, the latter is able to produce, in regular operations of regeneration and
reconfiguration mechanisms, environmental restoration, large or small. In this sense, the ability to
exist, persist and resist demonstrated by a monumental complex - albeit abandoned and degraded as the Castello Baronale of Acerra is the best answer - in terms of continuity - that widespread loss of
recognition of the characters of identity territorial and urban places. The working hypothesis addressed
in this study is based on the certainty that the cornerstones typological monumental - especially those
who hold the historical memory of the places to which they belong - may represent the nodes of a
network sheet material spread on the territory from which to tackle the most the great theme of
environmental restoration and landscaping.

3.

Setup: Tracks and specificity

If it is true that the signs of the territory, both natural and artificial ones, have the ability to detect the
main characteristics and evoke the history of human settlements, then it is equally true that, between
the centers of the middle Campanian plain, the city and the 'agro environmental exemplum of Acerra
represent a quite unique and problematic. Unique to the presence of a rational urban layout, strongly
geometrically placed in its historical core, conversely, in a rural setting that is characterized by the
irregular pattern of agricultural land. Further problematic for the widespread presence of riverbeds,
canals and marshy areas who, with their tortuous development or heterogeneous location end up
further fragment an area that in the past has frequently been forced to rebuild their characters identity
due to fragile ecotopo, so strongly vulnerable. Uniqueness and problems of agro Acerra (ancient
liburia) characteristics are historically consolidated and form a specificity not irrelevant in the process
of transformation suffered by the Campania Felix from the age of copper. Of Oscan origin, Akeru (of
which Acerrae is the Latin name) was stabilized as the control center to the Campania and Puglia,
giving rise to a small but vital community devoted to agriculture and pastoralism. Activities developed
precisely because of the geographical complexity of the membership site full of vegetation, wildlife,
courses and lakes. Fertility and specificity are considered the two main characteristics dell'Akeru
1
Oscan which allowed the primitive riverside village to develop within the Osco / Etruscan Campania in
a small town, most likely, due to the current urban district located at noon compared to the size of the
walled and fortified Baronial Castle. Then the experience of living in the structure Oscan Akeru, in 332
BC, he received first, in the Roman provinces, the civitas sine suffrage, ie the Roman citizenship
without the right to vote, becoming, in fact in Acerrae Roman colony important bounded by walls
regular and irregular able to incorporate the primitive settlement Osco. As pointed out by Paolo Zanker
"A similar situation is also true for many of the ancient Roman cities of Lazio, Campania and Etruria
with their archaic structures, often built on land conditions. In the case of nearly all these ancient cities
we are dealing with elements incorporated later in the Roman state, where modern public buildings
had to be inserted in a city that already existing. [...] Above all the cities in Campania and Etruria,
2
before being "Romanized", showed the imprint of their own cultural traditions."
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Fig. 2: Typological schemes of pre-Roman village.

4.

Overlays: network and rationality

As regards the design of the historic territory Acerra in the last two centuries BC , Acerrae and agro
Acerra were located geographically outside dall'Ager Campanus or from the wide extent of country fairly urbanized and marked by the division of the orthogonal Roman centuratio - located north of
Neapolis and going up to the south bank of the Volturno, is also included, from west to east, including
3
the Domitian coast and the mountain ranges of the chain. The lack of centuratio in his home territory
did not prevent, however, the Roman Acerrae to acquire a plant in orthogonal grid able to incorporate
the irregular Osco village. From the historical point of view the Roman Acerrae remained loyal to
Rome during the Second Punic War and was besieged in 216 BC that partially destroyed by Annibale.
It was rebuilt in 211 BC with the help of the Romans, during the social war was again besieged by
Papio Mutilo, but was defended by the consul Lucio Giulio Cesare. In this specific period, most likely,
Acerra changed its urban plan by acquiring a wall of square shape - a rectangle elongated in a north/
south measuring approximately 360 x 450 meters - structured through a decumanus maximus and
cardo maximus. The overall design drew its form from the Roman castrum evolving, in fact, also
through the incorporation of the village Osco, in a real colony based on an orthogonal grid.
Specifically, it became, first, Municipium and, subsequently, in 22 BC under the Emperor Augustus, a
colony for veterans. Some inscriptions have received attest to the existence of cults and temples
dedicated to Iside, Serapide and Eracle. In addition, the presence of the ruins of the theater, dating
from the second century BC, under the Castello Baronale, demonstrates the importance of the urban
structure Acerrae acquired in the Roman period between the second century BC and the second
century A.D. The idea of redesigning dell'Acerrae Roman presented in this study takes shape from
those faint traces historical and, above all, a reflection on the system of the ancient city urban as it
appears today in the quadrant between the area of the Castello Baronale north, along the axis of Via
Magnolia e Via San Gioacchino, Via Calzolaio and Corso della Resistenza and Via Soriano in the
South, certainly resistance to the west and to the east, along the routes of Via Ferraiolo and Via
Cuomo. A dial divided into four urban areas separated by the system decumano and thistle
materialize, from west to east, from the roadway of Via Roma and Via Pennino and by peremptory
north-south configured by the current Via Leonardo da Vinci and Via Duomo. As with similar
settlements in Rome, "[...] had to create a basic model that could be used in a versatile, a model that
then found application in the form of the first coloniae romanae implanted for a few hundred Roman
citizens. All these first civilian settlements are structured according to the same scheme extremely
simple. This pattern was characterized only by the network of streets strictly axial and symmetrical
with the corresponding blocks of houses, also by two new substantial peculiarities: these foundations
not only lie on a street of big communication, but one of their axes more directly coincides with it. The
new type of model allowed in fact a versatile use, but later with the increase in spacious buildings such
as the theater, the amphitheater and the baths, suffer great difficulties to wrap them in the system of
lattice often too tight. In addition, this urban scheme, rigorous in its simplicity and consistency, was
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4

eminently suitable for a quite flat terrain." In the same way, the four-part urban Acerrae presents, first,
a series of rectangular islet oriented in the direction west - east, located on the Course bordering the
western side of the Resistance, in addition, the large size of the semicircular Castello Baronale (former
Roman theater) with the front and irregular neighborhood Gravina, and finally, the area of the
cathedral that has, near its apse a configuration 'broad green glade rectangular in shape, real urban
void, which could bear witness to the ancient presence of a hole inhabited by the above mentioned
5
temples dedicated to Isis, Serapis and Eracle. The compact and rational morphology of the ancient
center of Acerrae tells the story of a city fortified, aware of its strategic positioning within the
Campanian plain, on the road leading from Naples to Benevento and next to Popilia or the Roman
road, from Suessula, pushed south of Salerno. This positioning, so the condition of the city - fortress,
on the one hand Acerra forced into a lasting work of rebuilding of its urban fabric, on several
occasions destroyed by the attacks and sieges suffered in the course of two thousand years, it has
also produced a strong stability of the closed path in the Roman curtain wall.

Fig. 3: Hypothetical reconstruction of Roman Acerra.
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5.

Reinterpretations: city and territoriality

In the post-imperial, in the fifth century AD, Acerra was first aggregate in Naples, and later dominated
by the Lombards, who built a tower on the site where the present Castle (826). Attacked and partially
destroyed by the Saracens in 881, it becomes Norman County. At this time, under the guidance of the
various Goffredo, Ruggiero, Roberto e Riccardo di Medania, have to be traced back to the first
extensions of the fortified structure of the Castle, situated to the east of Lombard tower, with a factory
in parallelepiped shape characterized by inlaid decorative geometric shapes made of tuff yellow and
gray. In the Swabian period, the feudal lord most important was Tommaso D'Aquino, linked to the
Emperor Frederick II. During the Angevin and Aragonese ruled the city, household accounts and
Origlia and Balzo Orsini and the Count Frederick of Aragon, the future king of the Two Sicilies. From
1496 until 1812, when it was abolished feudalism, Acerra was led by the family De Cardenas.
Between the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century, the territory was affected by substantial
agro Acerra reclamation of marshy land located north of the town who meanwhile was expanding
beyond the perimeter of the first urban - corresponding to the current neighborhoods of Old Town
(Maddalena, S. Giorgio, S. Cuono, Annunziata and Sott'o Muro) - with the addition of new houses built
along the main roads. The reclamation of its land of origin are documented in historical cartography
since the seventeenth century through the map of the "Campaniae Felicis typus" prepared by
Alessandro Baratta and attached to the Panegyricus Garcia Barrionuevo in 1616. In such a design is
clearly visible the complex system of the catchment area of agro Acerra completely surrounded by the
two arms characterized by a dense wooded area on both sides of the northern branch that is fed by
the headwaters of the Calabricito and Mefito. A portion of this map will be repeated in 1860 by
Gaetano Caporale in the "PIANTA COROGRAFICA dell’agro acerrano e contorni nel XVI secolo"
printed by lithography Richter & C. of the document graph is of great importance because it specifies,
in its focus the focus on agro Acerra, all those names associated with urban places, in rural places, to
road layouts, paths to river linear spatial infrastructures such as bridges or point like the mill. In the
redesign, as well as in its original iconographic source or that of Barrionuevo, are not present
rectangular of agricultural funds still present today in the design of the territory north of Acerra and
appear designed for the first time in the "TOPOGRAFIA DELL'AGRO NAPOLETANO" of G. A. Rizzi
Zannoni - G. Guerra of 1793. This map is documented increased reclamation agro Acerra after the
one desired by Don Pedro de Toledo in 1592, or in full viceroy period, and described graphically in the
redesign of the Barrionuevo of Caporale with the phrase "Lagno nuovo": in fact, Alfonso de Cardenas
in 1722 "reclaimed the Pantano with the construction of a network of canals, the planting of twenty
6
thousand poplars along their banks, and put under cultivation 1,773 bushels of land". Specifically, the
map Rizzi Zannoni - Guerra highlights the complex structure of the saltus Acerra compared to the
homogeneity Ager Campanus: first in the northern part of the ancient swamp is represented the new
system of channeling secondary punctuated by long rows of poplars and large conforming agricultural
funds rectangular sent for grazing and, at noon, on the one area destined to agricultural crops in close
connection with the town of Acerra. A connection that becomes organic to the city through a dense
network primary and secondary road well documented in the "Pianta Corografica Dell'agro Acerrano Del Dottor Gaetano Caporale" in 1859. The structure of agro Acerra even though it follows the
allocations identified in principle the map Rizzi Zannoni - Guerra of 1793 presents an extensive
fragmentation of the soils due to the abolition of feudalism and the subsequent division, targeting the
7
less affluent citizens of Acerra, of the earth agricultural . From reading the Pianta Corografica is that
the southern part of agro Acerra undergoes a greater subdivision of land, highly fragmented, and
tends to structure of a complex plot and irregular secondary road connected on four core to Naples,
Benevento, for Pomigliano and Sannereto - which, starting from Acerra, radiate in the surrounding
area. In addition, the agro Acerra is crossed in the north east, south west of the new railway line
Naples Caserta that touches the town in the southern part of its urban fabric. In 1859, the urbanization
of the countryside is now well established through the widespread construction of new farms in
addition to those ancient huts, called "pagliare", built after the reclamation viceregal for the shelter of
buffalo. After the "Pianta corografica dell'agro acerrano", published in the volume of Gaetano
Caporale, the successive transformations of the territory are documented through a rereading of cards
Military Geographical Institute.
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Fig. 4: Drawings synthesis of the tracks leading agro Acerra taken from the table of Barionuevo (1616), the
"Topography of agro Neapolitan" Rizzi Zannoni and Guerra (1793) and the "Plan of the town of Acerra" by G.
Caporale (1859) put back together using a graphical I.G.M.

6.

Leaks: city and atopic

The paper I.G.M. most recently recorded three major transformation of agro contemporary Acerra:
first, the presence of a large industrial area including the new incinerator in the ancient quagmire; also
growing like wildfire in the city of Acerra beyond its historic core quadripartite and finally the presence
of complex highway system of the median axis and the axis of support with their infrastructural hooks
represented by two major junctions in the southern part of agro and a large hub in the northern sector.
New signs that overlap with those tracked genetic however still present on the ground and, with their
history, represent stays indelible able to make visible the main characteristics of recognizability, agro
Acerra. What, at present, is more compromised in the agro Acerra is the original differentiation
between the tracks irregular "saltus" and the clear, rational, Urbis form of Acerra, now heavily
compromised by urban sprawl implemented over the past three decades, but already started in the
nineteenth century as a result of the demolition of the walls. Curtain wall that in the "Pianta della Città
di Acerra" designed by Gaetano Caporale is already completely disappeared except for a few vestiges
incorporated into the urban fabric of the city as, for example, the fragment with cement bag still visible
8
during the excavations conducted by Amedeo Maiuri. With the disappearance of the city walls you
start that process of growth "like wildfire" of the city that will lead to peripheralization general building
fabric around the outside of the old town no longer subject to the mandatory rules of the design and
measures of urban lots present inside the walls. The Castello Baronale, in this context, is an element
of permanence and stability in the building fabric inner witness to the historical center: an element
from which to start to reverse the process of degradation and dissolution of urban quality suffered from
Acerra in the last four decades.

7.

Regeneration: Monument and identity

The Castello Baronale expresses this attitude of witnesses from both the urban point of view - for the
pivotal role that the monument takes its place himself between the homogeneous city of ancient plant
and the heterogeneous, with recent expansion - both from the architectural point of view for its ability
to represent, through complex layers typological and morphological, about two thousand years of the
history of art of building. The Castello Baronale, in fact, follows its typical floor plan in the shape of a
semicircle, an ancient pre-existence of the Roman: a theater building with semicircular “cavea” whose
archaeological remains are visible in the basement of the east wing of the "noble palace ". The original
layout of the Roman era, through architectural additions and subtractions, it is built from the Middle
Ages until the eighteenth century, a fortified complex real schedule of witnesses not only of the
architectural history of Acerra but also of its social history. First, a medieval tower which is coupled to
a building of the Norman period, then a Renaissance building defended on the back entrance portal
which also functions as the guard, and finally a “granile” century: four different buildings connected
together and surrounded by a continuous high bulwark semicircular characterized, on the south by an
elegant Renaissance portal opposite there Piazza Castello connected by a bridge with three arches a
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wide moat. The analysis of the different stages of growth, from ancient to contemporary times, which
have reported to the theater before, and the Castle, later, to the relative phases of urban growth of
Acerra is a kind of pictorial evidence of the inevitable reciprocity agreement exists between continuity
as order and discontinuity understood as disorder. In this sense, it is true that for nearly two thousand
years, the relationship between order and continuity has produced a consistent growth between the
monument and the city is equally true that in recent decades the crisis of this report has involved the
degradation of Castello baronale and the disintegration of Urban recognizability of Acerra. Retrace the
different stages of growth, the city and the monument, meant regain a culture critic capable graphics
to emphasize the contemporary urban and architectural process of dissolution of Acerra. In this sense,
the recent reconfiguration of the Castello Baronale and the neighboring urban areas, could represent a
first turnaround virtuous having as objective a gradual process of regeneration and urban innovation
9
albeit in continuity with the past.

Fig. 5: Scenes building of urban fronts looking the Castello Baronale of Acerra.
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Note

1

Formed in the north - western part of the Campania region around the sixth century BC the Oscan
included, in addition Akeru, also the towns of Atella, Calatia, Cales, Compulteria, Casilinum, Laticula,
Liternum Suessula, Trebula, Volturnum and Capua, which, in its own name "caput", contains and
emphasizes its role of capital compared to the other eleven centers.
2 P. ZANKER, La struttura delle città romane e i loro edifici pubblici in Italia, in Storia dell’architettura
italiana_ Architettura romana_ Le città in Italia, H. von Hesberg e P. Zanker, Electa, Milano 2012, pp.
19-20.
3 And it is on this side of the Roman chromatic that bordered the agro Acerra in turn characterized, at
noon, the semi circular perimeter of the great bend of the Clanio that, because of frequent overflows,
contributed, for long periods, waterlogging of land Acerra. Overflows that, on the one hand, have
imposed a continuous soil remediation implemented through a capillary shallow water, drain the
countryside, and most rural landscape. "The agricultural landscape was fore made up of a wooded
area, with rich community pastures and cultivated land, that is, it was the ancient landscape of the
"saltus, "of which he speaks Sereni. The diversity of agro Acerra - the "saltus" - compared to regular
landscape in closed lots may be one of the reasons for the absence of the Roman centuratio, which
disappears at precisely the course of the Regi Lagni."
4 ZANKER, The structure of the city cit., P. 21.
5 Hypothesis, the latter was not supported by any type of archaeological find, but based on an
analytical reading of contemporary urban design dell'Acerra, its paths, its elements primary and
secondary ones as well as urban cases similar as those found in the volume and von HESBERG
ZANKER [edited by] History of Italian cit ..
6 Marinella Pomarici in Acerra. Storia di un insediamento campano, Napoli 1986, pag. 9.
7 "Both the institutional reorganization with the establishment of the provinces that the breach of the
relationship with the noble revolutionary laws of feudalism were in fact made in the French decade
(1806-15), not only that, but the new laws began to become operantiper hand Murat. Feudal by the
Commission, which was established precisely by the French Government, were therefore, in 1810,
declared state land the feud of the barge Pontone, Candelaro, Candelaricello, Gaudiello, Parmiano,
Ciminola, Calabricito, Fangone, and were left in the property of the Countess de Carderms Sexolae
Pantano. The state-owned land were divided Acerra Trai poor citizens to the extent of three bushels
each, (Marinella Pomarici, op. cit., pag 88/89) The text of the judgment can be read in G. Caporale,
Memorie storico - diplomatiche della città di Acerra, cit., pp. 536-538.
8 A. Maiuri, first delination topography of the town of Acerra, in " Rendiconti della Reale Accademia di
Archeologia Lettere e Arti', Naples 1936.
9 Continuity s. f. [From lat. continuĭtas - atis]. Quality of being continuous, uninterrupted extension in
time or in space: a continuity of attitude; practice that continuation character; continuity of thought,
uninterrupted succession of a tradition of thought from one historical period to another; speech , or
written representation that expresses continuity, logical connection between the various parts.
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Abstract

The Old City walls are one of the most important cultural heritage assets of Jerusalem. They are
without a doubt the most prominent monument in the city's urban landscape and their influence on the
development of the modern city has been decisive.
In 2005 several of the stones from the Old City walls became detached and fell into the schoolyard of
the Collège des Frères. Consequently the Israel Antiquities Authority Conservation Department
undertook a survey for the purpose of gathering data about the physical condition of the walls. The
results of the survey pointed to a variety of physical problems along the entire length of the city walls,
and in 2006 the Prime Minister's Office decided on a project the purpose of which was to conserve
and rehabilitate Jerusalem's city walls. The project was directed on behalf of the Jerusalem
Development Company and the Israel Antiquities Authority Conservation Department was entrusted
with its planning and implementation. Work began in the field in January 2007 and continued until
2012.
The Wall reflects the city's colorful history. During our work on the different sections of the wall we
tried to ensure a balance between the original architectural values of the monument and its urban and
national values.
Keywords: Intervention principles, conservation dilemma, national-historic value, architectural value,
urban element.

1. Introduction

Jerusalem’s Old City walls of are the largest and most impressive monument in the city’s urban
landscape and one of its most important cultural heritage assets (Fig. 1). They are approximately four
kilometers long, with seven portals set in them: the four original main gates that point in the four
cardinal directions and three secondary or later gates. The city walls that we are currently familiar with
were erected during the Ottoman period at the initiative of the sultan, Suleiman the Magnificent. These
walls are the latest in a series of fortifications that enclosed Jerusalem throughout history. The more
ancient walls have been exposed and studied and some of them are even exhibited to the public.
Some of the ancient walls are incorporated in the construction of the Ottoman fortifications and can be
seen in certain segments. The Ottoman period city walls are preserved in their entirety, with the
exception of a few changes that were done to relatively small sections of them.
Jerusalem’s walls were erected in order to defend the city and its residents. Over the years, as
security improved and people moved outside the city walls, the original purpose of the walls became
irrelevant. The city walls today define the region of the Old City and its cultural and historic
characteristics.
The condition of the city’s walls, which are exposed to constant destructive processes and damage,
has deteriorated over time. The reasons for this are varied and stem from human factors, as well as
environmental and climatic causes. The Jerusalem City Wall Conservation Project was begun in 2007
after a number of stones fell into the Collège des Frère courtyard, which is adjacent to the walls.
This extensive project was implemented by the Israel Antiquities Authority Conservation Department.
Work on such a large scale had not been carried out on the city walls since the rehabilitation work that
was conducted at the time of the British Mandate during the 1920’s.
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Fig. 1: View to the western parts of the Old City wall.

2. The Preparatory Work

The main goal of the project was to conserve the walls. But in the meantime it was important to
stabilize the walls from an engineering standpoint and thereby eliminate any immediate danger in
those places where the physical condition was undermined. In addition, elements that were
representative of the wall’s architectural, urban and historic values were restored, all of this while
maintaining the diverse cultural impressions that are apparent in it. There are many aspects to the city
walls, and in line with this, comprehensive preparatory work was carried out prior to commencing the
conservation and rehabilitation work. First of all digital-spatial measurements were made of the walls
for the purpose of mapping and preparing plans. Afterwards, we documented the walls and surveyed
them from a historic, urban and physical aspect and also performed a natural resource survey to
document the fauna and flora that exists on them. Later we divided the walls into fourteen work
segments (Fig. 2). Each of the segments was surveyed from a historic and physical standpoint and
was documented with photographs and drawings. Only after we completed the analysis of each
segment did we consolidate the detailed plan.

Fig. 2: A map of the walls divided into
fourteen work segments.

Fig. 3: The seepage points of water into the wall and its further results.
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The main conclusion of the preliminary physical engineering survey was that water seepage was
chiefly responsible for the deteriorating processes that were at work in the wall. Most of the problems stone deterioration, the disintegration of mortar, vegetation taking root, the rusting of steel parts etc stemmed from water percolating into the wall. Moreover, the problems that were created in the wake
of the seepage further exacerbated the percolation and brought with it a new cycle of deterioration
(Fig. 3).
Thus the aim of the conservation action was to remove any hazards in the sections of the wall which
were in a physically unstable state. It included: completing any missing stone work and replacing it
where necessary; filling in missing mortar and sealing the top of the wall in order to prevent water from
penetrating into the core of the wall and washing away the mortar. Other aims of the conservation
included restoring the building elements so as to present the urban and architectural values of the
monument, and treating the decorations and inscriptions in order to protect them and present them to
the public in as befitting a manner as possible.
The intervention principles regarding the preservation of Jerusalem's city wall were drawn up in order
to ensure a professional and controlled conservation process. The principles directed the intervention
measures which were meant to conserve the historic, aesthetic and technological values of the
monument, in accordance with the Israel Antiquities Authority policy for the conservation of built
heritage.

3. Conservation Issues

Since their construction at the time of Sultan Suleiman the walls have undergone numerous changes,
which reflect historic events that have influenced their appearance. The current intervention in
conserving the walls was another one of those events that left its mark on them. Some of the changes
have an added value that contributed to the original architectural value of the walls. Many of the
changes in the walls occurred in the latter part of the twentieth century when the area became a war
zone. When it came time to treat the damaged parts of the walls we were faced with a complicated
dilemma: whether to commemorate the events that are of national value by preserving the battle
damage in the walls or to preserve the original architectural value of the walls by restoring the
damaged condition to its previous state.
This dilemma will be demonstrated below on two of the gates of the city.

4. Conservation of Zion Gate

A good example of dealing with this sort of quandary is illustrated by how the conservation work was
done in Zion Gate. More than anything Zion Gate symbolizes the struggle for the Old City. The
treatment of the gate was carefully done taking into account its national significance. Besides the
gate’s historic values, other values were also manifested during the conservation planning of the
monument:
4.1. Historic Values.
The gate was built by Suleiman the Magnificent. For the past 470 years or so it has been part of
Jerusalem’s city wall. Its construction was the topic of considerable disagreement from the day it was
erected because Mount Zion was left outside the city limits. The gatehouse is associated with the
Jewish Quarter and is even referred to in historical sources as the ‘Gate of the Jews’.
The most significant historic event since the construction of the gate is the attempt that was made to
breach it in May 1948. Then, as in the Six Day War of 1967, it was part of the border and where much
of the fighting took place. The gate bears the physical evidence of the effort to break through to the
Jewish Quarter and has therefore come to symbolize the capitulation of the quarter (1948) and the
unification of Jerusalem (1967). Its national-historic value is derived from this. Today the gate serves
as an entry point to the Old City for groups of students and tourists and it is a focal point where
discussions are held about national heritage and the battle heritage of Jerusalem (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4: The Zion Gate façade throughout history, including the conservation work carried out in 2007.
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4.2. Architectural Values
The gate’s façade is adorned with impressive decorations. Decorated stones are scattered across the
façade, around the opening of the gate, around the arrow loops and in the upper sentry post. The
standard of the architectural design and the decorations of the gate do not fall short of those of Jaffa
Gate and Lions’ Gate. The flat arch of the opening resembles the form of the arch in Damascus Gate.
Inside the gate there is a guardroom and an ascent to the roof of the structure. Zion Gate was
preserved in its entirety as an “angled” gate, even though it functions as a passage for modern
transportation.
4.3. Physical Problems
Zion Gate was damaged during an attempt to breach it in 1948 and the stones in the gate suffered
considerable destruction. It is apparent on many of the stones that the damage to them has
accelerated the deterioration processes. Many of the stones were loose and they presented a hazard
to pedestrians that passed through the gate.
Caper bushes took root in the joints between the damaged stones and a microbiological layer covered
parts of the damaged stone; this obscured the gate’s decorations and even hastened the destructive
process (Fig. 5). Vehicles passing through the gate caused mechanical damage to the gate’s pillars
and walls. A layer of calcite encrustations and soot covered most of the stones inside the gate. This
was mostly caused by the exhaust of vehicles that pass through it. This layer “encased” the stone
beneath it, a fact that hindered its removal and weakened the stone.

Fig. 5: Stone deterioration and vegetation that took root in an arrow loop, before and after the conservation work.

4.4. Conservation Principles
The discussion concerning the conservation of Zion Gate is different than the discussion about the
rest of the parts of the wall. For the most part it is possible to map the string of historic events that
shaped the different sections of the city’s wall and logically select the type of treatment based on the
values embodied in them; however, in the case of Zion Gate we were confronted with a planning
dilemma. As previously mentioned, two events shaped the appearance of the gate: its construction by
Suleiman and the attempt to breach it in 1948, which resulted in damage to the façade and turned it
into a symbol for the Jewish people. When asked to conserve the gate we could not ignore the
dichotomy between the architectural value and the national-historic value. That being the case, we
were asked to decide whether to emphasize the architectural value and rehabilitate the considerable
battle damage in the gate structure, or conversely, stress the national-historic value and preserve the
battle damage.
When we first embarked on conserving the Zion Gate’s façade it was clear to us that the attempt to
breach the structure in 1948 left its mark on the gate’s façade more than any other event since its
construction. Therefore, we thought it proper to make every effort to preserve the scars of the event.
Nonetheless, as a gate whose architectural and design quality are preserved in its plan, we also
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wanted to stress the original aesthetic value of the gate structure. To this end we sought to achieve
the delicate balance between restoring architectural elements and preserving the damage in the
stone. In all of the proposed planning alternatives, preserving the physical effects of the breach from
1948 was of the utmost importance and the architectural values were emphasized differently.
The alternative that was selected is the one that preserves the national-historic values in the gate’s
façade, namely, the bullet marks, which are a kind of diagram of the battle on the façade, by stabilizing
the stones that were severely deteriorating as a result of the damage from the fighting. The
intervention preserved the architectural values. It focused on the region of the poorly preserved arch
and dedicatory inscription that cites the gate’s builder – Sultan Suleiman – and
its date of
construction – 1540 (Fig. 6).
Many historical photographs of the gate were collected and they facilitated an in-depth examination of
alternatives for the conservation of the inscription and the decorations.
4.5. The Conservation work
During November 2007-June 2008 conservation measures were carried out on Zion Gate.
The stones in the gate were mapped and ranked according to three levels of deterioration: stones that
were in immediate danger, stones that were severely deteriorated and stones that were slightly
weathered. The extent of the conservation intervention that was required for each stone was
determined accordingly.
In order to stabilize the stone we first treated the microbiology that had developed in the damaged
places and which had accelerated the deterioration of the stone. Afterwards the stone was stabilized
in the areas that had been damaged during the hostilities and the joints were pointed up with mortar.
The conservation work on the stone included replacing missing stonework with stone and lime-based
mortar and reinforcing the stone by means of stainless steel pins.
Bearing in mind the value of the original material and its contribution to the authenticity of the
monument, only those stones that had lost their load bearing capacity due to the deterioration
processes and destruction were replaced. The replacement of stone and completion of stonework
were done utilizing stone that is indigenous to Jerusalem and its environs, of the kind that was
commonly used in the stone “mosaic’ in the wall.
The Gate Arch and Inscription. During the intervention the existing condition was cleaned and
documented; later additions were removed; the field of the arch structure was documented and
analyzed; a uniform hue was restored to each stone and a homogenous appearance was created for
the inscription; the remains of the letters in the inscription were highlighted to increase its legibility,
without obscuring the traces of damage from the gunfire and mortars on the surface of the gate.
(Figs. 7).

Fig. 6: The gate arch and dedicatory inscription in Zion Gate, prior to the commencement of work and after it.

Fig. 7: The dedicatory inscription before and after the conservation work.
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5. Conservation of Damascus Gate

Damascus Gate is the principal gate in the city’s northern wall and serves as the main entrance for
pedestrians to the Moslem and Christian Quarters.
Damascus Gate has served as the northern entrance to the city since the Roman period. At that time
the city’s longitudinal roads also began to follow the route that currently exists today. An urban square
from this period was exposed beneath the Ottoman gate and it is open to the public in the Roman
square museum. The transition from the Roman building technology that is evident at the base of the
gate to the Ottoman building technology can be seen on the gate’s façade. The central location of the
gate and its function turned it into a commercial center. Both then and now the height of the gate
towers afforded one a good view of the surroundings.
Damascus Gate is the most magnificent and monumental of all of the city’s Ottoman gates. The
structure is characterized by its symmetry and a system of ornamentation which add to its
monumental appearance and emphasizes its symmetrical design. The decorative elements in the form
of stone torches positioned above all of the gate’s crenellations distinguish Damascus Gate from the
other gates of the city.
Damascus Gate was well preserved; however, the ravages of time and previous interventions were
clearly apparent (Fig. 8, 9). The weathering and destructive processes were mainly evident in the
broken and missing crenellation decorations and in the stained stone of the gate’s facades. In
addition, there were encrustations in the gate’s interior and the plaster was crumbling as a result of
dampness.

Fig. 8: The gate’s façade prior to the conservation. 2010

Fig. 9: The gate’s façade after the conservation. 2011

5.1. The Issue of Conserving Damascus Gate
Damascus Gate is characterized by its decorative richness. In pictures, paintings and historical
drawings the gate can be seen in all its glory, whereby the dominant component in its design is the
crenellation that is topped with stone torches. Along with its splendor, the different weathering
processes were evident in the gate’s facades and interior. An extensive portion of the façade’s
surface, particularly the upper half of the gate, was covered with dark stains that have had a profound
impact on the appearance of the gate already in the mid-nineteenth century. The ravages of time have
also left their mark on the decorations, some of which have not survived or were found to have
suffered significant weathering.
The chief concern we faced when considering the conservation of the gate was whether to emphasize
the structure’s architectural value or its historical value of the structure. Completely returning the
architectural value of the gate meant totally restoring the missing decorations and cleaning the
structure’s facades. On the other hand, conserving the historical value would have meant focusing on
stabilizing the existing decorations and cleaning only some of the stains in order to preserve the
element of time and aging of the stone. An intermediate alternative – that is restoring the decorations
and cleaning only parts of the facades – would create a significant visual difference between the new
stone and the old.
5.2. Conservation Principles
Since it is the most monumental and magnificent of the gates in the city wall, it was decided in the
planning phase to emphasize its architectural value, its size and the richness of its decorations (Fig.
10). We now faced a new dilemma regarding the nature of the restoration. Although at first glance the
ornaments on the gate appeared to be more or less homogenous in shape, after a careful examination
of them we discerned considerable variation in the proportions of their components. The historical
survey revealed that during the British Mandate the gate underwent extensive rehabilitation that
included: removing all commercial activity from the gate plaza, preparing an open plaza, rehabilitating
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the gate and restoring decorations. This meant that in order to implement the restoration we needed to
relate not only to the Ottoman decorative typology but also to the characteristics of the Mandatory
restoration. A detailed examination of all of the decorative details in historical photographs from the
mid-nineteenth century until the end of the Mandatory period allowed us to formulate a plan regarding
the individual treatment of them. The center firing slit was the only detail we found that had undergone
disproportionate change in the 1967 war. The decoration at the top of it was completely destroyed and
the firing slit itself was damaged. The arrow loop was rehabilitated after the war, but the decoration
was not restored. An examination of the decorations also revealed that the symmetric axis of the gate
was emphasized in the Ottoman period. This was reflected by the height of the decorations in the
corners of the towers and the symmetrical placement of various ornaments. The torch ornaments were
completed together with the rehabilitation of the gate at the time of the Mandate; however, the
proportions of the restored components were not uniform. Furthermore, errors were discovered in the
restoration measures that were implemented. An example of this was the location of a pair of
decorations on the western tower’s crenellation which were switched. This study led us to the decision
that each decoration would be restored according to the proportions of the original Ottoman
decoration, as they appeared in historical pictures. On the crenellations where there was no
decoration or suitable documentation, the decoration was restored based on the proportions of the
decoration symmetric to it on the gate.

Fig. 10: General plan – Damascus Gate façade.

5.3. The Conservation Work
Conservation of the arrow loop and its restoration necessitated stabilizing the loop from a constructive
standpoint which was achieved by means of stainless steel pins. The decoration at the top of the loop
was restored based on historical pictures. In addition to the decoration on the arrow loop seven other
decorations were restored (Fig. 11).
In conserving this gate we tried to find the balance between the ongoing bustling commercial activity
of the environs and conserving the architectural values of the gate which were sometimes damaged
by commercial use. We held some meetings with the shop owners and the residents in order to
coordinate the work, its schedule and results. The gate was dirty and covered with old signs and old
infrastructure. Despite the difficulty of the of work schedules we all had a common goal to improve its
condition.
The microbiological stains and encrustation on the surface of the stone was steam-cleaned. A very
thorough level of cleaning made it possible to match the color of the original stone and that of the
restored stone (Fig. 12).
The gate’s interior also suffered from massive stains on the facades (Fig. 13). Prior to commencing
conservation work on the gate it was agreed upon with the owners of the shops that located inside the
gate that the work would be done without interrupting the daily commerce there; thus we sought ways
of treating the stains which could be simultaneously implemented with the commercial activity.
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Fig. 11: The arrow loop in historical pictures, planning illustrations and during its conservation and restoration.

Fig. 12: The inscription field during and after the conservation. 2010

Fig. 13: The gate’s interior before and during the conservation. 2011
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6. Conclusion

During the course of the project we realized the extremely sensitive nature of any intervention
connected with this monument. The rehabilitation policy regarding the Old City’s walls not only favored
conserving the walls as an architectural monument which history has left its mark on, but also
preserving them as a living urban element in their environment. For this reason an effort was made to
promote projects that could complement the conservation of the walls, such as developing exhibition
spaces inside the cavities of the impressive guardrooms that are scattered the length of the walls and
rehabilitating the paths along the remains of the ancient walls that are at the base of the Ottoman wall.
Signage was posted along these paths, in cooperation with the municipal department of education, in
order to enhance the residents’ connection to the monument (Fig. 14). It was our hope that the
Jerusalem City Wall Conservation Project would serve as a stimulus to rehabilitate the walls’
surroundings and to sustain a high level of maintenance of the monument in its environment, as an
open urban area that has unique historic and landscape values.

Fig. 14: The Wall Builders Garden – A Garden at the foot of the wall that was inaugurated this year.
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to compare two case of revitalization of historic districts:
Bordeaux, France and Cincinnati, United States of America. In both cases it is quite evident that both
cities were successful in their endeavors in transforming their historic cores into attraction points.
Therefore, the focus of this study is how both of these cities managed to implement their revitalization
processes.
The city of Bordeaux represents a mainly top-down approach concerning historic preservation.
The city renovated its historic district in 2000, which was closely coordinated by the local government.
This culminated into Bordeaux’s inscription in the World Heritage List of UNESCO in 2007.
On the other hand, Cincinnati represents how an American city revitalized one of its historic
districts, through mostly private actions. The city experienced an abrupt decline within its core, despite
th
having one of the largest collections of 19 Century Italianate Architecture of any American city.
The concentration of power is fundamental in both case studies, but each city carried its own
hierarchy and relationship amongst the stakeholders involved. This comparison aims to provide insight
into the best practices concerning the process of revitalizing historic districts. This should lead to a
further study on how to balance top-down and bottom-up approaches in historic districts in urban
settings.
Keywords: historic districts, urban cores, historic cities, revitalization process

1.

Revitalization of Urban Historic Districts

In most cities, urban renewal represents opportunities to change economic hierarchies and
functions within the urban region, creating new jobs, and strengthening the city’s position in the urban
division of labor. [1] According to Anthony Downs, a Senior Fellow at the Brookings Institution in
Washington, D.C., every downtown has three important functions: to provide jobs and income for local
and regional residents, to provide a net tax revenue surplus that supports local government services
received by other parts of the municipality, and to act as the focal point for the entire community.
Adding to Down’s perspective, central areas are also usually the oldest part of a city and contain many
structures of local importance, in terms of architecture and history. These are areas of substantial
capital investment (both public and private) in buildings, streets, utilities and other structures and
services. Finally, they are also the representation of a community’s pride and identity. By investing in
these areas, communities have better chances to prosper as a whole and maintain a healthy
economic and social base. However, downtown areas have reduced their ability to remain competitive.
This is due, in part, to the movement of people from the city to the suburbs, competition from chain
stores and shopping malls with local businesses, and especially, the increased use of automobiles. [2]
This paper will address the actions taken by major stakeholders in Bordeaux and Cincinnati:
InCité, and 3CDC, respectively. Even though they both represent similar tools of performing the
revitalization processes, they follow different structures and power contexts. While France relies on a
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centralized and top-down approach to preserve its urban heritage, Cincinnati utilizes its historic assets
as a way to achieve economic development.
1.1

Bordeaux

Bordeaux, France, has preserved its urban core in the new light of Alain Juppé’s renovation
plan of 2000 and the city’s inscription in the World Heritage List of UNESCO in 2007. The city’s
originality in historic preservation relies not only in buildings and their preserved façades but especially
in the preservation of the urban fabric, responsible for the city’s identity.
From 1965 to 2005, the population kept declining in the historic urban core of the city. Many of
the subsidized social housing had deteriorated, almost 12% of them were inhabitable state and almost
20% were vacant. In addition, there were not many housing options, 85% of which were rental, and
66% efficiencies which were not suitable for families. These conditions created a significant turnover of
residents and were detrimental to the neighborhood life and urban vibrancy.[3]
Since Alain Juppé’s vision in 1996, with a global approach of planning and redevelopment,
Bordeaux has managed to satisfy two urban forces: on one hand, the strict national and local historic
preservation requirements and constraints, and, on the other hand, its urgency to re-adapt itself to
contemporary needs and uses. The main actors in implementing these policies of rehabilitation were
the City of Bordeaux and the Regional Planning Commission, the CUB (Communauté Urbaine de
Bordeaux).
The city was founded during the Roman Empire, and its historic center is an outstanding
urban and architectural ensemble of the 18th Century. It retained its generally Medieval design until
the 18th Century, when, during the Enlightenment, the city’s unique identity and urban design
emerged and was consolidated. Bordeaux is the second largest urban district protected by the highest
level of historic preservation in France (Secteurs de Sauvegardés). The policies of the Secteur de
Sauvegardé are applied by the municipality in the local level and supervised by a strict commission
from the national level. Punctuated by classical monuments, the Secteur de Sauvegardé
th
th
encompasses the boundaries of the walled city of the 14 - 18 Centuries, the neighborhoods of the
Medieval Quarter, the architectural and urban ensembles of the 18th and 19th Centuries, and the
especially distinctive system of articulated places and 18th Century façades along the quays.[4]
In light of a new discourse, from 1996 to 2007, the city went through a transformation process
that incorporated new criteria of preservation. The city administration performed a top-down approach
to the revitalization of its historic district, having learned that the urban heritage is an important
economic asset, but also a human and social product that requires the land use, urban fabric, and
ways of life in the historic district to be preserved.
As many other French cities, Bordeaux relied on a new tramway system for the revitalization
of iconic public spaces, and on the encouragement of public and private partnerships to help attract
new inhabitants back into the city center. The city center prior to the renovation had a high vacancy
rate. This new development in addition to bringing new residents into the urban core it preserved the
historic city’s identity. In order to brand the city and make up for “lost time” in the competition with
other mid-tier European cities, such as Bilbao, Nantes, and Toulouse [5], Bordeaux also envisioned,
since the beginning of this process the UNESCO.
Since 1996 and the definition of the big axes of the urban project, it was clear that the
revitalization of the historic center represented one of the main elements in the new development
strategies and that a new dynamic of project was being imposed to reunite the central neighborhoods,
which could, finally, be called historic center. There were three reasons for this redevelopment:
 The reinforcement of the historic center is a strong issue for the agglomeration as a whole
due to sprawling and its effects in the public finances.
 The second reason concerns the economic role that takes place at the urban core of
Bordeaux, which is one the main centers of employment and services of the region, by strengthening
the existing economy and bringing new businesses.
 And evidently, since the façades of the quays and the historic district are of great heritage
value, that has created the city’s identity, they should be enhanced and protected in order to permit
new uses and activities not only related to visitation.
 Along with the revitalization of the center the urban operation included:
 The implementation of the tramway system that aims to reorganize the urban exchanges
and displacement in the center of the city, and provides a better sharing of free spaces in releasing the
streets of the huge automobile presence.
 The redevelopment of the quays allows Bordeaux to return to the river and reclaim little by
little the quays as a place for leisure and festivities.
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And the project of rehabilitation of the ancient neighborhoods, which has been possible
through a partnership between the State, ANAH, Fund of Deposits and Consignations and the Urban
Community (CUB).
The main questions guiding the operation were:
 How to provide these different actions that enable older neighborhoods to be reinvested by
locals and visitors and ensure that they are available to all?
 How to find the perfect balance between economic activity, tourism, habitat and the everyday
life? [6]
This global approach also required more legibility of legal and administrative constraints,
simplification of financial arrangements, both for the public and private spheres. On January 2002, the
City of Bordeaux engaged with the Communauté Urbaine de Bordeaux (Urban Community of
Bordeaux), the State, the Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations (Fund of Deposits and Consignations)
and the Agence Nationale pour l’Amélioration de l’Habitat (ANAH – National Agency for Housing
Improvement), a discussion about a vast territory between the Garonne River and its courses.[7]
The city of Bordeaux released in 2002 a plan for general actions concerning the revitalization
of the historic central district of the city, transforming it into an active and inhabited center. The
focused area consisted of 501 acres and extends from within the courses (Arnozan to the Marne) to
the Garonne River including the area between the Course de la Somme and the Rue de Bègles. The
action plan aimed to improve the quality of life and residential comfort of the local population (current
and future). The plan also sought to strengthen the social diversity (age, marital status and household
composition), to diversify the residential offer and stop the progressive decline of the center. [3]
Concerning the historic district, the urban project included the cleaning of façades, the
regeneration of the Garonne’s riverbanks, and the commissioning of the tramway system that runs on
a ground-level power supply. During this process, more than 350 buildings were listed on the inventory
of the Monuments Historiques (French National Trust), a protection structure established in the
country in the 19th Century. The UNESCO nomination process involved rigorous and exacting criteria
of integrity and authenticity, and the seal came as the final outcome. [4]
In 2002, the City of Bordeaux and other public partners (the State, the Communauté Urbaine
de Bordeaux, Agence Nationale pour l’Amérlioration de l’Habitat and others) fixed tasks and means of
InCité, which was previously called SBUC (Mixed Association of Construction and Planning of
Bordeaux), in charge of what the State had established as public interest, meaning the habitat
component, through a convention of Public Land for a period of 8 years, extended until 2014. The
company took the name of InCité to "better communicate its new missions of urban renewal" and to
promote the public good. [3]
InCité is an institution of mixed economy dedicated to the missions of construction, real estate
management, redevelopment, planning of complex transactions, land purchase, marketing, housing,
and social support. In July 1957, the municipal council of Bordeaux decided to create a mixed
economy company, the SBUC with the mission of opening the new areas of Bordeaux to the
urbanization process, when the city was going through a housing crisis. The Board of Directors was
then chaired by Jacques Chaban-Delmas, the mayor of Bordeaux of that time. It began then a period
devoted to the development of new neighborhoods and the construction and management of nearly
4,000 homes and local businesses within the districts of Grand-Parc, Bordeaux Lac, Benauge,
Chartrons, Meriadeck and others. The institution works with almost 50 other partners within the public
and private spheres and local residents, and remains a key player in the housing and urban
development in the city of Bordeaux. [3]
This institution, under the municipality’s designation, directed all the actions performed by the
private developers in order to prevent gentrification and guarantee equitable conditions. Work within
the previously neglected historic district had to be carried out under new, updated urban policies and
incentives and needed to accommodate specific guidelines, incorporating not only the protection of the
historic urban landscape, but also the social use of the buildings. By the beginning of its work, the city
presented 230,000 inhabitants and 114,000 of residential units, the historic district, 27,700 people and
only 23,5000 residential units, while the National government required 20% to be social housing, the
existing was limited to 14.7% and 70% was rented and 12% was vacant. By 1999, the urban core of
the city was mostly vacant, populated by poor and minorities groups and lacking of social diversity. [7]
Since 2002, 1,876 units have been renewed only within the historic district, 83% of which are
social housing untis. The institution acted following the premises of: favoring the quality of urban life,
reaffirming the economic and cultural role of the historic center, offering a contemporary habitat within
a renewed historic heritage and, finally, reassuring its social diversity. In order to favor the goals of
improving the quality of the urban life, the proximity services, the increasing transportation alternatives,
reordering public spaces and improving the environment were envisioned and planed. Concerning the
contemporary habitats within the renewed historic heritage, the goal is to rehabilitate 2,400 units from
which 30% should be of social housing, create 53,820 square feet of commercial use and 330 new
parking spots till 2014. [3]
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The effective actions of InCité is due to the central control performed by this mostly public
institution in directing the actions performed by the private developers, abolishing inadequate and safe
risk buildings, and increasing affordable and social housing through the revitalization of the urban
core. The scope of its work was defined by at least five different plans concerning the same area:






Plan of Development - SCOT 2000: that envisioned a population growth of 33% for the
regional conurbation;
Local Housing Program - PLT 2002-2006: that aimed to diversify the housing offer, renew the
ancient neighborhoods and offer social housing;
Urban Displacement Plan – PDU: that wanted to protect the center from the traffic and
develop an efficient public transportation mode;
Local Urbanism Plan – 2005;
Preservation and Enhancement Plan.[7]

The institution’s initiatives have become reality through tools including tax incentives,
oversight features and power to buy and sell properties, restructuring whole blocks in more healthy
and livable manners, such as:














Programmed Operation for Housing Improvement (OPAH): this tax incentive aims to assist the
rehabilitation of housing in ancient buildings and offers subsidized rental in private properties
within a specific perimeter. OPAH offers the possibility for owners to benefit from tax
incentives, free technical and administrative consulting in exchange for a cap on rent or other
income conditions. [3]
Tax incentives from the Malraux Law: intended to protect the architectural heritage of the
Secteurs de Sauvegardé. The building that will be renovated must be a rental unit (to be
rented for 6 years) in an ancient building. The incentive discounts from the owner’s income tax
the total amount invested in the construction and rehabilitation of the building.
Property Restoration Perimeter (PRI): intended to initiate the process of restoration of
buildings in bad conditions of housing, to trigger the intervention from private owners in unsafe
and unhealthy conditions, to avoid poor quality rehabilitation leading that could lead to
subdivisions and small dwellings, and to enable the complete restructuring of an established
perimeter in a certain given time.
Relocation: InCité can relocate temporarily or permanently former tenants of buildings
targeted for redevelopment. They could either be placed in a private rental unit subsidized by
OPAH, buildings or units acquired by InCité, property of social housing administrators, or a
hotel if the case is of a short-term relocation. The relocation process is also provided with
social accompaniment, considering the economic fragility of each tenor.
Declaration of Public Utility (DUP): once the PRI is defined, studies are addressed to areas of
most priority, considering the DUP. These studies focus on sanitation, security, livability and
enhancement of the heritage. Once the City Hall and Town Council define the priorities and
deadlines, InCité must notify the owners of the properties and the work required in order to get
them rehabilitated. In case of non-completion of the work, an investigation could lead to a
piecemeal expropriation procedure.
Land tenure monitoring for friendly purchase: for the purpose of demolition (ventilating the
middle of dense blocks and creating inner gardens) or sale to enhance home ownership,
social rents, restructuring by private renters (in larger units and/or with rental diversity of
units).
Right of urban preemption: from over 21,000 declarations of alienation intention, 0.6% has
been preempted, since 2003. [7]
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Fig. 1: Perimeter of InCité’s
interventions (Convention Publique
d’Aménagement)

Fig. 2: Bordeaux’s Historic District and the tramway system

1.2 Cincinnati
The city of Cincinnati represents one of the richest historic districts in the United States with
th
one of the largest collections of Italianate architecture of the 19 Century. Its historic district of Overthe-Rhine experienced an abrupt decline of its core but has managed to accommodate an urban
renovation through bottom-up actions, as not being from the governmental.
Cincinnati is located in the Midwest region of the United States, in the State of Ohio, and
borders with the states Kentucky and Indiana. Just as Bordeaux, it has also a river crossing the
regional conurbation, called the Ohio River and the Ohio-Kentucky-Indiana (OKI) region, respectively.
In Cincinnati, specifically in the neighborhood of Over-the-Rhine, as a result of social and
economic forces, for decade’s people and businesses ended up leaving downtown resulting in
continuous deterioration. Unlike Bordeaux, the revitalization of the Over-the-Rhine district was driven
mostly by the private sector and the City of Cincinnati signed up as a partner, who provides tax
incremental financing. The result of this partnership was the foundation of an institution called 3CDC
(Cincinnati Center City Development Corporation). [8]
3CDC was responsible for two neighborhoods: the downtown Central Business District (CBD)
and Over-the-Rhine. The historic district of Over-the-Rhine is located on the northern edge of
Cincinnati’s Central Business District and comprehends 100 blocks (362 acres) and is one of the
largest and most intact 19th Century urban historic districts in the United States. Throughout its dense
streetscapes full of tenements, churches, theatres, storefronts and social halls it is still possible to
sense the almost unchanged landscaped molded by the first immigrants, mostly German, in the
1800s. Unlike other American historic districts, the originality of the neighborhood relies not on an
impressive collection of mansions or unique architecture but on the fact that most of its architecture
and landscape represents a diversity socio-economic classes mixed uses of its history. [9]
Over-the-Rhine was once one of the most densely occupied neighborhoods in America.
Although the neighborhood was extremely diverse, there were an outstanding number of Germanic
immigrants. Its magnificent public tenement stock, its rich brewing heritage and its important role in
German-American history and nineteenth century immigration all make the neighborhood of national
th
significance. [9] However, various factors at the beginning of the 20 Century contributed to the
neighborhood’s decline, and by the 1960’s, it had become a poor, predominantly black and vacant
area. From a population of 44,475 in the 1900 fell gradually to about 30,000 by the 1960s and a
decade later it even shrank to half of it, composed by 5,380 African Americans, a newly significant
minority in the neighborhood. [12] By 1990, the demographics had switched to a majority of 71% of
9,752 people being African Americans and more than a quarter of the area’s apartments had become
vacant and the rest was mostly occupied by low-income tenants, way below the city’s economic figure.
Crimes, street fights and prostitution were proliferated in this neglected area. [11]
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One other feature of originality of this historic district is the evolving process of demolition of
th
neglected buildings throughout the 20 century, as a standardized and reactionary approach. Unlike
many other historic cities, Cincinnati has not capitalized on its historic assets. Since 1930,
approximately half of the building stock has been removed, most of it by city-sponsored demolition.
Between 2001 and 2006, over 50 historic buildings were demolished for being considered public
threats. Today, many building stay vacant and in great need of repair, yet some building owners
remain unwilling to bring their properties up to code. Once buildings reach a critical stage of
dilapidation, they are deemed a danger to the public and are slated for “emergency demolition” by the
city. [9]
The neighborhood was added to the National Register of Historic Places in 1983, with 943
contributing buildings. [10] In 2006, due to the national significance of the architecture and its threat of
destruction, the neighborhood was placed on the National Trust of Historic Preservation’s list of the
“Eleven Most Endangered Historic Places in America”. [9]

Fig. 3: Urban fabric of the Cincinnati’s Historic District
of Over-the-Rhine in 1930

Fig. 4: Demolished building of the Cincinnati’s Historic
District of Over-the-Rhine since 1930

The central and historic neighborhood of Over-the-Rhine experienced years of inner city
decay, poverty, white flight, increased crime, population decline, lack of traditional employment
opportunities and a shrinking tax base, since the 1960’s, after much of the older urban housing stock
downtown was replaced by subsidized housing projects as well as by the construction of a interstate.
The central and historic neighborhood was neglected over the decades till the 1990’s, when it started
to show signs of life as many artists and entrepreneurs embraced the bohemian lifestyle emerging.
However, in 2001 the killing of an unarmed black teenager by a white police officer and ensuing race
riots abruptly interrupted the renovation that was on transit, which represented more than 600 people
being arrested in less than a week, a total cost estimated at $13.7 million and a number of business
were unable to reopen for weeks and months afterwards. [11]
In 2000, the city began a comprehensive master neighborhood plan for Over-the-Rhine that
advocated mixed-income housing, entrepreneurship, and preservation/rehabilitation of prominent civic
institutions to return the area to productive use. Two thousand housing units were proposed, including
a combination of rehab projects and new construction on 300 vacant lots. All stakeholders – residents,
business owners, CDCs (Community Development Corporation), and faith based and social service
organization – in the neighborhood have been invited to participate in this planning process. Most
recently, the Urban Living Loan Fund was established for new housing in Over-the-Rhine and
downtown Cincinnati. Seven area banks, the city of Cincinnati, and local foundations have contributed
to the fund, which provides loans for rental projects, condominiums, and new home construction. [13]
In 2002, the Center City Plan conceived by consultants as a report to the city’s Economic
Development Task Force, laying out a vision and a way forward for the city to begin restoring the
vitality of its largest economic center. The task force made 23 recommendations, including the creation
of a one-stop permit shop, establishment of the Port Authority as an economic development agency,
and the formation of the Cincinnati Center City development Corporation (3CDC). [13]
The catalyst for change came in 2003 when 3CDC - a private, nonprofit development group –
was formed. Funded mostly by corporate contributions, it has the exclusive reigns to spearhead the
development of both areas. 3CDC was formed by a former mayor of Cincinnati and other corporate
community members as a result of a recommendation by the City of Cincinnati Economic
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Development Task Force. Since its implementation, there has been an expansion of development and
the crime rates have significantly decreased.
In 2004, 3CDC accepted responsibility for overseeing Cincinnati New Markets Fund and
Cincinnati Equity Fund. Working together with the City of Cincinnati, the State of Ohio and members of
Cincinnati's corporate community, 3CDC is committed to redeveloping and investing in Cincinnati's
urban core. Amongst their main goals are: to create great civic spaces, high density/mixed-use
development, diverse, mixed-income neighborhoods supported by local businesses and to preserve
historic structures and improve streetscapes. [8]
The institution comprehends the functions of a master developer in targeted redevelopments,
providing strategic and long-range planning, and of a lender/fund manager, acting like a bank and
managing private funds to developers. 3CDC has undertaken the construction of 200 condominiums,
70 rental units and 100,000 square feet of commercial space as part of a public-private effort to
revitalize the oldest neighborhood of the city. According to its Chief Executive Officer Stephen G.
Leeper, the entrepreneur is viable through substantial corporate support, not limited to operating funds
but also for capital funding. [13]

Fig. 5: 3CDC’s boundary of action in
the Historic District of Over-the-Rhine

Fig. 6: Cincinnati’s Historic District of Over-the-Rhine

City officials and 3CDC were tasked with making the goals laid out in the Center City Plan a
reality. The plan detailed four initiatives aimed at restoring vitality in particular: [13]
-

Redevelopment of Fountain Square: The plan recommended that the city, “transform Fountain
Square into the city’s retail, cultural and civic heart”.

-

Revitalization of Over-the-Rhine: With regards to Over-the-Rhine the plan said, “Without
intensive focus on Over-the-Rhine, efforts in the center city will be wasted.” Starting with
a focus on the Vine Street corridor as the primary retail corridor, the plan envisioned a
catalytic development agency spurring redevelopment along Vine Street in the historic
neighborhood. The plan was to start at Central Parkway and work north towards Liberty
Street.

-

Restoration of Washington Park in Over-the-Rhine: It is the main focal point of the
neighborhood. It was recommended that the city, “Implement a comprehensive development
strategy to make Washington Park a civic treasurer.” The park is now retorared and 3CDC still
manages this park and the Fountain Square, promoting events and regular activities to attract
people and keep the money rotating in the area. [13]

In general terms, the main actors involved in the revitalization of historic district areas can be
classified as: downtown property owners and merchants, local government leaders, lenders,
professionals, community groups, residents and the media. [2] In the case of Cincinnati, the first and
the ongoing impulse came from private sector, reuniting corporation that have great interest in the
area, such as the headquarters of P&G, Macy’s and Kroeger, but it also find strength in less financial
powerful institutions and grassroots movements. The big range of existing nonprofit organizations in
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the neighborhood also contributes to the revitalization of Over-the-Rhine. It seems that after so many
past mistakes and attempts to promote equality and preserve the built environment of Over-the-Rhine,
Cincinnati’s residents and advocates decided to take it by their own hands. Even though the
resurgence of the neighborhood’s vitality is not as bottom-up as during the 1990s grassroots
movements (just before the riots of 2001), some nonprofits are following the premise that if you want
to be done you need to “do it yourself”.
Following is listed some of the main nonprofits and organizations acting in the redevelopment
of Over-the-Rhine:
 Over-the-Rhine Foundation: works with the public awareness and education of the importance
of historic preservation and why to preserve the neighborhood, actual preservation and
redevelopment strategies along with the public realm and community’s partners, protective
actions through oversight of properties, and promotion of events and attractiveness to the
area. [9]
 Over-the-Rhine Chamber of Commerce: representing the main businesses of the
neighborhood.
 Over-the-Rhine Community Housing: formed in 2006 by the merger of two organizations
supporting affordable housing.
 Drop Inn Center and Mercy Health Saint John: a homeless shelter which offers chemical
dependency treatment and an agency that offers comprehensive social service, respectively.
 Brewery District Community Urban Redevelopment Corporation: works to develop the
northern half of the neighborhood, emphasizing on Over-the-Rhine’s brewing heritage and the
mixed-use neighborhood created by use of the nineteenth-century brewery building stock.
 Over-the-Rhine Community Council: since 1970, it has represented the interests of residents
and partnered with other organizations in service to the neighborhood. [13]

Fig. 7: Washington Park in the Cincinnati’s Historic
District of Over-the-Rhine

Fig. 8: Fountain Square in Cincinnati, first
redevelopment project of 3CDC

1.3 Conclusions
In both cases is quite evident the success of each of the endeavors so the focus is in how
each one of these two cities has managed to accommodate the revitalization and modernization
processes. Even though they differ in their priorities, both of the cases prove the point that highly
focused leaderships and capital can solve most of the problems.
Tracing the paths of both institutions, in practical terms, InCité and 3CDC have many
similarities in how they have accomplished the successful initiatives of implementing change and
revitalization of the focused historic districts. The two cities also share similarities in their past of
deterioration of the historic urban cores and in the time frame that the redevelopment processes were
placed. However, the contexts these two institutions are embedded in, such as the structures of
government and power, the demographic dynamics and the priority of the different goals are so
different that is even hard to define a comparable matrix in order to provide precise conclusions.
Both institutions and approaches share similar goals for the improvement of the conditions of
these two historic districts, especially in providing vibrancy and vitality in their domains. Nevertheless,
the priority of each one these goals and the nature of the funding to implement these goals seem to be
determining in defining what it is of the most public interest. Both entities have been victims of great
local criticism due to the new social dynamics that have taken place in the historic districts. Due to
market forces, the institutions have been accused of being responsible for the gentrification of the two
areas (concept used here as the displacement of original low-income residents due to market value
aggregation).
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By history, the concept of public interest in France is very strong, and the State provides
plenty of tools in order to apply what they define as common good and of the most priority in longterms. For this reason, private properties are subjected to public interventions, especially if they do not
achieve their social purpose. This is also true concerning the historic preservation in France. There is
already a consolidated culture and conscious of the importance of a city’s heritage that comes with
plenty of tools and urban policies concerning the issue. At the same time, there seems to be a lack of
community input and participation or even spontaneity, due to the residents reliance on the
consolidated and strong central power. Even though public audiences and the community participation
are under InCité’s scope of action, comparing to Cincinnati, advocacy manifestations are less notable.
On the other hand, Cincinnati still struggles in finding its path to an effective historic
preservation policy and way of action in the consolidated culture of the private property. Some of the
non-profits institutions acting in Over-the-Rhine invest most of their initiatives in education and public
awareness (of the population and even of the local power) concerning the neighborhood’s built
environment relevance in the city’s history and identity and why it should be preserved. However, the
local power’s weakness in efficiently implementing itself the preservation and modernization of its built
heritage gives great opportunities to grassroots movements and greater mediation from the market
and real estate dynamics. In addition, the lack of a central guidance with a long-term visions allows
that parking garage buildings, for example, to be still possible in historic districts like Over-the-Rhine.
Bordeaux dealt with more defined issue: vacancy, insalubrious housing conditions,
deterioration of historic buildings, unattractiveness of its core and low-income housing in unlivable
conditions. The social dynamics behind the issues within its historic district were primordially related to
the population’s income. On the other hand, in Cincinnati, the scenario includes the income inequality
of the space distribution and conditions, but also racial segregation. The past decisions of allocation of
resources and people, and the difficulty in matching the criteria of public grants concerning social and
public housing, seem to be still on the way of Cincinnati’s path to equitable urban spaces.
Taking in consideration the best-practices of both cases, it is evident that, instead of choosing
one approach over the other, a balanced model of governance should be envisioned. On the one
hand, top-down approaches provide the long-term vision and tools to make sure the collective good is
being considered in each endeavor. On the other hand, private sector initiatives, grassroots
movements and community’s inputs are sometimes more efficient and everlasting than imposed
initiatives. However, without the balanced combination of the elements of the community’s input and a
global approach, also controlling the market place to ensure that all residents and actors co-inhabit
historic districts in equitable terms, individual efforts can pass by without being noticed.
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Abstract

The apartment block of Martian’ s family that is dated 1961, construction work began on the principles, that
in 1838 it will give to Mr. Natale Jannelli, since the building had a succession of owners, who neglected, and
after the earthquake of 1978 left it completely. The palace is a longitudinal plan with the main entrance in the
north side and the secondary at south: it consists in a double building, which extends for 42 meters on the
way of the offices and for 14 mt on the present Piazza Garibaldi. The building has three levels, the
underground floor used like store house, and covered with vaults of stone and earthenware, the others two
floors with wooden roof vaulted made by “cannuciati”, all the wall is in brick and stone with a size of 12- 50
cm. The three floors are connected by a system of stone steps covered with barrel vaults made of thin bricks
of 25 cm long at Roman style, arranged in longitudinal rows and with cross vaults made by the same bricks
The pitched roof is composed of trusses with Monaco, with warping related at the Lombard period. In the
three prospects of our building there is no sign of any symmetry: the main facade is subdivided vertically into
two parts which demonstrate the begin of a renovation work, that is never completed, confirmed by the
different types of eaves and balconies. The frames are carved in stone of Syracuse (MELILLI) and were
transported by a ship landed on the beach of Tonnarella, while the main portal is made by tuff. The
secondary facade, is finished with frame of brick, being at a higher level than the main facade, it has only
two floors. The project of restoration and reuse concern in the construction of a shelter for battered women.
The objective of the halfway house is to overcome the trauma and the construction of new possibilities of life,
the rediscovery of its resources and capabilities. In the houses are greeted with the mother even minor
children, of the women that had suffered the violence, both the children having witnessed the violence both
who had suffered it directly.

Furnari

The origin of the name, derives from the Latin Furnaris arx or rather Fortitude of Furnari (last name of Sicilian
origin). The name of the family Furnari derives in turn from the Greek Phournares baker. The Commune of
Furnari extends him on a surface of 1.300 hectares, with a density of 269 inhabitants for square kilometer.
It rises on a hilly zone from the "Mountain the Crosses" (247 ms s.l.m.), doing part of the mountainous chain
of the Peloritanis, reaching the Tyrrhenian Sea. It confines to east with Mazzarrà Sant'Andrea, to west with
Falcon, southeast with Tripi, and southwest with Thermal baths Vigliatore.The town territory is suddivisibile in
Furnari "hill" or "center" and Furnari "harbor." Furnari "harbor", ago head to the bathing fraction of
Tonnarella, to Portorosa and the Region of Bazia, of Saiatine and of Strong Tower.
On the origins of Furnari the news is uncertain and controversial. The most shared version from historians
and reporters is that of a Genoese merchant, some Phillip Furnari, that, come to the succession of Fred II°
(directed to pick up the inheritance of the kingdom of Sicily), you/he/she had had, in reward of the lent
services, the title of Baron and the possession of a quadrilateral of ground of 1279 hectares, today bordering
with the communes of Thermal baths Vigliatore, Mazzarrà S. To. , Tripi, Falcon and the sea. Phillip Furnari
was built the castle on a rock to the limit of a precipice; nearby to it, and then downward, poor houses of
farmers rose: a suburb that taken the name de feudatario: Furnari.
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Fig.1: Sees panning of Furnari (Me)

In the castle (on whose ruins you/he/she was built in the sec. XVI L' actual Church Matrix) King Pietro I° of
Aragon sojourned you: Furnari in fact it was from the part of the Aragonese ones after having lifted against
the Angiolinis in the war of the Evening. For such motive, after the victory on French, King Pietro Di Aragon
recognized the barony to the family Furnari and reinstated her the whole possession of the territory, that was
kept for over four centuries. In such weary of time the reported news to the country is thin if those are
accented of general character concerning the whole zone in Messina: certainly it is that the barons Furnaris
knew how to manage with the politics if, in the billows of the epoch, you/they could preserve their feud.
In 1538 the country as others of the province in Messina, were destroyed at the Spanish mercenaries of
Charles V°, which, being himself/herself/itself mutineers for no to have received the pay, threw him to the
conquest of the countries of the band tirrenica putting them to iron and fire. the inhabited area of Furnari that
then it counted 138 families and 691 inhabitants, it was in a lot of part destroyed, ransacking and depriving of
well 400 corpses of wheat guarded in the houses. It owed tarscorrere one century because the inhabited
center could restore to health the wounds and in 1600 it already counted 229 houses and 845 inhabitants
and, at the same time, the barony of the family Furnari turned him into dukedom. In 1691 the Furnari sold the
earth to Joseph Marziani whose brother Anthony, succeeded later him the year, you/he/she had from king
Carlo II° the title of Prince and the recognition of the possession that the family preserved up to 1813 when
the Sicilian parliament abolished the feudal rights and Furnari it began its life of commune.

Fig.2: Stemma Principi Marziani

Building Martian to Furnari (Me)
The Building of residence of the Principles Martian it constituted the terminal part of a compartment built in
1961 by the principles.
This was formed from the convent of the Carmelitani, the church of S. Antonio di Padova, from the theater
and from the residence of the Principles themselves. The zone destined to the Convent by what remains
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from the few preserved documents he/she introduced a separated prospectus on two levels abandoned on a
plinth in stone. To plain earth there was a portico with arcs to everything sixth that sustained a gallery on
which you/they opened windows corresponding to the center of every arc. The church that was magnified in
1817, the saint in Padua is devoted to for the devotion of the family Martian and introduces a' only aisle with
trusses coverage and in prospectus a graven portal in stone Melilli. Proceeding toward south we find the
theater, that was boast of the whole country the construction it goes up again as that some whole
compartment at the end of the 1700. From the tradition it is learned that the principles turned one store of
theirs into the theater, equipping him/it with 600 places around.

Fig.3:Planimentria of Furnari (Me)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Palazzo Marziani
Chiesa della Madonna del Carmine
Teatro Comunale
Chiesa di Sant’Antonio
Chiesa Madre
Chiesa Gesù e Maria

1)Building Marziani
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2) Chiesa della Madonna del Carmine

The Carmelitani for ancient tradition built his/her own convents in of the high ground to recall the Carmelo
Mountain and in the tall hilly zone of Furnari, for the interest of the Family Furnari, they built the Convent, in a
zone, already consecrate to the Mystery of the incarnation; in fact since the year 1000-1100 there were a
chapel in Arabic style with real time, where a representing table was revered the Virgo Annunziata and
seems, has been to Furnari the first place of cult devoted to the Madonna, that watched over on the small
inhabited center from the hill. This chapel, still existing, it is found among the church and the bell tower. The
actual church and the convent (today Town Building) were built to depart of the 1547. The monks brought
the devotion to Furnari to the Madonna of the Carmelo. In 1930 the Genoese pastor got from the Italian
State the trust of the church to the Arcipretura and some attached rooms to the church and the Madonna of
the Carmelo, you/he/she returned to in procession to be brought for the streets of the country. The inside
preserve works of art of great interest as: a cloth on the greatest altar devoted to the Madonna and the
devotion of the Carmelo, to form of trittico, of the school of Thomas De Eve, of the second halves 1500.

3)Teatro comunal e

4) Chiesa di Sant’Antonio

You was built in the XVII century from the Principles Mariziani, that turned into the theater a spacious
adjoining store to their building. Widened and embellished in the XVIII century, the theater has a capacity of
500 places, with two files of stages in wood, gallery, stage and ample stage.
In the place where the church currently rises, around 1400 a small chapel was built then turned into the
church at the end of the 1500. In the chapel a representing shovel the Saint preserved him, replaced in 1500
with a statue in wood of ulivo, what time it preserves him in the Mother Church. The church is to an only
aisle; on the greatest altar a wooden statue of the Saint of good invoice towers, with conventual Franciscan
suit, elegant in the features and in the gait. The work is attributed to a certain "De Matteo from Well of Mug"
of the 1836. It is also his/her work the statue of the Madonna of the Carmelo.
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5) Chiesa Madre

6)Chiesa Gesù e Maria

In 1375 the castle was built under the barony of Biagio Furnari. Inside the castle (where subsequently the
actual bell tower was built), there was a small chapel in Arabic style devoted Caterina in Alexandria to Saint.
Toward the end of 1500 in the part of the castle destroyed by the Saracens a greater church you/he/she was
built. Among the present works of art in the church they are to remember: a statue of the Ecce Homo, work
of "Frà Innocenzo from Pietralia"; a cloth of St. Francis of very alike Paola to the portrait of the preserved
Saint to Paola; a representing cloth "You Pity" with the Souls of the Purgatory, positioned on an altar; a cloth
of the Madonna of the Rosary, work of Rosalia Novelli, in which the Virgo softly sits on a roseto holding in
arm Jesus Bambino and the Crown of the rosary that it gives to St. Domenico surrounded by St. Thomas of
Aquino, Saint Rosalia from Palermo and Sant'Antonio from Padova; a wooden statue of Sant'Antonio from
Padua, going up again to the beginnings of the '400, that it is the first statue of Sant'Antonio revered to
Furnari, and later replaced with the actual one in 1836; a reeds organ, going up again to the 1637 of good
invoice; and finally a shovel of the Madonna of the Help.
The apartment block of Martian’ s family that is dated 1961, construction work began on the principles, that
in 1838 it will give to Mr. Natale Jannelli, since the building had a succession of owners, who neglected, and
after the earthquake of 1978 left it completely. The palace is a longitudinal plan with the main entrance in the
north side and the secondary at south: it consists in a double building, which extends for 42 meters on the
way of the offices and for 14 mt on the present Piazza Garibaldi. The building has three levels, the
underground floor used like store house, and covered with vaults of stone and earthenware, the others two
floors with wooden roof vaulted made by “cannuciati”, all the wall is in brick and stone with a size of 12- 50
cm. The three floors are connected by a system of stone steps covered with barrel vaults made of thin bricks
of 25 cm long at Roman style, arranged in longitudinal rows and with cross vaults made by the same bricks

Fig.4: Piano seminterrato
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Fig.5: Piano terra

Fig.6: Primo Piano

The pitched roof is composed of trusses with Monaco, with warping related at the Lombard period. In the
three prospects of our building there is no sign of any symmetry: the main facade is subdivided vertically into
two parts which demonstrate the begin of a renovation work, that is never completed, confirmed by the
different tipes of eaves and balconies. The frames are carved in stone of Syracuse (MELILLI) and were
transported by a ship landed on the beach of Tonnarella, while the main portal is made by tuff. The
secondary facade, is finished with frame of brick, being at a higher level than the main facade, it has only
two floors.

Fig.7: Prospetto Principale

The objective of the house of reception immediately is the overcoming of the trauma and the construction of
new possibilities of life, the rediscovery of his/her own resources and ability.In the houses you/they are also
welcomed with their mother the smaller children, the kind involved to them it turns in the situation of
maltrattatamento, both to have assisted to the assisted violence both to directly have suffered her.
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The offered services are:
• houses of temporary hospitality to secret address for the women in emergency and their smaller children
• legal consultation
• I compare with the resources of the territory, social services and courts
• psychological support for the women entertains
• educational support for the / his/her children / and guests
• orientation and support for the search of the job and the house
• editing of a newspaper on the problem list of the violence of the women

Fig.8: Piano seminterrato

Fig.9: Piano terra

Fig.10: Primo Piano
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Abstract
This paper reviews the development of Greater Amman, Jordan noting that the vast urban expansion
that has occurred over the last fifty years has led to the desertification of rare fertile lands, following
the fragmented and scattered territorial expansion of the city. The future scenario for planning in
Greater Amman is analyzed in respect of proposals outlined in the Metropolitan Growth Plan of 2008,
which assumes a rapid population growth from 2,200,000 persons in 2006, to approximately
6,500,000 by 2025. The concentration of more than 39 per cent of the national population of Jordan in
Greater Amman threatens the transformation of former distinct settlement pattern into a distinctive
continuous urban zone, aggravating problems of infrastructural provision, water needs, agricultural
lands, and leaving unresolved problems of land inflation, poor urban standards and housing
shortages. In conclusion, the environmental implications of the Amman Metropolitan Growth Plan are
analysed, and it is suggested that an alternative approach is needed, based on clear principles of
sustainable urban development.
Keywords: Amman, Urban Growth, Agricultural Lands, Potable Water, Public Standards, Site and
Services
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Introduction
No one can deny that architecture is generally influenced by the environmental context from which it is
derived, including climatic, social, cultural and economic factors. In Arab history, the urban and
architectural output was often a mirror of environmental exigencies. Nevertheless, it has given rise to
both modest and complicated structures. The introduction of innovative urban and building systems
th
followed by industrial development was essential for the birth of the Functional Schools in the 19
century, followed by the Modern Architectural movement. It also spread in Arab cities such as Amman,
Jordan, where the conceptual focus was more on functional and economic issues rather than
environmental and traditional ones.
This paper focuses on the phenomenal urban expansion of Amman over the last century, covering the
various waves of urban development in relation to international political events. In fact, in its short
modern history, Jordan has played an important role in the Middle East region, accommodating
millions of Arab refugees, mainly Palestinians in the last century and Iraqis since 2003. Important
‘modern’ cities such as Amman and Zarka were settled in less than 70 years in the north of the
country, and now these cities account for more than 50 per cent of the total Jordanian population, with
fast approaching 3,000,000 residents (Statistical Department of Jordan, 2009). The shortage of natural
resources in Jordan, compared to some other oil regions, encourages the central government to
implement macro-economic programs, inviting private and international investors to contribute to the
development of the local economy. The political stability of Jordan has been a fundamental factor of
Arab investment attractions, especially in the industrial and tourism sectors. Tourism contributes US$
14,190 million to Jordan's economy and accounted for 14.7 per cent (compared with only 10 per cent
in 2004) of the country's gross domestic product (GDP) in 2008 (Statistical Department of Jordan,
2009). The capital of Jordan’s infrastructure is gradually developing to be competitive with the regional
countries, with the expansion of Queen Alia International Airport and improving the transit links,
network connections and main services for trade and tourism purposes.
Until 2005, urban planning in Amman adopted a pattern of urban expansion based on low-density
urban sprawl, permitting a maximum height of four residential floors, with site coverage less than 50
per cent (GIS, 2010). The presence of refugee camps, high-density residential zones and some slum
quarters located mainly in the southern and eastern parts of the city has contributed to the division the
city into two vast zones as previously mentioned: western Amman and Eastern Amman. The process
of rapid horizontal expansion of the city has increased the surfaces of the prime infrastructural
intervention amplifying land costs, and causing environmental impacts at the biophysical scale.
Therefore, there is a danger that losses to biodiversity resulting from these activities could reduce the
resilience of ecosystems to withstand climatic variations and their pollution damage (United Nations,
1992). In fact, the diminution of precipitation in Amman in the last 25 years has been recorded at more
than 10 per cent (Salameh, 2008).
On the other hand, Amman has experienced a regime of water rationing since 1987, with households
receiving water once or twice a week for various durations: “this reflects the fact that Jordan is one of
the ten most water-scarce on earth and has long suffered from a structural crisis in the water sector”
(Potter and Darmame, 2010: 116). The water supply depends on availability within an area of
hundreds of kilometers around Amman, causing an impact at the biophysical scale. In fact: “Amman’s
use of the Azraq wetland as a ready resource of potable water has destroyed over 90 percent of the
nation’s most biologically diverse wetland ecosystem” (Greater Amman Municipality, 2008: 53).
Therefore, the vast spatial extension of Greater Amman has led to many problems, mainly at the
infrastructural and environmental levels.

Approach
Unfortunately, to date there has been a shortage of relevant research on issues relating to principles
of sustainable development in respect of Greater Amman. Critical aspects such as the basic
infrastructure of the city, public transportation, local resources, urban densities and housing
requirements need to be carefully examined and evaluated. The present paper investigates the impact
of urban expansion on the environment, employing available data supplied by a number of Jordanian
Public Departments, plus data collected personally with the collaboration of some technical staff
working in the Greater Amman Municipality. Most of the updated urban analyses were available in the
Greater Amman Municipality, as elaborated in the Metropolitan Growth Plan of 2008. Therefore, the
authors faced problems of data availability regarding particularly traffic analyses between the various
zones (origin – destination traffic, for example), the ownership of lands, the surface of lands organized
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(built up and new areas) according to the various residential classification in order to evaluate the
existing building capacity.
The first section of the paper examines the urban development process over the last 50 years,
highlighting particularly the urban expansion adopted by the recent Metropolitan Growth Plan of
Amman, which involves an unconventional approach to planning; it elaborates simultaneously a
framework of three hierarchal scales: Metropolitan, Planning area and Community-neighborhood. The
first section also analyses the process of urban expansion, which has occurred mainly in the northern
and southern parts of the city, highlighting the housing needs, building capacity, natural heritage and
water needs.
In the second section, reviewing the integrative approach of the Metropolitan Growth Plan of Amman,
which is in continuous development until 2025, this research evaluates the possible consequences of
the planning process, concerning some economic and political obstacles. Therefore, the purpose of
this study is to suggest an alternative approach to planning in controlling the infrastructural costs,
housing needs, agricultural land conservation and water management, taking into consideration
community exigencies and public services. In the words of Moughtin (2005:1): “Any discussion of city
planning and urban design, which does not address environmental issues, has little meaning at a time
of increasing population pressures on a declining natural resources base, widespread ecological
destruction, increasing pollution, ozone layer depletion and climate change…. The long-term survival
of the planet as a vehicle for sustained human occupation in anything other than a degraded lifestyle
is in some doubt: in these circumstances any discussion of the aesthetic of the city planning in a pure
or abstract form unrelated to the environmental concerns could be described as superficial”

The Historical Development of Amman
th

The recent modern history of Amman started at the end of the 19 century by the settlement of around
2,000 Circassian people (Ziadeen, 2004) escaping from Russia due to socio-political problems. This
agricultural community established the historic core, benefiting from the rich soil and water, at the
confluence of valleys around the Roman Archeological site in the valley of Ras El Ein (about 600
meters in altitude). Neighborhoods were established on separate hills where new arterial roads
connect the urban fabric, following its natural topography (valleys toward hilltops). These
neighborhoods have expanded occupying seven hills around Ras el Ein (between 600 and 1,100 in
altitude).
The population began to increase gradually after the completion of the Ottoman Hijaz Railway in 1902
(which passes close to Amman’s old center and connects Damascus and Medina in Saudi Arabia) and
after the foundation of the Municipality of Amman in 1921. In 1946 Amman occupied an area of 31
square kilometers and had a population of 60,000 persons. Several waves of refugees, mostly
Palestinians, settled in Amman in the years 1948 and 1967. By 1959, the boundary of the Municipality
had expanded to include 50 square kilometers and the population had increased to 246,475 persons
(Greater Amman Municipality, 1986). Since that time, several boundary expansions have continued
following waves of refugees, as well as asylum-seekers from the wars in Lebanon and Iraq, reflecting
the fact that Jordan plays a moderating role in Middle Eastern affairs.
A policy of centralization has been accentuated since 1987 within the creation of the Greater Amman
Municipality (GAM), governed by a Mayor nominated directly by the King of Jordan. The new
Metropolitan area encompasses 532 square kilometers. Subsequent boundary expansions in 2000,
2001, and 2005 increased the total GAM land area to approximately 680 square kilometers, and the
population of Greater Amman had grown to approximately 2,200,000 persons by 2004. In 2006
GAM’s geographic boundary increased from 680 to 1,662 square kilometers, thereby annexing the
former municipalities of Sahab, Al Mouwaqer, Al Jeeza, Marj Al Hamam and Na’our. In this way, an
additional 190,000 residents were absorbed into the city (Greater Amman Municipality, 2008: 47).

Legislation and Urban Planning for Greater Amman
The most important Master Plan of Amman was funded by USAID (the United States Agency for
International Development) and was largely produced with the involvement of English Planning
Consultants. A Greater Amman Comprehensive Development Plan (GACDP) 1988-2005 enlarged the
border of the municipality to include small agglomerations around Amman with a total surface of
532km². The main objective of this plan was essentially to control urban growth in terms of land
speculation managed by land owners and the local councils which increased the urbanized areas in
agricultural lands, in order to increase profits derived from the cost of lands and urbanization. The
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Plan established the norm of a maximum of four stories in residential areas, which is a reasonable
maximum building height because on this basis most activities can be accommodated without the
need to provide a lift.
The Plan suggested that urban expansion,
especially of residential areas, should occur toward
the desert east, where the population density is at
its highest, as this zone includes slum areas to a
greater degree than any other place in the city.
Several residential areas in the eastern zone suffer
also a shortage of open spaces except within
some scattered vacant private lots. But in practice,
development followed the opposite directions
towards the agricultural lands (see figure 1) (Abu
Al Haija, 1995). In fact, a report on the Growth
Plan (Greater Amman Municipality, 2008: 144)
states: “The plan of 1988 included several green
areas such as parks, forests, recreation areas and
agricultural land within an overall system,
unfortunately, the Plan was not implemented and
the creation and protection of such a system did
not occur”.

Figure 1. Ring Roads Plan of 1988

Thus, the Plan failed to limit sprawl and to preserve prime agricultural lands: instead, the urbanized
areas increased to meet housing needs, permitting expansion in almost all the agricultural lands
located to the west and south of Amman. The contradiction of this plan, was that while proposing
residential land use in the east, it designated and implemented new primary and ring roads in the
north and south-west of the city, encouraging residential expansion in these directions, where the
areas were mostly used as agricultural lands. The main report of the Amman Growth Plan evaluates
the 1988 plan, stating that the Plan was indeed comprehensive, being based on over four years of
detailed research and analyses. Therefore, it remains a significant resource for the ongoing planning
of the city and its surroundings: “However, little attention was paid to either the political acceptance of
its enactment and, as a result, it was never formally adopted. Consequently, planning in Amman has
continued to be governed by the city’s outdated zoning bylaws, overlaid on its emerging ring and radial
road network” (Greater Amman Municipality, 2008: 46)
From 2006 a largely neo-liberal approach to planning in Amman was increasingly adopted. This has
been based on intensifying the building density in some old built-up zones, and attracting international
funds, partly by taking advantage of Jordan’s reputation for safety within the region. The Al Abdali
Urban Regeneration Project in Amman is an example of the outcome of the new approach to planning,
as the central government gave the private real estate developers the right to be in charge of
implementing macro-scale projects within the city. This project will provide a new center for finance
and commerce within the city, consisting of hotels, markets, offices, entertainment services and
residences. The total area is 350,000 m², which will contain a built-up zone of approximately
1,000,000 m² in a site previously used as the General Quarter of the Armed Forces, about 1,500m
away from the old center. The policy of privatizing public areas inside Amman is similar to the
experience of Solider private society in the reconstruction of the old center of Beirut, from an
organizational point of view. Solider was established after the destruction of the historic center of
Beirut in 1982. The Lebanese Government decided to transform the properties into shares, where the
private sector control the process of reconstruction and management according to a neo-liberal
agenda of privatization (Daher, 2007: 49)
But several important reflections exist concerning high-rise buildings in view of the existing capacity of
infrastructure, and the adaptability of these buildings to local climatic conditions. Issues also exist
regarding the local culture of the people with particular attention to matters of privacy, and how these
buildings respond to the principles of energy saving and water needs, and how they can be made
consistent with the environment assessment law Number 37 of 2005, which in theory forces architects
and engineers to develop environmental studies and analysis for the evaluation of the impacts of
projects.
As part of the International Conference organized by the Engineering Association of Jordan in 2008,
under the title the High-Rise Building in Amman, a planner in charge at the office of Planning of the
Amman Municipality recognized during the concluding debate that the Al Abdali Plan was oriented
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mainly by political and economic choices, and that several problems are difficult to resolve by adopting
technical solutions, such as the realization of towers in already high-trafficked areas. The high-rise
building policy assumes importance, especially in the built-up zones. Therefore, since 2000 structures
of more than 90 meters in height began to appear in Amman. In 2005 the Twin Towers project began
in a high-density urban zone, each building reaching about 150 meters in height, covered completely
by glass cladding systems, and occupying some 28,500m² of land.
The recent propensity to place high-rise buildings in chaotic and highly dense zones provokes other
infrastructural and environmental problems, which evidences a serious crisis among decision-makers,
in adopting a clear future vision of urban development and planning. Problems of traffic and
congestion are becoming serious in all parts of Amman, particularly the shortage of pedestrian areas,
with the motor car playing a dominant role in the context of the lack of overall an effective public
transportation system.
The Environmental Law Number 52 of 2006, and the norms of environmental assessment have
together established general indications in the conservation of natural resources and in respect of the
environmental context in project elaboration and implementation. According to these criteria, mainly
concerning the traffic implications, high-rise buildings like those in the Al Abdali zone and other similar
mixed areas, would find difficulties in being approved. The first concrete result of this law has been the
enlargement of the Amman Municipality in the year 2006 to 680km², expanding the borders to protect
mainly the agricultural lands. A new Metropolitan Growth Plan (MGP) was elaborated in 2008, which is
the focus of the detailed case study that follows.

The Amman Metropolitan Growth Plan (MGP): a case study
The Planning Approach to Territorial Extension
The absence of an adopted and implemented Master Urban Plan for several years and the rapid
growth of population called out for a rapid and well-articulated response. The classic procedures
associated with the preparation of Master Plans normally requires a long period of technical
elaboration and administrative measures for final approval, while the city is quickly expanding. The
Metropolitan Growth Plan (MPG) for Amman has been presented as a response to these
requirements. It is structured at several scales simultaneously in order to guide the planning process
for an anticipated population growth of Greater Amman to 6,500,000 persons in 2025. The plan
illustrates the location of existing areas accommodating residential and employment uses within the
overall Metropolitan Area, as well as the preferred locations for the future expansion of settlement. It
also details the projected future locations of new roads, public transit corridors, major natural heritage
sites, and areas for more intensive mixed-use development. The plan has been developed according
to different layers throughout its duration. Thus, the approval of this Plan also follows the ongoing
development of these layers (Greater Amman Municipality, 2008). This “work in progress” plan is
divided into three hierarchal scales:




The Metropolitan scale: relating to 1,662-sqaure-kilometere planning area (Figure 2)
The Planning Area scale: the Metropolitan zone is divided into eight planning areas to provide
a finer scale of planning. Area Plans, when completed, will be based on the Metropolitan
Growth Plan and will include elements such as land use and major road alignments.
The Community scale: this occurs at the level of the 228 existing neighborhoods, and will
cover details of zoning and the road network.

The Master Plan is being developed in seven planning phases that define a range of Plan
Components. These components are: the Plan for tall Buildings, the Corridor Intensification Strategy,
the Industrial Lands Policy, the Outlying Settlements Policy, the Airport Corridor Plan, the Metropolitan
Growth Plan, Area Plans and Planning Initiatives. The following paragraphs mainly deal with the
Metropolitan Growth Plan and related issues of planning densities.
The Approach to Urban Expansion
The Plan establishes the areas designated for future settlement growth, including the intensification of
settlements within existing built-up areas and the overall expansion of settlements. Based on data
from the Statistical Department of 2007, the Metropolitan Growth Plan (MGP) considers the minimum
number of new dwelling units needed by 2025 to be approximately 1,300,000. This figures, of course,
relates directly to the population growth which is projected to increase from 2,200,000 to 6,500,000
persons by 2052.
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Figure 2. Metropolitan Growth Plan

The growth framework proposed in order to meet the demand for land and housing is based on the
following components:
The Designation of Built-up Areas:
Tacking into consideration the fact that up to 40 per cent of lands within Amman’s built-up area are
vacant (according to the Greater Amman Survey, 2008) the MGP proposes growth through both
intensification and densification. The plan proposes to accommodate 55 per cent of new housing units
within the built-up area, which it calls the “Urban Envelope”.
The Designation of Settlement Expansion Areas and the Urban Envelope
Areas for settlement expansion are mainly located within the so-called “Urban Envelope”. Only lowdensity housing development is allowed for future growth outside the Urban Envelop, estimated at
some 700,000 additional residents.
The Application of Growth Modelling from the Neighborhood to the Metropolitan scales
The MGP analyzed twenty sample neighborhoods in order to model neighborhood growth patterns
before applying this to Amman’s full array of 228 neighborhoods.
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Density of Areas
These densities were varied among the built-up areas making-up the Urban Envelope, increasing the
building capacity as part of the densification and intensification approach. Lower densities were
encouraged outside of the Urban Envelop, especially in the main agricultural lands. Planning area A,
for example, has a density target of 6.5 units/per net dunum, accommodating upwards of 1,300,000
residents, for a net density of 26.5 persons/dunum. Area H has a density target of 1.2 units/net
dunum, accommodating upwards of 170,000 residents, for a net density of 5.5 persons/dunum.
The new densities established by the Plan are generalized by broad areas in order not to detail urban
expansion at the macro-scale. Therefore, compared to the existing density in the north of Amman it is
clear that a substantial reduction is required in some areas where the density is presently very high.
Existing residential densities are classified into four main categories: A, B, C, D. The maximum builtup area that can be occupied is respectively 39 per cent, 45 percent, 51 percent and 55 percent of the
lot’s surface, with a maximum of 4 floors (15m height) (Urban Regulation, 2005, art. 29). Residential
zones A and B are generally located in the north and west of Amman and the residential zones C and
D are located in the east and south of the city.
In areas designated as residential (A) the lot’s surface should be at least 1,000m². The building index
is around 3.7 mc/mq considering the dunum surface plus 25 per cent of internal streets. This
theoretical index is flexible according to the topography of land; the maximum 15 m height indicated by
the norms are computed starting from the ground flour which stands on the level of the street. All the
stories below this level are authorized but not calculated as part of the urban density, while, due to the
topographic nature of Amman, the major part of residential buildings are more than 6 stories. In A
areas the number of dwelling units per dunum can be approximately 12, considering the average
surface of unit 120 m² and the average of person/family in Jordan is 5.4. In zone (D) the lot’s surface
should be at least 300m². The building index is about 5 mc/mq considering the dunum surface plus
25% of internal streets. The dwelling units per dunum in this area is approximately 17 considering the
average surface of unit 120 m². In this case, the expansion areas should diminish more than 50 per
cent.

Discussion: Observations on the Approach of the MGP to Expansion
The Loss of Fertile Lands
Three important issues continue to cause the diminution of fertile lands in Amman, and the first is the
low density of building. About the 50 per cent of the proposed urban expansion is set to occur on
fertile lands, mainly in the north, west and south of the city. Thus, the low-density pattern of building
permits urban sprawl. The second issue concerns subdivision plans in rural areas. Residential
development is set to continue expanding outside the built-up areas. In fact, new residential quarters
can officially be approved outside the urbanized areas according to these Plans, which could be
proposed even on prime agricultural areas. The third concerns the minimum parcel size of agricultural
land. The Growth Plan recognizes that current residential subdivisions are negatively affecting
agricultural productivity as they fragment the agricultural land base, and it mentioned the necessity to
elaborate an Agricultural Plan which restrict residential growth in agricultural areas, by establishing
regulations for minimum parcel sizes, and by establishing hard boundaries for settlement expansion in
agricultural areas (Greater Amman Municipality, 2008, p. 92).
More than 55 per cent of the urbanized areas of Amman are vacant because the owners have left their
lands abandoned (GIS, 2010). These are generally fertile lands, and the owners are waiting major
offers from developers. The country’s legislation continues to permit rural areas to be divided into
smaller parcels – a minimum of 4000 m² of land property. This in turn causes limitations in adopting
national agricultural policies in terms of production and marketing. Lands also continue to be divided
into small portions because of the inheritance law and its consequences.
It is hard not to reach the conclusion that the Growth Plan should urgently prevent additional urban
development on prime agricultural lands, possibly using the implementable agricultural belt in the
northern and western parts of the city, and freezing the subdivision plans outside of the urbanized
areas. The fertile lands of Amman represent an active part of conversion. According to studies
conducted by Jordanian specialists in remote sensing and Geographic Information System, the urban
areas of Amman have increased in the last 80 years by 509 times the original urban area, while the
fertile lands decreased by 86 km², which represents an overall 23 per cent loss. Research concludes
that fertile lands will disappear by the middle of the century if urban expansion continues at this rate in
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Amman (Al Rawashdeh and Saleh, 2006: 215). For example, presently, the urban area comprises
91.4 per cent of the province of Amman (Statistical Department of Jordan, 2009).
With about three years having elapsed since the adoption of the MGP, it is interesting to return to a
sentence cited in the main Report of the Plan (Greater Amman Municipality, 2008: 90), which states:
“… the 1988 Plan was never implemented and urban growth occurred in … agricultural areas”.
Therefore, the substantial problem of Amman’s development concerns the inflation of land prices and
the economic possibility of the municipality funding the expropriation of lands for public utilities.
Consequently, the development policy should mainly take into consideration these problems in order
to avoid other failed experiences, as the implementation success of these plans depends on how and
where the new expansion is proposed.
According to agricultural land analyses conducted by the Municipality, approximately one in six
households in both high and low-income areas grow their own fruit, vegetables and herbs. On
average, these residents occupy up to 15 per cent of their land for urban agriculture, generating
approximately JD 1,900,000 annually. Due to the high cost of vacant residential land in the urbanized
areas of Amman (for example, the cost of a residential dunum in the north of Amman is about 250,000
- 500,000 JD), the Plan faces a real difficulty of the private owners changing these lands into urban
agricultural areas, taking into consideration the limited resources of the municipality in supporting
these owners to maintain or run their agricultural lands inside the city. Prioritizing agricultural use in
vacant areas inside the city could be unfair, without taking into consideration holistic land policies.
The Standard of Public Services
In light of the shortage of analyses concerning the availability of public services in the city, the
Metropolitan Growth Plan does not established specific technical norms for urban standards in the
built-up area and the new expansion zones. Therefore all the areas of Amman are being urbanized
without limitation of public standard services in relation to extant building densities or the number of
residents. Therefore, primary schools, public gardens, sports areas, parking, social and religious
buildings are distributed almost casually within the city, depending on public land ownership
availability or private donations. The total land area for public service use in Amman is 6,655,086 m²
(GIS Department, unpublished data - Greater Amman Municipality, 2010), which is only approximately
3 square meters for each resident.
Most of the land ownership in Amman is private (in fact, about 99 per cent according to the nonpublished database of the GIS Department in Greater Amman Municipality, 2010), therefore there is a
shortage of public open spaces in general, except for some scattered vacant lots. Increasing the open
spaces in the built-up areas of Amman or in the new development areas has become one of the
biggest challenges facing the MGP.
Water Needs and Network Problems
Recent studies have shown that Amman has a drastic shortage of local aquifers to satisfy its demand
for potable water. It receives around 50 per cent of its water supplies from the Jordan Valley, pumping
from –225m in the Jordan Valley to the north-west of the city at an altitude of (1035m) (Potter et al,
2007). The remaining water demand is met from other aquifers, generally some 50-70km distant from
Amman. Because of Amman's growing demand for potable water, and the Government’s avowed
intention to provide for the basic needs of the population as a priority, in 2009 the Government
authorized the Turkish GAMA Energy Company to implement a project to transport 100 million cubic
meters per year for the next 10 years of non-renewable water to the city from the Disi aquifer. This
aquifer is located in the south of Jordan, and the project will involve the construction of a 325 km
pipeline from Disi to Amman.
Most experts consider countries with a per capita water production below 1,000 cubic meters per year
to be water-poor. Meanwhile, Jordan's per capita water for the year 2005 was only 146 m³ compared
with 846 m³ for the rest of the Arab world (Hashemite Kingdome of Jordan, 2006: see also: UNESCO,
2006; Darmame and Potter, 2008). Accordingly, for most parts of the city, especially its southern
areas, water is supplied only one day a week, while other residential quarters in the western area
receive water two days a week. Residents store water in tanks or cisterns located mainly on the roofs
of buildings. The urban expansion of Amman has, of course, increased the surface of the operational
network and has added to the need for control and maintenance. Given the steps that are currently
being taken in order to supply the extant population of just over 2 millions with water on the basis of a
formal system of rationing, it is difficult to see how a population of some 6.5 millions as envisaged in
the Plan could be kept adequately supplied with water at an acceptable cost by the year 2025.
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An Alternative More Sustainable Scenario for the Future Development of Amman
The phenomenon of unlimited and largely uncontrolled urban expansion for over fifty years has
characterized Greater Amman, which is consequently facing a range of problems relating to
infrastructure and environmental sustainability. In short, the city of Amman is not in balance with its
regional area and it can be argued that it is not in synergy with its local ecosystem and the natural
environment.
Some key concepts of sustainable development need pressingly to be considered, such as citizen
participation in relation of regional- and local-forms of governance, public transportation policies, site
and services schemes, appropriate land use provision, urban densities, building orientation and form
(see Elkin, 1991). The Jordanian Master Plans are principally concerned with the physical aspects of
development, rather than with issues of metropolitan governance and local community participation.
This is a characteristic that could well affect the sustainability of future urban development. The direct
democratic election of Local Government representing Ammani citizens, thereby creating concrete
instruments of citizen involvement in the planning process, could be a suitable approach leading to
effective community participation. The local political coalition have to clarify the physical, economical
and social programs with transparency, evidencing concrete actions of public participation. This would
mean that "Human development (w)ould take account of nature and natural process" (Ettouny, 1987;
see also Potter, 2010).
The urban planning system is still working at a restrictive local level using detailed plans not
necessarily controlled by a comprehensive strategy. This urges that the MGP should have already the
instruments to control urban development, in order to prevent the creation of any illegal buildings
outside the urbanized lands or the approval of Subdivision Plans also on agricultural lands (due to the
relatively low cost of land compared to the urbanized areas). This could also avoid the high-cost
infrastructural networks due to rehabilitation programs in slum quarters that are continually developing
in the periphery of Amman (Abu Al Haija, 2001).
Future urban expansion will occur mainly in the southern parts of the metropolitan area and will be
fully contained within the designated Amman Development Corridor. This scenario confirms the
tendency of urban expansion towards the agricultural lands, where the comfortable climate and
panoramic natural views encourage settlement compared to the desert lands located to the east of
Amman. The present paper suggests the efficacy of an alternative scenario with the main goal of
alleviating environmental damage, especially in the fertile lands of Amman west, north and south, by
orienting future urban growth mainly into the semi-desert zones of Amman east. This scenario has the
following advantages associated with it:


saving the fertile lands located in north, west and south Amman



facilitating different policies and approaches to urban zoning, considering that vast land areas
are not yet subdivided



controlling urban densities in order to reduce the ecological footprint of the city



reducing the cost of infrastructure (due to the topography)



reducing the cost of building (due to the low cost of these lands compared to other zones in
Amman (the average cost per dunum in the semi-desert zones is about 10000 – 100000 JD)



reducing traffic densities in the western and northern parts of the city



savings in energy by reducing the distances between programmed facilities and pubic
transportation, so encouraging walking and cycling



connecting the new growth area with the city of Zarka, through the existing highway, without
passing through the dense areas of Amman
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permitting the maximum solar gain and energy efficiency, organizing roads and buildings
according to prevailing climatic conditions, within appropriate orientation according to the path
of the sun



permitting the local community to take responsibility for initiatives, thereby increasing public
participation in the planning process

The site and services approach has much to recommended it in the context of metropolitan Greater
Amman, in order to assist with the improvement of low-income housing in Amman east. This
approach can be dovetailed with the opening up of new peripheral urban lands as part of the overall
approach to planning. Meanwhile in Amman north and Amman west there is currently a surplus of
some 30,000 vacant residential apartments. This gap between housing needs and demand on the
‘two sides’ of Amman is essentially due to the social and economic standing of residents. For the
majority who live in Amman east, with the average Ammani family earning only JD 576 per month, life
is hard (Statistical Department of Jordan, 2009). And it is clear that the growth in incomes is not
anywhere near keeping pace with current levels of inflation.
In the case of Egypt, new cities have been established in the last 30 years in the desert areas. These
include Sadat City, Sitta October City and Al Asher Ramadan City, which are located between 25 to
100km from Cairo. These new towns have succeeded in reducing the pressure of urban growth on
surrounding agricultural lands adjacent to the Nile, especially in the Cairo Metropolitan area. This
policy has other advantages in planning and programming the future expansion taking into
consideration relatively low-cost land, and the integration of residential, industrial and commercial land
use zones (see Ettouney and Abdelkader, 1987).
The problems of urban planning in Amman continue to be critical in scale due the pattern of land
ownership and the interests of private developers in shaping land development and land policies.
Other substantial problems concern the cost of land, the pressing housing needs of low-income
families, the various slum quarters scattered in several zones, the shortage of potable water, the
dearth of public services and healthy apartments. In particular, within Amman there needs to be the
realistic control of land costs. However, this is difficult to achieve within the framework provided by the
present Metropolitan Growth Plan. In reality both the public and private sectors have to be involved in
developing new autonomous and sustainable settlements, based on site and services approaches, the
provision of good standards of primary public services and sustainable patterns of natural resource
consumption in relation to future development directions and building densities.
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Abstract
Seaside cities are a privileged laboratory to wonder about the fate of the modern metropolis and
identify innovate development models. The crisis of the capitalistic system raises the question: Should
we accept the system’s constitutional limits and indulge its degrowth, as suggested by Serge
Latouche, or try to face these limits to seek new end markets for an economy which seems to be
literally plodding towards the post-industrial era? In an interdisciplinary approach which uses urban
and philosophical contributions, the paper proposes to go back looking at the sea as a horizon still full
of opportunities and considering the big cities rising on the coast as a possible epicentre of an
innovative renewal movement. Traditionally, after all, seaside cities have always played a leading role
in civilization’s advancement. Let us consider cities like Athens, Venice, Amsterdam, New York.
Nevertheless, despite acknowledging that the sea is an undeniable growth vector, philosophy urged
us to look at it with a sort of circumspection, since the very development that it ensures hides
degeneration elements. Taking into account such a problematic and complex perspective, we want to
analyse urban development models which, initially applied to seaside neighbourhood, are able to
spread to the rest of the city and that, even considering the current growth demand, are also able not
to satisfy the risk factors by it implied.
Keywords: Seasaide City,	
  Growth vs Degrowth, Sustainability Redevelopment

1.
Seaside city as a laboratory to experiment innovative sustainable approaches
to urban development1
«Despina can be reached in two ways: by ship or
by camel. The city is different to those who come
from the land and those from the sea»
(Italo Calvino, Le città Invisibili)

The city is the place where all the contradictions of the contemporary age converge: overcrowding and
depopulation, congestion and disuse, wealth and poverty, crisis and development, growth and
degrowth. Especially in seaside cities, the shore line represents a kind of catalyzing agent, which get
phenomena stronger and make them more visible and effective. Urban coastal areas are a privileged
observatory. Looking at the city from the sea gives a chance to better understand the past. It gives
more knowledge perspectives and may improve the future of our cities. This “maritime approach”
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This paper is an outcome of the research project of “Urban strategies for contemporary city: multiculturalism,
identity, recovery and valorization” coordinated by Massimo Clemente. Within the unitary work of the research
group, the following contribution can be individuated in the paper: the first section, has been carried out by
Massimo Clemente, the second by Daniele Demarco and the third by Eleonora Giovene di Girasole. English
Citations have been translated by the authors and the conclusions are shared by them all.
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allows to combine different cultures and cognitive paths, especially the urban and philosophical ones.
The sea is a recurring element in philosophy, from Plato to Aristotle, from Hegel to Schmitt. According
to Aldo Rossi, the sea is the main urban element. It is both an idea and a dream. This case study
approach arises from CNR’s activities, which concern seaside cities as historically multicultural and
multi-connected places. Looking at the seaside city “from” the sea, in other words, through the filter of
maritime culture, is the basis of our research. Throughout history, maritime routes have connected
cities all over the world, fostering the encounter-clash between different peoples and cultures. Seaside
cities became, thus, cultural melting pots, the backdrop to different life stories, different individuals,
expressed and reflected in the materiality and spatiality of architectures and urban spaces.
A kaleidoscopic reality, perfectly highlighted by the richness of the multiculturalism which
characterizes the coastal areas. The city is a succession of events in space and time, but, by the sea,
something extraordinary happens. Events are deeply influenced by the maritime identity. Seaside
cities’ identity derives from the historic relationship between the urban community and the water
element. Seaside cities’ common memory tells stories of ships, sailors, sailings, routes, maritime
trades, cultural blending [1]. The in-depth analysis of the urban spaces along the coastal areas points
out the multiplicity of the main elements merging and interacting in these places: the water, the sea
and coastal habitats, the shore line, the architectures. In this perspective, architectures and urban
spaces in coastal cities appear as an expression of the collective memory of one great sea
community. At the same time, they seem to be the materialisation of specific local identities and
different urban cultures. Indeed, the common maritime culture is a common heritage, the historical,
cultural and economic substrate which connects the sea communities and is reflected in the city, in
forms and functions. It is the unifying factor in space and time, in different lands all over the world.
Once shifted to the contemporary world, past observations and reflections on water cities could be
quite helpful. This kind of recollection offers the needed background to realise high quality
architectures and urban places, whose identifying characteristics must be sought in the relationship
with the sea. The sea represents a fundamental factor, which gives the city a powerful and strong
identity. Nevertheless, in the past two centuries, industrial and military facilities occupied significant
areas of the city, triggering processes of unbalanced growth and turning often into barriers. Since the
50’s, the evolution of ships, navigation, trade and ports has allowed to empty large port areas, leading
to requalification processes and changes which strongly affected the urban coastal zones. Waterfront
requalification is one of the emerging issues of seaside cities’ urban policies. Cities persistently launch
into requalification projects and get closer to the sea and its surrounding areas. These areas go back
to the city and get in touch with its community. Particularly interesting appear interventions affecting
not only the shore line, but also the “hinge areas”: dismissed areas, outskirts, which might have a
leading role in development and urban requalification strategies. This kind of approach can be clearly
exemplified by New York city, which, in the last years, has been recovering its historical relationship
with the sea. In considering the critical current scenario, we can affirm that looking at the sea as a
development vehicle for cities can become the basis for a debate still full of implications. Urban
identity is a fundamental aspect of building strategies, which pursue the sustainable development of
the city. In cities by the sea, the maritime culture and the urban one merge into an identity synthesis.
This perspective at the base of our study approach is a fertile field of investigation to reflect on the city,
the architecture and the urban places by the sea. It gives rise to new opportunities for development in
terms of urban planning and architectural design. In order to make the city development possible, it
takes to look back at the sea and start from it through the filter of maritime culture.

2.
“Large spaces" and the challenge of local development: philosophic
implications of an old-time debate
«There is nothing more epic than the sea»
(Walter Benjamin, Angelus Novus)

The sea surrounds our habitat, embracing it on each side. Especially for those who live in great
coastal cities, its presence has turned out to be so redundant as to go almost unnoticed. Thus, the
coast quite often happens to become only a holiday or Sunday leisure time destination or, at best, a
sort of city’s post card. Sometimes, this kind of misunderstanding may also arise in the urbanarchitectural debate, when considering the relationship between the sea and urban fabric a matter
only related to waterfronts. Indeed, the sea is a development element, affecting hinterland and
people’s imaginary as well. The aim of this work is to make an in-depth analysis over the relation
between the city and sea. Particular attention will be drawn to questions, as to how the sea has
represented (and, with the right proportions, still represents) a resource, and not only the extreme limit
to the ambitions of “civilization”. The origin of the word (lat. “cīvis”, citizen) attests how civilization is
the outcome of the urban dimension. But then, it’s not a coincidence that the French synonym
“urbanité” is quite often used to qualify a well-defined subject’s life-style. A self-aware person, who is
totally committed to logic and dialogue, who partakes in political changes of his time and, above all,
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feels confident in innate practical potentialities in science and technique’s progresses. In other words:
the typical European citizen. Nevertheless, if it was the city to give form and spirit to this human type,
on the other hand you could also argue that, without the tantalizing perspective of new horizons, it
would stifle it. Wild, unbuilt and non-anthropized spaces (mountains, forests, deserts, seas, oceans)
have become, then, the extreme reserve of a resistance which has taken its form exactly in the city [2].
If forests have welcomed rebels, exiled and persecuted by the establishment, and mountains, instead,
partisans struggling for freedom, the sea has become proscenium of explorers, adventurers and
pirates out for new frontiers. The sea is not, however, an univocal dimension. Indeed, there are many
oceans, as well as exist many different Mediterranean seas [3]. If the ancient world (especially the
Greek one) was allured by the charm of one of the many mediterraneans, the modern one (the AngloSaxon, in particular), on the other hand, stoutly turned to ocean. This huge horizon provided a large
amount of incitements to modernity in its great revolutions. Without taking into account how, through
Cook and Forster’s explorations, the ideas of Southern Seas peoples influenced the outcome of the
French Revolution [4] just think of the almost uninterrupted flow of valuables (gold, silver, gem stones
and new materials, such as natural rubber, oil and uranium) conveyed from the New World to the Old
Europe. However, if you consider the capitalist curves of development, you will notice how they
(partly) parallel the logistic ones of urbanization rate [5]. Consequently, it’s quite clear that, related
though they may be, the two phenomena are not perfectly synchronic. This slight difference is the
result of an urbanization process, which, rather than abiding by well-defined plans, has seized
opportunities and junctures of the time. More precisely, it mainly had an offsetting function to
economy. Once each cyclical phase of the economic stagnation has been culminated, according to
Keynesian economics, the urbanization process tended to grasp the surplus excess spawned from
market saturation. That is what we expect, at least until other outlets have not entered the horizon of
our system, channeling the surplus of labor and product to different channels. Thus, the opening of
new ocean routes has certainly been a safety valve for system contradictions. At the same time, it has
yet attracted new resources, giving rise to less and less well-planned urbanization processes. Far from
showing the system welfare, this trend, rather, highlights its impasse. If cities are reshaped only
according to economic needs, how new projects could deal with the needs arising from the very
bottom of society? And, above all, could “a free public space” for the citizens of the modern city exist?
This is the disheartening question afflicting those who wonder if the modern economic system is just a
coercing mechanism. Among those who bitterly criticized this kind of system, the French economist
Serge Latouche is the one who most stoutly expressed his own disagreement. Starting off with an indepth examination of Western imaginary, Latouche pointed out how the several tensions featuring our
system are, ultimately, addressed to growth. Since this sort of development is supposed to be
unlimited, the perspective to achieve it, actually, turned out to be quite an obsession. In addition, there
is a second paradox arising: the habitat supposed to embrace these limitless growth aspirations, i.e.
the world, is a close system itself. You may thus argue: how could it contain the “Unlimited” without
collapsing? So, Latouche gathers that, if valid, this contradiction makes the perspective of a system
downfall effectively real, forcing us to scale back our expectations of development. This is the
degrowth strategy. Essentially, the Latouche-option contemplates a conscious reduction in
consumption, followed by a progressive sector contraction. Appropriate security measures, taken in
order to hold back the turmoil of capitalism, which resolved to crash into the limits of the planet [6]. As
for the aspects of urban planning, the degrowth strategy would debase the importance of arterial
roads, which still have a leading role in great distribution strategies. The function of mechanized
transport system would thus be scaled down, while, consequently, urban village would be exalted: a
more comfortable environment to live in and rediscover the pleasure of cycling, celebrated by Ivan
Illich. Nevertheless, many risks would act as a counterpart. First of all: the isolation and the
disconnection of the city from the international trade and its progressive mooring to neo-rural life
forms. That would put the city before Asiatic capital invasion, triggering processes of reverse
colonisation . On one hand, this kind of processes would state the end of western primacy, but, on the
other hand, it would not guarantee to get out of the perverse dynamics of the capitalist economy.
However, if Latouche’s degrowth turns out to be fallacious and not bereft of contradictions, what
should we do then? Was Heidegger right in saying “Only a God may save us?” Actually, the situation
appears less tough than it may seem. The growth (with all its contradictions) still allows us to have a
certain freedom of action. If anything, retrieving it would be very important. But there’s a question
arising: How to do that? In order to answer this very demanding question, we must do some serious
genealogical reflections on the origin and the evolution of our system. It is quite worth noting that
Latouche’s teories evoke considerations already made by Plato. Already between the 5th and the 4th
century BC, the philosopher of the Academy expressed an exception on the overall plan of Athenian
development, which, like the European one between the 16th and the 19th century, arose under the
banner of vessel traffic. Curiously, in Plato’s reflection, moral and political issues were linked to
considerations of urban order. That happened not only because Athens was a city-state, unlike the
modern nation-state, but because Socrates’ pupil well understood how urban structures may definitely
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influence city’s internal balance. That is the reason why in his work, Gorgias, pretending that it was
Socrates speaking, Plato harshly railed against the «illustrious statesmen» of his time, guilty of having
filled the city with «ports» and «walls», without leaving any room for justice and temperance (519 b).
Plato’s invective was addressed to Themistocles and Pericles. Before them, the Attic capital was
nothing more than an inland town of scanty trades. Afterwards, Athens would have become a sea
power, whose imperial ambition was to conquer the whole Mediterranean basin: the same ambition
that would have led up to a fatal breakdown. The two strategists mainly aimed at strengthening ports,
walls and piers. Themistocles firstly provided the city with a powerful fleet, in order to make the
exchange between city and the sea easier and safer. Furthermore, he linked Athens to the Piraeus
Port (originally, a freestanding administrative department located 12 km from Athens city centre) by
means of enormous city walls (the so-called “long walls”). Pericles availed himself of those tools to
usher in a brilliant trade and military policy. In order to obtain political legitimacy, he relied on masses,
which didn’t benefit from land rents and favourably looked at the booming of commercial and
shipbuilding sector (whose focus is the sea). To captivate humble people’s approval, Pericles
promoted a «shameless building policy» [7]. By commissioning great public works, the Athenian
strategist obtained, indeed, the possibility to guarantee the expected salaries, gaining political
legitimacy in return. Completely absorbed by the net of public works, the city sprawled more and more
chaotically. The progressive overcrowding of urban spaces did not combine with any adaptations to
hygiene system. This kind of carelessness led to a fatal and memorable outcome: the plague of the
430 BC. This overwhelming event deeply shocked Plato. He considered this sort of sea-seeking
phenomenon a quite dangerous neglect of ancient values, which used to underline the importance of
tiny and apparently mediocre things. Aristotle completely shared Plato’s point of view. He firmly
believed that the city should have been limited, since a too vast and crowded “πόλις” barely could
have been the expression of a good «Constitution» (Polit., VIII, 1326 b).
For this reason, wondering about the conditions required for the foundation of the ideal city, Plato
firstly suggested to erect it not less than 15 km from the coast, that is to say, more than twice the
distance which separated Athens from the Piraeus port (Leg., 705, c 1-7). Fifteen kilometers would
have been enough to stop the rise of all the guilds profiting from the sea and by it influenced. In so
doing, each ambition would have been limited to the unassailable rhythms of substance agriculture
economy. In making this kind of proposal, however, Plato did not consider man’s natural instinct for
evolution. An irrepressible instinct which, according to Lewis Mumford, perfectly aligns with the search
for freedom of movement [8]. But what guaranteed, at least until the mid-nineteenth century, this kind
of freedom? The answer is: navigation techniques. Like other means of transport, the ship represent a
technical device. But, unlike the others, it has got ample scope of movement in a space which is
generally precluded, since man is a terrestrial being, or rather, is a being, who walks the earth [9].The
sea would remain a barrier to humans if technique did not intervene to make its surface accessible. If
this barrier collapses, new worlds will open up beyond their horizons. New worlds, new continents,
new existence dimensions, not simply new cities. Beyond the sea limits, something completely
different is hidden — a promise. Navigation is exposed to eternal shipwreck risks, as well as each
promise implies risk margins. Athenian experience, thus, becomes for us a kind of paradigm, even
more if you consider that, just like Athens’ development in the 5th century BC, the European one
seems to have taken its original resources from vessel traffics. This is what Hegel pointed out, on the
very year of continental search for progress (1821, in the midst of early industrialization), by stating
that the sea is the only element able to incite Industry and souls into moving outwards [10]. But then,
how can you imagine scientific and technological progress of western countries without taking into
account their expensive explorations along the oceanic routs, or their trade network with the New
World? Copernicus had already pointed out how astronomical observations, made during the first
ocean crossings of the modern age, helped disprove the Aristotelian theory on the connections
between the Elements Spheres. Afterwards, for want of Bacon, on the title page of “Instauratio Magna”
was published the depiction of a vessel about to go beyond the Pillars of Hercules. Below the image, a
motto by Daniele stands out: «Multi petransibunt et augebitur scientia» (Many will come in succession
and science will progress) [11]. In 1942, the German jurist Carl Schmitt highlighted the importance of
naval explorations for the purpose of the so-called “Raumrevolution”, which namely is a radical
transfiguration of the conception of space, which is seen as the backdrop to any other political,
economic and social upheaval. «Whenever new lands and seas enter the horizon of collective
consciousness, the spaces of the historical existence change too. There are, thus, new parameters
and new dimensions of historical-political activity arising. There are new sciences and sets of rules
taking form, there is a new life blossoming for peoples who may be new or may seem born again. This
expansion is so surprising as to cause a change which affects not only measures, parameters and
men’s external horizon, but also the framework and the concept of space itself» [12]. How could all
that not affect local and civic aspects of citizen’s life organization? Let’s take Great Britain by way of
example. In the 16th century, Britain was the first European country to be interested in the sea. In
English cities, far more than in the mainland ones, the liveliness of economic trade triggered
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unstoppable motions of urban regeneration. Indeed, the need to earn an agricultural surplus so as to
supply new colonies, totally revolutionized the surrounding countryside. Little and middle-sized
landholdings were merged into huge estates, where, for the first time, production was rationalized
according to scientific methods (Phenomenon of the “enclosures”). Small farmers, bereft of soil,
moved in crowds to cities, where the new labour, in turn, was designed for industry. Consequently: the
urban area sprawled; new and crawling working-class neighborhoods rose up around modern
factories; streets crowded with lots of people; old paths were leveled to clear the way for the stream of
mechanised traffic; times and spaces of existence changed. In other words: the modern metropolis
was taking form.

3.
Models for a sustainable urban development and the best practice of
New York City
«You may degenerate into the inferior beings, the
brutes; You may regenerate yourself, according to
your decision, into the superior ones, the divine»
(Pico della Mirandola, Oratio de hominis dignitate)

The urban sprawl may thus become an increasingly unsustainable phenomenon. Its impact, in terms
of ecology and human concentration, greatly affects the overall environmental balance and that is
particularly evident along the shore line, which appears the most anthropized area. The hypotheses on
sustainable development call for a development aimed at achieving goals of environmental, economic
and social improvement. The aim is to satisfy the needs of the present generations, without
compromising those of the future ones (Brundtland Report) [13]. On the other hand, one of the
emerging issues in the debate over the theme of the city is linked to the degrowth one. That draws the
attention on the need to understand the reasons of city crisis and possible pathways to get out of it,
maybe by considering the crisis itself a chance to build a different future. New paradigm shifts are
needed, compared to the pattern of growth and unlimited accumulation of goods. A controlled,
selective and voluntary reduction of economic and consumption production has to be reached with the
aim of establishing eco-friendly relationships between man and nature, as well as equity among
human beings. But, what is meant by “degrowth of a city”? Is it really desirable or possible? Are the
two processes really so far apart or are they the expression of a common feeling, which openly
struggles for change, according to socially, economically, environmentally correct requests? Perhaps,
one possible way is making cities develop according to a sustainable development, by recovering their
own identity and turning it into a resource. Cities first have to understand what they want to be like, or
rather, define long-term scenarios and features of their own transformations. All that can be done by
triggering the transformation processes needed, identifying specific urban scopes, building new
infrastructures and attraction places. Designed though they are for development, these processes
often occur chaotically. Our aim is to find the balance between the need for city epochal changes and
the necessity of sustainability arising from the bowels of society. There is no city like Zora: «Forced to
stand still and equal to itself to be better remembered, Zora languished, unravelled and vanished. The
Earth has forgotten it» [14]. In this sense, seaside towns have always played, historically, a leading
role in the progress of civilization, as from the sea and in the sea itself, they have found an undeniable
vector of economic, social and cultural growth, which has been followed by continuous physical
transformations. Even today, cities which develop along the coastal regions and rediscover their
waterfront may represent a privileged laboratory to wonder about the fate of the modern metropolis.
Such a reflection is possible by identifying innovative development models, revaluating the sea and
considering it a horizon full of opportunities, the epicentre of an innovative renewal movement, which,
starting from the shore line, covers the whole city. Waterfront transformations affecting great coastal
cities imply accurate reflections on the anthropization of these places and the importance of sea
trades. Often, though, the presence of disused industrial lands and the interests of private and public
operators interested in developing ports and reusing the surrounding areas make projects contrast
with the city. In water cities most of investments and interests converge. This kind of investment
represents an economic reality deeply affecting the territories they focus on. Nevertheless, when it
comes to considering the transformations these investments require, quite often, in response to urban
sprawl needs, projects turn from great opportunities into critical contrasts with the urban fabric. Quite
often, indeed, local realities fail to adequately assess the capacity of absorption and management of
interventions, and do not consider cities’ peculiarities and historical [15]. Thus, whatever their direction
may appear, be it port growth or the so-called “great events”, projects have not to be stuck in the
routine of predefined processes, but walk new paths in agreement with the city. The aim should not be
to realise abstract cities, whose stunning architecture is the only thing remaining, but a city planned
according to society’s nature and material and immaterial needs. Strategies need to be identified in
order to give ports and waterfronts a new frame and offer chances of long-lasting development and
requalification to the whole city. Consequently, we should not build only along the shoreline, but
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consider territories behind it too. Areas between port and city represent “hinge territories”: quite often
barriers, dismissed areas, outskirts. They may play a leading role in development and requalification
strategies concerning the whole city. Interventions, supported by appropriate urban development
policies, may have economic, social and cultural repercussions, not only physically transforming
border line areas, but also giving the chance to realise concrete enhancement programmes. These
changes affect the surrounding territories and are able to trigger important requalification processes.
The urban renewal occurring along the shore line is likely to create new public spaces, both looking at
horizons and far away ports and becoming a sort of plateau, which fosters new relationships and
connection functions with the urban context. Aimed at recovering a relationship with the sea, many
seaside cities launched into processes of urban-port reconversion and waterfront transformation
projects, through different approaches, policies, plans, characters and resources. The most interesting
results come from those cities where the question “what to become?” is followed by an integrated
logic, rather than a sector one. By recovering their “maritime background”, cities plunged into many
transformations, considerably changing the territory. Cities may, thus, devolve their identity upon the
sea, through the comparison between urban and maritime culture, innovation and tradition and
through a new conception of the city itself, which puts degrowth into question. In other words, the city
turns into a place where a new urban development model is tested: a model for a neither unlimited nor
regressing growth. New York is a historical seaside city (four of the five New York districts are islands,
while the fifth is a peninsula), which has always linked the Ocean to the inland waters in commercial
trades. For years, New York has been reconsidering the city-water relationship through the
requalification of the ports, the waterfront and the areas behind it [16]. The water is considered the
“Sixth Borough”. Waterfront requalification processes in New York city are continuously evolving. In
2011, in continuity with the 1992 City Planning, the “Waterfront Vision and Enhancement Strategy”
was approved: a plan of action designed to achieve the sustainable redevelopment of 520 miles of the
New York waterfront. The plan is divided into two parts. In the first, “New York Waterfront
Comprehensive Plan”, are listed all the long-term objectives for the decade to come, with some
recommendations about each of the waterfront sections belonging in the five districts. In the second,
“New York Agenda Waterfront City Action” we are shown 130 overriding projects to be realised in the
next 3 years: the projects contemplate integrated interventions, which concern the waterfront and its
surrounding areas and focus on the requalification of public space [17].
«The eight main objectives of the plan:
•
Expand public access to the waterfront and waterways on public and private property for all New
Yorkers and visitors alike.
•
Enliven the waterfront with a range of attractive uses integrated with adjacent upland
communities.
•
Support economic development activity on the working waterfront.
•
Improve water quality through measures that benefit natural habitats, support public recreation,
and enhance waterfront and upland communities.
•
Restore degraded natural waterfront areas and protect wetlands and shorefront habitats.
•
Enhance the public experience of the waterways that surround New York—our Blue Network.
•
Improve governmental regulation, coordination and oversight of the waterfront and waterways.
•
Identify and pursue strategies to increase the city's resilience to climate change and sea level
rise» [18].
New York is, so, reshaping its urban frame, by starting from its memorable relationship with the sea
and by projecting the sea towards the city. Precisely, new projects concerning the border line areas
and the huge surrounding territories are launched, so as to lead up to transformations which strongly
affect the city balance.

4.

Conclusions

The question arising at the end of this paper is: if the sea triggered this set of processes, may it still
serve as an attraction for the development of our cities in crisis? The answer is not so obvious.
Without giving rise to misunderstandings, we must admit that, nowadays, the sea no longer appears
the promising uncertainty it used to be in the past. Explored along its entire surface, it seems not to be
giving anymore any kind of secret, hope, resource or opportunity. Nevertheless a reflection,
metaphorically at least, on the spirit which animated the first great explorers of our time, could turn out
to be an exercise full of implications. This kind of reflection aims at identifying other spaces (maybe in
the sky) and other ships (maybe space ships) able to realise the disillusioned utopias of a civilization,
which seems to be literally plodding in the adversities of the industrial era. Stopping or slowing down
the growth is not our real challenge. Actually, we aim at pursuing it in a sustainable perspective, able
to combine development reasons (the same as science) with the typical aspects of philosophy: order,
justice and proportion. As in the past, seaside cities planning and development could once again bring
to political legitimacy, if the administrators were oriented to a direction quite consistent with
sustainability principles. In other words, governments which are less and less sovereign, should go
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back to hold the reins of the city, limiting the authority of the great economic powers. That should be
done in order to share spaces and economies, which find, in maritime culture, the basis for
transformation processes. A shared planning is required, in order to offer opportunities for great public
works and new economies for the generations to come. The sustainable or unsustainable evolution of
the city will depend on the course that new spaces, interest distribution and rules defining are going to
abide by. What we are focusing on is a transformation process, characterized by a productive
“unlimited growth”. A growth whose transformations and benefits affect the whole territory and
citizenry. The objective is to reach a fair growth, shared and integrated, which could consider the sea
its starting point and determine a new urban frame positively affecting the internal balance of the city.
The actions needed do not have to focus only on their concrete and immediate aims. Rather, they
should help develop the awareness to belong in the city. In order to properly spread this kind of
awareness, city transformations firstly have to align with clear and shared rules. Secondly,
administrators have to hold in check soil use or reuse, in order to take advantage of the rising property
values. The rise of property values, which is the outcome of common decisions and investments, plays
a leading role in city planning, leading to the realization and the operation of infrastructures designed
for public use.
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Abstract
Among the many issues that concern the regeneration and shape of public spaces within the
waterfront areas, the way in which these spaces respond to the multifaceted influences resulting from
globalization, multiculturalism as well as maritime traditions has been chosen for this study. The key
issue is the material and immaterial way port cities traditionally combines influences from elsewhere
with local identity, in order to define urban design tools oriented to deal with the social and cultural
fractures of contemporary urban areas.
The main purpose of this research is to develop a methodological approach that targets enhancement
of multiple roles of waterfronts in order to favour social inclusion and cultural interactions. The
interpretation of multifaceted social needs is aimed at defining strategies in order to improve
processes for producing inclusive public spaces. To explore this scenario, case studies have been
focused on waterfront regeneration projects in Belfast, Marseille and New York, in order to develop
applications for other multicultural heritage.
These case studies have been oriented at identifying the characters of those public places that lie on
the borderline between land and water, peoples and cultures, port and city. These contexts have been
chosen in order to address policies of waterfront regeneration consistent with the role of public spaces
in interpreting the intensity of cultural diversity in terms of integrations and interactions.
Keywords: cultural identity, port city, Belfast, Marseille, New York

1.

Introduction

The genesis of the city on the water is strictly connected with the idea of crossroad, melting pot as well
as bridge amid diversities [1]. The ideas of dynamicity, globalization, and multiculturalism rest on the
nature of the cities that were born as crossroads of flows of peoples, cultures and goods [2]. These
historical water-cities have been able to enhance the added values of being multifaceted and resilient
as well as to develop the antibodies to protect the organism against the negative effects of their
specificity [3]. Understanding the nature of these antibodies, developing and subsequently inoculating
it in other urban context could be an important contribution to dealing with the major issues of the
contemporary cities.
This research aims at developing a complex approach in order to understand the capacity of public
spaces in waterfront areas to assimilate and metabolize the multicultural dynamics building a new
inclusive local identity. The specific topic is to define a methodological approach oriented to identifying
morphological and functional characters of public space in order to implementing inclusive tools for
urban design [4].
This paper seeks to unveil the nexus between urban regeneration processes and multicultural issues,
by investigating the added value of “glocal” identity of cities by the water [5]. At this purpose, it first
discusses what values have dominated in the waterfront regeneration theory and practice throughout
the last decades, advocating the recasting of local development issues within a more identitarian
oriented conceptual frame. Secondly, it explores the role played by maritime tradition in governing
urban transformation oriented to enhance the multicultural and resilient features of public places. The
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research methodology has been developed through three purposely selected case studies: Belfast (a
river city characterized by a troubled past of sectarian conflicts), Marseille (the symbol of the
Mediterranean culture and of the maritime osmosis) and New York (the global-city on the bay) – by
applying a qualitative research methodology.
A case-study approach has been chosen [6] in order to better address the idea of plurality underlying
the cities by the water, focusing on relationships between urban elements and cultural aspects, social
equity and conflicts, environmental vulnerability and resilience [7]. To explore this scenario, case
studies have been focused on waterfront regeneration projects in Belfast, Marseille and New York, in
order to develop applications for other multicultural heritage [8]. These case studies have been
oriented at identifying the characters of those public places that lie on the borderline between land and
water, peoples and cultures, port and city [9]. These contexts have been chosen in order to address
policies of waterfront regeneration consistent with the role of public spaces in interpreting the intensity
of cultural diversity in terms of integrations and interactions [8].
Findings and conclusions can support the larger planners and policy makers international community
in better appreciating the role of the osmosis between “maritimity” and “glocal” identity in urban
regeneration initiatives. The next step should be focused on the development of an interdisciplinary
approach oriented to define priorities for intervening on the contemporary city enhancing cultural
interactions, social equity, local development as well as environmental sustainability.

2.

Cities by the water and multicultural ethos: toward a complex approach to
urban regeneration processes

The cities of water, despite the multiplicity of aspects and vocations, historical conditions and stress
factors, morphological configurations and social characteristics, retain some common characteristics
on the one hand and outline a strong and dynamic identity on the other [10]. The ability of changing –
adapting itself to the transformations of an increasingly global society – of implementing technological
innovation – accepting the evolution of port technologies and transport modes – of including the
diverse cultures that come from far away – mixing them to create a new identity – are all peculiarity of
this typology of urban centers. This flexibility in accepting, implementing and reinterpreting the
consequences of the migration dynamics as well as valorising the mutual exchange between cultures
can be considered the first of the highlighted keywords [11].
This feature present in all the studied contexts is one of the strengths of the process of building public
spaces in urban waterfronts and is combined with the second keyword inferred: the concept of cultural
richness that the city by the sea interprets in a plural sense [12]. This inclusive cultural dimension
helps to define precisely the concept of identity that can not (and should not) appear stuck in a time
and a place but need to be the fluid expression of a dynamic and vibrant city. The third element of the
checklist is the role of catalyst expressed by the borderline between city and sea in the processes of
urban regeneration [13].
We should not forget the relevant aspect of the social role played by the strong identity of the
waterfront that encourages cultural interaction and social cohesion by providing a context of dialogue
in which we can recognize the different societal components [14]. Through the interpretation of the
case studies using the four key concepts highlighted, a checklist to support a process of urban
regeneration in maritime key could be developed, in order to grasp the vital energy of frontier between
land and water [15].
The development of the case studies allows testing the key concepts mentioned that, bringing
together the different contexts (both in positive and negative way), should be considered the guide for
the definition of a resilient and identitarian approach to urban regeneration processes [16]. Each case
study presents the coexistence of topics exemplified by the four key concepts, but some of them
seems to be the paradigmatic expression of a specific topic-keyword.
The key concepts highlight the cultural dimension - interpreted in a plural sense by city by the sea the social dimension - that encourages the shifts of social conflicts - and the economic dimension expressed as a key to the feasibility of the transformation processes [17].
The first key concept is the cultural richness of the city-port, which are at once crossroads, bridges
and portals. In some organizations surveyed, multiculturalism has become the banner of policies and
design strategies. Marseille is the epitome of this approach, both for the role historically played and for
the recent redevelopment projects that have been oriented to make it the main euro-Mediterranean
city and the bridge between the two continents. The case study of Marseille is emblematic because
the maritime tradition, multiculturalism and architectural innovation have permeated massively the
redevelopment project in progress, aimed at came across the Mediterranean cultures.
Overseas, New York, the city symbol of American cultural melting pot, can be seen as a metropolitan
area whose center of gravity is an aquatic bay intensely lived and interconnected by maritime routes.
The success factors of this model can be summarized as follows: a capillary structure projected into
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the historic port with picturesque piers – a testimony of a cosmopolitanism that "comes from the
waters" – and the dialectic between the architectural verticality of Manhattan and their profile which is
reflected in the water. The continuous action of redevelopment of the waterfront and of the abandoned
historical port areas as well as the enhancement of public transport on water supplemented by other
transport modes provide the enhancement of the centrality of this multicultural city.
The social role of the waterfront is developed in the complex context of Belfast, a conflicting society in
which a space of neutral encounter and interaction can be found on the river waterfront. The Belfast
scenario is extremely complex and atypical in the European scene. In spite of the tradition of the portcity open and inclusive, the main city in Northern Ireland has been the scene of a bloody conflict that
produced political and religious isolation from the outside and internal divisions. The river that runs
through it can be qualified as an element of social and physical reconnection of a fragmented and
divided city. In this scenario, the river route generates a waterfront punctuated by catalyst elements
integrated in a systemic approach. These elements of the urban form consist of important projects of
urban regeneration that have been started in order to support the peace process through the
development of productive activities and the refurbishment of abandoned areas and brownfield.
As we will demonstrate, within these three emblematic case studies the pivotal elements of an
identitarian and resilient regeneration process will emerge.

3.

Case studies: three cities for an identitarian regeneration process

The common thread running through all the examples collected here is the added value and impact of
the waterways on the cities that were born on the edge between water and land [18].
Mediterranean cities have drawn from the Mare Nostrum their location, cultural diversity, economic
development and incomparable architectural solutions for the defence, the port organization and the
main places of worship. The Oceanic cities tell a story of great distances and adventures. The cities
overseas appear vassal of the Old Continent first and then the bearers of new identities. The river
cities form merchant poles, lying between the bends of their tutelary deity: the river. In each of these
contexts it is possible to extrapolate strong design elements that are stratified over time, contributing
at defining the character of urban identity, in the direct or indirect relationship with the water [19].
Focusing on Belfast we can recognize that each redevelopment project studied can be considered a
block of a complex urban taxonomy oriented to reconnect a fragmented urban tissues [20]. Along the
last decade, after the starting of the Peace process, the city centre has been transformed involving
abandoned manufacturing areas and brownfields from the rich industrial past. This process is part of a
programme for re-branding the image of the city after the bloody “troubles”. The insularity of this first
phase of projects could be solved enhancing the role of connector played by the waterfront. The river
Lagan can be considered the common thread running through the city centre reconnecting the project
of regeneration and redevelopment such as Titanic quarter, the Gasworks, the Lanyon Place,
favouring the encounter and interaction between a divided society.
The role of Marseille in our case study approach is focused on the effect of the huge investment of the
central government oriented to the redevelopment of the waterfront area through architectures by the
star system of the architectural firms and some traditional reproductions of local architectures. The
Euro-Mediterranean model adopted could be defined – provocatively – a sort of merchandising of the
traditional brand of the old port and its history and story telling. The strong genius loci of the Vieux Port
is the counterpoint to the new tower by Zaha Hadid and to the other concept buildings that have been
designed by the most famous international architects.
Concerning New York, the “big apple” is part of the Western collective memory and the node of the
maritime relationships between Europe and the USA. Despite this exceptional character, New York
City can be considered a paradigmatic example of urban development based on the strategic
dynamics of the bay area and of their uses (i.e. transport, leisure, heritage, property, blueprint).
The case studies have been examined as follows.
3.1 Marseille: hub of the Mediterranean cultures
The case study of Marseille is emblematic both for the relevance of maritime dimension in the
historical urban development and for its role as urban and architectural laboratory – confirmed in the
Forties by Le Corbusier with the Unité d’Habitation, realized in the South of the city and considered the
manifesto of Rationalist architecture. This tradition between maritime activities and architectural
innovation is reflected in the dynamism of ongoing changes oriented, on one hand, to enhance the
waterfront as pivot of development of euro-Mediterranean relationship and, on the other hand, to
revitalize internal areas defaced by industrial abandonment and by social housing estates [21].
The city of Marseille is the first French port for size, it is the second city for number of inhabitant, being
capital of the Provence-Alps-Cote d’Azur region; the city is administratively divided in 16
arrondissements that include 111 neighborhoods. Since 2000, Marseille and its 18 neighbouring
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municipalities were administratively recognized as urban community: the Communauté urbaine
Marseille Provence Métropole and the “Grande Marseille” [22].
In the coastal area the human settlement has an ancient history and nowadays it is extended on 57
kilometres surrounded by the hills of the Calanchi Massif. The city is developed around the core of the
ancient port coincident with the foundation area (600 BC) near the Lacydon.
The urban origins and development are strongly connected with the maritime tradition: the forma Urbis
is the mirror of this mutual relations and the main symbolic urban spaces are directly or indirectly
related to the maritime activities. The historical commercial vocation of the port area characterized the
urban growth, enriching the city with religious and civil buildings during the centuries and defining the
current urban layout, resulting by the relocation of the port to the Joliette (up to 1842) and by the
production of Haussmannian arteries and monumental architectures [23].
More recently, maritime tradition, multiculturalism and architectural innovation are the focal points of
an urban redevelopment process aimed at making Marseille the bridge-city among Mediterranean
cultures. In a geopolitical phase expected to reshape the balance between North and South, the
Mediterranean Sea is recovering its centrality in the European policies: the French Government bets
on Marseille – also Capital of Culture in 2013 – to turn it in a hub of the Mediterranean culture,
combining cultural overseas ties with economic issues. Nowadays the planning activity hangs in the
balance between the re-interpretation of original role of Marseille as port-door in the Mediterranean
area and the global version of the seaside city [24].
The urban regeneration programme is aimed at social, economic and cultural goals, as well as
environmental renewal, through the transformation of 480 acres of industrial areas and buildings, from
the nineteenth docks of Joliette, north of Vieux Port, up to the Belle de Mai. The keyword is the
Mediterranean culture, expressed through the development of local maritime transports, the waterfront
project enriched with international functions and everyday-life spaces, new buildings inspired to the
new maritime city dimension, by enhancing memory places where the community has been in contact
with people arrived from overseas lands [25].
Joliette is the first building block in the coastal area, in a strategic location between port and urban
center, with a high level of accessibility thanks to the near airport, the train station TGV, flyovers and
train and metropolitan lines. From 1992 to 2002 the buildings of the Docks have been recovered and
in 1998 la Place de la Joliette has been inaugurate with around the business district and the downtown
worker housing.
Near the Gare Saint Charles intermodal hub, the Belle de Mai in an example of industrial sheds
reused for digital and multimedia industry and culture, including museum and archive cluster, media
center that is the core of Incubateur national multimedia Belle de Mai, big thematic village which
contains private and public relevant media production.
The Euromediterranée urban planning project drives a process of transformation and urban adaptation
based on reuse of existing heritage and new architectures: new residential districts and offices built or
under construction, located in the industrial and abandoned port areas, in the future supported by the
tram line. The five main poles are the following: the Pole Belle de Mai, creativity and socializing place
which includes spaces for shows, expositions, art events, housing, municipal archives, multimedia
pole, National Institute of Audiovisual archive and also the CICRP (Centre Interrégional de
Conservation et de Restauration du Patrimoine); the Pole Saint-Charles - Porte d’Aix, which
accommodates institutional, academic and commercial activities also transport industry; the Pole
d’Arenc is the core of economic development real estate; the Pole de la Joliette in which are localized
economic activities and housing; the Pole Saint-Jean which contains the MuCEM (Musée des
civilisations de l’Europe et de la Méditerranée).
The Rue de la Republique redevelopment project is aimed at enhancing urban life quality and physical
renovation of a central residential and commercial road. The project includes: the haussmannian
facades renovation, the adaptation of 5200 housing units as OPAH (Housing Improvement Program),
new parking areas, facilities, retails, sidewalks, 200 planted trees and the opening of BlanardeEuroméditerranée Gloves tram line.
The Cité de la Méditerranée represents the waterfront revitalizing project, three-miles long, located
between Arenc and Fort Saint Jean in the Vieux Port, aimed at bringing together these two symbol
places of the city, reconnecting the city to the sea and reconfiguring the interface area with the port. A
new terminal ferry near the Major and cultural, recreational and service facilities define the new
skyline, contributing to build a pole for economic and cultural exchanges between Europe and
Mediterranean cities. The project is integrated with the development of the Mole F4 and the Fort S.
Jean’s foundation.
Other projects started in 2007 – as the Sainte-Marthe eco-neighborhood and the 15-ha Aygalades
Park – have been obtained the EcoCité brand about sustainable development [26].
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Fig. 1: Marseille, the view of the Docks (by Dionigia Barbareschi).

The goal of this regeneration process is to make competitive the city of Marseille through the doubling
business district, in order to improve prestigious and low impact activities and urban life quality,
through housing achievements, public spaces, accessibility and urban transports. The three column of
cultural, political and planning project are: arts to valorize the Mediterranean identity, euro
Mediterranean international relationships and local traditions.
Euromediterranée is a big project, considering the physical extensions and the financial resources
invested, aimed at “returning” the sea to Marseilles. This ideological manifesto is an attempt to
enhance a city in deep crisis for a geopolitical relocation in the Mediterranean area. Huge investments,
creativity and technology have created futuristic glass palaces, one fashion city, the docks turned into
a long walk hanging, the highway going to disappear underground. In this scenario, in 2007 Zaha
Hadid designed the CMA CGM for the offices of the shipping company: the sinuous 148-meters high
tower redraws a new urban skyline and it competes against the thirteenth Madonna of Guardia, a gold
sculpture traditionally defended all ethnic and religion sailors.
Many other famous designers have filled the urban development such as the project for the new
waterfront, the Euromed Center by Massimiliano Fuksas and the Tower by Jean Nouvel, new symbols
of Marseille, without to dissolve the fascinating Vieux Port. The last but not the least is the MuCEM,
Museum of Civilization in Europe and Mediterranean designed by the Algerian-born French architect
Rudy Ricciotti.
As demonstrated by the projects briefly described, the waterfront has been chosen to characterized
the urban regeneration of Marseille, enhancing its maritime tradition. The case of Marseille highlights
how starting from the evocative power of water, naturally heralding of transformation, it is possible to
check the key to renovate and revitalize the city, adapting it to the mutation of new urban community
answer. However in this ongoing process of transformation, the approach pursued is more stereotypic
than innovative. The model pursued could provocatively define a franchising, a global brand that is
juxtapose on fascinating forms of an historic city ordained by changing wave. So the peculiarities of
Marseillaise genius loci are likely to be lost, on one side, in the plastic forms of extraordinary design
experiments – that do not evocate any identity of place – and, on the other side, in action of
maquillage on existing buildings and functional reorganization according to standard models.
3.2 Belfast: conflicting city and waterfront regeneration
Belfast is the capital and also the largest city of Northern Ireland (for inhabitants, function and
economic system); administratively Belfast is part of United Kingdom with a specific discipline of
governance. The character of the settlement has been determined, since its origins, by the peculiarity
of water system of this offshoot located on north-east side of the ancient region of Ulster; Belfast
overlooks on the Lagan outfall and it is located along the Belfast Lough [27].
The relevance of the Belfast case study is mainly related to the role that the waterfront is playing in the
reconnection of urban areas, in the past divided by the effects of the long time of “Troubles”. The
conflict determined a sequence of discontinuity on physical and functional urban organization, a
fragmentation of land use that is the mirror of a divided society. In spite of activist and institutional
action toward peace process, these divisions remain, configuring an auto-segregation de facto [28].
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Recent research demonstrate that the 80% of population still lives in segregating street and residential
complex [29].This is not the place to address an extremely complex issue, with many cultural, social,
political and economic implications thoroughly investigated from different points of view, from different
disciplinary skills and different artistic expressions. An expensive literature can be consulted at the
Linen Hall Library in Belfast, entirely dedicated to the historical reconstruction of the tragic events [30].
During the 19th century the port expanded with new manufacturing activities related to the sea and
navigation, also if the key industry was represented by shipbuilding. Since 1914 the Harland & Wolff
company represented the main source of occupation and it was the biggest shipyard of the Europe
and one of the largest in the world [31].
In postwar period, the crisis of European industrial town particularly affected Belfast, adding to the
religious conflicts and making the Northern Ireland economy unable to compete with the economic
vitality of the nearby Dublin. In these dark decades the city has been petrified by fear and suffering coinciding also with the divestment of industry peak and economic crisis – leaving relevant marks in
the social, economic and urban system [32].
From the urban planning point of view, it is registered a strong tendency toward the suburbanization,
mainly related to protestant middle-class, encouraged by the scenario of violence and urban decay
and by the planning choices, starting from the Regional Plan for Northern Ireland (1964) [33].
The planning activity, almost restarted during the years of the violence, finds a new rush at the
beginning of the peace process at the end of Nineties, especially through:
- requalification of public housing (Northern Ireland Housing Executive);
- infrastructure for mobility, energy and telecommunication;
- regeneration of port (Belfast Harbour Commissioners) and Lagan riverside;
- regeneration of city centre.
In order to accelerate the process of physical and social regeneration cities, the form of public-private
partnership has been adopted through the Urban Development Corporations (UDC). This regeneration
phase has been assigned to 'Making Belfast Work' program (1988) and Belfast Urban Area Plan
(Department of the Environment, 1990) [34].
Several and relevant projects of regeneration and development are oriented to create a new imagine
of peace and wellness able to remove the collective memory of tragic events of civil conflict. The two
main regeneration projects, started when the armed conflict was still in place, are the Laganside
redevelopment and the city center regeneration, both directed towards ensuring the achievement of
"neutral areas" able to break the wall between community.
The Leganside area includes about 140 acres of riversides, coincident with an abandoned and
contaminated industrial site and surrounding by degraded neighborhoods characterized by an high
index of social deprivation (deprivation indexes, NINIS). In the 1989 this area has been chosen for a
regeneration pilot project in order to demonstrate the “potential of the property market to recover the
city from economic decline and political turmoil” [35]. Referring to the model of waterfront regeneration
of Baltimore (USA) and London Docks, a mixed public-private society (Urban Development
Corporation UDC) has been created, called The Laganside Corporation, mainly supported by British
government funds.

Fig. 2: Belfast, Pedestrian bridge in the Laganside area (by Gabriella Esposito De Vita)
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The public subjects involved are the Belfast City Council, the Northern Ireland Housing Executive
(NIHE), the Belfast Harbour Commissioners and relevant government departments. The project has
been completed in 2007 and new initiatives have been started along the river, like Lanyon Place,
Donegall Quay, Clarendon Dock and the Odyssey Complex.
Another project along the waterfront concerns the Gasworks rehabilitation. Starting from 1822 and
during 150 years, the energetic provision of Belfast has been guaranteed by the Gasworks. The
abandonment of this area left volumes of industrial archeology, reused by an initiatives of the City
Council oriented to build an industrial incubator, with accommodation facilities (Radisson Hotel) and
advanced industry. The area includes also the project of public spaces, with exposition of artworks
and accessibility to pedestrian and cycle path along the Lagan river.
The work in progress Titanic Quarter project represents one of the most ambitious initiative of urban
regeneration ongoing in UK [36]. This brownfield site covers an area of 75 acres in the Harland &
Wolff shipyards, located in the Queen’s peninsula on the North-East of city center and linked to
Donegall Quay by a bridge. Nodaways, the company which built the Titanic continues to work in a
small area of the original site and it gives the name to this complex district (www.titanicquarter.com).
The development plan provides many functions: a mix of shopping, training and research activities,
various size and using target of housing [36]. The economic plan provides investments for 2.500 new
residential units, 50.000 square meters of productive areas, 10.000 square meters of structure for
leisure, two hotels, 7.000 square meters of shopping center and a building for a college could be
innovative from energetic point of view. Two public-private companies created ad hoc manage the
rehabilitation plan of the area that is property of Belfast Harbour Commission. The plan is also aimed
at producing an indirect positive effect toward working-class neighborhoods of East area, damaged
from the abandonment of shipyard. This last aspect seems a challenge because of the typology of
provided activities and elitist dimension of distributed services will have high influence on these areas.
The projects described represents an important piece of the urban revitalization process, that assume
strong connotation if we consider the peculiarity of the context and its framework of tension. In just
over a decade, the city center has worked a "normalization" result unthinkable in the Nineties. The
heritage of the industrial past have been renewed, starting a "branding" process more than a territorial
marketing, to create a new imagine able to cancel blood traces.
3.3 New York: a water metropolitan city
The case study of New York highlights some key points to re-interpreter the relationship between city
and sea, not in terms of transports or aesthetic issues but for enhancing urban maritime identity. The
city can be seen like a water metropolitan area whose centre is the Upper Bay on South Manhattan
[37]. This characterization born with the historic role of New York Harbour as crossroads between
ocean and internal water flows and nowadays it is strengthened by a continuous rehabilitation of the
waterfront and abandoned historic port areas, developing a collective sea transport integrated with the
other vehicles.
New York City is part of the State of New York and it is articulated in five big areas (defined
administratively “boroughs”) linked by the water that is the core: Bronx, Brooklyn, Manhattan, Queens
and Staten Island. It is the most densely populated metropolitan area of USA. The bay is the focal
point of a settlement system of metropolitan level that is developed from Long Island to New Jersey,
using the water like cohesion factor for a diffuse historic port structure projected in the water with
suggestive piers, influencing the life quality and local economy [38] [39].
The port activities dominated after the born of the Union, enhancing the role of crossroads of
commodity and people flows, until demographic explosion of the 19th century [40]. The geopolitical
events lead the city to be the access of immigration and exchange pole with Europe, determining the
actual role of cosmopolitan metropolis.
Through the first American dry-dock on the East River (1824), openness of Erie canal (1825) and the
internal and external "waters wedding", New York became the most important port of North American
transhipping and finally interchange for the transoceanic commodity. At the end of 19th century it was
necessary to discipline the development of port waterfront with the achievement of appropriate
organism: the Department of Docks (1870) [41].
Over the Centuries the city have represented the access door from Europe, the starting point for
transport to East Coast and internal transhipping and, today, a redeveloped and re-functionalized
waterfront, destination of tourists and qualifying factor of urban life [42]. This set of factors has
determined a particular attention to the waterfront, not like the boundary between two worlds, but like
the window on the "fluid" part of the city, link between the urban monuments, sociality, renewal of
historic memory.
Manhattan borough is the main place of the metropolitan system that is stoked up through water ways.
The long-sightedness of decision makers and stakeholders has led the city to exceed the crisis like the
Big Depression of 1929, the crisis of port and economic activities in Seventies and the terrorist attack.
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Fig. 3: New York, the East River and Manhattan (by Gabriella Esposito De Vita)

Saskia Sassen in her most important work (1991) defines New York, with London and Tokyo, a
"Global City" [43]. This expression evokes the complexity of the functional relation, the interconnection
of economic-financial dynamics, the multicultural stratification, the role of catalyst of material and
immaterial resources with a global skyline that identify the most populous United States metropolis.
The “Big Apple” shares with London (and Toronto) also the title of capital of cosmopolitanism [44].
In the contemporary city, abandoned areas and infrastructures localized in a quality places, like the
riverside, allow actions aimed at valorizing the character of existing city interconnecting the preexistences and projecting them toward the sea. The waterfront rehabilitation started in Seventies is
being completing with the progressive empowerment of maritime dimension from inhabitants, visitors
and city users [45].
The New York coastal line is articulated and extended: the waterfront is 1000 km long and includes
more than 11 ports: Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens, the Bronx, Staten Island, Perth Amboy, Elizabeth,
Bayonne, Newark, Jersey City, Hoboken, Weehawken, Edgewater. The first wharf on the Manhattan
dock dates back to 1648 and it is made by Stuyvesant in the lower East river (Schreyers Hook Dock).
The river landscape enhances the skyline perception from different points of view and the water ways
offers a capillary increasing accessibility, highlighting the strategic role of the coastal line for improving
urban quality. In this urban system, the waterfront represents the “red line” that links all the present
and future interventions, also by some thematic nodes: renewal of land-sea relationship, valorization
of abandoned port areas, environmental compatibility and more inclusionary housing [46].
The South Street Seaport is the physical and temporal starting point of the waterfront regeneration:
restored in 1983, it includes a museum located in the ancient Fulton Fish Market, a traditional market,
restaurant, a panoramic path and a shopping center on the Pier 17.
An important element of interconnection is the Manhattan Waterfront Greenway (MWG), an example
of urban transformations able to preserve the ecological dimension of spaces organization, without
neglecting the economic sustainability. The MGW is a 32-mile-path around the Manhattan Island, built
by transforming a degraded waterfront in a green attraction for leisure and commuting uses. It also
permits an alternative access to most congested areas of the city, including interventions on the
existing road sections through the Battery, the reconversion of the industrial port of the West Village
and Chelsea Hudson River Park and the transformation of the inaccessible Harlem River Speedway in
a promenade. In this way, new interventions are connected in the Lower West Side – from
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Meatpacking District, TriBeCa, Chinatown and Greenwich, until Battery City Park – with renewal and
reconstruction actions of the area of Financial District overwhelmed by 2001 events.
Chinatown and TriBeCa (Triangle Below Canal Street) due their recovery to the Washington Market
Urban Renewal Project of Sixties. Today TriBeCa is a busy place of Film Festival, characterized by art
galleries and restaurants, integrated with the valorization of Meatpacking District, where is the notable
intervention of High Line, paradigm of an approach aimed at combining infrastructural renewal,
ecological dimension and development of collective spaces. Today, the elevated road – symbol of an
industrial past connected to the transoceanic trade – is a green promenade and an important element
for the revitalization of 19th century borough, enhancing collective memory about the maritime history
of the city.
The series of interventions along the Hudson River systematizes the area and opens it toward the sea,
as well as it happens on the other side, the East River waterfront, by projects involving the boroughs
of Manhattan, Brooklyn and Queens. In Manhattan, particularly, the South Street Seaport project is the
meeting of history with contemporary innovation. The entire project is characterized by community
spaces, promenade along river and shopping and leisure center that can develop the usability level in
the area.
On the other side of Brooklyn bridge, the rezoning plan for Greenpoint-Williamsburg area includes the
creation of 50-acre-park that is integrated in the waterfront Access Plan. The plan represents a
community asset, developing in cooperation with local community, investor and stakeholders. It is
connected with the East River Park and the other areas of riverfront recovery in the whole city. In 2009
this integrated system gained the international award “Excellence on the Waterfront” by the
“Waterfront Center”.

4.

Conclusions

The theme of the city by the sea leads to deal with the concept of the border, the theme of the limit
which has always been a challenge for those who are involved in designing urban transformations.
According to the approach chosen, in fact, the boundaries could be interpreted as separation and
denial but also as a transition to something else [47]. The frontier between the two worlds is nourished
by the tensions towards the exploration and fear of the unknown and owes its shape to the way in
which the civilizations that face these tensions live.
The fears and tensions between land and sea have created marvellous pages of literature - such as
the explorations underwater of the Nautilus and the epic battles between the old man and the sea or to
relentlessly hunting of the white whale - that testify the intensity of man's relationship with the aquatic
border. This relationship is strengthened in inspiration than in all the artistic movements was taken
from the flowing of water within or on the edge of the city. In architecture, the same tensions have led
to the creation of cities reaching out into the waters or defensively behind the trenches from which the
ships were leaving toward new adventures [10].
As pointed out across the case studies, the evolution of space-functional organization of the coastal
cities has always been influenced by the aquatic element for inclusion or denial: it is the element that
connects, facilitating exchanges and produces wealth but it is also the enemy to be resisted. The
water is a constraint to overcome, giving rise to incredible architectural virtuosity, or to cancel, creating
an urban space interconnected but lacking the beauty that could be produced in designing the
relationship between architecture and water [48].
The evocative power of Marseille helps to understand that starting from the fluidity of water, by their
nature harbingers of change, you can search for the key to renew and revitalize the city, adapting to
the changing demand of urban communities as well as it always has been for the navigation. The
difficult challenge that is experiencing Belfast in an attempt to recover social harmony through a
process of urban renewal is actually based on the waterfront and trails along the river. Even New York
has risen several times by focusing on its role as a bridge between worlds and hubs and concentrating
the regeneration process around and through the upper bay, called the sixth borough of the city.
The criterion for choosing and the procedures for developing the case studies highlight some central
elements in a process of formation of the design choices. In an era in which the globalization of
economic phenomena, the fluidity of social change and the dynamism of the concept of cultural
identity make it difficult the recognition of places and architectures [49], the examples show a reality in
countertendency. The presence of the water is not a source of identity per se, but it contributes to the
development of urban and architectural solutions: bridges to reconnect parts of cities, fortresses to
protect, waterfront equipped to increase the areas of public spaces and to restore the environmental
balance, platforms logistics to adapt dynamically to the demand for services and symbols that unite
different cultures. Human ingenuity in taming nature respecting the balance is the basis of longevity of
such city-port systems. Interesting prospects for further interdisciplinary research will open up as well,
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helping to define priority actions to be put in the field to act on the contemporary city in a key cultural
interaction, social equity, economic development and environmental enhancement [50].
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Abstract

The uniqueness of the archaeological findings in the area of Croce del Papa in Nola sugg ested to the
Archaeological Heritage Superintendence of Naples and Ca serta designing an "Archaeological Park
of Prehistory". This pape r illustrates a propo sed project for the PAN (in italian: Parco Archeo logico di
Nola) which involves the construction of a built system finalized to a compatible fruition, in according to
the need s of con servation and p rotection of the archaeological heritag e, bu t, at the same time,
disseminating the knowledge of historical and social character of this extremely important site. So, the
support to fruition structures were designed with integrated approach both from the point of view of the
size that the environ mental impact, in line with the idea of "Diffused Museum", that we beli eved to be
the most suitable solution to organize in balance a so rich in valu e site. The serv ices and activities of
the PAN will be carrie d out within sp ecific temporary structures, made with a few natural material s
such as wood, brushed a luminum an d glass. Th ese stru ctures have the sa me gene rating matrix,
suitably varied depending to the different use: museum, laboratories, info-point, ticket office, bookshop
and re storation area. The se are sustainable structu res, de signed in according to some of the ma in
bioclimatic rules: o rientation, natu ral v entilation, u se of natu ral materials a nd so urces, r enewable
energy, recycling of rainwater. Through these design measures, the technological solutions increase
the eco-friendliness of an "architectural object”.
Keywords: Technological Design, Energy Efficiency, Sustainable Use, Ecofriendly Behaviour

1.

To experiment preserving1

“Any technique always refers to a transformation of a subject, object, knowledge and feature. It is
evident that techniques differ according to instruments used to achieve these transformations, but
even more depending on the choice of transformed object" [2]
The cultural heritage, exposed to continuous risks of decay, it is f requently preserved with techniques
that must not transform the heritage, but can only transform how man can use it and benefit.
To expe riment a com patible way of e njoying cultural herita ge, without ha rming their i ntrinsic valu es,
requires creativity and audacity, but also awareness and sensitivity. [4]
If we con sider tech nological desi gn a s "action resea rch" in order to give an en vironmentally friendly
solution to th e pro blems o f con servation and enhancement of the archa eological h eritage, it allows
making decisions through a creative act that lead s to formulating a variety of d esign solutions. These
can b e pa rticularly sen sitive to the need s (c onservation and e nhancement) and ada pted to the
environmental characteristics of the archaeological site.
The need to restoration ab ove all come s from the state of degra dation of many Italian arch aeological
sites, especially in the Mediterra nean area. The loss of interest of dire ct users for the archa eological
heritage is founded on various reasons, and many of them are related to its obsolete fruition methods.
In fact, the rules of use have changed.
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Fig. 1: The archaeological area and its context.
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The aware management of the cognitive process-oriented fruition needs a new form of planning where
technological experimentation, coupled with the creative act of design, enhances the identity of places
and contemplates integration to architecture of the historical, cultural and social characteristics.
Therefore, an illuminated designer can introduce, in the composing process, the understanding of the
intrinsic value of the archaeological site on which it is exercising its design action. Preserving matter is
essential so that the cultural heritage could be object of a valorization design.
The iter sta rts from the kno wledge and lead s to the con servation an d enhan cement of the
archaeological site.
The contrib ution of Archite ctural T echnology orie nts definition of requi rements for use of structu res,
choice of the most efficient technological solutions and explicit standards of comfort and performance
that design wants offering to users.
So, desi gn can follo w diff erent approaches respecting to the ch aracteristics of the a rchaeological
heritage (presence / ab sence of the excavation), me thods of p reservation, methods of protection (ie
use of roofing systems performing the functional point of view but also energy and bioclimatic).
The types of use to the public of the findings (by the procedures of lining out up to the most advanced
technologies of virtual archeology).
Actually, they mu st re spond to diffe rent nee ds, but above all we mu st un derstand that th e "Cultu ral
Heritage" must be increasingly aimed at communication skills, using a "language of the market" so as
to extend th e product within reach of an increasing number of consumers-users, naturally preserving
its safety.
This experimental design on the arch aeological site of the Early Bron ze Age Village of Nol a, aims to
test the validity of the design methodology integrated technologies of the Information Soci ety for the
realization o f archae ological m useums "o pen-air", whi ch p rovide fo r, among othe r thing s,
reconstruction efforts with educational and training purposes.
For the p eculiarities of th e site and th e cu rrent co nditions of partial floodin g due to the rise of the
aquifer, th e t echnique of preservation of the ad optable i s the p ractice of ba ckfilling: a choice only
seems defeat ist that offers s timulating ins ights f rom the reasons given both ins titutional design and
technology.
The issue has been addressed from different points of view, in order to put in evidence opportunities in
terms of exp erimentation related to thi s conservative ap proach, with a pa rticular inte rest in the
contribution of multimedia and virtual technologies. It is foun ded on a methodological apparatus using
user needs and requirements of information tools.
This proposed design has been carried out taking in account those objectives, and both inte gration of
innovative te chnologies a nd attentio n to the bioclimatic fa ctors have provid ed the be nefit that ha s
characterized the design choices.
The de sign's main obje ctive is to exp eriment first at all solutio ns en couraging co nservation and
enhancement of he ritage; the ad option of technol ogical inn ovation and pro cess is essential to a
sustainable management of the cultural heritage in our country.
However, the des ign also demonstrate that the combined application of tec hnological innovation and
process represents one of the tools to improve the quality of conservation processes.

2.

The technological design2

The Ea rly Bronze Age settlement in th e locality Cr oss of the Po pe is l ocated at a depth o f about 6
meters below the current campaign level, but the aquifer of Nola's agro is submerging it. [1]
The uniqueness and o riginality of the finds h as engaged the te chnicians of the Superi ntendence for
Archaeological Heritag e o f Napl es an d Ca serta not only searchi ng ne w methods of excava tion, but
also experimenting complex and innovative techniques of detection and safety.
Actually, the excavated area is about 1500 square meters.
The design has as a primary need to protect the archaeological heritage that, if left in the same actual
condition, runs the risk of being consumed both by groundwater, despite the constant and expensive
pumping a ction, both by weather a gents that a ffect heavily on the covera ge that volcani c mud h as
preserved for thousands of years.
Therefore, the urgent measures are:
- backfilling of the excavate, which actually is flooded with groundwater water and could be destroyed;
- designing of suitable fruition system, with a museum, equipment and protective services and access;
- ensuring the dissemination of knowledge about the historical and anthropological values of this site.
This design converts the park into a large co ntainer of functions and connections. In fact, it is divided
into four areas, organized according to different purposes of educational, recreational and fruition, and
different categories of users: groups or general tourists, specialists and children. [9]
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Fig. 2: The Archaeological Park of Nola: plan and fronts.

The design of fruition structures follows the bioclimatic criteria, starting from the preliminary analysis of
the climatic conditions (daylight, natural ventilation, rainfall) and the topography of the site.
These environmental characteristic, in t he next pr oject phase, become resources for t he appropriate
arrangement of the interior and exterior spaces.
The m odel i mplements t he bi oclimatic a rchitecture p rinciples, re ducing th e de mand f or energy,
improving co mfort and in tegrating the se structu res in the arch aeological site, without being too
invasive.
These struct ures optimi ze energy relat ions with the surrou nding environm ent, const ructive choi ces
and structural properties of the materials used and the size and orientation of glazed surfaces.
So, they guarante e envi ronmental condition s of indoor comfort, base d on their mo rphological
characteristics, distribution, size and material.
The main "rules" of the technological design of the various units placed in the site are:
- typology: lightweight and minimally invasive structures;
- location, orientation and shape of the building: the structures are located so that it can be exploited to
better direct solar radiation in winter, with large windows, oriented to South, equipped with selective
screening systems to prot ect the gla ss surfa ces in the summ er season, and closed a nd i nsulated
walls, oriented to North;
- natural cross ventilation;
- use of eco-friendly materials (natural and unsophisticated);
- use of re newable energy sources: energy supply is ensured by photovoltaic systems. In particul ar,
the roof i s a photovoltai c totally integrated sy stem, con sisting o f photovoltaic module s waterproof,
which use solar cells in thi n film of amo rphous silicon, which produces energy even at lo w levels of
irradiation, when irradiation is not direct but diffuse;
- reuse of rainwater for irrigation of green areas and for wc.

3.

The PAN: temporary structures for fruition3

Starting fro m the ent rance area, a re generated two ma in itinerary that le ad to all the equipment
connected to them, at first info-point/ticket office and bookshop. The focus of the system is constituted
by an "Open Museum", that is the re-proposition of the casts of the Ancient Village of Bronze, around
which articulates the main visitor itinerary.
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Fig. 3: Design of ticket structure.

The main o bjective of the proje ct for the Archae ological Pa rk of Nola (PAN) is to create a fruition
system a nd various su pport stru ctures integrat ed i nto the land scape a nd h istorical-environmental
context of the site [3], always in accordance with the principles of sustainability and energy saving. We
will have to a void having to the sup port structures of the park a predomin ant role respect to reality of
the site, both in terms of extension and in terms of impact.
All this to better c omply with the idea of "diffu sed museum", th at we believe is th e mo st suitable
solution to organize in a balanced way a "place" so rich in values.
In brief, with the proje ct of the PAN we want to create a sy stem perfe ctly correlated bet ween the
"ancient" site and the future structure of the area, through essential tools such as visitor routes, "open
air" museum, virtual muse um and lab oratories for t eaching a nd sci entific re search; all architectural
elements conceived and designed in according to the basic principles of eco-sustainability.
Architectural desi gn is based on the pri nciples of fl exibility in the light of t he context in progress of
research, reversibility of the process, recognition of the work, absolutely not mimetic (imitative).
The se rvices and activitie s that will take place in t he Archa eological P ark will be lo cated in small
buildings, called "cubes" and designed in wood, brushed aluminum and structural glass.
These "cubes" have the same generating frame, suitably changed in according to the needs of use of
the vario us a ctivities that here take pl ace: a rcheology and ceramic la bs, i nfo-point an d ticket office,
bookshop, laboratories for specialist research, dining area and museum.
All the ab ove-described units and the systems (plants) adopted for them are linked to d esign choices
of distributive and architectural nature. In particular, each design choice derives from the respect of a
few simple "rules" of sustainable building.
The case st udy has been develop ed keepi ng in mind what h as ju st bee n said. In fact, after a
preliminary analysis of the site, it was established the orientation (positioning) and all technical works
aimed to energy self-sufficiency of buildings.
For an optimal positioning of the buildi ngs has been realized the sha dow study (winter and summer
solstice) by using ECOTECT software, which has allowed to control the no-sha ding of any building on
the other.
So, it follows that all build ings benefit f rom a direct catchment of the sol ar rays, whi ch i n winter a re
exploited for a heat input, thanks to the use of selective thermal glass, while in summer are shielded in
order to reduce the thermal load in buildings.
For the solar shields have been provided for two distinct types.
For the blocks allocated along the west side of th e site, with elongated shape along the south-north
axis (exposure is mainly east west) has been provided a flat roof protruding about 2 meters.
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Fig. 4: Design of bookshop structure.

To allow the input of solar rays during the winter, while in summer, thanks to the greater solar height, it
projects a shadow to prot ect the win dows. The so uth facade of these st ructures (to be a llocated to
info-point, bo okshop a nd research), is composed of a gl ass curtain wall, p roperly scre en from the
summer su n by an overhangi ng roof and bri se-soleil with vertical wooden slat s which gua rantee
however the solar thermal storage in winter.
The surfaces exposed to the no rth of t hese buil dings a re p rotected by extern al wall s of th e sa me
height as of the building itself, which have the function to protect them from the cold and wet prevailing
winds in winter.
With reg ard to the multipu rpose a rea a nd the ex perimental labo ratory. These were d esigned with
arrangement of the modules of el ongated sha pe alo ng the East-We st axis, with close d wal ls to the
north, gla ss walls the south, which allo w the p enetration of solar radiatio n in winter, a nd t hey are
screened in t he summer thanks to the roof that protrudes about 2 m by creating shadow zone on the
windows.
Regarding natural ventilation, it appeared that winter prevailing winds come from the North and
Northeast. Essentially, it is cold and wet wind s, a dequately shielded by a windbreak ma de with a
double ro w o f evergre en t rees (wind s are screened by the foliage) an d a hed ge (that p revents the
passage of the wind in the lower part).
The prevailing winds in summer, ho wever, have been exploited f or c ooling and dehumid ification, as
can be seen from the grap hs of the buil dings. Moreover with ECO TECT Software were a nalyzed the
frequencies of the prevail ing wind s tha t effect on eac h bl ock, in relation to the winte r an d summ er
season.
For photovoltaic, it was a ssumed an integrated system that is well suite d to the flat roof of the blocks
of the whole area of the park. It was chosen a ph otovoltaic pa nel with exce llent perfo rmance and
technologically "innovative”. It is a fully i ntegrated photovoltaic system, suitable for every type of roof.
The PV mod ule is comp osed by a p hotovoltaic laminate combined with an im permeable membrane,
industrially or in the site.
The modules of the flexible type, consisting of solar cells in thin film of amorphous silicon, are capable
of producing energy even at low levels of insolation, indirect irradiation or in diffuse light co nditions.
Moreover, the system has a lower waste of efficiency with the increase of temperature of the cell.
In order to reduce energy consumption, a pa rticular attention has been focused on th e design of the
envelope of t he st ructure, insid e which, using ap propriate m aterials, it is t ried to achieve v alues of
thermal transmittance contained within the maximum transmittance values as provided by Decree No.
311/2006. To obtain this result the partitions were examined individually.
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Fig. 5: The Archaeological Park of Nola: layout.
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Abstract

An interdisciplinary pedology and architecture research started aiming at identifying, restoring and
repaying dignity and value to those we call “agri+cultural” Borbone sites. This investigation deals with
the so-called “Fan vineyard”, once at the mountainside of San Leucio (Caserta). Through advanced
GIS–based interpretation of original maps and bibliography sources, the “Fan vineyard” has been
redrawn in its initial topography, and its running pedo-agronomic and microclimatic features have been
gathered. The redrawing of the “Fan vineyard” has been possible thanks to the comparison of
historical and actual maps and through the identification of traces still visible in the actual landscape
design. The “Fan vineyard” was a paradigm of a cultured and rational view of landscape architecture
that, as hinted by its appellation, projected the natural site geomorphology on the emblematic “cult”
object of the baroque aristocratic elegance. The “Fan vineyard” also was highly productive, since it
flawlessly fitted a hill hollow with volcanic fertile soils (Humic Haploxerands). The “Fan vineyard” plan
replicated a fully open fan with 11 ribs, whose pivot overlooked south-east. The optimal combination of
soil features with a beneficial microclimate created the prerequisites for a satisfactory grapevine
cropping, growing 10000 vines belonging to 10 different varieties.
Keywords: “Fan vineyard”, Borbone House, agri+cultural heritage, applied pedology, LIS-GIS

1.

Introduction

The Tifatini Hills are a small calcareous pre-Apennines chain, bordering to NE the Campania Plain
within the jurisdiction of Caserta province. It spans about 15 km from Capua (NW) to Maddaloni (SE)
behind Caserta town (Fig. 1), the natural backcloth of the celebrated Royal House.
The Tifatini Hills guards one of the most diversified and original environmental and cultural Italian
heritage. It represents the valuable legacy of various people and dynasties which, from Oscan to
Borbone House, determined the structure and configured the evolution of the inner Campania Felix.
In actual fact, the word “Tifatini” reminds the old Oscan name of the oak, while, of all, Borbone House
unquestionably exerted the foremost influence on the socio-economic and cultural development of
land. They enriched the Caserta surroundings landscape not only with the well-known gems of
architecture, but also through a smart and technically advanced reorganization of the agricultural
assets, implementing an extraordinarily happy marriage of art and science, with particular reference to
pedo-agronomic and architectural sciences.
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Fig. 1: The Tifatini Hills from Capua (NW) to Valle di Maddaloni (SE).

The Borbone sites arise as the result of a careful and farsighted policy, which pursued several
objectives, the most important from the socio-economic point of view, was the creation of development
centers extended to the whole Kingdom of Naples. With the widespread dissemination originate in all
the kingdom, Borbone Houses sites are all great architectural projects that contribute all at an even
greater social and territorial project. They are all realities that surpass the concept sixteenth and
seventeenth-century residences exclusively dedicated to , becoming at the same time production
realities not only of goods but of a renewed conception of culture and society.
Careful, in-depth information on Borbone House Royal Sites, and on their role on the socio-economic
progress and on the transformation of rural landscape is found in the bibliography [1, 2, 3].
To sum up, Borbone House established that we call “agri+culture” by managing their rural goods
under the aegis of the “beautiful and useful”. A foremost, superb model of such a concept is San
Leucio, the small “Royal delights” suburb, located about in the middle of Tifatini chain, overlooking the
Royal House, of which is the natural prolongation.
San Leucio was the old Castle of Acquaviva Prince, surrounded by wood, vineyards, olive groves,
orchards and gardens. It was purchased by King Charles as an amusement site, and progressed by
Ferdinando IV, which organized the manufacturing industry, built the village for factory workers, and
structured the whole hilly land system including San Leucio, Montebriano and Montemajulo as a farm
complex, managed with a surprising modernity and a commendable long-sightedness.
1.1
Aims
Unfortunately and deplorably, at present times most of those we call “agri+cultural” Borbone places
are fully ignored even by Caserta Royal House visitors. Several sites still languish for forgetfulness or
negligence, and others are definitively missing; concurrently, the pleasantly imposing Tifatini massif,
once flourishing and hospitable, suffer nowadays severe degradation.
From such considerations, we planned an interdisciplinary research among pedologists and architects,
aiming at identifying, restoring and repaying dignity and value, in the present or in the memory, to the
“agri+cultural” Borbone sites. This investigation deals with a very interesting record: the so-called “Fan
vineyard”, a missing unique paradigm of the attention of Borbone House for both productive and
artistic management of soil resources and landscape features.
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Fig. 2: The map of D. Rossi (first-half 19 C) (top) as compared to the present topography (down). San Leucio
and the past location of “ Fan vineyard” are shown, together with “ Casino di San Silvestro” and “ Fontana di
Atteone” (right).
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2.

Re-drawing and re-locating the “Fan vineyard” by LIS-GIS

The original location of the “Fan vineyard”, and its pedo-agronomic features, are testified by few but
trustworthy and precise iconographic and bibliographic sources referred to San Leucio estate: a map
th
painted during the first-half 19 C by D. Rossi [6] (Fig. 2), and the “Platea”, an index of royal goods
compiled by A. Sancio (1826) [7] (Fig. 3).
Through advanced LIS-GIS–based interpretation of original maps and bibliography sources, the “Fan
vineyard” has been re-drawn in its initial topography, and its pedo-agronomic and microclimatic
features time have been gathered.
The vineyard has been re-drawn and re-located thanks to the comparison of historical and present
maps and through the identification of traces still visible in the present-day landscape design (Figgs.
5a, b, and 6). This was achieved through a software procedure (by Quantum GIS - Open Source
Geographic Information System version 1.7) which consists in positioning, by means known
coordinate points (control points), the spatial data in their respective positions in the present, real
territory, according to a map projection system (i.e. UTM 33) and a coordinate reference system (i.e.
WGS 84).
Using GIS as a tool for graphic comparison of geographic data is fundamental to reconstructing past
places. Historical maps often hold information retained by no other written source, such as placenames, boundaries, and physical features that have been modified or erased by modern development.
Historical maps capture the attitudes of those who made them and represent worldviews of their time.

Fig. 3: The map of “Fan vineyard” from “Platea…” by A. Sancio (1826).
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Fig. 4: “La Vaccheria di San Silvestro con personaggi” by A. Veronese (1818). A part of the “Fan vineyard” is
visible at San Leucio mountainside (near the center).

Specifically, we geo-referred three control points, i.e. “San Leucio” hill, “Casino di San Silvestro”, and
“Fontana di Atteone”, existing and clearly recognizable in both Rossi map and current orthoimage. By
casting and aligning such reference marks from the historical to the present images, we
accommodated the Rossi map in its true location according to modern coordinates (Fig. 6).
The result was surprising, since the Rossi map almost perfectly overlaid on the present topography.
Indeed, it is highly detailed, and it allows to identify and to re-locate, with noticeable precision, the old
limits, roots, buildings and pertaining lands of the Borbone site on the current orthoimages. Therefore,
it has been possible to make a real comparison between past and present traces (Figgs. 5a, b, and 6).
On the historical map, using GIS, has been simulate topography more vividly by using digital elevation
models, which are raster surfaces composed of longitude (x), latitude (y), and elevation (z)
coordinates. We already saw how draping the D. Rossi map over a digital elevation model enhanced
the historical map’s depiction of the landscape and morphology on which “fan vineyard” was located.
(Fig. 6) Historical maps have a great deal to offer GIS, and GIS brings new techniques to the analysis
and display of historical maps.
Through this comparison we can see that the configuration of the mountain on which appears the “Fan
vineyard” is the real one, and how some visible traces in the Rossi map are presently missed . As a
matter of fact, the outline of the “Fan vineyard” has been lost during time, while the layout of the
“Vigna di San Silvestro” and other small paths still retain.
It is finally noteworthy to consider that the work of Rossi concomitantly shows the elegance of
“vedutismo” paintings and the accuracy of a modern topographic chart.
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Fig. 5a: The map of D. Rossi overlaid as a transparency to present topography.

Fig. 5b: Old (yellow) and present (purple) traces of “Fan vineyard” (yellow square locates the old fan pivot) and
San Leucio estate with “Casino di San Silvestro” (red square) and its guest room (red dot).
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“Fan Vineyard”

Fig. 6: Re-drawing and re-location of “Fan vineyard” from Rossi map to the present topography.

3.

Pedo-agronomic features of the “Fan vineyard”

The “Fan vineyard” flawlessly fitted a calcareous hollow, filled by the Campanian Ignimbrite, a sturdy
st
pyroclastic fall (cinder, pumices, and scoriae) erupted during the 1 from Phlegraean Period about 39
ky b.p. From such a substrate, volcanic soils as Andisols developed. In particular, Andisols occurring
in the study-area are classified, according to (USDA-NRCS 2010), as Humic Haploxerands. Andisols
have a high potential for agricultural production, since they are intrinsically fertile, easy to cultivate,
and with good rootability and large water storage properties. Therefore, Andisols are planted to a wide
variety of crops, including grapevine.
The “Fan vineyard” plan replicated a fully open fan with 11 ribs, whose pivot overlooked south-east
(Figgs. 5a, b). This was an excellent location, determining a favorable local microclimate, since
grapevines were lighted and heated during the bulk of daylight, and shielded behind, by San Leucio
hill, from cold, injurers north and north-westerly winds (Figgs. 2 and 5a, b). The optimal combination of
a high soil capability and suitability with a beneficial microclimate created the prerequisites for a
satisfactory grapevine cropping.
As referred by Sancio [7], the 11 ribs subdivided the vineyard into 10 sectors, each with a different
grape variety: from NE to SW, Red Lipari, White Delfino, Procopio, Red Piedimonte, White
Piedimonte, White Lipari, White Siracusa, Red Terranova, Red Corigliano, Red Siracusa. The name of
each grapevine was carved onto a Bellona travertine stone.
Interesting formation on cropping system, agrotechniques and yielding ability are also available [7]:
each sector hosted 1000 vines, amounting in all to 10000, pruned “Italian-style”, i.e., short, as a small
tree. Neither other trees, nor other crops coexisted with vines, thus allowing to devote all farmers
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energies and cares to vineyard; soil was tilled three times a year, and supplied with horse-bean green
manure as fertilizer.
The estate spread 7 “moggia”, 29 “passi” and 2 “passitelli”. The “moggio” (“moggia” in the plural) was
the old surface measure unit utilized, whose dimension varied from township to township. In Caserta,
it matched up 3387.36 sq. m, subdivided into 30 “passi” (step), each further subdivided into 30
“passitelli” (small step). Therefore, the vineyard extension was about 2.7 ha.
Indeed, the map scale of the “Fan vineyard” reported by Sancio [7] (Fig. 3) reveals an interesting,
surprising oddity: the bars of the linear scale are measured in “passitelli”, instead of “passi di terra”
(ground step), which was the old official length unit utilized in Napoli, capital of Borbone realm,
nowadays corresponding to about 1.94 m.
Indeed, we found that such an oddity just is seeming. As a matter of fact, we conceived that the
linearized “passitelli” measure should be the square root of the homonymous surface unit. A simple
calculation validated our hypothesis: a surface “passitello” stretches about 3.76 sq.m., whose square
root is 1.94 m. In other words, it appears that “passitello” could be also a linear measure unit, as a
synonymous of “passo di terra”, of which besides has the same length. Such a finding is quite original,
and it is worthy of particular attention, since it plugs a noticeable gap in the knowledge of the
metrology adopted during Borbone House reign.
The wine production was 80 barrels, corresponding to about 2640 liters. Taking into account that it
refers to a production of nearly two centuries ago, and that the vine short pruning increases the
quality, but decreases the yield, such a wine amount can be easily judged adequate, also when
compared to modern production. Indeed, it was even overabundant the requirements of the royal
court, so it was partly advantageously sold.

4.

Conclusions

The “Fan vineyard” was an exclusive, sophisticated example of a cultured and rational view of
landscape architecture that, as hinted by its appellation, projected the natural site geomorphology on
the emblematic “cult” object of the baroque aristocratic elegance. However, the “Fan vineyard” not
only exerted a landscape function, but it was also highly productive, bearing witness to the fact that
Borbone House had noticeable skill in managing their agricultural estates. Nowadays, the “Fan
vineyard” is long gone, and just a few Bellona stones are left as a memorial of its past grandeur.
Our work has been also intended to strongly support the need of a functional/aesthetic (two sides of
the same coin) recovery and restoration of the “agri+cultural” Borbone House’s sites.
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Abstract
The focus of the paper is the critical reading of the cultural and architectonical events that
accompanied and followed the petition promoted in Capri by the Mayor Edwin Cerio in 1920 and
signed by many prestigious Italian intellectuals, professionals and politicians.
With the petition, he asked and achieved that the whole island’s territory was put under the direct
control of the legislation on landscape preservation.
In Italy, it was a period in which the debate on the environmental protection was very lively and it took
an official aspect as a result of the famous speech of Benedetto Croce, Public Education Minister,
given on 25 September of that year. The effects were immediate and, while the Secretary of the
Ministry of Art, Giovanni Rosadi, supported by eminent intellectuals and politician, was working to
change the n. 364/1909 law, extending the safeguarding action to the natural beauty, even in Capri
public initiatives were promoted to face the neglect and demean in which was the island and to
preserve the typical characteristics, colours and unique houses of the places.
These include the prestigious international convention on the landscape preservation, from 8th to 10th
July 1922. It aimed to discuss the need that each Municipality adopted regulations to protect the
artistic heritage as well as promote the cultural revaluation of Capri.
However, in spite of the expectations, the habit to build without any respect of the so called “Capri
style” continued and only in 1939, at the dawn of the important Laws n. 1098 and n. 1497, the
landscape plane was drawn up.
Made by a Committee whose President was Gustavo Giovannoni, it is considered to be of the first
plans in Italy and has governed the island’s architecture until the end of the Second World War, when
in order to overcome the exasperatedly closed position, a new more articulated debate, extended for
over thirty years, solicited interesting proposals for planning, yet unpublished.
Keywords: Capri, Landscape plan, Landscape heritage, Gustavo Giovannoni, Edwin Cerio,
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Section

The apparent conflict in the dualism “preservation/transformation”, over the last twenty years, has
renewed national interest in environmental issues. The common goal of the ongoing debate and
numerous initiatives is the Territorial management in order to monitor and prevent a process of wild
anthropization of those areas not yet attacked by building speculation. This is what came out from
most of the Landscape conventions, organized in Italy from the one held in Capri in 1993, to the
Seminary days “City-Map-Contest-Conference”, resulting in the “Charter of Megaride 1994” and
moreover, from the “First National Conference for landscape”, held in Rome in October 1999.
However, we are still far from innovative principles being expressed, by both the European Landscape
1
Convention in 2000 and by the interpretation of the conservative intervention as a product of a
complex social value, obtained from the meeting of heritage landscape preservation with urban
planning, led in parallel with the development forecasts and a correct policy of touristic incentive.
2
Certainly, new methodological and operational criteria have been passed by the Regione Campania ,
as well as by other Italian regions, as a result of the different disciplinary approaches recently adopted.
Analyzing the environmental protection action of strongly characterized historical contexts from a
historical point of view, two important cultural references have to be considered: the “Conference in
Capri”, organized in 1922 and the Capri’s City Plan, drafted in 1939 by a Committee chaired by
Gustavo Giovannoni, which are associated with complex events in the contemporary national
3
environmental field .

Fig. 1: E. Cerio, Schema di avvaloramento archeologico per l’isola di Capri. Progetto di una strada archeologica
delle rovine di villa Jovis a Damecuta (in CERIO Ediwin, L’avvaloramento archeologico per l’isola di Capri, Capri:
Le pagine dell’isola, 1921, p. 45). Cerio wrote the essay to found that Capri is not only the island of landscape
attractions, but has an important artistic, cultural and archeological heritage.
The plan shows the most important ruins and archeological monuments in Capri and the details of a project for
road network between the major scenic charming views and the archeological places.

The two significant events have accompanied and followed the petition promoted in Capri by the
Mayor Edwin Cerio in 1920 and signed by many prestigious Italian intellectuals, professionals and
politicians. With the petition, the Mayor asked and achieved that the whole territory of the island be put
under the direct control of the legislation on landscape preservation.
In Italy, it is a period in which the debate on e environmental protection is very lively and it takes an
official aspect as a result of the famous speech, given on September 25th of that year by Benedetto
Croce, Public Education Minister. The results were immediate and, while Giovanni Rosadi, the
Undersecretary for the “Cultural Heritage”, was working to change Law n. 364/1909, extending the
safeguarding action to the natural beauty, in the meantime, in Capri, public initiatives were being
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promoted to face the neglect and demean in which the island was as well as preserve the typical
characteristics, colours and unique houses of the place.
Although the critical reappraisal of that time, brought forward with the right historical perspective,
allows us today to single out indisputably private interests, the action to preserve Capri’s territorial
integrity, promoted by Mayor Edwin Cerio, is able to sensitize public opinion as well as the
Government towards the promotion of public interventions. Thus, many Neapolitan intellectuals,
4
professionals, technicians, politicians, along with the inhabitants of the island , sign the petition to
point out the intense building, that has followed the Second World War, which was slowly destroying
5
«il colore locale e le costruzioni paesane» .
In fact, Capri, following the temporary depreciation of properties, not only was the object of serious
and continuous building speculation, but was quickly invaded by tourism, whose economic values
were irreparably impairing the cultural, ethnical and artistic meaning.

Fig. 2: Landscape plan of the island of Capri, dated 1939.

The petition, addressed to Giovanni Rosadi, Undersecretary for the “Cultural heritage” at the Public
Instruction Ministry, has a large echo and the consequences are immediate: in the spring of 1921, the
Certosa is entrusted to Government protection and, in February 1922, the “Soprintendenza ai
Monumenti”, in respect of a draft law to make a national list of natural wonders to protect, urges the
Honorary Inspector of “Monumenti e oggetti d’arte” of Capri and Anacapri to file “indicative” files to
report and catalogue the major places of landscape interest, because, as Luigi Parpagliolo writes,
Government control is possible only: «su quegli immobili i cui proprietari han ricevuto l'avvertimento
ufficiale del notevole interesse pubblico di essi a causa della loro bellezza naturale e della loro
relazione con la storia civile e letteraria. Basta ciò per comprendere l'assoluta necessità che si compia
6
nel breve tempo possibile l'inchiesta già in corso mediante la scheda indicativa» .
Moreover, in that same year, the prestigious International Conference on landscape preservation, is
organized from 8th to 10th July. It is the first initiative for “Aesthetic program” of the Capri’s
Municipality, which has an international eco. The aim is to discuss the adoption of a rule that will
protect artistic heritage and promote the island’s culture.
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Fig. 2: Landscape plan of the island of Capri, dated 1939.

“Il Mattino”, one of the main Neapolitan newspapers, since the early days, understands the importance
of the Congress and, sensing the future developments, stressed that it was not «[...] uno dei soliti.
Niente vaniloqui astratti e vaghi o chiuso e opaco esibizionismo di politicanti e mestatori elettorali ma
una concreta e aperta visione e impressione di bellezze naturali, d'incanti mitici entro il respiro storico
dei venti secoli di vita mediterranea. [...] Stimolare e illuminare la tutela è certo lo scopo principe [...] e,
speriamo, non sarà annullato o negletto dalle lentezze e dalla inconcludenza di quella nostra
7
burocrazia [...]. È tutela da estendere a tutta la regione e, [...] da far valere anche un po' in Napoli» .
The results of the initiative promoted by Cerio are immediate and proceed in parallel with the adoption
of the draft law “per la tutela delle Bellezze naturali e degli immobili di particolare interesse Storico”,
8
proposed by Benedetto Croce .
However, the limit of the Conference is the defence of a transcendental landscape, almost fake,
completely denied from a social and political context, seen from an idealistic perspective, which lack
ties with a reality private initiative and public interests where clashed. In later years, in fact, in the
name of a “redesign” of the island and in respect of the so-called “Capri style”, construction will
9
continue with Cerio’s implicit consent . Therefore, the structural premise of the Conference, merging in
useful methodological proposals, asserts the usefulness to catalogue the artistic and natural heritages,
the need for a landscape plan and, in particular, point out how the issue of "protection", have to
involve private initiatives as well as the local community, in order to be solved.
Thus, when in 1939, Law n. 1497 is enacted, in accordance with article n. 5 of the new rules for the
protection of natural and artistic heritage, a Commission, headed by Gustavo Giovannoni, is
10
immediately appointed to produce one of the first landscape plans in Italy .
This episode is an exceptional event with innovative meaning, because the need for environmental
protection is not felt as a result of the devastating and chaotic phenomena of urbanization, but as a
preventive action to protect a landscape still largely intact. The project has given a value of Plan and
together with that of zoning and building regulations proposed by Edwin Cerio in 1922, they govern the
11
island’s architecture until the beginning of the 1950’s .
Notwithstanding, Capri suffers «una disseminazione dei fabbricati senza alcun legame figurativo» that
12
will significantly damage the island’s appearance .
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Fig. 3: A. De Angelis, Project for a zoning plan of the island of Capri,1:10.000. July 12th, 1947

In addition, the regulation promoted by Cerio and Giovannoni’s plan of 1939, several decades long,
will demonstrate at least with regard to economic operators and local tourist, to be too binding and
restricting for territorial development. In fact, considerably reducing the index of manufacturability, the
plan will significantly increase the cost of housing and building land and indirectly encourage
13
speculation .
In an attempt to preserve "Capri", as the building regulations prescribed, typological differences in
relation to the various areas or differences are not established. The constructions of house, that
covered the “view” to those which were lower, was not forbidden. Moreover, the buildings so called
“terrace houses”, such as Villa Malaparte, were hardly ever designed, although unrelated to local
taste, they certainly respected the natural image of Capri’s coast without ruining the landscape
14
visual .
The project of 1939 had planned the ultimate building thickening in the central part of the island and
decreasing indicators of construction towards the borders, up to a “respect zone”, which prohibited
construction all along the coastline. This is a full protection plan, which does not foresee the
development of a road network and new constructions in relation to population growth and social
transformation.
After about ten years, there is a need for a more modern city plan to organize a global and organic
project where the road works, infrastructures, new constructions and renovations find a correct spatial
connection.
In 1947, a team of professionals – called “Ingegneri e Architetti Capresi” – composed of Roberto
Adinolfi, Angelo de Angelis, Mario di Iorio, Manfredi Franco, Mario Gallozzi, Orlando Gargiulo e
Costanzo Lembo, proposes a number of planning studies carried out by each of them to the
Municipality of Capri. Among this, two were pointed out to be particularly valid: the project of engineer
Mario Gabby - only for the Town of Capri - and that of the engineer Angelo de Angelis, for the whole
territory of the island (like a Regional Plan).
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Fig. 4: M. Gallozzi, Project for a zoning plan of the island of Capri,1:10.000. November 7th, 1947.

Both provide, essentially, two types of construction for Capri’s houses: «l'architettura delle Costruzioni
estensive che debbono essere intonacate con il colore naturale del paesaggio (rocce e vegetazioni).
L'architettura delle costruzioni intensive od urbane, che possono avere prospetti a tinte chiare o
bianche», because «l'adattamento dell'architettura al paesaggio è soprattutto un problema di colore. Il
colore è elemento assai più importante della forma, in quanto che a Capri le costruzioni si vedono a
grande distanza [...] e mentre la forma in distanza perde rilievo, il colore predomina e si impone
15
all'occhio» .
The idea of environmental protection still exists in various proposals, but, after overcoming the
exasperated zoning restrictions of the plan projected by Gustavo Giovannoni, thus translates into a
more modern concept of “camouflage” of all suburban buildings.
Some years later, with the Ministerial Decree issued on August 20th, 1952, a new Commission to
examine the Landscape territorial plan of 1939 and draw up the draft of a new one that had value of
General Regulator Plan is formed. The working group consisted of highly qualified people, chosen
from the environment of the urban national culture: the architect Roberto Pane, Professor at the
Faculty of Architecture of the University of Naples, the Engineer, Cesare Valle, President of the VI
Section of the Superior Council of “Lavori Pubblici”; Felice Mario Campoli, head of Division in the
Central Administration of the Ministry of Education, Giovanni Pansini, head of the Division of the
General Direction for “Pesca e Demanio Marittimo” of the Ministry of Merchant Marine, Roberto La
Francesca, Member of the Presidency of the Council of Ministers. Alberto Nicoletti, head of a section
in the Central Administration of the Ministry of Public Instruction was appointed as the Commission's
Secretary, while Professor Alberto Calza Bini was appointed President.
This shows how the commitment of a few had managed to arouse the interest of the Government as
well as create a concrete and purposeful debate which effects have protected with profit for over thirty
years.
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Fig. 5: Municipality of Capri, Plan for the protection areas in 1967, regulated by Law n. 1497/1939 and Ministerial
Decree issued March 20th, 1951.

Fig. 6: Municipality of Capri, Landscape plan for the Municipalities of Capri and Anacapri (1965). 1:5.000.
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Abstract

The current guidelines for the development of cultural heritage identify the link between the concept of
preservation and protection with that of management as one of the possible development lines.
The research sets out below in this article wants to show a synthesis framework on the Management
Plans of UNESCO sites registered in the World Heritage List - WHL, which are oriented to the
definition and planning of interventions to be implemented over time to maintain the integrity of the
values that have allowed for the inclusion of the site on the list, in order to preserve them for the future
generations.
In addition, in the document, there are outlined some illustrative and experimental applications of
Italian managements provided with universal value and there are developed some considerations
about the implementation of the related assessment, control and management tools of cultural
heritage through the use of GIS (Geographical Information Systems).
The purpose of the study is to demonstrate that the Management Plans, if properly integrated with the
instrumental support of GIS, can provide a mean to support a territorial development model, which has
the final aim to take account of all existing resources and to combine conservation with economic
development in order to achieve a unique cultural product.
Keywords: Management Plan; UNESCO Sites; GIS; Cultural Heritage; Territory.

1. Introduction to the universal meaning of the Management Plan: identification,
methodology, settings

UNESCO demands to the declared human heritage sites and to the registered sites in the World
Heritage List- WHL to provide themselves for a Management Plan, a tool to protect the safeguard and
preservation of properties that have justified the inclusion in the List in the course of time.
These sites are defined by the presence of a rich cultural heritage immersed in a natural environment
and/or in high quality urban localizations. In every of them, the operators are involved in planning,
before, and in the production, after, of a particularly complex appreciation process. To face this
complexity and to overcome the difficulties that derive from it can be efficient the start up of a
planning, organization and control process.
After the implementation of the Convention concerning the protection of the world, cultural and natural
heritage on 1972 in Paris, thanks to the competitor States accepted the commitment to <<guarantee
the identification, protection, preservation, appreciation and transmission of cultural and natural
heritage to the future generations>> and thanks to the following Budapest Declaration in 2002 even
Italy moved towards this direction, making necessary, with the Law 77 on February 22- 2011, the
editing of the Management Plan which the main target is "to guarantee the identification, safeguard,
conservation, appreciation and transmission of heritage to the future generations".
The prevision that the elaboration of the Management Plan of the sites represents a necessary
equipment has the purpose of guarantee a protection and continuous defense of properties to achieve
the standards and the indications contained in the Budapest Declaration of 2002, with which the
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UNESCO World Heritage Committee (WHC) have invited the member States of the Organization to
strengthen the protection initiatives of the global cultural heritage, incentivizing the effective protection
of single properties that are already registered (or wished for the registration) in the World Heritage
List, to guarantee a just balance between preservation, sustainability and development of various sites
that are considerable not only on the cultural plan, but also on the economic and social one.
The Management Plan of the UNESCO sites represents an essential tool for the management,
protection and appreciation of the Heritage. It allows the planning, in a strategic view, of actions and
activities to be implemented so that the site, identified as Human Heritage, could guarantee its
preservation as a statement of the history of civilization and could become a place where meeting and
exchange of knowledge occur, in the wide net of worldwide sites.
The Management Plan is suggested like a political and economic administration tool of the site in the
middle-long term, it can facilitate and drive the conception, the planning, the realization and the control
of safeguard projects and appreciation of heritage.
Its first purpose is mainly explained by the planning of cultural initiatives for protection and
preservation supported by appreciation actions, mainly, in the short-term, with a relevant economic
impact on the territory.
The Management Plan of a UNESCO site is built on primary basis that recognize the universal value
(statement of significance) that makes the site a unique or provided by extraordinary worldwide value
place. It's about the motivations that have allowed, or that could allow to new candidates, the inclusion
of the site in the World Heritage List.
To formulate a Management Plan is necessary follow a clear process without which you risk to
generate a less structured document that doesn't contain the suitable tools to weigh on preserved
properties and doesn't select the options to use for the local economic development.
The definition of an efficient tool for managing the historic, cultural and environmental resources of a
given territory is the main target of any project to appreciate a certain geographic area, which is
explained in the identification of exact addresses of knowledge, preservation and appreciation,
directed to the development of these resources and territory.
The Plan aims at defining the "local development model based on culture", defining a management
system that, starting from the analysis combined with the conditions of places, considers the ongoing
alterations and the opportunities of preservation and appreciation; so, it defines the possible future
achievable scenario articulated in targets and in options of intervention, it evaluates the repercussions
on the local system and then chooses the strategic plans that better fulfil the goals. Finally, on the
basis of suitable indicators it supervises the realization in the time.
It has the end of guaranteeing an high level of protection of eminent property, but it must also
encourage the integration with the plans and programmes oriented to the local development.
During the training process of the Plan it is needed, on the one hand, the building of the awareness for
the value exhibited in the site and on the other hand, starting from these values, it is needed the
definition of the local development project which outlet is the production of the culture.
The National Commission for UNESCO World Heritage Sites and Local Tourist Systems, established
at the Ministry of Heritage and Culture, to support local actors in the preparation of management
plans, has prefigured a plan model that considers the UNESCO sites as "active sites that produce
contemporary culture", places then able to promote over the protection of property and cultural
identity, the development of cultural activities in the supply chain and productive activities and services
related to them.
It has tried to respond to the need expressed by UNESCO, developing a methodology that can serve
as a guide for the implementation of management plans for all Italian sites.
A uniform methodology, shared and coordinated ensures an exchange of knowledge and virtuous
practices that enhance the overall capacity of the Italian cultural system.
The innovative aspect of the developed methodology, compared to the demands of UNESCO, is
summed up in the concept of "integrated approach" that combines the need to protect and
preserve the sites with the needs of socio-economic development of its territories. The Management
Plan, therefore, moves its boundaries, integrating both horizontally (from the individual assets to the
reference area, even beyond the UNESCO site) and vertically (from the knowledge to the economic
appreciation and communication). The appearance of the enhancement, in the cultural and economic
meaning, then becomes a relevant part, particularly in light of the importance that the heritage may
have in our country in supporting the development of local economies.
The formation of the Management Plan should therefore have a basis for a methodological approach
able to closely combine the recognition of the value of the property subject to protection (and the
actions required to properly preserved) with the construction of a local cultural development which is
the added value that can result from being included in the list of World Heritage property and thus from
being, as such, most recognizable in the global network of the cultural offer.
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Hence the Management Plan can be a tool to trigger or support a model of territorial development that
has the final intent to combine conservation with economic development in order to create a unique
cultural product.
In fact, the management plan has its own autonomy and a procedure that aims to establish a model
for local development based on culture but also to plan activities to meet the demands of UNESCO.
The Management plan defines how to manage the resources of historical, cultural and
environmental nature, and it is able to guide the instruments of urban and economic planning through
knowledge, conservation and enhancement.
Under this perspective, the Management Plan helps to coordinate schedules for all other: to maintain
and to enhance the integrity of the values that have allowed for the inclusion in the WHL; to combine
the protection and preservation with the integrated development of resources area of the local
economy; to make compatible a local process shared by several organizations and authorities, who
may also have conflicting interests.
In other words, the plan defines a management system that, starting from the values that motivated or
will motivate, the inclusion of the site in the List of World Heritage, it performs an integrated analysis of
the condition of the places identifying the forces of change in place, then it identifies the future goals
that can be reached through the intervention options and possible strategies, it assesses the likely
impacts on the local system, it chooses the action plans to achieve the targets it defines the
procedures for coordination and implementation and it tests achievement through a series of
indicators that implement systematic monitoring of results over time.
The Plan also constitutes a "declaration of principles", through which the authorities responsible for
the management of sites and communities to which national and local sites belong, are committed
towards UNESCO and the entire humanity to an active protection. It is therefore considered as the
plan the document that informs on the state of cultural heritage, it discovers issues to be solved for the
conservation and enhancement, it selects how to implement a system of actions, a policy of
sustainable local development, evaluating, systematically, the results.
The territorial setting Management Plan should be read according to a double conceptual level: the
first concerns the core areas, the '"territorial setting registred", that is one that identifies the asset
entered in the World Heritage List and which coincides with the perimeter proposed at the time of
registration at the above list and its buffer zone (a sort of buffer zone or "bearing" of protection), a limit
perimeter recognizable from physical and administrative elements, and the second part identifies the
'"extended territorial setting ", or that of its dynamic areas of cultural phenomena, dynamics and logics
often spontaneous aggregation of economic phenomena, related to the development, that affect the
surrounding territories, thus making reference to a concept of larger territory.
It's about two categories of territory, but also of two logics: the procedures for its administration of the
territories and perimeters, that one of process of its enhancement projects that are difficult to adapt to
predetermined perimeters, but whose boundary is the boundary itself of the action and perimeters
depend on the content of the development project.
Ultimately, the Management Plan for UNESCO sites is a tool to address that draws its strength from
the fact of not being standardized in content. This characteristic allows it to adapt to the territory, seen
as an integrated environmental, landscape, cultural, social capital, traditional mosaic, making its own,
the critical elements and serving as a tool of interpretation and implementation of plans and programs
at the local level mandatory.
Not the secondary is the fact that the Management Plan highlights the concept a network between the
UNESCO sites, at the administrative, territorial and also procedural level, involving public and private
interests, organizations and residents, so that the territorial development is homogeneous and brings
benefits to all those who are part of the regional system.
This is the first step because the territorial-cultural system is a real engine for development. The
Management Plan for UNESCO sites, for these reasons, it is a valuable and indispensable tool, if you
want that development is continuous and oriented to sustainability.
1.1 The importance of monitoring within the management structure of the Plan
The monitoring consists of the management phase of the Plan. The objectives of this phase aim for
verifying the compliance of the actions themselves with the obtained aims with the application of
management measures specified in the instrument of planning.
As part of the Management Plans for the UNESCO sites, the purposes of monitoring are aimed for
evaluating the effectiveness of actions provided for the achievement of the objectives for
enhancement, on the one hand, and protection, on the other hand, the regional and cultural system.
In other words, the monitoring system of the Management Plan has the primary aim to draw the
attention to the management structure of the UNESCO site the overall progress of the planning
activities, promptly reporting any critical work in progress and allowing you to take remedial actions to
management that are considered necessary to achieve the planned objectives.
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There are two types of monitoring: the first type of monitoring is focused on the implementation of the
Management Plan and therefore on the revelation of indicators that are spread to the management
structure through the reporting system, they can process the appropriate corrections to the existing
Management Plan, and the second type of monitoring is based on the detection of the impacts of the
Management Plan in the medium-long term, through an appropriate system of indicators and reporting
one, which provide the promoting of the Management Plan the necessary feedback for the
elaboration of the new Management Plan.
The reason why the monitoring is really useful to the planner, it is necessary to develop an appropriate
set of indicators, designed to provide you with enough rigor and scientific information that can be
used, both at the end of the “life” of the Plan, and during the various stages of implementation of
measures contained therein, to assess their effectiveness, and, if necessary, to recalibrate target and /
or actions on the basis of the obtained results.
The guidelines issued by the Ministry of Heritage and Cultural Activities suggest that indicators have
the following characteristics, that is: being little, being relevant to the problem, valid, simple and easy
to use, and based on existing data and easily achievable.
Also according to the Ministry of Heritage and Culture, it is clearly defined: a set of outcome indicators;
the time interval that must exist between a check and another, a scale for the assessment of
performance indicators collected (typically scales are used between 1 and 5).
The preparation of the set of indicators and of the monitoring system allows you to regularly report on
the activity of planning. These reports are used to make the point about the state of implementation of
the responses, so to check whether the time schedule has been respected in their implementation, to
assess the real answers, and compare them with the potential answers provided at the time of
formulation of the answers themselves. If the real answers are lower than potential, the targets can not
be achieved: in this case, it is necessary to change the answers, in order to make them more effective,
or you it will necessary to resize the objectives.
Other determining factors for monitoring relate to the construction of complete historical data, useful
both for research and for future planning activities and making transparent the work of decisionmakers, in order to allow the citizens to understanding, even in perspective of awareness and
information, as well as to promote the formulation of suggestions and constructive criticism.
The monitoring and constant verification in the implementation phase of the Management Plan will
therefore be an ongoing control of the effectiveness of the plan. The monitoring system must be based
on the reiteration of the data relating to the territorial system and acquired from the database.
The monitoring of the Management Plan will ultimately compose of two different levels of control:
- check of the progress of the selected projects and possible achievement of objectives. The actions
will be monitored in collaboration with the promoters of each project through control of the identified
indicators. The tests will also be useful to highlight the efficiency of the projects and their possible
replacement and / or increase.
- check the effectiveness of the Plan and survey of the mid and long term impact on the territory.
Considering the complexity of the site, the originality of this management tool and its importance to
achieve the coordination and shared management of the cultural heritage and landscape, it is
considered worthwhile, in the first phase of implementation at least, to carry out a biennal examination
of its effectiveness. In this way the Management Plan will be updated and adapted to the processes of
change in the reality and to the specific needs that will arise.
The preparation of the Management Plan of the site should be observed as starting point tool rather
than as an administrative act which ends the application process in the WHL of UNESCO.
As each document of programmatic-planning nature it is a "tool", in the sense that it must be really
useful in achieving the two strategic objectives required by a subscription of the WHL, that is the
protection / preservation of the property and its fruition on a global scale.
So being a "tool" the Management Plan has an "utilitarian" fruition, that is if it is able to activate the
processes to achieve two strategic objectives it should be maintained, on the contrary it must be
changed. This means that it is absolutely necessary to monitor the effectiveness of the management
Plan with respect to its management architecture and, above all, the way in which it is applied from the
actors involved in the management.
In fact it is need to find a virtuous balance between quality of the instrument of the management Plan
and application efficiency of the same.
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2. The network of good management practices of UNESCO Sites in Italy

Italy is actually the country holding the major number of sites including in the human heritage list with
its forty-seven sites, following by Spain and China.
Starting from the major international experiences, particularly english ones, first italian sperimental
applications were related to management plans of late baroque towns belonging to Val di Noto in
Sicily (including eight late baroque towns of Caltagirone, Catania, Militello Val di Catania, Modica,
Noto, Palazzolo Acreide, Ragusa e Scicli) and Val d’Orcia, a wide valley situated in Tuscany, in the
province of Siena.
Between other sites that have edited the managment Plan under candidancy, there are the seven
Sacri Monti (sacred mountains) of Piedmont (Belmonte, Crea, Domodossola, Ghiffa, Oropa, Orta and
Varallo) and Lombardy (Ossuccio and Varese), groups of chapels and other architectural
manufatcuring were erected from XVI and XVII century; the Etruscan Necropolises of Cerveteri and
Tarquinia in Rome; the Rocky Necropolis of Pantalica in Syracuse (Fig.1); the Strade Nuove and the
system of the Palazzi dei Rolli in Genoa, homogeneous urban spaces belonging to late renaissance
and baroque age, supported by more than one hundred civic titled families that symbolize a special
titled residential parceling model left in the centre of modern city.
Between the italian sites earlier registred in the WHL that are provided with Managment Plan today
there are: rock drawings in Valcamonica, a Brescian valley of italian side of central Alps that includes
an unusual sets of iconographic documents that allowed to follow the cultural evolution of Camunian
Civilization during the centuries; the Historic centre of Florence, closed inside of the boulevard circle
traced on the old medieval walls; the city of Vicenza and the Palladian Villas of the Veneto; the
archaeological area of Agrigento, one of the most important city in the mediterranean world which
supremacy is still clear in the ruins of wonderful doric temples that ruled the old city; finally the city of
Verona, a wonderful example of a city that gradually and continuously developped during two
thousand years, integrating sterling artistic elements of different periods that have followed. It
exceptionally represents the concept of the city that fortified itself during different phases in the
european history.

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Fig. 1: From top to down: View of Val di Noto; Val d’Orcia and rocky Necropolis of Pantalica.
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Fig. 2: Localization of UNESCO Sites in Campania based on orthophotos.

That which combines the different management tools just quoted is a common methodology able to
complete the analysis stages (awareness), design (conception), management (action), evaluation
(feedback) and able to renew the purposes of preservation of the site’s values during the time in the
light of latest considerations that assign a role to the cultural heritage, more and more important, in the
development model’s framework based on local identities and on appreciation of land endogenous
resources.
In the case of Campania Region, there are six sites in the WHL (Fig. 2) and they relate the Neaples
historic centre (1995); the Royal Palace of Caserta dated XVII century with the Park, the Aqueduct of
Vanvitelli and complex of San Leucio (1997); the archaeological areas of Pompeii, Herculaneum and
Torre Annunziata (1997); the seashore of Amalfi (1997), an extraordinary example of mediterranean
landscape with its special natural and cultural values that derives from its complicated topography and
its historical and compatible adjustment process served by the community, a shiny example of an
intelligent resource’s use; the National Park of Cilento and Vallo di Diano with their archaeological
sites of Paestum and Velia, and the Certosa di Padula (1998). Not least Benevento and the Church of
Santa Sofia, a registred site in the World Heritage List from UNESCO on 25 giugno 2011. It’s about of
a sequential site including seven places abundant of architectural, pictorial and sculptural depositions
of longobardic art, which candidacy was accepted in march 2008 with the name “Longobards in Italy.
Places of the Power (568-774 A.D.)”.
To this day the Campania sites aren’t provided with a defined and complete management tool, but
there are various tests in progress for editing an incisive management model and it’s remarkable the
necessity of increase the attraction of the artistic, historical and architectural sites in Campania with
the purpose to realize some local tourist nets and original management models.
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3. Manage, enhance and represent knowledge of cultural heritage through GIS
technologies

The use of GIS technology (Geographical Information Systems) as a tool for cognitive survey of land
and cultural heritage, has as its main objective to achieve a level of knowledge of the resources
appropriate to their effective management, as well as to create and implement a management system
of data and information that would allow it the simply filing, consultation and updating through a
flexible database, constantly updated and adjustable.
The axis of knowledge is, therefore, the priority phase of the definition of a Management Plan, and the
collection of data related to resources of the territory allows, in fact, the identification of correct
programs for the protection and conservation, as well as coherent projects for enhancement.
A such analysis should consider, in relation to the analyzed resources, even a whole series of data
useful for the definition of the applied protection measures, the state of preservation of the single
elements that create the property, disturbing elements interfering with the property and the other
possible resources that can be related with it.
It is evident that it is possible to collect and to relate a wide amount of data only by defining a unique
method for acquisition and encoding of the data and an information technology support that will allow
effective connection.
As it is well known for a long time, the Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are meeting these
needs by offering the ability to associate a large amount of information to a precise and georeferenced thing in the territory, linking them together and making them immediately availability and
update.
The growing interest in Geographic Information Science combined with the success of increasingly
sophisticated GIS technology has greatly encouraged the development of new fields of application for
the management which Geographic Information Systems have showed an effective and irreplaceable
tool. These circumstances have defined the development of new techniques, thus making possible the
use of GIS applications in fields until recently unexplored, able to satisfy the most various demands
not only from the world of scientific research (environmental local analysis, geostatistical processing,
assessment) but also in terms of planning and development of the area.
Applications conducted with the use of GIS have resulted in the creation of thematic maps, which
represent the essence of the system, from which it is possible to grasp, analyze, solve, critical
situations of environmental, social, economic, anthropogenic nature, or all those situations related to
the evaluation, control and management of a territory.
Through these instruments is therefore possible to interface and connect their diversified data, read in
overlap, they can provide more information, reveal themselves useful for a better understanding of the
reality in question and become a starting point for protection. But like any tool, GIS must also be
properly designed in order to fulfill the objectives that have been outlined just above.
The structure of the information system is proposed to use for building of the database of a
management plan that can be organized in a hierarchy both in the definition of the different levels or
layers of knowledge, and in the identification of specific resources that can have different
consistencies, from individual architectural assets, to the individual environmental resources.
The information system of the Plan must incorporate every possible information, in the form of data,
reports, maps, drawings and photographs, to understand the condition of things of the Site and the
causes that explain the ongoing changes. This first analysis of the heritage of the site provides an
updated overview of the status quo divided into categories of assets to implement in a GIS.
A GIS, therefore, is composed of, a series of layers or information layers or even thematic layers (Fig.
3). This means that, having to represent a set of subjects on the same geographic area, it is possible
to create a series of layers for each theme and then superimpose them as required and in the required
combination.
The first step towards the realization of a GIS is the identification of the digital base map. The base
map, as the name suggests, will serve as a basis on which to place the different informative layers
(layers) each describing a theme.
Often this results in an overlap of themes and therefore arises the need to use transparent networking
symbolizations, offered by the GIS in order to allow the vision and the overlap in the cartographic
representation.
In addition, the geographical element contained in a large part of the commonly used data can
transform this data into geo-information, a new type of knowledge linked to the territory and its
physical, environmental and socio-economic dynamics.
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Fig. 3:	
  Example of a overlapping about the different territorial layers within a GIS project (through the use of
software Quantum GIS – QGIS 1.8.0).

Geographic Information, considered not only as an end to itself data, but as a series of information
introduced in a wider geographical area and especially related to the socio-economic context, it helps
us to enter the world of the geographical representation of the many aspects that constitute the socioterritorial around us.
Almost all of the data and information, useful to any type of analysis or study, have a geographical
element that the GIS tool is able to capture and highlight making possible the analysis of the same
data in an unexplored context that has the merit to show new aspects and correlations between the
information related to the area.
Any type of data, therefore, contains in itself a geographical reference: it contains the position in space
and time. Any given data from a simple number or value, can thus be transformed into geographic
one, once equipped with geographic coordinates, then which position it occupies into space the
numerical value of the data itself, which position it occupies in time, attributes etc.
The main attraction of the GIS tool, especially in relation to Management Plans of the UNESCO World
Heritage Sites, is the ability to hold everything in many information and data even very different
between them , such as maps about the use of land and , cadastral maps, orthophotos, topographic
maps, satellite images and tables in Excel that, once integrated into a GIS, give the opportunity to
non-experts, to be able to make judgments and / or forecasts related to the management of the
territory.
A simple pair of geographic coordinates can not certainly be a useful information to any type of study,
but if a number other numeric, alphanumeric and statistical value is tied to this pair of coordinates then
the geographical data becomes information. If the whole is then represented on a map by means of
the technologies offered by GIS that the use of this representation of information instrument becomes
very ample and with very high potential.
The construction of a GIS implies the definition of technologies that enable the integration of data,
different from each other as well as the development of functions in turn dictated by the needs of
individual users.
Once built the GIS according to available data and the required objectives, it can begin the research
phase and especially the data analysis.
A GIS allows to make simple requests for data by the “point and click” method (the action/function of
positioning on a specific point of an object, click and get, for example, information about that object) on
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the available thematic map, providing also useful tools to the analysis of temporal data such as the
construction and graphic restitution of the time series, over the spatial analysis of the data.
Any process of analysis, enhancement and management of the resources of an area that aims to be
accepted on the political, social and economic level, must be supported by data and information
relevant to the purpose and must be developed taking into account the territoriality of involved
variables.
The axis of knowledge arises, therefore, two purposes: to define, on the one hand, the method of
implementing the activities of study, scientific research and analysis aimed at better identification and
recognition of the cultural heritage of the UNESCO heritage site and build on the other hand, a
dynamic geo-referenced information system for the collection and ongoing monitoring of the status of
resources, of the programs and projects for the protection and conservation.
In this methodological framework, an integrated approach to cultural heritage over to include in term
(and related legislation) cultural assets kept separate until now, can not take into account analyzes,
the criticism, the different interpretations of the concept of territory that in recent decades, it has
undergone a radical transformation, especially regarding the different views on the relatedness of the
territory, the dynamics between local and global, between the observer and the observed object.
The Management Plan therefore can represent the information base system on which to build and
represent not only geographically, but also functionally, the identified management strategy.
Furthermore, it is the information matrix (SIT) for the following implementations and upgrades related
to the state of preservation and appreciation of resources.

4. Considerations and concluding remarks

The outlined method of investigation in this article has led to a systematic collection of information
regarding the definition of the Management Plans of UNESCO World Heritage Sites, illustrated as a
means of address for the enhancement and control of land and cultural heritage. Furthermore it is
highlighted, through the use of GIS, that the implementation of activities organically inserted between
the strategies of the Management Plans can play an effective role in the strengthening of local identity
and especially in safeguarding the authenticity and integrity of those universal values thanks to which
it can be defined a World Heritage site. In conclusion, the proposal to assemble and integrate the GIS
technology with the management of UNESCO World Heritage Sites, is evaluated as a necessary
model to build a unified framework of updated knowledge in which effectively manage resources
through the various data.
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Abstract
This paper examines strategies to combine economic development needs related to cultural tourism
with actions for the protection and enhancement of heritage in a sustainable way. France, first Country
in the world for number of international visitors, according to updated data provided by the World
Tourism Organizations, has developed a long-term government policy aimed at the protection and
enhancement of heritage. Moreover, this Country promoted all forms of art and intellectual production.
The culture in France, over the centuries, affirms itself in the policies adopted, as the most important
tool for achieving a comprehensive development, including social and economic, which ensures the
quality of life of every individual. In particular, this paper analyzes system of site’s management, which
focus on promotion of culture. The sites are: the Agglomeration of Montpellier, for planning and
management at the metropolitan scale; Loire Valley, for the identity of the place linked to the territorial
promotion; Saint Guillelm le Desert et la Communauté de commune Vallée de l'Hérault for the aspects
related to authenticity, integrity and sustainable tourism; Pont du Gard, for the new models of
management, economic and sustainable development; Bibracte for the enhancement of culture and
scientific research; and the project for the Seine in Paris, for the transparence and public participation
in the planning process.

Keyword: cultural tourism, integrated management.

The Role of Culture in France.
France, first country in the world by number of international visitors [1], developed a long-term
government policy aimed at the protection and enhancement of heritage, through interventions on the
assets, on the organizational structure of the institution responsible as well as on the promotion of all
art forms of intellectual production. The critical analysis of case studies in France refers to emblematic
sites of the French heritage included in World Heritage list and in the prestigious Réseau des Grands
Sites de France. These examples have been universally recognized, by the French State and the
relevant scientific literature, as models of sustainable management, able to mediate the needs of
conservation and the economic development linked to tourism. The sites are: Montpellier; the Loire
Valley; Saint-Guilhem-le-Désert et Gorges de l'Hérault; Pont du Gard; Bibracte; the Seine in Paris.
The predominant role of culture in France is marked by a policy of national government, through a
structured and organized administration and financial system of, which manifested itself in the past, for
example, through the support of foreign artists living in France. Among the most famous links in the
relationship between artists and representatives of political power or patrons, is recalled that between
Leonardo da Vinci and Francis I, who honored him with the title of premier peintre, architecte, et
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mécanicien du roi [2]. The culture in France, over the centuries, affirms itself in the policies adopted,
as the most important tool for achieving a comprehensive development, including social and
economic, which ensures the quality of life of every individual [3]. It is a State's duty for all to be able to
access culture, as provided by the French Constitution. This is also the main objective of the Ministry
of Culture, which foresees: making accessible to the widest possible public the works of art, primarily
national ones; to encourage the creation of works of art and stimulate the spirit that enriches them
(décret n. 59-889 du 24 juillet 1959), [4]. Indeed, creation is a cornerstone of French cultural policy
that is expressed through two main actions. The first appears to support the artists in their training,
assuring a system of support in the absence of work, protecting intellectual property and facilitating
access to internal and external market. The second is materialized with the support of business
through numerous public commissions, specific tax and financial measures and the creation of specific
places for exhibitions and events [5]. The main role of the State is recorded in the investment for
culture with funding in this economic sector: with a budget of 2.816 billion euro announced in the
national budget for culture in 2009 - and an increase of 2.4 per cent more compared to 2008 investments in culture have increased almost continuously over the last twenty five years [6]. France,
with eighty-two million international arrivals, is the most visited country in the world. The concentration
of natural and cultural heritage is very strong in the Country, forming the basis for a tourist economy,
which represents 6.2 percent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) [7]. The added value of tourism in
France, as a percentage of GDP, is higher than that of other sectors which contribute decisively to the
national economy. The total tourist income in the country in 2009 is 84.7 billion euro. Of these, the
value added of 41.6 billion euro, exceeding the energy and agriculture (30 billion respectively), agrofood industry (25.7 billion) and automotive (11.2 billion) . By its nature, as a sector of services, tourism
is a major generator of employment, with an average annual growth of twenty-seven thousand
employees over the past ten years [8]. The field of cultural tourism has opened new perspectives to
respond to market needs. The visit to the most emblematic and visited historic sites in France, no
longer meets sufficiently and exclusively tourists, who ask and seek monuments and sites that are
expression even of a minor heritage. Moreover, they ask for high profile cultural events. To meet these
growing demands, the Convention "Culture tourisme" between the Ministry of Culture and the State
Secretariat for Tourism was signed in November 2009. The Convention's main objective is to
encourage innovation and practices of tourism development focused on monumental heritage, in order
to differentiate the tourist routes and avoid massive flow of visitors that focus exclusively on a few
properties, thanks to the organization of large events in other less promoted places. This is in view of
the fact that "the greatest problem of tourism in France comes from the over-attendance of a dozen of
well-known sites. Seven national monuments, in fact, achieve the 2/3 of attendance at such sites, and
three museums accounting for sixty percent of visitors to the national museum system." [9] In fact,
these initiatives are consistent with a cultural policy already initiated since years that allowed to the
creation of many annual festivals and events, not only in France, but throughout Europe. To name a
st
few, include: the music festival which is celebrated since 1982, every June 21 in all French cities; the
European Heritage Days, which since 1991, is held in the third week of September; the night of the
museums, which is held annually since May of 2005; and the film festival which is held for three days
in late June. Between tourism and enhancement of heritage, while respecting the principles of
sustainable development, the decentralization processes of territorial management has played a key
role in France, in line with the requirements of the international conventions on protection of cultural
and landscape heritage. In 1982 it has created a special procedure for decentralization (Law Defferre
1982). As part of efforts to decentralize the management of the assets and to strengthen relations
th
between State and local authorities, the law n. 6 of January 4 , 2002 introduces a new management
structure: l’Établissement Public de Coopération Culturelle (EPCC). This is an institution for the
management of a public cultural service, managed by a local institution, which can extend to several
municipalities [Établissement public de coopération intercommunale (EPCI)]. This new tool allows to
facilitate the participation of one or more local communities, also in economic terms, within a joint and
shared project. The EPCC can assume different forms to support all the sectors of cultural activities.
Among them, those in support of the activities of: heritage (museums, libraries-media libraries,
historical monuments); the teaching of art (schools of music and art); the plastic art (art centers); and
the organization of events.

Le Schéma de Cohérence Territoriale (SCoT) de Montpellier.
The idea of preserving and enhancing the rural landscape structures also le Schéma de Cohérence
Territoriale (SCoT) of Montpellier, related to the agglomeration of the City, which includes thirty-one
Municipalities and four hundred thousand inhabitants. The peculiarity of the SCoT is that its perimeter
is perfectly coincident with that of the Communauté d'agglomeration de Montpellier, established on
st
August 1 , 2001. The elected drew, at the time, the lines for a common strategy for urban
development of Montpellier and its agglomeration, in response to the constant population growth
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during the last forty years. To a policy incapable of managing the land wisely, in the respect of
protecting its natural and built heritage, it replaces, in the late seventies, a strategic vision that sees in
the planning of the metropolitan city, an environment committed to the principles of development of a
more equitable and sustainable collective life. It was affirmed, in these years, the ordering lines of a
territorial and landscape planning at the metropolitan scale, which proposed the City as principal
productive, cultural and scientific pole for the entire Languedoc-Roussillon Region [10]. The large
urban project is based on a landscape master plan, which is developed on a axis that foresees the
expansion of Montpellier to the coast, along the “sea route", named, in June 2009, avenue RaymondDugrand [11]. The urban design strategies, launched at the end of the seventies, had the goal of
giving to Montpellier, in the regional context, the role of a functional, dynamic and safe city, with a high
quality of life for its citizens, under the environmental, urban and economic profiles, even through
appropriate social policies. The Schéma has reversed the logic that perceives the agricultural land and
natural sites as a variable to be adapted to the needs of urban expansion, in favor of a vision that, in
contrast, interprets these areas as an expression of identity of places and a catalyst for economic
development.The urban expansion, scheduled according to the directional axis of the "sea route",
projects the city on the coast, with ample space project dedicated to nature and agriculture [12].
Policies of spatial planning and asset management in Montpellier have developed, not surprisingly, in
parallel to those for the promotion of culture, which has enabled the City to become a focal point of
regional, national and international reference for the provision of services to the population and
visitors. It is here that is born, thanks to the support of the Ministry of Culture, the Festival de Radio
France et Montpellier and the Festival International Montpellier Danse, which have become two
locomotives driving the spread of this kind of events in the Country. Moreover, it was realized, since
the eighties, the national regional conservatory, the high school of fine arts and Corum, a cultural and
leisure center capable of hosting major events. To confirm the importance of this sector and of the
policies in favor of cultural promotion, we observe that with a budget of more than eighty million euro,
the Communauté d'agglomération de Montpellier is one of the first urban areas in France for investing
in culture [13].

Fig. 1: Montplellier, Antigone centre (photograph by Alessandro Ciambrone).

The Loire Valley.
The inscribed area of the Loire Valley extends over a length of 280 km and covers an area of about
eight hundred square kilometers. The area includes two Regions, four Departments, six Conurbations,
eleven Countries, 164 Municipalities, a regional natural park and it houses up to about 1.2 million
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people. The site is one of the most visited in France. Both Regions in which is located the property
(Centre et Pays de la Loire) received a greater number of tourists in comparison with the year of the
inclusion of the site in the UNESCO list. Tourists in the Centre Region increased from seven to eight
million, and those of the Pays de la Loire Region, from ten to thirteen million in the last ten years [14].
In 2002 it was signed by regional, departmental, municipal and consultative bodies of the territory a
"charter of commitments" with the aim of increasing the attractiveness of the area in terms of
landscape, environment, tourism and cultural services. The State and local authorities, at the request
of the World Heritage Committee, established a system of management and the site consists of three
bodies:
-

la Conférence Territoriale, which indicates the guidelines;
le Comité pour le Développement, which assumes a consultative role; and
Mission Val de Loire, which is the operative body in charge of the management of the site.

This structure allows a simplification of complex bureaucratic procedures, precisely because each
body has specific functions that do not overlap, but it integrates to that of others. Cooperation is not
limited to the local or national sphere, but also extends to international cooperation projects. The
Centre et Pays de la Loire Regions, with the Universities of the Loire Valley, founded in 2005, the
Institut international fleuves et patrimoine that develops, in cooperation with the Mission, basic and
applied researches, through comparative analysis and studies of best practices among the rivers
Loire, Niger and Mekong.

Fig. 2: Lorey Valley, Chateau de Chenonceaux (photograph by Alessandro Ciambrone).

All the programs of management and promotion of the site are connected, through a concerted
strategy, to the criteria that allowed the site its inclusion in the World Heritage List. It has also
designed a special logo, showing the temple of UNESCO, the emblem of the Convention on the
Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage of 1972 and the words Val de Loire Patrimoine
Mondial. The label, thus defined, is advertised on all brochures and catalogs of scientific, cultural and
tourist promotion of the area. Additionally, in each of the 164 Municipalities included in the perimeter of
the listed site, were positioned appropriate panels in the same format. These confirm that the property
is included in the World Heritage sites list. All the strategies of promotion and education respond to the
desire to strengthen the attachment of local communities and, in particular, the younger generation at
the historical background of the territory. Education for protection favors the creation of a management
class attentive to the protection and enhancement of the heritage, which is, among other things,
promoted through a strong promotional message in the international tourism market. In fact, the use of
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the UNESCO logo and of the World Heritage emblem are perceived by foreign visitors, as a mark of
quality and integrity.

Saint Guillelm le Desert et la Communauté de commune Vallée de l'Hérault.
La Communauté de communes Vallée de l'Hérault in the Languedoc-Roussillon Region, is located in
the heart of the Department de l'Hérault, near the Agglomeration of Montpellier. La Communauté
consists of twenty-eight Municipalities. Its population of thirty-two thousand inhabitants, has grown
rapidly in recent decades. The territory extends over four hundred square kilometers. This is
characterized by a unique natural landscape, eroded by the river Hérault, including forests, vineyards,
olive groves and scrubland. The area is also characterized by the ancient villages, and a strong sense
of spirituality. In fact, these sites are included in the route of Saint Jacques de Compostella en France,
which includes the Pont du Diable and the Abbaye de Gellone in the village of Saint Guillelm le
Désert, inscribed, for this reason, in the World Heritage list. Five out of the twenty-eight Municipalities
in the Vallée de l'Hérault in 2002, were awarded the Grand Site de France label, which is a prestigious
recognition given by the State for a management that combines preservation of the landscape and the
"spirit of the place, as well as quality in the visitors’ welcoming and participation of local communities.
It was estimated in 2006 that these Municipalities welcomed a number of unsustainable visitors about seven hundred thousand a year - with peaks of thirteen thousand tourists per day during the
high season. All this resulted in inevitable negative consequences for the preservation of monuments
and landscape of the area.

Fig. 3: Pont du Diable (photograph by Alessandro Ciambrone).

To avoid these negative impacts and limit tourist arrivals, local authorities, since 1991, decided to join
the Opération Grand Site, launched by the French government in the eighties. L'Opération provided
innovative management actions for sites protected by the Ministry of ecology and sustainable
development. The main objectives of this initiative were: the management of tourist flows; improving
the publics’ reception and the conservation and enhancement of cultural heritage and landscape. In
this sense, it was realized a center of hospitality for the territory, which is located in Pont du Diable.
Also, it was realized a parking lot, sized in reference to the need to welcome people, and perfectly
integrated into the landscape, which allows visitors to leave the car without entering in the most visited
localities of the territory, as it was happening in the years before the creation of the complex. In the
Management Plan of the Grand Site, particular attention was paid to the enhancement of the rural
landscape, the promotion of agricultural products and local handicrafts as an engine for the
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sustainable development of the territory. In terms of tourism, a special partnership agreement was
signed with the inter-Municipalities office of tourism promotion. This agreement has allowed the
development of a unique and agreed promotion strategy with the concentration of funds devoted to
publicizing the sites and to optimize the services for visitors. To verify the degree of satisfaction of the
visitors in the logic of the guidelines of Grand Site, were designed and implemented a number of
initiatives, including: the observatory for the tourist fluxes, the observatory on landscapes;
investigations related to the economic impact on the area in connection with its frequentation by
visitors; the observatory on the natural environment and the state of conservation of the site.
In the framework of the departmental forum for sustainable tourism, the impact on the local economy
since the beginning of the operation Grand Site, were evaluated in approximately fifty million respect
the initial investment of about fifteen million. In other words, the economic impact on the community
was over three times the initial investment.

Pont du Gard.
Le Pont du Gard in the Languedoc-Roussillon Region, is one of the few sites in France which received
both the UNESCO brand and the Grand Site label by the State (Ministry of ecology).
In 1985, after inclusion of the Pont du Gard in the UNESCO list, the Conseil général du Gard,
expecting an increase in tourism, decided to implement actions in order to protect and manage the
most visited cultural and tourist site of the Department. In fact, there was no welcoming structure, at
the time.

Fig. 4: Pont du Grad, Reception centre (photograph by Alessandro Ciambrone).

"Savages" paths were born spontaneously eroding the natural spaces. Between 1996 and 2000, an
area of one hundred sixty-five hectares around the monument was the object of a major
environmental restoration. The proposal is designed to ensure a careful form of protection for the site
and the best possible conditions of access to visitors.
The realized project configures a new vision of the space, which is returned completely to pedestrian
and interdicted to vehicular traffic. The whole area around the Bridge, for a diameter of five hundred
meters, was returned to its original state. In fact, the parking lots that allow pedestrian access to the
site. The silent architectures, respecting the prerogatives of the landscape, fit into the environment
with a very discreet impact in relation to the monument. On the left bank of the Gardon river, in the
building of new construction, which contains space for reception, bookstore, cafeteria and restaurant,
was made the largest virtual museum and interpretation center on the history of Romans in France. At
its side is located a recreation center dedicated to preschools and educational activities. The complex
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includes the space for temporary exhibitions and cinema, with three hundred seats, where throughout
the year, events and projections about the history and traditions of the place are organized.
With regard to the policies of management of cultural heritage and landscape, the UNESCO site and
Grand Site de France du Pont du Gard is managed since 2003 through an Etablissement Public de
Coopération Culturelle (EPPC). The objective of the EPCC of Pont du Gard is to develop the
promotion of national and international cultural activities, tourism and environmental policies. The
project contributed, in a few years, to the definition of a "cultural district" and allowed a significant
increase in economic revenues for the site and the whole Region. The number of visitors has
increased by one hundred thousand units in three years, from 1.3 million in 2008 to 1.4 million in 2011.
In the same period, the economic revenues increased of the eighty-seven percent and the self
sustaining of the EPCC, compared to the allocation of public funds, is passed from fifty percent to
seventy-three. Pont du Gard moves an economy on a large area that involves fifteen hundred people
engaged in cultural activities and tourist facilities, and produces an induced income of one hundred
forty million per year in the Languedoc-Roissollon Region [15]. Another factor that contributed greatly
to the promotion of Pont du Gard is the rich program of national and international events, which makes
the "cultural district" alive and accessible in all the seasons of the year. Throughout the summer the
site is illuminated at night and thanks to the organization of concerts and shows of various kinds, it has
become a magnet for the entire Department. The Bridge, with Avignon and Nîmes, represents a must
for French and foreign visitors, and is often promoted to the international tourism fairs, through an
integrated offering that includes the two nearby Cities.

Bibracte.
Located in the heart of Burgundy, on the Mont-Beauvray, in the Regional natural park of Morvan,
Bibracte is the name of the ancient capital of the Aedui, a powerful Gallic tribe. The site was
abandoned after the Roman conquest. Later, the area was not significantly occupied, and it is for this
reason that Bibracte is today one of the best preserved fortified cities of the late Iron Age. It is also a
site of great symbolic importance for the French national history. For its historical and landscape
characteristics, as well as the concrete actions for the protection and enhancement of the site,
Bibracte has also been awarded the Grand Site de France label in 2008. The fortune of Bibracte is
due to the political choices of the president François Mitterand, who proclaims in 1985 the oppidum
"site of national significance", and in 1989 includes it in the ambitious program of the "Grands Travaux
de l'État". The heart of the property’s scientific activities is a program of archaeological researches on
the Gallic city from which it takes its name. The project, started in 1984, involving approximately fifteen
European Universities and Research Centers. The originality of the scientific and research program of
the EPCC of Bibracte consists in the fact that it involves students and researchers from different
centers of higher education, coordinated in their projects, by the permanent scientific team of the
European archaeological center. Bibracte fully supports all the subsistence costs of students – who
belongs at the scientific institutions partners - which are hosted free of charge. The European centre
for archaeological research provides publication of the major scientific studies through a series called,
precisely, Bibracte [16]. In the domain of research, Bibracte aims to consolidate its role as a European
reference for studies related to the Celtic period and the emergence of urban civilization in Central
Europe. In the field of training, the EPCC aims to become the place of excellence for continental
practical education of archaeologists, because the site hosts the largest program of archaeological
research on the field, organized in the last thirty years [17]. Also, Bibracte is a regional pole of cultural
and tourist attraction. The EPCC invests half of its funds to promote awareness of archeology to the
general public through the museum, the temporary thematic exhibitions and cultural events of a
different nature.

Fig. 5: Bibracte (photograph by EPCC Bibracte).
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The site receives between forty and forty-five thousand visitors a year, among them, eight thousand
are young students.These data are stable since 1996, or since it was opened the archaeological
museum. The EPCC is also a cultural point of reference for the Pôle National de ressources
éducatives “Patrimoine archéologique”, which was constituted in 2003 within the framework of the
inter-ministerial program for arts, education and culture. Finally, a number of tours to the site are
organized especially with the schools in the area. The identity of the Morvan, which is based on music,
languages and customs, it is not lost, but on the contrary, has been restored and enhanced in recent
decades. Paradoxically, the new residents from other Regions, including some countries of northern
Europe, contributed to the rediscovery of the ancient traditions of the area. In this context, Bibracte
represents a cultural center of primary importance for a local community which does not have many
opportunities for recreation as well as social and intellectual exchanges. For this reason, the program
of the museum is not only focused on archaeological exhibitions, but extends to various events that
may attract both local residents and foreign visitors.

Paris.
The World Heritage Committe decided to include the property “Paris, banks of the Seine” in the
UNESCO World Heritage list in 1991. The bridges, as well as the built heritage on the banks of the
river, are linked to the growth of the City and are intended to establish, activate and multiply all kinds
of relationships among residents and foreign visitors [18]. The contemporary City that has developed
between the sixteenth (in particular the seventeenth century) and the twentieth century, expressed
through different historical and architectural traces, the evolutions of the relations between the river
and the citizens. The project of enhancement of the banks of the river launched, in April of 2010, by
the City administration speaks of these relationships, and of the different spatial, functional and
architectural configuration of the Seine in a process of urban transformation that involves Paris and its
metropolitan area. The project goal is to reduce the vehicular space on the banks of the river - in the
center of the City – in order to return a larger pedestrian area, and then allow the citizens and visitors
easier access to the promenade along the Seine. Therefore more spaces will be dedicated to public
life, leisure and culture. The project covers an area of fifteen hectares of which four will be completely
returned to the exclusive use of pedestrian and bicycle paths. The estimated cost for the entire
operation is forty million euro. On the left bank, the project includes the construction of natural
itineraries, sport areas,

Fig. 6: Paris, Beaubourg (photograph by Alessandro Ciambrone).
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outdoor spaces for exhibitions and events. On the right bank there will be a reduction of the roadway
and the installation of traffic lights, to decrease the speed of vehicular traffic, and allow for easier
pedestrian and cycle access to the Seine. To promote the enjoyment of the riverfront, the project
planned five mooring stations, including one designed for the transportation of passengers on the
boats, and four other floating platforms, for recreational, cultural and tourist activities. The mayor of the
City sent all the project’s documentation to the UNESCO World Heritage Centre. Moreover, le Conseil
launched a public consultation, in accordance with the Code of urbanism, to involve concerned local
communities, citizens and everyone who could be involved through comments, suggestions and
concerns about the proposal [19]. The consultation has been characterized by the participation of a
large number of public and private institutions, for the communities involved on a metropolitan scale,
according to a tool that went beyond the usual forms of advertising, such as public meetings and
exhibitions of the project. The rich program of cultural events and initiatives, in fact, increases that
already full of entertainment of Paris on the international scenario. Thus, buildings, monuments, works
of art, landscapes and gardens as well as programs of reach and international events are able, today,
to identify a site as a privileged destination and cultural center of excellence. Probably, in an
increasingly competitive tourism market, which looks for originality and spirit of places, the attention for
historical and natural heritage, has the same importance than the interest related to the intangible
assets. In this context, cultural policy, not improvised, which arises from the historical consolidated
historical matrices, and reinterpreted in a contemporary way, seems to be able to create not only
economic but also better conditions of life for the community of the territory.

Conclusion.
We consider that the critical study of best practices in France, may contribute to the definition of
sustainable strategies in cultural tourism management to be adopted in other territorial contexts.
The SCoT of Montpellier, is characterized by aspects of planning and management on a metropolitan
scale, through a strategic vision, which is the result of thirty years of political continuity. Public
participation, partnership, public-private consultation, and landscape planning are the main tools of a
design that brought the City and its metropolitan area, to establish itself, over time, as one of the main
centers of social, cultural and economic development in France. The cultural network of the Loire
Valley can be considered a model, both for the management structure adopted – including three
organizations (political, advisory and operational) that work synergistically with Universities and local
communities for the territorial development - that for the processes of discovery of local identity and
local promotion linked to the historical background and criteria that allowed the property its inclusion in
the World Heritage list. Saint Guillelm le Désert et la Communauté de commune Vallée de l'Hérault is
taken into account for the aspects related to the promotion of the authenticity and integrity of places,
as well as for planning actions aimed at limiting the negative impacts of mass tourism, through the
implementation of a project that, in contrast, favored the promotion of sustainable tourism. The EPPC
du Pont du Gard was able to start a process of cultural and economic development, at regional and
local level, through an architectural, environmental and landscaping redevelopment project of the site,
as well as a careful system of management of the recreational and cultural activities, linked to the
fruition of the cultural landscape, new reception and entertainment facilities.The EPCC of Bibracte
stands for integrated management actions able, at the same time: to protect and enhance the
archaeological site and the amazing landscape that surrounds it on an extension of nine hundred and
fifty hectares; to realize an archaeological museum able to become a cultural center of attraction for
the entire region; and to contribute to the definition of an international scientific community through the
research program of the European archaeological centre, which is located in the site. The project for
the enhancement of the banks of the Seine in Paris, is characterized, then, for the transparency with
which the proposal was presented to local communities, and the public participation involving all the
concerned stakeholders of the territory. It was so defined a collective project, coordinated and
concerted, which become a model of democratic participation, not only in France, but throughout the
world. All the best practices considered show some common characteristics. These are consistent
with national policies for the promotion of culture and tourism, as well as examples of integrated
management [20], where issues of protection, enhancement and sustainable development of tangible
and intangible assets, are part of a single process. In particular, we emphasize the particular attention
given to cultural events, not only traditional, but in all their expressions. Also, what we have seen in
these best practices is that in the current era characterized by the economy of knowledge, the cultural
identity of places has a greater value than that related to the tourism industry, because this is an
indispensable asset in the educational process to maximize human capital and to make competitive
and attractive the territory [21].
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Abstract

(ID nº 006)

The most obvious and recognised theory on the composition origin of the cornice (moulding) of the
entablature is the geometrical one of superimposed triangles forming the six-pointed star.
Symbolically the plant of S.Ivo is identical, perhaps by pure coincidence, to the profile of the four
"tiles"(formelle) with allegoric figures of the Cardinal Virtues on the façade of the Loggia della Signoria
(1386) with the starred background and the figures with wings.
“Prudence” is said “auriga virtutem”
(it leads the other virtues) and in Platonic philosophy is synonymous to “Wisdom” (Sapienza), the
Virtue of the rational Soul.
The important set-up of said moulding, if on one hand reveals the
footprint of the chapel, on the other hand distracts the observer from the complexity of the surfaces
that, generated from it, come together in the target circumference of the oculus.
From the simple to
complex shapes, from the Analytical Surfaces (Primitive) to the Free Form ones up to the Global
Shape Modelling : a precursor of the art of joining between surfaces, nowadays accomplished with
CAD systems modelling strategies (interpolation, associativity).
The decorations are not casual but
thought and placed to hide the discontinuities between surfaces in order to enhance the effects of
parallelism and symmetry.
Borromini wins the “challenge” building a wall structure subject to the
laws of statics forcing the surfaces’ generating geometric entities to coincide with the ones used for
the solution of the statics and/or construction problems.
Keywords: Sant'Ivo ; Borromini ; Rappresentazione ; Trompe-l'œil.

1.

Scope and Methodology.

The computer and graphic models both illustrate, the reality in itself, the object.
Based on the direct and/or indirect survey, analogue or digital, are useful for the objective of
.... "de répresenter avec exactitude,...".(Figg.1,2)
The mathematical models can, thanks to software, completely illustrate distant objects with infinite
ever more realistic views, furthermore the traditional graphical model can, automatically, be obtained
on various layers.
Digital technology solves the problems related to representation, divulgation, to classification … from
photo-reality to “augmented reality”, a fascinating tool.
However in order to understand and not “forget” (study), the practice of real life drawing is
fundamental.
To observe (not only look at), build the apparent contours of distant shapes, through intuitive sections
of the same, reduces the problem of the impossibility of direct measurement.
The model of the cloud of points replaces the object to survey that can be “imagined” in our hands.
It can be rotated, measured, split and dismembered …
The different components, isolated, can be projected in any direction for a classical representation in
true form of the directing and generating curves.
In representing the apparent contours of this ceiling, the use of details, both architectural and
decorative, by Borromini for reasons of perspective, is appreciated.
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Fig. 1: Computer model.

2.

Fig. 2: Graphical model.

Geometry of the arris line.

Formed by the adjacent fasciae , “disappears” when said fasciae overlap.
Comparable to a circular arch, whose chord is the side of an isosceles triangle with a vertex in the
centre of the arch, the other in the impost of the same arch and the last at the top of the arris.
Even the median sections of the surfaces can be likened to circular arches whose centre has an
altitude greater of the impost plane like the curves of the arris for which the observer will see them
from the relative horizontal quadrant upwards even when, close to the sides of the hall, the frame of
the attic hides the part of the arcs under the point of quadrant: this perspective detail makes the vault
seem lighter since said curves (arches) are seen in their ascending parts. (Figg.3, 4)
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The circular moulding (crown) that unites at the top the lesenes making
up the ribse has a “wavy”
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pattern because said lesenes lying on different surfaces intersect1 with it (crown) at symmetric
curves
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the joining moulding (crown)
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Fig. 5: Elevation view of the joining moulding (crown) of the lesenes of the ribs.

4.

Convex/concave surface: angle frame.

The horizontal band of the angle frame, having to lean both on the (still) central convex surface and on
the adjacent surfaces (cylindrical), will have a configuration illustrated in the model of Fig. 6.
The lower wings of the cherub, overlapping to the upper edge of the horizontal band, “deceive” the eye
making it seem concentric to the circular aperture of the oculus.
On top of the frame the convex surface must morph to concave to join with both the circular crown and
the cylindrical lateral surfaces.
This transition is resolved masterfully with a high relief modelling of the cherub with three pairs of
wings leaning forward. (Fig. 7)

Fig. 6: Horizontal band (angle frame) .

5.

Fig. 7: Cherub (angle frame) .

Generating sections, guide curves (concave surface).

The representation of the apparent contours of the mouldings, through the projection of the sections,
must take into account the differences of the surfaces on which they lay.
The silhouettes have been made to slide along the guide curves varying the inclination, the measure
and/or opening with respect to the guides to obtain the effect of a constant section. (Figg.8, 9)
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Fig. 8: Moulded band.

Fig. 9: Projection of apsidal frame.
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6.

Geometry of surfaces.

The great challenge to join/transform a mixed-linear profile in a circumference building a wall structure
subject to the laws of static has been majestically “won” imposing on the genesis geometrical
elements of the architectural form to “coincide” with the ones used for the solution of static and/or
construction problems.
The geometrical element that solves the problem is the circle in the vertical plane.
Sectioning with vertical planes (on the upper part) the cloud of points relative to the apsidal concave
surface, circles can be obtained tangent to the lesenes of the ribs and others circles, with other
sectioning vertical planes, can be obtained and be considered (central) part of poly-circular curves
also tangent to the lesenes.
These circular and poly-circular sections, together with the edges of the lesenes of the ribs and to the
“goose neck” arch (symmetry section), define the edges of sections of the concave surface.
Same considerations for the convex-concave surface.
Given the mixed-linear configuration of the impost, the latter surface exhibits lines of discontinuity
created by the sheets of linear generation and by those of curvilinear generation.
This “negative” arris ends when the surface, to join to the edge of the circular crown, is generated by
circular arches with radii of increasing dimension.
The choice of the poly-centric (“goose neck” arch) as median section of the concave surface (apsidal
niche), different to the arch circumference one of the convex-concave surface, is due to two factors:
the greater distance, in projection, between the lower starting point from the ending one in the circular
crown suggests a section curve statically correct; the possibility to insert discharging arches lowered in
the least possible way. (Fig. 10)
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Fig. 10: Vertical sections of the surfaces.
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7.

The function of decorations.

To hide (trompe-l'œil) the diversity of the two surfaces, in particular for the excessive concavity, at the
extreme top, of the concave surface for the “goose neck” arch adopted as section, Borromini, master
of solid perspective, places an unlikely angel with six wings which are furthermore crossed.
It does not matter if they are at different altitudes, as the horizontal fascia of the frames, because,
since they are figures on parallel planes and equidistant from the centre, when seen from the bottom,
do not show their different altitude. (Fig. 11)
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Fig. 11: Section of the upper part of the vault.
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7
Eventual difficulties in accomplishing the continuity of the surfaces are overcome by the overlaying of
majestic decorations with a heraldry theme. Even the position of the stars, with the horizontal arms
aligned with the generating curve that defines the surfaces close to the lesenes of the ribs, adds
lightness to the dome. (Fig. 12)
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Fig. 12: Orthogonal projection of the vault.
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8.

Structural scheme (hypothesis): resisting arches and archivolts.

Having absorbed the generating curves and the guide curves of circular arches, belonging to vertical
planes, the main structure of the centring can be hypothesised. ( Fig. 13)
“The documents report that this vault, “of extraordinary manufacturing, with a great number of distinct
curves, that requires an expensive centring of a rather unusual kind",had to be disassembled and
reconstructed many times to please the Architect”.-J.Connors-(Burlington Magazine).
The median section of the entire dome shows at keystone level a horizontal surface with a width of
around eight metres.
On this surface rests the walls of the lantern.
The geometry of the sails enables, in the horizontal area, to insert lowered discharging arches that
load the main ribs.
The former will be tangent (plan alignment) to the sectors of the jack arch of the oculus hooked to the
heads of the main ribs and at the same time contrasted at keystone level and hooked to the median
resisting arches. (Fig. 14)
The next discharging arches go from segmental to a circular and finally poly-centric.
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Fig. 13: Guide curves – main structure of the centring.

Fig. 14: Discharging arches system.
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9.

Observations.

When the dome is first constructed (1648) Guarinin is no longer in Rome but has spent time with
Borromini and has probably seen (spied) the models of S.Ivo.
In the San Lorenzo (1668-87) the discharging arches are merged with the ribs reducing the masonry
work of the dome. (Fig. 15)
This simplification (rightly of the mind of a mathematician) shows the interdependence between
geometry and statics which is at the origin of the design process.
The “forces” that in the dome of San Lorenzo are perceived as sliding up to the impost plane, in the
Mosque in Rome of Portoghesi are “seen” discharging to the ground the weight of a dome defined
only by structural curves. (Fig. 15)

Fig. 15: San Lorenzo. (mobypicture.com )

Fig. 16: Moscque in Rome. (http://blog.archpaper.com/wordpress/archives/15547)

At the extreme top, various meanings are given to the surprising lantern (small temple with spiral
dome). (Figg. 17-18)
The choice of a coherent theme to the entire composition but with an important mass, in my opinion, is
due to the requirement to assure as much as possible the structural connection between ribs and
discharging arches.
The choice of radial plan enables to distance from the centre the point of support of the structure.
"However as soon as the construction of the lantern ends the dome is affected and remedial
interventions are executed".
Connors states that had Borromini been aware of the excessive weight of the structure, he would have
included as a precaution the chain in the wall of the drum (tiburio).

Fig. 17: The lantern.

10.

Fig. 18: D. Barriére.

Details.
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Fig. 19: Section: direction entrance-altar.
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Fig. 20: Tympanum window.
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Fig. 21: Arched window.
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Abstract
Near the "Serra d'Ivrea", in a landscape that preserves valuable natural views, rises the village of
Pavone Canavese, characterized by the skyline of the old castle (known for Alfredo D'Andrade’s
works). Its volume stands out on a hilltop, surrounded by the ancient medieval village of the ricetto,
consisting of small houses along an annular path: this leads to a charming environment where you can
still get a breath of the atmosphere of past centuries. Largely constituited by the original stone cells,
the ricetto has conserved the salient features that bring back to its origins, in spite of some delimited
specific interventions that in the course of time have partially changed its physiognomy. This small
building block, only apparently overwhelmed by the massive volume of the castle, has recently
become a place of great attraction for the village and its territory: in fact in it we find physical and
cultural characteristics that enhance the environmental identity, related to its own history in which the
community has regained its identity autonomy.
The research on these characters, related to the single constructions, but also to those cultural factors
that emerge from the environment, was the target of a methodological survey made with my students
in a laboratory of restoration and urban survey. This work identified the typical components in order to
supply the community with a regeneration and reutilization project (at different scales), aimed at
increasing the value of an asset today still partially unknown.
Keywords: survey, ricetto, Pavone

1.

Pavone Canavese and its territory

Pavone is a small village in the countryside of the Canavese, inserted in a charming flat landscape,
surrounded by hills and mountains of the so-called "morainic amphitheatre of Ivrea." This natural
environment is characterized in particular by the homonymous Serra's linear promontory, which
creates a beautiful scenic background both for the design of the geometrical brindle of the vineyards
and farmland, and for the crown of meadows and woods, which are typical of Ivrea's river basin.
The connections between Pavone and the surrounding area can be identified not only in the
morphological feature of the place and in the environmental appearance. Today, more than in the past,
this relationship is enhanced by cultural values, and especially by a historical awareness particularly
analysed in the last decades by the local community, who has acquired the ensemble of the village
and of the country like his own heritage.

2.

The castle: a monument with many stories

For a long time, and until recently, Pavone acquired its identity through the impressive presence of the
castle, an emerging volume compared to the built environment, both for the large size, and for the
refined architectural feature.
The ancient castle of Ivrea's bishops has polarized upon itself for decades the touristic attentions of
the area because in the collective imagination it perfectly correspond to the idea of "Castle". It is a
complex building, with a rich and rather articulated history. Its present appearance is in fact the
interesting result of Alfredo D'Andrade’s restoration works which, between the nineteenth and
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twentieth century, permitted to enhance the image of the ancient castle, which had been lost in the
course of time. Nevertheless his intervention is very disputed, because it is considered by many
scholars too invasive, having integrated and modified the aspect of many parts of the building. Despite
this, thanks to its restoration work, the castle (which was also for many years D'Andrade himself’s
home) is today a very interesting building, not only for the valuable appearance, but also as an
example of a restoration approach today outdated, but significant as a cue for reflection upon the
historical basics of the discipline and its evolution. [1]
The castle has played and still plays an attractive role for Pavone, directing the touristic attention for
its impressive architecture and the services it hosts: a hotel, a restaurant and a luxurious conference
centre.
In recent years, however, Pavone has become a place of tourist and cultural attraction also for other
reasons, having increased the number of attractions offered centred on new elements of cultural,
historical and environmental identification. Thanks to the local authorities and the cultural institutions,
in accordance with its inhabitants, the important role of material and immaterial elements for a long
time considered "minor" was revalued, even like a sort of enrichment for the tourist industry. In fact the
Municipality has internalized the cultural trends developed in the last decades, researching and
enhancing the local peculiarity of the history and traditions of its territory, which had been lost in the
course of time. In particular, the Municipality and various associations in the area are working to
master and support the peculiarity of the surrounding area: starting from the morphological and
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landscape features, to the architectural ones, getting through to farming and craftsmanship production,
in other words to all those aspects of the tradition whose memory was disappearing. [2]

3.

The ricetto: a little cluster of great historical value

Among all of the local peculiarities, a leading role was recognised to the ricetto, a cluster of dwellings
of medieval origin (at the feet of the castle), whose value has been underestimated for a long time.
The interesting aggregate of small houses - that extends along two narrow parallel streets - preserved
largely its ancient formal connotation, constituted by small size housing units built with stone. Although
subjected to modification works of some cells, it maintained the environmental characters that make it
a place where you can still "breathe the air" of the medieval period. It is not by chance that in the past
twenty years, it is the venue for the folkloristic event Ferie medievali, with the revival of battles, works
and customs.
Like Piemonte's other ricetti, the one of Pavone was formed in the period between the twelfth and
fifteenth century, as a protected settlement for the rural population. In particular, the one of Pavone
was born at first as a shelter with cellaria for the homines in a defended sector annexed to the seat of
the lord in the site of the present castle; on the contrary a structure independent from the castrum is
attested by the statutes in 1326, with obligations for men to guard the ricetto and the castle. [3, 4]
Its value, like that of Piemonte's other ricetti, lies not so much in the single building cells of very simple
manufacturing, but rather in the urban structure of the cluster, as an attestation of a common
settlement phenomenon in Piemonte's medieval history. The houses, one or two floors above ground,
are mostly built with stone, with regular ashlars of large size for the edge elements (of the building or
of the rare openings), and with river stones for the walls, often built with a regular mesh, sometimes
having a "herringbone pattern". The shingles are almost always double pitch roof, with wooden
structure and brick coats that have replaced the old stone roof (Fig. 1).
In the second half of last century, the insufficient perception of its historical value had reduced the
cluster of housing in a state of semi-abandonment, being no longer considered appropriate for the new
housing needs of the local population. This situation had led to neglect even some of the most
attractive original buildings, or to the replacement of some cells or parts of them, condemned because
of their state of abandonment. In spite of the degradation and transformations, as already mentioned,
even so the ricetto preserved its overall environmental characterization. In fact until today it has
maintained evident medieval characters, not only through the presence of many original buildings, but
fundamentally by maintaining the aggregative structure and the dimensional characters typical of the
old village. Despite the presence of some buildings of recent times (not so coherent with the typical
typological characters of the core built, the architectural forms and the materials), thanks to the
restoration and reconstruction works, the recuperation of the overall image and of many cells of ricetto
has been realized, mostly in recent years.
In consequence of these interventions of valorisation, nowadays Pavone ricetto has become a place,
as well as of great historical interest, of strong touristic and cultural attraction.

4.

The methodological approach of the project of survey

A fascinating and stimulating environment like the one of Pavone has been the subject of the research
of the interdisciplinary laboratory of survey and restoration that here is partially introduced, work
proposed last year to the students of the "Corso di Laurea Magistrale in Sostenibilità" of the
Politecnico di Torino. The survey was finalized to a restoration project of the ricetto (almost in its
entirety) and of Pavone's other places of attraction, with the intent to pursue the Municipality's
objective, not to limit the cultural interest only to the castle and to the ricetto, but to extend it to other
items widespread on its territory.
So the survey work was organized like an analysis plan at more levels of knowledge, in order to
identify and understand the characteristics not only of the constructed and of the natural environment,
but also of the typical cultural matters of the territory, selecting the peculiarities and the possible
connections which can exist or can be proposed for the future to the community. This approach has
been chosen in order to direct the knowledge beyond the pure physicality of the built, as only
understanding its history and the relationships with the context at more levels, those sometimes
immaterial aspects that make it “a value” for the community can be understood. A value to grasp
today, but to consider also in a future perspective: a great incentive for an activity finalized to a
restoration work and an environmental recovery also on a large scale.
In the Atelier, therefore, the survey and the restore were grounded on the simulation of a
realapproach, like a complete and indispensable formative moment for the preparation of future
architects, and also like a useful occasion to suggest to a Community which has freshly disclosed the
less obvious values of its cultural heritage.
Every study case was approached planning each time a methodological organization of the survey
suitable to put in evidence the historical, cultural, and functional peculiarities of every building, and to
find an answer to them in its own architectonic forms and of the environment with which it interacts.
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This approach guided every phase of the survey to identify the most suitable procedure in order to
know each situation at more levels of analysis, and also to test the existence of complementariness
between the obtained results, in a continuous interchange of information. Every method, from the most
traditional to the one of the laser scanner, gave the possibility to understand the importance of any
surveyed part. Each procedure has been chosen and adapted also in relation to the situation faced,
that often opposed physical obstacles which did not allow to use the most advantageous method:
seemingly trivial cases, like the inaccessibility of the rooms, either because condemned, or because of
the absence of an owner who takes care of them, or because many buildings are often used as
storehouses.
The ricetto itself is anyway difficult to survey, because it is placed on the small promontory at the feet
of the castle, laid down on slopes with also severe altitude gaps, and the facades of the buildings
extend along two very narrow streets in a tortuous way, along an uninterrupted but far from linear
course. The survey is complicated still further, because many buildings are often made with ancient
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handmade walls, of stone or mixed materials, revealing not plumbed. Sometimes, to get the situation
worse, they manifest also important patchings executed with not much care, that create variations to
the already precarious linearity of the plan of the front facade.
In the other cases, concerning buildings and locations outside the central body, the methodological
approach of the survey has been similar, though having observed sometimes different problems, such
as the presence of natural barriers that obstructed the sight of some parts of the built, or the contact
with the same one, not allowing the metric survey.

5.

The survey of the characterizing elements of the heritage of Pavone territory

From the analysis and the study of the typical aspects of the area surrounding the village, physically
interesting places and routes have been identified, to be recommended like itinerary stages aimed at
the discovery of the morphological and historical features, and of the local culture. The methods of the
survey have been finalized for each case study, to search the relationships between today’s area and
the features of its traditional culture and, if not existent, they were created in the project phase, in
response to this necessity (Fig. 2). From the various researches a still evident relationship emerged
between the built and the natural environment, revealed by the presence in the area of buildings
(sometimes abandoned or in a state of semi-abandonment) belonging to the culture of the past ages.
The mills prove to be significant, connected to the manufacturing of hemp and paper, or the ciabòt,
tiny constructions of temporary refuge existing in the vast vineyards that surround the village,
interesting examples of a past use of the territory and of the handcraft works that have been lost over
time (Fig. 3).
Directing the attention to the most compact and dense situation of buildings, like the one of the ricetto,
the survey intended to understand the most significant aspects that interact with the definition of
environmental quality (Fig. 4). For example different elements were analysed: the planivolumetric
conformation of the dwellings, the use of each floor in any cell, the characterization of the free areas
surrounding the built such as the roads, measuring the often important different slopes, and the
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presence of different pavings. The presence of a larger or smaller extent of open or closed spaces
was also identified, influencing the appearance and today’s environmental quality too. The objective,
reached by many working groups, has been to understand the positive or negative values, at this time,
of the various components that characterize the environment, to define important parameters of was
also identified, influencing the appearance and today’s environmental quality too. The objective,
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reached by many working groups, has been to understand the positive or negative values, at this time,
of the various components that characterize the environment, to define important parameters of
evaluation, on which the restoration works were planned.
In parallel to this analysis, shown here through some brief representation, the survey was performed
at the urban scale with the laser scanner (Fig. 5). A survey executed simultaneously on both fronts of
the two streets, which led to the interesting result of obtaining the dimensionally controlled and realistic
image of each front of the street. The obtained result allows us to capture the environment's
appearance in its entirety, which is impossible in reality, for its too narrow and articulate development.
It is also interesting to notice, by the image of the survey, that the weight of the building types differs
from those of the ancient centre of the ricetto, about which we mentioned above. [5]
With a further change of scale, the survey took into account some buildings of the ricetto and of the
surroundings, buildings that offered interesting ideas to investigate their conformation, and in particular
the physical transformations suffered over time. From the survey in direct contact with the building,
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and from the understanding and measurement of all its parts, the main features related to the original
typology or to possible transformations have been focused, acquired as important notes to be
considered in the steps of restoration and redevelopment of the architectural object.
Afterwards the survey of each building was represented through various vertical and horizontal
sections. The graphic rendering of the fronts was obtained by comparing and integrating the results
reached with the analytical straightening of digital images and with the direct survey (Fig. 6).
A similar experience, but extended to the area sourrounding the building, is illustrated here through
some parts of the drawings and images that document it (Figg. 7, 8). The surveyed building is one of
the ciabòt existing in the area surrounding Pavone, a small building that acquires importance only if
put in the contex of the vineyard to which it belongs. A vineyard that develops along the slopes of the
hill, showing the wooden structure supporting the trellis, leaning against dry-stone walls, the famous
tupiun. The valuable design of the vineyard landscape was the subject of a topographic survey, whose
graphic rendering has been debated for a long time, in an attempt to highlight (with these and other
drawings) dominant characters which constitute the value of the natural and anthropized landscape.
As we have seen from the suggested examples - which represent only a very brief extract of the works
done in the Atelier - the survey's study of the characteristic elements of the village of Pavone and of its
territory allowed us to identify them as factors of recognizability of the local heritage. Beyond the single
results, I believe that this long range work, which has been able to involve the local community, has
produced a probably more important result than the one strictly didactic: making the inhabitants of
Pavone more aware of their municipality's historical values, which they themselves will be able to
preserve.
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Abstract

Recently the city of Málaga has u ndergone a process of u rban t ransformation, p romoting th e
regeneration of an old town center with great historical and cultural value.
In this process highli ghts the conservation project of the Rom an Theater, developed by the architects
Antonio Teje dor an d Merced es Lin ares. Duri ng th e interventio n, it was ca rried out a thoro ugh
classification of the archeolo gical remains thro ugh a dvanced compute r pro cedures, and the
reconstruction of the spa ces wa s ba sed on proce dures of ana stylosis, reco nstructing th e cultural
heritage through the remains of its own ruins.
The conservation actions were completed with the creation of a Visitors Centre, constituted by a totally
contemporary architectural piece. T he materiality of the new building gives it a character of lightness
and p rovisionality, using gl ass and wood. Inside, the building shows th e visitors the hi story of the
Roman monument.
Thereby, the re covery of the Roman Theat re of Malaga con stitutes an int ervention mo del very
interesting, where th e conservation of the
original elements coexists symbioti cally with th e
contemporary archite ctural co ntributions. It demon strates how the implem entation of suitabl e u rban
and heritage strategies, can allow a transformation of our cities without renouncing to the conservation
of their pasts.
Keywords: anastylosis, andalusian heritage, conservation project, Roman Theater of Málaga.

1. Presentation: Transformation of the city of Malaga

Recently the city of Málag a ha s un dergone a series of urba n tra nsformations that have changed it s
urban stage. These variations have ha d a s on e of i ts go als the revival of the historical, artistic and
cultural life of the city. Largely for this reason, it is becoming the Historical Center of Malaga since the
nineties [1]. So, the urban and herita ge actions practiced in the city, joined with its privileged location
on the Costa del Sol, make Malaga a focus of cultu ral tourism. The transforming work of the Historical
Center of Malaga is embodied in Plan Especial de Protección y Reforma Interior del Centro in 1986,
which continues until 19 99 thanks to fun ds of Plan Urban, funds of Interreg de la Unión Europea, aid
municipal and private initi ative. Another incentive of transformations is program POL, that took place
2000-2004 and whose goals are to promote the commercial sector of Historical Center and create new
cultural spaces. This program was funded by European funds and the city council of Malaga [1].
Those plans have resulted in the rehabilitation of the Palace of B uenavista as Picasso Museum, the
conversion of the old market in Contem porary Art Center, the reco vering of the Coracha ga rden, the
action in the area of Alcazabilla, the restoration of the Roman Theatre, the intervention in t he Aduana
building and Alcazabilla-Gibralfaro, the rehabilitation of Rectorate of Malaga, and the qualifi cations of
the path of the Arab Wall, among other interventions (Fig. 1)
Our goal is to study the pa rticular case of the rehabilitation of the Roma n Theatre of Malaga, situated
in Alcazabilla Street, pedestrian avenue where it i s held –from its rehabilitation- th e most vari ed
cultural activities: concerts, performances, festivals, etc. It is an en clave where harmonically attend a
series of highly relevant architectural pieces, including the Alcazaba in Málaga, military fo rtification of
kingdom of Taifa which it i s possible a phoenician origin and an irrefutable Roman past, as recently
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important ruins of this hi storical period have been found at the foot of the hill. Note that bet ween the
thirteenth an d sixteenth centu ries, the buildi ng was re novated and Alca zaba merged with the
Gibralfaro Castle. Also of i nterest in the place cited the presence of the Pica sso Museum, located in
the Palace of Buenavista, with Renaissance style to which are added Plateresque façade and several
Mudejar solutions [2].

2. Appearance of the remains of Roman Theater

Numerous p roposals hav e sug gested the demoliti on of the Alca zaba in M álaga, cha rting ne w
alignments and g radients, but fo rtunately they did n´t ever un dertake due to budgetary constraints.
The p roposals d emolition can be expla ined by the poor i mage th at the Al cazaba radiate d, because
neighbours had thei r houses inside in appalling co nditions, bot h internally and externally, living in
humble dwellings attached to the wall of the fort from the eighteenth century.
After the visit of Le opoldo Torre s Bal bás to Mala ga in 1 933, it was assigned to Ri cardo O rueta the
project to re cover th e Alca zaba and its su rroundings, con sidering that it wa s de clared Nation al
Monument in 1931 [3] (Fig. 2). In this co ntext, it is projected the Casa de la Cultura, wh ere years later
it would find the remains of the Roman Theatre. In 1940 the Diputación and the City Council reached
an agreement on the construction of th e Palacio de Archivos, Bibliotecas y M useos of Malaga, group
known as the Casa de la Cultura, The assignment of the project was made by Luis Moya Blanco, who
built the file-library, but not before several cheap houses knock on the street Alcazabilla [3]. Gradually,
the street was b eing t ransformed into an in stitutional ave nue with pu blic equipment, such as th e
Theater Albeniz (1947), the neorationalist building of Enrique Atencia (1948), the Palacio de Archivo y
las Bibliotecas.
Years later, whe n the bu ilding of Ca sa de la Cu ltura was b eing com pleted, in the proce ss of
excavation of land ne cessary to act on a wall of Alca zaba, remains of blo cks were found forming an
arbor. At first it wa s thought that it was an ancient city gate, until the appearance of bleachers and it
was known that they a re the remains of a Ro man Theater. Despite this, the construction of the ne w
th
building continued and was inaugurated on 30 April, 1956 [3].
Subsequently, as a re sult of the finding named, it was de cided to address th e re covery jo bs of the
Roman Thea tre in 1957, initially focusi ng on the re covery of the main access and south si de doo r,
located next to the ga rdens of the Casa de la Cultura. So, the a rchitect named Pons Sorolla who in
1958 would take care of the "discovery of the Theater Works and ambience of the area" [3].
In the se cond pha se of the op eration, a large area wa s ex cavated in a short time an d without
archaeological strict control, wh ich caused a great loss of data and countless archa eological item s
value. Two y ears later, th ey classified the material found which would be u sed as a container of the
same file next to a sector. The thi rd p hase would be u ndertaken in 196 1, pl acing the blo cks of th e
bleachers from the excavation supported on a new surface.
Finally, in 1 995 the Casa de l a Cultura was de molished, un der the le adership of architect Rafael
Martin. The demolition of this, but resulted in the loss of a valuable building not only for its architecture
but also for hosting the L ibrary and Regional File , on the oth er hand it contributed to recovery the
Theater, showing the west wall of the Alcazaba, and allowing to apprec iate the relations hip between
the fort and the city. In the demolition there were several problems of execution; one of them was the
elimination of the foundation of the Casa de la Cultura – anchored at Roman Theater-, which required
a delicate task of excavation [3]. (Fig. 3)

3. Historical research of archaeological remains

The research about the Theatre ha s revealed th at in the a rea archeological roma n rema ins were
located, othe r than ve rifying the p resence of a Phoenician settlement in the seventh centu ry before
Christ. It was also fou nd t he existen ce of public baths in the first centu ry befo re Chri st, whi ch were
destroyed for implementing the scene use building [4]. Thus the Theatre dates from the early years of
Augustus, a nd its fun ction wa s m aintained until the third century after Chri st. In later centuries, th e
building would be converted to othe r uses as a cemetery in the cent uries V-VI after Christ, military
compound in the century VIII, and finally site occupied by humble homes in century XIX [5].
According to research by Corrales [3], it has been shown that the theater was conceived as: "... a free
building with a semicircular bl eacher, belo nging to the building type called mixed or semi-built,
therefore, it takin g adva ntage of the slope of the hill and al so m akes an imp ortant a rtificial terrace
construction to support terraces ".
Thus, in the theater is divided into following parts:
-Cauea: grandstand, where spectators are situated. He's thirty-meter radius of sixteen high. Within the
bleachers are distinguished: inma cavea, media cavea and the cavea sunma, separated by corridors.
-Orchestra: semicircular space of fifteen meters, where famous people were placed lower.
-Proscaenium: stage. We must distinguish between pulpitum -place of representation- and pulpiti frons
-front wall that served as protection and have an acoustic function-.
-Vomitorium: main entrances to the stands.
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-Aditus maximus: main entrance to the orchestra.
-Parascenium: stage sides.
After extraction work of archa eological remains, we can state that kept half th e cauea addition to the
orchestra, the aditus, the marble floo r and marbl e grille s to drai n water p assing belo w the base of
stage [6]. As for pulpitum, had an excellent decorative richness to be made from a variety of marbles.
The frons pulpiti was retained a central exedra, exactly where the stairs connecting the orchestra with
stage [3] (Fig. 4).

4. Intervention Project

With the intervention of the Roman theater of Málaga, the Con sejería de Cultura of Andal ucia sought
recovery of the arch aeological site, thus a pla ce for receiving tourists and holding performances was
setting u p. The inte rvention proje ct was e ntrusted to the archite cts Anto nio T ejedor an d M ercedes
Linares (Figs. 5 & 6 ). As a preface, it b egan with an exhaustive classification and characterization of
the elements discovered in archaeological excavations. As for how to deal with t he recovery work, we
chose to employ procedures anastylosis in much of the building as cauea, the orchestra and the fronspulpiti [7], the mea ning of ana stylosis is a phy sical reconstruction, and even virtual of a site o r
monument from its ruin s. It is a method critici zed for the difficulty of kno wing with ce rtainty the
hypothetical original layout remains. That is why in the present case, in order to successfully bring the
return of parts to its origin al position, it was necessary to apply advance d mathematics to archeology.
Based on the principle that knowing the radius of any part of a tier, each a shlar can b e positioned in
the stands, whi ch the pe rformance was achieved on the remains mi nimal d irect out. De spite th e
above, new rows of travertine cauea would be over building with the same ton e in 1996, an d years
later, Iroko wood would be placed on a floor pulpitum (Figs. 7 & 8).
Theatre Reh abilitation i s finally com pleted with the co nstruction of a
contemporary piece of
architecture; it was designed to function as a recept ion of the archaeol ogical site. This is a f ree piece
of 170 m 2, located perpendicular to Al cazabilla Stre et, which is the en d of th e pa rty wall of buildin g
called Albé niz (Fig. 9 ). A mong th e n ew fun ctions of the pi ece are to introd uce the vi sitor to the
exhibition, organize the visit routes, and report on the values of archaeological site. The materiality of
the new pi ece of architect ure en courages lightn ess and provisio nal, having etche d gla ss a nd wo od
used in its construction. The interior of the building is in constant dialogue with the outside (Figs. 10 &
11), the ne w building a ccommodates va rious el ements fou nd in th e excavation s that require ce rtain
conditions of con servation and p rotection, as small sculptural e lements, pl aques and headstones,
ornamental reliefs , masks and sconces, chandeliers , ins criptions, mus ical ins truments, coins, ... [8].
The building also ha s an exhibition of mockup s and scre ening ro om. The building al so i ncludes a
gazebo in the southern part of aditus, a light wooden platform that leans slightly to the cauea (Fig. 12).
In terms of lighting and i rrigation installations, which are pla ced under the wooden platform, that it is
complementing with light and sound installations with three restraints located in cauea [8]. As a public
building that is, it must comply with the rules of safety and accessibility; this is why they set a se ries of
additional structures in cauea like handrails, seats and stairs adapted.
After interve ntion, the the ater currently develop s a dual fun ctionality as a mu seum and a s a pu blic
stage. Finally, we would like to note that recently a very interesting initiative has been taken in order to
the maintena nce of the monume nt. It is the creatio n of an International Fe stival, whose p rofits are
intended solely to the conservation of the building. These types of actions are which, together with the
necessary implementatio n of suit able economic an d urb an st rategies, tran sform an d imp rove ou r
cities.
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Fig. 8: The Roman Theatre of Málaga currently by Fernando Alda. [9].

Fig. 9: Center of reception of visitors by Fernando Alda [9].
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Fig. 10: Inside of center of reception of visitors by Fernando Alda [9].

Fig. 11: The Roman Theater seen from inside of center of reception of visitors by Fernando Alda [9].
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Fig. 12: Viewpoint
V
of Aditus
A
Sur [8].
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Abstract
Left unfinished at the turn of the 1980s, partly published as A Scientific Autobiography (1981), and
since the unveiling of his personal notebooks (quaderni azzuri) by the Getty Research Institute in
1999, Aldo Rossi’s theory of the Città analoga (Analogous City) can now be recognised as an original
algorithm of architectural design within historical contexts. Furthermore, Aldo Rossi’s analogical
principles can be included in a general theory of the role of analogical thinking in design thinking be it
at the architectural, landscape or urban scales. In a widespread situation of cultural uncertainty, the
concept of the analogous city proposed to establish new relationships between “reality and
imagination.” This reality concerned the state of cities, historic centres and suburbs of Italy in the early
1970s and the fault – for Rossi - lay with architects as well as with critics and theorists unable to offer
anything convincing against land speculation and fraudulent historic preservation. Among the
problems listed by Rossi were broad questions on the role of architecture or the training of the
architect, to issues of the city in a crisis of modernity: all still pertinent in our present condition. This
criticism led him to set out two hypotheses: imagination and analogy. Although, in retrospect, Rossi’s
theory is illuminating in many ways, it is understood that he could have seemed cryptic in his Jungian
tinted call to the problematic concept of “collective imagination”.
Keywords: Analogous City, Aldo Rossi, imagination, analogical thinking, cultural landscapes

1.

Aldo Rossi in search of design method in historical urban contexts

How can an architect intervene in a historical context without putting in danger the inherent quality of a
city or a place? How can a project be in tune with the complexity of past and future urban
interventions? In other words, what would be the most appropriate way to design the “architecture of
the city”? If it is well known that some of these everlasting issues have been carefully addressed in
Aldo Rossi first work as early as 1966, in his classic “L’Architettura della Città”, it is also understood by
most readers and followers that Rossi was not entirely satisfied with this first essay. Although some of
his proposals have given way to a series of design methods of what came to be named the
“typological / morphological” school, it was not clear in this seminal book how to operate in the
complexity of urban texture from a contemporary, if not postmodern, standpoint. Since 1999, thanks to
the reproduction his quaderni azzurri, blue notebooks gathering a collection of notes devoted to
architecture that cover the period 1968 to 1992, we understand a bit better Aldo Rossi’s reflexive path
during a pivotal phase of his intellectual and professional maturity [1]. These notebooks reveal that as
of 1969 (barely three years after the publication of L’Architettura della Città) Rossi envisaged the
composition of a major book on the theory and pedagogy of the architectural project. In a way that
could not be more symbolic, this book would have been entitled La Città analoga. Unless one
considers certain passages in A Scientific Autobiography published in 1981 as fragments of such a
work, the draft of the great treatise that Rossi nurtured for a time, would never see the light of day [5].
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What did we know to date of the Città analoga? For some, it was a panel by Arduino Cantafora
exhibited in Milan in 1973 (Fig. 1), for others, a provocation issued in Venice in 1976 by Rossi and
some of his young assistants and disciples (Fig. 2), and for others still, a series of drawings circulating
in New York in 1979, then in Toronto and elsewhere. Nothing in this would allow us to imagine the
scope of the theoretical project on which Rossi worked assiduously during a period of almost 15 years.
There were a few allusions to the theory of the “analogous city” as of the second Italian edition of the
L’Architettura della Città (written in 1969, published in 1970) and in the Introduction to the Portuguese
edition (written in 1971, published in 1977). But could Italian readers have imagined the central place
that Rossi would accord to analogy at the turn of the 1970s? It is doubtful. Spanish readers would
have had a little more luck because in 1975, Aldo Rossi published an article entitled, “La arquitectura
análoga” in a special issue of the journal 2C: Construcción de la ciudad [2]. In it he proposes a new
strategy for the architectural project that rests on a definition of analogical thinking borrowed from Carl
Gustav Jung, and he expresses his fascination for the analogical compositions of the painter
Canaletto, master of the vedute and the capriccio (Fig. 3). But until 1976, only a few dispersed texts in
Spanish, Japanese or Italian publications would be available to an attentive reader [3] [4].
Contributing to this in 1973, in the middle of the debate on La Tendenza, visitors to the Milan triennial
discovered a large panel by Arduino Cantafora, reminiscent of the canvases of Giorgio de Chirico,
enigmatically entitled “La Città analoga”. In this oil on canvas, measuring almost 2m in height and 7m
in length, Cantafora, then a regular collaborator of Rossi’s presented an urban landscape comprised
of numerous architectural references. In the Introduction to the architecture section of the catalogue of
th
the 15 Triennale, it is in his role of guest director that Rossi comments on Cantafora’s panel and
defines the Città analoga as a system of composition that refers to the human dimension of the
construction of cities over time, as an ethical stance making monuments as much points of reference
as the articulation of collective memory. But Rossi does not co-sign this work, which he nevertheless
commissioned, presenting instead a film, “Ornamento e delitto,” inspired by the theories of Adolf Loos.

Fig.1: La Città Analoga by Arduino Cantafora (1973)

It must be said, that in its craftsmanship this first Città analoga resembles a décor, a painting more
than a scene, in the double sense of theatrical and psychoanalytic, as I would now like to show with
regards to the ambiguous and ambivalent version that was shown at the Venice Biennale in 1976. A
collective undertaking by the architects Aldo Rossi, Eraldo Consolascio, Bruno Reichlin and Fabio
Reinhart, this large, composite Città analoga measuring 2m by 2m is a monochromatic image (Fig. 2).
This plate, intended to serve as a roadmap for La Tendenza, was published in most of the
monographs and catalogues devoted to the oeuvre of the emblematic figure of this architectural circle
of influence. Judging from issue 13 of the journal Lotus international that appeared in December 1976
and which devotes its opening pages to a connection ever since considered to be historic, between
the explanation that Rossi gives of the Città analoga and the scathing response by Manfredo Tafuri,
there is every indication to suggest that things were not so clear for the visitors to the Venice Biennale.
Solicited by the editorial staff to comment on this image, Rossi agrees ambivalently, specifying that he
is not explaining the piece, but rather stating its political and theoretical significance. In fact, as
Pierluigi Nicolin will admit twenty-five years later, Aldo Rossi responded in anticipation of the attacks
by Tafuri, which are included immediately after his text in this issue of Lotus international [4].
Among the problems that Rossi listed was nothing less than broad questions on the role of
architecture or the training of the architect, to issues of the city in a crisis of modernity. In the context
of a widespread situation of uncertainty, the concept of the analogous city proposed to establish new
relationships between “reality and imagination.” The principle of reality concerns the state of cities, the
historic centres and the suburbs of Italy in the early 1970s and the fault would lie with architects as
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well as with critics and theorists unable to offer anything convincing against land speculation and
fraudulent historic preservation. This reading of the modern city leads him to set out two hypotheses:
imagination and analogy. Although, in retrospect, this text of Rossi’s is illuminating in many ways, it is
understood that he could have seemed cryptic in his criticism of contemporary architecture coupled
with a call to the imagination, going far beyond an analysis of the urban developments asserted in The
Architecture of the City: a capacity of the imagination that must be pitted against reason and fits into
the scheme of that which he calls a “dialectics of the concrete”.

Fig.2: La Città Analoga by Aldo Rossi, Fabio Reinhart, Bruno Reichlin and Eraldo Consolascio. This
emblematic scene was displayed at the “Europa/America” exhibition within the Venice Biennale in 1976. It is the
object of many reproductions in the majority of monographs devoted to the work of Aldo Rossi. The theoretical
legend of the Città analoga is generally associated with this montage.

For Rossi, the hypothesis of the Città analoga was based on the capacity of the imagination to be born
of the materiality of things in itself, of their history, and the painter’s gaze, the work of Canaletto in
particular, would serve as a reliable method and model. A panel framing a Venetian scene dating from
1759, here plays a decisive role that will never lose its power in Rossi’s development. This painting
brings together the project for the Rialto Bridge, the Basilica of Vicenza and a view of the Palazzo
Chiericati, juxtaposing real or imagined projects of Palladio on a site in Venice thus constituted as an
intermediary world (Fig. 3). Rossi will confirm, on many occasions, that this painting constitutes an
“Analogous Venice”, a Venice that is imaginary and therefore very real: “Without the capacity to
imagine the future there can be no solution to the city as an essentially social fact” [4].
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But, he hastens to add that the panel exhibited at the Venice Biennale is not an explanation of the
analogous city, for it cannot have an interpretation! This panel (tavola in Italian) advances an
“analogical” process – in fact a true algorithm as designers would say nowadays - consisting of
making new meanings emerge from the reinsertion of objects and projects according to a relatively
arbitrary montage, but one that is of a moderate automatism: the whole is aimed at expressing a
sense of environment and memory. Territories, concludes Rossi, with their signs and their emblems,
are also the constitutive elements of collective memory.

Fig. 3: Giovanni Antonio Canal (1697-1768) referred to his painting as “Capriccio con il ponte di Rialto secondo
il progetto di Palladio, il Palazzo Chiericati e le Logge palladiane di Vicenza” (1759).

The Analogous City would be the emblem of a reality that one seeks to destroy but which resists. In
the blue notebook number 21 (October 1976 – May 1977), a comment confirms this interpretation. In a
nervous hand, Aldo Rossi qualifies the “analogous city” as “the response to the destruction of the
urban centres and at the same time the construction of a new city.” If the city is the ultimate human
creation, as Rossi enjoys reminding us from his first book onward, alternately citing Viollet-le-Duc and
Lévi-Strauss, he writes, “[t]he quality of architecture – the quality of the human creation – is the
meaning of the city.”

2.

Critical fortune

Interestingly enough, and in spite of its cryptic character, the hypothesis of the Città analoga quickly
found an echo and influence in various architectural doctrines that can be traced back in Italy, Spain,
the USA or France. Indeed, we find several texts referring to analogy in the wake of Rossi’s theories,
spanning nearly a decade after 1976, which include Giancarlo Durisch, Vittorio Gregotti, Ignasi de
Solà-Morales Rubió and Kenneth Frampton [7]. For example, in issue 15 of Lotus international,
Giancarlo Durisch introduces an “analogical analysis” of his house of Riva San Vitale in an article
entitled, “Le figure analoghe – Analogous figures”. In 1979, this time in issue 22 of the same journal,
Vittorio Gregotti also engages in the game of analogy in an article entitled, “Analogie e confronti –
Analogies and comparisons.” In the two cases, we note that the composition of each page layout is as
analogical as it is carefully thought out and didactic. The blossoming series of Lotus issues extends
until 1985, when, in volume 46, Ignasi de Solà-Morales Rubió publishes a fine article entitled, “From
Contrast to Analogy: Developments in the Concept of Architectural Intervention [15].” This text, that
draws from the Gestalt theory of Köeller and of Koffka, returns to the question of the tension between
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ancient and contemporary architecture. For Solà-Morales, the technique of photomontage or those of
“analogous perspective drawings” can highlight a contrast between the old and the new that does not
mean a repudiation of historical heritage. They are techniques of “extracting” that facilitate a mutual
recognition between the present and the past. Alluding to (but not quoting) the title of Gilles Deleuze’s
1972 book, Différence et répétition, he redefines analogy by drawing at times from the project by Erik
Gunnar Asplund for the extension to Göteborg’s City Hall (1913-36), and at times from Carlo Scarpa’s
project for Castelvecchio (1957-67). Here again, the definitions are worthy of insertion into the general
framework of our inquiry into analogy. Concerning Asplund he writes: “Difference and repetition were
seen simultaneously through a controlled handling of the relations between similarity and diversity that
are proper to any analogical operation”. The architecture of Scarpa inspires in him a different
understanding of architectural analogy: “Here the analogical procedure is not based on the visible
synchronism of interdependent orders of form, but on the association made by the observer over the
course of time. By this means situations of affinity are produced and, thanks to the connotative
capacity of the languages evoked in the intervention, relations or links are established between the
historic building – real and/or imaginary – and the elements of design that serve to make the building
effectively dependent” [15].
This definition, clearly influenced by Rossi’s argument, interprets the Città analoga as an intermediary
space between the real and the imaginary. In the end, Solà-Morales evokes the critical reception of
Rossi’s “typo-morphological” analyses and confirms the failure of the architectural analysis in its
operative relationship to the project. Instead he valorizes an aesthetic operation, an imaginative
approach that is arbitrary and liberating (the allusion to Rossi’s proposition being evident here too),
before concluding with the pertinence of the comparative dimension of analogy in architecture (as
Gregotti did six years prior).

3.

Aldo Rossi’s quest for an analogical algorithm

At this point we can already summarize Rossi’s path through the hypothesis of an “analogical
algorithm” by distinguishing three periods:
- The first period that we could describe as “the shock of Canaletto” and which goes back to the mid1960s;
- The second period, corresponding to a definition of analogy written in a letter from Jung to Freud
which comes to light in 1975, coinciding with the publication of the first monograph on Rossi’s oeuvre
by Vittorio Savi resulting in a process of an increasingly pronounced process of personal identification
between Rossi’s life, his work and his theory;
- And finally the third period, which corresponds to a reading tinged with mysticism, of the surrealist
novel Mount Analogue by René Daumal (1943), the analysis of which would go beyond the scope of
this paper.
As part of this overview, we will stick to emphasizing that the reference to Canaletto will remain a
consistent backdrop for Rossi, the absolute model of an operative ambition articulating the project
around a principle of architectural composition. We need to focus, however, on the second period in
which an obscure letter from Jung to Freud plays a major role in Rossi’s understanding of analogical
thinking as opposed to rational or logical thinking. Beginning with the passage in Rossi’s text “An
Analogical Architecture”, published in the Japanese journal A+U, the original translation by David
Stewart facilitates our understanding of the issue central to our demonstration [3]. Rossi summons that
which he presents as Jung’s intellectual authority in matters concerning analogy: “This concept of the
analogical city has been further elaborated in the spirit of analogy toward the conception of an
analogical architecture. In the correspondence between Freud and Jung, the latter defines the concept
of analogy in the following way: “I have explained that ‘logical’ thought is what is expressed in words
directed to the outside world in the form of discourse. ‘Analogical’ thought is sensed yet unreal,
imagined yet silent: it is not a discourse but rather a meditation on themes of the past, an interior
monologue. Logical thought is ‘thinking in words’. Analogical thought is archaic, unexpressed, and
practically inexpressible in words.” “I believe [writes Rossi] I have found in this definition a different
sense of history conceived of not simply as fact, but rather as a series of things, of affective objects to
be used by the memory of a design”.
For Rossi, this remark of Jung’s is anything but insignificant. It opens the way, literally, to a redefinition
of the history of architecture, no longer a simple repertoire but a series of affective objects mobilized
by memory during the design of a project: as a “meditation of subjects from the past”. To understand
how Jung’s suggestion will have a double effect of liberating both visual analogical thinking and selfcensorship regarding the possibility of theorizing, and thus, to put into words, the architecture of the
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city, in other words, to appreciate this confrontational turning point, it is necessary to introduce an
actor and key witness to his American period. Rossi’s experience of America will coincide with a
characteristic acceleration of psychological explanations of the Città analoga, and the American
architect Peter Eisenman will play a key role in this introspective phase [6].
In the catalogue for the exhibition Aldo Rossi in America: 1976 to 1979, Peter Eisenman publishes a
first attempt to interpret that which he calls straightforwardly “analogical thought” under a title that is at
once inspired and binding: “The House of the Dead as the City of Survival [8] [12].” The essay is
structured in three parts functioning as a dramatic crescendo: “Part I: Architecture assassinée:
Architecture Abandonée [sic], Part II: Città analoga: The City of Survival, Part III: The House of the
Dead”. Few commentators will go as far as Peter Eisenman in the inferences they draw from the
Jungian quotation, but all or most, reproduce it alongside the 1976 image of the Città analoga: as two
mutually-completing emblems. We cannot however, name Eisenman as the main protagonist of
analogy’s Jungian spin, since Rossi himself was particularly negligent in the semantic dissemination of
the translations. When we consider the phenomenon more attentively, we discover surprising
operations of semantic distortion, and it requires the greatest vigilance to follow our architect quoting
Jung (in his blue notebooks), from an Italian translation of the English (the original in German
unpublished), translating this quotation the same year in an article in Spanish, published a few months
before an English translation, figuring prominently in a Japanese journal. This quotation is found later
in an American version of the original Italian (referring to the Spanish publication), but distances itself
considerably from the version offered in the English publication edited by McGuire and translated by
Hull and Manheim in 1974, being the most common and most reliable reference [13]. From a strictly
historical point of view, it is also the first time these letters were published. One thing that is certain is
that the systematic comparison of the excerpts reveals the reason for the semantic slippage: analogy’s
inexpressible dimension.

4.

An incomplete algorithm

Today we can rightfully ask if Rossi really read in depth the correspondence between Freud and Jung,
published in English and in Italian beginning in 1974, or if he was familiar only with this excerpt [13].
One could already suspect the latter from reading the monograph by Vittorio Savi, which was the first
to introduce this quotation [10]. This account exposes us to a case of assisted reflexivity, all the more
troubling, in that it is based precisely on the role of analogy in the architect’s process of thought and
creation [16]. Rossi appropriated it and the successive translations did the rest.
That said, even if Rossi on his own would have unearthed this rare passage on analogy in the
correspondence of the two psychoanalysts, it is clear that its true theoretical impact could not have
been based on a stronger psychoanalytical ground. Everything indicates that analogy was not at
issue in this letter between Jung and Freud, which certainly did not constitute an “act of revolt” as
Peter Eisenman eagerly presents it, in a translation a bit too interested in the Italian expression “un
atto rivolto all’interno [12] [14].” Placed in its context, the exchange confirms that Freud and Jung, who
return quickly to questions of organization surrounding a colloquium on psychoanalysis, were not
engaging in a major debate on the inexpressible in analogy. Unfortunately, we do not have Freud’s
original and probably severe letter, to which Jung replies to what must have been his mentor and
friend’s criticism and lambasting. We have a sense of their imminent break through this tension that
grows from letter to letter, and Jung’s first words reveal the severity of the misunderstanding
engendered by words. From there, to say that Carl Gustav Jung is going through a period of
evaluation of the unspeakable and of images, there is but one step for him to cross into a redefinition
of analogy or from that which he calls “fantasy thinking.”
However, we realize also that which must have deeply inspired Rossi, in this presentation of history as
a “rumination on materials belonging to the past”: how this singular definition of analogy did not only
sink into a return to metaphysical silence, but also, resulted in self-censorship with an emphasis on the
visible to the detriment of the readable, on the unconscious instead of the reflexive, and on personal
fiction at the expense of theorization. Having situated the imagination at the summit of a mountain as
invisible as it is unattainable, and seeing in analogy a visible door – the means to climb its contours,
both scientific and autobiographical – the case of Rossi is remarkable in the way in which an architect
seeks to think through a theory starting from his own projects.
Placed under the emblem of la Città analoga at the turn of the 1970s, the theoretical work of Aldo
Rossi continues to avail itself as a hypothesis of the central place of analogy within the architectural
project. Rossi’s quest, which was even more personal than intellectual, nevertheless experienced
setbacks that were intimately related to the risks of a body of research that led him from an attempt to
state the principles of architectonic composition, to the poetic silence of a mysticism of inversion, by
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passing through a Jungian redefinition of archetypal imagination, which was as risky an undertaking
as it was incomplete. From that moment on, it is not so much the misinterpretations that matter, as
what they reveal about a search that is openly mystical. This has to do with a definition of analogy able
to formulate a theory largely going beyond the one operative goal, to make the project of architecture
a process in which we never know the outcome, itself analogous to something else that we do not
know: from project to project, from one silence to another. As Rossi admirably summarizes in a
particularly inspired aphorism: “Perhaps a project is merely the space where the analogies in their
identification with things once again arrive at silence” [5].
Invested in this quest for autonomy and opposing himself to the prospective expectations of modern
architecture that, in his eyes, made a tabula rasa of the history of places, Rossi wanted to define the
conditions of a retrospective anticipation of the architecture of the city, bringing into play memory and
perception in a vision of that which Walter Benjamin called the “aura” of the city. And the architect of
the “Theatre of the World” believed very early on in finding the sign of an absolute method in the
emblem of the “analogous city” that would be even more aesthetic than scientific. But, that which
quickly became a legend – to the point of inspiring a generation of architects, some of whom still hold
high positions, particularly in the Swiss schools – however, was lost in a holistic, unifying and
inexpressible conception of analogy [17]. The contradictions between the fragments of its definition
were insurmountable, to the point that today we may conclude that despite his efforts, Rossi had
voided analogy of its power to open up the realms of difference and otherness. When the cycle of
inversions ends with bringing the player to the starting point, the risk of condemning the project to
immobility and repetition is great, despite being hidden behind the talent of the poet.
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Abstract

As in most Italian cities, the historic center of Perugia has been experiencing for some time now a
steadily accelerating process of social deterioration. Despite this deterioration, the city center’s
identifying features, understood as the sum of it material and immaterial goods remains strong and
rich in positive elements. The latest evidence of this continuing vitality is Perugia’s candidacy to be
designated as European Capital of Culture for the year 2019; the city’s commitment to outfit itself with
facilities and spaces capable of hosting large-scale cultural events.
In this context, the research project Kultur-Fabrik-Perugia, inspired by Stefano Boeri’s invitation to “do
more with less,” aims to promote the revitalization of the historic center and encourage the
internationalization of culture. The project is founded on the idea of transforming the historic center of
Umbria’s capital city into a European Capital of Culture in the literal sense, or rather, to reorganize it
as a system of strategically-distributed European-state “cultural embassies,” by identifying, studying,
and recovering its areas and locations which are currently in disuse. These rediscovered locations will
then be integrated into a network for the virtuous transformation of the city into a veritable “factory of
cultural awareness and dialogue” of international rank, thus prefiguring a possible strategy for the
regeneration of the historic center at no cost to the local community.
Keywords: Perugia, regeneration, culture, survey, project

1.

From city-cum-museum to museum-cum-city

In 1975 the Council of Europe published a cartoon titled It is your town: know how to protect it signed
by Yona Friedman. It listed the problems plaguing the historic centre of Whateborough, an imaginary
sample-city built upon successive layers and integrations of the original central nucleus. The main
caption was a question meant to be rhetorical: who wants to live in a museum? [1]. Aiming to defend
the right to gain access to even the most difficult-to-get-to areas of our cities, such a question left no
room for uncertainty as to what the right answer should be: nobody! And back then it could not have
been any different. After the 1964 promulgation of the International Charter for the Conservation and
Restoration of Monuments and Sites [2, pp. 162-164], museification represented a real disciplinary
nightmare with which every project undertaken in the field of historic centre recovery had to come to
terms. The inevitable result was it entanglement in a series of issues set against the trend to turn
heritage sites of historic and artistic interest into picture-postcards. Things, however, change, and so
too does our point of view. Indeed today, if posed the same question, we would not be so quick to
answer and would, to the contrary, entertain several doubts. Perhaps we might even think back to
what Aldo Rossi lucidly said on the topic, and that is, that the problem of the postindustrial age has
never been a matter of avoiding the risk of the city-cum-museum, but rather managing the
opportunities of the museum-cum-city [3, pp. 365-369]. Besides, the crusades launched against the
excessive development of historic centres as picturesque discoveries placed at the mercy of tourist
consumption have proven to be a failure. Consider too that, despite its small size, with 60 million
people living just over 300 square kilometres, our country holds approximately 40 per cent of the
planet’s artistic and architectural heritage [4]. Perhaps, then, it is well worth the effort to seek out
alternative solutions. Why should we not endeavour to go beyond the sterile struggle between
conservation and innovation and bet, rather, on an hypothesis of reconciliation? In such a way, we
would not be sitting back passively but, to the contrary, actively participating in the transformation of
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our historic centres into a veritable network of cultural producers. That is to say, given that culture
regards not only the past but also the present, and topics such as progress and sustainability, why not
endeavour to guide the process of museification concerning our historic centres with greater virtuosity
(from certain points of view it is unstoppable anyway) while contrasting the drift towards formal
inbalsamation and favouring the convergence towards functional development? Besides, in the era of
mass culture, museums are no longer obsolete structures or static places, but rather dynamic
containers evolving all the time. They are receptacles of interrelated knowledge that, in actual fact, are
the only urban component truly capable of taking on omnivorous city logic [5, 6, 7, 8]. Taking the
opportunity to expose the most anachronistic of prejudices, on the one hand, it is precisely the small
historic towns that participate the most in cultural activities and display the greatest capacity for
innovation. On the other, not only is residential attractiveness not penalized, but it is actually fostered
by the opening of local museums [9]. This is demonstrated by exemplary projects which the various
local governmental bodies have taken on with great commitment and at great expense, such as the
Great Court at the British Museum in London, the Museumsinsel in Berlin and the Musée des
civilisations de l’Europe et de la Méditerranée in Marseille, or at no expense at all, such as the
experiment carried out by the City of Milan Piano City: “240 piano concerts over three days in private
apartments, studios, courtyards, and libraries, carried out thanks to the appeal made to all the pianists
of Milan, including concert pianists, teachers and amateurs, to execute one piece each. A web site
managed all the bookings and venues for the audience who then wandered around the city gradually
piecing together their own concert programme” [10, p. 31].

2.

From regional capital to European capital

The Cities of Perugia and Assisi emblematically set out on their joint venture together as candidates to
become the European Capital of Culture when the respective mayors shook hands in front of a line up
of flashing cameras in November 2010 [11]. Since then, the candidature has taken on form and made
vital decisions, the most important of which was the competetion in search of a logo. On 31 January
2011, 225 proposals were made by professionals, students and other keenly interested persons [12].
In time, and respecting its own ideals, the candidature extended its reach to all its regional boundaries
where the main municipal administrations expressed their support [13]. Such support was also
expressed by the President of the Region of Umbria, Catiuscia Marini [14]. The undertaking then
received even greater coverage when its candidature became official on the last day of Festarch 2012
(International Festival of Architecture) that was held Perugia 5 June 2012 during which the winning
proposal, created by the designer Francesco Panzella, was also presented as the official logo [15].
Nevertheless, beyond the buzz of the press, it is also obvious that the Perugiassisi 2019 Foundation is
facing a complex challenge that, before anything else, implies a re-thinking of the role of urban reality
in Umbria within the national and European context [16]. It implies, that is, renewed emphasis on
themes such as sustainability, which should be cultural before it can be environmental, inclusiveness
in social solidarity, and innovativeness in the model of development. On 12 April 2012 the Foundation
(constituted by the Region of Umbria, the Municipality of Perugia and the Municipality of Assisi, with
the participation of, amongst others, the University of Perugia, the University for Foreigners of Perugia,
and the Academy of Fine Arts of Perugia) nominated the Administrative Board in the persons of Bruno
Bracalente, as president, Stefania Giannini and Andrea Ragnetti. It then nominated the Advisory
Committee, including illustrious names such as Ilaria Borletti Buitoni, Pierluigi Celli, Giuseppe De Rita,
Alberto Grohmann and Bruno Toscano, and the Artistic Director, Arnaldo Colasanti. The first job that
the various bodies were to carry out was to draw up a plan defining the vision on which the entire
candidature should be founded: the title of European Capital of Culture is assigned on the basis of the
capacity to plan events in the long term “of European significance […] placing culture as the strategic
resource for economic and social growth” [17]. It is with this very spirit that the European Union selects
two nations every year whose cities, which may draw upon their own surrounding territories, can enter
the competition for the title; Italy and Bulgaria were offered this possibility for the year 2019. For this
reason the cities of the two nations chosen must present their final dossiers for the candidature by
September 2013. In September 2014 the selection panel, made up of seven European experts and six
national experts, shall select the winning city. Over the years, the coveted title has come to be known
as a flywheel for economic, social and cultural growth for the cities that have been lucky enough to
hold it. A case in point is Lille (2004) which significantly boosted the image of the region on an
international level. To reach such an objective, however, the historic-artistic patrimony or the cultural
events already up and running are not the only elements taken into consideration. An evaluation is
made of the long-term cultural projects that a candidate city proposes to carry out before, during and
after the year for which the title is assigned. This brings out the creative capacity to develop its own
historic and cultural heritage with a sense of belonging to the European Community while favouring
the use of new technologies and the involvement of young people. In particular, what this means for
Perugia, Assisi and Umbria is the need to hone its capacity to re-read in an innovative fashion all
those unique characteristics that have made them famous today, starting from their heritage (from
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preservation to development) and including the architectural treasures (from the medieval hamlet to
the smart city) while passing through (lan)design (preservation of the landscape to landscape design)
[18] and thus truly transforming Perugiassisi into an “augmented European capital” of culture.

3.

From a place of physical constraint to a place where ideas can freely circulate

Taking on Stefano Boeri’s invitation to “do more with less” [10], the research project Kultur-FabrikPerugia, co-financed by ANCE Umbria and the Chamber of Commerce of Perugia, plans to promote
the revitalization of the historic centre, knowledge, cultural dialogue and the internationalization of
culture. Indeed, Perugia’s candidature (together with Assisi and Umbria) to become the 2019
European Capital of Culture, has also brought about a collaborative project between the University of
Perugia and the Perugiassisi 2019 Foundation founded on an idea which is both simple yet also
subversive: to turn the historic centre of the capital city of Umbria literally into a European Capital of
Culture by re-organising it as a system of “cultural embassies” of the member states of the European
Union strategically distributed within its heart. Via investigation and project experimentation carried out
also perhaps as learning experiences, the areas and containers currently abandoned or under-used
can be sought out, taken over and brought back to life by involving them in a network aimed at
virtuously transforming the city into a “knowledge factory” at an international level. One such area and
container of particular importance is the former men’s prison in Piazza Partigiani. It was built as a true
icon in the area of greatest potential for transformation created in post-unification Perugia after the
sixteenth-century Rocca Paolina, designed by Antonio da Sangallo, had been demolished by popular
acclaim. Built between 1865 and 1870 on a project by Giuseppe Polani (who in the same period also
signed the imposing detention structure in Turin called Le Nuove), the building presents distributive
characteristics typical of structures for detention and segregation, with a panoptic plan with four arms
and a cell-like scheme comprising nearly 350 units. The modifications the building took on in the
course of the twentieth century have not, however, altered the original structure to any substantial
degree and have effectively seen it through to the third millennium practically intact from the point of
view of its typology. The former prison has not been used as such for more than twenty years and
various proposals have been made as to what should be done with it, the most interesting of which
were developed during the project Disegnare Perugia. Tra natura e artificio [19]. The final exhibition of
this project showed sketches and plans for its transformation developed in the early nineteen-nineties
in the teaching programmes enacted by the then Istituto di Disegno Architettura Urbanistica (Institute
of Design & Urban Architecture). These depictions raised an issue, which is still undeniably topical
today, and brought it to the attention of both the people of Perugia and the scientific community at
large. Many other examples, analogous in both typology and aim, have been made throughout Italy,
Europe and the world. These range from the former jail called Le Murate, in Florence, converted into a
residential-managing-commercial mix on a concept by Renzo Piano, to the former jail in Ferrara that
now houses the National Museum of Hebraism and the Holocaust; from the Langholmen Hotel in
Stockholm to Hostel Celica in Lubiana, both former penitential centres now remodelled as hotel
structures; from the Plaza de Toros Las Arenas in Barcelona, turned into a state-of-the-art shopping
mall, to the New University of the Arts in London, set up in the former Granary Building after complete
refurbishing; from the Jail Hostel in Ottawa, which was hewn from the former Nicholas Street Gaol, to
the Liberty Hotel in Boston, built out of the former Charles Street Jail. In the wake of such
transformational successes, the Advisory board of the Perugiassisi Foundation has chosen the former
jail in Piazza Partigiani as both its symbolic seat and its manifesto for the candidature of Perugia as
2019 European Capital of Culture. Workshop events will be organized in conjunction with Italian
universities to turn this place of physical constraint into a place where ideas can freely circulate via its
transformation into a “smARTvillage”, a citadel-cum-laboratory-cum-workshop dedicated to the
development and enhancement of youth creativity. At the same time a possible strategy is thus
foreseen for regenerating the urban fabric at no cost for the local community so as to create yet
another example, in the light of pilot experiences such as Gianfranco Caniggia’s in Como, Pier Luigi
Cervellati’s in Bologna and Giuseppe Pagnano’s in Siracusa, of a new “Italian way” of understanding
historic centres and bringing them back to life.
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Fig. 1: Who wants to live in a museum? (Yona Friedman, 1975)

Fig. 2: London, Great Court at the British Museum, (Foster + Partners, 1994-2000)
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Fig. 3: Perugiassisi 2019, logo (Francesco Panzella, 2011)

Fig. 4: Perugia, meeting to promote Perugiassisi 2019 candidature
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Fig. 5: Kultur-Fabrik-Perugia, map of the areas and containers abandoned or under-used (IDeA, DICA, University
of Perugia, 2013. Scientific supervisor: Paolo Belardi, 2013)
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Fig. 6: Perugia, former men’s prison in Piazza Partigiani, bird’s eye view

Fig. 7: Perugia, former men’s prison in Piazza Partigiani
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Abstract
This study focuses on an old quarter of Beyoglu in the city of Istanbul, called Asmalimescit. In the last
decade this historical settlement, where once out of sight taverns, artisan shops and artist ateliers
were used to be located, became a favored place for urban nightlife activities and entertainment. Both
the historical pattern of its built environment and the lifestyles of its users have significant influence on
the socio-cultural transformation of the area. At the same time the neo-liberal economy and the global
culture politics that are transforming the area are reflected on the architectural production in the area.
Transformation can be investigated in relation to the concept of identity. This study aims to interpret
the identity of Asmalimescit, which is in a state of Becoming, as Lefebvre puts it “a continuous
development … punctuated by leaps.” In this regard, the prevalent and ongoing transformation of the
identity of the area is read through relational experience. The superimposed relations of the tangible
and the intangible stimuli of the area are studied through a parallax position. Could understanding
Asmalimescit through the concept of identity interpreted as Becoming problematize the relations of
materiality and immateriality and generate alternative ways of dealing with the effects of globalization?
Keywords: transformation, Becoming, identity, relational experience, parallax position

1.

Introduction

This article attempts to understand the constant transformation of Asmalimescit through the concept of
identity, which is employed to construct an interpretive framework. Asmalimescit [1] is scrutinized as a
fragment of the city of Istanbul, which includes relations in itself and related to the city - and the global
world on a higher scale. The transformation of its identity is explored, in Lefebvre’s terms, as
Becoming, via the contradictions of local-global, past-future, repetition-difference, tangible-intangible.
In this study, the identity of Asmalimescit is understood and interpreted through relational experience
of the body within space-time. Merleau-Ponty refers to the body as the source of experience, without
which the experience would not be possible.[2] Furthermore he argues that the body is the very
location of metamorphosis and exchange. The body produces and reproduces itself through relations
it constitutes with space-time as well as other bodies. Therefore the body is not a closed and static
entity, but it is open to interaction and therefore in a constant transformation. The space is also
constantly transformed due to its relations with body and time, and transforms the body
simultaneously.

2.

Re-interpreting the Concept of Identity

In the Western oriented modern thought, identity of a place was not subject to change; it was static
and frozen in time. However today, it is not possible to grasp the global world and its constantly
transforming relations (economic, political, social, cultural, historical, geographical) as part of a static
understanding of identity. The body perceives, experiences and imagines the space simultaneously
and produces the space and also the images related to it. The concept of identity refers to these
constant but ever-shifting images of a space-time, in one’s consciousness. These images are reflected
by space-time and are being articulated to the transformation of space-time as well as the body. Thus,
moving from the tangible aspects of the space, the body relates them to its intangible aspects, and
transforms both the tangible and the intangible while the concept of identity emerges and its being re-
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interpreted. The ever-transforming and superimposed body-space-time relations could be explored via
what Lefebvre defines as Becoming:
“The Becoming is a continuous development (an evolution) yet at the same time it is punctuated by
leaps, by sudden mutations and upheavals. At the same time it is an involution, since it carries with it
and takes up again the content from which it began, even while it is forming something new. No
Becoming is indefinitely rectilinear.” [3]
Lefebvre is not referring to Becoming, as a development, which pursues a linear path and aims for the
better. On the contrary, the path of Becoming is constantly being interrupted by many dynamics,
regardless for the better or worse. For instance in Asmalimescit, the events of 6-7 September opening
of Babylon, removal and banning outside table placement of cafés/bars could be regarded as some of
the dynamics that interrupted its path. Every interruption shifts the route of the path, transforms it,
along with both the subject of interruption and the path itself. Although the path of Becoming is not
linear, the shift in its route does not put an end to its relation with its previous route. In its present route
it is still in relation with its past as well as its future in one-way or the other. These shifts, the relation
with the past as well as the future, the transformation of the route as well as the object and the subject
that Lefebvre’s understanding of Becoming points to, could be employed to re-conceptualize identity
as Becoming. For example in Asmalimescit, the inhabitation of artists to the area, due to its physical
attraction and economically moderate living standards, transformed the socio-cultural environment of
the area and the artists and their relation to the area. When the body encounters with tangible aspects
of the site, its intangible aspects are re-constituted, putting its identity in a new route, while
transforming the tangible aspects and the body simultaneously. In this regard understanding the
concept of identity as Becoming could make it possible to explore the transformation of Asmalimescit.
Considering Lefebvre’s idea of Becoming, the transformation of Asmalimescit could be scrutinized in
relation to its identity. It could be argued that a transformation occurs when an intervention is faced.
The transformation of identity seems like a natural route of its transformation when the interventions
do not cause big changes. While the space is transformed within the historical process, a political
decision of the government or a personal act of a regular person, or a natural disaster such as an
earthquake or flood can be the cause of that transformation as well, and can cause big changes.
These interventions might shift the route of the transformation of space or change the speed
(accelerate or decelerate) of transformation. It should be noted that, who or what intervenes in the
transformation is also being transformed in a reflexive relationship. In this regard it could be argued
that Asmalimescit is being transformed every year, every month, every day, hour and even second in
relation to the perceiving body. While the body re-imagines the identity of Asmalimescit, the body
simultaneously becomes the subject of intervention and it is also being transformed along with
Asmalimescit and its identity.
The concept of identity as Becoming could be understood as a reflexive action of the body that refers
to relations of the space-time and the body and also transforms them. In order to interpret the identity
as Becoming, a parallax position should also be embraced while relational experience takes place.
Relational experience indicates lived experiences of the body simultaneously producing images about
space-time, shifting between contradictions of its past and future, tangible and intangible dimensions,
forgetting and remembering memories and so on. The complexities and contradictions that the space
has can be grasped by identity as Becoming, through a parallax position. According to Žižek (who
borrowed the term from Karatani), parallax position refers to the shift in the understanding of the bodyspace-time relations, generated by the positional difference of the body that offers a new and a
different line of sight.[4] Considering this, the identity of Asmalimescit could be interpreted as
Becoming regarding the constant transformation it is being subject to via a parallax position, as long
as the body relationally experiences it.

Fig.1 A Diagrammatic interpretation of Becoming
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3.

Reading Asmalimescit’s Identity as Becoming

3.1. Occurrence (of a Locality)
Sitting at the Tunnel Square, at the end of Istiklal Avenue, neighboring Asmalimescit, waiting for the
tram, gives one time to think about how Asmalimescit transformed not only in the past decade but
during centuries as well. The Tunnel square is enclosed by the Lodge of Mevlevi Dervishes, the old
Tunnel Building and the old Sixth District Municipality Building which are a few of the many reminders
of its past and they relate the body to its future. These architectural productions trigger the imagination
of the body, and take it to a journey in time, to both its past and its future. The Lodge of Mevlevi
Dervishes reminds how and why Asmalimescit was established.
It could be claimed that Asmalimescit quarter is itself an intervention to the historical scene of Beyoglu
district, since it was established as a Muslim district within a Christian and Jewish settlement. Walking
down the slope of Galip Dede Road, passing through the lodge, Galata Tower is seen. The tower still
stands as a reminder of the past inhabitants of the area, at a time when it was an important harborth
city. Until the Conquest of Istanbul in 15 Century, by Mehmet II, Venetian and Genovese merchants
who were busy with sea trade, ruled Galata (which is now within the boundaries of the Beyoglu
district). Following the dominance of the Ottoman Empire, the city extended outside the city walls of
Galata, through Beyoglu (also known as Cite de Pera). Asmalimescit was established in this century
as a Muslim quarter in order to form a Muslim population in the Christian and Jewish populated
district. It was located, at the intersection of main trade routes of those days: Kumbaraci Street, Istiklal
Street (it was not an avenue in those days) and Asmalimescit Street. In order to encourage the
increase of the Muslim population the Lodge of Mevlevi Dervishes was built in the following years.
Thinking back to those days it could be interpreted that the establishment of Asmalimescit quarter as
well as locating a Mevlevi Dervish Lodge are political acts that shifted the economic, social and
cultural relations in Galata and Beyoglu. While these establishments articulated to the non-Muslim
scene of Galata they triggered the development of the area towards Beyoglu, transforming the identity
of Galata.On the other hand, today they are considered as some of the main locations that give
Beyoglu its identity.

Fig 2. Location of Asmalimescit quarter.
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The Sixth District Municipality building built in 1880s, which is under renovation today –a polemical
process in the contemporary political and cultural scene–, reminds the glory days of both Asmalimescit
quarter and Beyoglu district, gives clues about the modernization process of Ottoman Empire –and
makes one anxious about the future of the area. Following the establishment of Asmalimescit quarter,
keeping it as the commencement point, Galata began to extend to Beyoglu, on the main axis of Istiklal
Avenue (Grand Rue de Pera). Beyoglu, especially Istiklal Avenue, was the European face of the
th
th
Ottoman Empire in 18 and 19 Centuries. While strolling on Istiklal Avenue today, it is not surprising
to encounter architectural productions of the glorious lifestyles of its former cosmopolite society. The
embassies for international business and governmental activities, schools providing education for the
European communities (Germans, French, Italian, English etc.), along with Huseyin Aga Mosque,
many churches and synagogues, luxury shops selling imported products from all around the world,
bohemian cafés, restaurants, bars and theatres providing rich intellectual environment, hotels offering
first class accommodation for merchants and tourists, and all other necessities of a modern European
lifestyle were located along and around the avenue and built in European architectural style of the
time. The district benefitted from Istanbul’s position as an important harbor city at the intersection of
international trade routes and was dominated by the non-Muslim (Jews, Greeks, Armenians etc.)
communities. Beyoglu was identified with international economy that generates cultural diversity and
constitution of a cosmopolite society. It could be interpreted that the center of the district was still the
Muslim populated Asmalimescit quarter. Thus the implementations regarding modernization such as
the establishment of municipal governments was embodied as the Sixth District Municipality Building.
Seeing this building today, wrapped with scaffold covering, makes the body to think about the future of
the area as well. The contemporary renovation process of the building is undergoing in an secret way.
This process raises questions on not only restoration but also the commodification of a locality, and
also relates to similar implementations that take place in Asmalimescit quarter along with Istanbul in
general.
The built environment offer relational experiences if the body relates itself to it by a parallax position.
Architectural productions that belong both to a past and a future that could be experienced in the
present, enable the body to imagine various dimensions of the locality, and produce images that
resemble its identity. These images constantly shift; they re-appear in every moment and they are
never fixed. The attempt to fix these images arise the problematic of aesthetization and/or
commodification of the locality. Locality is a fluid and hybrid entity, which is constituted and reconstituted over and over again and transformed within the relations of body, space and time. It could
be claimed that in relation to the late-capitalist economy and neo-liberal politics of the global world,
since they aim to maximize profit, localities are threatened to become commodities. Asmalimescit
could be referred as a locality, where the relations of body, space and time superimpose and form a
complex, fluid –and endless– entity. The increased land values of Asmalimescit, due to its popularity
th
today, attract various investors. The old buildings in the area, dating back to 19 Century are refunctioned mostly as commercial buildings, such as long or short-term accommodation buildings.
However, instead of restoring the small buildings separately, as they are, the investors rebuild single
but larger buildings in their places to utilize them as commercial facilities like a hotel. A single high
square meter building becomes even more valuable in this area, since it does not need to be re-built,
renovated with a new facade. This is what seems to take place in the old municipality building
however it is not very obvious since the process takes place under covers. Furthermore, new
buildings, equipped with latest technologies are designed to reflect the styles of the past, through their
facades while they are re-built. Tearing down the old buildings and re-building them in the historical
styles could be considered as an attitude to stabilize the locality as an image at a certain time in its
history or its made-up history. In this regard the historical pattern and cultural dynamics of the area are
being reduced to an image, while it is being adapted to late-capitalist relations as a commodity of
material culture. This process could also be considered as an intervention to the transformation of
Asmalimescit quarter.
th
The Tunnel Building is another reminiscent of the significance of Asmalimescit quarter in 19 century.
Along with Beyoglu district, Asmalimescit quarter was highly benefiting from the technical
developments of the century. Tunnel, as the world's second subway line was built in 1875, working up
and down between Karakoy and Tunnel Square, and is still in use today. This modern vehicle
accelerated the speed of transportation of people and goods, and triggered commercial activities in the
area and transformed the social life. Construction of Tunnel as a tangible intervention to the site
articulated its intangible dimensions and reflected its identity. In relation to the aforementioned
interventions it could be argued that Asmalimescit gained its identity as a Muslim quarter, which was
not densely populated but has preserved its importance in economic, political and socio-cultural scene
th
th
of Beyoglu for almost two centuries (18 and 19 Centuries).
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3.2. Decay
Passing through the Tunnel Passage, just across the Tunnel Building, the body finds itself in
Asmalimescit. The tables and chairs scattered on both sides and even on the hallway of the passage,
inviting the body to sit for a moment and explore its historical atmosphere. The apartment blocks that
constitute the passage are delicate examples of the productions of modern European architecture of
th
th
19 and 20 Centuries in Asmalimescit. They are the resembles of the 5-6 story apartment blocks in
Asmalimescit quarter which were built with modern infrastructures of their times such as elevators,
th
making them favored places in the first half of the 20 Century. Walking across the Sofyali Street,
occupied with bars, cafes and restaurants on both sides, the body reaches Asmalimescit Street.
Yakub Tavern and the Asmalı Cavit Tavern just across it are some of the taverns that have been
settled in the historical buildings of the area on this street. Their physical existences as well as their
functions allow the body to remember the socio-cultural scene of Asmalimescit in the first half of the
th
20 Century.
Following the fall of the empire and proclaim of the Republic of Turkey in 1923, Istanbul was losing its
importance slightly in the global arena. This could be noted as another intervention to Beyoglu as well
as Asmalimescit quarter that shift the social, cultural and economic relations in Asmalimescit. Although
the population of non-Muslim communities had decreased due to the political and economic
implementations of the Republic, they continued to live in the district and pursue the lifestyle they grew
up with, in a moderate way until the 1950s. In those days, Asmalimescit was not only hosting artisan
shops and artist ateliers but also entertainment places such as taverns. The White Russians owned
these taverns that give service to the non-Muslim community living and working in Beyoglu (including
Galata), as well as the intellectual community of the new Republic.[5] Unlike today, Asmalimescit was
also an accommodation place for the people who worked in the shops and restaurants of the area.
Today the land-value of the area is probably higher than ever increasing the rents as well. However,
raise of the luxury apartments do not date back more then a decade, since the socio-cultural scene as
well as the economical activities that took place in 1950s was to shift once more.
Strolling in the narrow, empty streets of Asmalimescit in 2002, old buildings, most of them left to decay
were giving a gloomy atmosphere to the area. Different from today, there were only a few daytime
cafés and a few out of sight taverns. It was not hard to tell that something had happened and was only
beginning to be recovered. The decaying, abandoned buildings, recall the unpleasant memories of 6-7
September. In September 1955 a bomb was set in Atatürk's house in Selanik. 6-7 September refers to
the event that began as a protest, especially in the streets of Beyoglu, and turned into indignation and
the actions of plunder and destruction towards the Greek community. This event forced the Greek
minority to emigrate, who were highly populated in Beyoglu. This event, which was a political act,
could be considered as severe intervention both in Beyoglu in general, and Asmalimescit in particular.
When Beyoglu district was abandoned in the mid 1950s and 1960s, Asmalimescit was also neglected.
Abandoned houses of the minorities in Beyoglu were occupied by the workers migrated from Anatolia
in the 1960s. In the following decades, Beyoglu and Istiklal Avenue slowly fell from grace. The
glittering lifestyle of the area, which dominated its identity for the past two centuries, was a history. In
the mid 1970s until the end of 1990s Beyoglu was a rundown city center.
3.3. Rebirth
Entering Sehbender Street one Friday night, the crowd makes it hard to walk, but forces the body to
hang around and identify the reason of the crowd. The crowd is probably waiting for a band, whose
concert is about to begin at Babylon Music Hall. Babylon Music Hall could be referred as the first
significant intervention to the area in the recent past that enabled the body to re-think Asmalimescit,
both before and after its operation and re-discover its past and relate to its future. At the end of the
1980s some of the artists started to move into the district, because of the low-rents and the attraction
old buildings. The area evoked a bohemian image, with various artisan shops, artist ateliers and
introverted daytime cafés where the regular customers were actors, musicians, poets, writers and fineart artists and their assistants who live and/or work in the area.
It could be stated that following the opening of Babylon Music Hall in 1999, Asmalimescit was
developed into one of the focal points of eating, drinking and entertainment in Istanbul, that still
dominates its identity. It was designed and built as a music hall and it introduced live music concerts to
the nightlife scene of Beyoglu. Fans of musicians and groups started to visit Asmalimescit more, to
listen to the concerts taking place at Bablyon. In the following years, especially the ground floors of the
historical apartment blocks began to be re-functioned as cafés and bars for knocking back a few
drinks before the concert. In the 1990s Asmalimescit was a hide-away place in the nightlife scene of
Beyoglu for artists and university students, but this was changing due to the appearance of Babylon.
Although Istiklal Avenue was developed historically from Asmalimescit to Taksim Square, part of the
avenue between Galatasaray and Tunnel Square was a secluded place, from 1970s until mid-2000s.
Following the articulation of new eating, drinking and entertainment places, to the historical taverns,
intelligentsias as well as university students began to visit Asmalimescit more. This motive force618

	
  

	
  

increased the circulation between Galatasaray and Tunnel Square as well and encouraged new shops
and restaurants to be located along the route. As the regular customers of Asmalimescit were
increasing, some new customer types also evolved, such as urban professionals working at the
corporate firms and foreigners who stayed for either long or short term in Istanbul. Babylon Lounge,
which is connected to Babylon Music Hall inside the building, but faces a parallel street, points to the
transformation of the user profile of the area in relation with its built environment. While some new
buildings were added to the setting of Asmalimescit, such as Babylon Lounge, the renovation of
decaying historical buildings were also supporting this transformation (Fig.3). While strolling around
the streets of Asmalimescit, the boutique of the fashion designer Umit Unal or the interior architecture
firm Autoban and its showroom are some of the few stores and offices that the body can come across.
The site is also a host for creative industries such as the Apartment Project, an exhibition and
interdisciplinary collaboration space for artists. This diversity of functions –as the tangible aspect of the
site-, emerges from its economical potentials and the socio-cultural environment –as its intangible
aspects. Simultaneously these functions transform the site from a hideaway place of the artists and
students to a new gathering place in the city as well as provide prestige to offices and attract the
creative industries. While the body experiencing its tangible and intangible aspects, constitutes and reconstitutes the identity of Asmalimescit as Becoming, the forces/relations of global capitalism pulls its
transformation into another direction, by favoring the material culture.
The popularity of Asmalimescit becomes an attraction for the investors who wish to make profit out of
its vivid cultural scene and for its present local government who aims to market its locality to them.
The local government (in relation to general government policies) put the culture politics of neo-liberal
economy into work. The neo-liberal economy and the politics that place culture to its center, regard
culture not as an entity that emerges in a historical process but rather as a given thing. Regarding
culture as a given thing, freezes its historical process and converts culture into a commodity. The
locality and its culture that exists in relation to it, becomes a tool for generating heterogeneity as
cultural difference and market it under the name of local culture. This kind of production of difference
points to the production and consumption relations of late-capitalist economy: the mass-customization
of post-industrialization. In Asmalimescit, the entertainment places, cafés and hotels that only aim to
make profit, hold on to its culture through its historical pattern, and freeze it as an image by reproducing the historical buildings. Since these places serve to an image of culture that is not subject to
transformation they are not being articulated to the locality and become an extension of its social and
cultural life. However, since they survive with this image of culture, they also wish to stabilize the
culture of Asmalimescit in time as an attractive entertainment place that smells history. In this regard
the material culture of Asmalimescit is predominated and its locality carries the risk of being
commodifed. On the other hand the transformation of Asmalimescit continues due to the effects of
global socio-politics.

Fig. 3: Diagrammatic interpretation of Asmalimescit through old-new contradiction / tension.
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Fig. 4: Diagrammatic interpretation of Asmalimescit through indoor-outdoor contradiction / tension.

The pale yellow light of the lit historical buildings mix with the warm red lights of the heaters, located
outside, hanging down from the ceiling of the balconies on the ground floor of the cafés. This
combination gave Asmalimescit a cozy atmosphere at night while making you think of both the
smoking ban in Turkey and the outside table placement ban in Asmalimescit (as well as Beyoglu).
Regarding the process of alignment with the European Union (EU) norms, Turkey banned smoking in
indoor public areas in 2008. This ban can be considered as an intervention of the general government,
triggered by global forces, that deeply transformed Asmalimescit’s new identity as a popular night-life
spot. As a way of dealing with this ban, the shop owners took permission from the local government to
place tables and chairs on the narrow streets of the quarter. The establishments located heaters on
the walls to host their guests outdoors even in the cold days. In the mid-2000s, the refreshed face of
Asmalimescit was already attracting people. People enjoying themselves in the streets made the
guest population of the area visible. As the population was rendered visible the quarter was turning
into a popular place for both daytime use and nightlife activities. The street tables were full of people,
and the pedestrian flow on the streets was dense especially in the evenings and at night. Tunnel
Square became a meeting point at nights where people were enjoying their drinks, from the enclosed
bars such as Lokal, while stretching along the square. Another hotspot of the quarter was Otto, at the
end of Sehbender Street. Otto was not only a restaurant-bar, but its music spreading into the street
from within was one of the transformative powers of Asmalimescit for half a decade. People were
dancing, chatting and meeting with each other in an interactive relationship with the place through the
immaterial aspect of music (Fig.4).
Today that crowd is not visible on the outside because of the table ban of the local government. The
crowded streets are left empty, while the users moved to the terraces of the buildings, or the back
gardens on the ground floors. For the ones who preferred to stay on the street (for smoking or
breathing in the autumn breeze) were moved to the tiny balconies added to the buildings. These
balconies could be read as the reflection of a political act and the social and economical reaction to it,
to the built environment. While strolling around in the emptier streets of Asmalimescit at one autumn
night, the times when it was hard to move along the street to go to the bar you were supposed to meet
with your friends could came to the memory. The streets, where you came across with very few
people today, remind you the street filled with tables on both sides, people enjoying themselves on the
street, while eating, drinking, smoking, talking and laughing. The table–free streets become the trigger
for the dreams of its future while at the same time it becomes a reminder of the recent past of
Asmalimescit. Just like when the crowded streets with the people and tables were the reminder of the
times when the place was only know by regular costumers of out of sight taverns and artisan ateliers.
The interplay between the contradictions and tensions of the locality, in one’s mind, produces and
reproduces the space and the body continuously over and over again. Flashes of past memories and
future imaginations, experiences of the materiality of the empty streets and the immateriality of the
emotions it recalls when it was crowded and full of life make it possible to experience the identity of
Asmalimescit -that is in a constant transformation- as Becoming (Fig.5).
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Fig. 5: Diagrammatic interpretation of Asmalimescit through flow-pause contradiction / tension.

4.

Concluding Remarks

The architectural production that belongs both to a past and a future, that could be perceived, lived
and imagined at the present, work as an interface to interpret the identity of Asmalimescit as
Becoming. The architectural production and the built urban environment of Asmalimescit can be
regarded as one of the prominent elements that offer a relational experience to the body, when the
body embodies a parallax position. The differences in the background of different bodies generate
many identities of Asmalimescit through their relational experiences. These identities shift at every
moment, since the bodies are transformed at every encounter with the locality, and transform it. In this
regard, the concept of identity could be re-interpreted, not only as something that refers to a
multiplicity, but also as Becoming, that is in a constant transformation simultaneously departing from
the body and space time through the interplay of contradictions and contrasts.
It could be argued that the transformation took place in Asmalimescit during centuries was due to the
interaction of the people with the place, in every scale, that shift the relations in it, while they are being
a part of its transformation and being transformed. In the contemporary world, this transformation
carries the risk to be manipulated in the favor of neo-liberal economy of global capitalism though its
culture politics. The neo-liberal culture politics seek to engender the materiality of the built
environment as opposed to its immateriality by commodifying the localities. This tendency could be
unstabilized, through the understanding of identity as Becoming. This understanding of identity puts
the interplay of material and immaterial into work. The interplay of materiality and immateriality that the
body generates, do not aim to predominate one another or balance them at one point, but become the
reason for the body to constantly transform both of them, through which the identity is explored as
Becoming.
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Abstract
Snow avalanche hazard in the Alpine region represents a dramatic factor of risk not only for skiers and
mountaineers but also for dwellings and villages, with relevant consequences for local economies and
transportation networks.
Traditional alpine architecture and land planning show that, in the past, there was respect of humans
versus Nature. Nowadays, the increasing demand of building and leisure spaces pushes the
occupancy of the territory to more risky areas where appropriate design is therefore needed.
Modern techniques of land surveying, e.g., laser scanner and 3D CAD, permit to model the avalanche
phenomenon with great precision and to study the effects of impacts against buildings and structures,
thereby enhancing the mapping of associated risk and suggesting strategies for protection. An
experimental site has been realized by the Politecnico di Torino in the Gressoney Mountains - Valle
d'Aosta, where monitoring of snow avalanches under different climatic conditions allows a progressive
improvement of knowledge.
Sustainable urban planning can therefore be pursued also thanks to these modern technologies,
coupled with respect to Nature and attention to traditional architectural solutions.
Keywords: snow avalanche, impact pressure, hazard maps, risk prevention and protection.

1.

Introduction

The snow is one of the keys of life in mountain environments: a cover against winter frost for ground,
animals and vegetation protection, renewable energy and water resource and happiness for children
and adults. But today, snow is the “White Gold”, the heart of the economic (tourism and winter sports
industries) and social development of mountain regions. However as water with debris-flows, rocks
with rocks falls, wind with tornadoes, snow can lead human-life to uncomfortable (e.g., interruption of
roads or access restrictions in temporary avalanche hazard areas), dangerous (e.g., avalanche
interference with populates areas such as communication routes, ski slopes, villages) and catastrophic
situations (e.g., destructive avalanche impact causing damage to people and property).
Since people were settled in the mountain (from a few tens of thousands of years), an adequate
protection from snow avalanches has been needed. The first historical references to avalanche were
found in documents written by Greek geographer Strabo (63-23 BC) and Roman historian Livy (59 BC
- 14 AD) which describes the crossing of the Alps by Hannibal (218 BC), but the first reports of
accidents caused by snow avalanches go back to the retreat of the 10,000 Greek soldiers through the
mountains of Armenia in 1.401 BC, told in Anabasi by Senofonte [1].
Today, along the Alpine region, the memory of the destructive power of the snow is alive as a result of
the tragic 1998/99 and 2008/09 winter seasons. Characterized by exceptional avalanches, the Winter
1998/99 saw the occurrence of 850 events in February. In the week between 23.02.1999 and
01.03.1999, 12 people death, 5 buildings were destroyed together with over 200ha of forest, 6,000
people were evacuated from 1,320 buildings and 71 road sections were closed only in Valais (CH) [2].
rd
In Austria, on February 23 , the avalanche fell on the village of Galtuer and stroked on 24 buildings (6
completely destroyed and 7 severely damaged), with 60 people buried with 31 killed and 22 wounded.
On the same day, in Italy, the avalanche of Lavancher (Morgex - AO) provoked the destruction of 1
building and 1 victim [3]. In France, the event of Montroc (Chamonix) destroyed 14 chalets and caused
12 victims [2].
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December 2008 was characterized by intense precipitations, in particular in the middle of the month
(14th – 17th) throughout all the Italian Western Alps. Numerous avalanches occurred causing
damages to villages and affecting the viability. In Aosta Valley (IT), the winter started dramatically:
th
from 15 to 17 the avalanche Warning Service detected 419 natural avalanches, 69 of them exceeded
th
the avalanche cartographic limits and 68 are never detected [3]. In December 15 , under extreme
snow and meteorological conditions, at about 1:00 p.m., a thick and soft snow slab of about 50.000 mc
(maximum width of 350m and thickness up to 1.5 m) released from the slope ``La Tour'' and stopped
with a big jump over Les Thoules village at 1.600m asl.. Splitting into two branches just before the
regional road, the avalanche destroyed 7 houses (Fig. 1), the telephone and power lines (a lot of
masts and also a high voltage pylon) and portions of wood. It also damaged buildings and one
hydroelectric power-plant, interrupting the regional and the communal roads. The branch on the left
side of the basin destroyed 4 houses whereas the branch on the right side impacted two chalets and
th
th
one house [3, 4, 5]. In Piemont (IT), in the period between the 15 and the 16 of December 2008, the
meteorological situation and the intense avalanche activity influenced the area around Ceresole
Reale, a small village at 1.570 m asl in the high Orco Valley and many avalanches occurred. Some of
them have been classified as extreme avalanches and flowed in areas where no avalanches were
reported in the past, overcrossing the limits of the official regional avalanche map. In particular, 4
simultaneous avalanches released from Monte Cialme and destroyed 6 houses and 12 ha of forest.
The deposit and damages analysis has shown that the avalanches presented both a dense and a
powder part. The volume of snow was estimated around 100.000 mc released from 2.450 m asl and
flowed into the lake Ceresole at 1.580 m asl [6]. Not least are the usually Winters in Alpine regions. In
Aosta Valley, the winter 2011/12 saw the avalanche interference with 3 alpine huts: the first newly built
– the “Rifugio Letey” in Doues (AO), the second after maintenance – the Agriturismo “Le Lapin” in La
Thuile (AO), and the latter the new extended part – the “Rifugio Bezzi” in Valgrisenche (AO)) [7].

Fig. 1:	
   A mountain chalet in Les Thoules – Valsavarenche (AO) before and after the avalanche event in
December 2008 [4, 5].

2.

Avalanche risk prevention and protection

The aim of the paper is to provide a quick overview on the role of the planning, the architecture and
the engineering compared to the avalanche hazard to protect human-life. From the management of
avalanche hazard thanks to zoning restrictions to how to design and construct buildings against
avalanche impact, the paper overcomes the gaps in our knowledge of the avalanche phenomenon,
supported by field research and numerical models. These are only two paths to increase the structure
safety in avalanche hazard zones considering the purpose of territory to construct new buildings and
the lack of public financial support for the expensive structure defences (e.g., snow nets, tunnels,
dams, etc. ..).
2.1 Planning and avalanche hazard
Today, Urbanism is one of the main tools for the prevention of avalanches.
Permanent measures against snow avalanches directly indicate urban management and land use
planning (zoning) of mountain areas. For example, in Italy, the Carte di Localizzazione Probabile delle
Valanghe (C.L.P.V.) highlight the areas potentially affected by avalanche phenomena based on
eyewitness and/or historical archives, as well as the analysis of the parameters that characterize an
potential area of avalanche release (dynamics, morphology, inclination, exposition, vegetation, etc …).
The C.L.P.V. are coupled with Piani delle Zone Esposte al Pericolo Valanghe (P.Z.E.V.) which
subdivide the recognised avalanche basin in three danger degrees (high, medium and low) plus the
"presumed" null. On the basis on the different regional laws, in each of the identified avalanche areas,
the planning indicates a well-defined requirements such as the prohibition to build [8].
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Example of EU excellence and the first (and only) in Italy, the Regional Law n.11/98 of the Aosta
Valley links the planning of the regional territory on the natural hazard: landslides, snow avalanches
and floods. About snow avalanches, in all regional territory the avalanche basins are identified thanks
to the historic information and environmental features (altitude, slopes, vegetation, geology, weather
conditions, etc …). Each basin is subdivides according to estimated (by dynamical models) impact
pressure induced by the maximum avalanche event known or statistically defined considering a return
period of 100 years. The human-life in the avalanche basin is governed by the planning of three
avalanche danger degrees (high in red, medium in yellow and low in green) based on a range of the
estimated avalanche impact pressure (more than 3 t/mq, between 0,5 and 3 t/mq and less than 0,5
t/mq, respectively) of the reference avalanche (Fig. 2). For each avalanche degrees, the regional law
defined the requirements to build (or not to build) and what it is possible to build, but not how to build.
Nowadays, in Europe, there are no laws or technical standards that regulate how to protect structures
from the danger of dense or powder part of snow avalanches, reducing their vulnerability or designing
and building properly. These hazard maps are obviously the result of an important analysis of the
territory, from the morphological, geological and forestry point of view, linked to the study of the local
climatic conditions, avalanche investigations on the past events (historical memory) together with the
analysis of possible dynamics of the avalanche phenomenon based on different snow conditions and
the subsequently choose of the best avalanche dynamics model (analytical, statistical or continuous)
to identify, essentially, two unknown dynamic variables: the velocity and the density of the flow
avalanches in time and space. Fundamental parameter to estimate the runout distance and the
avalanche impact pressure for each basin, the flux velocity can be estimated thanks to a sophisticated
commercial dynamic 3D models based on the morphology of the ground. The variability in space and
time of the flux density is now not physically understand: for instance the flux density is considered
constant and chosen in the range of 200 and 550 kg/mc.
So, avalanche hazard maps are “dynamic”: they may update over the years with the integrations of
information given studying new events. For example, after the event in 2008 of Les Thoules avalanche
in Valsavarenche (AO), the old hazard map (in which destroyed houses where in a low risk – green zone) was update with the perimeter of catastrophic avalanche of 2008. After the realisation of active
structure defences (714 snow-umbrella to cover 2,6 km of the length and an amount of 2.245.000
Euro), considering the positive effect of the structure defence, the definition of the risk in the hazard
map has been revised (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2:	
   The avalanche hazard map (Carta Ambiti inedificabili Art. 37 LR 11/98) of Loc. Les Thoules in
Valsavarenche (AO) revised after major intervention in relelase area.
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An example of erased historical memory is the event of the same December 2008 in Ceresole Reale
(TO) [6]. In this case, the chalets destroyed by avalanche were cartographically indicated in white or
“free of risk” area, outside the avalanche perimeter. Few years ago, a deeper historical research
discovered the presence of a wall against avalanche to protect houses now flooded by the artificial
lake of Ceresole Reale. The water covered the ancient defence structure and lose the historical
memory on the arrest distance at 200m height below the houses destroyed in December 2008.
The Past usually helps avalanche planning. Easily, avalanche areas usually present toponyms as
Lavanche, Lavanchey, Lavancher (which reminds us the avalanche of Lavancher village in MorgexAO); lavèntsé in patois means a place where an avalanche falls. The word lavèntse (snow avalanche),
derived from the Latin word Labina (landslide). In the lower Aosta Valley, to designate avalanche
areas, it is possible to find Combia, Quiomba, probably from Latin word Cumulus, in this case, of
snow. The Lavancher village is also an example of urban land influenced by natural hazard. The
village is developed around the church (dedicated to St. Anna, protector of landslides and snow
avalanches) in the right hands of the avalanche basin, while the two new houses destroyed by ‘90s
event are isolated and away from the core of the village.
Another example of urban land development influenced by natural hazard is the village of Elevaz in
Pré-Saint-Didier (AO). At an altitude of 1.302m asl, Elevaz is a sixteenth-century village with a
population about 40 people and set on degrading bands parallel to the main road that connects it with
La Thuile and Pré Saint Didier. In this village, avalanche phenomenon is directly related to the urban
land development and this architecture. With the South limit dictated by S.S. 26, Elevaz grew up to
North to a major rock, to East up to the gutter line and to West to avalanche structure defence (Fig. 3
in black). The inhabited area presents a triangular shape with the oldest (1600’s) to the northwest. The
town is therefore protected from interference with snow avalanches.
The viability of the village consists in 3 main roads that allow vehicular traffic - two parallel to the S.S.
26 and the other one that reaching the centre across the fields. The internal only pedestrian roads are
a tangle of narrow rock paved streets leading to the core of the village represented by a chapel (Fig. 3
in red) dedicated to San Defendente, another Saint devoted to snow avalanches [1].

Fig. 3:	
  The village of Elevaz – Pré-Saint_Didier (AO): avalanche phenomena directly meddled with architecture
and urban land development.
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2.2 Avalanche and Architecture
Not only the planning, but also the interior and exterior design was influenced by avalanches. For
example, in Elevaz, the typical houses made in wood and stone present the stable (on the ground
floor), the living area (on the first floor) and the barn (on the top floor), which are usually accessed by
way upstream. All households, also built in later periods (eighteenth century), have openings only in
the downstream facades and the door on the first floor served by stairs, essential in the presence of
the snowpack or avalanche deposit. The development of the Elevaz shows also a characteristic
construction method that inserted house into another one – sharing, for example the roof or a wall giving rise to a complex and articulated plot that composes a real boundary wall against avalanche
around the perimeter of the village.
Typical architecture against snow avalanche can be found also in some recent underground or semiunderground constructions (80’s) devoted as garages in which there is not the necessity of natural
lighting inside the building. In Swiss literature, they are called Ebenhöch (Fig. 4) where the side of the
roof exposed to avalanche is continuous with the morphology of the ground. The idea of this type of
building stems from the belief that the continuity of the slope and a good fit to the ground can protect
the building from the direct impact of the avalanche, loaded only by sliding snow masses. In this way,
the absence of directly impact surfaces on the external walls and obstacles on the avalanche flow,
eliminates the risk of damage to the structure. Typical for avalanche hazard areas, this architecture
derives directly from hiding to protect people from an event. The concept of hiding arises from the
inability to stop the avalanche without causing damage or injury.

Fig. 4:	
  Some examples of Ebenhöch: a garage in Elevaz, Pré-Saint-Didier (AO) and a Durupt’s house in Pesey
Nancroix (FR) [9].

Transferring the project design of the passive structure defense against typical architecture of dams
and braking wedges is directly integrated with the architecture of the houses, giving a particular
shapes of buildings called, in Swiss literature, Spaltkeil. Although not new (in alpine areas, there are
some distinctive architecture protected upstream by a wedge of stone, for example the CredemiKredemi pasture in the Gressoney Valley (AO) – Fig. 5), the idea is also used for new construction or
maintenances in avalanche hazard area. For example the Frauenkirch in Davos (CH) (Fig. 5) built in
th
14 century and an ‘70s house in Le Pont village in Val Ferret - Courmayeur (AO).

	
  	
  
Fig. 5:	
   Some examples of Ebenhöch: the Credemi-Kredemi pasture in the Gressoney Valley (AO) [10] and the
Frauenkirch in Davos (CH) [11].
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A deviation of a slow avalanche flow can be easily obtained thanks to the extension of a wall on the
side avalanche impact direction to protect access, balconies, gardens and external lateral zones of a
building. Typically in concrete, this “wing of wall” is just an arm of the deviating wedge directly
integrated in the architecture of the building [9]. Other typical architectures against avalanche require a
little change in Alpine architecture of the roof with the elimination of its drip edge, in order to avoid
uncovering of the roof due to the depression induced by the avalanche impact.
The architecture against snow avalanche shows its highest expression on the study of the shape of
construction: the reconstruction (1990’s) of the 1600’s church dedicated to San Giovanni Battista in
Mogno - Maggia Valley, Canton Ticino (CH), destroyed by a catastrophic event in 1986 is the most
important project (Fig. 6). With its cylindrical shape elliptical sloping down to the circular shape at the
roof (to reduce areas of potential impact and, consequently, the impact pressure), the structure is
made in double masonry blocks of Riveo grey stone and Peccia white marble filling with reinforced
concrete, while the roof is made in glass supported by a metal structure [12].

Fig. 6:	
  The church dedicated to San Giovanni Battista, Mogno, Valle Maggia (CH) [12, 13].

2.3 Avalanche and Engineering
Thanks to the reliability of construction techniques, new technologies and the application of innovative
materials, the avalanche risk mitigation may be done by an appropriate and targeted design. Subject
to the estimation of the impact pressure and height of the avalanche flow provided by a proper
analysis of the avalanche dynamics, it is now possible to realise structures and infrastructures that
resist to avalanche interference in a medium and low hazard areas.
There are two most important research objectives in this framework: the first is the understanding the
load induced by the avalanche impact on the building, the second sees the correct design using
innovative materials (e.g. FRP, etc …) for both new construction as well as renovations. The DISEG Department of Structural Building and Geotechnical Engineering of Politecnico di Torino wrote the first
European guidelines for the mitigation of avalanche risk through the design [14]. Beyond the
guidelines, through a deep understanding of the dynamics of the avalanche phenomenon, there is an
analysis of the effects of the avalanche impact on the structures thanks to the study of: theoretical and
experimental (from direct measurements on site) pressure profiles, shape coefficients, direction of the
snow flow and its velocity profiles. This is linked to the Civil Engineering evaluating the resistance of
structural elements for each type of building material (reinforced concrete, wood, steel and masonry)
against the stresses imposed by the avalanche phenomenon. The guidelines (on-line at www.risknatalcotra.org) are the one of the most important result of a research activity of Snow and Avalanche
Engineering group at DISEG - Politecnico di Torino. They are addressed to the two key issues of the
study of avalanche dynamics: the measurements and the estimation of the impact pressures range
induced by an avalanche and the understanding of the failure mechanisms of different kinds of
buildings.
The available tools at DISEG to pursue the research on avalanche impact on building are essentially
three. The first is the experimental site of Punta Seehore in Gressoney-La-Trinité (AO) in the
Monterosa Ski resort [15, 16, 17, 18]. The slope, with an altitude difference of about 300 m (from
2.300 to 2.570 m asl), has a mean inclination of about 38°. Generally small/medium size avalanches
are artificially released for the security of the ski-runs; they are usually dense flow avalanches but also
a powder cloud may occasionally form; the release volume is around 200-400 mc (Fig. 7). The site is
instrumented with a steel obstacle on which load cells and other devices are installed in order to
measure the effects of the avalanche impact on it. The first two recorded avalanches showed an
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impact force on the obstacle up to 5 kN on a flow height of 60 cm. Different kind of activities are made
before, during and after each artificial release: physical and mechanical properties of the snow in the
release, track and deposition zones of the avalanche are recorded, front velocity, erosion and
deposition mass are estimated by field surveys or by multi-pictures analysis and laser-scan
measurements.

Fig. 7: Avalanche artificial release at P.ta Seehore experimental site in Gressoney-La-Trinité (AO) [15,16,17,18].

The second is the back-analysis of structural damage caused by avalanches events. Thanks to the
structural back-analysis of avalanche events of Lavancher in Morgex (AO) [19] and Les Thoules in
Valsavarenche (AO) [4, 5] and forest damage in Lavancher and in Ceresole Reale (TO) [6] was
possible understand some collapse mechanisms of roofs and walls for reinforced concrete, masonry
and wood structures and the total possible collapse of traditional wooden chalets.
The third is the development and use of dynamics models for the assessment of avalanche flow
velocity lines. In order to analyse the problem from a numerical point of view, a FEM model
considering the avalanche as a fluid is implemented. It can be considered in its transient version (the
two dimensional Navier-Stokes equations are coupled with the level set method, suitable for the free
boundary conditions with the evolution in time) as well as in its stationary one (the Navier-Stokes
equations are sufficient to describe the avalanche behaviour and a simplified a 3D analysis can be
carried out). The software is able to understand the influence of the shape of obstacle on the
avalanche impact pressure (Fig. 8) and calculate the Cd and Cp coefficients [4].
The research carried out, coupled with the guidelines, is essential to develop the research on snow
and avalanches engineering and to support technicians and experts to design structures and planning
maps considering a quasi-unknown (from physical, dynamic and loading point of view)
hydrogeological phenomenon without technical and national regulations.
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Fig. 8:	
   Simulation of a impact pressure on the velocity field streamline on buildings of Les Thoules village
(Valsavarenche – AO) during the 2008 avalanche event [4].

3.

Conclusions

In recent years we are witnessing a resurgence of events attributed to various causes: from climate
changes on our planet, the lack of maintenance of the environment, poor urban management of the
territory. But the rapid development of the mountain tourism and the economy has led to its rapid and
intense urbanization, resulting in increased attendance and consequent rise up of the risk.
However, people have always lived with hydrological hazard by observing, assessing and trying to
avoid its consequences. Today, thanks to technological innovation, we are able to adequately protect
from catastrophic avalanche events, respect for nature and the environment that surrounds us.
3
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Abstract

The aim of this work is to look at the interaction between the man and his surrounding architectural
space. The purpose of the research investigation is to demonstrate the gap between the designer’s
conception as a way of space thinking and users perception. The investigation takes place from the
principle that in a same spatial outfit many levels of apposite places are interlinked, and that these
places are themselves tributary of temporal space configurations outlined by the space users. The
main task is to extract the values and further concepts in order to make a distinction between static
and dynamic configurations. These gaps have allowed us to put forward the different levels of
opposite places, knowing that concepts are ‘interpreted’ and ‘said’ in different ways according to their
understanding, perception and representation by different users and actors.
The study makes two assumptions, valuing the singularity of human being in his behaviour and the
importance of his integration during the space design phase, in order to reduce from one side the gap
between the conceived and the perceived space, and to highlight the complexity of these two actions.
In this context banking space is taken as investigation support.
Keywords: Gap, Conceived/perceived, apposite places, semiotic reading, concepts.
Architectural space is a contextual configuration of the space that allows the development of the
activity. Architectural space is often interpreted in relation to its form, distribution, function but not in
the signification it generates. The space is defined through its Cartesian dimensions and the space is
apprehended by the designer as a two-dimensional image representing approximately a three
dimensional space. The notion of movement gave birth to a fourth dimension that is "time", space is
constantly evolving over time. As in the visual sense, the space is seen, but also experienced by other
senses. The space is taken up by all the human senses, they can have a spatial perception which
gives rise to a reaction in humans causing an emotional connection with the perceived space. Man
interacts with the space through sensor motor abilities, he uses all of his five senses to define the first
benchmarks understanding of space, and this is the primary means of making contact space. The
space is also included to the direction it generates and its function, as it awakens in us in terms of
feelings and sensations.
According to A. Renier [1] “Architectural space can not be reduced to its physical size, it must be seen
and understood considering all its dimensions ". Thus, we consider the space in both its physical size
and in its relation to man, as a being with particular socio-cultural dimensions that lead to user
behaviour result. The architectural space is then formed by a material object and a social context. The
purpose of the architectural design is therefore a complex and interactive system that integrates both
the hardware and the social/cultural aspect, the building is a part that can not be defined
autonomously. Thus, there can be no question of considering only the "built", but also the “use” of the
built and the furnished, which turn into living spaces as they are lived by man.
Our problem raises questions about the relationship between designs as a response to a functional
program on the one hand and as a response to a need and a lifestyle reflecting a specific culture to
users. In other words we try to see if there is a gap between the developed and the experienced
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space? And to what extent our devices incorporate architectural production or can they integrate
perceptions
/
multiple
representations
of
future
actors
in
a
given
area?
In this study, we propose to focus on the complexity of the relationship between man and space; we
will try to see how the space is invested with dimensions other than those which are represented in the
conceptual design. We will notice that dimension and functionality are essentials in conception of
space but are not sufficient. Space users need more to feel better in using. We need to know how
architects can understand such a feeling and help users to live on space.
This study is part of a research on the complexity of human behaviour in a space. The study is based
on two assumptions primarily on the development of the singularity of being in the behaviour of a part.
Thus man is a being that is and is it reacts and expresses himself facing a space apparently satisfies
his needs but it is often forced to live there. On the other hand the importance of the integration of
future users of space in the design to reduce the gap between the developed and the experienced and
highlight the relational complexity of these two actions, taking as investigation medium a banking
space.
According to A. Renier [2] "An architectural space gives the appearance of stability. These forms allow
them in the co-presence of other forms of nature". These configurations exist and are integrated in the
architectural field, leaving no traces. Man is thus faced with an architectural thought to serve and in
which he lived experimenting with a different one that is designed and represented mentally. The study
allows us to put the first point on the concepts implemented by the designers of the space when
thinking about the project, the second time, the study of configurations allows us to identify areas of
"significant substance "of the architectural space experience.
Our body operates from choosing a space integrating various stakeholders between designers and
users. As previously mentioned banking space was choosing as an experimental support. This
example of space seems a representative case study to the extent that it is scalable it incorporates the
latest in design and use but it is open to all, regardless of cultural and social background, attendance
is not limited to a particular type or class. This will enable us to verify that the multi-dimensionality of
space depends on the size that involves in representation. Our choice of bank space is structured with
respect to types incorporating both novelty in spatial design and positioning of banks in differentiated
tissues of the city of Tunis. For this purpose we opted for four bank branch part of the same brand
"BIAT" newly redesigned. Among the four banks two are located in the suburbs, the other two in the
city centre. We note that the four banks selected are diverse enough to be of great interest for the
qualitative study business. The supports of analytical part are identified as follows:
• N 1: BIAT Menzah VI is a bank "intermediate", it has undergone some changes compared to
the old design BIAT.
•N 2: BIAT Lake is a bank "new concept."
•N 3: BIAT El Manar, it is a bank "new concept", it is spread over two levels.
•N 4: BIAT Street of Egypt, it is a bank "old concept" and is being edited.
The analytical method used during this work is divided into two main phases: the first is questionnaire
based for both designers and for a sample of users (clients). Analysis codes transcribed by the
banking system "BIAT" helped us to identify the concepts as reflected by the designers during the
design phase - production of architectural and compare these with the concepts experienced by users
in their use of the banking space bank if they are lived in the same way. The confrontation of different
concepts such as investment by developers during the design of a hand, and experienced by
customers in the use of space allows us to distinguish similarities and differences in the perception of
the concept itself or even how it is lived.
The second phase is based on the superposition circuit schematic customer as reflected by the
designers and transcribed during the observation of the behaviour of customers in the bank.
The observation of customer behaviour in space allowed us to model space-time patterns identified in
the study of the behaviour of actors in space and compares them with the channels used by users of
the bank in their movement and raised in our on-site observation of the bank. The banking space is
usually designed based on existing technological solution and the branding that designers want to
display. Design from a quantitative approach subject to financial and technical constraints. However,
space is subjected to several stresses that the designer must identify in order to incorporate in the
design. The process consist of analysing the architectural space from the developer side to the
customers, the aim being to capture the design process as seen by the designers of the space, and on
the other side starting from the customer perception towards an attempt to decrypt the premium for
them when communicating with their banks. This approach taking the concepts from designers and
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verifying it is impact on the customers allows us to identify the importance of certain concepts over
others for both designers and users.

1.

Designers and users concepts on space banking

The design of the space is a response to a pre-determined program and an idea developed by the
architect as a viewing of the best way to organize a space. The designer (architects) study the
program and tried to offer a transcription by drawing material that is commonly called "sketch", which
is supposed to consider the program, the project budget and integration with the environment.
But he need to consider also that the space evokes not only a geometric concept defined by measures
and surfaces, space is also defined by the user, his behaviour in this area, his feelings and that he
returns this space. Indeed, the space also includes the concepts of sociological, historical and
symbolic that we will develop. Designers use their knowledge and pre-requisites for the design space
in terms of size and shape of the space, as well as the quantitative approach and the allocated budget
for this project. Same space can be designed in a multitude of ways depending on the parameters
implemented for this design, where the ambiguity and danger to both. If the requirements are clearly
identified, the spatial responses are therefore less complicated, as explained in R. Prost.
Formulation needs functional, physical, aesthetic, and symbolic and social facilitates architectural
design. Designs convene several "measures of relevance" temporal, segmental, cultural, social ... The
impact of these measures or parameters on user behaviour are extremely complex.
As a first phase we process with meeting the designers of the bank space to grasp the concepts
implemented by them during the design. We were able to conclude that the banks operate to attract
clients by serving those best, being efficient and quick. Design help to organize space, to make it
comfortable, attractive, pleasing and clear, so it can attract a maximum number of customers.
The goal is then to ensure speed and efficiency in terms of performance of the service by hiring
qualified staff. We were able to capture four basic concepts used by the designers of the bank:
1- Symbolic dimension: Reflecting an image that stands out and has a research interest in
colours, noble materials transparency through the use of glass facades.
2- Functional dimension: The distribution of space within the agency is reflected in a circuit
driven by the designer
3- Security dimension: Differentiate between customer needs and the degree of privacy
needed for each service and allocate space according to privacy and confidentiality.
4- Technological dimension: Through the use of new technological providing a quick and easy
communication with customers and easy access to information.
The study allowed us to conclude that the designers based their work on functionality, symbolic,
security, social and technical dimensions. To be operational, we will now try to understand from the
users side the concept experienced in the use of the space, in order to verify whether concepts are
lived according to the interpretation of the designers or not.
A phase shift between the perceived and experienced provides us with an intelligible frame that will be
used for the study. To this end, we conducted a survey for 25 people in each branch (total of 100
people). The survey consisted of set of open question recorded using a Dictaphone upon the
customers approval in this way.
The customer has complete freedom in the answers, he expresses this way concepts that attract
attention (positively or negatively) and which influence his behaviour. This method allows us to get
objective opinions. The results allowed us to conclude that customers choose their banks based on
the location that is usually closest to their home or work. The second criterion is knowledge of one or
more staff officers in the bank that reassures and provides a faster and easier access to information
and ultimately the cost of service, for banking operations and loans.
Then we try to ask clients by testing the impact of design concept on there behaviours. This way
helped us to identify the importance of designer’s concepts and the way that users interpret and
appreciate them or not. There after we draw a conclusion that is the conducted sampling is
categorised in 5 concepts.
• Financial concept: customer attaches great importance to this concept. Indeed, the charges
taken
by
the
bank
appear
to
some
expensive.
• Social concept: The presence of a friend or relative in the bank largely comforts customers
and
encourages
them
to
choose
the
bank.
• Security concept: the customer does not feel safe in the bank when transparent and open
space
exposed
to
the
outside.
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• Aesthetic concept: this concept is important for some and not for others, the customer sees
• Functional concept: this concept is perceived by the client, although not expressed but he
appreciates the speed of services.
The analytical approach taking by the designers in one hand and the feed back collected by the users
in the other hand reveal a gap of scales that involve both for the same space. This analysis allowed us
to qualify the difference in interpretation, and understanding the impact of concepts seen on the
designer side or the client side.
Indeed, analysis of the same concept (ex. safety) shows that this concept is understood differently
between designer and user. The designer sees in it an opening to the outside and an indirect invitation
to the customer via transparency in service, while the user sees this customer transparency, as a lack
of security and a violation of his privacy withdrawal or payment of money. The customer does not
agree to be controlled or be subject to external eyes when handling money. He has a fear to be
targeted by thieves outside the bank.
As a first phase, speech analysis of both designers and users allowed us to delineate the different
levels of “gap” between the concept seen from the designer point of view and way of thinking and the
space user’s one. The study by the way of semiotics, and particularly laying down the syntagmatic
chains by doing a transcription of the behaviour of the space users shows us the diversity of valences
in an architectural space. This diversity is seen through the presence of multiple space time
configurations and translating into potential places.
Confronting the acquired results allowed the partial validation of the assumption, as the concepts take
different meanings and values according to the different users. We can then say that in the same
spatial conformation intertwine several levels of topical places themselves dependent spatiotemporal
configurations set by the user, it is clear values or concepts to qualify these differences between static
configuration and dynamic configuration. Differences have to highlight the different levels of topical
places since the concepts are "interpreted" and "expressed" in a different way according to their
understanding, perception and representation by the various actors. Furthermore, this first level
validation has the merit of showing that in architecture the conception act requires mechanisms of
“doing” others than geometrical and metrical ones.
The multiple interpretations that could be giving by different “Actors” to a same defined space or
according to a same concept justify the necessity of the integration of singular forms and meanings
diversity in a conception process. Therefore the participation of space users during the architectural
phases becomes important in order to compensate up to a certain degree the imperfection in the
architectural doing mechanisms. In the second part of our analytical study, we proceed to study the
temporal space patterns by observing and analyzing the various configurations of the players in the
banking space. Cognitive modelling allows us to translate the conceptor programs observed as spatial
configurations. Modelled in each configuration we distinguish relevant fragments approached by
individuals and by interacting with the space. The variety of programs shown by the users allows us to
define the multiplicity of space use by customers and agents either separately or in a common space.
It is therefore an inventory of programs users / clients observed during the visit of banks. These
programs are similar in part because the players come to the agency for the same purpose (cash
withdrawals, transfers, balance inquiries, account opening, credit application, agents visit friends ...)
Gold the behaviour of actors varies depending on the player itself and the architectural space.
Programs generate interaction between the path of the player and its movement in space so the social
and spatial. This interaction can define the path space time users. The displacement varies in terms of
tracking and goal orientation. Indeed, customers choose paths more or less variable depending on the
client.
2.
The gap between the developed and the experienced space.
The actors (Man) is a being who interacts with the place it occupies; it has different needs that vary
from one person to another, sometimes mechanisms or reflections in the components of the space
can intersect some of them but not all, which is for us a semiotic reading, so-called areas of relevant
segments. These areas are seen as constants in a reading space.
For that will use for the second phase of our study a semiotic method study and especially the
statement syntagmatic chains via the transcription of user behaviour. This way can allow us to read
the variety of using of the same architectural space. This diversity is manifested by the presence of
multiple temporal and spatial configurations resulting in a potential "topical places". The syntagmatic
chains resulting from a variable number of segments according to the actors and spatial configuration.
These segments are sometimes stable especially when they follow the path pre-established
designers. Players draw the same line when travelling but this line incorporates it plural scales (social,
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psychological, etc ...). This brings us to see the project as a whole architectural image conveying
concepts, the understanding of which is dependent on the player and its singularity.
Upon spotting, this gap between the developed (corresponding to a form of "conduct of the project)
and the experienced (during the occupation by the actors), we highlights the importance to involve the
future occupant (potential) in the design of the space. By integrating the users in the conception
phase, we achieve abetter understanding of the concepts that were introduced previously by both
designers and actors.
Starting from the observation of customer behaviour in a workspace (in this study: the banking space)
we could transcribe and make the distinction between the different interactions or "path creation"
brought into play as well by the designers in the design of an architectural project as actors in the use
of space. The comparison of the results obtained allowed us to validate the hypothesis in part insofar
as the concepts are worth understanding and different depending on whether it is placed on the side
of the designer or client "actor". These diagrams summarize our analytical approach starting from the
initial plans of banks, in the first illustration we can read the paths used by the designers when thinking
about space. The second illustration is a superposition of paths as reflected by the designers and
those fingerprints by customers, allows us to see the gap between the developed and the experienced
of the banking space.

Bank 1

Bank 3

Bank 2

Bank 4

Fig. 1: Spatial and temporal patterns as reflected by designers.

Spatial and temporal patterns as reflected by the designers allowed us to read a linear organization,
illustrated by the main direction of movement (to counter, to cash machine or reception in red), the
nodes, schematized in ellipses, mark the change in direction of the users. It is a stopping point to
choose the direction needed. We can also say that according to the designer, using space is the
same; it is completely independent from the plan of the bank. It seems like using any space and
putting in functionality according to measures need. In any of the four examples we see that the
principal orientation is directed to the counters, were users need banking operations, two small
directions exist also and are oriented to the cash machine or to the information. These configurations
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are limited, direct and reflect a systematic using of a bank. For the conceptions, it is like a model that
can be used any were in bank space, it make relation between functionality and banking style without
thinking about users differences. Through our second part investigation we will observe in the same
banking space the way that users move in the banking space.
Through space time superposition of configurations both designers and users, we have seen that the
configurations as reflected by the designers are linear and direct, they start from a departure point:
moving towards the reception counter or to the internal distributor.
While transcription when observing the movement of customers, reveal a multitude of configurations
paths that incorporate more flexible and not limited only to service counter or reception. Customers
faced with such a space, have moments of pause between observation, reflection, hesitation, back
and throat a poster reading or searching for personal information.

Bank 1

Bank 3

Bank 2

Bank 4

Fig 2 : superposition of the designer’s configuration (red) and the user’s use of the space (blue).

The study of course customers in the banking space has allowed us to highlight that for the same
space are spatial and temporal patterns in multiple dimensions or concepts (relative to the framework
that we have established) interrelated, and changing distanced in the same time. And segmentation
paths are realized due to various parameters in addition to that related to the physical form of a place
called topical these parameters can be functional, aesthetic, sensory, symbolic,...
Course distribution syntactic Customer consists of several sequences. The syntagmatic sequences
corresponding to various programs of users consist of a different number of segments according to the
social actor space and spatial configuration. Superposition of syntagmatic chains run clients from
different banks allows us to see that there are stable path segments, these segments are the result of
the path predetermined by the designers and followed by clients. For example, the space of the hall is
a very important place for the customer. In fact, customers are not accustomed to the bank, marking a
pause of several minutes, the time to scan the area and establish benchmarks guidance. The regular
customers go directly to the service they want, the hall has a space for them to pass.
1
According to A. Renier "In the same space, we appropriate the different places between individuals
and objects that inhabit them." Thanks to the graphical representation of various configurations
changing places it is possible to distinguish between the conformational spaces constructed and
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equipped one hand, configurations and locations for those who use the other. This illustrates the
relativity of these configurations are likely changing as social actor through space to study.
We concluded that the architectural space contains temporal space configurations that emphasize the
use and behaviour of men in space. These configurations are numerous and vary according to the
concepts (understood, perceived and represented by the designers) transcribed by users on the move.
The implication of this variety in the use of space allows a better understanding of the needs and
practices within it.
This study has allowed us to highlight how taking into account certain parameters such as the man
and his perceptive and interpretative singularity, its specificity and context is of importance in the "trial"
architecture. Starting from the observation of customer behaviour in a workspace (in this study: the
banking space) we could transcribe and make the distinction between the different interactions or
"path creation" brought into play as well by the designers in the design of an architectural project as
actors in the use of space.
Moreover, confrontation or the superposition of different modes of transcription of these pathways has
identified "valences" or different way of using, moving and feeling on the space. Man is a being who
lives in interaction with its space, it acts and interacts depending on how it is organized and organizes
its report, its perception and representation of space elements. Its behaviour is defined from its history,
its sensitivity and its relationship with others. Also, the questioning of this research is to qualify the
idea that architectural space is not restricted to geometric measurements or typological concepts, or
even topographic economic only. The space is defined and understood "by" and "through" the
interaction with human behaviour. Architectural space contains temporal space configurations that
emphasize the use and behaviour of men in space. These configurations are numerous and vary
according to the concepts (understood, perceived and represented by the designers) transcribed by
users on the move. The implication of this variety in the use of space allows a better understanding of
the needs and practices within it.
Designers use their knowledge and prerequisites for the design space in terms of size and shape of
the space, as well as the program, site and budget for this project. How often this "mimetic" design
spaces rest somewhere insufficient because customers are often dissatisfied. This is to meet the
challenges
and
reasons
for
this
"dissatisfaction."
Also, it is noted that airspace users are involved at any stage of the design and implementation of the
project; the designers only design the space for the benefit of future occupants.
Thus, a gap (with various levels of interpretations) could be detected between the developed and the
experience. There are probably other forms to detect differences in varying media and sampling
actors. The study of user behaviour through the spatio-temporal configurations is used here as a tool
to identify the differences between spatial conformation designed by designers and values in the
spaces.
The gap between the developed (corresponding to a form of "conduct of the project" players in the
design) and the experienced (during the occupation by the actors) highlights the interest to involve the
future
occupant
(potential)
in
the
design
space.
Thus, the architectural design is not limited to a combination of geometric shapes, it implements
concepts vary according to the position they occupy and that is the design: designers and actors.
The analytical investigation based on semiotics by the study of spatial and temporal configurations
make intelligible some scales on the socio-cultural. Spatial and temporal patterns are multiple
dimensions (concepts), the movements of players depend not only on the physical form of a place, but
also parameters functional, aesthetic, sensory, symbolic. The syntagmatic chains resulting from a
variable number of segments according to the actors and spatial configuration are not as simple as the
designers imagine. These segments are sometimes stable especially when they follow the path preestablished designers but some times variable. We can say that each user has his own way of doing
things and acts in the same banking, and more for the same users the way of proceeding in the same
space is not the always the same. But this point can be the object of others study. For us we are
focused
on
the
gap
between
the
designers
and
users
space.
The discourse analysis designers on the one hand and users on the other emphasize the gap in
"scales" that involve each other and for the same space. "Concepts" (whatever scale they imply) even
if they are common are not interpreted and understood in the same way.
Players draw the same line when travelling but this line incorporates it plural scales (social,
psychological, etc ...). This brings us to see the project as whole architectural images conveying
concepts, the understanding of which is dependent on the player and its singularity.
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The main feature of our study is to highlight the life process in space-time by confrontation, as a first
step, of designers and users, of there conception and interpretation of space and then by using of
graphical representations of there movement in space. This study does not purport to be exhaustive.
Rather it allows us to highlight how taking into account certain parameters such as the man and his
perceptive and interpretative singularity, its specificity and context of importance in the "process" of the
architecture. In this work we tried to represent the structures of experience starting from the
observation of facts that reveal the practices of people in their living environment (bank space). From
these abstract representations of concrete phenomena, we could interpret the facts themselves.
The spatial conformation identifies multiple configurations of life. It appears more experience than the
spatial conformation does specifically. The architectural space is not only a framework, but an active
agent by interacting with the people who live and by active programs, delegated by them to the device
environment. The environment is not reduced to the volume of architectural space. It has all the
elements (people, decor, furniture, lighting, etc.) That differentiates the life of every configuration path
corresponding to program. These elements are brought together by the intellect into a threedimensional geometry. More precisely, any architectural space is the conformation of support globing
multiple spaces living spaces generated by programs and potential users. Architectural space is not
only in relation with space dimension and functions’ needs it is in relation also with the practices of
potential users.
The space requires a certain mode of behaviour that the user is forced to either mechanically without a
priori to its natural way, without wondering if the space suits designed to serve. This is the man who
built to meet their needs, and that the relation man / space are reversed so that the space needed to
man the proper behaviour. The relation between human and space is complex. Indeed, the space is
not limited to specific dimensions from predefined requirements; it is defined from a plurality of
dimensions in relation with the human being.
These initial findings emerged from this study will have at least the merit of enhancing the value of
interpreting parameters other than those related to architectural forms, geometrical or functional in any
"project management" whether professional or educational situation . They will implement awareness
on the part of architects on the importance of integrating users in the design space.
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Abstract
“Public interest and affection for the industrial heritage and appreciation of its values are the surest
ways to conserve it.” The paper is a reflection on the re-use of the Arsenic production complex in the
Lavrion Technological and Cultural Park (LTCP) in Greece and aims to make the complex known to
the wider scientific community. The paper presents the various findings and aspects of a research
project concerning this listed, polluted building and its outputs: the history and evolution of the
buildings from their conception in 1913 up to their abandonment in 1957, the poisonous product, the
pollution and the production line. A design proposal for the re-use of the complex as a Digital Media
Centre is also presented. The Centre, through an edutainment business cluster would contribute to the
work of the LTCP as a scientific and research community and would ensure the survival and
promotion of the buildings which are still in decay, waiting for salvation.
Keywords: decontamination, arsenic, Lavrion, Greece, industrial, heritage, contamination, re-use

1.

Introduction

“Public interest and affection for the industrial heritage and appreciation of its values are the surest
ways to conserve it.” [1]
Greece is not widely known for its industrial past and heritage which lies in the shadow of the rich
cultural one. Chemical plants, shipyards, railway restoration facilities, mining facilities and power
generation plants are some examples of industries that thrived in the Greek peninsula in the past
century, taking advantage of the rich underground, producing various products and machinery and,
mainly, contributing to the development of the recently formed country. [2]
The following paper is a reflection on the re-use of the Arsenic production complex in the Lavrion
Technological and Cultural Park (LTCP). The aim of the paper is to raise awareness to the wider
scientific community and share various findings concerning a rare, listed set of industrial buildings of
the early 20th century. The paper will highlight the unique and intriguing aspects of the buildings:
heavy, decayed machinery, oversized masonry buildings, various spatial qualities and the high level of
engineering coexist in a weird set with the weary past of a poisonous product, pollution and death. A
design proposal is also presented, concerning the re-use of the buildings as a Digital Media Centre, a
centre for production and research on edutainment.
The paper is mainly informed by the findings and outputs of our Diploma Project that was presented in
July 2011 at the School of Architecture of the National Technical University of Athens (N.T.U.A.) and
was academically supported by the Ass. Professors E. Efesiou and Y. Kizis. [3] The research on the
complex is on-going in collaboration with the administration of the LTCP in order to clarify the
undocumented history of the monument.

2.

Lavrion

2.1 City-Past
The city of Lavrion is located in Greece, 42 km south east of Athens and about 30 minutes by car from
Athens International Airport ‘’Eleftherios Venizelos’’. Lavrion is a brownfield-city as it used to be a pure
industrial region since antiquity.
Lavrion was well-known before 3,000 B.C. for its silver production. The ancient Athenian economy and
the golden age of Pericles were based on the Lavrion silver mines. The ancient coin of the
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“tetradrachm” was made of silver mined in Lavrion. The mining activity ceased in the 2nd century B.C.
until 1864, when new metallurgical methods were invented. In 1864 Andreas Cordellas and GiovanniBattista Serpieri established the company “Roux-Serpieri-Fressynet c.e.” for the production of lead. In
1867 the company employed over 1,200 employees. The “Lavrion issue”, as was then named the
conflict between the Greek government and the company about the rights on the ancient mine
residues, from 1869 to 1873, led to the formation of two companies, the “Greek Company of the mines
of Lavrion” and the company “Kamariza mines”. The latter, gave place to the “French Company of the
Mines of Lavrion”. As a result, the city of Lavrion in the turn of the 19th century became a companytown of 10,000 inhabitants. Major technological innovations like the railway, electricity and phone lines
were first applied in Lavrion.
The heavy industries of that period produced a great amount of pollution in air, water and grounds.
Workers worked in high risk, poor conditions and died young. As macabre as it sounds, industry in
Lavrion back then was linked with injury and death. Our contemporary perception of health and safety,
ecology, nature preservation etc. was not an issue.
Today, the mining activity has stopped and the city is expected to become one of the main ports of
Attica with the development of port facilities and the suburban railway. The reconversion of this
brownfield-city seems to be an exemplary one and citizens go along with this project.

Fig. 1: The furnaces of the French Company of the Mines of Lavrion.

Fig. 2: Location of Lavrion (red square) in relation to
Athens (dark red circle).

Fig. 3: Location of the Lavrion Technological and Cultural
Park in relation to the city of Lavrion.

Fig. 4: The Lavrion Technological and Cultural Park (left) and location of the arsenic production complex on the
LTCP topographic chart (right).
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2.2 The Lavrion Technological and Cultural Park
In this context, the Lavrion Technological and Cultural Park (L.T.C.P.) (Fig. 2), is a body of scientific
research, education, business and culture, located in the northern part of the city, occupying the site of
the former “French Company of the Mines of Lavrion” (in French “Compagnie Française des Mines de
Laurium” - C.F.M.L.) as a result of the initiative undertaken from the National Technical University of
Athens.
The C.F.M.L. was permanently shut down in 1989 and in 1992 the facilities were given to the N.T.U.A.
to create a technological park and a technological museum. The entire plant, along with its machinery,
has been listed [4] and has been divided in three phases of intervention. Today, 19 buildings of the
first and second phase out of 43 have been restored and are rented occasionally to companies of
technology and research.
The activities of the C.F.M.L. left back a great quantity of polluted material, scattered in the premises
of the factory, contaminating the soil and the beaches of the city of Lavrion. Since 1992 the L.T.C.P.,
in order to face the pollution, has performed the following projects:
- decontamination of 155,000 t of soil in the metallurgical waste dam
- construction of a landfill for contaminated soils, with a capacity of 113,000 m3 of soil
- construction of an underground storage for hazardous waste, with a capacity of 5,000 t of
waste
Given that the restored 19 buildings where not heavily polluted, the LTCP has not yet completed any
big scale building decontamination. Pollution is still present on most of the buildings of the third
intervention phase. These consist of the arsenic production complex -where the product itself was
poisonous- and the main smoke filters. The main contaminants in the LTCP consist of Lead, Arsenic
and Cadmium and their elimination is one of the main goals of the LTCP.
The pollution, however, contributed to the survival of many of the buildings of the LTCP, as ironic as it
may sound. In this harsh environment, no living organism survived. As a result of the absence of bugs
and pests, the majority of the wooden parts (roofs, floors etc.) were preserved in an excellent state,
needing minimal interventions.

3.

As [5]

3.1 The buildings

The arsenic production complex is a monument of the modern industrial history of Greece with
European significance, and part of a larger industrial complex. The complex is part of the third inter-

vention phase of the LTCP. It was constructed as an independent production unit and includes four
buildings (Fig. 5):
- administration and baths (no 33),
- main furnaces (no 34A), silos (no 34B), condensation (no 34C) and ventilators (no 34D)
- barrel workshop (no 35)
- packaging (no 36A,B) and lead oxide production (no 36 C,D)
The design of the buildings began before WW I, but construction of the first phase was not completed
until 1917. Main products of the complex were white arsenic and, later, lead oxide. Part of the
buildings housed at some point the cupellation of silver.

Fig. 5: Aerial view of the buildings.

Fig. 6: Evolution of the complex.
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The over-sized buildings of the complex are a typical example of machine-buildings, where equipment
and structure function together to produce the final product. The buildings are not just a shed for
machinery, they are the machine itself. Each part is designed as part of a huge mechanism that
serves the sole purpose of production. The production process is the one that generally defines the
architecture of the complex. The specific arrangement of the buildings, the variety of spatial qualities
that can be observed, and the different types of openings are directly associated with the production
process, covering operating needs. For this reason no main entrance can be identified on the
complex.
In times, various interventions were made, by means of new constructions or modifications that served
new needs that arose (i.e. electrification), without modifying the previous functional structure of the
complex, as seen on the evolution chart. (Fig. 6)
Stone, brick, steel and wood are the main materials used for the structural elements of the buildings.
The termination of arsenic production in 1957 and the abandonment of the buildings led eventually to
deterioration of the steel roofs. However, the relatively good current state of the masonry walls
indicates the high quality of building design and construction.

Fig. 7: South-east (top) and south-west (bottom) elevation of the complex (original scale 1:100).

Fig. 8: Polluted material on the furnace wheel (left) and the condensation building (right).
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3.2 The production line
White arsenic (otherwise arsenic trioxide or As2O3) is a substance generated by processing arsenic
ores, by the hydrolysis of arsenic trichloride (AsCl 3) or by smelting arsenic (As). White arsenic is used
in pharmaceutical products, wood preservation, electronic components and production of white glass.
At the same time it is poisonous and deadly. Approximately 50,000t of white arsenic are produced
yearly around the world.
In the C.F.M.L. white arsenic was the product of the smelting of arsenic residues of the smelting
process of lead. Production started in 1917 and was ceased in 1957. Arsenic can be still found on
parts of the complex, polluting the buildings and their soil. (Fig. 7)
One key aspect of this research was the decoding of the long lost production line, as there are no
records of the buildings in use. The production of white arsenic being ceased since 1957, no workers
are still alive in order to tell the stories of the buildings. The process of this decoding is still in progress,
in collaboration with the LTCP and the School of Mining and Metallurgical Engineering. At this point a
graphically simplified drawing of the production line is the one in fig. 9. Part of the machinery was
digitally represented, according to the existing remains and the original drawings (1913) of the
complex (Fig. 10). A detailed list of the existing industrial equipment was produced, evaluating it in
terms of the present condition, knowledge of the initial state and reconstruction possibilities.

Fig. 9: The production line of the complex.

Fig. 10: The digitally reconstructed main furnace (left) and speiss converter (right).
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3.3 Re-use
Through the strategic plan of the LTCP, two where the main uses that the building could
accommodate: either a guesthouse for the official guests of the LTCP or a Digital Media centre. At first
we were charmed by the idea of incorporating living spaces in such an interesting industrial
environment. Soon we realised that the weary past of the buildings could have a negative
psychological effect to visitors. Additionally, the financial feasibility of a guesthouse would rely solely to
the LTCP, whereas a Digital Media Centre could be funded by a business cluster on education and
technology. Business clusters, as strategic management could incorporate the decontamination cost.
The Digital Media Centre could contribute to the work of the L.T.C.P. by means of:
- disposing facilities for the production of digital movies,
- conducting research on new media display and projection, introducing innovative technologies
- producing 3d entertaining and educative programs for use on computers (edutainment),
- organising projections for the public with new digital media (3d, 3d mapping, pepper’s ghost,
holograms, virtual reality etc.)
The proposed structure of the Digital Media Centre is shown on fig. 11.

Fig. 11: Structure of the proposed Digital Media Centre.

Fig. 12: Paths and access around the complex.
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Basic goals of the rehabilitation set as constraints to our design ambitions were:
- the preservation of the industrial identity of the complex
- the preservation or reconstruction of the of the industrial equipment as an integral part of the
buildings, depending on the decontamination process
- the preservation and enhancement of the qualities of the complex’s spaces in conjunction with
the industrial equipment
- the re-integration of the complex in the life and operation of the L.T.C.P. and
- the sustainability of the complex, according to the needs of the new usage.
In order to accommodate the new use we proposed a series of interventions that would ensure the
rehabilitation of the buildings architecturally, structurally and health-wise. These interventions can be
summarized to:
- The decontamination of the complex through a carefully planned and risk assessed scheme,
- The design of free walkways around the buildings and their connection with the existing
network of walkways of the L.T.C.P. aiming to highlight the industrial complex (fig. 12).
- The organisation of accessibility in buildings by redefining the function of open spaces and the
level of accessibility, combined with the free walkways. Thus, two outdoor areas with different
functions are organised: i. The south outdoor space, which is a transitional area between the
technological park and the internal life of the Centre. This space operates as a rest area on
the free walkway and it is directly related to the use of the café. ii. The central outdoor space,
which receives the new entrances of the buildings and works as a link between them.
- The location of the operations of the new usage based on the qualities of the existing spaces
- Conducting modifications on the buildings with basic principles:
i. the morphological-geometric relationship of the old and the new constructions,
ii. the function of the new usage and
iii. the promotion of the architectural and cultural values of the original structure.

Fig. 13: Proposed south-east (top) and south-west (bottom) elevation of the complex (original scale 1:100).
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Fig. 14: The proposed structure of the new building.

In order to support the new use of the building and enhance the complex, we proposed along with the
modifications on the existing buildings, a series of new structures, both small and large. The new
structures where:
- Two steel lightweight shelters each with a specific role in the organisation of the buildings. The
first one is designed to separate the two open spaces defined by the buildings and to indicate
the reception of the complex. The second one, at the west end of the central open space, in
order to organise and indicate the entrances to the different buildings.
- A new building volume that respects the shape of the collapsed upper floor of the
condensation building in order to cover the needs in new spaces and to house the innovative
production processes of the complex. The new structure is formed as a continuous folded
metal surface, detached from the existing building in order to create to the viewer a smooth
transition between the existing and the new building. The structure of this building has a dual,
interactive role, both supporting the new usable space and reinforcing the existing structure.
This volume is proposed to be covered with zinc, a material with a colour relevant to the
surrounding built and natural environment colours.
Although the new structures seem to be architecturally simple, they are a product of a careful
evolution of initially bold design attempts. Bearing in mind the established charters on conservation
and through continuous re-design informed by the theoretical background and our understanding of
the buildings, we proposed an architecture that would be simple, but not simplistic.
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Fig. 15: Model of the proposed new structures (scale 1:100).

4.

Future

Industrial buildings are not appreciated by the public as “real” monuments as they are linked with a
harsh past and a polluted, unsafe part of the history. However, they are a part of our history that
cannot be overlooked. The amount of embodied energy in these buildings is huge. As mentioned in
the Nizhny Tagil Charter for the Industrial Heritage: “Continuing to adapt and use industrial buildings
avoids wasting energy and contributes to sustainable development. Industrial heritage can have an
important role in the economic regeneration of decayed or declining areas. The continuity that re-use
implies may provide psychological stability for communities facing the sudden end a long-standing
sources of employment.” [6] The role of the architect in these cases is not to project his ego and
design ambitions, but to design a supportive background that is architecturally smart, protects and
promotes the buildings. It is this kind of relation between new and old that will help the building survive
for the next generation. The survival of important industrial buildings, as the one mentioned above,
relies, unfortunately, on economic factors. Technical solutions are always available, but their unique
application to each building creates major financial setbacks that delay indefinitely the process of
rehabilitation of a listed, polluted monument. The Arsenic production complex is still, up to this day,
standing in decay, its past being still not fully documented and its future being uncertain, relying mainly
on financial factors as many other buildings around the world…
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Fig. 16: General view of the complex.

Fig.17: The condensation chambers (left) and the furnaces (middle and right).

Fig. 18: Model of the complex (scale 1:100).

Fig. 19: Model of the structure of the roof of the
furnaces’ building.
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Abstract:

The proposal aims to define a potential strategy to investigate and intervene into the core of the
historical tissues of Casablanca’s inner center. We chose the Boulevard Mohamed V as a
representative site of the actual situation of most historical areas in the city.
Those areas, had been neglected and undergo the pressure of external forces, consequently they are
into perpetual transformation and change in the opposite direction of the natural environment.
Changes that are suppressing their own identity. Renewal programs are actually ignoring the specific
typology, architectural heritage and collective memory of the areas.
Public spaces are important structuring elements of Casablanca’s urban space and they represent the
essence of her identity. This project proposes a new way of thinking the Moroccan public space, with
innovative strategies, to revitalize the Boulevard Mohamed V trough the realm of public space, an
itemized analysis of the Boulevard had lead as to specific physical and social components, that will
support our reflection, The boulevard Mohamed V is constituted with interconnected public spaces,
(inner galleries, inner courtyards, piazzas etc), that work as whole, it’s important to rethink the public
space in this historical area according to this elements through a small scale interventions that involve
an interaction between the public buildings, housing, and public spaces within the area, in order to
regenerate the existing spaces, and to create a compact and sustainable spaces that are closely
linked to the community daily life and urban morphology of the area.
The project calls for a contextual approach that takes into consideration the complexity and the
different components of the Boulevard Mohamed V in order maintain equilibrium into the historical
areas and to preserve our tangible and intangible patrimony.
Keywords: regeneration, historical city center, public space, small-scale interventions, Casablanca

1.

Introduction:

Cities all over the world are in a state of continuous transition, getting better, bigger, or maybe smaller
or just worst, cities experience periods of growth and decline, being shaken by economic, industrial,
political and social changes, with an intrinsic transformation of urban space from one economic and
social use to another. Public space is the realm where of all this collisions, fissures, transformations,
happen and take form.
Since 1914, Casablanca has been in perpetual changes that had influenced the development of the
city’s urban space. With its transformation, decay of inner urban space is an inevitable result. Those
areas, had been neglected and undergo the pressure of external forces, consequently they are into
perpetual change in the opposite direction of their natural environment. Nowadays, it becomes clear
that the making of the Moroccan public space must be revisited in the historical tissues of Casablanca
city center; otherwise its identity will be lost.
The purpose of this paper is to highlight the importance of public space in the historical tissues of
Casablanca city center as a tool to regenerate its lost dynamic and vitality, through a contextual
approach with urban small scale interventions which take into consideration the local identity,
communal way of living and the very specific architectural features.
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Fig. 1: Context, Boulevard Mohamed V’s situation by order from left to right, in Africa, Morocco, Casablanca, and
the Casablanca’s historical inner city center.

The Boulevard Mohamed 5 is widely renowned as both the commercial and symbolic centre of
Casablanca, although it’s a residential area; the boulevard is dominated by commercial use.
Casablanca's Mohammed V Boulevard is lined with buildings from the 1920s and 1940s, it is regarded
by historians, scholars and architects, as an important heritage of the colonial architecture; it’s an
important leg of art deco architecture. For the Casablanca’s collective memory, it represents along
with the medina one of the oldest parts of the city. It’s a meaningful element of the Casablanca’s
historical core center; it hosts important historical building, with a specific architectural typology, and
way of living. [1]
It was one of the most prestigious boulevards with prestigious shops, but due to visible deterioration
and destruction since the late 1970s, it fell apart. In fact Casablanca’s historical city centre have faced
stiffer competition, generated both externally by other cities, and internally by the emergence of new
centralities (like Maarif or Anfa districts).
The Boulevard that becomes abandoned was a symbol of social and physical decline of Casablanca’s
inner town center. A renewal program has been implemented, with the installation of the tramway one
year ago, the boulevard Mohamed V went from a carrossable way to a pedestrian zone that hosts the
passage of the tramway, with a tramway station in front of the “Marché central and “hotel Lincoln”,
which are emblematic buildings in this Boulevard., However In most Moroccan’s redevelopment
projects public space is often seen as performing a secondary or supporting role within urban
regeneration projects; one that merely adds the finishing touches to a broader project rather than
being a driving force.
The project tries to incorporate those missing urban interventions, in the actual renewal program, by
grasping all the particularities of the Boulevard Mohamed V.

Fig. 1: Boulevard Mohamed V historical buildings, 1: “Grand Socco” building, 2: central market (Marché central)
entrance, 3: inner gallery Tazi, 4: a view from the Marché central interior
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2.

Urban small-scale interventions in the Boulevard Mohamed V:

Fig. 1: Urban interventions Master Plan
Fig. 2: Concept schemes, 1: inner courtyards and inner galleries, 2: the passages under the portico, 3: the
rooftops, 4: The Boulevard, the perpendicular streets and the piazzas.

The proposal aims to cling into the specificity of the site, which means to use its historic and
architectural features and social organization in order to regenerate its own public space. The project
explores potential strategies for urban interventions in the city historic core area, in opposition of the
renewal programs that ignore the existing cultural and architectural heritage. Urban settlements that
enhance the local way of living respect and harness the architectural identity of the site. Analysis of
the tissue reveals a need of small scale interventions to regenerate the existing urban space.
Community life is strictly attached to the urban morphology and, for this reason; the proposal tries to
restore the identity of public space as a place for daily life, to reinforce the ongoing processes. The
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analysis of the characteristics of this historical urban tissue, had lead to representative sites that will
work as a catalyst for regenerating the existing space.
2.1 Inner courtyards and inner galleries:
The intervention tries to restore the inner passages and inner courtyards entity, as an important
component of the boulevard Mohamed V architectural heritage, they are considered as shortcuts that
bring you in the inner core of the historical buildings, they also form one of the most important points
for communal sociability and commerce, along with the boulevard. The first one was built for El Glaoui,
Marrakech’s pasha, by Marius Boyer. Those passages remind also, the Moroccan “souk and
kissaria”’s constitution (wish means the traditional market in the Moroccan language). Unfortunately,
they are today, subject to abandon, a source of insecurity for inhabitants, and lack of ventilation and
lighting. The passages of 5 m height are constructed in a way to receive natural light, the light
penetrates by a glass-made roof, due to hygiene and maintenance lack, the passage looks miserable,
it became a deserted place without commercial activity. We propose an adapted system, which grasps
all the particularities of those passages in order to re-activate the social activity. In fact, commerce are
not only in the ground floor, but also in the first floor, sometimes in mezzanines, in fact the original
street pattern has been overwritten by a covered invisible pedestrian network of interconnected shops
at the first floor[2]. The scheme below shows that the best way to regain, light and redynamization of
the passages, is to open the first floor to the ground floor, and to replace the deteriorated and no
longer useful glass made roof, by new one that respect the original design and will allow a better
natural lighting and with integrated ventilation system. The fact that the passage will be used in its
ground and first floor, will enlarge its scale (8m height), and invite the population to reinvest it again.

Fig. 1: The before/after inner galleries state, 1: Inner gallery Tazi (19/2013), 2: the inner gallery El Glaoui
(19/2013), 3: The inner gallery Sumica (19/2013) [3]
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Fig. 1: Location of the urban intervention in the master plan
Fig. 2: the invisible network of commerce at the first floor
Fig. 3: example of the intervention: inner gallery Sumica, the schemes are showing how we integrate the first
floor to the ground floor.

2.2 The passages:
Those passages, are constructed under a portico, and extend the Boulevard by 5m; they are a
continuity of the boulevard’s urban space. At that time when the boulevard was a roadway, it was the
pedestrian passage of the boulevard. Restaurants, fast foods, cafes, shops, banks, societies, are
filling the passages. The proliferation of that commerce has negatively changed the view of the
boulevard, posters, billboards, notes are destructing the esthetics of this historical area. We propose a
graphic charter, to be respected by the new implemented shops commerce, in order to work as a
model for the old and new commerce, shops, cafés etc. The graphic charter incorporates a simple
work in the ground floor’s façade, first of all to eliminate all the insignificant billboards, the only one to
keep is the brand shop or commerce or café, brand, with a homogeneous dark colour for all, posters
are allowed in the columns as signing tools.
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Fig. 1: a commercial ground floor façade treatment on how it could look if the graphic charter is respected.

2.3 The boulevard, the perpendicular streets, and the piazzas:
The actual renewal program, disregarded the spaces that are forcefully linked to the boulevard, and its
approach was rather linear and 2 dimensional. Which restricts the interventions only to the boulevard
Mohamed V; this emblematic boulevard is an open network of interconnected public spaces, it works
as a whole. It is also the main body that supports all the historical built area. Our approach is to
include a perpendicular network to the boulevard's streets _mainly crossable streets_ to the
pedestrian public space. Which is going to regenerate the old piazzas and makes them “areas for rest
stops”. Those areas are; The “place de France”, “place du 16 Novembre” and the “place du Marché”.
The market square (place de Marché) is related to “Marché central”(central market), wish is one of the
oldest markets in the city, it is very known for its products and food quality, in fact, small restaurants
take place in the market’s interior space. By making them more active outside the market as well will
create interesting human activities in this area. We can use the presence of those piazzas as a
structuring element to attract tourists and residents along the boulevard course (1200m).A very
important social issue is yet to mention, in Morocco, the informal economy is a reality, and take part of
our daily life, what we call ”Les petits métiers”; that regroup artisans, street vendors, day laborers, etc..
Those informal jobs propose a fast, direct and punctual service at a low cost, wish constitute a huge
economical benefit to the city. Today, the challenge for Casablanca city is to recognize this economic
system, and to integrate it in her development strategies. The boulevard Mohamed V is not an
exception, it hosts very specific informal jobs, what we call “El ferracha”, a term commonly used in the
Moroccan dialect to point out the vendors that put in the ground the products that they sell, it includes
books, magazines, clothes, food, there are also day laborers (plumbers, carpenters etc..) and street
vendors especially for the food. What is important to relieve here, is the juxtaposition of the informal
and formal worlds wish create a novel condition that respond to a punctual need. For example, the
professionals that are working in the Boulevard Mohamed V , may not have time, everyday for a
power lunch, and there will be days when grabbing a grilled meat from the street vendors is the most
efficient use of time [4]. In order to maintain those very interesting interactions and juxtapositions, it’s
compulsory to maintain the activity of those informal jobs in the Boulevard, it’s an identity element for
the historical areas, otherwise it will be lost, hence we will try to restore the place of the informal jobs,
by giving them a more dignified role in the public space’s Boulevard Mohamed V realm. The idea is
then to create a system of trees and branches, where the boulevard med 5 is the main branch, where
we inject, a number of artifacts that will organize the existing urban scene by restoring the identity of
public space as a place for daily activities and social interactions. these artefacts, embrace the needs
of the population that use the boulevard every day, the first device is a multifunctional kiosk, it’s a
station, with a shelter and modular benches, that provides the daily labourers a place where to stay,
while waiting for an opportunity job, this is also a place where the “El Ferracha” can put their products
and sell them, or maybe it can just be used as rest stop for the tired street vendor. It’s not only a
device, it’s a structure that acknowledges a marginal social class, and keeps a social cohesion
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between them. The Boulevard Mohamed V lacks from urban furniture, so we thought for an another
device, that can respond to the needs of workers, students, passants, or tourists for an adapted
equipment for resting, eating or just wandering.

Fig. 1: Daily activities in the Boulevard Mohamed V, 1: street vendors and professional workers, 2: day laborers
waiting for a job opportunity, 3:” El Ferracha”, a vendor is exposing books and magazines to be sold, 4: visitors,
residents…, 5: workers at small businesses

Fig. 1: a urban equipment to rest, eat and play.
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Fig. 1: Photomontage of the redynamization of the “central market piazza” with cafés and small restaurants in the
outside of the market

2.4 The rooftops:
The boulevard Mohamed V presents a very diversified built template, with various heights, that vary
from only a commercial floor to a eight floors + commercial ground floor. The experience in the
Boulevard is strictly horizontal, we can only wander in its streets, passages, inner galleries or piazzas,
what about the roofing? Terraces are an important component of the Moroccan culture; it’s a
predilection zone for sociability, leisure and relaxing. We propose then to reinvest some interesting
rooftops that present important points in sociability by putting cafés for example or just transforming it
into a place where residents or tourists, can come to appreciate the magnificent view of all the
historical area.

Fig. 1: The different built templates in the Boulevard Mohamed V

2.5 The infrastructure:
The use of water in the Boulevard is a waste, the municipality use drinking water, for cleaning.
Creating rain water collection areas will support the existing water supply network, and will help to
clean the boulevard and the market “Marché Central” in the end of the day.

Acknowledgments: this work has been directed by professor and architect M.Mohamed El Malti
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Abstract

This research into former Yugoslavia’s spomenik (monuments) explores the critical relationship
between a series of material memorials, their mediatized representations and their most recent
appropriation in order to underscore the transformative nature of historic signification as both a built
and symbolic continuum. Erected over the span of twenty years before Josip Tito’s death and just prior
to Yugoslavia’s disintegration, the spomenik currently epitomize a gradient of decay, some fixed while
others are in rapid flux at a critical point for conservation efforts. In each instance, however, their
contemporary condition in stark juxtaposition to an original intended meaning points to the persistent
power and allegorical potential of counter-monumentality. Tracing the modes in which these
contradictory and semantically charged sites operate in response to or in spite of contemporary
preservation efforts, allows for reflection upon both authoritative and informal cooption of singular
cultural connotation and speculation about the power of memorial elasticity.
Keywords: spomenik, post-yugoslav context, counter-monument, conservation, monument

1.Context

1.1 Anti-fascism, Partisans and the Yugoslav Republic
Spomenik were built by a regime set on moving forward and forgetting wartime atrocities committed
on all sides by commemorating partisan victories over the axis powers. During World War II, many
battles were fought on Yugoslavian soil by the anti-fascist partisan resistance against the fascist axis
powers. At the same time, the region was enmeshed in a civil war, which resulted in the formation of
the Republic of Yugoslavia, comprised of six republics. In the post-war years nearest to the war, this
gave the Yugoslav people something to unite around. Anti-religious propaganda of the postwar era
unified Yugoslavia and attempts at ritualizing the act of remembrance around World War II anti-fascist
struggles were done in an effort to seek this unity and focus on what the peoples of the newly formed
republic had in common.
Josip Tito, leader of the partisan resistance during the war years, had constructed a collective memory
upon which to build the new Yugoslavia from the end of the war in 1945, when he came to power until
his death in 1980, at which time, Yugoslavia remained peaceful. Spomenik comprised a large part of
this new Yugoslavian nationalism under Tito’s leadership. When communist states began to fall in the
late 1980s in neighboring eastern Europe, the republic began to separate, focusing instead on its
differences rather than what it had in common, the battles of the Second World War, mere stories of
their grandparent’s generation. The new generation was interested in an attempt at re-discovering the
cultural heritage that generations before had been expected to leave behind. Ethnic and religious
tensions were heightened as each group sought to find its lost identity that was relinquished or
forgotten in order to live as a united Yugoslavia under Tito. Within a decade after his death, the
Yugoslav Wars ensued, and with it the disintegration of the republic, as those who inhabited
geographies of opposing ideologies, ethnicities and doctrine attempted to make territorial claims and
proclaim independence. It is also important to note that not everyone within the Yugoslav territory had
been a part of the partisan resistance. Tito’s nationalism alienated groups who had sympathized with
the fascist occupation, as the victorious partisans wrote the history.
1.2 Abstraction and Universality
The abstract form of the spomenik was an attempt to provoke collective forgetting in an effort to create
a far-reaching, productive amnesia capable of galvanizing groups once pitted against one another.
Productive gaps produced by abstract monuments allow the viewer to situate their own narrative
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Fig. 1: Grmeč, (2007) [5]

Fig. 2: Podgarić. Croatia (2006) [5]

Fig. 3: Petrova Gora. (2006) [5]

within the form which holds the possibility of universal signification, thus becoming all things to all
people. This stands in opposition to the man on the horse as a traditional and figural form of
monument which has been used to commemorate significant human achievements for hundreds of
years. In the abstract partisan spomenik, signification is varied and fluid, rather than specific and rigid.
Operating through pure signification, many partisan monuments did not use existing symbology such
as that of the red star, or hammer and sickle indicative of many communist memorials, nor did they
use religious symbology, opting instead to create their own symbology for each site, as part of the
branding of the new Yugoslavian republic. This variability allows for multivalent reads, which is what
has ultimately lead to their continued relevance today. [10]
Partisan spomenik standing today can do little more than represent a failed regime. Through acts of
vandalism, natural forces and neglect, monumental decay writes a counter-narrative for the spomenik,
which have come to stand in opposition to what they originally signified. [9] It is in this moment that the
spomenik are rendered in their present state to be dialogic, that is, in dialogue with the ghosts of their
former glory.

2. Spomenik Case Studies
2.1 Ilinden Memorial (Makedonium)

Fig. 4: Makedonium / Illinden Memorial. Near Krusevo, Macedonia. (Zlatko Avramovski 2008)
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Ilinden Monument, space age in form, commemorates the anti-fascist liberation of Macedonia after
World War II as well as the Illinden uprising against the Turkish occupation of 1903. Both events have
been pivotal to the creation of present day Macedonia.
Along the conservation gradient, the Illinden Monument has been well-conserved, due to its alignment
with the nationalist narrative of Macedonia. This monument has endured through the parasitic linking
of partisan endeavor to the long-standing local commemorative practice of Ilinden. Its added
significance comes from the entombment of a local hero. The site recently saw the equivalent of
350,000 US dollars of investment for renovations in 2003, just in time to mark the 100th anniversary of
the uprising. Each year on the day of the Republic, also known as Illinden Day, memorial reenactment
celebrations take place. It is due to this commemorative use that the monument continues to have
cultural significance. Known to some as the Makedonium and others as Ilinden—the monument, which
is not formally tied to one or the other can exist to commemorate both. [4]
There have been multiple attempts by the Macedonian government to keep the site relevant to the
nationalist narrative. In 1990, 85 years after his death, Nikola Karaev, the schoolteacher who led the
uprising in 1903, was entombed in the memorial. This worked as a means to further strengthen the
local narrative while at the same time, solidifying its role in the greater national narrative. In 1993,
renovations were made for celebration of the 90th anniversary of the uprising and ten years later,
further investment was made in the site, marking the 100th Anniversary of the uprising, which also
marked a televised event. [2]
2.2 Conservation Through Parasitic Cooption
This imposed significance on the part of the state began at the inception of the memorial in 1974, with
the negation of the rich local heritage associated with the site. Instead, favoring the nationalist
Macedonian narrative of Illinden as the beginning of a Macedonian state as well as the formation of
the current Macedonian state by way of the influence of those within the Anti-Fascist Assembly for the
National Liberation of Macedonia (ASNOM). ASNOM was the group which determined the parameters
of the People’s Republic of Macedonia, as part of the Yugoslavian republic. In keeping with their
Yugoslavian nationalist agenda, the anti-fascists, now in power, with partisan war hero, Josip Broz Tito
at the helm, were interested in making monuments to partisan war achievements, as a way of reifying
their power. They did so by building numerous spomenik across the landscape, as both a means of
celebrating the partisan victories of World War II and honoring those who were causalities of war. With
each successive move, history was being rewritten by the victors, and with it an erasure of the
idiosyncrasies of the many cultures represented in the region. A ritualization through indoctrination, as
an attempt at making the sites meaningful to new generations, came to surround the spomenik, as
schoolchildren were bussed to the sites for state-mandated visits. In this case, the authoritative power
of the state has been used to co-opt the memorial, imbuing it with a multitude of significance and
turning it into a site of heritage consumption. It made the transition from Yugoslav to Post-Yugoslav
memory with relative ease, due to its alignment with the Macedonian nationalist narrative, only further
amplified by the Macedonian state after the disintegration of the Yugoslav republic through the
entombment of Karaev, acting in ways that a standard conservation practice could not.

Fig. 5: Official Government Delegation at the central ceremony marking
the 109th Anniversary of the Ilinden Uprising in Kruševo, Macedonia.
(2012)
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2.3 Petrova Gora

Fig. 6: Petrova Gora Condition of Facade. Near Gvozd, Croatia. (Damir Krajac 2008).

In a bold gesture, the monument sits perched atop the highest point of the Petrova Gora mountain
range, built as an anti-fascist monument to commemorate the underground partisan field hospital
operating on site during World War II. Monumental in size, Petrova Gora stands at 37M, an 8 story tall
inhabitable structure with a form reminiscent of curvilinear late modernism. The monument was
designed in 1970, and due to financial difficulties, it was finally built over the course of 8 years,
beginning in 1981. Following its completion in 1989, it stood as an empty signifier, representative of a
lost ideology, marking the demise of the Yugoslav Republic. In an ironic turn of a events, the structure
itself is said to have been used as a field hospital during the Croatian War for Independence in the
1990s, shortly after it opened. Today, its visitors include those interested in its formal qualities as well
as its place in the current context of Croatian identity politics. Forgotten by its people and neglected by
the state, Petrova Gora succumbs to a slow disintegration, as a site of active material extraction,
opportunistic use (note the telecom antennas which have sprouted) and natural decay. [3]
2.4 Conservation as Product of Impossible Circumstance
Petrova Gora is enmeshed in the kind of circumstances that produce a ruin. At its core, a hulking mass
of cast concrete makes the structure impervious to demolition. A lack of existing documents for the
building and its site, has rendered any opportunity for security and protection of the monument
impossible. There is little interest in the ideologies of the past, partisan spomenik and fewer people
feel that they signify anything about the Second World War worth remembering. Sections of stainless
steel cladding remain, though the vast majority has gone missing, appropriated by locals with whom
the ideologies that made such an icon possible no longer resonate. [6]

Fig. 7: Petrova Gora Stripped of Metal Facade. Near Gvozd, Croatia. (Armin Linke 2011).
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2.5 Makljen Monument
Built on the highest point on top of Mt. Makljen in Bosnia and Herzegovinia, this Spomenik was a
gesture toward political unity. Makljen Monument is one of many anti-fascist memorials commissioned
by the state to commemorate the triumph of the partisans over the Axis powers. Opened to the public
in 1978, on the anniversary of the Battle for the Wounded, which had happened in 1943 on this site,
Makljen Monument was one of many anti-fascist War of Liberation memorials commissioned by the
state and designed by renowned sculptor, Boško Kućanski. Its bears an uncanny resemblance to a
fist, and Makljen has not been able to shake the associated narrative of being “Tito’s Fist.”

Fig. 8: Makljen Monument Prior to Explosion. Near Prozor, Bosnia. (198?).

2.6 Conservation Through Destruction
On November 13 2000, the same date as the battle which the monument commemorates and only five
years after the end of the Yugoslav wars, there was an attempted erasure of the monument via
explosives. It was not entirely successful in its aim, having made the monument more visible. The
blast had exposed the skeletal remains of the flower’s heavy concrete beams, while its concrete skin
lay crumbling at its feet. Though the form may have been lost, the monument gained new significance
from this iconoclastic act. One could argue that it holds greater commemorative value, and therefore
functions as a stronger monument, in its ruined state than it did when pristine. In the attempt to render
invisible, the act of iconoclastic ruination made what had already been rendered invisible with apathy
and time quite visible.It was not until after the monument was re-rendered visible through destruction
that it became protected through a petition to the Commission to Preserve National Monuments in
2010. It now stands, protected as a National Monument as a skeletal form, the ruin of a monument,
perhaps having gained new significance. [2]
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Fig. 9: Makljen Monument. Near Prozor, Bosnia. (flickruser: rb.fzz 2008).

3.Counter Spomenik
3.1 Signification and the Remnant
It is perhaps through their corroded patina, showing signs of wear, that the aura of time is rendered
visible. Some spomenik are still in use; visited annually to commemorate a national holiday, such as
Illinden, in the case of the Makedonium, which has received facelifts for the past two decades, just
prior to both its 90th and 100th anniversary celebrations. Petrova Gora and Makljen are being
reappropriated as sites of intrigue in their ruined state, a product of resource extraction, and
iconoclastic actions made against each of them, respectively. It is with their newly minted patina that
these spomenik find cultural relevance today.
Built of materials meant to stand the test of time, these material remnants often outlast the regimes
that commission them, leaving their fate to the next generation, heir to a forgotten past. Once sites of
commemoration, cultural memory and significance, at worst they become sites of neglect, disuse and
abandonment; at best, they lose significance and become invisible, blending into the landscape or
being removed all together. Often, we are met with these immense pieces of the past, signifying a
specific ideology, no longer in favor. Designated at a specific time and place, they have trouble
standing the test of time as relevant cultural signifiers. As meanings change and interest fades, the
spomenik are relegated to the backdrop, little more than a place to picnic. Many have problematized
the notion that once a memorial is made prosthetic, memory fades. No longer necessary to remember,
the material form does the memory-work for us. [7]
Can a monument transform its signification if the cultural signification, commemorative use and
perceptions encircling it change? In post-war Yugoslavia, spomenik were built in an attempt to unify a
region divided. What do spomenik signify as they stand within the landscape of a fractured past and
present?
3.2 Spomenik at Risk
From the fully restored, to the unlocked, overgrown and reappropriated, these spomenik operate
through a gradient of conservation efforts, both sanctioned and Illicit. While the majority of
preservation groups remain focused on much older histories of civilization found in this region, it is the
recent past that is most at risk. Spomenik sit in varied states of disrepair, neglected by newly formed
democratic governments who do not wish to align themselves with the past and all but forgotten about
by those who have inherited them. [5]
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Sites in southeast Europe which tend to garner conservation attention do not belong to a shared
national heritage or recent past. Instead, ICCROM and other preservation-minded entities, are
focused on preservation of much older, heritage sites “at risk” within the region, rendered as the fallout
of wartime atrocities. These sites are often sacred spaces, aligned with the Post-Yugoslav narrative
which places importance on independent nationhood based on ethnic and religious difference. With a
focus on the differences of the peoples of the former republic, priority has been given to preserve the
contrasts, rather than the unifying principles of the former socialist regime. Today, this practice finds
resonance within people of the smaller ethnic populations of Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Macedonia,
Serbia, Slovenia and Montenegro.
To this end, World War II partisan monuments are not considered “at risk” as part of the Bosnia and
Herzegovina Commission to Preserve National Monuments and are therefore not protected from illicit
building, inexpert construction or lack of maintenance. The Commission acts as a watchdog group that
monitors activities relating to national monuments. Few spomenik are protected as national
monuments. [1] These monuments, transformed by time, sit in relation to their original context,
becoming monuments counter to, yet in dialogue with the memory of their past life as partisan
monuments. Is it this dialogue which allows them to remain relevant long beyond the disintegration of
Yugoslavia.
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Abstract

The present study addresses the identification of the factors and elements that contribute to the
improvement of thermal comfort within traditional buildings and their built environment. This
investigation is part of an ongoing research programme that is funded by the Republic of Cyprus and
the European Regional Development Fund (through the Research Promotion Foundation) regarding
the vernacular architecture of Cyprus that includes in situ measurements of temperature and humidity
using data loggers and weather stations. Two areas of the historic centre of Nicosia, which have
preserved their original character, were selected for the study. After an overall historic and
architectural investigation of these areas through historic documentation and survey maps, a study of
a large number of buildings from a typological, bioclimatic and construction material point of view has
been carried out. The bioclimatic strategies of heating, cooling and microclimatic conditions were
studied in detail. This preliminary research showed the various environmental features of vernacular
architecture (central yards, semi-open spaces, construction and materiality etc.). The research aims at
establishing a bioclimatically-based approach in the conservation of traditional buildings and thus
contributing to the regeneration and sustainable development of the urban environment of such a solid
traditional historic core as that of the Walled City of Nicosia.
Keywords: vernacular, bioclimatic, traditional construction, courtyards, semi-open spaces

1.

Introduction

Vernacular architecture, which incorporates rural settlements as well as urban historic centres, has
always constituted an important part of the cultural heritage of every country. Traditional dwellings are
considered by definition sustainable, incorporating many features friendly to the environment (use of
local materials, adaptation to the landscape, central yards, arrangement of open and semi-open
spaces etc.). The identification, protection and preservation of these features in the rapidly changing
context of contemporary cities is imperative in order to maintain the values linked to sustainability.
Α “BioVernacular” research project (ΑΝΘΡΩΠΙΣΙΚΔ/ΑΝΘΡΩ/0609/ΒΙΔ) is currently underway in the
aforementioned domain. It is funded by the Republic of Cyprus and the European Regional
Development Fund (through Cyprus Research Promotion Foundation’s Framework Programme for
Research, Technological Development and Innovation Γέσμη 2009-2010) and was initiated in July
2012 in the historic centre of Nicosia in Cyprus with the selection and detailed analysis of two
neighbourhoods in the historic core, using typological, architectural and structural criteria. The project
incorporates the following goals: identification of the bioclimatic elements encountered; monitoring of
temperature and relative humidity levels in a selected number of dwellings; definition of the bioclimatic
and microclimatic conditions that affect thermal comfort; simulation of the energy efficiency of a
selected sample of buildings; calculation on an hourly basis of thermal and cooling loads; drafting of
technical guidance and proposals for traditional buildings and measures so as to improve bioclimatic
features and comfort conditions within the building envelope.
This paper presents some qualitative findings of the project regarding the identified environmental
design elements in the built heritage of Nicosia. The observations refer to the urban tissue as well as
the vernacular dwellings. The paper aims at identifying and documenting the bioclimatic
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characteristics of traditional dwellings in the Walled City of Nicosia and their immediate built
environment which is essential for enhancing an environmentally-friendly approach in the rehabilitation
process.

2.

The methodology

3.

Territory and city level. Evaluation of environmental elements

The methodology used in the initial part of the research project refers to the preliminary qualitative
analysis, diagnosis and assessment of the bioclimatic elements of the urban tissue and vernacular
dwellings of Nicosia. The main objective is to confirm all the individual factors that constitute the socalled “environmental approach in vernacular architecture” through scientific and systematic
investigation.
Initially an in-depth research through historic documentation which provided insight into various
historic, ethnic and social factors that contributed to a series of events such as the setting of the city in
a specific location and the relation to the evolution of the built environment was conducted. The
reinterpretation of the urban evolution and examination of the interrelated structural and morphological
components provides significant information with regard to the origin of elements such as the urban
tissue and form, the types of buildings and their architectural characteristics that may embrace an
environmental essence.
Another important tool of great significance is the study of survey maps of various periods. The
relative information, derived from the study of the maps, refers to: “the area and city level’, “the urban
tissue level’ and the “building types level”. With regard to the “area and the city level” the information
refers to macroclimatic conditions, geomorphological and landscape qualities, city shape and form.
With reference to the “urban tissue level”, the orientation of the streets, shading and sunlight
provisions, ventilation and cooling factors as well as urban vegetation and quality of open and semiopen spaces are investigated. Under the “building types level”, the typology in terms of arrangement of
spaces (courtyards etc), the building materials and techniques and the cooling and heating strategies
and use of local resources such as water are examined.
At this stage of investigation, a field study is of great significance. It provides updated information on
the fusion of civil components and the historic stratification. Furthermore, the personal communication
with the residents, the actual users of the vernacular dwellings and the city form, enhances evaluation
of the comfort offered by the specific urban tissue and the individual buildings. The wide variation
between objective and subjective sense of comfort, the residences’ observations, opinions and
experiences are a valuable tool in both the comprehension of the bioclimatic function of the houses as
well as the evaluation of its contribution to the achievement of comfort.
Concluding this part of the research, the findings are presented according to the scale they apply:
beginning with the territory and city level (location, geomorphology, limitations of topography), moving
on to the urban tissue level and the scale of the neighborhood (urban development), and focusing on
the building level and the applied bioclimatic strategies (cooling, heating and microclimatic
environment strategies).
Initially, the main parameters for the location of the city of Nicosia were examined with the aim of
commenting on the suitability of such a location from the environmental point of view. The location of
Nicosia in the central area of the island, in a fertile plain, between two mountain ranges and the spring
torrent that crossed it played an important role in the creation of its climatic conditions.
A main characteristic of the Mesaoria plain as well as of the whole island is the large fluctuation
between the highest temperature during day and the lowest temperature during night (being between
o
o
8-10 C during the winter, and 16 C during the summer in the plains). The sunshine during the summer
has a duration of about 11.5 hours and during the winter 5.5 hours. The prevailing winds during the
winter are southwest and east, during the summer west and north and during the spring and the fall
west and northeast [1]. The relative humidity level, due to underground water sources, is another
factor to be considered. The city elevation and the distance from the seaside play an important role in
the amount of relative humidity in the air. During the days in winter and the nights throughout the year
the relative humidity varies between 65-95%. At noon during the summer the relative humidity
becomes very low to a level of 30% [1].
It is quite evident that the location of Nicosia has been crucial for the city’s evolution. The Pedieos
river has played a vital role in Nicosia’s setting and development [2]. Even though it is practically a
spring torrent, the Pedieos has nevertheless sustained human settlements in its vicinity for thousands
of years. Nicosia has been inhabited without an interruption since at least the Chalcolithic period (4000
BC), but it was not until the 11th century, in the Lusignan Times, that Nicosia became the capital of the
island [3]. Under the pressure imposed by the Arab raids on the island, which eventually resulted in
the abandonment of the coastal towns [4, 5], the administrative centre was moved to the interior of the
island. The location of the ancient “Ledra” (Nicosia), being at the central crossing point of the
commercial routes, offered comparative advantages for the new settlement [5].
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From a geomorphological point of view, Nicosia lies in the middle of the island’s two largest plains (the
Mesaoria in the East and Morphou plain on the West), at the foothills of the two mountain ranges.
Troodos Mountain lies in the South, at a distance that prevents it from being considered as a physical
obstacle causing obscuration and shading. However, the range of Pentadaktylos Mountain extending
on the north side prevents the wind descending from that direction in the summer period. As a result, a
summer day is noticeably hot and dry, while at night north-westerly wind accesses and cools the area.
The winter is moderate and rather rainy [1].
As far as the city form is concerned, there were a few limitations posed by the topography; the river
bed and the rather moderately low hills in the vicinity. The importance of the Pedieos river in the
formation of the built environment of Nicosia was great; it crossed the whole walled city, transporting
water and other materials (clay and marls from Troodos Mountain) and divided the city into two areas
(north and south) connected with bridges. When the Venetians began to build new surrounding walls
of the city in fear of Ottoman attack, the route of the river was diverted so as not to pass through the
city; a route which is followed even now. With the primal criterion of the defence of the city the
fortification wall formed with the 11 bastions defined the size of the city incorporating the aesthetic
idea of the renaissance “citaedeal” [3].
Concluding on the evaluation of the environmental parameters incorporated in the design of the city,
as far as the location of the settlement is concerned, despite defensive and financial issues, the
location offered comparative advantages. The presence of crucial and vital sources, such as the river
and the fertile land of the plain providing arable land and necessary building materials were decisive.
The limitation of the location is the insufficient ventilation in the summer due to the mountain in the
north. Consequently, vernacular architecture in such a location is called upon to respond to the
favorable winter and rather unfavorable summer conditions, especially during the daytime (taking
advantage of the winds and being protected from the direct sun radiation).

4.

Urban and building level. Bioclimatic design parameters

4.1 Urban Evolution. Typology
Nicosia began its development by following the type of rural development of the settlements in the
plains with houses occupying a large area and adapted harmonically with the surrounding
geomorphology and the climatic conditions. Gradually the urban development of Nicosia was directed
towards a more compact character with houses occupying a smaller area and adapted mainly to the
street network [4,6].
According to the study of Demi Danilo [4], the first building type adopted in Nicosia was the so-called
“domus” or “rural courtyard house”, built in the most elementary form of a single-storey building inside
a fenced area used as a farmyard or orchard. The entrance was achieved through the courtyard from
where access to the living areas of the house took place. The area occupied by the building in the plot
varied in relation to the road access and the plot orientation, while the courtyard was always south
orientated [1, 4]. In order to protect the doors and windows of the main living areas from the rather
uncomfortable summer sun, a kind of semi-open space (covered area) was developed along the south
side of the building, locally referred to as “iliakos” based on the Greek word “ilios” (sun) [6, 7]. This
element was clearly incorporated into the building shell with the purpose of providing shelter from the
climatic conditions, thus its bioclimatic function cannot be argued. Due to its size (3m in depth) it
provided shading in the summertime when the sun was almost perpendicular, and allowed the sun to
enter the living areas in the wintertime when the sun was lower.
With the development of the city, the increase of its population and prestige, the house gradually
acquires more urban characteristics while the road allocation adjusts to a more urban dimension. The
Byzantine “domus” presents a significant increase in the number of the original cells, capable of filling
the entire plot area and facing the road, yet allowing an empty space for entrance, which was always
achieved through the courtyard and never directly into the main living areas. In the cases of north
south allotment the entrance was soon covered by a roof joined with the roof of the “iliakos”,
irrespective of the position of the plot; it was always extended so as to protect the entire southern
facade of the building [4]. It is worth mentioning that in cases of east-west oriented roads the
expansion was notable, increasing in this way the south-facing elevation and the corresponding area
of “iliakos” (figure 1: B7). In the cases of north-south oriented roads, the buildings were located on the
northern side of their plots, enlarged by filling the whole of that side [4]. The courtyard in this way
remained south orientated, excluding obstructions and shading from neighbouring buildings.
Consequently, in all plot cases the criterion for choosing the direction of the extension was purely
climatic; the preference for a south orientation and direct solar gains is evident.
Another element of great importance that became remarkably widespread and eventually constituted
th
th
one of the most important components of Nicosia’s development in the 19 and the early 20 century
is the appearance of special function buildings such as shops, inserted into the house courtyard fence
as an independent space with direct contact with the road and access from it. In some variations,
depending on the size of the plot, this individual function occupied the space between the covered
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entrance area and the fence (figure 1: B2, A3). The resulting shape was the articulation of the main
living areas alongside the road and the creation of a central covered entrance hall called a “portico”
with lateral rooms opening into the yard and covered by a roof [4, 6] (figure 1: B3, A4, figure 2).
During the Lusignan Times intense urbanisation and increasing population within a limited available
area initiated a process of land fragmentation using “cul de sac” type roads which are actually
branches from the road, providing access to the inner core of the plots. The plots themselves were
subdivided by an irregular tissue, embedded smaller and simpler variations of the courtyard house,
while at the same time, some streets became wider. Serial allotments along the main axis appeared
along with the urban mansions, prevailing in architecture design and height [4, 6]. The first extension
of the original courtyard made by filling the side facing the road, was followed by a supplementary
extension: i.e. the addition of a floor and a relevant loggia to protect the south façade or the addition of
an extra room to one or both short sides of the plot which resulted in the typology of “L” (figure1: B8,
A5, A7) or “C” (figure 1: B5, B9). The access to the first floor was achieved mostly by an open-air
linear staircase. The side facing the street beside the main entrance had small square windows at a
considerable height above street level for security reasons [6] while the first floor windows were
sometimes arched but considerably larger [4].
Actually, it was not until the Ottoman Rule that the urban tissue and the building types changed
considerably; serial allotments along the main routes were largely increased by further land
fragmentation using the “cul de sac” roads. The direct contact with the road became the prime criterion
for the location of the building in the plot and more than any other variation; the “L” shaped
arrangement became the most popular form for urban life [6]. Within a few decades after the arrival of
th
the British in the late 19 century, the tissue was definitely completed by filling up all the empty areas.
The traditional courtyard house was replaced by a “serial type” building which contained all the house
functions within a smaller area; in this case, the central entrance door provided direct access to the
central room and the yard acquired a decreasing size and importance (figure 3). The windows on the
street front appeared at a lower level and acquired a larger size due to the change of social life
(feeling of security).
Looking at the 1920s and 1930s, many variations of the “serial type” house appeared [4] and a new
development was created: the “new courtyard house” (figure 4) as a combination of shapes and
concepts of the two previous types (the position of the building facing the street-front and the
courtyard type house looking into the yard in the back side). Consequently, the environmental criterion
of the best orientation was left behind under the new development of the urban tissue and the
necessity of direct contact with the street. In contrary to the above, the importance and the use of the
semi-open spaces prevailed, being attached to the custom of living in the open air, which is actually a
cultural expression related to the mild Mediterranean climate. It is notable that all the semi-open
spaces are situated at the back of the house, leaving a plain frontage, as the social life of the family
took place in the inner courtyard due to the introverted character of the society.

Fig. 1: Evolution of the original courtyard house - interpretation from reference [4]
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Fig. 2: Example of a typical courtyard house

Fig. 3: Example of a “serial type” house

Fig. 4: Example of the “new courtyard house”

The following map (figure 5) graphically presents all kinds of semi-open spaces encountered in the
south part of the Walled City of Nicosia; it includes the semi-open areas described in the typology
report as a main entrance to the courtyard or as a shelter in the form of loggia or “iliakos”. Partially
covered alleys on the first floor are also marked. The map does not necessarily represent an accurate
present situation because “porticos” were originally considered as semi-open spaces. However, at the
present time many “porticos” are more likely to be closed, becoming part of the main internal living
areas. Concluding on the number of semi-open spaces, it is evident that they are widespread; even
denser in residential cores such as Ayios Antonios neighbourhood in the southwest and
Chrysaliniotisa and Ayios Kasianos in the west. As far as the main direction of the spaces illustrated
on the map, it is pointed out that, in accordance with the typology report, the “portico” as a main
entrance space is perpendicular to the street, marking the entrance to the house. When the semi-open
spaces are arranged in other directions or locations they can be considered as shelters serving as a
protected transition from the internal to the external environment. The north-west quarter of the city,
Chrysaliniotisa neighbourhood, offers a representative example of the evolution of the urban tissue
where the presence of the “cul de sac” roads is recognizable and the dwellings preserve much of their
original features. The map in figure 6 shows all the courtyards which appear in the Walled City of
Nicosia, with various sizes thus underlining the introverted character of the social life. Figure 7 focuses
on the neighbourhood of Chrysaliniotisa showing all courtyards and semi-open areas of the traditional
buildings. All traditional dwellings incorporate a central yard and most of them have at least one semiopen space (more often a “portico” serving as an entrance to the houses). A number of dwellings
incorporate a second semi-open space, an “iliakos” as an intermediate area between the separate
rooms and the yard.
Through the study of the historic architectural evolution of the typology of Nicosia it is clear that some
elements that remained and have been used during all periods are: the central yard at the back of the
plot, the arrangement of spaces around the yard and the prevalence of semi-open spaces (used as
entrances and shelters). These elements underline the aim of the residences to adapt their dwellings
to the climatic conditions of the area (hot summer, mild winter, limited winds). The dwellings were
frequently arranged in compact patterns, closely built with common walls, one attached to the other,
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following the continous urban system leaving small empty spaces in the form of public narrow streets
and private courtyards. Thus, the vertical surfaces (walls) exposed to exterior environmental
conditions are reduced and the thermal protection of the building envelope is increased The shade
between neighbouring buildings reduces the warming up of their walls by radiation. Thus, topography,
geomorphology and climate are important parameters that play a significant role in the design.

Fig. 5: Semi-open spaces in the south part of the Walled City of Nicosia

Fig. 6: Open spaces in the south part of the Walled City of Nicosia
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Fig. 7: Open and semi-open spaces - Chrysaliniotisa neighbourhood

4.2 Building techniques and constructive materials
Besides the typology and the organisation of the traditional dwellings, building materials and
techniques played a very important role in the design of vernacular architecture (morphology etc.).
th
Descriptions of travellers visiting Nicosia in the late 19 century provide interesting information and
perspectives of the city with regard to the urban morphology, the building materials used and the local
architecture. In one such description Deschamps [8] stated: “Nicosia comprises a complex of mudbrick
built houses with some stone constructions. Nicosia resembles a large village with narrow and winding
streets. The newly built and quite presentable buildings do not constitute a separate neighbourhood
but are to be found everywhere”.
As mentioned in the above extract and still evident at present, the materials used in the vernacular
architecture are earth and stone which are to be found in abundance in the vicinity. The traditional
dwellings constructed with earth and mudbricks, have stone foundations of local limestone, of
Athalassa-Nicosia Formation called “Stone of Gerolakos”, [9] so as to protect the mudbrick walls from
the rising damp. The building practice and techniques used are also described by several travellers.
Louis Salvator [10] stated: “Building is carried out with great rapidity; some mortar composed of earth
and straw, is poured from a mason’s tray with two handles over the mudbrick, another mudbrick is put
on top, some more mortar is put on top of it, another brick and so on and the house is finished in
almost no time. It also has the advantage of drying very soon after the process is finished”.
The financial aspect described, that is related with the cost of the construction and preservation, is
also worth mentioning, as an indication of the value of each material according to its accessibility, cost
of transporation and mechanical properties. According to Louis Salvator [10] “These houses (earth
houses) are exceedingly cheap; a fine building costs hardly more than about half the price of the finest
stone house in Nicosia. Houses made of mudbricks will last a hundred years, but they must be
frequently repaired, as the plaster with straw with which the mud bricks are covered up will get rotten
and leave holes in the wall.”
4.3 Bioclimatic strategies in traditional dwellings
The selection of appropriate building materials, apart from being partially imposed by availability, is
also climatically driven. The suitable use of materials in the building’s envelope provides direct
protection from the climatic conditions, while the materials of the buildings’ surroundings contribute to
the development of desirable microclimatic conditions [11]. Thermal inertia secured by the thick mud
brick and stone walls and the mass of the roof materials provide a small fluctuation in the internal
temperatures [12]. The materiality of the floor surfaces, covered often with gypsum slabs, also affects
the temperature of the immediate environment. Materials with high thermal inertia, such as stone,
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were used in the open and semi-open spaces; their capacity to store heat and emit it with a delay,
when the air temperature is lower, was appreciated and used [13].

Fig. 8: Bioclimatic design strategies in traditional dwellings in the historic centre of Nicosia, Cyprus.

With regard to the Mediterranean climate, vernacular architecture contributes during the entire year
towards the bioclimatic strategies as follows: During the winter period improvement has been achieved
by direct solar gains through the building envelope and the buildings openings (figure 8) and also by
the protection against strong and cold winds. During the summer months the climatic conditions are
improved by the reduction of the exposure to the solar radiation and the ensuring cross ventilation
(figure 8) of the building envelope [12]. Cooling, heating and microclimatic environment strategies are
described below in detail.
i) Cooling strategies
As mentioned before, vernacular architecture had to provide a climatically-responsive building model
that could handle ventilation during the summer daytime, due to geomorphological limitations.
Therefore, the building form had to offer as many ventilation possibilities as possible by combining
night ventilation and cooling and at the same time being protected from the direct sunrays during hot
summer days [13].
Suitable openings, frequently of small size, in the walls (figure 8) function as valves ensuring control of
the air flow. Thus when they are closed during the winter they offer protection from the cold winter
wind while when they are opened during the summertime they allow the circulation of cool air. The
movement of the air through the building envelope depends greatly on the size, the shape and the
position of the openings [13]. The small size openings on the façade on the streets (called “arseres”),
located at a considerable height, were designed for the privacy of the domestic life [4]. Nevertheless
their bioclimatic function cannot be disregarded. Due to the difference in temperature and density of
the air, the hot air was forcibly extracted from the building envelope (stack effect) during the summer
period (figure 9: C3, C4) [13]. The semi-open spaces (“iliakos” or “portico”) also enhance the air flow
(figure 9: C5) especially due to the cross arrangement of the “portico”.
Another important cooling strategy is sunshading which protects the interior spaces from overheating
during the summer period [13]. Shading covers, “iliakoi” and light pergolas with plants (in front of the
south side of the buildings), solid plank or adjustable (movable) shutters (figure 9:C1, figure 8), roof
overhangs, small or large balconies offer shading (figure.8, figure 9:C2) thus minimizing the direct sun
radiation. In addition they favourably influence the natural lighting by reducing the reflection and offer
protection from the rain.

Fig. 9: Bioclimatic design strategies of the traditional courtyard house during cooling period

ii) Heating strategies
Direct solar gains constitute the main strategy of bioclimatic design during the winter period (figure 10:
H1). Such gains are derived from the south orientation of the building and its openings [13]. In cases
where the south orientation is not an available option, indirect solar gains are derived from the building
envelope, as solar radiation is captured through the walls and the roof (figure 10: H2). The elimination
of heat losses also functions as protection from the strong cold winds (figure 7: H3).
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Fig. 10: Bioclimatic design strategies of the traditional courtyard house during heating period

iii) Strategies on the microclimatic environment
The existence of water elements in courtyards and in the surrounding areas of the buildings provides
evaporation cooling which results in the decrease of the high temperatures during the summer (figure
11: E1). The watering of plants and the courtyard is a widely used technique -that has prevailed as a
traditional activity since the beginning of the last century- for enhancing evaporation cooling. The
relationship of the built and natural environment in addition to the improvement of the microclimatic
and consequently the comfort conditions also provides a visual pleasure [11, 14].
Small scale central courtyards (figure 8, figure 11: E2) enhance the increase in temperature in relation
to the larger open air spaces. This is desirable during winter as the floor materials (stones and/or
earth) and the surrounding walls of the courtyard increase the urban heat effect. During the summer
months the necessity of cooling such an area is imperative. In several cases the largest part of the
courtyard is shaded from the surrounding building volumes and thus the temperature is kept at lower
levels. External shading, especially with plants on pergolas (figure 11: E4), prevents the sunrays
entering this area. Evaporation from green leaves causes cooling of the air which becomes heavier
and falls down under the tree shadow, while the hot uprising air outside the house drives it through the
archways and cross openings of the rooms, causing cool breezes in the interior spaces. During the
summer nights the downlink nightly cooling air enters and is channeled through the rooms (through
open windows and arches) because of the rising hot air outside the house and thus removes the heat
stored in the rooms during the day. The combination of shading and the night cooling reduces the
temperature keeping it at a level more close to thermal comfort in relation to the outside environment.
The vegetation forms a naturally protected environment, which reduces the high temperatures during
the summer period, shading the building envelope and reducing the sudden changes in humidity
(figure 11: E3). Besides shading, vegetation can also prevent, filter or divert the air flow, thus affecting
the internal ventilation of buildings (figure 11: E2). Evergreen as well as deciduous trees offer
protection from a substantial amount of sun radiation, thus reducing the ground temperature. Shading
provided by vegetation varies according to the kind of trees planted. Trees can also be used to
prevent, filter and divert the air flow, thus influencing the ventilation of a building. It is worth noting that
deciduous trees are usually planted in the south side of the buildings so that they allow the sun
radiation onto the building during winter time. The planting of evergreen trees on the sides of the
buildings affected by strong winds functions as a barrier to air flow and thus offers prevention against
undesirable hot dry summer or cold winter winds [13].

Fig. 11: Microclimatic environmental strategies of the traditional courtyard house

5.

Conclusions

Vernacular architecture was mainly developed on the principle of providing the necessary
requirements through the local resources and nature’s energy. Throughout time, while architecture
and urban morphology were subject to different socio-economic, cultural and political factors, different
solutions have been provided, always based on the fixed environmental factor which is the climate.
This study refers to the main climatic design considerations in the early stages of Nicosia’s settlement.
From the analysis made above it is evident that the choice of the location of Nicosia, in the middle of
Mesaoria plain, between two mountain ranges and the existence of the Pedieos river played a crucial
role in the creation of the climatic conditions of the city. According to the typology study, as described,
if a plot did not have any limitations, the building volumes and the courtyards were located in such a
position that its longest side had the optimum orientation. In parallel, with the proper isolation the
building envelope dealt successfully with matters of sun shading, cross ventilation and other
bioclimatic principles. The practice of choosing the optimum orientation remained valid for as long as
the degree of urbanization and the availability of space did not impose any restrictions. It was not until
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the Ottoman Rule, that these factors became apparent and the direct contact and access to the street
became the prime criterion for orienting the building. Nevertheless, the strategies applied in the
building form and its immediate built environment, show high adaptability to the climatic conditions.
The prevalence of the central yard, the arrangement of close and semi-open spaces around the yard,
the use of materials with high thermal inertia showed the environmental consideration during the
erection of traditional dwellings.
Further investigation is being conducted and selected buildings are being monitored in order to
proceed with the goals of the overall research programme and introduce a quantitative documented
bioclimatically based approach in the rehabilitation of the built heritage.
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Abstract
The object of study is a roman aqueduct which construction was ordered by Emperor Augustus the
first century b.C. in Tarraco, a city in the north of Spain, today known as Tarragona. The city was
declared Heritage of Humanity by UNESCO in 2000, some restoration works were planed since then
and those concerned the aqueduct as well. The restoration work consisted of a landscape
performance and a physical and mechanical review of the aqueduct state in order to reinforce it if it
was required. The landscape performance had the responsibility to rehabilitate a green area. Its direct
relation with the River Francolí makes it a performance of great interest for the city, since it is its most
important green corridor.
The study analyzes the entire structure of the bridge considering several load cases. The purpose is to
obtain data about the structure physical and mechanical behavior. With this information we will reach
several conclusions concerning deformation and stress parameters.
Hypothesis of load cases will take into account weathering effects since these would have changed
stone properties through the years. Furthermore the aqueduct will also be analyzed when affected by
horizontal loads. By superimposing the entire cases we will highlight the weak points of the aqueduct.
This could help taking relevant decisions in order to reinforce the zones detected as well as streamline
the restoring process.
Keywords: Structural Assessment, F.E.M., Aqueduct, Weathering, Heritage.

1.

Introduction

Aqueducts are a sample of the Roman Empire engineering resources.
Water engineering had been widely developed in times of the Roman Empire. They had conquered
most of the land surrounding the Mediterranean Sea, and at their step they funded the most important
cities which began as a military campus and have remained until today. These were located
thoroughly in strategic and favorable places. Several parameters were considered for their set up.
Topography, vision range and resources like freshwater were taken into account, parameters such as
these formed the basis for a new urbanism which would help developing a new civilization over the
rest. Tarragona is one of these cities which origin goes back to these times. Even though there is
awareness of the presence of previous cultures in this site (Phoenician, Iberian,...), Romans were the
ones who decided the nowadays city location. Moreover, they are responsible of its urban planning
structure which considered as well the incoming canalizations of the aqueducts in order to provide the
city with freshwater.
The water supply was effectuated by 2 aqueducts; they brought water from the River Francolí and
from the River Gaià respectively. From these two hydrological structures just remain a few traces and
stones. However, as these water webs were studied from a topographical point of view, sometimes,
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romans were forced to build big structures to cross valleys they couldn’t save in any other way. These
great constructions had survived through the years because of their size and consistency. It is a
structure of this nature in which we have focused on our analysis.

2.

Aqueduct physical and mechanical description

2.1 Physical description
The aqueduct was built in order to save a distance of 217m and a depth of 27m of a valley named
“Vall de les Ferreres”(Fig.1). It is said that the name of the Valley rises from the idea of the shape of
the bows recalling yellow bright horseshoes. The equilibrium of the structure is based on download
arches. The bridge was built up with ashlars, superposing stones without any adding material. On the
other hand, the bases of some of its pillars are widened to the contact with the ground. And there, in
the basis they may be provided with a matrix of concrete which function is to fill the structure and
promote its monolithic behavior. We can say that the structure of the bridge has survived until today
due to stress compression. The more weight the aqueduct had, the more stable it would be.
Ashlars had variable sizes. The bigger ones were placed at the bases whereas the smallest were
placed at the top. Furthermore as can be imagined, there were other singular pieces specially sliced,
and modeled. These are the belonging to the arches and the capitals.
As can be seen in Fig. 1 the bridge is composed of 11 arches in the base and 25 in the first level.
2.2 Material Parameters
Most of the stone used in the construction of public buildings and spaces of the city was taken from
the Mèdol Quarry, located 6 km far from the aqueduct. However, recent studies have reached new
evidence that the aqueduct was built with a stone coming from a quarry that used to be immediately
under it. This seems to be logic since the pillars of the bridge rises on visible rocky foundations (Fig.2).
IGC (Institut Geològic de Catalunya) studies have detected that the area where the bridge stands
corresponds to a kind of sandstone “Calcarenita escullosa”(Fig.3).

Fig. 1. Avobe
Fig. 3. Left

Fig.2. Up.
Fig. 1: 2D Plans for the aqueduct model.
Fig. 2: Image of the base of a pillar in contact with the ground.
Fig. 3: Image taken from de IGC data base. NMe - Local Stone.

This is a sedimentary rock. It may contain fossils and be quite soft but on the other hand may be well
cemented and resistant. Its color changes as the weathering processes advance. In its origin, the
color may have been pink and white but it can turn to grey or yellow depending on its composition.
The porosity degree is high; this is a reason why it might be a rock which can be easily sliced.
3
In consequence rock density is neither high. It is 24 kN/ m approximately. This affects directly to the
results of the tests required to get the value of the resistance compression of the rock.
So as to prove this resistance to compression we proceed to make a stress analysis. Its purpose is to
compare the resistance of the stone of the bridge and the resistance of the rocks found in its
surroundings. This way we could see how much the weathering processes have affected the stone of
the structure.
Data was obtained in the same place. The device used to help the analysis being developed was a
Schmidt Hammer (Fig. 4). It had to be found a reliable stone in the surroundings which could be used
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as a basis. The same had to be done with the bridge, looking for a surface not too damaged to carry
out the test.
Fig 4.

Fig 5.

Fig 6.

Fig 4: Schmidt Hammer while making the stress analysis to the local stone.
Fig 5: Local Limestone Stone.
Fig 6: Stone of the bridge under weathering process.
Table 1:

A
B
B*

30
0
0

31
0
0

32
14
0

36
14
1

36
14
1

37
14
10

38
14
10

38
18
10

40
18
10

41
18
11

42
18
11

42
19
11

43
21
11

43
22
12

44
22
12

45
23
12

45
24
14

46
25
14

47
26
16

50
26
16

40,2
22,6
12,9

A: Local Stone. Found in the surrounding of the bridge.
B: Weathered stone of the bridge.
B*: Weathered stones of the bridge. It fades with the touch of the hand.
Table 1: Data obtained with the Schmidt Hammer.
Table 2:

Table 3:
SH
value
A
B
B*

Direction
Test

40,2
22,6
12,9

Density
(kN/m3)
24 kN/m3
21 kN/m3
16 kN/m3

Resistance to
Compression
(MPa)
70 MPa
27 MPa
16 MPa

A: Local Stone. Found in the surrounding of the bridge.
B: Weathered stone of the bridge.
B*: Weathered stones of the bridge. It fades with the touch of the
hand.
Fig 7.

Table 2: Compression Stress Resistance. Table for Schmidt Hammer.
Table 3: Resistance to compression values.
Fig 7: Weathering adverse effects on the stones of the bridge.

Once a reliable surface is detected, we proceed to do several tests in order to get an average result.
The results of the tests gathered with the ones obtained by the Schmidt Hammer, are shown in Table
1. These values correspond to the value for the rebound of the hammer when applied perpendicularly
to a surface. The lower 50% of the results are not taken into account, and the average is obtained with
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the other 50% of the higher values. The Table 2 is used in order to determine the uniaxial resistance
to compression of the stone. This Table relates the value gotten from the Schmidt Hammer with the
3
density (kN/m ) of the rock so as to get the uniaxial resistance to compression (MPa). Results for tests
uniaxial resistance to compression are shown in Table 3.
It is shown that local stone presents higher results in comparison with the weathered one. These
results could be associated to the starting properties of the stones of the bridge just being cut. The
values in the second and third cases are not higher, as they belong to weathered stone tests. We can
see that stone resistance tends to 0 as the weathering effects are more adverse. This kind of stone,
calcarenita escullosa, turns to dust as it weathers as shown in Fig. 7. It is easy to imagine that a stone
in this state of conservation will not offer any resistance to compression (Values of 0 in the Schmidt
Hammer test).

3. The model

The object of study was drawn and modeled in order to perform the structural assessment by the
Finite Element Method. The calculation was carried out by the free software Salome Meca 6.3. An
accurate drawing of aqueduct is made using a CAD application (Figure 1). These were the basis for
the 3D model, done with the same software. The Model is drawn as a single solid and it could not
contain any other elements such as lines, polylines or surfaces. These were basic impositions to
enable the assessment.
The modeling process is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Modeling Process. From 3D CAD model to Mesh .med file in preparation for FE study.

These impositions do not allow modeling an exact replica of the aqueduct, so it is necessary to make
a simplification of the geometry, which means the analysis will offer us a general view of the bridge
behavior. When the model is prepared, stress assessment in Salome Meca 6.3 can start.
We considered one single and homogeneous material which characteristic properties are introduced.
The software will not consider the complexity of the components of the bridge, since the aim of the
study is to approach us to a general acknowledge of the behavior of the entire body.
Once the model 3D in .stp file is imported to Salome Meca 6.3, we turn it into a 3D Mesh (Hypothesis
Netgen Simple Parameters). The mesh will be given nodes values. And the body is finally given the
data gathered in the previous studies.
The calculation procedure will be an isotropic linear elastic study on the 3D Mesh. The first material
properties required are the Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio; these are shown in Table 4.
Since the value of the density of the stone is known in each state we can deduce the Elasticity
modulus by the checking Figure 9:
In addition we will have to decide the boundaries conditions, such as adding imposed degreed of
freedom on groups of the Mesh or adding pressure on them, depending on the case we will be
working on.

3.

Calculation Cases:

The aim of the assessment is to get qualitative data about the structure behavior in order to detect the
weak points of the structure, those which are more likely to fade. Highlighting these areas can help
preventing future damage among the structure.
First cases will look forward to get information about the structure natural compression working
behavior. Horizontal loads will be studied as well in the last cases so as to figure out what are the lines
and zones affected by this kind of load. The calculation cases look for the comparison between an
ideal state of the rock and a weathered state of it, after 2000 years. This will show how much
weathering affects the behavior of the structure in addition to the information related to the potential
damaged areas provided by vertical and horizontal loads.
This way the calculation cases are the following:
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Figure 9:

Table 4:

Elasticity Modulus

A

30 000 N/mm

B*

7 000 N/mm

2

2

Poisson’s
ratio
0.23
0.23

Fig 9: Rock classification based on the relative modulus (E/σ)
Table 4: Elasticity Modulus and Poisson’s ratio for Local sane rock and for weathered stones of the bridge.

Vertical Load Cases:
a)
Ideal Behavior of the bridge. Local Stone Data.
a1)
Under weathering processes. Bridge Weathered Stone Data.
Horizontal Load Cases:
b)
Wind effect over Local Stone Data.
b1)
Wind effect over Bridge Weathered Stone Data.
Case A
This first case looks forward to find the qualitative behavior of the initial state of the bridge. The model
is provided with the values belonging to the local sane stone in order to approach the initial situation in
which weathering agents had not affected the structure yet.
So as to carry out the assessment an external load is needed, in this case as we want to know the
behavior of the bridge against its own weight we divided the bridge in two so that we calculated the
load of the top first 2 meters, and used it as a load. A scheme of this division is shown in Figure 10.
The value for this ‘external load’ is 16 600 900 N.
Figure 10:

Figure 10: Scheme of added pressure on the bridge mesh.

After calculating the case, the information of the stress is offered as a Scalar Map (Figure 11). The
degradation of the colors shows the magnitude of the tensions. Reddish points are the ones which
stand more compression stress while cooler colors show which parts of the aqueduct do not suffer as
much. This kind of representation makes it direct and simple to detect such critical areas.
As can be seen weight goes directly to the ground through the vertical structure while the arches just
help bracing the structure and download their own weight to the supporting pillars. It can be observed
that capitals and other bulky items do not make any structural function as their coloring is the coolest.
The deformation shape (Figure 12) shows which points are the ones to suffer more deformation.
Case A1
The second case is a replica of the first. Otherwise, we will use the data belonging to the weathered
state of the stone (B*). We see that the degradation and distribution of the compression stress Scalar
Map colors is the same since the scale in which stress is distributed does not change (Figure 13 and
Figure 14). However stress and deformation values have increased. In this case the porosity
increases and so the density drops, the resistance of the material is reduced and as a result
deformations increase.
So, logically the structure becomes much more vulnerable to the attack of weathering agents. In
addition to the effect of the wind, water or salinization, there are others such as insolation which can
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make the stone surface suffer superficial movements of expansion and contraction which may weaken
it. The collection of weathering agents can turn the stone into dust until it disappears.
Case A

Fig 11: Compression Stress Scalar Map. Case A.
Fig 12: Deformed shape. Case A.

Case A1

Fig 13:Compression Stress Scalar Map. Case A 1.
Fig 14: Deformed Shape. Case A 1.

It can be said that this case is a case of a state in the procedure of a stone in weathering, which
means in the procedure of disappearing, unless any external agent acts in order to avoid it.
Case B
The following two cases will make an assessment of the effect of the horizontal loads on the structure.
To carry out the study we will take into account the year average load of the wind (0.52 kN/m2) in the
location in addition to its own weight load.
In this first case the properties of the stone will be the ones belonging to the sane rock. The load of the
wind will be applied on the face facing the wind direction. Although the surface hit by the wind is
lightened by arches still it offers resistance to the horizontal load. The Scalar Map and the Deformed
Shape for the wind horizontal load first case show how much and in which zones the stress and the
deformation are higher.
Pillars are subjected to cut stress showing a kind of a circle stress area which center is in the middle of
the top of the structure. This can be clearly seen in the deformation Scalar Map. So we can guess that
in an extreme case, only the base of the pillars connected to the ground would remain, while the area
described by the stress circle would collapse.
Moreover, wind as a weathering agent, transports salinity from the sea, as well as grains of sand
which hit the named surface. At the place we could check how a face of the aqueduct is more affected
than the other because of the wind weathering effect.
With this case we can add a stress line to the results gathered in the first two cases. Not just some
isolated points and corners suffer stress, but the whole structure in case of horizontal loads. It can be
seen in the Scalar Maps that the arches help the structure working as a web in its entirety.
Case B1
In this last case we will assess the structure of the bridge in a weathered state (B*) for horizontal wind
load. Again, the Scalar Maps are similar to the previous. The values of deformation and stress
increase since the stone is not as resistant as in Case B. It is proved that the structure suffering is
higher if nothing stops the weathering effects.
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Figure 18 shows the effect of the wind on the edge of one of the first floor arches. The face hit by the
wind tends to lose its original shape while the other remains. Lost volume of the edge of the arch is
colored in red.
Case B

Fig 15: Compression Stress Scalar Map. Case B.
Fig 16: Deformation Scalar Map. Case B.

Case B1

Fig 17:Deformation 3D Scalar Map. Case B1.
Fig 18: Picture showing the bad state of the face of the arches facing the wind.

4.

Results

5.

Conclusion

Structural assessments enable us to detect the points we have to take more care of in this type of
structures. Cases A and A1, which carry on an assessment of vertical loads, show that in this case
corners and the parts in which the volume is reduced such as singular points and edges are the ones
that suffer more stress. In this case, some parts of the bridge held the function of bracing the structure
and do not really support important loads. This would be the situation of the arches and in an
ornamental way, of the capitals.
After seeing the third case, we can see that there are other critical areas to take into account. We
could add a new critic line to the scheme of points we have to beware of. It consists of an approximate
semicircle drawn from the top center of the structure. This line marks the place that suffers most when
the bridge supports horizontal wind load.
As the Scalar Maps show the distribution of the stress and the scale of the deformation are the same
in N and N1 cases, otherwise values change because of the loss of resistance. These values will
always get worse due to the weathering effects, up until the extreme situation of making the stones
disappear.
Recently some restoration works have been done so as to protect the monument, among them to
reinforce of weak points of the structure of the bridge. Some parts of it had been replaced in their
entirety because of their bad state. In order to contrast the data gathered in this study with the current
state of the aqueduct some pictures were collected to portray some damaged zones or parts of the
bridge (Fig.19). Weak points detected in the analysis are highlighted with a red point in the Scalar Map
elevation. These images corroborate the fact that the small parts of the structure such as corners and
edges are the ones to suffer more and are harder to maintain trough time due to their fragile state. It
can be seen that some of the parts have been already restored by the recent works due to the
opening of the new green area surrounding the bridge (Fig 20).
Structural assessment by Finite Element Method using software Salome Meca 6.3 enables easy and
fast analysis of structures behavior. Although it is qualitative data what we get in the assessment,
these procedures make the task of preventing deterioration of monuments more precise and
comfortable. This kind of analysis helps deducing which parts of the object are likely to suffer
problems. This is due to the collection of several weathering processes in addition to the own stress
efforts. As seen the areas affected correspond in most of cases to bulky surfaces and parts in which
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the area of the stone is reduced. These are the cases in which weathering processes are more violent
with the stone breaking it into small pieces or even turning it into dust so that the monument slowly
reduces its shape and volume.
Fig.19

Fig 19: Pictures taken on 28th December, 2012.
Figure 20

Figure 20: Panoramic view of the bridge and its area.

Knowing the exact points that require more attention in the prevention of deterioration, it becomes
necessary to imagine solutions so as to slow down the rhythm of the harming weathering processes.
Sometimes there is no chance to act forcefully replacing damaged stones by new ones which
weathering state is not as advanced. Other times, we may find ways to protect monuments in an
indirect way. It should be necessary to develop a project focused on protecting the surface of the
monument stones. These could consist on an aerodynamic project, for example proposing obstacles
to the wind such as trees in order that it would not hit the surface of the aqueduct as hard. Water
should also be considered proposing drains surrounding the aqueduct to reduce the capillarity of the
stones. This kind of performances might be helpful to protect monuments while taking care of
landscape.
Nowadays, protecting Heritage of Humanity has become a worrying topic because of the dramatic
fading of the entire built Heritage. It is a problem that deserves a special attention since it advances
quietly. However, there are simple ways, such as this, to start preventing and taking into account
those parts of the monument which require immediate attention.
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Abstract

Normally, the perception of the built e nvironment occurs through visual exploration, but if t he user is
visually impaired or guidance cues don’t get a single view, (i. e. with contemporary architecture), users
can feel a sense of anxiety and fru stration, lea ding to the rej ection of th e space. To think about an
imageless co mmunication is nowadays almost impossible, ho wever anoth er way of comm unicating
exists. To ge t into this different way of kno wing, it is eno ugh to pay more att ention to informatio n
coming from the “view-h elper” sen ses. This new design ap proach i s the so-called "m ultisensory
approach", which promote co nnections between th e different sensory info rmation, avoi ding th em
reaching the user in a disconnected and meaningless way. The innovation that this design method can
make, is to put men in contac t with the main feat ures of the a rchitecture, tha nks to the relationship
between him, the space a nd its eleme nts: light, void s, sounds, smells etc. Thi s way, a rem ake of the
classic eye-l eading ba sed architect ural con cept is achieve d an d stru ctural elements can help more
and more people to explore the built en vironment. Multisensory design then is a new i nterpretation of
the whole design concept.
The aim of this paper is to examine the main elements of the built environment - signs - to be used in
the design of buildings usable by people with visual impairment (blind or partially sighted).
Keywords: Plurisensory, Approach, Building, Technology, Design.

1. Introduction

The knowl edge of a pla ce or a buil t space, occurs th rough the acq uisition and subsequent
development of sensory information, which must be processed in order to h and back to th e user the
perception of the envi ronment in which he moves. The i nterest to the se a spects of project h as
produced a n ew design approach called multi-sensorial approach; the designer, to reali ze it, must b e
able to promote connections between the various perceptual information.
Until now, the pre dominant attitude wa s to allo w the orientation using the welter of data coming from
visual explo ration. Whe n, as it is often the ca se i n conte mporary archite cture, the alon e guida nce
clues are no longer sufficient to repo rt of the vari ous components and architectural functions or they
are not organized according to a unified vision, it is generating in the individual a sense of anxiety and
even of fear, that adversely it affects the balance and state of well-being.
This condition is accentuated when, to make use of a built space are people with mobility problems.
In the current society, where visual communication is predominant and where seem that without it the
world cannot progress, it thinks of a communication without images is almost impossible. Nevertheless
there is another way of communicating which, alth ough not usually used, provides i nfinite resources
and possibilities of a pplication. To ent er i n thi s diff erent way of kn owing, it is n eed to pay more
attention with to information coming from the senses that replace the view. They allow to understand
how the object can provide information various and articulated. It is, after all, a concrete and effective
system because the understanding of a message or information occurs through direct stimulation of all
the senses.
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The in novation of thi s d esign methodology is to p ut in conta ct man with th e main dimensions of
architecture thanks to the dire ct physical relationship that he can have with space and elements that
compose it: l ight an d va cuum, soun ds and sm ells of mat erials. So it ch anges classic architectural
concept based on the primacy of the eye and it puts under discussion the capability to help to explore
the built world of the various and different building elements, for a handicapped as well as for a normal
persons.
Therefore, the multi-sensorial design is a new way to live the architecture and to feel the architectural
design and so it isn't only the way to approach and overcome the problems associated with removal of
architectural barriers.
It is clear that the view is the predominant sense and the most of information are received through the
eyes. Eye fi rst on e serves to maintai n the position taken a s well as it p ermit to ch aracterize an d to
define spaces to live and to walk
Hearing h ave an equal role in the orie ntation and mobility. In fact, it contrib utes si gnificantly to the
formation of cognitive m ap of the living spa ce. Therefore, it plays an
important rol e for the
understanding of the env ironments in whi ch it m oves (it thin ks, fo r example, a s e ach one ha s
capability to perceive in dark the po sition of a noi se sou rce) a lthough it is a sen sory in put less
understood, less stable and less rich of eye.
The sen se of smell, while allowing to d etect env ironment’s n ature and characteristics by pi cking u p
odours, does not allow to determine the position of the source.
Touch, whether direct or indirect, allows to obtai n more information about the space in which you a re
located. In fact, radiant obj ects in a roo m can be detected thanks to the energy emitted or a bsorbed.
More informa tion can be obtained fro m the environment h umidity levels (i.e. the feeli ng entering a
cellar). Further th ese clues the re are t he o nes fr om hapti c perception, which p rovides in formation
about the position of surrounding objects when in direct contact with you. A wid e range of information
can be also picked up by through the contact with the floor because “attraverso il senso tattile plantare
si ottengono informazioni sulla texture della superficie del suolo, sulla sua rugosità, levigatezza,
regolarità e sulla pendenza. La percezione aptica fornisce informazioni sulla posizione attraverso la
1
direzione dei piedi e la pressione dei vestiti sul corpo” .
Further information about the p osition of man in the world around him are provided by kinesthesia: it
supplies important data related to the perception of distance and three-dimensional dynamics.
To enjoy the architecture as a sen sory whole “basta considerare per esempio, i numerosi fattori che
concorrono alla percezione completa dello spazio interno di una grande cattedrale. Qui giocano un
ruolo fondamentale la temperatura e l’irraggiamento delle pareti, l’immobilità dell’aria, l’odore d’antico,
di polvere e degli aromi usati nelle funzioni religiose, il tempo di riverberazione dei suoni registrabile
come eco, rimbombo e coda sonora, l’elevato grado d’isolamento acustico dall’esterno e la
consapevolezza delle reali dimensioni delle navate, il tutto inquadrato nella condizione di notevole
emotività in cui si trova l’osservatore” 2.
For the blind, the spatial image corresponds to a “data set” acquired through direct experience with all
the components and parts of a given space. For a normally-sighted person is sufficient to dwell on t he
threshold of a room to u nderstand it becau se he’ s able to acq uire throug h sight the mo st of the
information required to mental space construction.
The blind ma n, on the con trary, needs to "verify" t he space crossing it, listening to it, touchi ng it and
paying attention to all the non-visual stimuli characterizing the spaces.
Below t he main characterization el ements of th e built environment will be exa mined. The se
distinguishing features, to be used in d esign of b uildings usable by visually imp aired people (blind or
partially sighted), will be defined “signs” because, as those used in one-sensory design and perceived
by sight, are the guiding elements in the project and use of architectural space.
To respe ct the maxim um length re quired, in this paper o nly a coustic an d olfactory signs will b e
examined, referring to other publications for tactile signs, already widespread in practice.

2. Acoustic

signs

Acoustic signs employed in interior design can be di vided into two gro ups: active signs and passive
signs, u sed i n combi nation in th e design of archite ctural space. In fa ct, to g uide blind pe ople i nside
buildings, it is possible to modulate the acoustic response of technological elements both with the use
of suitable construction materials and with an adequate configuration of the inte rnal spaces and even
with a suitable arra ngement of the e mitting source s. Obviou sly it is imp ossible to u se in dependently
the three opportunities, but it is more efficient to organize them into an organic system of guided tours.
Emitting sources are useful but can often cause discomfort to able-bodied so they should be reduced
to a minim um by re stricting them only to the d oors-opening (m ain doo r, elev ator, etc..). It woul d b e
1

T. Empler, Progettare il comfort urbano e d’interni, Rimini 1997, pag.18

2

R de Rubertis, Progetto e percezione, Roma 1971, pag.69
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more useful to be abl e to activate them only in the p resence of blind people. In fact, it is not a difficult
task. It is sufficient to re port a rchitectural b arriers by placing sound so urces, switch able by blin d
people, in co rrespondence of them. Thi s solution would provide a safe g uide t o moveme nts without
causing nuisance to other users. Another solution could be to place some rattles, sou nding only when
struck by doors opening.
This acoustic emissions system however, is only on e element, often secondary, in the org anization of
sound-guided paths. Usua lly the blind person can e mit sound s h imself; for example, than ks to hi s
sense for obstacles, he can snap his fingers to exploit passive signs thus obtained as a guide. At this
step the atte ntion for de sign plays a key rol e be cause, app ropriately ch anging the dime nsional
relationships between co mponents, it’s po ssible to chan ge the passive resp onse, providi ng useful
information to blind person. This effect can be improved by m aking appropriate technological choices
about materials and construction techniques.
3
The first information you should know is that inn er depth should not exceed 3 m . Above this h eight
(Fig. 1) the effect of reflection is pract ically ze ro. So, it should be app ropriate that rooms’ interna l
height does not exceed 2.70m, reducing this value till 2.40 m in corrid ors. Below this value, perception
becomes virtually zero if room s are le ss tha n a meter wid e. Another key d ata is abo ut the wall s
provision. In fact, a perso n walking on a floor emits sounds spreading in all dire ctions and, e ven if in
the presence of the slab they permit locating a covered space, these sounds are substantially useless
as a gui de. Walls are therefo re e ssential to cre ate an acou stic path. A final sug gestion con cerns
changes of d irection. Th anks to acoustic signs, blin d pe ople can perceive correctly o nly ch anges of
direction at 90°. Any other an gle ha s to be sig nalled in othe r ways, avoid ing cu rved d irection
changing3.
Basically, onl y materials able to modify acou stic characteristics of the room h ave to be use d. Such
materials can be a coustically in sulating o r soundproofing, but for the p refixed purpo ses only
soundproofing materials are used. They can be divided into two categories:
1. Materials able to absorb thanks to special characteristics of their surface.
2. Materi als that ab sorb n oise be cause of thei r construction tech nology, i. e. vibrating panels and
acoustic resonators.
For th e firs t o nes, it is p ossible to re fer to th e mate rial’s in trinsic c haracteristics d efinable th rough
experimental tests (many data are available in the literature).
For the second ones, being understood to refer to market products, it seems appropriate to clarify how
they work. As is known, a part of sound energy investing the absorbent material is converted into heat,
another part is reflected and another one can pass through it. Porous materials have an internal cavity
filled with air whi ch sta rts moving whe n soun d waves penetrate and p ropagate in th e int erstices,
creating friction between air and th e walls and t ransforming acoustic energy in heat. Vibrating panels
(Fig. 2) are characterized by a thin pa nel nailed or elastically glued on two up rights connected to the
wall the way of creating an air chamber behind the panel.

Fig. 1: Height limit for sound reflection in a room

3

T. Empler op. cit. page 52 and following.
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Fig. 2: Vibrating panel

Panel’s soun d ab sorption create s a selection bet ween waves having diffe rent freq uencies, a s it
becomes a bsorbent only f or its resona nce freq uencies. T he lar ger is th e p anel’s distance from the
wall, the lower are the absorbed frequencies.
Panel’s absorption at various frequencies can be increased by interposing behind it an open-pore s or
fibrous material, with the aim to increase the damping produced by the air behind.
Cavity ab sorption (exploited by acou stic resonators) is mo re complex. An exa mple i s th e Helmholtz
resonator, consisting of a kno wn volume bottle: whe n a soun d wave enters the bottle, it compre sses
the air conta ined in, producing a push-pull wave due to it s o wn elasticity. If the inci dent soun d
frequency is equal to the resonato r fre quency, there is a perfe ct reso nance with can cellation of the
incident waves’ energy.
Cavity sou nd-absorbing p anels (Fi g. 3) are fo rmed by panel s a l ittle bit distan ced from the wall an d
have holes of different diameters in order to form different frequency resonators.
In the grap hic sche mes, referen ce wa s mad e to a ceiling p anel but the same pri nciple is also
applicable to wall coverings or floating floors.

3. Olfactory

signs

The first thing that comes into our minds when we think about a Greek temple is the purity of the lines
and the sublime harmony between the parts, but no one of us thinks about “cosa succedeva, tanto per
dire, sull’altare? C’erano mucche, tori, si sacrificava macellando gli animali. Quindi c’era sangue e
puzza... Non si pensa mai a queste cose, all’odore di un edificio... Invece questa è una parte
importante della conoscenza che si può avere di un edificio”. Plurisensory design aims to recover this
aspect of b uildings’ use, p articularly with reg ard to i ssues rel ated to the elimin ation of archi tectural
barriers fo r b lind pe ople and visu ally impaired. Fo r these pe ople in fa ct, the smell, joi ned to othe r
senses, must contribute t o the definition of places’ maps. The smells, alth ough bei ng unstable
references, can provide impre ssions and info rmation ab out the su rrounding world whi ch, if
supplemented by oth er sensory references, h elp people fully u nderstand th e characteristics of the
environment.

Fig. 3: Cavity sound-absorbing panels
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To olfactorily characterize environments, the designer should use three ways:
1. Exploit odours related to the use classification;
2. Exploit materials’ natural odours;
3. Exalt with olfactory sources certain spaces or paths.
These three design approaches, are not divergent or conflicting between themselves, so they must be
integrated to achieve the maximum effectiveness of olfactory signs in the construction of plurisensory
buildings.
Whatever the design p rocess is, it see ms app ropriate to point out that odours pro duced o r use d in
design should not create discomfort or allergic re actions. T herefore th ey mu st be within acceptable
levels, also considering the greater senses’ receptivity in people with visual impairments.
Since th e od ours level cannot be measured with o rdinary chemical a nalysis, a few yea rs ago two
4
measurement units h ave been i ntroduced (although with oth er purposes): th e olf and th e decipol ,
which can be adopted to evaluate the maximum emission levels of odours in buildings. To ensure an
indoor air q uality acceptable for the m ajority of us ers, in ag reement with the i ndications of ASHRAE
Standard 62/1989, it is assume d that the indoor air is characterized by a value of pollution perceived
(Ci) of 1,4 decipol/m2 (20% unsatisfied).
Known that5:
Ci = Ce + G/Q
where:
Ce = perceived value of outdoor air pollution [decipol]
G = ability to emit bioeffluents from all sources in the room [olf]
Q = outdoor air flow rate [l/s]
it is evident that, being co nstant the va lues of C i, C e and Q, the desi gner wh o wants to include the
olfactory signs, exploiting natural odours or putting in new ones, must necessarily act on G. However,
according to studies carried out 6, the value of G for a building o ccupied by one person eve ry 10 m 2,
should be between 0.2 olf/m 2 (for non-smokers) and 0.4 olf/m 2 (for 40% of smo kers). These values in
fact, can gu arantee a valu e of C i = 1.4 decip ol/m2 keepin g, at the same time, the external air flow
within reasonable values (1.4 l/s per m 2). Considering that one person each 10m2 is equivalent to 0.1
olf/m2, the de signer’s choice is very limited becau se he can o nly act on the re maining 0.1 olf/m2 (the
value of 0.2 olf/m 2 has been ad opted, becau se of the net reductio n in areas where smokin g is
allowed). It 'also evident that this odour load cannot be generic or annoying but should be a clear sign
design p roviding the user with useful informat ion on the a mbience. The refore th e re duction of
disturbing odours (which could be defined as “odours fund”, by analogy with the acoustics) should be
the de signer’s p riority. As in all field s, the re duction of comple xity is a fact or of a mbient noise
reduction. In other words, the possibility of obtai ning air changes through the windows without usi ng
air conditio ning or ve ntilation co nstitutes a considerable re duction of the e nvironmental olf load.
Obviously this is not al ways po ssible, and the n the techni cian sh ould search for te chnological
solutions and material abl e to reduce the facility’s olf emission. It is recall ed that currently ventilation
systems contribute for about 0.2 olf/m 2 to a b uilding olf load. It 'al so important to pay attenti on to the
average age of the air and to the effi ciency of ventilation: the olf lo ad in fact, is directly proportional to
the average age of air and inversely proportional to the ventilation efficiency.
Another im portant interfe rence component a re e missions fro m the use
classification and th e
construction materials of the buildi ng and decor. Actually this olf l oad is part of what the d esigner can
exploit as sig n design. For odours rel ated to the use classification the design er’s attention should b e
directed to wards a careful study of ven tilation with t he aim of ob taining fo r ea ch a mbience differen t
intensity and characte ristics of odo urs such as to con stitute a cha racterization of the ambien ces
similar to the colour for the non-blind.
For olf loa d due to construction mate rials, the de signer's attention should be paid to the study of
technological solutions not only in te rms of architectural requirements but also taking into account the
creation of spaces olfactory u sable. These two choices must be integ rated with the adoption o f
ornamental plants such as olfactory sources. The green interior, if properly designed according to the
olf load, is a useful guide for the blind and at the same time a co mfortable piece of furniture for the
able-bodied.
A last consideration is of a social nature: the development of new ways of life and the development of
Western civilization are pushing towards the total elimination of odours from cities and housing. This
4

The olf is defined as the rate of bioeffluents issued by a standard person; the decipol is the perceived air quality
(PAQ) in a s pace with a s ensory load of 1 o lf ve ntilated b y 10 l/s. S o 1 decipol = 0.1 o lf s/l [Ma nuale di
progettazione edilizia, Milano, 1994, vol. 2 pag. 195].
5

Manuale di progettazione edilizia, Milano, 1994, vol. 2 pag. 197

6

Manuale di progettazione edilizia, Milano, 1994, vol. 2 pag. 199
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act ce rtainly con stitutes a n impoveri shment of se nsory pe rceptions b ut also represents a cultural
impoverishment as cities and architectures are losing, also th rough this process, another typological
evolution link in the history’s continuity and in harm ony with the physi cal a nd so cio-anthropogenic
environment.
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Abstract
This contribution aims to present the experience gained by the emergency created by the earthquake
that struck L'Aquila in 2009 and several neighbouring towns. This event represented the reason why we
began our research at the Faculty of Architecture in Pescara.
Specifically, our research refers to surveys, targeted monitoring and conservation of some municipalities
of the “crater”, including those belonging to the homogeneous in area n.5. This area contains of seven
historical centers. We have surveyed the effective damage, with its representation topics, bidimensional
and tridimensional studies. Priorities dictated by the knowledge and documentation of the damage
caused by the earthquake have structured the different phases of our research, articulating them within
an operating system specifically designed with integrated methodologies. The draft survey and the
related interventions have been planned in accordance with the prefixed objectives and purposes.
Furthermore, the have been organized in stages and in different levels of detail, established according to
the urgency of the first actions of intervention regarding the "emergency phase" and the subsequent
stages decreed by the reconstruction policies. This strategy aimed to provide the technical assistance in
view of the reconstruction plans, pilot projects and strategic plans to re-evaluate the territories affected
by the earthquake in a new cultural perspective of sustainable development.
Keywords: Integrate survey, representation, monitoring, earthquake, heritage.
1.
Integrate survey and representation
The strong earthquake that on 6 April 2009 devastated the city of L'Aquila radiating in an area of about
three thousand square kilometres and affecting, to various degrees, more than 57 municipalities in
Abruzzo, provides an immediate idea on the extent of the damage, the analytical and planning difficulties
related to various organizational stages of the reconstruction.
The coordination of activities related to the different moments of emergency, the definition of a unified
methodological framework for the management of operations, required multidisciplinary experts who
were called to operate on the territory. This is where the dutiful commitment of the University of Abruzzo
derives from, the research conducted in these years by the working group of Pescara at the places hit by
the earthquake.
The different experiences assembled on the field primarily concerned the investigation of the current
situation and competence of our subject area, the organization of a cognitive system, which provides
analytical data that can graphically help the various issues of intervention.
Firstly, it must be specified that the so-called "seismic crater" has been divided into nine equal areas,
decreed by a committee that was established to handle the emergency in a systematic way, through a
Technical Structure of Mission (STM). The homogeneous areas, voluntarily grouped together, have
strengthened the ability to collaborate between the small towns that belong to it. In particular, our
research unit occupies of the N°5 homogeneous area, extending between the valley of the river Pescara
and the foothills of the eastern side, adjacent to the two National Parks of the Gran Sasso and Monti
della Laga, and Velino Sirente, where there are nine municipalities. The SCUT research centre of the G.
D’Annunzio University specifically designed seven of them.
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Fig. 1: Localization of the seven towns under study, included in the Homogeneous Area n°5.

The integrated survey activities, included in an exact Technical Specification, covered the municipalities
of Brittoli, Bussi sul Tirino, Civitella Casanova, Cugnoli, Montebello di Bertona, Popoli and Ofena, for
which an operational work-program was set up that describes the methodologies used in the different
stages point by point.
The contribution shows the operational plan and the achieved results, reporting methodologies that were
used for the acquisition of data and results, which derive from their processing, documented through the
attached graphic material.
Beginning with the support network and topographic survey, the definition of the absolute reference
system was realized, which was obtained through the identification of 4 reference points, defined with
topographic nails and appropriately positioned in respect to the perimeter of the study areas individuated
in the single historic centres.
The calculation made with GPS helped us to obtain the vertices of densification, attributed to the IGM95
network of Abruzzo region.
These were the preparatory procedures for the geo-referencing of the settlement and for a subsequent
scanning carried out with Laser instruments.
In each municipality, every topographic survey was therefore anticipated by the research of the
extremities, closest to the boundaries to be defined.
This first operation, performed in order to reconnect the measurement systems, was carried out first on
the official documentation issued by the Region, and later on the site to verify the accessibility, the status
of the vertexes themselves, and their correct position.

Fig. 2: Topographic surveys, identification and materialization of points with GPS.
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On the basis of the principal topographic polygonal lines the secondary ones were defined, inside the
settlements, and arranged in a way to be crossed longitudinally and transversely.
These latter ones allowed the topographic map coverage to be guaranteed and the restitution of the
orographic situation of the historic centres under study. The internal reference grids were realized
according to the scheme of the closed polygon rings, so we tried to create a single, large ring that
surrounds the confined zone to be pointed out, crisscrossed by linking the opposite extremes.
At the same time the targets, the points of connection were fixed and at this early stage they were
detected with topographic instruments and then got relinked with a 3D laser scanner in order to georeference the point clouds. These targets were placed evenly in the area covered by the survey, with
particular attention to the crossroads, squares, open spaces and, in general, to public places.
The detection of the areas included within the delimitations, at this stage, required the acquisition of
photographic documentation, accompanied by graphic notes that show rapid judgments about the
damage done to the architectural and urban structure, indicating the location of subservice networks that
will be useful for future inspections of internal pipelines.
The photographic survey was organized in two phases, the first is referable to the indicated image
shooting, carried out with the aim to document the damage immediately after the earthquake and to
monitor the initial state and the following interventions. The second and more detailed one, with the aim
to control the metric data and to provide a preliminary feedback between the photographic and measured
information.

Fig. 3: Overview of some of the phases of the survey, referred to one of the historic centres under study.
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Another test regarded the existing maps, comparing them with the urban reality of the individual
municipalities; these interventions allowed a first comparison to be done on the actual correlation
between the existing map data and present post-earthquake instrumental surveys.
We then proceeded, in each municipality, with the plano-altimetric survey of the urban environment, the
architectures and built spaces, aiming to resituate contour plan of the area with its altimetric profiles.
The surveying, carried out with total station, covered the detailed survey of the facades and individual
building elements for the definition and placement of the joint to the ground and, off the ground, of the
previously affixed topographic targets. The sketches and the reference monographs correspond to the
detection of the single points, which are numbered and are shown in charts.
For motives of optimization of the measurement system, it was decided to proceed in blocks, giving
priority to main roads and areas identified by the "Pilot Projects".
To reach the desired effect, in other words the definition of a map equipped with the maximum
information, the following main elements were identified, measured and summarized: blocks, appliances,
buildings, elementary volumes, public spaces, visible points of the coverings and networks of
subservices. As regards to roads and public spaces, all the necessary elements for the preparation of a
detailed plan, scale 1:500, were acquired.

!"#$%&"Overview of some graphic representations and elaborations relating to one of the surveyed historic centres.
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The surveying underwent some limitations due to the presence of scaffolding, shoring, and demarcation
of off-limits areas to the public for obvious dangers; in such situations the information regarding the
undetectable surfaces was still supplied.
The second phase, concerning the processing of the acquired data, determines the moment of the
representation, the preparation of the graphic work in two- and three-dimensional format.
In particular, the materials collected during the enterprise of photographic documentation, were partly
used to make image rectifications of facades. It has to be said that in many cases for the small road
sections, typical of the historical centres, it was not always possible to realize the appropriate photo
rectifications, balanced, in these situations with the aid of orthophotos, obtained by the restitution of point
clouds, acquired with the laser scanning. Where it was possible, the photo rectifications introduced within
the graphic design for the development of fronts were shown. In addition to the survey operations with
total station, laser scans were carried out, as required by the technical specifications. These operations,
after the apposition of the target of reference, allowed the geo-referencing of the point clouds. Each scan
was then catalogued and reported in the plan for a proper file organization and to facilitate future merge
operations.
The laser scanner survey of municipalities produced a substantial amount of information relating to the
structural, morphological, material and chromatic characteristics of the urban centres. The individual data
sets were ordered to the main streets that make up the historical centres. Following this scheme,
registration of individual scans was carried out with the aim to make the complete point cloud model.
The scans were then aligned in advance through the identification of homologous points, which are
recognized directly on the 3D (natural homologous points), after which it was decided to register "fine"
performed by software through ICP (interactive closet point) algorithms implemented in applications
devoted to the processing of 3D point cloud models. Recording operations allowed, moreover, to
assemble the data within a single three-dimensional workspace; the explained tolerances, for each
recording, from the values of Standard Deviation (RSM) and Average Deviation (AD) were maintained
below 1.5 cm. The 3d models, corresponding to every street of the city centre, were then roto-translated
in relation to the topographic network indicated by the targets, acquired bi-univocally both through the
topographic station, both the laser scanner. This way, complete models of the surveyed area were
obtained, which are oriented to the national cartographic system.
As to the production of two-dimensional works, after having optimized the model, horizontal and vertical
sections have been realized in order to obtain maps and longitudinal and transversal sections of the
urban areas. On the contrary, a series of virtual floors have been constructed on the street fronts, parallel
to the layout of the individual facades, to which the view has been aligned. Using the 3D model of
colorized point cloud, orthophotos were produced of every facade by screen shot mosaicking. To finish
the orthophotos, scaled and reassembled in CAD, they were aligned with sections that derive from the
model and they provided the basis for the preparation of line charts and photomaps.
To conclude, such study models were obtained from this experience that can be explored and monitored
in laboratory and that, in the first place, made it possible to provide the necessary technical assistance
for the preparation of the Plans of Reconstruction in the emergency phase, allowing then to assist the
Pilot Projects and Strategic Plans, designed to revitalize the areas damaged by the earthquake in a new
cultural perspective of sustainable development.

!"#$%'(% 3D model illustration of one of the surveyed historic centres, #$%&'(
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Fig.	
  6:	
  Territorial context of the towns included in the Homogeneous Area n°5.
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Abstract

It has become common to observe that the spatial and social displacement of people has been
accelerating around the world at a fast pace. Displacement provokes disruptions and shifts of
meanings and conventions. Architecture can function as a receptacle, as an instrument, or as staging
of displacement. Sometimes, architecture manages to generate possibilities to turn contradiction into
ambivalence.
Cultural representations of memory, migration and migrant experiences provide fruitful points of
departure for the development of new theoretical concepts of place and belonging that have direct
effect on built architecture and urban form.
Jordan has received two primary waves of Iraqi refugees; the first arrived after the 1991 Gulf War.
Many of these Iraqis were middle class, including doctors, intellectuals, and teachers. Since the start
in 2003 of the war in Iraq, increasing numbers of Iraqi nationals have left their homes for different parts
of Iraq or have taken residence in neighbouring countries, particularly Jordan and Syria. Iraqi refugees
and migrants in Jordan represent a large sector of society; this research looks into the current
architecture or urbanisms of displacement which took place in the city of Amman as a result of Iraqi
migration into the city.
This research proposes a theoretical framework to examine the effects of Iraqi migration on urban
form and urbanism in the city of Amman. The author looks at four agencies of impact (movement of
capital, people, information, and culture) and their effects. These consequences, the author suggests,
are expressed in the configuration of urban space, urban form, and urbanism in Amman. The goal of
the research is to offer a critical framework for studying impact of migration and refugees on third
world cities urban form.
Keywords: Displacement Architecture, Iraqi Refugees, Amman, Identity.

1. Introduction

It has been noted that refugees, through the process of forced migration, lose aspects of their
identities that were embedded in their former communities, jobs, skills, language, and culture. Upon
arrival in a new society, they seek to reconstruct their identity.
The increasingly complex relationship between the local and the global, „the near' and „the far away',
has emerged as one of the defining characteristics of contemporary societies. With globalization's
increased mobility of people and speed of information exchange, and the cultural encounters resulting
from it, traditional essentializing and stabilizing definitions of terms such as 'home', 'belonging', 'place',
'identity' and „memory' have long become problematic and more adequate understandings of these
conceptions are much sought after.
The issues of migrant resettlement, adaptation and acculturation have received increasing attention
from social scientists. A dominant paradigm is Acculturation Theory, proposed by Berry in the 1980s,
explains how individuals from a cultural background react when in contact with another culture (mostly
in the context of immigration). The theory posits that, depending on how these individuals react to the
“host” culture and how much of their “home” culture they retain, individuals will either; integrate,
assimilate, reject or become marginalized.
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Thus Iraqis in Amman are not recognized as refugees as the international meaning of the word
suggests, but they are active residents of Jordan, participating in transforming the community's
economic, social and urban status of the city. [11]

2. Research Hypothesis

This research aims to identify how the built environment is rendered and shaped by community
identities. The object of the research is to pinpoint the effect of immigration on place transformation. It
also aims to examine both new and historical urban fabric, and discover the different ways that they
are occupied and transformed in reference to identity formation.
By examining both urban and suburban conditions, and discovering the different ways that they are
occupied and transformed in reference to identity formation. Also by examining the experience of
identity formation in a representative cross section of the city; the research seeks to identify both the
significance and nature of architecture and urban form as part of the identity of individuals and
communities. It will question whether „place attachment‟ is still a valid concept, and should look in
detail at the changing notions of cultural identity, as well as concepts of place identification and
community belonging, through examination of displaced Iraqis influence upon architecture and urban
form in the city of Amman. The aim is to look at new buildings and new urban influences, and also to
examine the existing and historical urban spaces that are being occupied and transformed by Iraqis for
different purposes.
The case with the Iraqi Diaspora in Jordan, and in Amman specifically, is that they have mastered the
art of impact without real-time integration with the Ammani society. They're main catalysers of social
and urban development. Empowered by strong capital and investment talents, they seem to transform
and influence many changes inside the urban realm of the city.
Melvin Webber's celebrated "Non place Urban Realm" is what best describes the new metropolitan
multicultural new city of Amman; where the built environment is subject to constant change due to
different waves of immigrants coming into the city. Each group bringing part of their culture to the new
city that does not represent a singular one identity place but a multi layered one urban realm.
The current forms of urban morphology that are occurring in the city of Amman, and the responsive
developments initiated by new waves of displaced Iraqis and their counter effects build on what Melvin
Webber describes as: “Dynamic, locational patterns of human communication that occur through
space but transcend any given place.” The Iraqis in the city are creating points of arrival for their transplaced identity and culture inside the urban fabric of the city. In these points of arrival Iraqis can meet
and socialize with fellow Iraqis and create a sense of home within their new city. One important point
of arrival, is the restaurant or café, where 75% of guests are Iraqis, it is the new found Iraqi “medieval
church” within each neighbourhood of western Amman, where an adequate number of Iraqi families
are clustered. [15]

3. Refugees in Jordan

Jordan has the highest ratio of refugees to total population of any country in the world, and is host to
the largest number of Palestinian refugees under the mandate of the United Nations Relief and Works
Agency (UNRWA). Jordan acted generously towards these refugees, granting them fully-fledged
citizenship while UNRWA provides health and education services.
Although Jordan is not a signatory to the 1951 Refugee Convention, both the authorities and civil
society are sensitive to refugee and human rights issues. The Government considers the Iraqis in the
country to be guests, rather than refugees, which ensures that they are secure and respected, but fails
to provide them with a clear legal status.
While most Jordanians show tolerance and hospitality to the people of concern to UNHCR in their
midst, the country's national systems and infrastructure have come under strain. The pressure has
become more acute over the past two years due to the financial and economic crises, and was
exacerbated in early 2011 as a consequence of the "Arab Spring". As refugees from many Arab
countries have taken refuge in the country including those from Libyan and Syrian nationalities. One of
the largest groups of Syrian refugees resides in Al-Zaatari camp, figure (1) which is home to more
than half a million Syrian refugees [1].
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Fig. 1: Refugees fleeing the violence in Syria gather at an emergency camp for Syrians in Zaatari village, east of
Mafraq Governorate, Jordan. Le Monde, 2012.

3.1 IRAQI Refugees in Jordan
Throughout the 1990s hundreds of thousands of Iraqis fled their country, mainly Iraqi Shia and Kurds.
Iran took the bulk of those refugees but by 1995, Iraqis also began to head to Jordan either to settle
there or to use Jordan as a transit base to other countries. Although there are no accurate statistics on
Iraqi refugees in Jordan before the 2003 war, it was estimated that by 1996 there were 100,000 Iraqis.
By 2003, their numbers were put at 250,000 to 350,000 and only 30,000 were legally permanent
residents in Jordan [2].

Fig. 2: Iraqi women in Downtown Amman area selling smuggled cigarettes, 2003.
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In the immediate aftermath of the 2003 invasion, the first waves of Iraqis to flee were similar to the
initial groups of refugees in the 1990s.
One of the issues facing international humanitarian organizations and research institutions is the fact
that the Iraqi refugees, unlike refugees in many other war-torn areas, are not living in camps or tents;
the vast majority of them are urbanites heading to urban centres [3].
The majority of the Iraqi community in Jordan resides in Amman, and had originally come from
Baghdad. The population of Iraqis in Jordan is almost exclusively urban and hence most of them
benefit from the infrastructure in the capital city of Amman and other large cities. Almost all
households are connected to the public electricity network, the water network and the sewage
network.

Fig. 3: Downtown Amman in 2003 home to less privileged Iraqis of pre 2003 migration waves.

Many Iraqis have been forced by their financial circumstances to move to poorer parts of Amman.
Fafo‟s survey [4], indicates that 25 per cent of Iraqi households in Jordan own their dwellings.
Household wealth plays a factor in home ownership; 60 per cent of the households in the highest
wealth group own their houses, whereas only 1 per cent of the poor households do.
Lowest Wealth
Low Wealth
Middle Wealth
High Wealth
Highest Wealth

21.5
19.8
13.3
11.0
34.5

Table 1: Iraqis in Jordan, household wealth and employment of household heads (in %) - after Fafo [4].

In fact, with the passage of time, a real gap in wealth and status has evolved among Iraqis in Jordan.
While there are stories of successful entrepreneurs whose business is booming, 100 thousands of
other Iraqis are relying on humanitarian aid for food and blankets.
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Fig. 4: Three Commercial Buildings in Mecca Street owned by one Iraqi investor. [16]

Fig. 5: Neighbourhoods in western Amman marked with (A) where wealthy Iraqis and investors own houses and
businesses, and have invested in real-estate market. (B) Is the old Down Town of Amman where less privileged
Iraqis prior to 2003 settled.

Some of the better-off groups have investments in and outside Jordan, and some even kept their
investments in Iraq. Again, the survey shows a strong correlation between the household‟s economic
status and the size of their investments. Within the households in the highest wealth group, 40 per
cent have investments in Jordan, Table 2. [4].
Apart from purchasing their own houses to live in, some Iraqis invested in the property market which is
considered one of the backbones of Jordan‟s economy. From 2002– 05, the value of Iraqi transactions
in the Jordanian housing market has doubled each year, rising from about five million Jordanian dinars
(JD) to JD 100 million (one Jordanian dinar is equal to $1.4). The value of Iraqi transactions as a
percentage of all foreign transactions also increased dramatically from 21 per cent in 2002 to 68 per
cent in 2005. Obviously, these purchases boosted property prices in Jordan and added to the
inflationary pressures in the housing market [2].
During 2004– 06, the Jordanian economy witnessed strong gross domestic product (GDP) growth
rates of 8.4 per cent, 7.2 per cent and 6.3 per cent respectively. The reasons for this growth have
more to do with external and regional factors than government reforms.
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Fig. 6: Photo rendering of JD 80 million mega mall project in Sweifieh District in Western Amman by Amwaj
Properties owned by Iraqi investors.

Among those reasons were the ramifications of the Iraq war, increased wealth and savings in the oil
producing Gulf countries which led to a rise in foreign flows into Jordan. One of the engines behind the
impressive growth of GDP is the construction sector, which has grown by an average of 10.7 per cent
each year from 2003– 07 to meet the demand for housing by the new wave of refugees. The Jordan
Times estimated that the arrival of Iraqi families in 2004 and early 2005 pumped $2 billion into the
Jordanian economy, and that „clearly contributed to accelerating the cycle of the economy‟ [5].
3.2 Displaced Iraqis Identity
Identity is the foundation to a sense of belonging. It is the means by which people locate themselves
as members of communities and groups and how they define their place in society. Identities are not
singular, nor are they stable. New patterns in population movement, developments in transport and
advances in electronic communication have loosened traditional ties between residence and identity.
There has been a move from the community sociality of physically localised connections, to an
increasing “network sociality” of informational, ephemeral and often temporary associations [6].

Fig. 7, 8: Esagila is an Iraqi restaurant in Western Amman owned by an Iraqi investor named after Esagila the
famous ancient temple in Babylon.
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Fig. 8

The globalizing era of rapid economic and cultural transformation has unsettled cultural locations and
their settled ways. Those practices, beliefs, and ideas that were once considered folk culture and
defined as organic expressions of locally lived experiences are, with ever increasing speed, being
unsettled. The mobility and mobilization of both populations and territories raises questions about the
nature of the ties social groups have to their places, about the durability of these ties and the kind of
settlement practices enacted for those on the move [7].
The idea of belonging to a “community,” for example, is never simply the recognition of cultural
similarity or social contiguity. It is instead a categorical identity that is characterized by various forms
of exclusion and constructions of otherness [8]. Berry's acculturation theory when applied to Iraqi
diaspora represents varieties of adaptation that differ according to the group economic situation. But
Berry‟s model recognizes the importance of multicultural societies, minority individuals and groups,
and the fact that individuals have a choice in the matter of how far they are willing to go in the
acculturation process [11]. Immigrants involved in cultural transitions because of migration must cope
with their new cultural-societal pressures and standards. They must make sense of their new social
environment and decide how and/or whether they are going to integrate themselves into the host
culture. How is it that they develop situated behaviour patterns that are adaptive within the larger
context [12].
Many Iraqi restaurants in western Amman are social Iraqi hubs where Iraqis could meet, and wedding
ceremonies could take place. The interiors of these restaurants are vivid and have nostalgic elements
that echo Baghdad or Mosul or any other city in Iraq. The naming of the restaurant is also nostalgic; it
may refer to street names in Baghdad or Mesopotamian references or traditional dishes, etc.
The Iraqi restaurants of western Amman are not only places where Iraqis can eat, but they also
represent political arenas. Scattered between the streets of Sweifieh, Abdoun, Umm Uthaina and
Rabiah districts; they mark the territorial zones and act like middle ages churches or Islamic mosques,
or as points of arrival for Iraqi displaced culture and identity.
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Fig. 9: Interior of (Zad El Khair) Restaurant in Umm Uthaina District - framed pictures on the walls are vintage
photos from Bagdad and Mosul.

Fig. 10: (Zad El Khair) Restaurant in Umm Uthaina District – Exterior. Detached restaurant buildings became
prevalent Iraqi investors' favorites. Restaurant and café culture has been a significant trend of post Iraqis Amman.

4. Displaced Iraqis and the Changing Face of Amman

Jordan experienced a high rate of urbanization during the last five decades leading to concentration of
population in the main cities. This has created high demand for the opening up of huge areas to meet
housing, commercial, industrial and other service planning requirements.
The Urbanization in Jordan is the result of a rapid population growth caused by high natural growth
and a flow of refugees. Historically, urban immigration in Amman has increased at rates that have
exceeded those of infrastructure development in the destination cities, resulting in concentration of
population and increasing of population density. Continuous migration flows have largely contributed
to an increase of the population density and built-up areas, one of the main effects of such a situation
is the transformation of settlement structures and urban services, figure 10.
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Fig. 11: Increased population means more demand on housing and a construction boom, but more strain on
public services.

The population growth of Amman since the second half of the 20th century has been phenomenal, in
terms of its population, density, and socio-economic characteristics. This has transformed Amman
from small town in the early 1920s of little more than 3000 people to a major city with a population of
2.4 million people. [9].
Currently, the spatial characteristics of the urban areas of Amman had become increasingly complex.
The peak in the population number indicated an increase in the fragmentation of the urban areas, and
decreases the existence of open spaces inside the urbanized areas, figure 11.

Fig. 12: The peak in the population means more congestion and less open spaces inside the urbanized areas

Due to the marked difference in socio-economic conditions, the form of urbanization in west Amman is
considerably different from that observed in east Amman. The urban growth under the Amman Land
Use Master Plan has been influenced by economic development of the country and the city. In the
east it is over populated while the west is more fragmented, thus the wealthy Iraqis found holes to fill
in the vacant pricy lands of west Amman.
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Fig. 13: Name of one of the streets in Umm Uthaina District in Western Amman: Al-Furat after the famous
Euphrates River of Baghdad.

The urbanization of Amman has also produced several patterns. The new urban areas were quickly
assimilated into the old urban centre by the rapid and unexpected economic growth that followed the
privatization reforms, while the areas of east Amman remained relatively less developed [9].
Amman, a city of refugees and migrants, Amman‟s inhabitants arrived in waves that resonate with the
convulsions of the landscape upon which they settled. The steep hills of the city‟s eastern parts and
natural setting reinforced distinctions between groups. It provided shelter for the reconstitution of poor
communities of Iraqi refugees, those were the ones that claimed the status quo of politically displaced
and under privileged [10]. Jordan‟s population is just over six million people and its informal economy
is small and there is no doubt that the influx of so many Iraqis in a period of several years has put
tremendous pressure on the quality of the infrastructure and the level of government services,
particularly in Amman.

5. Summary

Iraqi diaspora in Jordan are not like any other ordinary refugees and displaced people as a result of
war. They are residents of a city that they are participating in transforming socially and economically,
in a way that is changing its urban typology and development.
The majority of Iraqis in Amman come from good economic backgrounds and a very good percentage
are active investors in the real estate and construction sectors.
Effects of Iraqi migration on urban form and urbanism in the city of Amman are tangible. Four
agencies of impact including movement of capital, people‟s identity, information, and culture have
affected the lifestyle and urban morphology of the city.
The configuration of urban space is affected by Iraqis in a way that is felt in the city‟s urban form. The
effects of migration on third world cities urban form and social life are tremendous, because cities like
Amman have not formed their own strong identity yet. Amman is less than a century old city, which
means that a large number of people moving into a small populated city and country can have their
impacts on social life and also on the urban form, as well as architecture and architectural behaviour
of the residents from all backgrounds.
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Abstract

During the XIX century, Giuseppe Jappelli (1783-1852) worked in Padua both as architect and city
planner. His projects changed the urban aspect, even if the appearance of the city would be modified
more deeply with the construction of his unrealized designs. There are, nevertheless, two engravings
which represent a virtual garden thought for the interior of Palazzo della Ragione in Padua to wave the
arrival of the Majesties Franz I and Maria Ludovika in December 20th 1815. Jappelli, who had a great
experience in theatre sets, was influenced by the Projective Geometry rules, that during those years
had been entirely codified. Our paper reconstructs those virtual spaces and links the engravings by
Maina, that show the Jappelli’s design, to the geometric rules and their exceptions. Starting from a
study on the Jappelli’s way to draw architecture and engeneering machines, considered inside the
international context of the Descriptive Geometry, we proceeded to create from an inverse perspective
a virtual garden to reach knowledge on perspective theories and practices in scenographic screens for
theatre.
Keywords: Descriptive Geometry, 3D modeling, Architectural Drawing, Giuseppe Jappelli

1. Jappelli and the Architectural Drawing in the XIX century (A. Giordano)

Among the studies on Vision and Perspective, in the first decade of the nineteenth century a new
prevailing model of observer comes in Europe, radically different from the type that characterized the
earlier centuries and this for a series of phisio-philosophical researches on the act of vision [1] but,
according to some researchers, thanks to a broader range of social practices and domains of
knowledge, based on the use of optical instruments, ancient (such as the camera obscura), or new
invention (such as the stereoscope). Studies of Herman von Helmholtz, John Ruskin, Arthur Parsey,
William Herdman, just to mention some few scholars [2], become emblematic of a century that takes
another important step towards the complete mathematical generalization of Perspective, with the
coding, as we know, of Projective Geometry by the French-Swiss mathematician Jean-Victor
Poncelet.
However we see, throughout Europe, a renewed scientific production in the context of Descriptive
Geometry, particularly in Germany, with specialized publications that accompany, at the dawn of
nineteenth century, the education of the architect and, beside the study of Physics and of
Mathematics, Drawing plays a foundational role in the theoretical corpus of studies of architecture [3].
Drawing has been finalized till nowadays to the representation and communication of the architecture,
particularly in nineteenth century when this discipline reached its technical and expressive peak.
Drawing thus emerges as privileged means for the construction of the project and the subsequent
construction of the buildings, but also as an autonomous art that allows image processing, whose
interest is independent from the represented object [4]. During the XIX century, like pictorial and
sculptural works, architectural drawings are also shown on several occasions and prestigious venues
such as the Annual Exhibition in Paris and the Royal Academy in London, clearly intended for the pure
enjoyment of the general public, thus inaugurating a trend - not only operational - which will last until
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the early twentieth century, to the point that sometimes the architectural drawing compete with the
architecture itself [5]. There is thus a wide graphic production, supported by the methods of
representation now known and understood not so much as a figurative expression of the design
process or as a tool of interpretation of the designer intentions, but rather as exercise imitating the
reality, which identifies in the relationship with the antique a preferential model to copy. Italian art and
classical antiquity, active elements in the formation of the architect after the Renaissance, in the
nineteenth century play an even more important role. And the journeys to Italy or, as in Anglo-Saxon
most famous diction, the Grand Tours, until then reserved to a small milieu of privileged people - as
guests of the Academie de France in Rome, or artists or architects as part of the entourage of a prince
or a collector/connoisseur - become more affordable; to them it is due the copious graphical works of
personalities such as Henri Labrouste, Pierre Martin Gauthier, Paul Marie Letarouilly, to name just a
few of the protagonists. Their works, essential for the emergence of the modern Drawing disciplines,
will greatly contribute to lay the foundations even of the idea of Survey, if we consider that the basics
“… di una così notevole produzione sono da ricercare nello studio delle esperienze dei secoli
precedenti, nel perfezionamento della strumentazione messa a punto nel ‘700 e nella codificazione
della geometria descrittiva, mentre la produzione stessa è caratterizzata da un vivo interesse per la
conoscenza e il restauro dell’architettura monumentale, dallo studio dei periodi storici esulanti da
quello classico e da quello rinascimentale, nonché da un nuovo modo di concepire il rilievo, proprio di
alcune grandi figure di rilevatori…” [6].
But certainly, among others, we want to emphasize the presence of three personalities that
characterize this century for the use they make of the Drawing. Let's start with Jean-Nicolas-Louis
Durand (1760-1834), author of two famous collections of buildings surveys published in Paris, the
most famous of which is Recueil et Paralléle des Edificies de Tout Genre, Anciens et Modernes [7],
where it is possible to find pictures of ancient and modern buildings represented in the same scale of
reduction. But the importance of Durand lies in its contribution to the architectural design process, that
he considers inseparable from the graphic-figurative substrate of the methods of representation, now
encrypted. Professor at the Ecole Polytechnique from 1799 to 1821, in this prestigious academic
institution he holds his Leçons d'Architecture, collected in two volumes. Durand articulates and
develops its course both from the theoretical point of view - supporting the thesis of the disciplinar
autonomy of the architecture - and from the practical point of view - with a research directed to the
development of a code for the rational construction of the architectural design. He also prepares a
methodical catalog of types because he thought that, to reach a good design, it will be useful the
knowledge of exempla as well as the mastery of a method based on Geometry and Drawing [8]. The
first volume of Leçons ends with a table (Fig. 1) that pragmatically illustrates the “Marche à suivre
dans la composition d’un projet quelconque”: starting from a pair of orthogonal axes, Durand get to the
creation of a modular grid that plays the role of structural spatial warp, where the architectural
elements are hierarchically ordered.

Fig. 1: J.-N.-L. Durand, Marche à suivre dans la composition d’un projet quelconque, from Précis des leçons
d’architecture, Parigi 1813.
Fig. 2: J.-N.-L. Durand, Exemple des funestes effets, from Précis des leçons d’architecture, Parigi 1813.
Fig. 3: E. E. Viollet le Duc, Saint-Denis Survey, from Dictonnaire raisonné dell’Architecture francaise du XI au
XVI siecle, Parigi 1854-1869, voce ‘Trait’.

The mongian projections, which – through their tyrannical orthogonality – make measurable and
executable the draft, in this cultural horizon play a decisive role, sublimated by the simultaneous
presence on a single sheet. Compared to Boullée, although he considers this visionary architect his
master, Durand prefer not to represent atmospheric effects or shadows in order to ‘redeem’ the
inevitable bi-dimensionality linked to the Method of Monge, laconically rejecting the use of watercolor,
preferred by those who believes that purpose of the architecture is to support the eye (Fig. 2).
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Similar importance, but with different purposes and different cultural approaches, is ascribed to
Drawing by Emmanuell Eugene Viollet-le-Duc (1814-1879), which will contribute greatly to convey
different intellectual energies towards the birth of modern Handbooks [9].
It is through these words that Viollet-le-Duc, probably the most influential theorist of architecture of the
nineteenth century, decrees the end of the eighteenth century and of Classicism. In the thought of
Viollet-le-Duc, the Technique becomes the rational basis of each architecture. In the Gothic structure
he sees a constructive principle that must be methodological paradigm of the future architecture, not
determined by a taxonomy of external historicized forms, but internal and fundamental (Fig. 3).
In this regard, le-Duc writes in his Entretiens sur l'Architecture that the real art matter are symmetry
and shape and each architecture is based on a principle first condition of structure [10]. Discussing the
relationship between the parts and the whole into a building, he highlights a deep relationship between
nature and architectural structure. And recognizing this romantic and organic feature of Viollet-Le-Duc,
intrinsic in his interpretation of the Gothic, it is possible to explain his influence on the twentieth
century Avant-Garde, on the Art Nouveau artists and architects, as well as on those of the Chicago
School [11]. Keeping in mind these considerations, what is the contribution to Representation given by
Viollet-le-Duc, whose graphic production plays a key role? In fact, his views will have the greatest
impact on issues of Representation, as we have seen for the Design. And the Drawing will be placed
as dialectic term between theory and practice in the definition of architecture. “L’idea di sottoporre
l’arte e le pratiche dell’architettura a regole scientifiche della geometria e della matematica è
un’aspirazione, con origini molto antiche, che prende sostanza nei nuovi insegnamenti che si vanno
strutturando nelle scuole politecniche alla metà del Settecento” [12]. Le-Duc’s ideas will encourage
this dialectic, which already found in the treaties the theoretical explanation, and will find in the
handbooks the practice explication.
Precisely in the context of nineteenth-century handbooks authors, a leading figure is Jean Baptiste
Rondelet (1743-1829). His Traité théorique et pratique de l'art de bâtir [13] is, despite the
programmatic statement of intent, a handbook since not only implements an architectural theory
through case studies, but also because it refers explicitly to Monge Géométrie Descriptive. This
handbook, structured as a precise and scientifically informed 'breviary' of building technology,
addresses both eminently practical questions - such as the organization of building site, the estimation
of artifacts, the durability of the materials, etc.. -, discussed on the basis of tectonic exempla drawn
from the past and from current events, but turns its attention also to the architectural Representation,
so that construction problems will find their solution not only in the building site but on the designer
drawing board, by virtue of graphic-geometric procedures (orthogonal projections) that can guarantee
a faithful and rigorous two-dimensional representation of three-dimensional objects [14]. In particular,
the third book of his Traité deals with Descriptive Geometry applications, organized as a classical text
of this subject: after an initial part set to the teaching of plane curves tracing, Rondelet follows up a
chapter - entitled Tracé des épures -, where the projections and the development of solids,
contextually to problems of determination of true shape of figures and amplitude of angles, find
solution in easy and understandable way, with the aid of clear construction drawings (Figs. 4-5).
Rondelet accepts the concept of projection, proposing an effective analogy between the orthogonal
projections and the shadow that solids (to be represented) projecting, if exposed to sunlight, on a
plane perpendicular to the rays.

Fig. 4: J. B. Rondelet, Projections of solids, tab. 24, from
Traité théorique et pratique de l’art de bâtir, Paris 1802.

Fig. 5: J. B. Rondelet, Vis de Saint-Gilles, tab.
62, from Traité théorique et pratique de l’art de
bâtir, Paris 1802.
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However, if on the one hand the strict codification of Monge Method shows how the question about
Representation is following principles strictly functional and educational, on the other hand
Perspective - even if Poncelet will codifies and systematizes its projective origin - occurs in nineteenthcentury thought with considerations on the physiological and psychological act of seeing,
considerations that introduce significant elements of discussion in the cultural debate of the time, with
non-negligible impact on attempts to make the drawn image more consonant with the structure of the
eye.
In this cultural period Giuseppe Jappelli (1783-1852) operates: the Venetian architect greatly
contributed to 'redraw' the configuration of Padua [15]. His large graphic production consists of 375
specimens (cartographic drawings, gardens designs, palaces, public buildings, monuments,
landscape interventions, building details and even furniture), all stored within the same dossier in the
Gabinetto Disegno e Stampe del Museo d’Arte of Padua [16]. This extensive collection unequivocally
demonstrates the long career of the Venetian architect and, although most of the projects never found
effective realization [17], embodies an ambitious idea, as general as homogeneous, which could
deeply has changed the aspect of the city. To fully understand the nature of these drawings is
necessary to turn our gaze to his training period, linked to Napoleonic French culture. Although
subjected to an approximate analysis, it is not surprising that almost all of Jappelli’s drawings have
been performed using the Mongean Method, as we can guess from faint traces of construction lines
that link two 'images' of the same architectural, civil or mechanical, subject (Fig. 6); and even when,
for practical reasons, some representations of a subject are on separate tables, construction lines
retain their connection (Fig. 7): Jappelli then joined with enthusiasm to the new method, proving to be
well ahead of the Italian academic circles; in fact, although the orthogonal projection immediately find
fertile ground in the Germanic professional culture, Italy will adhere much later - probably for political
reasons, as in case of England. This is demonstrated by the fact that the first real contribution on this
subject comes only in 1868 with the publication of Giusto Bellavitis (1803-1880) - Professor Emeritus
of the University of Padua - titled Lezioni di Geometria Descrittiva [18]. In spite of in Italy Descriptive
Geometry has not found a ready acknowledgment in scientific circles, Jappelli, who unlike his
colleagues comes to the profession of architect after receiving a less academic and more practical
training, recognizes the revolutionary impact method of representation introduced by French officers,
with whom he has certainly the opportunity to confront during his stay in Lombardia. Jappelli’s design
drawings reveal a close correspondence between plans, elevations and sections, highlighting how he
caught perfectly the convenience of representing through figures that lie on a single plane, on which
among other things can solve some problems of space - such as finding the intersection of the
surfaces in the genesis of the geometric vaults - using rigorous constructions such as to allow the
passage from reality, or from the idea, to its precise two-dimensional representation and vice versa.
Yet, it is ironic to think that for an installation project on to the Palazzo della Ragione, did not remain
any graphical trace, if not an interpretation made by Maina which, as we shall see, adopts without
hesitation the graphic tradition of Perspective.

Fig. 6: G. Jappelli, Poncelet’s Wheel, MCPd, Gabinetto
disegni e stampe, Padua Museo d’Arte, inv. 1479.

Fig. 7: G. Jappelli, Caffè Pedrocchi, MCPd, Gabinetto
disegni e stampe Padua Museo d'Arte, inv. 154502.

1.2 Jappelli and the informal garden: an illusionistic set in Padova (C. Monteleone)
It was 1815 when, for the visit of Emperor Franz I, the “builder of romantic gardens” [19] Giuseppe
Jappelli introduced, first in the cultural landscape of his region, the so-called informal garden, setting,
inside the huge hall of Palazzo della Ragione in Padua, a mixture of optical illusion and reality,
combining painting with physical elements such as: hedges and shrubs, rocks and fountains,
colonnades and temples [20]. This particular episode helps to correctly position in the European scene
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the multi-faceted personality of our Venitian engineer-architect, which took advance – we can assume
– of the diplomatic opportunity to relate his illusionistic garden to the dispute over the paternity about
the origin of the landscape garden, started in Padua, in the late eighteenth century, by some
prominent members of the Italian culture. In these discussions, for example, Pindemonte defended the
italian birthright of the “English” garden [21], because in the Gerusalemme liberata, describing the one
belonged to Armida, Torquato Tasso had described it using these words: “E quel, che’l bello e’l caro
accresce a l’opre, L’arte che tutto fa, nulla si scopre” [22].

Figs. 8-9: Illusionistic informal garden: view of the spiral column and view of the circular temple. Design by. G.
Jappelli, engravings by G. Maina.

Two engravings (Figs. 8-9), performed by Maina for the important historical event, show that Jappelli
proposed a romantic garden, on the one hand, leaving the rigid geometric “French” organization,
which was widely used in the previous two centuries, and on the other, maintaining the close
relationship between artifice and nature, vision and deception, typical of the same tradition, as
evidenced by the chronicles of the time: “[…] Con notturno spettacolo, tramutando in giardino la nostra
gran Sala della Ragione. Ascendere scale, entrare una stanza, e vedervi una notte d’inverno bosco,
viali, prati, acque correnti, ponti, grotte, colline, diverse fabbriche di ornamento; e gli effetti gradevoli
della luce usata con pittoresco artificio, incoronata dalle fronde, riflettuta dai zampilli della fontana, […]
parve un racconto arabo diventato realtà; e durò appunto, come uno di que’ fantastici racconti, una
notte” [23]. The design of this informal garden cannot be solely attributed to the desire of adhering to
the changing taste of his time; especially if we keep in mind the cultural training of Jappelli, it is
necessary to consider not only some political implications, but also the creation of a skillful interplay
between nature and engineering artifice, designed to visually impress and deceive the observer. The
Venetian engineer-architect began his career in 1803 as an expert surveyor, falling back on this
profession after attending only for one year the Clementine Academy in Bologna, to become an
architect, according to the usual path [24].
At first he worked with cartographers and experienced technicians [25] until, forced by the changed
political circumstances, he joined the Armée d'Italie [26], in particular, it was this last experience to
generate his substantial professional advancement [27], following the French armed forces, who at
that time conveyed the latest scientific knowledge, developed at the École Polytechnique in Paris. This
cultural debt is confirmed by his unconditional adoption of the Mongean Method as best tool suited to
the representation of architecture and engineering machines, as well as by his use of the Durand’s
Module as foundation design for the plans of buildings [28]. It could be argued, therefore, that the
establishment of a illusionistic informal garden have played for Jappelli a political role, embodying
“social freedom” in a “free-garden” and coming into conflict with the formalistic design, symbol of the
nobility of France [29]. By the way it is interesting to note this kind of free compositions could be found
also considering the European engineering tradition, in particular the one developed during the early
seventeenth century by the figure of Salomon De Caus.
It is above all the 'cave', one of the most characteristic elements of the informal garden, that clarifies
the link between Jappelli and European engineering tradition, linked to the perceptual deception,
carried out using mechanical artifices, masked by natural elements. For example, the Grote of Orfee
(Fig. 10), depicted in the De Caus’ treatise, entitled Les Raisons des forces mouvantes (Paris 1624),
welcomes the mythological figure of Orpheus, moved by hydden machines and placed inside an
apparently natural cave, but in reality created by placing the appropriate artificial material; in the same
way during 1817, only two years after the "stage" set for Palazzo della Ragione in Padua, Jappelli
designed and built ab ovo – still emulating nature – for Andrea Cittadella Vigodarzere’s garden in
Saonara (Fig. 11), a cave within which a stream of water made its way among artificial stalactites and
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stalagmites, surrounding the giant statue of the hermaphrodite idol Baffolometto [30].
In conclusion, the garden built in Padua for the visit of the Emperor Franz I, falls, though conveyed in
the romantic context of the beginning of the nineteenth-century, in the sphere of the "illusionistic
scenes", optically constructed to deceive an observer, as it will be shown in the subsequent analyzes.

Fig. 10: Grote of Orfe. Salomon De Caus, Les Raisons des forces
mouvantes, Paris 1624.

Fig. 11: G. Jappelli Cave of the
Cittadella Vigodarzere’s garden in
Saonara, 1817.

1.3 Two engravings (I. Friso)
According to what has been emphasized till now this kind of practice of combining painted scenes with
solid objects, that mislead the observer, was developped during the XVII century. One of the most
important example of this practice is the Refectory of Trinità dei Monti by Andrea Pozzo in Rome (Fig.
12), where the autor artificially juxtaposed some architectural elements, that appear as drawings, with
painted scenes that allude to real spaces, deceiving the view of the observer.

Fig. 12: A. Pozzo. Refectory of Trinità dei Monti. Fresco, Rome 1694.

Giuseppe Jappelli turns to this tradition when prepares a scenography for the great party inside the
hall of Palazzo della Ragione, so that this big hall will look like a night garden, as the same Jappelli
would have liked.
The installation of the architect – who was one of the most important figure in the artistic and
architectonic milieu of Padua, at that time –, proposes to transform the main room of the palace into
an English Garden [31], using some scenographic expedients already tested in theatrical scenery.
The project provides a theatrical mise en scène in which the role reversal becomes the focus of the
night: reaching the fixed place, the Emperor and his entourage leave the role of passive spectators,
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assuming the one of unaware protagonists of the spectacle [32].
There are so many books where we can find some descriptions of this important event, and in their
pages we can also find a lot of documents who talk about Jappelli’s installation [33] attesting its
realization, but unfortunately it isn’t possible to find any original drawings by him which show the
project’s development: G. Maina realizes the only two copperplate engravings in the 1816 that
represent two perspective cross sections of the huge room inside Palazzo della Ragione, using a
perspective with a vertical pictorial plane. The Municipality of Padua gave to Jappelli these engravings
as a sign of esteem and gratitude for the important work that he made.
Through the study of these engravings we are able to begin the activity of graphic representation of
Jappelli’s project. The first one (Fig. 8) shows a column decorated with bas reliefs ascending upward
along an helix, relating Cesar’s triumph: this kind of columns refers to the most famous Trajan’s
Column which is often used in representation in a similar way, assuming the meaning of glory and
fame.
The great tree-lined avenue with the urban furniture and the public lighting seems to break off, leaving
a wide space to an hemicycle building with its Corinthian columns and a decorated trabeation;
furthermore a fountain and a Faun are in the scene. All the elements are developed along the
perimeter of the hall and stand over a basement as tall as a man [34].
Instead the second engraving (Fig. 9) represents the counter-shot of the first one and alludes to a
perspective breakthrough of the scene, bringing out the natural elements from the background which
refer to the landscape of the Euganei’s hills. We can admire e little ionic temple – the place intended to
the emperor –, the Brenta’s sources and a far wood bridge that marks the western boundary of the
deep promenade.
We were able to apply the reverse perspective process [35] only for the first of the two engravings in
which it is possible to locate the correct inner orientation, identifying exactly the projection of the
observer into the pictorial plane, his distance from it, the horizon and the ground line (fig. 13).

Figs. 13-14: Illusionistic informal garden: view of the spiral column and view of the circular temple. Design by. G.
Jappelli, engravings by G. Maina.

Not by chance, applying the same process to the counter-shot (Fig. 14), we can observe that the
perspective doesn’t lose its coherence, despite it was built basing on an wrong perspective procedure:
as we know, in a vertical pictorial plane the main point (V0 in our case) is the vanishing point of all the
straight, orthogonal lines to the plane; considering this second Maina’s perspective, only the straight
lines that locate the architecture of basement of the hall of the building, satisfy this condition, because
all the others don’t converge in that point. Therefore, not being able to identify exactly the position of
V0 into the pictorial plane and having no other elements to identify other more vanishing point, it was
impossible to obtain the inner perspective reference of the image and so that we were not able to
obtain the formal and dimensional information about the architectures inside this scene. In particular it
was impossible to specify the exact location of the temple that was intended to the Emperor.
Back to the restitution of the first image, maybe the engraver would have represented a landscape
much deeper than the one that the hall of Palazzo della Ragione could contain, although relying on
cartographic material and historical documents. In fact the cross section of the building –opportunely
reproduced in the scale of representation – corresponds exactly to the one that is on the architectural
survey, both in form and in size. First of all we have to recognize correctly the inner perspective
reference system and then we can apply the reverse homology giving back the exact planimetric
conformation of the space. If we place it on the hall’s plan of the current survey we could reveal a
deepness of about half more in reference to the one that is measured (Fig. 15), these kind of formal
inconsistencies could be better visualized by a comparison between virtual models instead of a
planimetric view.
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Figs. 15: Prospectic restitution. Drawings by T. Fietta and L. Viel.

1.4 The Model (M. Pedron)
The construction of a 3D model can follow different processes that depend on the object that have to
be virtually represented. In architecture these objects are usually buildings, but frequently we have to
work with different subjects or unusual situations. Furthermore the architectonical subjects are entity
located in time that require a diversification of the three-dimensional modeling to visualize
transformations.
Working with an existing building, if the aim is to create its 3D model in the actual shape, there are
several technologically advanced instruments: metric survey and point cloud data that add to an
architectonical model more rigor and less complications. On the other hand, the reconstruction of a
specific historical landmark or the rebuilt of a precise outfitting, like our scenic sets, is essential to
have visual information and analytical data (historical documents, primary and secondary sources,
digital cartography). These sources are important to define the features of the architectural objects
analyzed in a specific historical moment.
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Figs. 16: The two overlapped 3d models. Drawings by T. Fietta and L. Viel.
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In our study case, we tried to virtually rebuilt the set designed by Jappelli in 1815. The available
information are a couple of images by Maina engraved the year after the installation and gifted to
Jappelli to thank him for the success of his design. The reverse projective rules, applied to these
perspective images, permitted to establish the successive three-dimensional model. Through this
technique of reverse perspective it is possible to link what is represented on the engravings with our
final product: the virtual model. The first and most important output we obtained from this process is
the map of the main hall of Palazzo della Ragione (Fig 15). All the elements are proportioned to each
other but they were not scaled with the real space. In other words, we need a reference system to
define the orientation and scale of the map. To convert these geometrical data in spatial ones we used
the width of the main hall. The historical documents show that this size of the hall have not changed
during centuries: its only transformation was the removal of all the inside partition walls and the restore
of a unique space. This statement is useful because we could use the width of this huge rectangular
room as a continuity element through the centuries [36].
The part of the building we could use for this purpose is the height of the main room, that has not
changed during time: the last restoration dates back to 1756. During years the entire roof was rebuilt
due to a violent tornado. After the operation of scaling, it is possible to underline that the result of the
reverse perspective shows an incongruity. The hall has a bigger length than its real size. We can
suppose that this overstatement was a choice of the author to emphasize the depth of the space in the
engravings.
Using this map as a starting point, we worked dividing the modeling procedure between architectonical
objects and artistic ones. This division was necessary because the three-dimensional modeling
required different rules for each case. Indeed the architectonical objects, for instance the big
Corinthian column or the semi cycle, can be easily redrawn using also the classic ratio of
architectonical rules. Conversely, the artistic elements like trees, bushes and lampposts had to be
modelled using only the information of the two engravings, because they were specific and typical of
the scenic set. We streamlined the free-forms and removed all the details that were not essential. This
way we reduced the modeling procedure: trees and bushes don’t require a perfect modeling, it is
sufficient to create shapes that represent generically the space they occupied. Specifically, these
elements were drawn as rotation surfaces [37], later repeated in sequence (Fig. 16).
Comparing the two 3D models it emerges a big difference between them. The size of the model
obtained by the engravings is longer than the one created considering the real dimentions of this huge
space. Therefore the three-dimensional model helps the visualization of these differences, highlighting
how useful could be the use of Projective Geometry rules to compare real space and designed one.
Furthermore, these technologically advanced tools confirmed their utility for visualization of historical
transformation of architecture and cultural heritage.
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Abstract
The themes examined in this essay are situated at the barycentre between the surveying and drawing
of the contemporary virtual city. The text presents a selection of experiments with a particular form of
representation – the so-called “semantic 3D model” – that, above all for didactic purposes, would
seem to represent an important medium for the expansion of knowledge, the discretization of heuristic
processes, for triggering hybrids of dialectic couples and exercising the imagination; actions
propaedeutic to the representation of cyberspace in all of its various declinations.
As a conceptual form of drawing it consents the elaboration of ideas through visual expression
structured similar to a map-manifesto-index, with a strong identity and open to successive
developments aimed at the creation of inhabitable online sensible environments.
The model of representation described in the text was developed as part of a educational project
examining the aesthetic-spatial characteristics that shape the architecture of Virtual Worlds,
elaborated through visual-conceptual syntheses derived from interdisciplinary processes of
hybridisation. The principal objective of this type of drawing is not to expose an a priori form, but
instead to test, in a unique sphere of operation, the “substances” identified for each project: selected
references; preceding ideas; possible forms; consequent results based on a logic of forecasting. Not a
predefined form-project, but instead “fluid objects” to be selected by our intellect from consequential
series of coherent transformations triggered by the process of representation.
Keywords: Virtual City – Semantic models – Drawing – Hybridisation – Cyberspace

1.

Semantic 3D models for the architecture of the virtual city

This text summarises the latest results of the study of a particular from of representation, defined here
as the “semantic 3D model”. This model was tested and investigated within the broader study of the
Architecture of the Virtual City (cf. www.lineamenta.it).
The research (still underway) experiments with visual elaborations produced using mixed media, for
the most part digital, situated at the barycentre between the surveying and drawing of the
contemporary virtual city: conceptual drawings that consent the explanation and communication of
ideas through visual expression, structured as a map-manifesto-index, strongly imprinted by identity,
and open to successive developments focused on the creation of inhabitable online sensible
environments; drawing as an interactive model and result of a specific plan for the thematic
organisation of information, that conserves forms and proposes an archive of sub-models to be
examined; representations that practice “semantic crossmediality”, experimenting with the
technocultural convergence of various fields – educational, educational, information and entertainment
– available online in diverse formats and techniques.
It is becoming clearer that these semantic models serve as representations of the particular moment
that anticipates and prefigures design; conceptual models as an instrument for understanding and
verifying existing architecture, rather than prefigurations for new designs; representations useful to the
visualisation of parts of the infinite quantities of information we bear and transmit; laboratories in which
to recompose fragments of space, create relations between parts, study geometric characteristics and
quantify groups of thematic elements; to visualise, personally and for others, the ideas we conserve in
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our memory; images in which to elaborate that magmatic and sublime aesthetic chaos from which to
discretize forms; graphic exercises that can be structured as methods for understanding, transmitting
and elaborating cultural processes, ideas and forms; organisms similar to a “matryoshka” to be
discovered.
Representations that, above all at a didactic level, appear to be a significant medium for broadening
knowledge, reading the richness of historical stratifications, metabolising the conceptual and visual
references of design, discretizing forms and exercising the imagination, unconditioned by the “myth of
originality”; fundamental elements for prefiguring inhabitable architectural spaces in the digital realm,
in all of its multiple declensions.
In particular, as anticipated, the model of representation referred to here has been developed above
all through didactic experiences (at different levels of university education), pursuing the general
objective of studying the aesthetic-spatial characteristics that shape the architecture of Virtual Worlds
(cf. www.lineamenta.it/avc).
This study was developed primarily through visual-conceptual syntheses derived from interdisciplinary
processes of hybridisation.
The principal objective of this type of drawing is not the depiction of an aprioristic form, but instead that
of identifying and experimenting, in a single sphere of elaboration, with the creative “substances”
useful to shaping the virtual city itself: selected references; preceding ideas; its possible forms; the
consequent results according a logic of prediction.
This representative strategy is founded on the continuous comparison between the idea and its
representation.
Not a closed and predefined design-form, but “fluid spatial objects” that our intellect selects from a
consequential series of coherent transformations triggered by the process itself.
Semantic models as instruments of critical research that trigger relational processes; free (re)stagings
of “things observed” that generate references to other works in turn transformed by this process of
hybridisation; scenographies of ideas in which meanings must be interpreted; ideal and utopian
drawings depicting atmospheres characterised by various aesthetics; spaces for experimenting with
techniques and methods of visualisation, deformations, chromatic tonings.
This elaborative process originates in the hypothesis that all phenomena can be represented, and thus
elaborated and communicated using shared disciplinary methods and techniques. What is more it is
founded on the theoretical premise – a cornerstone of our studies of the Architecture of the Virtual City
– that “inhabiting digital space signifies representing”, emphasising the central role of drawing (in the
sense of “New Lineamenta”) in giving form to cyberspace (the design of the interface, the
spatialisation of information, the conceptual map, etc.), in its multiple declensions.
Within this process of configuring spatial conditions, representation is the most natural and universal
dimension of elaboration.
In primis as a multidisciplinary, synthetic and direct language, an expression that is simultaneously
historical, theoretical and practical.
In other terms, the meta-linguistic coincidence between visual forms (drawing) and architectural forms
(ideal, utopian, metaphorical or real as the case may be), practiced and transmitted through the
graphic sign (iconic, symbolic, allegorical, etc.), makes representation the natural tool for the
elaboration of digital space: for its unfolding in forms, intentions, actions and times; for aesthetic
experiments and multidisciplinary processes of hybridisation.
Let us further examine this last aspect.
If we consider that the most interesting manifestations of contemporary creativity appear to be the
result of a convergence between rapidly changing disciplines – in some cases shedding the traditional
confines of specialisation – then it can be stated that an interdisciplinary approach will play a
fundamental role in the creation of the virtual city, in research and didactics alike.
One of the most interesting conformations of contemporary architectural space appears in fact to be
the product of a conscious and simultaneously instinctive intellectual action of multidisciplinary
hybridisation involving “dialectic combinations”.
We can consider, for example, the following dialectic couples: original and copy, known and unknown,
possible and impossible, real and virtual, centre and periphery, analog and digital, archaic and
contemporary. Dialectic couples that, in our liquid contemporary culture may be integrated and
comprehend one another, giving rise to new representations.
This fundamental structuring of the research is of a cultural order; it helps trigger open elaborative
processes in which to represent spaces in the midst of apparently antithetical meanings.
In particular, in the best elaborations of inhabitable online environments – shaped, architecturally, by
the idea of “cities of bits”, “information highways”, virtual worlds and social networks – the creativity of
the spaces proposed appears to be nurtured by an awareness of the stratified and articulated history
of architectural space and, at the same time, by the value ascribed to forms and messages we
perceive in the rapid and fluctuating action of contemporary technoculture, by its very nature shifting,
chameleon-like, super-fast, interactive and crossmedial; in a commonly accepted term, “liquid”.
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Fig. 1: Examples of 3D semantic models developed by students as part of the course in Scienza della
Rappresentazione 3, Pescara Faculty of Architecture, 2011-2012, prof M. Unali (specialist G. Caffio).
Cf. http://www.lineamenta.it/avc/category/semantic3dmodelsurvey
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Within this theoretical context representation does not always constitute a “flight from reality”, but in
some cases an improvement: from this point of view for architecture the notion of the virtual means
above all “broadening vision”.
This produces an “ulterior substance” of design that may serve as an input to the action of modification
and its concrete outcome. The latter is not always possible to distinguish from the former.
As observed, contemporary architecture appears to renew its cyclic need for interdisciplinary; it seems
to elaborate theory and practice directly through a process of hybridisation with “the other”, producing
representations often generated by intrusions and procedural deviations along critical-technical lines
of reasoning, and as part of operative practices and the observation of reality.
Finally, the semantic 3D models being analysed may express concepts that develop and reinvent
theories and practices treated by the historical traditions of architectural drawing (testifying to a
contemporary declension), actualising them with respect to the interactive visualisations introduced by
current technoculture.
Examples that come to mind within the furrow of the historic tradition of representation include: the
notion of “interior design and exterior design”; the drawings of ideal, utopian and radical projects; the
phenomenon of paper architecture; the “morphemes” designed by Franco Purini.
As anticipated in the premise, this study of “semantic 3D models for the architecture of the virtual city”
is an experiment (still underway) that mixes research with teaching, and wishes to broaden and further
investigate methods and techniques of visual elaboration, prevalently digital, positioned at the
barycentre between surveying and designing contemporary online inhabitable spaces: spatial
conformations for inhabiting digital space as a free container of experimentation and information.

Fig. 2: Examples of 3D semantic models – developed by students as part of the course in Scienza della
Rappresentazione 3, Pescara Faculty of Architecture, 2011-2012, prof M. Unali (specialist G. Caffio) – as part of
the composition of the Atlas of Virtual City rel. 2013.
Images (part.) conceived by M. Unali with G. Caffio and A. Basso. Cf. http://www.lineamenta.it/avc
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Figs. 3 & 4: Example of a project for the virtual city as the output of an elaborative process triggered by semantic
3D models developed as part of the course in Scienza della Rappresentazione 3, Pescara Faculty of Architecture,
2011-2012, prof M. Unali (specialist G. Caffio), students: Elita D’Onghia and Paolo Fagliarone.
From top to bottom: two semantic 3D models, with their principal conceptual and visual references; an island in
the virtual city.
Cf. www.lineamenta.it/avc
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Abstract:

The traditional medieval house of Kosovo, almost always in its functional and architectural structuring
of the guest room and other rooms, even in the more modest homes of the time, implied a functional
node. The functional node inside the room, with its complex architectural features, appears as a
peculiar and distinctive feature of traditional Balkan architecture. The functional node, with its
architectural features framed by a functional scheme - uniquely stereotyped, reflects a high traditional
residential culture. In terms of architectural and functional disposition of the functional node, the
earthen furnace with elements of faience appears as a central element. The stove, as the central
element of the functional node is connected with other areas of the house into a functional whole,
realized by a stereotyped scheme. Increasingly, the central element - furnace is placed at the entrance
of the room, and functionally interconnected with the room - the main part of it, then with the bath and
small alcove or fireplace. Igniting the fire inside the earthen furnace is always done from the outside of
the room, i.e. from a separate alcove, of smaller dimensions, or the fireplace. In the traditional home of
Kosovo the functional concept is not just a functional scheme, but is also a concept of compositional
architectural structuring of these spaces and their functional elements. This means namely that the
functional concept of architectural configuration merges with the functional concept into an organic
whole. So, all of this has to do with a high degree of creativity of the Albanian popular craftsman who
created top and unrepeatable values of various genres. In this context, traditional home of Kosovo
after a multi century development has reached an organic harmony between function, structure and
form. Given the fact that the functional node is found in certain typology homes, inevitable in this
study, according to the analytical method, we will elaborate typology and architectural values of
Kosovo traditional house, built over the centuries.
Keywords: traditional house, functional node, earthen furnace, functional concept, shaping concept.

Introduction

The earthen furnace in traditional residential culture was wide spread. From the literature we know,
th
that the earthen furnaces in Europe appear from the 13 century. The oldest data of its appearance
th
were presented in a coat of arms of Zurich, from the middle of the 14 century. In these appearances,
according to R.M. Franz, Der KACHELOFEN, Graz 1969, a square based bottom is clearly
distinguished with an upper cylindrical dome part, on the top of which is placed an element in a baked
form with respective configuration. In this view of the stove faience elements are depicted, the order of
which reminds us of the earth stoves built in traditional homes in Kosovo, as in Fig.23. Earthen
furnaces in traditional homes in Kosovo stand for another harmony between proportions and outline.
Earthen furnaces in traditional homes in Kosovo, in the final stage of the development process, in a
broader forming and functional context gained designed characteristic features. Earthen furnaces as
an important element of the interior, as we can see from the floor plans presented in this study
strongly influenced the concept of home interior architectural structuring. The earthen furnace in all the
traditional homes of Kosovo is heated by another alcove. There is evidence that, igniting the stove
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from the outside, i.e., from a special alcove has occurred in the seventeenth century, the same century
when a number of room baths (hamamjiks) were built. As we see from Fig.19, the old town house of
th
Prizren, built in the 18 century, had four hamamjiks on the first floor, with two others on the ground
floor. Construction of baths (hamamjiks) in the house, and later in each room, raised the residential
th
culture to a new high level. In general, by the half of the 17 century, the number of hamamjiks built in
th
the house was enormous. "In the 17 century, Prizren as one of the most important Balkan cities had
over 10.000 homes. River Lumbardh with rich waters and Prizren’s convenient configuration enabled
the neighborhoods to build a network of channels with running water, which passed through the yards
of every house” [1].
Architectural concept of functional node
We said that in the context of architectural and functional disposition of the functional node, the
earthen oven with elements of faience appears as a central element. The stove, as the central
element of the functional node is connected with other areas of the house in a functional entirety,
performed according to a stereotyped scheme, as presented in Fig.1. So, in Fig.1, is shown a general
diagram of earthen furnace’s overall functional connections with other units that made up the
functional node. This scheme, in concept and in its composition hardly changes. It, however, appears
in different variations, depending on the position of earthen furnace in the context of the functional
availability of the room within the floor layout. The functional node in all floor plans presented in this
study is marked with a circle, in the center of which is the central element – earthen furnace. As we
see from Fig.1, and other plans related and presented in this study, the entirety of the functional node
consists of alcoves from (1) to (7). These alcoves, which will be discussed later, are structured, i.e.
functionally related between them under the general stereotyped diagram shown in Fig.1. The entirety
of the functional node consists of the following elements: 1. Earthen oven with elements of faience; 2.
Introductory part of the room; 3. Main part of the room; 4. hamamjik; 5. Copper water cauldron; 6.
Small alcove; 7. Corridor, or garret (d); 8. Earthen furnace ignition space; 9. Cupboard; 10. Fireplace;
11. Fireplace and chimney constructed in rich homes, guest rooms, or in the hallway (Fig. 8, Fig.16,
and Fig.17)
A. Floor plans of homes listed in: Fig.2, Fig.3, Fig.10, Fig.15, Fig.19, Fig.22, Fig.26, Fig.33, and
Fig.34, show that in the earth stove (1), turning on the fire is made from a small alcove space (6). This
alcove, as we see from the figures, is connected directly to a relevant floor corridor. Starting the fire in
the earthen furnace is made through a notch (8), open in the corresponding wall, to which the bottom
cubic wall of the earthen furnace is scrambled. Usually from the same small alcove two earthen
furnaces are lit.
B. from Fig.6, Fig.7, Fig.8, Fig.9, Fig.13, Fig.14, and Fig.16, we see that in the earthen furnace (1), fire
ignition is done from the fireplace (10) or hallway respectively (7). Fireplace (10) has access through
the hallway or garret [2].
So, from the above results that depending on the fact that the earthen furnace is lit from the small
alcove (6) or from a fireplace (10), the general diagram of functional nodes (Fig.1.) is presented in two
variations. The first variation has to do with the case when the earthen furnace is lit from the small
alcove, as above, under A. The second variation has to do with the case when the stove is ignited
from the fireplace (10), as above, under B. In both these variations, the central element is always the
earthen furnace (1), placed in the introductory part of the chamber (2), and is functionally connected
with the chamber - its main part (3), with hamamjik (4) and small alcove (6), or fireplace (10). In the
room or in the main part of the room (3) the access is through the introductory section (2), in which the
earthen furnace and hamamjik are placed. Lighting the fire in the interior of the earthen furnace is
always done from the outside of the room, i.e. from the small alcove (6), or from fireplace (10). Stove’s
rational position in the diagram of the functional node enabled simultaneous heating of the room (3),
hamamjik (4), and copper warm water boiler (5), which is installed at the lower bottom cubic part of the
stove inside hamamjik. Therefore, from hamamjik, the use of hot water for cleaning was directly
enabled, and Igniting the fire in the stove from the outer alcove allowing the room to be kept clean,
without smoke, and likely to be turned on at any time without disturbing the guests or family members
who stayed in the room was possible. In the above context, the concept of architectural structuring of
compositional space, functional concept, are in a direct creative attachment.
Functional Concept and Architectonic Concept
In the traditional home of Kosovo the functional concept is not just a functional scheme, but is also a
concept of compositional architectural structuring of these spaces and their functional elements. This
means a functional concept with the concept of architectural configuration merging into an organic
whole. In line with the general idea of structuring architectural spaces, the entrance of the room (2) is
smaller and lower than its main part (3). The introductory part of the room, as well as its main part, are
equipped in a standard way, and made entirely of wood elements beautifully framed, in conformity with
the architectural concept and distinctive characteristic features, as in (Fig.4, Fig. 5.) and (Fig.23). In
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most cases, as we see from the floor plans presented in Fig.6, Fig.15, Fig.16, Fig.18, Fig.19, Fig.22,
Fig.26, etc..., [3], access to the room environment is done through a door with an angular position. The
angular position of the door conditions a diagonal access into the room environment.
Diagonal approach
This particular angular positioning of the door allows for an inclusion of the entire space surrounding
the room with a glance. As a result experiencing of interior architectural values becomes more
powerful. The perception or experiencing of architectural values within the movement through the
space of the room is driven by the functional architectural concept truly planned by popular Albanian
master, with creative ingenuity. Experiencing of architectural sequences of a room interior is
connected with a continued thread of movement in the space, in conformity with the idea or
architectural concept of organization of space and movement through this space. With the opening of
the door are in the introductory part of the room with lower rooftops (2), compared with the ceiling of
the main room. At the same time, these two parts of the total space of the room stand for an organic
interface in the context of interior elements architectural configuration.
Space Spacing
The introductory part of the room has access through a door of human proportions. Above this door,
as seen from Fig.4, Fig.5 and Fig.23, appears the ceiling with height somewhat greater than that of a
human body. Therefore, in the next sequence of movement in the room space appears the main part
of the room with ceiling size, comparatively larger than that of the entry of the room. This gradation
space causes the feeling of an immediate change perception of space dimensions. All this creates
optical effects, impressing the observer. At the same time, this concept of spatial modulation within a
single space results in the effect of an optical illusion. This effect creates the illusion in the observer of
the main room space being much larger than what it really is.
Ideal of ancient harmony
In general, the interior of all the old town houses of Kosovo, including the most modest ones, is rich,
and with a preponderance of organic harmony, elegance and full functionality. It should be noted that,
in: Fig.4, Fig.5, Fig.23, Fig.24, Fig.29, Fig.30, Fig.31, Fig.32, only a small segment an altogether more
upscale interior traditional home built in Kosovo has been shown. In this context, I would add that the
th
interior of the guest room of a house built in Prizren, in the 18 century, as presented in Fig.24, has
achieved the ideal of ancient harmony. So, from the whole composition of this interior one cannot add
or remove anything. Genuine perception of these values of the interior is provided by quality lighting.
This lighting quality is made possible by the formation of systematic windows located in the front of the
room, especially in side walls of the room. As we were dealing with floor plans related presented in:
Fig. 6, Fig. 8, Fig. 13, Fig.18, Fig.19, Fig.22, Fig.26, etc., this window system, with a contemporary
concept, enables illumination of interior spaces, as well as a balance of internal and external lighting.
Consequently, this feature allows for a combination of architectural interior space with the exterior,
thus making the external environment of the green part of the traditional home interior Kosovo. In
plans related with traditional houses presented in this study we see that the functional node is
contained both in houses with a modest functional program, as well as those with a more developed
program. Moreover, these houses belong to a certain typology of construction.
Functional node and traditional house typology in Kosovo
Plans related housing shown in Fig.6, Fig.7, Fig.8, and Fig.18 show that a good deal of these homes
built in the town of Prizren belongs to a housing type with irregular shape architectonic structuring.
Irregular layout type of houses
Architectonic structuring of traditional houses with an irregular layout was conditioned by the urban
context of parts of the city that were developed by a spontaneous construction and congestion. This
spontaneity of the construction of neighborhoods of the city, in a broader context of urban planning,
was, however, developed according to a systematic concept. Irregularity of neighborhoods as urban
units, determined an irregular yard planning, and this constrained an irregular architectural structuring
type of houses. Despite the fact that the traditional home contained one room, two rooms (Fig. 6), four
rooms (Fig. 7, Fig. 8, and Fig.18), or more, it always in the context of functional program included a
functional node with a full shape lineup. Architecture elements of the interior of these houses always
excelled in a rich and rounded configuration. Urban unit architecture of this city is composed of
wallpaper, light-shadow, and space. In light-shade are depicted irregular volumes of houses, with
sharp lines, composed by a strong plastic creativity, thus creating an intense pace, rounded and
colorful.
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Houses built according to the type of an asymmetric composition concept
In the houses of this type, orthogonal layout, functional and spatial structuring is done by an
asymmetric forming concept. The architecture of these homes is the product of an interactive creative
process emerging out of the urban context and relationship and of the functional and spatial
structuring of the house. As a result, the house built in the town of Gjakova, as shown in Fig.10,
Fig.11, and Fig.12, is created in cubistic spirit. The provision of the house in the context of the plot is
dictated by the approach, as well as its opening towards the yard and sun. A human usually and
naturally perceives architectural creation from a height of about 1.70 m. From this height the author
has photographically perceived the above-mentioned house. If closely observed, this photographic
perception will result in the conclusion that architectural configuration of the house is known for a
harmony between proportions and contours. Availability of home in the context of the plot, in relation
to the entry in the yard, according to an online approach dictates under an angle that strengthens the
perspective perception and emphasizes the three-dimensional plastics of the building. This same
impression, even in a still stronger degree, is experienced in the house as shown in Fig.27 and Fig.28,
as the semi-cylindrical garret (Fig.28), in the right side of the house, is depicted with its really
impressive outlet. That house too is set in the same urban and architectural context as the abovementioned house. Unlike features of other homes, created in Kosovo over the centuries, in which the
preponderance of a clean and clearly defined function is evident , as in the house shown in Fig.10,
Fig.11, and Fig.12, in favor of the proper configuration and outward harmony is sacrificed the
functional purity of its contents. Spatial composition of the house is characterized with cubistic
structuring of architectural volumes. The architecture of this house is known for an asymmetric
composition of volumes, with a dynamic and harmonious rhythm. As such, this architectural work
reflects a modern spirit for our time.
Creativity and Continuity
Plans related to objects shown in Fig.25 and Fig. 26, are not coincidentally given in a visualcomparison conjunction as between them there is a clear analogy. Fig.25 shows the layout of the
Basilica of Constantine in Rome (308-312), whereas Fig.26 shows the layout of Sina’s family home
floor in Gjakova, built in 1839. Also, the layout of Basilica Urbana of Municipium DD, Fig.36, as well as
the plan of the house floor of Kryeziu in Gjakova, Fig.37, have been given in a visual attachment, as
the structuring of the layout of these objects carries also a clear analogy. Urbana Basilica is built in the
rd th
3 -4 century AD, in Municipium DD, a Roman period settlement, near Socanica, Kosovo. It should be
pointed out that even in the vicinity of the town of Gjakova the remains of a large Roman settlement
are found. [4]. In the context of analogy between traditional house forming features of Gjakova and
Constantine’s Basilica in Rome, is also the home of the close semi-cylindrical garret type, shown in
Fig.33. At this home we see its semi-cylindrical garret coming out of plan outlines with a main corridor
axis extension. This same longitudinal extension, according to the axis of middle nave is also present
in the apse in a semi-circular form of Basilica in Rome. Moreover, in the composition of the second
floor rooms of the traditional house (Fig.33), parallel to the longitudinal axis, on the right of the layout,
in all the length of the house, lies a narrow space (“AO”), which corresponds to the Basilica arcade
(Fig.25 / “A”), which extends in all its width. From the above we understand that a good spatial
structuring of semi-cylindrical garrets emerging powerfully beyond the outlines of the layout of the
houses as listed in: Fig.26, Fig.27, Fig.28, Fig.33, Fig.34 and Fig.35, is a clear expression of
implementation of analogy with the structure of spatial volumes of the apse of the basilica of the
Roman period. If viewed in a comparative analytical context the layouts of Basilica Urbana of
Municipium DD (Fig.36), and Kryeziu family house, (Fig.37), then one will see clearly that, between
the morphology of these two objects an almost complete analogy is revealed. As we see from Fig.36,
the spatial structuring of Urbana Basilica by a longitudinal concept, in terms of middle nave
longitudinal axis on both sides, is formally concluded with two apses of different dimensions. The
same concept of construction also includes the home in Gjakova, Fig.37. With this traditional home,
the longitudinal corridor coincides with high nave of Urbana Basilica. Even the hallway, in a way
analogous to the secondary nave of the Basilica, is formally concluded with two garrets also of
different size. From the above, we can come to the conclusion that this analogy between the
traditional homes of Gjakova with the Roman period basilica cannot be accidental. This conclusion is
indirectly supported by the fact that, in Neolithic period, the house was not yet de-sacralized and it
served as a sanctuary. Therefore, the architectural concept of the house is also carried over on sacral
architecture, or in the first temples respectively, representing the home of the gods. In this context of
creative continuity in time and space, we will be satisfied with the conclusions reached above, as this
problem deserves a more comprehensive and deeper analytical study. It should be added that the
construction of a significant number of traditional houses in the city of Gjakova of this type - with a
semi-cylindrical garret, gave a distinctive character to the formation of the urban landscape of a certain
part of the city.
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Exterior is a result of the Interior
We see that Sine family home was built according to an asymmetric compositional concept. It is
known for a contemporary forming concept. Truly, the architectural exterior of the house is an
expression of genuine interior. So, in the architectural structuring of the house it is easily discerned
that the exterior is always interior. Therefore, in the expressive language of architecture created by the
ever popular master of architectural forms of the building one can easily read its function either as a
whole or its constituent units function. In this house built by the popular master, not only is exterior
architecture known for its great value, but at the same time for its interior as well, as we see from
Fig.29, Fig.30, Fig.31, and Fig.32, as being very rich and known for great aesthetic values.
Houses built according to a symmetrical composition concept type
Almost the same features and architectural value, like those of the Sina family, are also included in the
house shown in Fig.34 and Fig.35. Given that this home has access from its front (Fig.35), I think it
should be defined as a symmetric type house. Of the same type built by symmetrical compositional
concept, is the family home of Kryeziu, Fig.37, and Fig.38. The house floor presented in Fig.34 and
Fig.35, an at the same time all the three floors of the house of Kryeziu, structured according to the
longitudinal axis, come to a closing of garrets from both sides. Due to the structure of construction
materials, the home garrets enjoy a polygonal circular layout. Meanwhile, plans related to the house
floor garrets, Fig.34, are semi-cylindrical and stand for an impressive output of layout outlines of the
house. This home, built in Gjakova in 1839, is depicted with its open garret positioned under the semicylindrical closed garret. Setting an open garret in the ground floor over the running water streamlet
turns it into a very pleasant environment to stay during the warm seasons. Taken in its entirety, the
house is known for its authentic architectural values. In principle, the compositional structuring of
objects under a concept which applies symmetry diagram, gives an architectural work a monumental
th
character. A monumentality spirit has depicted the Gjoni family home, built in Prizren, in the 18
century, Fig.19, Fig.20, and Fig.21. Architectural structuring and functioning of the ground floor and
the floor of this house is created by a symmetrical concept with a clear functional definition. The same
architectural and functional features are obvious in the Grazhda family house, built in Prizren, in the
th
18 century, Fig.22 and Fig.23. Both of these houses, for the past as well as today, are characterized
by a rich functional program. The first house seen in the context of functional program includes 4 (four)
functional joints on the floor, and two others on the ground floor. These values raise the traditional
home of Prizren to a high level of residential culture in the Middle Ages. The floor plans of these
houses, Fig.19, and Fig.22, show that the hallway (7) open garret (d), have a central disposition,
structured along the axis of symmetry. From this hallway comes an access to all four rooms and two
smaller service areas for fire ignition. The doors of these rooms, in layout positioned according to the
trapezoid scheme, form two door formations, with three each. These doors, with a nice configuration
and picturesque hallway depict a noble character.
Asymmetric volumes of objects forging an intense pace
In addition to the above-mentioned homes, the traditional house in Prizren as shown in Fig.15, Fig.16,
and Fig.17, is also known for its great architectural and functional value and functional as well as for
th
its very rich interior. It was built in the 18 century. In this home, the plastic composition of closed and
open volumes in light-shade creates a powerful and scenic expression. Meanwhile, the dynamic
structuring of these volumes has resulted in an intense pace.

Conclusions
Analytical reviews presented in the above result in a conclusion that the traditional residential
architecture in Kosovo is known for a clearly defined typology. Building typology, regardless of the
nature and scope of the traditional house, in its architectural complexity synthesizes the functional
concept with the architectural concept in an organic harmony, thus creating a complete identity. The
medieval house in Kosovo, except that it is characterized by great architectural value, it also reflects a
high residential culture of the time.
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Fig.1. General Diagram of functional relations between composing units and functional node
Fig.2. Ground floor layout of the house [H-“R.K.”], built in Gjakova
Fig.3. Upper floor layout [H-“R.K.”], built in Gjakova

Fig.4. Perspective view of room entrance part [H-“R.K.”]
Fig.5. Perspective view of room entrance part [H-“R.K.”]

Fig.6. Ground floor layout of the house [H-“T.Ç.P”], built in Prizren
Fig.9. Upper floor layout of the fortified house, [H-“B.D”], built in Gjakova
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Fig.7. Ground floor layout of the house [H-“T.Ç.P”], built in Prizren
Fig.8. Upper floor layout [H-“T.Ç.P”], built in Prizren
Fig.10. House floor plan [H-“S.A.”], built in Gjakova

Fig.11. House perspective view, [H-“S.A.”], built in Gjakova
Fig.12. House perspective view, [H-“S.A.”], built in Gjakova

Fig.13. House floor plan [H-“M.S.”], built in Peja
Fig.14. House floor plan [H-“L.R.F.”], built in Peja
Fig.15. House ground floor plan, [H-“SH.Z.”], built in Prizren

Fig.16. House ground floor plan [H-“SH.Z.”], built in Prizren
Fig.17. House front view, [H-“T.Ç.”], built in Prizren
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Fig.18. House ground floor plan [H-“SH.B.”], built in Prizren
Fig.19. House floor plan [H-“A.a.GJ.”], built in Prizren

Fig.20. House perspective view [H-“A.a.GJ.”], built in Prizren
Fig.21. House perspective view [H-“A.a.GJ.”], built in Prizren

Fig.24. House ceiling view [H-“Z.K.”], built in Prizren

Fig.22. House floor plan [H-“F.G.”], built in Prizren
Fig.23. House perspective view part – earthen furnace [H-“F.G.”]
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Fig.25. Plan of Constantine’s Basilica in Rome (308-312)
Fig.26. House floor plan [H-“F.S.”], built in Gjakova, 1839

Fig.33. House floor plan
[H-“XH.I.N”], built in Gjakova

Fig.27. House perspective view [H-“F.S.”], built in Gjakova, 1839

Fig.28. House perspective view of closed garret, house [H-“F.S.”], built in Gjakova, 1839
Fig.29. Perspective view of house interior [H-“F.S.”], built in Gjakova, 1839
Fig.30. Perspective view of house interior [H-“F.S.”], built in Gjakova, 1839

Fig.31. Perspective view of house interior [H-“F.S.”], built in Gjakova, 1839
Fig.32. Perspective view of house interior [H-“F.S.”], built in Gjakova, 1839
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Fig.34. House floor plan [H-“M.A.”], built in Gjakova
Fig.35. House perspective view [H-“M.A.”], built in Gjakova

rd

th

Fig.36. Plan of Basilica Urbana of Municipium D.D., 3 /4 cent., Kosova
Fig.37. House floor plan [H-“T.B.”], built in Gjakova
Fig.38. House perspective view [H-“T.B.”], built in Gjakova
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Abstract

Developed almost all around Europe, following the nowadays crisis, “recycling” culture helped to
revalue all that already exists to limit the expenses. There are a lot of innovative and creative
initiatives often created in Europe which cross the most traditional daily object and dressing up fields,
touching also the neglected architecture, as like as historical places that nowadays “live” in decay,
because they’ve lost their previous usance. The administrations too cannot help this. Not only
because of the lack of resources available for restoration, but also because of the difficulties in giving
them a sort of management able to give them back to citizens.
Empty places where people live and neglected churches have in common their being useless, their
being not a total part of the town, their being such as an element that has lost his history. Buildings
change radically in the places where they’ve been built: they’re not considerer anymore active as
before, but as unavailable spaces.
By the way, thanks to some spontaneous intervention a lot of buildings can be considered still “alive”
and got once again their own place in the neighborough. The community, naturally, have to pay a lot
to make it lasting in time.
San Giuseppe delle Scalze, at Salita Pontecorvo in Naples, is a clear exemple of the battle taken by
the Forum Tarsia, an organization composed of persons able to revive such an amazing place like
this. Meeting, shows, and exhibitions are the most are settled to show to the other what in 1980 an
earthquake has not destroyed.
The project that we here present suggests the creation of cheap modular scenery, able to provide the
church with a series blocks, called tancube, to mounting shows, exhibitions and social meeting, based
on the importance of the cultural place and so, always reversibly.
This work propose, the revaluation and the reintegration of the church in the urban environment,
although the decay, hoping that the most complicated intervention could be planned and, finally,
realized.

Keywords: Scenery, tan-cube, temporary events, design.

1.

Temporary uses to stop the decay

Developed almost all around Europe, following the nowadays crisis, recycling culture helped to
revalue all that already exists to limit the expenses. There are a lot of innovative and creative
initiatives often created in Europe which cross the most traditional daily object and dressing up fields,
touching also the neglected architecture, as like as historical places that nowadays “live” in decay,
because they’ve lost their previous use.
Too often the administrations cannot help, not only because of the lack of resources available for
restoration, but also because of the difficulties in ensuring them a sort of management able to give
them back to citizens.
From empty houses to abandoned churches, a common feature of these spaces is their status, to be
without any use: they are inactive elements, not integrated in the urban context, buildings whose
original link with the city has been lost.
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There is therefore a substantial transformation of the role played by the architecture in the social fabric
which it is inserted, no longer active and functional but unknown, these spaces are not usable, even
catalyst degradation in its various forms.
In the first place, the shortage of maintenance, the strong physical deterioration with the progressive
decay of the building, whose quality deteriorates exponentially, makes them not only useless, but
often unsafe and potentially dangerous.
All these situations affect the local quality of life: the presence of physical and environmental
degradation not only make it impossible to use a space, but an abandoned building, no longer
illuminated, becomes a dark space which is perceived as insecure and dangerous by local residents
because can be used for a large number of different criminal activities, that need to take place in
hidden locations.
However, it is remarkable that, in many cases, only through spontaneous actions of citizenship, some
abandoned buildings have managed not to fall into the most absolute decay, even regaining a sense
and a specific role into neighborhood: in those examples, non the Public Administration but the
community ends up to take charge of the inevitable cost of maintenance.
Even without of public funds for the architectural restoration is necessary to investigate any urban
residual space, their temporary uses, people who inhabit them, and observing potential strategies for
employment and re-activation
Looking closely at some abandoned sites in various European cities, you can see that, in the absence
of commercial development, many areas have become a field of experiments for new forms of
art, music, pop culture, as well as the location of startup for social associations or
for events entertaining, gardening, informal markets…..
It is important to accept their temporary nature of chance, opportunities, as places of transition from
one state to another, in order to draw the attention of citizens and city authorities to the lost of city
values and spiritual culture.
The revival through the attention and a new "points of growth" of urban life.

Fig. 1 - Juggling shows in an
abandoned church

2.

Fig. 2 -Skalitzers Gallery,
exhibitions of street art in a
Berlin's abandoned
building

Fig. 3 - Heather Benning,
Abandoned Farmhouse turned into a
Life-Sized Dollhouse in Canada

The neversquare: the Church of St. Joseph in Pontecorvo and its neighborhood

The project we we describe in this paper is part of a wider field of research on low-cost stage sets and
exhibition stands for smaller theaters or abandoned spaces and is based on a work carried out at the
Degree Thesis in Architecture 5UE of Simona Scognamiglio, co-tutor prof. arch. Alfonso Morone .
The singular title, The neversquare, connotes the social need, strongly felt by the population living in
the surrounding area to have a place in which to engage cultural and urban spontaneous aggregation.
Despite the proximity to the large Piazza Dante, the urban fabric of the neighbourhood is very dense
and characterized by steep slopes, which make strenuous to move even in the close proximity.
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Fig. 4 – The Church of St. Joseph at Pontecorvo, Neaples, drawing of S. Scognamiglio
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The Forum Tarsia is an association of citizens residents in the surrounding areas Tarsia - Pontecorvo
– Ventaglieri, since 2001 working to protect the environmental conditions and to stimulate social and
cultural activities. The association - which refers to similar experiences of "active citizenship" - aims to
build communication channels and gatherings among the inhabitants of the neighborhood and tries to
exert a pressure on the institutions to achieve greater efficiency in services . The Forum Tarsia fought
together with other associations in the Park Social Coordination Ventaglieri for the redevelopment of
the Ventaglieri Park and, in recent years, for the restoration and re-opening of the Church of St.
Joseph of nuns and other religious buildings in the area Tarsia, tying always organization of cultural
and social activities for a speech redevelopment of urban public spaces. It’s the leader of a small
network of associations (Archintorno, Taverna East, Mammamà, etc.).
So, the church of St. Joseph has become the symbol of all these battles, in order to revive the
beautiful building of Cosimo Fanzago, organizing meetings, shows, dinners, exhibitions and
conferences, opening the doors of what remains of the church, whose ceiling collapsed after the
earthquake of 1980, determining the progressive deterioration and abandonment of the architecture.

Figg. 4-5-6: Recent cultural and social activities in the church

3.
Tancube: a modular low-cost scenery for events
This project proposes the creation of a set design modular, modular, it can equip the church of
flexible elements (tancube) for the staging of plays, shows, juggling, social dinners and exhibitions,
guided by the principle of its full reversibility in order to respect the original spaces of the church and
its enormous historic and artistic value. The main idea of this module is based on the fusion of the
concept of tangram, as an object capable of generating variables schemes, and the concept of the
cube as a solid characterized by the maximum degree of modularity.
Tangram is an ancient game of Chinese origin, which is obtained by dividing a square into seven parts
called tan: a square, a parallelogram, and five triangles isosceles, two large, one medium and two
small. By combining the pieces of the Tangram, you can get an almost infinite number of
configurations and a large number of designers have recently experimented this concept in some
interesting products.
Tancube is the elements we propose to provide the events to be organized in the church of a set of
elements capable of taking the most suitable configuration, according to the happening to be set up.
So, tancube can assume the shape of a chair or a table to set up social dinners, but also can provide
temporary exhibitions of a flexible support to hang up panels and paintings.
In its close configuration, tancube can be used to create simple scenery elements for juggling shows,
but its real expressive potential has been setting some theater shows to eventually take place in the
church, whose emotional involvement of the audience is, at present, heavily penalized by the
impossibility of setting the action in a real scene, although stylized and minimalist but engaging at a
sufficient emotional level.
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Fig. 7: Some examples of design products based on the cube and on the tangram concept
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Fig. 8: Perspective studies to identify the most appropriate placement of the scenes in relation to the church altar

Fig. 9: Abacus of some possible stage settings by combining tancubes, drawing of S. Scognamiglio.
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Fig. 10: Some possible stage settings, combining the modular tancube and lighting some elements with rear
projections to easily change the neutral base color of the tancube, drawing of S. Scognamiglio.

Fig. 11: The tancube chair, drawing of S. Scognamiglio.
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Fig. 12: Technical details: form cube to chair, table and totem, drawing of S. Scognamiglio.

Figg. 13-14-15: The tancube chairs and tables for occasional conferences, social dinners and juggling shows,
drawing of S. Scognamiglio.
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4.

Conclusions

The present work has illustrated a moderate, but in this historical moment essential, aim consisting in
the revaluation of the church, its re-integration into the social and urban environment, despite its
evident state of decay; meanwhile waiting (hoping) the most complex and expansive architectural
restoration, these modules of scene could be, for the activities of the cultural associations that have

adopted the space of the church, an additional tool to implement the quality of the events that take
place in it, allowing operations to cash flow to contribute to the maintenance of the monument.
All proposed events could be staged at the estimated cost of only € 11.000,00 and the cubes could be
set aside at the end of each event, in the appropriate spaces of the building, ready to be used again.
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Abstract

In the retrofit interventions, oriented to the energy-environmental rehabilitation of the existing built heritage,
besides the problems concerning the specificity of the planning solutions to be adopted, for so long the
delicate problem of the waste disposal by C&D is set. Waste includes not only the inactive materials of an
architectural manufacture, but also its relative fittings characterized, in most cases, by a high level of
heterogeneity. In fact the following improvement of the planning quality has brought to an improvement also
of the energy efficiency of the fittings that have achieved a greater technological complexity. We got to a
planning of the fittings, not only aimed at the energy saving, but also to the fittings recycling, referred to
fittings of both traditional and innovative type such as the photovoltaic systems. The possibility of recycling
materials and components, that is already examined closely enough for the building components, is
examined not so closely for the fittings, because their aim at recycling finds greater planning and
constructive difficulties. What it is said underlines that the real frontier of the sustainable fittings planning is
that one of the design in the viewpoint of recycling (design for recycling). The adhesion to the principles of
the design for recycling represents, therefore, a suitable answer, not only to the demands of sustainability,
but also of energy saving.
Keywords: Retrofit interventions, C&D waste, plants reuse and recycle.

1.

Residential buildings: the management of C&D waste in the "restructuring yard"
(Caterina Frettoloso)

The interpretation of the concept of "waste" introduced by Law no. 178, 8 th August 2002, has helped to
promote policies for recovery and reuse of materials from C&D in Italy [1]. In fact, the widely opinion
supported by legislation (Ronchi Decree) which considers a special waste any type of material resulting from
demolition, construction and renovation, is now integrated with the contents of art. 14 (Law no. 178) in which
the legislator clarifies that the definition of "waste" does not apply [1]:
a) if the same can be and are in fact and objectively reused in the same or a similar or different production or
consumption cycle, without undergoing any prior treatment and without harming the environment;
b) if they can be and are in fact and objectively reused in the same or a similar or different production or
consumption cycle, after undergoing prior treatment without requiring any of the recovery operations listed in
Annex C of the Decree law n. 22."
In building renovations the fraction of materials from C&D, the so-called inert (concrete, bricks, scrap
various), represents about 75% of waste from construction activities, in smaller quantities we find the wood
(as packaging or as waste processing), and finally, plastic or paper with film (in packaging and, partly, in the
pieces of plants). [2]
The identification of the type of waste, and the method of dismantling/deconstruction, is the first step of
investigation if you decide to undertake a program to renovate housing unit or building in which sustainability
is carried out and extends also to the dismantling phase. The evaluation of the type of waste is not sufficient
to guide the choices of the designer but it should be complemented with a series of data about many aspects
in order to assess the practical possibilities for reuse in technological and economic terms. The performance
characteristics of the waste, before and after its removal, represent in this logic a particularly significant. To
this end, the knowledge of the artifact will bring out a series of considerations on: the elements that can be
reused, at the same time as, maintaining the original shape (thresholds, window frames, doors, etc..); the
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waste that can be recycled by regeneration (wood, brick, stones, …); the materials that can be recycled by
waste treatments plants, not least, it is important to identify any unwanted components that should be
diverted from landfills. It is now accepted that the quality of the materials from C&D is strongly influenced by
the more or less homogeneity of waste fraction obtainable after a specific activity, as it is evident that the
building heritage currently more subject to a maintenance/restoration was done with technologies that do not
make such activities easier. They didn’t design to be " dismantled" or, in some way, "deconstructed".
Therefore, at a yard restructuring the dismantling phase will require special attention and it has to be
considered as a selective demolition and follow a precise procedure that, in practice, is divided into the
following phases:
1. removal of the external moving parts such as waterproofing and roofing, and of all the materials
classified as dangerous, starting from the top;
2. removal of the electrical systems, heating and sanitary installations;
3. removal of windows and doors;
4. removal of interior floors and partitions in wood, drywall etc..;
5. demolition of structural parts and following storage in separate containers.
Each stage of demolition activities, listed above, has effects on the organization of the yard site, especially
with respect to the areas of handling equipment and storage materials. These aspects, together with the
characteristics of the materials produced and reusable components from phases of construction/demolition,
are open issues about the management of C&D materials. Thanks to mobile waste treatments, today more
efficient, it is possible to process in the yard the inert waste fraction. This means, on the other hand, increase
the complexity of the yard and, therefore case by case, it has to be evaluated the opportunity to follow this
procedure.
The main phases of C&D waste integrated management are: the separate collection for fractions, as
homogeneous as possible; the waste treatment and recovery; the re-use of components; the appropriate
disposal of non-recoverable waste, and related control activities on the environmental impacts of each
transaction. This integrated approach can not ignore the first rule of a rational waste management, in a broad
sense: reducing the volume of produced waste.
After identifying waste according to the EWC (European Waste Catalogue); after adopting the principles
concerning selected waste production, separate collection and environmental protection during material
storage, in order to accomplish the integrated cycle of waste management, mechanisms of demand and
supply (materials and components) is needed activate. On this last aspect, despite several years is passed
from the experimentation of the VAMP project aiming to build an innovative information system able to
manage the waste flows produced by and/or recoverable in the construction and demolition sector, it is still
one of the most interesting examples.
In particular, for the disposal and supplying of materials and components, the Valorisation Decision Support
System (V- DSS) elaborated by VAMP researchers aiming to “provide support for the environmentally
friendly and cost effective disposal/ supply of C&D materials and components produced by any users. This
system indicates which recycling / disposal sites of C&D goods best meet Vamp system environmental
requirements: economic criteria: waste management must be convenient for Vamp users. The first coeffients
introduced in it are the disposal and the transport costs; environmental criteria: waste management must be
‘environmental sustainable’ to achieve the aim of the system. The coefficient of environmental assessment
introduced in the system is defined for each activity in it.” [3]
The introduction of performance criteria to determine the quality of the material from C&D or component
recovered, is a significant step in order to their life cycle does not close but, on the contrary, open to new
uses and project opportunities. Above all in the case of removal of plants, required to energy saving and
environmental protection recommendations, the assessment of the individual elements is needed in relation
to the possibility that these be made more efficient through some technical and functional upgrade.
Obviously this application will be economically sustainable.

2.

Reuse of plant components (Rossella Franchino)

The adhesion to the design principles for recycling in the building sector has been extended from the first
researchers, who have individualized innovative results in paying their attention to sustainability and have
involved other designers in carrying out the research practically, to corporate bodies involved in the
governance of constructions in important territorial areas that, with their rules and guides, have begun to
impose design lines for both recycling and disassembly preceding the former and making reusable the
material to be recycled. The Department of Design and Construction of New York City has been mentioned
among the first most important experiences respect to all this. In 1999, with its "High Performance Building
Guidelines" [4] in the chapter entitled "Materials and Product Selection", such a Department expressed the
addresses for a design that, besides the other technological characteristics, should consider the possibility to
recover and reuse building materials and components. In 2000 also in Canada with the "HOK Guidebook for
Sustainable Design" [5] a definite change was imposed in the design for recycling.
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Nowadays the possibility of a future recycling, facilitated by a design foreseeing how to disassemble
materials and components for their easy separation and reuse, is being already examined closely enough for
the building components, while it is being less examined for plant components because their aim at recycling
meets greater design and construction difficulties unless their particular modularity, sectionability and
removability are invented. Certainly recycling plant components is on one hand more complex than recycling
the other building components, by now consolidated, on the other hand it is easier if the plant, even being
designed as a whole with the architecture and lay-out, keeps its own recognition within the building context.
The pre-requisite for planning the plant systems for recycling is, therefore, a plant setting as a functionally
integrated unit in the building envelope, but physically separated. Thinking of a functional integration and a
physical disconnection of a plant system means to design it so that it gives a very good performance in
relationship with the function of the environment built to be either cooled or warmed or energized, but that
has got links and transitory supports with it, that can be easily removed for the reuse of their components.
The further effort that is required, besides, to the technical designers of the plant systems, from a recycling
point of view, consists also and above all in having to reconcile the demand for reuse with energy
consumption saving and use of renewable sources. In order to achieve this aim the plant system needs to
have relationships with both interior and exterior environment. Architecture with a low energy intensity,
submitting the attainment of the thermal comfort to the exchanges of natural heat, opportunely isolating the
envelope, is its necessary presupposition. A greater possibility of recycling the plant systems happens,
therefore, in the case of buildings with a low energy intensity, that is with very lower electric and thermal
energy consumptions than the average and in self-sufficient buildings. Here their low consumption is given
by essentially solar and geothermal renewable energy, resulting in a noteworthy simplification of both interior
and exterior plant networks and allowing an easy reuse of the plant systems involved in such networks, as
well. Besides, in the case of the solar energy that is the most widespread, the modularity of both thermal and
photovoltaic captators must be added, that subsequently contributes to facilitation for recycling. In
conclusion, the reuse of plant components and systems can be diffused, if they are conceived as simplified
environmental networks, as designed by the designer as modular, repetitive and removable, that is
concerning with "low-intensity" or self-sufficient models through the use of renewable energies. Recycling
building materials and components is more and more diffusely considered as a factor of sustainability of
architecture, especially if deconstruction is considered rather than demolition, being the former an activity
aimed at separation for recycling, while being the latter a simple removal. From the considerations
previously expressed, it can be deduced, however, that the real frontier of the sustainable design of plant
systems is the frontier of the design from a recycling point of view (design for recycling). This design allows
to carry out a plant system, so that the components can be recovered in their integrity and, therefore, reused
with simple actions of disassemble and assemble.
Thinking of the reuse of the plant materials since the design let better carry out an eco-friendly architecture,
careful to save energy uses and consumptions and to balance them with renewable natural resources,
anyway. The adhesion to the design principles for recycling, achieving a high level of reversibility for the
environment where the work is inserted represents, therefore, a suitable answer to the demands for
sustainability. When an intervention of a building rehabilitation is carried out, they also intervene on the plant
systems removing them or replacing them partly or completely with the aim at:
 either improving their performances;
 or adjusting them according to new standards;
 or replacing them for obsolescence;
 or changing their performances and their working,
 or changing their intended use,
or because it is not possible to preserve them in the building demolitions. In these occasions the removed
material can be recovered and recycled, in a decreasing order of difficulty, both as a system and as a single
component and as a secondary material. In the matrix the intersections have been coloured showing what
type of reuse the intervention can carry out according to its aims.
object of removal

production
material

reuse of
component

reuse of
system

performance improvement
legislative requirements
overcoming obsolescence
change performances
change destination
Tab.1 - Matrix of removals usability
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The removal for obsolescence can, for instance, allow only the recovery of materials, as components and
systems, if obsolete, have not got a competitive functionality any longer.
If the plant system is removed for either its performance improvement, or a change of its performances, or a
change of the intended use of the served building, it is possible instead to get production of materials, reuse
of the component and reuse of the system. If the removal is determined by an adjustment to changed
standards, then the recovery cannot certainly be recovery of system, but recovery of material or, at the most,
recovery of components that are still in accordance with the standards.
Having spoken about a possible recovery, it is opportune to establish what it must be meant for possibility to
recover, reuse and recycle the plant systems. Materials or components can be recovered singly, if the
process of integration with the others allows to separate them without any dimensional, chemical or physical
damage. They are also reusable when, with their separation, they have not lost their aesthetical or
performing qualities and if they can be reformed or reinstated in their primitive capability of connection with
other materials. Recycling can be defined the possibility to reuse the material that can be recoverable and
reusable. It also depends on either the propensity or reluctance to reuse a certain material or component.
In the matrix that follows the requisites of maintenance of the plant material are highlighted according to the
aim of recovery. In order to allow the recoverability in the intervention of removal of the building components,
the chemical-physical characteristics of the material mustn’t be altered; in the case of recovery of
components, besides the preservation of their characteristics, their volume, their shape and their integrity
meant as a whole of sub-components, it is made up of, must be preserved; finally, in the case of more
components systems, the maintenance of the mechanical and electric connections among the components
must be considered, besides what is applied to each of them.
If the aim of the recovery is the secondary material, the maintenance of the characteristics of the materials is
enough; besides this, if they also try to reuse the single component it is necessary to preserve its integrity
and its shape. If every possible reuse is wanted, they need also to maintain the connections among the
components.
For the maintenance of the existing plant systems there are some performing and regulatory limits.
While also the old building work still offers the performances of the recent work, for instance it has got an
envelope protecting from rain, warm or cold, the old heating system can’t give the performances of a modern
air-conditioning system.
purpose of recovery
preservation

production
material

reuse of single
component

reuse of a
section
plant

chemical- physical
properties
volume, shape and
integrity
mechanical and
electrical
connections
Tab.2 - Matrix of recovery aim

Even more often it can happen that the plant system is not in accordance with the standards; standards
always evolve quickly with the available technology and greater and greater requests of safety and reliability,
for which in most cases the reuse of the old plant system is not possible.
The standards that mostly prevent the maintenance of the old plant systems are those of safety and energy
and environmental performance.

3.

Photovoltaic systems as a “double green” technology (Raffaela De Martino)

The sustainable design of building’s plants must be aimed not only to reduce energy consumption, but also
to the recycling plant systems, as well as those related to traditional or innovative type as photovoltaic
systems. The exponential growth of photovoltaic installations pushes designers and manufacturers in recent
years to deal with the delicate issue of the disposal of the modules at the end of life. Many components and
raw materials of the panels can be, in fact, in order to saving resources, re-used through appropriate
management and control strategies. Solar energy is an alternative source of energy, inexhaustible and clean
as during the lifetime of a PV system, no emission of pollutants are (nitrogen and sulfur oxides) and
"greenhouse gases" (carbon dioxide).
The photovoltaic energy production thus involves the undeniable environmental benefits over the traditional
generation systems based on the use of fossil fuels. However, an analysis of the benefits can not be limited
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to the use phase of the system, but must extend to the entire life cycle: which means to consider all
environmental impacts associated with the various life stages of the product system, including the
processing of raw materials, transportation, distribution, use, reuse, recycling and final disposal, using an
approach called "from cradle to grave", according to the principle of the "Life Cycle Thinking".
Generally it is estimated that the average lifetime of a PV module is around 25-30 years; in theory, the
lifetime of a PV system is potentially infinite since there are no moving parts, but because of the natural
deterioration of materials may rupture phenomena of laminates with penetration of moisture and air within
the modules and consequent oxidation of contacts and strips. These are the main causes of the decline of
productivity, reduced yields and the consequent decrease in the overall efficiency of the system. At the end
of its life cycle, these systems can be divested and subsequently disposed of in landfills. It is a shameful end,
and especially in contrast with the main goal of energy production from renewable sources: a system in
which the machine has produced clean energy runs the risk of becoming, at the end of life, in another of the
many technological devices difficult to dispose of. Until a few years ago the problem of disposal was not
considered, partly because of the young age of photovoltaic technology and the longevity of the modules. On
the other hand, the start of the photovoltaic significant in many European countries (Germany, Spain) and
the USA begins to be already "dated". For these reasons the industry, especially in Germany, has already
begun to develop recycling methods thanks to the activity of PV Cycle, the European association for the
voluntary collection and recycling of photovoltaic panels, founded in 2007 by industry of solar.
A traditional crystalline silicon photovoltaic module, for example, is composed of glass, used for the external
and protection surfaces; of aluminium, used for the frames; of silicon and other metals, such as silver and
copper, used in small amounts for the realization of the electrical contacts. Are all valuable materials that can
be recovered for the production of new modules or other products.
All these considerations make it clear how important it is to close in a virtuous way the life cycle of a
photovoltaic module, making this technology "Double Green", as the slogan of the PV Cycle. This way takes
us to an approach called "from cradle to cradle" [6] through which materials and components recovered from
the modules at the end of life (the wafers from the cells recovered intact and the high-purity silicon from
broken ones) are reintroduced in a new cycle of production of the same product obtaining a considerable
energy saving. In order for recycling to be truly effective and efficient it is necessary to enable such an
approach from the earliest design stages of the product-system, designing the PV modules in a functional
way for recycling.
PV Cycle is an association founded in 2007 to implement the commitment of the photovoltaic industry to set
up a voluntary take-back and recycling programme for end of life PV modules. The purpose of this initiative
was also to avoid the introduction of legislative measures by the European Community, which has, however,
recently issued the new WEEE Directive. The WEEE Directive [7] on the Waste from Electrical and
Electronic Equipment, regulates the proper treatment of such products and requires manufacturers and
importers to secure the recovery and recycling at the end of the life cycle. In the scope of the first WEEE
Directive the solar panels were not included, but from 2012 they were included in the list.
The directive does not need to be transposed by Member States until 14 February 2014. In Italy, meanwhile,
manufacturers and importers of photovoltaic modules have, from July 1 2012, new precise requirements for
the management of end-life phase of systems. And what a result of new application rules established by the
Energy Services Operator needed to ensure the recycling of the modules. As is known, the cells of
crystalline modules consist mainly of silicon, which does not lose the ability to absorb the incident solar
radiation, and it is for this reason that the panels can be recycled and reused. However, this does not apply
to thin films because they contain a very low percentage of silicon: their components are in fact only re-used
metal ones.
The process to recycle a crystalline photovoltaic module consists of three main stages: removal of the frame
and junction box, grinding and recycling in the line of processing of float glass. The fractions resulting from
this process are ferrous and non-ferrous metals, glass, silicon and plastic with an average of recycling
between 80% and 90%. The glass produced by the photovoltaic modules is mixed with standard glass and
partly reintroduced in fiber glass or insulation products and in part in products for packaging glass. The
metals, silicon and plastic may be used for the production of new raw materials.
Speech exception is made for photovoltaic modules based on materials other than silicon as the CI(G)S
(copper indium gallium diselenide) and CdTe (cadmium telluride). Up to 95% of the materials used in these
modules can be recovered for the use in new materials. To delaminate and separate the various
components of the photovoltaic modules using chemical baths based tensides.
Among the few projects of photovoltaic systems modules with recycled it should be noted that the building of
the International Solar Energy Research Center Konstanz, Germany [8]. The ISC is a research institute,
specialized in the research and development of solar cells and modules with crystalline silicon, whose main
goals are to make solar cells more efficient and reduce their production costs, thus encouraging the spread
of a environmentally friendly technology. In recent years, the ISC also has examined in-depth research
projects aimed at developing new technologies for the production of solar cells, the evaluation of new raw
materials and finally the possibility of reuse and or recycling of the modules reached the end of life. This line
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of research has found a practical application in the building housing the center. The southern facade of the
institute has, in fact, brise soleil photovoltaic cells made of 100% recycled. Studies conducted by the institute
show that the efficiency of the successfully competes with similar systems made, however, with new cells.
The installation, overlapping the existing building structure, while not constituting an interesting application
from an architectural point of view, is a exemplary case, particularly significant, of widespread culture of
recycling in the photovoltaic field.

Fig. 1: The International Solar Energy Research Center Konstanz, Germany.
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Abstract

The research is aimed at the possibility to evaluate and comprehend, almost entirely through the
disciplines of Survey and Graphic Analysis, the architectural language of a designer understanding the
invariant features of his works.
As a matter of fact, in the absence of suitable historic documents and design drawings, the
architectural text represents the basis for conducting the cognitive investigation.
As the subject of the research, the architect Giuseppe Palazzotto (1702-1764) was therefore selected.
He was an artistic personality, a severe executor of a refined lexicon and a man of great formal
coherence in the course of his long career.
A fundamental part of the research has been the creation of synoptic tables on which to start an
immediate graphical comparison between similar formal solutions in different buildings, or parts of
them. The drawing analysis were carried out on graphical representation obtained through careful
surveys made with the same graphics rendering, aimed at an immediate comparison.
For cases of particularly complex geometric shapes we used 3D laser scanning to acquire a large
number of metric information, necessary to carry out a graphical analysis based on reliable data.
Keywords: Giuseppe Palazzotto, Graphical Analysis, Drawing, Surveying, Catania

1.

Introduction

Eugenio Magnano di San Lio

Giuseppe Palazzotto is one of the most representative architects of the eighteenth century in Catania.
In the reconstruction of the city after the earthquake of 1693 he designed or rebuilt many buildings,
from the beginning of his activity in the fourth decade of the century until his death in 1764.
He had a coherent and personal style which is recognisable during the whole period of his prolific
activity.
According to classical architectural orders he developed a personal language that influenced and was
influenced by the other architects working in Catania in the same period.
For instance, he was probably the inventor and was certainly the major user of the typical vertical
aggregation of architectural elements which is called "candle".
In this technique a continuous line follows and defines the profile of the architectural unit; the keystone
of an arch becomes the bracket of the balcony standing above and the protrusion of a geometrical
cartouche between the wings of a broken tympanum corresponds to the protrusion of the underlying
window lintel.
Sometimes horizontal mouldings link together windows and balconies of a facade.
In aristocratic palaces the central gate and the overhead balcony with its windows, larger than the
others of the facade, becomes a single unit, a tribune.
The question is if, through architectural survey and geometrical analysis, it is possible to recognise
shapes, aggregations and formal solutions that are typical of Palazzotto’s architectural language.
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His masterpiece is the Palazzo Valle in Catania, usually attributed to Giovan Battista Vaccarini, but,
according to the testimony of a 19th century historian and especially by an analysis of the architectural
style, it can be attributed to Palazzotto.
In this building the characteristics of Palazzotto’s language reach their peak of perfection.
Two examples of the comparisons - carried out through both the survey and the graphic analysis of
Palazzotto’s diverse works in order to identify permanent features in his architectural language - are
included in the synoptic tables accompanying this paper.
In particular, two main themes have been identified with some variations in various buildings which
were undoubtedly designed by Palazzotto.
In the first theme the subject matter of the horizontal frame of an architectural element, which, by one
line going vertically and another going horizontally, finishes at the top of a second above-lying element
thus merging them in one unit, is analysed.
It is to be found again, skilfully used by Palazzotto in the side gates of the facade of the Church of San
Giuliano (1740), in the big gable window in the tribune of the Palazzo del Senato (1760) and in the
loggia of the Seminario dei Chierici (before 1760), although the first clear use of this formal invention
in Catania has to be credited to Vaccarini who used it inside the refectory of the monastery of San
Nicolò l’Arena in 1739.
Another element is that of the gable end showing vases with flowers and stone flame vases, joined
through willowy lines which stand out - or were meant to stand out - against the blue skies on the top
of the buildings designed by Palazzotto.
In particular, they are the playful gable ends built over the second tier of the loggia of the Palazzo
dell’Università in Catania, the similar gable ends on the sides of the facade of the Church of San
Giuliano, the gable end – now walled up – of the tribune of the Church of Santa Chiara and the gable
end which was meant to crown the southern facade of the Palazzo del Senato in Catania; despite
having never been built, it can be seen in an etching in the work of Bova taken from a drawing by the
same Palazzotto.

Fig. 1: The “candle” of Palazzo Zappalà in Piazza Duomo, designed by Giuseppe Palazzotto in 1760.

2.

The theme of the vertical frames
Mariateresa Galizia

Architecture, like all the other arts, can be considered as a text that, both in its parts and its totality,
bears the signature of its author. Through a careful survey and a detailed graphic analysis of the data
collected it is possible to identify both the permanent and changing features which characterise the
works of the architect.
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The research on Palazzotto, whose work has often been overshadowed by his close collaboration with
G B Vaccarini or has not been acknowledged by many scholars, aims to provide a detailed study of
the stylistic/formal features characterising his architecture, which qualified him as ‘architect of the city’
in 1745.
His architectural language, with its simple solutions and syntactic accuracy, was learnt from and
inspired by the texts kept in the libraries of the city, as well as from the close and fruitful collaboration
with Vaccarini.
Unlike the latter, Palazzotto’s limited possibilities to travel to see new places which could inspire his
designs held him back from achieving originality and innovation, which were the dominant features of
Vaccarini’s work.
His formal solutions, on closer examination, are recognisable for their controlled and cautious
originality. He used traditional elements (capitals, small balusters, tympanums) ‘with no innovation or
amazement’, but with elegance and the accuracy of their harmonious connections, which made him
famous in the history of Catania.
An example can be found in some design solutions used in the Palazzo del Senato in Catania, a
building whose authorship is wrongly attributed to Vaccarini. By carefully examining the blueprint of
the facades, with the additional aid of archival documents, the differences are clear. Here his favourite
theme is evident, the frame which bends 90° without breaking and which would become the trademark
of the designer himself. the architectural element revealing the authorship of his works.
The majestic central tribune, designed in place of the Romanesque gate, occupies the whole
architectural element formed by two giant flat lesenes. Unlike the large windows of the piano nobile
attributed to Vaccarini, the tympanum here does not break and turn outwards dynamically, but folds on
itself by lying on the same plane.
Palazzotto prefers the continuity of the mouldings finishing off the formal appearance of the
architectural element. Bare and smooth imposts, slightly rotated so as to find a solution from the point
of view of perspective rather than from that of form, support traditional capitals from which flat triglyphs
with slightly projecting guttae hang.
A simple trabeation supports the frame with its tiny mouldings which bends 90° thus interrupting the
function of the dripstone so as to leave a rectangular area which contains a marble crest of the city.
The two wings of the tympanum, which hold two female figures created by G. Orlando, complete the
architectural unit.
The theme of the frame which bends 90° also appears in the windows of the mezzanine. At the top, to
finish the facade, there is a bare, continuous frame which surrounds the single windows, as if to join
the single parts of the architectural elements in one unit. The linear and thin mouldings bend around
the large windows and, with no interruption, go over the lesenes thus representing a means of
“connection between the parts” which finishes the architectural structure of the facade.
A similar formal solution of a folded frame, which underpins Palazzotto’s signature, can be found in the
loggia of the Palazzo dei Chierici. A small room contained in the piano nobile, in which the attention
paid to architectural details makes it an example of harmonious beauty between the parts and the
whole unit. The quadrangular planimetric structure, with two large pilasters lying in the middle which
divide the area into four parts covered with domes on pendentives and with two groin vaults, is
surrounded by lavish and decorated openings, niches and large windows overlooking the inner court.
All the single architectural elements on the facades of the structure are also here “tied” by one
continuous frame which bends 90° exactly where the windows lie. A tripartite lintel supports the
smooth frieze which, aligned with the doors/windows, contains a modelled shield with festoons and
crown, the whole unit being framed by the bare and geometrical mouldings.
The folded frame, like in the tribune of the Palazzo del Senato, supports the two wings of the
tympanum turning outwards which frame a rising flame in the middle.
A signature thus belonging to Palazzotto, who very skilfully uses the frame not only as an element to
finish the structure but also as a connection between the parts, as a thread which sews together the
interruptions of the single architectural elements.
The same theme of the folded frame can be seen in the side gates of the Church of San Giuliano. The
frame over the gate folds in a right angle giving way not to crests or shields, but to a high and soaring
fanlight window which lights up the rooms for the cult.
The solution becomes a means of “connection between the parts” here as well. The two distinct
elements, the door and the window, become a single unit, an architectural syntagma which vertically
flings the structure towards the sky, in a single “candle-shaped” element. The bare and rigid mouldings
overlap in a continuous manner with the lintel of the underlying gate. Over the frame the two wings of
the tympanum rise, recurring elements supporting modelled sculptures which represent little angels.
Such similar formal solutions, found in buildings different from the point of view of type and use, have
been compared through synoptic tables, in which the 90° folded frame representing the constant
feature of Palazzotto’s architecture appears. A recognisable signature which the architect uses with
coherence and designer skill.
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Fig. 2: The theme of vertical frames.
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3.

The theme of the crowning gable-end
Cettina Santagati

The methodology of study of the recurrent themes of Giuseppe Palazzotto’s architectural lexicon by
means of surveying, graphical analysis and documental validation allowed us to carry out an in
retrospect critical lecture of its architectures and projects, thus detecting the elements that
characterize its architectures and make readable its planning style.
Among those the theme of the buildings crowning gable-end stands out. Palazzotto often adopts this
solution. We can find it both in civil buildings, such as the court of the Palazzo dell’Università and in
the façade of the Palazzo del Senato, and in religious buildings like the lodge lantern of the church of
San Giuliano and the church of Santa Chiara in Catania.
In 1747 Palazzotto replaces GB Vaccarini in the building site of Palazzo dell’Università. The first order
of the portico of the cloister had been already completed and part of the second order was in a quite
advanced phase of construction. To crowning the second order, Palazzotto designs a graceful and
lively frieze in white stone that is rhythmic by the alternation of vases with flowers, placed in axis with
underlying pillars, and soft double spirals, elegantly carved on the stone, that support towering vases
with flames.
On the whole, the light and the shade effects caused by the carved stone gives a certain dynamism to
the fancy and harmonic skyline of the cloister lodge.
A solution similar to the one realized for the Palazzo dell’Università is the one designed but never built
for the top of the Palazzo del Senato. Indeed, it is possible to see that solution only in Antonino Bova’s
incision as an attachment to Arcangelo Leanti’s book about the city of Catania.
Definitely, the gable-end of the Palazzo del Senato is characterized by the alternation of high
verticality elements – vases with spheres – placed in axis with the underlying pilasters and lesenes
that rhythmic the façade and of double spirals that embraces the entire span where they stay and
support, once again, flames vases.
In this case, the greater highness of the elements in axis with the lesenes in respect to the ones in
axes with openings gives more majesty to the façade layout. Furthermore, the treatment with very
close horizontal lines in the frame inside the spirals creates a perceptive figure-ground effect that
makes the geometric pureness of the shapes standing up.
The continuity of the frieze is interrupted at the central span where the element with double spirals
enlarges itself in order to host the meridian clock and it is topped by an omega frame.
Dealing with the two religious buildings, the Church of San Giuliano and the Church of Santa Chiara,
the attention of Palazzotto is mainly addressed to the dome. As a matter of fact, he experiments an
innovative solution in respect to the contemporaneous realizations in Catania: the lantern becomes a
lodge and involves in its inside the dome. Thus, having both an esthetic and static function. In both
churches the frieze crenellations made by white stone invigorate the stability since they participate to
the vertical forces resultant.
As regards the Church of San Giuliano, the gable-end solution is proposed again in the lateral sides of
the façade as well as in the crowning of the lantern. Here the rhythm is more compact. The
architectural element is framed between two flat lesenes and on the upper part is concluded by three
mullioned windows closed by pot-bellied grills and topped by a frieze that once again alternates little
flowered vases (placed in correspondence with openings jambs) and carved double spirals topped
with spheres. The elegant ribs cut out beneath the openings sills balance the upper frieze.
Similarly to the frieze of the Palazzo del Senato, also in this case the double spirals are linked with
continuity to the vases. However, here the ratio horizontal/vertical of double spirals is compressed in
horizontal direction.
Finally the gable-end of the lodge lantern of the Church of Santa Chiara, nowadays walled in, refines
the crowning to the sky of the building. Differently from the church of San Gi
uliano, here Palazzotto ties in a whole the lantern of the dome, with a dodecagonal shape, to the bell
lodge in façade. Thus, the lodge and the frieze, in addition to a static function, have also an esthetic
function of lightening the wall mass, otherwise it would be too much predominant.
The frieze swivels on the attic parapet alternating double spirals in the central span and slim vases in
the pilasters. Compared with the solution adopted in the previous examined buildings, here Palazzotto
doesn’t play with light and shadow effects due to the overlapping of lightly projecting layers, but simply
cuts a background inside the double spirals elements and commits the perceptive effect to materials
two-colour print.
In all the examined examples we can appreciate the ability of the designer to develop, according to the
needs, the theme of the crowning frieze with similar solutions but having different perceptive effects.
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Fig. 2: The theme of crowning gable-end.
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Abstract

The consideration of air as a real building material is one of the most innovative field of architectural
experimentations. The sustainable approach implies that architects should consider mutable prevailing
conditions of air movement which, with its dynamic movement, connotes morphological aggregation.
Different mutable prevailing conditions are given by the nature itself of air, which is dynamic into
aggregation. Historical net of architecture, with relation among patios and open spaces, and with
variable composition of areas and interconnections, is what reminds this sensation of thermal
wellness, due to air movements.
Some ancient architectures in particular can be the historical basis from which starting for air
movement innovative technologies.
With a system of design methodologies it is possible to recreate a situation similar to historic
configuration of Mediterranean Architecture, with continuous alternation of entrance and exit of air.
Innovative experiences are analized also with methodological indications for cooling and air
movement.
Keywords: natural ventilation, Mediterranean architecture, chimney, innovative ventilation.

1.

Ventilation systems in Mediterranean Architecture (Fosca Tortorelli)

Technological research is now increasingly deepening the themes of innovation in the field of natural
ventilation. In this sector what stands out as innovation is often closely linked to the historical tradition.
Entering in the specific theme of the "chimney component", this is one of the oldest man-made "heat
engines", which lends its name to the phenomenon known, in bioclimatic architecture, as the “chimney
effect", associated to the natural ventilation of a building. The buildings behave like chimneys, in which
inside the air circulates in function of the pressure differences, that are responsible for the natural
ventilation of the building. It is fundamental for the air change of the environments and the thermohygrometric wellness of occupants. The use of such systems for passive cooling, and in particular for
natural ventilation, has always been widespread in the Mediterranean countries just to deal with the
difficult summer weather conditions.
In Italy, for example, it is possible to recognize some constructive archetypes, which use hybrid
thermal control strategies, by means of the combined use of mass walls and chimney effect, enabled
through appropriate openings on the building.
Unfortunately, the recent widespread building has underestimated the benefits obtainable from natural
ventilation and passive cooling systems in general, relying on the system component for controlling
temperature and humidity of indoor spaces.
However, it is important to know how, in different architectural references and settlements of the past,
emerges the revaluation of certain environmental aspects since the initial design phase, through both
the orientation of the buildings and from the atmosphere, either through an adequate internal
distribution of the spaces and of the mechanisms of initiation and regulation of the flows of air and
solar radiation, in order to facilitate the internal microclimate control without the use of technological
systems for cooling, and in addition to guarantee the successful architectural integration of all devices
to it functional.
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The wind is one of the elements that represent an agent able to support the generation of the air flow,
determined mainly by the fireplace effect (the hot air tends to rise upwards, creating a depression at
the base that sucks the colder air from the outside). The vertical cross-ventilation system and that of
the combined wind-chimney effect can coexist with obvious advantages as in Iranian wind towers and
Qáa Egyptians. But back to Italy, just think of the type of construction of the Apulian Trullo, that
probably began as a simple shelter, evolving over the years to become a comfortable home from the
point of view of climatology / functional, economic and morphologically unique. The architecture of the
Trullo has infact undergone various changes, just to make it more comfortable and functional,
changing from a circular structure, to a square one (Fig. 1), until you get to form structures composed
of several Trulli, with a large central room, where takes place the fireplace so you can well distribute
the heat in different rooms. The external walls reach the thickness of one meter in order to obtain
niches. The domed ceiling, covered with limestone slabs (the chiancole), has an inclination of 45 °
which promotes the drainage of rainwater and its collection and preservation through a cistern located
under the same Trullo. The flooring is made of slabs of limestone (the chiancole), other than those
used for the cover. The whole architecture of the Trullo is made according to criteria of common sense
we now call "bioclimatic principles", with a single input place to the south, sheltered from the north
wind, and with few windows positioned opposite one another, so as to create a natural air circulation.
The thick white walls provide an almost constant temperature throughout the year, cool in summer and
mild in winter

.
Fig. 1: Trullo structure changes.

Very briefly the Trulli offers very good terms of adaptation to climatic conditions, ensuring a high level
of comfort resulting from a guaranteed good ventilation chimney effect due to the conical shape of the
section and to a certain permeability of dry stone walls.
An element present on the outside of many Trulli is the bower (fig. 2) of screws to high stalk. Very
often it is also the arrangement of these plants along the main front. The usefulness of the bower is to
create shadow areas near to doors and windows only for the summer period.

Fig. 2: The bower
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In conclusion, the Trullo can be defined as an enclosure wall controller that does not exploit the
climatic conditions, but passively protects the interior from the outside.
Further examples of technological and design solutions, aimed at obtaining the best climate comfort of
the interior, are found throughout the traditional Islamic architecture that goes from the ninth to the
twelfth century. In Egypt, Sicily, as in all areas of the Maghreb there are buildings and residences
where the constructive culture in achieving those systems, that now are commonly known as natural
air-conditioning systems of buildings, goes far beyond the simple empirical experimentation. The Zisa
castle in Palermo, which is halfway between the Royal Palace - placed in the center of the city - and
Monte Reale, where in a few years, from 1164, with William II was built the famous Abbey of
Monreale.. It is designed as a large rectangular parallelepiped perfectly symmetrical, consisting of a
ground floor, where the center is a noble straw embellished with a fountain, two upper floors for
housing male and female and a terrace of crowning which was originally opened in the center,
allowing rainwater to fall into the impluvio of three open spaces on the second floor and then be
channeled into pipes made in the soffit of the slabs. Front of the castle there is a large collection tank
water from the indoor fountain (fig. 3).

Fig. 3: The main floor of the Zisa

The main facade, changed over the centuries, was open on the ground floor with three large ogival
barrel vaults, the central double height, and the upper floors of single and double windows arranged
symmetrically with respect to the central axis, while the rear elevation appeared on the contrary more
closed.
The volume of the building, which appears today as a unique " bio-climatic machine," was completed
with two building’s side, jutting out from the outline of the building, containing some real "ventilation
chimneys" in response to all three levels of the structure and concluded on top of what today we might
call a chimney uptake.
One of the first similarities that we find the current bio-architecture, in this second example, is the
importance that the designers of the Zisa have given to the orientation of the building and with respect
to the path of the sun, and especially compared to the incidence of the winds. The orientation of the
main facade to the north-east of this and the presence of three large openings suggests the
willingness of manufacturers to maximize the benefits of sea breezes. The conditioning fresh air inside
the building was obtained through a mechanism that involved the operation of the five main
architectural elements and furnishings: a large fish pond in the front garden, the fountain on the
ground floor, the two ventilation chimneys and the presence of large wet towels placed under the
ceiling of several rooms on the upper floors. The air coming up from the port of Palermo, was cooled
in contact with the water in the fish pond, which, once it enters through the large entrance porch, was
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further cooled by the presence of water that flowed from the central fountain. Even today it is not clear
how this fountain is nourished. Among the assumptions made, there is one that sees the fountain fed
by channels descending from the upper floors. Rainwater cold, because channeled into conduits stone
running in the thickness of the floors, for their conformation "Low Heat Dissipation", poured into the
tank of the fountain embedded in the wall maintaining the low temperature naturally. With each new
influx of rain the tank is "recharged" water cooler resulting in a replacement of the masses of cold
liquid preserved.
This first system was then integrated the two ventilation stacks. Two towers perfectly symmetrical and
equal in scope to the position and shape.
The air cooled as well, as they warmed, began his journey to the upper floors aided by barrel vault of
ventilation chimneys that sucked the hot air from the residential environment. The air movements were
facilitated by mass walls of the chimney that do not overheat from the outside with the warm rays of
the sun produced the vortices of air inside. The small vortices tendencies stirred up the ascent of the
air. The air circulating in this way continuous cycle in all environments. The system was helped by the
presence, above each door of the room, a small lancet window. This punching allow hot air to be
drawn from depression, even when the doors were closed. The movement of air masses fed itself on
the principle of convection. The system is even more refined, as the builders had also thought of the
amount of hot air, say residual, which continued to stagnate in the rooms farther away through the
expedient of large tents wet supported by beams, the slots which are still visible to the tax of the time
that, acting as cold-heat exchangers, refreshing the hot air that had layered up putting it back into
circulation.
Reflecting to the present days and the many design efforts aimed at development of heating and
cooling systems based on passive technologies, it is clear that sometimes the events of history
repeating, experimenting with design solutions for cooling and/or heat the rooms that seem new. The
modern bio-architecture uses ventilation chimneys, greenhouses for the accumulation of heat, hot and
cold air ducts formed in the cavities of the walls and floors, rainwater recycling systems for use even
for the purpose of cooling .
The architects who designed the Trulli or Zisa, they were not driven by the need to save energy but
rather forced to conceive cooling systems to meet the needs of a better climate comfort, so that was
obtained by combining the intrinsic characteristics of some natural elements such as air and water,
with the forms of the architectural same. Maybe is from this point that you should start.
2.

Air movement and building shape (Francesca Muzzillo)

The consideration of air as a real building material encourages architects to reconsider first of all the
other materials from a different point of view, giving special attention to their possibility of being
flexible. The most emblematic example is the system of air ventilation in Villa Baizeau in Carthage in
which the architectural idea of Le Corbusier seems to be founded on air ventilation.
Contemporary architecture has taken note of this idea and over and over again the consideration of air
movement is at the basis of first schemes’ elaboration and there is a figurative image for shaping the
building with regard to air movement. The shape of the building rises together with the preventive
quantitative relation between ventilation and the conduction medium. Naturally this preventive work
should be very systematic, with relation to air and the medium in which it moves, also in relation to
various considerations like the possibilities of having a better internal microclimate connected with
various part of the building.i A general management system of natural components should be
correlated to a list of requirements codified into very carefully organised and well researched
valuations.
Different mutable prevailing conditions are given by the nature itself of air, which is dynamic into its
essence. And it is also true that often historic net of architecture with patios and open spaces, with
variable composition of areas and interconnections, is what reminds this sensation of thermal
wellness, due to air movements. With a system of design methodologies it is possible to recreate a
situation similar to historic configuration of Mediterranean Architecture, with continuous alternate of
entrance and exit of air. Naturally this permeability involves takes up again, in a different way, a direct
and mutual action process between air and architectural forms.
While passive cooling is easily achieved through high mass performances, a lack of flexibility into
massive masonry structural system does not always allow introducing new fountains and basins as
evaporative cooling strategies. Most of all, some technologies of sustainable design such as solar hot
water heating, photovoltaic and even small wind turbines could operate with an interference on air
movement.
Peculiar to the Mediterranean architectural paradigm is the passage through the building not only of
air prevailing passages, but also of perceptive and sensorial axes which are bounded, directly or
indirectly, to ventilation: light and sparks of greenery, which enter the building through the openings of
the envelope. This characteristic stands in opposition to the contemporary mainstream bioclimatic
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architectural strategies, produced by a continual, widespread and penetrable filter. So, the emerging
data suggest an idea of continue communication between open and closed spaces.
Into recovery practice, if we don’t replace the voids, this lack could facilitate natural air circulation in
the indoor-outdoor relationship. In fact, in our quest for an alternative to mechanical ventilation, we
could improve the bioclimatic behavior of an old architecture through cross-ventilation.
Moreover, as we know that indoor air is heavier than outdoor one, a quite common practice is to drive
air movements through the chimney and the voids inside the building itself is a traditional system for
wellness, being these movements in a certain way similar to what we today call “stack ventilation”, as
they are based on the temperature difference among the various air levels, with air going upward from
a higher pressure to a lower one and finally towards the open air.
Particularly seems there should be a new need for chimneys, as they have new significances and also
a new evidence into architecture. Obviously there is the problem that the height of the building should
not be too low in order to obtain a sufficient buoyancy force.
Sometimes in the past a different system was used and an alternative strategy let air moving into
architecture from top. The air movement was connected to different typologies: ascending, descending
or partly ascending and partly descending. And also this system is today studied: «downdraught
cooling is an energy efficient, and cost effective alternative to conventional sir-conditioning for new
and existing building. It relies on the effect of gravity on a body of (relatively) cold air to create a
downdraught, and thus circulate air from the source of cooling to the occupied zone within the
building».
Moreover air movement into Mediterranean architecture had a different function during the day and
during the night. Innovative systems, differently from the past, can be predicted exactly and air
movements are knowable through dynamic thermal models with expected performance evaluations,
considering during design phase alternatives among section choices, individualizing the best choices
in order to encourage ventilation.

Fig. 4: Alan Short and Associate’s School of Slavonic and East European Studies

Some projects descend directly from researches on air movements, as in the case of Alan Short and
Associate’s ones in London. In the School of Slavonic and East European Studies there are at the
basis of design the passive downdraught cooled studies, with different strategies during summer and
during winter. The chimneys are evident on the main façade, giving character to the architecture,
which, with its thermal mass of brickwork, tends to use low standard energy.
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Fig. 5: Stanton Williams' Central Saint Martins main entrance atrium

In the Central Saint Martins main entrance atrium, where the ventilation systems utilize natural air
buoyancy, Stanton Williams seems to bound innovation and tradition in a space with old brick walls on
one side and a new ceiling on the top. Here the presence of air vents is evident, in an effort for
bringing architecture back to the origins.
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Abstract

The tangible and intangible assets of a heritage site are recognized and valued from the disciplinary
framework, nonetheless it is first local heritage and as such, a part of the everyday life. This raises an
evident tension when facing the restoration of a living monument, being this the case of 16 wooden
churches in the Chiloé archipelago, located north of the Patagonia.
In 2000 these churches were declared World Heritage by UNESCO, recognizing the architectural
values of these temples as well as the cultural context they are placed in. The hard weather
conditions, the scarce resources, the attachment to the land, the religion and the community ties give
Chiloé its very own character and a special atmosphere that are part of the identity of its people, all of
which has to be taken into account when restoring the temples. The task of incorporating the essential
aspects of the every day life and the challenge of understanding the value of heritage in a broad sense
are the inputs that have to be dealt with.
Vilupulli and Ichuac are two of these living temples that were restored with the mandate and purpose
of recovering and maintaining the structures that had been in imminent danger of collapsing.
Reconciling the material with the immaterial aspects, the humble with the monumental, and attending
to the deep rooted pragmatic sense of a population shaped in the harshness of cultural and territorial
isolation, were the main issues addressed.
Keywords: World Heritage – Wooden churches – Chiloé – Restoration – Woodwork

1.

The archipelago of Chiloé, a distinctive local cultural setting in a global world

The particularities of a territory and a people certainly reflect unto the criteria of the restoration of a
building, moreover if it is a declared a World Heritage site. Chiloé is one of those experiences that
demands closer attention in this respect not only for its unique location but also for its distinct culture.
It is a remote territory located over a thousand kilometers south of the Chilean capital, Santiago, just
north of the Patagonia, conformed by approximately forty smaller islands and the Big Island. The
archipelago is the last bastion of the Spanish colonization in Chile, and it is conformed by a rich
multicultural mixture between the native peoples and the European immigrants that mingled together
throughout centuries. In fact, the uniqueness of Chiloé is related to its geography and its cultural
isolation, as well as to its population scattered in small rural settlements, mostly overlooking the calm
inland sea, establishing a culture based primarily on the land and its resources. These conditions
favored the preservation of a cultural milieu structured by small farms with subsistence agriculture that
differs from the rest of the country, a reality which has been characterized by concentrated ownership
in the hands of landlords, and more recently dominated by the agriculture and forestry industry.
The local population has to deal with harsh weather conditions marked by abundant rain fall, humidity
and rather cold temperatures, especially during the winter season where occasional strong winds
further increase the difficulties of the people in their everyday existence. Nevertheless, these
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conditions have also contributed to the rich diversity of the native species of trees in a lush wooded
landscape of rolling hills and winding coastlines that define the archipelago’s topography of the inland
sea. Wood is therefore the natural material of construction in the area. The local cultures have
developed a particular building tradition based on timber, on the skills of their carpenters and on a
close net of solidarity and mutual cooperation that has allowed them to manufacture a variety of
wooden objects, from tools to ships, to houses, and their most significant architectural contribution, the
wooden churches. These wooden churches also relate to another Chilotan historic aspect: the
peoples’ strong commitment to the catholic rites. With the arrival of the Spanish conquistadores and
the subsequent action of the Order of the Jesuits who arrived in the seventeenth century to the area to
evangelize the indigenous peoples, religion became an essential part of the local culture [1]. Current
rituals and customs still in practice are related to the evangelizing work of the Jesuits, who instituted
the tradition of the “circular missions” -or Jesuit Peripatetic Missions-.using the inner sea as a means
of getting to all communities.
…the Jesuits organized in the course of the 18th century a fantastic spatial network with their
"circular missions" which allowed them to consolidate aboriginal communities in settlements
around a chapel that was visited once a year and whose religious duties were led for the rest
of the year by a "fiscal" appointed from the community itself. [2]

The Chilotan church, which is typically placed in front of an esplanade, invariably appears as the main
element that gives birth and direction to the villages, and the area around them. It is a site of religious
ceremonies and a gathering place for the neighbors. The building itself is usually located in such a
way that it can be seen from almost every corner no matter if you are inland or at sea. In fact these
churches served as virtual lighthouses for the passing vessels.

Fig. 1: The town of San Juan with its World Heritage wooden church. The changing tides define the shores of the
inner sea of the archipelago. (Photographed by the author, 2006).

2.

The wooden churches; the constructive tradition in wood and its particularity

2.1 The material and the traditional timber craftsmanship
The constructive tradition in wood defines the timber churches of Chiloé in many ways as a unique
case study. The knowledge of the variety of types of wood that conditions the construction and grants
specific attributes to the diverse elements involved in a building, and the traditional craftsmanship that
utilizes tools and materials in a very creative and unique manner, compensating the shortage of
resources with ingenuity and joint work, are some of those aspects tightly related to the archipelago’s
vernacular architecture.
The richness of the native forest allows selecting different wood species that have different qualities,
using thereafter, the right timber depending on the needs of construction: for example, hard timber is
used for the structural elements, watertight woods for roofing shingles and exterior walls, and softer
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woods for interior coatings and some ornamental elements. These woods are crafted using basic tools
and are assembled as defined building elements through diverse wood joints that are originally firmly
knit together by wooden anchors without the need of either bolts nor nails; joints like the so called Cola
de Milano, Rayo de Jupiter and Caja y Espiga, are some examples of the ingenious ways of securing
the timber without the need of other elements.
The building tradition also conditioned the construction characteristics of the churches. The main
corpus of the temple resembles a rural shed with its gable roof and simplicity, and is usually the first
part to be erected, whilst the tower represents a rather more complex configuration that is conceived
as a telescopic succession of hexagonal or octagonal drums firmly embedded one inside the other in
order to secure the firmness of the highest and most feeble part of the church. The entire building
settles on stone foundations that typically date back to the eighteenth century, being these stones
simple rocks placed on the terrain.
In spite of the ingenuity of the Chilotans in the erection of these churches, timber structures are
exposed to different deteriorating agents. Profuse rain, humidity, strong winds, solar radiation and
wood boring insects are a constant threat in the conservation challenges of vernacular architecture in
the southern part of Chile. The locals acquired the habit of replacing the damaged parts of a church
and in extreme cases letting it crumble while building a new one alongside recovering and recycling
the timber from the old one. This shows a particular pragmatic attitude towards these buildings, far
from the more conservative and nostalgic sentiment that is more ditrectly related to a scholar’s point of
view.

Fig. 2: Quinchao, one of the 16 UNESCO World Heritage wooden churches prior to the 2011 full restoration.
Exterior and interior view. The extensive and severe decay of the strucutre threatened the building to collapse.
(Photographed by the author, 2006).

Fig. 3: The decayed elements of a church comprises the exposed surfaces of the wood, to areas usually hidden
to the naked eye. The putrefaction of a timber and the presence of wood boring insects can therefore place a
serious threat to the stability of a main structural element.
(Photographed by the author: churches of Nercón 2009, Rilán 2006, and Quinchao 2006).
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2.2 Global styles, local adaptation
Another distinctive aspect of Chilotan architecture is the ability of the craftsmen to adapt different
styles and morphologies to the local capabilities given by the building materials and the existing tools
available. The singular design and the image of the wooden churches in Chiloé are also directly
related to the reinterpretation of an architecture that was brought from Europe, and introduced in both,
civil and ecclesiastical buildings. Within the latter ones, there is a mixture of morphological influences
converging throughout time with the vernacular local adaptation. In fact, a combination of the Central
European tower-façade with the basilica configuration characteristic of the Latin tradition can be
recognized in the Chilotan churches. There is also a harmonious combination of elements that
belongs to the Gothic, the Baroque, the Renaissance and the Neoclassical among other styles that
can be singled out from a rich melange of eclectic architecture. Thus, it is relevant to acknowledge
certain common characteristics in the buildings’ forms, materials and craftsmanship that show no
significant changes over the centuries, and remain a constant regardless of the style and the
sophistication in the designs, inferring that they are part of a truly Chilotan architecture.
The interior is organized by arcades that separate the main nave from the side aisles, and the exterior
portico at the access, holds the tower that appears like crowning the horizontal volume. Most of the
churches also incorporate a barrel vault ceiling in their central nave, a technique borrowed from the
construction techniques used in the traditional wooden boatbuilding. A gallery overlooking the central
nave also serves to access the inside of the tower.

Fig. 4: Achao, Chonchi, Tenaun and Vilupulli, four UNESCO World Heritage Chilotan wooden churches.
(Photographed by the author, 2011, 2006, 2006, 2006).

3.

The UNESCO distinction: an opportunity to share local heritage with the world

The vernacular value of the architecture in Chiloé was unknown to the rest of the nation and the world
for to long. Its simple and even naïve buildings often have been unappreciated by locals and scholars
for its humble characteristics. Though its value can be fully understood and appreciated when getting
to know the richness of the local traditional woodworks and the involvement of a community that
makes their temples be part of their everyday life. In that sense these churches are an exceptional
testimony of the local customs and culture found nowhere else in the world. These wooden churches
are scattered all over the archipelago, having each its own particularities but being part of the same
traditional way of building.
After long years of academic work and research in the archipelago carried out mainly by the School of
Architecture of Universidad de Chile with the participation of the local community, the significance of
the traditional wooden churches of Chiloé has been brought to the limelight, first nationally and then
internationally. In 2000, through the joint work of the Catholic Foundation of the Bishopric of Chiloé,
professionals and academic faculty of the University, and the National Council of Monuments, 14 of
these churches were presented and officially incorporated into the UNESCO list as World Heritage
sites, on account of their heritage value and as a means of recognition of a broader family of timber
structures and its relationship with the intangible values of the local people. On June 2001, two other
churches were added to the list. These 16 sites were selected among about 60 traditional churches
that still existed in the archipelago at the time, considering them the most significant and
representative exponents of a model or type that recurs throughout the archipelago. These churches
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were noted as possessing a significant artistic and architectural value of historical importance. In this
selection the condition of conservation of the churches was also an aspect taken into account [3].
The official justification for the inscription described by UNESCO contemplated two main criteria:
First, that “the churches of Chiloé are outstanding examples of the successful fusion of European and
indigenous cultural traditions to produce a unique form of wooden architecture.”
And second, that “the mestizo culture resulting from Jesuit missionary activities in the 17th and 18th
centuries has survived intact in the Chiloé archipelago, and achieves its highest expression in the
outstanding wooden churches.” [4]
The national recognition first, and later the international distinction opened a way to share the values
of the wooden churches of Chiloé with the rest of the country and thereafter, with the entire world,
furthering thereby an incipient but nevertheless growing touristic activity. This interest certainly
constitutes an asset for local communities that can through it seize the opportunity to develop a
sustainable tourist industry, while cherishing and nurturing their own traditions over the overwhelming
development related to the commodities and big industrial enterprises that have been penetrating the
archipelago for the last decades

Fig. 5: Interior of the church of Achao, UNESCO World Heritage site. (Photographed by the author, 2005, 2008).

4.

Restoration of Vilupulli and Ichuac: two of the 16 World Heritage sites

Vilupulli and Ichuac, two typically Chilotan timber structures are part of the 16 mentioned churches
which carry their own distinct particularities, but nonetheless are very similar in their construction
tradition, materials and wood joints detailing; both underwent a restoration process of their towerfaçade, their roofing and partially their nave in 2005, in an effort to recover their structural stability,
commencing thereafter a longer process of maintenance and future further interventions that have had
to be addressed considering the limited funding resources available at the time. Both churches clearly
belong to the Chilotan traditional wood architecture; with their simple shed like horizontal volume and
its elaborated tower-façade, they are gracefully placed in a rural landscape. Their main religious
festivities seem to justify the oversized scale of both churches, located in an eminent rural area,
serving not only the neighbor parishioners, but also an extended community that comes from adjacent
agricultural settings. Once a year they celebrate the day of their patron saint, San Antonio in the case
of Vilupulli, and Vírgen de la Candelaria in the case of Ichuac, ocassion when the community pays
tribute to their faith.
The restoration criteria were similar for both churches, considering the technical challenges and the
extension of the works first, and then the rural character of the building site.
Vilupulli is considered by many, one of the most beautiful churches of Chiloé, with its balanced
proportions, its tall and slender tower -that rises up to approximately 20 meters-, and its location that is
exalted by the natural conditions of the terrain and the landscape surrounding it. The very
characteristic of its slim tower -its main recognizable feature-, has accelerated its structural instability,
showing an advanced state of deterioration of its parts and representing a serious risk of collapse. The
prolonged exposure to sun radiation, the strong winds and the abundant rain accelerated the process
of wood decay and the proliferation of wood boring insects, compromising the stability of the tower’s
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structural system down to its foundations. The lack of appropriate insulation only aggravated this
condition. Therefore, the restoration project had to consider intervening the whole tower-façade
structure, dismantling it completely, piece by piece, discarding the rotten timber and reusing the
elements that could be treated or recycled; mostly parts with lesser structural involvement. In addition
to the tower-façade, the evident thinning of the roof and exterior wall shingles -from the original ¾“ to
almost cardboard like thickness-, implied the complete removal and replacement of the roofing and
some areas of the walls. Although having removed most of the shingles of the front and parts of the
sides of the exterior walls, the inner wooden sidings were dismantled and reused, since they had not
been significantly affected by the deteriorating biotic agents. This was also the case of the doors, the
windows and their framework, as well as some minor structural elements of the tower-façade and
parts of the portico area that were saved and reused. The decision of what element to discard, to
reuse or to recycle was made together with the local carpenters, whose skills and experience are
essential to maintain, promote and prolonge the wood building tradition over time.
A rather atypical feature of the church of Vilupulli is its flat ceiling over the central nave, that differs
from the barrel-vault ceiling of most Chilotan churches; otherwise the interior spatiality and its
architectural elements and ornamental works resemble the characteristic traditional wooden church.
As a way of reinforcing the sense of belonging of a scattered community, a small temporary exposition
shed with the dismantled and recyclable parts of the restoration process was installed next to de
church.

Fig. 6: Vilupulli, the restored church. (Photographed by the author, 2006 and 2008).

Fig. 7: Vilupulli, before restoration. Climatic factors and the wood boring insects had seriously damaged the
structure of the building. (Photographed by the author, 2005).
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The church of Ichuac is located on a poor smaller island and therefore represents a rather
unsophisticated case in the framework of the 16 World Heritage Churches, but nonetheless it shows a
elabotated ornamental work on its frontal façade as well as in its interiors. Its distinctive feature lies in
the configuration of its short tower, owed to the lack of a second drum, a typical characteristic of the
other wooden churches. The main problems it faced at the time, were the tilted state of the nave -due
to the soft terrain-, and the extensive decay of the tower’s diverse elements, the roof shingles and the
wood siding of the exterior walls. The severity of the impairment and the extension of the damage
represented in fact a critical case in terms of its conservation status. The structural deformations and a
significant differential settlement that boded the eventual collapse of the nave and tower, had to be
addressed simultaneously to the works on the tower-façade, so as to prevent further structural
damage.
The particular concern vis-à-vis the restoration of this church, besides recovering the structural
stability and improving the sealing of walls and roof, was to keep the collective memory of the
community in terms of the image of the church, linking the people to the recovery effort. Due to the
lack of information on the historic morphology of the church, one had to turn to the community for
photographic records that could account for the buildings image, especially because of an earlier
assumption that the tower originally was conformed by two drums instead of the existing single one.
Finally, and after consulting with the older people of the small community of Ichuac, the decision was
made to respect its actual image and proceed with the restoration project.
Similarly to Vilupulli, a small temporary exposition shed was built for the local community and for the
increasing flow of foreign visitors that could get an inside of the traditional wooden craftsmanship.

Fig. 8: Ichuac, the restored church. (Photographed by the author, 2005).

Fig. 9: The barrel-vault ceiling of Ichuac, before and after restoration. (Photographed by the author, 2005).

The same way as all 16 churches included in the World Heritage sites, Vilupulli and Ichuac risk to be
directly or indirectly impacted by the ongoing transformations that can be observed especially in the
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bigger cities of Chiloé, changes that can also been seen on the shores of the inner sea caused by the
salmon and seafood industry, that are said to affect the environment and the cultural identities. The
restoration processes thus, have to reinforce the local identities in a sustainable way allowing the
preservation of the intangible aspects of a heritage in such a sensible location that is undergoing rapid
changes. The fact that these churches were declared World Heritage sites does not mean that they
should stay frozen in time. They continue changing because they are part of a living community that
also changes. The wooden churches of Chiloé are in fact the worship temples from which the entire
pastoral and evangelizing activities of the Diocesan Church take place.

5.

The local and the global in permanent tension

The restoration of a “living monument” faces the natural tension between the universal values of a
World Heritage site and the local everyday uses; the scholastic purism and the pragmatic attitude; the
global awareness and the preservation zest confronted with a living heritage that shelters the religious
rites and everyday activities. This tension certainly demands paying special attention to the intangible
dimensions that influence the restoration process. In fact, it is the intangible aspect of the local
heritage, which has made it possible for these churches to be still standing today. This has to do with
the community involvement in matters that affect their everyday life, as well as with the knowhow of
the traditional wooden construction and the techniques that have been passed on from generation to
generation.
The communities around the heritage churches value them not only for their significant edifices, but
principally for being temples of worship and places of social gathering. This presents a dichotomy that
Larsen and Marstein -citing Michael Petzet- refer to when stating that historic buildings are something
more than just historic evidence; it is precisely this point where the tension between the local and the
global centers. To regard historic buildings as pure “historical evidence” is not to regard them in the full
richness of their authenticity, as pointed out by Larsen and Marstein [5]. As they recount, when
considering a country church which has been carefully restored and painted, the fact that it shines and
looks new, arouses the emotions of the local community who sees it as an honour to God, which
should not be overlooked, but quite on the contrary, this sentiment and sense of belonging should be
understood as a living value of an historic building [5]. Similarly, the wooden churches of Chiloé
belong first to the parishioners and their deep religious devotion; and therefore the distinction that was
given to the 16 churches that were included in the World Heritage list, should be understood as a
reinforcement of the local identity and a recognition of the local traditions that ultimately will ensure the
heritage permanence in time.

Fig. 10: The religious devotion of the Chilotan people and their close-knit community relates directly to their
temples of worship. (Photographed by the author, 2006).

Within this predicament, the restoration process of the wooden churches in Chiloé, and specifically the
cases of Vilupulli and Ichuac, seek not merely to replace a rotten timber by a new one, but also to
guide the works within the traditional craftsmanship bearing in mind the delicate balance between the
responsibility of intervening a World Heritage site according to the parameters and criterion suggested
by the numerous international charters and specialized literature, and the very continuity of the local
traditions. Therefore, it was the duty of the restoration of these churches to find a harmonious and
participatory way to preserve and exalt the patina of time -wherever possible-, and at the same time to
bestow a restored building that ensures its stability for a longer period of time, providing the
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parishioners with a well detailed and finished temple for their rites and social gathering. Hence, it is
essential to count on local carpenters that have acquired the knowledge and skills of their ancestors,
promoting in this way the traditional craftsmanship, and thus preserving a fundamental part of the
intangible heritage values.
Another aspect that raises conflicting points of view is related to the scale of the intervention. Unlike a
monument where a permanent in house architect is assigned to carry out its maintenance and its
systematic restoration -counting for it with a relatively stable budget within a given period of time-, in
the case of the churches of Chiloé the scarcity of the resources and the uncertainty of being able to
intervene the structural damages in a programmed way, determines fundamentally the restoration
criterion. What is urgent to be addressed adds to the otherwise deferrable repairs; in this scenario the
restoration project has to tackle the whole, not only the imminent, implying in some cases –like in
Vilupulli and Ichuac-, the dismantling of the whole tower-façade down to its foundation, with the
expected tension among some scholars. This is related to the need of responsibly ensuring the
stability of a building in use, especially when the restoration project is in charge of professionals. In the
case of timber structures decayed by time and by damaging agents, the damage occurs not only in the
exposed surfaces of the wood but in areas usually hidden to the naked eye, affecting the critical parts
of the tower, nave and roof with the consequent permanent risk of spontaneous collapse. Minor
structures which present no immediate risk to the congregation and visitors can be addressed in a
more conservative way, reparing and reusing parts that have no major structural compromise.
In the tangible aspect, the restoration of these churches is conditioned to their materiality and their
building systems, taking into account their exposure to the harsh weather conditions. When replacing
decayed timber or wooden shingles with new ones, the contrast is manifest, especially for those who
are not familiarized with the local weather that speeds up the patina of a building. In fact, a newly
installed timber exposed to the sun, rain and wind, blends almost totally with the older pieces of timber
in a time laps of a few years. This is well known by the locals, but nevertheless places tension when
harsh contrast arises. It is especially dramatic when having to exchange the roof or wall shingles that
have become thinner over time needing to be completely replaced, as was the case in Vilupulli.

Fig. 11: Vilupulli after the 2005 restoration. The pictures were taken in October 2005, November 2005 and
October 2009. The solar radiation, the abundant rain, the constant humidity and the strong winds accelerated the
patina of time.

6.

Conclusions

The restoration of the churches of Chiloé based on the local tradition of wooden buildings, presents a
complex challenge that relates to the tangible and intangible characteristics of these temples and their
cultural context. When facing a restoration project located in an isolated context, with a proud
autonomous people who cherish their traditions, the expertise criterion and the collective imagery that
the local communities have in regards to their churches not always coincides. In this context, the
restoration is not driven by certain general laws, as it usually responds to the particular, not to the
generic. The churches of Chiloé should not be restored for display purposes; it is not intended to exalt
and recreate the old and the decaying. The objective is to restore their status as safe and dignified
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temples for worship and social gathering, keeping true to their building tradition, improving poor
structural aspects and seeking to do it with the full participation and involvement of the local
communities, whose ancestors were the ones who gave birth to this living heritage. Hence, it is
imperious to maintain and recover the skills of the traditional carpenters; only then will the process be
sustainable in time. It is through this recognition of the traditional values and the skills of the
carpenters that these churches will remain an intrinsic part of their communities, as well as part of the
global heritage.
[The author of the present article was the architect responsible for the restoration of the churches of
Vilupulli and Ichuac in the year 2005].
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Abstract

The design has a central role in the construction of road infrastructures, including bridges, in defining
the form of the work. From its conception through to the 3D graphic representation, the bridge
acquires an increasing level of precision through to the final project, however in general terms there is
a deficit in the representation of the two extremes of the construction process. In the first extreme,
there is no design of the need for the infrastructure, which is still too often deferred to a political choice
that is not sufficiently backed up by analytical instruments to highlight the effect on the area. At the
other extreme, there is no design of the perception of the work, i.e. no analysis of its use: to what
extent is the work perceived? To what extent can it be understood and, therefore, recognised in its
formal independence? Consequently the representation deficits upstream and downstream from the
technical design show a lack of reflection on the meaning of an infrastructure in a location, which
tends to generate a distortion of the highly sought after Genius Loci.
In this report, the “gaps” in bridge project representation will be outlined (from the need for an
infrastructure through to the preliminary project), and a few ways that could be adopted to fill these
gaps with reflections on the methodological approach.
Keywords: design, perception, landscape

1.

The “gaps” in bridge design projects

In the public image, bridges often evoke opposite effects. There is the more widespread simplification
of their forms, which involves the majority of our roads and motorways in the form of flyovers, and is
shown in the series and weaves of “spatial species”, as if they were gates to the city. At the other end
we have the “urban scale sculptures”, the virtuoso feats of the Archistars. However, between these
two extremes there are, besides various historic bridges designed by architects of great structural and
aesthetic sensitivity (to name just a few Zorzi, Morandi and Musmeci), vast ranges of examples of
situations that are sometimes conflicting and others consistent with the landscape. However there are
numerous design approaches to conceiving a bridge, the methods, trends, cultural references (or in
the worst case scenario, lack of culture), and they have to confront the technical-legislative restrictions
and the experimentation with new construction materials and methods. However, the final outcome
often does not come up to expectations and there are several reasons for this failure based on three
macro-reasons. The first is the constant lack of transport need design: often (in our country) the
decisions regarding infrastructures by the local authorities lack any rational and strategic design that is
able to foresee the effects on the workings of the area, (it should remembered that, to join two points
in an area, road networks are used – which bridges are a part of – but this way areas are permanently
separated and this fact is never taken into consideration). The second reason is the survey of the
context and the technical design of the bridge, which is normally very precise down to the smallest
detail, but also generally limited to the finished three-dimensional structure, and not extended to the
area. The third reason is the lack of adequate representation of the effects of the bridge in perceptive
terms.
If we consider the bridge project from the initial transport needs through to the preliminary phase, and
if we trace a graph of the quality and quantity of data that should be returned through a design able to
show the final result, we realise that the curve does not have a constant trend.
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Fig 1: Graph of the survey quality trend and representation during the project phases (from the initial transport
needs through to the preliminary project).

On observing the graph we can see that the political design, i.e. the modal and formal choice of the
infrastructures by local authorities, basically is not represented. In fact, the political choice is rarely
represented transparently through strategic maps that help understand the reasons and meaning of
the choice.
However, in the graph the context has a sharp rise, in fact it is analysed in depth (even if for regulatory
obligations) in its biotic components (flora and fauna), abiotic (soil, air, water) and human by means of
the Public Works Regulations, with specific analysis (again imposed) of the landscape (DPCM
12/12/05, which is limited however in that it considers the relationship between designed work and
context in terms of negative impacts modifications – if they are limited transformations – or alterations
– if the modifications change the nature of the landscape and create “something else”, but there are
no remarks to consider transformations that improve the context). There is then the need to physically
introduce the bridge into the context, which requires an accurate site survey that considers the various
categories of restrictions defined in the local government planning documents.
However in the representation of the context, there is often no historic study of the location and, above
all, no survey of the location’s “function” intended as a space for human relationships that requires an
anthropological approach.
On observing the graph, we can see the design of the idea, from the concept and gradually through to
the photo simulations and 3D rendering, through to precision maximisation to then approach the
perception design, i.e. represent the transformed context due to the bridge. Normally there is no need
to consider perception apart from the theorised presumptions in architecture regarding the landscape
and, in all events, leaving the final user the honour (or liability) of perception.
However, filling these survey gaps and representing unphysical facts, in particular the strategic and
perception design, is increasingly important in the light of the growing need for quality use.

2.

The strategic design

When making political choices, the decision maker’s and the architect’s cultural background are taken
into account, because we have witnessed decades of scarce aesthetic culture in infrastructure design,
however, special attention should also be paid to the rationality of the choice, because it helps
determine a Genius Loci that is fundamental now to prevent that series of “gaps” of missing
reflections, which often tend to reduce the idea of a quality bridge to the minimum.
All the necessary instruments are available, for example the correct use of multiple criteria analyses
which, through extended analysis, i.e. beyond the geometric confines of the project, internalise the
quality indicators to understand the location, exploring and evaluating the forms, functions and
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meanings of the context. In this, if the context survey is returned as a graph of an organised system of
signs, each sign must be correlated to the stratification of its relational, identity and historic values
(according to the literature of M. Augè), moving from a graphic plane representation to a
multidimensional representation. This way the context is observed from several viewpoints and
therefore considered through conscience, and from its understanding both the territory, in its multiple
physical and biological aspects, and the anthropological site as a seat for human relations, emerge.
Cognitive maps can also be considerably useful, as they are able to explain the cause-effect
relationship between the various phenomena, for example foreseeing that the introduction of a bridge,
with its relative transport network, does not isolate entire villages (which instead happened recently in
the Po Delta area).
Mapping the rationality of the choice on one hand and the cause-effect relationships on the other,
which is translated into expressing the forecasts, can help establish a strategic design that highlights
greater reflection in the consistency between designed work and its context.

3. Representi

ng perception

The importance of representing their perception, i.e. foreseeing how the work will appear to the public,
is generated by detachment between the 3D view, illusorily realistic in rendering and photo inserts,
and the spatial experience where the bridge is used to varying degrees until it is actually crossed,
where the perception may, in certain cases, like footbridges, be amplified and transformed from a
purely visual to an acoustic and tactile experience. In this perceptive journey the environmental
variables and the way the bridge is approached condition and limit a use that is only “all-round” in the
virtual images and, often, in unrealistic “aerial” views.
3.1 The subject of the project
The first reflection focuses on what is being designed, its extension in the project. In fact, apart from a
few rare examples, engineers and architects alike focus on the subject which, first designed and then
given virtual form, becomes a physical object. As previously mentioned, despite the land survey
techniques, 3D modelling and photo inserts are able to give good results of the final outcome, the
project subject remains the bridge which is what attention and creative forces tend to focus on. Thus,
the result is generally the contextualised bridge. However, with this design approach not only is the
landscape, a highly discussed topic in recent years with a general growing awareness, put in the
background, but, no less important, also the overall quality that should be queried as how the bridge
functions realising, as already mentioned regarding the context of the strategic design, how many and
which ties the bridge manages to create with its context (historic, economic, functional, local and
network, perceptive, cultural and of significance). Rather in operational terms, widespread where the
bridge is contextualised, there is still no idea of the transformed context, i.e. the outcome of a design
operation that considers the characteristics and vocation of the location and the site for the project,
where the continuous symbolic exchanges between the bridge and context can be recognised, until
the bridge actually becomes the context, as if had always been there and to which nothing can be
added nor taken away. Consequently, by focusing design attention on the bridge and specifically
interrogating the context, there is the risk of altering the location, of not going beyond that fine
conceptual dividing line of the passage from “Contextualised infrastructure”, where the point of view of
the infrastructure dominates, to the “transformed context” where the point of view is directed to the
location, to the area overall that is used and affected by the relations. The result is that the bridge
often is seen as an intruder, with the resulting public protests.
3.2 The quantity of perception
There are numerous variables that affect perception: the season, the type and quality of light during
the day and night, when there may be artificial lighting, the light diffusion, and its intensity during the
day and night, the orientation of the bridge with respect to its geographic position, any external
observation points of the bridge, the speed with which it is crossed.
So, from how a bridge is sculptured by time, light and shade, we move onto how much. How much of
the bridge do we perceive? Obviously the answer is subjective to each single case, and even though it
is complicated to theorise analysis models that are generally valid, we can at least identify those
components that come into play in perception and which enable measuring it.
One of the main aspects is proximity. A question of scale based on the relative position between the
plane where the visible surfaces of the bridge stand and the observer’s plane. This means the view of
the area from the bridge and of the bridge from the area, a continuing play of marquetry where
perspectives and vanishing points are dominating factors. Elevation and central perspective dominate
the scene we see if we observe a bridge in the distance on a scale with the landscape, which is
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amplified in the reflected image if there a river running beneath it. As we get closer to the bridge,
foreshortenings and gradual progressive changes in form accompany us until we lose the perception
of the structure beneath us and are able to see it in detail. But if this path, this gradual change in
scale, is read as continuity it is just as virtual as the 3D graphic models we mentioned previously. In
fact, the problem of accessibility of perception arises. To understand this problem, it is sufficient to
take one of the most glaring cases – the organisation of the areas around the tallest bridge in the
world: Millau in France. Downstream between the two riverbanks a small temporary bridge had been
built to enable the heavy vehicles to work on the bridge piers. When the bridge was finally finished, the
temporary bridge was not demolished but was included in the new landscape layout as a viewpoint to
admire the surroundings which, in this case, is this monumental construction. Apart from the unusual
view upwards, the small bridge also offers the chance of understanding the size of the tallest bridge in
the world and grasp its scale with respect to its surroundings. This case leads us to reflect on the
modulation of the ratio of the “quality of the work” / “number of viewpoints” to observe it. Theoretically,
the poorer formal quality of the bridge, the more we attempt to deny its visibility, hiding it symmetrically
and with attempts of camouflage, also considering the valorisation principles in our “Cultural Heritage
Code” – the greater capacity of being a “cultural heritage” the greater accessibility to perception it
should have. If we move from the landscape scale to the urban and architectonic scale, the chance of
getting a glimpse of the bridge is high, and from the perception of depth given by its width, which we
previously saw, we now have the perception of depth given by its length up to the point where the
bridge ends on the riverbank or landfill. The regular lines are distorted, the spaces between the
horizontal lines of the planking and the arch holding the bridge become “triangoloid”. There is a
change in register a linguistic flexibility that should not be taken as a limitation but as expressive
potential.
3.3 The everyday modellers: shade and time
Another aspect that comes into play in perceiving a bridge is shade, especially in our country where
there are not many bridges with large or very large spans, which impose the use of suspended
bridges, here the majority are deck bridges or deck arch bridges, where the structural frame is all or
partially beneath the planking. Consequently, for the greater part of the day we are only able to
recognise the design of the bridge, or structural architecture holding it up, in the half-light or with
difficult backlights. This means that shade is also a component that gives depth and substance, but
also the one that limits perception. Shade also helps to momentarily sculpture other elements in the
context: the shade that the bridge throws when it is struck by sunlight, creating fascinating or invasive
effects on the surrounding land.
The perception time is another “gap” which has been little explored. It is fundamental in the perception
of a bridge and has two main ranges of variables. One is of moments, a few seconds or a few minutes
we need to catch a glimpse of the slenderness of the structural weave or the convergent lines of a
parapet, which, with the planking, sight other spaces and places. This is the time of the person who
uses the bridge, crosses over it. The other temporal range varies from days to a lifetime, and mainly
concerns those who live close to the bridge and experience, or suffer it, as part of their everyday life.

Fig. 2: Granatieri di Sardegna Bridge – San Donà di Piave (Venice) – example of an impressive bridge whose
presence is softened by the colour of the arches, painted black, exploiting the shade beneath the planking.

Conclusions
In terms of perception, bridges offer forms of functions and meanings but, given the great variety of
factors that come into play in perceiving them, a bridge should be observed in its initial design, in a
cause-effect relationship not only of quality but also quantity, considering that it relates with the forms,
functions and meanings of its surroundings. Reflect, design, survey, map and strategically plan how
many portions of a bridge are perceived in everyday life leads all-round virtual graphic representation
to a more tangible vision. In fact, how much is perceived helps understand the bridge. In how much is
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perceived we can understand the formal construction-context consistency, and also how much
(together with what of course) is used to evaluate the degree of interference and concentration of
intruding elements in the context to determine the responsibility of architects and public authorities in
altering the landscape. Therefore the amount of perception time, the play of light and shade of just a
few seconds, the level of proximity and the foreshortenings that give us the measure to understand the
bridge, enable us to grasp its identity and to distinguish it from other bridges.
In observing the how much in the distorted lines, in the instant perspectives a bridge gives us, we can
find the true perception spaces and times of the bridge. “Times” and “spaces” that should be seen as
tools to remodel and improve the initial design, governing the contraction and expansion of complex
relationships between contained and container, between guest and host.
It is how much achieved through what, why and how that gives meaning to where, the only possible
place to build a bridge. A degraded where hungry for improvement or a where in need of a new
crossing or new transport symbol, but always a where that, in this time of scarce financial resources,
requires being a work of art that belongs to the place.
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Abstract
In recent times, the recurrence of seismic events has suggested again to pay careful attention to the
ways to intervene on the existing buildings whit the aim of increase their security requirements
together with maintaining high levels in urban quality. In particular, it is a shared opinion that the
conservation of historical city, especially in earthquake affected areas, should take into proper
consideration the theme of seismic security. Nevertheless, this particular topic is confronted to
operating methods which are still confused and often ineffective. This paper describes a methodology
for the analysis of building aggregates of historical city, aimed at reducing their susceptibility to
earthquake induced damage. This methodology has been applied to a block in the historical center of
Villa Sant'Angelo, one of the towns near L'Aquila affected by the seismic event occurred in April 2009.
The aim is to show that, even in situations of so high seismic risk, the deep knowledge of building
constructions and of their environment is a basic condition in order to find operating solutions based
on sustainability and cost saving principles. In this way, the restoration projects which spring from
these principles, can find a good alternative to the easier but less sustainable solution of city
delocalization. The methodology here proposed can be applied both in post-earthquake rebuild
conditions and in the most advantageous prevention activities. In a period of so hard economic crisis,
the lesson learned from last earthquakes imposes us to move our resources from emergency to
prevention activities.
Keywords: conservation, prevention, reconstruction, historical centers, Villa Sant’Angelo

1.
The research methodology
This study, based on part of a doctoral thesis, is structured on the basic concept of building
aggregates. The complexity of urban historical texture is due to all its transformations, alterations,
permanence, that makes hard the interpretation of constitutive nature of the buildings. The complexity
of historical city is reflected on its seismic response. Buildings in historical centers, in fact, since they
belong to a whole, are tightly reciprocally connected. So, the research proposes the building
aggregates as a minimal unit to be analyzed and as an average component between the urban and
the architectural scale. The building aggregates is defined as “a buildings group structured in time and
connected by a historical self-regulation system”[1]. The components of building aggregates, by this
aggregation procedure, acquire different features characterized by typical individual elements. The
building aggregates is endowed with something essentially different from its individual parts which
have an inner relation level permitting to consider it as a unique object. The research methodology
here adopted is structured in three steps: the knowledge, the interpretation and the project. It is also
developed on three scales: the urban scale (the city), the building aggregates scale (the city
fragment) and the architectural scale (the building).

2.

The knowledge phase

2.1. The earthquake of April 6th 2009 and the seismic history of L’Aquila
On April 6th 2009, at 03:32 AM, the district of L’Aquila was shocked by a strong earthquake with the
main-shock magnitude 5.8. The distribution in plan of the shakes repetition shows that the area
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involved in the seismic sequence, called “seismic crater”, is 30 Km parallel to Appennini mountain
chain, in direction NW-SE. This first main-shock, on April 6th, was situated at the south-west of
L’Aquila, near Tornimparte, Lucoli and Scoppito. The stronger aftershock, registered on April 7th at
19:47 (Ml=5.3) has involved the southerner area of seismic crater, near Villa Sant’Angelo, San Martino
d’Ocre, Fossa, San Felice d’Ocre. On April 9th a third aftershock, with magnitude 5.1, shacked the
northern area, near Barete and Pizzoli [2]. The study of the main seismic events which involved the
area damaged by the 2009 earthquake, highlighted a constant and particular intense seismic activity.
The strongest historical earthquakes which involved L’Aquila district (registered in Catalogo
Parametrico dei Terremoti Italiani, 2004) happened on September 9th, 1349 (Me 6.4, MCS 9) and on
February 2th, 1703 (Me 6.7, MCS 9). These two earthquakes were more powerful than 2009 events,
however we can compare it whit other seismic events happened in this area in 1461 (Me 6.4, MCS 9),
in 1762 (Me 5.9), in 1916 (Me 5.2) and in 1958 (Me 5.2), which damaged L’Aquila and its surroundings
[3]. The goal of studying the seismic history of a specific geographic area is to recognize the hardest
earthquake in relation with adjusting the consolidation project. At the same time, this study will allow to
evaluate the efficacy reinforcement operations made after every post-seismic rebuilding, as a real time
test.

Fig. 1: Location and classification of L’Aquila seismic sequence from April to June, 2009.
Fig. 2: Plan of “seismic crater”.

2.2. Critical survey and damage survey
Villa Sant’Angelo is a typical hilly village of 5,26 square kilometres, at 570 meters above sea level.
Only 436 people lived there before 2009 earthquake (ISTAT, January 1st, 2007). The village is
composed of two built up areas: Villa Sant’Angelo, that is the administrative centre and Tussillo, a
small hamlet. As a consequence of latest urbanization process they tend to connect themselves, but
the two historical centres remain detached. The “villa” (rural area) is situated at the base of the hill;
Tussillo is endorsed on the “Sant’ Petr’ “ mountain [4]. In this urban contest, the building aggregates
considered as study case is representative of a typical damage condition of this area. This block is
situated in the southern area of the historical centre of Villa Sant’Angelo, in closeness of the city
entrance. The geometric survey has highlighted, amongst other things, a hard altitude gap between
upstream and downstream level that influenced the architectural, morphological and typology features
of the buildings. The collection of information on the structural relationship among buildings as well as
on constructive techniques of each building is the so called “critical survey”, in which the buildings are
examined in such a way to point out all the significant structural details, both at the scale of single
buildings and in their mutual connections. The critical survey has carried out also observing the ruins
with the aim to acquire information about constructive features of collapsed building to link, in the
second step, at its damaging scenario. The evident collapse condition make easier the identification of
constructive elements, of the walls juxtaposition, of the trace of historical passed away configuration,
of historical anti-seismic aid. All this features were precisely annotated and drawn. In this step it was
carried out a survey of damage and collapse status at two scales: at urban scale it was surveyed in
swift way the damage and the ruins of all the building aggregates of the historical centres of Villa
Sant’Angelo; at individual building aggregates scale it was analyzed the specific damage status.
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Fig. 3: Damage survey of Villa Sant’Angelo. Urban and building aggregates scale analyses.

2.3. Supposed pre-seismic configuration of the building aggregates
The critical examination of damage and collapse condition of building aggregates as well as of the
ruins allowed supposing the pre-seismic configuration of the building aggregates. This hypothetic
reconstruction is finalized to understand the reason of the buildings collapse or damages which can be
strictly connected with their conservation status or constructive typology. Starting from the upstream
area, it was supposed that the upper exstremity of the architectural unit could have three elevations:
two elevations were in masonry, one elevation was in concrete brick. The roof was made of steel
beams, hollow clay blocks and reinforced concrete slabs. The inner buttress walls of first level didn't
continue in the other two levels, so two couple of steell beams were placed in support of the roof.
2.4. Origins and development of building aggregates
Supposed reconstruction of pre-seismic configuration of building aggregates is essential, amongst
other things, to retrace backwards its origins and typological development process [5]. The sequence
of building process is discovered by recognition of walls juxtaposition, by assign a related date to
masonry and, in consequence, to corresponding buildings. The site occupation started contemporarily
from upperstream buildings and downstream buildings. The upper extremity architectural unit is a onecelled building duplicated in the back. They originally had only one elevation and the cells ware
separated. The following elevation and unification occurred in two distinct periods: when a staircase
was inserted at the upper levels and when the floor was changed. The development of the block
proceeded to the south direction, by occupation of east front towards main street, then by the
occupation of the back space toward the country areas. The development of downstream area started
with a barn and followed by other rural underground buildings, till rejoining with residential building of
northern area.
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Fig. 4: Supposed pre-seismic configuration of building aggregates.

Fig. 5: Origins and development of building aggregates.
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2.5. Constructive survey and local seismic culture
The Abruzzo district has been victim of many catastrophic events in all its history. So, local builder
were induced to use particular devises in order to make buildings resistant to earthquake. This
condition allowed to develop an historical anti-seismic constructive culture is still in progress and that
we can understand by studying and careful observing historical buildings [6]. The building aggregates
chosen as study case in the historical centre of Villa Sant’Angelo has many features of local
constructive tradition and also the same constructive “alteration” that 2009 earthquake put to the test
(for example reinforced concrete edging or roof). The evaluation of the various modern and historical
constructive devises, in consequence of seismic effects, leads us to reflect both about the technical
rebuilding manner and the way to reduce seismic vulnerability of the other buildings.

Fig. 7: Historical constructive culture

3.

The interpretation: from analyses to project

3.1. Vulnerability and resistance seismic factors
In the interpretation step it was compared the reconstruction of supposed conformation of building
aggregates before the earthquake with the post-seismic survey. This analysis allowed deducing the
vulnerability and resistance seismic factors really existing in the building aggregates. Different kinds of
vulnerability factors were identified: innate vulnerability factors (such as extreme horizontal and
vertical thinness of masonry walls, pushing roofs, low quality of masonry walls…); alteration and
interaction vulnerability (for instance deficiency of adjacent walls anchoring, reinforced concrete
edging); position vulnerability (such as slender facade). Some of resistance factors detected in the
studied block are, for example, the well anchored masonry corner, the wooden chains inside the
masonry walls, the metal chains, the wooden trusses whit external anchoring.
3.2. Seismic damage scenario
Founding on previous analyses it was possible to suppose the seismic damage scenario happened
due to 2009 earthquake and the individual unstable mechanisms of collapse [7]. The façade out of
plane overturning collapse mechanism didn’t affect the underground or ground planes but just the
second levels. In lower levels there were often masonry vaults with metal chain and they resisted both
when they were parallel to the façade and when they were orthogonal to the façade. Moreover the
historical anti-seismic devises were particular efficient. For instance, the wooden trusses whit external
anchoring in the barn prevented the collapse of external façades. Also the wooden chains inside the
masonry walls and the metal chains were efficient, as we can know by observing the collapse edges.
The same level of seismic protection was not guaranteed by modern anti-seismic devises in reinforced
concrete. The detailed knowledge of the block and the accurate description of damages and collapses
it has suffered are essential for identifying probable causes that led to the nature and extent of the
surveyed scenario and, at the same time, recognizing structural solutions that could prevent even
greater damages.
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Fig. 8: Vulnerability (in red) and resistance (in green) seismic factors of building aggregates

Fig. 9: Seismic damage scenario. In red the collapse mechanisms.
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4.
The project: safety and conservation design at urban, building aggregates and
building scale
The third step of methodology is the project. It consists of a rubble removal plan and safety and a
conservation project at urban scale, building aggregates scale and building scale [8]. The purpose of
rubble removal plan is the conservation of what remains of Villa Sant'Angelo, avoiding widespread
culling of the surviving portions, in order to not remove the traces of the ancient centre. So, the project
considers some local interventions with minimal impact on surviving buildings, aiming at select what
can be preserved and what we must renounce to guarantee safety and start rebuilding. The rubble
removal plan combines together conservative need and safety need. With regard to the securing
operations, these include various types, such as removing of unstable component of roof or balcony
and the shoring walls. The need for the removal of only unrecoverable portions is motivated by the
desire to minimize the loss of important cognitive elements. Some interventions are specifically aimed
at the conservation of the surviving portions, for example the closing of "the edge of collapses" in
order to limit the decay due to atmospheric agents, or the selection, cataloguing and storage of stones
having an architectural value. This project is inspired by extremely conservative and environmental
economic sustainable criterions, because it proposes the re-use of material rubble, trying to preserve
what earthquake didn’t destroy.

5.

Conclusive considerations: from emergency to prevention

To engage a so extended damage level is a hard endeavour that could induce to considerate cursory
and no social and economic sustainable solutions. The city relocation, for example, could create a
great urban ruin and the establishment of new towns with no social and historical references. Also the
extensive demolition is likewise inadmissible because it involves great economic resources and the
removal of ancient city with no signs of the earthquake tragedy. This study proposes to intervene in
gradually differentiate way to rebuilding the city, both whit creation of new architecture and conserving
as much as possible.
This analyses method can also be applied in prevention way. Much consideration about the block
damaged by the earthquake can be carry out in pre-seismic phase, whit prevention purpose [9].

Fig. 10: Rubble removal plan and safety and conservation project at building aggregates and building scale.
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The roman amphitheater of Syracuse: a forgotten archaeological artifact

«Thinking that here it’s represented only the lower part of the building, that is the most narrow part in
this kind of building, it’s possible to imagine how much large, high, stately and impressive it had to be.
[…] there is not risk to make a mistake thinking to it as one of the most extraordinary building never
built». T his is what Jean H ouel wrote i n his di ary “voyage a Syracuse” (1777 – Palermo 2003). T he
building described b y t he famous t raveler was r e-discovered o nly in 1839. I t is a h undred and forty
meters long and a hundred and nineteen m eters l arge, an d t he m ost par t of i t i s dug in t he r ock.
Nowadays it is still possible to see two ambulatories covered whit a vaulted roof under the cave, and
the s uperior ambulatories t hat a llow t o e nter in t he t erraces of t he various p arts of t he c avea. T he
amphitheater i s i n t he Neapolis of S yracuse, n ear t o the f amous Greek Theater; f or t his r eason t he
first is ov ershadowed by t he s econd. Until 20 12 the bui lding was overwhelmed b y a lush vegetation
that make impossible the survey work. Tourist can’t visit this area because of safety problems so that
only f ew pe ople k now its existence. Its geometrical as pects and i ts dimensions have ne ver bee n
studied before now. The following work deal with the firsts results of a survey work made through the
scan laser Riegl – VZ400. This instrument and its software are able to process also those points of the
cloud-points partially hidden by vegetation.

1.

Historical news and survey(a)

«Thinking that here it’s represented only the lower part of the building, that is the most narrow part in
this k ind of bui lding, i t’s p ossible t o i magine ho w m uch l arge, h igh, s tately a nd i mpressive i t had t o
be.[…] T here i s not r isk t o m ake a m istake t hinking to i t as one of t he m ost ex traordinary building
never built». This is what Jean Houel wrote in his diary “Voyage a Syracuse”.
The northern part of the cavea is dug in the rock of Temenite hill, while the southern part is held up by
walls.
The axes of the arena measure 69.30 and 39.20 meters, while those of the entire plant measure 140
and 119 m about. Nowadays it is still possible to see two vaulted ambulatories above the cavea, while
in the superior part there are the ambulatories that allow to enter in the terraces of the various parts of
the cavea.
In the cavea there are two fencing that divide it in three wedges. The two main enters were along the
extremity of t he l onger ax is, but t here ar e al so ot her s econdary on es. In the middle of t he c avea,
nowadays, i t i s s till possible t o s ee a big r ectangular bas in with a pillar i n t he middle, linked t o an
1
aqueduct. Aldo Neppi Modona , in one of his work, writs that the basin was not used for water games,
neither for naumachia.
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Fig 1: The survey work: the first scan position

The podium wall was crowned with marble, with the inscriptions of the people to which the seats were
reserved, and they date from the re-building of the 3° century b.C. The chronology of the building is
debated, and this is believed to be realized after the deduction of Augustan colony, in the last decades
of the 1° century a.C. The analyzing of the used building technique confirms this hypothesis. It must
also be r emembered t hat t he am phitheatre h as be en r e-discovered in t he 1 839 b y t he duk e of
2
Serradifalco . Since t he a mphitheater is i n t he Neapolis of S yracuse, n ear t o t he f amous Greek
Theater; it is overshadowed by this, and until 2012 it was overwhelmed by a lush vegetation that make
impossible the survey work. Tourist can’t visit this area because of safety problems so that only few
people know its existence. Its geometrical aspects and its dimensions have never been studied before
now.
Below they are reported the firsts result of a survey work, not yet finished, made by a team, trough the
scan laser Riegl – VZ400. The software used for this work, is able to process also those points of the
cloud-points partially hidden by vegetation.
The survey was organized in twenty-seven scan positions, for twenty-nine scans. Eleven of them were
in the cavea, nine from the superior part of the amphitheatre to the center, and the other nine along
the ambulatories.
During the survey, when it was possible, the used resolution points was of 1 cm for 1 cm about.
The building features implied, both in the terraces and in the superior part, the presence of noise that
made hea vier t he file d imensions. T he f ollowing s teep of w orking an d processing of dat es, m ade
possible t o i nvestigate s ome as pects: t he un ion of poi nts, t he bu ilding geometry, t he pr ocessing of
triangular surfaces and mesh.

2.

Geometry(a)

Firstly the two axes of symmetry were drown. The major axis was drown manually, the minor from the
middle point of the first, f rom half, and symmetrically, for the o ther half, and then it was verified t he
relationship with the r eal t rack. S ame adj ustments of pr ecision were do ne, c onsisting of a m icrorotation of the major axis, the orthogonality of the minor one, the length of the axes.
Subsequently the ellipse was drown trough t he two axes. The first r esults showed a di fference f rom
the real track of the plant. This different is the opportunity to make same considerations.
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Fig 2: The deviation in plant between the real track, the ellipse and the arch from four centers.

The ellipse profile, faithful to the minor and the major axis, diverges around 7 degrees from the major
axis and it reaches the maximum offset value of 56 cm around 24 degrees, then the track of the curve
coincide with this of the plane at 70 degrees. To verify if the curve realized in the yard was due to an
approximation, i t was i nterpolated t he s emi-curve i n the p lane, ha ving t he m ajor ax is as ex tremes,
then it was m irrored i n r elation t o t he s ame ax is, and i t was verified t hat t he r eal profile m irrored
coincides with the other after part of the plant. The same operation was repeated using the other axis.
Also in this case the curve coincides with the profile of the plant.
So, it i s possible to affirm that a double symmetry ex ists. It i s possible to hypothesize t hat the p lant
was born from a defined geometrical operation. Now the question is what is this “geometrical will”, and
how much an offset of 56 cm can be accepted, that is considered a yard approximation?
Also the oval geometry was tried. Several constructions of the polycentric from four centers were tried,
with their geometric variants, but however there is an offset in the plant. This result is in line with the
3
studies on the geometry of amphitheatres, published by other researchers . The polycentric from eight
centers was tried too. It approximates better the real track of the plant but also in this case there is a
4
little difference from the two curves . The studies are in progress and new solution are tried to find.

3.

Union of the point cloud(b)

To work on the point clouds, it was necessary to merge them into a single file polydata on which t o
perform the following editing operations.
Before that, a texture mapping and a recording have been done on the point cloud; the first to assign a
color to each point; the second to relate all the clouds to the same reference system.
The texture mapping is executed automatically by the software that applies a color to each point using
photographic i mages t aken dur ing t he s urvey. T he c orrespondence bet ween points and t heir r eal
colors i s no t always per fect bec ause of t he c omplexity of t he object. T he gr eatest er ror i s r efereed,
above all, to the points that are furthest from the laser. More over photographs reproduce not only the
object but also shadows that change according to the position of the sun in the moment in which dates
are recorded. For this reason when two point cloud, surveyed in two different moment of the day, are
juxtaposed, the final object has not the same chromatic homogeneity that features the single scans.
To align all the scan, that is to refer them to the same reference system, the software proposes two
different solutions that have been used together in order to obtain the best result: the course
registration and the multi station adjustment.
Firstly the course registration was applied to two scans at a time. To make that it need at least four
pair of “corresponding points”, that is easy to i dentify in each point cloud. The identification of these
pairs i s facilitated i f point c louds ar e v ery dense. However density c hanges in r elation bot h t o t he
distance, and to the angle of inclination between the object and the laser.
For eac h al ignment t he s oftware g ives i nformation a bout t he m aximum er ror obt ained. T he r esults
have been collected and recorded.
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Fig. 3: View of the cave of roman amphitheatre. It is possible to see the chromatic overlap of those point that are
both in two different point cloud, and the shadow of the area in which the laser was during the survey.

course registration on 29 scans
of roman amphitheatre

minimum error (m)

medium error (m)

maximum error (m)

0.0067

0.0320

0.1011

Referring to all the twenty-nine scans, the medium error obtained with this process is 32,0 mm. This is
a gr eat value, c onsidering t he a lignment qua lity, t he i nvestigated o bject na ture, an d its s tate of
preservation when it was surveyed.
This value, however, is not meaningful of the whole project because, analyzing carefully the results, it
is possible to find some values quite far from the medium one. As regard the scans on the cave and
the terraces the medium error is 33.9 mm, while about to the scans on the ambulatories, it is 25.3 mm.
The highest medium error is 40.1 mm and it refers to the scans on the superior part of the
ambulatories.
course registration
external scans

on

11

course registration on 5 o f 18
interior scans

course registration on 9 o f 18

minimum error (m)

medium error (m)

maximum error (m)

0.0130

0.0339

0.0547

minimum error (m)

medium error (m)

maximum error (m)

0.0067

0.0253

0.0316

minimum error (m)

medium error (m)

maximum error (m)
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interior scans

course registration on 9 o f 18
scans on the superior part of
the ambulatories

0.0092

0.0289

0.0559

minimum error (m)

medium error (m)

maximum error (m)

0.0124

0.0401

0.1011

The individuation of “corresponding points”, in archeological field, is very hard, and it is accurate and
reliable onl y i n r elation t o s mall s paces and pur e geom etries. Mor e ov er t he er ror i s c alculated
referring to all points of the point cloud but a good portion of these is representative of the vegetation
that is in the site.
The multi station adjustment is based on the individuation, by the software, of plane patch in the point
cloud. Each patch is identified by a point that represents the center of gravity, and by a vector normal
to the plane that represents i ts orientation i n the s pace. While t he s earch of “corresponding points”,
which t he course registration is based on , r equires t he ac tive a nd s elective par ticipation of t he
researcher, the good result of this method is based on the correct selection of setting parameters.
Of c ourse t he nature of t he i nvestigated o bject s till affects t he goo d r esult of alignment, but i n a n
indirect way.
The multi station adjustment has been applied: to two scans at a time, after each course registration,
to improve the alignment; to groups of scans; to the final project with all the scans.
Also i n t his c ase t he er rors hav e be en r ecorded in r elation t o t he s etting p arameters v alues. The
medium er ror i s on ly 5 .1 mm but , l ike t o t he course registration, it i s not m eaningful of t he whole
project.
medium error (m) obtained whit
course registration on 28 scans

medium er ror ( m) ob tained
with multistation adjustment

number of
attempt

error
reduction (%)

0.0320

0.0051

6

84.1%

Fig. 4: View of all scans of the roman amphitheatre
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Both course registration and multi station adjustment, are two iterative methods. For t his reason the
operation can be replayed more times until a satisfactory result is obtained, and it is always possible to
improve it anytime.
Only who gives input can decide if the quality of the operation is good or not. This choice depends on
the i nvestigated o bject. I n t his c ase an er ror of 5 mm i s al lowable c onsidering t hat t he r oman
amphitheatre is a large and impervious archeological site.
After relating a ll scans to the s ame reference system, all polydata have been linked and a ne w on e
has been created on which performing the following operation of cleaning, thinning and meshing.

4.

Mesh process and triangulation(c)

The software used has two modes of triangulation: Polar Triangulation and Plane Triangulation. The
first i s r ecommended f or c losed e nvironments, s uch as t unnels, bec ause i t considers t he m esh
consists of triangles directed to an origin defined, such as for example the position in space of a scan
position. The second type uses as reference a plane which is that of the current UCS view, therefore
aims to playback of land, and from more than one mesh (defined by the software 2.5D mesh) can lead
to a 3D processing by different point of view. It was necessary to carry out the preliminary operations
for the purpose of obtaining good triangulations. A new polydata was created using the filter Octree, in
order t o work w ith point c louds b etter di stributed. T hen it was nec essary to vacate t he point clouds
created by the presence of trees and other disturbances. The Terrain Filter, designed to extrapolate
from the point cloud vegetation and anomalous points, proved to be a very valuable tool to perform a
more det ailed a nalysis on t he d ata. S everal attempts w ere m ade ev en a dopting t he p olydata f ilter
Deviation Gate, but it has n’t m anaged to achieve a ppreciable i mprovements i n t he e limination of
unnecessary points as t he s cene w as m uch di sturbed. F or t he t riangulation of t he en tire work has
made use of both types of algorithm for mesh provided, to exploit the full potential of the software.

Fig 5: Identification of bushes through the use of Terrain Filter

The first method was adopted for the areas of the arena and bleachers. Preliminarily it was generated
a polydata combination of the sun scans the exterior, i.e. the scan position 001, 002, 003, 004-1, 0042, 004-3, 006, 007, 026, 027, 028, with filter Octree, by setting Increment the value equal to 0.03 and
asking to cancel the algorithm points closer than 5% of the increase: the result was a cloud of points
very well defined and fairly dense, where it was lost as little information as possible. At a later stage,
the po lydata was c leaned w ith t he he lp of ei ther Terrain Filter or m anual s election m ode. F rom t his
polydata r eady f or t he pr ocess of t riangulation, copies were m ade f or t riangulation r espectively of
arena, seats in the south and in the north, in order to act on data file much lighter. For ease of working
with v iews, t riangulation was c arried pr ocessing portions polydata, or b y s electing t he area to be
treated and isolating i t by clicking on Show only selected area in t he menu bar. With a small s et of
points it was easier to carry out a more thorough cleaning of the through the use of Terrain Filter that
the m anual pr ocedure, t hat i s, t rying t o e liminate an omalous poi nts s election by o bserving it f rom
different views. Finally, the affected area was carried out by clicking Plane Triangulation in the menu
bar. A frequent pr oblem was to gat her adjacent mesh separated b y a s tretch not t riangulated, s ince
the triangulations came from different views of the UCS. Consequently to saturate these spaces, the
triangulation be tween di fferent ar eas adj acent was b roken up t hrough Remove Selected Triangles,
and then as a solution of continuity a new mesh was generated selecting the meshes with the points in
the transition area. The result from the first tests with the Plane Triangulation was interesting:
5
• Max triangle edgelength [m]: Good results were obtained by setting values such as 0.3, 0.5 and
the value 1 in the worst case, when t here were large ga ps t o i nternal of t he m esh. I t’s a
parameter that has been used with caution, because the highest values allow for closing the large
gaps in the cloud of points gave distorted result, relevant to areas not plotted perfectly and which
hadn’t precise information;
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•

•

•

Max triangle tilt angle [deg]: High values were used for this parameter, such as 150° and 160°,
with which adopting a good view on to reaction from triangular, it was possible to create a mesh
complete to a first attempt already, without necessarily having to change too many times the point
of view for the purpose of obtaining the 3D reconstruction;
7
Min triangle angle [deg]: Lowering in the various attempts this value, meshes always complete
were obt ained, c onsequently i n t he f inal at tempts t his v alue was us ually s et equ al t o 0. 00 °. I n
some cases, such as incomplete areas or with severe deficiencies of points, the value 5.00°was
used, to avoid connecting points with other anomalous points;
Crop triangles outside polylines didn’t r esulted very us eful f or our pur poses because of t he
particular construction of the point clouds, and even with the automatic elimination of the triangles
that were not enclosed by a polyline meshes with serious deficiencies were often obtained.
6

Fig 6: Generating a mesh of terraces by Plane Triangulation

The second method was used for triangulation of ambulatory and bath. For the reconstruction of the
latter area a good reconstruction was obtained with the scans relating to positions 001 and 007, while
the scans performed by the positions ranging from 008 to 016 were used for the ambulatories and the
connecting ar eas with t he external. S cans were ge nerated with t he r espective p olydata f ilter Octree
and Increment values set at 0. 01. E ach polydata was r eleased by vegetation and anomalous points
using both manual selection and Terrain Filter. Triangulations were created using the data filter Polar
Triangulation, imposing the following values:
• Max. triangle edgelength [m] = 1
• Max. triangle tilt angle [deg] = 5
• Min triangle angle [deg] = 25
• Depth threshold = 0.050
• Depth factor = 8.000
• Center point = the scan position related to scanning of origin.
The bui lt m eshes w ere c ut pr ofits b y eliminating parts and eventually m erged i nto a un ion c reated
polydata with filter All Data. Completed the process of triangulation, it needs to adopt the Smooth &
Decimate functions. The first algorithm provides for the levelling of the surfaces via the data
optimization point, while the second works on the amount of triangles to maintain. The obtained tests
showed the usefulness of these tools, even taking into account the necessary measures: in the first
phase Smooth has be en used s imply by s etting t he m ode of l evelling Windowed sinc smoothing
parameters, Iterations 20, 0.086 Pass band and Feature angle 30°; in a second stage it was possible
to make the mesh more homogeneous using Decimate with Target Reduction 0.1, 0.5 Absolute error,
Feature Angle 30°. Much of the information contained in the original colour scans was lost, because
of the necessary steps to lighten the filter Octree, levelling and especially decimation, so undistorted
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images were created using the provided option and then texturing meshes. Now what looked like a
confused cloud of points in space took a look close to real.

Fig 7: Result of the final mesh processed with the instrument Smooth & Decimate
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Abstract
In historic architectural panorama of the Mediterranean area, especially on the Amalfi Coast – also
including in it Salerno – there are some built episodes of special interest: they are examples in
which the recurring motif of interlacing arches draws flat or convex surfaces, with a typically taste of
Arab-Norman matrix that, in the Middle Ages, strongly characterizes the architectural language of
this territory.
Conceived, in most cases, to respond to some needs of structural nature, the twisted arches take on,
over time, obvious aesthetic connotations, by virtue of an intrinsically geometrical coherence, capable
of synthesizing, in a single physical model, reason and feeling. And so, in a gradual process of
defining the architectural configuration, the pure geometric composition is transformed from abstract
matrix in symbolic form.
So, starting from a reconnaissance of the Amalfitan structures in which the system of interlaced
arches is used, the paper is intended to propose a geometrical and spatial interpretation to correctly
understand the logic behind the conception of those forms, in which is expressed an architectural
lexicon typical of the Amalfi Coast. For this purpose, using the digital modeling, and in general the
graphical representation, it tries to decode the generative process of the interlaced arches pattern,
thus revealing its true essence.
Keywords: Intertwined arches, geometric patterns, graphic representation, Islamic art

1.

Knowledge and enhancement: architectural forms and signs in the Amalfi Coast

There are some places that leave indelible traces in memory, by imposing strongly the self-image.
Places whose identity becomes a witness to a collective feeling, to the point that we identify in them,
finding in their characteristic forms the familiarity of a something that has always belonged us. This
happens whenever the space, be it natural or anthropic, it has a distinctive character, recognizable in
its every concrete phenomenon.
This is what Norberg-Schulz summarizes into Genius Loci, when he states that "... the place is obviously
an integral part of the existence ... [is] something more than an abstract location ... [is] a set made of
concrete things with their material substance, shape, texture and color. All these things, together, define
an environmental nature, which is the essence of the place" [1]. Recognize the signs and forms that
contribute to define the atmosphere of a certain context, is the starting point to begin a cognitive process,
aimed at awareness in the community towards an historical-artistic heritage, often overlooked. In fact,
only when who live in daily contact with a variety of ordinary architectural manifestations becomes
aware, it is possible to arrive at the valorisation of these shared cultural resources.
With reference to this complex issue, the present paper – that summarizes the outcomes of a wider
research directed to the built heritage of Salerno and Amalfi Coast [2] – draws attention to a particularly
significant territory, because rich in often unexplored episodes, in respect of which we should to start a
rigorous process of cognitive appropriation.
Also, it is a reality that can explain the sense of 'represent to known': it is a unique environment in the
world, characterized by peculiar aspects and signs, sometimes recurring in other cases distinctive, that
connote all the built space, contributing together to define the identity of this landscape. A reality to be
understood as a cultural resource to be protected and, as such, to be promoted in terms of knowledge,
from the point of view of form, of geometry and of configuration. Only by providing the means to decode
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the typical features of coastal architecture, it is possible to highlight this heritage, in a gradual process of
awareness raising and appropriation by a community that, frequently, coexists with those testimonies
without grasping the deep meaning. So, through specific graphical investigations directed to typical signs
– and as such symbolic –, the study try to identify the compositive rules, and detect, therefore, the
geometric and structural genesis as the pure essence, invariant and recognizable beyond the complexity
of forms, with the aim of arriving at a their correct interpretation.
Retrace the logic underlying a stylistic language, today indisputably recognized as specific of
investigated area, requires some preliminary considerations, necessary to identify deep and diversified
cultural roots on which the coastal artistic repertoire has drawn. Just the extraordinary synthesis of
Eastern and Western influences, appears as a distinctive character of the Coast's architecture, that
Arnaldo Venditti not trivially defines "Norman" or "Tyrrhenian", but rather of "Arab-Byzantine style" [3].
Therefore, this syncretism is manifested in the Amalfi Coast's architecture, which properly reinterprets
archetypes derived from other civilizations, even in the light of technical knowledge, and of local
building practices. Leaving out a more detailed analysis of the numerous main characteristics of
coastal architecture – as this is beyond the scope of this paper – is meant, instead, to draw attention
to some of them, which, for elegance and evocative power, impose themselves to the observer, with
greater force. This refers in particular to a number of architectural and structural elements which end
up identifying with a completely original way to build, although the obvious reference to forms inspired
by other civilizations. This is the case, for example, the so-called intertwined arches system, frequently
used both on flat surfaces and convex, in which one sees a clear Islamic mark. Then, the chase each
other’s of the arches, often pointed arches, draws dynamic two-dimensional and three-dimensional
wall surfaces, which reveal the propensity to the geometric shape, own of the Arab world. It is,
however, a pattern that, in response to an essentially unchanged stylistic language, is both used for
bearing elements as for simple decorations.
The geometry, in all its declinations, also connotes the purely ornamental repertoire of the aniconic
coastal art, in general: composing elementary forms, in itself simple, we come to elaborated patterns,
very strict but with strong aesthetic values. With reference to the construction techniques and to
materials used for these elements, however, it appears a certain interaction of influences, derived from
the Byzantine and Islamic culture. On the one hand, the use of opus sectile or of mosaic decoration is
a clear reference to the Byzantine world, as well as the alternation of different left exposed
construction materials – usually yellow and gray tuff – to chromatically embellish architectural or
ornamental apparatuses. Other hand, the use of ceramics by bright and vibrant colors, that emphasize
the most relevant parts for aesthetic and formal meaning – or even fully cover them – often combined
with plastered and white painted wall surfaces, represents the echo of a building tradition derived from
the Arab world.
In summary, the widespread and mixed use of all the described elements – both in civil and religious
buildings – properly reinterpreted in the light of the skills of local workers, and based on the materials
available on site, makes the built heritage of Amalfi Coast absolutely unique in the world, and lends it
a recognizability that goes beyond time and space.
Among the elements that, with greater force, lay down themselves in the collective imagination as
archetypes of coastal architecture, therefore, the system of interlaced arches [4 ] can be considered
the most evocative of a built heritage, in which pure shape and symbolic meanings come together in
elegant architectural compositions. In an attempt to unravel the symbolism inherent in this constructive
system, of Islamic origin, and to understand the reasons which make it one of the hallmarks of coastal
architecture, it is important to pay attention to the rules that govern its generative process, starting
from the role of geometry, as sovereign tool that creates order.

Fig. 1: On the left: the portico of Salerno’s cathedral. In the middle: a wall of the villa Rufolo’s vestibule, in
Ravello. On the right: an architectural element of Salerno’s cathedral with mosaic decoration
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2.

Symbolic and ornamental values of the geometry

If, as noted, one of the most significant sources of inspiration for art and architecture of Amalfi Coast
consists of the underlying Islamic culture principles, it seems appropriate, albeit briefly, to dwell on the
ideological grounds inducing Islam to operate certain stylistic choices. Of course, what marks this
civilization is the role played by religion, which far from being a doctrine of faith linked to the free will of
the individual, rather assumes a totalizing meaning. For the Muslim faithful, the religion is the very life
essence, and therefore invests the spiritual but also earthly sphere; Islam dictates the rules related to
ritual practices, and at the same time establishes a set of standards of conduct that daily should guide
the faithful. In this sense it is not only a religion, with reference to the technical meaning of the term,
but is rather conceived as an orthopraxis, or as a set of precepts that govern the Faithfull’s actions, so
that they are judged as correct.
Leaving aside the more specific theological considerations, it is useful to recognize that the rise of
Islamic civilization, in the name of a common religion, imposes a formal collective language which,
going beyond any territorial limit, can translate, into clearly recognizable signs, a universal ideological
and artistic feel. So, what makes the Islamic civilization very different from the others is the role played
by religion, according to which can be precisely interpreted some of the innovative elements
introduced in the field of art and architecture.
From the small object to the monumental building, each product of artistic creation shows, in a clear
manner, the relationship between man and God. In Islam, however, the man is not the measure of all
things; his being above many creatures depends, in fact, from the benevolence of God, rather than
from on its merits. Hence the attitude of ascetic contemplation, the feeling of adoration and submission
to God, that involves the architecture as well as the decoration [5].
Even the iconic baggage, to which the Islamic decoration relates, is in some way influenced by
religious dictates: although in the Koran lacking specific prohibitions, Islamic art uses an aniconic
language, tending to an abstraction of the forms that responds the need to proclaim the superiority of
God's creation than that produced by the mind and by the hand of man. In this sense we explain some
decorative choices, such as arabesque, intended as natural forms’ stylization, or geometric textures
repeated ad infinitum, explanation of the atomistic theories, or the use of a glitzy figuration, earthly
compensation of ephemeral and transitory life, or the sense of horror vacui that pushes to cover all
surface without leaving any space, as if the interrupted matter betrays the doubt of our existence. All
reasons that become, over the centuries, the distinctive features of that art.
Therefore, beyond each technical specificity and every stylistic variation linked to local traditions, in
the field of decoration three major figurative themes stand out, all aniconic, as already mentioned: a
first type related to epigraphy, a second to vegetable world forms and a third inspired by the geometry.
In particular, the geometric pattern originates from earlier artistic traditions. In this respect, it should be
noted as every religion, belief or philosophy has identified an important figurative source in the
geometry, by virtue of metaphorical meaning often associated with the form. Thus, for example,
almost always the circle symbolizes the sun, but also heaven, spirituality and soul's immortality or – if
in half divided – represents the struggle between good and evil. The square represents the earth, the
solidity, the security, but it is also a salvation symbol, and the rhombus indicates the man. From the
square, through the golden ratio's proportions, we get the golden rectangle, expressing a deep sense
of balance: the rectangle's golden section was often used by the Egyptians, as a module in the
temple's architecture or in buildings for burial, such as the mastaba and, especially, the pyramid. And
yet, the equilateral triangle symbolizes stability, harmony of life. At pentalpha (a five-pointed star with
central pentagon) Pythagoras already attributed the meaning of the harmony and brotherhood symbol,
recognizing the central pentagon as the heart of the universal order. The hexagon evokes the
heavenly army that, as shield, wards off evil spirits. Even the octagon is of remarkable allegorical
interest, especially if it considers that for Neo-Platonics and Neo-Pythagoreans, whose doctrines also
influenced the Islamic culture, the world's origin would be represented by a circle generated by two
overlapping squares, of which one rotated of 45° relative to each other. The originated figure is just an
octagon, one of the main esoteric symbols of Christian tradition and Islamic art: it embodies the
concept of spiritual regeneration, being precisely intermediate between the square and the circle. As
the latter two figures – respectively symbolizing the world and the sky – so also the octagon thus
possesses an extraordinary evocative value, representing the world interposed between the
circumference of the heaven and the square mass of the earth, the stopping point of the event.
While, therefore, widely used before of Islamic artistic apogee, thanks to this civilization the geometry
assumes an even more evident expressive force. If in the past, in fact, it had been relegated to a
marginal role and was mainly used in friezes and cornices, with the rise of Islam it acquires a more
complex figuration, being present both in architectural decorations and in the structural elements. The
sophistication of these elements consists in the grace with which certain motifs in it simple, such as
lines and circles, are combined with each other, thus avoiding the rigidity of a purely abstract
composition, and loading down, at the same time, with spiritual meanings. The artists reach this result
skillfully by having recourse the symmetry, which is not only used as a rigid mirror image, but also as
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Fig. 2: Geometric patterns in the plan and in the space. On the left: detail of a decoration of Salerno’s cathedral.
On the right: a dome of Villa Rufolo in Ravello

an indefinite multiplication of modular units, able to occupy all available space, in a sort of 'global
symmetry', or more often as a symmetry with respect to a variable number of axes, around which the
decorative motifs can freely develop. In some cases, as noted by Oleg Grabar, the axes tend to be a
form of visual imagination; in fact do not exist in itself, but only thanks to the rest of the design [6].
Regardless of the possible two-dimensional or three-dimensional applications, the theoretical principle
underlying the formation of geometric ornamental effects, which unmistakable made this artistic
language, is what could be called the interlaced design aesthetics. One way to conceive the
architectural or decorative element that, based on support's subdivision according to precise
mathematical laws, draws the surfaces overlapping lines and shapes, with a similar logic of
interweaving of tissue’s weft. The visual impression of extreme complexity, then, reflects an
extraordinary execution's simplicity, essentially consisting of three phases: identification of a starting
path, definition of a grid, twine of forms. From the flat surface to the space is a short step: it is enough
to consider the thus obtained drawings as a plane projection, by a point at infinitive orthogonal to this,
and give them volume, with the third dimension, to get the spatial interwoven.
The origin of this system is therefore a specific configurative criterion that, in response to the
mathematical-geometrical needs, also acquires a symbolic value as well as aesthetic; the figures
generated by the intertwining of simple lines, repeated ad infinitum on surfaces virtually devoid of a
center and borders, according to Massignon [7], seem to respond to the atomism's philosophical view,
under which the world can be conceived as an unstable grouping of atoms, individual particles from
which thicken depends the definition of forms. Exceeded then the idea of a static universe, the line's
dynamism and fragmentation resulting from the interweaving of geometric figures, compel the viewer
to mentally follow the drawing development, beyond the physical limits of the surface. It may be that
the surface is annulled, as it were, by the explosive emergence of the ornament that prevails on this.

3.

The weft's drawing on the Amalfi Coast: from the ornament to architecture

If the decoration for Islam assumes a prominent role, it is mainly due to its constant interaction with the
architectural structure; far from being as simple decorative element – by assigning to this term a
meaning related to the pure exteriority – the decoration, in fact, actively contributes in the development
of architectural forms. This aspect, which come to be a hallmark of the Muslim artistic vocabulary, it is
especially evident in three-dimensional structures, such as arches and vaults, in which technical and
formal aspects come together inseparably.
The idea of designing these architectural structural elements such as ornamental parts had great
success in the Arab world, in general, but also spread in Christian countries of the Mediterranean
area, that had come in contact with Islamic culture thanks to frequent commercial traffics. Salerno
and the Amalfi Coast were not exempt from this artistic exchange, as well as commercial, and
while not directly undergoing Moors’ dominion, they adopted typical signs and features of the
Islamic art, still recognizable in many individual elements, however, almost always incorporated
into more complex structures.
As already noted, particularly conspicuous is, within the investigated architectural repertoire, the
presence of the interlaced arches system which, despite the great diversity of composition – in fact the
arches have various profiles and are used on surfaces from different geometry – is as a fil rouge that
links many architectural episodes of the Amalfi Coast [2].
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Fig. 3: Salerno, Fruscione palace. On the left: the main door. In the middle: the order of polifore. On the right: a

mullioned window
With reference to the use of such a system on flat wall surfaces, interesting is the Fruscione palace's
example, a building located in the heart of the Salerno historic center. The palace, built in the middle
of the thirteenth century, it is surprising for the walls' formal richness; although transformed over
centuries, to the point as to look, today, very different from the original, it shows clear traces of the
Islamic influence, thanks to the use of that system. Firstly, the original portal of the palace, located in
vicolo dei Barbuti, proposes the interlaced arches solution in the drawing of decorative frame that
closes, at the top, the opening. Here a round arch, whose light corresponds to 2/3 of the whole, is
symmetrically repeated at both ends of the frame; consequently, the two elements overlap in the
central axis of the opening. The arches are further shifted, to right and left respectively, at a distance
equal to 1/3 of the span, becoming generative matrices of a rhythmic sequence, virtually repeatable.
Equally interesting are the mullioned windows, now walled up, adorning both the prospectus in via
Adelberga, is the one in via Santa Maria dei Barbuti. The opening's main structure is closed by a
round arch that rests on gray tuff piers; the translation of this arch, in steps of 1/2 of the span,
generates the main pattern's twisted weave. Added to this is a secondary arches system, again semicircular, delimiting each obtained partition walls. Even more interesting is, at the third level, an order of
polifore, forming a continuous arcade of interlaced arches, today closed and fragmented due to the
presence of subsequently opened balconies. The arcade proposes the solution of the round arch,
supported by two underlying columns, which the arch is connected by vertical struts. The arches
sequence, obtained from such basic element, is then moved so that the second theory's columns of
arches are disposed in correspondence with the key of the first. The result is a superposition of
elements that, at the point where these overlap, generates an ogival profile, further highlighted from a
second register of minor arches, directly put on the columns' capitals.
An interesting variation on the above described theme is obtained using an arc from the ogival profile,
which elementary module that generates the overall design. Emblematic, because among the best
preserved examples at least in terms of architectural integrity, is the Paradise's Cloister, part of
Amalfi's cathedral, built between 1266 and 1268 as a burial place of famous citizens of the city. The
cloister, rectangular in plan, has a peristyle around a central opened courtyard. The space is marked
by slender and elegant coupled columns – four in the corners – that support a mix of pointed arches,
taste very oriental. Motif, the latter, that draws the wall surfaces both outside of the courtyard, as
within the four vaulted arcades that surround it.
The rhythm of arches that follow one another along the wall surface is, in this case, far faster than in
the already treated examples, and the ogival profile suggests a greater sense mystical, ascentional.
Everything in the composition betrays the meaning of a space whose function is itself full of symbolic
implications. This seems to be confirmed by graphical analysis that, tracing the genesis of this
configurative system – however, reduced to pure geometric form – shows how, actually, the
elementary unit at the base of the overall pattern is still a round arch. The span of the latter, the width
of which exactly corresponds to the diameter of the circle from which originates the entire graphics
array, is then divided into seven parts. This choice does not seem random when you consider that the
number 7 has a strong symbolic value: six are, in fact, the days of Creation, the seventh is the break
(which in the Paradise's cloister is eternal rest). Defined the basic layout, the simple shift of original
form, on excluding the key brick portion, creates the complex interweaving of the arches, white as well
as the walls, with respect to which emerge thanks to a slight overhang.
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Fig. 4: Amalfi, Paradise’s cloister. On the left: the geometrical representation of the drawing’s matrix. On the right:
the interlaced arches system

The lobed arch is instead the root of several other examples of coastal structures referable to the
being investigated system. Typical of the Islamic architecture, and very widespread in Andalusia, the
lobed arch, which fully affirms its aesthetic value with the Moors, seems to have been conceived by
Oriental civilization. There is much discussion on the origin of a so complex and unusual profile,
although the most accepted theory seems to be that proposed by Torres Balbás [8] and Georges
Marçais [9]; according to them, this form may be generated by the intersection between the plane
walls and the sculptural shells, often used in Roman and Byzantine times to cover the niches, and
later taken up by Muslim artists. In the course of time the decorators, driven by the need to geometrize
the designed shapes, would finally simplified the arch's drawing, subsequently evolved in numerous
variants. Precisely because of their greater formal richness, these arches, twisted as a result of a
translational motion, even more contribute to embellish the architecture in which they are used,
sometimes as a purely ornamental decorative design, in other cases becoming real structure.
A mainly ornamental function is found in lobed arches system of the Villa Rufolo's courtyard in
Ravello. Despite the many changes made in later centuries, yet it expresses that extraordinary
configurative refinement born from the synthesis of different cultures that here have met. The
courtyard, almost square in plan, is the focus of domestic life: in fact, overlook on it all environments
that make up the real house, organized on three levels according to a schema originally with four
blocks. In the upper of the east lodge, still completely preserved, a gray tuff arch from the three-lobed
profile is the basic module of the system; this shape is shifted three times, in a steady and cadenced
rhythm, thus defining a tangle of lines, sinuous like a delicate lace. An effect, this, made even more
intense thanks to the ornamental treatment of the arch's profile, decorated with sculptural elements
that evoke the drawing of leaves and natural forms.
In other examples instead, as in the church of S. Salvatore de Birecto in Atrani, the interlaced arches
system defines an architectural space. In particular, we are referring to an open loggia that separates the
church's interior from a space, probably an endonarthex, whose original features have been brought to
light by recent restoration work [10]. This space, transverse to the axis of the church's three naves, is
covered by three cross vaults, and is enhanced by the presence of what was, once, a perforated wall of
Islamic reminiscence, now unfortunately almost completely walled. Its drawing is very similar to that of
the Villa Rufolo's courtyard wall; in fact, a mixtilinear frame again draws a three-lobed arch, whose profile
is slightly simpler than the Ravello's example. As well as simplified is the translational symmetry that
marks the cyclic rigid motion described by the elementary module to obtain the interweaving of forms. In
this case, the arch is moved of ½ of the span, thus tracing a drawing less dense, but just as elegant.

Fig. 5: On the left: Ravello, courtyard of villa Rufolo. On the right: the lobed arches of S. Salvatore de Birecto church
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4.

From the plan to the third dimension: interlaced arches in space

Therefore, the geometry, if wisely used, can charge a space of profound significance that goes far
beyond immediately perceived shape, especially when overcomes the limits of rigid patterns to follow,
and rather becomes a broader compositional tool. This is even more evident when the interweaving of
the flat shapes conquests the third dimension, often exploiting the figurative values implied in spatial
compositions, generated by the elementary module for rotational symmetry around an axis.
A good many examples, in Salerno and in the Amalfi Coast, show a drawing originated from the
combination of simple Euclidean geometries, that evolve from pure two-dimensionality into intricate
three-dimensional structures. Despite the interpretative option exercised on the primitive drawing, the
final appearance of the so obtained structures clearly displays the basic geometric principles, which
constitute its strengths.
In fact, the use of interlaced arches in three-dimensional systems has its roots in a cultural
background of oriental matrix that had a lot of luck in the Mediterranean basin in general, but
especially in Spain; here this constructive system reached sublime levels, as evidenced by the domes
of the Islamic mosque in Cordova, likely prototype of a new way of conceiving the vaulted structures
[11]. The surface enclosing the space is interpreted according to the logic of the diagonal arches,
which expresses the Islamic aesthetics in favor of geometric shapes, rather than of the modeling of
powerful physical volumes. So here are ribbed domes supported by arches plans that, generated by
the composition of two-dimensional elementary matrices, cross the space intertwined as a kind of
backbone. The result is an organism in which the ribs, designed to meet the structural requirements,
reveal a preponderant aesthetic value, being rather "... the three-dimensional development of an
abstract bidimensional figure, whose geometric reality comes before any physical implementation"[5].
Much has been discussed about the originality of this system: examples similar to those Andalusians
have been identified in the East, particularly in Mesopotamia, as well as in some European countries and
in the Maghreb, yet no one is earlier than the structures built in Cordoba in the middle of the tenth
century. Among the closest to the Spanish ones, for shape and material, were frequently referred to
some Armenian vaults that reproduce the system of interlaced stone arches, to draw wonderful spatial
geometries. Some vaulted ceilings, yet inspired at the same constructive system, are also found in Iran,
where however brick's arches are preferably arranged in a radial direction. In this case, unlike what
happens in the domes in Spain, the arches have, however, a maintaining function rather than structural.
While remaining well away from the complexity found in the above described ribbed vaulting, the
examples in Salerno and the Amalfi Coast appear referable to the same ordering principles, clearly
showing an Arabic taste. However, what distinguishes the Amalfi's repertoire, above all, is the
prevalence of ornamental component with respect to the structural function, also found in some cases.
The interlaced arches are in fact the key element of the decoration of a series of architectural
structures, generally bell-towers of buildings scattered throughout the area, which even in the variety
of materials and colors, all show a similar geometric logic: the generation of the final configuration
from the rotation of a single arc around a vertical axis. In this regard, we further highlight a significant
difference, in terms of geometry, than the elements that define the backbone of the Andalusian vaults.
While in Cordoba, and in examples of it inspired, the ribs cross the space, describing curves from the
variable profile, but always plan because released by any other architectural element unless the
orientation of the vertical plane which they belong, in Salerno's examples the arches must adapt to the
curvature of the surface on which the ornamental matrix is developed. That, in a graphical reading
process tending to abstraction of forms, is equivalent to the intersection between cylinders, of which,
typically, the first – comparable to the structure's main body – has a vertical axis, and the second –

Fig. 6: On the left: a schematic representation of a ribbed vault of Cordova. On the right: a skew curve generated by
intersection of cylinders
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corresponding to the arch's geometry – has an horizontal axis. Consequently, the elementary module,
generator of the overall drawing, is transformed from a flat curve to a skew curve, conferring greater
sinuosity to entire structure.
Among the most important examples of the mentioned repertoire is the bell tower of Salerno cathedral,
built, according to documentary sources, between 1137 and 1152. Resting on a strong cubic base with
a 10 meters side – of which two-thirds form the underground foundation of the entire structure – the
bell tower is developed in a total height of 50 meters, by superimposing five levels.
The layers are separated by cornices, and each one has, on its four faces, a mullioned window with
central column. The tower is topped by a cylindrical masonry belfry, on which it is developed the
interlaced arches’ motif, the first example of this kind in Campania.
The drawing's basic module is, in this case, a round arch with alternating gray tuff blocks and bricks,
which later became typical of the Amalfi Coast's language. Since this element has to go along the
cylindrical structure, it is transformed from a flat curve – the theoretical arch profile from which we start
– to a skew curve, which is then the result of the actual intersection between the two surfaces. The
thus obtained curve, turning in space according to an axial symmetry, becomes weft's matrix of the
tower's decoration. A second set of smaller round arches, this time flat because laid out on the faces
of a dodecagonal prismatic block, develops between the columns supporting the interlaced system,
while a two-colored stone fillet with six-pointed stars crowns the cylinder.

Fig. 7: On the left: orthogonal projections of the interlaced arches of Salerno's belfry tower. On the right: digital
representation of the structure (3d model by C. Desiderio)

Equally significant and well preserved is the bell tower of the Amalfi's cathedral, which in many ways
follows the same structure of Salerno's belfry. The construction works started in 1180, but was
completed only in 1286. Today partially incorporated in the built-up area surrounding the adjacent
square, the bell tower is designed as a simple volume, but very refined from a decorative point of view.
The structure is geometrically similar to a square based parallelepiped, divided into three levels; on
the walls, from bottom to top, are respectively opened single-light, mullioned and triple lancet windows
with round arches. The belfry's crowning is much more complex: in fact, it consists of a right circular
cylinder, in axis with the underlying body. Four other cylinders, smaller both in height and diameter,
are matched to the first, in correspondence of the parallelepiped's corners. The central cylinder and
those adjacent to it are finally surmounted by a conical roofing.
The decoration emphasizes the bell tower's richness, expertly combining materials and geometries
that give an overall effect of great beauty.
In particular, yellow and green majolicas, combined into an alternating color rhythm, embellish the
belfry, drawing the frames that surround the openings, the interlaced arches that encircle the volumes
– still skew curves symmetrically turned around the tower's axis – and the decorative fillets in opus
reticulatum under the conical roofs.
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Less known, but equally significant for the purposes of this paper, is the church of San Giovanni del
Toro, in Ravello, a private foundation created thanks to the tribute of several local families. For its
construction was chosen an emblematic area, on the highest city's site, and as such, clearly visible;
the building was also placed at the point of convergence of important trades. With regard to the
geometrical shape of the space, it again proposes compositional schemes, related to the most
common type of the Coast's architecture: a three naves basilica, concluded by a triapsidal transept.
Adjacent to the church is the bell tower, a massive square volume, decorated with twists of roundheaded arches, made of yellow and gray tuff's ashlars. This motif is also repeated on the external
surfaces of cylindrical apses, with the only variant represented by the transformation of the elementary
module in skew curve.
The same interlacement of arches, declined in even more sumptuous shapes, is visible in what
remains of the Sant'Eustachio church, in Pontone hamlet of Scala; also this building was founded on a
private family's initiative. The building was built in the twelfth century on a rocky outcrop overlooking
the entire valley; today it is almost completely destroyed, but a time it probably was the most majestic
private religious construction of Amalfi Coast, moreover showing a certain formal analogy with the
Monreale's church in Palermo. Both for features than by geographical location the church should
express, in a tangible form, the political, administrative and economic power of the founding family,
becoming at the same time spiritual emblem for the entire community.
Of the structure, almost certainly to three parallel aisles with apses, unfortunately remain the only
traces of the outer northern wall and of the cylindrical surfaces that downstream closed the building.
Particularly interesting are the apse's decorations, still visible, which, though only partially preserved,
show a general scheme based on the now well-known system of interlacing arches, with alternating
blocks of yellow and gray tuff. Despite the paucity of surviving elements, we can recognize a
sumptuous composition that is unmatched in the Amalfi Coast's examples: here the interlaced arches
system, whose profile is still a skew curve generated by the intersection of two circular cylinders, is
repeated on each of the three orders of the structure's crowning.
The arches, supported by slender marble columns, revolve in space so that everyone is starting in
correspondence of the keystone of the next. The same variety of matter and colours is also employed
in the horizontal fillets which mark the transition from one order to the above: in this case, however,
the geometric decorative motifs are obtained with a sequence of squares arranged in an opus
reticulatum weaving.

Fig. 8: On the left: the belfry’s tower of Amalfi. In the middle: the apses of San Giovanni del Toro church, in Ravello.
On the right: wall ruins of Sant’Eustachio, in Scala

5.

Conclusions

The brief excursus, albeit quickly, thus shows how ingrained it is, in Coastal area, the use of an
Islamic-influenced figurative language, in which more or less complex drawings are generated the
interweaving of simple elements. And this happens especially with reference to the interlaced arches
system, a decorative choice which also actively contributing to the development of architectural
shapes. Great attention has therefore been paid to the possibilities offered by the geometry, here as in
the Islamic world understood as a fundamental tool to make order.
And facing such a spectacle, whose complex figuration is generated by simple original forms, "... it is
as if a richly orchestrated symphony had been frozen in space. His themes and motifs, its dozens of
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instruments are permanently available to analysis and meditation, and even the accomplished art work
is always there" [6].
From the arches’ interlacing on plan surfaces, to the three-dimensional evolution of the same
decorative motif, everything, in the investigated heritage, shows the natural inclination for an eclectic
taste, intended as an artistic translation of ethnic and cultural diversity typical of the Amalfi Coast. A
reality, between East and West, in which the geometry take form through a unique language –
properly Mediterranean – characterized by an extraordinary decorative strength who relies not so
much to figurative expressiveness, but rather to the shape's beauty derived from a rigorous generative
geometry. The use of geometry, therefore, from that which regulates the volumes to that used in the
plan to guide the decor's development, it becomes the common thread in an attempt to reveal the pure
essence of such a complex architecture.
Where order and beauty is, is God: and only being able to interpret the logic which governs that order
we can fully understand the value of the heritage that us surrounds.
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Abstract

The research we present in this paper is about the geometrical analysis and the digital reconstruction
of the Maritime Theatre in Hadrian’s Villa at Tivoli, based on the comparative analysis of the
interpretations given by Francesco di Giorgio Martini, Andrea Palladio, Giovanni Battista Piranesi,
Pierre Jérôme Honoré Daumet, Luigi Canina, and some other important architects, but above all the
description of Mathias Ueblacker, that in 1985 published a very interesting survey and hypothesis on
the initial configuration of this architecture.
Inside the great place of the Hadrian’s Villa, the Maritime Theatre has a very unusual form, because of
the circle in which it is collocated, but also an unknown function, as we do not known what was the
finality of this space, and considering that the name was given by the people that discovered the ruins.
Realized probably between 120 and 125 a.C. it has a very rich geometrical configuration, with some
specific forms inside the round enclosure of columns that surrounds the water pool.
The aim of the research was to redraw either the actual configuration of it and the hypothesis of
reconstruction made by Ueblacker [1], in both cases with digital technology, in order to have a
comparison between the two levels of representation. A final video and an Augmented Reality
presentation was realized to show, in an explicit way, the results of the experimentation.
Keywords: architecture, representation, digital reconstruction, Hadrian’s Villa, Maritime Theatre

1.

Introduction

The aim of this research was the analysis of the Maritime Theatre in Hadrian’s Villa at Tivoli, near
Rome with digital instruments in order to have the virtual reconstruction of the building and to compare
the actual configuration with the one proposed by Mathias Ueblacker [1], who studied it, in the past, in
a very specific way. Only few parts are present now in the original state, and for the great part of it
there are only ruins (Fig. 1); despite this it was possible to investigate the architecture and propose a
virtual analysis of it with new technologies of representation. The first part of the research was done at
the IUAV University of Venice, as a graduation thesis by Elena Corzato [7]. The research was then
developed at the Department of Engineering and Architecture of the University of Trieste.
At the same time it was necessary to analyze also some of the studies made by relevant architects on
this site, who tried to give a solution to the unbuilt aspect of the Villa itself, based mainly to the
geometrical design of the plan. In fact we have a lot of drawings and surveys of it, starting from XV
Century. Some of the illustrations of the Maritime Theatre were made by Francesco di Giorgio Martini,
Andrea Palladio, J. Laurus, Francesco Contini, Pier Leone Ghezzi, J.R. Vulpi, Giovanni Ristori
Gabbrielli, Giovanni Battista Piranesi, Luigi Rossini, Agostino Penna, Honoré Daumet, Luigi Canina,
H. Kahler, H. Stierlin, ending with the one already cited by Ueblacker. Among them, we have to
considered in a particular way the sketches by Palladio – for the idea of invention he represented in
his works – the drawings by Piranesi – for the perspective representation of the ruins – the colored
watercolors by Daumet – who offered the first hypothesis of detailed reconstruction in plan, elevation
and sections – and of course the ones by Ueblacker, who gave the last and more defined solution of
the first configuration of the building.
During the phase of analyzing it was necessary to visit the area and also to take a photographic
survey, for having a visual catalogue of every single elements of the building. As it was impossible to
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have a technical and instrumental survey, we decided to verify some measures of the building with a
direct survey.
At the end, this architecture was selected also for some experiments in the field of new technology of
communication applied to cultural monuments, trying to verify the best way to communicate the main
themes of the present investigation. So we decided to construct the digital 3D model of this building, to
render with the simulation of natural illumination, to prepare a video with the walking-through
technology in order to visit virtually the building, and to analyze it in a virtual way using the electronic
system of Augmented Reality (AR) for the presentation in real-time and for the dissemination of
information during some public events, such as conferences and exhibitions.

Fig. 1: The Maritime Theatre from above.

2.

The representation of the Maritime Theatre inside the Hadrian’s Villa

The construction of the complex of Hadrian’s Villa started in 177 a.C. in Tivoli, on an area where a
preceding villa was built in the republican period. There are a lot of interpretations on the motivations
for the decision to realize this great monument, in some ways, it could be considered as the
foundation of a town, in which every construction is a single solution with a strict relation with some
Greek buildings. It is known that Hadrian himself decided some architectural solutions, that some
architects – such as probably Apollodoro – designed and constructed. Marguerite Yourcenar wrote in
1951 the novel Mémoires d'Hadrien, in which she makes the emperor remembering his past,
sometimes referring to the places inside his Villa in Tivoli [6].
We do not describe all the buildings of the Villa, but we will analyze only the Maritime Theatre,
remembering that either the name and the function are a truly enigma for the critics and historians who
studied this architecture. In fact, the name was given in 1600 and it doesn’t reflect the probable
function of the space. Ueblacker told that it could be considered as an “emperor’s studio”, a place
where the emperor stayed to rest and to satisfy his spiritual needs. The circle water pool was used,
probably, not only to satisfy the view of the visitors, but also for swimming, protected by the wall that is
placed all around it.
A relevant part of the analysis was dedicated to the collection of the drawings that architects did for
studying this architecture. Some of them allows us to understand better the initial geometrical form
and its three-dimensional development.
The first one was a plan of the Maritime Theatre drawn by an anonymous draughtsman of the XV
Century, and conserved at the Albertina Library in Vienna. In this case the water canal was not
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represented probably because it was hidden by earth. The columns were traced as small points on the
paper, in the exact location where there are the columns.
In 1465 the architect Francesco di Giorgio Martini visited Hadrian’s Villa and realized some scale
plans, archived now in the Uffizi Library in Florence and redrawn for his treatise now at the Royal
Library in Turin. One of them is to be considered as the first survey drawing of the Theatre, realized
probably on site. Also in this case the water canal is not presented for the same reason we told before.
In 1547 Andrea Palladio visited the Villa and drew two drawings now collected at the Royal Institute of
British Architects in London (Fig. 2). One was drawn as a sketch, not well defined graphically, and the
other one was drawn in a geometric form. Both of them are quoted, and, although they did not
represent a real configuration – because of the symmetry of the elements, that is not present in the
actual state – it is derived by a survey created on site. In this case either the circular pool and the
bridges to reach the internal island are represented. The number of columns designed by Palladio all
around the pool are 81, otherwise the exact number of them is 40.
Pirro Ligorio treated this architecture in a manuscript he wrote in the half of XVI Century, but without
any drawing inside, and we do not know if it was really done, or it was lost.
The first pseudo-perspective representation of the Maritime Theatre is the one realized by J. Laurus in
1612, but in reality it was an interpretation of it, because of the presence of some elements that are
not present in the site. For example, there is a double porch all around the circular pool, a circular
columned temple inside the central island, and some other buildings in the front.
In 1668 Francesco Contini published the first plan of Hadrian’s Villa, realized thanks to a detailed
survey made in 1634 by him, so we can see the development of the Theatre in XVII Century.
Another plan of the Theatre was realized probably in 1724 by the painter Pier Leone Ghezzi, and
archived at the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana in Rome, but the drawing is not so detailed as the
preceding ones. Then there was neither the water pool nor the circular colonnade, but only a simplified
representation of it.
In 1745 J.R. Vulpi drew an imaginary section of the Theatre, to represent at the same time the internal
and external view of it. But as the figuration is schematic, some elements are not signed, such as the
pool, the bridges and the roof. All the Theatre is presented in the form of ruins, with a degradation of
the walls, covered by vegetation.
In 1770 Giovanni Ristori Gabbrielli represented the complex of the Villa subdivided in single parts, as
there was a subdivision of the property. The planimetric drawing was sided by plans and elevations of
agricultural houses, realized to use economically the area.
Giovanni Battista Piranesi was very interested in the Hadrian’s Villa, and he prepared a great plan in
scale 1:1000, printed in six paper with a total dimension of three meters. It was published in 1781, by
his son Francesco, after his father’s death. The plan of the Theatre shows a configuration very similar
to the present one (Fig. 2), with few differences (for example the number of columns all around the
pool is 52, instead of 40). At the end of his life Piranesi realized some preparatory perspective
drawings of the Villa, and we have some of them that showed the Maritime Theatre in the form of ruin,
without the pool and wrapped by vegetation.
Some other representation of the Theatre were those by Luigi Rossini in 1826 and Agostino Penna
who in his book Viaggio Pittorico, published in 1831-36, drew a lot of perspective views in which the
building was showed in a situation of great deterioration.
In 1859 Honoré Daumet produced a detailed survey of the Hadrian’s Villa and proposed a
reconstruction of it, well drawn in some colored watercolors showing plans, sections and elevations of
the architecture inserted in the natural context (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: Drawings of the Maritime Theatre by A. Palladio, G.B. Piranesi, H. Daumet (from left to right).

The representation realized by Daumet were perhaps the most interesting and exhaustive about the
Villa. In these documents the Maritime Theatre is shown in a comparative figuration, that presented a
section of the ruins of the Theatre and, in the same paper, the probable configuration, with a high level
of interpretation, so that it is difficult to identify the single elements that are present in both drawings.
The drawings realized by Luigi Canina in 1872 reflected the representation by Piranesi, but he gave a
personal interpretation of the Theatre, with some details regarding also the architectural order and the
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capitals; a rounded monumental temple is in the center of the island with four symmetrical bridges
organized along a cross.
At the beginning of the XX Century there was a scientific survey, organized by the research unit of the
School of Engineering in Rome, coordinated by prof. Vincenzo Reina. The survey was executed with
topographic systems and shows the actual state of the Maritime Theatre, the same that will be
illustrated by Ueblacker in his drawings.
Some other representation of the Theatre were done by H. Kahler in 1950 [5] and by H. Stierling in
1984 [6]. They are basic and significant studies from which Ueblacker started for his 1985 proposal.
The survey and reconstruction by Mathias Ueblacker is, without any doubt, the most precise and
interesting one, because he collected all the graphical information about this architecture, did some
new surveys and proposed a version of the original one that is considered the more reliable of all
studies. The reconstruction was documented also with a scale physical maquette, to offer a threedimensional visualization of the hypothesis.

3.

The Geometry of the Maritime Theatre

As we told before there isn’t any information about the function and the original name of this space.
Probably it was a sort of shelter of the emperor where he could usually rest after his voyages, as the
ritus laconicus required. For what concerns the proportion of this architecture, we can report the study
of the module that Ueblacker identified during his research. The researcher found a module of 5 feet,
that he found into the dimension of every relevant geometry of the Theatre. For example, the
circumference of the exterior walls is 30x5 modules, that is 150 feet long; the circle that passes for the
center of the columns is 24x5 modules, that is 120 feet; the circle of the stylobate of the peristyle is
10x5 modules, that is 50 feet (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Geometrical scheme traced on the plan drawn by Ueblacker (elab. E. Corzato).

So its complex geometry is based on the regular form of the circle, subdivided into a series of squares
and other circles. Ueblacker described with great precision the way in which it is possible to draw the
final configuration of this architecture. The first circle is the perimeter of the external wall, the second
one is the circle of the axis of the columns; then you need to draw the square inscribed to the last
circle, and then the circle inscribed in this square. This one is the limit of the interior island. Then the
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procedure required the redesign of two circles and a squared in the middle. So it is possible to obtain
the general configuration of the plan, from which we can start to draw all the other parts (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Geometrical genesis of the form (elab. E. Corzato).

Then it is also very important to identify the spaces that are all around the Maritime Theatre, for
analyzing the connections among this one and the others (Fig. 5). In detail they are: the Philosophers
Room, the Criptoporticus towards the Stadium Garden, the Libraries’ Garden, the Greek Garden, the
external Exedra. This spaces are very useful to understand better the organization of the Theatre
itself, although some of them are presented in the form of ruins.

Fig. 5: Digital restitution of the survey plan by Ueblacker (elab. E. Corzato).

But the principal attention was dedicated to the comprehension of the single spaces of the Maritime
Theatre. A large atrium is located at north, at the entrance of the building. Near the circular porch it
enlarges into two rectangular niches covered with barrel vaults. The roof of the atrium was destroyed,
but it was probably a pitched one. In front of the atrium and at west side there was an asymmetrical
loggia, which is 12 feet large.
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After having passed through the loggia and the atrium we arrive to the round porch, that is 12 feet
large too, between the surrounding wall, which is 2.5 feet large and 17.5 high, and the limit of the
internal plinths of the columns. This porch is covered with a barrel vault, which is supported by the wall
and by the columns. All the columns of the porch are ionic ones. Then there is a round canal of water,
which is 4.90 m large and about 1.50 m deep, probably decorated with a coloured mosaic. To cross
the canal there were some swing bridges, probably 4, and it is possible that the wall bridge at west
side was realized upon suggestion of Hadrian himself, for the difficulties to use the swing one.
The wall inside the island were realized in opus testaceum (made by triangular bricks with one point
inside the concrete) because it gave to the structure more solidity in an high humidity context, such as
the one of the Theatre. One of the main part of the island is the exedra, limited at south with a circular
row of columns, following an arc of circumference with a ray of 4.82 m., and at north with another row
of them following the circle of the canal. After the exedra there is a peristyle with a mixtilinear form, a
rectangle with four concave arches in the axis, doubled internally to generate a court having convex
arches as sides. In the middle of the court there was a fountain. All around the peristyle there are
small baths complex, with latrine, apoditerium (dressing room), frigidarium, calidarium and the heating
room, where the stoker fed the fire. At the east side of the island there is the library, with some small
rooms, while at the south side there is the tablinum, with two triclinia at left and right.

4.

The digital reconstruction of the Maritime Theatre

After having studied the whole architecture we started the digital reconstruction of the Maritime
Theatre, following the information on the book Das Teatro Marittimo in der Villa Hadriana by Mathias
Ueblacker [1].

Fig. 6: Digital representation of the plan and section of the actual state (elab. E. Corzato).

In detail the geometrical procedure described above was at the origin of the generation of the form. In
particular the aim of this research was to compare two models, the one which describes the actual
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state and the other about the hypothesis proposed by the researcher; the digital models are used, in
fact, as a sophisticated way to identify the relations between every single parts.
To realize the models we used a CAD software with Boolean primitives and advanced algorithms for
extrude sections along a path modifying the perimeter of the section itself. These two procedures
allowed us to construct every elements of the models. The first step was the digitalization of the plans,
elevations and sections from the book by Ueblacker, and then we have to adjust this information with
the numerical quotes in roman foot, traced by him. We have to notice that, as his drawings were done
using traditional techniques, there are some simplified descriptions during the representation of
sections and elevations. Due to the complexity of the building, in fact, the author decided to omit the
elements in background, tracing only the parts in foreground. As in some points the sections by
Ueblacker were not sufficient to understand the volume, it was necessary to use the basis of a direct
and photographic survey we did to integrate the information from the book. Seeing the digital model it
is possible to verify a correspondence between it and the real configuration, although it was necessary
to simplify the model to represent the ruins and the state of degradation of the walls and of the
columns (Fig. 6).
The second step was the digital reconstruction of the hypothesis made by Ueblacker on the original
configuration of the Maritime Theatre (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7: Digital representation of the plan and the section of the hypothesis by Ueblacker (elab. E. Corzato).

In this case the main differences were based on the determination of the elevations, because in some
cases there is only some information about them. Thanks to the presence of the barrel vault of the
columned porch it is possible to conjecture the highness of the elements inside the island, covered
with different typologies of roofs. The final three-dimensional representation gives us a volumetric
visualization that allows to consider it in its real complexity.
The third step of the phase of reconstruction was the comparison of the two digital models in order to
identify better the analogies and the differences between them. So we decided to use a similar
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description of them - plan and longitudinal section - and a superposition of Ueblacker hypothesis on
the survey of the actual state. The hypothesis of reconstruction was represented in wire-frame, while
the ruins are shown with a rendering image, without materials and textures, but having only one colour
(yellow) for the volume of all parts, a colour for the section (dark yellow), and a material for water
(based on semi-transparent light blue), with shadows. We thought that the best visualization of this
comparison was a cross-section isometric description. To complete the scheme we decided to add the
drawing of the survey of the other part of the plan (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8: Isometric representation of the Ueblacker’s hypothesis (wire-frame) upon the actual state (rendering)
(elab. E. Corzato).

5.

Advanced technology for the communication of the Maritime Theatre

The final part of the research was dedicated to the communication of the results using new technology
of visualization. In particular we decided to realize a video animation and an experimental application
using Augmented Reality (AR).
In the first case the video was produced with the intent to make evident the two levels of comparison,
which we said before. The virtual visit of the Maritime Theatre starts from the atrium and goes forward
following a possible path of the emperor who wants to show us the building. The visit was conducted
into the second model, reconstructed on the thesis proposed by Ueblacker. But somewhere a double
representation shows, with a progressive fade, also the actual state of the ruins. So it was possible to
understand the correspondence between the actual configuration of space, and the original idea of the
project. The visit continues along the circular canal, stopping in some relevant points of the path, for
example near the columns, across the bridge for entering the island, and inside the internal space,
and showing, at the end, the volume from the top. We decided to use models without colors and
materials – only a light yellow for all the surfaces, and the simulation of the water inside – to allow the
visitors to understand the volumes and spaces, simulated with shadows. The number of frames of the
video is about 2000 for a duration of 80 seconds, with a frame rate of 25 fps (Fig. 9).
The second communication experiment was dedicated to Augmented Reality, that is – as we know – a
sort of inverse application of Virtual Reality (VR). As VR puts man in a virtual space, making the
sensation to be in another context, different from the one in which he is, the AR inverts the impression,
and gives the possibility to explore a model, rotating and slicing it in real-time, as if it were in our
hands. In this case the digital model of the Theatre was converted in an AR ambient, associated with a
target and analyzed and explored. The use of a small camera allowed us to simulate the behavior of a
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visitor inside an exhibition, that virtually has in his hands a model of the Maritime Theatre, with a lot of
details and information. This opportunity could be an interesting way to distribute virtual architectural
models, with the intent to create a imaginary catalogue of maquettes. We have to consider also that
the peculiarity of a digital model is also in the possibility to query it, for example asking to slice the
volume to analyze the internal configuration, as a traditional model doesn’t have this capability and it is
impossible to investigate it, but only to see walking around it.

Fig. 9: Single frames of the video animation for the comparison of the models (elab. E. Corzato).
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Abstract
One object is susceptible to many representations which are different one from the other: if, on one
side, these have the task of analysing the space of the referent in its forms and structures, on the
other they produce images which allow to establish a relationship of cause and effect between the
drawer and the user of the image.
The representation, of the object, replaces it. It allows the observer of the image to be in the presence
of the object, but without the object. It is the visual surrogate of the experience which is made clear
through the Methods of Representation. We are called to make a mindful but also unbiased use of
each method, making them topical, in order to produce images more suited to contemporary visions.
This process is implemented and resolved in the identification of points, lines and surfaces, of their
mutual relations and reciprocal intersections which the action of representing allows to define in the
geometric-projective space: there is a formula for each line, straight or curved, for each figure, for
each surface; there is an infinitely complicated formula, or perhaps concealed in its simplicity, which
describes the motion of a point that describes a line which draws a figure that generates a surface.
Keywords: Survey, representation, database

1.

The Representation, the object in absentia

It has become a well-established fact that the transformation of the communication system in
contemporary society has represented a significant moment of reflection on the potential this system
offers in the analysis, knowledge and work of enhancing cultural and territorial heritage. Language is
above all visual, we speak by images, data is accumulated which is each time implementable and
modifiable ad infinitum, continuously and suddenly updated. Data which is building a large archive of
the global world, where the past, present and future seem to have no solution of continuity.
In actual fact, only the tools necessary to witness and document heritage and identity have changed;
heritage, on its part, has increased as physical space has amplified and it contributes to defining that
new concept of space which, going back to a well known definition of Douglas Engelbart, could call
itself augmented space, to be exact increased space. The proliferation of perceptive, visual, material
and immaterial levels of everything that surrounds us, according to the technological process and the
consequent cultural transformation, represents a sector of particular interest which has emerged in
recent years with ever greater clarity: the space of every time, the space of the city, of architecture, of
territory, can be expanded by resorting to an appropriate manipulation of its physical dimensions; it
can be expanded well beyond its tangible boundaries if it is intimately connected with a new space of
information or virtual representation which amplifies the global flow of communication. Thus, each
object belonging to the real world, each trace, each expression of our heritage can be expanded with
an array of information which increases its definition and comprehension.
What is happening to our culture “could be [...] the result of the normal tension between generations,
the old guard resisting the advance of the new; the established order defending its stance by accusing
the emerging powers of barbarism. Nothing new here, a process that has repeated itself again and
again throughout history. But this time it seems different, this conflict is so profound as to feel different.
Usually the battle is around the strategic points on the map, this time it seems more radical, the
aggressors taking on a more fundamental stance: changing the map itself. Perhaps they have already
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changed it. It must have happened that way in those blessed years which, for example, saw the birth
of Enlightenment, or the time in which the world discovered itself to be all of a sudden romantic. They
weren’t movement of troops, and not even sons who killed fathers. They were changes, which
replaced a landscape with another and founded their habitats there”. [1]
It follows that the landscape, whether it be the interior panorama which defines our thought and builds
our memory, or the material and external panorama which surrounds our existence and composes our
space, has already changed and, with it, also the way to define, document, communicate and
represent.
The most immediate sense of representation of an object refers to the imitative iconic drawing of the
optical appearances of the object itself, and it goes back to the idea of graphic image traced on a flat
surface to surrogate the visual experience of the observer. In its geometric codification the
representation poses itself as the Albertian window or, in any case, as a putting up of many windows,
all recalling the specific nature of images as they appear to the visual world. All this can be traced
back to the meaning of optical projection according to which representation does not achieve signs,
but rather indexes understood as traces physically determined by the referent object.
One object, in fact, is susceptible to many representations which are different one from the other: if, on
one side, these have the task of analysing the space of the referent in its forms and structures, on the
other they produce images which allow to establish a relationship of cause and effect between the
drawer and the user of the image. Point, straight line and plane, the basics of geometry, are the
functional operators used to construct the images that represent a space; while the contents of the
spatial experience, translated into graphic signs, form the object of representation. It is Geometry,
understood in this sense as abstract science, that provides the methods and procedures to represent
the phenomena; Geometry, in fact, at least the Euclidean kind, is the set of logical and deductive
consequences and graphic operations which translate geometric figures into models of spatial objects;
they reveal themselves as satisfactory models which closely correspond to their physical referent, but
for their formalisation to occur, it is necessary to choose a space of reference and so a method of
representation which allows to realise the spatiality of the object at the level of drawing.
The representation, of the object, replaces it. It allows the observer of the image to be in the presence
of the object, but without the object. It is the visual surrogate of the experience which is made clear
through the Methods of Representation. We are called to make a mindful but also unbiased use of
each method, making them topical, in order to produce images more suited to contemporary visions.
This process is implemented and resolved in the identification of points, lines and surfaces, of their
mutual relations and reciprocal intersections which the action of representing allows to define in the
geometric-projective space: there is a formula for each line, straight or curved, for each figure, for
each surface; there is an infinitely complicated formula, or perhaps concealed in its simplicity, which
describes the motion of a point that describes a line which draws a figure that generates a surface.

2.

Surveying as a search for form

If it is true therefore that the space which surrounds us has made us used to and, increasingly more
often, obliges us to customs and visions that move the interest of the observer from that strictly
metrical and typological to the projective and topological kind, it is also true that the cultural,
conceptual and imaginative enrichment of the contemporary world offers as a deadline a qualitatively
differentiated product. So, when we approach the space to understand it and reveal it, and then to
communicate it in images, we have the impression that we have not just measured that space, but
even invented it, as if it had become real thanks to the work of surveying before and representation
later.
Where there was only matter, it is now possible to lay a web of points, straight lines, angles, numbers.
To measure, means to trace a line where there has never been one. It means understanding that
where there is space there are lines. And space exists where it is measured. “Space itself [...] a line
from one point to the other, from the roof to the cloud, to the sun, and again to the roof. From the line
points, from the surface lines and from the body surfaces, but that [is] not all. From there it is almost
possible to see the subtle curve of the world”. [2]
Reading and interpreting the space which surrounds us requires the use of different tools of
investigation, comparison with different scales of reference, the contribution of various disciplines first
among all surveying, a privileged tool of knowledge which allows to clarify a method of approach to
space and an expressive language, the critical and cultural foundation of which is Descriptive
Geometry.
This discipline contributes to making the observer’s eye used to capturing the configurative
characteristics and morphological aspects of the space in which it inserted each time, to understand
the volumes and surfaces which compose space, breaking it down in the mind and putting it back
together in the representation; to distinguish the intersections between the planes and surfaces which
border the space; to identify geometric genesis and critically describe the significant elements.
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For this reason the observer’s experienced eye, the eye of one practicing the art of Drawing, the eye
of who knows Methods and Rudiments of Representation, breaks down the architectural space and
fragments it into representations which are often simultaneous or superimposed that help its
investigation and comprehension; once the observer has taken possession of the space and its
intrinsic characteristics he becomes designer and puts back together the fragments of architecture in
one or more images which synthesise the space and express its forms and contents according to the
logical and rigorous language of Descriptive Geometry.
The representation which follows from the survey, through the powerful synthesis of which it is able
and the visual immediacy of the communication it generates, allows to obtain the object in absentia: in
short, only the object remains, the forms of which are the sign of the place which contains it. The
abstraction process which derives from it allows to interpret the object as foreign, detached, that is,
from the context of which it was previously a part.

3.

The placeless object

The transformation process which now influences every aspect of scientific research in the sector of
Representation has led to a significant increase in technological needs, above all in terms of graphical
choices. In fact, in this context, above all in recent years, numerous and diversified graphical models,
able to reproduce real objects as faithfully as possible, have been experimented and assessed; in
particular, the process of creating a virtual model, that is the graphic representation of a three
dimensional object inside a software, has become gradually clearer over time through ever-diversified
modelling techniques: from the use of primitive software which can be combined through subtraction,
addition, through so-called Boolean operations, we have reached a sophistication level that succeeds
in modelling objects of incredible complexity with the use of non uniform rational B-splines, or rather
resorting to that class of geometric curves used to represent complex figures able to make models
which are ever closer to reality and increasingly surrogates of reality.
With this type of technology geometric information becomes much more significant and precious
compared to, for example, photographic mapping because it reproduces with extreme accuracy and
three-dimensionally the topology of the object in a way which makes its interpretative reading
extremely easy and enhanced.
By analysing the model created in this way it is possible to identify and study the object from every
possible angle, be it topological or conservative, metric or type, putting forward also critical
interpretations and formal readings. The great opportunity which current technology offers us is surely
that of elaborating the three-dimensional model to various detailed scales, according to the type of use
and goals we wish to pursue. The various levels of detail can also interact reciprocally to widen the
range of possible applications. We must not forget that the software offers us the opportunity to
navigate media space, examine its interconnections, to explore the model in real time; in this way,
once again, there is a sort of complementarity in the representation, and this is of great importance:
there is speed, convenience and interconnection, being able to access the objects in their virtual form,
detached from the context in which they belong.
Experiments conducted on several examples of complex architecture, a synthesis of the results
obtained to date are presented here, have led to the creation of three dimensional models of the
objects which re-propose the architecture detached from its context but perfectly navigable and
accessible as if the observer were in the presence of the object itself; each object-model forms part of
the mosaic which will describe an open source digital archive, which is consultable by all and made
available on a web platform.
To the question of the many who ask “What will remain within the visual universe of the large archive
of the global world?”
Many answer History.
3.1 Database
A story trough images and virtual models inspected and navigable anytime and from any location. The
experiment enterprised in order to constitute the collection of placeless objects and the creation of a
database: it summarizes here a sample of placeless objects created in order to make a database for
the Archives of the Diocese of Sessa Aurunca that at the end of 2012 has taken the project of building
a virtual museum, useful inventory of the assets of the Diocese and the disclosure of the same
heritage. In this way you can see in real time the object, to assess the state of conservation, decide on
actions to take, or simply to know the architectural heritage in the diocesan territory.
The images shown below are two case studies: the church of San Nicola, in the next page, and the
church of Santa Maria in grotta, in the last page, both assets of the Diocese, and both explained in
sequence of real image-survey 3d model-placeless object.
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Abstract

This paper is aimed to providing knowledge and help in discovering types of buildings in Casale
Castello, by recognizing and understanding their structural elements using B.I.M. technology.
The presented approach allows generating a recognizable digital spatial configuration of the main
structural elements of buildings in Casale Castello village which is examined in this paper through the
representation of its urban development. Under this perspective, analysis and representation of the
city building logic and their wall types have a noteworthy interest for investigating the guiding principle
of the town planning evolution through BIM methodology. It is carried out the analysis and cataloguing
of masonry walls types that testifying the development and the reflection of the urban evolution based
on the constructive techniques. Like for other villages Klaiber, Lavedan and Piccinato stated the
difficulty to chronologically establish the various types of medieval settlement, as well in Casale
Castello it's impossible to find historical documents on its develop. Using B.I.M. methodology it's easy
to recognize the different structural element characterizing the buildings in Casale Castello. Through
BIM method the digital representation became an efficient device for the catalogation and structural
analysis of constructive elements. BIM is a building design methodology characterized by the creation
and use of coordinated, internally consistent, computable information on building projects during the
design and construction process. The structural elements behavior is analyzed by digital models. It is
shown how, using building information modeling technology, the modern houses design has become
more flexible, economic, fast and satisfying than traditional 2D drawing representation methods. The
information may be refer on full life cycle building manufacturing, from design phase to that of use and
maintenance, passing through the implementation phase.
Keywords: Structural elements, 3D modeling, Building information modeling (B.I.M.)

1.

Introduction

Over the decades, in the fields of architecture, hand drawing has moved toward digital drawing for
trying to create a more and more realistic computer simulation of designed buildings. From imagined
reality it has gone to program reality drawn. The space of imagination through the drawing expresses
itself, takes shape and configures the space.
The representative methods of Romanesque architecture and gothic style are different and so far from
Renaissance drawings. Obviously, these latter methods are different to modern houses. Talk about
the computerized drawing to describe the structural design of Casale Castello buildings means sinking
tots in what has been the evolution of representative structural approach in the history of architecture.
The search of the fundamental expressive components of structural design of classicism is aimed at
capturing, in modern experience some geometric–mathematical references upon which the digital
design is also based.The principles used for digitizing structural drawings bring with to light the
principles of the Renaissance survey.
The approach presented in this paper allows generating a recognizable digital spatial configuration of
the main structural elements of historical buildings. The structural elements behavior is analyzed by
digital models. It's about creating a digital model of houses capable of simultaneously contemplating
various aspects of the building. This method is able to bring together building shape and structure in a
single 3D model. In [Figure 1] it is possible to read a circular pattern on which is based the 3D
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modeling. It starts from the knowledge of Casale Castello, through the diagnosis of conservation
problems and feasibility of design buildings. So it aims to digitize the project template [1].

Fig. 1: Task sequence and analysis layout

2. Structural design: historical evolution
Romanesque Architecture is a style characterized by having similar issues that can be detected in all
historical country [Figure 2], European architectures and local aspects that are typical and different
from country to country. The fundamental traits of medieval religious buildings were the central nave
and the lower aisles, built with very thick stone walls, cut and left on-sight. The lightening of lateral
side walls of the nave was made with the endorsement of windows. The light and shade games
facilities of structures were often entrusted to composite columns, cornices and niches. Cross and
barrel vaults mainly dominate the aisles and different forms begin to develop, as the round ribbed vault
that introduces the next Gothic period
Obviously, the structural advantage of the cross vault respect to the barrel one is evident. The loads
were conveyed on four corner supports, rather than on two lines sets, allowing to reducing the wall
thickness and making it to evolve more and more towards the thin lines of the next period. The houses
of that period appear massive and of various typologies [2].

Fig. 2: Task sequence and analysis layout

The fundamental factor of the town's security is the town-wall, which became the main defensive
system, where the towers, generally square plan, constituted the key element. However, it must be
considered that in the medieval constructions type and stonework vary depending on the physical
nature of materials and technical features closely linked to local materials and worker knowledge. In
fact, the typological survey of masonry walls in use in western Europe during the Middle Ages includes
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several stone masonries, both rubble and ashlar masonry, with different block sizes and coursing
patterns.
Whatever may be the stonework, a main role in masonry strength is due to mortars. But few
information and sure notes on medieval mixture are currently known. Anyhow, it is known that most
mortars prepared in the Middle Ages consisted of a mixture of slaked lime, sand and water.
Additionally, the medieval mortars often feature for larger amount of silica sand rather than clay that
was typical of antiquity. However, although most chemical processes were based on empirical rules,
the medieval workers manufactured good quality of mortar using special kilns, today almost all
destroyed.
The constructive standard of foundations of medieval buildings remains virtually the same as those
used in ancient time, regardless of the masonry stonework. It is very rare to find foundations
constituted by masonry bed, covering all the surface of the building. The medieval builders sometimes
utilized dressed blocks to build foundations, sometimes deep, but mostly made by debris mixed with
baked clay and stones of different quality. In [Figure 3] it is possible to look at the collapse
mechanisms occurred during the earthquake on the Casale Castello buildings.

Fig. 3: Modeling of possible damage to Casale Castello buildings

Gothic style was next to the Romanesque one. While the latter style created the dark spiritual
environment opening very small windows, the gothic style opened to the brightness triggering the
structure upwards. The problem of different proportion between vertical and horizontal structures
required the introduction of ribs as buttresses. For private homes features remained those outlined
above for the late Middle Ages [3].
The discovery of man as subject subordinated to the created, as fickle subject, consecrated the Gothic
architecture expression ever upwards, towards the Divine. During this period develops an architecture
that denotes height proportions much more pronounced than horizontal ones. The structural studies of
sacred monuments were the first engineering experiments that experienced high inter-stories
supported by slender columns. Graphically, there still was the simplicity of drawings which not only
delineated very mystical decor also praised the slenderness of the buildings.
Renaissance began in the fifteenth century and inspired its principles on the Roman classical period
traits, beginning a geometric, simplified and rational study, focusing on the plan distribution of
buildings. Architectural perspective drawings of this era have their authorship in Filippo Brunelleschi
[Figure 4] [4,5].
The courtyard houses were the recurring structural typology. Their outward appearance presented
ashlar-work on ground floor. This kind of decoration heightened the structure and its contact with the
ground, as a mark of strong static structure. Pilasters or architectural elements crossing throughout
the high part of facade were also present [6,7,8].
Subsequently, string courses replaced the ashlar-work and gave the first signs of the presence of
structures outside the building, alive and united with the formal appearance of buildings. The streets of
the city were enlarged to delimit majestic palaces.
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Renaissance drawings first introduced mathematical rules and correct proportions to architecture.
Through the “golden section” structural elements and finishing elements were increasingly attempted
to be harmonized in order not create imbalances and to make sure that coexist both within a single
monument. The real mathematical rule combined with hand drawing can be found in this period
[Figure 4].
Classical foundations rediscovered. Exaltation of the Greek and Roman era as a pioneer of a perfect
proportioned, well calculated, with expressive capacity drawing really exciting.
The structural form of the Baroque houses preserved the courtyard house typology but extended its
entry axis in longitudinal way to mark it much more, making penetrate the exterior to the interior of the
court and creating the "H" plan buildings [Figure 4].
This style brought plenty of decorations that tended to cover and camouflage the architectural
structure. The space was framed among leaves, flowers and statues; the sculptural traits were
highlighted and the thickness of the columns was modified with precious marble facings.
Neoclassical Architecture (XVIII century) awakens the greek-roman architectural and formal principles
but combines with the rationality of enlightenment. The historical period in which it arose was
characterized by the industrial revolution. It was a period full of practicality and pragmatism. This
current lasted many decades for its "trend" characteristic so it is not a real and defined style.
Neoclassical architecture rediscovered classics fundamentals: there was an exaltation of Greek and
Roman era as a pioneer of a perfect, balanced, well-timed style and its expressive design capabilities
become really exciting [Figure 5][9].

Fig. 4: Historical evolution of B.I.M.: From Leon Battista Alberti to Frank O. Gehry

3. Modern structural design

Modern movement born out of the idea and the innovative thought of world-famous architect Le
Corbusier, who by his sketches brought forward the idea of his five principles to make architecture:
pilotis, plan libre, garden roof, free facade and ribbon windows. His charts always show a man
(“modulor”) as a proportional database. The house designed with a human scale and built on human
proportions was his force point. The essential expression of the modern movement leaves the
baroque plenty [Figure 6].
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In this period, the exploded isometric splits used as representative methods were able to improve
insight and intimate area of houses and to clear and enhance the view on furnishings. The man lives
the house, in living rooms, in reading rooms. The “chais lounge” in fore guard are the frame of hand
linear and clean drawings [10].
The birth of the International style and organic architecture was designed by Frank Lloyd Wright
[Figure 7]. He was the most important protagonist of the architecture in the twenty-first century. He
wrote "The good building makes the landscape more beautiful than it was before the building was
constructed." The structural representation of his organic houses is immersed in nature and was
nature [11,12].
The importance of a waterfall able to make a stunning foundation for Wright’s "house on the waterfall"
was the foreshadowing of what was the rediscovery of a naturalistic period.
The same trees were able to replace the house porch with their trunks. Nature takes over. The
necessity of being swamped by the scents of plants. The use of construction materials such as stone
brick in structural construction in the twentieth century created a very strong symbiosis between man
and nature. The organic structural design dispersed in nature, became light with dividing walls made
of stone. The height of buildings tended to decrease in order not to invade and not impact on the
surrounding vegetation. The plants are very large horizontal lines[13,14,15].

Fig. 5: Modern application of B.I.M.

4. From hand drawings to digital Era

The transition from hand drawing on paper to drawing based on the use of technological equipment
has spread faster and faster. There was no longer need to draw by hand because with the beginning
of the industrial era and the design of machines for product standardization, computer equipment have
opened access to the issue of the representation of architecture. Also the structural analysis had a
computerization and research process that developed increasingly sophisticated structural analysis
software.
Nearly ten years ago Building Information Modeling was introduced to increase the performance of
traditional 2D drawing. B.I.M. is a building design methodology characterized by the creation and use
of coordinated, internally consistent, computable information on building projects during the design
and construction process.
With B.I.M. it can image the future by creating virtual models in economics contextualized in
environment. The process relies on the creative idea of the architect, who draws materially the design
solution is straightforward and very simple procedure. It lies in the operator’s skill, in his intellectual
and cognitive ability, to make with shadows, perspective and isometric split, the correct house
structure, similar to the one imagined [16].
However, when the design project idea is entrusted to a computer and to its simulation software, the
process becomes much more sophisticated. How many more are the data that is entered into the
computer program, many more are the ability to create an image similar to the design idea. Being a
computing machine, the computer processes the input through algorithms and determines the output.
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Increasingly powerful processors and RAM memories make the structural analysis of complex
architectural forms faster to analyze.
The modern architecture and the houses of 21th century strongly denounce the backbone outside
buildings, becoming itself the shape house. In this case, the computer operator's ability to quantify the
data input to be entered in the software becomes crucial [17].
Integrating the B.I.M. method capable of representing the structural model with a structural software, a
complete view of the evolution of the structure in terms of effort, cost and energy input is allowable.
With this reliable digital representation, it is possible to follow the house project, making decision from
construction planning and performance predictions to the cost estimates. B.I.M. methodology can
keep information up-to-date and it’s accessible in an integrated digital environment. It can immediately
and quickly compute the quantities characterizing a technical element also (i.e. the surface of a
plaster). The various information contained in building information modeling is: geographical location,
geometry, material properties and technical elements, the phases of construction, maintenance
operations.

Fig. 6: B.I.M. Process

5.XXI sec. with Building Information Modeling (B.I.M.)

The transition from 2D to 3D computer design was more or less straightforward and simple. The
graphic project of houses in the twenty-first century found in many architectural software vendors a
simple worldwide spread.
However, from some years there is a growing CAD develops. A new computerization of architectural
design concept is spreading. It generates elements such as columns, walls, complete in all their
features (geometric, stratigraphic, material, volumetric / spatial). It is a generation of software capable
of drawing the building structure not as a set of lines, arcs, and polylines but as a set of
comprehensive and cooperative elements. Example of this type of computerized generation of
structural models is the Building Information Modeling or B.I.M. With this method, buildings are
designed entirety in all their component elements. It follows the work construction with its processing
costs calculation and ends the life cycle of the generated model with the investigation of maintenance
costs. In the last decade, the important issue concerning the relationship between housing and energy
saving is also recognized by using B.I.M. [Figure 6] [18,19].
By creating a B.I.M., it is possible to fully orient a building by entering the coordinates detectable with
GPS antenna and calculate the exposure during the year. Also the calculation of the amount of a
material present, for instance, on the house floor is very easy with the B.I.M. computational analysis.
This kind of digital representation is not limited on drawing simple graphics (lines, polylines, circles,
arcs) but it allows designing technical drawing of the building components (walls, structures, windows,
doors) that contains component data, such as geometry, constitution and spatial position. B.I.M. was
promoted to reduce waste and inefficiency in building design and construction [20].
Results show the high quality of houses design in the 21th century. They have not historic importance
but have more structural efficiency than traditional constructions. It is shown how, using building
information modeling technology, the house design in the 21th century has become more flexible,
economic, fast and satisfying than traditional 2D drawing representation methods.
The information may be refer on full life cycle building manufacturing, from design phase to that of use
and maintenance, passing through the implementation phase [21].
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6. Conclusions

The B.I.M. is not merely the structural representation used to digitally display the house of the 21th
century. It is much more. Building Information Modeling combines the design look to the structural
aspect. It is able to work together different competences on the same digital platform greatly reducing
costs. For designers, to support his architectural idea by a computer software such as B.I.M. is a big
step forward for the entire process of creation.
For example, in Casale Castello, in a few steps it goes from the project idea to the evaluation of the
processing and production costs. A single worksheet on which bring out the preservation and create a
working table on which to develop innovative and functional solutions [Figure 7] [22].
The multi - disciplinary approach that was not known during the industrial revolution (in fact during the
18th century there was a separation moment between engineers and architects), is now celebrates by
B.I.M. because it is able to integrates different competences. But, what is the B.I.M. is still difficult to
define clearly. Although the first scientific topics of research about it date back to about 2007, it can
conclude that this mode digital structural representation of buildings is much more than that which
developed in the field of industry.
The B.I.M. is both a software for digital development of architectural design, a viewer of structures, a
prototyping, a simulator, making possible to calculate the cost of construction and maintenance work.
The significant process of B.I.M. can be seen in the possibility that gives to the designer to know the
budget and evaluate right technological choices in order to monitor in a balanced way the realization
of the architectural product.
To draw the avant-garde houses structure by B.I.M. is essential and crucial to reduce manufacturing
costs and to respect the original idea at the base of the project. The artistic avant-garde movements
are reminiscent of Dadaism, forms of abstract art and get rid of classic lines. The buildings are also
structurally forms that profess themselves ahead of the modern movement, aimed at breaking the
classical geometry of canons, anarchist. Never, as in these cases, the use of information technology in
architectural field enables model B.I.M. manage the unconventionality increasingly extremist forms of
avant-garde architecture. The house as a political poster, highly personalized by its author and that
requires a particular intuition of the B.I.M. user. The avant-garde architecture computerized helps run
the genius and author's alternative[23].
The results presented in this paper are based on work developed with Giuseppe Faella, Full Professor
of Structural Engineering at the Second University of Naples.

Fig. 7: Hypothesis of retrofitting of Casale Castello building by using B.I.M.
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Abstract

In the last decade, due to the processes and the changes that took place in the field of industry, with
special reference to the most developed countries, primary industrial activities (steel, chemical,
mining, etc..) moved to countries in the developing world. This process made available a number of
industrial buildings no longer used. The recovery of these buildings is a problem of great interest and
importance, because of the obvious impact on the related economic and social opportunities and
represents an unavoidable challenge for the sustainability of the urban development.
In this paper a methodology for the rehabilitation of buildings that fall into the disused industrial areas
is proposed. It makes use of a support tool proper of the project management, the graph of logical
sequence (GLS), in order to identify the concatenation and the logical sequence of activities that make
up the building process of recovery.
Both the architectural and structural features are considered in an integrated way.
The proposed methodology leads to the definition and use of suitable indicators, which represent in
summary the information that is transmitted between the various logical blocks that make up the
graph. An example of application, consisting of the proposed recovery of abandoned industrial
building, belonging to the former Falck area in Sesto S. Giovanni, helps to clarify the practical
application of the procedure.
Keywords: disused industrial buildings, remediation, reallocation of use, seismic safety.

1. Introduction

In the last decade, due to the processes and the changes that took place in the field of industry, with
special reference to the most developed countries, primary industrial activities (steel, chemical, mining
plants, etc..) moved to countries in the developing world. This process made available a great number
of industrial buildings no longer used. The recovery of these buildings is a problem of relevant interest
and importance, because of the obvious impact on the related economic and social opportunities and
represents an unavoidable challenge for the sustainability of the urban development. The optimal
solution of this problem requires the integration of the synergistic skills coming from the fields of
architecture and structural design to guarantee the satisfaction of functional requirements for the new
use and the structural safety.
In some cases the adaptive reuse of older industrial buildings may not be feasible due to
insurmountable structural problems mainly related to the static and seismic performance. In fact
several times the seismic and structural design proved to be the most expensive part of the
refurbishment project. The alteration of features and spaces that characterize a building should be
avoided, as each building is expression of its time and place. Deteriorated features, finishes, along as
construction techniques or valuable craftsmanship that characterize an industrial building should be
preserved in their essence and properly analyzed and considered during the refurbishment activity.
This paper is aimed at presenting the first results of a joint research developed by the DATA
Department of the University of Rome “Sapienza” and the Department of Architecture and Industrial
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Design of the Second University of Naples. In particular, the Sapienza University dealt with the
architectural and the technological issues of the study and the Second University of Naples dealt with
the structural safety problems. This integrated methodology has been applied to a well known case
study, the former Falck steel production plant in Sesto San Giovanni, Italy.

2. Issues related to the recovery of disused industrial buildings

The recovery of disused industrial areas today is in Italy a problem of considerable interest and
importance representing an opportunity for the sustainable urban development, as it reduces the need
of using new space to build new constructions.
The main issues related to the recovery and redevelopment of brownfield sites are three: the pollution
of soil and groundwater, the structural safety of buildings, with particular reference to their seismic
behavior, the conditions of the infrastructure and network services.
During their production the industries that were present at the site in question, such as steel mills,
mines, chemical industries, etc.. released in the soil and in the groundwater, both superficial and deep,
contaminants, in principle harmful to the human health.
To this end the Italian Ministry of the Environment clearly distinguishes contaminated sites from
National Interest Sites (SIN). A disused site is considered as contaminated when the values of the
harmful chemical species exceed stipulated alert levels. The limit values of pollutants are determined
by a specific code [1], which indicates the corresponding, risk thresholds, expressed in terms of
concentration.
Disused contaminated sites need, therefore, a remediation procedure before they will be reused.
The National Interest Sites (SIN), however, are those areas of particular environmental value, in which
the contamination of soil and water is a risk to assets of historical and cultural interest of national
importance. The Italian code indicates some criteria to locate the sites:
-

the remediation procedures must affect areas having special environmental value;
the health and environmental risk derived by the exceeding the threshold levels must be
particularly high;
the socio - economic impact, caused by pollution of the area, must be relevant;
the contamination must be a risk to assets of historical and cultural interest;

In Italy, the National Institute for Protection and Environmental Research (ISPRA), according to the
above criteria, identified 57 SIN, which include brownfield sites, in progress of conversion or still
active, areas affected by mining activities and production of asbestos, ports, areas that were subjected
to accidents involving the release of chemical pollutants, former mines, former quarries, landfills that
do not comply with legislation and illegal dumping areas.
In the case of National Interest Sites, remediation is the responsibility of the Ministry for the
Environment and for Land and Sea Protection, which uses for this purpose ISPRA, Regional Agencies
for Environmental Protection of the Territory (ARPAT) and National Institute of Health (ISS).
So the process of requalification is very complex, because many skills and complicated legal and
planning procedures come into play.
In all other cases - the polluted sites not declared to be of national interest – the remediation, however,
is in the responsibility of the author of the pollution.
The areas object of the recovery action usually contain significant heritage buildings, once used for the
productive activities.
The abandoned buildings, like the areas in which they are places, have lost their original function over
time, becoming only "skeletons" or shells in memory of the industries to once they belonged.
These "memories of the past" usually show structural unsuitableness, due to ageing of materials, to
the enhanced requirements related to the progress of scientific knowledge in the field of structural
safety and to the higher attention to the seismic problems.
Paying the proper attention to state of preservation of both architectural and structural elements and
to the related restoration work, existing buildings may live and change their use in a new one, more
appropriate to the new requirements of the area and the community.
Another no less important problem is the extent and status of preservation of the infrastructure system
and of the networks of services networks.
In fact the area, before it was abandoned, was equipped with a connection system of tracks, water
lines, sewer pipes, electric and telephone nets, which served as support to the original function.
For example in a mine the rail connections had the function of transporting raw materials to the
factories that change it.
With the change in the intended use of buildings and outdoor spaces as a result of recovery, the
primary infrastructures are almost always inappropriate for their new role, becoming useless even if,
they can become strong points for the entire area with due attention to their refurbishment.
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3. Proposal of a method for the recovery of disused industrial buildings
3.1. General consideration
The proposed methodology [2], uses a working tool taken from the project management, the flow chart
or the graph of logical sequence (GLS), in which a comprehensive and assisted reading of the
activities that compose the building recovery process is given.
The graph of logical succession is a tool for representing the sequence of the activities of a
manufacturing process. Through the logical sequence of the various activities is shown. The tasks are
represented by icons, and their logical sequence is indicated by unidirectional arrows. For example, if
from the A activity departs an arrow that connects it to the B activity, it means that the latter can not be
executed before the A activity is completed [3].
In the present methodology the graphic is composed of three bands of activities, each one developing
in the vertical direction. The first level describes the design of the building works, the second one the
site planning and, eventually, the third one shows the remediation project.
In this paper, the attention is focused on the building design.
The GLS can also be read by horizontal bands. In this case it highlights the mutual relations between
the three areas of design mentioned above.
This methodology leads, naturally, to the identification and the use of proper indicators, which
represent in a summary form the information that is being transmitted between the various logical
blocks that make up the graph.
3.2. The indicators, as a tool for the recovery of disused industrial buildings
According to Noll [4] the tool of the indicators was first applied in the mid-sixties by the American
Space Agency (NASA) in the field of social sciences to identify and anticipate the side effects of the
space program on American society.
It was probably Raymond A. Bauer, the director of the project, who invented in 1966 the term "social
indicators" as "statistics, or set of statistics and any other form of data that allow to assess where we
are and where we are going with respect to our values and objectives, and to evaluate specific
programs and determine their impact ". [5]
From this definition, the Author derived three classes of indicators: the first one cognitive, the second
one predictive and the third one evaluative.
In this work, the indicators are applied to the field of architecture and engineering. Indicators can be
classified in more macro-ambits, which contain several ambits and lower-ambits.
In the proposed methodology the macro-ambits are those that describe the condition of buildings, the
objectives to reach and the performance actually achieved. The ambits include the indicators that
represent the urban quality, the architectural quality and the structural quality of buildings and, finally,
the lower-ambits make supply the information needed for the design phase and for checking the
results of the refurbishment process.
3.3. Architectural and functional issues
The starting point of the proposed methodology is the development of an in-depth knowledge
acquiring activity to gather the most extensive information as possible about the buildings undergoing
intervention.
It leads to the definition of indicators related to the macro-ambit of the condition of buildings [see figure
1]. Inside it is possible to identify three different ambits: those related to the urban quality, to the
architectural quality and to the structural quality. The first ambit may, in turn, be divided into two lowerambits: the first one is related to the reorganization of the buildings and the second one to the
allocation of the functional mix available in the surrounding areas.
In the lower-ambit of reorganization of the buildings two indicators can be found. One of them
identifies the currently building owners (indicator 1.1.1) and the other one identifies the possible
presence of public incentives, provided by the government to increase the building capacity (indicator
1.1.2).
In the second lower-ambit the current allocation of the functional mix present in the surrounding areas
of interest to the building is established. It is useful to identify the requirement in terms of housing
areas (indicator 1.2.1) and services areas (indicator 1.2.2).
The second ambit, the one of the architectural quality, can be divided into two lower-ambits: one that
represents the general characteristics of the industrial buildings and the other that supplies their
specific characteristics.
In the first lower-ambit two indicators are present. The first one shows if the building is subject to
architectural constraints under the Code of Cultural Heritage (indicator 2.1.1). The second indicator
specifies the quantity of occupied territory compared to the surface available in the site (indicator
2.1.2).
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The second lower-ambit, the one of the specific characteristics, consists of two indicators: one that
establishes the integrity of the vertical closures (indicator 2.2.1) and the other that shows the integrity
of the horizontal closures (indicator 2.2.2).

Fig. 1: Classification of the indicators used in this study.

Pointing the attention on the activities carried out on abandoned industrial buildings in Italy and
worldwide, several types of functions were assigned to them. Thanks to the cognitive and social
analysis the functions to be inserted in the former industrial building under study can be determined.
After having verified the actual presence or absence of the closures and of the roof, and their
recoverability, the actions required by buildings are closely related to the implementation of safety both
from the structural and from the environmental points of view.
There are several possible solutions for reuse. The first concerns the reuse of the building as a
container of similar or different activities, like a sort of a “Russian doll" that is composed of pieces of
different sizes, each one can be inserted into one of larger size. The building belonging to the
industrial archeology becomes the "mother" and the function that will it will host inside will be the
"seed".
Another possible solution extensively applied in the Ruhr area in Germany or in the Marche region in
Italy can be considered. It is the use of buildings as museums of themselves, where their history and
the area around them is commemorated and the visitor participates to the life of the former factories
and can “breathe the smells” of the hard work of the industry.
The skeletons of the buildings can also act as spaces for public events, religious and sports events or
they can host playgrounds for children or adults. This occurres, as an example, in the Parco Dora in
Turin, where the remains of the foundations, transformed into storage tanks for rainwater, host new
functions and allow for the irrigation of the gardens that have been created using the spaces
surrounding the buildings themselves.
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Then the historic building can be kept alive, making it become an attraction itself, only guaranteeing its
preservation over time. The building becomes an attractive monument in memory of his role played in
the past.
3.4. Structural issues
The structural issues form part of the status quo macro-environment, and, specifically, they are in the
third area (structural quality). This field contains the sub-domain of the structural characteristics, where
two indicators can be identified: the first one is structural integrity (indicator 3.1.1) which describes the
state of conservation of the structure; the second one detects the level of seismic safety that the
structure is capable to ensure with reference to the performances required by the Code Requirements
(indicator 3.1.2).
For all the structural types of disused industrial buildings, the knowledge of their state of conservation
and maintenance is a priority, as provided by the technical provisions in force.
The corresponding phase of knowledge leads to the building condition and maintenance specification.
In particular, it is essential to know in-depth technologies and materials used at the building time, as
well as the reconstruction of the historical transformations undergone by the building during its life.
The structural safety under both vertical and seismic loads is evaluated by applying the present
methods and rules, as well as the current loadings, and not, as it might seem erroneously reasonable,
the rules used at the time of the original design. In fact, the currently in force technical provisions
contain, almost by definition, the latest topics and approaches concerning the structural safety.
During the study on the seismic vulnerability of buildings, the knowledge phase allows to assess the
level of seismic protection that can be ensured, and then decide whether to undertake seismic retrofit
or strengthening [6].
Following this method, it is possible to optimize the available financial resources through the
systematic comparison between intervention costs and obtained benefits, in terms of increased
building safety and, more simply, in terms of resulting lower costs of the recovery planning.
In order to evaluate the structural safety, qualified investigations that include the following activities are
required:


Analysis of foundations:
geometry survey and assessment of the mechanical properties by visual inspection and
localized digs, also to identify any underground facilities, structures and cavities. In this phase,
the state of conservation of the nodes between the reinforced concrete foundation and steel
structure is also to be examined.



Analysis of the main vertical and horizontal structural elements:
for metal structures, the identification of construction technology and the assessment of the
status of the material conservation, verifying severity and depth of any corroded layer through
in situ and in the laboratory tests. These include the evaluation of the material mechanical
strength, the measure of the corrosion potential and the magnetometric tests aimed at
inspecting the welds.



Analysis of the floors and roof:
execution of static loading tests aimed at evaluating deformability and capability of floors to
withstand the vertical loads without inelastic deformations.

The assessment of structural safety, under dead and live loads as well under seismic forces, can be
performed according to the European or to the Italian seismic code, that require to firstly evaluate the
"levels of knowledge" (LC) on the basis of the deepening of the in situ investigation, as described
above. Obviously, the optimal condition, although not always reachable, is the one corresponding to
the best "level of knowledge", which allow maximizing the material and structure performance.
Once the knowledge phase is completed, the subsequent one is the identification of possible
restoration/retrofit project, essentially finalized to achieve structures capable to satisfy the 100% of the
code safety levels at the ultimate and the serviceability state.
In order to identify the optimal structural solution from the point of view of performance, in addition to
the economic one, several traditional and innovative intervention techniques must be taken into
account. A preliminary analysis should compare the performance achievable by the use of different
strategies, taking into account the implementation easiness, which significantly affects timing,
durability and increase in expected seismic performance.
In this perspective, priority will be given to interventions characterized by a substantial decoupling
function of vertical and horizontal loading resistant. Doing this, the seismic retrofit of structures is
extremely easy and inexpensive, since the interventions mainly involve the seismic-resistant part only.
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Finally, it has to be recalled the possibility to install energy dissipation systems, as high damping
bracings, seismic isolation systems, and, more generally, system devices able to alter in a favorable
manner the dynamic behavior of the structure under earthquake (passive control, active control, hybrid
control systems) [7].

4. Case study: an industrial building in Sesto San Giovanni (Italy)
4.1. Introduction
As a case study is considered the area of the former Falck steel production plant, located in Sesto San
Giovanni, in the hinterland of Milan. It is one of the most important National Interest Sites in Italy.
The interested area is the one that until 1995 hosted the “Acciaierie and Ferrerie Lombarde Falck”,
comprising a surface of about 143 hectares.
The Programme for the Government of the Territory (PGT) of the district of Sesto S. Giovanni has
divided the area into two areas of strategic transformation (ATs). The first one, the ATs1 includes
some buildings of the factory (the Union, the Concordia, the Plis, the Trai, the Vittoria A, the Vittoria B
and the Transider areas) while the second one, the ATs2, includes the railway site [see Figure 2].
In the whole area there are still seventeen industrial archeology buildings, most of which are contained
in two areas: the Union and the Concordia areas. In the first section, there are seven buildings of
historic archeology, while in the second one the industrial buildings are five.
In this paper, the issue of the functional and the structural recovery of one of these buildings will be
faced.
The building in question is located inside the Union compartment and it once hosted the rolling mill
train [Figure 3].

Fig. 2: Plan of the former Falck area.

Fig. 3: The building "Rolling mill train" - Block A.

4.2. Architectural and functional perspective

The building under investigation dates back to the ‘30s. The indicator 1.1.1 informs that it was
originally privately owned by “Acciaierie and Ferriere Lombarde Falck”. It hosted, in particular, the
plant of the hot strip mill. Currently it is still privately owned, but by a real estate company that does
not use it for any function.
It covers an extremely large space, divided into two parts: the block A still has the original roof,
cleaned from Eternit (the brand name of a type of absbestos-based insulating elements), 239.44 m
long x 29.70 m wide over an area of 7110 m2; the block B is smaller, it no longer has its roof, only
2
retaining the steel columns, and is 58.60 m long x 29.70 m wide, over an area of about 1174 m . The
amount of the surfaces is specified by the indicator 2.1.2.
The building structure is composed of steel frames having a span of about 28 m, placed at the interval
of 13 meters, growing to a height of about 20 meters.
The block A maintains the integrity of the horizontal closures, but no longer has the vertical walls,
while the block B lacks of both types of closures (2.2.1 indicator and indicator 2.2.2).
The building may take advantage of a volumetric incentive granted by the Programme for Government
of the Territory, which allows increasing the covered volume by 15% (indicator 1.1.2).
The industrial warehouse is protected as an historical building by the PRG 2004 (see indicator 2.1.1).
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According to the integrated program of action (PII), the function allocated to the rolling mill train
building is that of sport and education container [see figure 4].
Inside the historic building will be realized, therefore, a new building, disconnected from the existing
one. It will inherit all the values and requirements supplied by the knowledge acquisition phase.

Fig. 4: Recovery of the "Rolling mill train" building. Plans.

Fig. 5: Recovery of the "Rolling mill train" building. Sections.

The new building is divided into two blocks, as the existing one: the first block has the function of preschool, primary school and secondary school, and the other one is devoted to the sporting center,
including a space for the swimming activity.
The new features are developed within the existing building. The new construction reaches the height
of about 10 m.
The roof of the new building is partly organized as a green roof, assuming the function of space
dedicated to the football game [see figure 5].
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4.3. Structural issues
The most important requirements to be satisfied, for what concerns the structural safety, are the
structural integrity, that is as the ability to withstand the dead and live loads (see indicator 3.1.1) and
the level of seismic protection that the building can ensure (see indicator 3.1.2). Generally, it should be
noted that at the time of the design of the " rolling mill train " building, the structures were calculated
using the allowable stresses method, whereas the current codes require to verify the structures at the
limit state, with reference to both the ultimate and the serviceability ones.
In this regard, the fulfillment of the serviceability limit state may be more onerous than the ultimate limit
state one for metallic structures, such as the ones at under consideration, because of their high
deformability. This is particularly relevant if the architectural design foresees the installation of vertical
closures in glass, particularly sensitive to deformations.
Regarding the seismic safety, it has to be observed that the examined building structure is located
within a non-seismic area. Nevertheless, the social role that the building will play makes reasonable to
obtain also a seismic protection against low seismic forces (reference to low seismicity area), mainly
referring to the preservation life limit state. Furthermore, for this type of structures, the seismic action
should be more onerous than the wind one, certainly considered at the time of the original design [8].
The fulfillment of the seismic requirements can be obtained by arranging high dissipation bracing in
the existing structure, in order to optimally absorb the horizontal dynamic actions.
With regard to the new building structure, which will be realized within the existing one, steel material
will be adopted, because it makes easier and more natural to combine the new part with the existing
one. Even in this case, the fulfillment of the seismic requirements is not a minor issue, also in
consideration of the large loads to be applied on the roof and of the very great ratio between building
length and width in plan. Finally, the foundations of the new building will be necessarily independent
from the ones of " rolling mill train " building and will have the same base level. The knowledge phase
will provide the foundation type [9].

5. Conclusions

In this work a methodology has been proposed for the refurbishment of buildings falling into disused
industrial areas.
It makes use of a project management support tool, namely the graph of logical sequence (GLS) or
flow chart, in order to identify the concatenation and the logical sequence of activities that make up the
building process of recovery.
Problems are considered in an integrated approach both the architectural and structural features.
The proposed methodology leads to the definition and use of suitable indicators, which represent in
summary the information that is being transmitted between the various logical blocks that compose the
graph.
the indicators relevant to the issue of rehabilitation of disused buildings are then identified and
classified, critically discussing their characteristics.
An example of application, consisting of the proposed recovery of an abandoned industrial building,
once part of the former Falck area in Sesto S. Giovanni, helps to clarify the practical application of the
procedure.
In particular, as regards the architectural and functional aspects, the hypothesis of reuse of the
"Rolling mill train" building is proposed creating inside it a building devoted to sports and teaching.
As regards the structural aspects related to the existing building, the relevant methodologies to the
evaluation of its safety under both static and seismic actions are recalled and innovative solutions are
proposed in both perspectives. With reference to the new building steel is adopted as construction
material and solutions are proposed to guarantee the level of seismic protection require by the Italian
building code.
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1.1 Existing framework for Heritage conservation in India
The first major effort by the administration of the country in the field of heritage conservation was the
establishment of the Archaeological society of India by Alexander Cunningham in 1861. The activities
of ASI include maintenance, conservation and preservation of protected monuments and
archaeological sites and remains of national importance. It works under the provisions of the Ancient
Monuments and Archaeological Sites and Remains Act 1958 and the Antiquities and Art Treasure Act,
1972. It is an attached office under the Department of Culture. For its administrative convenience it
has divided the entire country into 24 circles which together protect a total number of about 3700
heritage components. These belong to different periods ranging from the prehistoric period to the
colonial period. They include temples, mosques, tombs, churches, cemeteries, forts, palaces, stepwells, rock-cut caves, and secular architecture as well as ancient mounds and sites which represent
the remains of ancient habitation. Apart from the archaeological society of India, are the state
archaeology departments working under the state governments which protect an even lesser number
of heritage components. In certain cities even the municipalities are making some contribution in the
field of heritage conservation. There are also a few number of non-governmental organizations
working for the conservation of heritage. The largest organization among these is the Indian National
Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage (INTACH).It is an autonomous non-governmental Indian NGO that
seeks to preserve Indian Art and Cultural heritage. It was founded in 1984. Its headquarters are in
New Delhi and has chapters in 117 Indian cities as well as chapters in Belgium, the UK and the United
States. Some of the state governments have also established state heritage committee to further
assist in conserving the heritage. Bihar is one example among them where the Heritage Development
Committee has started working since 2011. Further the Universities also run some courses where the
students are taught various aspect of heritage conservation. Heritage Conservation is not yet a
mainstream vocation and is taught only in School of Planning and Architecture, New Delhi and Centre
for Environmental Planning and Technology, Ahmedabad at the Post Graduate level. It will still take a
long time to be fully established at the professional level.
The total effort of all these bodies put together has still been very little, when compared to the rich
heritage of the country.
This can be explained by taking up an example of the state of Bihar which is ranked comparatively
low among all the states of India in terms of development achieved so far while can be considered rich
in terms of the architectural heritage that it possesses. The heritage comprises of both individual
structures as well as historic areas. In the given scenario, the important task of heritage conservation
becomes a very difficult task to achieve. On one hand is the infinite number of valuable heritage and
on the other is the endless list of issues in the field of heritage conservation. The challenges in the
field of its heritage conservation can be enumerated as follows:

1.2

Social awareness towards the cause of Heritage Conservation

The basic lacking in the field of Architectural heritage conservation is the social awareness and the
emotional connection between heritage and society. Besides trained specialists, heritage conservation

Figure 1 Remains of the Great capital of Patliputra at Bihar, India
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needs the collective efforts of all citizens and authorities. This is tough to achieve as the process of
spreading social awareness is still in its nascent stage. There are many reasons behind its late
th
awakening. When the western world was awakening to the cause of conservation in the 17th to 18
century, India was a bunch of small kingdoms, which were either independent or under the central rule
at Delhi. The political conditions of these kingdoms kept swinging between stability to instability. This
continued for a long period in history until the country became a colony of the British administration.
This led to the long struggle for freedom. Under such conditions heritage could never gain importance.
It was more so for the state of Bihar which ranks low in terms of literacy rate or development as a
whole. The social awareness is closely linked to the literacy rate which is about 60% in the present
time while it was even lower in the past decades. There has been an effort only since a decade or two
towards the cause of spreading awareness. There is also a serious crunch of well trained
professionals in the field. The general society is unable to connect itself with heritage conservation as
most of them consider it to be the rich‟s hobby. For the state of Bihar, with its rich diversified legacy
the task of heritage conservation is very long. As an issue of wider public and professional concern, it
is still very nascent. Also there is a lack of knowledge among the people who are genuinely concerned
about the heritage. Again, the initiatives that are being taken by the concerned bodies are not
targeting the general public or the younger population. These programmes are generally among the
researchers and people working in the field. This process will either take too long to make the state
aware or it might just not be able to spread the required awareness. To get the required results
initiatives at the levels of education, communication, and mechanisms for public engagement to inform
people about the values of heritage places, how to care for them and how to provide for the public‟s
active involvement in the process needs to be taken. A positive initiative in this direction has been
taken by the newly formed Bihar Heritage Development committee which has involved history
students from all universities to collect the initial information regarding unrecorded heritage in their
own areas.

1.3

Absence of duly formed laws backing all conservation related decisions and
works

Though the practice of conservation in European countries was already effectively institutionalised by
law by the mid of the nineteenth century, Indian scene still lacks a properly drafted law for the field of
conservation. Moreover, though quite a number of European countries were already aware and were
working in the direction; this issue became an international concern only in the recent decades. India
is still struggling to get a proper law in support of architectural conservation in place. But the problem
is that the process is still trying to derive from the western definitions and experiences, which is
somehow hampering the process of indigenous experiences. In the absence of properly formulated
legal framework, the initiative taken by the concerned bodies mostly meet with failures. There is also a
gap between the genuine worker of the concern and the administration which is concerned with law
formulation. At the city or municipal level, mayors and political decision makers play a leading role and
can potentially define and implement policies that will drive the city‟s approach to its heritage, its
conservation, how it is interpreted, and the role conservation plays in the city‟s or urban area‟s future

Figure 2 Map of Bihar, India

Figure 3 Map of India
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development. In this scene, the law which may get formulated in the near future will by all chances
lack the indigenous requirements.
1.4

Insensitive Planning Actions

The threats to historic urban areas generated by modern urban planning are one of the major
concerns of the field of conservation. Their conservation has so far received very little attention
inurban development policy. Though, it has been addressed to some extent in the western world, it is
tough to give it a priority in the developing country like India.For eg, the historic Patna city which has
developed over various historic layers and which is estimated to be the location of the historic city of
Patliputra, the centre from where Ashoka the Great ruled the whole of “Bharat varsha” is being dealt
by the Planning Department in the same way as planning proposals for a newly developed area.
Instead of giving this heritage its due importance, its conditions are rather being considered as
limitations in its development. This is leading to neglect of the area contributing to its degeneration.
Conserving this historic urban environment is currently one of the most urgent and challenging cultural
heritage conservation issue. But in today‟s scenario, Conservation practices are isolated from the
city‟s processes. The planning process of the city does not give proper priority to the aspect of
conservation. The planning decisions majorly consider the size of the city to conclude planning needs
and potential solutions, whereas the diverse nature of the cities needs a case to case solution. A
typological categorization of the cities would have given a better understanding of the issues related to
conservation and better and apt solution to the problems. There is a broad recognition by heritage
professionals of the need to better integrate heritage conservation into the broader planning and city
management framework, however there is a lack of knowledge about how to achieve this.
Conservation is isolated or confined to the realm of monument conservation, the resulting lack of
integration into the general urban planning framework limits success. Furthermore, heritage
conservation professionals and departments are located at levels in municipal institutional hierarchies
and so their influence is meagre as they do not have direct access to the decision-making paths
necessary to influence good conservation outcomes. Conservation professionals and urban planners
have been located in separate areas of the city governance. Weak or poorly implemented legislation
and policy, or a lack of policy guidance is also exacerbating this situation.

1.5

Lack of inter-departmental functioning

The lack of coordination between the multidisciplinary professionals and departments is one of the
major reasons behind the poor state of conservation in the state. Since there is no proper coordination between all the departments connected with the governance of the areas, each has their
own set of rules and goals. These many a time work out to be contradictory, creating deadlocks and
confusions in work implementation. Improper allotment of power and designation of areas hamper the
basic aim of conservation of heritage. For Eg, while the Department of Urban Development is taking
decisions for the historic core of Patna city (Capital of Bihar), the Department of Archaeology or the
Archaeology Survey of India have their jurisdiction limited to individual structures. The State‟s
requirement may be fulfilled by formulating a separate Department of Conservation under the State
Government which can function in coordination with the other Departments.

1.6

Effect of Social Conditions

Bihar is still a traditional society, and the conservation of heritage or its elimination is an
important issue in defining the nature of development. The past century has been one of
unprecedented change in terms of impact on the urban environment. Different pattern of changes are
observed in the different parts of the cities. While the comparatively newer areas are growing through
rapid urban expansion and increased density due to immigration and population growth, the old
historic cores are suffering from emigration resulting in obsolescence, abandonment and/or
stagnation. This dual nature of change has its own sets of effects on the conservation scenario. These
need to be properly managed to get the required output but in the absence of a proper management
system, this is hard to achieve.
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1.7 Lack of proper information Management system
The information management system of the state is another big challenge for the conservation of
heritage. Since there is no transparent system, there is repetition of work at most of the sites. This is
also due to overlapping of jurisdictions in the historic areas. The state also needs to assess the state
of information available to practitioner and to identify the needs in the conservation of historic cities
and urban settlements.
The Right to Information Act has been passed in the country in 2005.Under its provision; any
citizen may request from a public authority any information which has to be replied expeditiously or
within thirty days. The Act also requires every public authority to computerize their records for wide
dissemination and to pro-actively publish certain categories of information so that the citizens need
minimum recourse to request for information formally. But this proper management of records and
their availability to one and all is still to be achieved and so poses to be an issue in present times.
Different types of information lie with different department with most of them lacking proper
information management system and transparency of information. The work done by the agents are
not published regularly, as a reason of which important data get lost and many a time work gets
repeated. In such conditions Conservation projects are seriously hampered.

1.8 Narrow Definition
The definitions that are guiding the agents in the fields of conservation work in the state of
Bihar are still very narrow. While on the international scene, the definitions have grown out from the
concept of monuments to the concept of historic sites and further from the concept of conservation to
the concept of management, the state still works in terms of monuments and their development,
where this “Development” is many a case becomes anti to the concepts of real conservation. The
need is for area rehabilitation and revitalisation approaches, which can maintain the urban tissue and
the essential qualities of the historic areas and of the life of the communities residing there. It can also
adapt the physical structures and activities to some of the present requirements which may otherwise
get abandoned, for e.g. the various havellies of the nawabs spotting the urban fabric of the city. The
monuments need to be seen as part of the conservation areas, and their sustainability and
revitalisation will be most feasible if they are integrated into new concepts of use.

Figure 1 Havelli of Sir Sultan

1.9 Lack of Finances
Bihar is a state which is struggling to develop in the present times. In this state where the
state is concentrating on developing basic sectors like roads, education, electricity, health
and industries, the requirements for heritage conservation has taken a back stage. Fund
allocation for the cause is limited which restricts the conservation related activities. In the
condition of very little social awareness to the cause of Heritage conservation, funds from
any other source are also limited. Attracting private investment to facilitate municipal needs is
inevitably a priority for many local governments, and as national funding declines, cities are
increasingly required to become financially self-sufficient.
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1.10

Lack of Manpower

There is a lack of manpower who can contribute towards the conservation of the architectural
heritage of Bihar. The Patna circle of Archaeological Survey of India encompasses an area
which includes three states viz. Bihar, Jharkhand and Parts of Uttar Pradesh. Its manual
strength is very less in comparison to the actual requirement. The total strength of resource
persons that it has is very small in comparison to the duties that it needs to deliver. Similar is
the case of Department of Archeology, Government of Bihar. There is no other governmental
or Non-Governmental Body, neither any individual professional who is doing any serious
work for the conservation of the heritage. The newly formed Bihar Heritage Development
Committee is also a small body in its initial stages of working. It members are either dual
charge holders or people who are not trained in the field. This committee need an inception
period when it can be set on the right tracks of work. In such conditions, the heritage is losing
time and if things do not change fast for the positive some of the most valuable heritage of
the state will be lost forever.
1.11

Lack of proper designation of responsibilities

The responsibility of conserving the heritage must be shared by all. Each player has a different and
specific role in the management of the historic urban environment. The relationship between the
actors is also critical. Roles and responsibilities need to be clearly defined and well understood by all
the actors and processes for dealing with conflict must be clearly identified.
In Bihar, it still needs to be understood as to who the main stakeholders in the field are, and who
would be the main players. Decision makers are not usually trained in the field of heritage
conservation and they rely on the city‟s various technical departments to manage urban development
and conservation. Politicians often perceive heritage conservation and management as an impediment
to development and economic advancement and so there commitment to the cause is much less than
the requirement. Conflicting objectives between different levels of government further complicate both
the decision making process and the implementation of heritage policies.

1.12 Lack of interconnection between the different players of the field of
Conservation
Proper Conservation of heritage can be achieved only if all the required steps, right from academic
inquiry, historical research, policy making and final intervention are properly interconnected. But this is
a serious issue in Bihar as each step has a different set of player where the interconnection is lacking
or quite weak.
The major agents working in the field are the Archaeological survey of India and Department of
Archaeology, Government of Bihar. Apart from these Bihar has a chapter of INTACH. All these three
bodies have been working on a limited list of monuments. ASI being a central government has a
considerable working force and finances at its disposal. So it has been able to look after the
monuments in its list in a comparatively proper way. But due to the limited resources, its list itself is
quite limited.
The Department of Archaeology, Government of Bihar has a serious crunch of all types of
resources, which has limited its activities to a great extent. INTACH has not been able to deliver much
in the direction of active conservation of the heritage of Bihar.
The fast rate of globalisation in the past few years and the developments on international
scene of conservation has together contributed towards raising the awareness in the society of Bihar.
This has resulted in certain major steps being taken by the government of Bihar for the betterment of
the scene of architectural conservation in the state of Bihar. But the bottom line is that in the absence
of interconnection between all players, the initiatives taken do not attain the targets set for them.

1.13

Continuously changing Political Condition

The rapid cycle of change that occurs at the political level, creating and maintaining a robust and
effective administrative structure becomes difficult. In the given scenario, the state requires
establishing and retaining professional conservation expertise within the core of an urban area‟s
planning and management system. Its absence is posing to be another hurdle in the path of provision
of a continuous and dynamic conservation process which continues from planning to implementation.
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1.14

Insufficient courses pertaining to Architectural Heritage and Conservation

Current architectural education offers little in the way of training about historic urban
environment, historic buildings or conservation. Global architectural approaches currently
pay little heed to local context and rarely recognize the local distinctiveness that comes from
historic fabric. Moreover, the state has very little number of institutions providing architectural
education. Basic education about historic building materials, building conservation practices
and particularly conservation practice for historic urban areas has become a postgraduate
educational activity, which at the moment is not provided in any institution in the state.
2.0 Conclusion
The general picture today is not encouraging. The scene of Conservation of Architectural Heritage in
Bihar, India presently needs serious thought and quick decisions backed by devoted actions. And
most important is the transparency and interlinking of all activities taken by all players devoted to the
cause. In aiming for an integrated approach, however, the responsibility needs to be shared beyond
the conservation practitioner. Each player has a different and specific role in the management of the
historic urban environment. The relationship between the actors is also critical. Roles and
responsibilities need to be clearly defined and well understood by all the actors and processes dealing
with conflict must be clearly identified. What can emerge in the process is a totally Indian context in
the field of Heritage conservation.
In Bihar, the act of conservation, unlike that of the west, would in fact play a central role in
development processes in the coming times. It would help re-establish the identity of the state. As the
conservation movement has started very late in Bihar, it has to go fast to be able to catch up with the
international scene in Conservation or with the attitudes, institutions and practices that have taken
several generations to evolve in Europe. But then, if the state does not act immediately, it will have to
bear a drastic loss of its historic build environment and the associated cultural heritage.
Cities are living environments that must change and adapt to the evolving needs and aspirations of
their inhabitant. The challenge is to manage these changes in a way that balances the seemingly
opposing, but often allied forces of conservation and development. Realistically, none of the
conservation community argues for total preservation of everything that is old in a city nor any one of
them would be against attempts to improve sanitation and water supply, reduce overcrowding, or
otherwise improve the living conditions in older housing areas. Such improvements do provide a more
satisfactory environment. But a better environment also implies a satisfying of social and cultural life
for those who make use of the environmental resources. It is the human inhabitants who create and
constitute the socio-cultural and economic systems which give life to the physical environments.
Destruction of the historic centres, of old housing stocks and of monuments continues either
by active policies of clearance and replacement or by passive policies of doing nothing to halt the slow
deterioration and decline of such areas. Whatever efforts that have been made uptill now have been
small scale efforts, often focussed on the most “profitable „projects, such as historic areas with tourist
potential. The lower –income residents have been ignored or pushed out by existing renewal policies.
With such practices there is a danger for the future that in these cities of the developing countries, only
fragments of their urban heritage will remain.
The focus of revitalisation and rehabilitation of historic centres, therefore, has to be on whole
areas, not just individual buildings, and on social communities, not just the physical environment.
These older housing areas, typically in the inner parts of the city are often home for lower-income
families and they have physical, social, economic and cultural values different from, and beyond the
perceptions of bureaucrats or planners.
Advocates of rehabilitation policies emphasise the importance of a comprehensive and integrated
approach to planning for older areas, and especially the need to consider complete
conservation/rehabilitation areas, not just individual buildings. Of course, particular buildings of special
historic and/or architectural interest should be preserved as part of the overall scheme. But the real
focus is on the activities and uses of the buildings taken as a whole, and the need to upgrade
selectively and adaptively.
Cultural and political awareness are the key to the battle to preserve the valuable heritage. A strong
governance and legislative framework; policies that provide guidance on and trigger actions that
implement the legislative framework are the need of the hour. In contrast to different players
performing different task with the same goal but no interconnections, an integrated system of
conservation needs to be drafted and followed. The whole circuit of education, researches, policies
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and projects needs to be completed so that the state does not have to bear the irreparable damage of
its valuable heritage. Economic instruments and tools that address market failures and secure
conservation also need to be adopted for a positive result. What is also required is the change in the
attitudes of the professionals, of economists, architects, planners, developers and the administration.
It is necessary to create a changed political environment in which historic centres are rehabilitated in
their true value and where policies and practice of government are modified accordingly. Institutions
need to be developed, and economic and administrative instruments for control and promotion needs
to be worked out.
Civic authorities need to pay attention to rehabilitation and re-use of old and historic properties
which are not under government protection and use. These properties need to be listed and their
rehabilitation and re-use need to be promoted. Those under public ownership can be brought to
appropriate community or private-sector use.
There remains great opposition to such changes towards area conservation and rehabilitation.
Landowners/landlords, speculators, government administrators, big construction companies, and
many public agencies have vested interests in re-development and so, will fight to protect their stakes
for modernisation. These groups have their political allies as well. Unfortunately, the people are large,
and especially the people living in historic city centres, have yet not developed a sufficient sense of
self-identity and community purpose to allow them to fight back. This can change, and indeed must
change; if anything is to be done about the sustainability of urban heritage. But it will not be easy. And
time is rapidly running out.
Priorities and interests between different levels of government are not always shared, further
isolating conservation practice from the city‟s process. Strong local leadership is key to insuring the
integration of conservation planning needs with other strategic planning demands, to establish official
conservation mechanism that meet various governance requirements, to engaging with the population
and other entities that can affect conservation outcomes, and to securing and directing the necessary
resources to implement actions that will serve as a catalyst in the conservation process
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Abstract
The focus of this paper is on the cultural heritage of a small city in the Abruzzi region, with the aim to
highlight the identity of a merchant town, preserving one of the first evidence in the Abruzzi residential
social housing, a 'case study' especially in the field of sustainability.
The research is oriented on the knowledge of the architectural evolution of Lanciano (Ch), it was a
flourishing commercial site, across an ancient main trade route, connecting Marche, Abruzzi, Puglia
and Napoli; this routes have shaped the landscape and developed interwoven networks across the
urban settlements.
By reading the original text documents and the iconographies, and by making a comparison with the
present status – involving both the integrated use of different surveying methodologies and
photograpy – it is possible to give an additional contribution to the documentation, preservation,
safeguard and management of environmental and architectural heritage of central Italy.
By observing the city, it is possible to detect some characteristics that provide the historical centre of
Lanciano with a foremost quality and uniqueness: an extraordinary harmony has been governing for
centuries the adaptation of the urban settlements to the morphology of the territory, strongly
characterized by relief and depressions. The four main districts are naturally arranged along the crest
lines, converging in the ancient 'curtis anteana', a place of transit and stop, the market place. This
urban void is the fulcrum of the city, from where, at the end of the nineteenth century, the wellorganized structure of the Fiera district – the object of our study – started and expanded eastward.
Keywords: Heritage – Photography – Preservation – Sustainability – Survey

1.

Objectives

The work presented here offers a summary of the results of a study of Drawing investigating the
evolutionary dynamics of an Adriatic merchant town, since its ancient foundation a site of important
commercial activities. As part of a cognitive investigation of architectural and environmental heritage in
the Italian region of Abruzzo, the research pursued the objective of representing the urban complexity
of the inland Adriatic City of Lanciano, in the province of Chieti – situated along the band of hills
between the Maiella Mountain and the Adriatic coastline – through a survey of its twentieth century
urban fabric, in particular the district of Prato della Fiera.
This objective was realised through the integrated use of diverse methodologies of both survey and
photography, considered the privileged medium for investigating and interpreting architectural and
environmental heritage.
The following notes, accompanied by a selection of images of early results, summarise a phase of
investigation involving the gathering of archival documentation – graphic, cartographic, iconographic
and textual – and morphological-dimensional data of the state-of-the-art.
The direct examination of original drawings of plans for the town – prepared at the end of the
nineteenth century and more recently during the 1980s – and their comparison with surveys of current
conditions, allow for a number of interesting reflections on the image of the city. This contributes, if
only in part, to the construction of an archive of ‘minor’ heritage in the region of Abruzzo from the
period between the two World Wars.
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The observation of the city of Lanciano presents diverse elements of recognisability that render its
historical centre a space of unique quality. This uniqueness is the result of a centuries-long process of
adapting urban settlements to the morphology of a topographically and morphologically
heterogeneous terrain of hills and valleys.
The landscape of Lanciano is comprised essentially of four principal districts – Lancianovecchia on the
Erminio Hill, Borgo atop the Pietrosa Hill and Civitanova-Sacca on the Della Selva Hill – each laid out
according to the natural form of the ridgeline. These urban agglomerations converge toward the
ancient Corte Anteana (now Piazza del Plebiscito). This space of transit and fulcrum of the town gave
rise to the ordered fabric of the Prato della Fiera district that expanded eastward at the end of the
nineteenth century in accordance with a plan from this period.
The diverse buildings comprising the district of Fiera include the first examples of social housing in
Abruzzo; the programme for the modern expansion and reorganisation of the city, designed in 1879 by
Filippo Sargiacomo, served as the base for the “Project for the Construction of a New Social Housing
Estate in Prato della Fiera” drawn up by the engineer Luigi De Cecco in 1921. [Salucci: 2011]
An important characteristic element within the fabric of Fiera – comprised of the system of historical
streets developed along an orthogonal grid that reflects the structure imposed by the nineteenth
century plans – is the tower-lighthouse by Aldo Rossi. The fulcrum of the pedestrian spine of the
district, it was conceived by the renowned Italian architect in 1987 and constructed in 1989, in the
wake of academic and professional interest in this part of the city during the 1980s.

2.

Evolution

An analysis of the urban structures and buildings generated by the activities of trade that connoted the
territory of Lanciano – public squares, markets, fairs, shops – reveals the complex and open vocation
of a region that, during the centuries prior to Italian Unification, notwithstanding its position along the
margins of the Kingdom of Italy, geographically distant from the capital of Naples, served as an
intermediary with Rome and the Papal State.
While a frontier town with respect to the limits of the Kingdom, Lanciano’s geographic position made it
in some way central to the Italian Peninsula. The town became a space of transit, relations and
communication, serving as a bridge between Northern and Southern Italy, and between the Adriatic
Sea and Rome. (Fig. 1)
Investigations into the origins of trade fairs in Lanciano confirm the town’s ability to configure itself over
time as a multifaceted reality, a hub, a space of transit and point for the exchange of consumer
products of varying types. This condition dates back to the thirteenth century when, under the
protection of Venice, the town assumed the role of a threshold for the entry of its goods toward
Southern Italy. [Bulgarelli Lukcas: 2006, p.11]
It is still possible to recognise diverse elements that make the historical centre of Lanciano a space of
unique quality: for centuries an extraordinary harmony governed the adaptation of urban settlements
to respond to the morphology of a territory of hills and valleys.
A synchronic reading of plans for the expansion of the historical centre developed over the centuries
reveals an adaptation of settlements to the morphology of the terrain and a chronological synthesis of
the evolution of the urban fabric. Early settlements arose on three hills: the Erminio, the ridge along
which developed the axis of Via dei Frentani and the district of Lancianovecchia; the Pietrosa Hill,
home to the Corso Roma and the Borgo district; the Selva Hill, with the axis of Via Garibaldi and the
district of Civitanova-Sacca; the new axis of Corso Trento e Trieste developed to the south-east, in the
area of Prato della Fiera. Running parallel in a south-east direction is the system of ‘Corsi’
(Boulevards) and the large public square of the Fiera district (5,6,7). The object of study includes:
Corso Trento e Trieste and Via Monte Maiella (6); Corso della Bandiera (5); Via Vittorio Veneto and
Viale della Rimembranza (7), which crosses the void of the Piazza della Vittoria. It is around this space
that the first nucleus of social housing was developed – the first in Lanciano, and in the entire region of
Abruzzo. [Salucci: 2012, pp. 97-114] (Fig. 2)
The evolution of the urban fabric from the tenth to seventeenth centuries reveals the complexity of
trade relations involving the town of Lanciano, which gradually assumed an important position, even if
in alternating phases, in commercial trade relations in the Mediterranean. This was due both to its
peculiar geographic position, and its morphological structure (Fig. 3).
Lanciano, the ancient settlement of Anxanum, appears on the Tabula Peutingeriana. It was an
important centre of trade since the era of the Frentani. It existence as a ‘colony’ and ‘municipium’
during the Roman Era is demonstrated by the Bridge of Diocletian that consents a connection
between the inhabited city and the plateau of Prato della Fiera.
The natural configuration of the Erminio Hill, situated between the two depressions of the Malavalle
Valley and the Pietrosa Valley, offered adequate protection for the heart of the Roman settlement that
developed along the ridge of the hill, the Via dei Frentani. This axis of connection with the Via del
Mare lead to the coastal settlements of Ortona and Vasto, situated along the important Adriatic tratturo
that continues south toward the region of Puglia.
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During the Middle Ages the town was a Lombard gastald and in the eleventh century, under Norman
control, the town expanded toward the other hills, erecting new city walls with nine new gates: S.
Biagio, S. Antonio, S. Nicola, Porta della Noce, S. Chiara, S. Angelo, Porta di Pozzo Bagnaro, S.
Maria la Nova and Diocleziana.
Since the fourteenth century all of the urban streets that structure the three districts converge in the
area of the former Corte Anteana, currently Piazza del Plebiscito. This space serves as the political,
religious, commercial and social heart of the city, the fulcrum of the settlement and a connection via
the Bridge of Diocletian, toward Prato della Fiera.
The town’s commercial vocation favoured the progressive definitive organisation of the Fiera district
under the House of Anjou and the House of Aragon. Following the improvement of connections with
the coast – in the wake of the war with the nearby city of Ortona, which hampered the use of the
coastal centre of S. Vito – Lanciano gained its natural connection with the Sea.

3.

Filippo Sargiacomo – Luigi De Cecco – Aldo Rossi

The current configuration of modern Lanciano – referable to the Fiera district studied here – is the
work of the architect and engineer Filippo Sargiacomo (1830-1922). A native of Lanciano, he earned
his degree in engineering in 1854 from the University of Naples. His professional career with the
municipal government of Lanciano spanned more than ninety years.
Sargiacomo is the author of the urban expansion of the ancient city from the Corte Anteana toward
Prato della Fiera: an articulated programme at various scales of urban transformation – from mobility
to sewage networks to building systems – implemented in accordance with minute and detailed
projects, beginning in the mid-1800s.
The expansion of the city occurred as a series of variations of Sargiacomo’s plan, implemented by the
municipal government. The sale of public lands in Prato della Fiera to private investors gave rise on
the one hand to the modern construction of the city and, on the other hand, determined the migration
of the bourgeoisie and commercial activities from the ancient part of the city.
The first Master Plan for the town dates from 1879. Its structure was based on a visual survey drawn
up 70 years earlier, the “Pianta topografica di Lanciano levata ad occhio da Nicola Talli (ingegnere
civile laureato) in aprile 1809” (Topographical Map of Lanciano Visually Surveyed by Nicola Talli
(Graduate Civil Engineer) in April 1809), ink on paper; 27x20 cm. Archivio Storico Comunale di
Lanciano (hereinafter ASCL) (Fig. 4). Using this document, Sargiacomo drew up his plan of the city at
1:2000, on a 75x100 cm page. This document was completed by a list of streets, churches and
fountains.
Prior to the planning of the new district, between 1880 and 1881 Sargiacomo developed solutions for
connections between Prato della Fiera and Piazza del Plebiscito; an open space, in the form of a
‘saddle’ closed on two ends, situated at the point of convergence of the three districts of
Lancianovecchia, Borgo and Civitanova-Sacca. It was also fronted by the Cathedral and the Bridge of
Diocletian, the only element of connection with the area of expansion prior to the turn of the century.
The project, which included diverse solutions, managed to reduce the level change between the two
areas, facilitating the connection between the inhabited area and the space of the market.
The shifting of the new axis of the Corso with respect to the original project is evident in a plan
illustrating the project for the new Corso, with respect to the plaza and the bridge: “Pianta della località
del nuovo corso in Lanciano. Scala 1:100. Lanciano, 1 settembre 1907” (Plan of the Area of the New
Corso in Lanciano. Scale 1:100. Lanciano, 1 September 1907). Ink on trace paper, 64x32 cm. (ASCL
cat.X, b.34, fasc.757) (Fig. 4).
The urban plan for Lanciano was drawn up by the municipal administration in the wake of the laws and
master planning studies developed by all large towns following Italian Unification.
On 10 August 1878 the town published the manifesto for a national competition for the “Piano
Regolatore della Città di Lanciano e dei progetti relativi per la sistemazione delle strade e piazze
interne” (Master Plan for the City of Lanciano and Relative Projects for the Organisation of its Internal
Streets and Plazas); Sargiacomo was the sole figure to present a proposal by the established date.
The first true and proper urban planning tool for the city, this plan pursued the twofold objective of
remedying the town’s infrastructural shortcomings and identifying the axes of urban expansion toward
the south-east.
The first axis of the Fiera district is the narrow passage alongside the north-east flank of the Cathedral:
the orientation of the ‘corridor’ leading to Prato della Fiera would constitute the reference for
Sargiacomo’s development of the 1879 Plan. This document identified the two axes for the primary
expansion of the city to the south-east, toward the district of Fiera and to the south-west, beyond the
Viale dei Cappuccini in the Borgo district.
The report attached to the “Piano regolatore della città di Lanciano. Lanciano 31 luglio 1879” (Master
Plan for the Town of Lanciano. Lanciano 31 July 1879) reads:
“The new district of Fiera will be the enlargement of the existing area along the aforementioned corso,
establishing in precedence a large plaza measuring 102 by 52 m, decorated with a central fountain. It
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will be formed in three parallel lines of buildings with two regular streets, one of which is precisely the
current Corso della Bandiera, and two external streets, one to the north, the other to the south. It
should be noted that this latter would constitute the much desired entrance from the other side of the
Cathedral, in light of the insufficiency of the sole passage from the plaza, via the Corridoio, in occasion
of the town’s crowded weekly markets, and Fairs”. [Sargiacomo: 1879].
The Corridoio (corridor) refers to Corso Trento e Trieste, realised by filing in part of the Pietrosa Valley
according to the project drawn up by Sargiacomo in 1901 - “Progetto del Nuovo Corso tra Piazza
Plebiscito e il Prato della Fiera. Planimetria. Scala 1:1000. Lanciano, 2 settembre 1901” (Project for
the New Corso between Piazza del Plebiscito and Prato della Fiera. Plan. Scale 1:1000, Lanciano, 2
September 1901). Pen on trace paper, 74 x 400 cm. (ASCL cat.X, b.21, fasc.424). The report
accompanying the project reads:
“the creation of a direct communication between the central square of the city and Prato della Fiera,
the point of arrival of goods shipped by rail and transported by road from the stations of S. Vito and
Fossacesia has been desired by many for some time, given the clear necessity for an immediate and
comfortable means of transit from outside to inside the town and to its principal centres such as Piazza
del Plebiscito, during the crowded weekly markets and renowned fairs”.
Running parallel to Corso della Bandiera, the first in the system of road axes and the ancient line of
expansion toward the south-east, the new Corso Trento e Trieste unites the town’s two centres, both
sacred and profane: the ancient city and Piazza del Plebiscito with the Cathedral on one side, and the
modern city, with a large plaza in front of the railway station, on the other. [Salucci: 2007, 177-203)
These plans can be identified in a drawing by Sargiacomo from 1900, illustrating a concept for the
realisation of the Sangritana Rail Line between 'San Vito - Lanciano - Castel di Sangro'. His plan –
pencil, pen and colour on trace paper, 49 x 66 cm – illustrates the terminus of the new Corso Trento e
Trieste and the sinuous line of the railway that wraps a large public square-park, identifiable in the
area currently occupied by the hippodrome.
The new urban settlement was developed according to a regular grid of broad streets whose rational
layout recognised and expressed the desire for affirmation and self-referentiality of the emerging class.
The land divisions of Prato della Fiera were drawn up between 1920 and 1926. Lots were sold to
private investors for the construction of new multi-storey buildings, aligned with the grid of blocks
redesigned by the engineer Luigi De Cecco in accordance with Sargiacomo’s guidelines on 17
November 1921 – “Progetto per la costruzione di un nuovo rione nel Prato della Fiera per case
popolari” (Project for the Construction of a New Social Housing Estate in Prato della Fiera). Plan.
Scale 1:1000. Black, red and blue ink on pounce paper.
De Cecco’s plan consented the realisation in Fiera of the buildings owned by the Ente Autonomo Case
Popolari (Autonomous Public Housing Institute, currently ATER) and the scholastic building on the
large open plaza: Piazza della Vittoria, crossed by the broad axis of Viale della Rimembranza that runs
parallel to Corso Bandiera and Corso Trento and Trieste, all the way to the Hippodrome; the project
report stated:
“This boulevard occupies the most desirable position beginning in the north-west at Piazza del
Plebiscito and running south-east to the railway station and thus all the longitudinal streets of the new
district run in the same direction. Set normal to the Viale Trento and Trieste is a 270 m long boulevard
that, beginning at the Sangritana Railway Station, terminates at the grand boulevard of the new
District, parallel to Viale Trento e Trieste. At approximately the midpoint of this boulevard is a new
rectangular plaza. All of the other streets of the new district are parallel or normal to the
aforementioned main boulevards and coordinated with the existing streets”. [De Cecco: 1921]
The new social housing estate featured large blocks, with courtyard types and three storey buildings
atop a podium, for almost exclusively residential use. It was constructed as part of the Fascist regime’s
social programmes, with mortgages from the Cassa Depositi e Prestiti in favour of the Associazione
Nazionale Mutilati di Guerra. (Salucci: 2011)
In 1989 a requalification and recovery plan was developed for the system of public spaces inside the
Fiera district. Guided by Aldo Rossi, the design team was comprised of: C. Di Carlo, S. Di Giuseppe,
S. Fera, M. Ricci, F. Spaini, M. Brandolisio, S. De Vito, C. Ghezzi). (Fig. 10)
Prior to the implementation of this portion of the plan, in 1987 the same work group participated (third
prize) in the competition for the “Project for the Redesign of the ex-liceo classico, plaza and Pietrosa
Valley in Lanciano”. [Renzetti: 1989, pp. 35-60]
The drawings of Aldo Rossi’s project presented: a site plan, perspectives, elevations and plans of the
public spaces of the Fiera district. [Ricci: 1991, p. 219]
This programme included the realisation of the pedestrian complex of Via Monte Maiella, the elevated
pedestrian axis that, on the one hand features the perspectival backdrop of the dome of the Cathedral,
on the other presents the specific element of the unmistakably Rossian masonry tower-lighthouse with
its hexagonal plan:
“The landscape and open spaces have been designed for commercial uses linked with shops or
existing locales. The construction of the setting is directly linked to a system of monumental references
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that include a stair set between two high walls clad in stone (main passage between the lower and
upper town) and a three-tiered brick tower, conceived as a panoramic outlook and a landmark for the
tourist office below”. [Ferlenga: 1992, p. 90]

4.

Sharing – Conservation – Complexity

Representation can be considered an indispensable medium for documenting, understanding,
safeguarding, conserving and managing architectural and environmental heritage. Contemporary
means of expression valorise representations of the complexity of reality and amplify the possibilities
for its fruition. This consents the diffusion, sharing and above all the “open” documentation of
information using interactive means of visualisation that make it easier to control and comprehend
complex thematic models of reality.
The comparison between the graphic, iconographic and cartographic material discovered during
preliminary studies and the urban framework and the configuration of the complex in plan and volume
made it possible to fix the relationship between the object of investigation and its context, with
particular reference to its particular orographic conditions.
A preliminary ‘surveying project’ was then developed to plan the methodologies and procedures of a
more cognitive investigation. The survey of the urban setting is the result of the integrated use of direct
and indirect methodologies.
The phases of indirect surveying included a laser scanning campaign using a Photon 120 scanner:
range 0.6-120 m; speed of measurement: 122,000-976,000 points/sec; visual field of 360° in the
horizontal and 320° in the vertical; class 3R; power 20mW; 5 sphere-scanning – coupled with a Nikon
D300s camera recording on a dedicated hard disk. (Fig. 5)
Photographic documentation was gathered with a twofold and complementary objective: on the one
hand as the evidence and interpretation of the principal spatial, formal, morphological and chromatic
characteristics of the area’s buildings in their current condition, using both general and detailed
images; on the other hand, to document the instrumental phases of the surveying process (photostraightening, laser scanning). (Fig. 5-8)
The survey of the Fiera district allowed us to retrace the principal morphological and typological
elements, as well as critical elements resulting from the neglect of the area.
The geometric and architectural survey, at various scales, was accompanied by a selection of
thematic analyses related to both the representation of the colour and the condition of decay of the
façades, with the aim of re-tracing important values to be reinforced and critical elements to be
resolved, resulting from the current state of building conservation.
The experimental quality of some of these buildings makes them examples of a specific quality of
dwelling that, by embracing principles of sustainability hoped for and pursued in current building
practices, become an occasion for rehabilitating traditional building materials and techniques.
Similar to numerous other examples from the same period found in many Italian cities – in the span of
two decades entire districts of social housing were realised across Italy as part of social assistance
programmes promoted by the Government – these building types are connoted by specific elements
worth of study. These studies may be carried out by exploiting the expressive potentials of
Representation, in relation to the safeguarding, recovery, conservation and sustainable development
of architectural and environmental heritage. [Salucci: 2011]
Representing the complexity of this merchant town assumes, among others, a twofold meaning.
On the one hand it signifies valorising Italian architectural and documentary heritage, offering greater
information about a key aspect of the evolution of ‘minor’ architecture in the region of Abruzzo
between the two World Wars, apparently far removed from the challenges of modernity being faced at
the national level.
On the other hand it signifies observing these buildings as the expression of the political and cultural
evolution of an ‘open’ merchant town that conserves, almost unaltered, one of the first examples of
public housing in Abruzzo. It is the expression of a public project with an experimental vocation, a sort
of ‘model district’ from which to draw valuable information, above all in relation to the theme of
sustainability.
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Fig 1: Lanciano (Ch). Present-time: aerial view towards the Maiella Mountain; aerial view towards the Adriatic
Sea; aerial view of the Piazza della Rimembranza; Perspective view of the pedestrian route of Via Monte Maiella
towards the Cathedral; detail of the Aldo Rossi's Tower.

Fig. 2: Lanciano (Ch). A synchronic reading of plans for the expansion of the historical centre developed over the
centuries reveals an adaptation of settlements to the morphology of the terrain and a chronological synthesis of
the evolution of the urban fabric: (6); Corso della Bandiera (5); Via Vittorio Veneto and Viale della Rimembranza
(7). (Branciaroli: 2012)

Fig. 3: Lanciano (Ch). The evolution of the urban fabric from the 10th to 17th centuries. (Branciaroli: 2012)
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Fig. 4: Drawing by Filippo Sargiacomo. «City of Lanciano. Della Bandiera Distict Expansion Plan. Scale 1:2000.
1889». Ink on trace paper, cm 28x36; Topographical Map of Lanciano Visually Surveyed by Nicola Talli,1809. Ink
on paper; 27x20 cm; Plan of the Area of the New Corso in Lanciano. Scale 1:100, 1907. Ink on trace paper,
64x32 cm (ASCL).

Fig. 5: Surveying the Fiera District. The phases of indirect surveying included a laser scanning campaign using a
Photon 120 scanner coupled with a Nikon D300s camera recording on a dedicated hard disk.

Fig. 6: Surveying the Fiera District. Photo-straightening: via Monte Maiella and corso Trento e Trieste, both sides.
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Fig. 7: Surveying the Fiera District. (Elaboration: Falcione 2012)

Fig. 8: Surveying the Fiera District (Elaboration: Iacobelli-di Muccio, 2010; deLuca-Martini-Tucci 2012)

Fig. 9: Lanciano (Ch) present time. Fiera District. Piazza del Plebiscito; corso Trento e Trieste; the hippodrome.

Fig. 10: Drawings by Aldo Rossi (et. al.) 1989. Requalification and recovery plan developed in 1989, for the
system of public spaces inside the Fiera District in Lanciano (Ch). (Ricci: 1991, 219)
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Abstract
The reflection on the three sensitive topics proposed by the forum suggests considerations on the
processes of transformation and evolution of architecture and the city, of the tangible and intangible
"things" that make up the environment in which we live. Regeneration, conservation and innovation
are issues that lead attention to a common question: whether it is necessary to modify a given
condition. The city, understood as a complex and changing body, in which each architecture retains its
history, is subject to constant change. However, there are places that do not seem to be subject to
actions for change, parts of city so firmly anchored in themselves that appear to be immutable. The
historic city is an example.
The area under study covers a portion of the historic fabric of the city of Naples, via Banchi Nuovi,
which is among the old route greek to the east and the sixteenth-orthogonal structure of the spanish
district to the west. This area, with its strong consolidated urban structure, has almost completely
unchanged the relationship between plant and settlement, form and function, city and architecture,
creating a place with a specific, and very defined, individual character.
The reflections that arise from this study are as follows:
What does it mean, and how to enable a process of re-generation in a portion of the city so layered?
How are important, within this process, the memory, the conservation and the identity of places?
Knowledge, through survey and representation, becomes a moment of research and testing,
continuous discovery and confirmation.
Keywords: historic city, memory, individual character, conservation

Via Banchi Nuovi is one of the few examples of medieval structure at Naples remained almost
unchanged in its morphological characteristics, despite the successive transformations during the
sixteenth century. It presents a urban articulation unique within the historic fabric of the city and very
different from the old route greek.
This road is part of a route - the “antico borgo di Napoli” - which connects two important streets, via
Monteoliveto and via Mezzocannone and cuts the ancient center of the city in a series of open spaces
and squares: from west to east, largo Santa Maria la Nova, largo Ecce Homo, piazzetta Teodoro
Monticelli, piazza Banchi Nuovi, and largo San Giovanni Maggiore. The construction of these spaces
has often been linked to the history of the near palaces and places of worship; some of them, far from
being randomly determined, were strongly promoted by the religious orders, who planned the
construction.
It is between the XXVI and XXVII century that occur the most significant changes in this part of the
city. The historical maps of the period, in particular the two perspective views of Duperac - Lafrery
(1566) and Baratta (1679), in fact, show the fundamental steps of such changes. Natural disasters,
including floods and earthquakes, and private decisions, including sales and transfer by the
ecclesiastical authorities, mark the urban settlements of via Banchi Nuovi.
This urban area is situated on a not flat land and the jump in share established between via Banchi
Nuovi and via Sedile di Porto below, the ancient boundary of the lower town, is quite significant. This
large "terrace", which ran through the city from east to west, linked the "upper part" of the old center at
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coast. “Pennini” and “calate”, usually long and narrow streets with steps, made it possible to overcome
this difference. [1]
It is possible that, long before the medieval period, at the time of “Neapolis”, the sea was not far from
the border, which was to pass to the south of the basilica of San Giovanni Maggiore, heading west,
right up to the settlement of Santa Maria la Nova. The settlements belonging to this part of the city, the
formation of which originates from the topography of the area, have preserved much of the original
characteristics. There is no doubt that the morphology of the insula has been one of the main
components, we might say "design" component; it should certainly be added other reasons, not
independent of the collective decisions, whether religious, economic, social.
Some important news concerning the history and the settlement processes that have affected via
Banchi Nuovi are reported by Celano in a collection dated 1692, entitled “Notizie del bello, dell’antico e
del curioso della città di Napoli per i signori forastieri” that contains interesting informations about the
birth, the building and the transformations of the religious and the private building, as well as the
events that saw as protagonists many important noble families of the time. By reading this text you
can follow, step by step, all the street that connects via Monteoliveto and via Mezzocannone. [2]
We have to say that via Banchi Nuovi represents only a part of this route, it touches piazza Banchi
Nuovi and extends to the east with via Candelora , while at the west continues with via Ecce Homo,
and then bifurcates, on the one hand in via Donnalbina and on the other in via Santa Maria dell’Aiuto
before, and via Santa Maria la Nova then.
It is evident that the topography of the area is strongly linked to the names of the religious complex
and of the public buildings. The same applies to the public open spaces.
In head of this “y” path there are two important and ancient settlements: Donnalbina and Santa Maria
la Nova. The first has been the site of a Benedictine monastery; the church, which already existed in
the ninth century, was rebuilt in the seventeenth century, and was then subject to further amendments.

Fig. 1: Actual plan with the study of the street structure.
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The religious complex of Santa Maria la Nova is well known since the thirteenth century, when the
"new" church was built, replacing the previous church of Santa Maria ad Palatium, that was initially
located in the place where it is today Castel Nuovo.
Continuing east, the route follows a bayonet, which contrasts with the regular system of the ancient
city, further evidencing the medieval origin of the path.
Along this street is the church of Santa Maria dell’Aiuto, that Celano describes as "bella e bizzarra",
built by Dionisio Lazzari (1673) and dedicated to an image of the Virgin that had bestowed graces
during the plague of 1656.
The religious building is slightly set back from the road, this retreat has allowed the creation of a small
square. On the piazzetta Ecce Homo faces "Case Alvino Pappacoda", which is separated by the
Pendino di Santa Barbara from the famous renaissance Palazzo Penne.
After piazzetta Ecce Homo a short road leads into piazzetta Teodoro Monticelli. To the right is Palazzo
Penne, built in 1406 by Antonio Pens - the only of durazzesca age well-preserved - and on the
opposite side is Palazzo Palmarice of sec. XVIII built by Ferdinando Sanfelice.
At this point begins via Banchi Nuovi , where is Palazzo Casamassima that preserves the sixteenthcentury implant; then there is piazzetta Banchi Nuovi whit the church of Santi Cosma e Damiano, the
old loggia of the merchants.
Is this a case of an open public space built as a result of a natural event, the flood of 1569; at the
same time, it was also open a narrow road with steps, parallel to pendino di Santa Barbara, the
current calata dei Santi Cosma e Damiano, which clearly takes its name from the church. [3]
This space is very interesting because connects via Santa Chiara and calata dei Santi Cosma e
Damiano, as a hinge between two paths that cross the city from east to west and north-south.
Interesting is also the functional transformation of this area: by place of trade at religious space, and
today a space without function. The church of Santi Cosma e Damiano is in fact closed for years, as
well as the nearby church of Santi Demetrio e Bonifacio, which has its entrance on piazzetta
Monticelli.
The urban area that extends from the church of Santa Maria dell’Aiuto up to calata dei Santi Cosma e
Damiano was in the past part of the complex of San Demetrio. The monastery of San Demetrio, over
the centuries, was sold to various noble families, including the Orsini, who bought in the seventeenth
century a part, which then became Palazzo Casamassima.
After piazza Banchi Nuovi, via Candelora leads to largo San Giovanni Maggiore where is, on the right,
the sixteenth-century Palazzo Giusso (built by Sanchez de Luna, then Filomarino, now the seat of the
Istituito Universitario Orientale) and, on the left, the chapel of San Giovanni dei Pappacoda, founded
by Artusio Pappacoda, the noble of seat of Porto.
The basilica of San Giovanni Maggiore facing the homonymous square is one of the oldest and most
important of the city. Founded around 555-560 by Bishop Vincenzo, on the ruins of a pagan temple, it
was rebuilt in 1685 by Dionisio Lazzari and reconstructed again in 1872-88.
The history of the formation of largo San Giovanni Maggiore is very attractive. It consists of an area on
which stands the basilica, and another to the north of via Candelora, opened to connect some parts of
the historic fabric of the city.
Celano in fact writes: “Perché questa casa non haveva dritta la strada che tira alla Strada di Nilo, il
Cardinale con ispesa grande fe’ buttar giù molte case e ne formò la piazza, che tira su.”
Going away after via Candelora, in the place where once stood the Porta Licinia, you come in via
Mezzocannone, a major artery connecting the north-south direction.

Fig. 2: Study of open public spaces, churches and monumental buildings along via Banchi Nuovi.
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Fig. 3: Piazza Banchi Nuovi and calata dei Santi Cosma e Damiano.

Each of these places, each of these spaces, as we have seen, has its own history, and the history of
urban paths in this case is closely linked to the history of the settlements, regardless of the nature of
the causes that have set in motion the processes of transformation of the urban fabric.
There is no question of urban "holes" but of autonomous places, with a specific individual character,
not of residual spaces in the service of building but of autonomous entities that deserve to be treated
independently, the construction of which can only be understood with a 'thorough historical research
and with a careful analysis of the overall principles of interpretation, and of relationships encoded by
design, and of relationships by perspective-visual and proportional. [4]
Each fragment has its value, and acquires even greater value if considered within an overall system,
of which is necessarily part, and wherein the logics of the concatenation and correlations between the
elements make possible to better understand the functioning of the whole system.
Each "episode" has to be studied carefully because each one is different from '"other", but they are
part of a path, which is not only a road network, but is a historical, perceptual, social route.
Through these spaces we can have a privileged point of view for the study of urban development, of
the urban planning and architecture, of the artistic expression and of the symbols and ideology, but
also of the relationship between plant and settlements, form and function, city and architecture.

Fig. 4: Via Candelora and via Banchi Nuovi.
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Abstract

The progress achieved in the area of IT, applied to CH, hasn't always been accompanied by a proper
development of the research for understanding the practical challenges that it posed. If nowadays it's
possible to use 3D model as interface for the localization and querying data associated with it, the pair
physical objects / documentary, sources base for the digital reconstruction, are characterized by
different degrees of uncertainty and irregularity.
Within an Architectural Cognitive IS it becomes evident the need to prepare an exhaustive
documentary base covering the whole process of research related to the creation of digital content
within the reconstruction, that can be qualified through a full transparency of the methods of analysis,
surveying techniques and the criteria used.
In this paper we present some experiments carried out as part of the virtual reconstruction of buildings
just designed or no more existing. Through the semantic structuring of digital models and the use of
Real-Time Rendering (RTR) techniques we attempted to develop a process of acquiring knowledge
able to point out and let understandable and reusable analysis of preliminary data and interpretation
criteria used in order to validate the whole process, giving the ability to visually assess our level of
knowledge, with its flaws and lacunae, and to carry out comparative operations on the set of data and
information held, allowing the compatibility of the digital model with alternative modes of
representation.
Keywords: 3D modeling, semantic structure, architectural heritage, cognitive system

1.

Introduction

Over the last year architectural representation and surveying techniques have known important
evolutions with the development of new tools and methods for 3D data acquisition, documentation and
dissemination of information related to architectural-cultural heritage. Such rapid progress has led to a
drastic transformation of the way in which data are collected, processed, represented and spread such
information. The hyperdimensionality that characterizes today's digital media, represented by their
interactive nature, is not only constantly improving, but also it is transforming the way we acquire,
process and spread the information. In order to describe univocally an artifact (eg. material, style, time
related indications, etc.) we need more than traditional triplet of geometrical co-ordinates (x,y,z), if we
wish to view the artifact as more than a purely geometrical object. Models of artifacts act as “spatial
metaphors” enabling the distribution of pieces of information in time and space [1]
The development of new and more effective digital technologies, such as real-time rendering of 3D
models, multimedia techniques, animations and simulations has opened the possibility of new
scenarios for reading and interpreting architecture, where all the information are made available in a
visual and integrated way. Digital systems introduce, in fact, the possibility of interchangeable media
able to offer multiple nodes of access to a given term or object, and enable a multidimensional
approach to knowledge on several levels.
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The digital display allows to activate, in fact, types of surveys previously unthinkable in the fields of
archiving and accessing data, spatial analysis, simulation of unbuilt projects, etc... It proposes, ie, new
meanings of the concept of architectural representation, adding an extra dimension, the temporal
(diachronic and synchronic), which in turn allows to know that artifact not only in its evolution and
transformation during its life cycle, but also through the analysis of its composition and geometricformal matrix.
Wide is, in fact, the series of reconstructions works of design hypotheses and drawings that, as early
as 1990 [2] have used three-dimensional digital modeling techniques.
Koller et al., in the resettlement of the general framework of the challenges and opportunities offered
by 3D models digital archives related to cultural heritage, recognized the need to make visible the
traceability of all additions, subtractions, and changes to 3D models, in order to let understandable the
calculation and display of differences between 3D models of the object/artifact [3]. Gabellone,
following on the principle 7 of the Charter of Seville, has focused attention on the full transparency of
methods, techniques and documentation in supporting a project of virtual reconstruction (in
archeology), the only tool able to validate the results of any reconstructive study and guarantee future
generations a review of the results without needing to restart the job from the beginning [4].
Within this context, a huge number of studies have resulted in order to define new protocols for
processing (acquisition, manipulation and management) spatial data, resulting in the development of
new methodologies for the study and openness to further research scenarios.
An important contribution in this field have come from Blaise e Dudeck who begun introducing, in
example, the genesis of an informative modeling methodology [5] in which the representation of
architectural objects is used for information search and visualization, letting them able to define some
methodological approach in order to increase la intelligibility of 3D models’ informative contents.
Therefore, 3D or 2D models may distribute pieces of information in time and space, aiming to meet a
dual need (a) to make architecture a spatial and temporal filter through which layers of heterogeneous
information can be brought together, such as measurement and documentation, and (b) to use digital
models as iterative information/visualization tools, constructed and reconstructed from day to day, and
aiming to be what the map is to the representation of territories [6]. Aiming to improving the
comprehension of the complex and discontinuous process of knowledge acquisition, Dudek and Blaise
[7] also introduced a generic formalism of information integration that lets the researchers to gather
indications step by step, and allows them to visually follow up the knowledge acquisition process.
They demonstrated how graphical simulations of the morphological evolutions of edifices, produced
along the investigating process, can be used as graphic interfaces in which architectural objects are
located in time and space. Their objective has been to support reasoning tasks in heritage architecture
with graphics enabling analysts to visualize and share their understanding of how, from a given set of
information, alternative scenarios or evolution can be inferred [8].
In the field of architectural heritage, we very often faced with the combination of 3D physical objects /
2D and textual documentary sources in which both elements are subject to uncertainties and
inaccuracies. The three-dimensional nature of the object itself has led, however, to seek to exploit its
same representation for displaying information related to it, as well as the development of visualization
techniques able to make manifest the latent uncertainties.
Zuk et alii presented an application that enables integrating and visualizing the temporal uncertainty
for multiple 3D archaeological data sets with different dating. They introduced a temporal time window
for dealing with the uncertainty and review various visual cues appropriate for revealing the
uncertainty within the time window. The interactive animation of the time window allows a unique
exploration of the temporal uncertainty [9]. Strothotte et alii proposed non-photorealistic rendering
styles for encoding such additional information in a visualization of a 3D model which goes over and
above the geometry. They then applied this concept to visualizations of virtual reconstructions of
ancient architecture and described the prototypical system ANCIENTVIS which represents an
approach to visualizing models with uncertain features [10].
De Luca et alii described a methodological approach to let usable existing iconographic corpus for the
analysis and the 3D management of building transformations. The aim was to establish a relation
between the iconography used for the hypothetical reconstruction and the 3D representation that
depends on it. This approach relates to the idea of using 3D representations like visualization systems
capable of reflecting the amount of knowledge developed by the study of a historic building [11]. In a
recent paper, De Luca and Lo Buglio addressed the issue of the review of the methodological aspects
concerning the collection of information that describes an architectural object in order to measure the
benefit in terms of information provided by the document, with reference to the requirements and the
means employed. [12.], offering an approach to the creation of representation systems that articulate
the digital instance with the geometric/semantic model.
Recent work included within the series of fruitful experiences of reconstruction of an entire project from
partial sketches [13], put some significant innovations with regard to:
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a)

the verification of the hypothesis of drawing to be the original project for the first nucleus of a
palladian villa, during the century widely reshaped) [14];
b) the use of a semantic construction of the digital model, not only as a means to look for a building
such a system cognitive;
c) the use of interactive technical reference - typically real-time photorealistic rendering for the
visualization of three-dimensional model and the use of variants snapshots managed by an iconic
for illustration using the method of comparison and guided reading of model’s characters of the
steps taken.
In this paper we present some experiments carried out as part of the virtual reconstruction of buildings
just designed or no more existing with the aim to propose new and more robust solutions to the 3D
modeling from 2D drawings construction for CH artifacts. Through the semantic structuring of digital
models and the use of RTR techniques we attempted to develop a process of acquiring knowledge
able to point out and let understandable and reusable analysis of preliminary data and interpretation
criteria used in order to validate the whole process, giving the ability to visually assess our level of
knowledge, with its flaws and lacunae, and to carry out comparative operations on the set of data and
information held, allowing the compatibility of the digital model with alternative modes of
representation.

2.

3D modeling semantic structure

The use of a semantic structure in digital modeling becomes, not just a tool to look at a construction as
a system cognitive [15] [16], but especially a technique to make clear the relationship between the
architectural object and the documentation base (drawings, text and more) from which the model is
reconstructed, identifying the characters, the limitations and inconsistencies of those drawings, the
reconstructive conjectures adopted and not documented in the same drawings, the reconstructive
solutions more likely, and the relationship between project and landscape in which it should be added,
giving back self-representation to the same instrument.
Three-dimensional modeling based on structured semantic principles is, in fact, a useful tool in order
to (a) obtain a decomposition of the building in various constituent elements, identified through the
analysis of their geometry and aggregation between them according to precise compositional/logic
rules, (b) adding to the models geometric reconstruction linguistic information related to the
recognition of the signs and of a shared architectural language, (c) identifying a further connection
between the three-dimensional model rendered and information stored in data-base linked to it, for the
purposes of a full documentation relating to that particular architectural element.
The advantages that this type of data structure, according to the criteria of semantic organization,
allow are multiple. Preserving this structure, even after the phases of polygonization and translation
into interchange graphics file formats, is possible to obtain models as cognitive system, that can be
used as an preferential interface for browsing between the different contents of the same DB. The
semantic structure allows us (a) to manage 3D models in multi-resolution and divide them into subsets
hierarchically consistent, (b) to efficiently manage the metadata related to the models themselves, and
with them the ability to view and represent data relating to (c) reconstructive uncertainty, (d) the level
of accuracy / precision guaranteed, (e) as well as the control of the different versions of the models, (f)
to facilitate the comparative analysis between the parties or sets of architectural works, and (g) to
evaluate different reconstructive or analytical conjectures, or assuming the chronological development
of a building over its life [17].
Starting from the 'shape grammars' adopted one can define the tree structure that governs the 3D
modeling, giving a logical and orderly structure that can be analyzed and manipulated as a whole or in
parts, depending on the level of interest.
The resulting structure gives rise to a classification which is defined by a series of information which,
in turn, refer to:

the type of architectural / construction element;

the position of each element relating to a reference system for the single artifact: level / altitude,
interior / exterior, side / orientation;

sequential numbering used to distinguish elements that belong to the same type, to the same
reference position / orientation.
The semantic organization of a 3D digital model of a building can be defined taking into account the
definition / identification of the nodes that make up the single element, the identification of the origin of
geometric architectural elements and construction of the relationship between the elements identified
and their groupings into macro-groups. The building is then decomposed by a morphological,
compositional and constructive point of view, defining elements organized on several levels.
The number of typological / morphological units and elementary units depends on the criteria followed
in the distinction of the minimum units and their subsequent combination, which can be identified
according to the change of material, the recognition of type elements, morphologically homogeneous
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Fig. 1: A. Palladio, Villa Saraceno, 3D modeling reconstructive conjecture uncertainty map

(eg. frames windows, moldings, capitals, etc..), whose boundaries are defined by geometric transitions
in the presence of the same element on different levels of the building.
A first major example of semantic methods is the ‘shape grammars’ described by Stiny [18], Stiny and
Mitchell [19] built of 3D parametric descriptions and rules based on full-scale materials and material
assembly. These construction rules do not determine appearance; instead, they define assemblage of
physical objects in 3D space. Alternatively, a design rule for a shape grammar builds shapes and
shape relationships for visual evaluation; design rules tend not to provide functional or structural
information for the manufacture of objects. Along the same development line Larry Sass [20]
illustrated a method where rules for a shape grammar that generates physical information for machine
manufacture demonstrate the need for more information and more illustration when rule building. Our
method deal with Sass method; the main difference rely on the fact that ours refers to the real built
object whereas his method refers to its project. Therefore, in our proposal not only the schema but
also the constructive rules can be identified, highlighted and discussed. Secondly our method deals
with a wider gamma of objects that range from a simple brick or bas-relief to a whole building, and not
only architectural objects.

3.

Displaying the uncertainty

In order to qualify and authenticate products of scientific research within the field of documentation
and study of architecture, it is necessary that the 3D geometric models relating to AH - the structures
of primary information to be stored in repositories 3D you want to index - will be implemented with the
corresponding text metadata (catalog, commentary and bibliography) that allow transparency of
information to users, in a manner similar to what happens with the notes, comments, and the
bibliography in traditional publishing. A second fundamental requirement is that 3D models will be
demonstrative of the solutions adopted to meet the uncertainties and the lacks.
Many of these 3D models are, in fact, reconstruction of buildings just designed or no longer existing,
nor fully documented; therefore, it is inevitable that such reconstructions contain a small or large
number of hypothetical elements, characterized by their specific degree of uncertainty.
This is due to a number of clear factors: the need to make up for the missing parts in the today
structure, the need to implement hypothesis in the reconstruction of a 2D drawing in a spatial shape,
the temporalization of the various layers to decide an original state or, most simply, the different
conformations in time.
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8_ r.c. failing
references

7_ r.c. based on
construction systems

6_ r.c.based on
specific architectural
style

5_ r.c. based on
treaties references

4_ r.c. based on
architect's treaties
/books

3_ r.c. based on coeval
design reference

2_ r.c. based on
original sketch

1_ r.c. based on
original drawing

Tab. 1: Uncertainty gradient color code

The reconstruction work from a given set of drawings requires a process/pipeline of construction, of
analytical type, based on a semantic system, because all the information necessary for completing the
model are not always obtainable in a unique and unambiguous way from data or by drawings that we
have at our disposal.
Therefore, it is necessary to define a series of preparatory and operational phases, complementary
between them, in order to investigate the sources and integrative design references that are able to
provide useful information to model the project, even for those parts not explicitly or comprehensively
documented.
It is vital, therefore, that informative/cognitive systems facilitate the evaluation of the documents
relating to the uncertainties inherent in models reconstructed, and which may be related to:

architectural / structural elements;

size / geometry;

stylistic / formal;

temporal correspondence;

building materials.
Such type of information may be conveyed through (a) a new 3D symbology (eg. a series of glyphs
3D), (b) animation techniques / display, (c) rendering techniques or (d) a combination of text metadata
and 3D visualization.
In this way it is possible to define a modelling structured procedure, based on different levels of
interpretation, characterized by a progressively increasing level of uncertainty:
1. reconstruction based on original design or survey drawing;
2. reconstruction based on sketch, therefore affected by a low level of dimensional accuracy
3. design reference dated to the same period of the drawing or building studied and which have
significant stylistic similarities (eg, coverage, type of roof, gutter frame, frames, roof, basement, or
the openings and decorative system) with that drawing/building;
4. reference to treaties, books or architectural guideline written by the architect, author of drawing or
project studied;
5. reference to treaties or manual to which the architect has or could have used as his own
reference (eg measurements of the rooms, stair design, detail design and equipment, the
architectural orders, if any, as well as for the definition of the height of the internal doors or types
and sets the height of the time);
6. interpretative hypotheses referring to specific architectural style;
7. interpretative hypotheses more thrusts, referring to the construction systems at that time in order
to achieve solutions constructively plausible and compatible with the project, by which, however,
is not always possible to reach conjecture or univocal solutions;
8. reconstructive conjectures failing references.
The uncertainty display uses a density slicing color code - a variation of pseudo color - that divides the
rendering objects into a few color bands, corresponding to each level of interpretation/uncertainty (see
Tab. 1).
Such needs are particularly felt in the case of Palladio's work characterized by a large number of
realizations or other assigned to him, but also by many studies and projects unfinished and some
'transcription' made the same architect of his most significant works, gathering them in the second
book of his treatise, or to compare the fidelity or less between the theoretical assumptions, e.g.
relating to the shape and size of the architectural orders, and items used in the works.
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Fig. 2: A. Palladio, Villa Poiana, Cognitive graph

Beyond the analysis specifically conducted (ex-post), digital systems allow, in fact, the collection and
systematization (ex-ante) of operations in order to determine the geometry of the elements that
contribute to the definition of an architectural work, becoming in fact themselves explanatory values of
the geometric-formal genesis of that edifice. The possibility, in fact, to examine the collection of data
containing large amounts of records, such as geometric analysis and semantic characterizations of
artifacts, offer new approaches to the classification and the comparison.
The research in this area should seek, therefore, to the use of data collected and processed for the
purposes of their use in the areas of documentation, management, conservation, communication and
dissemination of knowledge of the architectural/cultural heritage.

4.

The cognitive graph and the structure of information

Systematizing geometric-formal information relating to a building with those relating to the data
available that have allowed the formulation of a reconstructive its hypothesis requires the need to
taking into account uncertain and heterogeneous information, able to considering the evolution of our
knowledge, producing 2D/3D dynamic graphics, and adapting our practices to the specific realities of
the heritage field, where uncertainty should forbid graphic assertions, highlighting what is unknown,
rather than hidden it.
Studying and displaying evolution of an artifact (or ensemble of artifacts) requires introduction of two
additional dimensions:

temporal;

documentary.
Temporal dimension allows to distribute pieces of information in space and in time: in a certain
position; at that time of the study; at that moment of the history.
Documentary one allows to display, or let understandable and evaluable, the methodology used in
analyzing the architectural evolutions of that artifact, based on interpretation and comparison of
various types of documentation.
3D model representation, as metaphor of cognitive system related to architectural corpus - the basic
physical forms of the building - do not show us the “real” object, but how we understand it: different
pieces of documentation in relation to architectural elements could become a browsing tool, allowing
to mediate between the information to be handled and users able to investigate sets of data or
information element by element.
The result is a cognitive graph, as visual metaphor of case study, which aims to restore the
hierarchical structure that governs the geometric definition of the 3D model and gives access to
documents about that studied artifact. Due to the relationship between each document in a data set
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and its corresponding element of the artifact (edifice as a whole, parts, details, etc.) information
structure could be visualized and retrieved inside a 3D model/interface that combines the metaphoric
figure of cognitive system, based on a kind of "Armillary Sphere” that encompass the artifact itself, and
its visualization, represented by the 3D model.
Through this structure, exploiting the semantic graphic codes, representation is able to:

underline inconsistency in the documentation or its analysis;

indicate the level of incompleteness concerning the investigation;

provide an updated visualization of our knowledge on an object.
Visualization of such system by means of an arrangement using high quality RTR techniques, joint
with the use of interactive consultation techniques to obtain fully 3D interactive comparison and
interpretation method guided by the 3D model features and step taken, allows to let clear the
interpretation of 2D drawings and its 3D shaping.
The model is made browsable in real-time according to three different reading levels, recallable
indifferently at all times, that allows:
a) comparison between the original drawing and its 3D model;
b) analysis of the geometric characteristics of the model, through the use of patterns and diagrams
that facilitate the reading of correspondence and/or anomalies detected during the analysis of the
drawing, or the criteria of ratio adopted in the determination of its parts;
c) photorealistic rendering of reconstructed project within its hypothetical/original context, as well as
matching any hypotheses alternative to the shaping of some of its parts.
This solution open many doors and could introduce new and meaningful innovations to the
architecture interpretation methods and techniques, along two different paths.
The first involves proposing photorealistic images obtained using simulated global illumination
rendering techniques. It is, obviously, a further development of Renaissance representation
advancements and a new step of the desire of fifteenth and sixteenth-century artists and intellectuals
to use drawing to investigate the world and the nature.
The second concern a truly interpretative work, obtained from the simplification operation, inherent the
schematism embedded in the concept of ‘model’. This simplification allows to create visualizations of
the real more interpretative tan philological or perceptually correct. In this case reconstruction means a
desire to explicitly describe and represent a whole story: not only a “re-drawing” to understand but a
“re-interpretation” to communicate.

5.
Case of study: BIM modeling and visualization of Palazzo Barbaran and a
bottom-up process
Palazzo Barbaran da Porto was designed in 1569 by Palladio and built between 1570 and 1575. It is
the only great city palace that Palladio succeeded in fully executing during his life. Commissioned by
Montano Barbarano, a Vicentine nobleman, Palladio was asked to coordinate the new design and the
existing houses belonging to the family of the client. Palladio contributed a set of masterful proposals
with a central atrium and symmetric façade with 7 bays. Following the completion of the drawing,
Barbarano acquired an adjacent house in the west, which eventually resulted in a façade with 9 bays.
We applied a BIM-based modeling approach to establish a library of architectural elements cataloged
semantically [21].
A basic unit that composes the façade of Palladio’s Palazzo (Fig. 3) is usually articulated with four
rules:
a) a pair of pilasters whose capital could be either Ionic or Corinthian, shaft either cube or cylinder,
height dominating either one floor or two floors (Chart. 1);
b) a window with top molding’s cornice either triangular or curve. (If the pilasters dominate two floors
in rule one, then a rectangular window is added either above or below the window on the noble
plan);
c) a balcony with cornice and an array of balusters;
d) two segments of entablatures on the bottom and top of the façade unit.
In this case, we set only variables in the first and the second rules, while keep the constants in the
third and fourth rules. The second rule is articulated with a “If, then” sentence. The result of the first
rule determines whether the part after “then” will be executed. The application of the first rule and the
second rule lead to the generation of façade’s unit.
If we keep in mind that the options listed in each of the four rules are in essence parameters of
dimensions, visibility and substitution, we realize the Bottom-Top process from semantic nodes to the
whole façade. As Revit Architecture enables interactive data transfer between the main model and
database, users can create database (Microsoft Access, Microsoft Excel, or ODBC database) via DB
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Fig. 3: Re-group of façade elements based on four variables including two options: Capital (Corinthian, Ionic),
Shaft (Cube, Cylinder), Height (One floor, two floors) and Window cornice (Triangular, Circle)

link and modify the values of parameters. Modified values in the database would cause update of data
when importing to the model. As metadata of model are cataloged semantically with optional
parameters in the database, it provides user with interfaces to make modification of
dimensional parameters (values with number) and Boolean (values: yes or no) parameters. In this
way, the Bottom-Top process could be realized via data modification in Excel or Access.
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Chart 1: Options of rule 1 applied to Palazzo Barbaran, Palazzo Porto, Palazzo Chiericati and Palazzo
Valmarana

BIM’s semantic structure enables multiple data enrichment and filter according to various analysis
need. Also, multiple data is enriched in different levels of category, family, type and instance out of
different motivations. It gave access to potential simulation by sharing data among various platforms.
Therefore, the centralized BIM model serves as a sustainable dataset comprising comprehensive
information, and provides access to life-cycle management and potential simulations of various
disciplines. In the future, a number of works will be developed:
•
Exploration of automatic generation of complicated architectural geometry in BIM.
•
Integration of knowledge extracted from the treatises and real life data captured from imagebased survey and range-based survey, as well as its interoperability among various platforms.
•
Customize the application of BIM in heritage management via Revit API. Revit API enables users
to add external command and external application by scripting in Microsoft Visual Studio.
•
Establishment of web-based data repository interactive with GIS.
RTR visualization could allow quick understanding and in-depth using mainly visual categories.

6.

Conclusions

The work presented here tries to combine a rendering high level of accuracy, available thanks to the
current computer technologies, by means of representation form able to introduce an increase of
cognitive contribution. On one hand, the photo-realistic images, obtained with rendering techniques
simulating global illumination, are, of course, an evolution of the Renaissance achievements in the
field of representation and, in a sense, a continuation of the desire of artists and intellectuals of the
Renaissance to investigate the world and nature through drawings. On the other hand, a real work of
interpretation, obtained according to the process of simplification inherent in the schematic of the
'model', allows us to create views that refer more to a vision of interpretation than an accurate
reconstruction of the object created today.
The use of analytical mechanisms for reading and interpretation within a reconstructive process
expresses the desire to enrich the cognitive model and demonstrate their level of knowledge with the
aim of using the representation as a tool for scientific evaluation. Not only, therefore, a 're-drawing' to
understand, but a 're-interpretation' to communicate, a desire that emerges in full reminiscent force
also for the ability to avoid of being the final synthesis, unique and immutable, but the first step of a
wider and complex discussion..
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Abstract
The quality of urban reality that arises from studies made in our city can be, sometime, an indicator of
environmental imbalances that tend to affect deeply human beings, causing a particular sense of
disorder in them.
Understanding a place means also foreseeing suggestions for its modification; so we need to focus on
an eco-sustainable development of the territory.
Adding together relevant studies on urban realities of the Mediterranean area, such as Catania, Enna
and Siracusa, it is possible to trace a logical-deductive way inclined to a complex and perceptually
reasoned representation able to convey the sense that the community gives to the place, giving to it a
symbolic meaning and identifying it as a figure.
In this sense, cultural operations aimed at the study and deepening of the "Knowledge" and the
recovery of a balance threshold – also through complex procedural systems - must be directed in
harmony with an all-desired "Charter of Protection", in full compliance with the environmental
complexity and peculiarities of a shared sustainability, which takes its cue from natural resources of
the topos.
Keywords: Perception, Mediterranean, Urban Spaces, Stratifications

1.
Introduction: A Sample Survey On Mediterranean Places
(Giacinto Taibi)
Today we look with ever growing optimism at the Mediterranean basin as a driving force for the
planning of economic development with a future perspective of enhancing the vocative quality of the
entire cultural heritage of the past, on the value of which the potentials of the present should be based.
The geographical area of Sicily, for its intrinsic strategic importance, is considered as a bridge
between the diverse cultures of the neighbouring Mediterranean countries. These intend to promote
themes which highlight common routes and strategies for the development of long-term joint projects.
Within this scenario it should also be taken into account the exchange between the urban fabric of the
past and more specifically the architectures which identify cultures whose development, although
different at source, can be channeled into pathways of mutual exchange.
These routes, planned with a broader scope, allow for a democratic development that involves,
equally and specifically, places seemingly distant, but in fact, parts of an unsteady and ever changing
equilibrium.
We are increasingly stimulated by the observation of urban sites. We venture into the maze of urban
fabric and enter into its physicality in order to be able to read, understand and appreciate the most
intimate significance of that particular place.
Our task usually involves defining the cultural opportunities that the urban scene offers when we
attempt to read and understand areas of civic agglomeration characterised by intrinsic peculiarities.
Our attention is completely drawn towards understanding the morphological complexity which
deepens the intrinsic qualities of the topos.
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Fig. 1: The survey. Places in the Mediterranean.

In a systemic framework of comparable cultural interests - referred to significant urban complexities
gravitating around a broad area overlooking the Mediterranean basin - it becomes much more
interesting and of great value to be able to relate, in strategic terms, urban areas which are significant
for their inner vocation.
If the identity of places is the result of the processes of memory, traditions and ancient wisdom, as well
as the material memories that determined their present form, then it is also true that the studies on
urban agglomerates - in bringing back to light manifest or latent enactments of the past, seen through
a process of optical oriented intuition – can clarify strategies of allocation of spatial volumes which are
most suitable to an appropriate fruition of that particular place.
A complex task such as the in-depth knowledge of the sites which gravitate around the Mediterranean
area requires a cultural commitment of a large group of operative sectors, diverse in quality and
competence, which are able to secure a success through an appropriate investigation into the nature
of the issues being raised.
Then it is revealed that it is the very essence of a place itself that triggers the type of analysis to be
conducted, analysis and in-depth knowledge that contribute to the understanding of the place.
In this respect, the techniques presented here, aimed at the "Factory of Knowledge" and set up
through complex procedural systems, must necessarily, in a synergy of their constituents, be part of
the dictates of the "Chart of Safeguard", with total respect for the places that are the subject of study.

2.

A Perceptual Reading Of An Urban Area Of Catania
(Giacinto Taibi)
The study focuses on an urban area of Catania part of the eighteenth century structural grid of the city
which was rebuilt after the catastrophic earthquake of 1693.
It is within this Baroque grid that the research revolves around and find its nourishment, moving in
harmony with synergic lines and with the whole systemic process of project intuition.
The fabric of the past, full of complex volumetric and material expressions, with obvious emotional
charges, engaging and intriguing, testify the consistency of architectural and historical textures and
offers, in some ways, parts of a constitutive system which is spatially articulated in a sort of cryptic
form.
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The volumetry of the whole urban area if put in relation to areas of planimetric expansion, seemingly
simple and trivial, are such as to raise hypothesis of reasoning - in some cases latent and in others
more or less manifest - which might have inspired the working mind of the architect who devised that
setting.
The proposed scientific survey - if the void understood as space of manifest absence within the fabric
of the city, represents more and more an opportunity for experimenting the intrinsic nature of the urban
form - focuses on existing relationships between systems of the urban scene that, in some way, play a
role of strategic importance within the context under scrutiny.
The work is a reflection on the meaning that can be attributed to connectivity as a means of
knowledge for reading and composing an image of the spatial context which highlights its dual aspect
of place of dynamic perception and place of connectivity.
For a survey that places particular emphasis on the return to perceptual values, it is considered
particularly appropriate to focus on Via Crociferi as a privileged crossing route which aggregates and
fuses together, within a Baroque context, the connection between San Francis Square and the Via
Sangiuliano.
This place is a centric element of particular significance as it succeeds scenically in making the visitor
the protagonist of a theatrical space within an architectural backdrop in evocative tonal correlation with
the Baroque layout.
It is a place where the altimetric articulation becomes a cornerstone of intuitive reasoning in essence.
Veiled architectural surfacing, stairways stretching out to the road and curtain walls, all elements
defining the well-delimited architectural space, are intentional evidence provided by the designer of
that spatial environment.
In reality we are faced with a number of facts that, together with the effects aroused by the intensity of
the tonal context, set in motion complex sensory and emotional states.
The slow ascent, which characterizes Via Crociferi when crossed from south to north, slows down the
pace as if to give the viewer the necessary time to enjoy the whole scenario of the baroque theater in
which the churches of San Giuliano of Saint Benedict and Saint Francis Borgia play the role of catalyst
visual elements. The scene is physically perceived in terms of heaviness of breath or breathlessness,
muscle aches and sweating. As skillfully planned by the artist, the rising stretch of the road seems to
intentionally delay the pace of the viewer so as to give enough time to understand that something
particularly interesting is about to happen and this manifests itself within a unique temporal frame.
On the contrary, the slow declivity (the slope) of Via Crociferi, when crossed reversely from north to
south, due to its intrinsic downhill nature, seems, for some intention only hinted, to accelerate the pace
of the visitor whose heart quivers in great anticipation for something that is about to happen and that is
being announced through:
• the steps of the church of San Giuliano stretching out onto the road;
• the surfacing of the architecture on top of pre-existing buildings, evidence of a strong cultural
interest;
• the presence of well delimited architectural space, a forerunner of a phenomenal reality of particular
composure.
The Supreme is announcing the complex articulation of a place that skillfully combines all parts of a
well devised theatrical setting.
In such a sequence the scene defined by a short hallway leading into the enclosed architectural
space, a place of convergence of various roads, implies the becoming of a space culturally full of
architectural interests, not yet manifest but engaged in a mutual dialectic relationship.
A vertical boundary - delimited by the presence of the body of the building, placed transversely to the
road on the arc of Saint Benedict – physically delimits this architectural space providing a meditative
opportunity and an understanding of the value of the urban environment and its surroundings.
A constructed reality whose vision takes place through a cognitive process which - applying the
transposition of the three-dimensional architectural reality versus the two-dimensional retinal image –
triggers a mental process that can deconstruct and reconstruct data, news and information, identifiable
through a set of situations and experiences acquired within its own cultural context. The chromatic
quality helps to see with the eyes of the heart and the emotions. But the eye is also guided by the
illusion of perspective.
In this formulation of conceptual thought, the artist continuously moves the viewer's ever evolving eye
and brings into play phenomena related to the process of encoding and decoding of figures, based on
well-defined rules of transformations. The images, through anamorphosis, are thus disguised and
objects are deformed in such a way that the actual shape of the original can be reconstituted only from
a particular view point. In this way distortions are recomposed and images assume again their original
proportions.
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Fig. 2: Study of timbric contrasts and tonal chords in reading Via Crociferi in Catania, in a sequence that is
articulated from south to north and from north to south. (Images of Tiziana Patanè)
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"It is, on the whole, the opportunity to bring back architecture to the notion of a controlled space but
also a possible way to rediscover, through the creation and the conscious use of an unreal and oneiric
space, the conjugation of type and model to ensure that form returns as form if substantiated by
ideas." [1]
This controlled space is subjected to the constraints dictated by its creator who wanted to arouse
perceptual and sensory effects which are decisive in shaping the expectations of the viewer engaged
in the fruition of the urban scene.
Then behind the articulated planimetric geometries and long straight trajectories, a careful and wise
director will have intended to put into perspective those places with an anamorphic deformation - I
would say subconsciously intuitive and spontaneous - and, almost certainly, that urban scene will have
been proportionate to the way in which it would be seen and perceived by those engaged and
captured by the overwhelming impact of the architectural appearance either veiled or manifest.
The place that we perceive as well-proportioned is, in fact, an urban area that has been designed with
prearranged anamorphic distortions, so as to make that space look harmoniously concluded.
3. A reading of an “island within an island": Enna, a place in the centre of Sicily
(Mariangela Liuzzo)
Enna, founded by the Sicani in the heart of Sicily, on a rocky calcarenitic terrace that - for its central
geographical position and elevation of almost a thousand meters above sea level - visually dominates
the Sicilian territory in all directions, has acquired, over the millennia, the role of umbelicus siciliae,
drawing from it the genetic identity that has always distinguished it.
Impervious by nature, for many centuries it has maintained its reputation of a sought after military
outpost and unassailable stronghold, becoming subsequently, as a result of a new policy based on
military-strategic coastal defense, a safe and productive centre of agricultural production throughout
the region.
"Island within an island", but far from being isolated in its perched position, Enna has always been an
inevitable junction and stop-off connecting, through the valley gorges of inland Sicily, the inland
villages and the main city ports on the three banks of the Tyrrhenian Sea, the Ionian Sea and the Sea
of Africa.
Thanks to a consequent inversion of commercial trade, the city took part in all key phases of the
various rulers of the island and of the unstable relations with its neighbouring Mediterranean countries:
"for many centuries Sicily with its capital Siracusa which overlooks the Ionian Sea, had gravitated
around the Greek area, from the Middle Ages onwards the island with its capital Palermo which
overlooks the Tyrrhenian Sea, gravitated around the cultural area of Western Mediterranean
countries" [2]. As a result, a changing flow of men, goods, ideas and cultures from all three coastal
areas and from different areas of the Mediterranean basin converged in it.
Presences and influences from the past that play an active role in the identity of the modern city, full of
traces overlaid and blended together over the centuries. It is still possible to find these today in the
stratification of the urban setting and in the language of architectural elements, its toponymy, its myths
and traditions handed down to the present day.
If "the city, over the centuries, instead of stratifying and expanding itself, must have been as if"
pulverized "almost" blown away "by the continual erosion of many exogenous agents, wind, rain, snow
and frost, that ' have flagellated it relentlessly, especially in its most exposed areas " [3], then it
becomes a priority to preserve all the physical traces of its heritage, but also to search for intangible
traces, images and narratives of a past that is important to hand on.
Thus, for example, thanks to the hymns of the ancient poets and to the many images, mostly
stereotypical, created by the culture of eighteenth and nineteenth century European travelers, Enna is
still known, despite the absence of significant physical evidence, for being a city of ancient classical
memories, the abode of the myth of Demeter, goddess of grain and crops, and of her daughter Kore,
goddess of the underworld and the afterlife as well as the changing of the seasons.
A destination for cultural tourism, Enna offers visitors traditions, works of art and monuments, but also
a vibrant mixture of past and present, natural and anthropogenic, that comes alive while walking down
the narrow alleys of its medieval city center, and in the discovery of unexpected panoramic views onto
the airy natural landscape that surrounds the city.
The ongoing research of interpretative ad hoc models for the articulated reality of Enna intends to
reclaim the most suitable cultural and technological tools in order to detect the unicum of the urban
and rural landscape on one hand, and to analyze, in a correlated manner, architectures, traces,
elements, details, on the other, with the aim of understanding and conveying the genius loci of the city
which is the result of a complex identity made of a number of interacting dynamics with multiple
connotations, some obvious, some hidden or partially compromised.
A first significant investigation has been carried out on Strada Maggiore, now Via Roma, the backbone
of the forma urbis. Over the centuries, the most important urban works have focused along its sloping
path, and have appointed it as the main privileged public place as well as the military, religious and
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Fig. 3: Orography of the place. Spatial diagrams of the analyzed area and evolutive sections of the scenic
sequences.
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civic architectural landmarks of the city. In fact, the visitor’s understanding of Via Roma and the
surrounding urban areas coincides with taking a sedimented and responsible perspective towards that
place, so as to be able to review the cultural heritage of Enna, as if browsing a fascinating book for the
deep understanding of which it is indispensable to have adequate and subtle interpretative tools.
Two imposing structures of the city military defense, which mark the beginning and the end of the
street, stand as primary landmarks: the castle of Lombardy, on the north-east limen and the octagonal
tower of Frederick, on the south-west. An urban space connecting the oldest hub of the city, on the
eastern ridge, and the more recent development on the western, is the square of the so-called Balata
(from the Arabic al Balat, or slabs of stone), a public meeting point founded by Muslims which, for over
a millennium, has retained its name and function up to the present day.
Closely connected to the axis of the main road on the north-east, is the old mediaeval town, with its
meander of narrow and winding streets of clear Islamic influence, which, constrained by the irregular
and sinuous boundaries of the natural precipices, seems to replicate, in the overall vision of an apical
image, the orographic contours of the mountain on which it stands.
In this sense, it is of key importance the reading of the interrelations and the fabric of the place in its
entirety defined by the historical context of its materic volumes and, primarily, in a reciprocal
relationship of volumetric masses, if seen through significant openings onto the bottom of valley.
Over a period spanning from the fourteenth century until the recent fascist period, on the same fabric
just adjacent to the main axis, great urban spaces and buildings of religious and civil power were built
by remodeling new open spaces and creating completely new ones.
The spatiality of the road Maggiore has in this way progressively changed, emphasising in time
planimetric and altimetric variations, within an uninterrupted itinerary, due to irregular breaks with
significantly wider pauses in plazas and squares built adjacently and due to the acmes of architectural
manifestations placed in crucial positions.
These architectures, remarkable for their size, architectural quality, function and symbolic meaning,
over the centuries have shaped the look of the city, if seen closely, by determining the character and
destiny of the urban settlement, and from the distance, by marking clearly with their towering
silhouettes the urban skyline, so much admired and so cleverly described by many travelers who
visited Enna from the eighteenth century onwards.
This scientific study stands as an inquisitive eye and an attentive observer of a historical document
with a rich scenography and encourages, at the same time, a consideration on the value of the road
as a means of knowledge and as a central figure for reading and constructing the image of the area,
by placing emphasis on its dual dimension of place of dynamic perception and place of connection.
The theme of the road as conjunction and essential element in shaping the landscape provides an
opportunity for an insight into the meanings of its surroundings, and a vantage point from which to
observe the whole area.
This new dimension of research is inevitably enriched with different perspectives, result of the culture
of lay man and of higher knowledges that must find necessarily a point of equilibrium: the descriptive
techniques of the scenery then become strategic in an increasingly dynamic horizon.
The backdrops of the urban scenery in relation to the free flowing meanders of the urban margins
around declare the prominence of visual perception.
The value of the past and anthropogenic-natural interactions are elements not always adequately
recognized and appreciated, that today as well as in the past, identify Enna and confer to it its genius
loci.
The process of knowledge carried out, besides being innovative, will, therefore, provide a valuable
encouragement in supporting the cultural recognition that, especially in the current situation of
uncertainty and crisis, must be seen as a valuable resource for the territory which must be protected
and, at the same time, supported and encouraged.
Indeed, it seems more timely than ever, though still rejected, what Carmelo Severino anticipated at the
end of the last millennium, "in a context of uncertainty, Enna is heading towards its fourth millennium
of existence: a huge mural [...] depicting a modern reading of the "myth of the land and the seasons,"
seems to communicate that Enna, linking past and present, will find in the value of its history sufficient
energy to withstand, in an Europe of localisms, in a period of rediscovery and valorization of minor
historical centers and their social, economic and cultural diversity, the challenges of the new
millennium, recovering its raison d'être as a city, place of business, innovation and culture" [3].

4.

The Ortigia case. The reading of the place and of its semantic transformations

(Rita Valenti)
In line with the scope of this survey, Syracuse is one of three bordering areas of what is historically
known as the Val di Noto.
The relationship with the place is, here as well, one of the indicators of the planning of historical sites
within our urban areas. Preexisting structures, in particular, symbols of their history, represent a
constant term of comparison we relate to in our daily lives. The safeguard of these areas, intended as
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a synergy of conservation and development through sustainability, especially socially, reflects the
quality of life in an urban area whose essence depends primarily on the quality of its public spaces
(streets, squares), the commons. These play indeed a strategic role in a policy of regeneration.
The void between buildings has often undergone changes due to various urban interventions, more or
less planned, that makes its specificity a sort of connective tissue worth of being investigated from
both a perceptual and a qualitative point of view and also put in relation to its use and the effectual
flow of life.
In regenerating urban areas, with the aim of safeguarding their past, an aesthetic approach is not
enough. It is a must to seek and share visions based on assumptions that, though stemming from
individual interests, are viable for the scope of a proper development. Safeguarding is in fact carried
out through a kind of exploitation of the cultural and economic potential of the historical sites and plays
a significant role in identifying the underlying dynamics which are expression of widespread views.
According to these assumptions, and in order to manage complex areas, the scheme of the perceived
structure and perceived distances, identified by Kevin Lynch in his writing about the immature arts of
City design, is of great help. [4]
We mustn’t forget, however, that ‘the present does not contain but the past’, so if we accept the
concept of time developed by the great nineteenth century philosopher Henri Bergson, that there is a
real inner duration which is an uninterrupted qualitative growth and has, as its essential feature, the
emotional experience, we are able to explain the apparent paradox of an ever changing conservation
which, in essence, highlights the significance of memory preserved in a strongly historicized anthropicgeographical landscape.
Therefore, a pure perception without support of memory is likely to return a partial knowledge of reality
which can be expressed totally only through a perception, in this case particularly, which fuses matter
and memory together.
With reference to the complex issues surrounding the historical sedimentation of the urban landscape
we cannot disregard the polysemy of the same, in the sense that the unified perception of a stratified
historical background stems from the multiplicity of symbols that the same holds in a more or less
explicit manner; through their relations and intersections these symbols constitute a language in which
the place is expressed and reveals itself to the researcher.
Any perceptible trace of the past in a historical urban landscape, both emotionally and symbolic as
well as materially identifiable in its reference to history, testifies the crucial importance that the
community has indirectly attributed to the historical and cultural value of the areas they belong to.
The decoding of signs, the semantic and interpretative reading, all belong to a field of research which
sees, through observation, a shared tool of analysis capable of endorsing methods and approaches of
study.
In this framework, the study applied to the urban context of the island of Ortigia, an island connected
to the main island and located in the heart of the Mediterranean sea, as well as a decentralized heart
of Syracuse, aims to provide a representation, an image of a series of perceptual relationships which
arise from the ostensible signs of the relation the urban area has towards its history.
An urban landscape, in this case, layered and contaminated by various arrangements made over a
period of time and considered as a single physical and emotional entity in which each part, although a
fragment, contributes to the formal and functional balance of the whole. A monumental unicum seen
as an architectural whole which has been restructured over time, a living entity whose qualitative
performance cannot be investigated only as a sum of its outward features, but must include a set of
tangible and intangible constituents that have determined its true identity.
In particular, the constant transformation of the city, also due to planned changes, has led in some
cases to perceptual misinterpretations which, being highly subjective, have consequently implied the
formation of a mental image congruent with the individual sphere.
With reference to some of the key features of the urban fabric of Ortigia we can find a peculiarity that
goes beyond the pitfalls of a usual perception of an urban setting. If we assume that the form of a
place must have characteristics of clarity and readability, so as to be flexible to the feelings of the
individuals that move within it, we quickly realize that, when an urban area suffered deep lacerations, it
dissociates itself from a congruent reading due to an abrupt disruption of its connection with the past.
The analysis of a specific portion of the district of Spirduta, with the imposing presence of Montalto
palace, encourages us to reflect on the relationship between continuity of marginal elements, due to
the works of the first half of the ‘900, and the unmodified nomenclature of the places which, despite
the present arrangement, allows us to perceive the formation of the square element. As if memory,
despite the changes made by its decision makers, wishes to preserve the clear evidence of a tissue of
labyrinthine structure whose unconcealed traces can be found in correspondence with vicolo dei
Tintori and whose testimony remains alive in the Ronco del Pozzo and in the name of boundary roads
that do not give way to recent memory.
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Fig. 4: From above:
Dynamic perception of the flows of life;
Dynamic perception of approach to place;
Cartographic and photographic analysis;
The tale of the history through its semantic expression.
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As a matter of fact, the name of the district Spirduta is very ancient and already appears in a
document of 1481. According to Dufour the name " is, after all, very expressive of a typical labyrinth
structure of this district." [5]
The square we perceive and that Syracusans themselves identify as a gathering space, recently
renovated, in reality has no proper name; actuality has not conferred to this urban emptiness an
identifying nomenclature that corresponds to the image consciously elaborated by its users.
In this context, the urban landscape presents itself, on one hand, as a gap arising from the compact
tissue of the historical town, on the other hand, as a space which has been adapted to a role of public
space for aggregation.
The study on the perception of the dynamic flows of life determined not only by the presence of the
school complex which was built following the works of demolition, but also by everyday life, has
highlighted the deconstruction of the notion of identity which can be reconstructed through a holistic
process. Under these terms a methodological approach, in this key of reading, analyzes the
phenomenon of formation in its semantic traits, trying to grasp the global meaning independently from
the sum of physical unitary components and memory.
The sense of place is to be found then in the constant interaction between that which comes from the
historical memory and that which comes from what the collective memory preserves in terms of matter
and symbols; this is precisely the peculiar trait of this analytical introspective approach in the study on
Spirduta. It is an interaction made explicit through a suitably organized knowledge and an attentive
narration.
The stratification of the signs, due to the various urban interventions, can hybridize and confuse the
flows of interactions between the parties, therefore, the complex analysis focuses its interest on the
definition of new layers and new forms of relationship against the preexisting structure.
Within the same line of investigation we approach the study of the late nineteenth century urban
transformation that led to the creation of the Archimede square in Ortigia, wanted by the municipality
during the process of modernization and built after the fire of the Church of St. Andrew: the elegant
lounge of Ortigia, which today has unfortunately taken on the role of road junction.
The rediscovery of its original identity passes undoubtedly through the analysis of cartographic and
photographic documentary sources which confer to this planned urban void the same meaning
attributed to the historical plane of the cathedral: a second large open space for the city social life that
was changing its purely medieval appearance and quickly becoming modern.
The buildings surrounding this space reveal their history from the most recent to the oldest. Palace
Lanza Bucceri, the oldest among them, occupies an angle of the square and projects into one of the
historic roads Via Amalfitana.
It is clear that in such a complex urban landscape, with deep historical roots, each process of
corrosion, sedimentation and even disintegration as a result of absent interest or resources, like
natural phenomena, records and interprets such choices. History, its semantic as well as perceptible
unfolding, is a confrontation paradigm, almost an inner analytical necessity, in relation to the planning
of a more recent future that is, in turn, destined to become history.
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backgrround (Archittects, Engineer expert o
divided
d all the pracctice activities
s into 5 main
n parts as folllows:
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Building the model in a BIM software and sharing information using worksets and Central
Model in Dropbox;
Building performance and energy analysis using several software for a better
interoperability;
Feasibility of interoperable BIM and IoT system;
Building lifecycle and management using BIM;
Tablet application to show the different data by Virtual and Augmented Reality.

2.1 Building the model in a BIM software and sharing information using worksets and
Central Model in Dropbox
For simulation and computer modeling of the buildings Autodesk Revit software was used, which
is specifically programmed for BIM and provides a proper environment for interoperability by
presenting the possibility of offering different workspaces, which allow each member of a group to
work on specific part of modeling. Worksharing is a design method that allows multiple team
members to work on the same project model at the same time. When worksharing is enabled, a
Revit document can be subdivided into Worksets, where Workset is a collection of building
elements (such as walls, doors, floors, stairs, etc.) in the building. Only one user may edit each
Workset, all other team members may view this Workset, but are unable to change it, preventing
possible conflicts in the project. Team members adding and changing elements in Worksets can
save their work to a local file on the network or their own hard drive, and publish work to a central
file whenever they choose. Using the Dropbox folder we attempt to solve the problem of sharing
Central Model information; which worked in the beginning, but after several synchronizations from
different team members at the same time, the Central model stopped responding and obviously
synchronizing.
Another problem that we faced while building a model of a historical building was the complexity of
the construction: former railway repair yards (OGR), freed by the railway, was behind the premises
of Politecnico di Torino, this building was build between1885 and 1895 and reconstructed in 2000
for ISMB. Although, all the parametric objects forming a building exist in Revit Databases
(families), there were many difficulties to model an existing building, because to accomplish the
best result, all the details and components should be modeled the same as constructed in the
building. A balance between the level of the details in the central file and local file was another
problem we faced during the modeling. After synchronizing the model of main trusses with the
central model, elements became invisible because detail scale of default view was normal while
most of the structural elements are signified just in medium or fine detail-scale view.
We have elaborated the architectural model and tested the parametric approach to typologies of
elements (wall’s layers, thicknesses, materials) and connections between elements itself and
planes. Moreover, we have tested the interoperability using the Revit model in different software.
In particular, it is possible to export from Revit to 3dStudio Max using different formats. Firstly, we
tried to use *.3ds files but, even if it was possible to open the file in 3dMax, we identified several
problems in localization of geometries and in number of objects per layer. Secondly, we exported
to 3dMax using *.dwg format and no localization problems occurred. Unfortunately, layers and
geometries were decomposed into single elements and there were some conflicts between 3ds
materials and Revit ones. We also tried to export Revit geometries into Ecotect and, after several
attempts, we used a *.dwg file, imported in 3dStudio Max and exported as *.3ds in order to
correctly position geometries in Ecotect, but several problems occurred. Firstly, all the geometries
were condensed in only one calculation zone without any reference to layers, secondly, the file
was very heavy and CPU consuming, thirdly, objects and surfaces were decomposed into
triangles and in some cases duplicated. Finally, we tested the interoperability with Rhinoceros 4.0
and we have discovered that using *.3ds files the geometries lose their layers and every element
is decomposed into triangles. Using *.dwg files it was possible to preserve layers, but the
importation could be effective only if the file would be previously opened on CAD and then
imported to Rhinoceros. We tried to reduce triangles and meshes by using Grasshopper Mesh
Union tools and the results were good.
2.2 Building performance and energy analysis using several software for a better
interoperability
The energy performance is among the key aspects of modern building design, and the limits
imposed by current regulations require a careful calculation of the heat losses and energy system
efficiency. The development of this sector has led to innovative solutions for thermal insulation and
increase of energy efficiency of conditioning systems. The software available for energy
performance analysis is in constant progress, with an improving accuracy of calculation and the
integration of 3D building design in heat losses evaluation. However, there are still some
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limitations in interoperability with usual 3D modelling software, as the import of 3D-models in
energy software lead sometimes to compatibility issues.
We have investigated the interoperability between the 3D model of an existing building developed
with Autodesk Revit and two Energy performance tools: Autodesk Green Building Studio and
Design Builder. The first is a web-tool developed for primary energy evaluation in preliminary
design-stage, providing global building performance with minimum user input. The second, on the
other hand, is a state-of-the-art software tool for energy and sustainability analysis in building
design. The file format used for model import and export is gbXML (which stands for “Green
Building XML”), which is an open schema designed to facilitate the transmission of building
properties stored in 3D building information models to engineering analysis software. The export of
the BIM model to Green Building Studio was completely successful, and no errors were detected
during the operation. The software has calculated the energy performance of the model, but not all
the parameters have been transferred to the energy analysis tool. The materials used for walls and
windows needed to be re-defined by the user. Moreover, there are some possible combinations for
HVAC system choice, but the user cannot define custom parameters. The main inaccuracy related
to energy system has been the approximation regarding the primary energy consumption, as
district heating was not included between the options listed in the software. Thus, a natural gas
boiler has been chosen.
The interoperability with DesignBuilder has lead instead to major import issues, which made
impossible an energy analysis. The whole building was recognized as a building block, but all the
information about the components and the windows has been lost. Only the external shading
surfaces were imported correctly. This issue could be related to the definition of custom building
blocks, but there is a need of further investigations.
Furthermore, for the energy simulation of a Revit model Autodesk recommends to export the
model to 3dStudio Max and from that to Ecotect. Since this way had already been verified by
Autodesk, we decided to test new possibilities with other programs. EnergyPlus was chosen as an
open source software on energy simulation produced by the U.S. Department of Energy. The only
format that can be imported to Energy Plus is idf: this is a format exportable from DesignBuilder
Software Ltd, a software not open source, which in fact is a graphical interface for building the
model. However, there is a plugin called Open Studio that allows to run the simulation through
SketchUp. So, the goal of our work in this case has became the interoperability between Revit and
SketchUp. The reason why we preferred SketchUp and not Design Builder was the desire to focus
on open source software. In fact, we believe that in a world where there are dozens of different
software with similar functionality, file exchange between designers can be facilitated by the use of
open source software as a medium. SketchUp can import three-dimensional models with the
following file extensions: 3ds, dwg and dxf. When you export from Revit, it is important to be on a
three-dimensional view. If you export from the plan view, only two-dimensional plan is exported.
Alternatively, you need to add a façade view to the plan view. In SketchUp the model is imported
with the same layers as in Revit.
The interoperability between 3D-modelling software and energy analysis tools appears to be a key
issue for the diffusion of BIM technologies. The possible benefits are interesting, in terms of
accuracy and modelling time. However, further steps need to be done in improving the
compatibility between different software.
2.3 Feasibility of interoperable BIM and IoT system
The Internet of Things (IoT) is an emerging computing paradigm where any physical object,
enriched with electronic identities, processing and communication capabilities, becomes part of a
dynamic, distributed, global network of heterogeneous devices that interact autonomously with the
real/physical world and participate actively in business, information and social processes. In IoT
scenarios, applications become “pervasive” and must be designed to interact with digital and nondigital objects with different roles and belonging to a large number of different object classes. For
such reason, applications must undergo a paradigm shift: from custom-made applications working
on a “closed” set of inputs towards context-aware applications working on “open” sets of inputs.
The main challenge to achieve this paradigm shift is interoperability: object must in fact be able to
interact with each other seamlessly and easily retrieve information about the environment where
they are deployed.
Building information models (bim) potentially represent a precious source of data for pervasive IoT
objects operating in buildings. For such reason it is fundamental that bim are shared and
accessible in open and interoperable way enabling data available in the models to be accessed,
pre-processed and mapped correctly with IoT applications.
In order to enable IoT/BIM interoperability, the following challenges must be solved: interoperability
with any available “legacy” BIM models must be possible; software interoperability between
components adopted for IoT applications must be possible (e.g. remote access via web-services
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or avaiilability of lib
brary bindings with the p
programming language in
n use); interooperability with
w any
externa
al service useful to pre-process BIM d
data to serve
e IoT applications must bbe possible.
To eva
aluate prelim
minary feasib
bility of intero
operable BIM
M and IoT system, a sim
mple use case has
been im
mplemented i.e. the extrraction from BIM of the topology of th
he walls to eevaluate theo
oretical
connecctivity betwee
en different devices insta
alled in the building.
b
In order
o
to achiieve the resu
ults we
have fo
ollowed seve
eral steps: we
e analysed th
he state-of-th
he-art open products
p
andd selected th
he most
suitable
e set tool to
o adapt towa
ards the ava
ailable BIM model - Solibri model vviewer, BIMS
Server,
IFCOpenShell, Ble
ender. Conve
ersion of the
e main Reviit model to different
d
form
mats (e.g. IF
FC), to
e conversion
n and identify
y possible is
ssues relatedd to the BIM format
assesss the correctness and the
chosen
n for adaptattion was our next step th
hat showed th
hat IFC form
mat gives oppportunity to validate
v
and vissualize the model
m
throug
gh Solibri Vi ewer. Furthe
ermore, the model was correctly acc
cessed
though
h BIM serverr and evalua
ation of its m
main functionalities throug
gh simple quueries via we
eb and
via the
e SOAP interrface showed that the avvailable APIs allow simp
ple querying on components of
the mo
odel. Extracction of the Wavefront geometry via
v IfcOpenShell, imporrt in Blende
er and
verifica
ation of the IF
FC identifiers
s in the blend
der model, addition
a
of co
onnectivity “T
Targets” and simple
evaluation of conne
ectivity throu
ugh a Python
n-based fram
mework resulted in correcct exportation
n in 3D
bjects identiffiers were ke
ept in the 3D model, so to
o enable futuure retrieval of BIM
non-BIM format; ob
ation even if the meta-da
ata is tempora
arily discarde
ed in this pha
ase.
informa
Althoug
gh no best--in-class solution is avvailable yet, open BIM tools are rrapidly deve
eloping,
providing useful insstruments to support inte
eraction with BIM models. Such tools provide inte
eresting
erning debug
g possibilitie
es and exte
ensions thro
ough inclusioon of otherr open
advanttages conce
compo
onents. The performed development
d
ts, although extremely simple,
s
demoonstrate thro
ough a
basic u
use case the
e possibility to query si mple BIM models
m
externally, providding positive inputs
about tthe feasibilityy of a BIM/Io
oT interopera
ability layer. During the work
w
also a nnumber of possible
future challenges have been identified. N
Not processin
ng operation
n on compleex BIM mode
els are
eavy, so poss
sibly in the ffuture, solutio
ons will be needed
n
to sim
mplify and partition
p
computationally he
odels and manage
m
more
e efficiently memory-hea
avy structure
es. BIM interroperability did
d not
the mo
cause major proble
ems, but it is expected to
o be more prroblematic wo
orking with leegacy models: with
ship queried b
by IoT objec
cts might dep
pend on the ddesign “style” of the
more ccomplex entitties relations
BIM, an
nd thus not easily
e
integra
able with “op
pen” applicatiions.

2.4 Bu
uilding lifecy
ycle and ma
anagement u
using BIM

One off the areas of
o greatest im
mportance in the world off construction
n is the field of managem
ment of
building
gs and Reall Estate. This sector em
mploys a very
y diverse sett of tools to achieve the goals.
The fie
eld of Facilityy Manageme
ent is very ccomplex due to the many
y factors thaat distinguish
h it and
therefo
ore the use of
o appropriate informatio
on tools may
y allow greater control oof all the varriables.
BIM to
ools can provvide valuable
e assistance
e in this field
d; tests and analyzes peerformed during the
PhD p
program have
e been oriented to unde
erstand how
w to transferr informationn between different
ations and esspecially how
w to handle a
all this inform
mation inside Revit applicaations.
applica

Fig. 1: O
Overview of scattering inforrmation.
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As the information contained within
w
Revit a
and about the model can
n be exportedd to other so
oftware
er databasess, the questio
on was if it w
was possible to add inform
mation into thhe model by
y actors
or othe
not invvolved for on
neself on the same mode
el such as su
uppliers, manufacturers, insurers etc
c. Such
informa
ation include
es, for example, the prod
duction charracteristics of a product oor guarantee
es of a
particular elementt. COBie standard, sho
ort for Cons
struction Op
perations Buuilding Inforrmation
nge, a frame
ework for organizing datta developed
d and accum
mulated durinng the cours
se of a
Exchan
building
g project forr delivery to facilities ow
wner and op
perators invo
olved in lifeccycle management.
COBie is an American standard
d, which ena
ables differen
nt stakeholde
ers in the coonstruction prrocess;
h excel worrksheets extracted direcctly from Revit, to enterr into single shared doc
cument
through
informa
ation in theirr possession. The result o
ation is ability
y to use a si ngle simple tool, to
of this opera
collect uniquely th
he data rega
arding the m
model. The standard is organized in 16 works
sheets,
ning some standardized heading info
ormation and
d used in the building inndustry,furthe
ermore
contain
projectt team can decide to add any kind of info
ormation re
egarding dessign, constrruction,
manag
gement etc. Not
N all COBie data are, o
or can be, de
eveloped within the Revitt model in fa
act only
8 workksheets of 16
6 contain info
ormation tha
at can be develop inside Revit (for innstance inforrmation
regarding spaces, types, zones
s, componen
nts, systems etc.). In this
s case, we uused a speciific tool
olkit (v. Rev
vit Architecture 2012) whhich assists project
made ffor Autodeskk called COBie Revit too
teams to provide au
utomated da
ata export fro
om Revit to COBie
C
spread
dsheet.

Fig. 2: O
Overview abo
out COBie stan
ndard organiza
ation

The tessts conducte
ed, however,, have revea
aled some prroblems related to the usse of the sta
andard,
the mo
ost importan
nt of all is that
t
the exccel worksheet, containin
ng the inform
mation, cannot be
importe
ed into Revit and conse
equently the final result is to have two separatee operational tools.
Neverttheless, this kind of ap
pproach, witth precise and
a
organized informattion represents an
ent way to re
each the final goal to ha
ave a uniqu
ue set of info
ormation withhout replicattion. In
excelle
order to solve this problem (re-import iin Revit) we have testted anotherr solution: transfer
ation from Revit
R
to indiviidual operato
ors through the adoption
n of DBlink tthat is a toolkit that
informa
allows creation of a bi-direction
nal informatio
onal flow and
d can replace
e COBie worrksheet whic
ch does
nsider bidirectionality yett. This operrational tool works
w
within Revit and aallows extrac
cting, in
not con
this case in an Exccel spreadsh
heet, the info
ormation con
ntained in the
e Revit mod el. In this ca
ase the
e it is very dyynamic, allow
wing the selec
ction of the ffields of Reviit that it
DBlink has been ussed because
essary to extract and accordingly is ve
ery useful in case of shared paramete
ters.
is nece
Using R
dvantages arre available: the first one
e is that extraacting data in
n excel
Revit DBlinkk two clear ad
format allows non--expert Revitt users to u nderstand th
he informatio
on containedd in the mod
del and
make changess or validate it. The seco
ond one is tha
at the excel file
f can be eaasily importe
ed back
then m
into Re
evit, allowing an update of
o the informa
ation.
Operatting in this way
w there is the certaintty that the in
nformation re
emains alwaays unique, without
w
creating a multipliccation of the
e same data
a that are difficult
d
to manage and secondly allows a
a transactions relating b
both to the de
esign and the
e managemeent.
greaterr control on all
The ma
anagement of
o the buildin
ng can also be enabled via 4D BIM. Its role is too add the tim
me to a
3D CA
AD model, ass the fourth dimension,
d
a nd this allow
ws the variou
us participantts of a consttruction
projectt (from designers, contrac
ctors to owne
ers) to visua
alize the entirre duration of a series of events
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and dissplay the pro
ogression off constructio n activities over
o
time pro
oviding an inntuitive interface to
projectt team and other
o
stakeho
olders to eassily visualize the assembling of a buillding over tim
me. 4D
modeling enables construction simulation d
during preco
onstruction to
o evaluate vvarious options and
ects. Also, 4D storyboard
ds and anima
ations make BIM a poweerful commun
nication
identifyy critical aspe
tool giiving archite
ects, builderrs, and theiir clients a shared und
derstanding of project status,
milesto
ones, respon
nsibilities, and
d constructio
on plans.
Tangib
ble benefits offered by 4D
4 BIM are
e: Savings in cost and time; Risk mitigation; Conflict
C
detection; Improved
d productivity
y; Enhanced
d quality.
while, intangiible benefits are: Improvved commun
nication among various ddivision; and Visual
Meanw
commu
unication to non-technica
n
al stakeholde
ers and get th
heir buy-in.
To inve
estigate and
d verify the full
f interoperrability of so
oftware for parametric m
modeling (BIM
M) with
softwarre for the co
ontrol of proje
ects in order to build a siingle 4D/5D model whichh can be inte
egrated
with ER
RP (Enterprise Resource Planning) systems an
nd integrated
d platforms ffor managem
ment of
constru
uction and lo
ogistics like Archibus we
e used follow
wing software: AutoCAD Revit Architecture
2012 ffor BIM mod
deling; Autodesk Navisw
works Management 2012 as 4D m
modeler in order to
mainta
ain as much as possible homogeneo
ous applicatio
on platform; MS Projectt 2010 for re
esource
plannin
ng and contro
ol; MS Acces
ss 2010 and SQL Serverr 2008 as dattabases for ddata storage.
As a re
esult of the process
p
reprresented in F
Fig. 4 our ob
bjective was to create a ssingle 4Dmo
odel for
both th
he control and
d monitoring
g of the proje ct.

Fig. 4: T
The process of
o creating a 4D
4 BIM.

During the import procedure
p
of data from M
MS Project to
o Navisworks
s were addedd in the proje
ect only
es, the datess of beginnin
ng and end of
o the projecct, meanwhile were
two atttributes of all the activitie
not imported all other attribute
es such as the resourc
ces involved, precedencce of the ac
ctivities,
aints, projectt milestones and issues rraised by the
e Critical Path Method. A
Also, once imported,
constra
the pro
oject is not in
n fact a true 4D model b
but only a BIM with a tim
ming phase aand the progress of
the con
nstruction acctivities. For this
t
reason th
on between th
he two enviroonments can
nnot be
he integratio
conside
ered a true and
a complete
e integration
n between the two environments becaause of abse
ence of
the keyy attributes for
f the contro
ol of the proj ect. Furtherm
more, the exchange of innformation be
etween
the two
o environments is manual and not b
bi-directional:: each chang
ge on the acctivities of the work
plan (G
GANTT) musst be turned in Navisworrks model an
nd connected
d to the phasses of work and at
the sam
me time any change in th
he BIM mode
el to be exported and con
nnected to thhe working plane.
blet applicatiion to show the
t different data by Virtu
ual and Augm
mented Realiity
2.5 Tab
In orde
er to increase
e the buildin
ng awarenesss and to enh
hance any po
ossible mainntenance works, an
Android
d application
n has been developed at Politecnic
co di Torino as task of the Smart Energy
Efficien
nt Middlewarre for Public Spaces (SE
EEMPubS) project
p
and here
h
tested, to provide building
b
informa
ation exploiting both augmented and virtual realitty. The end users
u
of this application are the
Building and the En
nergy Manag
gers. The purrpose of this solution is to
o overcome the limits related to
D visualization
n, presenting
g a 3D envirronment populated with building
b
inforrmations. To obtain
the 2D
ed the build
ding using Autodesk
A
Re
evit applicattion through which
the ressults firstly, we modele
archite
ectural, strucctural, mec
chanical, ele
ectrical and
d HVAC models are merged to allow
visualizzation, simu
ulation and analysis off the buildin
ng’s energy performancce. Thereaftter the
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architectural model has been integrated with sensors’ models in order to allow observation of the
temperature, humidity and lighting conditions of premises in real time. We modeled the parametric
families of each sensor trying to make them likely, in this phase, particular attention was paid to
the geometric and technical characteristics. In addition to the real sensors’ modeling each room,
some fictitious objects were inserted in order to allow the virtual navigation in the rooms. The next
step was to export the building model created in Revit in .OBJ format and in this case, .FBX files
were used because the geometry of these elements was not particularly complex.
As regards the materials, they are preserved in the passage from Revit to 3DStudio Max, however,
the problems related to the subsequent conversion between .OBJ and .MLT files exist. In fact,
most of them are lost and random materials are associated to the elements according to the layer
to which they belong in 3d Studio Max. To overcome this drawback the materials should be
reassigned to the objects through the material editor. Before proceeding with the exportation from
3DStudio Max, the geometry must be converted in mesh objects through the modifier “Edit Mesh”.
If this operation is not performed, the files .OBJ and .MLT do not contain any element. At this
stage, it is important to verify that the exportation files do not contain geometric errors, in fact, it is
possible to choose the method of approximation of the elements: triangulation, quadangulation,
polygonal.
In order to ensure a fast maps loading in Android environment it was decided to perform a final
files conversion from .OBJ to .JMF, exploiting the Bonzai Engine tool. Finally, through our
application called BIM Manager, each .JMF file was loaded in the BIM Server in order to allow the
virtual netsurfing of each room by tablet.
.MLT formats to be used for navigation by tablet.OBJ file contains the geometrical information of
the model, while .MLT file contains the related materials. However, data exchange is not direct; in
fact, the models must be imported in 3D Studio Max and exported after some modifications
according to the formats required. Firstly, the model was exported from Revit using the .FBX
format, subsequently, it was decided to use .DWG format due to some problems related to the
geometry complexity. Using the CAD format it is possible to choose the type of solids that will be
exported. In this case, ACIS geometry was used in order to drastically reduce the number of
polygons that make up the various elements. During this procedure, the model has been broken
down according to the types of elements. Furthermore, this choice is supported by the loading
typology of the model allowed in the Android application, which specifically provides the
subdivision of the model to improve navigation from a performance and methodological point of
view.
The importation of the model in 3DStudio Max can be done in two ways: by creating a link to the
source files through the Manage Links tool or as real importation of the source files. The link
between files was chosen because with the direct importation the items were made independent
from the file to which they belong. However, the second procedure, in fact, the nesting of the
elements was lost voiding the process of rationalization followed during exportation. Importing
.DWG formats allows to indicate the origin’s source of the file while, using .FBX files, it is possible
to choose the methodology for elements recognizing (depending on the material associated
therewith, on the membership category or the family type, depending on not being combined entity
or as a single object) and their subsequent grouping. During this process, some important
information is altered: the units of measurement, the scale of representation, materials and the
nomenclature of the elements. The units of measurement must be correctly set during the
exportation from Revit, moreover, the option “rescale” must be checked and the units of
measurement must be chosen again during .DWG files importation in 3DStudio Max.
The nomenclature of materials is automatically implemented with information related to the
category of the element and the family type to which they belong. This represents a problem for
the sensors and fictitious objects, which need to maintain their original encoding to be recognized.
The problem can be solved in two ways:
 By renaming the objects concerned, but this involves a double work by the operator and a
quite long procedure if those elements are numerous.
 Exporting these objects by .FBX format.
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Fig.5: O
Operational ste
ep from Revit model to And
droid applicatio
on.

In the ffollowing two
o images, the
ere is an exa
ample of the Android App
p Graphic Usser Interface
e (GUI),
where a 3D param
metric modell, described above, is shown
s
using a tablet. Thhe user can select
ation about: i) Architecture, ii) Furnitu
ure and iii) different syste
ems such ass Electrical, Heating
H
informa
and Ve
entilation. Moreover,
M
the
ese systems have been modeled using different colors (e.g. yellow
for Elecctrical, green
n for Ventilation, etc.), ass shown in fig
gure below.

Fig.6: V
Visualization of
o the architecttual model usiing a Tablet and of each sys
stem using diffferent colours
s.

Finally, exploiting the
t
augmented reality th
he Android App can pro
ovide inform
mation about rooms
e deployed in
nto the buildiing, as show
wn in figure below.
simply scanning itss corresponding QR Code
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Fig.7: E
Example of roo
om’s informatiion shown via Augmented Reality.
R

The ge
eneral proced
dure can be summarized
d through the steps in the following piccture summa
ary.

Fig. 8: Layout of the procedures fo
ollowed.

3. Re
esults
Althoug
gh no best--in-class solution is avvailable yet, open BIM tools are rrapidly deve
eloping,
providing useful insstruments to support inte
eraction with BIM models. Such tools provide inte
eresting
erning debug
g possibilitie
es and exte
ensions thro
ough inclusioon of otherr open
advanttages conce
compo
onents.
The tab
ble of interop
perability below is the re
esult of the sttudy we carrried out durinng this cours
se from
differen
nt fields of study
s
and different
d
backkground. Off course, the
e table mustt be conside
ered in
progresss as there are a lot of
o possibilitie
es to use BIIM software and for diffferent compatibility
processses.
Moreovver, in this study,
s
we ev
valuated the interoperab
bility between
n BIM and toools for mon
nitoring
and co
ontrol of proje
ects with the
e expectation
n to create a single 4D model
m
that woould allow tw
wo-way
exchan
nge of inform
mation betwe
een the para
ametric mod
del and the models creaated to moniitor the
progresss of the pro
oject and the use of resou
urces.
Tests h
have shown that, unfortu
unately, the ffull interoperrability has not been achiieved for a number
n
of reassons:
 The model that is gene
erated in Navvisworks doe
es not allow a bidirectionaal exchange of data
r
a4
4D model its
self, but only
y allows to viisualize grap
phically
and is not suitable to represent
ect;
the progresss of a consttruction proje
atically betw
ween the so
oftware insteead they must be
 Data are not exchanged automa
k of generrating errorrs and
exported and importted several times, with the risk
ncies;
inconsisten
o integration SOA (Servi ce Oriented Architecture
e) with ERP pplatforms like
e SAP,
 There is no
JD Edward
ds, Infor10, Microsoft
M
Dyn
namics;
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Howevver, it must be
b said that there has be
een researched interope
erability betw
ween softwarre from
differen
nt manufactu
urers and diffferent techn
nology 32 bitt and 64bit; using Vicossoft software as 4D
model generator an
nd databases and softwa
are of the sa
ame by the same manufaacturer (Orac
cle DB,
Weblogic, Sp
pring, or SQL
L Server, MS
S Dynamics
s, MS Projec
ct Server) coould be achieved a
BEA W
greaterr interoperab
bility.
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Abstract

This contribution aims to deepen the knowledge of a historical and artistic heritage of the city of
Palermo, i.e. the Arab-Norman civil architecture, yet not adequately utilized, despite its importance as
a 'World Heritage Site'.
Within the three royal parks (the Old, the New and the Genoardo), the Norman kings built the palaces
of Maredolce, Zisa, Cuba and Scibene, always accompanied by water, both as a lake or as a
fishpond, whose purpose was primarily hedonistic as well as productive.
The transmission of the architectural heritage to the future presupposes its promotion through the
creation of an appropriate strategy helping to spread its knowledge and enjoyment. For example,
Sicily has few cases of interactivity, that is virtual reality applied to the architectural heritage through
multimedia resources in order to "modernize" the cultural offer and the communication with all targets
of audience. In many cases indeed, a monument is soon forgotten when it is restored but not
integrated into the municipal system. A new interpretation is therefore proposed, based on the relief
together with the story of the restorations and the understanding of the building within its urban
context, which is compromised by an idea of protection limited only to the emergency.
Keywords: Arab-Norman civil architecture, World Heritage.

1. Introduction
The study of the Arab-Norman architecture in all its forms is the research area of the working group
coordinated by Professor Renata Prescia within the Faculty of Architecture of the University of
Palermo. For some years, indeed, attention was paid to the Sicilian factories of the twelfth century
through the research carried out in degree thesis and during conferences and study days. The project
aims at a multidisciplinary cataloging of historical Arab-Norman evidences, starting from an historicalcritical analysis performed on accurate surveys, with high attention to the history of the restorations
integrated with the identification of authentic materic-constructive values. The aim is therefore to study
such architectures no longer as a mere work of art, isolated and out of context, but rebuilding the
relations between the different skills required for their fuller understanding, also with reference to the
original urban surrounding (in the preserved residuals) and to the current one.
The Arab-Norman architecture can be classified into two categories: the religious one and the civil
one. In particular, this paper aims to be a census of the civil architecture of public initiative in Palermo,
on the basis of a renewed ‘awareness’ of its current conditions by the community, in order to develop
a concrete proposal of multidisciplinary archiving for a "networking" of the factories. This analysis is
essential in order to ensure a real enhancement through targeted communication strategies using
means of knowledge able to attract the greatest possible number of users.

2. The census of the factories
Among the civil achievements of the Norman age, the Royal Park extended in the Plain of Palermo
and the buildings built in it, the so-called sollazzi, are among the most complex and original creations
of civil art and architecture. Built as places of rest and stop in the hunting grounds, they were
characterized by fishponds and tanks while their typological peculiarity consisted in the presence of
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1
iwan inside the main building. The development of the Royal Park is divided into three periods from
which three different names are derived: the Old Park, the New Park and the Genoardo Park.

Fig.1: IGM cartographic excerpt , identification of the royal parks.

- Old Park: existing prior to the coming of the Normans, it is the first one among the Norman
suburban parks in Palermo. It stretched from mount Grifone to the north, up to the city walls including
the river Oreto. It housed the palace of Maredolce, whose construction supposedly dates back to
around 1015, probably wanted by the Kalbid emir Gia'Far (997-1019), and now incorporated within the
suburb of Brancaccio.
The restoration work recently carried out by Palermo Superintendence of Cultural Heritage and
2
Environment, which only covered the building and part of the edge of the ancient fishpond , was an
extraordinary experience of conservation and development performed through participation.

Fig.2: View of the Castle of Maredolce and the lake basin.

1

The term iwan indicates a room closed on three sides by walls, usually covered with a barrel vault, and entirely
open on the fourth side. In Arab-Norman sollazzi the iwans had a fountain.

2

Scognamiglio M., Corselli D’Ondes G. 2000-2005 - Scognamiglio 2010-2011
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In effect, the Parterre project (sponsored by the Department of Architecture in Palermo in partnership
with other cultural and social components) promoted activities of intervention by residents, aiming at
3
the enhancement of the building of Maredolce through its use and knowledge .
The general plan for Maredolce complex is not finished to date. Expropriation measures are still being
performed on buildings overlooking the edges of the fishpond, aiming at restoring the entire basin
according to the plan drawn up by Palermo Superintendence of Cultural Heritage and Environment.
The basis of the proposal, certainly praiseworthy in its intent, although not fully acceptable in its final
choices, is a significant attention to the close relationship between the constituent elements of the
complex and the landscape, as required by the culture of Arab gardens before and Norman Royal
Parks later. The presence of the garden, survivor of the massive urbanization in which the area
incurred, turns out to be, in fact, something of inestimable value. The Maredolce complex therefore
represents a valuable historical and environmental survival, direct testimony of the so-called "Gardens
of Paradise", because of the harmony between vegetation, water and architecture.
Along with this, the single system is created by the still existing relationship between the same
vegetation and the other items originally ascribed to the sollazzo (the arches of St. Cyrus, the church
and the caves of the Giants), now separated by the Palermo-Catania motorway which has severed the
former unity of the complex.
Action is, however, still required to improve accessibility, such as the pedestrianization of the area in
front of the Castle and the creation of a square providing a direct view of the Castle, now hidden by
precarious and abusive buildings.

Fig.3:The square in front of the Palace and Giafar street.

Fig.4: The palace of Maredolce today.

- New Park: built as an extension of the Old Park in a wooded area, it stretched from porta Mazzara
following the trail of a dirt road, today called Via Brasa, until reaching porta del Giglio, in Altofonte, and
then continuing towards the Fig valley4. According to the descriptions given by historians, given the
presence of many wild species the park was used as a hunting reserve.
- Genoardo Park: latest landscaping creation, it stretched between the city walls and the mountains
beyond. Made during the reign of the two Williams, it represented the point of contact between the
urban gardens and the surrounding countryside. The sollazzos of Scibene, Zisa and Cuba were built
inside it in the twelfth century.
The palace of Scibene was built as a summer sollazzo in an earlier period than the construction of the
Zisa 5. The plant consisted of a fishpond, the Chapel, and a pavilion on several levels in which a crossshaped room with iwan served as the center6.

3

R. Prescia, D.Trapani , The place of Maredolce. A paradise in Brancaccio. Strategies to qualify the industrial
area of Palermo, in “Examples of architecture”, on line magazine, September 2012; and R.Prescia, The Norman
“sollazzo” on the search for a new paradise, i, a. XXIV, n. 3, lug-set. 2012, pp. 18-22.
4

Buda A., The castle of Maredolce between preservation and enhancement, supervisor: Prof. R. Prescia;
University of Palermo, Faculty of Architecture, A.A. 2011-2012.
5

Spatrisano G., Zisa and Scibene of Palermo, Palermo 1982, p. 63.

6

The study of the Scibene has been addressed in the Laboratory of restoration of monuments maintained by
Prof. R Prescia. The contributions graphs below were made by studentes Guarnuto, Pirrera and Tarsia.
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Fig.5: The Palace of Scibene. Plan of level I and II.

Currently incorporated within the Fondo de Caro, it is abandoned and in a state of advanced decay.
The system of the front basin and the garden is, in fact, made unrecognizable by private buildings,
while the structures of the upper floor, iwan and chapel, are in conditions of severe deprivation.

Fig.6-7: Aerial view and indication of the palace of Scibene.

The last restoration work on the building date back to the first half of the twentieth century, designed
by Francesco Valenti in 1929, and Mario Guiotto in 1938. In the first case, the interventions involved
the structural consolidation of an opening of the west façade and of the roof of the church with a single
nave. In addition, following the example of Patricolo in St. Mary of the Admiral, Valenti predicted the
inclusion of a toothed belt, made of more or less prominent blocks, indicating the ancient presence of
the tower. The intervention of Guiotto was merely an integration, made with bricks, of gaps in the
masonry of the south façade of the church. Since then, the lack of attention from the community and of
a conservation planning has resulted in the state of extreme deterioration the complex faces today.

Fig.8: The palace of Scibene. Indication of restorative interventions.
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The enhancement of this factory practicable from its recognition requires early action that should
contain a program of interventions in three phases: prior acquisition of the palace to State ownership,
subsequent restorative intervention and, finally, insertion into a tourist route allowing an easier use of
the complex.
The palace of Scibene is currently part of the itinerary Royal Art of Norman Age: The sollazzi and the
royal park, proposed in the publication Sicilian-Norman Art edited by the Department of Architecture of
7
the University of Palermo in 2004 .
Built by William I in 1165 and completed at the time of William II probably between 1175 and 1180, the
palace of Zisa stood near an aqueduct and a spa facility dating back to Roman times. The complex
was formed by a garden and a building on three levels with a rectangular plan and two towers at the
center of the smaller sides. The rooms are arranged around the central hall with iwan, whose fountain
was connected to the outside fishpond through a raceway.
Used between the fourteenth and fifteenth century as a fortified farm house, it was transformed into a
manor in 1635 by the family de Sandoval, undergoing numerous changes. In 1951 it was expropriated
and handed over to the Regional Demanio.

Fig.9 The palace of Zisa and the park.

Fig.10: The iwan

Following the collapse of the North Wing8, which took place on October 12, 1971, the restoration
works of the palace were initiated, and completed in 1991. What lacked, however, were subsequent
recovery operations putting the building in relation with its context and especially with the elements
that made up the complex of the Norman sollazzo (the chapel of the Holy Trinity at Zisa, the fishpond,
the gebbia). The different properties, indeed, have not made possible a real dialogue between the
parties, effectively depriving tourists of the possibility of using, and therefore fully understanding, the
entire system of sollazzo. It is therefore desirable to design a real link between the palace and the
garden, for example, through one of the dammusi facing the palace: and a link, according to an idea of
restoration connecting modern monuments and ancient ones, with the "Cultural cantieri at Zisa", today
at the center of the cultural events in the city of Palermo, thanks to the Museum for the exhibition of
works especially created by young artists, called ZAC (Zisa Contemporary Art) and inaugurated last
December. The "Cantieri" were set up in the Nineties in the halls of the twentieth-century Ducrot
factory, south-west of the palace.

7

AA.VV., Sicilian-Norman Art, Palermo: Kalòs, 2004.

8

STAACKE U., Un palazzo normanno a Palermo: La Zisa, Palermo: Città di Palermo, Assessorato beni culturali,
1991.
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Fig.11 Aerial view.

The sollazzo of Cuba, finally completed in 1180 by William II, consisted of a large pavilion at one level,
surrounded by a fishpond. The small Cuba (also called Cubula), located in what remains of the garden
of Villa Napoli, and the Tower Alfaina, also known as Cuba Soprana, whose Norman remains are now
incorporated in the Villa, were part of the complex too. Even in the case of Cuba, as for the complex of
Maredolce, the importance of the context assumes a fundamental role.
The site has been affected by many changes dued to the different intended uses that have followed
one another over the centuries:

Fig.12. Aerial view.

Fig.13 The Cuba.

The building was, in fact, used as an isolation hospital (1575) and barracks (1860) before being
reacquired by Palermo Superintendence of Cultural Heritage and Environment (1921), which has
taken care of its several restorations. It’s now time for a major redevelopment of the buildings erected
on the edges of the original fishpond, which don’t allow the use of the monument in relation to its
immediate context, and the inclusion of the monument, as already proposed for the Zisa, in a journey
including the adjacent monuments of the Norman church of Victory and the Royal House of Fools 9.

3. The Unesco application
The "Convention on the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage" was enacted in Paris
on November 16, 1972, obliging the participating States (Article 4 of the Convention) to ensure the

9

Sgrò R. La difesa della cultura : dalla Cuba alla Real Casa dei Matti alla Caserma della Vittoria: un percorso
storico per il recupero urbano, relatore: Prof. M.T. Marsala, co-relatore Prof. R. Prescia; Università degli Studi di
Palermo, Facoltà di Architettura, A.A. 2008-2009
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identification, protection, conservation, development and transmission to future generations of the
cultural and natural heritage situated in the territory.
For this purpose, UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization),
established in 2002 that the inclusion of new sites on the World Heritage List was necessarily
conditional to the establishment of a "World Heritage Committee". On the basis of the data provided
by each participating State, it was commissioned to design, update and spread a "World Heritage List"
(WHL), a listing of the world heritage assets considered to be of outstanding universal value.
Subsequently, the Committee had the task of drawing up a list of endangered monuments, indicating
the goods which needed protective interventions and maintenance works and for which a Dossier of
application and a Management Plan were required.
In the preparation of the Management Plan for "Arab-Norman Palermo and the cathedrals of Cefalù
and Monreale" (2012) recently presented by the Regional Department of Cultural Heritage and
Environment, the instructions developed by the National Commission UNESCO World Heritage Sites
and by Local Tourism Systems of the Ministry of Heritage and Culture were taken into consideration.
The knowledge of a good is the first level of protection: to know is to document and its documentation
is an essential support for the protection of cultural heritage.
Therefore, the application of Arab-Norman architecture to UNESCO is undoubtedly an important tool
for increasing its knowledge, ensuring its preservation, enhancing tourism and enriching the process
of management of proposed monuments within the route winding between Palermo, Monreale and
Cefalù.
The monuments of Arab-Norman architecture, object of the Management Plan, are twenty three but
only eleven were selected for the establishment of the Arab-Norman itinerary, as the only ones fully
retaining artistic and architectural components and showing good conditions, enjoying appropriate
protection measures.
The choice then fell on the Royal Palace, the Palatine Chapel and the treasure guarded inside it, the
Church of St. John of the Hermits, the Church of St. Mary of the Admiral, the Church of San Cataldo,
the Cathedral, the Palazzo della Zisa with the adjacent chapel, the Cuba, the Bridge of the Admiral,
the Duomo of Cefalù and Monreale and their outbuildings cloisters. These monuments selected
according to the criteria established by UNESCO, so because of their conditions of integrity,
authenticity and good preservation, marked the route nominated for World Heritage Site.
4. Conclusions.
The monuments excluded from the Management Plan, although presenting features of authenticity
typical of Arab-Norman architecture, suffer from both problems of preservation and, consequently, of
fruition at the same time, as we have shown above.
We believe that their "sponsorship" through the inclusion in bibliographic and historiographical routes,
of which this paper is intended to be a small part, and in virtual tours, through the creation of
multimedia tools dedicated to them, can serve to urge the required restorative interventions.
We also believe that thinking of fruition processes to exalt their relations with other evidences of
modernity, rather than freezing them in their compromised or lost native configurations, putting them
back into current socio-economic dynamics, can serve more to their conservation through the
recognition by the community in a more involved use of the 'cultural heritage' as <<that complex of
man's works in which a community recognizes its particular and specific values and with which it
identifies>> (Krakow Card 2000).
The need to document through new distribution channels <<cognitive information useful for the
management, enhancement and use>>10 of the monuments is essential to optimize the cultural offer
11
and communication with all audiences. Despite the gradual spread of information technology , the
application to cultural heritage in Sicily is uncommon. In fact, the Arab-Norman heritage doesn’t have
a support based on devices of augmented reality or geotagging.
Currently, on its website, the Superintendence to Cultural Heritage and Environment provides video
describing the history of the factory and of the restorations of the Cuba and the Royal Palace, without
giving the user a chance to interact with information. The Sicilian Regional Assembly (ARS) has
created a virtual tour of the Royal Palace, where it’s possible to explore environments without,
10

Fiorani D., Restoration and technologies in architecture, Roma: Carocci publisher, 2009, p.98.

11

One of the first cases of computerized documentation, made during the restoration work on Michelangelo
paintings in the Sistine Chapel in the Vatican, dates back to 1986. Since then, the multimedia techniques have
been used both as a support to the restoration site (through the use of GIS) and with tourist and educational
purposes as in the case of the main museums.
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however, any historical support. Finally, the Department of Cultural Heritage and Sicilian identity, Sicily
UNESCO Sicily heritage foundation, has produced a CD Rom where it’s possible to find information
about the application of the Arab-Norman route and charts on its monuments. These, however, while
providing data on the history and indicating a territorial scope of reference of the factories, are lacking
in the communication of materic-constructive values, use and membership.
Object of this paper is therefore proposing a new type of archiving of monuments, starting from the
setting provided by the cataloging of the factories for the Management Plan of the Arab-Norman route,
in order to put the focus on cultural values unfamiliar to the users of the service.
The typical chart presented provides an "identity card" of the sollazzo of Maredolce accompanied by
12
graphics and thematic maps . In addition to the "standard" information such as the location of the
complex, legal data or the description of the plant, special attention is paid to the history and, in
particular, the history of the restorations, that historical process letting us understand the
transformations of the factory such as additions, alterations or interpolations through a critical
formation of a history of architecture aimed at restoration and enhancement.

Fig.14: Example of a typical chart

12

The chart has been drawn on the basis of the processing carried out by the architect Alessia Buda.
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Abstract

What is the image of our country’s cultural heritage?
Unfortunately it seemingly shows an image which is still fixed by taxonomic categories which, by
forcedly separating cultural areas, products and actions, break up the unitarity that, even in local
specificities, pervades our culture.
In this regard, we should attempt to provide a fresh image, trying to regenerate it in the knowledge of
that transformative process which, over time and in particular productive, socio-cultural and territorial
contexts, has played a role in widening the very concept of cultural heritage. It is a question of
adopting a change in perspective leading to actions addressed to shaping an image with which to
enhance the parts and the whole, to form a cultural panorama that depicts places in their wide range
of forms, expressions and productions. This can therefore provide the people with that sense of
identity from which emerges the respect for cultural differences characterizing contemporaneity.
The primary condition to depict this type of image may clearly be ascribed to the concept of freedom.
Freedom to address different themes, genres, products, areas, events and so on, in a cataloguing mix
that paints a picture where identity is also deduced from strong contrasts, from apparently incoherent
light and shade.
“Freedom of panorama” to be able to choose, represent and interpret following the standard norms,
but irrespective of field restrictions and implemental prescriptions, even the highest expressions of
cultural heritage.
This paper intends to recommend some working hypotheses to paint the identity picture of some
territorial areas by freely selecting, representing and interpreting the related tangible or intangible
cultural heritage.
A contemporary picture that also takes into account the multiculturality as central and unavoidable in
describing cultural heritage as an open, living system.
Keywords: Heritage – Representation – Identity

1.

Cultural Heritage and “Freedom of Panorama”. Representing Italian Identity

It is conventionally accepted that the complex description of a country’s cultural identity must refer to
the evolution of its way of thinking and the articles it produces, but also to those forms of selfexpression that have delineated its image over time, often driven by representation in all of its different
mediums and declensions.
In other words, according to this vision the process is less about examining only material and
immaterial data that, with regards to the definition of identity, already constitute an incredibly vast
repertory of elements (not always clearly linked to a unitary vision) useful to study, and more about
identifying, selecting and ‘agreeing on’ diverse forms of self-reflection. Forms that, over time and as
part of an incessant flow of cultural perspectives, have demonstrated the complex and often
contradictory vision and attribution of meaning with respect to events.
Hence in this scenario, where, as Bauman writes, identity resembles “a cluster of problems rather than
a unique question” (Z. Bauman, 2003), representation once again appears to be the privileged vehicle
for attempting to trace a few signs of contemporary identity. In fact, as thought-form, representation
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becomes one of the principal actions for establishing and clarifying the meaning of fragments of
research. It renders them recognisable in their temporal evolution, as well as updateable,
implementable, immediately accessible and available to the transformations generated by cultural
evolution. Thus, in the end, always contemporary in their consistency and, above all, in their image as
a source of identity.
However, if representation is the medium for attempting, between units and locales, to delineate the
numerous modulations of Italy’s contemporary identity, and in so doing assuming almost a dominant
role with respect to real data, what forms of representation must be imagined? Toward what facts,
what elements of cultural heritage must we turn our attention?
It is clear that we are dealing with a semantic question. Establishing what to include within the
framework of representation and fixing a point of view comports an intentional attribution of meaning
that belongs more to the elaborative than to the descriptive sphere of identity.
Having said this, if we turn our attention toward the overall image of Italy, and simplifying things to
some degree, we notice that the ‘genre’ of cultural heritage most often considered, together with the
principal means of describing them, on the one hand reflect an interest that remains strongly directed
toward ‘traditional’ cultural heritage and, on the other hand demonstrate an attention toward diversified
and up-to-date theoretical-methodological researches that, however, appear to remain substantially
autonomous from one another in their language and aims.
On one side we can consider the countless ‘informative’ representations whose formal reference to
procedures of inventorying typical of methodological unification, functional to activities of institutional
cataloguing and documentation [1], propose didascalic images that substantially sacrifice an author’s
freedom of expression. These representations, whether graphic or photographic, analog or digital,
static or dynamic, on-line or off-line (to use some of the most common antinomies able to evoke the
conceptual and technical-methodological complexity subtended by the theme of contemporary
representation) conserve the role and aesthetic of the documentary image: referential, informative and
intentional. They can thus be considered representations ‘hardened’ by the analytical-descriptive
model structured by classification, which transfers a schematic and hierarchical taxonomic structure to
the image.
From another point of view, which observes and operates from beyond this documentary vision and
within a substantially autonomous perspective, we find subjective images transmitted by an apparatus
of signs that, in conceptual and technical-methodological terms, are freely defined within an incredibly
vast repertory of genres and techniques. They are precious images that, despite their documentary
non-intentionality and thanks to their value as a mirror of reality (György Lukács, 1963), favour an
understanding of the data represented and the formation of an anthropological conscience. In other
terms, a progressive aesthetic renewal allows a voluminous and powerful body of often
heterogeneous images to transmit several distinctive traits of the continuous transformation of cultural
identity.
One example includes photographs of architectural, artistic and landscape heritage. We can also
consider the countless and often under-evaluated ‘styles’ of photography, such as that related to the
world of tourism: by searching for themes and points of view with the intent of creating emotional
suggestions, they implicitly declare a propensity, on its own positive, toward the development and
management of a country’s cultural and landscape resources, also in economic terms. This
consideration can be extended to traditional pictorial representations that, between views of the
landscape and depictions of interior spaces, reveal natural and cultural forms and speak of the public
and private dimension; we can consider the signs of graphic design employed by modern and
contemporary communication, whose powerful innovative importance is both technical and, above all,
linguistic; we can consider all those images whose evocative dimension makes them independent of
their intrinsic meaning, ‘involuntary’ icons of moments that have marked our history and our cultural,
social and political identity; we can consider, what is more recalling the highly negative effects images
can produce, the mosaic of mass media images, in some cases kitsch and stereotypical that, in a
popular and pervasive dimension, distort reality and push Italy towards the grotesque; to conclude this
brief and partial list we can consider the incredibly vast articulation of specialised images and, on the
contrary, the marvellous myriad of representations that use different signs, forms, techniques and
means to give voice to any individual or social group desiring to participate, often employing a textual
and visual slang, in an emotional, intellectual, cultural process of sharing.
Hence it is immediately evident that the two fundamental macro-categories of representation
synthetically listed above – tied on the one hand to institutional, codified and regulated representation,
and on the other unrestricted, free and subjective – unite images that, speaking separately of cultural
environments, products and actions, deeply fragment representation as a source of identity and its
communication. Successively, for the codes employed, this process implicitly turns to diverse groups
of spectators-actors and produces a further ‘parcelization’ of information.
In light of this condition it would seem important to test an updated image that is capable, between
textual citations and free interpretations, to consider and indicate a renewed panorama of cultural
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assets that can be deemed comprehensive, also in apparent contradiction with the very concept of the
asset. In this sense, we must first of all recall how the comprehensive process of transformation
generated by continuous cultural, socio-political and economic dynamics has contributed over time, in
some cases slowly and progressively, in others rapidly and discontinuously, to expanding the territory
of Cultural Heritage, welcoming what may have appeared lacking in dignity, value or even meaning
only a short time earlier. It therefore appears important to adopt a change in perspective, extending
attention from an aesthetic dimension towards an ethical dimension of the asset to generate
representations inclusive of their multiple, even contradictory themes. They can be used to model a
cultural fresco that uses innumerable signs, expressions and productions to speak of place. This
change in perspective sheds light on values, in addition to documenting forms of deterioration,
dramatic events, indifference and civil, social and cultural violations, with the objective of reading facts
within their implicit dimension of memory and value.
The principal cultural asset to be protected and valorised is thus our comprehensive history, assumed
integrally and without distinctions between light and shadow. The contemporary representation of Italy
must be a truthful story that intends to procure a sense of identity. An identity that may later produce
the respect for cultural diversity characteristic of our contemporary era. This must be a collective
project, not only in its forms and ‘individual’ channels of management, but adopted also in institutional
environments and part of instruments for the conservation and valorisation of Italian heritage.
Examples include the procedures adopted by the Regional Cultural Heritage Information System
(SIRPAC), which consents a participative web-based cataloguing of cultural heritage.
Thus the construction of an image as a source of identity that takes form here can be linked to two
primary key themes: ‘respectful criticism’ and ‘freedom of panorama’.
‘Respectful criticism’ (K. Popper) toward all that is traditional, toward the past, toward conventional
forms of representation, in order to recognise material of value, but also in order to retrace the limits
and, through opportune actions of research and experimentation, to seek to further develop tradition.
‘Freedom of panorama’ [2], in other words, the freedom to represent and re-semanticize public
buildings, projects and sites, without violating an author’s rights. Hence a form of representation that,
while it embraces reality, is presented as an autonomous aesthetic subject of reality itself, free to
reconfigure it according to intellectual visions. For certain aspects, in the field of representation the
concept of ‘freedom of panorama’ recalls an approach to design of radical memory: an approach that
interprets the “continuous movement of thought […] in the eternal attitude of man […] to incessantly
redesign the image of the world” [3].
Thus ‘freedom of panorama’ is also the freedom to overcome the concept of delimiting the image and,
earlier still, the concept of genre, in order to unite, or better yet integrate heterogeneous and
apparently/truly incoherent themes in a single open image.
This means expanding our point of view to broaden the field of representation with the intention of
‘annulling’ the concept of delimitation, substituting it with a notion of continuous extension. In definitive
terms this comports a fundamental conceptual leap that shifts the objective of representing cultural
assets and identity from the image, as the demarcated and primary data of communication, to its
elaboration, as the founding process of the search for identity.

Fig. 1: Freedom of Panorama 01: Ugo Carrega, La Natura Fragile del Dio movimenta la forma, 1987; Emanuele
Luzzati, Genova Regine; Brigate Rosse, release; Ente Nazionale Industrie Turistiche (ENIT), tourist brochure,
1940.
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Fig. 2: Freedom of Panorama 02: Piaggio, study design of the mark; Franco Gentilini, Ricordo di Cornigliano,
cover of the newspaper "Italsider", art director Eugenio Carmi, 1962; Ente Nazionale Industrie Turistiche (ENIT)
and Ferrovie dello Stato, tourist brochure, 1932; Aldo Rossi, study design for the Carlo Felice Theatre, Genova,
1989.

Fig. 3: Freedom of Panorama 03: the Michelangelo in the port of New York; Gabriele Basilico, Genova, 1997;
Massimo Ridolfi, the Michelangelo (Italia - Società di Navigazione), metal panels, dedicated to the study and work
of Michelangelo, for coating the walls of a tunnel link between the bar area and the residence halls, 1965. Gio
Ponti wrote: "An italian ship is a piece of Italy, it must represent the higher aspects of the most prestigious of
italian taste, culture, arts, crafts [...]. The visitor must learn Italy on the ship".

Fig. 4: Freedom of Panorama 04: Giorgio Bergomi, Genova alla finestra, 1977; Gruppo A12, visions for Genova,
2013; Raimondo Sirotti, Mattino, 2012; Franz Prati, La scrittura della città, 1987.
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Fig. 5: Freedom of Panorama 05: Acquario di Genova, mark; Salone Nautico Internazionale di Genova, mark;
Istituto Giannina Gaslini, Istituto Pediatrico di Ricovero e Cura a carattere Scientifico, google earth, 2013; Dario
Bernazzoli, advertising image for ESSO; Town of Genova, homepage.

Fig. 6: Freedom of Panorama 06: Genova, Gozzi, 2012; Genova, clashes during G8 period, 2001; Carlo Emilio
Gadda e Giuseppe Ungaretti at the thermal power plant of Cornigliano (Genova), in "Civiltà delle macchine",
1953.

Fig. 7: Freedom of Panorama 07: Mi ritorni in mente, catalog (ed. Corigraf) of the exhibition organized by the
municipality of Genova about twenty years of music in Genova, 1997; "Monello", n. 43, 1979, cover with Beppe
Grillo; Renzo Piano, Biosfera, sketch, Genova, 2001; Camallo of the port of Genova; Fabrizio De André, Crêuza
de mä, Genova, 1984.
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Fig. 8: Freedom of Panorama 08: Senza titolo, Alberto 5 anni.

Bibliographical References
[1] As examples I mention the documentary apparatus realised as part of the cataloguing activities
promoted within the Italian Ministry of Cultural Heritage (MiBAC), by the Central Institute for
Cataloguing and Documentation (ICCD, instituted in 1975 with the aim of continuing the activities
undertaken in 1969 by the Central Office for Cataloguing instituted by the Ministry of Public Education)
and aimed, principally, at the archiving and conservation of cultural assets as a result of art. 13 of
Presidential Decree n. 805 from 3 December 1975, as follows:
“The central institute for cataloguing and documentation explicates functions in the cataloguing and
documentation of cultural assets of archaeological, historical-artistic and environmental interest and,
among others, in particular:
1. elaborating programmes of the general cataloguing of assets and establishing methodologies;
2. promoting and coordinating final activities of cataloguing and documentation and managing the
unification of different methods;
3. constituting and managing the general catalogue of assets listed above;
4. editing publications inherent to the activities described above;
5. managing relations with foreign, public and private institutions, and with international organisms
interested in the cataloguing and documentation of cultural assets”.
[2] Freedom of panorama refers to a limitation on authors’ rights that consents the realisation and
reproduction of photographic images of buildings, sculptures and other art located in public spaces
without infringing copyright.
[3] Manifesto of “Alchimia”, on-line at www.alchimiamilano.it [10/2007].
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Abstract

Set up in 1884, for collecting the eastern Sicily's antiquities, the National Archaeological Museum of
Syracuse has evolved during the time following the implementation of collections and the
transformations of the concept of the museum's role in society. Initially based on a nucleus composed
of a few objects and some private collections, it was gradually enriched during a period of almost fifty
years of intensive excavation and research undertaken by Paolo Orsi. Benefiting from the rigorous
scientific requirements indicated by Luigi Bernabò Brea, the museum started a new life when it moved
to Villa Landolina's area where a new structure was conceived by the architect Franco Minissi, a
personality already well known in the museography's field. The building and the exhibit design were
studied by Minissi to ensure the maximum flexibility. The idea was to create a museum in movement
or an anti-museum able to adapt to the scientific progress and new archaeological discoveries.
Conceived by its creator as a vital center for research and cultural promotion, the museum, thanks to
virtual reality technologies, can today found new capabilities. Starting from a careful "reading" of the
building and its environment, made by integrating surveying methods, this case study intends to
contribute to the definition of a new approach to the museum visitor experiences through multimedia.
Keywords: Museography, Interactive museum, Cultural heritage, Franco Minissi, Syracuse

1.

Origin and development of the National Archaeological Museum "Paolo Orsi"

Following the creation of the Kingdom of Italy, the need of conveying and reinforcing the new united
nation through the recognition of a common cultural and artistic heritage, resulted in the transformation
of the management of cultural institutions in the former states, placing them under its exclusive
control. Italy maintained initially unchanged the homogeneous legislative body of the pre-unitary states
in the field of protection of heritage, even due to the obvious difficulties dictated by the opportunity of
reconciling the liberal ideology with the public interest resulting from the preservation of cultural goods.
During the first years of the young Italy, the legislation in this sensitive field was therefore
characterized by the persistence of a territorially differentiated discipline and by the freedom of private
owners to make indiscriminate use of “their” works of art, including their alienation abroad. This, with
the only exception of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies where this practice had already been banned by
the Bourbon government, also admitting the possibility to expropriate the monuments belonging to
individuals, whether in ruins because of neglect [1].
More concrete protection activities in favor of artistic heritage in the new state will begin, however, only
th
in the last two decades of the 19 century with the establishment of the national museums. It was the
first attempt of gathering the small private collections also by virtue of an artistic and cultural heritage's
legal status, by then recognized as a public good with collective purposes. We still have to wait until
June 12, 1902, so that the first law of protection was promulgated and the catalogo unico dei
monumenti e delle opere di interesse storico, artistico e archeologico di proprietà statale established.
However, the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, well in advance of the rest of the peninsula since the end of
'700, had felt the need to bring together the artistic and archaeological heritage allowing its access
and knowledge to the scholars and the whole community.
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1.1 At the beginning of the protection of the archaeological collections in Syracuse
In the city of Syracuse, the objects that foreign travelers came to admire had, until that time, been
protected by a few families, notable art collectors. One of the oldest collections was that accumulated
by the archaeologist Vincenzo Mirabella, who gathered in his great building opposite the church of
San Tommaso Apostolo, in Ortigia, a number of "endless scraps of weights, mosaics, granite and
marble" [2]. It is although to 1780 that the origins of a museum institution date back, when the Bishop
G. Baptist Alagona, brought a small collection together in the library-museum of the Seminary, located
in Piazza del Duomo [3].
At the end of the century, the creation of a city museum combined with a cabinet of natural history was
requested by the poet Tommaso Gargallo. He raised the issue of gathering up in a single collection
"simple homelands objects, both cultural and natural value"; i.e. whether those were in possession of
some collectors or those coming from the new excavations undertaken by Landolina's family [4]. For
the first time, the need to establish a native museum came to light. Certainly, times were not ripe yet
but this proposal became stronger following the discovery in the orto Bonavia, in the ancient district of
Arcadia, of the statues of Asclepius (7 December 1803) and of the Venus Anadyomene (7 January
1804) by Saverio Landolina, the regio Custode delle antichità delle due valli Demone e Noto.
Landolina will vigorously carry forward the purpose of creating a museum. This intention seemed even
more necessary in light of the fact that those exceptional discoveries have had a so high resonance to
make stronger the interest of antiquarians and travelers against "Syracuse buried antiquities" [5,6].
According to his idea, the city museum would have to collect not only the discoveries of new
archeological excavations but all the material scattered in private collections in order to offer to
scholars and visitors, a complete overview of the archaeological heritage of the town.
In addition, the discovery of Venus, while it had increased the interest of scientists to local
archaeology, on the other hand, had attracted the attention of the Royal Court, which could solicit its
transfer to Naples under the pretext of the lack of a proper seat in Syracuse. A request that will be
advanced several times but always been circumvented by Landolina. His frantic search for locals
where to accommodate the new museum will finally succeed in September 1809 when the Bishop of
Syracuse Filippo Maria Trigona will offer some rooms in the Seminary to form the first city museum.
The initiative was quickly approved by the king and the museum opened on April 20, 1811. The
organization of the museum was ensured by Mario Landolina (his father had meanwhile withdrawn
because hit by a paresis) but it was not an easy task. The collection was made up of precious Greek
and Roman monuments, ceramic materials of different nature, inscriptions, lamps, Christian’s clay
pots, paintings, urns and charnel houses but museum's spaces were limited. It was precisely for this
reason that a discussion on its extension will be launched [7].
1.2 From the establishment of the first premises to Paolo Orsi's activities
It is following the discovery of the sarcophagus of Adelphia on June 12, 1872, during the research
carried out by Saverio Cavallari in the caves of San Giovanni [8], that we can assist to a new impetus
in order to give better placement to the civic valuable works of art. In 1876, an agreement was signed
between the Central Government and the Town Hall for the construction of a new building for the
museum that was originally supposed to rise in the place of the Post Office building. This hypothesis
was therefore abandoned in favor of the church of San Giovanni di Dio. In the meantime, however, the
civic museum, temporarily located in the premises of the Seminary, next to the Alagonian library, was
declared a Regio Museo Archeologico Nazionale. In December 1880, the demolition and
transformation work designed by the engineer Luigi Mauceri and concerning the church of San
Giovanni di Dio and the annexed Fate Bene Fratelli hospital, begin [9]. The work was interrupted for
two years and restarted only in the summer of 1882, under the direction of Luigi Spagna. The building
was completed in 1885 and the museum officially opened on 11 April 1886.
The establishment of a state museum in Syracuse, a few years from the Italian unification, was a very
important political act, also in relation to the place it stood, an area inhabited since prehistoric times,
later become the center of the religious life during Greek colonization with the sanctuary of Artemis
and Athena. The new structure was born in order to preserve the archaeological material coming not
only from Syracuse but from whole Eastern Sicily, as had already been in Western Sicily, by virtue of
the construction of the Archaeological Museum of Palermo. The first director of the fledgling National
Archaeological Museum was Francesco Saverio Cavallari, who was arrived in Syracuse one year
before, after having been the Direttore deIle Antichità di Sicilia. The technical report made by Luigi
Spagna on 10 July 1879, states that on the first floor was placed a small library and that the museum
had five halls: the hall of epigraphy and of the Christian sculptures from the catacombs, the hall of
statuaries, the hall of the Greek-Roman fragments, the Tribune of Venus, the hall of the ceramics. But
it was thanks to the contribution of the archaeologist Paolo Orsi, that the contents were remarkably
enriched with new discoveries that gave more and more scientific character and prestige to the
organization of the museum. Named in 1888 as inspector of the state museum, the young
archaeologist Paolo Orsi (Fig. 1) became in 1895 its director, in place of Cavallari, maintaining this
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Fig. 1: The Archeological Museum in Piazza del Duomo’s premises (left) and some objects from collection (right).

role until 1934. Welcomed, not without suspicion, in the Royal Superintendent of Syracuse, he was
immediately attracted by the Greek origins of the city and by the charm of its many archaeological
remains. He then immediately began an intense series of field investigations and collections that
enabled him to draw the first systematic historical study on the original cultures of the Sicilians, the
pre-Hellenic Sicily, the famous Sikeloi. The activities carried out by Orsi were not therefore only limited
to the issue of island's origins. His researches on Greek civilization in Sicily, and especially in
Syracuse, were highly profitable. The studies that he undertook about the Athenian still represent a
real scientific breakthrough. His interest was also directed towards the discovery and the knowledge of
sacred places and public buildings, such as the Greek necropolis and the Olympian Zeus of Syracuse.
He personally accomplished very daring explorations to the necropolis of Pantalica, Cassibile,
Megara, Castelluccio, Thapson, Licodia, Valsavoi [10].
It was the growth of artifact collections and documents coming from the large excavation expeditions
mainly conducted by Paolo Orsi - in a methodical, for the time, rigorous and advanced manner - to
lead to the need of designing new spaces for the museum. Already in 1916, Paolo Orsi had
complained to the Directorate General of Antiquities and Fine Arts in Rome, the lack of space. The
th
museum's collection already included in the early 20 century, numerous items concerning the
prehistory of central and eastern Sicily, architectural terracottas, simulacra, small statues found in the
tombs and sanctuaries, painted vases representative of all periods, ceramics, and the main pride of
the museum, a large coin collection. A repertoire so vast that Guido Libertini in the introduction to his
guide at the museum of Syracuse said: "Faced with this wealth of materials we understand how space
could now be lacking and therefore how the various collections, packed in different environments while
waiting for a desirable forthcoming enlargement of the premises, are not always arranged in a strict
chronological order "[11]. But an extension will be possible only many years later.
1.3 The methodological rigor of Luigi Bernabò Brea for a re-foundation of the museum
At the end of 1941, when Luigi Bernabò Brea moved to the Department of Antiquities of Eastern Sicily,
following a fascist measure by which the State officials from the North were transferred to the South
and vice-versa, other major renovations were undertaken inside the museum, of which the
archaeologist itself became director in 1942. Since his arrival in Syracuse, he had to struggle with the
problem of protection of the collections from the danger of bombing, hiding them in the Akrai caves
and in the Galleries of Euriaolo Castle. In the summer of 1942, the museum was hit by a bomb,
damaging the Christian room. The coins, however, were temporarily transferred first to Rome, then to
the Abbey of Montecassino and finally to the Vatican, before returning to Syracuse. The Venus
Landolina was kept in the basement of the museum. At the end of the war, he activated immediately
for the reopening of the museum. Then, he began to recover the material from air-raid shelters and
made a review of inventory starting, when necessary, the restoration of the pieces that, stocked in
insalubrious places, had been affected by degradation phenomena. Bernabò Brea organized
furthermore, an intensive program of research in the field.
In 1948, through a letter to the Ministry, he announced the reopening of the museum. To get an idea
of the problems he faced, it can be cited the fact that most of the windows were shattered, and since
he did not have the money to buy new ones, he replaced them with cardboard wrapping. It was only
thanks to his tenacity that the problem was solved. An outstanding financement followed the visit
undertaken in 1950 by the then President of the Italian Council of Ministers, Alcide De Gasperi.
Luigi Bernabò Brea also succeeded in the '40s in the establishment of the first expansion of the
National Museum with the reorganization of the material from Orsi's excavations, at that time massed
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in the premises of the museum. The artifacts were exhibited according to an appropriate
reorganization based on the exact archaeological chronology, especially in regard to the two major
Greek colonies in Sicily, Syracuse and Megara Hyblaea. He proposed, in addition, for the new rooms
of the museum, a particular solution which consisted in integrating to the traditional display, underlying
drawers shielded by glass in which fragmentary finds from the excavations were placed. A
museological solution that reflected the desire for comprehensiveness in the presentation of the
objects [12]. The most innovative aspect in Bernabò Brea’s approach to the museum consisted,
however, in his strong desire to transform it in a place accessible to the public, no longer a "museum
th
th
temple" or an "exhibition hall" according to the conception of 18 -19 centuries, but a place
changeable, adaptable, flexible on which to make the visitor, the true protagonist of the exhibition.
Despite the new museum, Bernabò Brea was aware that an intensification of the excavations in the
archaeological sites of the island could lead to significant amounts of exhibits that would not have
been possible to accumulate exclusively in the museum of Syracuse. So he decided to set up a series
of local museums having an independent coordination and acting as "introduction" entities in the
archaeological areas and working as strategic bases for the elaboration of the excavation data and the
presentation of the artifacts discovered in the respective sites.
The current location of the museum of Syracuse had, however, become inadequate to host the
collections and all the other functions necessary for the proper functioning of the museum. In recent
years, moreover, depositories and laboratories were moved to other buildings, creating some obvious
inconveniences to the smooth running of the structure. The modern museological criteria, the
advancement of technology for a better use of the museum and the reduced availability of spaces not
large enough for a "logic" exhibition of the archeological finds, made it necessary, in the late '50s the
finding of new premises. Strongly attached to Piazza Duomo - a place which he considered as the
symbolic heart of the Greek colony -, convinced as he was of the importance of maintaining a close
relationship between the building and the contents, and being at the same time an enemy of the
"modern", he initially proposed to purchase two historic buildings in Piazza Duomo: Palazzo
Beneventano del Bosco and Palazzo Arezzo della Targia. The idea was to make them become part of
an ante litteram "widespread museum".
To this solution, it was, however, preferred the construction of a building much larger, far from the
courtyard of Ortigia: a new structure that "would eliminate the shortage of space, giving a qualitative
and quantitative answer to the update required by the scientific progress" [13]. To this end, it was
chosen an area situated not far from the Greek theater and the excavations in Piazza Vittoria,
adjacent to the catacombs of San Giovanni. The new archaeological museum "Paolo Orsi" was,
therefore, located in the park of Villa Landolina and the project entrusted to Franco Minissi in 1967.

2.

From the design to the building of the new Archaeological Museum (1960-1988)

For the design of the new museum, Bernabò Brea had initially contacted the architect Giuliani,
charging him to draw up an initial schematic diagram of which, however, does not seem to be a trace.
Later, he turned to Vincent Cabianca and Franco Minissi - both well known for their work in the field of
museography - entrusted them with the architectural project. He will, also, be their main contact from
the initial concept to the inauguration on 16 January 1988. His role will be crucial, since it will help to
provide the methodological approach of the museum, also taking care of the drawings in scale of 1:10
of all the pieces included in the collection, in order to proceed with the exhibit design. Even in 1978,
when he had already left the assignment of superintendent and the work for the construction of the
new museum restarted after a long break, he will contribute to the work of Giuseppe Voza and Paola
Pelagatti aiming at the reassessment of the immense amount of material to be selected for the
display.
2.1 The reorganization of the museum in the area of Villa Landolina
Thanks to the contribution of the Cassa del Mezzogiorno, the Ministry of Education took over the vast
area of Villa Landolina for the creation of the new museum. The scientific program developed by
Bernabò Brea for the organization of the museum primarily related to the historical and topographical
background during well-defined periods, so that each section would represent a clearly defined and
circumscribed historical or historical-artistic period and provide as complete a picture of Sicily as
possible, for any given period. It would, therefore, have to be structured in accordance with the
creation of a first section on prehistory, a second dedicated to the history of the Greek colonization of
Sicily, a third to the Roman conquest of Syracuse, a fourth picturing Sicily during the late Hellenistic
period, a fifth dealing with Sicily during the Roman Empire and, finally, a Byzantine-Christian section,
representing Syracuse and eastern Sicily from the late Empire to the Arab conquest.
According to Bernabò Brea, some current difficulties in the arrangement of the archaeological
museums derived from the two conflicting requirements necessarily had to be satisfied at the same
time. The need of a rigorous selection for the general public "with only a small number of exhibits
presented in the most attractive possible way", whereas scholars wanted to see the largest possible
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amount of material in its proper setting of which it formed part being "often bitterly disappointed when,
having travelled a long way for the special purpose, they find some magnificent pieces superbly
presented but have the greatest difficulty in obtaining access to study material which, for their
purposes, is often also of major interest" [14].
In the opinion of Bernabò Brea, this kind of problem would be solved by attaching to each section on
the ordinary visitor’s circuit, other rooms specifically conceived for specialists. These would be
arranged on a completely different basis, with the accent laid on clarity and thoroughness of
documentation rather than on its attractiveness layout. This would reduce, at the same time, the actual
storerooms to the bare minimum, leaving them to serve exclusively for material not lending itself to the
exhibition because of its quality or its excessive quantity.
The architects were so invited to plan the museum's interiors as a single space to be subdivided as
the requirements of the archaeological material to be exhibited demanded.
2.2 Minissi's project for the creation of an anti-museum
The task of designing the new Paolo Orsi was certainly not casually assigned to Franco Minissi and
Vincenzo Cabianca, whose role in the field of museography had already been widely recognized. In
particular, the work of Franco Minissi, resulting from vast and diverse cultural relationships, ranging
from the inputs of the Modern Movement and the wealth of principles, methods and criteria coming
from the Italian Central Institute for Restoration, was already at that time (and still is more concretely
nowadays) a reality of great importance in the framework of activities for the conservation and
valorization of artistic heritage. Advocate of a rethinking of museography, which he rightly considered,
as a branch of the restoration discipline, he carried out its activities according to the values of
innovation, experimentation and quality, declining in architectural form the Brandi’s concepts related to
preventive restoration. A task that the museum must perform, creating the conditions to preserve and,
in visibility, transmit the works of art to the future generations.
In the case of "Paolo Orsi", the architectural plans and the display design were studied by Minissi in
order to ensure the highest ductility. The idea was to create a "museum in movement", a kind of antimuseum (as the superintendent Voza said at the inauguration [15]) able to expand with the
incrementing of the collections from excavations and the progress of scientific research [16]. It was to
obtain this "flexibility" - furthermore explicitly required to the designers - that a centrally-based scheme
was chosen. This would allow the didactic sections to be grouped together at the center, from which spreading out like the petals of a daisy - the sections containing the exhibits could be followed in
logical sequence. Moreover, the architectural plans were founded on the modular principle of an
equilateral triangular mesh, to which even the didactical equipment and the display cabinets adapted.
In this way, all rigidity would be eliminated, allowing the visitor to choice of making either a complete
and organized visit or a partial one during which he could freely go to any of the sections of particular
interest to him, without having to follow the general itinerary.
The museum, designed to establish itself as a "living center for research and promotion of culture"
[16], was set on three floors (including a basement) for a total area of 12,000 square meters, perfectly
integrated with the surrounding natural space, showing the clear influences from Frank Lloyd Wright's
organic commandment. Once again, as required by the "client", each section was composed by a
historical-didactic section, an exhibition of what might be called “first selection” material, an exhibition
of “second selection” material (i.e., works and references of particular interest to researchers), and a
storeroom.
After several hitches, work interruptions due to the lack of funds, changes during the construction
phase and unavoidable maintenance interventions, the museum was opened to the public in 1988
(even if only the sections on the ground floor had been staged), benefiting from a wide internationally
resonance.
In May 2006, the pavilion D on the third floor of the museum was inaugurated in execution of a project
delivered in 2001, while the set-up of E and F sectors is expected in the coming months. The area
devoted to medals, the last transferred from Piazza Duomo, was opened in 2010 and is located in the
basement of the museum.
3.
Towards an open and widespread fruition of the “hidden” heritage
The intensive archaeological research conducted in Sicily in the last decennia, the richness of
excavated sites and the large amount of discoveries, have required over time, an adjustment of the
museum spaces in order to accommodate the new archeological items. The structure retains today an
immense number of objects, many of which, not finding a place in the exhibition halls, are collected in
the depositories located in the basement of the structure in spaces that, in Minissi's plans, were not
designed for this purpose. The greater amount of the objects did not find accommodation in the glass
cases exposed to the public, but are contained in "boxes" kept in rooms accessible - albeit with the
understandable organizational and administrative difficulties - only to a fortunate few scholars.
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This heritage discovered but still "hidden" in some cases has not been adequately studied yet (kept for
many years in sometimes inadequate containers and without having verified its conservation status),
but in many others, cataloged and restored, it will perhaps never find location within the permanent
installation, since the integration of all elements would require an enormous amount of space and
resources. In addition, the cultural purpose of the museum is the collection of knowledge and its
transmission. Acts that operate through the presentation of works chosen from among the best
maintained examples of greater or historical/artistic value; the exhibit of fragments and/or minor works
of art, although often of fundamental importance for the scholars, is of little interest to the generic user
that does not have, in general, the necessary cultural background to fully understand and appreciate
their value.
The fruition and the valorization of this hidden asset is nevertheless possible - apart from the
construction of new exhibition spaces (probably useless if the "physical" consultation of many minor
works is of interest to a few scholars) - through the network and the use of digital technologies.
Electronic catalogs, whose first applications to cultural heritage had purely documentary purposes,
have experienced in the last decade an evolutionary process that promoted them from simple
databases to interactive multimedia systems, turning their function as a simple tool for cataloging to
efficient machine for disclosure. The network "has become a privileged environment for the
consultation and the sharing of knowledge, to facilitating the work and the integration of the bodies in
charge of documentation and the protection of cultural heritage, but also for its use by a wider
audience. The goal today is no longer that of cataloging the single good but also its relationship with
the cultural context, while from informatics point of view there is a tendency not so much related to the
definition of uniform standards, but rather to the interoperability between systems born with
characteristics and for different purposes, but all useful to the increasing of information" [17] both in a
national and supranational dimensions.
The Sicilian Region, through its Department of Culture and Sicilian Identity has started a few years
ago and through its website, an online consultation of digital publications, videos, photos, virtual and
dedicated sites of the largest regional museums and archaeological parks [18]. This tool is, however,
limited to a general aim and to touristic purposes, as the contents are more simple presentations of
the areas of greatest interest - though widely documented - or educational projects, than a true
scientific instrument aimed at the enhancement of the hidden heritage. In addition, the platform does
not interface with other systems and it is closed on the outside, making it difficult to update the data
and impossible to include new contributions from third parties.
3.1 From the integrated survey to the interactive and virtual museum
The case study here presented intends to show the early stages of a pilot project launched by the
Laboratory of Restoration of Architectural and Cultural Heritage of KORE University in collaboration
with the University of Bergamo. This research began with the need to answer to some planning needs
that, colliding with the hard "reading" of the edifice because of the many changes and adaptations of
the premises (not documented), asked for an in-depth historical analysis and the realization of a
complete survey (metric, geometric and material) of the building and the area surrounding it. The
acquired data, subsequently integrated with other elements of detail, also revealed themselves as an
important database for the establishment of a multimedia platform at differentiated levels of
accessibility, firstly useful to the museum's administration to the appropriate need for control and
maintenance but that could easily also be opened to scholars and tourists, with a view to create an
interactive or a virtual museum.
Here is that the project has been developed starting from the idea that in order to correctly understand
an architectural organism, its critical observation cannot be disregarded. It is, actually, important to
detect what the building generously shows but especially what it jealously hides. This twofold
recognition allows making the essential breakthrough for the planning of any following intervention
(restoration, rehabilitation, redesign, reuse, etc.). In particular, the survey made by integrated
methodologies (traditional, advanced and innovative), led to the creation of the fully navigable 3D
digital model of the museum. Organized at various levels in order to make clear the form and the
architectural structure, it has allowed the understanding of the entire building: a vast system based on
a hexagonal geometry that found in the interaction between the environment and the constant change
of heights, its most interesting spatial character. It could, however, also offer the opportunity to
"virtually" visit the museum from the park outside of the places currently inaccessible (Fig. 2).
In this study, the first approach to the sites was accomplished through free applications available on
the net - such as Google Earth – allowing the view of satellite images and aerial photographs, with a
very high detail. This platform, in addition to the visualization of multi-scale mapping and free access
to GIS information, permits a single user to enter additional information in the form of links to be
shared and made accessible to other users. Links that, in the case of “our” museum, from its
geographical identification might refer to detailed information, such as the site plan and other data,
connected, for example, to the altimetry and to the pathways.
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Fig. 2: The 3D model of Museum “Paolo Orsi”.

The combined use of GPS instrument and total station for the overall understanding of the building,
even in relation to the urban environment - georeferenced both through coordinates acquired from
satellite network and by means of a topographic polygonal used for the "forced centering" of scans
performed with the terrestrial laser scanner - has allowed to acquire a large amount of data and useful
information (Fig. 3a, b).
Moreover, it was produced, with a specific application and only by way of example, a virtual tour
allowing visiting the park of Villa Landolina and the burial path situated outside the museum. This tour,
applicable to the entire museum complex, could be accessible, via web or remotely, through mobile
devices such as smartphones and tablets (Fig. 3c), so offering the opportunity of conducting an
immersive interactive experience whose purpose is to approach the real visit of the place, both in
terms of visual quality and emotional perception, especially if supplemented by the inclusion of
multimedia elements (text, audio, videos, maps) [19].
Finally, the possibilities offered by the creation of "pages" containing information within shared
multimedia platform, have been exploited as a tool of diffusion and dissemination of archaeological
studies as well as of the activities of the museum. To this end, "dynamic" procedures have been
studied in order to create models of data sheets related to the archeological objects exhibited or not,
including their 3D visualization, acquired by using a high precision laser scanner and/or digital
photogrammetry (Fig. 4a, b).

4.

Conclusions

During the last two centuries, the concept of museum and its role in the society has changed
dramatically. Museums are no longer sacred and untouchable. On the contrary, they have been (and
still are) subjected to a wide process of rethinking, that has requested an intense examination of the
values and meanings they imply, the aims and the nature of the services offered, as well as of the
relationship between them and the people they wish to serve: the public [20]. The museological
research has been enriched by new technical acquisitions and wider methodological horizons that
have fundamentally transformed the concepts of display and collecting [21]. The vision of the museum
as a static entity has definitely been overcome by a new idea based on the establishment of dynamic
platforms [22, 23].The fast development of digital technology and of computer graphics has
revolutionized the visitor's approach to the museum by creating interactive experiences throughout a
museum, as well as remote experiences for those who cannot get there.
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Fig. 3: Images from the integrated survey: urban plan acquired by GPS (a), orthographic projections obtained by
3D laser scanning (b) and panoramic virtual tour realized by photo sticking (c).

The numerous projects already accomplished in this field (the main museums in the world have
developed web sites that are more and more advanced in order to promote their collections and
activities [24]) show how the virtual reality can help, for example by complementing a real visit to the
place, in case it had stimulated a special interest or an intellectual curiosity; or by encouraging users
to go there after having obtained through the web an overview of what the museum can offer.
This case study shows how digital technology could overcome problems dictated by the shortage of
space and the presence of logistical constraints, restoring or enhancing the original spirit of the
knowledge sharing place that Bernabò Brea and Minissi envisioned for the archeological museum of
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Fig. 4: 3D model of a roman head obtained using a Faro arm with laser scan head (a) and 3D model of a
sarcophagus acquired by automatic image matching (b).

Syracuse. We are sure that taking the road of innovation will allow this priceless heritage to express its
full potential by promoting an "open and widespread" concept of culture. The ideal thing (perhaps a
utopia...) would be to establish a museum where the motto is: no doors, no guards, no wall, and no
limits.
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Abstract
Survey is knowledge and knowledge is the tool to decrypt messages that the past has sent us in the
form of monuments.
Some, few, have maintained their own function, others changed it over the centuries. These
monument crossed the centuries always equal to himself and for that little or not studied.
This work fits into the history of the monument trying to give some new answer and especially
proposing a representation of it that for the first time tells something new about its life, its function, its
history.
This opens a new way to the understanding, the formulation of hypotheses and testing of other
through the decoding of ignored details and through the reinterpretation of the sources.
It offers a new understanding of the position of the monument in the landscape and about the role
covered by this as an essential part of an ancient infrastructure, the Augustan aqueduct of the Serino.
This Work is a part of end course work about PhD in Scienza del Rilievo e della Rappresentazione
dell’Università la Sapienza di Roma XXIII group 2008/2011, and explore only one of the
considerations made around this ancient monument.
Keywords: Survey, Archeology, Point Cloud

1.

Introduction

“Hoc est vivere bis, vita posse priore frui”
“Knowing how to live with pleasure the past is to live twice”
Marziale, Epigrammi (X,23).

This aphorism it’s particularly significative to understand and describe the goals and the results
achieved in this study
Knowledge, whether of the world or of themselves, has always been a strong stimulus to the research
and understanding of the diverse issues surrounding the mind and human thought.
The past, which Martial calls, is itself being investigated at various scales and in various fields of
interest, but with survey and analysis of what material comes from the past, it becomes conceptual
and speculative for recovery of information lost in a memory that no longer retains traces of itself, but
that was the basis on which to build the present or, more simply, of which this is an evolved version.
In this ancient monuments are silent witnesses of the past, but if asked, they respond by providing
information that can afford to live with greater awareness of our present, fully understanding what we
are delivered from the past.
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From the past comes architectures, functional spaces, squares, structures that could not adapt to the
changing of the culture that created them, and when they did, they have lost their initial connotations
becoming something different, altering their appearance, changing substance form and function.
In some rare cases, this mutation has not occurred, and this has meant that these monuments would
become simply obsolete, unusable or simply forgotten.
The analysis and study of ancient monuments therefore poses special problems, requires an
abstraction from modernity and a realignment to the culture that created them, we have to understand
the changes brought about by time, know as much as possible the story, or listen stories that all
around are told lost very often between myths and reality.
Knowing how to read a monument allows to discern on what, how and when, or at least critically
framing the problem in order to find a consistent path of inquiry.
1.2 Survey as tool for knowledge
Now some questions: what are the methods and tools that should be used in specifically, which the
levels of analysis and definition of the information?
From my point of view, survey is the main tool to deal with this investigation
The survey as a tool of knowledge, which does not end with the metric acquisition phase, but also
includes the acquisition of all the necessary information to reconstruct the history and projectual
genesis of monument that is being analyzed.
The reverse process of the project, survey, is not a linear process, and the only way for really know it,
is to be able to pause, just the time to take a measure, on its surface, on the traces that time, weather,
nature or man left on and that from time to time tell small fragments of a common history.
The ancient monument becomes cultural one, taking on a meaning of representative element that
contains useful information for the understanding of modern culture, and this makes it even more
difficult to intervene because the risk of unconsciously delete relevant information is behind the
'corner.
On it focus a number of issues ranging from operational practice to historical research, to its
representation understood as choice of the most effective way to draw, in relations with the goals, and
the steps of reading the architectural text .
1.2 Representation and drawing
The representation holds a fundamental importance. The act, which is basically the act of drawing,
requires a discretization of the information acquired, discretization critical but limited as often related to
the ability of the designer to transfer on a bidimensional plane tridimensional information and their
perception.What you can imagine is often much more than what you can draw and the ability to
transcribe these intuitions in design is not for everyone
The reduction to a bidimensional plane is itself limited to the cognitive possibilities inherent in the real
object, and the tools available to the designer are themselves the limit beyond which no one could run.
These instruments in the last few decades have seen a strong evolution, dematerializing from the
paper forms which were bound and transforming itself into binary information processed by
computers.
As is known, this has literally created a new world with physical space but concretely non-existent, a
virtual space in which you can develop and build a model of the real object.
According to me, this world has as its current limit, but it is only a temporary condition, pattern
perception still through the projection on a plane as that of the various types of monitors or viewers
that once again reduce the perception of a bidimensional plan .
Obviously, this perception is now dynamic, interactive, multimedial but is based on a concept still
opposed to the spatial perception of real structures, is not the observer in moving, but always the
object to be rotated according to the observer meaning as observer the human user and not the virtual
avatar, of course.
In turn, the instruments themselves for survey have suffered and are suffering a strong evolution,
linked to the economic aspect that binds their availability.
I refer in particular to various photogrammetric techniques, which with the image digitization has
opened a new and more flexible field of investigation, but also the possibility of laser scan of the real
object.
The discretization by points to a real structure gives to the operator a benefit that no one else in the
past has never been able to have.
The so-called "point cloud" returns immediately volumes and metric information as well as complex
surfaces with very short time simplifying the metric operations and delegating the interpretation of the
data which can be followed by a pluriform possibilities of representation. The model for the virtual
space, or at least its structure is created immediately, the real object is deprived of its material
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substance becoming immediately transmittable and accessible remotely remaining now included in a
space that not existing physically can exist anywhere .
Remains separated from this operation that wiich at first was a necessity, the observation of the object
to be displayed and the focus on specific point becomes an independent operation that is always
necessary.
The fruition of the monument itself takes on a new aspect, by the necessity to touch the monuments
during "Grand Tour to a remote exploration of large monuments which on one hand allows a greater
circulation of information, on the other hand transmits only information filtered by the model which by
its nature is not reality and not able to repeat its suggestions.

2.

The Piscina Mirabilis

Object of study is the Roman monument known as the Piscina Mirabilis site north of Naples, in the
municipality of Bacoli in the area known as the Campi Flegrei.
It is an ancient cistern of impressive dimensions by planimetric development of 66 x 25 m and a height
at key of the coverage vault a little more than ten meters.The interior space is underground for about
eight meters and is divided into five aisles longitudinal and thirteen transverse. The central one, the
seventh, has a bottom surface less than about 1.50 m which is configured as a Cella Limaria suitable
for the storage and expulsion of impurities in the water.
The existing access is through a staircase located on the North side of the structure, corresponding to
one of two old entrances . The old access points were two, one corresponding to the present, the
other corresponding to another set of stairs on the south side and currently-no longer usable due to
the rising of the roadway outside.
The intersection of these spaces is identified by forty-eight pillars which cross section assumes a
cruciform appearance to the height of eight meters from the bottom floor.
Actually the structure its roled by the Central Office of Naples and Pompey that has property and
manutention.
2.1 Survey
This monument, always known but little studied, presents a series of specificity which allow to sketch a
repertoire of problems which arise in similar contexts.
It’s one of those monuments that are not changed their essence but that this is no longer compatible
for use and function, with the modern culture.
His analysis is guided by the fact that it is configured at the same time as a cultural asset,
underground and never reused.
This has led to the first problem set out above: Always known and always equal to itself, lost his
memory about its purpose and its operation, so the research has tried to frame the structure in the
cultural field that build it in the attempt to improve its knowledge.
Regarding the analysis by the survey, the monument presents great many operational problems
related to the size, spatial distribution, elevation, relationship with the outside not easy to solve,
therefore, has been a valid field of investigation for the application of the techniques relevant
consolidated and the innovative ones.
The results obtained during the analysis of metric data allowed to advance a new thesis about the
possible functioning of some structural parts of the Piscina as well as to test the hypothesis
concerning its operativity.
The choice of laser scan of the entire monument has allowed the realization of bidimensional draw
never processed before which difficulties of implementation was related to the shape and nature of the
monument.
The fragmented space of the floor plan has always hindered the full understanding of the good, the
horizontal layers that make up the structure had not been fully investigated as well as the reciprocal
relationship between the parties not in sight, and this has been possible by creating a point cloud
model and the section of the same with reference planes containing the researched information.
Hence the identification and study of significant details has allowed an in-depth, through new
technologies and the creation of complex surfaces from point cloud, enables a new representation
The volts have been subject to independent investigation, has been analyzed in the structural
behavior and has been created surface model designed to study the problems of static arrangement.
The individual detail have been the subject of in-depth layout , geometric, metric, material, in order to
identify a repertoire of models relevant to an understanding of the overall architecture, as well as
verifying possible assumptions by management of the building in its past operating conditions.
The goal was to complete a cognitive gaps, by the use and integration of acquisition technology ,
identifying congruent descriptive strategies for use and management.
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3.

A new iconographical representation

As it is logical to assume, this monument has already been represented in the past, but the novelty of
this article is a new iconography that come out from the use of modern technologies of laser scanner
survey and it’s only one of the observation reached during the research.
The geometry of the structure and the difficulty of the measurement, have in fact significantly limited
its drawing by focusing the attention of scholars on the development planimetric losing the changes in
shape that occurred at different elevations.
The parallel i want to make here is the only valid metrical survey ever run on the monument that is
taht's of Paoli published in 1768.
The scholar produces a plan of the Piscina Mirabilis, which was for centuries the only reference for
almost all the subsequent works.
The representation of the piers has become an axiom to indicate Piscina Mirabilis inextricably linking
structural and functional interpretation giving the impression that there was nothing new to say and
becoming, quite by chance, a wrong tool for the study of monument.
owever, Paul realized a sort of isometric cross-section of the monument, represented with the taste of
the eighteenth-century picturesque rather than the metric coherence , but it is in this section that we
have the point of contact between the studies.
In the section, Paoli explain the survey method used for work.
A man on a ladder stretching a tape measure using a cane until it touches the top of the vault, another
men tends the tape while two gentlemen seem to check the length of the strap tight. On the ground
you can see a tablet, perhaps a praetoria tablet, and a tool that could be a baculo or simply foot
removable tablet.
This drawing shows the operational correctness of Paoli but also denouncing the limitations he
encountered in the execution of the graph seen as difficulties in survey operations.
From here the parallel or rather the idea of a working continuity with the past beyond the limits of the
survey with the technology at our disposal.
The possibility of using a laser scanner Leica C10 has allowed the creation of a point cloud of high
density and so to overcome the limitations imposed by the height of the monument.
The result has been the ability to dissect the Piscina Mirabilis in all dimensions desired and then the
identification of a section plane that in addition to relating the outside with the inside, allowed a new
representation of the Monument.
Dissecting beyond the elevation of the sets of arcs connecting the transverse and longitudinal aisles,
the shape of the monument changes, structure changes, they disappear the pillar become dividing
walls and start a new way to study functional and structural monument.
The trasversal aisles are no longer connected to the longitudinal, space is fragmented into smaller
rooms that are explained in the operation of the monument.
Imagining now the Piscina filled with water, it is evident that the fractionation of the naves transverse
operated a mechanical filtering action to the impurities brought from the aqueduct and who remained
on the water.
Once emerged within the trasversal aisles floating impurities remained blocked in the section and
could be removed by normal cleaning carried out through openings in the roof .
From the structural point of view completely changes the interpretation of the monument and in
particular appears now evident the warping of the covering system that was not so clearly decodable
by planimetry at a lower level.
In this sense, therefore, the investigation through a new instrumentation has led to a new and more
meaningful representation of the Piscina Mirabilis that arises in the logical continuation of a project
begun in 1768 and supplemented in 2010 by filling the gaps left open and opening new ways to
hypotheses and investigations
All the goals reached with these study, well be soon available in a specific publication around the
Piscina Mirabilis.
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Fig. 1: Plan of Piscina Mirabilis – Paoli 1768
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Fig. 2: Plan of Piscina Mirabilis at 8 m from lower floor
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Fig. 3: Assonometric Section – Paoli 1768
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Fig. 4: Point Cloud section
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Abstract
Promoting the diffusion of treasures which are considered to be part of the precious architectonic
heritage, not always known and, more than ever, underestimated, protects a community’s cultural
memory together with that of its place, increasing its value.
The aim of the intervention is the rescue, protection and the transmission of cultural value and social
identity of a place.
The bridge of Sanità, named also “red carpet between two palaces”, has not only destroyed some
parts of the artistic heritage of the town, but is also considered to be an outsider and, at the same
time, a symbol of this place.
A very important intervention that, on one hand means a division for the neapolitan town, as regards
the urban and social point of view, while on the other hand , become a sort of limit helping the
definitions of original contributes, by mixing old and new together.
Santa Maria la Sanità in Naples, is a church situated in a place where history and traditions are at the
base of a project linked to the Paleochristian Age, thanks to the catacombs of San Gaudioso. His
mannerist oval cloister, designed by Frà Nuvolo, is crossed by two piers, limiting it from its
completeness.
Purpose of the survey, together with analyze and a graphic revision is a sort of communication,
through a virtual regeneration of what has been lost, of the artistic heritage. This help us to obtain a
major consciousness of the identity and to know the real value of places, not only clear for those who
live them, but also for those who “walk” in them.
In particular the survey propose to verify the plan of the cloister: it’s not sure, in effect, if it has an oval
or an elliptic shape; taking it in a 3D way able to give back a complete vision of the original plan.
That’s just to let known, even though is not useful anymore, what’s hidden back this urban
intervention.
Keywords: preservation, regeneration, innovation

1.

Oval/Elliptical cloister in Santa Maria alla Sanità District

Sanità, in San Carlo all’Arena, is one of the most ancient and characteristic district of Naples. It’s
located at the foot of the hill of Capodimonte, in the north of the old town. A lift connects two different
floors of the city together: the so called bridge of Sanità in Corso Napoleone and the Sanità district.
Santa Maria alla Sanità church, also known as san Vincenzo alla Sanità, is situated in Sanità Square.
This second name is due to the Holy Vincenzo Ferreri, a famous Dominican friar considered the
protector of the district. The name Sanità is due to the historical healtiness of that place that was
located outside the city walls. In that area miracles and healings occurred near the tombs of several
African bishops, including St. Gaudioso, there buried. So Sanità became a place of worship. During IX
century bodies of saints were brought into the city, and these burial sites were slowly abandoned.
Floods plastered the area with mud from Capodimonte hill. In 1569 a violent storm brought to light the
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ruins of the early Christian church and the ancient catacombs which were after recognized as S.
Gaudioso’s.
Here, there was found what is still considered the most ancient image of the Virgin in Naples.
In 1577, as a result of this discovery, Dominician friars began to buy lands and decided to realize a
new church dedicated to Santa Maria alla Sanità. A panel of experts chose the project of the
Dominician Giuseppe Donzelli, also called Frà Nuvolo, He completed the religious complex between
1602 and 1613.
The complex of Santa Maria alla Sanità is one of the most realistic details views Baratta where parts
are also represented at that time (1629) had not been completed. The image is of particular interest
because it documents the complex splitting into two distinct parts, placed in two different dimensions:
Church and cloister ovate in the lower, the real convent with the adjacent big cloister, now lost, at the
top. Fra Nuvolo planned a second cloister, smaller than the first, giving him a very original shape,
defined by the century, as oval/elliptic. Giuseppe Nuvolo is one of the most interesting authors
Neapolitan XVII century, with the Church of Santa Maria della Sanità. With this project, he reveals his
interest into the Bramante’s project of San Pietro, trying to re-elaborate it in a more complex greek
cross map, integrated in an extended square.
Inside the Church, Frà Nuvolo responds to the need to preserve the existing Paleochristian Church of
San Gaudioso: he erects the chancel of the new one by setting the altar above the catacombs and the
crypt.
During the XIX century, French sovereigns started in Naples some of the most relevant urban
modifications which were important for the future of the town: there were made some improvements in
the communication routes and in the re-organization of the already existent plans. In this way there
were highlighted what is nowadays considered the neapolitan underground system.
The expected interventions faced the biggest difficulties linked to the many obstacles presented by the
town, that is to say the continuous following of Posillipo, Vomero, Camaldoli and Capodimonte hills.
Expansion and development of the town included a “fan” system going through the most important
areas of the town. Corso Napoleone, which now corresponds to Via Pessina, Santa Teresa degli
Scalzi and Corso Amedeo di Savoia, must be considered the most difficult intervention in Naples.
Finished in 1809, the street was due to the will of Giuseppe Bonaparte, because of a sort of a faster
link with the Royal Palace and the Palace of Capodimonte.

Fig. 1: 3D model representation of Sanità District. Differents point of view and bridge highlighted in orange.
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Closer to the social alienation, District presents a lot of potentialities and cultural and historical
richeness, about which residents are fully aware.
Some voluntary social and cultural associations were there formed with the intent to implement
initiatives and improvements to the site, and provide citizens with social redemption opportunities,
better living conditions, stimulating the civic sense. The bridge, in this revival attempt alive offers to the
inhabitants of creative inspiration: became logo for the district and starting point for the realization of
artistic and cultural activities. From limit, the bridge becomes opportunity, integrating perfectly with
new architectural achievements: the portion of the bridge that invades the B&B of the former convent,
is adapted as wall for the kitchen.
The construction of the bridge allows a different, abnormal vision of the whole, as well as the district,
which can then be observed even at the level of the dome of the Church, offering an original idea for
an alternative reading of the urban fabric, made at different levels and from completely different points
of view.

Fig. 2: Pencil sketch realized on the bridge watching the church.

1.1 Relief and geometric survey
Two pylons of the bridge invade the cloister, dividing it into three parts. The observer loses the global
perception of the original shape redefined through the relief and 3D representation. The cloister
presents a curve arcade with cross-vaults surrounding an inner area defined by arched pillars with
Ionic pilasters, garlands and capitals stand in piperno stone. On the vault and on the lunettes of the
arcade, there are still traces of monochromes graffiti painted by Giovanni Battista Di Pino in 1624: they
represents stories of the Dominican order. Transverse arches of the arcade bind internal pillars with
the wall of the arcade: the pilasters, facing the environment, are on opposite sides of the stucco wall
where there are niches.
The relief of the cloister is not based on mere investigation of metric type, rather on original quality
analysis of global composition. The planimetric oval shape of the cloister is a singular example in
Neapolitan architecture. Frà Nuvolo was the first to use this shape in Naples.
The primary output of the survey carried out within the cloister was to locate the actual geometric
shape of the plans: the historical and cartographic sources show conflicting opinions by defining a
plant indistinctly oval and elliptical. Ellipse and oval are both elongated circular profiles with double
orthogonal symmetry: characteristics that create confusion between two different shapes and open
debates about the nature of formal discovery architectures.
The pylons of the bridge break the original shape of the cloisters, allowing not an easy formal
interpretation. So, was essential an accurate geometric analysis.
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Fig. 3: Interior image of the arcade of the cloister.

A first step has led to critical reading of historical maps: Frà Majorino’s project design, the Duke of
Noja, the plan of Ferraro. All them represent an elliptical cloister in which the main axes are oriented in
the same direction of the axis of the Church. The survey graphic, derived from this first reading has
justified the choice of locating of the main axes, following the results derived from direct relief.
Assuming the existence of a generic curved continuous profile both inside and outside the arcade,
have been taken into account the points that return in the profile of the pillars identifying the inside
perimeter of the arcade of the cloister. The curved profile has been verified through direct relief of the
plant of the pillars with trapezoidal profile characterized by two curved sides: above all those of the
interior arcade and those facing the center of the cloister, as well as the performance of the walls of
the arcade. Also the profile of the pillars is indeed shrinking from the area towards the central area.
The graphic check of juxtaposition of polycentric curves and ellipses on the plan, denote that
polycentric curves are constructed in way to approximate their profile to that one of the ellipse. This is
the demonstration that it’s difficult to recognize the curved shape in question, also with the Pascal's
theorem.
On the bases of the number of centres and their location, the arches of circumference which generate
the curve from the oval profile can be differently compounded generating different profiles.
The interest of Renaissance architects for the elliptical and oval shapes is documented by a rich
variety of iconographic sources contained within the several treatises of the time.
The discussion of the topic, argued by Ornella Zerlenga in her text La forma ovata in architettura, is
fundamental to choose suitable geometric constructions to verify the profile of the cloister, obtained as
a result of the relief operations.
Though Pascal’s verification estimate the inadequacy of an elliptical shape of the cloister, the elliptical
formal verification of the cloister is made. Have been verified: geometric construction published by
Sebastiano Serlio in 1545 that draws the ellipse to points once the two diameters; the construction of
the ellipse for three data points, considering as a starting point for the construction of three known
points derived from tracking operations of pillar stands.
The same verification process was conducted for the oval shape. Targeted selection of geometric
constructions is given by considering similar ovals, for formal tracking, to the profile derived from the
junction of points obtained as a result of the relief. Polycentric curves built four or more centres were
considered.
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In book I of Sebastiano Serlio's Treaty of Architecture is the first treatment formulated and shown on
the geometric trace of the oval. Serlio considers four different methods to draw the oval shapes.
The geometric construction published in Bosse’s Treaty is innovative respect to Serlio’s one, because
it differs through the assignment of the dimensions of the axes. In this case, the object of formal
research, the position of the axes is expected intuitively from a direct observation of the plant detected
and therefore of its shape. Then, set the position of the axes of the hypothetical figure and its
dimensions and consequently it brings, the four centres are determined by their respective arches of
circumference of which the curve consists.
Then geometric construction of Breymann was choosed to draw a half oval similar to the ellipse.
Formal research of oval profile is so deliberately referred to a geometric construction that was as
much as possible like the elliptical one, in order to exclude any possibility to attribute a probable
elliptical shape to the cloister.
It looks so interesting, as necessary, with the same size and position of the axes, compare and
overlap between their formal outlines, different kinds of curves, drawn in different ways.
Polycentric curve looks definitely better suited to describe the shape. Elliptical profile have a smoothly
varying curvature, while the polycentric curve presents greater variation of curvature near the point of
contact between the arches of circumference. This variation is due to the intrinsic properties of the
circle that admits constant curvature variable with radius. Therein the main difference between these
formal profiles lies, which in this case decreed, as a result of the dispute-oval ellipse, that cloister plant
profile is approximated at the oval, rather than elliptical.

Fig. 4: Geometrical check: elliptical on left and oval on right.
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Abstract
Plasters and mortars from historic buildings have been considered useful on style, formulation
and cultural provenance where several transformations and stratifications have taken place over time.
On the Caribbean island of Jamaica with its culturally diverse heritage holding Aboriginal, Spanish,
African and English legacy, the former Ackendown Estate contains a cluster of buildings that convey
th
th
this. Of significance is an ‘Old Castle’ that has received concurrently16 century Spanish, 18 century
th
British, and 19 century Scottish dating.
This paper presents aspects of an on-going Historic Structures Report for Ackendown with
scientific techniques to determine appropriate analysis for mortar composition. The aim is to
investigate how historic mortars and the geology of architecture may become a useful instrument,
which can contribute to the identification of different building phases to establish provenance within
historic periods. A comparative analysis of heritage mortar and geology across the island having
established dates from archaeology and primary documentation is being developed to facilitate
interpretation.
The results will inform conservation techniques and restoration principles in hot humid tectonic
environments. Outcome of this work is the launch of the concept ‘Geoarchitecture®’ embracing the
multi-disciplinary approach of architecture with the science of geology in Geoconservation.
Keywords: archaeology, geoscience, mortars, preservation, tectonics

Introduction
Christopher Columbus landed on Jamaica during his second voyage of exploration in 1494
claiming the island for Spain. He returned twice during his fourth voyage in 1503 and was shipwrecked
on the north coast for one year. He encountered an Aboriginal Taino population of 600,000 although it
is argued that this was an exaggeration and may have been 60,000 [1]. Within five years of his
departure, the Spanish founded two towns, Sevilla as the principal on the north coast where Columbus
has taken refuge, and Oristan on the south coast [2]. In the ceremonies of possession, houses and
forts marked the occupation of a place or territory [3]. These Jamaican towns were established by
ca.1510 with the erection of a stone fort-house, and other stone houses [4]. By 1513 the Aboriginal
population had diminished and Africans were being imported into the island for enslaved labour [5].
These Spanish Jamaica towns were relocated inland from their coastal founding sites ca.1519, and a
third town, La Villa (now called Spanish Town) was founded ca.1520 [6]. Sevilla and Oristan were
officially abandoned in 1534, and La Villa survived as the principal and only Spanish Jamaica town [7].
The island remained as a Spanish colonial settlement for over 146 years until it was conquered in
1655 by England, and remained under English rule until it gained independence in 1962.
Whereas archaeology has established evidence of the Spanish Jamaica town of Sevilla, the
footprint of Oristan has yet to be exactly defined. The 2011 archaeology report of Ackendown states
that Taino and Spanish history and culture in Jamaica are still to be explored, pointing out that there
are large numbers of Taino sites along the south central and south west coast that testify to their
presence; further that the work on the Castle site at Ackendown gives the opportunity to examine this
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issue, as this building may have belonged to a Spanish regional commander and head of the Spanish
Jamaican province of Oristan [8]. It is highly possible that the south coast property of Ackendown may
hold some clues to identify Oristan [9].
Research on Ackendown included a chain-of-title conducted in the Jamaica Government
Archives (JGA), the National Library of Jamaica (NLJ), family memoirs of earlier proprietors; and
archaeological investigations in 2011 with surface and underground work that built on previous
investigations during the 1980s. This has shown that the historic name on the property titles, estate
maps, and legal representation in the JGA, the NLJ, and Colonial Papers lodged in the United
Kingdom is Ackendown. Yet contemporary maps call the area “Auchindown.” Therefore, this paper
uses the historic property name of Ackendown.
Ackendown is situated on the south coast Parish of Westmoreland, Jamaica. The property
containing approximately 116 hectares (287 acres) is bounded southerly by the Bluefields Harbour
and extends northwards into the adjacent hills. Sandals Resort International (SRI) owns the property.
The area containing the historic ruins is concentrated on the hillock overlooking the Harbour, with the
south-coast main road separating it from the coastal stretch that has been developed into an allinclusive beach-front hotel. SRI desires to restore the historic ruins as the ‘Ackendown Heritage Park,’
and for this, the firm Patricia E. Green Architects was engaged and conducted a Historic Structures
Report. The JNHT declared one of the historic structures, the Ackendown Castle ruin as a national
monument on December 21, 2006 [10].
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Fig. 1: Ackendown Heritage Park Layout (©Patricia E. Green Architects, August 2011)

An area of approximately 15 hectares (6 acres) has been fenced off to offer security protection
for the Heritage Park, which contains the shells of four historic masonry ruins situated contiguously on
a gentle slope. These all form a quadrangle along cardinal points, termed commonly as (1) Castle,
situated northerly; (2) Pimento Works, southerly; (3) Field Buildings, westerly; and (4) Cottage,
easterly (Fig. 1). Colloquially, the Cottage is sometimes called ‘Overseer House.’
Set apart northerly from the Cottage is a ruin termed Block Building. This has been modified
extensively during the latter part of the 20th century. Historically this would have been the original
location for the kitchen, servant quarters and ‘other offices’ (latrines) for the Cottage. Adjacent to this
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building on the north are the foundations of yet another structure that was used over the years as a
stable and later as a garage. Archaeology during July 2011 has unearthed certain shards that suggest
that a blacksmith workshop may also have been a part of this building. Analysis shows that a covered
link-way would have connected these buildings to the Cottage.
The Cottage retains a cedar shingle steep-pitched hip roof, but all the other structures have no
roof covering. Grey slate roofing material is strewn around the Castle ruin. A dry-bed stream
meanders alongside the Cottage and separates it from the other ruins. The Cottage has landscape
evidence of a sunken garden with low retaining walls contoured along the slope of the land.
In 2011, geologists at the University of the West Indies joined this work to assist in the
analyses of mortar and material samples to guide conservation strategies. However, these heritage
buildings have proved to be a resource for additional investigations on seismic strengthening of walls.
Significantly, the geoscientific analysis has the potential to help provenance and cultural appropriation
of the various parts of the historic structures. Therefore, to assist efforts to locate the buildings of
Oristan, this work has now been extended to include comparative geoscientific analyses at the
archaeological sites of the historic Spanish Jamaica towns of Sevilla, and La Villa.
Investigations at Ackendown and at comparative sites are on going, and have begun to
assume various levels of scientific engagement. This paper briefly shares the early findings of the
analyses, with an introduction to its comparative work with Sevilla. It is presented as an overview of
the (1) Ackendown geology; (2) Natural Hazards and Disasters (3) Ackendown history; (4) historic
structures; (5) geoscientific analyses; (6) geology of the heritage; (7) conservation findings; and (8)
geoarchitecture conclusions.
This paper introduces the emergence of a thematic definition ‘Geoarchitecture®’ that
combines heritage architecture with the discipline of geology. It outlines the multi-disciplinary approach
being employed in the analyses of the architectural heritage using geological science, to help address
provenance issues, to emphasize construction interventions for disaster risk mitigation, and to link
geoconservation techniques as a support in historic preservation principles.

1. Ackendown Geology
Geologically, Ackendown sits on sections of the Montpelier Formation, Coastal Group of
Jamaica. The Montpelier Formation is a white- to tan-coloured limestone with chert bands and is of
Miocene age [11] (Fig. 2). The land slopes gently towards the coast with large limestone boulders
strewn at the base of the property. There are two small perennial stream that take excess run-off from
the slopes and drain the property. The area surrounding the Ackendown property shows karst
topography, and the site itself rests on the seaward face of a rounded limestone hill.
The Heritage Park contains a diversity of geologically derived material, both local in-situ, or
imported from other Jamaican areas as well as from overseas. For example there is clastic material
imported from different areas in Jamaica. Imported material is found in some ‘Gabian baskets,’
rectangular mesh screens filled with cobbles that are strategically installed around one of the streams
on the property to redress erosion. Historic slate roofing tiles found on the property are imported from
overseas.

2. Natural Hazards and Disasters
Jamaica falls within the Tropical belt that historically has felt the effects of these annual
seasons. From 1780 to 1786 there were five hurricanes that passed within 100 kilometres (100 miles)
of the South Coast of Jamaica [12]. Additionally, the island itself is dissected by a number of faults that
feature Quaternary left-lateral offsets associated with the Gonave micro-plate, which is demarcated by
the Oriente Fracture Zone to the north, the Walton and Enriquillo Fault Zones to the south and the
Cayman Spreading Centre to the west. Further, in western Jamaica the topography is influenced by
the South Coast, Spur Tree and Montpelier-Newmarket faults that exhibit large downthrows to the
south and west, respectively [13]. Historically, there was the 1692 earthquake where two-thirds of the
infamous Buccaneer city of Port Royal sank into the sea, and the 1907 that resulted in the enactment
of the first building laws in Jamaica [14].
“…About 200 earthquakes are located in and around Jamaica per year most of which are
minor, having magnitudes less than 4.0. The most seismically active areas are the Blue Mountain
block in eastern Jamaica and the Montpelier-Newmarket belt in western Jamaica. Other areas of
notable seismicity include the near offshore south-west of Black River on the south coast, and offshore
Buff Bay on the north–east coast…” [15]. The Ackendown heritage site on the south coast may bear
testimony to these impacts, based on their ruinous condition and signs of structural movement.
There is evidence of environmental deterioration on the historic ruins, however this may be
considered ‘moderate’.
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3. Ackendown History
The property was described as woodlands on the Early English Plat and Patent Books on
deposit at the GAJ having 324 hectares (800 acres) patented to Dr. Richard Herne on August 18,
1674 [16]. By May 30, 1733 the earliest mention found to date with Ackendown is recorded in a
dispute resolution document of a conveyance for ‘Strathbogie’ with estates or plantations called
respectively ‘Ackendown’ and ‘Retrieve’ along with some uncultivated lands belonging to John Hayes
and his wife Jenet who conveyed them to Peter Beckford that gives the following account [17].

Fig. 2: Geology Map of Jamaica with insert of Ackendown, Sevlla (north coast), Oristan (south coast), and La
Villa now Spanish Town (south central).

In 1734 John Haynes died intestate and these properties passed to the widow Jenet Hynes
and her children. In 1742 Francis Sadler becomes the proprietor with his new wife, the widow Jenet
Hynes. On his death in 1735, Peter Beckford passed these properties to his sons Nathaniel, William,
Richard, Julines, and Francis to be equally divided between them. By January 1743 on account of
mortgage entanglement, these parcels were transferred to William Beckford son of Peter. William died
in 1770 leaving them to his infant son William and executors until September 28, 1781 when William
turned 21 years. The Scotsman John Campbell is listed as proprietor in December 19, 1788 and
attempted to convert the property from an ‘estate’ into a ‘pen’ resulting in disputes about whether this
change was beneficial or prejudicial to the mortgages.
William Beckford became Lord Mayor of London, and the richest man of his time with his
wealth stemming from holdings in Jamaica that passed to his son, William Thomas Beckford who was
an illustrious traveller and author. Peter, William, and William Thomas were all absentee proprietors
and never visited Jamaica [18]. William Thomas Beckford erected the ca.1800 mansion called Fonthill
Abbey in Wiltshire, England that was designed by Architect James Wyatt and styled by the Royal
Institute of British Architects as ‘Georgian eclecticism’ [19]. Two keystones on the Pimento Works
ruins at Ackendown carry the inscription, “WB1776” and “WB1777,” suggesting that these buildings
were erected under the proprietorship of William (Thomas) Beckford.
Ackendown appears in the Jamaica Gazette of 1816 as belonging to John Graham Campbell
with 132 ‘slaves’ and 326 livestock [20]. After the 1834 Emancipation of slavery, in the 1837 Campbell
was listed as having 331 apprentices [21]. By 1912 Ackendown was mainly rented to tenants as a
cattle pen that also supplied wood, and consisted of 581 hectares (1,436 acres) in the proprietorship
of I. O. Crooks and A. S. Aguilar and Brother [22]. In 1930, Crooks was removed off the title [23].
Various subdivisions took place, so that by December 2, 1971 the Urban Development Corporation
owned approximately 267 hectares (659 acres) [24], from which Gorstew Limited became proprietors
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in October 1992 of approximately 116 hectares (287 acres) containing the Heritage Park and the
resort hotel was developed on the beach [25].
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4. Historic Structures
The Castle ruin comprises the outer walls of two double-storied Ashlar masonry 7.5 metres
(25 feet) square towers with varying heights of 7.5 metres (25 feet). There are sub-floor levels on each
tower. A low wall about 43 metres (141 feet) spans between both towers, with an interconnecting
tunnel associated with this wall. There is evidence of upper timber flooring supports, also fireplaces
and chimneystacks.
The Pimento Works are two structures each with a partition wall evenly placed. Each footprint
measures 6 metres (20 feet) x 12 metres (40 feet). A five-bay barbecue with associated stone storesheds separates each building. The barbecue overall measures 26 metres (86 feet) x 58 metres (190
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feet.) The principal facade is of Georgian design with a 4-bay elevation and gable roof pitch measuring
about 6 metres (20 feet) at the apex. The east structure carries two keystones over the doorways, on
which is written WB1776 on each keystone. The west structure carries WB1777 on one of the
keystones over the doorways, however it appears that the other doorway may have had the same but
weathered. The west structure has a fireplace in the partition wall.
One Field Building has a one-roomed structure, and the foundations of the other outline two
room. Both structures average approximately 6 metres (20 feet) x 6 metres (20 feet).
The Cottage contains a covered rectangular building with a veranda having an area of
approximately 246 square metres (2,700 square feet). This building was occupied until about 2004,
and was immediately vandalized after it became vacant, thereby revealing a wealth of geoarchitectural
information. Twelve wall types are identified. One wall type is the random rubble perimeter wall
foundation that provided a suspended floor. The above-floor walls are eleven different types of timberframed construction with masonry infill. These are termed ‘nogg’ construction [26]. Four of the wall
types are varieties of post-1907 nogg walls.
th
th
th
th
th
It is supposed that this building spans five centuries, 16 , 17 , 18 , 19 , and 20 centuries.
On the basis of the analyses of these walls, a hypothesis was developed to ascertain the construction
evolution of the Cottage (Fig. 3):
th
i. The sub-floor foundations that may have been a 16 century two-roomed stone house would
be sections 05 & 06. The area of this equates with one of the Field Buildings.
th
ii. The sub-floor foundations that may have been 17 century are sections 02 (with a fireplace) &
03 also 09 added to 05 & 06. The area of this equates with the footprint of a Castle tower.
th
iii. The 18 century alterations would have coincided with the 1776-1777 Pimento Works
improvements where section 04 would be added as a foundation and the house then spanned
over sections 02 & 03 & 04 & 05 & 06. An outdoor section 01, the steps would match 09 as
another outdoor space.
th
iv. The 19 century had the addition of sections 07 & 08 & 13 as one room, likewise section 10 &
th
11 & 12 as one room to the 18 century sections of 01 & 02 & 03 & 04 & 05 & 06. The outdoor
space 09 would remain.
th
v. The 20 century had the extension of section 14 on the east, and section 15 on the west. Also
the outdoor section 09 was enclosed, and the east and west rooms were subdivided into 07 &
08 & 13 also 10 & 11 & 12 respectively to create indoor bathroom and kitchen facilities.
Section 01 was integrated into a veranda.

5. Geoscientific Analyses
The techniques employed in the analyses of the building material used at Ackendown are
geological methods that have found wide usage in Archaeology particularly for pottery, mortar, plaster
and paint [27]. The techniques used throughout this project include hand specimen descriptions,
petrography, insoluble residue analysis, neutron activation (NA) and X-Ray diffractometry (XRD). Each
technique provides more information than the previous and as such a systematic approach has been
taken in the study of the material. The techniques also increase in cost from hand specimen
descriptions to X-Ray diffractometry.
Petrography deals with the description and classification of the rocks by microscopic
examination, where thin sections are made from small slabs of a rock sample mounted onto a glass
slide (~1 inch by 2 inches), and then ground to a specified thickness of 0.03mm (30 microns). In the
case of mortar, the samples are first impregnated with resin, then mounted and ground. Neutron
Activation is a method of identifying isotopes of an element by bombarding them with neutrons and
observing the characteristic radioactive decay products emitted. Different elements produce different
'signatures' of the sample in the induced radiation, which makes determination of their concentration in
the sample. X-Ray Diffractometry is one of the primary techniques used by mineralogists and solidstate chemists to examine the physico-chemical make-up of a sample.
These analyses largely form part of the provenance studies to determine the source area for
the lime used in the mortar and the clay used in the brick as well as assist in distinguishing possible
construction phases of the buildings.
At Ackendown, various samples of rock, mortar, stucco, plaster, brick and slate have been
recorded and sampled for analysis. Thin section analysis has revealed very interesting textures;
insoluble residue has indicated that the mortar is made primarily of carbonate with a small percentage
being twigs and charcoal. The NA and XRD analyses are being conducted and compared with Sevilla,
and La Villa.

6. Geology of the Heritage
The limestone on the historic ruins is used as cobbles or fieldstones, and block forms, as well
as utilized in mortar, stucco, and plaster. It appears to have been derived from in-situ boulders on the
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property or strewn fieldstones from loose blocks such as in the streams with a limestone basement, as
well as from the material in-situ along the rocky coastline now housing the resort hotel development.
Constructed from hewn limestone blocks, the Castle material is also micritic, (fine-grained
limestone) in texture. The tool marks can be seen on individual blocks. The tunnel is made from
rounded to sub-rounded limestone cobbles. They appear to be about the same size as those used as
blocks except they were not shaped into blocks.
The two primary buildings at the Pimento Works and its storehouses have a mixture of
limestone cobbles and crudely-shaped limestone blocks. Red bricks are used inside the eastern
building for an oven and a fireplace. Some repairs especially on the partition walls have been done
using Portland / Carib cement.
The Field Buildings are composed of bits of chert cobbles in limestone cobbles with limestone
blocks for the foundation and quoins.

On the Cottage, limestone is predominantly used, and from preliminary analyses is locally
derived having micritic (fine-grained) limestone cobbles in the foundation and lower walls. Red brick is
found also for a fireplace at the foundation level. The rocks at this location appear to be cobbles
collected and used in the construction rather than hewn rocks. The mortar on the later-staged
construction is coarse-grained, and has lime as binder with limestone fragments up to 1 mm in size as
aggregate. Other walls above the floor level are of various geological combinations, some only made
with stone cobbles, or with timber framing filled with stone cobbles generally called ‘Spanish walling’,
or timber framing filled with red brick.

7. Conservation Findings
Other historic material examinations for conservation included timber samples from the
frames, windows, doors, and roofing as well as metal samples of nails, hinges, and straps. However
the analyses for these involve other types of equipment and technology outside of geology, such as
carbon dating that is envisioned. The nail analysis is assisted through the dated collection at the
Archaeological Division of the JNHT.
Early stages of the geoscientific analyses have revealed the following:
th
• At the Castle, the mortar is medium-grained, similar to the designated 17 century hypothesis
of the Cottage. It consists of limestone, wood fragments and charcoal fragments mixed in with
the relatively fine-grained binder. Showing shrinkage cracks, these are indicative of insufficient
burning, thereby when rehydrated and combined it would dry out quickly forming the cracks
[28]. The tunnel mortar was less generously placed in this area than on the blocks of the
towers. The material is firm, however may be easily scraped away from the rocks.
• At the Pimento Works, the mortar was predominantly of lime. The lime mortar was grey- to
light-brown in colour, very soft, and disaggregated easily between thumb and forefinger. It
shows burnt wood and charcoal fragments up to 5 mm in size. This mortar appears to have a
high aggregate to binder ratio with the binder being very fine-grained with limestone fragments
up to 2 mm in size as aggregate.
• At the Field Buildings, the mortar has chert and limestone fragments ranging in size from 1015 cm used to infill the mortar between blocks. This decorative mortar is found only on the
east wall, and on no other structure.
th
th
• At the Cottage, inside the sub-floor foundation level hypothesized as being 16 and 17
century, the limestone is chalky and sub-rounded in shape. These foundations and lower walls
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showed a tight packing of cobbles with soft, white-grey, powdery lime mortar smeared over
the rock-to-rock connections. This mortar is very fine-grained. The lime mortar appears to be
created only from very fine-grained lime binder and aggregate less than 1 mm in size and
used to hold small rocks in place as well as spread on the surface as stucco. There are
charcoal fragments in the mortar. This application appears very crude compared to
applications at other structures on the site. The arched openings within this sub-floor
foundation area have been closed off with limestone cobbles, and the mortar is of similar
texture and consistency. The mortar in this area is similar to that on the Castle.

Fig. 4 & 5: 1573 Illustration of Panama Port of Santa Maria showing Fort-house [Puerto y Fortaleza] and
settlement [un pueblo] of small houses (source: Archivo de Indias, Sevilla, Spain, MP Panama 4); and
Ackendown Castle.

Figs. 6 & 7: View of Port from Ackendown Castle with Pimento Works ruin in foreground, and hotel resort
development on the beach; and one of the Ackendown Field Buildings.

8. Geoarchitecture Conclusions
The early findings of the geoarchitecture have already begun to confirm aspects of the
construction dates of the heritage structures. It is recognized that the Cottage has been continuously
th
inhabited into the 20 century, and show evolving construction techniques with developments in
earthquake resistivity. The earthquake resistant construction is part of the Jamaica Vernacular
Architecture [29]. It is common practice of the local community within the vicinity of Ackendown;
therefore traditional restoration skills reside locally.
th
Parts of the Cottage compare with that of the 18 century Pimento Works carrying keystone
dates of 1776 and 1777. Yet the geoarchitecture of the Pimento Works with its Georgian architectural
detailing suggest that the Field Buildings with its decorated inset mortars are of an earlier date to the
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th

Pimento Works. This type of decorative mortar is found on the 17 century Old Gaol building in Port
Royal, one of the few architectural survivors of the 1692 earthquake.
Significantly, the geoarchitecture is characteristic for the Castle and the Cottage sub-floor
foundations, and it may be concluded that these have the same construction timeframe. The Castle
th
may have been a 16 century Spanish fort house and the Cottage sub-floor foundations a Spanish
stone house as a part of the Spanish Jamaica town of Oristan. Making contemporaneous associations
of the Ackendown heritage with early Spanish settlements in the Americas, the 1572 illustration of
Santa Maria in Panama bears similarity (Figs. 4, 5, 6, & 7). Spanish Jamaicans helped founded
Central American Spanish colonies [30]. Settlements in Panama came after those in Spanish Jamaica
[31]. The 1692 earthquake may have destroyed the Castle likewise the stone house, over which the
Cottage was subsequently constructed.
Geoarchitecture has far-reaching effects for multidisciplinary research. Even with these early
geoscience results at Ackendown, the geoarchitecture seeks to help enhance cultural heritage tourism
linkages between Jamaica and Hispanic heritage. Commonality of the geoarchitecture of the
Ackendown Heritage Park with that of the wider local community would thereby engage them for
sustainable conservation.
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Abstract
The research is focused on the analysis of patterns of information, the creation and management of
model information Building Information Modeling (BIM) applied to the study of Ticino fortified. The
study proposes a knowledge and appreciation of the site of the historic and natural landscape through
the relief, the representation, the reading of images and archive documents. You can define BIM
process asan analysis of multidimensional models generated digitally by means of tools, a
representation of a data model related to different disciplines that define it. A BIM can contain any
information relating to an area and its parts. The most commonly informations collected in a BIM relate
to the geographical location, geometry, material properties and elements. The development of the
route is contained in the following three stages: the first concerns the perception of places and
architectural presence of the landscape and the urban environment. The second segment of the
research develops the comparative study of documents of different age and origin, whose expressive
language offers pictures comparing the area and the current reality, both played with the scientific
discovery of things and places. The third an interpolation to achieve knowledge of the first two and
finaline to conserve with the necessary protection of places as a resource to be developed.
Keywords: Building Information Modeling, representation, fortified architecture.

1.

The systems of fortified architecture

This itinerary offers different view of research and interpretation in the context of multidimensional
methodology adopted in the various fields of investigation: from the history of architecture to
landscape, from architectural design to restoration, from urban planning to archeology, from the sign
to the drawing. This scientific aspect was mainly related to maps, plans, graphs, references available
in archives and private collections such topics innovative research focused on emotion perception.
The analysis of patterns of information about the creation and management of information BIM model
applied to the study of fortified architecture of the three castles in Bellinzona. The study proposes a
knowledge and appreciation of the site, historical and natural landscape through the architectural
survey, the representation, the reading of images and archive documents. The development of the
route is contained in the following three stages: the first concerns the perception of places and
architectural presence of the landscape and the urban environment to capture these images and
capture the historical value and the current reality in the visions of reality in architectural reports with
the shapes and colors of the social structure. The second segment of the research develops a
comparative study of documents of different ages, whose expressive language features compared
images of the area and of current realities, both played with the scientific detection of the architecture
and places. In addition, this course outlines a collection of visual images documented by
representations analyzed in comparison. The third route to achieve interpolation knowledge of the first
two is to be conserved with the necessary protection of places as a resource to be developed. The
overall image of the castles of Bellinzona is mainly linked to their role in the late Middle Ages, when it
served as fortifications to protect the Duchy of Milan. Residual traces of Roman and early medieval
military installations are available on the archaeological plan, while other defensive works of the
middle centuries of the Middle Ages are incorporated into the Ticinos’ fortifications and appear in
isolated form, such as the Black Tower and White Tower of Castel Grande. Those examples of
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Bellinzona are military architecture, often found in the valleys of the southern alps that offered
considerable differences in level topography for defense purposes, the walls and sloping connection
with their narrow parapets and steep stairs.

2.

The patterns of information Bim applied fortified architecture

Considering the BIM a process analysis of multidimensional models generated by digital tools, we can
see that they are a representation of a model different data related to the various disciplines that
define it. A BIM systyem can contain all the information about a territory and its parts. The most
commonly collected concerning the geographical location, geometry, material properties and
elements.

Fig. 1: The Castel Grande in Bellinzona. Plan.

Fig. 2: The Castel Grande in Bellizona. View of the entrance.
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2.
The architectural presence in the urban environment. The Castel Grande in
Bellinzona
The huge rocky outcrop of Castel Grande forms the natural center of the "closed Bellinzona." Of the
oldest settlements (prehistoric and Roman) are barely visible archaeological traces, even the meager
remains dating back to the middle centuries of the Middle Ages. Most of the factories can be placed
between 1250 and 1500.These are witness of a very eventful story building, marked not only by
restructuring, expansion and strengthening interventions, but also by war damage, periods of neglect
and demolition. The broad summit of the hill, protected by rocky cliffs to the north and to the south by
almost vertical steps less steep but difficult to access, is presented as an open space terrace with a
diameter of 150-200 m. Its configuration has meant that in every epoch the defense works were to
follow the natural edge of the rocky outcrop, the late medieval town still exists, therefore, rests largely
on the same foundations of the Roman walls. These, found during archaeological investigations in the
south wing of 1967, are made of rough stones. Today the vast inner surface offers the impression of a
big empty space. Many buildings were destroyed in the fifteenth century. The nineteenth-century
buildings of the arsenal, however, were almost all demolished in the course of the restoration works of
the twentieth century. The sources and archaeological evidence shows that the height of the Middle
Ages Castel Grande was to include a number of buildings much larger than anyone can imagine now.
Several buildings were dismantled in the fifteenth century under the Dukes of Milan. Aim of the
intervention is presumed was to get rid the inner surface, divided into three large courtyards, huddling
for temporarily military contingent in case of need. Under Milan domination, the efforts to improve the
defensive structure of the complex is concentrated on peripheral parts during the fourteenth century
and especially in the fifteenth century it was provided in stages to elevate and renovate the walls,
adding courtyards and auxiliary’s towers of arms. The western segment also was radically restructured
with the connection to the wall. In the late Middle Ages, it was entered in Castel Grande from the south
through a gate in the city walls located halfway up the hill, after passed about 100 yards of arms
embattled south of the city, we finally reached the main gate of the castle, which is open in the
southeastern part of the walls. Since the fifteenth century, as said, the interior of Castel Grande is
divided into three large courtyards with walls arranged radially from the Black Tower. This square
tower, located more or less in the center of the castle, was built in the early fourteenth century and
probably raised up in the fifteenth century. Further in the east lies the complex of buildings at the
center stands the tallest building of Castel Grande, the slender white tower, probably built in the
thirteenth century. As evident from the preserved parts of the city in the northerncourt there had to be
buildings as well. In this area, defended by the sheer rock, the need to build a protective wall was
warned between1300 and 1400. In the years 1982-2000 the fortress was the subject of a major
restoration and transformation project of the architect Aurelio Galfetti, aimed to the revitalization of the
castle. The project, conceived on a regional scale, emphasizes the public nature of the complex,
strengthening its ties with the city and the landscape. A striking passage in concrete, carved into the
rock, at the square of the Valley to the south-west of the square of the Sun, is a new direct access to
the castle and its park. The southern wing of the fortress now contains the museum spaces divided
into two sections. The historical-archaeological, accommodates several archaeological finds in site
and a valuable collection of coins sixteenth century. In the historical-artistic section there are a series
of drawings in tempera, the Body of factory west of the castle, built in the 1820s as arsenal, has been
completely restored and turned instead to new uses.

Fig. 3: The Castel Grande in Bellinzona. The Murata.
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Fig. 4: The Castel Grande in Bellinzona.
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3.
The architectural presence in the landscape. The Castle of Montebello in
Bellinzona
The impressive complex of Montebello (also said in the fifteenth century Castel Piccolo) stands on a
rocky outcrop to the east of the town center of Bellinzona. Its origins date back to the thirteenth
century. The castle was probably built by the Rusca’s, relevant family from Como, and from them it
passed to the Visconti’s in the fourteenth century. After an initial phase of expansion (in the middle of
the fourteenth century), at the beginning of the fifteenth century there was a period of decay. Around
1460, the buildings do not satisfied the technical - defensive "closed Bellinzona." Successive
enlargements between 1462 and 1490, transformed the old building two - fourteenth century fort
complex that characterizes the castle today. Left to decay in the nineteenth century, the work of
consolidation and completion, completed in 1903, we read in the interventions in site, clearly readable,
in courses of red tiles that separate the new parts from the original ones. The access to the hill where
the castle stands is relatively easy from all sides, but especially from east. Unlike in Castel Grande, to
prevent the enemy to approach it was necessary to dig deep ditches. The plan of the building looks
like a rhomboid, obtuse angles are connected to the arms of the northern and southern walls of the
village. The present building are readable the three main stages of the development of Montebello: the
original and the two fortified city walls that surround it, built respectively in the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries. It dates back to the founding (XIII century), the main fortress: a fence uneven, slightly
oblong, divided internally by more walls. It is not clear if the buildings that exist today on this website
correspond to the original plan: open windows in the wall, now facing one of the two courtyards, would
indicate changes in the structure plan. It is not excluded that the bunk, covered by a hipped roof and
situated in the northeastern part of the fortress, is a reconstruction due to the restoration in 1903: the
old illustrations show here only a building of four floors, with a pitched roof only inward. The overall
plan of the fortress follows a pattern common in southern alps valleys: a high and robust wall huddled,
inward, residential buildings and commercial vehicles. Part of this scheme the entrance to the fortress
at the top on the west side and today reached by an external staircase. Presumably in the middle of
the fourteenth century the fortress was built around a fortified by irregularly shaped, 7-15 m away from
the original complex and crowned, straight flush to the wall, with battlements Ghibellines. The reveal of
the remains in the boundary is constructed in a second time (fifteenth), both in a smaller building west
of the central core. To the east, the castle complex thus expanded is protected by a deep moat, over
which was thrown a drawbridge and the door - opening round arches in the southeastern part of the
city walls - is set in a fifteenth-century tower. As shown in the oldest parts in the city of the fifteenth
century, even then the plateau east of the outer moat had to be included in the fortifications. Massive
interventions between 1462 and 1490 mainly interested the perimeter of the fortress: Harnessing the
fourteenth-century walls it erected a new one, more robust, which in essence still determines the
external profile of the castle. In the east land of the moat is a ornament terminating at an acute angle
with the outer door, adjacent ditch and parapet fitted with trap doors. The moat oldest is closed to the
north by a parapet, to the south by an auxiliary pentagonal tower, open at the back, which is the
starting section of the junction with the southern arm of the walls of the village. On the site of the port
in fourteenth-century the city is a port-projecting tower, with supportive function. The corners of the
boundary rise auxiliary towers, open towards the interior and free of platform; at northeastern part is
instead leaning on the inner side with a construction platform. An open door in the southern section of
the city, with a drain reflects the original situation of the fifteenth century. The walls includes various
service rooms for the use of sentinels; slits and gratings of the wall and towers were designed for
crossbows, muskets and mouths of small caliber. The terrace is bounded to the west of Montebello,
on the side facing the city, by a crenellated wall with semicircular auxiliary turret. In the fifteenth
century Montebello was considered among the castles of Bellinzona, the most suitable to the defense
all over the field in case of war. The free space within the main fortress and advanced fortification
works could meet the need of sudden accommodate troops and war material. The keep houses the
Civic Museum and archaeological, built in the years 1971-1974 by the architects Mario Campi, Franco
Pessina and Niki Piazzoli.
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Fig. 5: The Castel of Montebello in Bellinzona
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4.
The architectural presence in the natural environment. The Castel of Sasso
Corbaro in Bellinzona
Approximately 600 m southeast of the city, at the highest point of the rocky outcrop where are located
the fortifications of Bellinzona, stands the fort of Sasso Corbaro. Unlike other works of defense,
integrated from the thirteenth to the fifteenth century in a single defensive system, this castle stands in
a completely isolated. In the second half of the fifteenth century it was fortified the summit, to fill a void
in the defensive system of Bellinzona. Work began only after 1478, before he built the rugged
northeast corner tower of the future complex, then ran to the other parts. The work continued until
around 1481-1482. In times of peace, the fortress was used as a prison. Repeatedly damaged by
lightning in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, around 1900 Sasso Corbaro was a ruin. The
consolidation work did in this century have made substantial architectural remains unrecognizable.
The rock forms a square of about 25 m per side, from the north-east and south-west corners where
rise four-sided towers of different heights. The fortress - whose walls have a thickness between 1.8 m
to the east (front of attack) and about 1 meter elsewhere - it was designed for a defense on all fronts:
on all sides developed a parapet with embrasures and battlements Ghibellines, also present in the
watchtower on the south-west angle. The entrance to the courtyard of the fortress - on the west
facade, facing the valley - it still shows traces of a gate made of bars, the south and west sides of the
courtyard are occupied by two floors wing housing, along the wall boundary, a time covered by a gable
roof that began under the parapet walk. The powerful bunk on the northeast corner, evidently built
before the other parts, now comprising four floors. To the south and west of the core are the remains
of arms of courtyards and minors buildings. The last restoration took place in the years 1998-2006 by
the architect Paola Piffaretti.

Fig. 6: The Castel of Sasso Corbaro in Bellinzona. Plan.
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Fig. 7: The Castel of Sasso Corbaro in Bellinzona
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5.
Images of the area and the reality aimed at the preservation and protection of
places
Knowing a city and its territory means to review the history of its people and its urban fabric or acquire
social structures and architectural features of the present and the past, and with more attention to
what remains of the architectural heritage to be protected as a powerful sign of knowledge. The
research, based on the action of protection and enhancement of the fortified structures, cannot be
separated from an activity based on the discretization of multidimensional knowledge and
measurement of assets through the use of BIM systems. The study consisted of the reading of the
territory, aimed at the understanding of all the complex aspects that contribute to determining the form,
not only as the outward appearance, but also as a carrier of tangible and intangible assets related to
the history, culture and traditions which over the centuries have marked their signs to the environment.
The investigation is focused on the knowledge of fortified Ticino’s architecture, focused on the study
of the chromatic inscribed in the UNESCO World Heritage site since 2000. To outline a possible path
of observations for urban environments is useful to focus on some general considerations with
thoughts based on multidimensional study starting from the perception of the elements of the
environment related to their spatial position and the synergy with the intervention of BIM knowledge on
the site.

Fig. 8: The City of Bellinzona. View.
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Abstract
Within a correct and sustainable urban development, the control of the flows of rainwater to the ground
is particularly important. When the balance of the rainwater at a territorial level is meaningfully altered
because of the ground changes, implementations of infrastructures of water collection are often
necessary and they are expensive from both the economic and the environmental and landscape point
of view. It is evident, therefore, the necessity to check the process of water collection at the origin
replacing or placing side by side to the traditional infrastructures the so-called "green infrastructures",
as suggested by the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
The aim of this research concerns the use of the principles of the nature as a model of management of
the rainwater stimulating the hydrological potentialities not developed by the site. The final result
consists in the individualization of "green" technologies both passive, only natural, and active with
small engineering, allowing to carry out an urban micro-basin self-ruling the meteoric waters picked up
to the ground in the area that is object of study according to the logic of "design for water
conservation".
Keywords: infrastructure networks, rainwater, water conservation

1.

Introduction

In the last decades the environmental worries have been prior among the greatest worries of the
contemporary man. The environmental issue has conditioned in a very marked way study, application
and management of both innovative and simply evolutionary new technologies. That’s why the
analyses of convenience, only oriented by the necessity to save resources, have become analysis of
compatibility that have added to the purpose of saving also the purpose of mitigating the
environmental impact, both seen in their incidence on the residual availability for the future
generations and on the possibility to still enjoy a not completely degrading habitat, even having it
submitted to repeated transformations.
Currently one of the most important environmental problems consists in the territorial management of
the infrastructural networks that, in some cases, has produced situations of real emergency. Within a
correct and sustainable urban development, the control of the flows of rainwater to the ground is
particularly important.

2.

Water-use integrated cycle networks

At a territory scale, the integrated cycle of the waters se provides different phases. From its point of
origin, water reaches individual users through primary and secondary distribution and after whatever
use it is put to, is discharged as waste water into the sewage system, which conveys it to where it will
be finally treated [1] .
Since any intervention within a territory gives great importance to the correct environmental design of
a water-supply network, examining the network as a whole, instead of looking at its single elements,
will provide a more general overview that will then allow us to make recommendations as to the re-use
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of this resource. Water is, in fact, an extremely valuable resource and therefore the over-riding aim of
the entire cycle of use must be how to save and how to recycle it whenever possible.
The typical water-cycle is made up of: procurement, storage, use and disposal. Procurement may be
from a spring, ground-water, freshwater supplies (rivers, lakes), and only in a few cases also rainfall
and seawater. The latter two resources are used in special cases and for isolated areas of use, being
constituted by holding-tanks for collecting rainwater and desalination processes for seawater.
In the other, more commonly-known cases there are collecting tanks and drainage channels for
obtaining water from springs, artesian wells or wells for groundwater and plants which use river water
and lake water from source. Once having collected the water, a fundamental element for its use is
naturally its quality, from an organic-oriented, chemical-physical and bacteriological viewpoint.
Depending on the eventual use of the water, in most cases it is absolutely necessary to resort to a
series of drink ability measures, which might consist of neutralising certain pollutants that may be
present, reducing their strength, modifying their ph value, disinfecting them etc … The water that has
been drained off is collected in special holding devices where the necessary treatment takes place
and it is from here that the flow begins for the various uses of water, which has to be supplied
proportionately in order to satisfy current and possible water needs.
Generally this phase of the cycle consists of a process of heat transfer to the water which is mainly
channelled, under pressure, but also in some cases, in the open air, to holding tanks situated in the
proximity of end-users. These holding tanks have differing sizes and typologies in relation to the type
of use, the topographical features of the catchment area and the type of function required.
The most common types are buried or above ground, depending on whether the area to be supplied
contains natural elevations or is completely flat. The size of the tanks, besides being obviously
dependent on the number of users, is also determined by the characteristics of the community and
flow-rate coefficients required. From the holding tanks a distribution network is developed which must
deliver punctually the necessary quantity of water required by individual users. This network is usually
a mesh type since it is subjected to considerable variations in flow-rate and with this type it is possible
to ensure the greatest flow to specific points. It would be pertinent to note the difference between the
heat-transfer network which is proportional to average flow-rate required by users. The function of the
holding tank is precisely that of receiving water constantly at an average rate of flow and delivering the
required flow rate instantaneously.
Subsequent to water use is the discharge of waste water, in quantities conventionally set at 80% of
that supplied, which takes into account those amounts of water which are not discharged into the
sewage system but used for irrigation or external flushing. It should also be noted in the water
balance that water supply is generally equivalent to a maximum of 60% of the water that is drained
since a considerable amount is lost in the conduits or from pump overflows and tanks. The waste
water is transported through sewage conduits which take it to its final destination, following purification
treatment. The sewage system may be of a mixed or separate type, depending on whether it collects
rain water. The network elements should allow for, whenever possible, not only the discharge of
waste water from all possible users, but also the distinction between runoff water and sewage water
so that runoff water may be reused after treatment for watering green areas and street-cleaning, while
sewage water is transported to purification plants where it is thoroughly treated.
In some cases, once the principal pollutants have been neutralised, the recycled water may be
delivered to homes, through a system which is separate to the drinking water system, and used for
WC flushes. It is also important that rainwater, which contains dust and pollutants of various kinds in
solution, is separated from this recycled water through overflows and sent into the sewage system for
subsequent purification treatment.
The final purification treatment takes place in plants which deal with the neutralisation of the main
pollutants contained in the waste water so as to enable it to be sent to a final body of water. In order
to protect the delicate equilibrium of the aquatic eco-systems of the receiving body of water it is
important that the effluent form the purification plants does not contain residual pollutants. Traditional
treatments for purifying water are of a physical kind (sedimentation), of a chemical-physical kind
(adding chemical reagents) or of a biological kind (active mud) and produce the so-called “purification
mud” which has to be specially processed (in the past in special waste disposal sites but now in
incinerators).
The location of these treatment plants is also of great importance since they represent sites of high
environmental impact. This impact may be reduced through the use of tunnel plants or covering the
tanks and taking steps to treat the air through deodorising scrubbers. Where possible, this deodorising
treatment can also be carried out with deodorising aerosol systems.
Traditional purification systems, in small-scale cases, might be bolstered or even replaced by natural
treatments which greatly reduce the content of artificial elements and the amount of energy
consumption. For example, instead of constructing concrete holding tanks, particularly in naturally,
humid areas, water flow can be, to all intents and purposes, implemented by gravity.
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Such natural treatments can, in certain cases, be sandwiched between the pre-existing purification
system and the final receiving body of water, in such a way as to neutralise the residual organic
content and to protect the environment in case of malfunction of the pre-existing system.
To achieve purification of water without resorting to mechanical means, which have high
environmental impact, purification systems can be used, in small-scale cases, which are based on
natural processes such as reed-bed purification.

3.

Controlled process of rainwater management

In the previous paragraph the integrated cycle of use of the waters has been analysed starting from
the point of water sampling up to reach its depurative treatment and its reintroduction in the final
delivery. Just because the water is a very precious resource, the whole cycle of its use has been
analysed from its saving point of view and all the possibilities of its reuse have been considered.
Beyond these considerations, in addition, the territorial scale is very important to check its origin the
process of collecting rainwater through a controlled management that can be done by determining the
contribution of rainwater and their possible recovery and reuse, infiltration in the soil and the entries in
the natural water bodies.
In the urban context the continuous increasing of impermeable surfaces has often determined great
problems of erosions and flooding besides altering the hydrologic natural water cycle damaging the
balance among precipitation, evaporation, groundwater recharge and surface outflow. It is evident that
it is imposed, therefore, a change of attitude in the water management in urbanized territories that
must follow the natural cycle.
The study of the hydrological balance at the regional scale, involves the characterization of the flows
of precipitation, runoff, infiltration and evaporation.
When the balance of the rainwater at a territorial level is meaningfully altered because of the ground
changes, implementations of infrastructures of water collection are often necessary and they are
expensive from both the economic and the environmental and landscape point of view. It is evident,
therefore, the necessity to check the process of water collection at the origin replacing or placing side
by side to the traditional infrastructures the so-called "green infrastructures", as suggested by the
United States Environmental Protection Agency according to the logic of the Low Impact Development
(LID) [3]. It is an approach to the development of the territory that uses principles tending to recreate
characteristics of the natural territory in order to carry out a functional drainage of the site, so that the
rainwater can be considered as a resource and not as a waste. There are many systems that can be
used for adhering to these principles such as: drainage systems and permeable pavements, rain
gardens and green streets. They are "green" technologies both passive, only natural, and active with
small engineering [2], allowing to carry out an urban micro-basin self-ruling the meteoric waters picked
up to the ground in the area that is object of study according to the logic of "design for water
conservation".
For implementing the LID principles, the water can be managed so that they can use the principles of
the nature as a model of management of the waters, stimulating the hydrologic potentialities not
developed by the site. Applied on a wide scale, the LID systems can contribute to reinstate hydrologic
functions and, with particular devices, also ecological functions of the whole aquifer. The interventions
of transformation of the human-made territory, in fact, must be interested, among the other aspects,
also in the ecological aspect for the maintenance of the biodiversity in order to protect the natural
processes that are at the basis of the ecosystems survival.
In the United States of America there are many important experiences of implementation of green
infrastructure according to this logic as the experiences of: Seattle e Olympia (Washington), Portland
e Wilsonville (Oregon), Philadelphia (Pennsylvania), Emeryville, Santa Monica e San Jose’
(California), Chicago (Illinois), Alachua County (Florida), Stafford County (Virginia) e Lenexa (Kansas)
[4].
The following are two examples of green technologies for the recovery of rainwater particularly
significant. In both cases the water is collected from the roof of the building.
In the water reuse cycle, the building represents the central element of the network: it is able, in fact,
to join the resource use exigencies with the same reuse ones, in an optic of sustainable environment.
In the first case the water collected from the building is sent towards a rain garden (passive system), in
the second case to a system consisting of tank, pump and filter (active system).
The rain garden is a depression in the ground where rainwater collects. The top layer of soil, which are
also planted the plants, making a natural filtration of rainwater before returning to the underground
stratum (Figure 1).
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Fig. 1: Schematic rain garden

A system for recovering and re-using rainwater for buildings (Figure 2) is set up in such a way as to
allow for the collection of water from roofs, terraces and pavement gutters and to re-use it, after
appropriate treatment, for various uses such as: WC, car washes, washing exterior pavement areas,
watering kitchen gardens, lawn and green-area irrigation, reintegration water for anti-incendiary use
and even for some electrical appliances like washing machines, appropriately fitted.
The system involves several phases, the first of which is collection. All impermeable surfaces are
suitable as areas for collecting rainwater. Obviously, the greater the area for collection, the greater the
amount of rainwater that can be collected for re-use.
The next phase is that of filtration. A filter is fitted that permits the removal of those elements which
deteriorate the quality of the water in the water-tanks. After this, storage is required for the water in
tanks.
Some of these are fitted with a system that slows and regulates input flow in order to prevent the
disturbance of sediment that collects on the bottom. The tanks can be positioned below ground
outside the building or in basement spaces or storage spaces inside the building. Those tanks which
are placed outside have the advantage of being hidden from sight and protected from accidental
damage while, those place inside have the advantage of not requiring any tampering with the external
system for their positioning and therefore eliminating the risk of damage to the main system
apparatus. The system also includes a pump, which through a control unit passes the water into the
recovery system.
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Fig. 2 : System for recovering and reusing rainwater for building
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Abstract

The progress of computer technology applied to the architectural, structural and MEP design is
revolutionizing the working methods and the relationships between the various stakeholders in the
construction industry.
As in the 80s of last century, the diffusion of CAD software changed the way of drawing (considerably
speeding up the phase of realisation of the technical drawings) so does nowadays the increasingly
widespread of parametric and multi-functional programs – such as BIM – that are revolutionizing the
design and realization process of the work. With them, working groups with different skills and
experience are able to interact minimizing misunderstandings and disturbances that are always cause
of low productivity and poor quality.
However the BIM software and methods are still not adopted by small and medium design studios and
by the vast majority of construction companies, especially in Italy. One of the reasons for this
scepticism is the lack of guidelines and standards that would make it easier to approach the building
information modeling.
This paper intends to present the international state of the art of BIM design process standardisation,
making reference to Finland, Canada and Australia, leading countries on these issues; it, additionally,
introduces with a case study a workflow of a structural design realised complementing one of the most
common BIM software with a software for modeling and FEM structural analysis highlighting its
potentiality and criticality.
Keywords: building information modeling, BIM standards, parametric design, interoperability, BIM
workflow.

1.

Introduction

The traditional way of design is rapidly transforming - or, in some cases, it has already completely
transformed - thanks to changing of socio-cultural scenarios, to the always more demanding clients, to
the new technological frontiers and to the renewed possibility for the architectural, structural,
engineering and energy sectors project. If on the one hand the construction industry is going through a
period of decline due to the stagnation of the economy that involves almost all industrialized countries,
on the other hand this phenomenon is one of the promoters of the renewal of the entire construction
industry. The demand for high quality works in the shortest time possible and with very low budget,
has led designers, builders and owners to establish different relationships, based on a high degree of
specialization and on the rapid and correct exchange of information between the involved parts. In
such a context of continuous and rapid transformation it is no longer possible to look at design in the
same way it was done in the last century, when a single team was able to manage large projects,
because of the long time and the favorable economic conditions they could count on.
Nowadays, it is essential to work with an heterogeneous team made up of at least one expert for each
areas involved in the project. They can no longer exist spatial and temporal boundaries that slow down
the creative and constructive process. Big architectural firm hire structural engineers living thousands
of miles away, as well as mechanical and electrical engineers who speak different languages or
manufacturers with different know-how.
Communicating, in the technical field, without misunderstandings and loss of time, allows to maximize
the productivity while minimizing costs and interferences still not compromising the high quality of the
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project. Like in a chain of causes and effects, this architectural planning 'revolution' is supported and
nurtured by computer science that, for more than thirty years, has been speeding up and improving
many of the design and technical calculation (structural, engineering, energy, etc..) procedures. One
of the last outcome of this research is represented by the BIM (Building Information Modeling)
software. They are changing and improving greatly the design methodologies.
The latest BIM software for architecture and engineering have, in fact, allowed a significant
improvement by methodically organizing and simplifying the integration of the different skills required
in the design process. The new computer science tools, in this way, are able to easily integrate the
different roles and skills of designers, manufacturers and builders. This is possible because this
software creates parametric three-dimensional models with all kind of information needed (physicalmechanical specs, energy, materials, economy, maintenance, etc.). Therefore, the infographic model
is not just a simple virtual rendering, but it is a manipulable system that it is able to simulate the
hypothetical real behavior of the building during its definition process.
The diffusion of BIM is not being as fast as it was, for example, the one of the CAD. This is basically
because the CAD was a change in the instrumentation. It consisted in the switch from the drawing
table to the so-called ‘electronic drafting machine’ with immediate results in terms of productivity of the
drawings. For the BIM, instead, we need a change in the entire structure of the building process, as
well as in the relationship between the participants in it. That is why only the major architectural and
engineering firms and the biggest construction companies are totally 'converted' to BIM and exploit its
full potentiality. The change was possible for them because they had the adequate economical
resources and the courage to make such a great change in the professional method. It should also be
noted, however, that in many cases, there is a very limited knowledge on this issue, and there are no
guidelines and protocols that facilitate the approach to this new design methodology.
The change should be encouraged by the institutions, public and private, involved in the world of
construction. Countries that invest more in research, development and dissemination of the BIM
methodologies are also those that invest more in big infrastructure projects. They are the United
States, Canada, United Kingdom, Scandinavia, Australia and a few other. After ten years the BIM was
presented, there are still few nations equipped with organizations (governmental or not) who bet on
the new technology of building information modeling. Over the years, these countries provided
themselves with vademecum, guidelines and standardisation protocols; in some cases they made
mandatory the use of them, in order to reduce errors and especially misunderstandings in the delicate
stage of the data transfer between the technicians.
This paper will first provide an overview of the spread of the BIM in the world by analyzing the
technical documents compiled by the different countries using the new methodology; then it intends to
deal with the degree of interoperability that a BIM can have with a software for the structural analysis.
To this end there will be proposed a pertinent case study and an appropriate workflow.

2.

BIM standardisation protocols

There are several European and non-European countries that invest in the spread, in the use and in the
development of BIM methodology, applying them to the entire construction industry. Public and private
organizations, universities, professional associations and companies show an increasing interest in this
issue that, in some cases, as we shall see, affected considerably the efficiency of the design, production
and construction process. The saving, both in time and economic terms, is remarkable if you consider
the significant reduction of errors and misunderstandings in the sharing of information between the
various participants in the building process. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),
the U.S. Federal agency that works with the principles of the industries to develop and apply new
standardisation protocols, estimated that nearly $16 billion is the annual cost the building companies pay
to cope with the lack of coordination and with the errors made in the design composition (Fig.1) [1].

Fig. 1: Costs of inadequate interoperability by stakeholder group, in $millions (Source: GALLAHER, Michael et al. 2004).
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European excellence in the field of BIM (Fig. 2) are the Scandinavian countries and the UK. Presently,
they are high sensitive to the concepts of building information modeling and interoperability. For
several years in Norway, BIM has been using for the entire lifecycle of public buildings. Thanks to the
thrust the Norwegian Directorate of Public Construction and Property puts in this standardized
methodology, they have reached very high levels in this field. To the point that, from 2010, it is always
required the use of an 'open BIM' parametric software for the design and the management of any
public building. This result in the use of a singular IFC file, importable without interference in the most
common BIM software on the market, that make easier to manage and maintain the buildings. This
was possible thanks to the publication of the Statsbygg BIM Manual [2]. It became a reference point
for all the agencies and the designers who want to adhere to standard BIM demanded by the public
corporation of management of the building.
The approach provided by the Norwegian manual is based on all levels of planning in order to
optimize the flow of information between designers, the customer and the public administration.
Uniformity of the data, an higher quality of the products and of the materials used, plus a significant
reduction of the management and realization cost, are only some of the overall benefits.
In Denmark, the first attempt to introduce the BIM dates back to 2006, when the 3D Working Method
and 3D CAD Manual were published. They focused on how to create, exchange and reuse the threedimensional models in the different project phases. An additional contribution to the spread of the BIM
method has come from three public corporations that own immovable property: the Palaces and
Properties Agency, the Danish University and the Defence Construction Service. They imposed the
use of the parametric design with the IFC format, consequently affecting the entire real estate market.
Finland is one of the first European countries to widely experiment the BIM for big public works. The
Senate Properties is its government corporation that, from 2001, deals with these issues. It recently
published the series Common BIM Requirements 2012 [3], that is the result of an extensive research
project on the topic of BIM, strongly demanded by building contractor associations and by building
materials producers. This in fact helped to standardize design processes and, above all, to encode the
data exchange method between the various participants in a project.

Fig. 2: The main entities involved in BIM development and standardisation (Source: OSELLO, Anna. 2012).
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Fig. 3: Some of the most important documents about the spread and standardisation of BIM methodology in the world.

Since May 2011, the British Government has launched a full program of works on the organization
and the management of the entire construction industry in order to obtain not only a significant
saving of resources, but also an increased quality of the products and of the services generated by
the parts involved in the construction sector and in the related fields. The National Building
Specification (NBS) is a UK-based system of construction specification used by architects and other
building professionals to describe the materials, standards and workmanship of a construction
project. One of the initiatives promoted by the corporation is related to the development of a
database of BIM objects for the construction industry, with free access for all professionals in the
construction industry. The National BIM Library contains thousands of IFC files (windows, walls,
partition walls, foundations, boilers, etc.).
They were put online by the producers as a means of advertisement. This give exposure to the
products and at the same time facilitate the work of the designers who can avail of computerized
model of the architectural objects having all the features of the real objects.
Overseas, the United States of America are a point of reference also in the field of parametric
modeling, so it is not by chance that there lies one of the largest software companies in the world
that produces programs for the AEC.
For more than ten years, various government and private organizations have been involved in the
spread of the new BIM methodology thanks to the drafting of guidelines and standards. Some
examples are the General Services Administration (GSA) that since 2003 regularly update the BIM
Guide For Spatial Program Validation [4], and the National Institute of Building Sciences (NIBS) that
has developed the National Building Information Modeling Standard [5].
The aim is to improve the process of planning, design, construction and maintenance of the
buildings by using a standardized computer model containing all the useful information for the entire
lifecycle of the construction that is readable by all those involved in the building process.
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3.

A case study: interoperability between BIM and structural analysis software

In the habitual professional practice the data exchange between the different participants in the design
process can cause inconsistencies, loss of information and misunderstandings that lead to loss time,
unproductiveness and, in the worst cases, to design errors.
Traditionally, the workflow is sequential - architecture-structure-systems - and involves professional
figures working mainly on bidimensional computer elaborate created with the CAD software. When
you need to make changes to the plan, no matter how small they can be, a considerable amount of
resources (in terms of time, energy and money) is required. Consider, for example, the case where we
have to rotate a pillar and, as a consequence, to move a window, a hole or a partition wall is
necessary. What may appear to be a quick correction operation becomes, instead, a complete
revision of plans, sections, views, schedules, estimates, etc.
The use of the BIM software would nip this problem in the bud because all the informations regarding
physical, constructive, computational characteristics of the computer modeled elements would be
stored in a single database, so that the change of only one of these elements would automatically
cause the change of all the other, directly or indirectly, connected to it.
Unfortunately, it is very unlikely that engineers and architects will work with the same software.
However through the interoperability between BIM software and traditional software and with the
implementation of a correct workflow it is possible to improve the quality of work in terms of time and
precision, drastically reducing errors in the coordination stage and, later, in that of realization.
The examined case study, the design of a small house, shows how to work with a BIM software (in
®
this case Autodesk Revit Architecture 2011) plus a software for the FEM analysis (in this case the
CDSWin, 2010 release, by STS®) used to calculate the reinforced concrete structure. The intent is
to show the workflow used to made both tools efficiently communicate, under the architectural and
structural aspects, thus ensuring a profitable interaction between different professionals who do not
use the same software.
To ensure interoperability between the two examined programs is essential to follow a design
'protocol' so as to ensure, on the one hand, the data input speed and, on the other hand, probably the
most important aspect, a reduction of redundant elements. Working with Revit Architecture 2011, the
building is three-dimensional modeled from the architectural point of view: you define the type and the
quality of materials, the physical and mechanical properties, the colors and everything is essential to
realise, for example, schedules of environments, schedules of window frames, energy assessments,
economic estimations, etc. (Fig. 4).
For the modeling of the structural elements and for the realization of the architectural model, always
using Revit, you need to define grids and levels: the grids allow to identify unambiguously the
position of beams and pillars in the horizontal plane XY, the levels set the quotas of Z of the floors.
The intersection between the grids and the levels generate the nodes that, within any FEM software,
represent the points of connection of the pipes and, therefore, the basic elements of the matrix
analysis.

Fig. 4: Axonometric section of the architectural model in Revit.
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Fig. 5: Input of grids (at the top left) and levels (at the top right) for the structural modeling (on the bottom) in Revit.

Since this stage it is possible to notice any possible interference between structural and architectural
choices that can be easily and immediately solved. The following step consist in the three-dimensional
modeling of the structural elements (columns, beams and floors): in the case of traditional structures, it
is advisable to proceed by levels because often the joists of a building are repeated identically at every
floor, and to speed up the input, you can proceed with simple copy and paste operations (Fig. 5).
In this way we obtain a complete 3D model both from the architectural and structural point of view.
Although there are several Revit plug-ins to make the calculation and the analysis, we preferred to
hypothesize a workflow to make interface two different software and exploit their dialogue ability based
®
on BIM language. They are, as said before, CDSWin by STS and Revit Architecture 2011 by
®
®
Autodesk . The STS produced some plug-in that are able to import files from BIM software and, from
these, to generate the structural scheme suitable for the calculation program.
When exporting, Revit generates a .txt file. that CDSWin is able to implement and discretize because it
recognizing all objects with a structural function used in Revit. The technician can filter out the desired
elements through a very intuitive window for the data interchange. After this step, CDSWin automatically
generates the structural model, retaining the quotes of the floors and the dimensions of columns, beams
and joist without loss of data. From this point, the step of real calculation can start (Fig.6).
The flexibility of this design process lies in the fact that the designer can, at any time, make changes
to the new model that is imported without any constraint. He can insert or delete elements, or can
make other modification to the sections or to the materials. This method turn upside down the
traditional approach but the effort made to cope with such drastic changes is well balanced by
countless improvement such as an easier and clearer exchange of information and a reduced
possibility of error.
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Fig. 6: Import of the structural model from Revit to CDSWin.

The traditional process, instead, involves a preliminary step of design and analysis based on the
reading of the architectural design. This means, inevitably, the creation of multiple and uncoordinated
models that affect the productivity, the efficiency and the quality.

4.

Conclusions

The growing worldwide adoption and implementation of BIM for its powerful data-based modeling,
visualization, analysis and simulation capabilities represents the start of a transition to an integrated
digital information infrastructure that will ultimately revolutionize almost all aspects of the construction
industry [6]. For this reason it is essential to identify specific actions: the construction industry have to
become the driving force for the diffusion of BIM methodology, the institutions have to adopt new
softwares, the software house have to simplify the interoperability between the different
commercialized products and research institutions have to sensitise students and professionals. A
radical reform is needed.
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The proposed case study shows that even small projects can be treated with the BIM method and it
also shows how it is possible to make professionals with different know how interact. Unfortunately,
the spread of BIM through small and medium design company is limited by several factors such as the
initial onerous investment in buying the software license and the long time needed for the professional
education of the team). Due to the economic crisis we are undergoing, the inclination to make
changes and innovations is lowering. It is clear, however, that the transition to this method may turn
out to be just the solution to this stagnation as it can be seen as an important opportunity to work with
high profits and shortly regain the initial investment thanks to the high efficiency that this method
would ensure.
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Abstract
In a few years the edifices built at the edges of the countryside and close to downtown have been
transformed from a series of demolitions and reconstructions. The thick buildings, which took the place
of the rural courtyard houses, are very close to each other at times, other times are distant like they
staggered in the skyline of the roads in the city suburbs. Straight roads are full of two floors tuff stone
houses, which often include old courtyards. This have create a wide variety of ideas, which were never
or badly used in the current building practice, and which can and must become the basis for a
reflection on the construction of a new kind of urban suburb. Using first, as source of inspiration, some
pictures which underline some critical issues of the cities and then using as source the results of a
PhD research and a model of a project in the same field, we tried to draw the attention on the
environmental problems about which society is more and more concerned. Furthermore, we carried
out two lab tests on the same subject, which outline the didactics from the 80s till today (1_many patio
houses together in little districts, 2_ one single house with a courtyard made by putting together
different pavilions). Finally, we made two buildings responding to the theme of the courtyard space
and of the peristyle in Campania. Briefly: if people slowly become aware of the importance of the
environment, builders must safeguard both.
Keywords: house, courtyard, anthropic, tradition, contemporary

Location of the three places object of the project in the area of Caserta
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1.

Build up anew

This part of the work is intended to be a short study on which kind of houses, cottages, apartment
houses and settlements are more common in the rural and suburb areas in Campania. The study has
been carried out by sampling, using the logic of the single event or even through tests on a little piece
of land, heritage of old methods and of urban planning in renovation. The result is that nowadays
residential buildings and new built-up areas, filling empty spaces or improperly replacing existing ones,
are unconsciously writing the chapter of the ‘real estate speculation’, which has spread settlements
everywhere in almost sixty years [1]. Reinforced concrete and innovation, as well as the demand for
new houses, have contributed to the consumption of the territory, which today means ‘wildfire’
construction.
Besides, the responsibility for the choices that were made, improperly described as strategic and
shared between politicians and planners, has made the action of time irreversible. The settings chosen
for the examples and which are illustrated through pictures, drawings and sketches, focuses on
suburbs and countryside areas in the province of Caserta, which were ruthlessly rebuilt or just
analyzed in studies. The first place we studied was S. Maria Capua Vetere and the edges of the
Sant’Erasmo district. The area is full of big tuff stone houses with a central courtyard alongside narrow
streets where generations of hemp farmers (then tobacco farmers) used to live and where newly built
two floors houses are slowly replacing the old buildings. Many state that these are very sporadic
cases, but they actually know that dozens of new concession will soon be approved, some others
justify the buildings staying way behind the street line by claiming questionable regulations on the
distances; there are even those who wish the spreading of the phenomenon so that streets will at least
be bigger. The truth is that everything happens without a proper urban planning, or at least an idea of
the appearance the city should have. Even though it’s necessary to impartially asses the demand of
the real estate market and recognize that multiple houses in small towns are almost built using
terraced houses and in-line houses, the general description provided from the following pictures is
almost worrying and predict a chaos which would barely be controlled.

Insertion of reinforced concrete on one side of an old
building along a road of the rural suburb in S. Maria
C.V
.
1

2

(1_partial view of the road; 2_close view)
I example of a break in the row of rural tuff stone courtyard houses with a new building standing way behind the
street line – three floors reinforced concrete apartment building with in-line constructions – S.Maria C.V.
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.
II example of a break in the row of rural tuff stone
courtyard houses with a new building standing way
behind the street line – five floors building reinforced
concrete apartment building with in-line constructions –
Santa Maria C.V
1

2

(1_partial view of the road; 2_close view)
III example of a break in the row of rural tuff stone courtyard houses with a new building – two floors plus garret
reinforced concrete apartment building with in-line constructions – Santa Maria C.V.

New building with no reference to the location – piece of land with terraced and in-line houses overlooking a
green space between Capua and San Tammaro-Santa Maria C.V.

The second stage of the study was made on an old street in Casagiove, which lead to a little part of
the city that some years ago was the topic for a study on the urban characteristics of middle cities the
area of Caserta [2]. This area, which is made of a series of courtyards iso-orientate [3], was chosen
for a study of urban analysis and which inspired a study for completing the edge of a town, along the
axis of the old city of Capua. The results of the study were quite interesting, but even more interesting
was a project of modern courtyards, adapted to the dimensions of the old ones.
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Casagiove: couryards in via Castiello and project of completion

Casagiove:
big modern courtyards which follow the
pattern old courtyards in the project
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The third place we stopped by was San Nicola La Strada, which describe, through some sketches, the
approach adopted for the program for the recovery of one of its areas [4]. Even if it has never been
truly implemented, the project highlighted the changes that needed to be done in order to better
arrange the disorganized clump of courtyards on the street; even by considering partial or substantial
rebuildings and volume.

San Nicola La Strada: preparatory work for a recovery project

2. An in progress research
After having analyzed the examples in the images, the attention is focused on the didactics and on
how, if energies of the past wouldn’t be wasted, the situation could easily change through the effort of
the school. We have a very wide repertoire of words which are the very basis for builders with a
conscience, which is alignment of walls, superficial and profound relations, building integrated to the
nature, sense of the private, aim of communal areas, predominance of vegetation, structure of
settlements; the same principles that were part of the past and which were never, or involuntarily used
in the current building practice. The problems in the structure in the districts plentiful of courtyard
houses are linked to two didactic topics which were often dealt with during architecture planning
lessons in recent years (1_at the Federico II: Sbriziolo, 2_at the SUN: Rendina). The work were done
in many years: the first one was developed using a modular prototype of patio houses in order to build
little districts of council housing [5]; the second was developed by creating a single or multi-family
house as a sum of different spaces which included a communal courtyard [6]. The open space
included in the house is a common topic for both and represents a very remarkable characteristic. The
difference is in the dimensions of the spaces, which vary from 5x5 metres of the first one and 20x20
metres of the second one, the same dimensions of the rural courtyards.
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Service module and aggregation of the patio house.

Arch. Luigi Fratini – extensible house
from Domus 214/1946

The roots of the patio of the modular home go back to some thousands of years ago when it rapidly
spread into the Mediterranean area and in Greek. It is intended as an outdoor extension of the indoor
(living room, bedroom, etc.), a kind of filter between the street (or small balcony) and the house, which
can solve the problem of light of the buildings, allowing to blend the outdoor with the indoor. The
courtyards, around which the pavilions of the second study are installed, have the same origins of the
patio in the first study, however very similar to the peristyle in Pompei and the abbey’s courtyard. In
the first type the parts are assembled together, living area, service module and patio. In the second
one, which has a big court yard at the center, three buildings are put together, each with a different
aims and different dimensions. The first one has only one floor with a living room, the second one it’s a
two floor house with outdoor stairs and with a sleeping area and the third one with the kitchen, indoor
stairs and basement.

Oulline of the three pavilions
dell’esercitazione di laboratorio

study model of a pavilion house
(allievo Gianluigi Zarro a.a.’98 - ‘99)
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We carried out three lab test, one for each pavilion, plus one for the entire final composition of the
house. As in recent years the researches concerning the functional potentials of the house with its own
courtyard has made progresses (see Le Corbusier’s Immeuble Villas made in 1992, or Ludwig
Hilbersaimer, who in 1931 writes: “we can give the possibility to live in an open space area even to
those who doesn’t want or can’t have a little house with a garden”) till the vertical forest of Stefano
Boeri, today we need to carry out new studies on the districts full of big courtyards in the rural
periphery which are going to be dismantled. Besides, we should find new solutions to a new kind of
building which feet the demand of the real estate market without distorting those parts that are typical
of urban spaces.

3.Two coutyard houses in Campania
The following images show the results obtained by realizing small plastic models set between tradition
and contemporaneity and which were compared to each other. The topic is quite the same of the
previous studies: a central empty space, with colonnades and pavilions defining the dimensions. The
first one it’s a private house in the countryside, while the second one it’s a communal space for young
and old people in a public garden in the popular district in Sant’Agata in Capua.

Courtyard and peristyles in Ruviano and Capua
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Note
[1] compare igm tables of 1957 with those of 1984
[2] referring to my PhD thesis of 1992, with the title “The area of Maddaloni, S. Maria Capua
Vetere and Capua: identity and recognizability of the places in the architecture planning”
focused on the interpretation of the territory, on the pre-planning analysis of the rural
courtyard house in Casagiove and on the urban project of completion
[3] Gianfranco Caniggia, in his works on domus primaria he would have surely catalogate as
complex summations of tabernizzazioni and insulizzazioni
[4] from the plan of urban redevelopment of the B zone in S. Nicola La Strada that I
coordinated
[5] didactic examples – unity and variability of the home space (selection of the examples of
didactic projects during architecture IV-C) – Coordinator prof. Alfredo Sbriziolo - 1984
[6] Architecture Planning lab I (C), a.a.1998/1999 - Seconda Università degli Studi di Napoli –
supervisor Massimiliano Rendina – a.a.1998/1999
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The museum of the territory. Notes for active conservation
Efisio PITZALIS

Dipartimento Architettura e Disegno Industriale Luigi Vanvitelli, Seconda Università di Napoli, Aversa,
Italy
E-mail efisio.pitzalis@gmail.com

Abstract

Recent c ontributions, ef forts and pr ogrammatic i ndications have identified i n t he her itage of
archaeological sites and monuments of our country, one of the most extraordinary “outdoor museums”
in the w orld. It is becoming i ncreasingly ur gent t o m ake an ong oing c ommitment t o environmental
protection a nd c onservation, but al so us eful to consider the en hancement an d dev elopment as a n
authentic cultural resource and economic importance especially for the South and the islands.
In this projection, one of the main themes, which focuses the activities of the various sectors
concerned, is the provision of planned infrastructure projects and services necessary to develop the
territory, according t o an economic i mpact w ith a tourism/cultural application. In t his s ense, s ome
Community ac tion programs – such as t he T reaty of t he U nion – aim to r econstruct t he c omplex
mosaic of goods c onsidered es sential t o E urope in or der to reclaim a c ommon c ultural h eritage.
Similar pr ograms, envisaged under t he c ooperation be tween States, promote a n ex change of
knowledge both from a technical point of view as well as with regard to the use of human and financial
resources. An i nterchange bet ween r esearch i nstitutes i s r esponsible f or c ataloging t he m ost
appropriate use of the different technologies as w ell as considering employment opportunities in the
field of restoration, rehabilitation and preservation.
Keywords: heritage, monument, museum, archaeology, resource

1.

Section

The main pur pose of s cientific r esearch i n t he pr eservation of ar chaeological and a rtistic co ntexts
consists in the formulation of a useful vocabulary to verify the consistency of the project interventions
in ar eas of par ticular hi storical v alue. T hrough t he paradigmatic w orks, the di fferent t echnologies of
intervention are compared, from the technical, structural, and linguistic aspect, with the aim of
establishing a classification tool of the techniques and materials used in the various European
realities. Thus, reference is made to issues that have as their main objects:
1. the adaptation of new structures on pre-existing monuments and archaeological sites;
2. the problem of discontinuity between “new” and “old”;
3. the question of an integrated intervention but recognizable.
Elements are therefore aimed at pr omoting an active us e of the archaeological r emains from a
pedagogical an d museum point of view, in or der to correspond t he demand for tourism and c ulture,
more and more present, especially in Mediterranean area.
The Italian tradition of museology.
Since World War II, the museological phenomenon marks the national and international architectural
debate through t he ex periences of A lbini, G ardella, S carpa an d B PPR. A phe nomenon i n I taly - in
contrast to what occurs in other European countries (for example in Germany, where the museum is a
real typological paradigm) - is accompanied by the restoration of parts of great archaeological value.
In t he m odern c onception of t he k ind of museum, it is worth remembering the important di stinction
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between c ollecting a nd ac tive ex perience. A d istinction i ntroduced in Italy in 1 949 by G iulio Carlo
Argan recalling concepts of English and American origin expressed by Herbert Read and, in particular,
by John Dewey in Art as Experience (1934). Concepts that have an idea of museum activity oriented
according to a pedagogical perspective and according to a civil and democratic engagement able to
counter the pure and ecstatic contemplation of the object. A teaching vocation which is accompanied
by the issue of a restoration that should not distract from the contemplation of the museum subject.
Problems and methods of intervention.
In the speeches of protection and preservation of the archaeological remains, it is important to verify
the figurative, formal and technical methods to find the solution of the main problem: the coexistence
of t he old an d t he ne w. This v erification must c onsider some i ssues r elated to t he f inding of t he
typological remains. The main issues include the following:
1. the problem of a more appropriate architectural language (historicist, domestic, impersonal);
2. the structural issue: timely elements, continuous elements, elements in suspension, moving parts;
3. the theme of the base in relation to the variation of the different historical stratigraphy;
4. the way of overlapping in relation to the physical discontinuity;
5. the issue of large roofs and transparency;
6. integrated intervention but recognizable;
7. the modeling of the topography in non-urbanized areas;
8. coexistence with the urban structure.
Case-Study
The project, presented as a demonstrative example, is a thesis developed by Marco Russo within the
Planning W orkshop at the Department of Architecture and I ndustrial D esign Luigi Vanvitelli. It is a
“Centre f or Underwater A rchaeology” located in Baia ( Napoli), an d i s c onstituted b y a volume of
coverage place as protection of archaeological underwater remains.

Fig. 1: General plan Centre for Underwater Archaeology, Baia (Napoli)
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Fig. 2: Territorial framework - Project area

Fig. 3: Plan Stagnum Neronis
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Fig. 4: Processing module project

Fig. 5: Cross Section
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Fig. 6: Roman statuary hall plan

Fig. 7: Room plan of the fishpond
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Fig. 8: Plan teaching area

Fig. 9: Roof plan
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Fig. 10: Structural detail

Fig. 11: Cross Section
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Fig. 12: Hall of statues

Fig. 13: Sculptures Area
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Fig. 14: Observation lounge pisciculture tanks

Fig. 15: View old pier Stagnum Neronis
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Fig. 16: Diving area

Fig. 17: View from the beach below the Castle of Baia
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Design of multimedia archaeological park in the Mediterranean
area. Survey, modelling and communication. The case of Leptis
Magna.
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Abstract

Presentation of an overall project of reutilization the archaeological site of Leptis Magna (Libya): virtual
reconstruction, design and communication of the archeological park for entertainment and a guided
tour of the site.
The project is an integrated action program for the revitalization of one of the most important Unesco
sites in North Africa, result of an extensive study on archaeological sites in the Mediterranean area
conducted in the Final Laboratory of Degree in Architecture.
The study of these sites was the scientific and methodological basis for a two years Master's program
in "Design of multimedia archaeological sites in Mediterranean area. Detection, modeling and
communication."
The aim is to develop knowledge of an interdisciplinary nature with the specific objective of merging
different experiences and skills for the design of multimedia archaeological parks.
The research aims to form a common language between archeology, architecture, computer science
and environment, in order to achieve better coordination in the professional field between different
disciplinary expertise, in reference to the knowledge and enjoyment of the vast archaeological heritage
settled throughout the Mediterranean basin including through new systems of education and
communication media and virtual.
Keywords: Architecture Survey, 3D Modeling, Visual Communication, Archeological park, Web App.

Fig. 1: Ancient ruins of Leptis Magna.
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1. Design of multimedia archaeological park in the Mediterranean area. The case of
Leptis Magna.

(Chiara Scali)
A deep transformation in the cultural heritage has produced in recent years a gradual opening and a
different consideration to the places of culture, considered not only as an heritage to preserve but also
to highlight and revitalize. In this perspective, new trends in architectural and urban regeneration have
been oriented to the use of innovative methods and instruments in the fields of conservation and
reuse, as well as demonstrated by the argument of the General Forum.
According to these themes, the studies conducted for several years by the research unit of Prof.
Francesca Fatta are focused as part of the survey aimed at re-use and enjoyment of archaeological
sites. In particular, the research examines the multitude of historical sites in the Mediterranean area,
and especially in North Africa, whose historical importance is in some cases underestimated and
enjoyment by the public remains often superficial.
To this end we conducted more in-depth analysis on the ancient city of Leptis Magna, Libya, studying
new possibilities for the use and knowledge of an archaeological itinerary.
The ancient Leptis Magna, founded at the beginning of the first millennium BC, was one of the oldest
Phoenician colonies in Africa and established, together with Oea and Sabratha, one of the main ports
of the ancient region of the "Emporia", also known under the greek name of Tripolitania (just "three
cities"). Declared as UNESCO World Heritage Site since 1982, Leptis Magna is one of the most
important archaeological sites internationally known, especially famous as the largest and best
preserved Roman city in the world.
Encouraged in all its history by its geographical location in the past for the ease of access from the
sea and the possibility of docking thanks to the river Lebda running through it. and, over the centuries,
thanks to the sand that has submerged and protected, and then give it back to us almost intact. Leptis
that preserves Punic and Roman ruins, is an exceptional testimony of Roman history, particularly the
high point and the architectural brilliance that goes back to time of Septimius Severus who was born
in Leptis in 146 BC, who promoted the city growth and monumentalisation.
Walking through the ruins of the monuments is like enter onto a path backwards in time, where it's
possible observe and understand the typical composition and organization of urban of a Roman
colony.

Fig. 2: Leptis Magna, an integrated system of fruition and communication.
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Despite this, the archaeological site of Leptis is largely untapped: currently the only existing service for
visitors consists of a small museum pertaining to the archaeological site. The lack of pathways
between the different monuments, the insufficient services for tourists, the total absence of a
communication system, leading to reflect on the importance of integrated redevelopment interventions
in archaeological sites such as this one.
We thought therefore to propose a reuse project of the whole site, that starting from the survey and
from the virtual reconstruction of spaces and monuments, arrives to encode an integrated system of
fruition and multimedia communication. A project that, in this case, does not result only in tangible
objects but also in a complex grid of "immaterial architecture".
Nowadays, the design of an archaeological park can and must go through the new possibilities offered
by the web and new technologies of communication and information instant sharing, to a new and
more current understanding of entertainment and increased participation during the guided tour.
In addition to "physical" design of paths and main systems of green, lighting, services and exhibitions
we planned the design of a system of intangible paths that guide the user within the equipped areas
during his visit. Through a multimedia system that uses GPS technology and web-apps, the visit
becomes interactive and the whole archaeological site becomes a virtual museum in the open air in
which every real monument corresponds to its virtual counterpart, complete with historical information,
curiosity and virtual reconstructions.
In this process the graphic project plays a role of primary importance: in the exact identification of the
individual thematic areas, in the park internal communication , through the development of signage
and corporate communications and also acquires a fundamental role in the next, immediate,
identification of places and monuments through the creation of ad hoc icons, shared and used then
interactively on the web-app.
The appearance of virtuality is increasingly one of the most immediate and effective forms of
promotion and attraction for the facilities - museums and archaeological sites - inserted in a logic of
cultural tourism ever more demanding and competitive. The ultimate goal aims at the creation of an
archaeological park whose design results the least invasive as possible, in accordance with the
evidence of the past, which demonstrates how there can be an exchange common ground between
archeology, architecture, information technology and environment.

Fig. 3: The archeological park: tangible objects and immaterial architecture.
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2. From real model to virtual reconstruction

(Andrea Manti)
The project phases of the virtual museum inside the Leptis Magna archaeological site, contemplate
that the various types of data are collected and processed using different methodological approaches,
to eventually then be integrated into a single interactive environment.
In recent years is emerging within the international community of archaeologists a strong interest in
Virtual Archeology. The term "Virtual Archaeology" was founded in 1990 when Paul Reilly (pioneer in
Virtual Archeology) first proposed it in reference to the use of three-dimensional models of monuments
and objects.
This discipline is capable of giving access in a visual and interactive way to data that are otherwise
would be difficult to control. Through the construction of 3D models and simulations it is possible to
create a cognitive process of the past and make it accessible to users through an interactive display
system.
We can therefore affirm that virtual archeology is a process of acquisition and simulation, as well as a
tool to rebuild something that is no longer visible.
Modeling and three-dimensional reconstruction of the whole territory of the ancient city of Leptis
Magna with its major archaeological monuments and the online publication of processed data were
two of the main aims of this project. To achieve these objectives has been planned a phase of in situ
data acquisition and another one of processing in laboratory starting from historical, architectural and
archaeological sources.
Finally the 3D models have been optimized and rendered in order to be included in a web platform
accessible through an App installed on mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets.
Concerning the realization of virtual models we have followed two different approaches:
1. metric data acquisition of the site and the archaeological monuments through techniques of
integrated architectural survey, aimed at their graphic restitution and representation;
2. create, using the software Autocad, a three-dimensional model of the city, in its landscape, and of
the most important buildings with its appearance in the ancient times.

Fig. 4: Sample of virtual reconstruction: model of the Theatre and Market area.
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Fig. 5: Bird's-eye view of the three-dimensional model.

2.1 Architectural survey of the archeological site Leptis Magna
One of the first problems encountered during the development of the project was the choice of a
correct acquiring technique of the monuments metric data in regard of the size of the site. The
communication and promotion of cultural heritage require an extensive documentation in terms of
location, shape, color, geometry and also historical and artistic characteristics. The disciplines of the
architectural survey have honed in time the techniques of data acquisition in step with technological
development. The greatest expectations in the sector of Cultural Heritage are aimed at 3D laser
scanning techniques; this system is able to operate quickly and give the opportunity to access to the
data in real time. The ancient Leptis still presents a wide variety of very complex cases and situations
because of its urban plan.
Currently inside the archaeological site there are ruins of important monuments. Some of them have
the original structures almost intact.
This has been possible thanks to the fact that they remained protected for centuries under a heavy
blanket of sand that in some places reached 10 meters in height.
The used methods are photogrammetry and architectural surveying through Laser Scanner 3D.
These two methodologies have provided all the elements necessary for modeling the analyzed object
and their integration has provided the best results in terms of reliability and completeness.
The architectural survey through the terrestrial laser scanner CAM2 Focus3D generated in a few
minutes dense clouds formed by millions of 3D points. The point clouds obtained were combined and
filtered through the software SCENE and provided detailed and accurate images of detected objects.
In some cases we used more traditional techniques of survey to complete the acquisition of the data.
2.2 Three-dimensional modeling
Once finished the in situ survey operations we got on to the next stage of data processing and threedimensional modeling in laboratory.
Starting from the metrics data originated from the acquisitions we have reconstructed the entire urban
system in order to contextualize in the best way the ancient monuments and to create virtual tours in
the archaeological park. We proceeded to virtually reconstruct the ancient urban plan modeling quickly
the entire built-up area with a good level of definition of full and empty spaces.
There has been a complete control over the entire scene structuring in a hierarchical manner the
various elements thus obtaining a large amount of structures all different from each other.
Because the ultimate aim is the online use of the 3d models we decided to represent with simple and
schematic forms the buildings of the town, while for the monuments have been used different levels of
detail. The virtual reconstructions are very useful in the understanding of ancient architectures. This is
even more true when the aesthetic perception of the structure is ensured both in architectural entirety
as in the decorative system. For this reason it has been adopted a manual technique of three
dimensions modeling to reconstruct the ancient phase of monuments such as the theater, the thermal
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baths and the arches, and to make them usable in real time. All reconstructions have been verified by
archaeologists in order to ensure philological and scientific accuracy.
The 3d models were constructed with the software Autocad starting from the data obtained from the
survey operations. To use 3D models within a virtual reality application we had to work on different
levels of detail.
To create the more complex objects, such as capitals, we used surfaces made up of several polygons
in more detailed versions and a smaller version for minor variations.
For the texturing of the 3d models has been assigned to the surfaces a neutral color material with the
intention of giving a plastic effect to the object, therefore virtual, with the full intention of putting more
emphasis on the spatial structure of the model.
2.3 Communicating the site through the Web App
The project didn’t end realizing and rendering virtual models, but all the research material and virtual
reconstruction was collected in a web-app available on the Internet at http://leptismagna.altervista.org.
The web-app created can be used like an interactive and multimedia guide as a navigator in the
archaeological park.
Through a dedicated Wi-Fi network visitors can always know where they are, to be guided in their
itinerary and get detailed information about what they are seeing. The park planned is designed as a
virtual museum at the open air. Various paths connect different thematic areas and each area is like a
museum room that exposes something. The most important rooms are those containing the
monuments where will be placed a QR code. The QR Code (Quick Response Code) is a kind of bar
code that is associated with the visible contents on mobile devices, the latest generation of
smartphones and tablets.
Generally these codes connect the device to media content contained in a web page.
In this project through a QR code reader installed on the mobile device, once launched the application,
simply frame with the camera the code and immediately will activate the visualization of the virtual
reconstruction of the monument we are visiting, with a panoramic view of 360°.
The code must be placed on a pedestal that, once scanned, will allow to have the exact
correspondence between the real and the virtual perspective.
We wanted to transform real space in virtual space where the individual monuments are displayed in
their original form. Many museums have a website where the monuments are displayed in virtual
space. In Leptis Magna the site becomes a virtual space.
In this way the monument is not taken out of context from its original site and the visitor also has the
chance to see the actual state where there is a monument (real) and its reconstruction (virtual).

Fig. 6: QR code solution.
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Fig. 7: Virtual tourist guide solution.

3. Multimedia archeological landscaping in Mediterranean area.
Survey, modeling and communication.
(Domenico Tosto)

The main element of the research project carried out in recent years by the team coordinated by Prof.
ssa Fatta, is its interdisciplinary character, whose ideal conception is the planning and the fulfillment of
a master.
The specific aim of the master consists in comparing precise academic specialities, such as
Archeology, Architecture, Engineering, Town Planning, Design and all the different academic field
within Cultural Heritage, in order to succeed in developing expert researchers able to work in a
competent manner and high standards in “Virtual Heritage” field.
The vast archeological heritage particularly in regard to the archeological sites and areas in the
Mediterranean, will be the implementation and the interaction of all the different knowledges and
disciplines involved in the development of a common language and a better coordination among the
professions.
The organization of the master will provide a new course of study, both combined and coordinated, in
order to give students the basis classical knowledge together with all specific competences on
understanding and employing the modern technologies to value Cultural Heritage at its best.
The new profile of researchers will be able to understand, analyze and deal with cultural heritage and
above all they will have every planning and program skill to create multimedia archeological parks.
The course involves students to get in-depth analysis of specific topics in areas of historical,
archeological, and basic representation of architecture and archeology.
Procedures and specific protocols about different methods of survey will be investigated: manual,
instrumental, topographic and photogrammetric.
The course also provides the use of specific softwares which are designed to perform various tasks,
starting from the documentary research of the study area , the integrated management, the
subsequent processing of all the collected data and the preparation of representative models designed
for thematic or dynamic representations.
Computers and technology provide knowledge and essential aids to the “Virtual Heritage” field and are
getting more and more important nowadays.
Today the most relevant aspect of interventions in cultural heritage involves the creation of a
database, a data repository that can be used both as a historical memory, the DNA of a past whose
traces have been survived up to the present days or they can be processed for the realization of digital
models which become the basis for the creation of museums and archaeological parks built among
artifacts, landscape, and communication.
They are specific tools to study the deep relationship that links tourism, local development and
cultural heritage legislation.
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1. L'unità di Ricerca coordinata dalla Prof. Francesca Fatta opera all'interno del dipartimento Architettura e
Territorio dell'Università Mediterranea di Reggio Calabria ed è composta da Manuela Bassetta, Andrea Manti,
Chiara Scali e Domenico Tosto. Gli esiti delle ricerche fino ad oggi condotte sono in parte pubblicati all'interno
delle ricerche PRIN 2003-2009 "Spazi e culture del Mediterraneo".
* Le elaborazioni grafiche presenti in questo articolo fanno parte della tesi di laurea “Leptis Magna: Virtual
Museum in an Archaeological Park” di Carolei G. e Costa D. Relatore Prof.ssa Fatta Francesca.
** Il contributo a firma di Andrea Manti è cofinanziato con il sostegno della Commissione Europea, Fondo Sociale
Europeo e della Regione Calabria. L’autore è il solo responsabile di questo articolo e la Commissione Europea e
la Regione Calabria declinano ogni responsabilità sull’uso che potrà essere fatto delle informazioni in esso
contenute.
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Abstract

The idea of creating a “Mediterranean Museum System of Design and Applied Arts”, as an extension
of the “Officiamuseum” originally planned for the Campania region and will be based in Pompeii,
intercepts many important issues affecting the arts and sciences: the development of artidesign
capable of giving a voice to the material cultures of the euro-Mediterranean area and successfully
establish itself within the global market shaken by the recession; the possible interaction between
museums of specialized craft, applied arts and design to enter into cultural energies in the necessary
process of revitalization and modernization of existing artisan production activities; the management of
a complex system that seeks to involve various countries, culturally, politically and economically
distant from each other, inspired by the concept of Smart Cities and Communities.
The local company museum project should be representative of a “productive landscape” such as the
Museo Casa Enzo Ferrari resulted in a public competition by the Municipality of Modena that wanted
to celebrate the many brands in the field of cars and motorcycles established themselves in the area.
The aim is to treat these two issues in order to explore and characterize the idea of the System, in this
initial phase generated by contributions from the Cologne University of Applied Sciences, Okan
University in Istanbul and the Second University of Naples.
Keywords: System – Mediterranean – Company Museums – Corporate Architecture – Artidesign

1.

Introduction (Claudio Gambardella)

The project of the Mediterranean Museum System of Design and Applied Arts, following the 2012
edition of this Forum with our friends from Turkey and Germany, is becoming increasingly popular
body. The “System” consist of numerous artistic and scientific themes, which include: the development
of artidesign – as a third genre between design and craftsmanship – capable of giving a voice to the
material cultures of the Euro-Mediterranean basin and, at the same time, establishing itself
successfully in the global market shaken by the crisis and crossed by a thousand considerations of
growth, post-growth and decline; the possible interaction between specialised craft, applied arts and
design museums to insert cultural energies into the necessary process of revitalization and
modernization of existing artisan production activities; the draft Company Museums of the territory
that, unlike the corporate museums tout court, must be representative of a “productive landscape”,
and finally, the management of a complex system that aspires to involve more countries, culturally,
politically and economically distant from each other, inspired by the concept of Smart Cities and Smart
Communities.
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Fig. 1: strategic scheme of Regional Museum System of Design and Applied Arts – Officiamuseum (graphic
design by Mariacarla Panariello).

2.

The idea of system

The idea of system, widespread in the scientific world, has a chance of being implemented even in
architecture. It is worth highlighting some basic points that have provided suggestions for subsequent
considerations contained in this paper. The famous book Uncommon Wisdom by Fritjof Capra [1] tells
of important meetings with important members of the worlds of physics, biology, psychology,
economics, politics and culture of the 1900s, that the author, a former “flower child”, had when
travelling to every corner of the globe. However, it is in another book, The Turning Point [2], that Capra
develops the scientific content discussed in those meetings, such as the studies of the American
physicist Geoffrey Chew (1924). In contrast with the “quantum field theory”, Chew launches in 1961
the manifesto of the “S-matrix theory”. The central core of this theory is the “bootstrap” concept that
indicates a system of “self-consistent” relations between elementary particles. In this perspective, a
particle is no longer an entity ontologically determined in absolute terms but is defined only in terms of
its relations with the entire corpus of all the others. Despite the new theory having been surpassed by
further developments and experimental confirmation of quantum field theory, its influence on the
construction of the contemporary world was notable. According to the bootstrap theory, Capra argues
that “nature” is not understood as a composition of elementary entities with certain basic properties,
but rather as a dynamic fabric of interconnected events in which no part is more important than
another. The reduction of nature to elementary components comes from Greek philosophy, which is
dominated by the dualism of spirit/matter, while the conception of the universe as a dynamic fabric of
relations is typical of Eastern thought and has always fascinated Capra, leading him to write his most
famous book, The Tao of Physics [3]. The theory of Chew is a philosophy of the “canvas”,
“network”[4], a philosophy based, therefore, on a structure of relationships. In fact, the bootstrap
theory is very close to a general systems theory. It insists on relationships rather than isolated entities
and, as the vision of systems theory, it perceive these relationships as inherently dynamic.
All that the worlds of science, culture and art produce, can and should flow into the world of design,
periodically triggering the crisis of its doctrinaire systems, allowing fresh air to enter into the closed
rooms of the disciplinary apparatus. If it were possible to apply the concept of network and system to
architecture, it would be possible to get nearer to the essence of historic centers, for which the phrase
th
“urban fabric” has been coined. It is worth considering cities like Siena or Palombara Sabina, 10
century historic centre, as well as the very different Corricella, an ancient fishing village on the island
of Procida, “architecture without architects” that developed over time. It is easy to see that the chorus
of these centres is not the result of a mortification of formal pluralism and that the differences do not
affect the substantial unity of the buildings. These three paradigmatic examples could also include
some of the considerations made by Gregory Bateson [5], dealt with in the books by Capra and
summarized in the imperative “to shift the focus from objects to relationships”. Perhaps the Middle
Ages, is therefore the most modern era of our time? Perhaps the way of designing and building in the
past, even with the construction of towers, cathedrals and ducal palaces, anticipated a “systemic”
vision that is more advanced than what, in the globalized universe, we are able to produce today? It is
not a question of construction methods, functions, architectural language, but of ability to see the land
as a living network within which to create a dialogue with a new architectural intervention or a simple
re-use of an existing building, such as in Procida.
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Fig. 2: Procida island. The village of fishermen, Marina Corricella, is an example "work in progress" of
"architecture without architects".

An example of how to apply systems thinking to contemporary architectural design and what the
transition from objects “architectonic” relationships could mean is the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art by
Steven Holl in Kansas City [6], the United States, completed in 2007. The project consists of five
interconnected structures as opposed to a single large existing building. The five buildings give rise to
new spaces and new points of view. Steven Holl fused architecture, art and landscape into a unified
experience. The project was part of a larger project that led to the annexation of more than 15
thousand square meters of new exhibition space to expand the old structure, expanding the “Sculpture
Park” as well as a new exhibition of the permanent collections. “The annexation – said Steven Holl –
does not translate into an object: we envisioned a new model that fuses architecture and landscape. In
contrast to the stone building, the lightness of the new architecture in glass lens meets the
surrounding landscape that takes form in the sculpture garden”. It was as if Steven Holl wanted to
renounce an architecture of individualism in favour of the idea of fabric between new buildings, old
buildings, art and landscape, focusing on the design tension of the interconnections rather than on
individual buildings, simple translucent glass blocks.
This is obviously just an example of how architecture can buy sobriety, without losing in creativity.
Designing architectures as systems, rather than an alternative absolute to traditional design, stands as
one of the possible ways to give new meaning, new features and new resources to the many empty
and uninhabited buildings located in the rural Italian countryside that is crossed by highways, as well
as to historic buildings located in small towns that are unmanageable due to their size, and entire
ghost towns, with no inhabitants. A design that repairs the wounds inflicted on the territory, which
heals wounds. Italy, unfortunately, bears all the hallmarks of this devastation. Nowadays, the discipline
of Architecture of the Interior cannot only deal with the internal spaces of buildings and cities, but also
the creation of new relationships “between architectural objects” existing within a system to be
founded on its strategic and economic variations.

3.

Smart Cities, Smart Communities, Smart Countries

By 2020, the EU will have invested about €11 billion on the European project that promotes e Smart
Cities; medium-sized urban realities – with a population between 100,000 and 500,000, a catchment
area of less than 1,5 million people, but with at least one university - that a study carried out in 2007
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Fig. 3: Steven Holl, the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City (Missouri - U.S.A.), 2007.
http://rsteins.wordpress.ncsu.edu.

by the Polytechnic of Vienna, University of Ljubljana and Polytechnic of Delft estimated about 600
(hosting nearly 40% of the entire urban European population). Now, the projects that are being
developed, funded and, in some cases, created relate to interventions to improve the lives of citizens
in the six areas identified by this study: Smart Economy, Smart Mobility, Smart Environment, Smart
People, Smart Living and Smart Governance. Europe is, therefore, encouraging the “intelligent”
community that go towards solutions “integrated and sustainable offering clean and safe affordable
energy to citizens, reducing consumption and creating new markets in Europe and elsewhere”; a
consideration, in line with the requests contained in the Communication “Europe 2020”, that indicates
by that date the five EU targets which will guide the process and will be translated into national
targets. They relate to employment, research and innovation, climate change and energy, education
and the fight against poverty. They are, in essence, interventions on the existing city, primarily aimed
at the production of intangible goods, such as the provision of new services to citizens, or the
implementation of a network of connections between people.
With the smart cities, there is to a new myth. It is in the intelligent city that contemporary man puts all
his trust and entrusts the resolution of his fears. Salvation with the help of technology, he wants to put
things right, remedy a serious situation culpably caused by his behaviour, convert a hostile territory
into a livable habitat became, rejecting the idea of a tragic fate, inexorable where the air, land, water
are scarce or polluted. Man wants to defend his right to create new realities. Starting from the “smart”
city and the new relationships that can sprout in them, rebuilding at different scales pieces of society
(smart communities) so as to interconnect clusters of smart communities, also located in distant
geographical areas, but held together – as in the case of the Mediterranean Museum System Design
and Applied Arts – by the common thread of a creative and productive culture welded to tradition and
local excellence.

4.

Designing systems: The Motorway of Art

An example of a system is the “Motorway of Art. A museum 100 kilometres along”.
This a project produced by the Department of Design Culture at the Second University of Naples [9]
on behalf of the Board for the Architectural Heritage of Salerno. It could be called a territorial
marketing project for the A3, an Italian motorway, well-known all over Europe for the problems it has
had since its beginning in the 1960s. Its layout, extremely tortuous in the Calabrian part, was designed
by the Ministers and MPs of the time, which entailed very high costs due to the presence of several
structurally complex viaducts. For several years, this important infrastructure of Southern Italy has
been undergoing major works to be brought up to European standards, with motorists – and the
tourists who want to reach seaside resorts in the summer – being stuck in endless queues. These
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works are about to be completed. However, some still believe that this motorway will remain an interregional infrastructure to link the regions and towns it runs through, rather than provide a fast
connection between the North and South of Italy.
The crucial point along this motorway, the place where to start to put in place a major project, is
Padula, with its Charter House (one of the most important in Europe) – with its perfect conditions, its
recently-acquired ability to attract international art and culture experts and quality tourism. For several
years, the Soprintendenza has been promoting Contemporary Art (Exhibitions and Days) and
Landscape Architecture (Hortus Artis) events curated by the art critic Achille Bonito Oliva. In these
events, artists and architects have tried to give a new meaning to the monks’ homes and gardens,
turning the Padula Charterhouse into a Contemporary Art Centre. However, Padula, which is very far
from the main city – Salerno, is not important enough to survive over time and become a real tourist
attractor, due to it not having a living soul. At the same time, the areas through which the motorway
runs cannot benefit from this prestigious presence. The idea, therefore, is to re-think this infrastructure
as a motorway of art: a 100km long museum, a prestigious tourist itinerary to rediscover historical
places and cultures, art, landscape, food and wine and handicraft, exploiting the benefits produced by
these Contemporary Art events in the tourist-cultural sector. The project may also support any future
contemporary art events at the Charter House, which will gradually lose its isolated nature of
“cathedral in the desert”.

Fig. 4, 5: Padula charter house. The big cloister and a contemporary art installation into a monk's house.

The project has involved 12 exits along the A3, and has also filed the small villages which can be
reached from those exits for a total of 26 municipalities. The Petina exit has been selected because of
the former Sant’Onofrio Convent, a standard-type container which is particularly suitable to house
temporary exhibitions, with a bookshop and a design café. The product, which at the moment is only a
ruin, is located in the area of Petina, two kilometres from the exit, but away from the town, which is
further up. The ex-convent has become the subject of an exhibition design project to serve as a sort of
“demo” version, or prototype, to re-propose other historical containers along the motorway within 5
kilometres of any of the 12 exits considered.
In addition, imagining the motorway of art as a company, whose legal nature will be determined in due
time, a Corporate Identity project has been set up including signs, posters, banners, stationery and
museum merchandising products which will reinforce the idea of a single system and increase its
visibility. A Communication project along the motorway and the Municipalities that are part of the
“System” (not only those located nearest to the exits) with the setting up of information totems in
museums (one has already been designed), public buildings, refreshment stands and restaurants, info
points, stores and productive companies characterising the various places, etc.
To give significance to the project, I am continuing to explore the specific issues relating to the various
motorway exits. In particular, until now, there have been two theses in Interior Architecture which have
dealt with a very interesting aspect: the recovery of a number of farms, located at the exit of
Battipaglia, understood as a subsystem of the so-called “Highway of Art”. They are very unique farms,
from the point of view of architecture and construction, which are almost all in ruins. Their decline, of
course, began with the decline of the agricultural economy, in part also caused by the creation of the
motorway itself. How can these farms be recovered? What direction should be taken? How can this
project to recover the farms be linked to a more general “Highway of Art” project? The Battipaglia exit
is of great tourist value, especially for anyone coming from Central and Northern Italy and going to the
seaside resorts of the Calabrian coast or further south, to Sicily. It may therefore be a viable
alternative to the nearby motorway service station in Pontecagnano, offering more services, including
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the “non-global” restaurant, as well as a place to stop to rest as well as stop over-night. It is for this
reason that we have thought of a real “community of farms” with multiple functions that can represent
one of the major nodes of the “Highway of Art”. Tourists, for example, can visit the “museum of the
motorway”, tasting wines and local products, listening to the “audiobooks”, borrow the books, as you
do with cars or bikes rented in many European cities, returning them to other centres of the “Highway
of Art”.

Fig. 6, 7, 8: .The “Motorway of Art”. General map and project of renovation of Sant'Onofrio Convent

(Petina motorway exit). Rendering of the exhibition space and cafè design.
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At the same time, the Battipaglia exit is strategic because it leads to the prestigious archaeological site
of Paestum and, further on, the seaside resorts of the Cilento, almost all awarded the “blue flag”". For
this reason, the subsystem of the farms, thanks to its geographical location and its architectural
features, may attract Italian and foreign investors working in the food industry (think, for example, the
activities promoted by Carlo Petrini Slow Food), or publishing, such as Feltrinelli. At the same time, it
becomes of strategic interest for those who want to promote the productive activities of the dairy and
agricultural sectors, with there being businesses many along the road that leads to Battipaglia,
Paestum and the Cilento. All the resorts located at the A3 Motorway exits, from Salerno to Padula,
have their own specific characteristic building, and through the reuse of this historic patrimony,
currently disused, create parts of a great museum spread over one hundred kilometres. A museum
that, like its contemporaries, is constituted not only by exhibition rooms, but also spaces for the socalled additional services.
It is clear then that the presence of a motorway, even when it is a poor infrastructure such as the A3,
may be an indispensable factor for the creation of the system – in this case, the museum – which by
its very survival. In fact, the entire structure of a motorway and state provincial, municipal roads,
becomes the circulatory system. In other thesis, it is not a motorway, the backbone of the system, but
a railway line that is underutilized or completely abandoned. In particular, the thesis by Gaetano
Auricchio, “Live Platform”, the stretch of the railway line between the towns of Nocera Inferiore and
Mercato San Severino, due to the freight and passenger traffic has declined over the years reduced to
a few hours within a week, brings out an area that can easily be destined to a rural park in the service
of the people who gravitate around the stations involved in the project. In the thesis (in preparation) by
Fabio Carbone, more specifically related to the issues of business museology [8], “Irpino Wine System
Museum” will have in the future the company museum of Feudi di San Gregorio as its main driver. In
this case, the railway line Avellino-Rocchetta Sant'Antonio, now abandoned, is the necessary factor
that can encourage the emergence of the system with 28 stations, linking a selected number of
wineries in Irpinia, according to a sustainable model. With a section in Avellino of the Department of
Agriculture of the University of Naples “Federico II”, where there is a degree course in Enology and
Viticulture, the business system of some of the best producers of wine from Campania can be treated
as a Smart Community, crossing university education, tourism, gastronomy and production activities.
A renewed railway line, in fact, in addition to returning an important service to the inhabitants of the
area, can be an effective non-polluting infrastructure within the system.

Fig. 9: "Live Platform", the railroad station becomes new nerve centre of relationship between city and park.
Project of degree thesis in interior design of Gaetano Auricchio; Claudio Gambardella supervisor - Bachelor of
Science in Industrial Design, Faculty of Architecture /S.U.N., 2011.

5.

Designing systems: the University Smart Community

The project [10] deals with the creation of a Smart Community in the province of Caserta, between the
art cities that are the venues of the various Departments of the Second University of Naples and the
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four municipalities of the Domitian Coast. Firstly, the project aims to exploit an underlying tourism that
already exists and affects the university population of students and professors, both Italian and
foreign, operating in the five locations of the Departments of the Second University of Naples, within
an area that is strongly characterized by historic-architectural, artistic, archaeological and landscape
features, with Caserta being the “great attractor”. In addition, the Smart Community extends to all the
areas of the Domitian coast, within the province of Caserta, which, due to the presence of a large
number of hotels, could be future “decentralized SUN guest accommodation”, with it being a good
standard and economically convenient, and not only providing beds and meals but also services
related to the organization of events, scientific conferences, seminars and workshops typical of
university activities.
The project also includes the promotion of a relationship between the university and the African
community that lives along the Domitian coast with the creation of a “museum of African Culture”,
physical and virtual, and a meeting point in one of Municipalities of the Domitian coast and distributed
in the form of museum fragments for scientific thematic areas in the different venues of the SUN. This
could possibly help in the fight against organized crime and illegal employment, through the support
and affirmation of a renewed cultural identity of the African Community.
Finally, the University Smart Community uses the environmentally friendly and sustainable services of
car and bike sharing with electric vehicles that can easily meet, with reduced costs, the chronic lack of
transport links between the different locations involved in the project.

6.

Conclusions

As we have seen for Officiamuseum, it will be necessary to envisage the creation of a visible center of
the “system” of Officiamuseumed. What should it be like? What requirements should it have? Although
we are in the scientific context of Company Museums or Corporate Architecture (which is mentioned
later by Jochen Siegemund), the architecture of this “museum” should not express a company’s brand
(like corporate museums) but the “brand” of an entire productive landscape and, therefore, of more
companies within a territory with construction methods, materials, techniques related between them
and the same “tension” design belonging to artidesign[11].
A paradigmatic example is the Museo Casa Enzo Ferrari. “It is a museum that celebrates the role of
Modena in the evolution of Italian high-performance cars: the home not only of the Ferrari, but also of
the Maserati factory. Modena is one of those special places where the tradition of Italian
craftsmanship has met engineering, giving rise to a series of cars charismatic that, with irrepressible
beauty, united a unique power performance”[12]. With these words, Deyan Sudjic talks about what he
calls “[...] a monument to the vision of the project by Jan Kaplický” in the book entirely devoted to the
museum[13]. Not a corporate museum but of companies, those between Parma and Bologna,
producing cars and motorcycles, sports and racing cars (Lamborghini, Ducati, Maserati, Ferrari,
Bugatti and De Tomaso) for a lifetime and that represent Italian excellence in these two areas.
The last work of Kaplický, who with David Nixon in the late 1970s founded Future Systems, was
inaugurated in 2012, three years after the laying of the first stone, and his death [14]. For the purpose
of the speech, we should highlight some important aspects that are inseparably related to architecture
and the symbolic value/strategy of this museum: the goals, the client, the place in which it arose,
shape and colour as well as the use interior spaces. The purpose was stated above. The museum
was not to be dedicated to a single car, the Ferrari (which incidentally has its corporate museum in
Maranello), but had to express a corporate culture that is the flagship of a territory. It is for this reason
that the work was commissioned by the Enzo Ferrari Birthplace Foundation, a mix of public and
private organizations which is part of the City, the Province and the Chamber of Commerce of
Modena, the ACI and Ferrari SpA and chose the instrument of the international competition to decide
who to entrust the project to. The site is of high cultural value and symbolic. The museum, in fact, is
built next to the nineteenth-century birthplace of Enzo Ferrari, in an area rich in dealerships and
factories of car parts, not far from the centre of Modena, from the Piazza Grande, the Cathedral and
the Ghirlandaia Tower, all UNESCO World Heritage Sites. The work, then, could not but be strongly
characterized. The form – the description of which is conveniently summarized by Sudjic: a “high-tech
bulb encircled by grass” that like “a protective hand” cradles the birthplace of Enzo Ferrari - enclosing
the dual need for mythical roots to an exemplary company story, with a strong and innovative
affirmation, respectful but without submissions. Even the colour is the result of a reasoning that is
attentive to the meanings. Not “Ferrari Red” that would end up favouring one company, but rather the
“Modena Yellow” more connected to the place in which they all could be recognised. Finally, the
structure of the museum: a permanent exhibition of the life of Enzo Ferrari, organized in the restored
product and a space for temporary exhibitions in the new building can accommodate up to seventeen
cars that Kaplický imagined placed on rotating rectangular platforms mushrooms with thin stems.
What the Mediterranean Museum System Design and Applied Arts would be like is hard to imagine, at
least in the details Officiamuseumed is taking shape as a scientific project through a Summer School
aimed at German, Turkish and Italian students of the three partner universities [15], aimed above all at
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understanding the similarities and differences between the different territories and creating a first
international station with which to operate in the future. A project that aims to be practical, with it being
be realized in the coming years. In fact, the difficulties are immense. Consider a future extension of
the “system” to other countries in the Euromeiteranea (over 35 EU countries, North Africa and AsiaMediterranean), with it being very difficult, perhaps impossible to create. Moreover, Officiamuseum in
Campania, as a set of companies and museums, has been blocked for about ten years, even if a
small temporary museum in Pompeii is being realised as the centre of the system. The opening of an
initial location in Turkey might even give new impetus to the project in Campania. Perhaps, this is a
utopia, a dream that takes on the contours of a feasible international grouping of universities,
museums and local small businesses for excellence to build a huge creative community, open to
dialogue, focusing on local diversity, one the one hand, and on the matrix artigianal-design, on the
other. The Summer School will be able to develop a possible and flexible model, carrying out a small
scale experiment, on only two territories, in Italy and Turkey with only three initial partners. The
scientific collaboration between universities has already been tested successfully. It will also try to
create a dialogue between companies and their museums as well as convince the various operators
that this is a great, cultural, economic and productive opportunity. As with the other systems, it will
have to take into account the connections that, being all virtual but physical, will ensure maximum
speed and ease and be, of course, sustainable, smart.

7.

Corporate Architecture - Corporate Museum (Jochen Siegemund)

Tradition is the trend of brand management. Awareness of the value of a carefully prepared and
presented appealing history has won in recent years increasingly important. Not only the big
industries, the so-called global players have come up with their corporate museum created a
permanent place your brand heritage and brand culture, and small to medium sized companies
recognize in an increasing the possibilities of spatial presentation space for communication and
interaction with their own traditions and core brand offers. Companies invest in spatial communication,
such as industrial museums, exhibitions and corporate brand worlds.
The motivation and the reason for this entrepreneurial activity is obvious, on the one hand exists in the
company an ever more extensive pool of corporate history, was suitable to present themselves, on the
other hand offers a museum exhibition and brand world the chance of positioning the brand in our
gobal , fast acting world. It is not limited to, the provision for displaying individual exhibits, it's about the
permanent placement of intergenerational processes that have shaped our industry today and
everyday culture. In view of the high turnover of company shares and brand names, corporate "Built
identity" are museums, so symbols of continuity.
Corporate museums are not only as museums, they are a new building typology, a hybrid between the
museum and brand world. Here, the corporate museum is a little different from the "classical museum"
in public ownership. One thing they have in common, both preserve the society from the loss of their
history and provide space for identity and history. This is not a new development, the latest at the
beginning of the industrialization of large corporations have begun to collect art and cultural heritage
and to present in foundations and museums. For industrial museums is not just a matter of preserving
the history and issue, but rather active and forward-looking work essentially with the own collection, so
to speak, to position itself as tradition-conscious businesses and to explore trends.
The term corporate museum refers to the association of the industrial museums to the field of
corporate identity. The corporate museum takes in the corporate architecture of an enterprise, often a
central, mostly experimental - strategic - function. While public museums reflect the educational
mission, are additional aspects, such as research, brand management and brand image building
communication is the priority here. Corporate museums are located at the interface between scientific
and economic claims. Next to the branding of a company's corporate museum offer promising new
potentials and synergies in a creative business management, between the poles, historians, cultural
managers, engineers, up to business managers and marketing experts.
Companies are challenged to act smart and sustainable. Corporate museums offer these forwardlooking company the necessary and meaningful place for future transdisciplinary learning and
experimental laboratory situation of a forward-looking company. Corporate museums are an integral
part of corporate culture. A trend that can be observed recently, are smart museum networks of
corporate museums. Industry museums form are thematic, smart and strategic alliances and thus
expand its international positioning in the competition gobalen Museums and brands.
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Fig. 10, 11: Future Systems, Museo Casa Enzo Ferrari, Modena (Italy), 2012. External view of old and new
building: View of the Gallery interior. Photos courtesy of Museo Casa Enzo Ferrari.
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[6] Steven Holl won an international design competition in 1999.
[7] In one of the numerous articles published for the opening in 2007, the following was
written: “The expansion of the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art fuses architecture with
landscape to create an experiential architecture that unfolds for visitors as it is perceived
through each individual’s movement through space and time. (…) The threaded movement
between light-gathering lenses of the new addition weaves the new building with the
landscape in a fluid dynamism based on a sensitive relationship to its context.” Source: GA
Document 96 [Japan], May 2007. http://www.stevenholl.com.
[8] Over the years, many others have been developed with the guidance of Claudio
Gambardella as tutor. It is worth recalling the very first thesis for Arflex International and the
“Museum of Molteni & Enterprise Campus design”, in Giussano (Lombardy), that on Thonet
in Frankenberg, Germany, the “Museum of Luce Foscarini”, in Venice, the Museum of Pasta
Gragnano, the “Corporate Museum of Military Cords Production in Castellammare di Stabia",
“Corporate Museum System Arflex, in Lombardy”, “Company Museum of Serralunga” in
Biella, and “Corporate Museum of the San Carlo Theatre Naples. The System of Cultured
Music in Campania”.
[9] The university project was edited by Claudio Gambardella (scientific responsible) with
collaboration of Daniele Jannicelli and Domenico Rescigno.
[10] The project has recently participated at the invitation of the Ministry of Education on the
occasion of the announcement of the Ministry of Education Smart Cities and Communities
and Social Innovation. The project was edited by Claudio Gambardella (scientific
responsible) and Alessandro Ciambrone with collaboration of Maria Rosaria Puca, Vincenzo
Pollini, Matteo Schiavone.
[11] See ALISON, Filippo - DE FUSCO, Renato. L’artidesign. Napoli: Electa Napoli, 1991;
DE FUSCO, Renato. Filosofia del design. Torino: Giulio Einaudi Editore, 2012;
GAMBARDELLA, Claudio - SIEGEMUND, Jochen - OZBIL TORUN, Ayse. Officiamuseumed.
The Mediterranean Museum System of Design and Applied Arts. In GAMBARDELLA,
Carmine (edited by) Proceedings of Less More Architecture Design Landscape. Le vie dei
Mercanti_X Forum Internazionale di Studi. Napoli: La scuola di Pitagora editrice, 2012, p.
893-905.
[12] SUDJIC, Deyan. Ragione Tecnologica e forma organica. In AA. VV. Future Systems,
Shiro Studio. Museo Casa Enzo Ferrari, Modena. Milano: Mondadori Electa, 2012, p.20.
[13] ibid.
[14] The work was completed on the project by Andrea Morgante who at the time was
already part of the project team that won the competition.
[15] The Faculty of Architecture of Fachhochschule Köln, the Faculty of Engineering and
Architecture of Okan Üniversitesi of Istanbul and the Department of Architecture and
Industrial Design of the Second University of Naples.
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Abstract

Belonging to a place (geographical and cultural area) is decisive, mainly for certain territories, in order
to fix forms and technologies of the built heritage, both as specification of stylistic peculiarities and as
method of approach to the project’s process.
"Striving to give new life" and preserving coincide with an acquisition and knowledge process that
represents the revival of roots from the historical tradition.
Sources, as investigative tool, allow us to enhance and innovate forms and construction technologies,
but above all to gain a theoretical model that is the basis of architectural works of our lived
backgrounds.
The objective of the quality of the landscape shows itself as relationship and feedback for any project
on punctual and spatial scale, secondary targeting on it territorial modification interventions, in the
direction of economic and social ambitions, through a shared planning for a multidisciplinary integrated
enhancement.
In peri-urban and suburban area, topics of knowledge, recovery and enjoyment of the rural
architectural heritage, also seen regarding their production of multifunctional values, play a
fundamental weight. The agricultural environment, as result of continuous relationship of
interdependence with the man, must not be perceived as an environment that produces only
commodities, but especially "landscape", full of peculiarities, in which it is possible to read traces of
the historical memory of settled communities and landscape identities.
Keywords: Representation, Heritage, Rural, Landscape
1. Introduction	
  
Cadastral mapping, where thematic of possession is represented, is an essential tool for management
of territory. Extended to entire national territory, it is made of 80% at 1:2000 scale mainly in Cassini
Soldner mapping system and refers to several centres of emanation. The Land Agency has now maps
in vector format in the native system effectively throughout the whole country and "original plant" maps
in raster format are being in acquisition representing, even not up to date, " the most precise" basic
metric criterion we have.
Landscape’s representation - "traditional" or digital one - must inevitably take its origin from the
problem of reduction of natural variety to an objective and transferable picture, because of its
codification: this is a need providing scientific rigor to the possible graphical, analytical and descriptive
model of landscape shape, which, according to theoretical approach of complexity and "multidimensionality" of knowledge of world, can never be reduced to mere measurement and extension,
neither it is ever entirely attributable to "exact" rationality of map or vector path, nor to fascination of
view or satellite photographs.
In 1965 George, for example, showed an important method perspective about criteria for reading rural
territory, detecting in characteristics of soil use, in land ownership structure and in average size of
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cultivated fields, some data collectors of prevalent agrarian type in a certain area, considered as the
result of historical plot among socio-economic factors and local physical ones.

2. Research field

Socio-economic and structural modifications, occurring in agricultural sector in the last decade as
consequence of EU policies with the reform of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) and the
launching of Agenda 2000, imposed a reposition of Italian agriculture in the way that it seems better to
give up the traditional concept of agricultural world by extending its meaning to that of rural one. This
is the main effect produced by changes of company structure and organization, become more and
more market oriented and integrated into socio-economic context.
Landscape reflects the "sense" of territory outlined in itself: it offers in a photographic and synchronic
way its ability to reveal a form of identity regulation of its own order.

Fig. 1 Geodesic plant of Molini Capo di Fiume with respective sources and its surroundings in Capaccio (Salerno)
in 1857, Designer and Surveyor Michele Caccavelli (State Archives of Salerno).

It exhibits signs of diachronic becoming told by the evolution of inner phenomena and more or less by
the integration including elements arising from outside, inevitably exchanging models and phenomena
with. Landscape’s shape is direct consequence of forces acting on it: forces, in appearance
independent, are in fact strictly dependent on each other. Therefore, it is not only important to analyze
each component, but also, and especially, all possible elements of connection among various forces
(Benedetto Croce).
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Fig. 2 River course through historical cartographies

The human living is in fact always a co-inhabiting, which is to say a social construction of sense
(Bronfenbrenner 1979).
Rural traditional building, centuries-old sign of agriculture of place, is going to disappear, responding
to a phenomenon more related to time than to space. Starting from Trulli in Puglia to Lombard
farmhouses, from German Bauernhäuser to English barns, nothing seems to escape from silent and
constant phenomenon of dismission.

Fig. 3 From mills to hydropower stations in Piana del Sele

The law of 1922 wanted by Benedetto Croce conjugated the notion of historical truth of landscape, in
the broadest sense of environment including its natural and geographical specificities and its historical
and literary proofs, with social and national sentiment.

3. Objectives

Century-old farm buildings do not seem suitable, or adaptable, to perform any nowaday function:
owners are uninterested because of high costs for restoration, following the trend to build new
productive structures, more functional and suitable to need production and Community directives and,
finally, also because of numerous constraints.
Prescriptive contradictions contribute to discourage even more owners.
In other words, learning to understand landscape is a necessary step to "comprehend the territory"
(Corna Pellegrini, 1997) and to decode it also in many cultural identity values; perhaps the most
important purpose of this practice of research is the application, being the aim to raise awareness to
local communities of the importance and often the specificity of values expressed by places and
areas, and thus also to "orient projects of government of landscape-territorial modifications/changes,
because they will be anchored in line with concepts of protection, upgrading and enhancement
"(Castelnovi, 1998).
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To catch elements fully, snatch their meaning and contextualize them, it was necessary to build a
coherent and comprehensive interpretive trail, able to make identity of places recognizable, assigning
membership,
and
revealing
subtle
links
and
fragile
balances.
Therefore, the study of the Piana del Sele landscape not only brings out critical phenomena arising
from consumption of free soil, but also focuses attention on the need to make the best to increase in
value both historical and cultural potentialities of built environment and environmental ones with all
concrete and possible connections.

Figure 4 Complex Le trabe of Capo di Fiume
The strong agricultural character of regional territory refers to the centrality of multifunctional role of
agriculture and its actors - farms - which, from classical conception of goods "producers", become
protagonists of preservation processes, through actions of management and of care. These actions, in
particular geographical foothills areas, are irreplaceable contributions to functions of supervision and
protection of territory.
Socio-economic mutation occurred over time have profoundly affected relationships, creating small
particle properties and changes in cultural or territory abandonment.
The unbroken expanse of lands of ancient feud first was replaced by the plot of enclosed plots of land,
and then, in some areas, by the further fragmentation of funds in smaller properties, till their definitive
abandonment.
Therefore, the protection of rural areas should be considered a target since the beginning of planning
and design stages, through knowledge of their current socio-economic, environmental, landscape
tissue and of an "agricultural project" to which to guide them.
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Fig. 5 Farms Network Plan of Piana del Sele

Not underestimating historical and docum entary value of these assets, it would be necessar y to give
answers to problems still leading to the abandonment of rural buildings.

Fig. 6 Rural productive architecture (Bufalara) Capaccio

Each rural construction expresses manufacturer ability in relation to used materials, locally available.
Rural housing contains a clear connection to identity of places where it was built and also with function
and social level of the owner. In this field these motivations are essentially enhanced by predominance
of one of these components: the function. In fact, on this simple but specific factor, the history, the
evolution and the reason to be of rural building are based on.
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Fig 7 Raj Tower (Battipaglia)

The continuous research of typological elements, the need to shelter for living and also protect
animals and products of the earth, inspired and then refined over time the symbiosis form-technique
building.

Fig. 8 Sketch of Raj Tower (Battipaglia)

In Italy each rural building is totally interdependent with landscape where it is inserted in. The historic
settlement of rural matrix is a key component that helps to characterize traditional rural landscapes. It
can t ake v arious f orms, t ypes and f unctions i n l andscape, bei ng r elated t o di fferent cul tures,
techniques of building and local economies.
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Fig. 9 Axonometric view of Raj Tower (Battipaglia)

Fig. 10 Exploded axonometric view of Raj Tower (Battipaglia)

"Even at legislative level rural environment develops concepts of multifunctionality which are also
entering into vocabulary and agenda of Italian politics" (Di Iacovo, 2003): the recent guidance law for
the m odernization of agr icultural s ector (Legislative Decree 18 May 2001, no. 228, Orientation and
modernization of the agricultural sector, in accordance with Article 7 of the Law of 5 M arch 2001, n.
57. (published in Ordinary Supplement no. 149/L to the Italian Official Gazette no. 137 of 15 J une
2001) is obviously moulded on a set of multifunctional type, and it is in this context that Article 13
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(points1 and 2) defines rural districts and high quality food districts, leaving to Regions the task of
their identification

4. Finality

The attention is focused on wide-spread gr owing aw areness about t he concept of dev elopment of
rural areas considered in a more and more broad and different meaning, to exploit precisely those
areas nowadays seem to be able to give new chances for future development.

Fig. 11 Front of Raj Tower (Battipaglia)

And this new poi nt of view identifies competitive advantages of rural areas. This means that analysis
of strengths and constraints of rural areas radically changed and is still going to change: the gaze
looking at rural countryside of many European territories is not condescending, or rather questioning.
Before c onsidered s ign of bac kwardness, r ural her itage i s now t hought as a new pos sibility, t o be
analyzed using the criterion of innovation, no more the pure and simple preservation one.
This architectural heritage, provided with scattered nuclei, is a significant proof of the harmonious
relationship between human activity and environment characterizing landscape bringing agricultural
economies.
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Fig. 12 Plans of Raj Tower (Battipaglia)

Fig. 13 Farina Farm (Battipaglia)

Analyzing traditional rural aspects of the Piana del Sele area, it is only right and proper to mention the
water system: a l andscape marked by “ gore” (so called canals to irrigate fields and t o bring water to
mills dr iven by hydr aulic power ) by m ills and by oi l pr esses, al so r epresenting t he t erminal r ing of
farmer or landed dealer attention to issues related to hydro-geological instability and to floods caused
by irregular fluvial regimes and by difficulties of water endorheic basins. A dedication to territorial
maintenance often need to be remedied.
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Fig. 14 Sketch of Farina Farm (Battipaglia)

5. Methodology
It i s pos sible t o i mprove a good by ac ting di rectly on i t or by oper ating i ndirectly on s urrounding
environment: an action for the better intervening on territory can not ignore the inclusion in process of
enhancing those places where the construction of agricultural landscape starts which is to say rural
areas.

Fig. 15 Axonometric view of Farina Farm (Battipaglia)

Rural settlements, located in districts of Battipaglia and C apaccio, show themselves as a schedul e of
buildings of different periods, added to the basic core, depending on evolution of activities and on
changing trends of cultivation.
Buildings themselves, in their typological structure, highlight this ongoing transformation made of new
additions, adaptations, expansions.
Briefly we could define them as settlements constantly evolving, because they are intrinsically related
to the execution of agricultural work.
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Fig.16 Exploded axonometric view of Farina Farm (Battipaglia)

Many contemporary buildings were not designed to be i ntegrated architecturally with other ones and
with l andscape. U nlike anci ent t imes ( until ear ly 1900s) , r ecent f arms do not hel p t o gi ve a posi tive
image of agriculture in modern society.
After inspections analyzed buildings may be classified as follows:
1. Types of historical rural architectural heritage
Buildings of c ultural, envi ronmental, hi storical-monumental val ue and bound bui ldings or c omplexes
included in dictates of Legislative Decree 22/01/04 n. 41 " Code for Cultural Heritage and Landscape"
under Article 10 of the L.06/07/02 n. 137 and historical and architectural environmental elements
present in aggregates themselves.
2. Types related to culture and local identity
Agricultural complexes and buildings retaining traditional features and types particularly identifying the
site, and r ural set tlements of anci ent f ormation hav ing si gnificant i mportance as ev idence of cul ture
and local identity.
3. Types of significant value for conservation and enhancement of agricultural landscapes
Handmade and rural buildings of environmental interest representing a typical factor and essential part
of agricultural land.
4. Types of rural building of modern production or recent insertion
Buildings characterized by presence of structures of modern construction not of particular interest.
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Fig. 17 Overview of Farina Farm (Battipaglia)

6. Conclusions

The conservation project is preceded by a preliminary feasibility assessment aimed to verify normative
restrictions, compatibility of intended use in relation to structural char acteristics, t o spat ial,
technological, dimensional aspects, to cost/benefit evaluation.
The conservation project consists of a preliminary fact-finding phas e di vided i nto di fferent l evels:
historical-critical anal ysis, geom etric sur vey, m aterials and structures survey (furnished with
stratigraphic anal ysis), degr adation and col lapse sur vey, di agnostic t ests ( for chem ical, phy sical and
petrographic characterization of materials).
On t he basi s of achi eved r esults i n sur vey i t can be devel oped the pr oposal of r estoration,
enhancement and conservation of materials (also including reclamation actions for dampness) and the
project of preservation of structures, aimed to stop causes of degradation and disruption through the
use of specific techniques for repair.
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Fig. 18 Plants of Farina Farm (Battipaglia)

Ensuring preservation of material consistency of building, then architectural design will be consciously
able to face issues related to built handmade use, as necessary condition for its preservation in time:
from t he adapt ation of s ystems, t o di stributive, f unctional and s patial as pects and t he pos sible
inclusion of new architectural elements that will stratify on material structure of building. This theme of
relationship between old and new concerns not only a single building, but also, more generally, the
construction of new buildings in a historical context.
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Abstract
A collection of researches on Neapolitan territory (Ippolito, 2013) is the starting point for a reflection on the
topic of repairing the residual landscapes of urban sprawl, focusing on the relationship between their generic
and identity features. In a time when urban sprawl faces everywhere abandonment and waste, in a place
where these phenomena are in part side-effect of unexpected economical and social mutations, or
disobeyed future expectations, in part natural effect of the recent history of the place and its strongly
connoted landscape, regenerating Neapolitan sprawl town requires a re-valuation of its peculiarity within the
present debate on urban regeneration and site-specific tools of action.
Field of inquiry is the valley between Naples and Caserta, inland and sea, where a landscape of both
natural-archaeological excellences and environmental-social alarms is the ground of a sprawl building
process and of great infrastructural works which, from the 80s, have been answering on one side to the
inhabiting and expansion’s demand of Naples metropolitan area, on the other side to the construction’s
demand of an often self-fed cement cycle, swinging between emergency urbanism and everyday urbanism.
Here the great works coming from extraordinary emergencies and from national and international growth
funds, together with the products of a progressive, mainly residential, urbanization, face a tendency to
abandonment which testifies the original vices and the failed promises of Neapolitan urban sprawl. Among
the wastes, features, dynamics and peculiarity of the Neapolitan landscape re-emerge.
Key words: urban sprawl, Naples, residual landscape, repair/recycle, generic/identity

Sprawl Repair. Site-specific tools for Neapolitan sprawl town
Looking at Neapolitan sprawl town as a significant sample of inquiry for an urban debate which is nowadays
engaged in reinterpreting, some years after their apparition, urban sprawl phenomena, in light of the
abandonment and shrinking events which it is more and more involved in, and which suggest a reparation
oriented design attitude, maybe useful for many reason. Because it is a territory where sprawl urbanization
has developed in a very extended form, depositing piles of constructions and infrastructures over a
manipulated soil; because here abandonment and shrinking phenomena arise with great evidence and
frequency; because here the conflict between generic and specific, which concerns every town, but
particularly sprawl town, representing an unavoidable issue for its regeneration, comes to evidence in a
peculiar way. Most of all, because here sprawl town, showing an anomaly in its construction and a vocation
to discard, particularly demands reparation. A look at the events of the construction of this territory and a
sampling of its landscapes, taken from the infrastructure that make this town work, can be the occasion for
highlighting these peculiarity and for searching for opportunity of intervention.
Chosen as a field of inquiry, the valley between Naples and Caserta, inland and sea, where the Neapolitan
sprawl town appears at its extreme, is emblematic of the matters related to urban waste and is characterized
by an accumulation of infrastructures – highway, freeways, high speed railway, hub, port, airport – at various
degree of completion – completed, interrupted, under construction, designed, programmed – mingled with a
spread of constructions – houses, boxes, residential buildings – at various stages as well - often interrupted
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or abandoned -. Hereabout a land and a coast of both natural-archaeological excellences and
environmental-social alarms are the ground of a sprawl building process and great infrastructural works
which, from the 80s, have been answering on one side to the inhabiting and expansion’s demand of Naples
metropolitan area, on the other side to the construction’s demand of an often self-fed cement cycle,
frequently oriented by occasions rather than necessities. Hereabout emergency urbanism and everyday
urbanism intersected each other within a massive change of the territory, consuming it by constructions and
manipulations and by both evident and clandestine dynamics. Hereabout the great works coming from
extraordinary after-earthquake interventions, being extended for decades through an infrastructural turn, and
from national and international growth funds, mainly addressed to infrastructures, together with progressive,
mainly residential, building interventions face a tendency to abandonment which testifies the original vices
and the failed promises of Neapolitan urban sprawl, spreading wastes in the form of roads and houses over
wasted soils. Among the wastes, into the folds of abandonments and interruptions, new discarded materials,
populations and uses find place, while new great works keep on attracting investments and expectations
and, in-between the two, features, dynamics and peculiarity of the Neapolitan landscape re-emerge (Belli
1986; Capobianco 1991; Corsi, Franco 1991; Montesano, Trione 2007; Braucci, 2009).
The hypothesis is that this territory is devoted to discards, and that discards can be an interpreting key for its
conditions and materials. Side effects of the project, put at the center of the territory’s construction, discards
produce an implicit landscape design; repressed unconscious elements of urban life, put at the center of the
territory’s investigation, they reveal dark sides of the city (Lynch 1990/a; Dematteis 1995; Scanlan 2004;
Vidler 2006).
A lateral point of view tries and reconstruct the implicit project in Neapolitan sprawl town and the links
between the visible city and the hidden one, retracing the clues of latent transformations, uncertain
definitions, secret relations, which, here more than elsewhere, make by quantity the quality of the
landscapes. This investigative look, which has been practiced in the last years by urban studies, and is all
the more necessary in such an elusive place, while following clues of transformation, intercepts the issues
and scales of city and landscape, is affected by the variations of both disciplinary debate and territorial
reality, and reveals, behind the generic of urban sprawl, the anomalous nature of this extended town (Zardini
1996; Ingersoll 1993; Boeri Lanzani Marini 1996; Biraghi Ferlenga 2012). Throughout a collection of
researches, recomposed in a portrait by samples of the territory, this look identifies landscape exemplars: the
ordinary landscape of the places coming in succession along an highway, variations on a few types of
spaces and buildings, which, along the Street of the Americans, in order to consent ambiguousness of uses,
introduces ambiguousness in building types, spreading all around rough outlines of constructions available
for any destinations; the individualist landscape of the city of houses produced by a street junction, which at
the coastal junction of Varcaturo advances by individual tactics of appropriation, growth, adjustment,
dissolving public space and landscape beneath the only element of the house; the compact landscape of the
settlements of speculation, made of accumulation of residences and facilities, which, in Villaggio Coppola
Pinetamare, shows advanced signs of decay while, with a new touristic port, adds another great work to a
long story of sanctions and redemptions; the fenced-in landscape of military theme parks, product and origin
of infrastructures, which from the NATO bases spreads along American imitation highways genetic mutations
of the territory; the discarded landscape of the middle lands, locations of extraordinary works, which along
the Asse Mediano state highway participates in the extension of the after-earthquake reconstruction through
the endless construction of the street, and puts its redundancies and its mistakes to use as refuge and
catalyst of discards; the linear landscape of the coastal city, shaped by a coastal road, which, along the
Domiziana state highway, includes archeological and natural remains, cumulates old and new episodes of
abandonment and absorbs traces of transits and temporary presences. In each of these cases the
infrastructure is generator of landscape, in the sense of ordinary landscape, and absorbs conflicts and
compromises between great interventions and everyday adjustments; in each case it is narrator of collective
stories involving individual ones.
An account which moves between these two level of narration, wide-ranging visions and particular ones,
raises design issues which find place in the intermediate space between the infrastructures and their
landscapes, the generic structure of sprawl town and its specific situations. Within this account,
infrastructures are the structure of the evanishing sprawl town and the potential framework for its progressive
restoration; their remains are a warning to a new reflection on the development criterions and the visions
which produce buildings and landscapes devoted to discards; their adjustments, reuses, manipulations, their
compromising with site-specific inhabiting practices and land uses are indications for a project which finds in
the reuse of the discards and in the cross-reference among different tools and scales of intervention
strategies for repairing sprawl. While the urban debate looks at sprawl town with intents of restoration, while
the policy of public works still bets on great work, and on the contrary landscape and environmental issues
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advance, while the architectural and landscape design works on recycle, reuse and repair (Corner 1999;
Mostafavi, Najile 2003; Berger 2007; Ciorra, Marini 2011), hereabout, where the discard seems to be a
vocation, repairing sprawl town acquires a particular value. If, within the cacotopia of a cataclysm running
over our urban world, among the residual forms of the city, the sprawl is the easiest one to be regenerated,
thanks to its low density and to its extended connections, in such a territory, where the cataclysm seems to
be already happened, and a rich frame of infrastructure remains among the scattered discards, maybe inbetween this frame and fragments we can find the tools for repairing sprawl town.
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Abstract

The use of reinforced concrete in the works of architecture in the twentieth century, has had to deal
with the events that have come and gone during this period, and especially following the two world
wars in Europe, it has become an interpreter the most extensive reconstruction of the history of the old
continent has ever known. The emblematic story of the reconstruction of the units of the Cathedral of
Reims, as a result of the bombing in 1914, then scored, officially the use of this material is considered
useful only for the types of settlement of industrial works or civil use, even for places of worship,
regarded for the history of mankind, monuments par excellence. In addition, at the initiative of Auguste
Perret, were designed and built churches in which the material of modernity was truly exposed to view,
and so, accepted, even in traditional environments suspicious, prone to encouraging the use of
stylistic features of previous centuries. The Second World War has fully liberalized the use of concrete
thus changing, even in sacred spaces, a number of aesthetic balance and developing a new
conception of the forms and images of architecture that, in turn, have also been contributed by the
changes introduced in the liturgy of the Second Vatican Council held in Rome between 1962 and
1968. In Italy traditional postwar similar experience was also a revolution in the conception of the idea
of Monument.

Keywords: architecture sacred; concrete, modern types of churches.

Italian architectural culture of the twentieth century, sacred space dedicated to the project,
has been greatly influenced by the events that have occurred during this period. The two
world wars have introduced new ways of relating between people and, therefore, have also
transformed the conceptions of the common life. The religious experience of man of the
twentieth century showed novel ways to represent their spiritual attitude marked by
characters of simplicity and essentiality. The same architectural culture of the Modern
Movement has supported the transformation process of the creation of new spaces in which
to live a social policy. The absence of decoration and the preference of the geometries has
enabled modern man to transform radically the places where traditionally celebrate the
relationship with the divine. The new technologies and mechanization of the construction site
have favored the transformation process by helping to educate society to expectations of
sacred spaces more sober and less flashy. In this way it is also brought back to its
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Fig. 1-2: Roma Santa Sabina Church; Paris, Church of Le Raincy.

original meaning, the word "monument" that wants to mean mainly 'remember', 'memory'. In
the historical culture of the architectural context of the Italian monumental quality of a
building accomplished in the richness of the decoration, which also represented the true
value of the building itself. For the same reason very complex is the reflection about the
restoration on built.
This, by its nature, must refer to the 'values' of which the building is 'remember' and, in this
way, the architecture transformed into 'monument'.

Fig. 3: Roma Santa Sabina Church
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Fig. 4: Paris, Church of Le Raincy.

The introduction of electricity and the new machines in construction site brought great
economic benefits and substantial reduction of costs in the execution of works.
The most obvious case is the Basilica Santa Sabina on the Aventine Hill, which Antonio
Muñoz, during the first world war, back to its former glory.
The exemplary value of this experience, especially for the influence that the end result has
had on the sacred projects of the twentieth century, lies in its expressive synthesis and
ideological expression of cultural season after the war. During this period changes the very
idea of setting up a monument, a time associated with the use of precious materials and a
precise architectural design.

Fig. 5: Paris, Church of Le Raincy (by Art et decoration 1924)
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Fig. 6-7: Paris, Church of Le Raincy; Church of Le Raincy (by Le Bulletin de la vie artistique 1924)

The church of Le Raincy has a plan with three naves divided by tall pillars that define the
volume of five bays. Each module has a regular square plan which corresponds, in the aisle,
a form divided by half. The sequence of spaces is repeated for the longitudinal bodies lower
by half the width. Vaulted barrel lie on the individual areas between the pillars, while the
aisles link up the pillars with a profile perpendicular
perpendicular to the axis of the central body. The entire
perimeter of the sacred space is closed by a continuum of forms openwork design forming a
barrier to that is repeated constantly.
The similarities with the upper part of the church of Santa Sabina are numerous because of
the presence of windows hurdle released in arcades during the restoration of the arch.
Muñoz. The entire space of the nave of the Roman church, the old church in this way
provides an unprecedented condition of light that will be recognized as the novelty brought in
by the substantial restoration work. The same restoration of the Roman architect, also
documents that the columns of the church are all the same and, for this reason, must be
treated as realized only the design of the church of the sixth century. Through the restoration,
therefore, Muñoz documents that the church of Santa Sabina is the first project of basilica
built exclusively for Christian worship. The Roman columns divide the whole environment of
the classroom into three longitudinal
longitudinal bodies with different height between the higher and the
lower side central space. The entire rectangle of plant of the nave, closed circular apse,
becomes, as a result of the restoration, a strongly illuminated place giving, in this way, also
highlight ancient paving clear and to the succession of the columns. The aisles are hiding in
the shadows, in some parts, the successive chapels deeper. The apse is a very high end
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Fig. 8: Roma Santa Sabina Church

very significant for the closure of the classroom acting as a crowning visual perspective to
the whole environment.
For this reason the Roman Church will be treated in textbooks of art history as the prototype
of the place of Christian worship. The similarity between the Romanesque basilica and the
Paris church, the latter will make the reference model for the many classrooms of worship to
be built in Europe at least until the celebration of the Second Vatican Council.

Fig. 9: Church of Le Raincy-Santa Sabina’s hurdle (photomontage by G. Spera).
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Fig. 10-13: Santa Sabina e Le Raincy- hurdle.

Even in 1935, one of the leading experts on sacred art of the twentieth century, the future
cardinal Celso Costantini, argued: “«L’architettura ecclesiastica avrà sempre bisogno di
colonne, di basi, di capitelli, di quel minimo di trabeazioni, che rappresentano esigenze
inderogabili del razionalismo costruttivo e decorativo: sì, -come si è già detto- per le chiese,
vi è un razionalismo anche decorativo, perché esse non sono delle sale d’aspetto di una
stazione» (Costantini, 1935, 75)
It was still far from achieving thus the possibility of using new materials and technologies in
sacred architecture. Only in 1947 papal encyclical recognized the potential use of new
technologies in the liturgical: «Non si devono disprezzare e ripudiare genericamente e per
partito preso le forme ed immagini recenti, più adatte ai nuovi materiali con i quali esse
vengono oggi confezionate: ma evitando con saggio equilibrio l’eccessivo realismo da una
parte e l’esagerato simbolismo dall’altra, e tenendo conto delle esigenze della comunità
cristiana, piuttosto che del giudizio e del gusto personale degli artisti, è assolutamente
necessario dar libero campo anche all’arte moderna, se serve con la dovuta riverenza e il
dovuto onore, ai sacri edifici ed ai riti sacri; in modo che anch’essa possa unire la sua voce al
mirabile cantico di gloria che geni hanno cantato nei secoli passati alla fede cattolica» (Pio
XII, 1947).
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Fig. 14: Santa Sabina, plan.

The restoration of Santa Sabina is in this context a prototype of high symbolic value for the
historical circumstances (sixteenth centenary of Milan's Edict) and arrangements.
The invention of this architecture will be so convincing that there is no art history textbook
that does not bear the heading "Early Christian basilica", the plant of the church built by
Munoz. Remained as the only objection to the Roman model Perret and the use of exposed
concrete: it was the main reason for the distrust of the modern language for the space of
worship.

Fig. 15: Le Raincy, plan.
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Fig. 16: Paris, Saint-Jean-de-Montmartre Church (by Emporium, 1906)

Fig. 17: Paris, Saint-Jean-de-Montmartre Church
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Fig. 18: Paris, Notre Dame du Travail, Church

Remembered Costantini: «l’architettura novecentista cerca soprattutto la funzionalità, la
praticità, la comodità. Ciò corrisponde mirabilmente all’indole di certe costruzioni, come
magazzeni, rimesse, uffici burocratici ecc. Ma ciò non basta per le chiese. Non basta
neppure per una caserma. Semplicità sì, ma non sciatteria; praticità sì, ma non volgarità»
(Costantini, 1935, 60).
As documented in the experience of historic buildings, the distrust of the clergy for the
concrete limited to single exposure view of a matter, which, too, had allowed the recovery
and expansion of important religious buildings.

Fig. 19: Beuron, St. Maurus Chapel.
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Fig. 20-21: G. Vaccaro, project of the church in concrete; G. Ponti, Bonmoschetto, Carmelite convent
church (by Domus 1958)

The rebuilding of the bell tower of San Marco in Venice (1912), the arrangement of the
trusses of the cathedral of Reims, the expansion of the shrine of Pompeii document the wide
use of new technologies with the general mechanization of the yard. From the cultural point
of view to creating true "scenarios intellectuals": in the study of Perret in Rue Franklin was
not unusual discuss literature as Valery’s Eupalino and Claudel’s L'Annonce faite à Marie.
The same French architect remembered that “«cemento è pietra che fabbrichiamo noi stessi,
ed è molto più bella e nobile della pietra naturale. Le va fatto l’onore di risvegliarla. La si può
lavorare col martello, la si può bocciardare, tagliare, gradinare con tutti quegli arnesi che
servono per rifinire la pietra naturale. Il cemento appena disarmato vibra tutto delle striature
che gli vengono impresse dalle assi della cassaforma» (Gargiani, 1993, 82).
The sincerity of expression of Perret’s works connects constructive outcome of the material
used, about which the author also claims the aesthetic value that results for the architecture.
The modernity of language is fully captured by one of the intellectuals are more favorable
contemporary sacred art.
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Abstract
“To restore the church inspiring at sacred theme”: with this sentence Rudolph Schwarz, theorist of the
architecture sacred contemporary, abridge, in his VomBau der Kircheof 1938, Desiderius Lenz's the
responsability (1832-1928), promoter of art School in Beuron, in the religious range.
Friar's consideration suggest content of faith in paradigms and shapes drawing at the iconographic
repertory of the Near East and the classic Greek and rise to a summit, like is famous, with the
publication of the Kanon. The title convey the author's attempt to latch on to the Phytagoreanplatonic philosophy.
Lenz and his school abide by the works of greater commitment to the rules-harmonic proportional
theorized in the work, were once again the idea of nomosand rythmos as a means of understanding
the laws that govern the universe, and with it the arts and especially architecture, as in
MaurusKapelle, Montecassino's crypt and Beuron'sArchabbey.
In a century marked by the discovery of the golden section in architecture and its pratical applications,
the treaty of Lenz is distinguished by direct reference to the Greek sources.
In connection with the work performed by Lenz, Steiner, Verkade and others in Montecassino, the
centenary year, you must re-read the personality of monaco-architect and the value of his writings, in
the light of the weight in the sacred place well before reforms introduced by the Second Council
Vatican.
Keywords: architecture sacred contemporary; golden section; sacred geometry; metric relation; noniconic art.

The minor role which ecclesiastical architecture in general occupies in the historiography of nineteenth
century art is to be deplored.
Peter Lenz, whose monastic name was Desiderius, is not among those who have found a recognized
place in the history of the nineteenth century German and European architecture and fine art.
There are two reasons for this: apart from some early works, he confined himself to the area of sacred
art; and he lived a life separated from the artistic community, as a monk in the Benedictine monastery
of Beuron. He was noticed beyond the circle of ecclesiastical art only in the few years round about
1905. At that time his Aestetic of Beuron was published in a translation by the French Nabi painter
Paul Sérusier, with an introduction by Maurice Denis and, through the intermediacy of Jan Verkade,
the art of Beuron was shown in the Vienna Secession.
Contemporary architecture is based on that on Beuron and its geometric shapes. Rudolf Schwarz,
father of contemporary sacred architecture, dedicated only to Lenz a chapter of his VomBau der
Kirche. He attributes to the Benedictine the prototype of the “sacred way”, a project template in which
the sequence of the rooms of the building corresponds to the sequence of the episodes in the history
of the salveza.
Not surprisingly, the architect in his essay only mentions Lenz and Mies van der Rohe, because in
those years many artists have already left Germany and the Bauhaus has already been dissolved.
Lenz in the Kanon leads sacred art to the standard classic geometric based on the golden section,
theorized by Plato.
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Fig. 1: Beuron, St. Maurus Chapel (by Kreitmaier , 1923).

The direct dependence of the German friar from Athenian philosopher is shown by the
drawings which illustrate the treaty. They shall apply the reasoning Platonic which all plane
figures can be split into triangles and each of them into two triangles rectangles, one
isosceles, the other scalene, from which derive the four primordial elements, water, air, earth,
fire[2]. Of these triangles «κάλλιστονέν» (Tim. 54a) is the equilateral form which the five
Platonic polyhedra such.
By means of geometry and arithmetic, Plato was able to introduce into philosophical
speculation the concepts of “infinity” and “proportion” of which all subsequent European
culture was to be his debtor. Taking the concepts of the Timaeus, the most conceptually
dense Meno has the problem dell'antanairesis, the doubling of a square built on the diagonal
of a given square, determinant a rectangle whose height is three times the base[6].
It is the figure that symbolizes the infinite: through the solution of a geometry problem, Plato
comes to express the irrational, announcing «la grandecongiunzionedell'esprit de géométrie
con l' esprit fin puramentespeculativodellagrandemetafisica» (Toth, p.9).
If it is well known the long fortune of this Platonic reflection, through Vitruvius, in all artistic
production to the present day, the Lenz's Kanon is, in the long fortune that Plato has enjoyed
an episode of considerable thickness. The friar's Benedictine attempt is to go back directly to
the Plato's theories, by skipping links in a long chain that the Athenian, through the centuries,
had come up to him. In geometric figures he recovers the fundamental patterns of artistic
representation in its aims specifically epistemological.
At the beginning of the essay states that the geometric proportion are an indispensable
means of representation of the uman figure in his dignity and that only in number allows us to
understand the enigma of creation.
The first lines is a clear direct dependence on the Timaeus, since, as Plato, Lenz also inserts
his discussion in a discourse cosmological.
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Fig. 2: Montecassino, Crypt’s decoration (by Emporium, 1911).

Fig. 3-4: A. Gresnicht in his atelier;Montecassino, S. Marco’s altar (by Emporium, 1911).
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Fig. 5: Beuron, St. Maurus Chapel (by Emporium, 1911).

In doing so, he connects the Jewish-Cristian tradition to the classical, even resorting to the
drawings which were to accompany the text. Made by WillibrordVerkade, Lenz's disciple and
collaborator, they illustrate the steps that allow you to get a simple geometric shape (the
circle) to the human body.
Lenz is, in the words of Schwarz, tried to restore the church building inspired by the sacred
theme, combining classical roots to the Christian content. This is the end of the Kanon of
which only recently has been published the first partial Italian version.
The series of sketches is the most modern and faithful of teorema explained by Socrates
concludes his demonstration of innate ideas in the Meno.
Lenz's theories are a unique opportunity in St Maurus: come to Beuron in 1868, here he
managed to get a commission from the Princess Katharina von Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen to
erect a votive chapel not far from the monastery. By 1870, he had built the Chapel of St
Maur, which is unique because of its unusual architecture and still more because of its
painting, and deserves a prominent place in the sacred art of the nineteenth century. Jacob
Wüger and his student Fridolin Steiner, as well as Lenz's sculptor friend Johannes
Schwendfür, likewise contributed to the chapel. Lenz investigated the metric relations of
Egyptians sculptures and Greek temples and was constantly searching for the ideal metric
figure corresponding to the universally valid measure, according to that rule for the
representation of human beings which he called “the canon”. For he was ever more
convinced that there must have been, analogous to the dogmas of the Church, a
correspondingly dogmatic art.
Behind platonic philosophie, ancient sculptor Polyclitus, great Renaissance masters and
other aesthetic doctrines stood the conviction that the ideal beauty of the human body rested
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Fig. 6: Norcia, St. Benedict’s Church, Crypt’s decoration (by Carillo, Spes, 2007).

upon a geometric figuration or that it resulted from exact metric relationships of the parts to
the whole. On the one hand, Lenz committed his ideas to two separate media: drawings generally of male and female bodies frontally- and texts. On the other hand, neither of these
media was suitable, except to a very limited degree, for carrying through his theories
logically.
His drawings, however schematic they may be, also always show an artistic impulse: one
almost gets the impression that Lenz wished to use the geometry as a justification after the
event to reinforce a thrust towards symmetry and abstraction in his own creative will -while
doing this, admittedly, only to the extent that geometric figures also held for him a symbolic
significance.
It is only with difficulty that this side of his thinking can be gathered from his theoretical
writings. Mathematical ideas are mixed in them with theological-mystical and artistic ideas,
so that his thought takes on esoteric features. Throughout his life, Lenz time and again took
up the project of formulating in words his studies of the canon and publishing them.
After short version, The Canon, appeared in 1921 in the BenediktinischeMonatsschrift, in the
following year, an extensive manuscript went astray in the post.
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From all of these published utterances we can gather certain fundamental ideas of the
Lenzian canon:
- the source of his conviction is the Biblical saying: hence, the creation, as well as in platonic
Timaeus, has a sacred geometry as its basis; geometry and revelation were equated; Lenz
himself speaks of a theological geometry;
- Lenz matches the basic geometrical figures, in particular the regular solids, to the triune
being of God in the following way;
- Since God created man in His own image, it follows that underlying the original human
image also there must be a measure, a -for Lenz- sacred geometry. Whit original Sin, this
norm, however, was obscured; only in Jesus Christ is it once more revealed;
- This original human image exists in two figures, equal in value: male and female;
- Lenz believes that the normative image of the man can be traced back to root functions. In
his regard, his deductions, which differ in particular details and are presented only with
extreme brevity, remain in large part incomprehensible to the reader. He reaches the
woman's normative image via a further root, which hecalls the feminine, the diagonal of the
double square «which as Golden Section can alone establish the contrast which is that of the
second sex to the image of the man» (Canon, p. 64));
- the aesthetic principles derived from God's revelation are to be a basis for all future
religious art: they should draw men towards the true, lead them towards the eternal,
especially in places of worship and at the liturgical feasts.
If one asks, then, to what extent Lenz's geometry influenced his own artistic work, the
evidence turns out to be meagre.
The value of the aesthetic geometry of Desiderius Lenz lies not in its utility for artistic
practice, but in the fundamental position which Lenz adopted, namely that of a radical
departure the principle of the imitation of nature. For Lenz, the knowledge of the canonical
figure made the nude model, superfluous.

Fig. 7: Norcia, St. Benedict’s Church, Crypt’s decoration (by Carillo, Spes, 2007).
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Fig. 8-9: D. Lenz, Good Shepherd (by Kreitmaier, 1923).

Religious art has been led astray (in one place he goes so far as to use the word entartet,
degenerate) by the imitation of nature, with its perfect reproduction of optical stimuli; only the
rediscovery of the canon -through him- will lead it back to its original and true path.
Implicit here, though it is not expressed presumptuously, is a claim to leadership in the
direction sacred art should take. In fact, no other artist followed Lenz on his course; even his
own work follows his theories only to a qualified extent. He had all the more importance,
however, for some of the artists of the early modern movement, who were on their own way
to overcoming the obsession with history and realism, and who found in Lenz a like-minded
forerunner. In terms of art and architecture history Lenz in fact anticipated significant moves
towards the abstraction of the composed image.
The long quote of Lenz's theories in Schwarz is symptomatic of the complex position of the
second: the intent of his deeds is in fact the technique to solve through spirituality.
In the Germany of the thirties, in hich every energy was spent on the Great Berlin of Hitler
and Speer, the technical problem was fundamental also from a theoretical point of view. The
nation that had experienced the most rapid process of industrialization of the West, but has
suffered defeat in a war essentially technological, the debate on the relationship between
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technology and spirituality was on. In this debate, the position was that of shared
Jünger,which seeks to connect the concept of “authenticity” with the technology or Dessauer,
for whom the task of the technology is “serving the people”.
Schwarz invokes Lenz's ideas to indicate the urgency of bringing the technique to spirituality
as evidenced already in the Letters from Como's Lake, published in “Schildgenossen”
between 1923 and 1925.
No coincidence that the letters are addressed to a friend identified by Romano Guardini,
philosopher and theologian who just Beuron had developed the arguments set out in Vom
Geist der Liturgie (1919).
Lenz's speculation, his concern to bring together in one unit liturgical space artistically
decorated, filtered through Schwarz's interpretation, anticipate many solutions proposed by
the Secon Vatican Council, playing in a trend semantically relevant contemporary sacred
architecture, present in recent case. The design of a «liturgical church» -in the words with
which Schwarz interprets Lenz's thought- will have no small influence on the choice of the
Council (eg, survey and visibility of the main altar) unanimously shared.

Fig. 10: D. Lenz, Canon (by Kreitmaier, 1923).
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Fig. 11: Montecassino, Torretta, A. Engel, Tabernacle (by Kreitmaier, 1923).

A striking example of this is Christ The Light Cathedral in Oakland, California, designed by
Craig W. Hartman (2008), in which the architect solves the so-called “via sacra” the problems
associated with liturgical requirements of a single nave, which is set according to the forms in
this golden ratio. Derives directly from Beuron'ssymbology, mediated by Schwarz's reflection
of spirit and technique, the project of a church that recovers in the plant the oldest Christian
symbols with use of cutting-edge engineering solutions.
Oakland's project exemplifies the fundamental notion that emerged out of the Second
Vatican Council, the “People of God”: Hartman's draft, as well as that of Lund and Slaatto in
St. Hallvard in Oslo (1966) or Our Lady of the Angels Cathedral of Rafael Moneo (19982002), they propose, to varying degrees, this sense that we gather as one -a single people
meant to worship together,gathered around the Eucharistic table to be fed and nourished
and to celebrate culture and art and music.Recovering the oldest Christian symbols or
formulas geometric Pythagorean ancestry, they reproduce the model of «processional
church».
At the same time, some of these projects -such as the Holy Face of Mario Botta or Oakland's
Cathedral- using historical quotes (the Shroud face, the Christ of Chartres) on the one hand
emphasize the value of the symbol that was already in Lenz, from a other things, raise
questions substantial contemporary art. The mention of the historic effigy makes it instantly
recognizable, avoiding the problems still warned against non-iconic art.

Fig. 12: Oakland, Cathedral, plant (published courtesy of the architect Craig Hartman).
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Fig. 13-14: Stuttgart, St. Mary's Church, Via Crucis, and decoration (by Kreitmaier, 1923).
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Abstract

If up to fairly recent time, the relational system between perception, processing and representation
during representation processes was perfected by concluding through natural “intuitus” (physical
environment) and human intelligence (perception and processing capacity), the assumption of a
dominant role, in terms of methodology and practice, of a third "virtual intelligence", deriving from
contemporary developments in technologies such as electronics, information technology and
telematics, has transformed the previous method of approach to the environment, natural or built, and
to the project.
Applied to the study and investigation of architectural heritage, the contemporary evolution of these
technologies of knowledge and simulation, evolve the discipline of representation in the direction of
the broader interdisciplinary interdisciplinary perspective, establishing a relational system of methods
and information that precede and complement the process of knowledge.
The use of computer systems in the context of visual representation, while being purely a
technical/operational aspect that does not conceptually introduce new modus or forms of
representation, assumes an even epochal significance by creating a clear separation between pre-and
post information.
Useful technologies for the material/formal control intervene in the field of diagnostics and in the
behavior of materials by developing measurement, protection and monitoring systems of the
performance characteristics.
Keywords: developments, technologies, survey, architectural heritage, diagnostics

1.

Evolution of detection techniques

There is no doubt that such technologies supporting representative disciplines have strongly evolved
the traditional method of investigation, detection and design, up unto determining an opportunity, if not
a necessity, of broad insight in this regard by professionals and researchers.
As noted by Della Vecchia and Mura in the work "Technologies and techniques of graphic
representation", in the history of visual representation there has never been such a radical
transformation as that in the field of technical representation.
Currently with the development of technology, the acquisition of data is ensured in a more precise,
quick and versatile manner. In fact even the same geometrical component of the detection does no
longer appear as a simple dimensional measurement. Laser and photogrammetry are part of this
innovation, and their integration is able to produce such a large volume of geometrical and material
information that alone, already allow an in-depth knowledge of formal, constructional and technological
values of the work.
The investigation and representation of degradation or damage can be carried out with tools that can
simulate what happens inside the structure; these new opportunities are above all very useful in
stratified and complex areas such as restoration work on historic heritage.
To know a building structure, in fact, signifies knowing its history, the natural and urban environment in
which it is inserted, the distributional characters, the specific construction techniques, tools and
materials used for its construction.
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The knowledge of the events, also constructive, regarding the building allows the reconstruction of its
evolution and the exact identification of architectural, formal and functional aspects.

2.

Diagnostic analysis on architectural heritage

3.

Thermography in the architectural survey

In the context diagnostics occupies a crucial role, or rather the set criteria, procedures and techniques
for the identification, investigation and representation of the constituent elements, material and
technological aspects and their evolution, which is essential for obtaining a deeper detection of
architectural heritage.
The diagnostic action also analyses the changes in the structure and constituent materials of the
object, produced by the most various causes, providing information on the composition of the
materials used, on the technique of execution, on previous changes or maintenance interventions and
on possible changes in the intended use.
The result of the diagnostic knowledge is also indispensable for implementing preventive measures.
The diagnosis for the conservation of artefacts is therefore based on the graphic documentation,
which, starting from the autopsic examination includes a scale drawing and mapping of the
deterioration. Along with the architectural detection and the mensorial activities, analysis and
knowledge of the conservation status of broader area of archaeological and architectural heritage
compared to the single artefact determines a regional level mapping that can delineate situations of
greater or lesser uncertainty for the exposure to different risk factors.
Today the diagnostic phase tends to confirm its traditional skills, emphasizing the aspects of technical
investigation due to the availability of efficient tools and recognized methods; in addition to the shape
and architecture, it also investigates the structure with scientific rigor, objectivity and reliability, which
is what is expected from a good diagnosis.
The possible progress in this sector today, however, often depends on the development of ever more
advanced technologies, such as the use of innovative sensors based on optical fibres and on the
miniaturisation of components in their energy autonomy.
The frontier of monitoring, therefore, moves towards the integration of skills and the development of
integrated techniques of monitoring; the most frequently used non-destructive type diagnostic
investigations are:
The sclerometry analysis, pachometric analysis, magnetometric analysis, sonic analysis, ultrasonic
analysis, endoscopic analysis, analysis by X-ray and tomography and thermal and thermography
analysis, the latter based on the visualization of thermal differences on the surface of architectural
artefacts.
Among the non-destructive analysis techniques, thermography certainly represents an important tool
of knowledge of architectural heritage and has found in recent years, after some initial setbacks, a
wide application in the field of Cultural Heritage.
Thermography is definable as a true measurement procedure that is non-invasive and does not
require direct action on the object and is applicable to the diagnosis of dysfunctions and constructive
problems of the buildings. In most applications the absolute temperature of the buildings is not as
important as the mutual difference that they have. Thermography can be active or passive; active if it
detects the energy emitted from the wall, providing the distribution of surface temperature, active if it
thermally stimulates the masonry. The thermography camera employed allows to investigate
temperatures between - 40°C and 500°C, with a thermal sensitivity of 65mK and an error of ± 2% on
the reading or ± 2°C, operating on the wavelength band of the infrared radiation comprised between 8
and 14 μm , which is an interval of the broadest infrared spectrum of the infrared spectrum.
It can be therefore easily understood, which cognitive contribution this technique is able to give in a
completely non-invasive manner, providing valuable information relating to the transformations
undergone by the architectural system, thanks to shown discontinuity of thermal-physical
characteristics of the materials constituting the first deep layer of the wall. The difference in "response"
to the thermal stimulation of frequently used materials, such as wood, bricks, stone and mortar
between blocks, can therefore be easily visualised by the impression that they project onto the layer of
plaster that covers the view. The information obtained and translated into depictions allows us to
detect critical situations such as the presence of hidden or detached structural elements, cracks, metal
adhesions and everything necessary to determine the historical evolution of the building.
Through the thermography representation of an architectural structure as a whole, and even through
the thermogram when the infrared image represents entities that are not otherwise viewable, you
effectively obtain the complex of more hidden information regarding the detected object. In this
manner it is possible to highlight the quality, the constructive adequacy, highlight architectural
structures hidden in the masonry and then buffered, hidden structural defects, rising damp, stagnant
water, points of water infiltration, thermal bridges or detect interventions carried out previously.
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4.

Case study: the bell tower of Sagittarius and the grange of Ventrile

The case study presented in this paper is based on a thesis developed in the degree course in Civil
Environmental Engineering, and regards The Grange of Ventrile, a Cistercian complex located in the
province of Potenza in the region of the municipality of Chiaromonte.
The complex consists of the remains of the Cistercian monastery of Sagittarius and the defensive
grange, a fortified structure with a round tower to the south and a square tower to the north; they are
two historical realities, among the most important, especially the Abbey of St. Mary of Sagittarius, that
emerges among the ancient monastic one of the county of Chiaromonte and the whole Basilicata.
The case study concerns the detection and combined analysis through the thermography technique
carried out on the bell tower of Sagittarius and part of the perimeter walls and the recovery of an area
of a structure, the Grange of Ventrile, directed to a bigger recovery action and renovation of the site
and nature trail along the valley of the Frido stream.
In the case under examination active thermography was used, where the masonry is thermally
stimulated.
On the survey site the radiation was measured with the thermography camera, which had to have the
ambient temperature, the emissivity of the material of the object being examined and the distance of
the object, set adequately in the instrument as it is influenced by the external environment and also to
avoid temperature assessment errors and take into account the parameter of the angle recording, also
called angle of incidence, which increases the reflectance of the surface on increasing the angle and
decreases the emissivity.
Two thermography recordings were carried out of the constructive wall element with different
recording angles, the first with a high angle and the second frontally (angle of incidence close to zero),
in order to highlight the different physical characteristics of the material that justify the distribution of
temperatures, such as density, the state of inhibition, the surface porosity, alterations and the
presence of organic residues.
Infrared analysis were carried out with the Flir, ThermaCam™ P65 model, therefore showing the
acquired infrared images and, where needed, the corresponding visible images to better identify the
examined area.

Fig. 1: The landscape

Fig. 2: Image of the site

Fig. 3: Ruins of the Grancia

Fig. 4: The village of Sagittario
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The structure has been completely abandoned, built of stones and bricks; there are three openings on
the west wall, while the openings to the north of the body of the building are narrow slits.
A cognitive thermography investigation was carried out, allowing the present structures such as the
masonry work of different periods interfaced by different layers of bricks, contributing to reconstructing
the history of the building; it was possible to recognize the bearing wall made from bricks with a
regular structure with inclusions of stones and recycled material.
From the point of view of architectural assessment the recognition of the existing architectural
structure, of the type of masonry present, its homogeneity and varieties, the regularity of the wall
paths, and the size of the masonry unit were important. All this information input is important to
correctly perform the structural study whether it is a numerical or analysis of the finished element. In
the structural assessment it is important to know the alterations suffered by the building and
thermography is a useful tool for investigation in this regard.
Defects of mechanical relevance were detected, such as cracks and crevices, with greater ease and
completeness compared to structural and photographic detection. The appearance of the detection of
cracks was enhanced in this historic building thanks to image rectification, in this case of
thermograms, having a correct spatial restitution of crack distribution on each wall or macro-element.
The structural value of this type of detection lies in being able to locally and globally evaluate the
instabilities, deduce the causes and interpret the behaviour of the building: to that end, being an
abandoned there are considerable cracks.

Fig. 5: Details of the Grancia

Fig. 6: Sectiones, village of Sagittario
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Digital filter were also used to eliminate the influence of objects with temperatures higher or lower than
a certain level in order to concentrate the temperature scale only on the masonry and overlooking the
constructive element that do not regard the investigation. Advantages can be obtained if the filters are
used accurately. You should decide from the moment of the shot what the object of the investigation is
and restrict the temperature range used to investigate, in a manner to identify the details of the subject
and decide where to shoot a photogram. When a thermogram is shot the element can be “burned” (or
over-exposed) which does not apply, gaining on the ease of identifying the thermogram during the reelaboration phase. In this phase a temperature scale is identified that mostly shows the details of
interest of each thermogram, executing the mosaic and applying the filter, a detailed image is obtained
in which only the masonry is visible.
With this procedure it is possible to identify even small details such as plug insertion used to support
elements that are no longer present, but deducible by the regular distribution of their positioning.
In illustration 7 it can be noticed that the walls are subdivided in two main horizontal thermal layers.
The dividing line is at approximately 1.5 metres from the floor and, considering the thermal gradient
step which can be observed in passing from one area to another, it can be deduced that it is due to a
different wall surface finish. In the high part a warmer area is present which could hide till preserved
decorations.

Fig. 7: Thermographic survey on the Grangia

Fig. 8: Texture of the brickwork

Fig. 9: Survey points on the Grangia and on the north tower

Fig. 10: Survey points on the photographic image
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From the analysis carried out, the following composition of materials was detected: the wall of the
complex of Ventrile and the Abbey of Sagittarius were built with stone blocks of limestone, a material
that tends to degrade rapidly, dissolving when attacked by acidic substances in the atmosphere. The
masonry was built with stones of the river, partly mixed with flakes of clay and has in most cases, an
absence of mortar in the joints. The roughness with the presence of cavities and the emerging on the
surface of the concrete stone constitutes the element characterizing the stone surface. In general, the
high porosity of the materials used in the two historical complexes, involves a strong sensitivity to the
phenomena of frozenness which cause the disintegration of the wall surface. Furthermore, the micro
fractures produced by roughing involve an accentuation of the disintegration of the materials,
especially as in these cases, if they are in contact with water and exposed to winds, where the
material undergoes thermal stress and investment from dust. The analysis of the instabilities and
metric degradation, due to the investigation through thermography, led to the evidence of:
•
Cracking in the wall and lack of continuity of it;
•
Partial loss of bricks;
•
Chromatic alteration for oxidation of ferrous substances present in the masonry;
•
Efflorescence for crystallisation of salts detectable on blocks of stone due to the capillary rise
of water from the soil;
•
Progressive flaking of the stones associated to cracks;
•
Cracks of mechanical breakage type;
•
Patches, with flakes of clay;
•
Marks at the edges as a result of the brick arches washing away arches arranged in joints,
with an advanced state of internal fracture cracking;
•
Internal corrosion phenomena for frozenness;
•
Surface break-up and not brick.
Thermography is therefore an essential tool in order to plan with precision and accuracy the works of
renewal interventions. Through the thermal image you can check the "health status" of the structure to
be renewed. Being a non-destructive control, the thermal image cannot alter the state of the complex
to be analysed. The thermography vision of an architectural structure as a whole, allows the quick and
effective visualization of any structural defects. In this manner it is possible to highlight the quality and
adequate or inadequate execution of work in construction works. Thermography applied to building
allows you to highlight architectural structures hidden in the masonry and then tamponed, or go back
to maintenance carried out prior to the thermography detection. It is therefore possible to reproduce
the detailed account of the work itself, avoiding waste of time and invasive actions to identify areas of
possible intervention.

Fig. 11: Thermographic mapping

Fig. 12: Visualization of hidden elements
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Abstract
Starting Ottoman era to the present day, the Hafsid monuments of the Medina of Tunis have
undergone major transformations both from a structural and from stylistic-formal point of view. In many
cases, the refurbishing have completely deleted the elevation of the original buildings, leaving only the
fundamental trace of typological system. In other rare cases, however, it has preserved the original
architectural structure, as the case of ablution room Mid'at es-Soltāne, built between 1448 and 1450.
The monument is located in the heart of the old town, down the road that leads to the sūq al-‘Attarin
(market Perfumers). This is an area adjacent to the mosque al-Zaytūna for the faithful who use the site
for the ritual washing of the Muslim prayer. The room has a unique architectural style that draws much
from the artistic traditions of Eastern from Syria and Egypt in particular.
The research is based on the study of the surviving parts of the planimetric and formal components by
means of a systematic reading of the architecture of the second half of the fifteenth century in Tunisia
and the Near East.

Keywords: Ablution Room, Hafsid architecture, Mid'at es-Soltāne, Medina of Tunis.
At the end of the Almohad dynasty (1147-1269), North Africa was ruled by three dynasties that were in
constant conflict: the Marinid dynasty (1196-1465), that lived in Morocco; the western part of Algeria
was under the control of the Abd al-Wadids (1235-1500); while the Hafsids (1235-1575) governed the
eastern part of Algeria, modern day Tunisia and the west of Lybia. Under the constant threat of
incursions by the surrounding Berbers, these dynasties fought for the hegemony of North Africa [1].
The founder of the Hafsid dynasty was Abū Zakariyā Yahya ibn Abī Hafs, known as Abū Zakariyā I
(1228-1249). Whilst in Marrakesh, the capital of the Almohad kingdom, he declared his autonomy over
the Ifriqiya territory. The hafsid princes governed Tunisia for almost three hundred years with its
capital based in Tunis [2].
th
It was only towards the middle of the 14 century that the Hafsids were threatened from the west by
the Marinids from Morocco, occupying the capital twice in 1349 and 1356. After the fall of Granada
(1492), the Spanish – using naval power - threatened the coast of Maghreb up to Tunis. In the same
period, the Barbary pirates, led by Redbeard, who had already occupied Algiers (1516), conquered
Tunis in 1534, thus ending the reign of the Hafsid sultan Muhammad ibn al-Hasan (1573-1574). The
rising power of the Spanish and the consequent fear of the Barbary pirates, led to the invitation for
Turkish intervention which brought about the Ottoman conquest of Tunis under Sinan Pasha in 1574
[3]. From that time to the present period, the Hafsid monuments of the city have undergone significant
transformations both from a structural and a formal-stylistic viewpoint. In many cases the change has
completely modified the original buildings leaving only traces of the original foundations. Instead, in
rare cases, the architectural structure has remained intact.
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Fig. 1: Tunis, ablution room, floor plan.

In effect, Hafsid Tunisia went through a period of great economic and cultural prosperity under princes
Abū Fāris 'Abd al-'Aziz (1394-1434) and Abū 'Amr 'Uthmān (1436-1488); many monuments were, in
fact, built during this period. Among the most famous are: the Al Qasba with its mosque, the
restoration of the al-Zaytūna mosque, with the annexion of the library, and the building of a prestigious
ablution area called Mid'at es-Soltāne between 1448 and 1450 [4].
This monument is found in the heart of the historical centre, at the end of the road which leads to sūq
al-‘Attarin (market of the perfume makers). It is an area annexed to the great al-Zaytūna mosque, used
by worshipers to wash according to the traditional rituals of the Muslim faith.
Written sources say that the monument was commissioned by the Hafsid sultan Abū 'Amr 'Uthmān
(1436-1488). The building of the monument was presided over by the architect Ahmad al-Qusantini
with work starting in 1448 and ending two years later [5]. The building has undergone some
reconstruction especially of the wooden covering as can be seen from an inscription on a beam which
th
dates back to the 18 century [6]. The rest of the building is in pure Hafsid style: the portal, the arches,
the capitals, and the fountain.
The entrance still preserves an elegantly decorated portal in two-tone marble with columns adorned
with Hispano-Moorish capitals. The architrave is enhanced by a large slab made of ashlar blocks of
black and white marble arranged with horizontal courses at the sides and radiating from the centre.
th
Towards the middle of the 13 century the French architect Villard de Honnecourt paid particular
attention to this technical process for stone. In his notes, kept in the National Library in Paris (Ms. fr.
19093, tav. XL, fol. 20), the famous architect describes the technique used to cut blocks for an arch in
such a way as to obtain blocks which are suitable to be placed radially [7].
The entrance door leads to two halls, separated by horseshoe shaped arches with two-tone ashlar
blocks and surmounted by a rectangular panel decorated with strips of black marble which form three
quadrants of black and white marble with a star enclosed in a square in the middle.
The inlaid panels used to decorate the walls are representative of two-tone geometrical decorations.
They can be summarized according to various fundamental geometrical shapes: flat arches or
medallions composed of thin strips with ashlar blocks in different shapes; stars, intertwined, cylindrical,
polygonal. They have all been created through the use of inlaid black marble strips on white marble.
The ornate with stellar motifs uses the basic principles of geometry, repetition, subdivision and
multiplication to create a multitude of designs. The source of inspiration is the polygonal composition
which normally originates from a central circle divided by polygons from which the various polygonal
weaves (called stellar) develop. They are formed by surfaces of perfect proportions. The star forms
part of the originating motifs of the geometric decoration to such an extent as to be counted as the
most symbolic of Islamic art [8].
This type of inlaid decoration is found in Hafsid architecture on both walls and floors as we can see,
th
for example, in the internal courtyard of the mausoleum of Sidi Qāsim al-Zalījī (second half of the 15
century) [9].
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Fig. 2: Tunis, ablution room, frontal view of the entrance.
Fig. 3: Tunis, ablution room, main hall, frontal view of a blind niche.

The fulcrum of Mid'at es-Soltāne is composed of a peristyle square room surrounded by four large
horseshoe shaped arches with two-tone ashlar blocks which lie on Hispano-Moorish capitals. The
arched lintels of the arches are covered with slabs of black and white marble and are decorated with
geometrical motifs. In the middle of the room there is an octagonal fountain, whose facades have
panels of marble that are almost a metre high and which are decorated with imaginative geometrical
motifs.
At the base of the piers, on both sides, a snake like decoration carved in relief can be seen. It is often
presented in the shape of one or two spirals whose surface is covered with scales and is very similar
to the palmettes on the Hispano-Moorish capitals in Tunis of the same period. This motif is also
present in other monuments of the Hafsid era: on the piers of the doors of the mausoleums of Sidi Ben
Arus, Sidi al-Kala’i and Sidi Qāsim al-Zalījī and on the door of the library of Abū 'Amr 'Uthmān in the
al-Zaytūna mosque in Tunis [10]. Therefore, it can be said that the snakelike ornamental motif
subsequently developed, elaborately, and is used extensively in Ottoman buildings and religious
monuments [11].
The beauty, and the particular style, of the room drew the attention of many scholars of the time.
Among these the famous poem by ad-Damāmini can be recalled. It defined mid'at as a beautiful
building built in a perfect architectural style which is so elegant and finely executed to the point that it
can be considered a model in its genre [12]. The shapes, and the architectural and decorative
techniques used in the Ablution room recall the Ayyubid and Mameluke buildings in Syria and Egypt
th
th
built in the 14 and 15 centuries, where similar motifs are found in black and white inlaid marble
which were used to exhault the chromatic elements inside the monuments [13]. Among the most
th
famous examples in Cairo are the masonry face of the funeral hall of Madrasah of Barkuk (14
th
century) and of the Ahmed al-Bardini mosque (15 century), the floor of the funeral mosque of the
sultan al-Malik al-Ashraf Barsabay (1421-1438) and of the Maqsura of the Abū Bekr Mazal mosque
th
(15 century) [14].
It is worth noting that these decorative motifs were probably brought to Tunisia through Egypt in the
th
15 century. This technique was widely used in the monuments during the following centuries, such as
th
the zāwiya of Sidi Qāsim al-Zalījī (end of the 15 century), and even more so in the Ottoman era in the
th
th
Medina of Tunis. Among the numerous examples of this last period, Dar Abū Zayane (15 – 16
th
th
century), The Palace of Dey 'Othman (16 -17 century), the Mausoleums of Sidi Yusef and Hammuda
th
th
th
Pasha (17 century), Dar al-Mrabet (17 century) and Dar al-Bey (18 century) [15], should be
mentioned.
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Fig. 4: The working phases of the radial segments according to the architect Villard de Honnecourt.

Fig. 5: Tunis, ablution room, facade of the south side of the peristyle.

It is worth reiterating the Andalusian influence. This influence took root in Ifriqiya during the first influx
th
of emigrants who took refuge in Ifriqiya starting from the 8 century. This is also confirmed by the
famous historian of that time, Ibn Khaldūn: “The arts develop admirably albeit with less momentum
than in Spain. In addition, the influence of Egypt is particularly fruitful. The two countries are not
distant and Tunisian travellers visit Egypt every year. Sometimes they live there for some period of
time making artistic objects and sharing technical knowledge. For this reason Tunis has become as
th
th
educated as Cairo, and Spain itself, thanks to the Andalusian refugees of the 7 and 8 centuries
[16].” Moreover, the good relations between the Hasid sultans and the Mamluk rulers of Egypt
contributed to the spreading of this artistic style during the 15th century. All of this was possible thanks
to the continuous exchange of artisans between the two countries as can be seen from inscriptions
written, by Egyptian craftsmen, during particular public works [17].
In conclusion, it can be stated that the Hafsid era was characterised by a simple but highly creative
architectural output thanks to which diverse Mediterranean decorative features were brought together.
On the one hand, the Hafsid repertoire remained linked to the artistic and architectural elements which
developed in Ifriqiya such as the ancient Punic, Roman and Byzantine ones as well as the Islamic
Aghlabid, Fatimid and Zirid ones; on the other hand, it was influenced by diverse trends coming from
Andalusia, Morocco and even Mamluk Egypt.
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Fig. 6: Tunis, ablution room, main hall, inlaid panel.
Fig. 7: Tunis, ablution room, medallion on the arched lintels of the peristyle.
Fig. 8: Tunis, ablution room, snake design carved on the upright arch of the peristyle.
Fig. 9: Tunis, ablution room, Hispano-Moorish capitals.

Fig. 10: Tunis, ablution room, main hall, two-tone panels inlaid with stellar motifs.
Fig. 11: Tunis, ablution room, facade of the principle corridor, marble panel with a geometric pattern.
Fig. 12: Tunis, ablution room, drawing of a medallion.
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Fig. 13: Tunis, ablution room, octagonal fountain.
Fig. 14: Tunis, ablution room, white marble panel facade of the fountain.
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Abstract

In the last pages of Architetture per i lavoratori tra Napoli e Caserta. Progetti e realizzazioni dal XVIII al XX
secolo, published last June, where I analyzed working houses, I wished for the chance to study the popular
th
districts m ade i n C aserta dur ing t he 18 century as i t was e vident t hey r epresented i nteresting urban
architectural solutions. After a year studying archive and bibliographic data I realized the validity of such an
hypothesis m ainly during t he years bet ween t he I a nd I I World War w hen t he Mu nicipality appr oved the
building of cheap dwellings in key areas to improve the future development of the City. In this period, in the
area of t he m arket bui lt in 18 90 and i n p iazza Venezia, the S outhern part of t he C ity, they m ade n ew
residential buildings for lower classes. Through such a publication I am presenting the research by Patrizia
Moschese PhD, architect Pasquale Vaiano and I, whose development will be published in a future detailed
work.
Keywords: Cheap dwellings, lower-class dwellings.

Fig. 1: Caserta, aerial view of Via Battistessa and Piazzetta Commestibili.
Fig. 2: Caserta, aerial view of Piazza Venezia.
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Fig. 3: Historical map (1857) with the axes of urban development in the eighteenth (red) and nineteenth (blue) century.

In 192 0s, dur ing a d ifficult bui lding c risis, t he r uling c lass of C aserta considered necessary the building of
new l ow-cost d wellings. T he c oming bac k of w orld war s urvivors, t he pr esence of a c ity m ilitary u nit a nd
employees, the idea of the Municipality «[…] to create the urban built-up in the city centre» calling to the city
village people coming from the outskirt, shortly caused people increase and, consequently, «[…] an urgent
need of small and medium sized houses and dwellings». This happened in a social context where building
and agricultural activities were the main human income source, while the opening of new building sites would
mean to revitalize local economy on one side, creating new jobs, and to provide the city with cheap dwellings
they needed, on the other.
Moreover, from an optimistic point of view, they thought Caserta was capable of offering the best conditions
to s upport the economic upturn: « it is necessary to underline that no city in Italy has s uch c apabilities all
together. The best and m ost per fect tufastone is nearby in t he city-centre; the pozzolana is risen from the
groundwork digging, the lime from the neighboring Casagiove, working men were little paid if compared to
other cities, and we can easily get astonishing and dedicated masons».
The programmes of the Municipality were carried out in 1921 through «[…] the brilliant decision to create an
Institution of “ Case P opolari” ( Housing Project) i n or der t o b uild c heap a nd s afe h ouses pr ofiting
governmental f unds». At t he be ginning t hey us ed ₤. one million loan the Municipality got by “Cassa di
Risparmio del Banco di Napoli”, thanks to their lands and buildings – some in Centurano area once
to t he f ormer padri Riformati di Santa Lucia monastery, padri Liguorini garden in Giannone street, some
buildings in Sant’Elena square, Caprioli building palace in Ferrovia square – the Institution of Case Popolari
started the building of residential buildings in the north side of the city centre, in the area of the Mercato dei
Commestibili built in 1890 according to the project of eng. Mr Arrigo Veccia who conceived it in a crossing of
roads built to link the new building texture to the former one.
In 1922, t hey s tarted t o build f our bui ldings i n B ologna s treet and t he el evated r ailroad of Mer cato de i
Commestibili, planned by eng. Mr Luigi F abricat. H owever, as the I stituto was not c autious i n m anaging
economic resources in 1925 here were many interruptions and controversies, consequently Giovanni
Tescione, the first podestà of Caserta f rom 1927 to 1 931, wanted to m anage t he Istituto Case Popolari to
restore t he budget to b alance in order t o ultimate t he buildings m entioned abo ve.: «[ …] n ot e asy
commitment, but I considered it a duty for my engagement, despite the amount of economic interest of the
Municipality».
Despite the managing difficulties of the Istituto Case Popolari, the podesta Tescione, decided to give to the
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Fig. 4: Historical map (1902) with the central axis of the Corso Umberto I (red) and the new squares (gray).

Municipality Ma naging of fice t he b uilding of t wo r esidential b uildings c ontaining twelve f lats, i n t he area of
Venezia square, in t he southern ar ea of corso U mberto I , made up b etween 1927 and 1930 under t he
direction of eng. Mr Vincenzo Memma. In the same area and the same period five cheap dwelling- buildings
were built: four small buildings belonging to Cooperativa Ferrovieri, built in Roma street in 1925-26 planned
by Memma, and Cooperativa Mutilati and Invalidi di guerra building, built after 1929.
According to the press dating back to that time we know that they conceived cheap detached houses, not
only the bu ildings m entioned above. I n 1 920 M emma’s t own pl an c alled f or s mall hous es endowed with
gardens, they were conceived for Soldiers in Giannone street, in an area they got by limiting the gathers of
the Royal Palace of 30 metres, so reducing the wood which separated the public road by the Italian gardens
planned by Vanvitelli, but luckily such a project has never been realised. On the contrary, in 1922 a report in
Fabricat un derlined t he bu ilding of a “ city gar den” i n Centurano, o n a l and pr obably belonging t o a former
monastery of padr i R iformati d i S anta L ucia, t hat t he Mun icipality gave t o I stituto de lle C ase P opolari i n
Bologna street and princess Maria del Belgio street and Amedeo square, and in Venezia square, so giving to
so giving to the city about new 130 dwellings.
The first pr erequisite of t he ne w d wellings were c leanliness, c omfortability an d c heapness, as r eported i n
Fabricat as regards the buildings in Bologna street: «[…] they correspond to their targets and blend modern
cleanliness needs an d c onforts t o c heap pat terns i n t he a vailable ar eas. Mo reover t hey s atisfy t he C ity
needs». They were the same needs they asked for the working class houses made in Naples soon after the
State Union, making evidenti it was very important to take care of cheap and technical aspects instead of an
architectural q uality research. As a m atter of the fact, the houses in C aserta were endowed with k itchens,
bathrooms, limiting areas to separate the interiors, they were detailed as regards air and sun-light, private
green areas and accessories (Shed, garages,…) everything was the expression of planning criteria aiming at
optimizing and simplifying the well-known targets of r esidential low-cost buildings made up i n m any Italian
th
cities in 20 century and codified by technical papers.
The most difficult planning aspect was to adapt to the irregular shape of the building lands, as in the case of
“A” building in Bologna street, or in the case ofpreviously existing buildings, as elevated structures in Com1053

Fig. 5: Historical map (1935) with axes of urban development in the twentieth century (blue) and areas of Piazza
Amedeo and Piazza Venezia (red).

mestibili place. However, even if they looked for cheapness and functionality they paid attention to building
aesthetics through eclectic 19th century refinements and living to facades refinement and elegance
instead of an ex cessive d ecoration, which was m ade b y t he s ame ar tists: «w e hav e t ried t o gi ve t o t he
houses a simple, modest and not rich aspect but likely and decent, so to underline details and to make the
tenant l ove his-own h ouse i n order t o improve a moral as pect too linking personal cleanness to a spiritual
one».
The bui lding of the new lower-class dwellings was m ade necessary not only by the desire t o build cheap
houses or the chance to use governmental benefits but by a desire of up-to-dating the city. The managing
class desire to empower and rationalize the urban system was clearly expressed in the town plan by eng.
Mr Vincenzo Memma in 1920, only partly realized. In 1920s the city was made functional realizing new public
buildings – Post of fice bui lding i n R edentore s quare, C hamber of C ommerce i n R oma s treet, t he s chool
building today titled “Edmondo De Amicis” in Giannone street, the local headquarter of the Fascist Party in
Amedeo s quare etc. – and enr iched b y s ome v aluable private dwellings ( villa V itrone in N apoli s treet,
Tescione palace in Umberto I street etc.). Unluckily the continuity of urban renewing was sharply interrupted
by Mussolini go vernment r estrictions t hat in 1927 es tablished t he abolition of T erra di Lavoro area. Since
then the work in progress buildings were carried out despite many economic and administrative difficulties,
while the developing plan of the city was re-started after the Second World War by defining new urban tools.
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Fig. 6: Historical map (1902) with the area of Piazzetta Commestibili.
Fig. 7: Caserta, aerial view with the trident of streets converging in Piazzetta Commestibili.
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Fig. 8: Historical drawings and vintage photography of the social housing in Piazzetta Commestibili .
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Fig. 9: Historical drawings of the social housing in Via Battistessa.
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Fig. 9: Plants and current pictures of the “Istituto Case Popolari” buildings in Via Roma.
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Fig. 10: Plant and current picture of the “Cooperativa Ferrovieri” building in Via Roma.
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Fig. 11: Plan and current picture of the “Case Popolari del Comune” in Via Napoli.
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Abstract

Borgo Appius rural settlement in Grazzanise, and Borgo Domitius in Castel Volt urno, both in the province of
Caserta, were built since 1940 as part of a broader plan to colonize the country.
They a re " sponsored" by t he O NC (National Opera Fighters), the org anization of war veterans, who ta kes
various actions similar especially in ce ntral and southern. As well as re sidential settlements and productive
for new inhabitants, had become a reference point for the neighboring agricultural landscape.
The p roject is written by Moses T ufaroli and Ema nuele Filiberto Paolini, but the co nstruction work, whi ch
should have been concluded in a short time, they were interrupted by the outbreak of the Second World War.
In fact, the Borgo Domitian are completed only the church and the home of the beam, while everything else
remains unfinished. Borgo Appius, however, comes at a higher resolution, settlement, intended to house 500
residents, is designed as a small, self-contained rural community, consisting of houses, public buildings and
a church. All buildings, following the guidelines of autarkic building practices of the time, the y are designed
using a simp le architectu ral langua ge i nspired by the Medite rranean village s, using lo cal material s a nd
reducing the use of high-cost techniques. The urban layout is lin ear and balanced, concentrating all p ublic
buildings in the central square and the location of residential areas in direct connection with agricultural land.
After the con struction stopped in 19 41 the settleme nt wa s d amaged d uring t he war and has und ergone
further changes in the following decades, leading up to its current state of disrepair.
Rural villages in southern Italy

1. ONC Lower Volturno in Campania

The action of the O NC in Campania is concentrated mainly in th e area of the Volturno and the Sele. At t he
beginning of 1939, the Work of a coloni zation p rogram of ab out 18,000 h ectares, in cluding sub-ba sins
arranged in a more urgent need for environmental remediation and soci al developm ent. The area i n
question, formed mo stly by wetland s, had for cent uries bee n used for the n atural grazi ng cattle buffalo,
which, however, ha not been entirely lost, even if today happens in organized companies.
The first attempts to reme dy the lo w u se of the se marsh areas date b ack to the ea rly ni neteenth century.
While f rom 1917 to 1927, the con sortia beg an plumbing and drainag e work that subsequently led to the
construction of a road network, which is essential to any attempt to change the land. “However, unlike other
areas of remediation such as, for example, large parts of the l owlands of Puglia, a suitable plan in this area
of colonization could not be conceived, if not coordinated for a swift completion of reclamation public works»
[1].
The ONC int ervention allo wed for th e works to be carried o ut fa ster, delayed due to the l ow efficiency of
consortia, and also all owed “to introd uce in the in tensive cropping systems - a ctive and su cceeded in wh at
until then had been considered inevitable, and the permanent home, on the same spot of the cultivation of a
stable agricultural community in comfo rtable farmhouses built on their farm s” [2]. Throug h this experiment,
there is the start of a re al rene wal culture, wh at woul d be impossibl e thro ugh the prev ious p roject to
centralize human settlements in the city . The idea of setting up a widespread number of settlers in th e area
with their fa rms is m ade possible thanks to the construction of n umerous roads, first throu gh the con sortia
and then the ONC. “It is obvious that such a complex farm organization had to be sustained and built for the
purpose of la sting pe rmanence of famili es o n farm s, by the establi shment of bu siness ce ntres where they
also collected the civilia n community services: scho ols, churches, barracks fo r the police, m unicipal
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delegations, post offices, doctors' surgeries. This work was begun with the building of two boroughs: Appius,
in the right Volturno, completely built and still efficient, and that of Domitius, which was under construction in
Ponte a Mare and was interrupted by the war”[3].
1.1 Borgo Appius
Borgo Domitius and Borgo Appius were designed by Moses Tufaroli and Emanuele Filiberto Paolini. The two
designers shared with Concezio Petrucci throughout the long history of the fo unding of the city, but in t his
case they were working alone j ust li ke Petru cci and Segezia. From Se gezia on wards, t he a ssociation is
divided and i s not reu nited even if the Borgo Appio pr oject is ap proved by th e ONC, with note 325 79 o f
October 2 8, 1939, to the Ministry of A griculture an d Fore stry in conj unction with its pla n for the T ableland
prepared by Petrucci. The works for the construction of centres (Appius and Domitius) were coordinated with
the work of land divisio n and beg an o n Jan uary 30 , 1940 with the com pany “Ing Antonio Caserta” fro m
Naples.
The lan d division work of the Lowe r Volturno started on 1 Ap ril 1939 with a first pha se involving the
construction of about 15.6 0 km of farm roads (with a width that varies from fi ve to three m etres), 185 new
farm houses (with about 13.50 hectares each), and the renovation of 28 existing hou ses [4]. In Decemb er
1939, work b egan on the second b atch, com prising 50 km of farm ro ads a nd 607 ne wly b uilt hou ses, f or
estates ran ging from 7 to 12 He ctres, as well as th e renovation of 42 existing homes to b e use d as fa rm
houses, housing for employees, warehouses and various services. In the e arly months of 1940, work began
on the construction of Borgo Domitiu s and Appius and the realisation of wareh ouses and silos. In the same
year, work b egan on th e water an d el ectricity su pply. A ll these works were, according to forecast, to b e
completed by 1941, but the difficulties caused by t he war, leadi ng to numero us slowdowns, with about 8 0
houses, 3.50 km of farm road s and two existing ho uses to be re stored still missi ng in 194 3. Borgo Appius
was d esigned to give a ccommodation to 5 00 people a nd provide a ssistance to th e settlers scattered
throughout th e territory. It fitted betwee n two ortho gonal conne cting roa ds, on e alrea dy pre sent Ca ncello
Arnone - Brezza and a new one to be laid. The Plain was characterized, on the inside, by the intersection of
the axes parallel to the first: these we re gene rated by the intersection of the four qua drants placed whe re
there we re various buildi ngs and se rvices. The Hamlet resembled a fortified village, with seve ral stylitic
solutions for i ndividual buildings, inspired by the local rural tradition. The difficul ties arising from the war d id
not allow for the completion of the villa ge, which in the post-war period was al so partly demolished. In th e
first draft, the projec t for Borgo A ppio is called a proj ect for a “Civil Centre f or Torre degli Sc hiavi”. The
location is th e one chosen by the ONC, at the inte rsection of the existing road Brezza – Cancello and the
road reclamation planned from the Volturno to the Regia Agnena Nuova [5].
The road system was set over two orthogonal directions that intersected at an angle of 2 7 °. This ap proach
was chosen to encourage the best sunshine in buildings throughout the yea r: in fact, al ong the north-south
axis, whi ch i s the m ost beneficial, th e buildi ngs were p redominantly re sidential. The complex ha d the
following characteristics:
500 rooms, average size of room 25 square metres, Covered area about 6,250 square metres, the floor area
ratio and the surface devoted to orchards and gardens 1:7 Total surface area of the blocks about 50.000mq.
Calculating the surfa ce o f the lots correspon ding t o 60% of th e total area of the town, including in the
remaining 40% of the squ ares, streets, gardens, buffer zones, the total area o f the town of is app roximately
8.4 Hectares, leaving an area of expansion equal to that of a farm of 2 Hectares. The plan was developed on
one side of the crossroads between the two roads, in such a way to avoid traffic through the centre, with it
merely passing by. In the streets and the square, there are the most representative buildings. At right angles
to the backbone, they intersect other roads leading to the residential project. The main access road Brezza –
Cancello ha d an initial 10-m se ction th at tapers at t he exit from the sq uare, b ecoming of 8 m, 6 of which
roadway and 2 docks, whi le buildings are set back from the line o f 4 m road. T he road was not very wide ,
imagining a low volume of domestic traffic, but within the parametres of hygiene and lighting needed, thanks
to the limited height of buildings that do not exceed 8 metres in height and two floors above ground.
The central square was 36 x 30m with one sid e slightly flared to incre ase the ef fect of persp ective, while at
the side of the church there was a small wooded area. The roads and square were built on an embankment,
as the campaign plan submitted to the street level of about one metre, and all the accessories of the project,
(playing field s, vegeta ble ga rdens, a fair, squa re Agrarian co mpany etc..), we re expe cted to satin for
economic re asons. At the squ are, spatially enclo sed by building s, acce ssed via an a rchway, as well a s in
traditional fortified farms of the south and Lazio, defining an inner core compact. The square was dominated
by the volume of the church, a circular plan, which echoes stylistically typical buildings bells, but was defined
by all buildi ngs representative that ca n envisage i nside: Ca sa del Fa scio, the comp any's ma nagement
agrarian, pantry and po rch with home s. The buildings, constructed according to the dictate s of autarchy a ll
had simple lines and features of Mediterranean architecture, the bases of the buildings and the pillars of the
arcades were square blocks of lim estone, plaster treated with a t rowel, the crowning glory of the church in
lava dome clad in grey and characteristic majolica glazed tiles, and while the covers were tiles channels. The
walls were painted in tufa plaster, the floors in brick-mixed concrete, the vaulted tufa porch covered the roof
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with bi g fir wood and plywood coverings, the flo ors were almost marbl e-chip. The buildings were all size d
and calibrated to the spa ce upon which there were well-placed in the co ntext of rurality. The barracks of the
RRCC was modest in size, designed to hold a few soldiers and a noncommissioned officer, consisting of an
office, bedroom, dining room, security room and board for the commander of t he station. The offices of the
agrarian ONC were located in a space between the inner square and a street of land divisio n flared near the
entrance to t he streets, so as to all ow the smooth flow of cars. T he square was b ordered to the we st, from
the ba ck of t he buil ding used fo r h ousing an d office spa ce, while on the opposite side of the road on t he
short sides, there was a canopy to shelter cars, a covered area of 250 square metres, and a stable for six
horses with adjoining house. There were 7 company offices in total, three on the raised ground floor and four
on the first floor. O n eithe r sid e of thi s buildin g and con nected t o it, there a re eight h omes for m anagers,
divided by number of rooms, from two to four more services. On the opposite side of the building, there were
two hou ses for ONC official s without any family, consisting of four room s each plu s lunch room and
conventions, kitch en a nd bathroom. Th e com pany d irector’s ho use wa s rather isolate d, co nsisting of five
rooms plus accessories. In the square, there was also the building used as a pantry, on the first floor of the
barber shop and the post office, while the upper floors, there were are the home of the host of the pantry, the
rented ro oms and a stu dio for th e nu rse. Edu cational fun ctions are contained in a si ngle multipu rpose
building near the squa re that hou ses the kind ergarten, elementary, and the home of the GIL; functions are
communicating with each other and had a communal gym, while maintaining separate entrances. The school
consists of three classrooms, more services, f rom kindergarten classroom largest single office, the home of
the GIL had an office and the gym 7 x 14m, while in the back there was space for outdoor games; on the first
floor, there was the caretaker's accommodation as well as for the teacher. The streets and plazas are raised,
formed by limestone ballast of stones, gravel and crushed stone surfacing, in the square platforms shall have
cord of stone and concrete floor detritus. The impending war and the inevitable repercussions on the market
made materials significantly and continuously costly. The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, became aware
of this situation, with note no. 4482 of 18 May 1940 and returned the projects Incoronata and Segezia so that
the unit p rices were up dated to changing ma rket co nditions, the same was applied B orgo Appio [6]. T he
principal work of Bo rgo Appius was completed in October 1941 by Company Caserta already running price
revisions as per law. The total cost of the work vari ed, therefore, as a result of the increases due to the war
and rose from £ .1.966.090,95 as contained in the draft of 30 Septembe r 1939 to £. 3675 800 29 May 1944.
In 1942 air strikes in Borgo Appius began, casuing the first damage which would be gradually increased until
the maximum of de struction in conjunction with the Nazi retreat f rom Campania in Septe mber 1943. Th is
was then foll owed furthe r destruction d ue to military exer cises, a rtillery fire, th e us e of stru ctures such as
storage, fire and other damage. Some houses were completely destroyed, others suffered damage to ro ofs
and walls, many fixtures were severely damaged and many were completely removed. Even the farm roads
suffered a lot of damag e due to wear of the wa gons and other means of war, as well a s the explosions of
bombs and artillery shells. Even the tre nches suffered extensive d amage primarily to ongoin g flooding th at
hold two-thi rds of the company u nderwater O ctober 19 43 to June 19 44, b ut even the n t he da mage will
persist as the dewatering pump will st art working onl y partially. In the month of October 1943, there was a
collision between opposing factions: the fighting artillery left deep traces in the works of reclamation and of
course on Bo rgo Appiu s, b ut also in the spirit of t he peopl e who li ved in these places. At the outbre ak o f
World War II, Borgo Appius was the centre and the reference point of the sparse population in the territory as
well as the stable residing in the village, houses with understated simplicity, the "Management Company the
right Voltu rno" ONC an d the familie s of officers and employees. At the end of t he conflict begin th e rep air
work: on 4 September 1945, the plan for th e repair of damage caused by the war was drafted, which also
covered the repairs of some farm houses.
1.2 Borgo Domitius
“The village was situated in the locality Domitius Ve na about 65 0 metres fro m the coastal road (Domitia n
Way), and laterally to th e Villa Literno-Ponte a Mare” [7]. The building, as in the village of Appius began in
September 1 940, pen ding ministeri al concessio n on the basi s of t he proje ct dated 31 -12-1939. The work
was suspended in May 1942 for the pressure of war and until April of 1953 did not even receive any form of
concession. The Op era t ried in vain to recogni ze th e consideration for the works partly completed by the
Ministry of A griculture for low Voltu rno and Capitanata, the und erlying problem, however, was the la ck o f
funds related to the allo cation of La w 30.11.1939, n.2017 reported to the fun ds for the war then reused for
new war initi atives. In December 1949, the G eneral Directorate of Reclamation and the Colonization of the
Ministry of Agriculture predisposed a plan financing the works already carried out and those to be (according
to indication of the Opera), but as state d in the l etter n.1373 of 10 August 1950 (dealing specifically with the
township of Segezi a on the plai ns, a nd by exten sion referred to all simil ar situ ations) the Mini stry of
Agriculture extinguished the hopes of competing the work, a s the Treasury was unable to proceed with the
funding provided and also added that the a ssets built up to an h our to b ecome the prope rty of the Opera.
Thus, the Op era ha d sp ecific building s constructed that became i ts prop erty and ren ewed, however, the
request for input regarding the construction of churches and infrastructure (roads, sewers, aqueducts), letter
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5084 of 19.2. 1951, sub sequently letter 32758 of 11 .24.1951. Ha ving noted th e contin uing inability, Ope ra
waived any claims fo r th e repayme nt formally declaring null an d void th e request ma de und er the l aw
11/30/1939, n.2017. Up on clarifying the i ssue of ownership re mains from t hat of completion, which had
become urgent for the m any families settled in the area by Opera i n Vena. I n planning the compl etion of
public works, Opera estimated about 60 million lira distributed as follows:
1 - completion of the building the Church and Rectory
2 - "" Elementary School and Kindergarten
3 - "" Carabinieri Barracks
4 - "" Post Office - Surgery
5 - "" of your teachers
The infrastructure and se rvices (roads and streets, sewers, water supply, electrical works and fencing and
gardening), were restricted to p arts referred to above d esigned in a ccordance with the plan dat ed
12/31/1939. Project data 31/12/1939.
The project was set to an orthogonal system, rotated 28 degrees to the west. The rotation was suggested by
the best solar radiat ion so as to facilit ate, fo r housing, exposure to the ea st-south. The plan covered a
portion of land at the sid e of the road Villa Literno -Mare so as not to have pa ssing traffic i nto the ce ntre.
Close to the above-m entioned road, t here was the Pi azza (si ze 41 x 28 m) overloo ked by the Chu rch,
Canonica, Post Office and the Doctor's Office, more than the building of the company and the restaurant-inn
added to the original project. The square was accessed from the main road through th e road Villa Lite rno Mare 12 m i n width, th e road past the square was reduced by up to 8 m wide, there were also branches to
reach the interior points to the establishment of equal width to 5 m, with 3.50 m of roadway. The streets were
designed wit h the roa dbed thickne ss of 20 cm, gravel of cru shed limest one with a thickness of 15 cm,
displacement and tarred. The sidewalks were in detritus of concrete and travertine.
The total are a develope d in relation to sub sequent development was al so ca lculated on the basi s of an
estimated population of 500 inhabitants:
Population 500
500 Rooms
Average surface area of each compartment 25 sqm
"" Blanket 25x500 m / 2 m = 6250
"" Public buildings 1300 sqm
Total about 7500 square metres.
The relationship between coverage and green (vegetable and flower gardens) was: 1:6-7.
Area 50,000 sq m private gardens and allotments
"" Total 7500 square metres of isolates +50,000 = 57,500 sq.m.
Surface lots 75% of the total built-up
Streets, squares, gardens etc. ... 25% of the total built-up area.
57.500x100/75 = 76680 corresponding to 7.6 Hectares.
The buildings fronting the square were on two floo rs arranged along the ro ad, while the b uildings arranged
along the streets were terraced h ouses with garden s at t he front and rear. O n the roa d to the junctio n with
the main road, there were isolated houses with a garden as well as a vegetable garden.
The architectural features werere borrowed from the characteristics of the lo cal buildings of the countryside
and the Med iterranean tra dition. The o utside pa rts of the buildin gs were d esigned with flo wer b eds an d
ornamental plants, expanded m etal fenc es on the tufa wall s with iron gates and brick pillars. Two hundred
pines were on the sides of the access road and around the square.
The pl an of t he chu rch was classical with a single nave with a n adjoi ning pastor's home and the sacristy
which, if a ny, co uld be used a s a catechism hall: th e bell tower completed th e compo sition giving up ward
thrust to the whole complex. The basement of the church an d the rectory were in limestone blocks, squareface vie w, the pla sters we re tre ated wit h a tro wel. T he cro wns of the chu rch a nd bell to wer were covere d
with tiles from Vietri. The roof was vaulted brick with glazed tiles from Vietri.
The poli ce station wa s desig ned for a few officers and a no n-commissioned officer with the family. It
consisted of a bedroom, dining room, two bedrooms, security and accommodation for the commander of the
station.
The p ost office a nd clinic were lo cated in the south east corner o f the squ are, rep resenting the buildi ngs 5
and 6 of the Plan. The post office and the manager’s house had three rooms on the ground floor, upstairs in
four rooms, there were the surgery, the dispensary, the local doctor’s lodges.
The scho ol, kind ergarten and gym were conceived toget her in o ne bl ock accessible by two mai n road s,
interrelated, but with separate entrances. The school had three classrooms with services, management and
caretaker's h ouse, while on the first floor, the re wa s the tea cher’s accommodation. In th e sp ace behi nd,
there was an area of 3250 square metres in which there was the playing field, a paved bottom covered by a
layer of pozzolana of 26x24 m.
The teacher’s accommodation could be accessed from the main road connecting residents and the teachers
of the school. It was a modest dwelling on the ground floor and first floor.
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The walls were in tufa blocks, the mixed floors in brick and reinforced concrete, the coveri ng were Rom an
roofing tiles and a wooden square spruce framework of Trieste use. The window frames were made of cedar
wood while t he interior spruce and ply wood. The floors we re in terrazzo tiles, the internal plaste rs of a civil
three-layer, the outer two layers were frattazzati. Th e interior steps were covered in white Carra ra marble,
the outer travertine marble. Encircling the buildings, there were concrete pietrini, travertine sidewalks.
As al ready d escribed, the co nstruction wo rks were in terrupted i n May 1 942, up to that d ate mainly th e
foundations and part of the walls in elevation had been built, totalling approximately 9.77 million lira in 1953,
the year of the presentation of new completion project, which was estimated at 6,057,400 taking into account
the decay due to the time that is with a reduction of 38%. In c onclusion, in 1953, a project to co mplete the
wok for a total of 68,451,000 lira was presented and signed by Dr. Ing Giacomo Di Muro, and never realized.
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Fig. 1: reclamation of the Volturno, 2nd lot of land division along the Agnene
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Fig. 2: Volturno, aqueduct serving the area for the Reform of Lower Volturno 1963

Fig. 3: road Domitiana
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Fig. 4: Borgo Appius, plan

Fig. 5: Borgo Appius, section
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Fig. 6: Borgo Appius, prospectus

Fig. 7: Borgo Appius, construction of the church
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Fig. 8: Borgo Domitius, plan

Fig. 9: Borgo Domitius, vintage photos

Fig. 10: Borgo Domitius, perspective
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Fig. 11: Borgo Domitius, plan of the church

Fig. 12: Borgo Domitius, section of the church
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Abstract

This PRIN research has been focused on the principles for the development of the Sarno plain
structure, the urbanized countryside in the vesuvian area beyond Pompei. In order to take up an
efficient strategy avoiding sprawl and soil cementing in the periurban areas, we propose to compact
new buildings in a discontinuous system of small multifunction clusters, following the criterion “low rise
– high density”.
The concept is a green extended city, built up by urban parts with residential and productive structures
and by public utilities separated by rural areas and parks. The discontinuity of urban parts alternating
with agricultural plots allows that green and unbuilded areas avoid the building saturation of span
among the detached cities.
The natural infrastructure of Sarno river should become an important element to order the next plans
for the plain, increasing the multifold relationships among rural tradition and modern settlements. The
urban projects follow different directions: the first one longitudinal direction will regenerate the riverbed, as the main “locus” plot of collective utilities (detached resorts, sporting utilities, vegetablegardens with green houses etc.). These structures are integrated in parks and rural areas and
connected by a continuous ribbon-road running along the river, recovering the landscape. The second
ones are crossing projects adopted where the river cut the territory in the east-west direction: the
solutions design new visual and functional connections between the Sarno utilities, the previous
settlements and new residential clusters.

The Sarno plain, an area renowned for its specialist crops and manufacturing industry, has a twofold
nature which helps explain the uneven concentrations of buildings. On the one hand, the area has
been affected by strong pressures from the urban area of Naples which have led to high densities of
building on the coast. On the other hand, the agrarian character of the fertile Sarno-Nocera valley
accounts for the low density of building and scattered settlements moving upriver further inland.
As well as the coastal area around Castellamare di Stabia, the zones with high building density are
related to the sprawl of urban centres, between Pompei and Scafati on the northern side towards
Vesuvius and between Angri and Nocera in the foothills to the south. To the east two systems of urban
settlement are situated in a position set back from the river (Striano, San Marzano, San Valentino,
Poggiomarino) separated by agricultural areas dotted with small-scale building and crossed by a
dense network of canals.
Overall the Sarno plain appears as a set of urban complexes connected by thin strips of building along
the roads, alternating with rows of greenhouses, small factories and warehouses. Although it is
imperfect and of low architectural quality, this settlement system contains large tracts of rural
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countryside which could be saved and reintegrated within a hypothetical extensive city. If the theory of
the “city by parts” is transferred to a local scale, the Sarno plain can be viewed as the basis of a multipolar settlement that extends into the countryside; existing urban settlements resemble multifunctional
districts, cultivated areas correspond to parks and gardens, and the system of public buildings
coincides with large structures (archaeological sites, the shrine of the Blessed Virgin, the Bourbon
explosives factory, the new hypermarkets and infrastructure).
The river has long played an important part in defining the constituent features of the countryside and
the localisation of settlements (beginning with the lakeside settlement of Longola found near
Poggiomarino). The river Sarno now seems to be an extraneous feature and of little relevance to the
layout of the land, the architecture and the countryside. Indeed, since the river distributes industrial
waste, it can even be considered one of the multipliers of the ecological disaster that has devastated
the area. With a few exceptions, there have been no significant examples of urban construction on the
river or its canals, either as a waterfront or as a redesign of the banks of the urban area.
Due to its importance within the landscape, the Sarno can be considered a privileged vantage point
from which to assess the settlement problems of the area. This is why this study has regarded the
Sarno as an incubator of new relations and links between river sites and cities. Considering the
environmental reclamation programmes (such as restoring the river’s traditional navigability) and
activities related to horticulture and floriculture, the upgrading initiatives on the river Sarno could play a
leading role in the reorganisation of the area and the development of urban, rural and manufacturing
settlements. It would be possible to reintroduce the technical and formal logic that used to underpin
the rural landscape and architecture.
Based on this analysis, our research unit has focused on several criteria on which the transformation
and growth proposals are based.
-1 The decision to adopt a strategy designed to counter dispersal led to the use of a discontinuous
system of accumulative forms of intervention, with mixed functions, based on the criterion of “low rise
– high density”. The basic idea is to construct a ‘green city’ made up of “well-defined parts” of
residences and productive structures, and of recognisable primary and infrastructural features,
separated by cultivated green areas and parks. The “parts” consist of residential units integrated with
greenhouses and workshops, or small industrial complexes, situated within the rural landscape,
designed to emphasise the importance of integration between urban and rural features.
-2 The decision to experiment with solutions that follow the criteria of discontinuity and alternation
between the residential-manufacturing parts and the agricultural zones and parks, helps to ensure the
presence of inbuilt and/or cultivated areas, as “buffer” zones that prevent urban sprawl and the
merging of urban centres.
-3 The Sarno river-canal network, a natural-artificial piece of infrastructure in the plain, is considered
the backbone of the future local framework which needs to be redeveloped and reinforced both from
the functional and landscape perspective. It is given the role of a regulating feature of the
transformations of the urbanised countryside, restoring landscape continuity and linking functions
between sites associated with rural traditions and new settlements.
-4The proposed forms of intervention are arranged according to two directrices. Those along the
longitudinal directrix are situated along the river Sarno which is redeveloped and reinforced with a
series of facilities and collective places. The upgrading of the river-bed, the lateral canals and the
buffer zones provides new margins and courses/layouts which provide useful reference points for the
transformations of built-up areas and urban centres nearest to the river. Naturally, the upgrading
system offers conditions of use that are compatible with its agricultural nature which should be
reinforced as a resource. The new services on the river (with a low volumetric impact) are designed to
be incubators of public and collective activities of public green areas rather than as accelerators of
new building. The objective is to reconstruct relations and hierarchies between existing urban areas
and give prominence to existing agricultural areas by preserving and enhancing them. The projects
designed by Rejana Lucci offer a new way to cross the plain “at a leisurely pace” keeping parallel to
the course of the river. A series of recognisable zones, collective places for existing urban settlements,
have been identified along the Sarno where a series of activities linked to pre-existing features
(archaeology, nature, agriculture and tourism) can be organised which need to be reinforced.
These centres, which will be systematically linked to previously existing infrastructure, will house the
following: 1) tourism-hotel-spa facilities on the Castellammare coast; 2) info-points and fully equipped
parks near Scafati (situated centrally between the river and the intersections between traditional local
tracks and routes); 3) SouthEataly catering with locally sourced food at San Marzano; 4) teaching
farms with fully equipped nature trails on the river, spaces for workshops, studios and residences
linked to archaeology, specialist training centres and teaching farms at S. Valentino
In the parts where the river and other infrastructure such as motorways and railways have led to a
rigid demarcation of the area in an east-west direction, work is required to re-establish relations
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between the two sides. This will create new ways of crossing the two sides to ensure better functional
and visual relations. The directrices that are transversal to the water course therefore provide new
links between the river, existing urban centres, new residential and productive units and services,
reinforcing the routes that run at right angles to the infrastructural corridors.
Small compact clusters of residential and productive units, together with new facilities, will be situated
in the transversal zones. To provide practical support for this settlement pattern, town planning
guidelines have been followed: both areas of “legalised” illegal accommodation which the PUC (town
planning regulations) of Scafati describe as zones of redevelopment, and zones with potential for new
facilities and services or the redevelopment of commercial areas. In general, the main criterion was to
move the new building to the southern side of the Sarno to avoid increases in volume of the “red belt”
at the foot of Vesuvius where there is a serious risk of a volcanic eruption.
The strategy of “transversal” initiatives also guides the design of several innovative pieces of
infrastructure, such as the plan for a horizontal cableway between Pompei Sud and Pompei-Centro
(Emanuele Carreri and Pasquale Zeppetella) which would pass over the Sarno river-canal system to
link southern areas with the archaeological exvavations and the Shrine, the two main tourist resources
of the Vesuvius area.
Productive residences and “compact” horizontal units designed to create a “green” city.
As mentioned above, an effective anti-dispersal strategy is based on the concentration and
densification of residential initiatives. This will involve the creation of compact horizontal units with
functions integrated with agricultural activities which can become the main features of a controlled
redesign of the landscape. In architectural terms, they are well-defined parts, small fenced-off sectors
or clusters, according to the relationships of continuity, discontinuity or alternation that are sought with
natural features and the characteristics of the different contexts.
The potential for residential expansion in these areas is extremely restricted for town planning and
safety reasons. The new residential units with mixed functions, provided with services and facilities,
are intended to discourage fragmentary residential accommodation, and can therefore “reabsorb”
phenomena associated with dispersed building initiatives.
On the one hand, the integrated low rise - high density clusters are inspired by the idea of a small
community equipped with infrastructure and collective services, while on the other hand, they
safeguard the autonomy of the individual units, responding to the expectations of the single family or
parental house. Designed as coordinated local plans, these initiatives are intended to encourage
aggregation and cooperation, promoting rationalisation for the production, distribution and sale of
horticultural and floricultural produce. In conclusion, these innovative solutions are believed to be valid
alternatives to isolated small blocks of flats, terraced housing or a condominium with a linear layout.
Inhabitable houses with fences, houses on open plots of land linked to areas with a danger of
overflow. –Each residential unit consists of a cluster of housing types that are suitable for the ruralurban nature of these areas. From the architectural perspective, this involves a reinterpretation of the
suburban detached house or the courtyard house, closely linked to the design of free and cultivated
areas. In functional terms, the design proposes an extended use of the productive house, with a close
link between domestic spaces and work spaces (greenhouse and workshop) and with small “district”
facilities.
Planning and compositional regulations have been experimented within a sample plot measuring 35 x
70 m. (a typical size for the local area and comparable to the dimensions of many insulae – blocks - in
ancient Pompeii). The design can be extended to up to five or six residential units, a greenhouse or
workshop or district facilities.
In order to allow a gradual reduction of land occupation, the study of the “extensive city” investigated
equalisation mechanisms for local regeneration. An interesting field of application was identified in the
areas to the south of the river Sarno, between Pompei and S.Marzano, where industrial plants
buildings of low architectural quality and a substantial floricultural economy, based on greenhouse
cultivation, exist side by side. Using equalisation models, it is possible to construct sections that will
lead to the increase in cooperative coordination between floricultural entrepreneurs. On the one hand,
the proposals (M. Borrelli) may involve the construction of residential units in dismantled industrial and
commercial structures – “factory houses”, while on the other hand, they may include the creation of
vegetable gardens or “productive gardens” (typical of local traditions of horticulture and nursery
gardening) – in greenhouses or outdoors within the new residential systems. For the area to the south
of the river Sarno, irrigated for many years by the polluted waters of the river, an experimental
phytodepuration system is planned using medium-sized plants.
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Fig. 1: Sarno plain settlements
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Fig. 2: Transversal plot for green housing parts (with A. Santacroce e M. Giannino)
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Fig. 3: Scafati productive housing plan (with A. Santacroce)
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Fig. 4: Public spaces along the river (R.Lucci-E.Carafa)

Fig. 5: Urban park with facilities in Scafati (R.Lucci-E.Carafa)
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Fig. 6: Agricultural and touristic park near San Marzano (R.Lucci-E.Carafa)
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The theme of urban regeneration has played a strategic role during the last two decades in European
and national urban building policies. Current addresses, also defined in Leipzig Charter on
Sustainable European Cities in 2007, indentify the necessity to invest in requalification of degraded
residential assets and not in new developments, individuating in urban regeneration the main tool for
development of contemporary city.
Public neighborhoods have developed, historically, a wide set of common problems. They are not only
due to wrong planning but also to the concept of “housing for masses”.
The original ambition of modern settlment, developed from German Siedlung, was to be an
autonomous part, on the point of view of morphology, in urban expansion. Joined by new
developments, a lot of neighborhoods became benchmarks for suburban areas and now we can
define themas “new urban centralities”. So their role in urban dynamics has changed and they can be
individuate dasprecious reserves of public spaces and potential incubators for regeneration of larger
areas.
Analyzing some Italian and European case studies, the most innovative relate to the densification of
open spaces, inserting new services in a general redesign of green areas; concentration of built
surfaces, in order to reduce land consumption and introduction of different residential types in order to
improve mischbebauung.
Keywords: Regeneration, Neighborhoods, Develope

1.

Fact-finding and design-related aspects for the Urban Regeneration (MAG)

The biggest problem with which our society must confront is the deep crisis of the concept of the
distinction between city and country and the problem of redevelopment of public housing
neighborhoods. The expansion of the built environment and urban fabric in farm and rural areas has
led to a patchwork of hybrid spaces organized according to an alternation of full and empty spaces,
cities and countryside, without any apparent connection. The complexity of the areas is formed by the
overlapping of different layers sedimented in time according to a mysterious logic of cancellations and
permanences that a cursory glance can not classify that as chaotic and incoherent. The gradual
domination of the environmental characteristics of the area from the settlements built and networks,
which began with the industrial city to another of the eighteenth century, in recent years has reached a
high degree of irreversibility.
The address of the research project is measured by the substantial processing activities built that is
taking place for several years in Europe, involving many parts of buildings, both old and new.
Especially in the context of the progressive tradition has developed a sensitivity to the positive role
that public spaces natural parks, gardens, green cities, agricultural areas, gardens metropolitan have
in rebalancing the extreme artificiality of urban life by answering logical health benefits and recreation
but also as places of practices and mobility alternatives and natural reserve. Similarly the processes of
regeneration of the housing concern both the adaptation of existing buildings, both new functions and
the redesign of open spaces and common areas. All work on the built becoming increasingly
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expanded and diversified: additions, overlays, infilling, inserts, new coatings, surefit, remodeling of
land.
In particular, the traditional affection of Italian culture to the conservation and protection has produced
analysis on public housing and interesting contributions to recovery. The original idea of the modern
district, which born from Siedlung German, is a morphologically independent part in the expansion of
the city.

Fig. 1: Hufeisensiedlung, Berlino

Fig. 2: Bijmermeer, Amsterdam

Achieved by the new expansions, many neighborhoods have become points of reference for decisive
and peripheral areas that were once considered today as "new urban centers." The quality of the
relationship between full and empty, evident within parties often saturated and congested, resulted in
a gradual change of their role in the dynamics of urban identifying them as reserves of precious public
spaces to redevelop larger areas.
It is necessary to change some of our assumptions, to make a shift of our look on the territories of the
urban landscape to identify new ways in making and dealing.

1.2 Urban design in a "site-specific"
The analysis of the materials from which the city inevitably lead to recognize the uniqueness of each
urban situation contingent and the specificity of each territory. The historical sequence of topography,
river networks, infrastructure networks and agricultural land fragmentation, the morphology of the built
and vegetation, has been a progressive sedimentation of materials
materials that are stratified according to
temporal logics very slow, unknown to the acceleration of the phenomena of the contemporary .
Renew the look of the city means, then, refuse the apology to the city "generic" and get rid of that
habitus of surface observations that the contemporary city is not understandable if you do not like
chaos, homogenization, randomness. Urban problems that confront us today are, of course, essential
to this situation. It is the responsibility of the project to recognize the specificity
specificity and adapt its operating
modes to the complexity of contemporary space refusing to formulate formal models. This discussion
suggests the possibility of reorganization as an alternative to exogenous control of traditional planning
that is constructed from the conformations, needs and specificities of places. The design, techniques
of representation and all the tools that allow the analysis of the sites have a key role to re-think the
contemporary city, which otherwise escapes any meter of understanding. The project is common
ground in many disciplines but it is precisely the disciplines of architecture to give it a result of spatial
as well as linguistic.
So the disciplinary specificity of urban design is to be found in the relevance to run in the space of the
city, in the "care of form." In particular we want to use here the term "urban design" in the sense of
"projet urbain" French as a tool that is able to articulate the different scales and in different times both
the spatial aspects, figurative and formal and the social intervention planning by means of a
"morphological axis" and a "axis of the process", the first reported to the organization of the space, the
second to the processing capacity along the time. In this sense, it is then possible to speak, especially
in the French tradition of a "culture of urban design" in which some aspects are clear: attention to the
context and history of the places the consideration of the temporal component in the process of
building the city, the belief in the proposal of a mixitè uses with particular attention to social
complexity, typological and landscaping. It is interesting to note that in order to address an area
suspended between town and country the best ideas come from their own disciplinary fields on the
boundary between architecture and landscape, as if the morphological complexity should be reflected
in a complex thought and analog.
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1.3 The city in the landscape
Now seems inevitable reversal of perspective that is turning his attention to empty rather than full,
open spaces and landscape rather than those built, to the relations between the parties rather than to
objects.
The Ville Radieus is perhaps the most accurate / fitting of this conception of urban design in the
landscape. The project of Le Corbusier in 1933 for a million and a half people has the aim to solve the
housing problem of mass. The residence of the "Ville verte" occupies buildings in line with eleven
floors, bent into a series of right angles, the redents. The buildings are constructed on pilotis to keep
out of the distance at ground level that is configured as a large public park open to the landscape in
which departments are located at the residence.

Fig. 3: Plan Voisin,1925, Le Corbusier

Fig. 4: La Ville Verte, 1935, Le Corbusier

The various research methodologies may have a number of basic assumptions and common lines:
1-The design as a tool capable of articulating the different scales and in different times both the spatial
and the social aspects of the intervention on the landscape.
2- The territorial scale in relation to the concept of landscape and its implications in the field of design
in its various forms (architectural, urban, ecological, artistic).
3- The discourse on the form and, in particular, on the morphology of the territory.
4- The emptiness, the open space as the beginning of the project reflection operand fact a reversal on
the usual relationship between design and object.

2.

The city expands (AG)

Starting from the last century we are observing, in Italy and in the world, a degenerative process
caused by the sprawl of the city, the major cause of loss of identity and social space of places. The
explosion of the city, due to factors of an economic, social, political, technological discontinuity
creating fragmented urban form of the built and functional segregation. The enlargement of the urban
fabric has led to a progressive increase of the cemented surfaces, driven by a strong desire to build,
sometimes with no correspondences to the real demographic and market needs, and by the
multiplication of places that the French anthropologist Marc Augé called " non-places ". In big
peripheral areas, near major thoroughfares are born giant malls, multiplex cinemas, nightclubs, train,
industrial areas and functional centers which, being inserted by force, often results in irreparable
fractures with the surrounding area, going to upset dynamics and balances between the natural and
artificial components of the landscape. Residential neighborhoods, public or private in the suburbs,
often occur as areas without commingling functional and social, dormitories or even simply ghettos.
While the expansion has occurred without intervention lines and then through a process of random
and spontaneous addition that responded exclusively to individual needs, the other is the result of
precise planning strategies to certain goals. In both cases, the spread of cities has caused and
continues to cause a relentless consumption of land with big consequences, devastating for the
environment, in order to reduction of the agricultural areas, in a worsening of the quality of the
landscape, impoverishment of biodiversity, hydrological and physical problems due to deforestation
and soil waterproofing. All the data concerning the expansion of urban agglomerations are worrying.
ISPRA, Institute for the Protection and Environmental Research, conducted a study on the use of land
in Italy from 1956 to 2010, which shows that in recent years it has come to lose more than 8 square
meters of soil per second. The settlement pattern characterized by urban dispersion is an inefficient
system, in particular for what concerns the power consumption, the connections, the possibility of
social interaction. The widespread location of residences, equipment, services, forces people to travel
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greater distances, resulting in an increased need for means of public or private transport, an increase
in energy consumption, more pollution, more and longer travel times.

Fig. 1: Public housing in Afragola, near Naples.

2.1 Intervention Strategies
The concept of "ecosystem" of the city sees itself as the environment in which man lives and interacts
with the various components of a complex and open system in which many factors contribute to the
establishment and characterization of every single part of it through interactions in dynamic
equilibrium. This dynamism is expressed in the urban structure through urban planning and
construction work which often irreversibly affect the quality of life and use of space. Urbanized areas,
in this relentless advance, have become more extensive, covering the surrounding territories, making
the invisible boundary between a city and another, between the city and the countryside,
unrecognizable identities and vocations of the individual sites. In this continuously evolves and
expands comes the need to rethink the ways of making city, through the adoption of new strategic
development aimed at curbing urban sprawl, conserve, regenerate and innovate the existing,
reversing the processes of decay and neglect, working on urban spaces, structures and infrastructures
already implemented, improving the quality of living and more generally of the city, creating new
connections, more effective services and social and functional mix. In order to govern and limit the
land use you for first must know the existing city. Through detailed analysis, elaborating a
multidimensional representation of the urban fabric is possible to identify the potential and manage
resources such as games of a profit and loss account to be used for the sustainable development of
natural and built. On the one hand, through the knowledge and optimizing the use of available
resources, we can protect and enhance local identity, the historical sites and monuments of existing
cities, on the other we can build new projects in the areas of more recent formation, define lines of
action innovative and sustainable that limit or even cancel the land consumption. Precise strategies for
urban equalization, associated with the use of certain building types and the introduction of special
purpose, make it possible to rationalize and optimize the use of space within the city area. These
opportunities management and control systems could certainly be the responsibility of local
authorities, called directly manage some important actions of transformation of the city as well as in
the Federal Republic of Germany, where the Länder contribute to the achievement of the reduction of
land consumption fixed by so-called "law Merkel" in force since 1998.
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Fig. 2: Housing expansion in Giugliano, Napoli, Cmapnia

A further line of action is the ability to act on the urban fabric already built. The overbuilding, driven by
speculative logic first, but the city did not create clusters of buildings with no identity. The expansions,
even those that are planned, often occur through building works of poor quality. Should intervene on
the existing, giving it value and meaning, creating connections and new solutions. It would therefore
be appropriate, before occupying new territories, check out what you can do using all the opportunities
available within the city. By conducting a survey of the use of existing building elements, identifying
underutilized facilities and those not used, you might plan the recovery and regeneration of individual
buildings or building complexes on brownfield sites, paths of disused railway lines or roads never
completed. These offer great opportunities for development of recycling architectural and urban
interventions, through which it would be possible to restore and enhance large parts of the city. The
cognitive processes, systems, information management, enable us to design new urban structures
and develop new solutions and territorial quality. And it is the quality of the fundamental prerogative of
the city of the future, the distinguishing feature of the architecture to make it feasible to realize the
sustainable development of the environment. Quality as the result of democratic participation in
decision making and therefore the expression of specific needs and collective, as an effective balance
between economy, efficiency and operation, as a result of a wise warping of relations between the
artifact and its surroundings, as a response to the need to lower consumption of soil, as an expression
of the awareness that the territory, seen as a common good, should be preserved so that it can be
enjoyed by future generations.

3.
Urban regeneration in Europe, the example of Robin Hood Garden in London
(GO)
This contribution is about public initiative developments realized in Europe from second post-war
period to Eighties. The recent proposal for urban regeneration of Robin Hood Gardens (RHG) complex
in London, advanced by Sarah Wigglesworth Architects (SWA), can be taken as a best practice in the
field of urban regeneration policies for degraded situations in planned developments.
3.1 Principles for urban regeneration in planned developments
French grand ensambles, German siedlungen and many works by IACP (Autonomous Institute for
Public Housing) in Italy (INA casa e 167 plans) are characterized by big extension and their value is
more evident in urban structure than in individual buildings. Hypotheses of discontinuity and big
dimension of the buildings, taken as urban principles, involve the concentration of built surfaces in few
volumes and the presence of big open spaces that stand as green stocks in deregulated and
extensive development of contemporary European city. Concentration, as typical character of modern
development, can be pursued, considered actual problems connected with land consumption, as
sustainable and desirable hypothesis for new urban policies.
We have to overcome the prejudice about big dimension of modern developments, because this
feature is not a cause of the decay of this areas. Big dimension must be considered not only as a
condition for a sustainable urban project, but also as the representation of a collective idea about
housing, that for the second part of Twentieth Century had inspired social housing experiences in the
whole Europe.
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Intervention in modern neighborhoods should be respectful of developments’ specific features and
should propose adjustments and improvements adding new contents to existing elements we consider
as values, first of all the presence of big open spaces.
Possible interventions, we can take from a wide range of contemporary examples and realizations,
can be organized in three big categories:
-Provision of equipments or improvement of existing equipments
-Change in distribution and typological features
-Technological adjustments
Collective buildings are often missing in modern development or their realization is incomplete. First
category is about interventions that introduce collective uses and improve conditions of existing
services. This kind of buildings, as interaction elements with open spaces, produce new ways of using
open spaces, improving safety and social dynamics. About intervention techniques, we can work in
different ways. Ground modeling allows to integrate new architectures with open spaces. The
conversion of ground floors, if they host accommodations, and their occupation, if they are empty,
allow to insert new uses without new volumes.
If we talk about buildings realized between 1920 and 1950, distribution features are often connected
with existenz-minimum culture, that, in response to a large demand of houses, used to propose
houses with very small rooms. These small and spartan spaces are nowadays insufficient for actual
housing needs. Urban regeneration of Kiefhoek development in Rotterdam (designed in Twenties by
Oud) demonstrate that is possible to adapt modern houses respecting the base-idea and character of
original buildings. This project provided the union of original terrace houses two by two to obtain
bigger accommodations.
Many modern developments were characterized by a single house type and so the social composition
of these urban areas were not various. Contemporary regeneration interventions should realize
conditions for coexistence, in a common urban context, of different kind of inhabitants. In this way,
social dynamics and phenomena connected with control and appropriation of collective places could
develop. Coexistence of different house types (simplex and duplexes houses in multifamily buildings,
single-family houses, terrace houses and patio houses, …), that modern architects called
mischbebauung, represents the condition for the presence of different typologies of inhabitants.
We can talk about some urban project realized in Italy between 1940 and 1960, built on the hypothesis
of typological mix. Between them the most interesting are Tuscolano development in Rome by
Adalberto Libera and Via Dessiè development in Milan by Piero Bottoni, Gio Ponti, Luigi Figini and
Gino Pollini. In the first example we can find the minute fabric formed by patio houses and a three
storey multi-family building; in the second example there are big slab blocks with decks organized
following a centrifugal logic, creating a half open central space, and there are some aggregations of
one level single-family houses. These experiences represent successful attempts of spatial integration
between different types through the definition of high quality external spaces.
Technological adjustment interventions represent the precondition for regeneration of modern
developments.
3.2 Robin Hood Garden (RHG) project by Alison and Peter Smithson
For this development, commissioned by Greater London City Council in 1966 on a two hectare site in
Tower Hamlets in the East End of London, Alison and Peter Smithson, as designers, proposed a
scheme recuperating distributive solutions developed in competition project for residential buildings in
Golden Lane in 1952. Site was surrounded on three sides by streets and the main goal, on the urban
point view, was the definition of a huge and protected green space. Accommodations, organized in
two slab blocks with mixtilinear shapes and different lengths, face on this central open space that
architects called “soft landscape”. The two small hills situated in central area are artificial and they
were realized recovering the rubble from excavation of the site. Smithsons realized an operation
similar to Piero Bottoni’s solution for QT8 development in Milan, where the big artificial hill were built
using rubble from bombed buildings of that area.
On the typological point of view, the two buildings are characterized by presence of galleries as
distribution systems and they consist of repetition of just one duplex house-type. Designers decided to
place galleries (decks), intended as streets-in-the-air with a social vocation, on the sides facing
perimeter streets while dining rooms and bedrooms overlook peaceful landscape of internal park
through tall windows and small loggias. On the ground floor there are small houses for elderly and in
correspondence of buildings’ southern sides there are special accommodations with turned views.
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Fig. 1: The park of RHC in a photo of 1978

Fig. 2: External view of RHC

The interest of the project, on the architectural point of view, is the definition of an interesting
distributional device. Studying the transversal section of the building we can
can observe that duplex
houses have dining and living rooms at deck level while bedrooms are situated on the upper or the
lower level. This solution was proposed by Smithsons in Golden Lane project some years before. This
competition project was more radical than RHG, infact decks used to have the same width of the
building and they used to host small stairs to reach accommodations below and above. Scheme’s
complexity was enriched also by a big number of different house-types and by the presence of a
series of half-open courtyards between buildings.
The will to transform connective spaces, decks, in places of social interaction is for sure the most
interesting aspect of RHG and Golden Lane buildings.
A small excerpt taken from the text titled “Urban Re-Identification” presented by Alison and Peter
Smithson during CIAM IX in Aix-En-Provence in 1953 with drawings about Golden Lane, allows us to
deeply understand what designers thought about social attitudes of the project:
“…we proposed three levels of streets-in-the-air; each level we called a deck. Each deck was to be
occupied by a sufficient number of people – 90 families – in such a way that it would constitute a
social entity. The streets-in-the-air
-air would thus become places with their own identity [...] The total
penetration of deck dissolves the dead-wall effect of the conventional slab block, and produces everchanging vignettes of life and sky; the individual dwelling clearly being the measure and reason of the
whole. People are its predestined ornament”.

Fig. 3: - Plan and axonometric view of Robin Hood Garden

3.3 Urban regeneration for Robin Hood Garden (RHC)
The demolition of this residential development seems almost certain. It is supported by predisposition
of design proposals that are about the realization of 1700 accommodations in substitution of 214
existing duplexes. They have generated a big discussion about second post-war period architecture in
UK.
Many urban transformations, changing completely urban fabric of Tower Hamlets,
Hamlets, have produced new
high density areas (Canary Wharf, Docklands,…) and RHG looks like out of scale. For public and
private actors is better to demolish existing buildings to realize new development quintupling
inhabitants, than do complicated and expensive regeneration interventions.
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In these context Sarah Wigglesworth Architects (SWA) has proposed a regeneration project for RHC
and it provides different levels of intervention oriented towards improvement of technological
performances of the building and increasing of number of inhabitants:
-Re-configuration of existing accommodations
-Introduction of new accommodations
-Improvement of energy performance
Existing duplexes should be changed into simplex houses with different sizes rather than insert new
stairs and reducing at minimum new windows to limit alteration of Smithson’s buildings character.
The proposal individuates in coverings and perimeter areas the most suitable sites for new
accommodations. In this way there are no problems for nucleus of original design, the big central park,
that represents a strongly characterized common place. Perimeter blocks host garages and they
should be converted into houses obtaining brand-new 33 duplexes. Existing stairs reach cover level
and so it could be possible to realize duplex houses with wooden structure at last level of the building,
obtaining other 38 houses. Overall RHG would have 71 brand-new houses.
On the technological performance point of view, SWA says that substitution of actual windows with
new ones characterized by high thermal performance and inserting of suitable panels for external
walls could induce a halving of current costs for air conditioning and heating.

4.

The construction of Public Works. Criteria and tools for finding resources (FO)

The dramatic financial crisis of recent years has been a decline in the construction of public works.
To avoid suspend the implementation of Public Works, it is necessary for the public administration of
complex systems of access to financial resources, with the participation of public-private partnership,
such as sponsorship, leasing of public property, contract of availability, project finansing, all alternative
forms to finance public works.
Two important elements are: the fundamental role of banks and the ability to unlock the financial
resources to ensure that the Public Administration debtor is no longer with the business.
The introduction of sponsorship contracts, as provided by art. 43 of Law 449/1997 and then
implemented by the "Code Contracts" under Legislative Decree n. 163/2006, art. 26 and 27 introduces
a system of private funding for the construction of works of public interest that is difficult to apply
because the private entity intends to finance a work must necessarily have an economic return and
image.
Examples of use of this tool are represented by financing the restoration of the Flavian Amphitheatre,
Rome (Colosseum) operated by the group Tod's Spa and the renovation of the Police Station in
Square San Lorenzo in Lucina in Rome. These interventions have a strategic character and give
private parties a significant economic return and image.

Fig. 1: Colosseo, Square San Lorenzo in Lucina, Rome

Fig. 2: Colosseo, Rome
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Fig. 3: Front of the Police Station in Square San Lorenzo in Lucina, Rome

The sponsorship contract provide two forms of sponsorship: the pure sponsorship and technique
sponsorship. The first is aimed at financing by the sponsor, while the second is a form of partnership
extended to the design and realization of the work to care and expense of the sponsor. In this case,
the Public administration has the obligation to ensure the exact and proper completion of the work.
The introduction of the leasing of public property, with the art. 160 bis of Legislative Decree 163/2006,
poses in the availability of public administration a 'financial instrument' innovative, in most cases, does
not affect the "Stability Pact" and enables the construction of public works by the same Administration
that engaging the private funds made available by leasing institutions. For the correct use of the
instrument of leasing of public property in the public sphere, it would be appropriate to hope for a
greater share information and knowledge of the content and potential of the instrument itself, that also
aims to highlight the ways in which the public administration should act. The choice in favor of the
leasing of public property must be appropriately weighted according to the feasibility and practicability
of the operation through the use of forms of borrowing for capital expenditures. From an economic
point remains essential for the Public Administration the need to draw up accurate feasibility studies,
from which would emerge the comparison between several alternative solutions, designed to capture
the most suitable methods of construction of the infrastructure and to allow the choice founded and
motivated of the solution that will produce the best result in terms of benefits, social and economic
costs. The potential benefits to the adoption of the leasing of public property are subject to a careful
division of risks between the Administration, the leasing companies and the manufacturer, which is
achieved through a careful and clear definition of the contract, as to exert both in the notice that in the
contract and related contracts for the entire duration of the relationship. As said before, although there
was an increase in the use of leasing of public property, this instrument is not yet seen as a solution to
public-private partnership for the construction of public works.
The introduction of the contract of availability required by art. 160 ter of Legislative Decree 163/2006, it
was an incentive contained in the DL 1/2012, "development decree", converted into Law 27/2012.
Through this contract are entrusted, construction and the provision of a work of private property
intended for the exercise for a public service, in the face of a price. The Administration gives the
caregiver a user fee, as consideration for the construction and provision of the work. However, not
having the legislature intended a definite pattern, the correct classification of each transaction for
accounting purposes can only result from careful consideration on a case-by-case basis, of an
individual case. In particular, the exclusion of the budgeting of the expenditure as an investment, is
based on the actual allocation of the risks of construction and availability of the ends of the private
contractor, not affecting the Stability Pact.
Other form of public-private partnership is given by the project financing governed by art. 152 of
Legislative Decree 163/2006 that you can define as a tool for the realization of Public Works without
financial burden of the public administration by transferring risk and financial coverage to the
promoter.
For example, always with the spirit of promoting the project financing is guaranteed to the promoter, if
it were to be the successful bidder, the possibility of pre-emption, or the instrument of project financing
can be added later, and only after that the Administration has approved, in the three-year program of
Public Works under art.128 of Legislative Decree 163/2006, and not least the possibility of tax relief
sanctioned by the CIPE recently. This circumstance, however, will be the subject of the next
government for final approval. This circumstance, however, will be the subject of the next government
for final approval. For the use of project financing have been issued guidelines for the process of
financing for construction UNI / TS 11453 which are not binding, but may be useful to develop and
encourage the use of such an instrument.
All possible forms of alternative finance highlighted above still need to be used depending on the type
of work to be carried out that are basically divided into three categories: works cold, warm and hot.
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For cold works are the works that during the course of use do not generate substantial economic
returns, so you will need to have, as part of the public, of economic hedges for the payment of the
rental payments.
To warm works, however, are those works which, during the course of use, generate economic returns
not quite enough to pay back the initial investment and need a partial level of contribution from the
budget of the Public. (exemple : thermo-hydraulic or electric systems for energy saving, public lighting
with flow control ).
For hot works, finally, are the works whose management generates its own financial resources in
excess or at least sufficient to pay off, with the revenues, fees and costs of routine maintenance and
repairs, as well as the "Redemption Price" during a certain period of time.
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Abstract
The analysis conducted traces a journey in “Terra di Lavoro”. Casignano in Aversa was already
mapped in the XV century as an independent rural hamlet. In 1793 it was attributed as having 29 fires,
however by the end of the 18th century the name had disappeared from the maps, having been
absorbed within the folds of Carinaro. What remains today is an vast “garden” abandoned along with
the ruins of the antique farmhouse of Lieto and the annexed shrine dedicated to the Holy Virgin.
Examination of the soil has highlighted that to this day the bottom ground has an elevated capacity
and aptitude for different uses in particular the cultivation of tree crops, vegetables, and flowers. In
reference to the latter, a restoration project has been developed for evocative contiguity, inspired by
the closed garden that is the backdrop for the Annunciazioni del Beato Angelico. A particular and
original prompt is the reinterpretation of the enclosure and of the plants in the garden. The former
made up of the rose hedges, and the latter modeled for the production of wild roses, one of the few
with pentagonal symmetry, an intense and expressive symbol of the medieval theme of pure love
and the giving of oneself, that is ingrained in the catholic-Christian nature, as it is in Hellenic
mythology, traditional Rosicrucian order themes and in alchemy.
Keywords: Landesign, hortus conclusus, Casignano, agricultural park.

1.

Taken from documents regarding the monument

The purpose of this analysis is to individuate a possible area of interaction between the fields of
urbanization and landscaping.
Focusing particularly on the panorama of the periphery territory which runs a greater risk because of
its lack of identity and its absence of a specific role in the territorial structure, however, at the same
time it could be rediscovered as an environmental and social resource within the city area, we must
keep in mind that the quality indicator that determines the level of attractiveness of an area is the
natural environment.
The settlement system in the Aversa area was formed along the ancient roads of via Appia, Campania
and Atellana during the transformation of the plains owing to the abatement of land recuperated from
the flooding of the River Clanio. The historical structure of the area was clearly characterized by an
obvious hierarchy of centers which gravitated around Aversa.
The structure of the historical center of Carinaro is made up of a dense network of courtyard house
that mark its characteristic personality.
The courtyard house which descended directly from the style of Pompeian homes typical of the
Aversa area, has among them some examples of noteworthy craftsmanship and environmental value.
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Storicamente il territorio comunale di Carinaro si compone di due circoscrizioni di
origine prenormanna: Casale di Casignano del 1104 e Carinaro del 1158. Le due

Infrastructure
Fig.
1: Infrastructurenetwork
network and geology

Geology

Among the many examples of single family patriarchal homes there are also many courtyard homes
with condominium structures or small agricultural villages with annexed chapels, mills etc. as in the
case of Casignano and other sites in the area of Aversa. Construction in the post war period occurred
around the historical nucleus within the barriers formed by the railway system.
Historically the territory of the town of Carinaro is divided into two original pre Norman constituencies:
Casale di Casignano dating 1104 and Carinaro 1158. The two constituencies were united in the 18 th
century, designating the inhabitants of Casignano to the parish of Carinaro. The unit developed as a
farming village with dwellings and other annexes that gravitated around the small church named for
San Martino until it was suppressed for lack of inhabitants in 1847 by the Papal brief; L. Giustiniani in
the Dictionary Geografico Ragionato del Regno di Napoli of the year 1757 states: «There was an
antique parish named for San Martino placed by the Bishop, as seen during a visit made by P.Ursini
on 28 October 1597. As time went on and the diminishing number of souls in the desert of Casignano
it was suppressed with a Papal Brief dated I February of 1847 “executed” the 30 June that same year;
and the care of those same souls given over to the nearby parish of Caringaro by a decree of Bishop
De Luca in February 1848, “ the annuities to it associated go to the seminary convent, to the seminary
were also given organ, parameters, wardrobes and to the above mentioned parish pyx, and I don’t
[1]
know what else.; to the other parish of S. Spirito in Aversa goes the baptismal fountain […]».
Since that time , the site, which was completely abandoned has gone to ruins, which was further
aggravated by the seismic activity in 1980, afterwards a fire provoked further damages such as the
collapse of the roofing.
The Casale of Casignano, has been over the centuries fief to many noble families, such as the
[2]
Brancaccio, Capece, Crispano, Del Tufo, Di Sangro, De Lieto; a symbol of importance and wealth
that land holdings represented which to this day is surrounded by vast agricultural areas characterized
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Fig. 2: Office Topographic military, Map of the Kingdom of Naples, I series, sheet 18, 1839. Particular of “agro
aversano”.
Fig. 3: Military Geographical Institute, Italian paper, sheet 184, 1905. Particular of “agro aversano”.
Fig. 4: Military Geographical Institute, Italian paper, sheet 184, 1957. Particular of “agro aversano”.

by their tradition of quality cultivation and by high levels of environmental integrity, characteristics
which we intend to safeguard with the formation of an agricultural park. In reference to the most
traditional and profound cultivation and production processes of the area as highlighted by L.
Giustiniani in the dictionary Geografico Ragionato del Regno di Napoli “the territory is inseminated by
its inhabitants […] with grain, hemp; they produce light asprigni vines, and gathering suggestions
made by observing the very area of which we speak, I have based the form of the project on the
outline of a wine leaf using its principal arteries as pre existing communication axis.

Fig. 5: Historical evolution

Fig. 6: Natural trace

As an incentive and to facilitate movement we have designed three thematic entrance ways, the north
entrance called “Ubi Facit” comes from the adjoining production area ASI that aims to reunite the idea
of finished product and raw material, towards the west is the entrance called “Mens sana in corpora
sana” where we will create areas equipped with sports equipment and the possibility to be close to
nature, nature walks, bike paths, horse riding, the east entrance instead is named “Mediatio” which
dedicates a part of the open space to activities like meditation and contemplation of the divine due to
the shrine which was situated in this area, the only remains of the small church dedicated to San
Martino present in that space. As a finale project for this type of intervention the positioning of a Hortus
Conclusus, that in mystic medieval symbolism becomes a metaphor of the bride and the virgin Mary
and of the church; in a Christian translation, the proposal of a “bosco sacro” sacred glen.
Referring to the Virgin whose image is the subject of an afresco which is still visible in the shrine, we
have based the form for the Hortus Conclusus. The wild rose, the most symbolic image for the Mother
of Christ, because this type of rose does not need to be pollinated (thanks to this characteristic it has
been chosen as an example that symbolizes virginity and the splendid face of the Madonna, absolute
[3]
perfection and conception, without defect). A through choice was made in the selection of the trees
and flowers that design in their own way a chromatic journey, careful consideration was given to their
individual reproductive cycles determining an optimal result throughout the year.
Characteristic elements of this Landesign project are the paving in irregular stones, the stone
benches; the lawn, Junipenus horizzontalis Glauca; wild rose hedges arranged along the way called
“Way of the Rosary”; the Peonia Sinensis also called “Thorn less Rose” and the violets that bud in the
spring which symbolize the humility and modesty of the Holy Virgin Mary; the red rose hedges that
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symbolize the maternity of the Madonna and white that represents her virginity; Carnations (Dianthus
Allwoodii) that with their shape and color remind us of the nails in the cross and in reference to the iris
which is a symbol of Mary’s broken heart; Galanthus Nivalis (snowdrop) the first flowers to bloom after
a harsh winter.

Fig. 5: Shrine of the Virgin

[1] GIUSTINIANI, Lorenzo. Dictionary Geografico Ragionato del Regno di Napoli. 1757
[2] GALLO, Alfonso. Aversa normanna, Aversa. 1988
[3] D’AGLIANO, Andreina. Roses purity and passion from four hundred to date, Milan. 2009
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Abstract
After the original Church of St. Lawrence was restored in the first half of the thirteenth
century, two events were particularly important in the history of the Basilica of St. Lawrence
outside the walls: the restoration by Virginio Vespignani in the second half of the nineteenth
century, between 1857 and 1865, and a later restoration after it was bombed in 1943. Both
events affected the configuration of the building as we see it today, but the first restoration is
certainly the one which – as we have already mentioned – not only changed the appearance
of the basilica, but also the area around it. In fact, during that restoration the first basilica,
commissioned by Pope Pelagius between 579 and 590, was almost entirely brought to light.
The Lanciani Holding, housed in the Institute of Archaeology and History of Art, has an
extensive selection of drawings about the restoration. Based on these drawings it is possible
to reconstruct almost the pre-restoration state of the building as well as Vespignani’s project.
In this paper we will analyse the most important drawings in the Holding in order to
reconstruct the pre-restoration state of the building and the main guidelines of the project.
Keywords: survey, design of the architecture; architectural design of the project

Premise 1
After the original Church of St. Lawrence was restored in the first half of the thirteenth century, two
events were particularly important in the history of the Basilica of St. Lawrence outside the walls: the
restoration by Virginio Vespignani in the second half of the nineteenth century, between 1857 and
1865, and a later restoration after it was bombed in 1943. Both events affected its current
configuration, but the first restoration is certainly the one which – as we have already mentioned – not
only changed the appearance of the basilica, but also modified the area around it. In fact, during that
restoration brought to light almost the entire first basilica commissioned by Pope Pelagius between
579 and 590.
The Lanciani Holding, housed in the Institute of Archaeology and History of Art, has an extensive
selection of drawings regarding the restoration. Based on these drawings it is possible to reconstruct
not only the almost entire state of the building before Vespignani’s restoration, but the project itself.
Indeed, Vespignani’s project was monumental; the portfolio in the Lanciani holding has drawings of a
multi-coloured façade with the coat of arms of Pope Pius IX and an inscription with the words:
Engraving and chromolithograph of the Basilica of St. Lawrence outside the Walls after the general
restoration commissioned by the magnificent and Supreme Pope Pius IX under the supervision and
1
with the drawings by the architect Count Commendatore Virginio Vespignani. These drawings, which
provide very useful iconographic and graphic information about Vespignani’s project, prompted us to
elaborate the considerations set out in this article, considerations which are in line with the
conclusions of previous scholars. While in this article we will focus only on some of the main aspects
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of the restoration, a more extensive and comprehensive review will be provided in another article; it is
important to point out that an accurate reconstruction of the building of the basilica complex has
2
already been carried out by Krautheimer.
The reader may also find useful the book written by the Capuchin friar Giuseppe Da Bra and published
3
in 1952; the book summarises the main steps in the construction of the complex.
The basilica complex of St. Lawrence was restored during the construction of the Verano cemetery.
Early work on the cemetery (begun in 1837) had damaged the catacombs of St. Cyriaca (the Basilica
was part of this complex); this prompted the Holy Archaeology Commission to raise the problem of the
restoration of the basilica. Due to its importance, Pope Pius IX was asked to personally make a
decision on this matter and he entrusted the project to the architect Virginio Vespignani. Vespignani’s
project included its restoration, consolidation, and detachment from the Verano Hill. One of
Vespignani’s most industrious and diligent collaborators was the archaeologist Giambattista De Rossi,
4
an authoritative member of the above-mentioned Commission.
2

1.1 The state of the surroundings and building before restoration
The state of the building and immediate surroundings is clearly illustrated in some of the tables in the
Lanciani Holding; the first (fig. 1) is a drawing of the project with all the elements of the subsequent
redevelopment of the area around the basilica. The table shows the layout of the site and indicates the
areas which had to be excavated to the north and east of the complex in order to detach it from the
Verano Hill. The former redevelopment is visible in the area in front of the basilica, with the perimeter
of the Verano Hill threatening the left side of the square.

Fig. 1: The plan of the complex included the layout of the basilica and adjacent convent; it also shows the path
leading to the side entrance of the façade, continuing on to the buildings next to the belfry alongside the south
wall of the basilica, and protected to the south by a wall; the plan also shows that following on from these
buildings the basilica had a side portico (later turned into a sacristy) and another portico in front of the convent;
there is also a double entrance from the portico to the side nave of the basilica, the first is located in the middle of
the southern nave of the east church, while the second leads to the former narthex area near the portico in front
of the convent (dis. V. Vespignani – Lanciani Holding).
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This situation is also portrayed in several old views (fig. 2).

Fig. 2: St. Lawrence outside the Walls. View by G. B. Piranesi.

The table also includes two sections showing the site before Vespignani’s restoration project: a
longitudinal section (in axis to the basilica) and a transversal section (near the Chapel of St. Cyriaca).
The longitudinal section shows that since the basilica was below the level of the nearby road (via
Tiburtina), the area in front of it was very steep so that it could be accessed from this important road.
The transversal section also shows the outline of the Verano Hill with a slope to the north of the
church; this slope was perhaps created to try and stop water from filtering into the church. The slope
can also be made out thanks to the different colours used in the plan showing the planimetric image of
the Verano Hill. The transversal section also shows that there was another building above the Chapel
of St. Cyriaca; this building was eliminated during the restoration by Vespignani.
It is also possible to deduce from the longitudinal section that only the crypt of the saint was
accessible from the lower level of the east basilica built by Pope Pelagius, because all the other parts
had been completely filled. In fact, the floor of two ancient side naves of the east chapel and its old
narthex were located behind and to the sides of the apsidal area; instead seven steps led to the crypt
which was accessed through the west church.
This situation is described in more detail in another drawing in the same holding which has four survey
drawings of just the basilica: apart from a longitudinal section there is also a façade and two
transversal sections. In all three sections the floor of the area around the apse – the two side naves
and the old narthex – is on a slightly different level compared to the floor of the other naves; this was
due to the fact that the area underneath had been filled in many centuries earlier. However, more
importantly, in all three sections in this drawing (fig. 3) the base of the giant columns we see today on
three side of the apse were all free standing. It is even possible to see a parapet in the transversal
sections which reduces the width of the ambulatories and allows the latter to be seen. We should point
out that several decades before Vespignani’s project (in 1921, 1822) the lower level of the columns
5
had already been ascertained.
Both sections clearly illustrate the original pseudo-domed shape of the top of the canopy later modified
by Vespignani; this is also documented in numerous contemporary engravings (fig. 4). The engraving
also shows the coffered ceiling of both the centre nave of the west church and the presbytery before
Vespignani’s project.
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Fig. 3: The transversal section – of the apse area – showing how the columns were already completely visible
when Vespignani surveyed the area (dis. V. Vespignani – Lanciani Holding).

Fig. 4: The engraving by Rossini shows the interior before restoration by Vespignani; note the small dome over
the ciborium and, in the background, the arches of the blocked transept.
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The transversal section of the apse also shows the blocked arches of the women’s gallery visible in
the longitudinal section and in several engravings (cfr. Fig. 4). The extensive iconographic material on
this issue is housed in the Institute of Archaeology and History of Art; the documents illustrate the
basilica before and after Vespignani’s restoration project.
The careful and systematic study of the drawings in the Lanciani Holding reveals how Vespignani
tackled and solved the major restoration issues regarding the complex of St. Lawrence.
First and foremost, the afore-mentioned general plan shows that a decision had been taken to isolate
the monument from the Verano Hill; the drawing indicates the distances envisaged for the new
containment walls.

Fig. 5: .Plan of the lower level of the Basilica with the area of the old narthex which had been freed from debris
(red perimeter) and the crypt of the Saint (dis. V. Vespignani – Lanciani Holding).

Apart from this decision to isolate the monument from the hill, Vespignani focused primarily on freeing
the old buried basilica from all debris. A drawing (fig. 5) of the lower level of the east church shows
that it has been freed; the drawing also shows: the crypt of the Saint surrounded on three sides by a
wall without any openings (cfr. Fig. 6), the old narthex to the east (and the results of the excavations of
the floor), and several remains of the paving discovered in the side naves. The perimeter of the old
narthex is particularly interesting; apart from its irregular shape, there’s a circular niche in the centre of
the east wall and a rectangular niche towards the south end; both niches are embedded in the Verano
Hill. Steps appear to be represented towards the south end; it’s possible that they used to either lead
outside or to the next portico of the Convent nearby (?).
We should point out that the basilica was surrounded by catacombs; in fact, from the basilica it was
6
possible to access the five levels of the catacomb of St. Cyriaca underneath the Verano Hill.
Furthermore, bibliographical material reports that when the Verano Hill was excavated to isolate the
basilica, part of the catacomb corridors on several levels had to be demolished in order to cut into the
7
hillside.
During the restoration, Vespignani worked closely with the archaeologist G. B. De Rossi and together
they discovered (and re-interpreted) many elements of the original basilica. However it wasn’t until
almost a hundred years later that the elements needed to reconstruct the development of the original
building, in particular the apsidal area, were brought to light during the excavations carried out as part
of the restoration project implemented after the basilica was bombed in 1943. The results of the
excavations are illustrated and critically commented by Krautheimer in his afore-mentioned book.
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Fig. 6: Although incomplete, the drawing shows the plan of the lower level of the basilica freed from all debris and
earthwork (dis. V. Vespignani – Lanciani Holding).

When the old church had been completely cleared of debris and could be accessed, the areas which
had previously been decorated but had remained hidden were finally brought to light.
2

1.2 The restoration project
After the basilica had been freed from all debris and many of its elements had been brought to light,
Vespignani worked on his restoration project. Apart from detaching the basilica from the hillside, the
project for the basilica also included a new layout (which is in essence the one we see today) and the
merger of the two buildings into a single organism.
The main goals of Vespignani’s project were: a) removal of debris from the lower level of the east
church and joining it to the naves of the east church; b) redevelopment of the old narthex of the early
Christian church; c) restoration of the envelope of the crypt of the Saint and redevelopment of the
surrounding area under the presbytery; d) transformation of the southern portico into a sacristy; e)
connection with the convent. The architect also built a staircase near the belfry to access the women’s
gallery where new floors had been laid.
In this article we will focus on the first two parts of the restoration project and will discuss the others in
another longer paper. We will also propose several considerations about the redevelopment of the
floors which was a particularly important part of the overall reorganisation of the monument.
3

1.3 The construction of the new presbytery
Regarding point a), the architect created two sets of steps between the lower level of the east church
and the two side naves of the west church (fig. 7). Freeing the area from debris also required the
construction of structures to support the large upper presbytery.
Another drawing, also in the Lanciani Holding (fig. 8), shows the overall structural solution used to
support the large presbytery which, apart from the new perimetral structure of the crypt (more on this
further on), also had fewer slender columns and marble pilasters holding up a grid of beams (now
visible in the intrados of the ceiling). The first columns (only four) are positioned in the centre area, the
others (mixtilinear: column + pilaster) are located against the columns of the giant order along the
perimeter of the presbytery area (five on each of the long sides, west and east, two behind the
Bishop’s throne towards the old narthex, and two in the corners at the intersection of the walls). In
short, a very ingenious solution completely independent from the other pre-existent structures in the
8
church.
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Fig. 7: The drawing shows the overall plan of the Basilica with the new redevelopment of the lower level (dis. V.
Vespignani – Lanciani Holding).

Fig. 8: The drawing shows the restoration project of the lower level of the Basilica. In red the load-bearing
structural elements of the new floor of the apse and the new elements closing off the crypt of the Saint. The
drawing also shows the increase in width of some of the walls envisaged by Vespignani, and the new counter
walls (most probably to protect from moisture). Finally, the drawing shows the design of the new floor envisaged
by Vespignani which corresponds to the one which exists below the apse. For information about the Chapel of
Pius, see figs. 10, 11 (dis. Vespignani – Lanciani Holding).
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Vespignani also modified the top of the canopy over the main altar clearly inspired by several famous
models in old Roman churches, and even by the canopy over Cardinal Fieschi’s funerary monument
located against the counter-façade of the church; this project is also illustrated in several drawings in
the Lanciani Holding (fig. 9), as well as in several contemporary views.

Fig. 9: The engraving shows the new canopy top designed by Vespignani.
3

1.4 Transformation of the old narthex and the lower level
With regard to the narthex of the old east church, the drawing of fig. DSC 0026A probably reflects
Vespignani’s initial intention to maintain an opening in the centre of the wall towards the hillside (in
turn connected by several ramps to the cemetery area above); in fact the design includes two
symmetrical flights of steps to access the lower floor level. The drawing also reveals that he had
envisaged a staircase to the ambulatory of the cloister (access was through the grated opening which
still exists at the southern end of the east exterior wall of the chapel of Pius IX). We have cited this
drawing because it shows Vespignani’s intention (unimplemented) to build a ramp between the area
on the northern side of the basilica (freed by the work to isolate the basilica) and the Verano cemetery
above.
Redevelopment of the lower level inevitably required work on the presbytery area and the women’s
gallery. Several drawings in the Lanciani Holding refer to the splendid mosaic of the presbytery
pavement (fig. 10); we believe that these works were necessary because freeing the lower level from
9
all debris had somehow required the demolition and reconstruction of the floor of the presbytery area.
Although Vespignani’s project already had very important solutions to recover and make the areas of
the old narthex functional again, a competition for the construction of the new chapel within the old
narthex was launched just after the death of the Pope who had devoted so much attention to Roman
basilicas. The competition was won by the architect Raffaele Cattaneo: his solution was very
respectful of the previous spatial arrangement of the area and yet was also very innovative with regard
to the coating (mostly figurative mosaics) of the walls and floor. Several of the plans by the architect
are also housed in the Lanciani Holding.
3

1.5 The floors
The floors were naturally part of Vespignani’s overall project for the basilica; the work almost certainly
involved not only partial recovery and restoration (for example, the areas under the altars of the side
naves), but also maintenance because the figurative works are similar to others in traditional Roman
buildings. Most of the work was to be done on the lower floor (the crypt of the Saint) where the entire
area, discovered after earthwork, had to be paved. Figure 8 illustrates Vespignani’s solution.
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This floor was only built in the area under the apse; instead a much more elaborate and chromatically
brighter floor, with an alternate pattern of geometric figures, was built in the chapel of Pius IX during
the work designed by Cattaneo (figs. 11, 12).

Fig. 10: The drawing shows the floor of the apse area rebuilt by Vespignani (dis. V. Vespignani – Lanciani
Holding).

Fig. 11-12: The floor of the Chapel of Pius IX. A) partial image, B) graphic restitution showing how the geometric
pattern was developed.
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Notes
1. Cfr. Munoz (La Basilica di S. Lorenzo fuori le mura, Rome, Fratelli Palombi, 1944, p. 101, 102). The
intervention designed by Vespignani was never published; some of the tables are very rare, others were
displayed at the Exhibition of the city of Rome at the Expo in Turin in 1884. The following words were
published in the catalogue: "These tables are part of a design which, supervised by Commendatore De
Rossi and the cooperation of the late lamented Count Virginio Vespignani, should have been published
about the grandiose restoration work of the basilica of St. Lawrence commissioned by Pius IX, but which
instead remained unpublished. We took advantage of this exhibition to present several tables elaborated for
the restoration; these tables represent the monuments and frescoes of the old basilica". Even Munoz
remarked on the fact that this important material had been lost.
2. Richard Krautheimer retraced the history of the basilica complex of St. Lawrence outside the Walls also
thanks to the archaeological excavations which had been carried out in the previous two hundred years
and, above all, the surveys conducted during restoration after the basilica was bombed in 1943. His studies
were published in the important and remarkable book (edited with Wolfang Frankl and Spencer Corbett)
CORPUS BASILICARUM CHRISTIANARUM ROMAE - LE BASILICHE PALEOCRISTIANE DI ROMA, vol.
II, 1962, Vatican City; the book has an extensive selection of important photographs and drawings.
3. P. Giuseppe Da Bra, SAN LORENZO FUORI LE MURA, Rome, 1952. The book was reprinted in 2005
and curated by the Order of the Capuchin Friars Minor (to celebrate the 150th anniversary of their arrival in
the Basilica of St. Lawrence outside the Walls). We should point out, however, that the studies by Friar Da
Bra were carried out before the excavations which, years afterwards, led to the discovery and identification
of the Constantinian basilica, as reported by Krautheimer in the afore-mentioned book.
4. Cfr. Munoz A., op. cit., Rome, 1944, p. 93.
5. Cfr. Krautheimer, op. cit., p. 16.
6. Cfr. Krautheimer, op. cit., p. 23
7. Cfr. Krautheimer, op. cit, p. 24
8. With regard to the visit by Pope Pius IX on 20 October 1864, Munoz (op. cit., p. 100) writes: "Having
entered (the Pope) in the sacred temple he saw, with manifest satisfaction, that work had been completed
on all parts of the Basilica of Hadrian and Sixtus III, and then, after praying for some time in front of the
tombs of the Saints and Martyrs Lawrence and Steven, he descended the new stairs, on the left, decorated
with a balustrade made of various kinds of coloured marbles, and saw the Constantinian Basilica, where
with great artistic expertise the floor, Confessional, papal throne, and marble seats and seatbacks rested on
a robust support after being dug out of the earth which Pelagius II had commissioned to be deposited.....".
We were not able to verify using other documentary or bibliographical sources whether after freeing the
area from the debris which had been deposited Vespignani found the pre-existing structures under the
presbytery area. Nor were we able to find any further information, except for the information extrapolated
from the afore-mentioned drawings.
9. Confirmation of this theory comes from Munoz (op. cit., p. 94): ".... the tomb of the martyrs was unearthed
and protected with golden grates, and fourteen pilasters made of Carrara marble were installed to support
the aynali vaults on which the presbytery floor rests; the strange small dome of the ciborium was removed,
and a cusped crown on slender columns installed."
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Abstract

Past few years, Turkey‟s western and south-western coastal zones have experienced a significantly
rewarding tourism-oriented growth throughout. Certain centers, however, specifically Kusadasi, have
recently been subject to a reverse trend and decline in touristic demand.
A splendid town of very comfortable climate amidst world-renown antiquities, religious centers and
natural beauties, Kusadasi, the ancient „Scalanova‟, has been increasingly condemned to haphazard
urban planning and cheap architectural design activity, primarily as a result of inappropriate and
biased actions of authorities. A significant majority of the developers and architects active in the region
have also remained insensitive to the loss of historical and natural heritage in trade of a characterless
built-environment, and, occasionally, misused the weaknesses of local and central decision-makers
and planners in favour of individual interest and profits.
Consequent to a sensible decrease in the tourism market primarily caused by the overbuilt,
messageless environment and dull architecture, the people of Kusadasi have, at last, realized the
mistakes committed. Yet, attitudes have remained similar while, now, remedial measures are being
worked on.
Keywords: Urban planning, urban heritage, natural heritage, tourism

1.

Degrading the Cultural Heritage and Touristic Attraction Via Poor Planning,
Design and Implementation

Kusadasi was born as a new port village as a result of receding waters of Ephesus and Miletus in the
Menderes Valley. The name „Scalanova„, meaning new port, was attributed by the Genoese and
Venetians who have been governing the trade in the region. ‟Scalanova„ has then been a colony of
traders, comprising consulates and warehouses, the Muslim Turks living primarily on the hinterland in
a settlement called „Ardiz‟ on the skirts of „Pilavtepe‟.

Fig. 1: Scalanova (New Port) in old times.
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Fig. 2: Aegean coast of Turkey.
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The present city structure of Kusadasi originated from the early XVII century. The Prime Minister
Okuz Mehmet Pasha, ‟Sadrazam‟ of the Ottoman Empire during the reign of Sultan Ahmet I and
Sultan Osman II, built the city walls together with a caravanserai, public baths and a mosque in 1618.
The two-level caravanserai, 19x22 m large, surrounds a courtyard entered from north. The structure
originally conceived for sea trade was restored in 1966 towards touristic use.
Kusadasi‟s nuclei were two neighbourhoods: The „Camiikebir‟ was built on the flat zone with narrow,
grid-iron street fabric. The distance between two parallel streets allowed two back-two-back lots with
houses on the street side and courtyards on the rear. The „Dag‟ neighbourhood on the hillside was
structured in terms of houses and courts terraced in accordance with the topography, depicting an
Ottoman architectural accent primarily expressed in the form of deep projecting roofs, horizontal eaves
and classical roof tiles. Today, most of the genuine fabric is gone forever. Few remaining fragments of
the city wall stand unattended, yet witness the origins of the settlement. Many new neighbourhoods
have been born, bringing the population to 30.000, and an unprecedented touristic potential came to
surface in 1960‟s.
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Fig. 3: Kusadasi and environs.

Fig. 4: Kusadasi city plan.
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2.

The Historical Development

3.

Antique Sites Around Kusadasi

The origins of Kusadasi are not fully known. It is strongly believed that at the point called today „Yilanci
Burnu‟ a satellite of Ephesus called „Neopolis‟ was founded by Ionians.
th
Famous traders and sailors, the Ionians reigned from the beginning of the IX century BC in the zone
between the Menderes and Gediz Rivers called Ionia of the antique era. Very rapidly, they enjoyed
th
political superiority and established 12 cities named Ionian Colonies. In the VII century BC the
Lydians, two centuries later the Persians, then in BC 334 the Great Alexander, and subsequently a
synthesis of Greek and Local Anatolian Cultures have shaped the surroundings of Kusadasi giving
nd
birth to the antique cities of Ephesus, Miletus, Priene, Didyma, amongst others. In the II century AC,
Romans gained dominance in the area which then became a religious focus. Kusadasi, a pirate port
th
for many years, became Scalanova in the XV century.
The Turkish Seljuk State won sovereignty over the area in 1186 under Kilic Aslan II, rendering
Kusadasi an opening of caravan routes to the Aegean Sea. The Ottomans embodied Kusadasi in
1413 with Mehmet I, or Okuz Mehmet Pasha. Since then, Kusadasi remained under Turkish rule.
The island „Guvercinada‟ (Pigeon Island) has been functioning as a cost-guard station during
Byzantine and Ottoman rule. The fort, built in 1834, enjoys a tower for observation now called „Pirate
Fort‟ due to its defensive role against such attacks. The fort is today linked to the shore by a
promenade jetty.
Panionion is reported to be located south of Kusadasi, between the villages of Davutlar and
Guzelcamli. It was the capital of the 12 Ionian Cities Confederation. All rituals, ceremonies and similar
gatherings used to be performed here. Phygela has been built by Agamemnon at a point 3 km north of
Kusadasi. It is believed he had the settlement built for his ill soldiers during the Trojan War. Ephesus,
one of the most important antique settlements in the world, was founded by Androcles, yet the area
has been already inhabited by Lelegians and Carrians earlier.
th
Ephesus was colonized by the Ionians by the end of X century BC. During its climax, Ephesus had a
population of 300.000 and was a center of culture, art and wealth. The Temple of Artemis, a sector of
Ephesus complex, has once been numbered among the seven wonders of the ancient world. The
th
Basilica of St. John is a Byzantine citadel built by the Emperor Justinian in the VI century AD. It is
adjacent to Isa Bey Mosque, a typical Seljuk structure. Priene on the south was the most vibrant port
of the Ionian Federation. Its grid–iron geometric city fabric is the work of Hippodamus of Milletus in the
th
IV century BC. Milletus, once a port again; and Didyma with its Temple of Apollo further south;
Aphrodisias, Heraklia are other antiquities of international popularity around Kusadasi.

Fig. 5: Okuz Mehmet Pasha caravanserai with marina in the rear.
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Fig. 6: Vernacular houses of Kusadasi.

4.

Kusadasi’s Touristic Powers

5.

The Unhealthy Developments

The antique sites in the vicinity of Kusadasi, all half or one-day round trip distances, make the town a
major tourist center. In addition to those, The Church of Holy Virgin in Ephesus is a pilgrimage point
for Christianity.
Furthermore, a 625-yacht international marina, a port for touristic vessels with custom facilities, an
international airport 60 km away, a national park of extreme natural beauty, exceptional beaches, a
wonderful climate render Kusadasi a focus of touristic activity. The presence of a major city, Izmir at 1
hour car distance further enhances the touristic potential of Kusadasi.
Numerous facts, already mentioned, make Kusadasi a point of prime touristic potential. Indeed, the
town has experienced an unprecedented growth in tourism industry since 1960‟s. The Ministry of
Tourism has declared Kusadasi a pilot area, and a master project GAC “South and West Anatolian
Environmental Project”, receiving funds from international sources, has chosen Kusadasi the target
point for action.
In spite of all these positive aspects, now Kusadasi is now industry and recreational popularity.
Although the downwards trends may partially be attributed to global forces such as the Gulf War and
some other negative developments in and around Turkey, Kusadasi‟s gradual loss in touristic interest
is believed to be result of the following actions.
5.1 Overbuilding
The sudden touristic breakthrough in Kusadasi has resulted in an immense and dense building activity
mostly in the form of hotels, motels, resorts villages, pension houses, summer houses and the like
without any attention to the insufficient infrastructure.
5.2 Poor Architectural Quality
Almost invariably, the architectural quality of the new building stock is poor, ugly and repulsive.
The following points may be cited as significant architectural setbacks:
a. Poor design quality in general, devoid of aesthetic and visual character and insensitivity to
environment.
b. Poor material and workmanship even in highly luxury establishments.
c. Unfinished, roofless buildings with rebars left exposed on the roof terrace for possible future floor
addition.
d. Visually disturbing solar energy packs installed on the roofs.
e. Additions such as pergolas, venetians blinds, aluminium framing in balconies executed
haphazardly after the completion of the construction.
f. Absence of any reference to the traditional and vernacular building tradition.
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g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Absence of sensibility to the historic and natural context.
Drawbacks resulting from poor urban planning.
Invariable urge to maximize the built up area, even beyond the permissible limits.
Construction which is not in line with building permits documents.
Poor site supervision and maintenance.

5.3 Poor Urban Planning
The city plans of Kusadasi have been initially undertaken by Iller Bankasi, a governmental agency
responsible for producing city and town plans across Turkey. Subsequently, the local authorities,
entrusted with planning powers through legal action, have commissioned a private city planning office
which has been changed in every political takeover. Upon the sight of the catastrophic building trend
in Kusadasi, the Central Government has warned the Municipality in many occasions.
Almost invariably, the plans prepared for the town, both by the Iller Bankasi and by private firms
commissioned by the Mayor, resulted in poor and inappropriate plans, and the architectural character
of the town has gradually worsened. Among numerous points, the following ones may be cited as the
weaknesses of the plans and planning process for Kusadasi:
a. Lack of an underlying philosophy.
b. Absence of references to the historical and natural entities and landmarks.
c. Absence of a strategy which would enhance and reinforce the old town‟s fabric and elements such
as the caravanserai, the mosque, the city walls, the gates and the like.
d. Insensibility towards the topographical morphology, with impossible streets, improper slopes and
indifference towards the plant cover.
e. Insensibility to the property lines and ownership structures, rendering either impossible or ugly
architectural execution of the city plan.
f. Higher land coverage ratios.
g. Improper circulation network design and traffic studies.
h. Weaknesses in face of pressures from investors.
i. Absence of academically qualified critics and approval bodies, plans produced by the planning
office circulating between councils and approval bodies without structured and coordinated
criticism and expert critics.
j. Method of compensation of the planning office which is occasionally asked to establish direct
financial contacts with investors, developers and the people in general.
k. Biased influences and pressures from local and central authorities.
In addition to all these chaotic, biased, improper processes resulting in a characterless, messageless
building environment in Kusadasi, the garbage collection and storage problem, the pollution of the
sea, the shortage of water, and other drawbacks resulting of the lack of proper substructure and
incapability of the Mayoral office which is short of funds, have negatively affected the tourist attraction
power of Kusadasi from inside and outside.

6.

What Can Be Done for Kusadasi?

The statistical data demonstrate the downwards trend in the tourism activity in Kusadasi in spite of the
very significant incentives for tourist attraction in and around the town.
The officials express that the touristic activity would have been 300 % higher if the town has not been
subject to the destructive and degrading effect of the cheap architecture and urban planning. Tourists
would favour Kusadasi more if the cultural heritage and the natural wealth have not been vandalised in
favour of concrete monsters, however there is still much which could be done for Kusadasi:
a. The present private planning office for Kusadasi commissioned by the Mayor seems in principle
appropriate and mature to the preparation of plans. Yet a body formed primarily by academicians
and experts with at least one foreign member should govern the policy making, the criticism and
approval processes of the city plans.
b. The preparation of the city plan should be totally closed to political pressures and other influences
directed to work for the profit of individuals rather than the welfare of Kusadasi in general.
c. The city office responsible for approval of building permits shall be supplemented by expert
architects.
d. The Mayor shall use academic advisors in all matters related to building and construction.
e. Aesthetic standards shall be developed and required for all building to be built within Kusadasi.
f. Close coordination and cooperation with the Council for the Preservation of Cultural and Natural
Entities shall be initiated.
g. Close cooperation with surrounding municipalities, primarily Davutlar and Selcuk shall be initiated.
h. Planning works shall be conducted in close cooperation with related Ministry and Directorates.
i. A comprehensive landscape project shall be developed to mask the present architectural terror.
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j.

National and international symposia on the planning of Kusadasi shall be organised and
competitions be launched.
k. The skyline and the sea cornice shall be given priority in planning and design.
l. The public awareness on architectural issues shall be enhanced and matured.
m. More efforts shall be devoted to obtain sources from governmental and international
establishments and agencies.
n. Developers, investors, landlords which do not properly follow the guidelines shall be severely
punished.
o. Architects active in the area shall be educated through seminars.

7.

Conclusion

The intention of this paper is not to establish definitive remedies to the problems of Kusadasi or to
criticize certain offices or agencies. The points listed above consist only of a sampling of measures to
be considered in the process of restoring Kusadasi‟s genuine character. The goal of this contribution is
to diffuse S.O.S. messages in all directions to stimulate concerned bodies and officials to act at once.
If proper action is further delayed, the trend to catastrophe will then be irreversible and Kusadasi
whose nature and culture have been favoured so much will be lost forever.
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Abstract
The project has been developed, with a group of architects: Anna Mandia, Giuseppe Mandia,
Alexandros Karim Alevas, Barbara Blondi, in order to participate in the International concept and
design competition for the new contemporary art museum in Buenos Aires. The proposal is to create
architecture which refers directly to contemporary art. An amorphous objects of unnatural size,
presented to the public on a geometrically simple base. Its morphology reminds of a diverse quantity
of forms in nature: from bubbles to clouds to various marine mammals or more abstract shapes. But
as a matter of fact this project is not designed to be referable to something really existing. It tries to be
a work of art itself rather than only a container for it – an object capable of surprising and moving,
intriguing and inviting anyone who looks at it. Like contemporary art which refuses to be interpreted in
a rational way but still achieves to evoke an emotion in the observers mind. Located in the Puerto
Madero District - which currently represents the largest urban renewal project in the city of Buenos
Aires - the museum is situated on the intersection of two important pedestrian axes: the north-south
promenade (Juana Manuela Gorriti) and the east-west axis connecting the city with the new urban
barrio with the impressing Puente de la Mujer by the Spanish Architect Santiago Calatrava.
Keywords: design competition, contemporary art museum,

1.

The project

The initial idea of this proposal is to create architecture which refers directly to contemporary art; An
amorphous objects of unnatural size, presented to the public on a
geometrically simple base. Its morphology reminds of a diverse quantity of forms in nature: from
bubbles to clouds to various marine mammals or more abstract shapes. But as a matter of fact this
project is not designed to be referable to something really existing.
It tries to be a work of art itself rather than only a container for it – an object capable of surprising and
moving, intriguing and inviting anyone who looks at it. Like contemporary art which refuses to be
interpreted in a rational way but still achieves to evoke an emotion in the observers mind.
Located in the Puerto Madero District - which currently represents the largest urban renewal project in
the city of Buenos Aires - the museum is situated on the intersection of two important pedestrian axes:
the north-south promenade (Juana Manuela Gorriti) and the east-west axis connecting the city with
the new urban barrio with the impressing Puente de la Mujer by the Spanish Architect Santiago
Calatrava.On this exact point of intersection our proposal opens itself inviting the public offering an
urban square, which – being connected to the multi-purpose space on the ground level – becomes a
point of urban art, performance, installation, exhibition, open air theatre, concert, etc... Continuing
along the promenade the ground level remains open to the pedestrian public providing one entrance,
a café and the souvenir shop while it hosts the technical and administrative areas in the west part of
the building easily reached by car through Av. Alicia Moreau de Justo.
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2.

Description of the museum - interior -

Entering the ground level the visitor finds oneself inside a wide and luminous foyer defined by a
sculptural ramp and the functional core hosting elevators, emergency stairs and rest-rooms. These
vertical elements are also of structural importance being the main pillars of the building, sustaining its
three levels together with minor pilasters. Walking up the ramp and entering private space inside the
“object”, four open-space galleries of
different height are to be found on these three floors. Through a rational channel system their ceilings
make it easy to hang different types of module-panels and lights
in order to change room situations and routes according to the ongoing exhibition.
On the last level the museum hosts an auditorium with space for up to 250 persons and its foyer with a
small bar.

2.1

The structure

The structure of the “blob” itself is self-supporting and lies on the ground level base. Its surface
material is ethylene tetrafluoroethylene, a fluorine based plastic, designed to have high corrosion
resistance and strength over a wide temperature range combined with excellent chemical and
electrical resistance properties. It is a lightweight material (1% the weight of glass), and its selfcleaning and 100% recyclable characteristics make it an ideal material for the eco-aware society of the
21st century. Pneumatic panels of ETFE furthermore provide optimal acoustic and thermal isolation
thanks to the layer of air lying between two membranes. According to specific requirements, opaque
or transparent facade-cushions can be used to provide perfect diffuse lighting conditions for an
exhibition interior.
“Architecture is a art when one consciously or unconsciously creates aesthetic emotion in the
atmosphere and when this environment produces well being.”
Luis Barragan

Fig.1 Museum entrance
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Fig.2 The urban square
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Fig. 3: Last level of the museum
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Fig. 4: The project
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Abstract
Environmental norms and certifications are increasingly used today to measure the level of
environmental sustainability of buildings, often reducing the definition of sustainability to these norms
or certifications. Our previous research has demonstrated, through an analysis of contemporary
architectural competitions, some of the paradoxes resulting in design projects from the use of
environmental norms and certifications, particularly in the Canadian context. This paper seeks to
highlight a new series of contradictions related to the use of environmental norms or certifications for
addressing the sustainability of buildings, through the analysis of a selection of historical buildings
th
from the early 20 century. Research has already shown that some historical buildings are closer to
addressing the challenges we face in the unsustainability crisis today, than some of today’s projects
built using rigid prescriptive processes, such as the LEED green building rating system. The highly
publicized energy efficiency results of the building in New York city, the 7 World Trade Center, showed
that even a LEED Gold certified building can be less energy efficient than the historical Empire State
Building in New York city, albeit after upgrades to the insulation and mechanical systems of the
building.
Keywords: sustainability, environmental certifications, judgment, contradictions, architectural
competitions

1.

Introduction

When it comes to addressing the sustainability of architectural projects, the questions of energy
efficiency and the performance of buildings are considered prevalent concerns by most stakeholders.
The objective of this paper is to question the idea that says, contemporary buildings would be more
sustainable than traditional buildings. Amongst the traditional buildings, what happens when we
consider those that are worth preserving as heritage buildings? Can we say that historical buildings
are more or less sustainable than contemporary buildings? In other words, how would historical
buildings fair today within the discourse of sustainability?
In this paper, rather than presenting the results of a variety of case studies, we use a few illustrative
examples in order that we may deconstruct contemporary environmental management tools to present
a new theoretical framework based on their ontological, epistemological and operational definitions. A
first example can help illustrate some of these contradictions that our present condition addresses,
specifically related to the strict use of environmental certifications in competitions today. Then we will
present a second example outside the competition process showing that some historical buildings are
closer to addressing the challenges we face in the unsustainability crisis when compared to some
contemporary projects built using rigid prescriptive tools.
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To study this complex phenomenon, the architectural competition format is a perfect empirical
situation to analyze some of the paradoxes of contemporary approaches to sustainability. Indeed, the
debate on quality during the competition jury process highlights the variety of value systems
represented by the members of the jury, which are themselves representative of a variety of
stakeholders. The increasing importance of arguments related to environmental certifications in
competitions is showing indications of a shift of the ideal of quality in competitions and by extension in
most situations where architectural quality goes through a judgment process.

2.

Competitions as Empirical Situations

A first example can help highlight how sustainability as a new value system can be somehow counterproductive regarding the way in which we judge quality and sustainability altogether. This competition
was rigidly driven by the measurable requirements of low carbon performance: the Concours EDF
Architecture Bas Carbone 2011. This was the 4th edition of this competition, organized by EDF
(Electricite de France) on the premise that “the low carbon performance requirement stimulates
architectural innovation on all the planes and drives design towards a global quality that privileges
comfort and harmony with the habitat.” [2, p.15]. In spite of the fact that the jury consisted of mostly
architects, the jury’s comments regarding the winning project were very divided since there was much
concern about the lack of overall architectural quality, while all competitors very rigidly addressed the
question of carbon emissions. It is clear that technical solutions won this competition. In fact, the state
architect/urbanist, a member of the minister of ecology of sustainable development and a member of
the jury, voiced profound concern about the project saying that, “I have some fears with regards to the
image, as part of a larger whole, and with the omissions it may encourage. I think that we must one
day give ourselves the means to analyse the existent correlation between the technical solutions and
the urban form and to measure these on the architecture.” [2, p.29] (Figure 1).
This competition is indicative that a serious problem is emerging in architectural competitions when
the winning project of an architectural competition is lacking architectural qualities. The rigid
environmental requirements can be considered as the invisible ‘member of the jury’, driving the entire
deliberation process by focusing heavily on the questions of carbon emission, while essentially
ignoring the overall qualitative architectural debate. Our research on competitions conducted with
scholars at the Laboratoire d'étude de l'architecture potentielle (www.leap.umontreal.ca) in recent
years have shown that environmental experts and certifications are not only problematic for the jury
process, but they also seem to impact the design phase, shifting the designer’s focus to technological
solutions.

Figure 1: Winning project of the « EDF Architecture Bas Carbone » 2011, les Docks de Saint-Ouen, Saint-Ouen
(Seine-Saint-Denis). X-TU Architectes, avec Berim et le Sommer (source: d’a hors série, 2011).
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What is interesting with this example is that it is a competition for young architects dedicated to
sustainability. Rather than finding innovative ways to address the very complex questions, it seems
that the low carbon achievements became the competition prize.
There seems to be an increasing occurrence, where the least controversial project wins rather than
the best overall project whenever it comes to questions of energy performance. It follows that a
building could be at once, an exceptionally performing building and considered high quality on this
question, and yet on other qualitative architectural aspects, such as symbolism, identity, space,
fluidity, etc., it is judged extremely poor.
Let us highlight here that the competition process is a format that allows comparisons among a variety
of proposals each addressing the same given problematic. In the domain of architecture, it is mostly
through comparison and debate that we can create new knowledge. This is noteworthy because
usually the preservation of historical buildings is precisely supported by a strong qualitative appraisal
of their value. What happens then when we consider the complex issue of the qualitative assessment
of historical buildings in the growing demand for sustainability?

3.

Can Historical Buildings Compete with Contemporary Buildings?

A recent survey in New York showed some astounding paradoxes regarding our current impetus
towards the use of environmental certifications for many new commercial or public buildings. The city
of New York ran a citywide survey of more than 2500 commercial high-rise buildings in Manhattan in
in 2012. The buildings surveyed were the largest in New York and account for just 2% of the
approximately one million buildings in the city, yet they also account for about 45% of the energy used
by the whole set of New York buildings. The buildings were compared with regards to their energy
efficiency. The Environmental Protection Agency’s Energy Star rating was used to score the energy
efficiency of these commercial buildings considering that a minimum energy score of 75 is needed to
pass the Energy Star rating.
The Chrysler building, constructed between 1928-1930, and designed by architect William Van Alen is
an example of an Art Deco style masterpiece. In 1976, this building was declared a national historic
landmark. It is 77 stories high. At the time it was built, in 1930, it was considered the tallest building in
the world, at 319 metres. But it only retained this claim until the Empire State Building was completed
the year after, in 1931, designed by architect William F. Lamb from the architectural firm Shreve, Lamb
and Harmon. The Empire State Building was 381 metres (102 stories) and kept this claim until 1972.
Both these buildings were part of this energy efficiency survey. Some of the results of this survey were
unexpected.
The Chrysler building (Figure 2, left) received a score of 85, a very respectable score, as it was 10
points beyond an acceptable minimum. The Empire State building (Figure 2, middle) received a score
of 80, also quite respectable. Both buildings were built during a time where the questions of
sustainability were far off into the very distant horizon and the debate on architectural quality was not
substantiated through questions of energy efficiency. When we compare the results of these two
buildings with that of the 7 World Trade Center building, built in 2006, 52 stories, LEED Gold certified,
and the first LEED certified commercial building in New York, the results are somewhat surprising. The
7 World Trade Center building (Figure 2, right) received a score of 74, below the optimal threshold.
The less than optimal performance of the 7 World Trade Center Building is not surprising since LEED
New Construction, which is the certification received for this building, evaluates buildings before the
occupancy phase without a follow-up after tenants move in. Yet this building is highly appreciated
because of its LEED Gold label. Older buildings have their own intrinsic values of appreciation, which
have nothing to do with the LEED label. The Chrysler building is one of the most identifiable icons of
New York City’s skyline. And they fair rather well when faced with today’s energy survey, to some
extent because older buildings have superior thermal envelopes as a result of their thick walls, less
glass, and less ventilation.
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Figure 2: (left) Chrysler Building, New York, built 1930, 77 stories, energy score 85; (middle) Empire State
Building, New York, built 1931, 102 stories, energy score 80; (right) 7 World Trade Center, New York, built 2006,
52 stories, energy score 74.

Consequently, the Empire state and Chrysler buildings were both recently retrofitted with upgrades to
their energy and water systems and from these renovations, both received LEED Gold certifications
for existing buildings, in 2011 and 2012 respectively. The Chrysler building had however already won
the Energy Star credibility in 2008, three years before these retrofits.
The unexpected results of this survey as well as the results of many architectural competitions that
must meet very rigid certification requirements even before any other requirements, highlights the very
crucial question of what is the value added by these certifications today. Can we say that our present
unsustainability condition represents a ‘crisis within a crisis’? In order to address such a complex
issue, it appears necessary to revise both our epistemological and operational frameworks.

4.

Sustainability: A Crisis Within a Crisis

We have seen how environmental norms can be counter-productive in competitions. We have also
seen that some historical buildings can compete with contemporary buildings if we reduce our
understanding of sustainability to that of the certification or rating tools. In addition, our previous
researches on evaluation practices and qualitative judgment suggest that the sudden introduction of
environmental certifications in the architectural competition can be at the expense of a more
qualitative assessment of the design project [1].
Let us highlight here that research on tools, certifications and methods for assessing concerns related
to sustainability, particularly the environmental pillar, has been conducted since the early 70’s. This
reflective, at times critical, activity is growing exponentially, as these instruments are continually being
improved and as new ones are constantly being introduced to address newly uncovered concerns or
impacts. Whether this increasing precision in todays’ tools for assessing environmental or social
impacts is actually getting us closer to a more sustainable development is unclear and is the subject of
another research. But what is evident is that there is a huge disciplinary gap between the enormous
body of research on evaluation tools for environmental, economic or social sustainability, many of
which are oriented towards performance efficiency and optimization, and the shallow body of research
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on how these are used in design projects, particularly on architectural and urban design, and how they
impact the outcomes of these designs. There is little regard to how these tools are ultimately adopted
by professionals, including architects, urban designers, or even public planners – in a context of
design for sustainability.
In this light, we cannot avoid a deep reflection and criticism of these tools, not only at the
epistemological or operational levels, but also at the ontological level. So doing our current research
program endeavours a deconstruction of environmental management tools from this perspective.

4.1 Ontological Definition: Plethora of Tools, Lack of Integration
The environmental management tools and methods that are increasingly being used in design projects
are as diverse around the globe as they have been in time. The tools have been in constant
fluctuation, as they are constantly being modified to better handle the on-going limitations. And as we
can see through the variety of environmental building certifications systems around the world, there is
an attempt to accommodate these concerns with regards to the varying cultures and climates (Figure
3).

Figure 3: Environmental building certifications around the world (source: http://www.usgbc.org/International)

The paradox at the international level is that there is a demand to find development solutions that
integrate concerns related to the four pillars of a sustainable development (culture, social, economic,
and environment), yet the tools that are being developed do the exact opposite. The current
environmental management tools reduce the concerns in any one pillar to a series of fragments of
concerns. These reductionist tools are being heavily advocated for development projects around the
world, whether they are urban, architectural or landscape projects. They have become increasingly
prevalent for many reasons, two of which are that: (1) They simplify a very complex problem into a
manageable set of criteria; and (2) we are embedded in a risk society obsessed with the quantification
and prediction of risks. The question that comes up at this time is: what kind of unintended
consequences will emerge from actions based on such reductionist tools for addressing the very
complex problems of architectural projects in the contemporary context of sustainability?
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4.2 Operational Concerns: Contradictions from their Use
Even if the intentions of any green building certification system are to seek to reduce environmental
impact of the building, unintended consequences often arise from their use. If we take the example of
the LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) certification, which is consequently the
basis of many other certifications, it is based on a point system. It is very standardized, usually for a
national context. In fact, there is actually very little adjustment from country to country, even if the
climate, the geography, the cultures and the societal habits are very different. Here, we can see that
such a universal system has trouble addressing the specificities of projects. This standardization, in
many cases, will encourage the game of ‘finding the most points’, rather than the searching for the
most appropriate and efficient technologies for the given site, or more generally, exploring innovative
or creative approaches towards environmental, social and cultural responsibility. So the project is set
against the point system rather than using the criteria of the certification as a set of universally
accepted general guidelines that may or may not be appropriate for any specific project. Often,
creative and unique approaches, which may offer transformational sustainable improvements, are just
not considered in the LEED point system because they cannot be proven to be an improvement, as
they are not ‘tried and tested’ technical solutions.
In addition, we are seeing an increasing number of buildings being certified, where the notion of green
certification is contradictory to the purpose of the building itself. For example, the spaceport project
won by Foster and Partners in New Mexico, USA, located in the middle of a desert. The enormous
amount of toxins emitted from the use of this spaceport allows us to question: what is LEED certifying?
This project is designed to be LEED Platinum, the strictest of the LEED certifications. Will the
performance improvements obtained from a LEED Platinum certification outweigh the emissions
resulting from the building’s operations? Unlikely.
In fact there have been several studies regarding the performance outcome of LEED certified
buildings. A first research has shown that there is no correlation between the level of LEED
certification and energy performance of post-occupancy buildings [9]. A second research has shown
that LEED-certified buildings do not collectively use less energy than their non-LEED counterparts
[10].

4.3 Epistemological Reflections: Risk Society, Technology, and Expertise
What we are increasingly observing, particularly through the growing imposition of the use of
environmental certifications for public buildings, is an evaluation of quality emerging from risk society.
Proving that a building is environmentally sustainable through the acquisition of some green building
certification has become a goal in itself. How are these certifications shifting the ideal of quality in
today’s buildings? A more rhetorical question would be: are buildings allowed to be beautiful today?
This question actually introduces a contemporary paradox where risk society and its plethora of
environmental analysis or prescriptive tools are redefining quality in general. This has become an
epistemological problem since quantifiable empirical data is increasingly needed to design and judge a
quality building.
"Risk may be defined as a systematic way of dealing with hazards and insecurities induced and
introduced by modernization itself'' [3, p.21]. By modernization we mean the way humans increasingly
seek technological mastery over nature. Risk society is "a society increasingly preoccupied with the
future (and also with safety), which generates the notion of risk” [4, p.3]. It describes the way that
modern society responds to risk. Risk society emerged with the growing concerns of environmental
risk - as these had come to be the predominant product of industrial society – and development of
probabilistic risk assessment. The prevention of these ‘manufactured’ risks through measurable,
predictable means became inadequate in a society where risks were being introduced faster than they
could be understood, let alone quantified. So even if this modern understanding of risk was supposed
to help humans control their future or to normalize it, attempts to control the future through these
measurable methods have led to the realization that humans need different approaches for relating
with uncertainty.
With the increasing need to quantify environmental risk, there is a parallel imposition of environmental
experts embedded within architectural projects. Should the question of expertise be reconsidered and
evaluated within the general theory of qualitative judgment?
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We have observed in various European and North American competitions today, that when
environmental experts are “part of the jury”, the deliberation may result in a series of discursive
deadlocks directly related to the gap between the specific and varying lexicons of the many members
of the jury. Qualitative debate is needed to collectively construct and agree on the best overall project.
When a deadlock is reached, then this implies that we cannot arrive at a best project since the debate
is circumvented by the quantitative rigidity of the experts. It is difficult then to circumvent the general
theory of judgment in dealing with this discursive gap. According to Dewey reflective thinking is
judgment suspended during further inquiry, where a state of doubt is maintained until some conclusion
can be finally reached [5]. In order to reach a judgment, a series of inquiries where elements such as
evidential facts, principles, and tacit knowledge, may all be necessary. Evidential facts are a result of
the evaluation of empirical data – an objective perspective. Principles provide the worldview – a
normative perspective. Tacit knowledge is the knowledge acquired through experience and is
considered subjective, where experience is the natural stimuli for reflective inquiry. These three can
be related to what Habermas terms the cognitive-instrumental (objective), the moral-practical
(normative), and the aesthetic-expressive (subjective); all three dimensions of modern culture that
have become increasingly detached as they have become increasingly expert driven [6]. From this
point of view, the declared experts can be easily observed to provide quick conclusions in their
evaluations, since they assume to have enough evidence – however on their very fragmented vision of
the project. Architects in the jury, on the other hand, are observed to be in a continual state of
suspended conclusion and reflective thinking, grounding the information from declared experts within
their overall project experience.
As far back as 1954 (original French publication), according to Ellul, the paradox with technology is
that it drives intention and so individuals have become the slaves of the technologic society, where
“the multiplicity of means is reduced to one: the most efficient” [8, p.21]. And yet,
“(...) the individual participates only to the degree that he is subordinate to the search for
efficiency, to the degree that he resists all the currents today considered secondary, such as
aesthetics, ethics, fantasy. Insofar as the individual represents this abstract tendency, he is
permitted to participate in the technical creation, which is increasingly independent of him and
increasingly linked to its own mathematical law.” [8, p.74]
For this author, the search for efficiency has overwhelmed the individual’s ability to consider other
ways of thinking, such as aesthetics, ethics, etc. impoverishing humanity’s ability for creativity and
reflection. The rigid use of environmental certifications for architectural projects has become a main
protagonist of this impoverishment.

5.

Conclusion

As the recent New York survey showed, older commercial high-rise buildings tend to be more energy
efficient because of their larger mass and are therefore naturally insulated through this very
characteristic. It may be that whether the architecture is a result of a competition or a call for tender, it
seems that the expertise on heritage preservation and the understanding of the historical value of
buildings would be more sustainable than the ‘mechanical’ imposition of norms and certifications of
performance which can be at times put into question. There is still much work to do on the method for
evaluation. This question of evaluation becomes crucial when trying to judge overall architectural
quality. Although in North America competitions are rarely addressing historical preservation issues,
most European contexts witness a real clash between the problematic of qualitative judgment,
heritage preservation and sustainability.
Finally, the dichotomy between performance measurements and the complexity of projects is a
disciplinary problematic. This becomes quite evident when we confront today’s performance
measurements with historical buildings. This increasing need to quantify quality represents a point of
fragility since architectural projects are judged nowadays by measuring quality, rather than through
debate. But can we speak of heritage conservation outside a collective construction?
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Abstract
The case studies considered are Duisburg North Park, 1999, and the winner of the Valencian Central
Park project competition, 2011. Duisburg was one of the first sustainable parks created and the
Valencian case study is a recent sustainable park.
In Duisburg North Park sustainable actions are delivered by passive measures: maintenance of preexisting constructions as ruins, implying a low cost intervention and historical preservation, analysis of
the water cycle, closing some contaminated areas to public and allowing spontaneous growth of
vegetation, among others.
In Central Park Valencia, sustainability is manifested through technological advances in the field
combined with passive design: catalogued protection of the industrial heritage, the bowl design of park
structures for collecting rainwater, the choice of plant species of low water consumption, among
others. Highlighted active measures include: the use of low-carbon technologies, and drip irrigation
with recycled water, sustainable urban drainage systems, LED lighting with daylight sensors and
implementation of geothermal collectors.
After comparative analysis of both cases, the presentation raises the debate about the need to
combine passive and active mechanisms in the design of sustainable parks, establishing relationships
and differences between the two.
Keywords: sustainable, passive, active, park, Duisburg, Valencia.

1. Features of sustainable park
Firstly it is necessary to define what we mean when describing a sustainable park. According to the
definition of CRANZ and BOLAND [1], the sustainable park is the latest model in the evolution of park
design, which appearing in 1990, characterized by the following features:
•Self-sufficiency with regards to natural resources and maintenance.
•Resolve larger urban problems, such as fragmentation and conurbation.
•Create a new standard for aesthetics standards, innovating landscape management both in parks
and urban spaces.
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Social Goal
Activities
Size
Relation to the city
Order
Elements
Promoters
Beneficiaries

SUSTAINABLE PARK
1990 - PRESENT
Health, ecology.
Walking, excursions, cycling, recreation, enjoyment of nature, culture.
Diverse, generally in form of corridors
Linked to a larger urban system.
Shape and area are adapted to solve an urban problem.
Native plants, ecological restoration, green infrastructure, resource selfsufficiency.
Environmentalists, local communities, landscape architects, volunteer
groups.
Residents, wildfire, city spaces.

Fig. 1: Features of sustainable park. Chart adapted from CRANZ and BOLAND[2]

Further demonstrate that, Duisburg North Park (DNP) and Central Park Valencia (PCV) satisfy the
requirements indicated in the chart. Both are partially self-sufficient with regards to material resources
and maintenance, do not have a heavy energy consumption, do not waste resources (such as water)
and have established mechanisms for the treatment of residues.
Both parks solve large urban problems, DNP forms a green belt within a conurbation zone of
fragmented infrastructure. PCV will eventually successfully link six different areas physically separated
by train lines. The park and boulevard will also improve social permeability and will give the city a
central focus.
1.1

Passive and active measures in the design of sustainable parks.

In the definition of a sustainble park one differentiates between passive and active measures.
Passive mesuares are based on the rational use of different shapes and materials related to design.
An example of these could be: the choice of plants with low water consumption, investigation into
lowering maintenance costs, consideration and treatment of the water cycle, low cost interventions
involving existing material, among others.
Active systems are related to the use of new technologies, such as renewable energy (solar, wind and
photovoltaic energy), also systems which need an initial input of energy to function (domotics, daylight
sensors...)

2. Features of Duisburg North Park
The decline of industrial activity in the Ruhr left large areas contaminated by the coal, iron and steel
industry, with a strange landscape, environmental damage and contaminated soils.
The Emscher Park International Exhibition Building (IBA) was created to repair the area
(environmentally, economically and culturally) on the former site of the steelmaker Thyssen, including
2
the park inside a large urban green system, as part of a green corridor of about 300 km .
One of the main projects of the IBA Emscher Park is Duisburg North Park. The area has a dimension
of 230 hectares, located between several urban centres and is crossed by huge traffic arteries.
The project, designed by Peter Latz, produced a metamorphosis of the industrial buildings,
considering them as a ruin to be conquered by vegetation. The main interventions are in the area
where constructions accumulate, the remaining land, 200 hectares, are areas where leaves grow
spontaneously vegetation, there are some areas, like where was the lake of coal tar covered today,
which are closed to the public due to the high pollution.
Multiple sports and leisure activities have been developed in the park, such as the exploitation of the
scars and cracks in the walls of the ore deposits for use as a climbing wall, a dive centre in the gas
works and the ability to go cycling in the entire area.
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The park is divided in four different sections

[3]

:

-AREA A- The industrial buildings are concentrated forming the cultural center of the park. Activities
held in this area include summer film screenings, theatre, operas and concerts at the Old Hall, largescale events in the Power Plant and various cultural activities in the Storeroom.
-AREA B- The northwest area composed of the bunkers, the old Emscher, and the wind power plant.
Diverse sport and leisure activities: the huge detritus walls are used for climbing, there is a diving
center in the old gasometer, cycling throughout the whole area…
-AREA C- Educational farm; maintains a record of the agricultural past of the place.
-AREA D- Areas with high contamination are closed to the public. One of the most polluted areas,
where the coke plant was situated is now converted to a tertiary center.
The park has achieved social and economic regeneration of an area marked by the economic crisis
after the closing of industry whilst preserving the industrial heritage of the area.

3. Duisburg North Park: Sustainable measures and considerations applied
All the main sustainable measures in DNP are passive, thus alluding to the design, but each assume a
different character: environmental, social and economic. Sustainable measures considered in the
project can be summarized in the themes developed below.
3.1

Conservation of industrial heritage. Historical memory.

Despite the apparent low heritage value of the remains, they have been maintained in the park,
reconfigured as their symbol of identity; helped the zonification of the park and form the basis for many
recreational and sporting activities.
In addition to the conservation of the industrial ruins, their recycling has two objectives:
- Low operational cost: In comparison to dismantling, conservation is a low-cost intervention, as the
former was estimated at 50 million euros, while the current project cost about 15 million euros, not
including new building, demolition and decontamination.
- Generation of a tourist attraction: The park is integrated within the Emscher industrial route, and
designed so as to generate a green, industrial themed corridor.
3.2

Analysis and study of the water cycle

The ”Old Emscher” was a channel which used to transport the waste material from the steelmaking
process to the river Emscher. The intervention has achieved that the channel now carries clean water
gathered from the roofs of buildings and other horizontal surfaces to the ponds and gardens. Sewage
waste is transported away via sealed underground tubes 3.5 metres in diameter. This facility was one
[4]
of the biggest investments of the park .
A wind-powered water wheel installed in a factory tower has been used to improve the oxygenation of
the water.
3.3

Consideration of waste

Soil at the site was contaminated with arsenic, cyanide[5] and polyaromatic hydrocarbons among
others. The following measures were carried out according to the German federal soil protection
Bundes-Bodenschutzgesetz (BBodSchG) law of 1998 which refers to former industrial facilities,
Altstandorten [6].
- Decontamination measures: cleaning the contaminated site
500 tonnes of arsenic mud was removed from settling tanks, which were drained and the slime
moved to other old mines.
The old sinter plant was demolished almost entirely due to serious pollution. Contaminated materials
were stored in sealed containers in sinter deposits and covered with roof gardens. The stones which
were not contaminated were grounded and used to form new land surfaces and aggregates for
concrete.
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-Safety measures include a long term reduction of the spread of the polluting agent.
The dams that crossed the park carried high pH slag and therefore were able to bind heavy metals.
[7]
The external surfaces are covered by dolomitic limestone chips, also with a high pH .
-Protection and limitation measures: When it is not possible to apply the aforementioned measures for
technical and economic reasons, the area is closed and access restricted.
The soils of the coking plant, which was demolished, are contaminated with polyaromatic
hydrocarbons. In the project it was decided that the place was to remain a part of the park and to
accept a slow release of gas during several generations to allow a reduction in contamination, limiting
the use of the area to bicycle riding and walking only. Currently these lands are not part of the park a
tertiary centre has been built on them.
It was decided during the project to close some highly contaminated areas, such as the coal and tar
lake, and take no action on them. At present the coal and tar lake has been covered.
The model therefore seeks to isolate the toxic substances from the natural cycle through: cleaning
highly polluted areas, moving the waste to another place or to maintain it in place if is completely
isolated. Finally, to counteract heavily polluted land whose removal or isolation is uneconomical and
technically unfeasible the area may be closed to the public.
3.4 Recycling of materials
The industrial structures themselves were recycled because, as discussed, they serve as a basis for
sporting activities, such as the use of a former gas tank as a dive center, mining deposits as climbing
walls ... also some of the local materials were reused. In the central square, piazza metallica, the floor
is made from sheet metal from the melting tanks. Demolition debris has also been used as a substrate
for new plantations, recycled concrete or pavements. Some overpasses and stairs have been made
with existing steel, for example with the steel from dismantled maintenance corridors.
3.5 Low maintenance cost
The park has a total of 230 hectares, and 200 of them are composed of land where vegetation is
allowed to grow spontaneously without special care. Areas that were closed due to pollution do not
require maintenance. Also the system collecting rainwater from roofs managed to reduce maintenance
costs.
In 1999, the maintenance cost for the entire park was 1,789,521€ (3.5 DM). In comparison, in the
same year the budget for labour and maintenance of Regent Park in London, half the surface area of
[8]
DNP, was 3.125.980 € (£2.2 million) .
Despite the low cost of maintenance the park maintains a high diversity of plant species through the
action of gardeners trained to maintain the variety of vegetation found there.
Also exist in the park other measures about diminution of energy consume, as the wind-power plant,
[9]
the photovoltaic system and the solar panels .
3.6 Social and economic issues
Because of the industrial crisis many miners and steelmakers lost their jobs. The unemployment rate
in the Ruhr, which was 0.6% in 1970, reached 12.2% in 2000. One objective of the IBA was to
regenerate socially the zone and to generate employment.
Although the tourism industry only generated a fraction of the employment in the region, in 1999 DNP
employed between 250 and 300 people, therefore, the environmental revitalization of the area
attracted investment. The technology sector accounted for the bulk of job creation. Specialization in
the technology sector directed towards the environment and waste treatment, and therefore against
[10]
in 2004 this
the environmental consequences of the old industries. According to HOSPERS
environmental technology cluster created more than 100,000 jobs, a number that keeps growing.
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Fig.2: Duisburg North Park project, plan based on TATE [11]

4. Features of Central Park Valencia
The grounds of the central station, located in the centre of Valencia will provide 80 hectares of land to
the city once the train tracks are buried underground. The train tracks divide the city of Valencia in two
parts, creating a physical barrier between six neighborhoods.
The Central Park and a new boulevard, both designed by Gustafson Porter team, have been designed
to occupy the empty urban space, aiming to promote permeability between different neighborhoods.
The park's mission is to connect the disjointed parts of the city, it is also the opportunity to provide the
city with a large park, as it is devoid of green spaces.
The proposed uses of the park are varied and are related to culture and leisure, such as a library, a
restaurant, or a space for children, among others.

5. Central Park Valencia: Consideration of the sustainable measures applied
The measures under consideration are passive and active. The park has used BREEAM certification
as a design tool, which assesses the sustainability level of the proposal, it is a voluntary certificate with
international recognition. The following fields have been developed to achieve future certification:
climate and energy issues (studying the topography of the park to allow maximum storage rain water),
community, workplace design (residential streets as safe spaces for recommendations urban
insurance), ecology and biodiversity (mostly native trees and shrubs), transportation (bicycle network
planning), resources (low impact material) and economy and buildings (although these actions have
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been determined by preliminary planning and are more difficult to justify.)[12] They can be summarized
as detailed in the following points.
5.1

Conservation of industrial heritage. Historical memory.

Regarding to industrial heritage, the park's design seeks to preserve the historical memory of the zone
via the existing industrial structure. The warehouse workshops of Renfe, most likely designed by
Demetrio Ribes, will be preserved and restored in their original location, but the covered springs which
are on the route of the new undercover rail tunnel, will be moved to the perimeter of the park allowing
their preservation. The covered springs were also catalogued by the General Urban Development
Plan of Valencia in the areas of Sant Marcel.li y Camí Reial, although they suggested their transfer to
a different location.
5.2

Analysis and study of the water cycle

On the surface of the park will be arranged sustainable drainage systems (SUDS) that collect
rainwater. In addition, one of the main strategies is divide the area in different bowls. The park is
divided into six bowls sloping inwards. The rain water in SUDS will be collected in the soakage pits
(polypropylene compounds modules) located in these low points. Subsequently a pump lifts the water
and gray water will be recycled. Specifically in the park is collected 35.6% of the consumption needs
of the park (irrigation and fountains) and the boulevard 62% of the same amount.
The central lake ecosystem is proposed as cleaning (grey water) and also proposed drip irrigation and
low water consumption plants.
5.3

Consideration of waste

In this case there is no highly contaminated soil due to industrial activity. Other measures have been
taken in consideration of future park waste.
- Organic waste: It is proposed to have a composter to process and reuse materials from pruning and
cleaning.
- Light pollution: Uplighting will be minimized, thereby reducing light pollution and energy consumption.
5.4

Recycling of materials

Stone blocks currently existing on site will be recycled for new flooring and the steel rails will be used
in the construction of retaining walls and pergolas.
5.5

Low maintenance cost

- It is proposed to enforce a closing time and therefore the allow the possibility of regulating the daily
energy consumption.
- The proposal includes efficient external lighting systems controlled by daylight sensors, LED lighting
and photovoltaic technology will also be used and applied to the luminaires.
-Regarding energy capture, restored buildings will be provided with solar collection panels. Also a high
efficiency photovoltaic installation in the four warehouse workshop will be developed, which will
[13]
provide 60% of the energy consumed by the park .
-It intends to implement in buildings of the park sensors geothermal and biomass, for heating, air
conditioning and hot water production.
5.6

Social and economic issues

The development of the Central Park project will be a social improvement for the environment, on one
hand there will be the union of the six districts and on the other is the regeneration of a degraded and
abandoned area. The design of the park is conditioned by the user.
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Fig. 3: Park Central Valencia project. Based on GUSTAFSON [14][15].
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6. Comparison and conclusions
Both parks are made by renound landscape architects, being the temporal distance between them of
12 years. In DNP sustainable measures taken, which made it, accordingly to numerous authors, one
of the first sustainable parks, are passive, as they allude to the low cost of maintenance and
execution, preserving the historical memory of the place, such as study of the cycle water, among
others. This is regardless of whether nowadays it has installed new mechanisms to control energy
consumption, since these were not considered to qualify as a sustainable park.
PCV has been certified by BREEAM as sustainable, by integrating new technologies and therefore
active measures. A whole study of energy strategies that can be applied in the park has been carried
out. Implementation of solar thermal, photovoltaic, biomass and geothermal energy technologies has
been proposed. With the implementation of the photovoltaic technology the park will generate sixty
[16]
percent of the energy which it consume .
The highlighted sustainable interventions include the geothermal wells, LED lighting, solar and
photovoltaic panels, and the composting facility. These are accompanied by other measures relating
to the design (passive) such as sustainable urban drainage systems, reduction of paved areas and the
choice of plant species with low water consumption.

Valencia Central Park

Duisburg North Park

Social

Active

Enviormental

Natural oxygenation
of water by the wind
plant.

Low maintenance
cost:
Solar and
photovoltaic panels.

Passive

Active

Passive

Conservation of industrial
heritage. Maintenance of the
ruins.

Conservation of the
industrial constructions by
moving them to the
perimeter.

Partially solve the conurbation
problem.

Improve the link between
neighborhoods, and social
mobility.

Water evacuation separate
system.

Gray water pumping

Sustainable urban drainage
systems.The park is
designed in bowls which
facilited the storage and
recycling of water. The use
of a lake as a water cleaning
system. Selection of plants
with low water consumption

Treatment of contaminated
soil with respect to technical
and economic considerations.
Low maintenance cost
-In most of the park vegetation
grows spontaneously.
-Reusing rainwater

Composter for future organic
waste.

Cleanup of contaminated
sites if it is necessary.

Low maintenance cost
-LED technology and solar
panels.
-Using photovoltaic lighting.
-Solar panels in buildings.
-Photovoltaic panels on the
roof of warehouse four.
-Geotherm wells in
buildings.
- Use biomass in restored
buildings

Recycling steel plates as new
pavement.
Use products of demolition for
concrete.

Recycling of railways for
retaining walls.
Recycling stones of the
place for new pavements.

Development of industrial
tourism.
Recovering environmentally
the area for new investments.

Promotion of tourism.
Investments in marginal
neighborhoods.

Fig. 4: Table of sustainable measures applied in projects. Created by the authors.
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In Figure 4 we can compare the different measures applied to achieve sustainability in both parks. In
the case of DNP the measures are passive and are included in the design, in the case of PCV the
interventions are varied.
In the case of DNP, the IBA, a territorial institution, lead the intervention for the conservation of the
heritage and industrial ruins. In PCV, industrial buildings with heritage value, have been preserved
more traditionally, creating a testimony to the railroad history of the area. The town planning and
protection of the industrial heritage was determined by the Special Plan for Internal Reform. It also
decided to move the former industrial warehouses away from the trajectory of the the new rail tunnel,
allowing their preservation.
Sustainable urban park projects should be a perfect integration between the design of passive and
active measures for energy saving, so that the latter do not become liabilities. The active measures
need to be integrated into the design and serve to strengthen the passive measures. An example of
these are the environmental measures considered in PCV. Specifically the rainwater storage and
recycling systemis designed simultaneously to the park itself allowing its installation to coincide with
the construction of the bowls used to define park zones.
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Abstract
Delta of river Evros, located in the frontier between Greece and Turkey at the crossroad of east and
west culture, consists of a physical form in the borderline between land and sea. Landscape designing
in a river’s delta environment requires the analysis of physical, geological, geographical and building
reserve parameters. Taking these factors into consideration, a strong conceptual background is
formed, which examines the significance of the borderline as a matter of structure both in the existing
environment and in the proposing one. In order to create a limbic space from the scratch and to
implement it in the landscape of Evro’s delta, my research focuses on the formation of a linear
structure. As a result, every particular physical procedure, which can generate a linear form, is
thoroughly examined. The requested linear structure is found in the pre-existing microstructures of
metals, which is transferred in the 3d space under the certain conditions of lineation and cleavage. As
far as the design process has been developing, the final curves create a route with several forks
interacting with the characteristics of the given environment and resulting in the creation of dry
ecosystems inside the flooding areas of the river’s delta. In the end the possibility of creating new
ecosystems with different characteristics inside existing ones through the creation of limbic spaces is
of great importance and could create a future approach in landscape design.
Keywords: landscape designing, landscape analysis, microstructures, borderline, limbic space

1.

Introduction

Delta of river Evros, as a physical phenomenon, triggers of human curiosity since ancient times.
According to Plutarch, delta was known as “Rhombus”, an expression to describe the constant
penetration of the water in the land and the formation of the river’s branches. Nowadays, Evros is
considered to be the longest river flowing in the Balkans. It stems from Bulgaria and just before
empting into the Aegean Sea, it bifurcates forming a biotope of great value, defined by two territories.
During the winter time period the land of the northern part of the delta stays dry, creating proper
conditions for cultivation, while the land of the southern part is flooded, preserving the growth of rare
plant communities and animal species.
Geographically, river Evros’ delta is a tabular ground occupying the intermediate space that separates
Greece from Turkey, Europe from Asia and the West from the East. As the river flows, it creates the
natural linear border between the two countries. Although both of them are claiming its ownership, the
only temporary residents of the site are the illegal immigrants and the birds. Furthermore, during the
past years, the construction of dams, dikes and artificial canals undermined its existence, resulting in
the gradual degradation of its ecosystem.
Being a vast territory, almost completely abandoned, river Evros’ delta provokes feelings of insecurity
and disorientation. The reasons are the innumerable natural and artificial water canals and the fact
that the environment of the delta is constantly changing, since the traces of previous conditions are
vanished due to the eternal water movement. Another fact is that the birds overpower the presence of
the humans, enhancing the natural sublime but also undermining the possible aesthetic dynamics of
the landscape.
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People have to look to nature and if they learn to look, it will become landscape [1]. Thus, the initial
purpose of the intervention is to recall the human presence on the site and to enrich their overall
experience of this rare natural formation. The necessary frames should be proposed in order to
manage the spatial quantities of the territory and subsequently to transform it into landscape. Possible
way of framing is the construction of paths and arrivals that guide the visitors’ movement, highlighting
interesting places and providing a way to look at the nature.
At first, are defined the structural characteristics of the context according to the physical and
geological parameters of the landscape. From the structural point of view, river Evros’ delta landscape
consists of a patchwork of surfaces along with the fishermen’s huts spread locally and unorganized
over the entire area. Thus, surfaces and points undermine the existence of the linear form. The
already existing network of the dikes is inadequate and therefore, it requires the implementation of a
new route, which can interact with some of them, by reshaping them, or diverting them.
This new route extends mainly along the flooding area of the river Evros’ delta, intersecting vertically
with its branches. Its position derives from the topography of the site and especially from the visible
and invisible borders of the landscape. The visible borders concern the areas of the alternative plant
communities, and the invisible borders underline the areas of different water salinity, including also
particular areas of birds’ activities as they are denoted in Fig.1.
After detecting where the new route extends, the strong conceptual background generates also the
possible designing methods. The design process focuses on the creation of a linear form that derives
from the borders of the landscape and occupies the limbic space between heterogeneous surfaces
such as the ground and the water. The intervention conceptually intends to create a megaform. In the
past, megaforms were distinguished thanks to their capacity to act as a catalytic agent in the context.
They were able to create new states of equilibrium, but still were perceived as consistent objects,
providing a sense of continuity [2]. The proposed linear form interacts constantly with the context of
river Evros’ delta and positively transforms it at a larger scale, acquiring a conceptual correlation with
the former megaforms.
Since the design process triggers of linear forms, the requested procedures that are able to generate
them, are found in the geological forms of the landscape and especially in the transitional spaces of
the local microstructures. The geologic turn reveals the vitality of the earth itself and proves that matter
is not passive; it awakens the ability to discern the force of things [3]. The examination of the typical
geological microstructures proves that the emerging linear structures bifurcate and reunite. The initial
designing purpose is to revise the geometry of these lines according to the established compositional
rules and then to apply them in the context by preserving their proportions and their flowing
characteristics [4].
Nowadays, there is an increasing interest on the way we are living on the planet earth, and the way
we interact with the geological phenomena. It can be claimed that we are like walking rocks, as part of
our aliveness is composed of geologic materials such as calcium, iron and phosphorous [5]. The
ground is no longer perceived as a thin, folded surface to build upon but something deeper and
meaningful. Additionally, the geological form devises new regimes of perception of the nonhuman [6].
Therefore, by analysing the existing landscape to its geological attributes and by transforming the
results of the analysis to the design procedure, it is possible to enable the visitors of the river Evros’
delta landscape to see and sense the slow and vast geologic dynamics as visible flows, delivering at
the same time the knowledge of the emergence of the geological space. In the end, the purpose of
designing the limbic space between the land and the sea is the perception of the natural landscape
along with the experience of the geological landscape.
1.1 Exploring the physical and geological context
Landscape designing in such a fragile ecosystem, requires the comprehension of both visible
characteristics and invisible procedures, which contribute to its topographic formation. All the physical
and geological parameters are taken into consideration so that the specific territorial relationships of
the site can be explored and for the definition of the conceptual background of the project.
As a functional apparatus, a river’s delta enables the gradual expansion of land over sea, through the
creation of alluvial depositions. Earth material is extracted from high speed river’s flow areas and is
later on reposed in the estuary of the river. This procedure of subtraction and reposition indicates the
gradual preponderance of land over sea. Before the river debouches into the sea, it widens and
creates a branching system, which extends like the Greek letter Delta (Δ). Structurally, there are four
main delta types: the radial type of delta, the birds’ treads type of delta, the lobed type and the sagittal
type as they appear in Fig.2. Evros’delta belongs to the lobed type, because the sediments caused by
the flowing water of its branches create irregular protrusions around lobes [7].
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Fig. 1: The borders of the plant and birds communities.

The network of the river’s branches and the water canals monitors the mixing process of the sweet
water of the river with the salty water of the sea. Along with the movement of the underground water,
salty sea water penetrates the land and causes a constant change of the substantial equilibrium,
which is crucial for the vitality of the ecosystem. On the one hand, the discharging areas of the
underground water form layers of organic material, which is essential for the growth of the rare
vegetation, and on the other hand, superficial waters classified according to their salinity, creates salty
and sweet water lakes. The most important lakes of delta’s ecosystem are: Lake Drana, Lake Nymfon
and Lake Paloukia, and sustain the accumulation of genetic material and nutritional substances.
This constant change of the salinity of the water is also responsible for the growth of the plant
communities. The most important components of the ecosystem’s plant diversity are: the halophytic
vegetation, which grows because of the high water’s salinity, the aquatic vegetation, the riparian
forests and the cultivated fields. Apart from the movement of the water, another crucial physical
parameter that configures the landscape is the depositional power of the wind, which results in the
creation of sand dunes and contributes as well to the growth of different types of vegetation [8]. All
these plant communities appear in zones and in combination with the water lakes define the
landscape as an extensive horizontal field of interconnected surfaces.
The internal sustainable relationship between the growth of plant communities and the movement of
the water establishes a perfectly regulated mechanism that supports the ecosystem, and determines
the existence of avifauna. Rare species of birds can find a shelter during their long migratory trip,
establishing their own boundaries in the landscape. There are areas where they rest, move and
reproduce, determined by the consistency of the ground and the vital ingredients of the vegetation.
Additionally, as far as the geological background is concerned, linear formations, tectonic fabrics and
transitional forms are the visual results of the hidden geological procedures that take place both in
micro and macro scale. The starting point of this research derives from the alluvial depositions of the
river Evros, which under certain conditions of pressure and temperature can create sedimentary rocks,
appearing in the landscape at most of spatial and temporal scales. By definition, deposition proceeds
when sediments, soil and rocks are added to a landform by building up layers. In some occasions,
flows imprinted on the microstructure’s surface of the sediments, create interesting linear shapes and
reveal natural procedures and physical forces that formed the sedimentary rock through the ages.
Thus, the microstructures of the landscape can be perceived as an icon of the infinite geological
processes.
In macro-scale, two layers of different sediments and rocks can never be in abutting engagement with
one another. There is always an additional layer, which exists between them and is always positioned
in vertical direction, known as the phyllitic layer [9]. These vertical layers along with the cracks that are
identified on the rock mass are the most obvious linear forms of the underground geologic formations.
.
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Fig. 2: The structural types of delta. From left to right: the radial type, the birds treads type, the lobed type and the
sagittal type.

In micro-scale, there is a variety of structures produced by procedures, believed to be chaotic. Two of
these procedures are responsible for the unexplored spatial geometries: foliation or cleavage and
lineation. The foliation causes the division of the microstructure’s surface into layers, while the
lineation defines the elements of the microstructure that display a standard linear orientation. Both
contribute to the emergence of the tectonic fabric [10].
Furthermore, geological parameters form the folds of the ground, which structure the matrix of the
river’s water flow. River’s route is defined by three main stages: the stage of youth, the stage of
maturity and the stage of anility. These stages are classified according to the section of the riverbed.
During the age of youth, riverbed section is shaped like “V”, which means that the ground is pretty
sharp resulting in the creation of waterfalls. Subsequently, the riverbed is shaped like “U”, and the river
follows a curved route, which locally forms meanders. Although during the first stage, the river erodes,
during the next stage the river deposits. In the end, when the river starts to bifurcate, the banks
become plain, leaning towards the sea. The water volume is very low implying that the deposition of
the extracted material reaches the highest point as the final stage of anility [11].
1.2 Introducing the concept of the “borderline”
The borderline identifies the context as the limbic space between controversial physical phenomena.
Delta’s environment appears to be the hinge between the physical transactions, supporting the bipolar
territorial relationships. While Evros provides the ground with sweet water, forming the surfaces of the
corresponding vegetation and the water lakes, its delta accommodates the slow penetration of the sea
streams inside the territory. The water surfaces become mixed and configure areas of different water
salinity and areas of controversial plant communities. The tide constantly changes the pre-established
orders and enables the coevolution of the dipoles: land and sea, areas of sweet and salty water and
the relative plant communities.
According to the geological phenomena, the borderline concerns the phyllitic layer, which is positioned
between the rock masses made of different materials: the lava or the sedimentation. The phyllitic layer
exists also between the layers of the masses created in different time periods. In the micro scale, the
concept of the borderline appears also in the tectonic fabric, which consists of two main structures: the
cleavage domains and the cleavage lamellae or the microlithons. The relation between the cleavage
domains can be parallel, anastomosing or conjugate as it is denoted in Fig.3. Since the microlithon is
located inside the cleavage domains, the borderline appears as the transitional space that separates
the one from the other and it can be either gradational or discrete [12], as it is shown in Fig.4. The
tectonic flow takes part along the transitional space between the cleavage domains and the
microlithons, or else in the limbic space between them.

Fig. 3: The relation between the cleavage domains. From left to right: the parallel, the anastomosing and the
conjugate.
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Fig. 4: The transition between the cleavage domains and the microlithons. From left to right: the gradational and
the discreet.

2.

Transforming the design process from the physical and geological principals

Primary design purpose is to explore the possible physical and geological parameters, so that they
can be transformed as the main conceptual tools for the design process. Actually, during the design
process, there are two distinct stages: the stage of research based mainly on observation and the
stage of proposal based mainly on composition. The concept of the borderline is introduced in order to
define the structures that emerge from the osmotic procedures of the physical and geological
phenomena.
In order to compose a linear structure, the design process focusses on the main procedures that are
able to generate it. The first procedure derives from the physical background of the river and the way
the folds of the riverbed are formed. The second focuses on the geological background and especially
on the characteristics of the rocks’ microstructures. There is a wide range of patterns to be explored,
which display lines and surfaces and are able to provide the design process with the essential
structural instructions.
The examination of a variety of such microstructures including the local rocks leads to the detection of
a particular rock called “rhyolite”. The root of the word comes from the Greek verb “reo”, which means
flow. Through the observation of the rhyolite’s microstructure, it is noticed, that the tectonic fabric is an
imprint of the flows that were created when the original material formed the rock.
At first sight, the flows of the rhyolite seem to be irregular. After observing the sequence of its patterns
formed through the ages, under specific environmental conditions, it is observed that the initial linear
forms gradually acquire additional curvature points and start to bifurcate and relink. As they extend on
the microstructure’s surface, the linear forms occupy lenticular transforming spaces framing the
cleavage domains as it is shown in Fig. 5. The microlithons appear inside these lenticular shapes. The
linear structures extending along the transitional field between the microlithons and the cleavage
domains are chosen to be used in the design process. Thus, in order to reproduce them, the design
process triggers of the geological procedures that are able to generate them: the foliation and the
cleavage.
2.1 Designing the limbic space
The design process establishes possible ways for the application of the foliation and lineation on the
plain board surface, in order to form the limbic space between the surfaces of the cleavage domains
and the microlithons. At first, the surface is divided into tandem stripes according to the division of the
rock’s microstructure into layers, imitating the way foliation is performed on the rock. The stripes are
not completely detached from the surface, because otherwise it would result in the creation of singular
useless stripes. Then, a curved linear system is imprinted on the cleaved surface, in an attempt to
operate the procedure of lineation on it. Different creased surfaces are produced with imprints of
alternative linear systems on them. After the particular linear system is established on the surface, the
model is put under pressure and as a result it creates folds, which could resemble to the shape of the
riverbed’s ground.
Afterwards, the wrinkled surface is additionally modified embedding some physical orders. As it is
already mentioned, certain folds of the riverbed direct the water flow and determine its stages.
Numerous folds that mark the beginning of the route on the surface create a rough background, just
like the stage of youth. Subsequently the folds of the surface become gentler and the linear system
forms meanders. The end of the route is marked by a completely osmotic field resembling to the final
stage of the river, when the folds of the surface become almost plain. Based on these physical
principals, the initial random folds are adjusted according to this physical conceptual background.
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Fig. 5: Typical microstructures. From left to right: the gradational transition between cleavage domains and
microlithons, the discreet transition and the lenticular shape appearing inside the cleavage domains.

Apart from the regulation of the pleated surface, some additional orders are applied to determine the
geometry of the linear structure that is inscribed on it. The analysis of the applied curving system
includes the definition of the distance between the curvature points, the regarding angles and the
proportions.
The process that leads to the regulation of the curves is described here. Firstly, a single line is
selected to be slightly deformed through a constant change of its curvature angle, just like the
sequence of the rhyolite’s microstructure. The results of these deformations are drawn one after the
other and create a regulated two-dimensional linear system. A single line is again pointed out of it and
is placed in mirror position in order to create the lenticular shape according to the cleavage domains
appearing in the microstructure. This along with the slightly deformed lines consists of the core of the
infinite system of the curves (Fig. 6). The additional rules concerning the distances and the angles
stem from that core and are repeated along the rest of the system and regulate it. Thereafter, the
spatial articulations of the deformed multiple curves along with the lenticular shapes are inscribed on
the divided surface and create a model of artificial contour lines (Fig. 7).
In the end the divided surface with the vertical contours, is put under pressure. The stripes move
because of the pressure and the linear imprints create folds on the surface. The angles and the
proportions of the distances that define the points of curvature are repeated except for the existence of
a particular angle that provokes a point of instability in the linear structure. All the lines have a
standard orientation and along with the folds generate the route, which forms an osmotic field like a
regulated artificial riverbed (Fig. 8).

3.

Forming the requested syntactical background of a curved line synthesis

In order to explore the syntactical background of the curved line synthesis, the distances, the angles
and the proportions of the conceptual linear structure should be applied on a route that derives from
the context. The linear structure is reshaped as it adopts the contextual characteristics. The
application causes the relocation of its curvature points, while its angles and its proportions stay the
same.

Fig. 6: The core of the infinite linear system. From left to right: the form of the lenticular shape, the distorted
curves of the system and the final outcome of the codification.
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Fig. 7: The linear system according to the rules of the core and the alternative regulated linear systems.

Fig. 8: The model of the pleated surface. From left to right: the folds that define the beginning of the route, the
bifurcating and relinking curves and the multiple folds that define the end of the route

As it passes through the interesting areas, the deriving route is deflected locally and in particular
occasions enters in to the water. In this point it starts to extend in a different way, acquiring multiple
curves according to the geometry of the artificial contour lines that were established before. The single
line is replaced by the pattern of the curves, which form the transitional osmotic field between the
route and the water surface. Its spatial formation associates two contradictory elements and derives
as an expansion of the coastline that marks lenticular grounds within the larger water surfaces.
Initially, the structure of the limbic space consists of two agglomerated parts: the torn surface and the
folds generated by the lines, resembling to the rock mass. Both of them enable the variable curvature
of the surface. On one hand, the divided surface illustrates the procedure of foliation where the parallel
stripes represent the traces of the divided layers of the rocks’ micro-surface. On the other hand the
linear imprints that generate the folds indicate the procedure of lineation and provide with the
horizontal continuity. In order to be incorporated in Evros’ delta landscape, these elements interact
with the spatial characteristics of the context. The surface where the geological procedures were
performed is replaced by the water surface of the context. Furthermore, the discontinuities caused by
the movable, almost detached, stripes are now inscribed in the landscape through the intermediate
voids that have been created as it is denoted in the second model of Fig. 9. These parallel vertical
surfaces consist in the backbone of the new and flexible structure and are reformed in order to support
structurally the bifurcating dikes. As a result, they display the undoing procedure of the interaction
between the conceptual pleated surface and the existing surface of the context.
The structural backbone provides a system of parallel buttresses endowing it with a sense of repetition
and rhythm. In addition, some of them are subtracted, while others are added in another place along
the linear intervention, in order to create spatial dilutions and densifications. These buttresses scan
the entire curved line composition and like blades slice the bifurcating paths into several parts just as
foliation subdivides the surface of the sediment’s microstructure. The backbone is made of steel and
arises in Evros’ delta landscape as a piece of land art.
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The composition is enriched by additional linear elements made of steel according to the procedure of
lineation as it is shown in the first model of Fig. 9. These elements extend along the site like
choreography, following the direction of the established dikes. They appear and disappear due to the
linear pattern of the initial structure and they unveil traces of its preexistence. Most of these linear
components are canopies, railings, ramps and bridges that are necessary for the composition’s
interaction with the water. Ramps made of steel intervene between the branches of the paths and the
water. In Lake Drana where the curved line composition starts to expand, tide and ebb occur every six
hours. As a result, the parts of the construction that are made of steel are gradually corroded,
imprinting the movement of the water on their surface.
The limbic space reveals structural continuities and discontinuities and appears in this landscape as
the transitional space between the land and the sea. Its materiality refers to the route that is formed as
a dike made of soil and the rest of the structural elements that are made of steel. The use of casting
and malleable materials tends to feed the confusion between artificial and natural. In the end, the
artificial landform interacts with the existing one through its materiality.
From functional point of view, the entire route extends to a distance of 25km, connecting the Lake
Drana, which is mainly constituted of salty water, with the Lake Nymphon, which is on the contrary
constituted of sweet water. When the route passes through the Lake Drana, it is formed according to
the rules of the initial patterns. It is deflected and enters the water, acquiring the characteristics of the
curved line synthesis. The metallic backbone appears in the landscape, fastening the system of the
bifurcating dikes horizontally and disconnecting them vertically by separating them into several parallel
parts. The flowing characteristics of the new dikes are enhanced by the extra metallic elements. The
leading dike is designed for the cars and the bicycles and as it locally bifurcates, it enables the
movement of the pedestrians. In a central point is also located a parking lot. The branches that are
designed for the pedestrians are developed like extended steps following the vertical direction of the
metallic backbone. There are four arrivals attached to them. Two of them are covered and are
designed appropriately for bird observation. Therefore, they are placed on the highest level of the
dikes. The rest are formed amphitheatrically, placed on the lowest level of the dikes and completely
exposed to the water.

4.

Conclusions

The use of the geological procedures in the design process results in the creation of a mutant
landscape. The new hybrid landscape transforms locally the existing ecology of the landscape,
exceeding the boundaries between natural and anthropogenic environment, between nature and
culture. It refers no more to a simple plan of a garden; instead it creates a landform reconstructing the
site itself.
The geometrical discipline of the entire architectural composition avoids approaching the complexity
and the smoothness of the natural form. The blades made of steel underline the remnants of the
folded initial surface and provide the razed plane of delta’s landscape with a sense of sharpness.
Thus, the existence of these parallel articulations that support the curved line system endows it with a
sense of accuracy, revealing at the same time the possible ways of its morphogenesis.
Additionally, the act of revealing the visible and the invisible borders of the context through the
implementation of the transformed geological space deliver to humans a versatile experience of the
entire landscape. The final outcome of the design process resembles to the act of scenography. The
metal surfaces are gradually distorted because of the water chemical reaction with some of the metal
substances.

Fig. 9: The syntactical elements of the curved line synthesis. From left to right: the spatial transformation of the
lineation and the foliation.
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As a result, natural forces, like the movement of the water, are exposed to human perception through
the materiality of the construction. Furthermore, the lenticular dry precincts accommodate exotic
vegetation and inform the visitors about the growing procedure of the vegetation.
In the end, the project constructs a new topography through the constant interaction with the context
of the Evros’ delta. The lenticular voids appear as holes in the water and create new forms of
inhabitation, smaller landscapes that can be expansive according to the length and curvature of their
artificial shore-lines. Eventually, exploring the matter of the borderline and composing the limbic
spaces between land and sea in vast territories like deltaic environments establishes new boundaries
for the existing surfaces and new ecologies.

Fig. 10: Top view of the linear structure that displays the way the route expands as it enters the lake Drana.

Fig. 11: Renders displaying the dry lenticular precincts and the relation between the natural and the artificial.
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Abstract
Architectural heritage is inseparable part of the city as whole and represents source for manifestation
of identity as well as the place for representing the identity. In that context, space is considerable
element of these relations and produces physical and psychical frame for perception of heritage. Thus,
investigating spaces of heritage, is search for the aspects of contemporary state of site, presentation
and visibility of monuments.
This paper represents a theoretical framework for design of spaces of heritage within living urban
ensembles in terms of landscape principals and landscape architecture approaches (socio economic,
ecological and perceptual) for overall treatment of landscape and sustainable management.
Through examination and critical investigation of landscape design practice for spaces of heritage in
Europe, it is presented contemporary state in landscape design of these sites as well the level of
integration in urban landscape.
Thinking about spaces of heritage as public open spaces from discourse of landscape and within the
frame of landscape architecture where landscape is seen as a space for living and social interaction,
together with the trend for the enjoyment of space could contribute to understanding of these sites and
creating their future what is presented as a concept for affirmation, integration and creative
preservation of architectural heritage in urban landscapes and urban structure of historic matrix of the
city.
Keywords: architectural heritage, urban landscape, historic landscape, identity, landscape
architecture.
* We would like to express our gratitude to Prof. Dr. E. Dimitriadis and Prof. Dr D. Drakoulis for their
support and assistance.

1.

Introduction

The question of affirmation and integration of architectural heritage in urban landscape, opens up the
question of landscape designing and respectively planning of landscapes and open spaces
surrounding architectural heritage.
In the last two or three decades great attention has been given to the conservation and rehabilitation
of such historical urban and rural sites, as expressed in recommendations given by UNESCO and
resolutions of ICOMOS. From this engagements the concept of historical urban landscape is also
created, that implies combination of natural characteristics and built spaces.
In Article 14 of The Venice Charter 1964: "The sites of monuments must be the object of special care
in order to safeguard their integrity and ensure that they are cleared and presented in a seemly
manner". The Charter further writes that "the conservation of a monument implies preserving a setting
which is not out of scale" (Article 6). It is worth to mention and UNESCO's Recommendation
concerning the safeguarding and contemporary role of historic areas (1976), that puts emphasis on
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the entire historical frame and the need to consider all valid elements "including human interventions,
no matter how modest they are" , that are significant in relation to the whole.
International conventions and charters about architectural heritage have common basic postulate that
the future of architectural heritage greatly depends on its integration in context of social life.
Therefore, Investigating spaces of heritage is, above all, search for the mechanisms of collecting,
preserving, researching and presenting testimonies of past within continuously changing urban
landscape, in structure of space. In that context, landscape is considerable element of these relations
and produces a frame for perception of heritage.
Today in many cases, archaeological sites and monuments within their natural environment and
landscape's setting are still far away from being integrated into their present day setting. Therefore,
the landscape design of a heritage site is still one of the most controversial and unsolved aesthetic
and functional design tasks.
In that context, Landscape architecture is here introduced as science and art dedicated to study and
design of landscape.
Two questions are set in this study: What are landscapes in the study of landscape architecture and
how are landscape approaches relevant for protection, enhancement and integration of architectural
heritage.

2.

Theoretical background: landscape and study of landscape architecture

For need of this study it is necessary to limit and explain the terms of landscape used in the study of
landscape architecture, that can provide adequate frame for forming the specific landscape
architecture approach for improvement of heritage sites.
Landscape is a very complicated and ambitious word which has been used in different connotations
for the purposes depending on the profession which it deals with, including geography, cultural
anthropology, archaeology.
First connotation that should be repeated is the one given by Michel Laure that the land becomes
landscape when it is described or seen in terms of its physiographic and environmental characteristics
[8]. As defined in European Landscape Convention, Florence 2000.: Landscape represents an area,
seen by human eye, which characteristics are result of activity and interrelation of natural and/or
human factors.In its broad definition landscape is the place where humans and nature interact.
Within landscape architecture, a number of scholars (Hayden, 1981, 1997; Jojola,1990; Rainey, 1997;
Stilgoe, 1982, 1998; Swentzell, 1990a; Zube 1994) view landscape not as a single uniform construct
but as a multiplicity of coexisting texts that either provide unity for a community or serve as an arena of
cultural tension and social conflict (Groth, 1997) [16].
For Jackson a landscape is “a collection of spaces made by a group of people who modify the natural
environment to survive, to create order, and to produce … society” (Jackson, 1995,p. 43; see also
Jackson, 1984, 1994). In viewing varied landscape elements as products of human values and
aspirations, Jackson maintains that a landscape “is never simply a natural space, a feature of the
natural environment” (1984, p. 156.) [3].
The landscape is both medium for and outcome of action and previous histories of action. Landscapes
are experienced in practice, in life activities [12]
The two major directions dominating landscape terminology are firstly the specific one, considering
landscape as a three dimensional environment, where man lives, works and spends his time; and
secondly an abstract one , where landscape is nothing other than what human senses can record.
That means the landscape is perceived as visual sensual and perceptual space according to the later
definition , and as an ecological space according to the former [1].
Contemporary trends following the spatial image of the landscape are observed as follows: landscape,
as an experience space, a space of social interaction. It is an approach recognizing its social
dimension. Landscape as a live recording that is an expression of social relationship and history, it is
an effort to comprehend it, to read it [1].
Therefore, we cannot derive that landscapes without users and activities that fulfill the essence of its
existence. It gets the attribute of quality ambient only through contribution to everyday life of users,
and therefore contributes and involves into cultural value.
Conclusion is that landscape cannot be seen inseparable from human activity in space over time.
Recent trend toward the “creative landscape”, as seen as an attempt to restore the lost meaning of
creation and creativity in landscape architecture and looks landscapes as works of art [1]. For John
Davey, ecological and community values derive directly from an understanding of human-nature
relationship and, indeed, that the formulation and understanding of this relationships is expressed in
and through art [3].
According to recent theoretical framework, landscape architecture is determined as science and art
dedicated to study and design of landscape.
Study of landscape architecture is the evaluation or exploring the potential suitability of the landscape
for social use, in the context of the conditions that created and form landscape [2].
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Landscape analysis is based on a socio-ecological and perceptual approach in order to specify the
potential, suitability, capacity and the capabilities for development (Ananiadou 1984).
During the landscape study of specific ecological, social, historical and cultural information about the
landscape are collected, revealing specific particularities and character of given landscape, its genius
loci, what represent backdrop for guiding principles necessary for decision making in design proposal.

3.

Conceptual framework: urban landscape – historic landscape

Urban landscape is seen as a result and synthesis of unity of human activities in space, and
processes of community life in motion and constant change - with one word the expression of total
culture of one environment and timeline, is alive, changeable living environment, in constantly
changeable time of always new meanings and brand new values [10]. On the other hand architectural
objects are the basis of physical structure of the city, they are according to their shape and character
the most static part of urban structure. Controversy is found in confrontation of past values contained
in terms identity, tradition, authenticity, uniqueness combined with architectural heritage on one hand,
and on the other, urban landscape presenting contemporary values and changing identity.
In historical centers open spaces are above all those at locations of archeological excavations. Areas
that are typical public spaces, have timeless landscape in collective subconscious. Cities that possess
rich architectural heritage express explicit historicity.
Historic landscape is therefore seen as a special case of landscape.
In our conscience, that designing of structures and free spaces gives places certain specific character
that we remember. Monuments and landscapes are therefore embedded in the social and individual
times of memory. Their pasts as much as their spaces are crucially constitutive of their presents.
Neither space nor time can be understood apart from social practices which serve to bind them
together [12].
Exactly such places have those qualities that are assumed as tradition and terms: authentic,
indigenous, autonomic, unique, unrepeatable and such. When talking about those places, it is
considered their specific, recognizable character, their spirit of place or genius loci. The fact that
historical cities and settlements today lose their identity more and more, due to the negative influence
of globalization processes, influences the disappearance of specific meanings of the place, their spirit
[9]. This process is seen in isolation of historic setting which is detached from its surrounding
environment.
A landscape has ontological import because it is lived in and through, mediated, worked on and
altered, replete with cultural meaning and symbolism – and not just something looked at or thought
about, an object merely for contemplation, depiction, representation and anesthetization [12].
Kevin Lynch stated that the images of environment are result of two processes within which the
surrounding points to differences and relations, within which the observers choose, organize and
connect with meaning that what they see. According to him, image is made through physical qualities
that refer to identity and structure [7]. And other researchers made similar differences between
"identity", the real appearance of the place, and "image", the combination of that identity with
perception of place by individual, with their own feelings and impressions of it [7].
Mental maps and images of the place and surroundings, especially common images, represent
backbone for research of perception of environment and landscape design [7].
in order to define potentials for future design, knowledge about specific particularities and features that
influence the character and identity of historic landscapes with prevailing historic value, explicit
historicity and sense of continuity, seem necessary.

4.
The role of landscape architecture approach for integration and affirmation of
heritage sites in urban landscape
" Attitude towards the past becomes creative if the architect is able to understand its inner meaning"
S. Gideon, in: Space, Time and Architecture
Given that historic landscapes are site specific because they contain notable historic information of
past activities and tradition attached with values as authenticity, and they contain a certain meaning
for social use and the inhabitants, it seems of crucial important , before approaching design to be done
landscape architecture study according to mentioned approaches fully with specific emphasis on the
symbolic resources that reveal historicity and genius loci.
Landscape architecture approaches toward analytical studying of different aspect and meaning of
landscape, and it its essence as product of human values and aspirations, establishes framework for
integration, affirmation and preservation of architectural heritage. This framework is seen in direct
relations that occurs between monuments as heritage historical values and urban landscape that is a
space for social activity and daily life, with its natural and cultural qualities.
Integration and affirmation of architectural heritage in urban landscape is determined by reading of the
particularities of the landscape’s setting of architectural heritage, historic landscape and its
surrounding urban environment, urban landscape.
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In order to accomplish successful design, two specific analysis should be applied on two previously
mentioned specific cases of landscapes (historic and urban) that are adjacent and simultaneously
intertwine.
First, the analysis of the architectural heritage and its historical setting: historic landscape; socioeconomic, historic context of the monument and its spatial-physical characteristics, ecological,
environmental characteristics, and perceptual approach, combining visual-aesthetic qualities with the
image of the place, its genius loci and its semiotic content which posses and express explicit historicity
and sense of continuity, as elaborated previously.
Second, to analyze live boundary urban environment-contemporary urban landscape according to
landscape analysis based on the socio-economic, ecological and perceptual principles leads in
defining landscape identity and character, what will give information for possibilities of altering social
activities and functions in sense of sustainable development.
These approaches are presented as part of the analysis that is involved in reading of the particular
landscape identity, what is a first step in design making decision.
Until now contemporary design approaches range from the absolute respect of the historic site /
memorial with a kind of allegiance to the new configuration historicity of the first, accompanied by a
marked tendency mimicry, especially in morphology and material selection, to the search for a more
free and creative approach design, without excluding original, innovative forms, structures, materials
and plantings for the new surgery, often alien to the character and the character of the landscape.
Displayed intermediate course views, which converge to the dominant current methods of
rehabilitation and enhancement of archaeological sites, which try to balance work as the previous two
and suggest mild (Astrinidis 1997: 16), and "invisible" (Lava 1998) interventions so as not to compete
with the site [5].
This is possible to achieve with design practice based on landscape architecture approaches for
treating of the historic places integrated to the urban landscape and public spaces, where historical
places are combined with public usage and enriched with the visual and cultural quality of open
urban spaces respecting ecological conditions.
Investigating spaces of heritage, is search for the aspects of contemporary state of site, presentation
and visibility of monuments.
According to data collected and presented before, we can conclude that the goal of the landscape
design and planning on archaeological site in order to provide integration of architectural heritage in
urban landscape, are argued in terms of:
1. perception, visibility and aesthetic qualities (design materials used, also planting as design tool) and
presentation of site for the public.
2. social and economic dimensions of sites involved through new functions and usages in terms of
tourism, education, information, leisure.
3. conservation of natural resources. (for spaces with special natural beauties)
Design practice of places of heritage should be oriented to create the link between the historical value
of the monument and social, cultural and natural value of the landscape. Possibility of integration the
sense of past within the visual character of the place, respecting the past values in its public life and
natural conditions avoiding on the same time mimicry of the past landscapes, greatly depends on the
creativity of the author.
Therefore, there is no doubt that such landscape architecture projects are seen as works of art, which
may project the enjoyment of space, not as an expression of nostalgia for the past, but as cultural
projects for a contemporary society [1].
Within the theoretical approach presented before, in order to enable integration of architectural
heritage in social context for purpose of their preservation, conversion of heritage sites into public
parks, squares and green spaces, based on appropriate design that includes landscape analysis
which respect the conditions of protection of historic monument, historic values and genius loci of
historic landscape will ensure creative preservation, resulting in improving conditions and quality of life
of residents and users within urban ensembles.

5.

Landscape design practice. Current state

Given that the particular design issue is site-specific and time-dependent it is considered necessary
that the new design proposal is adjusted to the individuality of the urban space in total [5]. In this
chapter are presented examples of designed heritage sites to demonstrate current state of the sites
where integration is examined through level of altering surrounding urban space whit emphasis on
land uses, without giving notice to specific particularities of design proposal.
Selection of heritage sites is based on next criteria:
1. sites within living urban ensembles, where a contemporary population is active.
2. presentation of heritage sites in its current state
3. sites where architectural concept of the heritage is possible to be perceived.
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5.1 The remains of Roman bath in Frankfurt's 'Domhügel' (Cathedral hill)/ German
Archeological finding is situated between the Cathedral, Schirn, Art Gallery and the Technical City
Hall. It was set up in 1972/73, during construction of the underground car park and the Technical City
Hall, as an open-air archaeological installation [18]. The site of Roman bath remains in Frankfurt lies
within active urban landscape. This example represent a case study of integrating heritage to the
physical setting of the urban fabric as using it as a component of the open public space The remains
are displayed in a park-like space, between buildings of the modern urban fabric [16].
In this case public access is altered through involving new social use in model of park for the heritage
site, making possible perception and visibility for the site with altering plantings what will improve
conditions and quality of life within contemporary urban landscape.

Fig. 1: The remains of Roman bath in Frankfurt's 'Domhügel' (Cathedral hill)/ German, [18]

5.2 Archeological findings on Michaelerplatz | Vienna | Austria
In the historical centre of Vienna, World Heritage City since 2001, the archaeological findings from
roman and medieval periods excavated in 1990-1991, are now integrated to the historical square,
Michaelerplatz, of the historic city. The contemporary design concept with modern materials enables
the historical structures to display in the historic urban landscape and enhance the quality of the
square (Wehdorn 2004: 67) [16].
Considering the high level of social use and visitation intensity within dominate structured space which
appears at the Michel square, the quality of the square has been increased with historical monument
as its main component. Square like solution is involved to alter new public use.

Fig. 2: Archeological findings on Michaelerplatz | Vienna | Austria,
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6.

The example of Thessaloniki, Greece

Greek cities have unique distinctiveness. In historical centers open spaces are above all those at
locations of archeological excavations. Areas that are typical public spaces, have timeless landscape
in collective subconscious [11].Cities with reach cultural heritage, continuous history and strong
cultural identity show explicit need for successful integration of historic monument within their urban
landscape, and should be presented as specific case of study. City of Thessaloniki is therefore a case
in point to be presented.
Few cities can claim continuous history lasting over two millennia: fewer yet can claim that their
primary places of daily business – their streets, their market spaces occupy the same locations as
they did two thousand years ago. Thessaloniki is one of them [13].
Archeologist date the foundation of the Thessaloniki from 315 BC. The city plan of Roman
Thessaloniki was based on the network of roads parallel with and at right angles to the shoreline with
Cardo and Decumanus, as most important of these roads. From the second half of the second century
AD, the closed urban complex of the Roman Forum is constructed at the intersection and to the
northwest of the intersection of Cardo and Decumanus, the later -Via Regia- representing the
extension of Via Egnatia eastward into the city. In about AD 300 the city becomes a “walled city”, a
th
form which Thessaloniki remained up to the end of the 19 century[4]. The emperor Galerius (293311) selects the city as his sit and extends the fortification. Around the fourth century AD
Thessaloniki’s functions are dominate by two centres (Fig 1, left):
- the economic and cultural center (forum, odeion, baths)
- Galerius’, administrative and religious center.[4].

Fig. 3: Left: Schematic plan of Thessaloniki from the period of Galerius to the 4th century AD, [4].
Right: Contemporary look of Historic center of Thessaloniki with marked main historical monuments, [14].
th

Its urban fabric was given its initial form by its Hellenistic origins during the late 4 century BC.
Enlarged and developed during the Roman era, its city plan was continuously modified ever since, yet
in its core it retains certain key elements which have eluded change in the course of history. [13]. (Fig
1, right).The first substantive attempt to enhance the physiognomy of the city was manifested in the
Thessaloniki Master Plan, approved in 1985. Its aims included highlighting the city’s historical profile
and enhancing the historic centre [14].In 1997 Thessaloniki was designated as the Cultural Capital of
Europe. Within this context numerous urban and architectural projects were advanced: pedestrian
areas of east, west and central archeological paths renovations, and archaeological excavations and
restorations [14].
For purpose of this study therefore, it will be presented current state at archeological site of Ancient
Agora.The Ancient Agora (Roman Forum) is surrounded from Filippou, Agnostou Stratiotou, Olympou
and Makedonikis Amynis streets. Historic place of Ancient Agora has its own calm atmosphere
surround with everyday life of the residents of surrounding buildings with small café shops. People
today find this place appropriate for day visiting small café shops and magazines because of the
grandiose open view on the ancient agora which in today appearance with aromatic plants and only
one tree in the middle represents one theater scene where past time is seem to be captured.
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Fig. 4: Thessaloniki, the Ancient Agora, view from north east side, (photo: M.Dimanic)

Archeological findings today are presented as open air museum, within museum successfully
integrated in space of the archeological finding not disturbing the image of the place. Open space of
agora are redesigned and adapted for cultural manifestation which occur occasionally.
Therefore a potential for use of historic place of Ancient agora as green space and free open space for
social gatherings and open air activities has been recognized and would contribute in higher level of
integration within urban landscape.

Fig. 5: Thessaloniki, the Ancient Agora, view from south east side. (photo: M.Dimanic)

7.

Conclusion

The need of integration of architectural heritage in its urban landscape and context of social life has
been recognized by International Conventions and Charters.
Art and science of landscape architecture, dedicated to design and study of landscapes in terms of
evaluation and exploration of potentials and suitability of the landscape for social use, is introduced in
this paper as conceptual approach for affirmation and integration of architectural heritage.
Two questions have been set: What are landscapes in the study of landscape architecture and how
are landscape approaches relevant for protection, enhancement and integration of architectural
heritage.
Landscape, in its essential meaning is a place for interaction between human and nature, respecting
its qualities and inherited values, reading its specific genius loci, what is especially drawn to the
attention at historic sites where monuments as past testimonies with strong symbolic support
contribute to the character which has to be taken into account in order to preserve the monument and
integrate it in urban context.
Thinking about spaces of heritage as public open spaces from discourse of landscape and within the
frame of landscape architecture where landscape is seen as a space for living and social interaction,
ecological space together with the trend for the enjoyment of space could contribute to understanding
of these sites and creating their future what is presented as a concept for affirmation, integration,
presentation and creative preservation of architectural heritage in urban landscapes and urban
structure of historic matrix of the city.
It is therefore carried out the conclusion that successful design of spaces of heritage in urban
landscapes, should include two group of analysis:
First, carried out for heritage site and its historic landscape, in order to read and record all landscape
particularities and qualities, the image of the place, its genius loci and its semiotic content which
posses and express explicit historicity and sense of continuity.
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Second, carried out for urban landscape, which will lead in defining landscape identity and character,
what will give information for possibilities of altering social activities and functions in sense of
sustainable development.
Given examples show that each instance of altering of a system of open spaces from surrounding
urban landscape, with altering land uses and functions (as long as the protection of the monument is
fully secured) will contribute its integration in urban landscape with involving users in active
preservation.
Proper analysis based on: socio-ecological, perceptual and ecological approach (Ananiadou 1984),
can provide design guidelines, determine the activities that may be altered, respecting authenticity of
historic sites, its genius loci and involving the user to get in touch with historic monument through
understanding of its inner meaning, resulting in affirmation and integration of architectural heritage in
urban landscape.
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Abstract
Popular taste-makers have long exerted a profound influence on the practice of everyday life and on
the built environment, and many landscapes we now see as particularly vernacular or local are
actually the result of recent or contemporary media influence. Tastemaking events, home shows, for
example, have had a powerful impact which lingered on in the public memory much longer than the
products featured in them might have survived in people’s homes. The influence of such
personalities and events is usually concerned primarily in a strictly domestic sphere, proscribed by
the limits of the kitchen, home, and garden.
Cumulatively and collectively considered, however, the manipulation of popular tastes that may have
been intended to sell products or improve domestic life has just as effectively determined the built
form of neighbourhoods and cities. Further, urban form is shaped by the actions, tactics, and
associations of everyday life as modified by shifts in taste and public belief. Collectively held ideals in part beliefs constructed by tastemaking - facilitated by technological innovations can, in a
contemporary environment, redefine how designers and communities work together to create built
form. This paper will evaluate the place of make-believe and future landscape imaginaries in the
creation and adaptation of suburbia.
Keywords: Taste, tastemaking, landscape, urban design, everyday life

“Here, in the new town, boredom is pregnant with desires, frustrated frenzies, unrealized
possibilities. A magnificent life is waiting just around the corner, and far, far away.” -Henri Lefebvre
The land of make-believe
Once upon a time has become frozen in timeless time, a world of immediacy and simultaneity that
is seemingly ecstatic but is merely frenetically banal. Reduced to a image, cypher, the land of
make-believe has folded itself into a glossy, multi-sided brochure advertising the idea of 'away'.
Make-believe, properly, belongs in the here and now, for it is the away that acts on the here
reflexively, remembering, prophesying, and creating.
To practice 'make-believe' is to fabricate an imaginary situation and to populate it with stories,
actions, activities. These stories, no matter how incredible, are believed in the course of the
imagining, and vestiges of new beliefs may still cling after the reverie has ceased. Make-believe
begins in childhood, a process of imagining the world, of inhabiting scenarios, a way of beginning
to comprehend the machinations and associations of the adult world. This can often be seen in the
activity of making dens or forts, and then of inventing elaborate rules of admittance to and
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occupation and practice within. Childhood games often rehearse adult situations, preparing the
child for adulthood, but these processes are also critical, with children using make-believe to figure
solutions for problems they see in the adult world. Play can be solitary or it can involve multiple
children; make-believe can be a collaborative as well as an individual act.
As the child ages, the act of make-believe accommodates different possibilities and fantasies,
complicated by sexuality, adolescent alienation, and high emotion. Make-believe can be benign,
malign, or more often somewhere in between as the situation warrants, and this range continues
on into adulthood. A daydream might spirit one away to a land of rainbows and unicorns, or allow
one to envision strangling one's boss.* There is both an element of escape and of experimentation
with roles and environments that allows possibilities for actual improvements to follow. By the time
adulthood has been attained, within western culture it is commonly assumed that we have left the
land of make-believe behind, which is reinforced in our educational methods that fail to reward
imaginative thinking. Many believe that adult creativity is compromised by this process.
Teaching design, I often see my role as to enable students to regain the powers of creative
imagination that are lost in the welter of rote learning and examination preparation that is
secondary education. In particular design for landscape requires the envisioning of scenarios,
using drawings and models to aid the imagination to test whether a design will work. Designers in
the architectures do not have the luxury of making full-scale prototypes, and thus the modes of
representation they employ for creation and communication are primarily aids to the imagination.
Designers are also engaged in the act of manufacturing belief. First, their own belief that a design
will work, and then second that of the clients, who must be convinced that a design will work to
accommodate their needs, and further the belief that the design is beautiful and appropriate in a
variety of other ways. Further, the designer is often seeking to 'educate' a client, to introduce them
to new ideas that may even run counter to their expectations, installing a belief in new possibilities.
In this way the designer works as a tastemaker. The designer takes his ability for child-like play
and combines it with the ability to make and construct. The designer for the built environment is
both Homo ludens and Homo faber.
Here we have introduced the tastemaker. Note that the term, like make-believe, combines the
notion of construction or fabrication with a concept that is decidedly less substantial than bricks
and mortar, but that is not without its own power. And if make-believe is an act of prefiguration,
then so is what might otherwise be called 'make-taste'; in each desirable scenarios are envisioned
that allow us to advance a progressive notion of living. Tastes are influenced and manipulated for a
variety of reasons. The imagining of future modes of inhabitation or everyday practice is of
paramount importance to those who would seek to influence people to act in a certain way.
Perhaps the most obvious role of the tastemaker today is as salesperson. It is certainly an
oversimplification to say that tastemaking is the act of creating a market for a new product or
service, but this is the realm in which the average person encounters tastemakers regularly.
This is a one-sided view, however, of the process of tastemaking, which, when combined with
design is actually a dialogic process, within which new practices, products, or services are
necessitated by or invented for the technological improvement of evolving environments. Thus
creativity is framed within and grows from existing (traditional) conditions, but those conditions are
augmented or transformed by the original creative act. The process of tastemaking and design,
further, recodifies and reclassifies everyday practice, refashioning and reframing rituals and beliefs.
Imaginative processes allow the introduction of new metaphors and metonyms. These distinctly
reframe experience, and can be used to suggest new possibilities that cannot yet be framed in
words; as Paul Ricoeur notes,
...poetic discourse brings to language aspects, qualities, and values of reality that lack
access to language that is directly descriptive and that can be spoken only by means of the
complex interplay between the metaphorical utterance and the rule-governed transgression
of the usual meanings of our words. I risked speaking not just of a metaphorical sense but
*

Don't worry, Ruth.
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also of a metaphorical reference in talking about this power of the metaphorical utterance to
redescribe a reality inaccessible to direct description. I even suggested that 'seeing-as,'
which sums up the power of metaphor, could be the revealer of 'being-as' on the deepest
ontological level. (1984, p. xi)
The process of reaching into the past and tradition while simultaneously casting into the future
recalls what Colin Rowe and Fred Koetter in their seminal Collage City might call 'theatres of
dreams', in which the the city is envisioned as a collage of enacted spaces. Rowe and Koetter
distinguish between, but stress the interdependence of 'theatres of memory' and 'theatres of
prophecy'; in which prophecy signifies hope and memory enables communication. (1978, p. 49)
Ultimately, the city is a theatre of civilization, where scripts and rituals of memory and prophecy are
acted out continually.
Edward Said cautions that these processes of envisioning can be manipulated positively or
negatively, and that the spectre of nationalism and bigotry can be raised within them; "Memory and
its representations touch very significantly upon questions of identity, of nationalism, of power and
authority." (2002, p. 242) This in turn is true of projections into the future. The imagination of the
world-yet-to-come is every bit as fraught. Have we been overly occupied with memory?
Constructing place is a balancing act of creating both pasts and futures. It is the act of creating the
story of the place where one lives happily ever after. Said talks about constructed, imaginary, often
literary worlds as “imaginative geography”, which he describes as “the invention and construction
of a geographical place called the Orient, for instance, with scant attention paid to the actuality of
the geography or its inhabitants,” (2002, p. 243) but then he goes on to explain there is great
power in the imaginaries of narrative history to “mobilize people around a common goal.” (2002, p.
249) These imaginaries involve the creation of political and social metaphors that can shift real
processes of place-making, dwelling, and community.
Is make-believe a place or an image?
Tastemaking events and publications with a focus on marketing tend to treat landscape
scenographically, presenting a consumable image; a 'happily ever after' that is as fixed and frozen
a nowhen as the 'once upon a time' with which I opened this essay. There are, however, other
approaches to tastemaking that have had considerable impact upon the built environment, and
understanding the underlying motives helps to chart some of the motivations for tastemaking, how
these approaches are presented and consumed, and what the ultimate effect is upon the
landscape, particularly the suburban landscape.
This imageability of land begins with the picturesque and is implicated not just in capitalistic
landscape and property practices, but also in the mechanisms of nationalism. The idea of the land
began to be fixed and delimited in the Renaissance, at which time the land as polity is "reified as
the material scenic groundwork upon which the edifice of the state as an absolutist national unity is
built, and the parliament is marginalized, if not abolished. Land becomes one with the physical
property of the state, and with those who serve its political estate and hold a share in that land as a
national territorial unity, its boundaries (rather than its parliament) defining its state." (Olwig, p. 27)
Here we see that the idea of place and of politics has shifted from one which is negotiated (in parliament) to one that is distributed across parcels of land; framed in discrete spaces, the aggregate of
which compose the polity, and hence the state. It is important to nationalism that the obsessive,
unresponsive imprinting of landscape as image is employed repeatedly in order to structure beliefs
that are impervious to being influenced by context. Here we see tastemaking as a function of state
and of control, its dark side.
Kenneth Olwig goes on to explain that, in the time that John Clare was writing so evocatively about
the death of the commons, that
the land was not merely transformed into private property, to be exploited for agricultural
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'improvement,'; it was also transformed into vast pastoral pleasure parks, ideologically
shaped to resemble an idealized commons, while, at the same time obliterating 'real' (in
law) working commons. In this way the representation of ideas of the ideal nature of the
land in landscape art and gardening, in the Renaissance Italian tradition, creates an
ideological landscape which is doubly alienating to those, like Clare, whose lives are
attached to the working pastoral landscape. The social reality defined by shared rights in
land is here transformed into private realty and its accompanying scenic landscape
backdrop. 'Land' and 'place' became equated with 'propriety' - meaning in seventeenthcentury English both property and knowing one's place. Whereas the term estate had once
referred to one's place in the polity, landed property itself now became known as an estate,
the seat of one's status in the countryside and nation; one's place in the country was thus
effectively defined in terms of the possession of a country place. (2005, pp. 28-9)
Here nationalism is compounded by privatization; or is one a condition of the other?
These associations are difficult to unpick, and modern times have shown us that 'blood and soil' in
the working landscape can equally be employed as a driver for nationalism. The idea of land and
belonging is still tainted by this phenomenon, casting suspicion, for example, upon the slow food
movement and new urbanism as containing both the memory and the prophecy of right wing
extremism (I will return to slow food below). Perhaps the point to highlight is that where
tastemaking and the manipulation or influencing of the popular imagination is concerned, there is a
continuum between totalizing approaches and bricolage. There is no clear boundary, and this
spectrum may not reliably be used to parse what is 'good' propaganda or 'bad'.
To further complicate understanding the phenomena, propagandizing tastemaking engines have
evolved through the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries from expressing ideals of private
property in the service of nationalism into instruments of neoliberalism that transcend the waning
power of the state. Take, for example, the British magazine and bastion of the conservative middle
class Country Life, which is, according to the splash page of its website, "the essential weekly read
for those who are passionate about the British countryside, fine art, gardening and property." The
magazine not only champions private property and a picturesque notion of the countryside, as it
has for many decades, but it now champions the 'heroics' of land trading as pure profit-making
enterprise. A recent article, for example, seeks to make celebrities out of real estate agents. The
piece, entitled "Property's Dream Team", elects a pantheon of "pillars in status" amongst estate
agents, modelled as a rugby team with all the language of professional warfare ("Blind-side flanker:
Tim Garbett (Knight Frank): ‘A big fellow who'd be jolly polite once he'd flattened you, and won't let
opponents blindside him'"). (Easdale, 2012) Only neoliberalism could promote the contemporary
FIRE sector (Finance, Insurance, Real Estate), devoid as it is of moral motivations, as a clash of
the titans appropriate for the myths of our present and future.
Contrast this with the tastemaking apparatuses of the last century, particularly in France, where
Curnonsky helped to popularize regional cuisines and encourage tourism (Mennell, p. 243) and
interest in traditional culture; Britain, where Elizabeth David helped to rebuild culinary, domestic,
and community practices after the war, and likewise MFK Fisher and Julia Child in America. These
authors wrote with genuine warmth and love about place, culture, and food. They certainly hoped
to enrich themselves financially with their endeavours - no one may be faulted for wishing to earn a
living - but were first and foremost dedicated to sharing their joie de vivre with their readers in order
to enrich their lives. What is important about the influence of these culinary tastemakers is that they
consistently associated the pleasures of the table and the kitchen with ways of life - foodways - that
extended far beyond the walls of the home, and these modes of thinking and associated had a
wider influence on urban form (the amazing arrival of the sidewalk cafe in London is one such
example). Witness some of these place relationships and their romanticization at play in this
evocative text by Elizabeth David:
Provence is now a great market garden centre, and from Cavaillon and Pertuis come
melons, asparagus, artichokes, lettuces, courgettes, aubergines, peaches and cherries to
enrich our own English markets. The little town of Le Thor supplies France with great
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quantities of table grapes; Carpentras is the centre of a lively trade in the local black
truffles. The natural caves round about the astonishing red and ochre village of Roussillon
are used for a large-scale cultivation of mushrooms; Apt provides peach jam and bitter
cherry jam and most of the crystallized apricots we ourselves buy at Christmas time. It is
also one of the few places hereabouts where you can still find the old traditional
earthenware gratin dishes, saucepans and cooking pots of Provence. (2006, p. 7)
English readers were both encouraged to rediscover their own regional food heritage, which had
been so seriously compromised by the effect of rationing in the war and long after, and to look to
surviving traditions in mainland Europe for inspiration and motivation. Literature allows for a much
more effective transmission of ideas of movement and interaction in space than does an image,
and begins to set up the associations necessary for tastemaking to create real spaces through
aspirations spurred by text.
Interestingly, it is impossible to uncouple these noble efforts from twentieth-century developments
that were much less savoury, such as the tremendous impact of the car and the concomitant effect
of sprawl (facilitated by Curnonsky and Michelin in France as people drove around like mad in their
search for authenticity) and the increasing atomization of public and community life as greater
wealth allowed people to retreat to their private kitchens and living rooms. This proliferation of
separations provided opportunities for tastemakers, as marketers, to fill these isolated, ringfenced
homes with millions of duplicate items that might once have been, like farm tools and land, shared
amongst many. Representations of the landed country life became fused with suburban imagery
throughout the twentieth century, and thus the process of alienation from the commons was
completed.

The suburbs
As I've mentioned above, rather than thinking of tastemaking as a determinant of urban form, it
should rather be thought of as dialogic. As innovation occurs, new images and myths
accommodate them, or they are worked into the fabric of existing patterns. Imagining suburbia as a
fixed concept both denies it an evolutionary past and militates against reclaiming or adapting it for
the future. As tabula rasa, neoliberal processes of total erasure and regrowth can be recruited, and
these inhuman processes prevent the creation or furtherance of communities and the success of
families, which require environments that grow and change incrementally over time, not in the
'timeless time' of contemporary development.
Thus I don't intend to abandon suburbia as unreal. Peter Rowe, in Making a Middle Landscape
states: "It is only by recognizing the middle landscape as a real locus of growth and innovation in
our society, rather than trying to make it in the manner of somewhere else, that progress will be
made." (1991, p.291) and Rosalyn Deutsche both echoes and deepens this by warning, "Idealizing
traditional cities as real ignores the politics of their constitution and transformation. Dismissing new
kinds of spaces as unreal abandons them as spaces of political action." (2001, p. 78)
And in fact, the opposite might be coming to be true, particularly in global cities, as their centres
are increasingly hollowed out by processes of real estate acquisition which leave giant luxury
apartments standing empty in the ownership of the international wealthy (Mayfair and Belgravia,
Lower Manhattan, Ipanema, downtown Hong Kong) while the streets outside are filled with tourists
and businesspeople rather than communities or families. It is certainly the suburbs in these cities
where most 'real life' is lived. Families, indeed, are foundational to civil society and are the
cornerstones of communities. Janet Flammang explains,
"Most communitarians see the family as foundational to civil society. For example, Jean
Bethke Elshtain defines civil society as 'the many forms of community and association that
dot the landscape of democratic culture, from families to churches to neighborhood groups
to trade unions to self-help movements to voluntary assistance to the needy.' Alan Wolfe
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contends that the contemporary Left and Right rely on the state and the market to 'organize
their codes of moral obligation, but what they really need is civil society - families,
communities, friendship networks, solidaristic workplace ties, voluntarism, spontaneous
groups and movements - not to reject, but to complete the project of modernity.'"(2009, p. 7)
The industrial age, though not the root, but a symptom of modernity, shifted everything. It redefined
domestic roles in the west as well as creating new types of urban and rural landscapes through a
great variety of spatial uses and typologies ranging from tourism, theme parks, open air museums,
fast food outlets, and the strip, to name a few. With the decline of the nation-state, we need to look
for solutions to the construction of space and culture even further, perhaps, in the past (a very old
theatre of memory). In the middle ages, the concept of 'society' was utterly different. "The
fundamental conceptions about 'social groups' were centripetal and hierarchical, rather than
boundary-oriented and horizontal." (Anderson, p. 15) When the concepts of private property was
introduced the social order and the construction of both urban and rural life shifted. "But in the
older imagining, where states were defined by centres, borders were porous and indistinct, and
sovereignties faded imperceptibly into one another." (Anderson, p.19)
A new and very contemporary imagining of the landscape of the future could very well be based
upon the logic of the Occupy movement. The communitarian ideals, based in direct and local
action, could well be compared to medieval constructions of space and society, but without the
uncomfortable oversight of overweening structures of church and state.
Occupy the land of make-believe!
In an interview last year, David Graeber, the anthropologist who is one of the principal voices
behind the Occupy movement, stresses that prefigurative processes of make-believe are at the
core of the movements lack of concrete demands, and that the protestors “act as though they are
already living in a free society,” refusing to “accept the legitimacy of existing political institutions
and legal order.” This imaginary leap challenges the dominant metaphors and narratives and
opens a space for creativity in public life and public space. We need to occupy the space of our
future landscape imaginaries to prevent them being hijacked by forces that are counter to the city
for families and communities. Occupying the imaginary can give ownership of the theatre of
dreams back to the citizen, reclaiming it from the paralyzing forces of neoliberal media and
development.
Suburbia is commonly seen as a la-la land of desperate housewives and kooks, but it is another
sort of fantasy land entirely. It is the convergence of myriad tastemaking engines acting upon
space. This fantasy land is the real space of many people's lives and it deserves tastemaking that
is not just mercantile but moral. It needs a dialogic process of tastemaking that engages with both
environmental and social ecologies to create future imaginaries that are both beautiful and
sustainable.
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Abstract

This paper deals with the presentation of a Municipal Sustainable Land Management Program in
central region of Mexico.
For the development of the Program we were invited by the local government. We won the contest
because the proposed work presented, however it was the most expensive of the competition.
The local government of Cuernavaca (that is the name of the place) raised the need to do this
program because there was great insistence of some groups of investors to develop the West
Township. To which our program said no because the most important ecological infrastructure with
which has precisely this territory is located in the West.
For the preparation of the program we build the corresponding topographic map scale 1:2000 for
which a specific flight was conducted to obtain an aerial photograph that once restored as a basis for
the construction of the map. Should clarify that in Mexico there are official maps produced at scales
1:50000 and 1:100000
Then, we develop all maps of physical-environmental analysis and strategies for land use planning.
But beyond that, we offered people a new perspective on where they live and invite the government
and the people to transform the place where they live in an urban ecological region of environmental
services shared with neighboring municipality. In a water supplier for the entire region viewing to the
future and a city of outsourced services that benefit the poorest municipalities in their environment.

Fig 1: View of the Valley of Cuernavaca

Keywords: Planning, awareness, sustainable development, methodology, knowledge
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1.

METHODOLOGY.

The municipality we have studied is located in the center of the country at 85.0 km. from the city of
Mexico. It has an area of 15120 hectares and a population of 340000.
Our way of working in this type of study requires us to primarily know the place and meet the people.
We carry out the required charts of geographical information, issues of our interest were: Geology,
Geomorphology, Topography, Pedology, Climatology, Hidrology, Land use, Open space, Conflict and
Ecological evaluation (Fig 2 and 3).

Fig. 2: Geology

Fig. 3: Hidrology

Geomorphology

Land use

Topography

Open space

Pedology

Conflict

Climatology

Ecological evaluation

Parallel to the study of the physical and environmental characteristics we did a study of environmental
psychology based questionnaires and systematic assessment to meet the expectations of the
population in relation to what might be the sustainable development of the municipality, and the
perception that the population had of their environment.
Unfortunately we found that people did not have sufficient knowledge of planning, environmental
problems or sustainable development and concerned only generalized data on air pollution but most
showed a particular interest in Apatlaco river pollution associating to urban growth. This finding
fundamentally guided our research.
As a result of our analysis we decided to do a combination of the four qualities that characterize the
territory uniquely: its physiography, topography, hydrology and climatology (the city of Cuernavaca is
known as the city of eternal spring) to better understand their nature and discover its Genius Locci.
The study of the physiography of the territory led us to understand that this is composed of four main
regions we call Mountain, Upper slope, Lower slope and Plain.
In the Mountain and Slopes there is deposited as natural wealth of the municipality: its pine forests,
oak forests and riparian forests growing on deep canyons that descend throughout the western portion
of the territory.
In the Plain there sits the city that has a history as a human settlement since the fourteenth century
and are large tracts of land used for agriculture but are getting pressure from urban growth and
becoming peripheral semi-rural settlements or sub-urban poor development.
Moreover, the analysis of the hydrology of the site led us to consider that the restoration and
conservation of water resources planning is the key issue for future development. Not only by the
amount of biomass, natural resources and environmental services that contribute runoff to the streams
and place, but also because the Municipality is seated on one of the largest aquifers in the Midwest.
(Fig 4 to 15).
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Fig 4: Aerial photography of Municipality of Cuernavaca

The municipal territory is located in the Rio Grande Amacuzac Basin and is crossed by the
watersheds of three rivers: Tambembe, Apatlaco and Yautepec. This unique quality of the Municipality
is due to its geographic location: the territory is part of the foothills of one of the highest mountains in
the center of the country and its altitude gradient goes from 3000 to 800 meters above sea level.

Fig 5: View of highway descending from the high mountains to the valley of Cuernavaca.
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Fig 6: Cuernavaca Valley location in the context of the watersheds of Morelos State

Our analysis of the place made us realize that the site has a privileged location in relation to
neighboring municipalities: Northbound Huitzilac Township is nestled in the mountains and its
economic activity is very limited due to topographic conditions and legal protection of forests.
Southbound Municipalities of Temixco, Jiutepec, Emiliano Zapata and Xochitepec hold basically
agricultural activity in their economy but significantly influences the location of popular Tívolis and
Spas dependent on water coming from the mountains across the valley of Cuernavaca.
Also, the city of Cuernavaca is the capital of the state of Morelos and therefore has a diverse economy
and a great political importance.Moreover, the city occupies only 30% of the municipal territory. It has
important water resources, climate (mild climate is ideal for the development of human life and in the
extreme south of the municipality is located one of the largest place basking in the country with a Solar
Research Center), along with its plant and animal biodiversity.

Fig 7: Plant and Animal biodiversity of Cuernavaca Municipality
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Fig 8: Physiography and Sub-basins of the territory of Cuernavaca Municipality

Fig 9: Polygonal and sections

Physiography and meso-environments
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Fig 10: Topography of the Municipality

Chart of water runoff

Fig 11: Vegetation of the Mountain region

Fig 12: Vegetation of the Upper and Lower slopes and agricultural areas at the Plain

Fig 13: Water Runoff during the rainy and dry

Environmental function of ravine

River pollution
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Fig 14: Peripheral urban settlements

Fig 15: Views of Cuernavaca City

2.

CONCEPTUAL PLANNING FROM DE AWARNESS OF SITE AND PEOPLE.

Fig 16: Conceptual Plan for sustainable development of Cuernavaca Municipality.
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In Medina Architects we think that what we call sustainable development is not a goal or the result of a project,
but the promotion of socio-environmental, economic-environmental and political-environmental processes that in
time determine the establish and sustainability of different bio-geographic regions.
Therefore, to promote sustainable development of the municipality produced a document which set out the
following aspects:
We define a physical division of the territory based on the four physiographic areas: Mountain, Upper slope,
Lower slope and Plain. And the three hydrological basins mentioned above. Within this division proposed a
zoning legally called Local Environmental Management Units (ULGA'S).
Determined in each ULGA conflicts concerning: natural hazards by seismicity, volcanism, weathering and
erosion, and anthropogenic threats. Conflicts over political and administrative division, with the structure of land
use, housing, commerce, industry, the classification of the territory, with the road structure, urban transport.
Conflicts over mountain system, with the water system, defragmentation of forests, deforestation, urban growth
and the expansion of the agricultural area, with fire, introduction of exotic species and the opening of roads.
We made a strategic plan whose main objective was to design a possible future project, able to face the risks of
local environmental decline in its full extent, and to combine integrated actions aimed at preserving the natural
heritage, modernize tourism, economy, and improve the quality of life of the population of the municipality (Fig
17).

Fig 17: ULGA’s examples

Strategic Plan for the Cuernavaca Municipality Sustainable Development

In our strategic plan include guidelines for what we call a preventive planning to avoid late solutions to
environmental problems. We established conditions to access a local Agenda 21 based on strategic potential
advantage of the Municipality in terms of ecological infrastructure, regional central city, multimodal
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communications, multimodal tourism, targeted on management and conservation of natural resources, social and
economic dimensions and strengthening the role social groups.
To achieve these objectives we established 10 lines of action including 40 strategic projects:
Line1. Contain human pressure, limit growth and promote rehabilitation of the Territory.
1. New municipal urban development plan
2. New urban development in areas of immediate growth
3. Norms of urban eco-responsibility
Line 2 Encourage integration, coexistence and quality of life of the resident population.
Living in Cuernavaca, new urban and rural
4. Social integration, training and employment in Cuernavaca
5. Volunteers Cuernavaca
6. Coexistence, cultural integration and quality of life in Cuernavaca
7. Cuernavaca, sustainable city
8. Cuernavaca, Clean Water Town
Line3. Preserving the natural heritage and promoting the creation of a regional tourist ecotax environmental fate.
9. Preserving the natural water in Cuernavaca
10. Protect soil and forest systems in Cuernavaca
11. Recovering mesoclimatic quality of Cuernavaca
12. Restore the main environmental impacts and landscape in Cuernavaca
Line 4. Rescue the historical, cultural and natural heritage of Municipality.
13. Knowing and caring heritage of Cuernavaca
14. Historic downtown of Cuernavaca
15. The Parks and Gardens of Cuernavaca
16. Chichinautzin Range biological corridor
17. The Canyons of Cuernavaca
18. Constitution of a public natural history in Cuernavaca
Line 5. Promote the rehabilitation of population towns and middle-income residential and popular.
19. Rehabilitate and strengthen cores Cuernavaca
20. Development of a plan to expand urban eco21. Pilot programs "Environmental Rehabilitation Areas"
Line 6. Improve Cuernavaca as a tourist destination: replace sustainable quality growth, seeking the lifting of
spending per visitor and tend to balance the season.
22. Cuernavaca, multimodal tourist destination
23. Cuernavaca, American Spring
24. Modernize the existing tourist park
25. Development of new ecotourism products
26. Promoting the ecological quality in Cuernavaca
Line 7. Improve public transport and encourage pedestrian and bicycle travel within population towns.
27. Improve existing public transport in Cuernavaca
28. Promotion multimodal forms of transportation
29. Plan for ecological conversion of mobility in Cuernavaca
Line 8. Introduction of sustainable management in key environmental sectors: water, energy and waste
30. Water Year Plan
31. Local program management to stabilize energy demand, reduce consumption
32. Promotion of renewable energy production
33. Year plan of waste in Cuernavaca
Line 9. Investing in human resources and knowledge, stimulate and diversify the economic system
34. Creating a sustainable development agency in Cuernavaca
35. Investment in human resources in Cuernavaca
36. Development of new business projects in Cuernavaca
37. Stimulation of "rural" in Cuernavaca
Line 10. Innovating into the Municipal Government and expanding the capacity of concerted public-private
investment.
38. Modernization of Municipal organization in Cuernavaca
39. Expanding the investment capacity of the Municipality of Cuernavaca
40. Knowing and caring environmental heritage of Cuernavaca
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Fig 18: Bombax ellipticum the representative tree of Cuernavaca
Our plan is fully explained about the meaning behind the lines of action we propose and how strategic projects
should be agreed and implemented with the population as the basis of the acquisition of sustainable practices in
the municipality.
I think the most significant contribution of our plan to the municipality is to offer its inhabitants a new vision of the
territory in which we consider the Municipality of Cuernavaca as the heart of an eco-region and the precursor of
the establishment of a virtuous circle of Municipal interaction in which the villages located in the upper conserve
ecosystem services which benefit the peoples of the lower basin by remuneration which covers not only a green
tax but also the exchange of goods and services.
We propose, among other things, that the City of Cuernavaca stop urban growth expansion offering investors in
real estate facilities for reinvestment in decaying or abandoned areas of the city re-densifying built space and
upgrading the services and infrastructure.
We also propose that the City of Cuernavaca specializes in tertiary activities so it can offer a menu of advanced
technology in communications, financial operations and management to its neighboring municipalities
Similarly, we propose to create a multimodal and inter-municipal transportation network that serves to facilitate
the flow of people and goods in the region.
Finally, we propose that the City preserved itself as a water reservoir that in future times could offer the use of this
resource to other parts of the country, considering that 60% of the country is semi-arid areas that definitely will
have great needs to solve.
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Abstract
Even though Turkey puts considerable effort in complying with the international regulations
concerning the preservation historic sites, due to various local realities, desired outcome has
not been achieved. As a result, the loss of historic fabric in urban sites is a common issue of
Turkish towns. Recently a new practice, which is restoring a small portion of the site -generally
the most preserved street- has become a trend in urban preservation. Advised and financially
supported by the central government, “street renovation” promises a rather feasible solution to
the problems of urban preservation practices in Turkey. Moreover, it presents an intermediate
stage between the urban preservation and restoration of individual buildings. On the other hand,
this practice contradicts the idea of total preservation of historic sites by reducing the cities to
fragments.
The presentation aims to discuss these types of micro-scale urban preservation projects, in
relation with the social and economic realities of Turkey. The legal background, fiscal
possibilities, application processes will also be mentioned. The outcome of such projects will be
evaluated in reference to case studies.

1.

The Idea of Urban Preservation and International Charters

The idea of safeguarding the urban areas entered the universal notion of preservation as early
as 1931. Article 3 of Athens Charter, “AESTHETIC ENHANCEMENT OF ANCIENT
MONUMENTS”, states that the surroundings of a monument should be given special
consideration. However, the urban environment, referred as “surroundings” here, was taken as
a background of the monuments to be preserved. In Venice Charter, while the monuments still
take the centre stage, their preservation also incorporates the preservation of its traditional
setting (Article 6,14). On the other hand, article 1 regards urban or rural settlements
monuments, as they evidence of a particular civilization, a significant development or an historic
event. With these articles, the historic areas became another subject of conservation. It is
mainly the Amsterdam Charter that accentuates the importance of urban preservation as a
subject of its own right. Article B states that architectural heritage includes not only individual
buildings of exceptional quality and their surroundings, but also all areas of towns or villages of
historic or cultural interest. A year later Nairobi Charter, makes a meticulous definition of historic
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sites as “any groups of buildings, structures and open spaces including archaeological and
paleontological sites, constituting human settlements in an urban or rural environment, the
cohesion and value of which, from the archaeological, architectural, prehistoric, historic,
aesthetic or socio-cultural point of view are recognized.” Urban preservation had a
comprehensive definition with the Washington Charter, which “concerns historic urban areas,
large and small, including cities, towns and historic centres or quarters, together with their
natural and man-made environments”. Historic sites given importance since they embody the
values of traditional urban cultures, and they have a role as historical documents. Washington
Charter aims to complement the International Charter for the Conservation and Restoration of
Monuments and Sites (Venice Charter) in that it defines the principles, objectives, and methods
necessary for the conservation of historic towns and urban areas.

2.

Urban Preservation in Turkey

In Turkey, the legal frame of the urban conservation developed simultaneously with the
European practices. After the enactment of “the Law for Safeguarding the Natural and Cultural
Assets” in 1973, historic urban areas of almost every city have been listed as ‘historic sites’[1].
Unfortunately, as it is well known, the legislation alone is never enough in preserving the historic
environments. Even though the legal frame work was formed; it is difficult to state that Turkey
has put up respectable preservation practices. In fact very few cases of integrated urban
preservation can be mentioned with confidence like Amasya and Safranbolu (Fig. 1, Fig. 2)
Though it presents a major topic of discussion which has several social and economic factors,
here we would like to sum the conditions of urban preservation in Turkey.
Actions of preservation and its continuity require a social awareness. In Europe the
consciousness for preserving the historic monuments and settlements evolved by the actions of
civil initiatives during 19th and 20th centuries. Turkey, which didnot go through a similar
historical phase, imported the idea of preservation by the weak efforts of scholars but majorly by
the international agreements. Therefore the preservation has not been supported by the internal
dynamics of the society. In fact, almost all of the practices of preservation in Turkey, whether it
is about a single building or for a historic site, have been achieved by the governmental bodies
and through state finance. The fact that historic sites in Turkey are in a poor state of
preservation is due to the lack of civic consciousness rather than legal irregularities.
Preservation of historic sites always includes the problems arisen from the private
ownership. The persuasion, encouragement and support of owners, together with the before
mentioned social problem, becomes even a bigger issue in the preservation of historic sites.
Preservation in urban scale requires considerable economic resources. Turkey, as a
developing country, has difficulties in providing the necessary funds.
Legislation leaves the safeguarding of historic sites to the local preservation councils.
Unfortunately, the effective formulation and structuring of these councils took some time. Even
today, the formation of the councils, the regions which each council is responsible of still being
altered, causing a lack of consistency and continuity in urban preservation practices.
Since the concept of preservation had been limited only to the monumental buildings,
the vernacular architecture, which forms the greater parts of the historic sites, was neglected.
Except palaces and large mansions, very few examples of domestic architecture were listed
until the 1980’s.
Within the protected area of historic sites, buildings which are not individually listed
have been ignored. However, these buildings have indispensable role in the formation of the
urban pattern with their dimensions, ratios and relations with the neighbouring buildings and
urban spaces; even though their stylistic characteristics are not qualified for being listed. Since
they are not protected by the law, they are either in dilapidated condition or replaced by modern
constructions. In either case, they create visual gaps in the historic pattern.
Therefore, the situation of the historic sites in Turkey entering the second decade of the
millennium is as follows: Several cities had already lost large parts of their historic areas when
the law was promulgated in 1973. The loss continued even after that date, such that in some
cities historic sites were needed to be redefined with reduced areas. In some of the cities only
small fragments of historic pattern survived. In several cities, the listed buildings are still in
dilapidated condition, due to the lack of the will and resources for proper restoration. The
historic areas are torn by recent constructions, most of which lacks decent architectural quality
and almost all of which alien to the character of the area. In addition to the buildings, other
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urban amenities like pavements, garden walls, street furniture or greenery which defines the
urban character, are also not preserved and changed with modern counterparts.
In these circumstances a seminal project was initiated in 1977 in İstanbul The project area was
the vicinity of Sultan Ahmet Square, the most important touristic centre of the old city, which
also encompasses monuments like Blue Mosque and St. Sophia and Topkapı Palace. Here the
area was planned to be transformed in to an ‘open museum’ which would house exhibitions,
cultural activities and tourist accommodation. [2] The initial project had particularly refrained
from reserving the area only for touristic activities by including culture and accommodation. The
first phase of the project involved a detailed survey of buildings, archaeological ruins, traffic and
other usages, and function analysis. The design offered a contemporary architectural approach,
but complied with the existing historic pattern with appropriate dimensions material and facade
characteristics.
Despite all its good intentions, the project was not realized as expected. Soğukçeşme Street,
runs between the walls of Topkapı Palace and St Sophia, was “renovated”. The method was
highly criticized for being against the universally accepted rules of architectural restoration: the
buildings on the street were rebuilt, as similitude of 18th century houses by modern materials
and techniques The historic integrity of the area was compromised. What achieved is a stage
set for touristic purposes where the original was lost among the fake. The ideal of authenticity
was completely sacrificed.(Fig. 3)

3.

‘Street Renovation' as Minor Scale Urban preservation Project

By a queer twist of fate, Soğukçeşme project become an inspiration for urban renovation
projects. It was initiated by the Ministry of Tourism and realised by an association promoting the
development of tourism in Turkey. Even though it was only a fragment of the original project, it
created the expected tourism income as intended. Therefore it opened a new path in urban
preservation practices. It demonstrated that when an integrated urban renovation project is not
possible, minor scale projects, limited to a portion large enough to create the desired
atmosphere would be more than enough for tourist attraction.
The last two decades, “street renovation” projects are being prepared in growing numbers.
According to the Ministry of Culture 12 projects from different cities are presented to the local
preservation councils for the year 2010. (Fig.4,5,6)
The related specification issued by the Ministry of Culture defines ‘street renovation’ as a project
for preservation, rehabilitation and revitalisation of a street by restoring the street facing facades
of buildings, listed or unlisted, courtyard/garden walls, outbuildings/annexes together with other
architectural elements like gateways, fountains. It also requires the restoration of original street
pavement and other street furniture.
The guidelines for ‘street renovation’ projects are specified as follows:
The motive should be preserving the natural, cultural, architectural, historical
aesthetical, visual values and original identity of the city.
The accordance with the environment should be aimed. The project should be
sustainable and consider ecological preservation. The project should provide optimum climatic
conditions
The project should be in accordance with the user profile, the needs of disadvantaged
users, i.e. children, elderly or handicapped should also be considered.
The project should protect the functional integrity of open spaces, while promoting the
development of traditional architecture
The project should provide an integrated pedestrian and vehicle traffic between the area
and its surrounding
The visual pollution of alien features like energy and communication lines, billboards
and like should be prevented.
All infrastructures like water, sewage, garbage, fire prevention should be updated
The improvement of housing should be considered.
The specification clearly shows that the legal basis of the street renovation is derived from the
Washington Charter, especially its principles section. In close examination, the similarity of the
language is obvious, as in the definition of the urban preservation (Articles 9, 12, 13, 14).
The street renovation projects are bound by the Law for Safeguarding the Natural and Cultural
Assets. They should also comply with the local urban development plans and urban
preservation plans. The street in question should be in a listed historic site. The approval and
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control of the project is left to the local preservation council. It must be noted that the
specification does not have any regulation or references to financing of the project.

4.

Discussion

Behind the wide acceptance of street renovation projects, lies the fact that, it offers several of
the profits of an urban preservation project (a rise in the land value, touristic income,
improvement of the physical quality etc.) yet it is relatively easier and quicker to achieve and
apply. On the other hand, a smaller scale would be much more effective in creating the image of
a perceivable environment [3].
However, street renovation projects come together with problems of restoration ideals, finance,
and application. The legislation places projects under the guidance of development plans, which
mostly have minor concerns for preservation. In the occasion of a conflict, preservation would
automatically be rendered as secondary.
The street to be renovated is chosen by the numbers of the existing historic buildings. Even
though this has a merit, when the quantity becomes the dominant parameter, another area,
more valuable in terms of artistic or historic value but fewer buildings would be ignored.
The local preservation councils may have different interpretation of legal framework. Therefore
there are differences in the extent and context of the project depending on the demands of the
council. Some councils approach the project as facade renovation, -only the facades facing the
street- while some regard it as a complete restoration project, with more detailed designs.
Another problem comes with the application. Since the specification does not force immediate
application, some of the projects are prepared as small scale urban preservation projects. The
application is left to private initiative to be completed with time. In this case, for every single
building detailed restoration projects would be prepared based on the preservation decisions. In
several cases, restoration project was not designed by the authors of street renovation projects
since there is no specification for that. Different teams of applicators may cause inconsistency
of the quality of restoration and damage the integrity of the project. Moreover, for the
continuously decaying historic building sites, projects may require updating, causing the waste
of time and effort.
The projects with provided finances are in fact not in the context of preservation. They should
be considered as large scale restoration projects. In this case the phrase “facades facing the
street” of the specification becomes irrelevant since there cannot be such a thing as “half
restoration”. As a result there is a tremendous inconsistency between the projects presented to
different councils.
Consistency of the street renovation projects to the universal ideas of preservation is another
topic for discussion. As mentioned earlier, the conservation of historic towns and other historic
urban areas are not necessarily an integral part of urban and regional planning. Even this fact
alone raises serious problems.
One of the aims of urban preservation is to renovate the traditional character or the city within
the possible boundaries. The ‘renovation’ should include the revitalisation of the urban life of the
area as well as restoring the architectural character. Boundaries on the other hand should be
carefully designated, depending not only on the structural remains but also on the other visual
and physical factors like topography or landscape.[4] The preservation should cover the chosen
area as whole and should ensuring a harmonious relationship between the historic urban areas
and the town as a whole (Washington Charter Article 5). Here street renovation projects are
totally contradicts the holistic, integrated idea of urban conservation. Street renovations due to
its limited character, compartmentalises and isolates the area visually from the rest of the town
as well as the rest of the historic area. In addition to that, it creates the illusion of total
preservation and results in ignoring the other parts of the historic area, which might well have
more values than the renovated street.
It is a fact that historic areas, when they are well presented, provide a considerable income as
tourist attraction. This is the main motivating factor for the local governments in pursuing street
renovation projects. With this goal in mind, the historic character of the area is limited to a face
value, and converted into ‘Disneylands’. Another negative outcome would be the loss of original
function of the area. In several projects, the buildings of the street, i.e. the houses of the local
population, are designed to provide luxury lodgings for tourists, with the addition of non-original
features like swimming pools. Inaccurate practices are not only confined to historic buildings
themselves but also to the new constructions on the site, that are designed as copies of the
traditional architecture. These practices would compromise the authenticity of the historic town
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or urban area (Washington Charter Article 2).On the other hand, the change of function, from
residential to touristic, most often results in the casting out of the local population. However, the
conservation of historic towns and urban areas should concern their residents first of all
(Washington Charter Article 3). The process may also fail in promoting “the harmony of both
private and community life in these areas and to encourage the preservation of those cultural
properties, however modest in scale, that constitute the memory of mankind”.

5.

Conclusion

Some of the above mentioned problems are the result of wrong practices and approaches.
However, in Turkey, the historic sites are decaying in such a velocity that it becomes a luxury to
pursue comprehensive urban preservation projects that complies with all the universal principles
of conservation. In these circumstances “rigidity should be avoided since individual cases may
present specific problems” as the article 4 of Washington Charter states. Street renovation
projects are constructive attempts in protecting the bond between past and present. Moreover,
their inspiring effect on the promotion of preserving historic areas, by creating visual as well as
economic values, cannot be denied
Two recent mainstream scholarly debates in Turkey on preserving the historic towns also
supports the potentiality of street renovation projects. Both present a cynical approach to the
subject: to achieve the ideal urban conservation is merely impossible. Kuban states that the
orthodox methods of conservation are the reason behind the loss of historic sites in Turkey.[5]
Tanyeli proposes a new concept which he calls “preservation of visual values” on urban scale.
Here the conservation of buildings only as a facade or as a body would be enough to preserve
the appearance of an area. Tanyeli carefully refrains using the term historic conservation, since
what is achieved by the method would not be conservation. However, he claims that even
though this creates an illusion of historic site, towns require that illusion.[6]
Within the light of these theories, new approaches to urban conservation, like street renovation
should be taken seriously. However, in order to achieve healthier projects, the above mentioned
problems should be solved. Here the Ministry of Culture should take the initiative to instruct the
local governments and also the local preservation councils about the ideals of conservation.
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Figure 1 Safranbolu Historic Preservation Area

Figure 2 Amasya Historic Preservation Area
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Figure 3 Soğukçeşme Street

Figure 4 Tarsus Street Renovation Project

Figure 5 Malatya Street Renovation Project
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Figure 6 Giresun Dik Sokak Street Renovation project
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Abstract
In line with the architecture of lightness, the transparent "skin" of the building is playing an increasing
important role by ensuring the comfort of the building system. It is becoming a type of extremely
sensitive component in order to design choices.
About control of material fluxes and especially of energy, incoming and outgoing the building system,
the glazed surfaces constitute the weakest point of the envelope. A correct exposure, a suitable
distribution and a proportionate sizing on the opaque surfaces significantly affect the comfort
conditions of users, not only in terms of natural light, but also in terms of sensible heat, so as to
become a real source of passive income in the winter season.
Solar heat gained in the summer is an unsolved (but not unsolvable) issue, especially in the climate
zones belonging to the Mediterranean area; they are a negative entry in the energy balance, a
discomfort factor, an amount of energy to be dissipated.
This study, developed in the second phase of the “Solar Eco-efficient Envelope Model” Project,
financed by the Environmental Ministry in a wide range of research projects, is aimed at both energy
efficiency measures and use of renewable energy sources in urban areas. This is in the middle
between a market survey and a magnifying glass on the progress of the last technologies offered by
glass components producers, so it is aimed at monitoring the range of opportunities launched on the
marketplace and making it available to a technician/engineer in order to support his/her intervention
choices.
Keywords: transparent skin, glass components, passive solar system, energy efficiency

1.

Analysis Methodology1

"We need to learn how technologies work, not trying to reproduce them, because they became
obsolete just one year later " (Mario Bellini).
The leading companies in designing and processing transparent components for the construction
industry daily confront each other on the field of innovation. This is increasingly oriented to strengthen
the variety of the market supply, trying to elaborate solutions in order to respond each time to specific
needs, closely connected with both the use of the building and energy performances that are more
and more restrictive according to the last standards.
The advance of the technological research in the construction industry, engaged in manufacturing
transparent components for the envelope, is essentially based on the study of glass performance.
It is finalized to improve the relationship of the components with solar radiation at different
wavelengths that they intend either to capture or to screen: the radiation component of light (falling
into the visible range) and the thermal component (falling into the infrared range).
We analyzed different types of products, more or less widely available on the market. They respond to
either different applications in the field of ex-novo projects or rehabilitation of the existing ones, or in
the field of rehabilitation of historic buildings, ranging from insulation glass unit to the hyper-thin
surface coating, to the avant-garde of the vacuum system and the chromogenic glasses.
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2.

The insulation glass unit2

Heat exchange through a single glass happens only by conduction: a single 4 mm clear glass reaches
5.8 W/m2K of transmittance, the same 8 mm glass reaches 5.7 W/m2K.
So it 's almost irrelevant to increase the thickness because the material shows low intrinsic thermal
capacities. In order to obtain high quality performances, it is necessary to adopt the IGU (insulation
glass unit) system, also to respect the limits of transmittance imposed by the standards.
The IGU uses the transmission of the thermal wave combining conduction in the glass and convection
in the gap, filled with air or other low-density gases such as argon or krypton, which decrease the heat
transmission of about 0.2-0.3 W/m2K.
It's possible to change the convective/radiation glass behaviour coating their surfaces inside or outside
the gap, without considering more specific features.
There are two major types in the industrial production of the sector: low-emission glasses, allowing the
light and thermal radiation to go through them and prevent them from exiting, and selective solar
control glasses, able to select and reject the thermal component that arises from a direct solar
radiation. The surface treatment called "coating" could be either of a pyrolytic type (a physical
deposition of vapours of metal: for example silver or tin), or of a magnetron type (vacuum chemical
vapours deposition).
This last technology, in comparison with the previous one, is more laborious and obviously more
expensive, but it provides higher benefits in terms of durableness and workability of the surfaces. The
deposited film directly influences the emissivity of the glass surface and, for the coating positioning it's
possible to obtain different results in terms of selection of the transmitted or reflected wavelengths and
returned chromatic aspect.
The designer has to select the component with the best performances according to specific needs.
He/she can be helped by the evaluation of some important parameters:
 light transmitted through the glass (in percentage in comparison with the incident light);
 heat transmitted through the glass (in percentage in comparison with the incident radiation);
 Trasmittance value (in KWh/m2K);
 Solar Factor g (a percentage value that ranges between 0 and 1): it indicates the ratio between the
thermal energy globally transmitted through the glass and the incident one.
It's important that the designer makes his/her own choice considering the heat component is not the
only variable: conditions of light comfort and fruition of the confined space need a different quantity of
natural light in relationship with both the intended use, and exposition and characteristics of the
environmental surroundings (presence of obstructions close to the glass front and their shadows).
The recent standard developments about the calculation and certification of the energy performances
of the building-plant system give great importance to the transparent envelope design.
A very important requirement is the glazing percentage, between the transparent surface of the
building and its overall useful surface.

Fig. 1: DLgs 311/06 - All. C : Limit values of U Thermal conductivity of transparent closures including the frames (W/m2K)

Fig. 2: D.Lgs 311/06 – All. C - Limit values of U Thermal conductivity of transparent closures - glass (W/m2K)
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If it is below 0.18, it is possible directly to attribute the value EPI = EPI = limit to the building, where
they occur simultaneously other requirements on the plants and on the envelope: useful thermal
efficiency and transmittance. In other cases, it is very important valuating the effective performances
of the transparent envelope (see DPR 59/09, article 4 paragraph 4: transmittance of transparent
closings below the tabulated limits).
The D.Lgs no. 311/06 has introduced some interesting innovations: the designer has to use better
external environmental conditions and distribution features of the spaces to encourage natural
ventilation of the building and introduces, with the enclosure I, the obligation of sun protection systems
to control solar gain in summer conditions.
The companies chosen for the comparison have been identified among the most widely diffused and
publicized in Italy and abroad by architecture and design magazines, according to some criteria:
 Wide distribution on home market
 Large productive supply
 Clarity of information about technical performances
 Availability of contacts with local branches
 Possibility of performance verification using business software.
For the comparison some energy parameters are considered, within the technical files provided by the
companies, as well as the type of glass (single, double or triple glass):
 Transmittance U-value (W/m2K)
 overall thickness of the glazed component
 gap filling (Air, Argon, Krypton).
Among the light parameters Solar Factor g, external aspect, that is color response, and type of surface
coating are considered. The selected products are able to offer a good thermal resistance, without
substantially reducing their Solar Factor g and maintaining their transparent appearance almost
unchanged. The maximization of the Solar Factor is desired in order to ensure passive solar gain in
the wintertime, especially if it is complied with the law obligation of sunscreens selectively protecting
windows in the summertime.

Fig. 3: An example of technical characteristics of glasses with solar control coatings

Fig. 4: An example of technical characteristics of glass with high selectivity, high transparency and very good
thermal insulation: an ideal design solution for school building and hospital
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Fig. 5: An example of technical characteristics of glass with very low transparency and excellent thermal insulation

Fig. 6: An example of technical characteristics of glass with very high transparency and poor thermal insulation

The survey shows that of course big businesses offer a very wide supply for any type of use, not only
for the number of finished products placed on the market, but also for the possibility of different glass
combinations, while small businesses tend to be oriented to a specific segment of the market,
obtaining very highly performing products that meet less very specific uses.
Finally the three parameters that characterize a solution of glazing visible light, Solar Factor g and
transmittance are directly compared, identifying four levels of performance: insufficient, sufficient,
good or Best Practices, attributing consequently, a score from one to three on the elaborated rating
scale. (Fig7)

Fig. 7: Assessment of the significant parameters for glass.
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The IGU totally responds to the need of the installation of a glazing system (glass-frame), suitable to
meet the requirements of standard comfort and performance for each type of environment.
The rehabilitation of the buildings, especially for a tertiary use, characterized by large glass surfaces,
usually without screens, involves the necessary adjustment of the glazing systems. Very often,
however, the installation of a double glass system with an ex-novo selective or solar control film is
prohibitively expensive, both for the finished product cost (considering the involved areas), and the
subsequent replacement of the whole frame system. The application of a superficial adhesive film is a
very practical technological solution; it is quicker in installation and has a minimal influence on the
regular use of the building.

3.

Coating for the energy building retrofit3

The polyester self-adhesive films are installed directly on the glass by highly transparent adhesives,
UV rays inhibitors, in a "sandwich" structure, in the middle of which there is a layer of metallization,
acting as a reflector of solar radiation; the surface finish is made up of one or more layers of scratchresistant coating.
There are different types of films suitable to meet different requirements of comfort for confined
spaces and areas immediately surrounding the building, but that guarantee a reflection of the sunlight
equal at least to 70% of the incident one.
The installation can be done both outside and inside the glass, getting different results, especially for
the discomfort glare and the raising of the surface temperatures, but that creates also different
conditions of duration and maintenance.
There are different types of films on the market, suitable to meet security needs or specific for the
protection from UV rays. We can distinguish two main categories of films based on the deposition of
metals and the external chromatic response among those studied in order to save energy.
The first type of product is defined reflective, its processing is done by the vaporization of metals
(usually aluminum) with a controlled density on the glass; the final effect is a high chromatic response,
and a mirror effect. This solution is excellent for breaking down the thermal summer gains and the
problems caused by insulation on the transparent walls.
The sputtered type instead presents a more complex process called sputtering and is done through
the disintegration of the atoms of the metals by ion bombardments. The use of this type of process
ensures a low mirror effect, making it suitable for applications in the historic centre, while maintaining
excellent performances in terms of reduction of discomfort glare.
For both types there are different versions according to the need to shield the solar radiation more or
less densely, the distinction is made through the combination of different surface layers, lightly colored
(defined: “fumè”) improving the conditions of glare, avoiding the reflections inside the rooms, but of
course reducing transparency and visibility outwards.
The real drawback in these films installation, in the past, was the poor resistance to atmospheric
agents, which compromised their functionality (reductions experienced by 90% of the performance),
and their transparence becoming opaque layers applied to windows, causing greater energy
expenditure for artificial lighting.
The current market trend is oriented towards hyper-thin films, a few microns thick, highly transparent
and at the same time with a better solar control, that are able to guarantee their performances in
extreme conditions for periods ranging from five to ten years.

4.

The forefront of the glass vacuum system4

The research on transparent surfaces, especially in Italy (where they intervene heavily on the existing
heritage), doesn't become the research of highly performing double and triple coating components of a
reinforced thermal insulation (ITR), but it is oriented to identify high benefits in reduced thickness.
Heat flows through the glass surface by conduction and convection by means of air and gas inside the
gap, which serve as the carrier fluid. Imposing vacuum condition means to block the passage of
energy by convection and only allow the radiation transfer. The vacuum system allows reaching, in low
thicknesses of glasses, insulation performance equal to 0.30 W/m2K: it is necessary a minimum
thickness of "empty" to be complied with the standard requirements in comparison with the traditional
glass unit with gas.
There are many studies about it and the uncertainties due to its limited uses. The hardest study is the
research of clear technical specifications, available on the network, but surely the perspectives let the
margins of reducing energy consumption understand, with transmittance values conformed with the
passivhaus.
The glazing evacuated or vacuum is made up of two glass layers of 3 mm spaced of just 0.2 mm (for a
6.5 mm total component thickness), the surfaces composition depends on the producer but a lowemissivity glass and a clear float glass are used from inside towards outside.
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The vacuum condition alters the pressure between the transparent panels, where metal- made
spacers of 0.5 mm diameter placed every 20 mm along the whole area of the layer are inserted in
order to prevent the implosion.
Most producers analyzed for the IGU system propose their own version of the vacuum system, but
only some of them have their own patented product; it's still lower the number of products actually
available on the market.
It is interesting to notice, however, the tendency of some Italian companies, which have focused
heavily on the vacuum sector, launching their preview products in the most famous exhibitions of
products for the construction industry, creating a market segment as an immediate response to the
supply for the rehabilitation of the historical heritage.

5.

The smart changing glasses5

If the research and testing company reserve an infinitely large range of chances and combinations of
the glazed surfaces performances, as we have seen, the real avant-garde for the transparent skin of
the building is the ability to change, adapting itself to different external conditions.
The chromogenic glasses react to the changing conditions of light, heat, charge or electric field,
passing from a state of total transparency to a gradual and more or less quick opaqueness.
The variation acts on the light spectrum of the glass component that passes from the transmitter to the
reflector or absorber of the light.
There are two types of chromogenic windows: those activated by external conditions such as
temperature and light (photo-chromic and thermo-chromic), and those activated by electrical systems
(electro-chromic and liquid crystal).
The photo-chromic glasses pass from a state of high transparency (about 80%, 90% of the visible
range) to an opaque state (about 10%, 15% of the visible range) with changing of the solar radiation
incident on them. The transition takes place in a natural and rather slow way, and these glasses have
good chances for durability.
The thermo-chromic glasses are composed of polymers that change their transparency when the
surface temperature varies by passing from a condition of good transparency (80 -90% of visible light)
to an opacity condition (20% -30%), they set themselves independently, but they might also benefit
from the activation of thin resistors within them.
The electro-chromic glasses are composed of five layers within the glasses; the layers serving as
conductors and accumulators act on a layer of tungsten oxide or nickel that is activated when the
electric field changes. The variation decreases of about a third the percentage of light transmission
(from 50-70% to 10-20%). This type of glasses has a specular appearance both in the active phase
and in the passive one; it is necessary to charge the electric field only to start the process.
The liquid crystal glasses are the only ones among the chromogenic glasses to be diffusely available
on the market, even in large amounts; its working is due to the constant administration of electricity.
The system is made up of molecules encapsulated in a polymer, randomly arranged, therefore the
effect of the light radiation is the diffusion of a white-opaque glass, the application of the electric
charge puts in order the molecules according to the electric field making the surface transparent (the
oscillation is between 60-40% and 40-60%).
There are applications of all these types of glasses in different fields of industry, including aviation, but
they are still testing their adaptability to applications in architecture, that have not been established
yet, both for the uncertainty of their duration and for their prohibitive costs.

Fig. 8: The avant-garde for the transparent skin
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Abstract

Impact of physical pollutions (electromagnetic fields, noise, vibration, ionization etc.) may cause
significant discomfort and health damage of inhabitants of urban territories and of workers of industrial
enterprises as well as of ecological state of territory. Peculiarities of negative influence of different
physical pollutions to the man's health and to environment are considered. During design and
construction of industrial objects it is necessary to estimate and forecast expected levels of physical
pollutions. Approaches to environmental impact assessment of physical pollutions of territories during
design and construction of industrial objects are discussed. It is pointed out that during environmental
impact assessment it is necessary to undertake a complex of steps: identification of the most intensive
sources of physical pollutions, calculations and measurements of physical pollutions propagation to
the nearest living territories and of it impact to the workers of industrial enterprises, estimation of
results of calculations and measurements, mapping of physical pollutions, development and
implementation of measures to reduce negative impact of physical pollutions. Experience of realization
of suggested approaches to environmental impact assessment of physical pollutions of territories are
discussed on the example of Samara Region of Russia.
Keywords: Physical pollution, assessment, design, construction

1. Introduction

Modern city may be considered as a sophisticate system with increased impact of negative factors to
environment. Some of such factors are physical pollutions, especially noise, vibration, infrasound,
electromagnetic fields, ionization etc. [2, 4].
Noise level is increasing together with the cities growth. Noise pollution adversely affects the lives of
millions of people. Studies have shown that there are direct links between noise and health. More
than 60% of population of large cities is living in exceeding noise conditions [1, 3]. Damaging influence
of intensive noise to the human's health is not restricted only by impact to ears. It is known, that noise
is affecting to the human's central and vegetative nervous systems, influencing to the human's
psychological condition etc. Problems related to noise include stress related illnesses, high blood
pressure, speech interference, hearing loss, sleep disruption, and lost productivity. Noise Induced
Hearing Loss (NIHL) is the most common and often discussed health effect, but research has shown
that exposure to constant or high levels of noise can cause countless adverse health affects. The
most serious problems are caused by low frequency acoustic impact.
Recently vibration impact to the urban areas (environmental, industrial, domestic) is rapidly growing. It
is difficult to find in modern town the place where vibration is completely absent. Vibration in urban
areas may cause serious negative problems up to the buildings and construction breakdown and
inhabitants decease. Vibration and structural noise may cause decrease the operational characteristic,
durability, reliability of different kind of power plant and industrial equipment. Among of the negative
sequences are destruction of parts and units of machines and equipment, pipelines, junctions of
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aggregates etc. Industrial vibration leads to workers disease, fatigue breakdown of pipeline and
apparatus junction, disturbance of sealing airproof, decreasing of machine operating characteristics,
etc. It should be noted that the accidents connected with pipelines destruction by vibration are rapidly
growing and may cause other negative sequences like fires.
It is possible to subdivide two main types of vibration: free and forced vibration. Free vibration occurs
when a mechanical system is set off with an initial input and then allowed to vibrate freely. Examples
of this type of vibration are pulling a child back on a swing and then letting go or hitting a tuning fork
and letting it ring. The mechanical system will then vibrate at one or more of its "natural frequency"
and damp down to zero. Forced vibration is when an alternating force or motion is applied to a
mechanical system. Examples of this type of vibration include a shaking washing machine due to an
imbalance, transportation vibration (caused by truck engine, springs, road, etc), or the vibration of a
building during an earthquake. In forced vibration the frequency of the vibration is the frequency of the
force or motion applied, with order of magnitude being dependent on the actual mechanical system.
Noise and vibration sources of environment may be divided on two main groups: separate sources
and complex sources. Separate noise and vibration sources are: separate vehicles, electric
transformers, holes of ventilation systems, plants of industrial or energetic enterprises etc. Complex
noise and vibration sources are transport flows at highways and street roads, train flows at railway,
industrial enterprises with complex noise sources, stadiums, sports grounds etc.
Electromagnetic radiation (non-ionizing) is the term generally applied to all forms of electromagnetic
radiation whose primary mode of interaction with matter is other than by producing ionization.
Therefore non-ionizing radiation (NIR) refers to electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths exceeding
100 nm, equivalent to quantum energies below 12 eV, i.e., encompassing the spectrum which
includes all radiation sources whose frequencies are equal to or less than those of the near ultraviolet.
Scientific, medical, industrial and domestic uses of devices producing non-ionizing radiation are
rapidly expanding in type and number, leading to a steady increase in the amount of NIR in man's
environment and causing concern about potential health hazards to workers and to the general public
from uncontrolled or excessive radiation exposure.
Ionizing radiation is either partical radiation or electromagnetic radiation in which an individual
particle/photon carries enough energy to ionize an atom or molecule by completely removing an
electron from its orbit. If the individual particles do not carry this amount of energy, it is essentially
impossible for even a large flood of particles to cause ionization. Examples of ionizing particles are
energetic alpha particles, beta particles, and neutrons.
The ability of electromagnetic waves (photons) to ionize an atom or molecule depends on its
frequency. Electromagnetic radiation can cause ionization if the energy per photon, or frequency, is
high enough, and thus the wavelengh is short enough.
The most dangerous illness caused by the impact of ionizing radiation is cancer: a class of diseases in
which a group of cells display uncontrolled growth (division beyond the normal limits), invasion
(intrusion on and destruction of adjacent tissues), and sometimes metastasis (spread to other
locations in the body via lymph or blood). These three malignant properties of cancers differentiate
them from benigh tumors, which are self-limited, and do not invade or metastasize. Most cancers form
a tumor but some, like leukemia, do not. The branch of medicine concerned with the study, diagnosis,
treatment, and prevention of cancer is oncology. Mutations are changes in the deoxyribonucleic acid
sequence of a cell's genome.
Radon is a colorless, odorless gas that can be found in the soil and rocks beneath homes, in well
water, and in building materials. Radon is in the soil because the soil contains naturally occurring
uranium that eventually decays to radon gas. Radon can get into our homes from the soil through any
cracks or holes in the foundation and from the water supply. The radon concentration allowed in water
supplies is highly regulated; therefore, it is the radon in air coming in to your home from the ground
that can pose a danger.
Radon is estimated to cause many thousands of deaths each year. That's because when you breathe
air containing radon, you can get lung cancer. In fact, the Surgeon General has warned that radon is
the second leading cause of lung cancer in the United States today. Only smoking causes more lung
cancer deaths.
Thus, the impact of physical pollutions (electromagnetic fields, noise, vibration, ionization etc.) may
cause significant discomfort and health damage of inhabitants of urban territories and of workers of
industrial enterprises as well as of ecological state of territory.
During design and construction of industrial objects it is necessary to estimate and forecast expected
levels of physical pollutions. This paper is devoted to discussion of approaches to environmental
impact assessment of physical pollutions of territories during design and construction of industrial
objects.

2. Environmental impact assessment as a tool of estimation of pollutions
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Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), is now regarded as one of the principal tools in the
estimation of pollutions of environment, including physical pollutions. Overall, EIA should be seen as a
practical, anticipatory, decision making tool that allows the likely effects of a project upon the
environment to be determined, and indicates the need for appropriate mitigating measures to reduce
adverse effects and maximise positive effects.
Typical policy requirements for EIA:
- compliance with regional/national/international planning objectives and priorities;
- the assessment of alternative options that provide the same benefits;
- compliance with the requirements of emerging regulatory authorities;
- the increasingly pronounced definition of environmental protection purposes;
- awareness of the public's growing concern for environmental issues and the associated political and
economical implications.
EIA began to emerge as a separate and distinct planning tool, allowing the decision makers to weigh
up the potential cost and benefits of particular schemes. The basic principle is that prevention is better
than cure.
EIA it is required to be undertaken prior to the project receiving authorisation (from planning
authorities) to proceed. The term "project" means the execution of construction works or other
interventions in natural surroundings and landscape.
Some types of public and private projects (e.g. large thermal power stations or reactors; installations
for the reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel; iron and steel works; oil refineries, integrated chemical
installations; construction of motorways, railway lines, airports etc.) may cause a significant
environmental effect and, therefore, prior to the development of these projects, the developers must
submit information about the project and, where appropriate, consult all interested parties for their
views on the proposal (including members of the public).
Some projects are exempt from EIA. For example, projects serving national defence purposes are not
covered.
For the developers of a project it is necessary to undertake an EIA that will identify, describe and
assess the direct and indirect effects of a project on the following factors:
- human beings, fauna and flora;
- soil, water, air, climate and the landscape;
- the interaction between these two groups of factors;
- material assets and cultural heritage.
Developers are also asked to provide any appropriate alternatives and justify the options that have
been selected. Consultation must take place with all relevant authorities and members of the public
who have an interest in the project proposal. These parties are to be given access to the information
outlined above and must be given an opportunity to express an opinion before the proposal is taken
beyond the planning stage. Likewise, authorities with relevant information are to make this available to
the developers on request.
Protection of the natural resources is also part of the protection of human life. However, there are
other socio-cultural aspects which require consideration during a planning process and which are part
of a comprehensive environmental impact assessment.
Key steps of the EIA process may be determining as following.
1. Screening – determining whether an EIA is necessary for the particular project.
2. Scoping – determining.
3. Gathering information/data.
4. Predicting and assessing the impact.
5. Preparing the "Environmental Statement".
6. Consultations with some parties throughout the EIA.
7. Synthesising the findings and reaching a decision.
8. Monitoring the impacts of the project.
General EIA principles may be described as following:
1. Timing – the EIA should begin at the earliest possible stage in the planning process, integrating with
engineers and economic phases of the project planning.
2. Multi-disciplinary – the EIA will require inputs from a number of experts. These should be identified
and briefed at the earliest possible stage.
3. Organization – the EIA must be well managed as it will require the assimilation of inputs from
various sources.
4. All findings should be based on documented evidence and supported where possible by hard data
open to verification.
The EIA process will often not end with the submission of a report or environmental statement. It is
necessary to provide continuous monitoring and reconsideration of issues as the project develops.
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3. Environmental impact assessment of physical pollutions of territories during design
and construction of industrial objects
Industrial enterprises operational activity leads to the negative impact both to environment and to the
health of staff. EIA estimation of physical pollutions not only allows to make a conclusion about
industrial object construction/reconstruction, but also may used for taking the required measures for
physical pollutions reduction. During environmental impact assessment of physical pollutions it is
necessary to undertake a complex of steps: identification of the most intensive sources of physical
pollutions, calculations and measurements of physical pollutions propagation to the nearest living
territories and of it impact to the workers of industrial enterprises, estimation of results of calculations
and measurements, mapping of physical pollutions, development and implementation of measures to
reduce negative impact of physical pollutions.
Let us consider some experiences of realization of suggested approaches to environmental impact
assessment of physical pollutions of territories are discussed on the example of Samara Region of
Russia.
3.1 EIA of noise at industrial site of construction of carbon dioxide production of "Khimteco"
Company
The characteristic of noise and vibration are differs for the different branches of industry (e.g.
machinery, civil engineering, energetic etc.). During operation of chemical plans it is possible to point
out as specific industrial equipment (compressors, chemical aggregates, pumps etc.) as chemical
processes (oxidation, ammonia production etc.) as the sources of high level noise and vibration. In
order to forecast in time possible negative sequences from noise and vibration impact and to develop
the measures for efficient noise and vibration reduction it is necessary to carry out the monitoring.
In order to illustrate the examples of noise ad vibration EIA at industrial cites of chemical production of
Russia let us describe noise EIA at industrial cite of construction of carbon dioxide production of
"Khimteco" Company.
Carbon dioxide production of "Khimteco" Company it was decided to construct in 2-store building in
the Central district of Togliatti city. The nearest living areas are situated at the distance of 2,5
kilometers from the cite. Using SLM "Octave 101AM" more that 15 noise level measurements were
provided. Example of presentation of measurements data is shown at the figure 1.

Fig. 1: Diagram of spectral characteristics of sound levels for point 1 of measurements (octave
and 1/3 octave bands)
Also control measurements of noise levels at nearest living areas were provided. The results of
measurements were estimated according to according to hygiene requirements, stated by valid
Sanitary Norms (Sanitary Norms 2.2.4/2.1.8.562-96, Russian State Standards etc.) and Building
Norms and Rules [6]. Analysis of measurements results is showing that the most significant equivalent
level of sound power is 73 dBA. Calculations of sound levels of industrial cite to the nearest living
houses of the Central district of Togliatti city have been provided. Methodic of calculations have been
described in [9].
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Sound pressure level (dB) of the point source on the distance
the absorption is equal to:

r (m) in homogeneous medium without

L(r )  L p  10 lg   20 lg r  10 lg  ,
where

(1)

L p - source sound power level (or sound level), dB (dBA);



- factor of source directivity for the point of observation;

  4

10 lg 4  11 .

- full space angle, in which the sound is radiated,
Results of calculations are showing that normative requirements are not exceeded.

3.2 EIA of vibration at industrial cite of construction of energy-efficient production of
cyclogeksanon of "Kuibyshevazot" Company
It was decided to construct energy-efficient production of cyclogeksanon of "Kuibyshevazot" Company
situated in the Central district of Togliatti city. The nearest living areas are situated at the distance of 2
kilometers from the site. Using SLM "Octave 101AM" more that 20 noise level measurements were
provided. The scheme of measurements is shown at the figure 2. Example of presentation of vibration
measurements data for the point 9 (direction z) is shown at the figure 3.

Fig. 2: The scheme of points of vibration measurements at industrial cite of construction of
energy-efficient production of "Kuibyshevazot" Company
Analysis of results of measurement of vibration of energy-efficient production of cyclogeksanon of
"Kuibyshevazot" Company shows that maximal value of vibration according to equivalent correcting
level of vibration acceleration is in point 9 and equal to 92 dB. Analysis of potential sources of vibration
generated in the industrial site of construction of energy-efficient production of cyclogeksanon of
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"Kuibyshevazot" Company after beginning of exploitation have been carried out by using of technical
documentation, studying of used industrial equipment and of kinds of technological processes. Results
of analysis are showing that maximal values of vibration according to equivalent correcting level of
vibration acceleration will not exceed 95 dB. It means that vibration levels are fitting to Russian
sanitary norms rules.

Fig. 3: Diagram of vibration measurement results for point 9 (direction z) at industrial cite of
construction of energy-efficient production of "Kuibyshevazot" Company

Fig. 4: The scheme of points of vibration measurements at industrial cite of construction of
polyamid-6 production of "Kuibyshevazot" Company
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3.3 EIA of electromagnetic fields and ionizing radiation at industrial cite of construction of
polyamid-6 production of "Kuibyshevazot" Company
It was decided to construct energy-efficient production of polyamid-6 of "Kuibyshevazot" Company
situated in the Central district of Togliatti city. The nearest living areas are situated at the distance of 2
kilometers from the site. Using SLM "Octave 101AM" more that 20 noise level measurements were
provided. The scheme of measurements is shown at the figure 4.
For estimation of ionizing radiation dosimeter of gamma-radiation DKG-07 D "DROZD" was used. In
total 45 measurements of power of ambient equivalent of doze of gamma-radiation and of ambient
equivalent of doze of gamma-radiation have been carried out in 15 points. Requirements of radiation
safety in Russia are determined by Norms of radiation safety in form of main doze limits, admissible
levels of impact of ionized radiation and according to the other requirements for restriction of man's
radiation exposure. Efficient doze for population for the all period of life must not exceed 70 mZv, for
one year – 1 mZv. Natural ionizing radiation background must not exceed 0,2 mkZv per hour.
Analysis of measurements results of ionizing radiation levels at the site of construction of energyefficient production of polyamid-6 of "Kuibyshevazot" Company have showed that exceeding of
normative values is absent. Maximal level of power of ambient equivalent of doze of gamma-radiation
was in points 5 and 14 and not exceeding of usual background values. Potential sources of ionizing
radiation generation after starting of production exploitation are also absent.
For estimation of electromagnetic field of industrial frequency range meter of intensity of field of
industrial frequency PZ-50 was used. For estimation of electromagnetic field of radio frequency range
small-size microprocessor meter of intensity of field IPM-101 was used. In total over 100
measurements of electromagnetic fields of different frequency ranges have been provided. All
measurements results are correspond to sanitary requirements.
Example of mapping of electric part of radio frequency range electromagnetic fields measurements at
industrial cite of construction of polyamid-6 production of "Kuibyshevazot" Company is shown at the
figure 5.

-

Fig. 5: Mapping of electric part of radio frequency range electromagnetic fields measurements
at industrial cite of construction of polyamid-6 production of "Kuibyshevazot" Company
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4. Conclusions

It was shown that physical pollutions influence during exploitation of industrial enterprises may cause
significant negative impact to the health of population and to environment, therefore in is necessary to
carry out environmental impact assessment (EIA).
Methods and results of EIA of physical pollutions at industrial sites of enterprises of Samara region of
Russia have been described. Main physical pollutions sources of the industrial enterprises have been
considered. Methods and values of some physical pollutions of industrial enterprises estimation are
described in the hygiene requirements, stated by valid Sanitary Norms and Russian State Standards.
EIA estimation of physical pollutions not only allows to make a conclusion about industrial object
construction/reconstruction, but also may used for taking the required measures for it efficient
reduction.
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Abstract

Lubricating cooling liquids are widely used as in industry as for domestic purposes. The problem of it
negative influence to the human's health and to environment have become especially important for the
last years due to the significant volumes of it and the high toxicity. Results of analysis of negative
influence of lubricating cooling liquids to the human's health and to environment are described.
Methods of classification of negative impact of lubricating cooling liquids are suggested including it
biological, chemical and physical features. Approaches to lubricating cooling liquids negative impact
reduction are suggested. The main directions of lubricating cooling liquids reduction are including:
- Using of ecologically safe materials instead of lubricating cooling liquids;
- Treatment without of using of lubricating cooling liquids;
- Treatment with minimal using of lubricating cooling liquids.
It is pointed out that only design and implementation of complex of methods may give efficient
results and significant reduction of negative influence of lubricating cooling liquids and to
reduce the damage to the environment and to the man's health.
Keywords: Lubricating cooling liquids, classification, reduction

1.

Introduction

Lubricating cooling liquids are widely used not only in industry, but also for domestic purposes. The
problem of it negative influence to the human's health both in industry and in domestic conditions have
become urgent for the last years as due to the significant volumes of it as or the high toxicity.
Mainly lubricating cooling liquids are the mineral oils or the oils with wear-protective additives or it
water emulsions consisting of water, mineral oils, emulsifiers, inhibitors of corrosion, bactericides or
other dangerous components.
Due to it chemical nature lubricating cooling liquids may cause different negative impact to the
humans leading to the damage of cardiovascular and respiratory systems, skin damage, toxicity
poisoning and other negative sequences.
According to the results of many researches, all existing marks of lubricating cooling liquids are toxic
and having the different degrees of toxicity (from hyper toxicity to middle toxicity). It contains
components polluting the environment: oil products, ether extracting particles, fatty acids etc.
That is why it is important to make an analysis of lubricating cooling liquids negative influence to the
human's health and to suggest the ways of it reduction.
This paper is devoted to development of approaches to classification and to reduction of negative
impact of lubricating cooling liquids.

2.
Analysis of negative influence of lubricating cooling liquids to the human's
health and to environment
Lubricating cooling liquids (LCL) may cause negative influence to the man as in result of direct contact
with skin of man or due to the contact through the special protective clothing and also in result of
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penetration of gases, aerosols, condensate of LCL to the human organism through the respiratory
system.
Analysis of special features of negative influence of lubricating cooling liquids to the human's health
shows that it tends to the growth of professional illnesses of workers of different branches of industry.
E.g. in Public Joint Stock Company "AVTOVAZ" it tends to increase the growth of such professional
illnesses as bronchitis and eczemas.
Statistics of distribution of illnesses caused by lubricating cooling liquids impact in conditions of Public
Joint Stock Company "AVTOVAZ" for men and women (years 2002-2012) is shown in figure 1.
Influence of used lubricating cooling liquids is especially dangerous both for man and for environment.
It is well known influence of lubricating cooling liquids to the man's health in industrial conditions. One
of the main sequences of lubricating cooling liquids impact are professional illnesses. Analysis of
scientific papers in this field is proving the that aerosols of lubricating cooling liquids may cause
pneumonia, cause skin illnesses, damage heart muscles, liver and kidney [1, 5, 7, 9]. Moreover, it is
determined that products of thermal destruction of harmless components of lubricating cooling liquids
as well as possible chemical formations in zone of treatment are also may cause negative impact to
the man's health.
Due to the chemical nature lubricating cooling liquids are causing negative impact to the workers in
industrial conditions in result of direct contact with skin and as result of lubricating cooling liquids
evaporation. Degree of negative impact is depending to the chemical composition of lubricating
cooling liquids; conditions of treatment of metals; conditions of surrounding microclimate.
Influence of lubricating cooling liquids may cause significant negative impact to environment mainly
due to the toxic impact. For example, atmosphere pollution by lubricating cooling liquids impact may
occur not only in the process of it exploitation, but also due to evaporation and combustion of
lubricating oils. Used lubricating cooling liquids may be considered as dangerous toxic wastes,
utilization of which is very difficult [3].
It should be noted that even feebly toxic medium may cause significant negative influence on water
reservoir biota. Waste waters of industrial enterprises are containing LCL causing toxic impact to
water resources. For example, waste water of Public Joint Stock Company "AVTOVAZ" is causing low
toxic impact to Kuibyshevsky water reservoir. Therefore it is very necessary to develop efficient
methods and means of further minimization of negative impact of toxicity of LCL.

Заболеваемость среди полов

6
мужчины
женщ ины
10

Fig. 1: Illnesses caused by lubricating cooling liquids impact in conditions of Public Joint Stock
Company "AVTOVAZ" for men and women (years 2002-2012)

3.
Classification of negative influence of lubricating cooling liquids to the
human's health and to environment
Environmental control of toxicity is a complex procedure including estimation of sources of toxicity,
determination of the most potentially dangerous zones of toxicity of urban territories, selection of
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methods for estimation of toxicity, analysis of results of estimation of toxicity, conclusions about the
degree of toxicity, and, finally, development and implementation of methods concerning reduction of
negative impact of toxicants.
New method for estimation of toxicity has been suggested by the authors of this paper. Characteristic
feature of the developed method in comparison with existing methods is complex consideration of the
main toxicological values of toxicants (e.g. lubricating cooling liquids) on the basis of its point-rating
ranging.
The following toxicological characteristics have been taken into consideration:
- irritating effect on eyes;
- skin-resorptive effect;
- sensitizing effect;
- toxic particles assignable under exploitation of lubricating cooling liquids (number of singled out
toxicants and it class of danger);
- toxicity during inside-stomach injection.
In table 1 the scheme of distribution of points during estimation of degree of toxic effect of lubricating
cooling liquids on the man and environment is presented.
TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF POINTS FOR ESTIMATION OF DEGREE OF EFFECT OF TOXICANTS ON THE MAN
AND ENVIRONMENT
Name of indicator of estimation
Irritating effect on eyes

Skin-resorptive effect

Sensitizing effect

Toxic substances assignable
under exploitation of lubricating
cooling liquids (for estimation the
substance corresponding to the
most high class of danger is
selected)
Toxicity during inside-stomach
injection
(medium mortal dose (LD50) under
injection into the stomach)

Parameter of
estimation
No effect

Points
0 points

Weak effect

1 point

Irritating effect

2 points

No effect

0 points

Weak effect

1 point

Irritating effect

2 points

No effect

0 points

Weak effect

1 point

Irritating effect

2 points

I class of danger

4 points

II class of danger

3 points

III class of danger

2 points

IV class of danger

1 point

LD50 ≤ 5000 mg/kg

2 points

LD50 > 5000 mg/kg

1 point

Toxic impact is not determined

0 points

4.
Classification of negative influence of lubricating cooling liquids to the
human's health and to environment
The general ways of lubricating cooling liquids negative impact reduction are shown in fig. 2. It is
suggested to subdivide the ways of lubricating cooling liquids reduction into three main directions:
- Using of ecologically safe materials instead of LCL;
- Treatment without of using of LCL;
- Treatment with minimal using of LCL.
Traditional approach to reduction of negative influence of by lubricating cooling liquids to environment
is it utilization. But utilization of used LCL it is not safe and rather expensive.
As an alternative to the expensive and ecologically dangerous process of LCL utilization is
investigation and implementation of methods of reduction of using of LCL or the full avoiding of LCL
using during technological operations. According to the data of Swiss company «Micron SA Agno»,
the average cost of lubricating cooling liquids used for one lathe daily is equal to the sum of 50-250 of
US dollars. It means that annually company «Micron SA Agno» spends the money for application of
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one lathe approximately 12 750 - 63 730 of US dollars. For machines building enterprises the average
cost of lubricating cooling liquids used for one lathe is equal to 8000 US dollars annually.
Avoiding of using of lubricating cooling liquids allows to increase also the quality of manufactures
parts, for example in work [2] is shown that chemically-active elements of LCL are causing the
reduction of endurance and corrosion protection of surfaces of details. It should be noted that the
absence of lubricating cooling liquids in zone of treatment allows to use more widely an active control
in process of treatment and to eliminate the effect of heat shock on the surface of the instrument.
Avoiding of using of lubricating cooling liquids in the process of treatment force to decide the following
main problems:
- Withdrawal of heat from the zone of cutting;
- Reduction of coefficient of friction in the process of treatment;
- Moving off shaving from the zone of treatment.
Analysis of authors is showing that presently technologies of ecologically sound treatment without of
lubricating cooling liquids only for 10% of all existing lathe equipment in Russian Federation and in
West countries.
The more carefully the questions of treatment without of using of lubricating cooling liquids are
investigated in West European countries, and also in USA and in Japan. In these countries different
kinds of blade and abrasive processing without of lubricating cooling liquids are investigated: drilling,
turning, grinding, glazing.
Review of Russian and foreign literature allows to point out the basis of investigations of dry treatment
by using of methods of surface plastic warping and allows to determine the ways of decision of
problems arising during the treatment without of lubricating cooling liquids. Such process of treatment
is mostly convenient for the primary stage of investigations of processes occurring during the dry
treatment because it has no such intensive heat emission and chip forming as cutting or grinding.
Thus, the main task is reduction of coefficient of friction between the instrument and procurement.
Implementation of new technology allows to decide the following problems:
1. Reduction of expenses, because of the most of lubricating cooling liquids on the basis of oils are
having comparatively small flash temperature.
2. Improvement of labor conditions, because of lubricating cooling liquids components may cause
different illnesses.
3. To increase ecological safety of industrial production because of losses during the leakages and of
carry-over, emission, flushing water and utilization of waste LCL are polluting soil, water and air.
4. To reduce the expenses for purchase, storage, transportation and utilization of lubricating cooling
liquids.
5. To increase the quality of treatment due to expansion of possibilities of using of the means of active
control.
It should be noted that monitoring of the state of environment is also efficient way of estimation and of
forecasting of changes of the state and of pollution of biosphere or of it separate components under
the impact of lubricating cooling liquids. Presently many scientists are carrying out researches for
using of different biological indicators as test-objects. In a meantime, estimation of degree of toxicity of
lubricating cooling liquids is having certain specific and needs in detailed examination.
Analysis of literature sources shows that during the estimation of toxicity of several objects of
biological testing (including also lubricating cooling liquids) the mostly generally studied. It is
reasonable to use as a test-objects of green algae Chlorella (Chlorella vulgaris Beijer), ПНД Ф
14.1:2:4.10-04, 16.1:2:3:3.7-04, and of crawfishes Daphnia magna Straus, ПНД Ф Т 14.1:2:4.12-06,
16.1:2:3:3.9-06.

The ways of reduction of
negative impact of LCL

Using of
ecologically safe
materials instead
of LCL

Treatment without of
using of LCL

Treatment with minimal
using of LCL

Fig. 2: The main ways of reduction of negative impact of lubricating cooling liquids (LCL)

Above mentioned methods are accredited in Russia. It allows to obtain rather high precision of results
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during it using for researches.
Generally, only using of complex of methods may give efficient results of significant reduction of
negative influence of lubricating cooling liquids.

5. Conclusions

Lubricating cooling liquids are used in industry in large volumes. Due to the high toxicity ad other
negative characteristic lubricating cooling liquids may cause significant negative impact both to the
man's health and to environment. Analysis of special features of negative influence of lubricating
cooling liquids to the human's health shows that it tends to the growth of professional illnesses of
workers of different branches of industry. Statistics of lubricating cooling liquids impact in conditions of
Public Joint Stock Company "AVTOVAZ" is described and analyzed.
New method for estimation of toxicity has been suggested. Characteristic feature of the developed
method in comparison with existing methods is complex consideration of the main toxicological values
of toxicants (e.g. lubricating cooling liquids) on the basis of its point-rating ranging.
The scheme of distribution of points during estimation of degree of toxic effect of lubricating cooling
liquids on the man and environment is presented.
The general ways of lubricating cooling liquids negative impact reduction are described. It is
suggested to subdivide the ways of lubricating cooling liquids reduction into three main directions:
using of ecologically safe materials instead of LCL; treatment without of using of LCL; treatment with
minimal using of LCL. It is pointed out that as an alternative to the expensive and ecologically
dangerous process of LCL utilization it is reasonable to investigate and implement the methods of
reduction of using of LCL or the full avoiding of LCL using during technological operations.
Monitoring of the state of environment is also efficient way of estimation and of forecasting of changes
of the state and of pollution of biosphere or of it separate components under the impact of lubricating
cooling liquids. Different methods of LCL impact monitoring are discussed.
Generally, only using of complex of methods may give efficient results of significant reduction of
negative influence of lubricating cooling liquids.
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Abstract
The energy efficiency of the architectural public heritage is a strategic goal of Europe. This type of
buildings should be, in fact, an example for the entire construction industry. In fact, the actions taken
by the government about its heritage in order to improve the energy performance is twofold: on the
one hand they bring direct benefits in terms of reduced fuel consumption, on the other hand they are
demonstrative projects that act as incentives for the construction private sector.
To achieve the expected levels of energy efficiency, it is not sufficient to impose minimum
requirements to be met. It 'important to act with the support of voluntary instruments. From this
approach, the international standard ISO 50001 - Energy Management System, originates.
Particularly, the ISO 50001 was created with the objective of promoting the development and
implementation of policies aimed at improving energy efficiency, and it’s applicable to any organization
wishes to communicate to the outside world the conformity of its energy policy.
The ISO 50001 is a very useful tool for the public administration that wants to improve its energy
performance in a systematic way. The Energy Management System can be considered an effective
tool for continuous improvement to manage the energy efficiency of public building, because the
buildings are usually the most significant portion of the energy consumption of a public administration.
Keywords: energy	
  efficiency,	
  public	
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  Energy	
  Management	
  System

1.

European targets for energy efficiency for public heritage

The energy efficiency of public heritage is a strategic objective at European level. The legislature has
clearly spelled out in the Directive 2010/31/EC known as the Energy Performance of Building Directive
(EPBD) recast, which replaces the 2002/91/EC, stating that for the buildings occupied by a public
authority or at least open to the public, the obligation to be "nearly zero energy" will start with two
years ahead of all the other buildings.
This is motivated by the exemplary nature of this type of building, which should take a leading role in
the path towards the energy efficiency of the entire construction sector. In fact, the actions taken by
government on its assets in order to improve the energy performance are twofold: on the one hand
make direct benefits in terms of reduced fuel consumption from fossil fuels and consequently
emissions, on the other hand should be aimed at illustrating that act as a stimulus for the private
sector.
This intention of the EU to focus on public buildings is also confirmed in the Directive on energy
efficiency 2012/27/UE [5] which entered into force December 5, 2012 and must be transposed by 5
June 2014. It amending Directives 2009/125/EC and 2010/30/EU and repealing Directives 2004/8/EC
and 2006/32/EC.
Chapter II is for efficiency in energy use and, in particular art. 5 deepen the "Exemplary role of the
public bodies’ buildings".
For heated and/or cooled buildings owned and occupied by its central government, with functional
areas greater than 500 square meters, the Directive introduces the requirement to renovated each
year at least 3% of the total useful floor area, to meet at least the minimum energy performance
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requirements that it has set in application of Article 4 of Directive 2010/31/EU. Since July 2015, the
renewal will also cover public buildings that have functional areas greater than 250 square meters.
This requirement is very significant and is related to the fact that in Europe the setting of minimum
standards, even if severe, only for new buildings and those undergoing substantial restructuring, it is
not a sufficient measure to drastically reduce energy consumption. The new building represents a
marginal part (just over 1%) compared to the entire building stock. The public heritage, in particular, is
mainly composed of old buildings and highly energy-intensive. And the public bodies hardly decide
"spontaneously" to renovate its buildings, to improve energy performance requirements.
In this sense, the article 5 of the Directive 2012/27/UE is certainly an interesting addition to improving
the energy efficiency of public housing.
The energy efficiency measures should be primarily aimed:
• buildings with "the poorest energy performance "
• where is "	
  cost-effective and technically feasible "
In order to make these assessments it is necessary that the central government has, for each building,
an updated energy audit or energy performance certificate within which is located a scale of priorities
for redevelopment energy as a function of ' cost-benefit analysis.
Always article 5 provides that, no later than 31 December 2013, Member States shall shall establish
and make publicly available an inventory of heated and/or cooled central government buildings with a
total useful floor area over 500 m2, which must include , for each building, as well as the covered area
also its energy performance or relevant energy data.
Member States should also be encouraged among other public bodies, including at regional and local
level, to
• adopt an energy efficiency plan, containing specific energy saving and efficiency objectives and
actions,
• put in place an energy management system, including energy audits, as part of the implementation
of their plan.

2.

The tools: the role of ISO 50001

To achieve the levels of efficiency expected by the European Union to impose minimum requirements
to be met, as well as resulted from Directive 2002/91/EC, now replaced by 2010/31/EU, is a
necessary, but not sufficient. It is essential to act through voluntary instruments, the application of
which is expressly determined by the organization that decides to use them and not from external
impositions.
From this assumption flows the international standard ISO 50001 (International Standard for Energy
Management) related to Management Systems for Energy.
The ISO 50001, which represents the development of the European standard UNI CEI EN 16001
"Energy Management Systems - Requirements and Guidelines for Use", is part of the voluntary
instruments for environmental management, together with ISO 9001 therefore for the management of
quality in the processes, and the ISO 14001 certification for the improvement of environmental
performance. These types of rules, created initially in the industry, you are then spread to other types
of private and especially public.
In particular, the ISO 50001 was created with the aim of promoting the development and
implementation of policies aimed at improving energy efficiency, and is applicable to any organization
wishes to communicate to the outside world the conformity of its energy policy.
The voluntary approach of the standard involves an active attitude in the definition of the objectives in
the implementation of the measures needed to achieve them, and also offers the advantage of each
organization to establish from time to time objectives, both in terms of quality and quantity and the
relative timing of implementation, depending also on the financial resources available.
The ISO 50001 appears therefore as a very useful tool in the hands of a public administration that
wants to improve their energy efficiency systematically. And because the buildings are generally the
most significant slice of the energy consumption of an Entity, then, the Energy Management System
can be considered an effective means for continuous improvement (in line with the provisions of the
Deming cycle: Plan, do, check, act) the energy efficiency of public housing.
First the body which decides to implement an Energy Management System must define its own
"energy policy."
It is important to highlight that the ISO 50001, like the other tools of a voluntary, does not define
minimum criteria for energy performance, but give how to organize systems and processes aimed at
continuous improvement of energy efficiency. The main objectives are to bring economic benefits to
organizations resulting from lower energy consumption and benefits to the community, especially in
terms of reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
One of the key points of the energy policy is the commitment made by the Organization to comply with
applicable laws and regulations. This aspect may seem trivial, but often it is not.
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Suffice it to say that the law 192 of 2005 requiring all public buildings to adopt energy performance
certificate (ACE), which was to be displayed in a prominent place clearly visible to the public. Well, at
a distance of about eight years, many public buildings are in fact accompanied by ACE?
The next step is what is called the Energy Planning. This schedule, which of course must be
consistent with the energy policy previously defined, takes its cue from the identification and analysis
of energy aspects considered significant. This means understanding what are the processes that use
energy and is the basis to identify opportunities to improve energy performance and prioritize
interventions to reduce consumption.

Fig.	
  1:	
  Scheme	
  of	
  Energy	
  Management	
  Systems

	
  

It is considered significant when an energy aspect, in addition to affecting a high proportion of energy
consumption can impact on one of the following aspects:
• a more efficient use of energy
• increase the use of renewable energy on site
• a greater exchange of energy with the rest of society
The building heritage is certainly one of the most significant energy aspects of a public body.
The process of energy planning must start from the analysis of energy use and energy consumption of
the building, past and present. This allows you to identify areas of significant energy use and
consumption within the building. Through the evaluation of fuel consumption and performance you can
get help to put in place plans to improve energy efficiency and to define the scale of priorities.
The best tool in this regard is represented by Energy audit.
The D. Lgs. 115/08 defines 'energy audit' a systematic procedure to:
• Provide adequate knowledge of the energy consumption profile of a building or group of buildings, of
an asset or industrial facility or public or private services;
• identify and quantify energy saving opportunities in terms of costs and benefits;
• report on the results.
It 'just arise from the audit will require energy and energy objectives, which shall be consistent with the
energy policy, both targets, which must be consistent with the objectives.
The audit will arise also the action plan through which the organization intends to achieve its
objectives and targets.
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3.
The professional in charge of the implementation of an Energy Management
System
Once identified the Energy Management System as the most appropriate tool to improve the energy
efficiency of public housing, it is also necessary to identify the most suitable professional to use this
tool.
Start by saying that if a public administration in one year consumes more than 1,000 tons of oil
equivalent (TOE), are obliged by law 10/91 the appointment of a consultant for the rational use of
energy, called "Energy Manager".
The functions and the profile of this professional are defined inside a circular MICA N219 / F.
The E. M. must be a "professional with functions that support the decision-maker about the best use of
energy in the structure of its competence, however, having no responsibility for the effective
implementation of actions and interventions proposed, but only in relation to the technical and
economic viability opportunities that have been identified "
The ISO 50001 specifies that the top management shall appoint a representative who shall have
defined roles, responsibility and authority to ensure that the energy management system is
established, implemented and maintained in accordance with the standard. This representative must
possess appropriate skills and competencies. The Energy manager represented, until a few years
ago, the only figure in a government that had the tasks of management and rationalization of energy
use and that it was therefore unable to perform the tasks previously identified.
The liberalization of energy markets and the continuous updating of the energy and environmental
measures and financial instruments, have necessitated a new professional, modern and
interdisciplinary expert in energy management (EGE). This figure, which associates, technical skills in
the field of energy, solid foundation in environmental matters, economic-financial, business
management and communication, lends itself very well to the role of head of the Energy Management
System under the ISO 50001.

4.

Conclusions

As was made clear in the preceding paragraphs, Europe assigns public building energy efficiency a
strategic role as early as 2002 with the first EBBD directive. The Directive 2012/27/UE strengthens the
exemplary role of such buildings and invites public administrations to adopt Energy Management
Systems. The consideration is that which arises from the application of a SGE of a public building can
result in considerable benefits in terms of energy efficiency.
The centrality of the role of public buildings in energy efficiency targets has also been reaffirmed in the
assembly of the States General of the Green Economy, which was held in Rimini in November 2012.
The States-General, promoted by an organizing committee which includes the Italian Minister of the
Environment and the main associations of undertakings "green", are intended to steer the Italian
economy towards a more sustainable approach. The final acts of the assembly have shown that, by
acting with energy efficiency measures on 11,000 offices, 30,000 school buildings and buildings of
70,000 social housing, you can achieve energy savings of 1 to 2020 Mtep, equivalent to 33%
reduction in consumption in the buildings considered.
Among the objectives identified by the working group for "energy efficiency and savings" are
highlighted those "facilitate energy efficiency in Public Administration" and "to promote energy
management systems and training of energy managers and experts in management of energy ".
This confirms the idea that these objectives are strongly correlated, and that ISO 50001 represents a
new and powerful tool in the hands of a public administration to improve continuously and
systematically, the energy efficiency of their housing stock.
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Abstract
The famous definition “farewell to growth” by Serge Latouche develops new considerations in the
scientific debate concentrating on the economic and social issues as well as relating to the purpose of
design in standardized production which is concerning the global economic crisis identifying the new
millennium in a negative direction. Research focused on the furniture product’s theme tries to recover
the creative value, expressed more effectively through the productive dimension of the prototype, and
encourages the development of new methods of production standing between handicraft and
industrial production.
The actual economic crisis is weakening the great standardized industrial production and the growth of
small and medium enterprises is considered as the “innovative company” which is getting its
strength from the peculiarities of the local areas such as more material resources, human and identity,
as well as a greater appreciation of the local handcraft traditions.
Therefore, supposing a process and technique’s review proposed by the industrial production model,
in order to recover the local identity for the processes and products regeneration, it will be better to
use an alternative model of technological and industrial development through the promotion and
rediscovery of sustainable handcrafted processes and eco-friendly products strictly linked to the
cultural and territorial values.
Finally, the aim is the revaluation of a creative figure expressed through traditional handicraft methods
(makers) capable of enhancing the size of the test through the prototype of a designed project idea.
Keywords: Handcraft Design, Slow Factory, Innovative Company, Soft Technology, Self-production

1.
From the artisans’ knowledge to the knowledge of the project designer:
contamination of the creative process to improve production competitiveness.
The opportunity to participate in the convention entitled “Design, technology and craftsmanship:
prospect and trends” promoted as the Report of the outcomes of the Furniture Fair of Milano 2013,
held during the event Campania Design week, has prompted me to collect part of the scientific
research work around the theme of the virtuous relationships that exist between design, productive
technology and creative process, framed in the current time of economic social and ethical crisis. The
scientific research, in the schools where it deepens the culture of the project design, to keep pace
with the times, has to deal with a situation of uncertain productivity since the models of economic and
industrial development are slowing down and primarily for the delivery of a new philosophy of
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consumption focusing on a more fuel efficient lifestyle, that is more careful and therefore more
sustainable.
1
Starting from the famous definition of “peaceful decrease” of Serge Latouche numerous
considerations and guidelines have been developed, in the social and economic field, that in my
opinion, discusses the role of design in standardized production.
1.1 Social-economic scenery
The social-economic development of these recent years continues to be based on an economic
weakness that has slowed the markets by reducing employment and production capacity of
enterprises to such an extent so as to create a process of recession that is no longer manageable.
The production slowdown that results can be considered a consequence of a series of “excesses”,
accumulated during the last decades of the last century, the result of a capitalist system inherited and
imposed, and also considered as the results of the model that today is now promoted and adopted
from the knowledge of economy and that result too formalized, too encompassing and too global.
Leveraging on a form of economy linked to knowledge, replicability of the knowledge and the use of
the product, in the field of the design, it has favourite an excessive of generative capacity that cannot
find more grip and acceptance in the market, and the new life philosophy suggested by those currents
of thought emerging that are based on the concept of peaceful decrease.

Fig.1 Presentation picture of the evolution of man that favours natural evolution

According to this “thinking”, the world is full of objects and design, aware of this new trend devoted to
the control of resources and the consequential reduction of waste, has to be prepared to respond to
new lifestyles, and consequential new styles of consuming, no longer through the invasion of the
market with unnecessary products, how has been done and continues to be done, but mainly
proposing solutions that are designed to spread a culture richer in the content of a promoted and
responsible production, paying attention to sustainability and recovery, that moves away from the
2
devastating ideology of disposable .
1.2 The soft factory
What follows, analyzing the emerging theories of this new vision, is the possibility of adopting
alternative types of economic-productive, even more closer and closer to the slow model ( and an
3
initial reference of this thought can be certainly be considered the Slow movement in particular with
Slow Food, long been a well established on the market, in the specific field of agro-industrial , born as
an alternative to the illness of frenetic consumerism of the poorly health of the fast generation.) This
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new state of conscious of economic slowdown is progressively leading to a new trend in which the
size of the deal with the slowness is an advantage rather than a defect to contain and suppress,
contrasting sharply with the standards imposed by the speed and progress induced by the Second
Industrial Revolution and the processing in steps promoted by the taylorist assembly line. Even current
economic models consider fundamental paradigms between them the value of slowness that
coincides with the profound quality, with attention to the details, in contravention of the customary law
4
in contrast to the scheme of the “cage imposed by the scientific management” around which, for
decades the success of the market has been established.
In such a ferment, slowness takes the lead new proposal and new needs, to which only a
manufacturing process that follows new and different dynamics more sensitive, slower, more
attentive to the creative dimension, typical of the culture of the current design, can be significantly
characterized new habits of consumption.
5
The anticipated growth planned for the first quarter of the 2014 -showed desire for new needs, to
dare, as a response of the economic downfall, through the increase of the activism in the seeking
employment, even more to create it. This trend is due, in part, to the positive results derived from the
enterprises that have adopted different strategic guidelines and, in a sense, in a new trustworthy man
crafting that has revived to an interest to production and to do business through the rediscovery of the
value of the talent of craftsmanship.
1.3The Innovation through "Future Craftsman"
The Desire to Dare, feature phase youth of the life of every human being, seems to be the right road
inventing a job and an employment in fact, we might say, inventing the project company. If the
business and production appear too static to the point of not hiring and promoting the contribution of
young minds active and creative able to promote the new, but considering expected but strangely still
a success productive current economic model, in fact it happens that always more of the young
creative are rejected by this productive system, they strive to self-style "do it yourself" Anglo-Saxon
6
manner, through new forms of Entrepreneurial Development known as the term start-up . Perhaps, in
7
coincidence with the view expressed by Stefano Micelli in the Future Craftsman , "... the work is not to
8
be sought, intead it’s created…” many young people get activated in various parts of Italy (in this
case there is no distinction between north and south, we are all united under the ideology of "roll up
our sleeves"), driven by a new spirit loaded of life energy and, encouraged by the possibility of access
to a series of differentiating announcements and funding, they are organized to share and spread
orient the future Working towards new opportunities that reward creativity. A classical example of
10
post visible in the web come to witness a race of ideas organized by Ninja Marketing Napoli where
are activated new forms of viral communication focused on the promotion innovation and
technology among youth and between young people spreaded through a new model and a little
11
'provocative guerrilla marketing .
So its born a new way of thinking at work, a new idea of doing enterprise. This spirit adventurer
characterized the passion of "doing" is also the road which should tend more towards the world of
entrepreneurship and industrial too still and anchored in the habit of their partner, that manipulate to its
liking, instead favouring a greater specialization and a greater new figures qualification of operators
(designer), talented of very good ideas, good capacity management and great practical sense. The
traditional relationship between industry and distribution (including Also the GDO) has lost value
because through new tools for communication and dissemination of the web, it has introduced new
logics, new tools and new approaches that open up completely new markets overturning the old rules.
1.4 The rebirth through new forms of contamination
The main objective consists in relying on talent and creativity that feeds of the effervescence of the
youth, in order to improve the integration between phase ideational and realization phase, that result
more able to make a more efficient production system because it improves the competitiveness of its
products in the current market through the provision of Shared Values (Sharing the Retails that shared
12
distribution tied to concepts economy hybrid ) and widely supported by new systems appreciation
13
widespread In the culture of the Web and in the dynamics of distribution linked to the short chain .
The rebirth of productive companies and diversified industrial sectors from different scales can
occur, however, only through a greater focus to offer these new dynamics of sharing of the project and
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product laboratories experiencing new production free, alternative and creative (Fabrication
Laboratories) that the world and the market seems to be ready to welcome today more favourably, so
perhaps new tools Intangible promotes the internationalization because global joins the size that a
14
local (glo-cal ) by way of information and the sharing expressed through virtual communities that
creates a new trading system that in the past struggled to institutionalize small Creative Workshop.
Greater propensity for research and investment for the development and adoption of new technologies
experimental places produced in places where some of the young people and creativity, in the places
of the knowledge of diffusion , culture of the university is a new form of dialogue capable of build
connecting bridge between reality industrial inclined only at the cost-benefit ratio and the creative
world that have gotten back in a solitary dimension in a domestic artesian laboratory and in the
threading of small reality chain of small business continuously enriched the knowledge in gated
community in creative territories.
The current disconnect between production and creation must mend the breach that has been created
in the last years of the twentieth century favouring a synthesis between the two worlds that for too
long have opposed statically and that today the market wants to encourage a convergent
contamination of knowledge and skills not disjoint more's techniques and processes product
processing. Perhaps the recognition of the dominance of large retail of manufacturing industry has
authorized the subversion of old relations of production and economic rules that for almost a century
had powered a system that then has degenerated into a mechanism that has diminished the creative
contribution of 'man and that advantages too automated production and everything suffocates. The
economic and social crisis has place more clearly the limits of this system making it necessary to
revise the Taylorist model, intercepting, through the help of new process technology also accessible to
those who are not a part of this system, a new attitude simultaneous complicity, and an instinctive
traits, of doing, thinking and producing.
1.5 Emerging figures and new protagonists
There are many signs of this new trend as there are numerous occasions where the new
protagonists of doing business make progress: the Crafters, namely the category of highly skilled
craftsmen who, starting from their own vocation, expand it, contaminating it with new digital
technologies thus characterizing the emergence of a new category of creative talent, the Makers.
These digital cousins, while being capable of producing artefacts, even if only in some specific
sectors, integrate operational expertise to current technologies and digital tools through the new 3D
printers, with the result of combining the immaterial stage of the creative process to the immediate
15
implementation of a prototype, also starting from a simple mock-up , until completion of the
construction phase of the production process. It is therefore evident that the makers, compared to the
crafters, represent the advanced stage of doing craftsmanship, with the doing not only taking
advantage of technique but also on the basis of the designer's own creative process.

Fig.2 The thinking hands of a craftsman who designs and produces as if a self-producing designer
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It is difficult to count the number of events, fairs and exhibitions of objects, furniture and garments that
fall into the category of self-production, due to the trend of the design, now more than ever, using new
forms of promotion and communication that have been altered by modifying the relationships in the
supply chain of manufacturing and distribution.
The originality which launches the makers’ product onto the market in a more competitive form is the
digital control of the production process (Digital Fab Lab) carried out with self-production using 3D
16
printers . This novelty should encourage the creation of many small personal factories with by “digital
artisans” replacing mass production. Innovation is the ability to self-promote themselves using the new
tools of the trade as well as new virtual sales platforms, thus reversing the rules of distribution of
industrial mass product. Even eBay has been surpassed, with new types of networks such as Etsy or
17
Blooming becoming more and more popular as well as more effective and efficient in the sharing of
values and content consistent with commercial products.
What has been lost in the field of design research and product design, even in schools of architecture,
is the intrinsic value expressed in the drafting process of the project, where the material culture plays a
central role along with the higher dimension of creative doing. For too long, the industry has
orchestrated at will the culture of product design, deceiving the market through the promotion of
miraculous outcomes and innovators, mixing the primary stakeholders and actors, without obtaining
any high value results in terms of originality, authenticity and expression of individuality. At present,
the reasons that have led to a different production culture through creative doing by exploiting the
ability of the individual operator who produces the product is triggered by the market availability of new
tools with numerical control and new technologies that allow for prototyping experimentation in the
field of three-dimensional project moving from a virtual dimension (three-dimensional modeling and
photo-rendering) to the actual size.
This particular stage of the production phase should not be neglected or stifled by the industry that
is used to suppressing the creative dimension of industrial product design subject to its liking, thus
attributing to an object that belongs to the disposable sphere very little character, memory, personality
considered as the relationship between man, the territory and his roots. The limits of the industrial
world are in the distribution of strong objects, durable and resistant, but weak as they are unable to
preserve memories of being objects of memory and therefore leave only the value that is now
considered negative that is the increase in waste. The cultural shift is indicated in the self-production
as a stage of doing that is capable of restoring the right time and right values to the product that
physically materializes in the making. Finally, arriving at the season of self-production, where the
brightest innovators will be those who will combine new “products” to new “visions” without being
affected by the conditioning of the manufacturing industry.
1.6 Self-production in the production process
Self-production, therefore, becomes one of the most current forms of innovation and renewal of both
the production and socio-economic systems, resulting in a possible creative alternative to the situation
of production stagnation and involution that is characterizing this period of crisis.
18
It is the revolt of doing, the revolt of “thinking hands” , the sincere and genuine collaboration
between who has ideas and who creates without any intermediary. The craftsman who governs the
processes of digital automation completes his personal profile and frees himself in the world of
production and distribution.
19
It is in this renewal, in this socio-economic revival of “Renaissance style” , in which the innovation of
the new society of the future is played, i.e. the reality that is increasingly being called by many the 2.0
society. In addition to the talented creative dimension, a new concept of design plays an
extraordinarily important role, intended as a system of government of the project that creates a more
balanced form of synthesis between the idea and the product both as a product as well as an artefact,
i.e., with the ability to activate extemporaneous processes, almost maieutic in close connection with
the subject and the object-product without abandoning the expectations of man.
However, is it really true that the industry, by far, does not accept a possible compromise? In the
culture of production, there is no will to risk, thus favouring some creative and experimental
spontaneous initiatives, also probably because the culture that precedes us, and perhaps still be with
us for a long time, is based on an ideology of profit, of mere commercial success of the single market
product of taste and trend, without, however, listening to the real needs of the market, without
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understanding the value of resources and without understanding the involutions which are bending the
production system.
It is worth recalling that, in the culture of the project, a major role was played by the educational
dimension and popularization of the project in order to educate the thinking, feeling, and the user's
taste and allow for a better understanding of the conceptual effort that results in, in concrete form, in
the product.
Self-production must be interpreted in the right way, without falling into easy mode, without luring the
user into hasty decisions, due to this moment of the production phase without question, helps in the
verification after the implementation phase of the project because, through the control of the material
and the feasibility of the combination of material-production system, it brings additional value to the
product as it allows for the expression of personality and feel of the self-producing designer, a feature
now almost completely lost in what is the serial and automation of processes.
1.7 Conclusions
The new season should, therefore, be based on a new “awareness”, centred on an evolution of the
relationship between man and object, where doing provides new visions and perspectives. The craft
dimension yesterday, as well as the self-production today, may be the verification phase of the project
fostering improved cooperation with the industry as it must be considered as its next bet in enhancing
the act of creation meant by “giving shape to things”.

Fig.4 Concept Map realized in the Thesis in Fashion Design by Maria Antonia Salomè (student of Department of
Architecture and Industrial design “Luigi Vanvitelli” SUN)

The figure of the self-producing designer has tremendous benefits when placed in the context of the
industry, especially through forms of mutual support in creative workshops that test solutions and
proposals enabling a principle of research and innovation, as an essential requirement of the product
of “design of the technological artefact” that promotes an innovative technology (calm) as a “non20
hyper presentational and not ostentatious” .
Creative man, which at the same time designing and producing, assumes a central position in the
man-object process allowing for a renewal process through a different use of technology due to the
integration of knowledge and skills, those values that the industrial production system has, for too
long, set aside. These values result in a new figure who through his own experiences brings with him
the artisan skill and design knowledge, mixing them with current production processes giving the
21
hybrid figure of artidesigner or “third kind with its own characteristics and purpose” .
The artidesigner actives, through his knowledge and skills, personal relationships with the material,
with the project-object, which becomes part of himself, of his being and his work and that, through his
hands, turns into a part of the world, taking on its own identity. To paraphrase the message of the tale
of Pinocchio by Collodi, the artisan can be symbolically identified in the person of Mastro Geppetto,
persuaded by his manual dexterity, he decides to transform the material of wood into the figure of an
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icon that in the inner imagination of a man that completes his path of life enriching it with emotions and
values.
At the same time, however, the object does not have its own identity, except for that of the wood, in
this case the wood, with the intervention of the creativity of the designer being necessary, who with his
“magic” contribution of technical knowledge of materials, “gives new life” to the material allowing the
just finished artefact to join a “community”, as the guardian of “memories” as well as virtuous model
loaded with emotions.
In our socio-economic-productive context, the designer craftsman (artidesigner) becomes the
interpreter of the change, the only person able to develop new visions in which design is a mediator
to integrate the knowledge as well as trace out new routes of innovation that can follow social change
and become productive as well as a promoter capable of directing society towards more sustainable
and balanced new heights.
This consideration, based on the right balance between new digital technologies and crafts, introduces
us to the combined use of new technologies, combined with skilful craftsmanship, allowing for new
testing of the product-project that can be realized through the integration of craft figures in the
production processes, changing the traditional rule of the production-creative process of technological
culture of the industrial project. In many cases, they currently have invaded the world of design, with
the experimentation being only ideological and stops the recovery and reuse of parts or small pieces
of discarded objects into neglected disuse. However, the real contribution that innovative technology
of energy saving, and not only, could be implemented to promote the right balance between best
craftsmanship and design.
During this time of stagnation and slowness, the time and manner, always “slow” of the craftsman
allows entrepreneurship, especially in the part that is careful and sensitive to the problems and,
above all, interested in resolving them in the best ways to acquire new potentials, represented by the
rediscovery of knowledge that has always meant, in the material culture, the symbol of a production
process as well as a series of processes and techniques of quality but also, and above all, values that
are related to both the territory and cultural heritage of that particular local context. Promoting the
potential of being able to make their own crafts products leads to recovering and preserving the
historical memory of a place and its community, protecting what represents the cultural heritage of
that place, enhancing the territory thus allowing for the creation of new opportunities enabling the
gradual advancement of innovation.
Applying this thinking to business practices, implies placing on the market products that are able to
transmit to user the flavour (the sensory experience?) and emotion that has lived in that place,
creating a chain of memories that can hardly become part of the current process, that process is
exhausting and closed in the disposable life cycle.
Despite the “good intentions” which refer to the recovery of cultural values, to territoriality and
sustainability, this “doing” of the new creatives brings a limit that may not be less attentive to the
showing due to the experimentation of self-producing, in its nature of fairly recent trend may not
always be an in-depth study and a mere research on what may be the most appropriate materials and
technologies to innovate the product and its production process. There is the risk, without realizing it,
of creating a fleeting and falsely virtuous trend, unable to generate a real stage of advancement of the
processes, with it being too careful to only certain dynamics of charm and emotion. The limits of selfproduced objects is in the weakness to innovate due to the prevailing of the value of charm and
emotion prevailing, thus excluding the contribution of technology and innovation. For example, many
lamps built with scrapped pieces or elements neglect the contribution of the technical components in
terms of sustainability, or the lack of an accurate verification in terms of technical performance of the
individual elements as for the entire system.
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Abstract
"Who less sees, thinks nothing" in four words Filippo Juvarra emphasizes the close link between
visual culture and architecture theory and practices. In this perspective, what meaning can be
attributed (by designers or users), to their "own" architecture and their "own" city? Considering the
landscape as a heritage to be safeguarded (according to the Europe Council, the landscape is
"perceived territory"), new plants for renewable energy "with environmentally sustainable technology"
are sustainable also from the point of view of visual consistency, and therefore of the "sustainable
vision"? We are all ecologists and believe in eco-sustainability, but we have to take into account also
the "sustainable vision" issue, that is managed by formally coherent and congruent actions in the
architecture and landscape between text and context in all scales?. The same inconsistencies can be
detected for new integrations (or recovery projects) in the historical structure of the city, which is
characterized by specific aspects concerning what we might legitimately define its "visual structure".
Similar problems can be finally found when the same visual characters are not analyzed, studied,
acknowledged and valued appropriately within restoration and-or conservation projects, both in
architectural dimension as well as in the urban one. A careful analysis of these phenomena disciplinary identified - will avoid that such inconsistencies may exacerbate the increasingly diffused
"cultural loss". In support of this thesis will be mentioned, within a large series of case studies being
analyzed, national and international examples, both positively and negatively.
Keywords: sustainability, architecture, landscape

1. Sustainability
Bio-architecture, "green architecture" or environmentally friendly, as well as renewable energy, can be
considered variations of the same concept, from the common root "green" in order to contain
resources and energy, according to the recalled – on an empirical basis – by Hastings S.R, Wines J.,
Woolley T. [11] [1] [2] [14] [15] [5].
An energy consumed (and all it contains) in the production of materials and components or in carrying
out basic functions such as temperature control; or as the "intrinsic"; or in the distribution and transport
of materials and components to the construction site ("gray" energy); or even in managing of
machinery and systems building and its inhabitants ("operational" energy). Not be forgotten other
requirements, such as the ease of recycling of materials and the amount of the same effectively used
by building. Despite the considerable progress in the introduction of measures for energy saving,
some processes have slowed and sometimes hindered this trend. The capital required to invest in new
equipment and procedures with high energy efficiency is often not easily available; measures to
reduce waste and pollution (which have a higher legislative value of regulations to encourage
monitoring of energy use) sometimes imply (contradicting the theoretical premises) an increase in
energy consumption. Such as in some areas with "refined" productions: glass, composite and curtain
wall. [9] [24] [13] [8].
1.1 Visual parameters in sustainable project.
Considering the building in its entirety, as well as can be conceived, designed and managed to ensure
maximum energy efficiency, including renewable sources, the term "passive" appears misleading. The
house passive solar or bio-climatic, to cite one case, there isn't an inert set of materials and
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components: in fact it must have, or at least imitate, the constituent parts of an organism, capable of
constant adaptations. Saw that the building depends on the exploitation of positive climatic factors,
must also be able to react to their mutations.
Basically, "regulate" adjust the casing means that about a quarter of the wall surface of the building
must be opened and closed, a third party must be able to let in natural light without hindrance and a
similar surface must allow the solar radiation to enter at certain times and screen in other time. In
addition, the casing must be designed to do all this without interfering with the ability to look outside.
The new importance given to the casing respect to its general structure provided additional stimuli to
the architectural expression of the facade and the coverage, elements that were previously confused respectively - by the indifference of the curtain wall and the necessity to fit under cover implants,
triggering even innovative forces in the industrial strategies. The production (for example) of the glass
with "sustainable" characteristics has reached results which allow not only the visibility, but also the
thermal insulation, the solar control and the spontaneous regulation between different modes of
dimming [20] [26] [23] [16]. Innovative topics related to sustainabiitye, are confirmed in the graft on the
more traditional relationship between architectural project and its context: Steven Holl in defining an
"anchor" the dynamic relationship that is established between the built and the site, considers
foundation of the "concept": the resolution of the respective functional aspects, views and opening
visuals, the circulation and access are "necessary physical to the metaphysics of architecture" [4]. In
La Jolla, California (for example) at the Salk Institute of Louis Kahn (1959-1965), at a time of day the
sun reverberating in the ocean, merges with the light reflected into the water of the moat that
separates the central courtyard, while the functional and physical requirements blend with the visual
character of the place.
So, in general, among the broader aspects of objectiv and individual comfort, along with data and
objective standards, should be considered as perceptual, variables in the course of the seasons, the
day, the users. Outside of specialist and disciplinary treatments, a possible definition of comfort could
be a "no hassle"without forgetting the psychological well-being. But in the parameters to measure
such comfort, is also included the visual one, according to the theoretical (for example) from Maslow?
We can therefore talk - within the architectural / environmental sustainable system - even "sustainable
vision", a visual input (perceptual and cognitive) acceptable and congruent of new environmentally
friendly technologies and methodologies respect to the context? And this can be achieved with their
methodological approaches, disciplinary and specialist? Or these discrepancies (as in the case of
wind turbines, or "coat" linings) are a price "aesthetic" to be paid in the name of an "healthier"
ecosystem?

2. Sustainable color
Inside of the problems outlined above, the chromatic themes arise with particular force and
complexity: from the middle of the last century the tendency to color reborn through a number of
objectives: to conflict with or accommodate the architecture (local or not); enhance or camouflage
material construction, enhance or manipulate the volumes, or to emphasize the characteristic features
of the building, such as the Centre Pompidou in Paris in which the building by Renzo Piano and
Richard Rogers is inserted as a single volume in the variety of "Grey Parisian" adopting the typical
colors of the tecnologic information systems.
In the design phase, the set of conditions relative to the levels of building system adequate to health
and the conduct of activities of the users can be connected to the use of color to enhance the
sustainability of buildings. In particular it will be the need for thermohygrometric comfort, combined
with the recommendation of climatic resource utilization , one in which the color will better contribute to
the improvement of performance through a careful choice of materials, but also the coloring of
surfaces, systems and technical systems and its exposure to the sun. The reaction / reflection that
follows must therefore take into account, in an area predominantly constructive and architectural, the
role of the color of the buildings especially with regard to the choice of materials or decorations,
keeping in mind the characteristics for a sustainable color of natural light and artificial which (with its
different intensity and with that brought from the shadows) will cause effects on items particularly
charismatic and determinants, such as to greatly exceed the level of the single formal and "objective"
image. The choice of building materials is also another important factor where the color can even
more help to improve the environmental sustainability, not only individually buildingd but also in the
areas of reference (UNI 0050) [12] [22] [3] [18]. Has been widely demonstrated that in the
phenomenology of color the physical definition "objective" is to be combined with aspects perceptive
and subjective: when an object or a material is in our daily surroundings, its color just does not seem
to change if it is to illuminate the sunlight or the light of a candle. For example, observing the snow at
night we would be ready to affirm that this is white in color, even if the light radiation that comes to our
eye is not at all. In this case it is our brain that deceives us by making a sharp correction on
physiological data. But this trick enables us to live with greater security and mastery the environment
around us [28].
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2.1 Susteinable vision of new material
Among the new generation products, there is (among many others) colored glass, to continue the
tradition of those mass-coloured: thanks to a chromatic "interlayer" in PVB. The interlayer, an
integrated component of laminated glass, featuring a new generation of films for the manufacture of
laminated glass for building, decorative, high technology and which opens the door to a new way of
interpreting and using color in internal and external design. The range of products of interlayers is the
versatile response to the growing needs of design whit glass and to the market changing . The system
is made up of eleven primary colors from which you can generate more than a thousand tones
transparent, translucent and opaque. The maximum size of production is directed generally to the size
of the autoclave for the production of laminated glass: 2.00 x 7.00 meters or 2.60 x 4,60 meters.
Interlayers provide the benefits commonly associated to laminated glass, widely used in construction:
sunscreen, it can absorb up to 99% of harmful UV rays, resistance and therefore safety, as well as
significant reduction in the transmission of noise in indoor environments. Staining of the color
interlayers is based on shades of red, yellow, blue, black and white and can be stacked offering a full
range of colors, from neutral and relaxing white and browns to lively and gaudy violet and orange. It
will therefore be the color of the glass that you want to obtain to determine which interlayer chromatic
must be privileged. The reproducibility of the color of the intervals is directly related to the gradient
obtained from the mixers and the light transmission of each same interlayer. To get a specific shade,
many configurations require asymmetrical compositions of interlayers. The perceived color may be
different depending on the mode of observation, especially when the colors were examined by
reflection [21] [7] [6].

3. Positive and negative examples
With figures like Richard Rogers, Norman Foster and Renzo Piano, in recent years the most advanced
hi-tech movement has joined both the "green manifest" that his architectural vocabulary: on this trail,
there are many positive examples made in the field of sustainable: the first selected here is the asylum
"Els Colors" in Barcelona [Fig.1 and Fig.2], follow the Kilometro Rosso by Jean Nouvel [Fig.3 and
Fig.4], the Centropadane Bridge in Brescia enlightened by Philips [Fig .5] and the Water Tower near
the Farini Bridge at Porta Garibaldi Rail Station, Milan [Fig.6] in the new redesign.
Among the negative examples, carriers of problems and issues at stake, you can cite instead the wind
farm in the Natural Park of Adelasia in Liguria [Fig.7] or the example of the thermal analysis of the
housing stock held in San Lorenzo di Greve , Florence [Fig.8].
3.1 The “Els Colors” Kindergarten [Figg. 1 e 2]
Reassuring entertaining and educational spaces of nurseries and pre-schools are affected by the
configuration of objects and places, but also by the colors with which children are having to interact
daily. Generally environments asylum, both external and internal, their furnishings and finishes,
provide a quality range of colors, materials and light large enough to activate sensory stimuli of various
kinds. In particular, the colors affect the learning and development of children: the pink glaze is
definitely more suitable for creating a magical atmosphere, instilling safety as a family environment
and leading to the discovery of the surrounding environment; the shades of tenuos linght blue _,
however, help the older children to internalize those experiences in early childhood, facilitating the
assimilation of information and understanding of the same. The search for a combination of formal and
perceptual quality and technological quality of the project seems to resolve himself in "Els Colors”
kindergarten, designed by RCR Arquitectes in the outskirts of Barcelona [17] [27], in juxtaposition
between the use of color as characterization spatial technique typical of school building and the
creative use of color interlayers inside the laminated glass. The architecture of this nursery is
characterized by the simplicity of the composition obtained from a planimetric structure of high
linearity: two longitudinal buildings whit a marked horizontal development, house the classrooms,
spaces for socializing and dining, connected to each other in transverse with a covered walkway,
access in turn also to the inner courtyard; a higher volume is positioned above the main entrance and
is used as a multifunctional space. The project has been developed thinking to the different perception
of space that have children and the fact that their point of view originates lower than that of an adult.
The extensive use of bright colors (with hot / cold contrasting), yellow-green, orange, red and blue,
coatings and glass walls of the classrooms allows to enrich the perception of children and direct them
to the knowledge of complex relationships, interpreting spatial and perceptual differences suggested
and also induced by the transparency and opacity of materials. A shade of green unifies interior
linoleum flooring and the external in synthetic carpet, proposing on the horizontal plane the same
visual continuity that windows ensure vertically. From a technical point of view, appears to be
fundamental the choice of safety glass, given the proximity of the children to the panels . The color
interlayers leds to a varied coloring, providing an ideal level of safety for cases, due to the excellent
adhesion to glass and high elasticity, which allows an effective absorption of the energy impact. From
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the point of view of the sustainability of buildings, the use of solar control glass, or sunscreen, has
allowed to obtain a considerable energy saving for the air conditioning improving the indoor comfort
due to a greater control of the temperature and brightness [25].
3.2 The “Kilometro Rosso” [Figg. 3, 4 e 5]
"For me there are only three colors: black, theoric gray(which we call neutral) and white. Other colors
are mere nuances ". [10] Black is the color of the secret and pain, which absorbs and returns every
light, every reflection. It is often combined with gold, red and electric blue to create theatrical effects,
which emphasize the taste of the performance of the architecture of Nouvel. Black, gloomy during the
day, comes alive with color at night, through lights flickering that remind lighthouses, which become
points of reference for the viewer that is situated to admire the built. The power of light today it has
become almost an obsession for Jean Nouvel. According to him, those who love light, like also its
opposite, that is, its shades and fade away into the darkness, through a path of shadows that
transform the distances in illusions [19], while its production is similar to a complex optical machine,
more important for effects it produces that for their physical substance. This philosophy can be found
confirmed in the realization of the "Kilometro Rosso", the first Italian opera of the French architect: an
installation in the lombard landscape , located between the municipalities of Bergamo and Stezzano.
The project is intended to be, within the Science and Technology Park, a sustainable last generation
building. The main objective is the creation of environmentally friendly architecture as a symbol of
sustainable development, innovation and research, ie an active role in the development of the entire
territorial system in the respect for the environment, for the best quality of life. Nouvel use the wall as a
real wall system, which "hang" the new architectures that complete the equipment of the Park, a place
that is home to companies, research centers, laboratories and activities of hi-tech production. As for
color choices, "Daniel Thompson considers the synthesis of vermilion as the most important
technological innovation in medieval painting: there is no scientific invention has had a vast and lasting
impact on the practice of painting, since the invention of this color, as if the Middle Ages had not
owned this bright red, could hardly develop its high standard of color, and there would be less need to
find other bright colors that appear on the scene from the twelfth century onwards. Was certainly the
medieval prince of red» [17].
The wall / barrier, who is also the very important role of filter between the A4 and the Park that
extends to the back of the barrier, is coated in red extruded aluminum; _ is just one kilometer long and
a height of ten meters. The imposing red backdrop born of the water, rises, takes thickness and is
deflected. Almost as if something huge was leaking from the highway and struck him. Then,
plastically, falls and continues to run, ending its stroke after a thousand meters. The attention of the
passer is certainly affected, arousing a feeling of curiosity, but the deciphering of the product itself is
not easy to grasp, unless it is to stop to observe, penetrating inside. The red color , recently
"rediscovered" by the designer, symbolizes strength, dynamism borrowed from the coordinate image
of the new Center for R & D Brembo (manufacturer of braking systems for Ferrari). The red acquires a
symbolic value, due to the client company, as well as functional appeal to its target of attention, due to
the specific characteristics of the color. The same meaning is conveyed from the wall: this in fact is
always the first step that moves the architecture: is what defines a space, defends and locks him
scoring an inside and an outside. The perception of the architectural complex also imposes as an icon
for motorists who travel the highway that passes by; but at the same time, the "Kilometro Rosso" is a
protective shell for activities that are located within the park that extends over its structure.

4. Conclusions
In the project and sustainable yard, to avoid the rigidity of formal technology solutions that are likely to
be highly repetitive, monotonous and serial proves fundamental the research and formal
experimentation, without excluding the utility of theories of color and the vision, applied to sustainable
project. And the same is true for studies aimed at a "sustainable vision" in deepen and develop in
symbolic values mentioned in one dimension genuinely multicultural and inclusive. Thus understood,
visual culture is the consequent - more pragmatic - experience of phenomena and visual characters
not only be antithetical technological and constructive approach, but it will be an indispensable
completion.
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Fig. 1: The interior elevation of asylum that overlooks on the courtyard, used as a recreation area for children.
From a technical point of view appears to be _ fundamental the choice of safety glass, due to the proximity of the
children to the panels . Colored PVB interlayers provide an ideal level of safety for cases, due to the excellent
adhesion to glass and high elasticity, which allows for an effective energy-absorbing shock. (In AA.VV. Asilo Els
Colors, The Plan, n. 15, luglio/agosto 2006, p. 63).

Fig. 2: Focus on the reflective properties of the glass used, typical of multilayer glass with PVB interlayer plastic.
Through this reflection, the building is fully embedded into context, reflecting the conformation. The importance of
color in the relationship between man and the environment becomes therefore essential for the construction of a
psychological climate for the function that is in charge of the place itself. (In AA.VV. Asilo Els Colors, The Plan, n.
15, luglio/agosto 2006, p. 68).
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Fig. 3: The Kilometro Rosso seen from the A4 highway. Despite the cars slide quickly down the stretch of road, _
perception of the building is guaranteed by its color. The Kilomero Rosso is the first Italian work of the French
architect Jean Nouvel; the barrier, which acts as a filter between the highway and the park, is covered extruded
aluminum and is just one kilometer long and has an height of 10 meters (da http://www.kilometrorosso.com).

Fig. 4: Night view of Kilometro Rosso from the A4 highway, with the illumination of red. At perceptual level the
wall is imposed as an icon for drivers who travel that stretch of highway. The imposing red backdrop seems to be
born of water, rise, take thickness and inflect (da http://www.kilometrorosso.com).
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Fig. 5: Centropadane Bridge near Brescia. The lighting design of the bridge is made entirely with LED products,
because this technology enables highly dynamic nature and the ability to configure different scenes in an elastic
way (da http://www.lighting.philips.it/projects/italian_projects/ponte_centropadane.wpd).

Fig. 6: Water tower near the Farini Bridge at Porta Garibaldi Rail Station, Milan in the new restyling.

Restored for the FIFA Football World Cup "Italia'90", the coating is composed by ceramic tiles. (Image
from www.panoramio.com).
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Fig. 7: 2004, Natural reserve of Adelasia, Liguria. Photo by Filippo Serafini.

Fig. 8: Firenze, San Lorenzo a Greve, via Tiziano, year 2010. Thermographic analysis of the housing stock for
the
Italian
Legambiente
campaign
on
energy
efficiency
in
buildings
(da
http://www.legambiente.it/sites/default/files/docs/tuttiinclasseaper_sito.pdf).
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Abstract

Guidonia Montecelio (Rome) is characterized by huge travertine extraction fields, which over the
centuries conditioned its territory becoming.
We intend to verify the recurrence of a typological and constructive model - “casale (house) + quarry” and how the spreading of this model over a vast area produced a reticular framework of infrastructures
related to the basic stone production needs, where each casale + quarry unit is a sensitive ganglion.
Littered with partly active and partly abandoned industrial plots, quarries and buildings for stone
extraction and processing, this built environment today is largely illegible.
To give value to the place identity and to manage its current weaknesses and contradictions should be
the aims of an urgent redevelopment project, that should make clear the network of physical and
intangible relationships between buildings and quarries, from landscape to architecture and viceversa,
with a retrospective as well projective point of view.
The site has lots of environmental and cultural layers that need to be investigated through multidisciplinary and infra-scales approaches and tools: integrated survey, historical and iconographic
analysis, maps of physical items and perceptive values.
Preservation, regeneration and innovation in the field of heritage, architecture, landscape, are the
main themes of this study, taking as sample the Bernini house, checking its potential for recovery and
for new uses in a specific landscape context like that of the leaving off quarry.
Key words: landscape, quarry, survey, map, laser-scanner, inventory

Introduction [1]
The landscape of Guidonia Montecelio, in the province of Rome, is characterized by the presence of a
large extraction field of limestone – the Roman travertine - which over the centuries has conditioned
local transformation and identity. Littered with industrial plants, small buildings and quarries related to
the extraction and processing of stone, partly active and partly abandoned, it presents environmental
and cultural layers that need to be investigated through multi-disciplinary approaches and inter-scalar
tools.
From a morphological point of view, it is a large area slightly inclined towards the south, surrounded by
the crown of Cornicolani and Tiburtini hills. The hydrographic network plays on this frame and is
composed of natural tributaries of Aniene river and surface artificial drains clearly identified by their
serial order, signs of ancient water reclaiming, which remains in the memory by many names of places
referring to the once swampy nature of the area.
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The settlement system of towns and mobility conforms with these local morphological characters, so
being natural physiology and human actions not separable at all: architectures and infrastructures
form a coherent and readable system because they are based on the systemic elements of the natural
geography.
The geological structure has allowed the development of mining activities that have so long and
strongly marked the place, till to be the main element of its geographical, economic and cultural
identity. The exploitation of travertine has been made possible since ancient times due to the
presence of mobility infrastructure, roads and especially the river; in turn, quarrying has contributed to
the definition of new infrastructure directly related to further development of travertine industries,
including the production of lime.
The mutual interrelationships between natural and man-made geography have a circular character: for
example, the artificial lakes produced in the quarries when the action of scooping machines ceases
are signs that add to the natural water system, featuring profoundly the landscape as well the
environment.
Quarrying has also promoted the development of buildings closely linked to mining, till to the definition
of the quarry-house system which is the specific subject of this study. The house (Casale) was a key
device for the management of the quarries territory: place of control, supervision, decision-making,
organization of human resources and equipment, it was at the same time insignia of economic,
technical and political power of the quarry owners and an equipment inherently connected to the
proper functioning of the production process. So, its architecture has been characterized by the
adherence to the functional program and also by an iconic desire.
Several Casale dot the plateau now largely eroded by the quarries. From their origins, they are an
infrastructure network related to the basic needs of stone production and together form a framework
where each unit quarry-casale is a sensitive ganglion and that needs to have again evidence and
readability.

1. Landscape as a palimpsest. Description, interpretion, recognition, represention.

We mean by landscape a body of tangible and intangible characters, that at a given time and in a
given context is perceived as a semantic unit by one or more communities feeling involved in. It’s a
sum of values of great relevance from a cultural, economic and social point of view. Landscape is
therefore that quality of a place where legal and techniques practices and ethical and aesthetic
reasons come together in a synthesis recognizable as manifestation of a shared culture.
Landscape, so defined, is generated through continuous overwriting, which accumulate and deposite
on top of each other. So it’s therefore describable as a palimpsest of progressive layers of signs. As
Sebastien Marot writes: "The art of the landscape consists, starting from the observation of a given
territory, in deducing the laws of formation, then taking them to design tools. The landscape project
could not be defined as the art of the imagination, but of reminiscence" (Marot, 1996).
Both imagination as well reminiscence require to take a double identity, in a sort of game of disguise
that makes us wear time by time the role of two different characters, one to the other essential: the
geographer and the explorer.

Fig. 1

1.1 The geographer’s gaze: the cartographic deduction

To decipher the landscape as a palimpsest, it is helpful to take an analytical look, processing for
progressive disassembly and allowing to distinguish and name the settled traces. It is an exercise in
questioning and describing places according to categories of homogeneous elements, which belong to
the interrelationships between artificial and natural patterns.
To investigate an area means, in fact, taking care of two equally important aspects: on the one hand,
the natural invariant items (related to the physiology of the landscape); on the other, the signs
produced by the actions of settled communities. It means, in other words, to deal with the natural
geography and the artificial geography.
This exercise of disassembling re-cognition is map-based and structured through partial questions for
items that match sets of morphological elements (forms of the territory), environmental elements (the
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conditions for the development of biological forms) and settlement elements (the forms of living and
producing in a place), which are the units that over time have been affected with historical, symbolic
and aesthetic value. One-level maps correspond to each of the selected categories (including
geomorphology, hydrography, vegetation, mobility infrastructure, building components). They, properly
stacked, return the complexity of the landscape and give clearness to correspondences between signs
and their reasons, referring to the deep structures of territory and society: in a certain society (in its
cultural and economic aspects) there is a certain landscape that manifests itself through a certain type
of signs. In the specific case of the quarries of Guidonia Montecelio, disassembling and re-aggregating
of categories of natural and artificial geographical elements highlight their structuring value for the
whole territory. The analytical-descriptive scanning is instrumental to master the main materials that
form the structural matrix of the place and to acquire the interpretative criteria of their re-aggregating
potential, giving evidence to the hierarchies of significant relationships among the playing elements. In
other words, this step of cognitive disassembling already contains the codes for turning then to
practice of re-composition that is at the root of the project.

1.2 The explorer’s gaze: the revealing experience

To have awareness of large scale territorial phenomena can be difficult and elusive: it is difficult to
see, measure, describe, understand and then decide. Deciphering signs of macro-geography is not
enough to landscape understanding and designing, if it is not accompanied by a survey of the places
through their direct experience and perception.
The semiotic reading of landscape therefore requires to complement the gaze of the geographer with
the explorer’s one. It requires to verify the correspondence between the macro-marks found on a map
and the "true form" of sensitive landscapes physically crossed and exhausted. In other words, it
means to associate mapping to detect by measuring and the revealing experiential perception,
combining the gaze from outside and above with the gaze from inside, employing a bifocal lens.

Fig. 2
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This means to reclaim the need for a sensitive relationship with the landscape, in which the
representation becomes the synthesis of synesthetic perception that inevitably takes place in the
direct experience of places.
The direction of the gaze of the explorer cannot in any case be neutral, diluting much of the rigor of
objectivity that still we find in the geographer’s one. Regardless of the technique used - photography,
drawing, collage, just as examples - the centrality of the perceptual aspects will always require a
choice, a selection. The eyes of those who explore is by its very nature leading, directed by a
prejudice that contains within it the seeds of intention, which is the very reason for exploration.
We can proceed browsing horizons, playing in the vertical dimension the same tool of overlaying
layers of the palimpsest landscape: at Guidonia, on the distant horizon of wavy-edged Cornicolani
hills, the straight lines and assertive sides of the quarry overlap, on which stand the profiles of
machinery and cranes, till to the nearest horizon, the one of the fences, which, almost everywhere,
stop the look on the first floor.
Exploring the mutual relationships between figures and backgrounds, with roles variously
interchangeable, is an organization of meaning from general to the most salient detail, with the same
inter-scale procedure that characterizes the cartographic reading. We can easily verify that the most
obvious characters are found both in the general views of orientation, as in the observation of detail.
We can work through collections, samples, or - we prefer - through inventories, a very interesting word
because it’s the marriage, only apparently contradictory, between cataloging and inventing. The
inventory can organize materials, as well as textures or patterns, finding even at the scale of the
micro-landscape - that of the block of travertine marked by the grain and porosity of limestone on
which the regular pattern of linear cutting lays out - the overlapping of natural and artificial categories,
here continually and everywhere confused or repelled.

Fig. 3:
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1.3 The meta- project transmission of the acquired knowledge

Information and interpretations collected as geographers and explorers are expressed through forms
of representation that are on the one hand descriptive and analytical, as means to make visible and
therefore understood the faces of the landscape; on the other hand, are intimately connected to
design: the diagnosis of mode of genesis and evolution of a landscape is already an anticipation of
transformative thinking about it. Landscapes are composed of heterogeneous elements that do not
evolve all at once.
The exercise of reading (both for layered mapping, both for perceptual report), occurred over time,
provides insight into the processing steps of each of these elements - or systems of elements - and
into the eventual far-reaching transformative strategies that take into account the singular becoming of
each face and the interactions among them.
The area of the quarries of Guidonia requires a project for the restructuring of territorial network
simultaneously in multiple scales, from the geographical, to understand and decipher the frames that
are largely invariant and structuring systems, to the minute intervention of architecture - including the
building components as well those relating to open spaces - which functions as a kind of prototype.
The relationship between the two scales is twofold: the territorial scale supplies the frames on which
the minute interventions are anchored; then, these last have specific geographical memory of
territorial systems - which are an important feature of – and, at the same time, help to measure the
extent realizing what Michel Desvigne called "désir de réalité et d'architecture" (Masboungi, 2011).
It’s the equivalent to create a laboratory to test the relationships of meaning, space and environment
sought and evoked at the large scale. We cannot have the claim to determine a unified framework for
such a huge place and for so long time. Therefore, it is necessary to activate processes of changes,
acting on sensitive areas which can then propagate their effects around, as in acupuncture. The
quarries will not be deleted, their presence is welcomed as a significant sign of this landscape, but
they’ll change character, role and nature: "tout reste en place, mais tout change de nature", citing
again Desvigne (Masboungi, 2011). We can prepare this territory to its future vocations, not working
on forms, but on processes: conversion, new functions, new meanings, new nature, all included in
transformation projects that are part of a long time ambition.

Fig. 4
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2. The survey project in an inter-scale field: hypotheses and lines of development

The survey phase of the project, following the step of collecting historical material/documentary
analysis and in situ reconnaissance - both in support of the survey itself - proceeds in the development
of paths method and considerations that are presented in this paper. The methodological approach to
the case sample wants to be an example of a method applicable to a wider territorial system, such as
the North East of Rome, subjected to stone extraction and characterized by different entities
(vegetation, archaeological, industrial, infrastructure, thermal systems) that contribute to the identity of
the landscape between the Tiber and Aniene rivers.

2.1 Lines of investigation and instrumental management for the survey of the built
environment

The case study presented in this conference offers the opportunity to act as a survey method of
applied research in which speculation and experimentation discipline will contribute to the
development of strategies to be implemented for recovering a specific built environment: that of
travertine quarry - called Bernini in Guidonia Montecelio - and the connected Casale of historical
relevance. The methodological and instrumental experimentation will operate on the sample, checking
the concreteness and the real validity of the proposed objectives: knowledge of the system
Casale/quarry and enhancement of environmental contexts with outstanding productivity and/or
disposed of. In practice, the emphasis is placed on survey as a challenge, to renew its role as
guarantor of interdisciplinarity through the neutral and polythematic reading of existing realm.
It persues the task of revealing visible and invisible data, of knowing necessary permanent and
temporary man-made transformations in the environment, of catching relationships of
discontinuity/continuity among different configurations of space, matter and time. This is a survey that
offers scientific and critique interpretation of reality.

Fig. 5
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The built environment under investigation is a highly complex system, where a variety of information
converge together. The inter-scale survey, through its various stages and methods, transfer the interscale approch into scientific terms: it will be managed both instrumental, both in terms of processing
and return of data. But we must now focus on a reflection.

Fig. 6.

Experience shows that the integrated survey provides a more comprehensive knowledge and all
methods contribute, from time to time, according to the arising situations, to acquire information about
the object/landscape as a whole. Laser scanner is the proper instrument for the detection of
geographical areas such as quarries, in this case under the sky[2]. The use of this tool opens up fields
of inquiry and theoretical issues. In general, the laser scanning involves the acquisition of a large
amount of information - geometrically contained in the point clouds - above the usual level of
predictability shared by other detection methods. In this study, it is assumed that the management of
the data is expected to become a stimulus to the knowledge of the different landscape invariants present but not noticeable - in order to broaden the scope of the design choices.
The discovery process should grasp the links between the different materiality in the area, surpassing
the hierarchy or traditional divisions between survey and architecture, making choices of acquisition
and return on multiple scales simultaneously. This approach can be made possible by the use of laser
scanner: since neutral instrument, it is able to cover large distances with a coverage of 360° on the
horizontal and 270° on the vertical and to detect - defining the resolution - from the existing general
retail, providing data on the material consistency and color[3]. Reading and selecting data in the points
cloud will return - according with different scales and themes - many aspects that arise, from the
metric to the material, cracks etc.. The guiding idea is to return a model in which the relationships
between architectural forms and landscape shapes - related to the extraction cycle and stratified in
time – could be revealed tracking technological and cultural signs.

Fig. 7

2.2 Discretization and survey project The perceptual analysis performed on site shows that the
Casale Bernini is located in the middle of three travertine quarries, with different activities conditions:
one in full operation, a disposal one and a disposed of one. The quarry originally related to the Casale
was placed in front of the building.
We will proceed to laser scans at multiple points of stations - even at very different levels - so to scan
the item on time and the Casale/quarry unit in the first instance by ensuring knowledge of dimensional
relationships, in linear, superficial and volume terms. From this information, however geo-referenced,
we’ll be able of course to extrapolate data to understand the directions of spatial development - both
linear and volumetric – in comparison to the other Casale/quarry units in the area of Guidonia
Montecelio, that in fact took part - with different functions – at the travertine production cycle.
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Fig. 8

The identification of topological relationships between elements of different scale is among the
objectives of the geometric models definition. This is useful for the interpretation of the spatial
configurations that have sprung up in the interweaving of natural and man-made phenomena
(geological layers, vegetation, hydrography, mining methods, settlement). Also it is assumed to
perform taken data at successive times in order to detect the permanent and temporal entities: it can
thus provide models of the steps of the manufacturing process, whose output will present images of
the concretization of variability. We can think, for example, about the temporary accumulation of
granules, the different position of the cut and then assembled blocks or subsequent signs of tracking
cut on the quarry fronts. These data, returned in a scientific way, will then be subject to interpretation
in the project, revealing the identity of the place and its memory.
In the light of these considerations of method, it is natural that the acquisition with laser scanner
should be guided by careful design, otherwise we may not be able to use the large amount of data.
The discretization of the landscape in terms of previsions prepares the data knowledge for the
elaboration of the final intervention: the enhancement project. This condition, with interdisciplinary
reflections, makes creative the definion of point stations, in terms of quantity and position and then the
reading/processing phase, finalized to obtain appropriate models for the fixed purpose. In essence, we
are creating an inventory of what is considered appropriate to be detected: an inventory of ideas,
arguments, true or plausible, relevant to the project. In the first draft, we’ll deal with the following
characteristics: dimensions, referring to the limits of quarried, the volumetric size of the void (intended
as survey of the immaterial), the house and the industrial buildings; the presence/consistency of the
footprints on the ground given by the historical and current processes; matter, relating to the
geological aspects of this limestone and the material quality of the settlements; the variables
phenomena such as the presence of groundwater, vegetation, referring to the natural and planted
flora.
Last but not least, the survey will provide the state of rules and laws about mining landscape to
interpret and reconsider a regulatory framework currently very complex, through the development of a
graphical language coded and implemented.

Fig. 9
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Conclusion

What above exposed means to develop a model of the evolutionary dynamics of the territory and
interactions with man-made actions. Consequently, we will have to identify data patterns that,
interpolated and thematized, allow a simultaneous reading of all aspects of a built environment. The
study of Casale Bernini and the appurtenance quarry is proposed as a model of knowledge applicable
to qualify the network of quarries and buildings of that specific landscape, just because the
investigation is polythematic and not fractionary: the topic is that of a historic Casale in relation to an
under the sky quarry excaveted in a plan, with fronts of mixed spatial configuration in an extreme
landscape. The presence of artificial constraints - such as the road network to support the plants,
settlement buildings, placed in apparent randomness in the system of extractive industry - and natural
ones - such as the water system and the orographic system - must be related and decoded to reveal
the presence of invariants items. Reading a wide spectrum, accompanied by detailed information, the
aim is to reveal the essence of the place: a mining landscape, characterized by secular activities, of
which only a part disposal, and architectural artifacts of historical value, not yet subject to protective
restrictions by laws. The theoretical orientation is also to include the methodological approach to
survey in a procedural framework closely related to the project to improve the built environment [4].
The comparison with a different epistemology of the project will reveal the historic potential connected
with restoration project of cultural heritage, within a system still largely industrial, for valuation
strategies that can resolve open issues and create new development opportunities.

Fig. 10
Fig. 1, page 2: Sequence of maps surveying mobility infrastructure and urban settlement. From left to right:
mobility infrastructure pattern (see Fig. 2, page 3); the border of urban imprint; the character of urban imprint
related to its evolutionary processing (see Fig. 3, page 4); the overlapping of infrastructure and built areas (see
Fig. 4, page 5).
Fig. 2, page 3: Mobility infrastructure settlement. In yellow, the E45 motorway; in red, the main roads; in ochre,
the secondary local roads. The dashed red area is the Guidonia airport. We can note the close coherence
between the roads layout and the morphological items of this territory. The prevalent direction of main roads is
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parallel to the river and follows the connection between the extractive area and Rome, originally the principal
travertine business basin. We can also note the thick pattern of local road very close to the mining area.
Fig. 3, page 4: The built area. In dark gray, the processing urban settlement; in medium dark gray, the steady
settlement; in light shade of gray, the historical urban realm. The red dots mark the presence of the unite
casale+quarry , with a greater concentration in the traditional mining area.
Fig. 4, page 5: The map shows the overlapping of the previous ones: mobility infrastructure plus urban
settlement. We can observe the huge interruption of the urban imprint corresponding to the extension of the
mining area and also the minute grain of urban texture – we can gather by roads pattern - in the areas very close
to quarries.
Fig. 5, page 6: The urban settlement and the mining area. In dark pink, the excavation areas; in violet, the storing
areas and those one used for travertine manufacturing. We can well observe the so huge dimension of mining
areas, compared with urban imprints and other geographical signs.
Fig. 6, page 7: Perspective sketch indicative of the relationship Casale /querry. A first discretization of the
environment relates to the identification of: superfetations, architectural elements for the recognition of settlement
forms, spontaneous elements such as the presence of vegetation, access paths, topographical features. The view
also shows the relationship between the development of the vacuum of the quarry and the vertical direction of the
element punctual -house
Fig. 7, page 7: Eidotipo of longitudinal section of the querry. The profile shows the relationship among the Casale
and the querry and the depth of excavation.
Fig. 8, page 8:: Eidotipi in plan and sections of the system house / quarry. It 'clear that the house stands as
punctual element, positioned in apparent randomness within a territorial transformation. The performance of the
sections are indicative of procedures for the extraction of limestone. Also indicates the presence of groundwater,
element variable trend.
Fig. 9, page 8:: Sketch indicative of the relationship Casale /querry, in a near querry. The Casale/house is on the
querry face.
Fig. 10, page 9: Photography and sketch of a quarry face with annotation graphics and written for the recognition
of stratigraphic sections of travertine quarry. This gives a first reading of the different porosity of the material, a
feature that will impact on the acquisition and return data with the laser scanner. Also highlighted are the
vegetation system and the presence of machinery to carry out the extraction cycle. These are among the
elements of temporality and variability of the environment.

NOTES
[1] This paper regards a didactic research in progress at the Department of Architecture of Roma Tre University,

starting from the master thesis in architecture of Silvia Rinalduzzi, who’s the author of the drawings collected in
thse pages, under the direction of Laura Farroni, with Annalisa Metta e Francesca Romana Stabile.
[2] The use of laser scanner allows a high dimensional geometric control for framing in the environment and the
environmental impact study. Specifically, the instrument offers a high flow rate of the shoot, the speed of
acquisition, production of models DTM (Digital Terrein Model) and DEM (Digital Elevation Model), useful for the
management of the quarry cultivation. Standardized operations are the calculation of the volumes (cut and fill also
at different times to evaluate the areas of excavation) and surfaces, the extraction of the vectorized level curves
of the area of quarry and the extraction of the sections of the quarry faces .
[3] To the digital returned model can be applied further information through the use of BIM.
[4] That sees the environment as a resource and not just tied to different constraints that may limit the
development
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Abstract

The transition of the defense landscape understood as a variation, modification, of the image type,
with different cultural backgrounds, communication objectives, completions of sense exists in parallel
with the physical transitions, changes of use, changes in sense and meaning, as a real language. The
fortifications draw the territory through a deep cultural stratification emerging interpretations of images
with different and unique in shape and conservation condition have come down to us. Each historical
period is characterized by methods and technologies available to designers: the representation is child
of its time, from simple pencil sketches to “elevations” to the seventeenth-century prints perspective
views to the current three-dimensional views. In order to better understand the nature of fortifications
is essential to observe the changes of the project, from architecture “drawn on paper” to “drawn on the
ground” from drawing to reality. The perfection of the geometric rule is applied on imperfect orography
territory. Thus, the defense landscape lives and completes the transition “from war to peace”, with its
use of structures for different purposes, including through the process of “visual transition”. They are
fortresses, castles and fortifications born with functional and economic reasons that they cannot be
reactivated today. However they can be modified and they can to transit to the topicality by acquiring
new meanings and values.
Keywords: representation, fortification, shape, context, drawing

1.

Introduction

This paper continues the issues presented during the IX International Forum of Studies "Le Vie dei
Mercanti" of 2011 (Aversa-Capri) focusing mainly on the relationship between form and context [18].
At this meeting, there were reported the first results of a research conducted by Serena Abello under
the guidance of Professor Anna Marotta, concerning the cultural landscape in its conception from the
material to the immaterial. Here, we propose further results of the research project that is to be
completed as part of the PhD thesis in Cultural Heritage. Some themes still have to be further studied
and deepened, as the thesis could only outline the main guidelines.
The themes here presented are to be placed in a wider territorial system that allows to observe and
describe the anthology of European defensive types (preserved in treated), able to provide a new and
different "network of learning and knowledge", as shown in various examples, from theoretical texts in
the territory application.
The transition of the defense landscape understood as a variation, modification, of the image type,
with different cultural backgrounds, communication objectives, completions of sense exists in parallel
with the physical transitions, changes of use, changes in sense and meaning, as a real language.
Thus, the defense landscape lives and completes the transition “from war to peace”, with its use of
structures for different purposes, including through the process of “visual transition”: from a real
perception to a virtual vision, for a different and fully awareness of the landscape, understood as a
disseminated and understood Cultural Heritage. In the written contribution for the XVI International
Interdisciplinary Conference "The cultural landscape mosaic in transition" of 2011 (Udine), Anna
Marotta and Serena Abello propose, through an summarized outline of the method, an approach for
the defense’ territory observation [19]. The study of the types of fortifications and the types of
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representation were carried on through case studies taken as samples and gathered by categories
with respect to typological and iconographic similarities.
The analyzed case studies are fortresses, castles and fortifications born for functional and economic
reasons that cannot be reactivated today but that can turn and transit from the topicality by acquiring
new meanings and values.

2.

The context drawn: the defence territory

3.

Representation and time

The fortifications draw the territory through a deep cultural stratification emerging interpretations of
images with different and unique in form and conservation condition have come down to us [18] [19].
The perception of our cities is increasingly complex, and the observer becomes an insatiable
researcher for new incentives and relationships. The definition of a specific territory, in particular the
defense ones, requires the definition of landmarks thought as strong territorial signs with vast
structures that characterize the urbanized areas. From their recognition it is possible to develop a
restoration project, considering the existent as a mosaic of landscapes, that could be tangible or
intangible. This constitute an integrated and consistent way to read the territory both in its complexity
as in every single component.
The defense of the territory - with their "science and arts of war" constitutes, together with the food
supplies, one of the human oldest activities. It can be considered one of the first human processes
and therefore one of the first elements structuring of the landscape.
In particular we can notice how the symbolic value can be considered as an element able to support
the cultural tourism – that is having an increasingly importance in the world economy – as well as
social support if conceived as recognition of the population’ identity.
The landscape, once became officially part of the Cultural Heritage, imply increasingly difficulties in
decision-making because of the range of implicit meanings: the choice between the ideal image of the
landscape – as proposed by Viollet-le-Duc – and the love for the ruin – as suggested by Ruskin –
becomes complex. Von Humboldt, a member of the geographical and natural Mitteleuropean school,
in 1846 defines landscape as "the entirety of an area features".
Among the key parameters for the analysis and observation of the territory, Anna Marotta [21] shows
the relationship between two strong concepts like “geometry” and “architecture” that can be enhanced
if they are correlated to each other, especially if the link between them is the word “construction”. From
the abstract form of the first of the first concept to the tangible physicality of the second one, the
distance seems really short.
More in specific, Jacques Le Goff in his contribution (Construction and destruction of the fortified city)
in the volume edited by Cesare De Seta [6], speaking about the city (in particular the city of
foundation), shows that the urban phenomenon can be studied just starting from the concept of the
"building": the city's history is articulated by alternating periods of construction, reparation,
reconstruction with other periods of destruction and survival in the form of marks.
The research addresses the defense of the territory of the Alessandria area [Fig.1], as a vast
anthology of fortifications types and military architecture. It has been inspired by the examples already
studied by several authors – among them Anna Marotta, who has been crucial by her several
contributions – trying to make a cultural connections within the Citadel of Alexandria [Fig.2] and others
Citadel and City of foundation in a wider European context [7] [9] [12] [13] [14] [15]. This study
determines a knowledge path and cognitive similarities and / or differences between the investigated
types.
Each historical period is characterized by methods and technologies available to designers: the
representation is daughter of its time, from simple pencil sketches to “stand up” to the seventeenthcentury prints perspective views to the current three-dimensional views.
The representation has to be seen as an educated and critical knowledge operation that enables the
communication and dissemination of a message. Of course, one of the first steps, to exploit the full
potential of representation and visual communication at the same time, is the selection and definition
of an adequate representation code. The collection of drawings in the Treatise of Wilhelm Dilich [1]
make us understand, through the beginnings of the current representation codes, how the
characteristics of fortified systems are described with embedded images, usually a floor plan and a
front view. In the following pages there will be reported an example of fortification built on high ground
[Fig.3] [Fig.4].
The representation of this specific structure can not be described exhaustively only by its planimetric
view. Therefore it has to be associated with the design of the landscape in a three-dimensional view
which is exactly halfway between the traditional statement of orthogonal projections and the
axonometric and landscape definition.
In the eighteenth century the territory is mainly described in drawings of the "landscape" artists, how
substantiate its entity through three-dimensional images, making the representation – this type of
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representation – the best that allows the "visual possession" of the whole surrounding territory [Fig.5]
[Fig.6]. These drawings were also performed works by survey operators – architects and engineers as
well as artists-geographers – who, with few simple sketches, conveyed the thought and knowledge of
the area to armies and leaders [20]. The landscapes also became the opportunity to represent the war
describing the fortified structure at specific war event, as well as the attack and defense techniques at
that time. Such representations, also if not metrically reliable, constitute a fundamental document for
historical memory. The “views from above” representation, or axonometric and aerial perspectives
have been constituted for a long time the element to convey the architecture and landscape
knowledge. Moreover, in theory, the Treaties provide us the formal features of the fortifications,
whereas the project drawings allow us analyze the cultural context (investigating similarities and/or
differences with the theoretical types).
At the same time the observation of the existent – with its graphic outcomes – allows us to verify the
conservation state (including in relation to the original functions, modified or not) with the changes of
the mutual relations between the defense project and territory, welded in a "defense landscape" in
transition. The integration of various representation codes has been accompanying the iconography
over time until, for example, the nineteenth-century celebrating drawings of the fortress of Bard by
Francesco Antonio Olivero, that follow the established discipline of geometric design [Fig.7].
The assume is confirmed both for the traditional representation and the digitally expressions – in the
geometrical thought as well as in the practice – it constitutes the fundament of the architectural
formation and production. This is true both for the architectural and urban dimension: especially for
defense architectures and cities of foundation.

4.

Architecture “drawn on paper” and “drawn on ground”: the shape

In order to better understand the nature of the fortifications is essential to observe the changes of the
project, from architecture "drawn on paper" to "drawn on ground" from drawing to reality. The
perfection of the geometric rule is applied on imperfect orography of territory [Fig.8].
In the implementation of the project from the intangible drawings to the materiality of realization often
occurred that the perfection of the project had to fit the land conformation: the drawings were
corrected during the execution phase and later depending on the peculiarities of the site.
In this case the representation can be seen as a tool for verification of the existent from the drawn
project, in comparison with the archival documents, those belonging to the treatises (and iconography)
and the physical reality. From research carried out on fortifications emerge that there are some case
studies that allow the comparison of experiences very different each other. In this report, we want to
give two examples of the relationship between architecture "drawn on paper" and "drawn on ground"
and finally realized: the walls of Tortona and the Citadel of Alessandria.
Tortona is recognizable as a particular case in which architectural elements are "invisible" and no
longer existing but where we can identify them through the knowledge of archival documents [Fig.9].
During her analysis phase on the Tortona Castel’s shape, Anna Marotta [15] had to face with sources
that mention how the original design was changed several times to adapt to the existing territorial
situation.
The drawings show that from the "perfect geometry" with six bastions of the fortifications, the fortress
had to adapt to the existing structures of the territory. The first version of the project is characterized
by perfect geometric rules, then it has been transformed to meet the built environment. In this case,
the project designed by the mathematician Campione has respected the position of the Convent of
San Francesco that stood just outside the borders. The drawing also offers two variants for a section
of the wall in which it was decided that “Il colorito di Giallo pare meglio parere che fare la linea Rossa /
e solo si fà una faccia in più”. The design is considered an important document to understand the
study and research of the best walls conformation in the existing territory.
The case study of the Citadel in Alexandria represent an example of fortification which, starting from
the contemporary treatises indications, fits the physical conformation of the context in this specific
case also geological [9].
Amelio Fara [5] describes the Bertola fortified hexagon, referring to the particular hexagonal shape
and its deformation with the consequent loss of radial symmetry. In the specific case describes the
generated shape as inscribed in an ellipse. Fortified hexagons take shape in the sixteenth century and
are developed mainly in the seventeenth century, for example in the transformation of the hexagonal
citadel in the castle of Milan, as well as the citadels of Perpignan and Casale, the Goletta Nuova, the
hexagons of Vauban and Coehoorn.
Before dealing with the project for the Citadel of Alexandria, Ignazio Bertola has meditated on the
theory of the fortified hexagon. His "Inventory of fortification" shows that he studied in particular in the
treaties of Daniel Speckle (1589), Claude Flamand (first edition in 1597), Vincenzo Scamozzi (1615),
Peter Sardi (1618) Pierre Mallet (1666), Donato Rossetti (1678), Du Fay (1681), Menno van Coehoorn
(1685), De Cambray (1689), Doroteo Alimari (1692), Naudin (1695), Johann Friedrich Pfeffinger Junior
(1698). Gabriello Busca, were defined as 'specialist of mountain fortresses' because he was able to
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design observing the different levels of altitude that may affect the safety of a place controllable from
above. In 1601 he wrote that “la figura di sei lati fa il belouardo perfetto con la punta, se non retto, di
pochissima cosa minore” [9].
The shape of this peculiar fortress is coming from the need to allow the soldiers’ wait as near as
possible to the river, in order to take advantage of the best natural obstacle that you could have: the
Tanaro river. Other factors that influenced his elliptical form, no longer evident, were related to
hydrological issues: a large area in the south-west side of the fortress was (at that time) invaded by a
branch, now deceased, of the Tanaro, with stationary and muddy water.
Furthermore, the chosen shape had also the purpose to avoid laying the foundations on areas prone
to flooding. Bertola was able to design a form characterized by great harmony and rationality.
We can also compare in the literature different definitions of the shape of this fortified structure:
"hexagon elliptical" and "hexagon oval" at the same time. Of course this dichotomy of terms can be
evaluated only after a verification of the actual shape through an appropriate survey because, the
geometry of the two geometrical figures can be obtained by different processes.
Finally, we can notice that the citadel was designed, and its location has been defined, mainly "on
paper" and subsequently has been assessed the impact that this project would have: the complete
destruction of an entire neighborhood with a major impact on urban conformation and its
neighborhood as well as on its future opportunities for growth and expansion.

5.

Conclusions

The architecture verification from the representation "on paper" and from the survey "on ground" can
be the fundamental basis of a new representation which, also through digital technology, enable the
revision, the study and the possibility of recovery in order to bring of the defense system from the past
to the future, making itself an active part on this process.
The redesign of the built environment becomes a verification tool able to highlights the intrinsic value
of the choice of an appropriate representation code. The drawing is then proposed as an explanation
of the form as well as a tool for its comprehension and verification.
The representation codes – especially the axonometric one – have been crucial in the past for the
checking of the fortified buildings. When the construction of physical models (maquettes) was too
expensive, axonometric projections were the solutions for the calculation and verification of the range,
for example, of the cannons. The great dissemination power of digital animations could act as a
suitable tool to explain the geometry of fortified building that, starting from an hexagonal scheme as
defined by treatises, could describe the really made conformation, as in the Alexandria Citadel case
study (inscribed in an ellipse with major axis parallel to Tanaro river).
Moreover, the notion of shape can be extended from architecture sphere to the urban context. The
value of the geometric construction of the territory is confirmed with great vividness in the fortified city,
which was for centuries the urban prevalent model in the West world. This model is today presented to
historians as a material structure at the same time, urban, social, political and, from the representation
viewpoint, as an conscious and recognizable image. In particular, from what concern the urban form,
the planimetric conformation of the current Citadel of Alexandria allows the reading of formal
modifications which led to the tradition "from war to peace" up to the present. The urban form was
substantially blocked in its expansion until more recent times, when the preservation of the fort
territory has been forgotten leading to an incontrollable spread of buildings. But this is another topic ...
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Fig. 1: Mapping of the case studies considered in the Alessandria area. Composition of images to describe the
situation and emphasize the transition from past to present. From the left: Part of [XVII secolo]. Johannes
Jansson, TERRITORIO / DI / PAVIA, LODI, / NOVARRA, TORTONA, / ALESSANDRIA / ed altri vicini dello /
Stato di Milano, from Anna Marotta (a cura di), La Cittadella di Alessandria. Una fortezza per il territorio dal
Settecento all’Unità, SO.G.ED. Edizioni, Alessandria 1991, p. 102-103. To the right: map from GoogleMap
consulted on april 2010. From the top to the bottom: Casale, Valenza, Alessandria, Tortona and Gavi.

Fig. 2: Aerial view of the central area of the Alessandria city. Peripheral areas of expansion of the city extend to
the North, South and West. You can see, underlined in red, the Citadel beyond the Tanaro river.
(www.bing.com/maps/).

1234

Fig. 3: Examples of fortifications on high ground. map and representations of the landscape. Images from Johann
Wilhelm DILICH, Peribologia oder Berichy Wilhelmi Dilichy von Vestungsgebewen vieler Orter, vermehrett wie
auch mit, Unterschneidheim, Munchen 1640.

Fig. 4: Another example of fortification on high ground. map and representation of the landscape. Images from
Johann Wilhelm DILICH, Peribologia oder Berichy Wilhelmi Dilichy von Vestungsgebewen vieler Orter, vermehrett
wie auch mit, Unterschneidheim, Munchen 1640.
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Fig. 5: 1734, 20 January – 6 February. Assedio della città e, Forte di Tortona dalle Armi delle M.tà PP. Sarda e
Christianissima […]. Image from Anna Marotta (a cura di), Tortona e il suo castello, dal dominio spagnolo al
periodo postunitario, SO.G.ED. Edizioni, Alessandria 1995, p.91.

Fig. 6: [1796]. Giuseppe Pietro Bagetti, Siège de la citadelle d’Allexandrie. Image from Anna Marotta (a cura di),
La Cittadella di Alessandria. Una fortezza per il territorio dal Settecento all’Unità, SO.G.ED. Edizioni, Alessandria
1991, p.52.
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Fig. 7: 1838, Francesco Antonio Olivero, Disegno celebrativo della fortezza di Bard. Icnografia - Spaccato
longitudinale – Spaccato trasversale. BRT. Image from AMELIO FARA, Luigi Federico Menabrea (1809-1896).
Scienza, ingegneria e architettura militare dal Regno di Sardegna al Regno d’Italia, Leo S. Olschki Editore,
Firenze 2011.
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Fig. 8: Reworking of images from different sources to show how the fortifications – as well as all the buildings –
are the result of several steps, starting from the design on paper regulated by the geometric perfection, to the
realization by adapting to the real situation of the territory (image by Serena Abello, 2011).

Fig. 9: [1657, 13 marzo]. A. Dissegno aprovato da S.E. [...] S. Francesco con fare li sei Baluardi come si vede
dall'ordine dé 13 marzo (sul verso). Disegno su carta, inchiostro nero, rosso e giallo (283 x 383 mm). Il commento
riporta quanto segue: "Questo disegno non fù eseguito, per non demolire / il Convento di S. Francesco, sendosi
poi portato più in fuori, come il novo recinto / diseg.to dal matem.o Campione. Dopo la demolizione delle
fortificazioni segnate B.". In basso a sinistra si legge quanto segue: " 1657, à 12 Marzo, / S.C. presente il Sig.r
Ma.o di campo Generale hà rissoluto / fare il colorito Giallo, mà in primo luogo fare li / 3. Baluardi A. con
accomodare, et andare perfezionando / il rimanenze delle fortificazioni nuovo servando P.ta Genovese. / Quello
dà descriversi sono li Baluardi, et Cortine B. /Et il muro Antico pure è da servarsi / Nel partito di Tortona à entrare
del 6/m per il Castello". In basso a destra è riportato quanto segue: "Per Tortona 1657. à 6 Marzo / Il colorito di
Giallo pare meglio parere che fare la linea Rossa / e solo si fà una faccia in più. / Poichè entrando dentro con la
cortina colorita di Rosso s'haverano / di gettare abaso molte case. / Et facendi il poligonio A. sarà più regolare del
B. et il C. invalido / per essere Angolo intrante". BTM, Belgioioso, Fortificazioni, cartella n.265, p.47. This image
shows the drawing that, from geometric perfection of fortification project, must adapt itself to the real situation of
the territory. Images from COMOLI MANDRACCI, Vera, MAROTTA, Anna (a cura di), Tortona e il suo Castello.
Dal Dominio Spagnolo al Periodo Postunitario, SO.G.ED. Edizioni, Alessandria 1995.
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Abstract
The abstract proposes an illustration of a Research carried out during the Workshop "Archaeology and
Architecture: Campi Flegrei"1. The aim of the Workshop was to identify strategies of intervention to
enhance the cultural and archaeological heritage of Campi Flegrei in Pozzuoli. My research is focused
on the theme of landscape design and mobility at urban and territorial scale. The mobility
infrastructure has a key role in the use of cultural heritage "establishing violent, though sometimes
suggestive, relationships with the context" (B. Secchi, 2000). The mobility space is not only seen as a
simple connection element but as real place for socializing and living outdoor. The design approach
for the regeneration of the areas is characterized by the use of a complex and integrated system of
sustainable mobility, which is a hybrid between the traditional public transport and alternative means
of transportation. One of the aims is to change the approach of people to the mobility in the territory,
promoting knowledge of the city and a perception of archaeological sites different from those given by
the use of the car. The complex system of sustainable mobility and the redesign of the urban park
proposed could represent strategic tools to improve the habitability of archaeological sites and the
quality of life of citizens, in a new concept of city that is not only welcoming or supportive but that can
reinterpret itself and interpret new forms of living, mobility and production.
Keywords: sustainability, mobility, Archaeology

1.

The Analysis of the area

The Campi Flegrei is a large volcanic area situated in the north-west of the city of Naples. The area is
characterized by a strong presence of volcanoes and archaeological finds that determine an
enormous historical, environmental and territorial importance. During the Workshop "Archaeology and
Architecture: Campi Flegrei" my research has been focused on the identification of strategies of
intervention to enhance the cultural and archaeological heritage of Campi Flegrei in Pozzuoli through
the regeneration of the areas and the creation of a complex systems of sustainable mobility. From the
Plan it is possible to notice the landscape importance and the strong presence of archaeological sites
in the area. The archaeological remains, due to their fragmentation and the absence of historical and
urban contextualization, present a condition of incongruence with the territory. Both the remains visible
for centuries, and the finds discovered or rediscovered recently are not or poorly integrated with the
urban space. There is mostly a musealization to fulfill conservation purposes. There isn’t a dialogue
between the different times of the city, thus reducing the archeology passive object of a merely
aesthetic contemplation. To avoid the embalming of archaeological remains - and its reduction to relic
of memory - the architectural design should try to trigger new relationships between the finding of the
past and the contemporary urban landscape.

                                                                                                                          
1

Workshop that took place in the University of Naples Federico II, Department of urban Design and Urban
Planning, on June 2012, proposed by Professors F. Izzo, P. Miano, L. Pagano.
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Fig. 1: Areas of interest.

Fig. 2: Morphology and Archaeological areas| Infrastructures.
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The plan highlights and shows the archaeological sites of major interest in the study area considered
during the Workshop, (the Rione Terra, the Temple of Serapis, the Flavian Amphitheater, the
Necropolis of Via Celle, the Necropolis of San Vito, etc.) and it shows the idea of an archaeological
trail to connect them together. Currently the area is characterized by a reduced or absent accessibility
to archaeological sites, by a lack of integration with the context and with the existing infrastructure, by
a strong traffic resulting in congestion of certain road networks. As it is possible to see from the plan
the area has a relatively well-developed infrastructural facilities (rail, metro and roads). It is
characterized, however, by a lack of sustainable mobility, lack of public spaces, green spaces and
urban parks, overload of traffic, inadequate parking system, widespread presence of unused areas
that are characterized by spontaneous vegetation and degradation, and the environmental and
landscape quality of the context is not adequately valorized. But the same territory is also qualified by
the presence of several factors interpretable as strengths that form the basis from which it is possible
to define the strategies oriented towards a sustainable redevelopment. The availability of historical and
archaeological heritage, the presence of a significant natural heritage and the good existing
infrastructure networks, represent strategic factors exploitable in the view of a sustainable process of
development to valorize and to enhance the cultural identification of the territory.

2.

The Strategies

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Fig. 3:  Archaeological park.

It is 'essential a rethinking of public open spaces that should be reorganized through a unified design
that enhances the archaeological areas, improving the management and use. The archaeological park
proposed in the plan would have the function of connecting the various archaeological sites scattered
across the territory, but also to regenerate unused or degraded areas, provide green spaces, create
public spaces and meeting places, increasing the environmental quality of the area.
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Fig. 4:  Archaeological route.

Like the built environment, the space of mobility is not continuous as a fully connected network; you
can read it instead, as an addition of separate layers that have different uses, in the complex urban
“palinsesto” (A. Corboz 1985). It is necessary to analyze the infrastructure system to understand the
role they have played and still have in creating the shape of the city. It is not seen only as a simple
connection element but as real place for socializing and living outdoor. The design approach for the
regeneration of the areas mentioned before is characterized by the use of a complex and integrated
system of sustainable mobility, which is a hybrid between the traditional public transport (metro,
electric bus) and alternative means of transportation (bicycle lanes, bike sharing, electric car sharing,
cable car). This system could constitute a valid transport alternative to private vehicles with the result
of a strong reduction of vehicular traffic. One of the aims is to change the approach of people to the
mobility in the territory, promoting knowledge of the city and a perception of archaeological sites
different from those given by the use of the car. The most appropriate strategy in this urban area could
be a system of squares and pedestrian paths within the broad areas in the park. It seems of particular
interest the study for the connection between the compact urban area (where the greater amphitheatre
is located) and the hills to the north of the Via Campana, currently separated by the railway. It is
important to note the crucial role of the urban mobility system, as part of the redevelopment of this
area that has to deal with the concepts of environmental sustainability and the new social and cultural
needs of the inhabitants. Strategic actions on mobility, as well as the reconfiguration of the entire
system of public spaces, allow to redefine the structures hierarchies and to bring to fruition the
collective abandoned places or the hidden high environmental qualities. Improving the system of
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mobility in a sustainable way, through the introduction of alternative forms of transportation, the
offering of innovative solutions for the context, the optimization of all the forms of transportation, the
integration of different types of collective and individual transportation, and the introduction of
pedestrian and cycle paths, together with the rationalization of traffic flows, is a necessary step to
improve the quality of the environment and the lives of the inhabitants. Given the high natural and
historical value of the interested areas, it has a considerable influence the enhancement of sustainable
tourism, through the insertion of paths and tourist routes of large area, resulting in the development of
new economic activities related to tourism oriented towards the discovery and the enhancement of
historical and natural resources. Another important aspect of the project is the integration of research
built with a green project, with the reconfiguration of spaces and the creation of new ecological
connections and the improvement of environmental quality. In addition to improving the quality of life
of citizens and the environmental quality, these actions could allow greater synergy between different
economic sectors (culture, tourism, services, etc.), including through the organization of events
capable of giving increased visibility to the territory and to its economic activities
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Abstract

The energy saving has been labelled as "the first renewable energy source" and thus it can play an
important role in the reduction of electrical energy use for artificial lighting. A way to achieve this
consists in a conscious and careful use of daylight design, within the architectural design process,
aimed to evaluate the natural lighting conditions inside a building and for studying the distribution of
daylight across a space.
In this paper are presented the results of daylighting measurement performed inside an artificial sky of
a "mirror box" type where a scale model of an industrial building was tested to acquire data on internal
illuminance levels, daylight factor and luminance distribution of internal surfaces.
Data were then compared with those obtained by a computer simulation software to determine the
potential savings due to daylight and to compare the physically accurate simulation results vs.
videographic measurements.
Keywords: Scale model, artificial sky, daylight factor, Ecotect, Radiance

1.

Introduction

Nowadays the daylighting impact on interior building requires particular attention with reference to the
several steps of the design process, due to the “environmental issue”, that claims for energy savings
above all and for energy use reduction in the artificial lit environment. To this aim, the daylighting
potential assessment can be exploited by means of several tool that offer to architects, the way to
evaluate the daylighting performance during the several design choices. Many software are
commercially available, and the daylighting calculation can be “physically correct” depending on the
capacity of simulating all variables that occur during the process (sky luminance distribution, glazing
characteristics, internal wall and furniture characteristics, etc…). On the other hand when the building
shape becomes very complicate or it is essential for architects to personally appreciate the luminous
environment of a space and to compare several solutions qualitatively, the use of scale models allows
to evaluate the light behaviour under real sky or, using an artificial sky, to achieve repeatable data to
compare the results for different design solution. The scale model utilization lead not only to an
intuitive appreciation but can give, when properly constructed, the distribution of daylight within the
model as exactly as in a full-size room with very accurate results. Especially for complex model, it is
essential built it carefully to obtain accurate results. To reduce arising errors in the scale model
construction and evaluation, several rules and tricks have been developed [1]. The use of scale
models offers the opportunity to use real material and, if used under artificial sky, to simulate many
tipe of sky condition. Since materials used to built scale models represent a fundamental aspect to get
accurate data, it has been developed a tool to help architects and lighting designers to choose suitable
materials to build scale models [2].
Daylighting models are used throughout the architectural design process to help make decisions about
the natural lighting conditions inside a building and for studying, above all, distribution of daylight
across a space, luminance evaluation and quantitative measurement of daylight levels in a space with
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Fig. 1: The artificial sky realized at Department of Architecture and Industrial Design "Luigi Vanvitelli".

its potential lighting savings. Together with other prediction tools, like computer simulations,
daylighting models have the advantages of seeing and evaluating the daylighting both qualitatively
and quantitatively, modelling spaces with geometries too complex for computer simulation and finally,
changing and optimizing for the best lighting conditions.
In this paper are presented the results of a research developed, involving, by several steps, the
available “tools” for the assessment of daylighting contribution in a lighted environment.

2.

Sky simulator facility

3.

Methodology

To offer to architects, lighting designers and students the possibility to evaluate lighting performance in
buildings, at Department of Architecture and Industrial Design "Luigi Vanvitelli", an artificial mirror sky
was realized. The figure 1 represents a reconstruction of the artificial sky realized, in which is possible
to identify the position of mirrors, lights, scale model and the other components.
The artificial sky consists of a box (3 m x 3 m) whose walls were coated with mirrors and whose ceiling
was realized by a bank of linear fluorescent lamp behind a plate of opal polycarbonate. It was realized
and calibrated to simulate the CIE standard overcast sky distribution [3].
To allow the acquisition of data, artificial sky was equipped with illuminance sensors and a luminance
measuring camera. When a scale model was tested inside the mirror sky, are acquired the internal
illuminance levels, to calculate the related daylight factor (DF) and the luminance distribution of
internal surface, to know the distribution of daylight within the model.
The daylight factor, so calculated for different points of scale model, were then compared with those
obtained by a computer simulation software “Ecotect” and “Radiance” to determine, with its daylighting
features, the potential savings due to daylight while, the luminance distribution, acquired using
luminance measuring camera, was compared with those obtained by a computer simulation software
“Radiance” to evaluate the physical accuracy of simulation results.
This paper deals with process of the renewal and refurbishment of the fabric of an industrial building;
in particular the building considered housed an old “Opificium”. In figure 1 is reported an external view
of the building analyzed. The research has been organized in four steps:
• The first step is to raise information about the state of the structure and the environment in
which it was located, the geometry and the photometric characteristics of the material used to
realize it.
• The second step is to realize a scale model for reproducing geometry of the real building and
the property of materials characterized in the first step.
• The third step is to implement a geometric model of building in a simulation program.
• The fourth step is to compare experimental and simulation data [4] and to verify that the
daylight is compliant with italian standard.
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Fig. 2: An external view of the “Opificium”.

3.1 Site characterization
To obtain geometrical information about site, building dimension, form and orientation, internal division
of space, position and dimension of windows, an on-site survey was realized.
In the same way, the surfaces were characterized by photometric point of view, using a
spectrophotometer (Minolta CM – 2600d). The photometric characteristics of walls, ceilings and floors
were measured and were archived through graphic data, about colour and reflectance property, and
numerical tables, about colorimetric values and indices. The properties were evaluated considering
the specular component included and excluded.
The site survey, showed that the building required major repair, especially for the stonework which has
weathered or decayed to a structurally unsound or aesthetically displeasing condition.
3.2 Daylighting model and acquisition systems
The investigation target was the evaluation of daylight distribution inside the building and the proposal
for an integration with the artificial light. To this aim a scale model was built-up with appropriate scale
and materials. The materials photometric characteristics measuring in situ were used to define the
property of scale model surfaces.
The model was realized using wood to ensure a very robust structure; to reproduce photometric
measured values wood surface was coated with white paint. In this first analysis step, the windows
were not considered. To limit the disturbance, that the presence of scale model brings to the artificial
sky luminance distribution due to the limitation of the inter-reflexions, the size of model was limited to
0.3 m for height and to 1.0 m x 1.0 m for base.
To guarantee the accuracy of experimental measurements, it was not sufficient to realize with care the
model and to choose its size to minimize the disturbance of the artificial sky luminance, but many
attention were also placed into collocation of illuminance and luminance sensors. For this reason,
several instrument have been employed for scale model experiments [5].
The model, so realized, was then tested under the artificial sky developed at the Department of
Architecture and Industrial Design "Luigi Vanvitelli".
To evaluate the distribution of daylight factor, the illuminance values, inside and outside the model,
were acquired with miniaturized photometric sensors. The illuminance sensors were made by PRC
Krochmann Gmbh and have a small directional error (cosine correction). Similarly, to evaluate the
luminance distribution on the inside surfaces of the model, some snapshots within the model were
taken using a LMK 98 colour CFA CCD luminance-meter. In the figure 3 is reported a picture of the
scale model.
3.3 Daylighting study
Simultaneously, a geometric model of the “Opificium” was implemented in two simulation programs,
Ecotect and Radiance. In figure 4 is shown the model developed for simulation programs.
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Fig. 3: Scale model of “Opificium” for acquisitions in the artificial sky.

ECOTECT uses the Building Research Establishment (BRE) Split-Flux method that is a widely
recognised and very useful technique for calculating daylight factors in a preliminary study (it’s defined
as the ratio of the illuminance at a particular point inside a space to the simultaneous unobstructed
outdoor illuminance under exactly sky conditions).
This method is based on the assumption that, ignoring direct sunlight, there are three separate
components of natural light that reaches any point inside a building:
•
Sky Component (SC) - Directly from the sky, through an opening such as a window;
•
Externally Reflected Component (ERC) - Reflected off the ground, trees or other buildings;
•
Internally Reflected Component (IRC) – The inter-reflection of surfaces within the room.
RADIANCE is a computer software package developed by the Lighting Systems Research group at
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. It is a research tool for accurately calculating and predicting the visible
radiation in a space by using a combination of raytracing and radiosity techniques (it takes into
account specular, directional-diffuse reflection of materials). The program uses three dimensional (3D)
geometric models imported by ECOTECT to generate spectral radiance values in the form of photo
realistic images.
The simulation analysis for “Opificium”, distribution of illuminance and daylight factor, was firstly
performed considering a simplified, but faster, approach, and later considering and evaluating the
parameters that could affect the analysis to enhance the results obtained in the first simplified
approach. To also evaluate the luminance distribution, the model was exported to Radiance Desktop
to obtain illuminance distribution.

Fig. 4: Geometrical model of Opificium developed for simulation programs.
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3.4 Comparison of experimental and simulation data
The experimental data, obtained for the scale model under a mirror sky, and the simulation data,
implementing a geometrical model in a simulation program, were then compared to have a indication
about the relationship between data acquired under artificial sky and output from simulation. The
comparison was conducted in terms of daylight factor and luminance distribution. In particular, for
luminance distribution it is interesting to notice the capability of simulation program to predict
luminance distribution.
In addition, some pictures were taken within the scale model (illuminated by artificial sky) to evaluate
the behaviour of inner light and compared it with light behaviour simulated by using Radiance.

4.

Results

In figure 5 the sketch of scale model and the acquisition points are reported. The position of sensors
were organized in four rows with seven points for row, with a total of 28 measurement points. The
location of sensors were chosen in order to evaluate the illuminance values variation from windows to
middle of building. The data was acquired with an external illuminance of 10000 lux. In figure 6 were
reported the position of sensors for row #1 and row #3.

Fig. 5: Map of scale model with acquisition points.

Fig. 6: Photometric sensors placement in row #1 (left) and row #3 (right).
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To compare the results of the analysis, both experimental and simulation data are reported in figure 7,
where are plotted the values of daylight factor related to the investigation points. The values are
showed considering selected rows and the associated measurement points.
From the reported graphs it can be inferred that both measured DF distribution and simulated DF
distribution at different rows, show low percentage deviation with DF good uniformity; near the
windows and at the back of the room, the deviation among different rows slightly increase. It can be
noted that largest deviation occurs for calculation point # 4 on row # 4 for Ecotect simulation; this
software simulation also evaluate higher DF values for row # 4 with respect to those evaluated by
Radiance and measured.
As one can expect, all compared graphs show higher values near to the front wall aperture, a regular
decreasing in the middle points and a very slight increase for the inner placements (points # 1).
Finally the main difference arise from direct comparison of DF values; the Ecotect results largely
overestimate the measured DF, giving values that are 100% higher than those acquired. The
comparison between Radiance and measured data shows a good agreement for points near aperture
(# 7), with Radiance graph decreasing toward lower values ( # 4).
The pictures in figure 8 shows the light diffusion in the internal space of scale model (left), and the light
distribution simulated using Radiance (right); the comparison is done for two areas of building.

Fig. 7: Daylight factor comparison, obtained from scale model (first), Ecotect (second) and Radiance (third).
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In figure 9 are showed the results obtained by the comparison of Radiance internal luminance
mapping vs. luminance distribution measured with a CCD videoluminancemeter. The false-colour
mapping highlights the influence of model reflexions onto internal mirror wherever the radiance
simulation gives an uniform source on the aperture considering also the ground presence; furthermore
the luminance value corresponding to the aperture (950 cd/m2) is greater than that measured (806
cd/m2).
At the bottom of the aperture the luminance values of software and acquisition appear very close,
confirming the results of DF analysis, whereas the luminance values on the room vault by Radiance
calculation seems to be significantly lower; this should lead to a minor influence of internal reflection
and thus it could partly justify the discrepancy in the comparison with reference to the inner points.
Finally the Radiance mapping shows, above all, a greater homogeneity of luminance distribution
patches.

a)

b)

Fig. 8: Internal light distribution comparison scale model (left) vs. Radiance (right), for two building area, a) and b).

5.

Conclusion

In the study above are presented the results of a research on daylighting assessment in an industrial
building fabric; the research was developed involving scale model DF measurement in a mirror sky
box (under CIE standard overcast sky distribution) and its comparison with a computer simulation
software “Ecotect” and Radiance; the last supplying the opportunity of evaluating and comparing the
internal surface luminance distribution.
The utilization of scale model allows, even if computer simulations can give very accurate results in a
reasonable time, the capability of appreciating internal environment and comparing several solutions.
This requires the utilization of sky simulator (reproducing standard sky luminance distribution) and a
properly constructed scale models that are built accurately and with respect to several rules to reduce
the error sources.
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a)

b)

Fig. 8: Luminance distribution comparison scale model (left) vs. Radiance (right), for two building area, a) and b).

The opportunity of measuring the internal surface reflective characteristics can help in reproducing the
physically-based lighting calculation.
In our study both software simulation give, with an acceptable accuracy, a quite uniform shape of DF
pattern on grid measurement, but Ecotect software greatly overestimates the DF values; this is in
contrast with the Ecotect calculation method that use the BRE Daylight Factor method and so it
doesn’t consider multiple reflections.
The Radiance performances are instead quite close to model measurements both for illuminance
calculation and luminance distribution; it seems to be related onto the opportunity to reproduce the
theoretical Radiosity-based diffuse reflection calculations reducing the errors source.
The different approaches used to evaluate daylighting performance and the results obtained by their
utilization suggest a suitable choice of the better “tool” to be used depending on specific application. A
software capability of performing daylighting, solar exposure, insulation, thermal, acoustic, lighting
analysis could be very interested in the initial step of design process because of it is able to provide
important design decisions. On the other hand a more accurate daylighting evaluation approach (scale
model/radiosity based software) has to be carry out for taking into account the variables involved in
the complexity of the daylight distribution inside a space.
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A DIRECT LINE TO THE RIVER SIMETO

The result of the third edition of the international workshop simeto landscape organized
from the founding of order of A.P.P.C. of the district of Catania was the point to starts some
considerations, studies and investigations on the Etna area, crossed by the river of Simeto.
As a pulsing artery of this area, the river pump energy and provides to the conditions to
develop differents systems of settlement for size and morphology. Quiet and discreet, the
river reaches a length of over 113 km, it is the main river of Sicily both for its hydrographical
and anthropic size. In his path does not cross any major center, but it touch the countries of
Bronte, Adrano, Paternò, Motta / Misterbianco to flow at the end in the bay of Catania. The
river represents a line of conjunction both morphological and socio-cultural of this territory,
but over all it rapresents the cohesion of all different landscapes of this area. Along the way
he meets different landscapes, sometimes finds space between the walls of black vulcanic
rock, sometimes crawls on rough track of pebbles and red sand, othertimes creeps inside of
thick green areas rich of vegetation, in this continuous changement of level, of scenes, of
colors and smell, are two the elements that never change, that are always the same at every
season and at every hour of the day and the night, and that represent the aim and the power
of this landscape: the Etna and Simeto.
.
Keywords: riverfront, valley, fortess.

1.

The concept of landscape

The implementation policies of environmental sustainability to the term "landscape" has never been
associated with a clear definition and agreed until the entry into force of the European Landscape
Convention.
The Convention considers the landscape as a "certain part of the territory, as perceived by people,
whose character is the result of the action of natural and / or human and their interrelations" is the
"essential component of the living environment of the people, expression of the diversity of their
shared
cultural
and
natural
heritage,
and
a
foundation
of
their
identity”.
The term "landscape" then defines a part of the territory which is recognized by the inhabitants of
that
place.
The link between population and territory is closely related to the spatial and temporal forms of that
place, that are perceived by inhabitants and represent the identity of the same place. This
character of the landscape is thus related to natural and cultural factors / human factors, it is
necessary to clarifying definitively that the concept of landscape is not defined only by the
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environment but also the transformations, that people pour on their territories, delineate a
combination that allows us to observe "the landscape" and recognize it as such. [1]

2.
The river Simeto
The work of the third edition of the international workshop “Simeto landscape” organized
by the order of the APPC of Catania was the starting point from which to do some
thinking, studies and investigations on the Etna area crossed by the river Simeto. The
river is a pulsing artery of this area, pump energy and provides the conditions for
settlement systems with different size and morphology. Quiet and discreet, the river
reaches a length of over 113 km, it is the main river of Sicily, both anthropic that
hydrographic point of view. Born about 10 km north-west of Bronte almost thouches
Bronte, Adrano, Paternò, Motta / Misterbianco but his path does not cross any urban
center. The whole course of the river is included in the district of Catania, while its basin
extends
in
the
district
of
Messina
and
Enna.
The river is an element of union and conjunction, both topographical, that morphological
and
socio-cultural
point
of
view.
The regime of Simeto is typical of rivers of Sicily, extremely torrential floods in autumn and
winter, and strong lean in summer. Only the mouth of the river at south of Catania, as well
as the industrial area, is the most prone to flood risk (Fig.1) for the illegal buildings that
cover indiscriminately this area, and which in 1951 resulted in a devastating flood. This is
the area in which the river is close to the biggest town along the rest of its course, going
back to the source, the river bed is plenty far away from population centers. For this
reason it’s important to think ideas for the redevelopment of riverfront, that is able to
rehabilitate a direct relationship between the river and the city. An important point to start
is the infrastructure system of the river. A series of bridges of different historical periods
through it, but have lost their connection function between the river and the city, and
represent metaphorically the bond apparently lost between man and the territory from
which itself comes from.
2.1
The passage of Pietralunga
The passage of Pietralunga (Fig.2), which takes its name from the old Roman bridge, its remains
are still visible, along with many others, has been included in the list of Sites of Community Interest
SIC for the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora and a territory which
includes the municipalities of Biancavilla, Centuripe and Paterno. In this list we find lava walls of
varying heights between 5 and 15 m, excavated by the river in the basalt formed as a result of lava
flows from Mount Etna, the largest volcano is in fact very close, and the river touches almost
throughout the western part of the base. From the ancient Roman bridge (which dates back to the
Roman conquest of Sicily, and at the first Punic war, to tear Messina to the Carthaginians in 264
BC), today remains just a fragment practically abandoned and the name of the bridge was
eventually assign to a another bridge more modern, in concrete and iron emblem of speculation of
70s. The new bridge of Pietralunga is an infrastructure disproportionate to the place and its
function, it connects the main road n⁰ 137 to countryside, and to private land today uncultivated ,
but that once housed farms and guestrooms. The bridge despite his total inadequacy in shape and
size (Fig.3) in a country setting, unites and divides the two sides of the river, highlighting the
differences between the two landscapes in contrast. So on one side of the bridge, we have an
agricultural landscape planted with orange trees, well-kept with an irrigation system that takes
advantage of the proximity of the river, from the other side instead an arid landscape, with sand's
mountains deposited there by the river, dry thistles and indian fig . The bridge seems thrown there
by mistake, it is the only element that expresses the relationship between the river and the city of
Paternò which is located about 3 km in north. Across the orange groves, beyond the walls of lava's
stone and other crops that spread along the valley, stands on a hill the symbol of Paternò city, the
Norman tower clearly visible, even from the valley of Simeto.
2.2
The castle of Paternò
The Norman tower also known as the Castle of Paternò was the main tower of a fortress complex ,
of which today remains just a bastion facing east towards the valley of Simeto. The tower became
the symbol of the city, it was part of a castle which was built in 1072 by Count Ruggero to ensure
the protection of the valley of Simeto from the Islamic incursions. The castle was given to the
daughter of Ruggero, Flandrina, wife of Aleramico Enrico of Lombardia. Around the castle and the
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small village the population started to grow thanks to the numerous mercenaries of Norman
conquerors and the arrival of settlers coming from Northern Italy attracted by the privileges granted
to them. The first nucleus of the manor was soon expanded and original functions purely military
were replaced in civilian use and became the seat of the County of Paternò that Henry VI of
Swabia in 1195 gave to the noble Norman Bartholomew de Luci kinsman of the king Swabian .
The Castle in the following years was the recidence of kings and queens, including Frederick II,
Queen Eleanor of Anjou and Queen Blanche of Navarre. The castle of Paternò and territories
surrounding, in fact, were included in the so-called Camera Reginale which was founded by
Frederick III of Aragon as a wedding gift to his wife Eleanor of Anjou and then was inherited from
Queens that followed, until its abolition . After the 1431 belonged to the Special family and from
1456 until the end of feudalism was owned by the family of the vice-regal Moncada. Used as a
prison in the eighteenth century began the process of decay and neglect, but by the end of the
nineteenth century saw several campaigns of restoration that has returned the ancient majesty.
The building has a rectangular plan on three levels and reaches a height of 34 m. Since the
Swabian castle was crowned by Ghibelline battlement (as noted in the seventeenth-century
Drawing of the view of Paternò) of which at present resist only some stumps. Particularly
interesting and enjoyable the effect of bichromatism that is created between the dark color of the
walls and frames of openings in white limestone. On the ground floor there are a number of service
areas and the chapel of St. John decorated with very valuable frescoes of the thirteenth century.
The first floor of the great hall of arms is illuminated by a series of windows. On the top floor there
are four large rooms formerly used for the residence of the kings, these are separated by a space
with the same size of the living room below, but placed transversely to it, closed on both sides by
two large gothic windows, which allow to our eyes to enjoy of the view of Simeto valley and volcano
Etna. A most recent restoration carried on by local government in the 80's makes more changes,
some of which may be too invasive, as the reinforcement of the reinforced concrete structure in the
upper part of the tower, to bear the large and heavy glass windows with its iron frames, which close
the huge windows of the royal hall of the tower, which once were obviously open and allowed a
good view on whole Simeto valley on one side and on the village from other side. Another
restoration it's done on the walls, which were completely plastered and in some point have been
created spaces with seats in bricks and mortar, an intervention maybe a little bit too arbitrary and
artificial.
2.3
"City - river"
Paternò has a long history and complex, which is expressed clearly through its urban fabric,
marked by a significant variety of styles and architectural orders. On the hill stand out sharply the
Norman tower and the church of the cemetery, (Fig.4) from where starts a magnificent Baroque
stairway that connects the upper part to the lower part of town (Fig.5). Paternò infact is divided into
two parts, one consisting of oldest buildings, typical of country houses perched and linked to each
other and then there are more modern buildings, without any kind of architectural quality that
correspond to the new part of the country, the suburbs, arose under 70s. Behind the tower affords
a completely different scenery, contaminated only in the very first part from the skeletons of the
paper factories abandoned (Fig.6), and some mills too they no longer in use, the rest is a large
land of fields of orange and olive groves,unto shore of river. The Norman castle therefore acts as
a fulcrum between these two different systems. From the point of view of landscape was surprising
to discover the power of Simeto valley to collect inside a wide variety of landscapes. This river is a
"good river", has not very large, it is not full of water, did not cause much distress and have not
been registered numerous floods, for this reason seems really possible recover the ancient
connection between city and river, to return its true identity at this place. The objective of
departure was to connect the two territories, the castle rock, symbol of the city of Paternò, and the
downstream area of the river. The Simeto, layered palimpsest of landscapes far in the time, since
antiquity was navigable and was the main means of communication between the parts of the
urbanized area, has now become a subject of discussion and fulcrum of an hot debate to find an
idea that values this place to give a new and stronger identity. The area identified poses a
objective: the connection between the river the networks that crossing it and the city. Restore the
relationship with the Riverfront identifies three main objective that the project have to connect : the
fortress, the valley and the river.
Design a piece of a larger system, the river, where you have to take into account the difference in
scale between the urban and the surrounding landscape, was the real challenge of this work. The
place itself has suggested the solutions of a project to promote and protect a place of great cultural
and scenic value, which must be promulgated and published and must be able to accommodate a
larger number of tourists in order to create a new economic resource for the country, which has a
great potential for cultural-tourism poorly understood and exploited.
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2.4
The fortress
After a pleasant walk through the cultivated fields of Paternò i tried to capture some ideas, find
solutions that marry well with the environment and the existent , ideas that the landscape itself
could suggest. so I found myself admiring a solution of containment of the soil used by farmers
widespread almost everywhere lent itself well to a reinterpretation to resolve the difference in level
between the tower and the Simeto valley (Fig.7). This contaiment system uses the typical material
of the area, and therefore readily available, the lavic stone. So i thought at a series of lavic stone
walls retracing the old defensive walls of the ramparts at the base of the tower, to mark at same
time a path which in some places opened by slits to the landscape and in others it becomes
parapet of a viewpoint, from where you can catch with look at the beauty of a unique landscape,
with the Etna on one side and the sea from other. At a certain level you can also arrive to the only
remaining bastion that has an internal path, between the thickness of the two walls, where once
stayed the guards who controlled the territory, o you can stay on the top of bastion at the level of
another path. these two trails are linked to another zig zag path that winds up from the base to the
top of hill. Along the trail it's possible to find several little spaces suitable to hospitality for tourists,
simples viewpoints or a series of small "workshops" carved into the hill , with three walls
underground and one open on the path, these places provide shelter from the sun, provide a space
where you can stop and enjoy a picnic lunch or find a small restaurant.
2.5
The valley
From the parking lot at the base of the castle hill, in the side facing valley, the tourists, who arrive
here by car or bus, can pick and choose if climb up to the castle or rent a bike or quad to reach
the river. Along the road that leads to the bridge of the 137th Pietralunga, a series of shops may
sell wine and food products of the place. Other shops placed also inside fields of orange and olive
groves, with the consent of the owners could enhance the activity of direct collection of crops,
particularly of blood oranges, typical of Paterno, whose production in some areas, it's unfortunately
already been abandoned due to the crisis. More shops that they are simple containers made of
wire mesh and stones wasted from working the fields, the trees instead provide shelter from the
sun and exudes a intense smell of orange blossom. These activities are offered mainly to tourists
but nobody forbids that the citizens can take advantage of these services during feast days and
enjoy the wealth of a place and a landscape that belongs to themselves.
2.5
The river
The river is a truly identifier, from here you can enjoy a landscape even more surprising, the murmur
of water, the wind in the trees the protected species of fauna and flora, that are and should remain the
owners of this place. To have a successful project we know that it must emphasize and enhance the
characteristics of the place itself. It certainly can’t think of upsetting the space, it's important to
capture strong point of place. Here the strength is unquestionably the direct relationship with nature,
an uncontaminated nature that must be safeguarded. A minimal intervention, that allow a cohabitation
more "comfortable" between the travelers or visitors and the river. Some rafts made by a wire mesh
filled with lava stone,(fig.8) lying on the banks of the river could be a good solution for the use of this
site. The rafts from the simple and pure form are very versatile and can be the solarium rather than
staging points for refreshment, rather than points in which to read a book or to fish during a camping .
Since Paternò is far from the sea but however exposed to the summer heat, a system of
phytoremediation (fig.9) allows the purification of river water so in some places the people could make
a refreshing bath. This would become a viable alternative for the residents of Paternò, who instead to
make many miles to reach the Plaja of Catania, they could have the opportunity to live their river
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Fig 1: river mouth

Fig.2: passage of Pietralunga

Fig3: brige of Pietralunga

Fig4: hill of Paternò

Fig.5: baroque stairway
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Fig 6: simeto valley and paper factories

Fig 7: containment system of soil
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Fig 8: rafts made by lava stone

Fig 9: system of phytoremediation
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Abstract
The “theory of permanence”, formulated by Aldo Rossi drawing on the thinking of French proto-urban
planners Marcel Poëte and Pierre Lavedan, has designated, in Italy as in the rest of the European
continent, a period in which a founding value has been attributed to the concept of “persistence” and
taken up as a essential axiom of western urbanist thinking.
In this contribution, the intention is to start off from the deep groove made by research into urban
morphology, and set out the construction of a view on the city that from this highlights the multiplicity
of the structures in evolution and the multiplication of the cycles of change. According to this different
perspective, the value of transformation, gripped between the diverging demands for conservation and
innovation, seems to take on a new allure, especially concerning urban renewal processes.
Rossi’s theory, reassessed through the filter of the culture of the ephemeral and “non-conventional”,
thus constitutes a matrix from which to reconsider the creative process of the architectonic and urban
project, in relation to the dynamics of today’s society and to the “régimes sensibles” pertaining to
them.
The theme proposed in this contribution is part of a broader study and represents an extension of that
work. The investigation was prompted by a series of reflections on the alternative practices of
intervention in the delicate urban and the suburban maillage.
Keywords: Interdisciplinarity, Urban Design, Temporalities, Ephemeral, Trasformation

1.

Between analogy and permanence
“Le temps ne sort pas du prèsent, mais le présent ne cesse pas de se mouvoir, par
bonds qui empiètent les uns sur les autres. Tel est le paradoxe du présent:
constituer le temps, mais passer dans ce temps constitué.” Gilles Deleuze

The “theory of permanence” (Teoria delle permanenze), formulated by Aldo Rossi [1] drawing on the
thinking of French proto-urban planners Marcel Poëte and Pierre Lavedan, has designated, in Italy as
in the rest of the European continent, a period in which a founding value has been attributed to the
concept of “persistence” and taken up as a essential axiom of western urbanist thinking.
In this contribution, the intention is to start off from the deep groove made by research into urban
morphology, and set out the construction of a view on the city that from this highlights the multiplicity
of the structures in evolution and the multiplication of the cycles of change. According to this different
perspective, the value of transformation, gripped between the diverging demands for conservation and
innovation, seems to take on a new allure, especially concerning urban renewal processes.
In Rossi’s theoretical evolution, the idea that the city is structured around “hinges”, understood as
stable and predominant elements or as consolidated urban connections, underwent a change when
the notion of analogy began to make headway. The concept of persistence still remains in some way
in "La città analoga" (The Analogous City), the celebrated table - considered the emblematic critical
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Fig. 1 Aldo Rossi, La città analoga, in Lotus13, 1976

body of Tendenza - that appears for the first time on occasion of the Venice Biennale of 1976. The
monuments occupy in “La città analoga” the place assigned to them by etymology: memory and
warning, but this is no longer the issue of a firmness that celebrates the main features of the urban
fabric in permanence and repetition. Neither is it about nodes around which the city’s articulation is
perpetuated. The stability of the urban system, based on the inexorable traces of history, is visibly
compromised by the intrusion of a random logic, that of a paratactic composition, where it is possible
to identify an uncoupling between reason and imagination, a clivage, like a fracture line between a
reasoned structure and invention. The table in question, in the form of urban collage, is the result of an
additive composition, revealing a form of flexibility of the city not yet present in the “theory of
permanence”, where the urban fabric hinges between the persistences and pre-existences of the past.
If “La città analoga” is understood as a "trame agissante” [2] this is because in Rossi’s concept the
city is a social fact and therefore it cannot be imagined as a simple repertoire of forms, but as an
active “série d'objets affectifs mobilisés par la mémoire lors de la conception du projet: comme une
‘méditation des thèmes du passé’ “[3], and the fact that the monuments are no longer the guarantors
of order and continuity Rossi himself expresses in the terms of “the division of things in order to be
added up following different rules” [4].
The city idea thus continually moves further away from the image of an accumulation of traces,
imprints, sediments and constructions, in a word of “persistences”, which add up layer by layer,
following both a linear as much as inexorable historical chronology, in order to approach, ever more
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so, the allegory of a free co-existence of parallel dimensions [5], a concept to which Rossi returns,
several times, in his correspondence with Ezio Bonfanti.
The city changes because everything is impermanent: “I think then that the additive procedure is
linked to the knowledge of the city, to the buildings and the monuments, but conceive all of this as a
series of fragments” [6]. In Rossi’s reply to Bonfanti it is the use of the adversative adverb that
provides a key to interpreting this urban collage, full of disjunctions, incoherencies, leaps of scale and
type. In the same letter, a few lines later, he writes: “You see therefore the collage procedure also
becomes a kind of warehouse of forms (...)”[7], where it is the forms that renounce every kind of
“persistence” and open up to a multiplying of meanings.
It is certainly no chance that, a few years after the “adventure” of “La città analoga”, Rossi is the
author of one of the most interesting temporary projects of the architecture of our times: the Teatro del
Mondo (1980), the sublime floating ephemeral theater on the Venice lagoon.
This questioning the value of transformation is an attitude that we find again becoming more specific in
current design practices. Can the contemporary city still be understood as “something that lasts
beyond its transformations” [8]? The transition from a culture founded on objects and permanence to a
culture hallmarked by flows and instabilities [9] seems to have definitively distorted the paradigm of
spatial continuity, highlighted the values of adaptation and flexibility and, as in the Calvino’s Sophronia
[10], inverted the very statute of persistence. In this paradox, these would constitute the temporary
and fragmentary part, the less autonomous and lively segment of the city.
Rossi’s theory, reassessed through the filter of the culture of the ephemeral and “non-conventional”
[11], thus constitutes a matrix from which to reconsider the creative process of the architectonic and
urban project, in relation to the dynamics of today’s society and to the “régimes sensibles” pertaining
to them[12].

2. The impermanence of places
“Historicité non pas des représentations de l’espace, mais bien plus profondément de l’espace ‘luimême’, qui ne peut plus être considéré comme une donnée pérenne mais qui se modifie en fonction
de conditions proprement historiques. C’est là un des enseignements fondamentaux de
l’anthropologie, de la sociologie de l’art, et de la phénoménologie (entre autres disciplines) : l’espace
n’est pas simplement donné, il se constitue, se construit”. C. Younès
In this study, the word “impermanence” has been considered in its wide-ranging semantic implications,
allowing the various interconnected phenomena like the ephemeral, dislocation, deterritorialization,
discontinuity, mutation, metamorphosis, transformation, destabilization, fracture, fragmentation,
dehiscence, disjunction, and so on, to revolve around this concept. The list is inherently transient and
could grow and be modified infinitely. This word, often denoted negatively, and represented as a
dessin en creux reducing its meaning to the logic of absence or the dimension of loss, designates
instead an outlook that is sensitive to the changing reality, beyond every Manichaean determinism and
every dual and opposing logic.
The theme proposed in this intervention is part of a wider study and is its continuation.[13] The theme,
considered in a wider context, leads to the dissolution of the great principles that have guided design
and planning in the modern age, and opens a reflection on the new orientations of urban research
around the issues of the “uncertain margin” [14] and the temporary use of the territory.
The investigation is inspired by a series of reflections already under way on the alternative practices of
intervention in the delicate maillage between the urban and the suburban. The uncertain, the
temporary, the vague of the urban interstices or marginal areas, have recently lost the negative
connotation that in the past had rendered these zones de facto en attente areas in conflict with the
space of the habitat. Where the void and the absence of a coherent morphologic configuration
dominate, the insisting of more ‘places’ in the same space (where space is intended as “lieu pratiqué”,
with the meaning given to this definition by Michel de Certeau [15]) becomes a planning exercise, a
multidisciplinary intervention directed towards experimenting an alternative way of conceiving,
planning, regenerating and building the city fabric.
But what are the principles guiding the transformations of the city today? Also the dialectic of the
stabilizers, these “points or centres” that figure among the “objets trouvés” without time of the “urban
collage” [16] of Colin Rowe and Fred Koetter has been re-evaluated by diverse spatial topologies,
experimental fields in which to establish new types of relationships between the city elements.
To create unexplored bonds, activate unknown aggregations and retrace devices that may translate
emotions and collective desiderata into forms, today means tending to structure the territory with
modifiable models, identifying what Edward Lorenz [17] would have called “attractors”, units towards
which the dynamic systems evolve in a determined temporal arc.
Beginning with this realization, many issues unfold: would the city planned according to the criteria of
a “light” (MVRDV 1997) or “weak” (Branzi, 2006) urbanization, through paths of transformation and
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temporary interventions that challenge a determinist planning, be able to generate an evolutionary
logic of growth?
And again, is the city conceived with changing scenarios, following waves of probabilities and
fluctuating spatiality/temporality, micro-interventions, compatible with the new logic imposed by
sustainable development?

3. Towards a culture of the “living project”
“(...) Créer une architecture et un urbanisme qui, par la forme construite, puissent rendre signifiants le
changement, la croissance, le mouvement, la vitalité de la communauté” Alison et Peter Smithson
The discontinuity of the urban recit, the increasingly swift cycles of transformation, the variety of the
rhythms, the irruption of the evenementiel, the arbitrary obliteration of the traces – together with the
weakening of the idea of transmission of memory that can be read in the urban lacework - are the
several ways in which the city today exceeds itself, exhausts the figurative nature associated with the
urban and provokes the breach of dominant schemes.
Already beginning from the 1950s, with the advent of anti-urban theories, and in the course of the 60s
and 70s, through the vast utopian production, the very idea of the city had been challenged.
Ecological knowledge, the new alliance between organic and inorganic and the developments in
biology that have introduced the concepts of self-organization and complexity, have contributed
considerably to delineating and orienting new pathways.
At the beginning of the 70s, on the science front, new ideas came forward on concepts of adaptability
and reversibility: in 1973 the ecology researcher Crawford Stanley Holling formulated the concept of
ecological resilience, bound to the complex systems of adaptation and self-regulation, in terms of the
capacity of an ecosystem to take on and model change. Besides, the prolific line of the Nouvelle
Ecologie, already active during those years, was based on concepts derived from biology and
genetics, highlighting cycles and biological rhythms.
The culture of the architectonic and urban project has for a long time been greatly influenced by these
studies, as Gregory explains: “The new echo-scapes: projects generated in the search for a
connection and deep convergence between the organizing principles of architecture and living
systems, explored through differentiated pathways and strategies: here following dynamic and
evolutionary conceptions of form, based on ecological-relational, co-evolutive and co-organizing
properties; now developing within ever more sophisticated biological analogies the search for an
‘animated form’ through self-organising and auto-poietic morphogenetic processes; then again
highlighting in the continuous evolution the interaction of the form with man and environment through
artefacts capable of adaptation and change.” [18]
The concept of “Deep Planning” of Vab Berkel & Bos, for instance, is an important starting point for the
planning theories based on the adaptability to the environment and self-organization. The “Principle of
continuous difference” they postulated opens the world of architectonic planning to the notions of
mutation and renewal, conceived according to self-regulating processes.
Following these new openings and mutual contaminations, in the past few years science has extended
its field of interest to art, contributing to the improvement of the critical instruments to understand and
represent an alternative way of producing and creating.
In contemporary art the deviation between the increasingly important value attributed to transformation
and the fear of instability, together with the impasse of the liquid evolution of a society that is losing
ever more, and even more rapidly, its points of reference, are by now recurrent issues. A growing
number of interdisciplinary collectives are currently concerned with alternative interventions in city
areas undergoing major transformation. These new tendencies reveal a different pulse with respect to
those that even just recently were defined the ‘difficult zones’ of the city. « Pourquoi ne pas vivre dans
un chantier permanent ? Il ne faut pas imaginer que les choses sont finies » [19] challenges
provocatively the French artist Fabrice Hyber, stressing the need to invert certain negative logics that
affect our way of creating and conceiving of the city.

4. A Case Study: Saint-Etienne, une ville en transformation
ATELIER S7|D1, Architectural Lab “Dynamiques architecturales et urbaines”, 2012|2013
Ecole Nationale Supérieure d’Architecture de Saint-Etienne. Director: Silvana Segapeli, Guest critic:

Jean‐François Pirson
http://ensaseateliers7d12012.blogspot.fr/
Students: Bekaert Natalie, Berger Elisa, Brodeur Laurence-Emilie, Delangre Arnaud, Garneau
Lysanne, Hernandez Joris, Kolesnichenko Marina, Mastroianni Alexandre, Mailhet Sophie, Oams
Charlotte, Raynaud Coralie, Rinchet Dimitri, Rodriguez Leon Isabel-Pilar
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The terrain of study of this architectural laboratory is situated in Saint-Étienne; this is an industrial
friche at the juncture between multiple kinds of urban fabric and the different histories that its
landscape narrates. It is a void en attente, between a compact urban mesh, whose margin is made up
of the archipelago of the former Manufacture des Armes de France, today Cité du Design, and the
open weave of the diffused city, lacking a settlement framework and designated by large road
infrastructures.
Moving from recent theoretical debate on the transformations of the post‐industrial city and the new
realities between the urban and periurban, the themes for consideration set out by the laboratory
“Dynamiques architecturales et urbaines” involve a series of techniques appliquées: a long stage of
observation of the area, of a sensitive reading of the landscape and sensory experimentation, through
the practices of walking and “transurbanza” [20]. The objective is to succeed in ‘mapping’ the
landscape in transformation and interpret its mutation cycles following the Close Reading technique.
From a projectual viewpoint, the greatest challenge lies in the attempt to ensure keeping the
enzymatic nature of this entre-deux space lacking a stable image and with a fluctuating identity.
Furthermore, it is hoped to go beyond the very concept of identity, understood as a crystallizing
condition with respect to the study’s investigation field.
The renewal of the city space takes on the dimension of an emergency in this context. Starting off
from the notion of reurbanisation of Oriol Bohigas, that considers the road as the place and the
itinerary at the same time, the public square and the block as city matrices, the focus is directed to the
field of connections to be established between built space and public space.

Figg. 2-5 La friche de la Cité du Design [Credits photos: Dimitri Rinchet, Joris Hernandez]
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Abstract

The area of study, placed in the western part of the low flow of the river Volturno, identifies a way of
real knowledge, not virtual, where pedology combines with architecture. it’s situated between the
inferior part of Savona-Agnena and Regi Lagni, where the Volturno flows from Capua to Castel
Volturno, hence the title “between agnena and regi lagni”. The work has started from the studying of
lands, exactly from their substratum, and to do it the whole symbology of the geological paper,
produced by Campania Region-Defence of land area, has been reported. after analysing essential
aspects as the land and the pedolandscape, i have passed to a careful analysis of the paper of
geological unit reported from the plan of the authority of Liri-Garigliano-Volturno basin, and to the
analysis of the climate of this area, to the one of imbalance, in addition to a careful analysis of flora
and fauna, of respective biotic poles and an exact swot analysis. i’ve passed to the individualization of
the first stop points called “posts”, in the communes of Castel Volturno, Cancello ed Arnone, Santa
Maria la Fossa and Carditello. This itinerary has been conceived like a ride along country paths and
farm roads, also enjoyable by whom destiny has taken away some perceptive abilities, with two
starting/arrival stations, the real hunting of Carditello and the hyppo kampos resort in Castel Volturno.
The way develops through Variconi oasis and the areal of cow buffaloes between Cancello ed Arnone
and Santa Maria la Fossa.
Keywords: Landesign, the Volturno, learning and representing a landscape.

1) Learning and representing a Landscape “from the past traces to the
reconstruction of DNA”
How many times we have said “What a wonderful landscape!”, in front of a little town laid down on a
hill or in front of a tract of seaside. Probably, we have never asked ourselves what a landscape is
really. It comes from the french paysage that in its turn comes from pays and it means the aspect of a
place, the whole of its forms and of interaction among them.
Several thought schools discuss about the meaning of landscape but the official definitions are two: 1)
european agreement of landscape “a certain part of the area defines it, so that it’s perceived by
people, whose character derives from the action of natural and human elements and from their
interrelation”,2) and the code of the arts of landscape “it’s defined by a homogeneous part of area
whose characters derive from nature, from human history or from their reciprocal interrelation”.
Landscape is the whole of typical and distinctive elements of an area. To know a “landscape” we
shouldn’t stop at appearance but consider a series of elements that cannot be set aside. As a matter
of fact, today, every landscape appears in a complex way and so to create a course of knowledge and
to represent it we shouldn’t dwell upon the addition of several components that form it but it’s
essential to conduct a more in-depth study. The latter can start from the analysis of physical, biological
(lakes, rivers, mountains, etc.) And anthropical (towns, houses, streets, etc.) Characteristics and it can
carry on with a study of theoretic, cultural, historical and town planning knowledge of the area, a
registration and cataloguing of urban properties. It’s also important the study of pedological processes
that produce the different nature of grounds and landscapes and their different capabilities of use and
abilities, conditioning forms and typologies of landscape. What is really pedology? It consists in
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studying the land. Instead, the “pedolandscape” is an innovative and transversal concept: we could
think of pedolandscape as an enrichment of the classical idea of landscape, like a “landscape whose
lands that support it have been understood too”, or as “a dynamic combination between the exterior
aspect of landscape and its inner roots”. Another basic passage is given from the study of aspects that
have damaged its image, changes that have taken place in time and the ones that have changed
environment thanks to natural and human factors, positively or negatively. Anyway, analysis of
changes has got as logical essential antecedent the study of roots in order to explore territory and to
look for some signs of its evolution and of its executive elements. As a matter of fact, past marks take
on a value of statement that being in harmony with present changes draft the destiny of territory.
To know the geometric origin of the past (“signs of the past”), the way is to examine scraps of
architecture, the reasons of its first form, tecnologies and materials, we have to look beyond the
material sign to deduce concepts of that construction. With the succession of mutation of human
needs, and sometimes with sudden catastrophic events, we live mutation about both natural and built
environment, with consequence that these concepts risk of losing their identity.
My research-study is based on the method of reconstruction of dna of territory, moving from the simple
geometric relief to the relief of all the elements that make up it: this is the exact objective of the
multicriteria analysis. Therefore the main operation of this analysis is to ponder and recognize reality:
if it is an object, an artifact, a part of city, an entire territory or more in the large an entire
environmental system. Environment, as we know, is a complex and weel-structured system,
constituted by areas that are some spaces defined by legal-administrative spheres. For this reason the
action of multicriteria analysis aims to a deeper knowledge of the examined object through the integral
of competence to contribute to the deep knowledge of environment. The way to rebuild dna of territory
is a cultural behaviour that allows the surveyor to understand generating signs both of the context and
of the object to examine. Discretization of architecture, in its main parts and elements, constitutes the
essential and methological foundation of every case of construction.
The surveyor who works through multicriteria analysis, through the operation of measurement of
territory, eplains and discretizes event, it reconstructs the system of relations among the parts,
between places and space, between territory and architecture, economy and plan, because the
knowledge of signs of what has been already done enables us to plan the frontier of the future.
Today, the surveyor, has at his disposal avant-garde technologies; among them, the gis (geographic
information system or sit, italian acronym) has taken a particular importance and it’s considered by
many people as one of the most powerful instrument among all tecnologies of information, because it
enables to integrate knowledge from multiple sources and to create a transversal environment of
cooperation. Gis systems are basic instruments to value, analyze and represent every kind of spatial
phenomenon; so it is a data processing system that can produce, manage and analyze spatial data
associating one or more alphanumeric descriptions with every geographic and landscape element.
Essentially, in a smaller time we can obtain bigger properties and results.
In a landscape, it’s necessary to inquire into reality and reconstruct it, describing the infancy of area,
places, objects, points of view of memory, every material and immaterial component, this represents
an ecogeometric model of reality, a paradigmatic model of the environment and of what has been
built.
Behind the progressive change of human needs there is a biological meaning of the plan: bioplan. It
consists of an ecological geometry of reality, or the knowledge of what is and what will be, through the
transformation of all the components that form reality. Drawing the knowledge of what is and what will
be becomes the most fascinating part of architecture and especially of landscape architecture,
because during our linear course we’ll find that surprise, that deflection that will cause crisis amidst the
ideas of our unreal journey.
The ways of the knowledge of architecture should be the model of the right approach for recovery and
improvement of this complex system that, with different facets, from time to time we call environment,
territory, landscape and that includes cultural and artistic heritage of man. Gradually, this researchstudy must teach how much human environment needs to reach an equilibrium with nature, regain
possession of its times, its rate, of feelings that are peculiar to human sphere that produce a real and
no more apparent wealth.
1.2 Study case “Landesign between agnena and regi lagni”
In the journey of my life i’ve deepened the importance of landscape, since they have labelled the land
of Caserta, where i come from, like paradigm of deterioration of the environment, of camorra’s abuse
of power and of cultural vacuum. In particular if they refer to the low area of Volturno-Domizio coast,
nothing can be more false and insulting both towards honest citizens and toward environmental,
achitectural and historical goods, of which the land of Caserta is rich.
There are two solutions: or to suffer, abdicating to civilization and giving natural, cultural and physical
property in the hands of speculators, or to rise up investing really in that property that we want to
ignore, giving back it the removed and denied value and dignity. This analysis is a flexible method,
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applicable to the different territorial and landscape areas. In the point of view of how much and how
we can work to recover the territory, this project of landesign originates to identify a way of real
knowledge, not virtual, where pedology combines with architecture, integrating the study and
knowledge of territory in its geological, climatic, pedological, socioeconomc and historical elements.
The analysis i’ve conducted signs a way in the land of work, from agnena to regi lagni, starting from
the land to reconstruct the marks of our belonging to a place and a local, real community, preserving
the extraordinary difference of it that is the biggest creative power. Landesign is drawing, taking part,
doing, telling, communicating, popularizing the land. Land + design = drawing of land; lan + design =
local area network design. Local, a project that dips its roots in the place, in the land of reference in,
for and from which it takes out traces, signs and fragments for the project of things that become
events; area, land as common property, limited not renewable, as defined surface, area as phisycal
surface that it’s seen, touched, listened, enjoyed, perceived; network as system of meeting, of real
spurs for people who, all together, take part to a local project of regeneration that comes from the
land.[1]
Landscape represents a document, an idea, an image, a word, but expecially an emotion. As a matter
of fact it’s the complex whole of pedogenetic factors and components that produces the different
nature of grounds, of landscapes and their different abilities and aptitudes, conditioning forms and
typologies of settlement and management, after all, the courses of social and artistic development.
The study area, set in the western part of the low course of the volturno, is situated between the
inferior part of Savona-Agnena and regi lagni, where the river Volturno flows from Capua to Castel
Volturno. From here the title “between agnena and regi ragni”, that tells about the study conducted on
this rectangular-shaped area marked by the agnena channel, by the territory in the east of Capua, by
mediterrean sea in the ovest, and it extends for about 30.000 hectares. The division of territory doesn’t
represent a discontinuity of system but there is just a change, first of all territorial, because
pedolandscapes are different, because the geolitologycal substratum is different and because grounds
on the top are different.[2]
The study started from the analysis of grounds, exactly from their substratum, and to do it i’ve related
the whole symbology of geological paper produced by campania region-defense of land area. On the
base of available data, for the study area under consideration, it’s possible to sketch this statigraphic
structure of the substratum from the top: [3]
 Sandy lands, dunes of seaside and silt-clayish sediments of interdune, that emerge in a 13 km belt, overlooking the sea;
 Silt-sandy sediments, marshy rivers associated with peaty sediments that emerge in most
area under consideration and they reach the biggest deph near the flow of the Volturno;
Geomorphological events are typical of a ground. So the ground is a living body in continuous
becoming, it’s made up of inorganic particles, organic substance, air and water, where biogeochemical
cycles carry out. These cycles are necessary to the support of organisms on the planet surface. It
derives from complex and continuous events of interaction among aria ( atmosphere), water
(hydrosphere), geological substratum (lithosphere), living organisms (biosphere), human activities
(antroposphere) and it represents the “membrane” through which exchanges of energy and matter
with lithosphere and the other environmental sections happen.
“Pedolandscape” is an innovative and transversal concept: we could think of pedolandscape like an
enrichment of the classical idea of landscape, as “a landscape whose support grounds we also
understand”, or even as “to the dynamic union between the exterior apsect of the landscape and its
deep and pedogenetic roots”. The pedolandscape function is the most prosperous and complex
function the grounds carry out in ecosystem, going beyond the purposes of production or protection, to
include the balance of environment in its complex, involving, moreover, cultural, sociological,
naturalistic and historical aspects. It’s the ground to define the use of ground, that in turn defines the
development of civilization.

Fig. 1: LANDesign
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Fig. 2: Analysis of the area

Fig. 3: Geology and soils

To understand better the links “ground-use of ground” i’ve realized some diagonal and longitudinal
sections of the area that is the subject of the study, even to understand the elevation profile of area.
The bends of level are low on all the area because of recovery on the right and on the left of the
Volturno that has contributed to determine the pedologic and geomorphological state of grounds
strongly. [4]

Fig. 4: Section

After analyzed the basic apsects, as the ground and the pedolandscape, i’ve have passed to a careful
analysis of the paper of geological unit related from the plan of authority of Liri-Garigliano-Volturno
basin. The area of my study is crossed by the Volturno that, with its 6342 km of surface, represents
the sixth hydrographic basin in Italy. The plain of the Volturno represents a significant part of the
prolific field, full of water, that has been called Felix Campania [5] since ancient time. From a partial
swot analysis [6] of the area “ also known as swot matrix, it’s an instrument of energy planning used to
consider strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of a project or of an enterprice or of
another situation where an organization or a person must make a decision to reach the purpose”, we
can see how the most important strenghts of this area are characterized by the presence of an
environmental, historical-landscape, natural and momentous heritage, the presence of local
agricultural products as campania’s annurca apple, milk derivatives as buffalo mozzarella, to which,
thanks to strict supervision of european union, has been given the dop wording, buffalo butter, ricotta
and dop caciocavallo, that are exported products in all over the world and they give to these areas a
big-relief image, another strenght of these places is an elevated presence of buffalo breeding
factories. If on the one hand we have described strenghts on the other hand we have to put in some
opportunities that have to be considered as the biggest sensitization of man to protect this huge
wealth that our land offers us, trying to increase the value of watercourses, staking on the growth of
these revies as dop and doc, increasing the value of tourism through initiative turned to point out
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weaknesses of these lands as the strong presence of clayey grounds, high percentage of degraded
areas that can lead to some threats as the neglect of traditional farms and theincrease of pollution.
Another strenght of this area is the presence of a temperate hot climate that makes this area one of
the most fertile of the whole region, constituting a habitat propitious to the presence of fauna and flora
along all the low course of the Volturno. [7]

Fig. 5: Attractors biotic

Fig. 6: Swot Analysis

Fig. 7: The cards climatic

After analysing the general organization of this area i have passed to specification of the first stop
points called “posts” [8], in the communes of Catsel Volturno, Cancello ed Arnone, Santa Maria la
Fossa and of Carditello, every five analysed post differs from the other one for fauna, flora, music,
attractor poles and typical products, besides for different structural and environmental characteristics.
In these communes a further analysis has been developed, arteries, the use of agricultural land,
hydrography, hydrogeological sensitivity, an analysis both of current ties and of description provided in
town-planning schemes that are in force in the communes. Through diachronic cut i have done a
research related to territorial development since 1951, through 1984, until 2004.[9] From here the
course that bounds the river banks starts, with the aim of sensitizing fruition of these areas both for
tourism and inhabitants of this place. The way of knowledge isn’t dedicated to the banal superficial
tourism that still characterizes area of Caserta but to intelligent and sensitive traveller who is able to
seize , preserve and transfer all the emotions he has observed and known during his physical and
emotional way. Itinerary has been conceived like a ride along country paths and farm roads enjoyable
also by those whom destiny has taken away some perceptive abilities, with two starting/arrival
stations, the real hunting of Carditello and the hyppo kampos resort in Castel Volturno. The way
develops through variconi oasis and the areal of cow buffaloes between Cancello ed Arnone and
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Santa Maria la Fossa, involving all the traveller’s senses , not only through brackish smells of lagoon ,
smells of soil, scents of vegetation, recalls of birds, change of pedolandscapes and of perspectives.
To sailor tradition and to baroque neapolitan culture will be dedicated dinners in the posts of Castel
Volturno and Carditello, in the stops of the areal of cow buffaloes, recipes of the land of work and
villanelle. [10] In the search of a concept, an idea, communicative metaphor that contains in itself the
whole project, we have thought that from the traced way a tree could take shape. The trunk is rooted
in San Lorenzo’s orchard and from it three main ramifications start: one for every analysed post; from
each of these three branchs other secondary ramifications start, each of them regards one of five
senses. Essentially the post is analysed through a sensory way that crosses sight, olfaction, hearing,
touch and taste. So we have tried to carry out an in–depth study or branched from our territory that
comprises also flavours, smells, and all the other peculiarities that characterize the culture,
environment and traditions of this area. [11]
For a deeper knowledge of territory it has been created a masterplan that represents geologycal,
climatic, pedologycal, socio economic and historical elements of territory. It wants to be a moment of
knowledge, a sensorial journey, directed to exalt visitor’s five senses. [12]
“Landesign project; ways of knowledge from pedology to architecture” wants to be the antithesis of
paradigm of desolation, the model of correct approach for recovery and improvement of that complex
system that, with different facets, from time to time we call environment, territory, landscape, and that
includes man’s cultural and artistic heritage. It’s the indispensable method for the correct defense and
management of natural and built lands, conscious that the theorem of ecocentric isolation of nature
from its territorial context, with interdiction of matter and energy fluxes, is not only lacking in scientific
foundations but itself is a source of depauperation as much of food chains and biodiversity as of
wealth and culture.

Fig. 8: Post

Fig. 9: Cutting diachronic

Fig. 10: Course
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Fig. 11: Concept

Fig. 12: Masterplan
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Abstract

Cultural awareness of the right to a quality which is also aesthetic has re-emerged in the process of
territorial transformation, in administrative organizations, in the collective desire, as well as in the
challenge of territorial competitiveness and landscaping that requires that the 'places' need to attract,
seduce and be agreeable. Some aesthetic and idealistic theories have influenced the understanding of
'quality', simplifying its content and identifying it only with its formal significance. In fact, "quality" can
not just be reduced to the value of the territorial planning, of places or landscapes, assuming the
architectural project as the sole holder of the 'quality' territorial integrity and of the ability to give
meaning to spaces. In the belief that the development of the identity of a specific territory enhances
individuality and the identity of places, strengthens the landscape, contributes to its uniqueness and its
durable and steady peculiarities, the project characterizes as a new regulatory guide ordering element
of physical changes. In this direction it establishes the basis for a planning (of rules) that underlies
among the rules, the exception, the irregularity; that underlies among its permanent features the
creation of novelty that evokes variations, among its previsions the strength to imagine unpredictable
scenarios, that is, to think the reality as it is with its unreality that gives new prefigurations to the mind
of the architect.
Therefore the project, refusing standard scopes, becomes itself a value producing complexity, capable
to capitalize an aesthetic quality that does not adorn, but instead becomes a second nature to the
needs of humanity.
Eco-museum - Aesthetic Quality - Cultural Landscape - Resource - Territory

1. New unexplored potential besides the crystallization of forms

We live in a time when the global commodification of land produces phenomena of standardization
and trivialization of 'places', of their distinctive features and peculiarities.
Consolidated are those that Marc Augé has defined as non-places, serial landscapes which can be
duplicated in all areas of the territory. The standardization and reproducibility of urban landscapes is a
peculiar characteristic of this process, leading to the cancellation of local history, of the historical
memory of a place, of a sense and a direction that is historically expressed by living in those places.
Unfortunately, this is a worldwide process with spatially different results depending on how a given
territory responds to these dynamics. The global process of commodification has not the same
standardization-trivialization effect on the relation between space and time in all places. In fact, if the
pressure of the world market expands the rate of production, distribution and consumption of goods, to
increasingly occupy not commodified spaces, to make more and more use of natural resources, local
communities do not adapt in the same way to this process which increasingly drains two fundamental
goods: Space and Time. An open space, enjoyable, that can be used collectively, and a time other
than that arrhythmic one the time of the clock that, as Georgescu Roegen says, replaced the biological
time, the time as distension of the soul, the individual time, unrepeatable, the time which marks all life.
Any form of differentiation is generally tied to the strength of the history and of local identities. There
are areas where alongside the process of 'modernization' there are forms of resistance and original
solutions of the local / global relation. In these situations, local communities conserve and preserve the
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common areas, the ethical / aesthetic dimension of living, the natural, historical, architectural and
landscaping heritages. In the 'places', however, where there is no history sedimented in conscience
nor in the territory, where there is a lack of stories and local identities, where local communities have
internalized an inferiority complex and live in the myth of the great capitalist metropolis, the process of
commodification affects the peculiarities and the fragmented, residual stories, together with the fragile
and uncertain local identity. In these areas it activates a process of modernization-physical
transformation that compromises their cultural aspects and creates only new forms unrelated to
contexts, and that absolutely do not generate opportunities for development.
While agreeing that the changes are not only those we consider to be 'real', physical, visible, but also
the cultural ones, related to the way in which we interpret the same phenomena, and indeed we can
say that it is the interaction of these two dimensions to express and give shape to the 'change', this
cultural process must be controlled, managed in accordance with the cultural geography of the places.
The global scale of the changes brought about by the actions of transformation and by the model of
development inextricably linked, has generated new forms, threatening and compromising the identity
of the landscapes. Actions that generate discomfort and demand a stronger and stronger control. The
attention to the visible, to the images of forms, without understanding the causes of the ways of being
of which every action is a physical expression, limits the understanding of the processes and affects
the objectives, neglecting some conceptual categories such as aesthetics, environment, sustainability
and compatible development. The cultural geography of an area, result of a process stratified in time,
must be identified and recognized as a new space, a creative opportunity for new interpretations, as
strategic direction to be taken for interventions of modification compatible with the system of resources
made available by the history of the places and the new culture of competition.
To understand and exploit the new unexpressed energies and the potential of places, it is necessary to
know and take the cultural armor of a territory, origin of its historical identity as renewed declination of
its development by recognizing the project as the only means of enhancement and conservation of the
local cultural system; it is only possible through the project to identify and interpret the historical
identity, the local belonging which denotes relationships, the permanence that expresses the power,
the exclusivity confirmed by the persistence of a local cultural system, categories that allow to
preserve and enhance the territorial dimension of a landscape whose space, expression of new
necessities, will be rethought in a relation of continuity, of memory. Functions, 'parts', and the objects
of the territory to which then award a sign of recognition and appearance will be chosen according to
parameters which aim to a 'wise use of land', a use that does not destroy the essential features, the
physical structure, the form, function and beauty. It is necessary to explore the territories of the present
to prepare to 'meet' what has not yet been mapped. It is necessary to methodologically take on new
practices to capture and understand the new energies, the potential, the raw materials that await
'expression'. To explore these unexplored potential requires a reversal of the trend, to take
interpretative analysis other than conventional: to overcome the panoramic and contemplative sight
from the outdoor; that 'zenithal view of the forms' that precludes the understanding of the invisible
meanings of changes. It is necessary to restart looking at the places from a reverse perspective, learn
again to feel them leaving the contemplative attitude which prevented in the normal practice to
understand and interpret the personality of existence. It is away from the rigidity of plans and preestablished order that it is possible bring out a widely spread creativity; it is in this dimension that new
spaces, new centralities can take shape, new spaces fragmented in the conflict and contradiction of
complex places. It is in these spaces that "(...) may arise unexpected forms of beauty, able to shine in
new constellations." Planning is behind the representation of what is emerging in the territory. Each
local project must begin with a 'map' of these fluidity that characterize the consolidated spatial
structure. A cognitive map of this kind requires a practice of cognitive exploration across the space:
from local to global (and vice versa), from solid to fluid, from necessary to indeterminate.
1.1 How the cultural project becomes a project of physical modification
The urban project is complex, born as a cultural project and finalized in its implementation as a
territorial project, to relate the values of the program with the materiality of form. In defining the
relationship between formal and programmatic values attention should be focused on enriching with
the aesthetic quality of the environment built both the elements of complexity typical of general and
cultural formulations, and the values expressed by social languages and literature. The transition from
cultural project to territorial project must be built on the assumption that a plan, as a process of
knowledge and organization of the territory, should be entrusted to a process of significational planning
based on sustainable and qualified activities undertaken as new conceptual categories: an alternative
operating model in which uncertainty, pluralism, disorder and contradiction are the new informative
concepts, becoming a tool of complexity production. To accept and share this 'transition' from cultural
to territorial project involves taking on two paradigms within the process of transformation, that are,
nature and culture, as both unique and essential for the ability to organize and shape the territory
starting from the environmental, cultural and natural resources we want to characterize an area, in
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which the sedimented culture of places becomes the polar reference in redesigning the territory. When
in spatial design the themes of belonging, local identity, and knowledge, which define the relationship
between local and global, arise, the territorial project exceeds the sole purpose of spatial organization,
becoming the central engine of a physical and cultural reorganization of economic and social
resources. This means that the focus shifts on the whole territorial system, starts from the natural and
cultural resources taken as characteristic features, measuring and expressing planning in the area
through its forms of urban planning and architectural design. A territorial project is configured as the
organization of a place, based on the relation among architectural, ecological, historical, cultural
values, measured over the important denominators of the urban landscape and the natural
environment. The intense encounter between naturalness and architecture is the general principle of
transformation. Today there are many reasons if our territory includes marginal and degraded urban
areas where spontaneity and aggressiveness of the educational process have weakened and
contaminated the landscape: these are political, social, relating to the general history of the South, but
also a great territorial reference has been lost, that is, aesthetic quality. Cultural awareness of the right
to a quality which is also aesthetic has re-emerged in the collective desire, and has become an
important parameter of appreciation, requiring that the 'places' need to attract, seduce and be
agreeable. Aesthetic quality must be meant as the relation between morphology and function;
therefore, it appears that only the project, intended as a comprehensive proposal of changes, is able
to fully consider and reinsert the aesthetic quality as an essential requirement for sustainable urban
and territorial planning. Quality then must be researched in the preparation and planning of spaces,
weather empty or not, which are used to produce new models of relationship with nature and the
external environment. A deep understanding it is needed of the character of the element on which we
must work on in order to define links, interactions and effects which are not only physical and visual,
but which also arise from the history, traditions and the whole background that forms indeed the
broader concept of landscape.

2. Construction of the landscape

The most immediately visible result of history is the intense transformation of physical space, its
widespread humanization, the capacity allocated to the immaterial to speak the language of culture, or
better said cultures. Men are and represent the physical part of the landscape invisible horizon. The
landscape is a complex intricate relation of elements, where everything is always connected in a
constant osmosis of emotions, sensations, vibrations, and it is affected by any action or intervention
undertaken, it can never be independent, it will have effect over time and space. The visual spectacle
implied in contemplating the elements of a landscape, whether flowers, mountains, rocks, any human
evidence, must be admired with serenity to enjoy it, so blend in its beauty, to understand the harmony
among all its parts. Over the years, societies have built human landscapes, radically different from
natural spectacles, which are nothing but the organization of the natural elements: sun, sea, rocks,
beaches, rivers, elements that contain in their forms and matter an invisible and latent part, which only
careful spectators can see, provoking strong emotions. According to Pierre Gentelle, human
landscapes are the product of the transformation of nature by man, and they all contain a part of
nature and a part of the culture, of the civilization, and are available in a wide diversity depending on
the society. The metaphorical reading of the landscape as a theater, where nature and culture interact
becoming a unique example of social expression, is the key that opens the reflection on the
importance of environmental scenarios in which man moves and reflects. In this way the landscape
performs the role of synthesis and verification of the actions that converge on it and overlap. The
review of the paradigms research is dealing with facing aesthetic judgment compared with scientific
one, the importance of formal-aesthetic assessment, incidental in the landscape culture, assumes the
role of a moment of synthesis also containing subjects which could be more objectively classified in
ecological, environmental, economic and historical perspectives. The construction of the landscape is
based on the interpretation of places formed, on territorial identities built over time; the project comes
from the recognition of the values of the place and from the social, cultural and technical energies that
enable the transformation of memory into innovation. The idea that the landscape is culture, that is, a
phenomenon of signification and communication, underlies the Resolution 53/97 of the European
Council, which called it "a certain portion of land which is perceived by the man, whose appearance is
the result of action of human and natural factors and their interrelations", pledging to "consecrate it by
law as common good, foundation of the cultural and local identity of populations, an essential
component of quality of life and an expression of the richness and diversity of cultural, ecological,
social and economic heritage". In the construction of this complex meaning of the landscape, and its
subsequent inclusion in the process of transformation and government of the territory, the scientific
support of landscape ecology is considered fundamental, together with the consideration of aesthetic,
semiotic, ethical, symbolic, historical and cultural values. The project "Landscape Convention",
approved in 1998 by the European council, highlights the transition from the identification of single
"cultural landscapes" to recognition of the "cultural value of the landscape". Landscape is seen as "an
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essential part of people's life, contributing to the formation of local cultures and representing a key
factor of European cultural and natural heritage". In addition to the meaning "culture" referred to
landscape, there are two more assignments granted with this strategic shift: the explicit attribution of
an economic value to the resource 'landscape' and the extent of landscape values to the whole
European territory from "remarkable landscapes" to "ordinary landscapes". This consideration
addresses the attention from simple protection problems more complex management problems,
implying a deep review of policies and tools that relate to the landscape heritage. The assumption of
the landscape as a reference for policies regarding the local development of the territory, urban
planning, culture, environment led to an evolution of the protective activity, from mere obligation to
strategic choice. Most of the strategies to be undertaken must be designed to consider and to affirm
the 'landscape' as reference for efforts in favor of sustainability and protection of diversity as a
richness to oppose to territorial standardization. The preservation of differences is presented as
priority for actions involving the governance of the territory. Through an interpretive reading of the
qualitative differences of the landscape, knowledge is the basis of the territorial project aimed at
production and management of 'high' environmental quality in the process of territorialization.
2.1 Emotions of a landscape
Assuming the attention to diversity as a richness that creates and preserves the environment, this
approach has been tested in a experience related to professional and research activities, by building a
path aimed to reconstruct the bonds that tie man to territory, turning it into the landscape. The case
study presented here is a synthesis of a scientific reflection and a professional experience, combined
on the issue of territorial planning and the aesthetic quality of the landscape, to check both the
scientific validity that the practicality, towards those activities and innovative planning processes that
lie ahead. The territory of the municipality of Furore lies within the Amalfi Peninsula, an environment
among the most fascinating of our country as a result of a well-balanced connection between natural
shape of places and human intervention, which over the centuries has adapted to the
geomorphological conditions of the area producing a wonderful synthesis environment. In addition to
the inherent natural value of the places and the widespread consolidated human adjustment to the
environment, the landscape has unique characteristics: the geological features, thanks to the
presence of cliff edges, the waterways' pattern, bridges, springs, lush vegetation; although the land is
very close to the sea, the mountain indeed has influenced the history and the landscape settlement.
The interpretation of landscape as a social-historical expression leads the need for a broader debate
that clarifies the importance of protecting the different types of 'diversity' that form the landscape.
Therefore the conservation of the differences must be a priority for action involving territorial
governance. The proposed strategies have been addressed in considering the landscape as a
reference for sustainability and protecting elements diversity such as shape, connectivity and
heterogeneity, indicators of ecological and human processes. The reading of the qualitative differences
of the landscape provides the basis to re-establish a territorial project aimed at the creation of an high
quality environment: proportional organization, as explicit expression of the space,, is an interpretive
requirement for a landscape knowledge. This has resulted in the possibility of representing the system
in a combined framework of different units, at different scales, with a characteristic resolution of
heterogeneity, which proportional domains correspond to the habitats of existing species and the
processes inside cosystems.
The emphasis on the construction of a cognitive process bonded with the territory and the search for
the involvement of local energies, turns this local urban project into a projects-park, from which
tangible initiatives of landscape and cultural heritage recovery arise. The methodology developed in
building the project gives it dual meaning, the whole work of research and analysis has an intrinsic
value and an autonomy from the hypothesis of connection that it activates with the areas of the entire
coastal district. The specific contents of the project concern the problem of conservation and
restoration of rural buildings, the restoration and revitalization of the old town, the transformation of
publicly owned spaces into accommodation, the production of equipment for pedestrian routes to be
implemented on ancient routes.
In a particular attention to diversity as a resource that forms a landscape, one of the proposed and
viable strategies was represented by the Eco-museum. Its idea was born as proposal of a new
interpretative model of the coevolutionary action of man with nature.
The attention to the presence of human marks over the territorial plan, implies a conception of the
museum which is more innovative than the traditional action of pure conservation linked to the transfer
of objects from the past. The Eco-museum is a museum of knowledge, a cognitive, selective and
interpretative tool of rural and urban evolution process, becoming over time 'home' of the appreciation
of material and cultural heritage.
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Fig 1 Table A5b: System of constraints operating on the territory

Fig 2 Table P1: Overall framework of urban design-guidance
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Fig 3 Table P4: Municipal area allocation

Fig.4 Table P7: Paper Unit Landscape

The Eco-museum is one of the most privileged places, both on a communicative and symbolic level, of
a new belonging desire and of a social identity need, to reestablish the sense of man-land
combination.
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The museum becomes then a studio in which the knowledge of physical objects adds a new cognitive'
function to indicate the compatibility of transformation processes regarding cultural-territorial heritage.
The museum must be read in accordance with all the codes and categories that allow to understand
signs men have used to communicate in history; it is not only about recovering and restoring 'old'
values, as rather to understand if the values responsible for the contemporary spatial structure are still
effective. The methodological action of tracing those elements which are essential to ensure a
dialogue between the past and current values allows to: "reopen the dialogue with the hidden
geometry of places, with the signs of local stories and geographies, with images of the collective
memory in which occur opportunities and resources to reinvent, in the structure of the signs and of the
existing settlements, new territorial identities which can make (or enhance) landscape".

Fig.6 Table P1a3: tourism development axis - Route 3

3. The aesthetic quality

... we realized, in landscape cities and territories are a presence of history in nature : history as the
time of which city is the spatial image, in nature as the time whose spatial image is landscape. The
story begins in nature, as city arises in landscape; and nature has its epilogue; epilogue, also, of the
historical city ... (Assunto, 1973, p.103) The beauty of the Italian landscape is today largely damaged,
if not lost, in many places, where heavy speculation and lack of planning 'rules' have often diminished
the historical memories and natural landscapes. The territorial system has been attacked, vexed in its
topography, morphology and aesthetics; for long time planning policies have focused only on how to
preserve, forgetting that quality today needs to be justified in order to be used. The failure of only
conservative policies has not allowed an understanding of the reasons behind degradation nor to
propose new conditions for this process to be changed. The project measured on landscape values
represents the formal return of the transformations they happened. As formal synthesis of the places,
in architecture and urban planning it can be the reference against which to measure subsequent
changes required by social demand. Not only an element of cultural reference, but also an
organizational and functional element fulfilling a specific task: bringing interventions back to places
and measuring them in relation to their identity. At the same time, the local landscape is a cultural
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factor: if each place is expression of the natural and artificial actions there produced, the interpretation
of these expressions, their study, the assignment of value, are an expression of the culture that
interprets and creates the place. These two cultures often do not match in the historical phase or for
social and economical prominence; it is that the time when the history of the place lives in full this
contradiction. Today, in our territorial readings, there is a clear history of fast overlapping, of
replacement induced by behaviors and manners which often were not completely assimilated, by new
entries that deeply shock the system of relations and the energy exchange, which test trough the mill
the limits and the ecosystems carrying capacity. The social demand of reorganization, recovery and
restoration of the environment is growing, and expresses a need for actions too often ignored. It is to
combine the culture of urban planning with the holistic method to interpret reality and with the cultural
attention to places that we take on landscape as a regulator, formal assumption for interventions and
constraint for transformation processes' aesthetics and dynamics. If the landscape is the formal
synthesis of changes and the project is a tool that allows its interpretation through the knowledge of
the past of the area, the planning process can not be separated from the value of landscape as a
historical-visual continuity, which can be culturally interpreted, of the transformation that took place
and those that has been proposed. 'Project' does not only mean the autonomous intellectual and
professional act of interpreting the social and institutional demand for transformation, but the
transformation process of the activities of the places which has been socially requested organized.
Until the emergence of modern city there was a full correspondence between social and economic
process that constitutes the city and its organizational form: the form urbis corresponded to the
structure that had generated it. The contemporary city does not only expand in space where it has
been built but, in its consolidated form, there is a the prominence of the recovery actions and
restoration against new constructions. The space in front of which we are standing is not material and
it is only expressed in always visible forms, but it can also take much more subtle characters that
need, in order to be investigated and shaped, manners capable of going beyond the sight. Territorial
space is currently inhabited by qualitative multiplicity that are not only metric, which occupy it without
counting, and which can be identified only walking on them. Therefore, the methodological path taken
has been on experimental basis, a path that has not led to seek for regularities, but has rather
discovered 'vague essences' and differences, strengths and intensity, energy and new individuality.

Fig. 7 Table P1b3-villages: tourism development axis - Route 3 - in-depth design project of the "villages" element
- Restoring of pedestrian route

The ways of conceiving the (territorial) project are a key factor. In the first place, the sense of the
project is mainly in the ability to activate constructive processes, production processes of 'meanings'
and, in particular, to establish an interaction between the "instituting" dynamic of societies, and in
these urban communities, and the tendency of institutions to self-preservation and self-reorganization.
The project then becomes the place of collective imagination, mainly characterized by: Relational
contexts within which the different interacting actors are themselves the planning subject; Contexts
and situations that are able to involve these same subjects, from all points of view (emotional,
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symbolic, imaginary); which are able to activate and maintain vital the motivations of 'designers',
developing simultaneously empowerment and, on the other hand, accountability; Ability to develop
critical knowledge together with the dynamics of interaction, that is, assuming a 'political' feature,
which means above all the ability to develop and revise the inner meanings of "collective magma". The
project, as an act of physical transformation, is unique in its reflection of freedom, man is then the
actor who, in an ecological sense, transforms the environment, the landscape of life, marking it with
the sign of its action, entrusting to his skills the feeling of power towards nature. Territories, cities, or
fragments of cities, everything is landscape, and they become the means, the instrument to activate
these processes, the object around which the motivations of individuals and their planning skills are
kept alive, in a projection of usability and enjoyment of the rich architectural and natural heritage. It is a
cultural experience that must be encouraged against any form of physical standardization, and that
forms in the interaction between history and nature.

Fig. 8 Table P1b3-villages: tourism development axis - Route 3 - in-depth design project of the "villages" element
- Restoring of abandoned buildings

Fig.9 Table P1b3- villages: tourism development axis - Route 3 - in-depth design project of the "villages" element
- Eco-museum
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Fig.10 Table P1b4-agricultural park: tourism development axis - agricultural park - detailed development
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Abstract
The crop circles, images in the grain that appear mysteriously during the night, in the country sides
mostly British, from hundreds of years fascinate and intrigue scientists around the world. Their origin is
unknown, although they declare an evident geometric matrix, which brings to mind an ancient
symbolism, essential to every earthly worship.
Many are the theories in this regard, including the one that arouses most interest is that they are a
symbolic forms explicitly registrants energy, i.e. that serve to represent and to tell the origin of all
things: the energy that permeates the Earth.
Crossing the symbolism of numbers, considered as (but not only) "signs", the present work intends to
investigate the possibility of an analytical link between the physical concept of mechanical energy, as
it is understood in classical mechanics, so in the sense of work done by a system of forces for a
system of displacements (dual of a system stress -strain), with the evocative images suggested by the
mysterious signs in the grain, chosen basing on the most functional representative form, with the aim
to re-find (or re-invent) a new representation of the energy.
Keywords: crop circles, signs, numbers, energy, physic

1.

Introduction

It is known that from the point of view of Eastern philosophy, the cosmic energy is the source of all the
living things, and it is the essence of the movement, processing and life. The primary energy is
manifested in heaven (Yang) and in the earth (Yin). So the meeting of the cosmic energies with the
nutrient energies of terrestrial, generates man and woman, mediator principle of Yin and Yang.
In Western philosophy, the word "energy" derives from the late Latin energīa, in turn, from the Greek
ἐνέργεια (energheia), a term used by Aristotle in the way of effective action, consisting of en, particle
intensive, and ergon, capacity to act.
During the Renaissance, inspired by the thought of Aristotle, the term was associated with the idea of
expressive power. But only in 1619 Kepler [1] used the term in the modern sense of energy, namely
as the ability of a body or system to do work.
In classical physics, the energy is defined in various forms, each of which has its own energetic
equation. The main forms of energy (each expressed through its own equation) are: mechanical
energy, classically defined as the sum of potential energy and kinetic energy, chemical energy,
biological energy, electricity, light or radiant energy, thermal energy, electromagnetic energy, nuclear
energy.
Such forms of energy can be transformed one into another, but each time that such transformation
occurs, a part of energy (more or less consistent) is inevitably transformed into thermal energy (that is,
it produces heat); one speaks in this case of "dissipative effects".
At the beginning of the twentieth century, Max Planck [2] introduced a new theory, based on the fact
that some quantities of certain physical systems, such as energy or angular momentum, can vary only
of discrete values, also called "quanta". So, if energy in classical physics is a continue scalar property
stored in a system, in quantum mechanics the energy is "quantized", i.e. it can take a number of
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discrete values (or "energy levels"), all multiples of a quantum of energy, which represents the lowest
amount of energy that can be stored in the system. These systems are called "linked", because the
energy of the particle never exceeds the potential barriers.
2.
Brief compendia of links between mathematic and signs
Only two things are infinite, the universe and the human stupidity, and I'm not sure about the former
(Albert Einstein)
The infinite symbol ∞ was probably created by John Wallis, that used it in one of his first texts, De
Sectionibus Conicis (1655), where is was called to express himself about the concept of "bent infinite",
and then in Arithmetica Infinitorum (1656), when he ideated a simple infinite product able to find the π
value

€
π 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8
= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ...
2 1 3 3 5 5 7 7 9

€

(1)

Between the various hypotheses before his death, the most reliable is that his inspiration was founded
on a very similar image used by the Etruscan to indicate the number thousand, often used to say
"many".

Fig. 1: Etruscan system of numeration

But considering the various hypothesis, the most fascinating is the association of the infinite to the
alchemic ancient symbol of ου˙ροβοροˆσ , the snake that bites its own tail, from ever associated to the
cyclical nature of all things, the neverending return, base of Gnosticism and Hermeticism [3].
The following picture shows a crop circle formation appeared Liddington Castle (Wiltshire) in June, 17
2001. It could represent the Uroboro around the Earth, and if we like to work with the imagination, we
€
can see also the famous
Lay Lines [4] that wrap around the earth.
The Lay lines (or "pathways of the dragon", according to the principles of Feng Shui [5]) are currents
of vital energy that cross the Earth in the direction of the parallels and meridians.
In realty, the Ley Lines are alignments of a number of places of historical and geographical interest
such as ancient monuments and megaliths, especially belonging to the British area, within which a
large amount of energy is suspected or imagined that is given off. Flows of energy similar to rivers that
intersect in a straight line on the Earth's surface, according to the Geobiology they have a variable
width ranging from 3 to 30 or 40 meters, and an estimated length from 5 to 30 meters.

Fig. 2: Liddington Castle (Wiltshire), 2001.
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One of the many theories on the causes of location of crop circles, is the one linked to the presence of
Lay Lines just in that position.
In some pictures, the snake is shown half white and half black, recalling, in this way, the ancient
oriental concept, pivotal of Tao philosophy, represented by Yin and Yang, that means the dualistic
nature of all things, and above all the concept that the opposites aren't in conflict with each other, but
their existence is necessary for the equilibrium of all creation, phenomenal and not.
It's interesting also emphasize that the notion of infinite, in the "rational" sense of the term, rooted its
raison d'être only in 1400, as dichotomy of finite.
In fact, already from the Pythagoreans, the only concept that was taken into account was the idea of
finite, as synonymous with perfection and completeness. So, extending this doctrine toward the
numbers, only odd numbers were considered perfect, because their geometrical representation gives
definite figures.
With Democritus (450 b. C.), in Testimonies and Fragments, the idea of infinite began to take a form in
the philosophical thought, and an overcoming of the ancient archaic vision has been beginning, and
the cosmos has not been considering anymore as a finite and limited reality.
But the real inclusion of the infinite notion as base of metaphysical philosophy will occur only in late
Hellenistic period, of Neoplatonic tradition and culture, when the metaphor was used in religious
matters with the aim to collimate the principles of faith and the rational human thinking.
This concept became more significant through the ideas of Nicola Cusano, who in De Docta Ignorantia
(1440), tried a reconciliation between infinite and infinite, between man and God, stating with his
theory of coincidentia oppositorum that it is possible to transform the infinite into an absolute
dimension in which man will be able to increase his knowledge.
Naturally, man for his nature (finite), can be never fully understand the secrets and the knowledge of
the absolute, but reasonably and potentially he will be able to have this perfection through the
progression of one's spirit.
With Giordano Bruno (1548-1600) the metaphysical and mathematical developments of the infinite
concept are significantly radicalized in the naturalistic and pantheistic sense.
In his famous Cosmological Dialogues, Bruno [6] processes his own idea, as infinite space and time.
The Universe is not simply a finite region, but it extends itself without limits in all directions and in atemporal manner.
His conception had a great extension: he arrived to conceive the existence of infinite worlds, infinite
solar systems, infinite living species and intelligences.
These statements so daring for those times, caused many problems and theological debates. Already
St. Augustine thought and stated that it was not possible to conceive that there was life on other
planets, because if that were the case, we would have to accept the idea of a God willing to incarnate
in other worlds, with a pietas and crucifixion repetitive in time, which would have declassified the idea
of the divine in the service of men with the aim to redeem they from sin.
This concept of a God subservient to the cross and with the ability to incarnate whenever there had
been a need, was inconceivable for the Church to such an extent as to define heretic anyone would
embrace such assumptions.
It is true that even Cusano somehow came up at these theories, but he was a Cardinal, therefore
equipped with a high power in the sphere of the Church, and this fact gave him the possibility to enjoy
of some privilege.
For Giordano Bruno was not the same, and therefore the idea of infinite condemned him to the stake
at the dawn of the 1600s, however leaving, despite death, his conception of parallel universe, that
comes to be part of the Copernican theory which marked the birth of modern astronomy. A
momentous time, if we consider that the concept of infinite abandons the philosophy for enter in
science.
And in fact, in such a revolution, the thought of the philosopher Spinoza has been stating, who
conceived the idea of infinite as an immanent attribute of reason, fulcrum on which he will argue the
current of the German idealism, promoter of the great debate about the absolute, to which, in recent
times, reflections of Auguste Blanqui and Borges will be joined.
And it is the latter, Borges, who in the Metamorphosis of the turtle, in Otras Inquisiciones (1952) writes
about the concept of infinite from which was totally fascinated.
"... I'm speaking about Infinite. Sometimes I whished to fill its moving history. ... The great Hydra
(swamp monster that is like a foreshadowing or emblem of geometric progressions) ... that should
crown the sordid nightmares of Kafka, and his central chapters not ignore the guesswork of that
remote German Cardinal Nikolaus Krebs (Nicola Cusano), who saw a polygon with an infinite number
of angles in the circumference, and he wrote that an infinite line would be a straight line, it would be a
triangle, it would be a circle, it would be a sphere... Five, seven years of apprenticeship metaphysical,
theological, mathematical, could put me in a position to plan decently perhaps this book. Needless to
say, life prohibits to me the above hope and also this adverb. ... "
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But Borges did not disdain even the enumeration, that exercised a great interest over him, to the point
that he wrote:
"Theoretically, the number of numeration systems has no limits. The more complex, in use to the gods
and the angels would record an infinite number of symbols, one for each integer. The easier requires
only two of these: zero is written 0, one 1, two 10, three 11, four 100, five 101, six 110, seven 111,
eight in 1000 ... " (Leibniz's invention that apparently had been stimulated by the celestial hexagrams
of I CHING).
It' impossible to enumerate all the logical-mathematical paradoxes about the infinite: we would like to
remember the Paradox of Albertus de Saxonia (1316-1390), which speaks about of beams of infinite
length, typology often taken as pattern in the texts of Structural Mechanics [7] where, of course, there
is no reference to the paradox. It is: the volume of a beam of infinite length is equal to the volume of
the whole Space.
Undoubtedly related to the concept of infinity are both the representation of the number 8 and a
particular algebraic curve in the shape of eight inverted, the Lemniscate of Bernoulli that is, as it is
known, a particular case of the oval of Cassini (1680).
2.1 The enigma of the number eight
The graphic representation of the number eight (as well as the infinite symbol) is a curve that the
human hand can repeat indefinitely, without ever disconnect the pencil out of the paper.
The cases in which the number eight achieves a particular importance (not only symbolically) are
various and heterogeneous: from the Esoterism to the Metaphysical Sciences, to the Mathematic, to
the Classic Physic etc. Some examples of what, are listed below, between science and no-science:
•
•
•
•
•

8 rotated 90 ° is the symbol of infinite
the number 8 is universally regarded as the cosmic number
888 is the number of the portal toward the infinite, the eighth dimension!
8 Hertz is the Schuman's frequency, the heartbeat, or the pulsation of the Earth
8 hertz is the frequency of the mystics healers

Fig. 3: Evolution of the number 8 from the Indians to the Europeans [8].

Apparently, among other things, the symbol has taken inspiration from the shape of the Via Lactea,
since in some ancient texts it was considered a huge serpent of light residing in the sky and that
circled the Earth.
Then, it was widely used by mathematicians from all over Europe, but in a rather random. In fact, until
the mid-nineteenth century, the dominant philosophical idea was derived from Aristotle, so that the
actual concept of infinite, not only was not included, but there was neither in the empirical sciences,
nor in those math. The sign of infinite was only designed to express a numerical continuity, endless,
inaccessible and unattainable, function and domain of a single Almighty Creator.
Additionally, the use of rigorous symbols to express concepts, was equivalent to the alchemical
invention of complex codes, through the which use it was possible to achieve solutions,
decipherments that in a sense revealed the secrets of God.
2.2 The Lemniscate
In mathematic the Lemniscate is an algebraic curve approximately with the form of an 8 rotated of 90°.
It has a node in the origin and two double nodal points in its cyclic parts [9].
In Cartesian coordinates it is described by a rational quadric

(x 2 + y 2 ) 2 = a 2 (x 2 − y 2 )

(2)

The graph of this function produces a curve similar to the infinite symbol, which, in turn, is often called
just Lemniscate.

€
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Fig. 4: Graphic representation. a) Lemniscate; b) Watt's system

A famous type of Lemniscate was described for the first time in 1694 by Jakob Bernoulli, as a
modification of the ellipse, which is the locus of points for which the sum of the distances from two
fixed points (called foci) is constant. A Lemniscate, vice versa, is the locus of points for which the
product of these distances is constant. Bernoulli called it Lemniscus, which is the Latin equivalent of
"pendant ribbon".
The Leminiscate can be drawn with the system devised by James Watt (1736-1819). The Watt's
parallelogram is a mechanical connection, in which the movable central point of the system is forced
to move approximately in a straight line.
It consists of a series of three bars, two longer and measurement equal between them, both
connected to a smaller central bar. The outer ends of the long bars are pivoted in fixed positions
between them, while the two joints between the three bars are free to rotate. Taking into account the
fixed distance between the outer ends, the system is an example of a "connection to the four arms.
A strange formation of crop circle appeared the August 8, 2008 (8-8-8) in Wiltshire (U. K.), and
naturally this fact interested very much all the Ufologists, that spoke about a mysterious signal came
from the sky. They though, perhaps, that the portal toward the infinite has been opening just that day
[10].

Fig. 5: Formation of crop circle appeared the August 8, 2008 (8-8-8) in Wiltshire. a) Preliminary diagram; b)
overview.

3.

The spirals

An Archimedean spiral is a curve which can be described in polar coordinates (r, θ) by the following
equation
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r(ϑ ) = a + bϑ

€

(3)

with a and b real numbers, and b strictly positive. The change of the parameter a rotates the spiral,
while b controls the distance between the arms.
The spiral of Archimedes [11] is distinguished from the logarithmic spiral for the fact that the
subsequent arms have a fixed distance, while in a logarithmic spiral the distances follow a geometric
progression.

Fig. 6: a) Spiral of Archimedes; b) Crop circle in the Wiltshire countryside.

A logarithmic spiral, equiangular spiral or growth spiral is a special type of spiral that is often found in
nature. The logarithmic spiral was first described by Descartes (1596-1650) and later extensively
investigated by Bernoulli, who called it spira mirabilis, "the marvelous spiral".
In the logarithmic spiral, the radius grows while it turns. As it approaches the pole, the curve "wrap
itself" around this without ever reaching it.
In polar coordinates, the curve can be written as

1
ϑ = ln r a
b

( )

(4)

€

Fig. 7: a) Logarithmic spiral; b) Stonehenge, July 7, 1996.

The problem of rectification of the circle, which cost much effort to the ancient surveyors, was also
solved by Archimedes, with the introducing of a new curve, over than those that can be generated
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using only a straightedge and a compass, that is his spiral. He was able to produce a result that, if one
thinks of mathematical tools of the time, is incredible.
Consider the first circle of Archimedes (figure 8). Draw the line s normal to the radius of the first circle
AH and passing through the origin of the spiral A. Consider, then, the straight line tangent to the spiral
in H that intersects the line s in a point called F. Archimedes shows that the segment AF is the
rectification of the circumference of the circle of radius AH. So doing, Archimedes moves the problem
of rectification of the circumference to tracing the tangent to the spiral, which with the only use of a
ruler and compass it's impossible [12].

Fig. 8: Archimedean construction

In geometry, a logarithmic spiral with factor of growth b and growth equal to φ, with

ϕ=

€

1+ 5
≈ 1,6180339887
2

(5)

that is the golden section, is called "golden spiral" [13, 14]. The graphical representation of this spiral
is based on a series of squares that can be insert inside the golden rectangle (Fig. 9 a). The realized
construction can be related to the Fibonacci sequence, because the squares have, as sides, just the
values of the series: 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 ... See Figure 9 b

13

2
8

3

1 1
5

Fig. 9: a) The construction of the golden spiral; b) relation with the Fibonacci sequence

4.

Conclusions

A researcher that approaches the study of the crop circle formations, will find a lot of arguments about
the "energy". But in literature we cannot find anything that treats the question in really "scientific"
terms.
In particular, the following figure had us intrigued (Fig. 10): it is clear that it is an expression of energy,
but is it connected or not with the actual scientific knowledge about the matter? Or is it just a legend by
esoteric culture?
So, we wanted to verify if a similarity, in terms of algorithmic expressions between crop circles and
energy functions, really exists. And if we could found this similarity, perhaps we could transfer it to the
stones of Stonehenge, which most probably represent in "up", what the crop circles represent on a bidimensional plan.
This aim was very ambitious, in fact the calculations that we have addressed while we have studying
the question, have been very onerous [15].
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Fig. 10: June, 17, 1996. Alton Barnes (Wiltshire)

Hitherto, a result has been achieved, because we found no algorithmic link between the formations
and our studies about mechanics, but since doing research is also formulate hypotheses and then
exclude themselves, the material collected there seemed enough to a conclusion.
At the time the studies are still in progress, and we cannot exclude that other researchers might find
new objective a part from this work, or that ourselves may achieve more results about the argument,
afterwards.
Moreover, in this paper we cannot formulate any hypothesis about the origin of crop circles, because
this is not our aim, so in conclusion we can only emphasize that the link that from ever joins men and
Universe, expresses itself by the Signs and tries to explain itself with the Mathematic.
These are the only two tools (apart from the mind that govern them, naturally) through the which the
men can try to understand their provenience.
So beyond the algorithms, the Energy is contained in the effort of the humanity to express and to
explain oneself.
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Abstract
Modern society is a complex system, where the transformations of the urban environment are characterized
by growing interdependence of parts.
This interdependence leads to the necessity in solving simultaneously a multitude of problems. These social,
economic or political problems can’t be understood using a classical approach, for example a sectorial
approach is not capable to explain this kind of problems.
The space, where these problems are developed, is not static but it is dynamic. In this context, multi-criteria
analysis constitutes a powerful tool to improve the procedural rationality, underlying complex decision
problems, ensuring an integrated, multidisciplinary and transparent entire evaluation process.
The ANP in particular, thanks to its dynamic approach, is systematically capable to manage all types of
dependence without the need to specify levels. The ANP approach results to be the most promising tool,
available in the field of strategic decisions. It can be considered as a technique capable of grasping and
properly reflecting not only the multi-dimensional profile of the problem of choice, but also the complexity
inherent to real problems.
Multi-criteria analysis is a tool to support this integrated approach capable to insert different stakeholders’
points of view. This tool is capable, in the development processes, to improve the procedural rationality in
the context of assessments and decisions concerning complex systems; therefore playing a role of
fundamental importance in the path towards sustainability.
Keywords: Enviromental, Decision making

1. The analytic network process
The Analytic Network Process is a multi-criteria technique of decision system designed by T. L. Saaty. This
technique is well known as the implementation of the best-known Analysis of Hierarchy (AHP), in order to
overcome the linear structure of traditional evaluation methods. These methods are unable to reflect the
complexity of real problems, structuring and embracing a more dynamic one and better reflecting the
complex interactions related in the various components of a system. Using the ANP approach, every
decision problem is structured as a network of elements, arranged in groups, according to multiple relations
of influence. This configuration allows to implement a structure capable of incorporating interdependencies
and feedbacks, both within each group of elements and between various groups of elements. By considering
the existence of feedback, in fact, not only the alternatives depend on the criteria, such as in a hierarchy, but
also all the factors above taken into consideration.
The network structure is the base of an ANP model and it is defined as a set of components (cluster) and
elements (nodes), linked together by a relationship network. Such interactions can occur between both
elements belonging to different clusters, and by elements belonging to the same cluster. Furthermore such a
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type of relationship makes possible the existence of feedback mechanisms (feedback) between network
elements. Depending on the examined case, there are two different types of models: the "simple" structure
and the "complex" one. The first consists of a network of relationships which develop between clusters and
within the same cluster, with each cluster consisting of a number of specific elements and with a cluster
reserved for alternatives of choice. The structure of "complex", presupposes the existence of a hierarchy of
control that gives rise to sub-networks, each organized according to the "simple" structure. This structure
contains groups, elements and alternatives.

2. ANP model definition
Due to the high complexity of the decision problem, the more suitable model to the development of Analytic
Network Process, seems based on the complex structure. The decision problem has been split into 7
clusters (alternatives, environmental, economic, energy, logistic, social and urban, planning factors)
organized into BOCR (Benefits, Opportunities, Costs, Risks) subnets.
Benefits and costs have been identified with known aspects, respectively positive and negative. These
aspects are due to their transformation evaluated at present but looking at a medium-and long-term future
forecasts, which has been developed in a quite detailed way. The opportunities and risks have been
considered to be less in certain aspects. These aspects, positive and negative respectively, have been
evaluated when the transformation has taken place and looking at an even further away future, for this
reason it is more difficult to predict. The alternatives, whose analysis has focused on, are two: the "inertial"
alternative and the "eco-museum" one. In both the cases the design options are related to the future. The
first alternative is defined inertial because it represents the evolution of the current situation in the absence of
the eco-museum and is therefore characterized by long periods and uncertainty. The second is based on the
implementation of the eco-museum, a catalyst element characterized by transformations and at the same
time an innovative urban symbol.
Alternatives
Tourist attraction and
heritage
Transport and mobility
Identity and local firm

Ecomuseum
It multiplies the value of existing assets,
we take into account new opportunities
Strengthen the efficiency of transport
networks through eco-friendly's works

Inertial
We don't develop new projects, but
we enrich existing ones
Maintenance of existing transport
networks with routine maintenance

The local community is more cohesive,
conscious and vital

we don't seek new roles for the area
as a potential producer of wealth

Fig. 1: Alternatives, inertial and ecomuseum

3. Cluster and elements of decision-making network
The most common case of complex model, based on control hierarchies, is the model called BOCR
(Benefits-Opportunity-Cost-Risk). The multitude of factors that characterize this analysis can be simplified,
every decision problem is characterized both by positive and negative aspects. Some of these factors are
certain, others are less certain and are characterized by having a probability to be realize. Some favorable
aspects can be considered as "benefits", instead the negative ones are considered as "costs." Also uncertain
aspects of every decision can assume a positive connotation and therefore become "opportunity”, or a
negative and turn into "risk".
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BOCR

CLUSTER
Logistics
Energetics

BENEFITS

Social
Urban
Economic
Urbans

OPPORTUNITY

Economics
Environmental
Logistic
Energetic

COSTS

RISKS

Economics
Environmental
Logistic
Social
Urban
Economic
Environmental

NODES
Effectiveness and efficiency
Renewable energy sources usage
Power Consumption optimization
Degree of comfort in the attraction places
Urban redevelopment
Enhancement of the best for a tourist
Sustainable networks creation
New simbols and landmark creation
Creation of attraction poles for the development of the area
Environment enhancement
Long-term performance and functionality
Quality of degraded areas improvement
Urban restructuring
Raw materials consumption
Construction and maintenance
Archaeological maintenance
Environmental impact
Malfunctions
Project support failure
Lack of integration with the urban context
High managment costs
New traffic flows

Fig. 2: Diagram of complex model called BOCR

Once the decision problem has been structured in clusters of elements, according to a more suitable
scheme, it is necessary to connect every cluster or component with all the elements where is possible to
establish some inter-relationship.
The definition of these links is a very important operation in order to perform a correct evaluation process.
In fact, the setting of pair wise comparisons, through which can then express their preference judgment,
solely and exclusively, have been defined as connections between various elements of the network.
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Fig. 3: Diagram of opportunities subnet

4. Analysis
Established the decision-making networks are necessary to compare them in pairs at the level of clusters.
Considering the overall objective of the model as "Parent Node" the questions that must be answered for the
compilation of pairwise comparison matrices are the ones depicted in the following. With reference to the
identification for the best solution to creating an eco-museum in the Pompei area, the aspects depicted in
the following aspects must be analyzed.
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Economic
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Fig. 4: Comparison between clusters

Evaluation results of the comparison between clusters have produced the values suitable to be included in
columns of the matrix.

Enviromental
Economic
Urban

Enviromental
1
1/4
4

Economic
4
1
8

Urban
1/4
1/8
1

Priority
0,223
0,070
0,707

Fig. 5: Comparison matrix between pairs cluster (opportunities subnet)

Once obtained the priorities of all the clusters, it is possible to build the so-called matrix weight. This matrix is
constituted of priorities arrays extracted by every square matrix of pair wise comparison at this level.
Alternatives Enviromental Economic Transport
Alternatives
0
1
0,188
1
Enviromental
0,223
0
0,73
0
Economic
0,07
0
0,081
0
Transport
0,707
0
0
0
Fig. 6: Weight matrix

After the analysis of each subnet-model, clusters layer, it is necessary to deeply exam the results and
consider various elements, concerning to the influence and interdependence relationship at the network
nodes level.
Always with reference to the Opportunities subnet, in the following, is shown a comparison between nodes
as parent node having the inertial alternative and as child nodes the elements of the cluster of environmental
aspects connected to it in the assumed model.
This type of comparison is used to assess the influence of various elements on the considered alternatives.
This topology of comparison is useful to evaluate the influence of various alternatives elements and
represents the so-called available feed-backs generated by the ANP methodology.
The question which needs to be answered to is the following: With reference to inertial alternative will their
weight more to improving the quality of degraded areas (A) or the long-term performance and functionality
(B)? How much?
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9
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Fig. 7: Comparison between alternatives

Once the comparison and evaluation phases are ended, it is possible to build three super-matrices for every
subnet of sub-model.

ECOMUSEUM
Alternatives
INERTIAL
1
Urban
2
3
Economic
4
5
Enviromental
6

1
2
3
4
5
6

ECOMUSEUM INERTIAL
0
0
0
0
0,8
0,5
0,2
0,5
0,833
0,125
0,167
0,875
0,25
0,875
0,75
0,125

1
2
3
0,875 0,833 0,875
0,125 0,167 0,125
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
5
6
0,5 0,875 0,875
0,5 0,125 0,125
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

New simbols and landmark creation
Sustainable networks creation
Creation of attraction poles for the development of the area
Environment enhancement
Quality of degraded areas improvement
Long-term performance and functionality

Fig. 8: Initial super-matrix

With the reference to the Opportunity sub-net, the first matrix must be multiplied by cluster matrix in order to
obtain the weighted super-matrix.
ECOMUSEUM INERTIAL
ECOMUSEUM
0
0
Alternatives
INERTIAL
0
0
1
0,566
0,353
Urban
2
0,141
0,354
3
0,058
0,125
Economic
4
0,012
0,875
5
0,056
0,195
Enviromental
6
0,167
0,028

1
2
3
4
5
6
0,875 0,833 0,611 0,103 0,500 0,875
0,125 0,167 0,087 0,102 0,500 0,125
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0,301
0
0
0
0
0
0 0,795
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Fig. 9: Weighted super-matrix

Once obtained the weighted super-matrix, it is necessary to multiply it by itself a number of times versus to
infinity in order to obtain the so-called limit super-matrix.
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ECOMUSEUM INERTIAL
ECOMUSEUM
0,403
0,403
Alternatives
INERTIAL
0,086
0,086
1
0,259
0,259
Urban
2
0,088
0,088
3
0,024
0,024
Economic
4
0,017
0,017
5
0,053
0,053
Enviromental
6
0,070
0,070

1
0,403
0,086
0,259
0,088
0,024
0,017
0,053
0,070

2
0,403
0,086
0,259
0,088
0,024
0,017
0,053
0,070

3
0,403
0,086
0,259
0,088
0,024
0,017
0,053
0,070

4
0,403
0,086
0,259
0,088
0,024
0,017
0,053
0,070

5
0,403
0,086
0,259
0,088
0,024
0,017
0,053
0,070

6
0,403
0,086
0,259
0,088
0,024
0,017
0,053
0,070

Fig. 10: Limit super-matrix opportunity sub-net

The final priorities of the obtained alternatives from the limit super-matrix of each subnet are normalized by
constituting the alternatives sorting.
A greater value of preferability in the sub-net Benefits and Opportunities list means that the alternative leads
to higher benefits or opportunities and consequently is preferable. On the contrary a higher value in the list
on the Costs and Risks subnets means that the alternative involves higher costs or risks and consequently is
less desirable.
ALTERNATIVES
INERTIAL
ECOMUSEUM

BENEFITS
0,18
0,82

OPPORTUNITIES
0,176
0,824

COSTS
0,36
0,64

RISKS
0,2
0,8

Fig. 11: Final result

5. Conclusions
The application has showed a clear preference for the option in making an eco-museum in Pompeii area
against the option in maintaining the nowadays structures. The aim of this work is to show the potentiality of
the ANP methodology. This methodology is capable to solve cases of partial data availability with the
presence of unknown factors using the decision-making process.
This methodology is capable to include dependencies, incorporate feedback in modeling, taking in count the
uncertainties in the decision-making process. At last the proposed methodology is capable also to include
consequences of a given action between the factors exerting an influence on a decisional process.
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Abstract
Small children are a mere example of virtue in the matter of inventiveness: bear in mind that they are
able to reuse and recycle any domestic object or accessory belonging to a more jointed system of
technological as well as handmade things. With their unaware like extraordinary operations of “ready
made”, they are able to create new extemporary habitats, thanks to their play world and play
relationships, where “new objects” acquire a clear and precise identity through a series of unthinkable
combinations between form and function, utilizations. In this way they can develop the knowledge of
external world and self awareness and learn the importance of roles and rules through the play
functions. To design an object, equally an architectural space, means a little to take away children’s
innocence and ability of converting spaces and objects in order to create instruments of cognitive
survey besides comfort. At the same time, on the one hand is essential to reaffirm once more the
importance of the smart reuse as an ethic measure as well as a significant part of a responsible task
that includes the respect for the life cycle product and the sustainable relations among production,
environment and man.
Keywords: fun, irony, measure, memory, smart reuse.

1. Comic design. Memory between fun and benevolent irony
On the other hand, in a post global age how it is the present one, meeting the demand of a share of
the market is also to say that the plan must be a way to design in full compliance with a new kind of
needs like to take possession again of nature, to rediscover own identities, collective memories
concerning peculiar places and customs, combining allusive cross - references and technology,
possibly with nonchalance. In a similar context where doesn’t exist more an absolute reference point
we can see a great share of designers, architects, artists - not only belonging to younger generation -,
which express playfulness in their works, trying to reach a new manner of converting, mixing and decontextualizing functions, shapes, materials, colours and finishes through a sense of funny - that
belongs not only to the play or toy design planned for the children - united to a certain irony and self
irony. Design for funny as well as the “comic opera of design”, mentioning the case of the Neapolitan
artist - designer – architect Riccardo Dalisi, don’t come from a mere desire of debunking and
desecrating, but represent a peculiar manner of meaning design an life and reveal a particular way of
involving the user – consumer. Sometimes this concept, taken out of didactic and serious impositions,
seems to be one of the most appropriate vehicle of information, knowledge and at least, it is a cause
for reflection. Dalisi writes that “everything, even the most serious thing, has its moment of play, during
which, it is transmuted and transformed. For design, this happens in the deadly serious design for
children’s and adult’s games – and in others areas” 1 He speaks about the comic design and the
similarity with other fields, in particular the musical one: he alludes to Pergolesi, the father of comic
opera and in this sense he affirms that his “comic opera of design” came into being quite
spontaneously and that “from the intense lengthy research regarding very serious technical and
experimental coffee-pots for Alessi emerged, at a certain stage, an ironic and playful vein” united to a
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Fig. 1: R. Dalisi and “the Comic Opera of Design”: Neapolitan copper coffee - pots.

Fig. 2: Domus (Archive | Munari) 202, October 1944. MUNARI, Bruno, A person comes back home tired
having worked the whole day and finds an uncomfortable armchair . This is an ironic provocation addressed to
the he over productive design.

great passion for the Neapolitan coffee – pot. Through Dalisi this particular object conquers a proper
life and seems to narrate the stories of heroes, real and / or imaginary, such as Pulcinella, Geppetto,
“Totocchio” - a combination of Totò and Pinocchio - and so on. Through almost childhood sketches
and very amusing artifacts, the Neapolitan artist underlines not only the value of memory and the
importance of the discovery of the original functions, but also the object’s communicative possibilities,
included the sense of tenderness and curiosity; at least, he carries out a sort of humanization process
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Fig. 3: Down, on the right, Dalisi wrote me with fun irony: “Tu devi essere insoddisfatto per essere soddisfatto e
non sfatto” that in English it should be something like that: “You must be always dissatisfied to be satisfied and
not destroyed”. (1999)

of his objects, suspended between comic sense, fun and benevolent irony. To this end I remember a
personal experience with Riccardo Dalisi – in the Neapolitan period of my Industrial Design courses:
the theme of the project - exercise was the car, one of the most dear to him: down a my disengaged
sketch, he wrote: “Tu devi essere insoddisfatto per essere soddisfatto e non sfatto” that in English it
should be something like that: “You must be always dissatisfied to be satisfied and not destroyed ”.
Then I was rather young and just later I have understood deeply the sense of those words I remember
even now.. In the past many designers have worked with intelligent and subtle spirit of irony: for
example bear in mind Bruno Munari who designed, with subtle sense of healthy provocation, the chair
that has to dissuade the unwelcome guests. This one underscores the question of the
(un)comfortable seat, as well as the ancient matter of relation between esthetic and functionality,
shape and use. In the forties, formerly Munari have affirmed that sometime it’d be better to perfecting
some comfortable existing prototypes and models – often very economic too, such the classic and
simple deck chair - instead of inventing new models to infinity; on the contrary, as in a perverse
practical joke, designers keep designing thousands of seats, chairs, armchairs and every kind of
poufs, that change shape and style continuously with the trend, but are often less and less careful to
their final chief aims: functionality, duration, comfort, cost | price.

2. Irony & Ecology. It is not a matter of trend
Maybe it is not excessive to underline that generally irony diverges from laughter and comic sense: the
first one is more subtle, a sort of “intellectual exercise” that doesn’t let the rumbling laughter, but leads
us to smile at the thought of man and life relativity that the designer desires to express through his
artifacts. Through an “ironic” artifact he proclaimes, clearly or implicitly, human inconsistency and
incoherence in despite of feel of organizing and controlling everything, but without aggressiveness,
provoking - as obvious consequence - a reflection that leads designers to realize (and metabolize) the
consciousness of our inability of dictating (and communicating) any absolute truth. Some researchers
define irony as the result of a kind of dialogue with “our and other people’s intelligence”, that, finally,
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bring us even to enjoy the sense of relativity. However to be or not to be ironic is a matter of natural
attitude, not a forcing; to be ironic at all cost doesn’t make sense. Even it appears contradictory, to be
ironic means to have a certain dose of freshness, candor, openness. In other words to be ironic
means not having the consciousness to be that. Unfortunately, on the other side, it is possible to
perceive that in many cases the tendency of irony tout court has become just fashionable; it’s a kind of
manufactured pass to parade “simplicity” – but irony is not just simplicity -, that often, is none other
than the result of a well structured economic plan that doesn’t knows anything other rule than the
market’s one. In other words irony becomes just a way, unnatural and deceiver, to impose one’s
artifact on consumers, maybe belonging to a more sophisticated target or to a more culturally refined
group. Nowadays, there is a great confusion in social political and cultural fields, so even in the design
world always more frequently the cheapness reigns and every kind of artifact, every time justified by
different principles and theories, becomes a truth carrier example.
In despite of that, we have several examples of coherent design artifacts in which, furthermore, irony
is adjoined to a very good dose of ecology, producing one of the most interesting binomial. Bear in
mind Gehry’s long chair named “Little Beaver” (designed in 1980, produced in 1987 by Vitra),
exhibited at the Vitra Museum by Herzog and De Meuron: its irregular form of flat-cut blocks of
corrugated cardboard underside with metal plaque, is the spark for a series of considerations about
the innovative and smart way of using this material, its cheapness, besides all the questions pertaining
to relationships between functionality and esthetic. We cannot remain speechless in front of the deep
erudition lavished in the innovative treatment of material (the corrugated cardboard). Certainly Gehry’s
revolutionary sense of esthetic, in his design products reflects full well his continuous tension towards
a limitless space vision as in his sculptured architectures projects, that, following on from some critics,
represent a kind of landing place in a New Baroque Era. Certainly as is common knowledge, we
aware of the importance and the weight of the economic strategy plans existing in back of these kind
of brand merchandise, but, at least, it is impossible to sit indifferent in front of artifacts like that have all
the features of a product that is the result of a bright and fascinating working process that starting from
complexity awareness reaches a fresh ironic synthesis, and joins with our individual (and collective)
imagination presenting an entire satisfaction to our eyes, touch, and comfort. In substance we can
perceive that very special feeling that only certain high - evolved design by some (not all) sensitive
designers and architects can emanate. In the matter of irony (and practicality), in particular, as Prof.
Volker Albus (teacher at the Hochschule für Gestaltung in Karlsruhe) writes: “The

Fig. 4: From the left. A Japanese restaurant; some interiors made by cardboard elements.

‘Little Beaver’ chair provokes oohs and aahs, but not when you first see it, and not even when you
realize that the corrugated cardboard it is made out of is actually warm and comfortable, but when you
realize that any stain, be it caused by Fido or visiting grandchildren, can be cut away: quite an
advantage over other upholstered seating! To the profane however, the non-conventional essence of
these objects remains incomprehensible. And not only. They are incapable of participating even
minimally in their subversive quality or of understanding the complex creative process behind them.
Because what we have before our eyes is not just a chair, a shelf or an armchair made out of unusual
materials. No: thanks to their simple, even banal components, which are just as subtle and brilliant,
these projects raise questions about our traditions of function, conformation and use of materials that
are deeply rooted in our furniture culture. In other words: once you have seen the ‘Little Beaver’ chair,
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Fig. 5: On the top. F. O. Gehry and his corrugate cardboard chaise longue and armchair “Little Beavier”. At the
middle in time sense: different colour versions of “Little Beavier” with pouf; Ghery in his American atelier while
makes some component prototypes of his “sculptured” architectural design; the “Easy Edges” in flat cardboard
Down from the left: the new Guggenheim Museum in the Cultural District of Saadiyat Island in Abu Dhabi United
Arab Emirates (UAE); from the past an example of organic architecture by A. Gaudì, “ Casa Mila”, Barcellona,
Spain.
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all you can do is crack a malicious smile at all those people dusting and cleaning the upholstered
seating in their formal living room“2. Gehry chose a different method, which gave birth to sturdy
cardboard furniture like cardboard sculptures: “One day I look in my office at a pile of corrugated
cardboard, the material I normally used to make architecture models, and I began to experiment with
it, to stick it together and to cut it into shape with a hand saw and a penknife”3. After his “Easy Edges”
from 1972, a series of cardboard furniture with flat surface, Gehry proceeded to use corrugated
cardboard for making furniture and gave life to “Experimental Edges” a series of surprisingly
comfortable chairs and easy armchair with an unrefined, raggedy - looking surface.

Fig. 6: Design of a recycled cardboard reversible book case - table: sketches, drawings, virtual renderings,
prototypes. This project has been drawn and made by students of SUN | Second University of Naples_
Department of Architecture and Industrial Design_Course of Prototyping.
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Fig. 7: Design of a recycled cardboard book case based on existing models: sketches, drawings, virtual
renderings. This project has been drawn by students of SUN | Second University of Naples_ Department of
Architecture and Industrial Design_Course of Prototyping.
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Fig. 8: Recycled cardboard bookcase book case. Work in progress of laboratory method prototyping made by
students of SUN | Second University of Naples_ Department of Architecture and Industrial Design_Course of
Prototyping.

3. Sustainable design and green architecture. No paternalistic worldviews
Certainly, irony and fun apart, ecological design, sustainable design, green architecture are not recent
discoveries. From time immemorial nature represents the most incisive living model for architects and
artists besides poets, scientists, mathematicians, physicists. Be enough to remember the Ancient
Greeks and their deep relationship with nature as a source of inspiration, a terms for comparison of
which to emulate perfection and beauty. Be enough to give thought to Italian Renaissance that
assimilated Greek aesthetic theories through Latins, in particular Vitruvio: in other words the ancient
“designers” took the cue from nature and natural events to resolve the planning questions and to
create balance between appearance and substance. In the twentieth century many architects and
designers have theorized and exercised organic and “ecological” architecture; in the States, first
among all, we remember Frank Lloyd Wright, founder of Taliesin, the School of Architecture (1932)
such as the Italian Paolo Soleri, founder of “arcology” (architecture + ecology); in Europe, even before,
Antoni Gaudì, an then Hans Poelzig, Hans Scharoun, Rudolf Steiner (architect and anthroposopher),
the Finnish Alvar Aalto; successively Lucien Kroll, Makovecz Imre, Roger, the Italian organic architects
and designers G. Michelucci, B. Zevi, C. Scarpa, G. De Luca, A. L. Rossi and many others.
Unfortunately - even though in recent times, it is possible to notice a greater ecological awareness - in
different circumstances designers show us just an illusory development in this direction: their solutions
and proposals seem to be the result of an exterior examination well away from the essence of material
requests, and reveal a paternalistic and restricted worldview that puts western man at the middle of
universe, an universe chiefly based on technological and industrial values. In other words they neglect
ecological questions from more complex and global perspectives, retracting, at the end, the final
objective as well as leaving aside the ethic question. Nowadays it is indispensable to develop a
genuine deep green consciousness that means to know that every choice has its own corresponding
effects, often negative on other latitudes, for other communities: everything is strictly interconnected.
We need to acquire a holistic worldview in which technology must not be invasive, it has to be
respectful of nature and sustainable as much as possible to not impair any people on the globe.
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Nowadays for designers to have an “ecological awareness” ought to mean more than ever to return to
nature, to fight colored socio political economic supremacy and prejudices, to avoid unnecessary,
aggressive and invasive technicality, to overcome arrogance that causes vain wishes of omnipotence.
Furthermore, to stimulate an healthy environment of a geographical area it is necessary to keep away
from summary survey methods of modern eco design movement that generally underestimates
regional problems and tends to superimpose external, standardized global project solutions,
exclusively on the strength of fashion wind and market trend; it is indispensable absolute knowledge of
historical, geographical, physical, cultural, socio - economic territorial features, contextualizing
solutions in local scenarios, above all not neglecting deep and detailed studies about regional
standards, human problems, demands, requirements, needs, necessities, rights. Every context needs
its appropriate plan choice and it is improper to adapt to an Italian town projects designed to an
American metropolitan area exclusively on the base of prepackaged modular schemes or own
personal practice.

.
Fig. 9: From the left. Ironic chairs and armchairs: John Krubsack (Wisconsin, U.S.A.), naturalistic chair grown by
tree shaper, 1919; Achille & Pier Giacomo Catiglioni, “Sella”, Zanotta 1957 and “Mezzadro”, Zanotta 1971;
Jonathan De Pas, Donato D'Urbino, Paolo Lomazzi, “Joe”, Poltronova 1971; Philippe Stark, “Gnomes”, Kartell
1993.

3. Toy design_Children and adults. Matters of ethic.
Returning to irony, and sense of funny, it’s important not to lose the taste of playing in any project aims
to explore unconventional scenarios or materials. Sometimes in planning approach it is necessary to
become like little children again finding to invert order of elements. Unfortunately this ability is always
more rare in the toy design world, that instead of being oriented towards the child perception, always
more frequently, is governed by a sort of incapability of respecting children’s world: every choice is
governed by market oriented adults and “children are in background, a long way off, out of focus, as
would be appropriate for minor parts in films”. In this way the author4 of a written published in the
review Modo a few years ago, expresses his uncertainty, adding that toys, “to be useful, should be
destructured and simple. They should not require assembly instructions. They should be intuitive,
innovative. They should be published not on television, but in daily papers”. Perhaps, it is for these
reasons - explains the author - that Bruno Munari, a great supporter of sustainable toy design, is
neglected by the chief companies that are exclusively occupied in increasing sales.

Fig. 10: Eco toys made by wood, cornstarch, recycled plastic and other biodegradable materials.

Toy and game design are very important for children education and training opportunities. Play is a
basic moment at root of intellectual and social child development. “Design can do a lot to help society
change course, and it can do this by thinking about the importance of play, even before considering
the toys as an object. Play should not be associated with just the period of infancy. Design can also
foster reflection on age an time in a philosophical sense. Is there a thread that links the chapters of
life, connecting infancy to adolescence and then to adult hood? Are these instrument for play suitable
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for each of these ages, or is it possible to conceive toys that surpass these definition and bring people
together regardless of age, educating and amusing at the same time?”5 The issue is very delicate and
concerns deep studies about psycho – physical interaction on children growth, sustainable use of
materials, their ambient impact, effects including the matter of packaging and the themes regarding
the different ways of recycling waste materials.

4. Play and plan in urban scenarios. New research processes
The participation of people, included very young people and children in the architectural and design
planning and activity is well understood by a significant number of academics and researchers in the
world. They assert to corroborate and analyze in depth potential resolutions of problems, tied to real
people needs and requirements, it’s necessary to listen the user – consumers through a tangible
strong emotional involvement. In this direction, the importance of play not only in domestic design, but
also in architectural and urban one, has been explained and experimented by the Newcastle
University (U.K.) researches that in 2012 have conceived an ideal “mini – city” erected by more than
110,000 blocks of Lego. Through the interactive exhibit called “The Great North Build” lodged in the
New Castle’s North Museum (April, 14, 2012), the English researchers invited citizens, “architects,
practitioners, old men, children, students to take part in the sets of problems related to the urban
development of the city“6, and to contribute and find correct answers and appropriate solutions to
questions such as urban expansion, demographic development, life quality, green areas, old town
centres, hospitals, conversion and modification of industrial areas: in other words all possible elements
necessary to improve the urban context on the bases of citizens’ requirements. Through a thoughtprovoking platform for discussion they wanted to look for answers to searching questions, such as
how does a city plan for a growing population and how can urban design improve the environment.
Although the great enjoyment that this event has assured to all aged participants, citizens have been
challenged in work in progress and stimulated from time to time to study and purpose new solutions
related to unexpected planning hypothesis and emergency ones. In conclusion, instead of usual
planning means, the experts have chosen the game and the exhibition to corroborate new interesting
studies and cognitive methodologies aimed to explore the impact on people’s everyday lives and to
find key to society’s big questions to translate in urban sustainable plans..

Fig. 11: “The Great North Build”, an ideal “mini – city” erected by more than 110,000 blocks of Lego by the
Newcastle University (U.K.) in 2012.

Fig. 12: Logotype studied for “Puzzle Pieces’ Design”, a children cardboard furniture exercise – project based on
puzzle game principles designed by students of SUN | Second University of Naples_ Department of Architecture
and Industrial Design_Course of Prototyping.
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Fig. 13: Puzzle Pieces’ Design. Sketches, drawings of recycled cardboard preschooler furniture based on the
modular principle of puzzle’s pieces and founded on the themes of reuse, play and flexibility. This project has
been drawn by some students of SUN | Second University of Naples_ Department of Architecture and Industrial
Design_Course of Prototyping.
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Fig. 14: Puzzle Pieces’ Design. Work in progress of laboratory method and prototypes of recycled cardboard
preschooler furniture based on the modular principle of puzzle’s pieces made by some students of SUN | Second
University of Naples_ Department of Architecture and Industrial Design_Course of Prototyping.
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Abstract
The paper seeks to offer some observations about the relationship between the complex connectivity of
contemporary reality and communications strategies by seeking a field for reflecting on issues of the
representation of the city within the general theme.
Representing the city has always meant ‘presenting it’’ using visual systems that can capture its identity and
transform it into an image. The state of the contemporary city makes this work more complex and suggests
new forms of representation that take account of change and represent the complexity of experiencing a
situation in constant flux. It is therefore crucial to abandon ‘assertive’ approaches towards viewing the city,
and put forward new and multiple ‘perspectives’ which can create narrative schemes by weaving together
individual stories, urban tactics, temporary uses and descriptions of places. Like modern-day flaneurs, these
new perspectives should focus on experience rather than interpretation. They involve creating dynamic maps
of a discontinuous present created through forms of listening and the production of communicative artifacts
which are not always conventional but are capable of re-orienting the exploration of places and promoting
strategies of signification and possible future uses.
Keywords: sense-making, social interaction design, narrative tactics

1.

Representations change the landscape

This paper examines our relationship with the city and the urban landscape. The contemporary urban
landscape is changing rapidly and these changes are forcing all of us to reflect on the thought structures that
enable us to interact with its complex series of connections and on the need to redefine interpretative
strategies and representative paradigms.
The theme will be examined from the viewpoint of an academic who is interested in ‘representing’ reality.
‘Representation’ is a discipline that is traditionally concerned with interpreting architectural and urban
phenomena and transcribing them into images. However, representation is never neutral and not even just
‘presentation’; much more often it a complex action that leads to various possible scenarios. At times, it
constructs these scenarios and produces collective imaginary worlds, creating reality and can therefore be
regarded as a constructive rather than a descriptive action.

Fig. 01_ Armelle Caron, Tout bien rangé, 2009. Graphic anagrams of maps of the city
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As Henri Lefevbre has persuasively argued, “inhabiting a place is an anthropological fact consisting of
objects that represent relations” [1].
It therefore constitutes a starting point, in a certain sense, the assumption of these reflections, the
abandonment of the notion of space – and, in particular, the space of the city – as a series of places
corresponding to functions rather than people, and the adoption of a concept of space as a network of
relations and thus in a broad sense as a ‘space for living’. They configure the ‘life space’ of the city, which is
a fascinating maze of signs, symbols, codes and metaphors of living. It is a complex system whose signals
should be intercepted in order to understand the sense of individual or collective actions. These actions have
the power to modify the physical structure and relational components of urban space through a process that
often spontaneously activates behavioural strategies that give new possibilities of meaning to inhabiting
space [2].
The focus will initially be on the alterations affecting forms of contemporary living and its own vocabulary,
which are leading to a general rethink of the methods and strategies involved in the rigid paradigm
concerning the representation of the city and its territory. The visual conventions of the representative
processes of urban space have experienced an unstable and turbulent period for a considerbale time. This is
not principally due to the major innovations in digital representation systems, but rather due to the fragility
they demonstrate in adequately expressing the accumulation of differences and contradictions that
characterise the new forms of living and the new tactics of using urban places. New ways of interacting with
the territory are emerging, in which the processes of signification of space multiply and overlap.
Unprecedented temporalities regulate individual and collective experience. Interconnections are intensifying
and the processes of globalisation are radically altering the relationship between space and time, leading to
a new condition of an elsewhere that is simultaneously everyhere or nowhere.
Representing this complex polyphony is a crucial challenge for understanding contemporary life, but also for
addressing its modifications with greater awareness. Representations have the power to construct
meanings, to institute and shape forms of knowledge, and to transform the collective perception of reality.
Galimberti is absolutely right when he argues that “men have never inhabited the world, but only the
description that religion, philosophy and science have, in turn, given of the world” [3]. One inhabits
representations of reality and these “founding tales or maps have the power to construct belonging and
relations, stratifying images and common sense, embodying desires and the possibility of control”[4].

2.

Tuning into the city: circumstantial perspectives

Within this context, which involves both ‘representation’ and ‘self-representation’, the contemporary city
displays its most distinctive feature: it simultaneously belongs to multiple collectivities, involved in a constant
state of flux where local affairs and global affairs, near and far, past and present all coexist. Plural cities
encourage anyone who is interested to tune into their significance and to adopt new perspectives,
considered to be the most suitable for portraying this ever-changing world.
There are people who place their trust in a wholly virtual approach. One such example is the research
carried out by Carlo Ratti and his SENSEable city Lab, the multimedia laboratory of MIT in Boston which
formulates strategies for representing urban reality. All the strategies are based on the possibility created by
the space of the network (platforms, portals, virtual piazzas...) in order to portray the city as a series of
‘information flows’ in the form of interactive maps which can represent the vibrancy of life and activities in
real time. Some believe that the multi-scale approach, with the infinite possibilities for gathering data
provided by GIS (Geographic Information Systems), is an exhaustive and comprehensive solution.
However, others are firmly convinced of a ‘lateral’ approach that uses a perspective which, above all,
perceives the distance between itself and observed reality and is careful to explore urban processes through
multiple viewpoints (perceptive, sociological, anthropological….). All are equally useful for investigating
reality and providing representational images that are highly subjective and unconventional: installations,
cognitive maps, eclectic atlases, an occasionally surprising result of combining different levels of reality.
The project-installation entitled USE Uncertain states of Europe proposed by Stefano Boeri and his
Multiplicity research team is an excellent example of this ‘lateral’ approach to depicting reality.
Lastly, there is an approach which could be defined as a ‘nomadic’ point of view which is far more capable of
prompting a mobile view of a space that is in a constant state of becoming and manifests itself essentially as
the space of relations and connections, a space of interferences.	
   An approche that seems tobe much more
capable of understunding this dynamic, which refers simultaneously to ‘representation’ and ‘selfrepresentation’, the contemporary city displays its clearest aspect: the state of belonging simultaneously to
multiple collectivities, involved in a permanent flow in which there is a coexistence of local and global, near
and far, past and present.	
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As can be seen, these approaches are not traditional and contradict the descriptive anxiety that has marked
the recent analysis of urban processes which has used top-down morphology as an almost exclusive
paradigm.
This latter paradigm	
   essentially as the space of relations and connections, a space of interferences. The
descriptive anxiety that has marked the analysis of urban processes in recent history has adopted a zenithal
morphology as its almost exclusive paradigm. This paradigm attributes meaning only to the figures that
express themselves in complete form within a two-dimensional surface. According to this paradigm, it is
desirable to establish an observation point in an absolute position, remote from the observed object, almost
as if the impersonal and synoptic gaze of the observer somehow guarantees the ‘objectivity’ of the process
of investigating the city.
This kind of visual paradigm finds it hard to recognise that urban reality is not a simple overlap of levels of
information, ascribable to flat two-dimensional representations, but rather a “collective way of conceiving
space”[5]. In order to represent it, it is essential to combine different languages, adopt alternative forms of
representation, alternative visual conventions and alternative investigative strategies.

Fig. 2.0_Off-center On-line , Koning Eizenberg, 2008 (in Uneternalcity, Urbanism beyond Rome, Section of the 11th
International Exhibition of Architecture curated by A. Betsky)

Recognising the opaqueness of zenithal representation is the first step towards discussing the relationship
between the map and the territory and the need to adopt a circumstantial approach to viewing, a sort of
lateral approach to the observation point which makes it possible to create other maps. They are provisional
maps which are at times incomplete but capable of expressing subjective points of view. “The map is not the
territory” as Bateson reminds us [6], but merely a way of interpreting it and codifying it. From this
perspective, mapping a city means “organising one’s own spatial experience through highly subjective
operations of selective representation”[7]. It is no mimetic seduction nor surrender to a passively descriptive
approach, but rather a reinterpretation and transfiguration into image and narrative. From this perspective,
maps and territory interface according to relations of sense rather than mimetic analogies. The adoption of
an intentionally lateral and circumstantial view means choosing a self-reflexive and, in a certain sense,
‘biased’ condition of a representation that deliberately avoids adopting, as an operational category, the
objectivity that “leads the observer to keep a distance from the territory and delude him or herself into
employing the same impersonal and powerful perspective that he or she uses” [8]. However, this relational
dimension should not be considered as conflicting with the physical dimension of urban reality. On the
contrary, physical space and relational space should be explored in dialectical terms because both define the
plot that connects humans to their surrounding environment. It is a scheme in which perceived space,
conceived space and experienced space are intertwined [9]. Concerning this point, Soja’s observations in his
theory of ‘third space’ are particularly illuminating [10]: while the first space is the material space of spatial
forms and the second one is the perceived space that derives from mental representations, the third one is
the space of experience and practice, a conceptual category in which materiality, perceptions, imaginary
worlds, desires and actions merge with each other. It is a space whose representation does not simply
involve enriching previous paradigms with ‘new images’ but, instead, involves developing “a new spatial
thought made up of interconnections, short circuits, fluidity and dynamic tension”[11]. This form of
representation should be sensitive to processes of signification and focus on qualitative rather than
quantitative methodologies, examining differences with far more interest than invariant features. What is
therefore required is a truly pluralist form of representation.

3.

Interaction and Sense-making. Towards hypermedial interaction

By abandoning the top-down perspective and entering the wrinkled folds of reality, it is necessary, to quote
de Certeau, “to think the very plurality of the real and to make that way of thinking the plural effective”. This
implies employing multiple viewpoints in the field. Above all, it means considering the city as a ‘social
construct’ rather than as a construction, a dimension where an important part is played by the flow of social
practices, behaviour, relations and signifying. In this context, they take on the meaning of forms of discursive
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and interactive knowledge, accounts and stories of life. These forms of self-representation constitute an
extremely important element in the process of constructing the image of the city as a dense, stratified and
changeable scenario. Giving people the chance to appear and represent themselves offers a precious
opportunity for self-determination; it provides the project about the city with a formidable innovative
significance that draws more on individual experience rather than a team of experts summoned to solve a
problem.
Asserting the importance of narration in analytical and decision-making processes means acknowledging
that social interaction de-structures the relationship between, knowledge, decision and action. It implies
emphasising the relational aspects and interaction between players and implementing a complex process
that can be defined as sense-making: in other words, a process of constructing meanings that acts as an
ideal link between individual, subjective perception and collective symbolic norms. A similar approach could
be applied to the world of objects, considered as relational devices that, in their own way, narrate stories
about the spirit of places and their destiny. Narrative thought would thus enter the sphere of urban practice
and narration could be transformed into planning. In representative terms, the biographical approach and
qualitative research procedures have extraordinary allies in the potential of new audiovisual methods and the
recent inclusion of new technologies which give an even more interactive quality to what is defined as the
“rhetoric of scientific argumentation” (the way the results of research are communicated).
Audiovisual language offers interesting opportunities in the sphere of urban analysis. Multimedia devices
provide an extraordinary tool for representation for the theme of relational research itself since they hybridise
languages and create complex narratives which are hypertextual rather than linear or one-directional. Due to
their open structure, these narratives create a field of multiple signification which is undoubtedly superior to
any form of paper-based support, giving rise to narrative structures where multiple viewpoints find a clear
form of expression.
The temporal dimension enters representation, showing the rhythm of urban life, documenting the process of
becoming by focusing on the timescale of the elements in an account, the timescale of the story and the
timescale of knowledge.

Fig. 3.0_ Sensitive City. Portatori di storie, Studio Azzurro.
Sensitive environment, Shanghai, Italian Pavilion EXPO 2012. “The idea of Sensitive City stems from the request for the
Italian Pavilion at the Universal Expo in Shangai 2010 and draws on the great tradition of imagined cities, from Tommaso
Campanella’s city of the sun to the invisible cities of Italo Calvino. Rather than remaining a suspended model or a literary
invention, it is ideal merely because it still does not exist but potentially could. Siracusa, Matera, Lucca, Chioggia,
Trieste… all differ from each other and it would be necessary to explore them all and travel round them repeatedly to
have the chance of describing them. There is an increasing interest in using the idea of the anti-utopian city as an
opportunity for offering ideas, stimulating points for discussion to create a vision of what a city in the near future might be
like”. www.studioazzurro.com

5.

A case history_the area of Porta Nolana in Naples.
Representation and pluralist thought

Exploring the depths of urban reality and examining the variety of worlds and stories within it means, to use
the words of de Certeau, “thinking of the pluralist nature of reality and making this pluralist thought
effective”[12]. This is the spirit that lay behind the analysis of the ‘urban experience’ of ‘Porta Nolana’ and the
definition of the narrative strategies and planning actions capable of capturing the spirit and profound link
with the sense of place.
It is not completely obvious that an urban plot can generate a coherent narrative.
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Fig. 04 _ Babelfish, image processing.
Spaces and people overlap in an alternation of uses and customs: 4.00 pm, via Sopramuro is empty, the shops are
closing and while in the morning there is smell of fresh fish and the cries of fishmongers, in the evening the area is “taken
over by foreigners”. There’s a person who says he is Sicilian to explain that women are not welcome where he is going;
because it is time for prayers and he is going with other “Sicilians”, dressed in his thobe, felt hat and a western style
men’s racket that is slightly too tight for him.
[Cf. Maria D’Uonno, Babelfish, degree dissertation, degree course in Fashion Design, SUN 2011/2012, supervisors A.
Cirafici, C. C. Fiorentino]

In the case of Porta Nolana [13], which is a market area because it is a frontier zone, this has been clearly
confirmed over the centuries. In a period of little more than a hundred years, the urban frontier has shifted
considerably. The marshland to the east – flourishing areas dotted with mills – has witnessed the invasion of
the industrial structures of modernity which were unrealistic and have already been dismantled in a squalid
landscape. The eastern port has been handed over to Chinese containers. The new social fabric outside the
gate is an area of commerce, much of which is of an unmentionable nature. However, the fish market is
almost identical to how it was in the past and the activities of the people who crowd the area of Porta Nolana
are, now as then, marked by precariousness. There is a sense of precariousness where everything is at the
very limit. This is the state of frontiers, a feature of places where the distinction between power and freedom
is blurred There is a precarious balance between law and regulation, of something within bounds that goes
beyond bounds. It is both a threshold and customs barrier. This function has been obsolete for a long time
and yet it has left an imprint that still remains to this day. This genius loci is perceptible each time one
passes through the gate because although one is aware that one is neither leaving nor entering, the
imposing stones still reflect a sense of adventure and leave-taking. A gate is a gap in an enclosure, a break
in a journey, routes that branch out, warehouses and display counters. The names speak for themselves: Via
Soprammuro (‘above the wall’, linked to the larger defensive walls built by the Anjevins) and via Carriera (a
street where carriages can pass); via Gabella della Farina (Tax on flour); vico Forno (Oven) e vico Molino
(mill) e, poi vico Vetreria Vecchia (old glassworks), vico Ferze (cloth) e via Croce al Lavinaio. If there is one
apparently significant alteration to the scene, then it regards the way spaces originally designed as a single
urban structure, a busy place for ‘staying within the walls’, have been transformed into a series of places that
are rapidly crossed in the chaotic and feverish flow of people.

The large historic market of Naples was located nearby. Piazza Mercato, a large square with the church of
Madonna del Carmine, the famous bell tower on the side and the scaffold for executions or hangings in the
centre, braziers to keep warm in winter and large tents or marquees to provide shade in summer. The
Mediterranean city preserves many such sites: waterfronts and ancient gateways to the east. These cities
have always been home to many different languages. Places for meeting, places with no clear membership
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of a state, foyers for foreign travellers, free-trade areas, places for prosititution and places of excess for
various social orders. They are incertain and contradictory places, full of new anthropological features,
linguistic crossovers with surprising accents. In these places, where there is considerably more than just
colourful tradition, all references to identity should be tentative because they are places where the rapid
acceleration of historical events has brought about change. They are places for experiencing the dynamics
of mutual tolerance, getting an initial idea of others, of welcome and betrayal. With the persistence of the
same activities and customs, the inhabitants and activities of the market represent a unique cultural heritage.
However, this cultural heritage should not be sought in a single identity. This would only be possible if there
were a coherent community which is certainly not the case today.
This is not all. The fish market at Porta Nolana in Naples is a place where fish is sold and where a market is
held, not just during the period around Christmas Eve, something which is quite clear to every foreign
passer-by or resident.
It is a market that has always thrived and functioned without the area where objects and people are situated
being legally recognised by the appointed authorities as a market. This instituional vacuum has led to the
use of a degree of discretion, as well as the possibility of blackmail, neglect and abandonment. The people
who live here, or merely work here, are not protected by the legal authorities and are not free outside it [14].
The truth comes out is that today the area of Porta Nolana is a piece of heritage that simply deserves to
exist in civic freedom and to be run independently [15].
The aim is to recount this multi-faceted situation and recognise the site’s vocation. It is a situation that is
chaotic and stationary, surreal and iconic, stratified and anarchic, conspiratorial and circumstantial, multiethnic and a linguistic melting pot, supportive and marginalising ... this existential space has been the subject
of narratives in a context where individual ‘stories’ have taken on a special significance and the biographical
approach [16] has become a consolidated method. The aim is not just to explore a context made up of fluid
identities and emerging forms of citizenship, but also to ensure that life stories represent a form of dynamic
and interactive knowledge where it is possible to trigger processes of sensemaking that can reveal
unprecedented imaginary worlds and the potential for change. These micro-narratives are full of meaning
and tell the story of people and their relations with the city’s space.

Fig.5.0_ To lead Nolana Images processing.
The images represent the activities in the area of Porta Nolana over a 24 hour period and describe the alternation and
overlapping between commercial activities, leisure activities and meetings, together with the “incursions” of tourists. The
representation is part of the analysis conducted to design a blog about the inhabitants of Porta Nolana aimed at reestablishing coexistence between people.
[Cfr. Raffaella Iavedaria, Porta Nolana: identità narrate e nuove immagini di città, dissertation, Design and omunication
degree course, SUN University 2011/2012, supervisors A. Cirafici]
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Fig. 6.0_ Babelfish, Maps of nominal and perceptual analysis
The map recounts the sensations experienced during surveys in the area of the Porta Nolana fish market. Before
creating the map, files were prepared in which some of the data from the ‘sensitive survey’ [Cf. Marichela Sepe, Il rilievo
sensibile, Franco Angeli Urbanistica, Milan 2007] contributed to defining the map of sensations. The map indicates the
areas and itineraries of the market, together with objects that are present there and the sensations linked to their
functional and ‘expressive’ use.
[Cf. Maria D’Uonno, Babelfish, degree dissertation, degree course in Fashion Design, SUN 2011/2012, supervisors A.
Cirafici, C. C. Fiorentino]

Fig. 07_ Babelfish, the map of objects.
The map describes objects in the area of the Porta Nolana fish market as relational devices. The cataloguing of 58
everyday objects was carried out using individual files. Their functional and relational uses were then linked to the places
of Porta Nolana in this map, from which it emerges that the practical uses and uses related to urban practices overlap
and are repeated in different areas of the market. Indeed, besides its strictly functional use, the same object may be
used to mark out a boundary, as a means of defence, or to indicate links.
[Cfr. Maria D’Uonno, Babelfish dissertation, Fashion Design degree course, SUN University 2011/2012, supervisors A.
Cirafici, C. C. Fiorentino]
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The awareness of being inside observers of a field that ‘contains’ and ‘interacts’ strongly with the observer rather than external observers - has inspired a representative approach that is organised into cognitive
maps, infographics and hypermedia products. The perceptive, nominal and biographical dimension is
intertwined in a ‘space with different perspectives’, rattling off a pluralistic account of observed reality. It
requires an investigation that is careful to recognise systems of objects, sensations, signs, symbols and
traces that define identity. Besides creating an effective map of reality, the accurate association between
places and objects, places and sensations, places and signs, and places and stories has given the observed
data the significance of an ‘informative piece of evidence’[17] which is somehow geolocated, from which
precious clues can be detected in the process of interpreting the meaning of a place. The recurrence of
disarming strategies of decontextualisation of use objects gathered in eclectic lists has inspired endogenous
devices where the hypermedia aspect of interactive communication has become the medium for the
discovery and translation of the authentic urban ready-mades that make up the experience of Porta Nolana.
The tendency for self-production in the systems of informative or directional signs, the habit of symbolic as
well as physical appropriation of collective space as highly ‘personalised’ space, the gesturing that becomes
a ritualised part of the daily mounting of the urban set, have all been transformed into various categories of a
‘collective form of conceiving urban space’. This approach regards self-production and adaptation as the
inspiring feature and underlying idea of a militant design where sense-making and framing operations
activate processes of attribution of meaning and define the transition from an analytical approach to an
interactive, problem-solving approach.

Fig.8.0_ Urban type. System of local road signs self-produced for the market at Porta Nolana.
The graphic system that could be used autonomously by shopkeepers to create their own signs is that of stencils created
on a punched mould and with the use of non-toxic water-based paints. This easy, rapid and amusing system does not
conflict with the tradition of self-produced systems of local signs which is so widespread at Porta Nolana.
(Cf. Ludovica Saccenti, dissertation, Fashion Design degree course, SUN University 2011/2012, supervisors A. Cirafici,
C. C. Fiorentino]

The use of surprising and eye-catching strategies for de-contextualising everyday objects in eclectic lists has
inspired endogenous devices where the hypermedial dimension of interactive communication has become a
means for discovering and translating the urban ‘ready-mades’ that are an integral part of the experience of
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Porta Nolana. (For the project strategies, see the same volume C.C. Fiorentino, A. Cirafici Authenti-city. Un
progetto di design militante).

Fig. 09_	
  Babelfish, drawing of one of the possible configurations of the endogenous device.
Babelfish is a sort of “useless machine”, an accumulation of obsolete electronic “devices”, such as cathode ray
televisions, old generation computers and inkjet printers. The project aims to orient the user towards the discovery and
translation of the code linked to the functional and communication uses of the objects in a place. The information can be
consulted, printed, downloaded or uploaded. Anyone can contribute to extending the know-how of installation through
audio, video or text files that are added via bluetooth or USB ports. Babelfish is a device that consists of a computerised
system comprising the following elements: video cards; electric generators, the Arduino open-source framework; a series
of USB links; processors and a series of peripheral devices: monitors, or video output; loudspeakers or audio output;
video cameras; Hello Little Printers (2012). These elements were supplemented by the software and the supports that
consisted of materials and objects available in situ such as the following: fruit or vegetable crates, wine barrels, wooden
planks, rubbish bags, tyres, chairs and old furniture, cardboard boxes; …
[Cfr. Maria D’Uonno, Babelfish dissertation, Fashion Design degree course, SUN University 2011/2012, supervisors A.
Cirafici, C. C. Fiorentino]

What emerges is the awareness that the rhetoric of representation is a crucial issue for strategies of urban
projects. Once an exclusively deterministic perspective has been superseded, the experimental production of
dialogue-based representation, designed to encourage interaction and dialogue between the producer and
the target user, opens up new opportunities for the relationship between analysis and the project. The
rhetoric of representation becomes a language in which complex languages, forests of signs and
communicative metaphors refer to each other reciprocally. Through the use of techniques of editing, mixing,
superimposition, spatial combination, temporality and the contamination of expressive languages, the new
types of media accurately represent the multiplicity and connectivity of the contemporary city in multiple
expressive narratives which can filter reality in a creative way.
The result is the transfiguration of the world into a narrative of ‘visual metaphors’ and communicative,
relational ‘devices’ that encourage the development of social bonds through the exchange of knowledge.
These forms of ‘semiotic engineering’, to use Pièrre Levy’s definition, make it possible to explore reality in
ways that are not just discursive but also sensitive, using approaches and associations that are full of
meaning where the aesthetic quality of the artifacts takes on an unexpected significance.
In order to create communicative spaces and encourage action, description is not sufficient. It is necessary
to convey energy and give vibrancy to feelings. Emotions need to be stirred which explains why aesthetic
pleasure is not an accessory but a crucial underlying element in any communicative process. This is the final
thought I would like to leave you with. It is vital that we all rediscover the importance of aesthetic and poetic
sensations in communicative processes as well as in those involved in the project.
After all, the sense of ‘wonder’ lies at the origin of knowledge!
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Abstract
The paper describes the state of progress of the work presented at X Forum. It aims to identify the
general indications for the militant design project which will be carried out in the market area of Porta
Nolana in Naples. The theoretical basis of the project owes much to the ideas of Denis de Rougemont
and the work of other personalists. It is also influenced by a series of case studies that refer to the
practices of so-called spontaneous urban planning and, above all, to self-design as defined and
practised by Enzo Mari in the 1970s. The design proposal is known as AuthentiCity, in which the
notion of authenticity refers to its original etymological roots, namely being in control of oneself and
thus responsible for one’s own actions. In this context, the Greek etymology is interesting because the
word ‘authenticity’ derives from αὐϑέντης, i.e. author, the person who acts by him or herself and has
authority over him/herself. Further references in the text underline the importance of multiple stories
linked to the search for the spirit of places, such as the importance of objects - defined as relational
devices - and as a contrast to official history which requires the carelessness of the interlocutor at
least as much as the global market requires ignorance. The proposal related to the market area of
Porta Nolana therefore involves a series of actions regarding both socio-economic management and
the production of endogenous objects, through participatory workshops where knowledge-sharing is
free.
Keywords: militant design, social interaction design, self-made design

1. The importance of multiple stories
While explaining how she found a way of expressing a voice that was culturally appropriate to her own
personal needs and to the narration of stories that were truly expressive of her cultural background,
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie warns us of the risk of a single story [1]. She highlights the damage
caused by adopting a single viewpoint, whether institutionally rooted and/or widely shared, especially
when linked to the practice and contents of storytelling.
Her suggestions, if applied to the narration of the spirit of places [2], help to define the relationship
between the analysis, reading and interpretation of urban contexts and systems of reference. They
help to outline the steps of a method of investigating urban contexts with a view to practical
intervention, where the bias of multiple stories taken together and the simultaneous rejection of a
single story imply a type of analysis that does not lead to standardisation. Urban areas will therefore
not have their boundaries marked, circumscribed and closed in fixed, stable perimeters.
Chimamanda Adichie began to write and illustrate stories at the age of seven. Born and raised in
Nigeria until the age of 19, she lived within a university campus and her education, as a precocious
reader, brought her into contact with the dominant culture of the Nigerian middle classes, so that she
has an Anglo-Saxon cultural background. The main characters of her early stories had pale skin and
blue eyes; they used to eat apples and play in the snow and talked about a day of sunshine as though
it were something to be treasured. However, most people ate mangoes in the environment where she
grew up as a girl. There was no need for remarks about the weather and no one knew how to describe
the flavour of ginger beer. Chimamanda’s stories are very revealing about the way reality is interpreted
and how narratives and representations are, inevitably, always intentional. They show how the bias of
each narrative is its distinctive feature as well as its own limitation. Above all, the words of the young
author indicate how this limit is likely to lead to misunderstandings, especially when the interlocutor is
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not particularly wary. Indeed, the writer describes a meeting with a poor family of a young man who
used to help her parents with household chores: Chimamanda had only heard stories about the
difficulties of these people linked to the lack of money and opportunities. When she had the chance to
meet this family, who lived in a rural zone of Nigeria, she saw the handcrafted objects that they made
and discovered that stories had conditioned her views. The stories had not enabled her to imagine
these people as producers of anything because their poverty was the only story that she knew about
them. Likewise, her first room-mate in college in the United States initially took pity on her before
getting to know her since she only knew one (hi)story of the African continent and Africans. Her roommate was astonished when she discovered that what was generally discovered as authentic - in other
words, intimately linked to a place - was the result of operations designed to simplify complexity when
not intentionally widespread for manipulative purposes influenced by interests.
Hence the sense of embarrassment and surprise about the extent to which the bias of stories creates
prejudices and reduces the capacity for understanding. It also led to the awareness that stories and
representations are a crucial vehicle that can compensate for the impossibility of gaining the varied
personal experience that is necessary for knowledge. These reflections become even more pertinent
when reading and interpreting either an urban or local context which, by their very nature, consist of
complex data and are in a constant state of transformation. Due to its intrinsic nature, the spirit of
places is generated by previous readings and interpretations; it is intimately linked to the lives of
people from the past and the present who acted or continue to act in these places and who have
modified both the real and perceived image of these places. If the aim is to interpret the spirit of
places, the distance between official history and multiple (hi)stories becomes even more striking.
Therefore, for urban narratives, especially if they serve as the basis for shared transformation projects,
the personal responsibility of the author is inescapable. The author highlights several aspects of
reality, or rather his or her interpretation of reality, in having to add incredibly explicit methodological
notes, even in the description of how limited, as well as complex, the process has been. Although the
“stones” and their official history already represent precious and eloquent materials for
narrating/interpreting an urban environment, another potentially rich and untapped resource consists
of the lives and works of those who, prior to a new story, have remained the “silent” protagonists.
The perspective from which Chimamanda writes can also be linked to another author, Neil MacGregor
and his text History of the World in 100 objects [3]. These stories are based on objects of different
provenance and date, ranging from two million years ago to our own era. The book stems from the
author’s work with Mark Damazer, the director of Radio4, and is the result of a series of radio
programmes broadcast in 2010.
MacGregor’s book begins from the assumption that the museum’s role is to recount history through
the objects on display and that a historical account inevitably involves interpretation and translation.
Both MacGregor and Damazer are aware of the fact that history consists of stories and that, far too
often, official history does not consider all aspects, since it is the history of the rich and the powerful,
written by the victors, because the history of monuments is the version put forward by those in power.
MacGregor’s book has the merit of telling stories through objects. These stories help to shed light on
controversial and hidden aspects of official history. It is also a work with many authors. During the
radio programmes, experts with different backgrounds and skills were asked to comment on the
objects. Another point is that the100 objects were only visible in the British Museum prior to the
publication of the book. However, the authors ensure that although it was not possible to show the
objects on the radio, the narrative skills and the imagination of radio listeners contributed to the
success of the programme. The authors emphasise this point, attaching great importance to the
aspects linked to the imagination and oral narratives, because a story linked to objects - an unwritten
story - is intimately linked to the narrative capacity of the broadcaster and also because writing (let
alone printing) is a recent accomplishment of humanity; by contrast, many of the objects featured in
the book are extremely ancient and come from worlds where oral storytelling was crucial, even for the
objects’ own existence. In order to explain the difference between written history and “speaking
objects”, it is worth mentioning one of the objects in the book: an aboriginal wooden shield from
Australia whose “discovery” dates to 1770. The main character in the story is the wooden shield while
the “co-stars” are Captain James Cook – British explorer, cartographer and navigator – and the
aborigines of southern Australia (which corresponds roughly to modern-day Sydney). Captain Cook
arrived on the Australian coast on April 29 1770. On landing, he was greeted by a group of native
people. Rather startled, he fired a shot to intimidate them while the aborigines threw stones to
dissuade them from coming ashore. The aborigines fled, leaving the wooden shield on the ground.
This is a brief summary of the entry in the Captain’s log and therefore part of official history. However,
these facts are just the beginning of something much more complicated: on his return to Britain, Cook
suggested using Australia as a Penal Colony, and this marked the start of a long process of
transformation of Australia which damaged aboriginal culture and led to the destruction of many
communities. Some regard Cook as the founding father while others consider him a usurper.
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Only in the 1960s and 1970s did Australian aborigines, the survivors of the events that took place in
the areas they had originally lived in, begin to fight for their rights and force a debate to be opened
about aboriginal culture. Today this shield provides precise information about this story: the object is
made of red mangrove wood, about a metre high and about thirty centimetres across at the widest
point; it has an elliptical shape and a handle, also made of mangrove but of a more flexible species
which comes from another region. This object has been crafted by skillful hands and has distinctive
marks (the shape and residual traces of colour) which identify its provenance and the people to whom
it belonged. It demonstrates that the people who made it were travellers who were ready to exchange
objects since the wood comes 300 kilometres from the bay that Captain Cook named Botany Bay, in
honour of Joseph Banks, the botanist who took part in the expedition.
The shield bears witness to the encounter/clash between two civilisations where nothing particularly
civilised took place and which had enormous consequences; ‘listening’ to what the shield has to tell us
gives us a better understanding of the culture of Australian aborigines who were initially crushed by
gunpowder, which they had never seen nor even heard explode, and then by British colonialisation.
With other 99 stories, MacGregor’s book is an invitation to look at the “biography” of objects and reestablish the relational role so that new light is shed on the events of official history. Moreover, if
objects are considered as relational devices, the interpretation of objects – placing them within their
socio-cultural context and their historicisation - helps to reassess issues which have been taken for
granted, to dispel misunderstandings and preconceived ideas, or at least cast doubt on the notion of a
single (hi)story.
The very nature of the relational device involves the capacity to shift attention from traditional
viewpoints and, in this sense, it is also worth consulting the work of Daniele Pario Perra [4] and
Vladimir Archipov [5], in which self-produced objects tell the story of cultures which are seemingly or
actually marginalised.
The need for a single (hi)story is always linked to wielding power and the repetition of a single, simple
concept is one of the practices exercised by power structures as a means of persuasion and
seduction. The similarity with advertising practices is both immediate and disquieting and this sense of
unease grows when looking at studies of local or urban marketing. Indeed, advertising and brand
design strategies tend to reduce complexity in favour of clichés, emphasising uniqueness and tradition
which, even when avoiding folklore, is of little help in defining the spirit of a place or identifying its
vocation. The issue of the authenticity of urban places is a thorny question because it involves
investigating the relations between borders and contexts. In other words, circumscribing research is
essential for the analysis of urban contexts, although reading and interpretative practice makes it
necessary to move beyond physical and temporal boundaries. The search for the spirit of places is
therefore an operation which, when identifying an object of investigation, offers as many links as
possible, depending on the nature of the object and the expertise of the researcher. This implies the
need for systems of reference which are appropriate to the reading of spaces, such as the
interpretative possibilities aimed at transformational actions and the desired participation in a dialogue
between local analysis and the readings that connect single works and/or urban contexts to wider
places or cultural environments until they are put forward in the interpretative phase as design
proposals. Two points emerge from this: one is rather futile but suitably discriminating since it is linked
solely to the capacities and skills of the operator while the other may be of wider interest since it is
closer to more general methodological questions. The ambiguity of the objectives linked to the
definition of a cluster poses risks when searching for the spirit of places. The customary use of
association by proceeding according to systems of similarities is not particularly fruitful unless the
similarity of certain urban spaces is not part of their original vocation as places; in other words, the
definition of homogeneous areas and clusters is part of a method that restricts a priori the chances of
a real understanding and rational transformation of urban spaces. The same is true of people:
circumscribing people into homogeneous groups is a practice that belongs to cultural segregation
whereas one of the possible solutions is to focus on multiple stories and possible affinities which make
a system recognisable, provided the system is treated as the expression of different answers, both in
terms of form and function, to a single question. This idea goes back to solutions proposed by Jamie
Lerner and Marco Casagrande [6], and those who follow tactical urbanism or so-called spontaneous
intervention [7], as examples of opposition to the construction of standardised clusters and single
dominant histories.
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Fig. 01 _ Examples of spontaneous Intervention.
Design actions for the common good, at the U.S. Pavilion, 13th International Venice Architecture Biennale, 2012.

2. The area of Porta Nolana in Naples
It is not completely obvious that an urban fabric can create a coherent account.
In the case of Porta Nolana, a market area since it is a frontier zone, this has been clearly confirmed
over the centuries. In just over a hundred years, the urban frontier has shifted. The marshland to the
east – fertile areas dotted with mills – has witnessed the invasion of the industrial structures of
modernity although they have proved to be unrealistic and have been largely dismantled, leaving relics
and squalid skylines. The port to the east has been taken over by Chinese containers and the new
society outside the city gates consists of traffic of a frequently unmentionable nature. Nevertheless,
the fish market is almost identical to how it used to be and the actions and activities of people who
frequent the Porta Nolana area are still marked by precariousness.
This precariousness has ancient origins. Everything here takes place on the edge. One aspect of this
condition as a border area is part of the history of the area, the walled edge of the eastern area facing
the sea. On this subject, it is worth looking at the studies regarding the analysis and interpretation of
the context of Piazza Mercato and Porta Nolana [8], which only mention the fact that an understanding
of the area is linked to the coastal system. However, while neglecting the hermeneutic process carried
out in the study of La Piazza d’Acqua, it may be interesting to recall the account written by Bartolomeo
Capasso [9] about the life of Masaniello, the true protagonist of piazza del Mercato who lived “in the
first houses after vico Rotto”, in other words the northern corner of the eastern sector. It is here that he
is described by Capasso in the scene portrayed by Gargiulo [10], as he harangued his followers from
a wooden platform placed there by a company of acrobats and tumblers who often appeared
alongside the fisherman from Amalfi and leader of the tragic revolt (6-16 July 1647). Ultimately it was
Capasso who conveyed the true image of the square as an area of craft activities and humble
dwellings of the common people: an image that is rooted in houses and shops with public use located
in the residual space for the punitive displays of power to which the rebels themselves were forced to
conform. On the night between 7 and 8 July, in the most depressed areas of the city - Mercato,
Lavinaio, Conceria and San Giovanni - the “pueblo inferior”, divided into corporations and the poorest
inhabitants of the area, revolted against the excises under the leadership of Masaniello. The women
from Lavinaio also protested and attacked the bell tower of San Lorenzo and set fire to the house of
the governor of the pawnbroker’s, although the main scene of the revolt remained piazza Mercato, the
"reggia dei popolari" (palace of the common people), where Masiniello played the leading role and
also met his end. Even in the days of his so-called madness – actually a lucid moment of selfawareness - Masaniello stirred the piazza as the symbolic place of the revolt: “The signs and ‘plans’ of
madness are countless: the knife hurled into the crowd, the great rides on horseback, the nocturnal
swims in the sea; and, as if this were not enough, the fisherman wanted to create the port within the
market and a bridge stretching from Naples to Spain” [11]. Masaniello’s vision of the square as a
bridge is precisely one of the possible interpretations of the spirit of the place which, as a frontier site,
possesses the features of those indistinct spaces between power and liberty, between rights and
regulations, a place where one constantly oversteps the boundary between inside and outside, where
the walls and its passageways are threshold places and customs gates where something of value is
cleared through customs: this function has been obsolete for a long time and yet its imprint still
remains today. This genus loci can be perceived each time one passes through the arch because,
even though one is aware that one is not leaving the modern city, the imposing masonry, like its
remains, still testify to a sense of adventure and leave-taking, a passage towards a space that is not
controllable. Although its function as a transitional place and gateway no longer exists, one is aware
that the transit in the two directions does not have the same significance: the exterior does not offer a
way in or a means of interpreting the places that exists in the area within the walls. A gate represents
a break in an enclosure, an interruption in an itinerary, routes that branch off, warehouses and display
counters. Within the walls, the names are evocative: Via Soprammuro (‘above the wall’, linked to the
larger defensive walls built by the Angevins) and via Carriera (a street where carriages can pass), as
well as via Nolana along the same axis; via Gabella della Farina (Tax on flour); vico Forno (Oven) and
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vico Molino (mill) and via Croce al Lavinaio. The large historic market of Naples, the setting for
Masaniello’s actions, was located nearby. Piazza Mercato, a large square with the church of Madonna
del Carmine, the famous bell tower on the side and the scaffold for executions or hangings in the
centre, braziers to keep warm in winter and large tents or marquees to provide shade in summer;
Piazza Nolana, outside the city gates, with the church of SS. Cosmo e Damiano, provides access to
Borgo di Loreto, which was already not urban although it was part of Naples. The spaces convey the
identity of the Mediterranean city which preserves many such sites, waterfronts, bridgeheads,
seafronts of various sizes and ancient eastern gates; in these cities the spirit of places speaks many
languages, in places for meeting and with no clear membership of a state, halls for foreign travellers,
free trade areas, places for prostitution, the worst examples of capitalism, arenas for shows, extreme
places for different social groups. These are uncertain, contradictory places, full of new
anthropological features and linguistic crossovers with surprising accents, where there is considerably
more than just colourful tradition. Considerable care is required when talking about identity because
these are places which have witnessed the acceleration of historical events, the promise of change,
and the risk of a search together with random attempts. They are places with dynamics of mutual
tolerance, getting an initial idea of others, of welcome and betrayal. 	
  
With the persistence of customs and traditions, the people and activities of the market represent a
culture although it would be pointless to seek a single identity because this would be the result of a
coherent identity which is not currently the case.
It is important to avoid confusion between coherence ad homogeneity.
The market at Porta Nolana is renowned in other districts. Trips are arranged to go and buy fish or to
eat it in informal eateries nearby. Its function is not dissimilar to the role still played by the Vuccirìa
market in Palermo, even though Porta Nolana is situated between walls, masonry and structures that
have played a part in the history of Naples, together with others which, in the same area, have
devastated and damaged the city in the name of urban planning over the last 150 years. The authentic
parts are hidden by the superficial lovers of folklore and, in particular, have been broken up and
threatened by urban planning schemes. This town planning policy led to the construction of the
eyesore that is the Circumvesuviana light railway station [12], designed without due reflection.
Similarly brutal mutilations had previously been carried out as a result of the Risanamento
(Redevelopment) scheme, an example of class speculation and plunder perpetrated by the influential
middle classes at the time of Umberto I.
The fish market at Porta Nolana is renowned in Naples as a place for buying fish, not just in the
evenings prior to Christmas Eve. This is clear to every foreign passer-by or resident.
It is a market that has always thrived and functioned despite the fact that the area where objects and
people are situated has not been legally recognised as a market by the authorities.	
  
This institutional vacuum has led to the use of a degree of discretion, as well as the possibility of
blackmail, neglect and abandonment. The people who live here, or merely work here, are not
protected by the legal authorities and are not free outside it. This calls to mind the film A day without a
Mexican	
  [13] in which the xenophobic desire on the part of many US inhabitants to free themselves of
Hispanic immigrants – both illegal and legal – is transformed into the complete paralysis of the state of
California. The region is forced to declare a state of emergency due to the lack of drivers, plumbers,
home helps, painters and decorators, gardeners, babysitters, singers and musicians, husbands and
wives, farmers, nursery and primary school teachers, supermarket assistants, journalists, weather
forecasters, communications technicians, rubbish collectors, fast-food sellers, cooks, parking
attendants, waiters, researchers, tattooists, athletes and actors: in a nutshell, a third of the population
of California.
What would happen if the law was enforced and the market of Porta Nolana disappeared? It is very
likely that no one would die due to the bite of a rattlesnake, as happens in Sergio Arau’s film, but it
would nevertheless be interesting to see the consequences of conforming to the law, a law which has
not come to terms with reality.

3. Partaking and taking apart
“The only real questions are those posed by existence, certainly not those that we posed to avoid
responding to the present”, Denis de Rougemont, Journal d’un intellectuel en chômage, Albin Michel,
Paris 1937. Italian translation.: Diario di un intellettuale disoccupato, Fazi Editore, Roma 1997, p. 114.
Is it acceptable that a monumental part of the historic centre of Naples, which has already been
violated on several occasions by official history, is left to the mercy of town planning policies which are
extraneous and derive from elsewhere? Is it fair that, rather than compensating for the damage done
over more than a century and providing opportunities for civil coexistence in an environment
guaranteed by hygiene and social effectiveness, an attempt is made to present a facade that contains
nothing authentic except for a misrepresentation of its own origins in favour of a marketing exercise?
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Today Porta Nolana is a piece of heritage that simply deserves to exist in civic freedom and to be run
independently. There is a middle way between taking part and taking apart which presents a precious
opportunity to conduct an intervention in the Porta Nolana area.
It would be advisable to take part in the spirit of the place and discard a false notion of identity.
Porta Nolana is partly Neapolitan and partly not (Partenopea e parte no), a place where individual
stories should be listened to, told and shared in an atmosphere of lively coexistence among people
who come from different places and cultural backgrounds. Rather than referring to intercultural
exchange, it is far more important here to focus on people and the consequence of this ethical
approach leads to collective action and the possibility of thinking with one’s hands [14].
The text by Denis de Rougemont was written in 1936. It stems from a precise question: what is
culture?
While attributing decay to a separation between hand and intellect, the author expresses his
personalist stance. In the process he defines the elements for a culture that is antithetical to the
dominant belief whereby the common good does not come before the specific good because the
“purpose of society is the person” [15]. Together with the work of Jaques Maritain, Alexandre Marc
and Emmanuel Mounier [16], these ideas underlie personalist culture which reveals the contrast
between the individual and the person and between society and community. Within this ethical and
theoretical framework, thinking with your hands is described in its best version and in its worst which
consists in frenzied action that merely brushes the surface of things: “If only thinkers had large hard
hands! Hands made for carrying and weighing, Hands that possess know-how, that achieve and
sculpt: hands that can create” because “frenzied hands scarcely leave a mark on the surface, where
you can recognise the thief, the person who goes around touching everything and touching other
people’s property. Because someone who touches an object without leaving a profound imprint and
without making it his or her own can only touch the property of others. What he has not taken can
never be his: it is outside the power of being able to take possession of it. Scholar and those who use
quotes take advantage of great achievements on which they are unable to leave a trace but merely
leave them tarnished with their imprint” [17].
With regard to the people who live, work and hang around in the market area of Porta Nolana, the
desire to talk about people who have their own origins and history but more importantly a name and
personal identity is neither an intellectual whim nor an attempt at political correctness but a chance to
avoid stereotyping. It is an alternative to referring to people who inhabit the Porta Nolana area as
Neapolitans, Chinese or Arabs, which immediately conjures up a jokey atmosphere. The FrenchTurkish writer Elif Shafak describes the term multicultural, with the benefit of personal insight, as a
political fiction [18]. Indeed, the point is not to conceal the identity of a person’s background but to
understand that multiculturalism did not originate from the combination of individuals from different
societies but from the coexistence of people which takes place here and now, in a specific place and
time. Their needs and satisfactions depend much more on current circumstances rather than those
linked to their native countries. An understanding of multiculturalism passes through an idea of identity
as an entity that is not formed once and for all but is in a constant state of change. The seductive
appeal of a stereotype is extremely powerful, primarily because stereotypes contain elements of truth.
They simplify both the questions and answers related to transformation. However, it should not be
forgotten that behind the power of a cliché, which leads to the definition of an identity, lies a distorted
concept of the term ‘identity’ which is regarded as immobile and clearly defined rather than as it really
is, namely elusive and changeable. The real problem of stereotypes is that they are incomplete and
ensure that stories are obscured and flattened by a single story and that people are demeaned. ”The
consequence of the single story is this: it robs people of their dignity”, explains Chimamanda Ngozi
Adichie.
De Rougemont points out an uncomfortable truth which challenges systems of power and is difficult to
follow even for those with an ethical sense: “thinking with your hands is thinking about the potential for
action, it means thinking during the action where the spirit is actually involved, like someone who is
ordered to judge, choose and transform the conditions he is provided with, and who refuses. Thinking
with your hands means conceiving of ideas in actions, and this goes against the rationalist notion of a
thought that is no more than a tardy comment on the actions of others. Lastly, thinking with your hands
is not the exact equivalent of acting through one’s own thoughts. This is because it is not the action
that is of prime interest – with thought merely considered as its assistant – but quite the opposite; if I
want to think through actions, then the thought only seems right and perfect in the moment when the
action testifies to it and endows it with seriousness. There is no real action without thought and the
formula implies the primacy of thought in every action, as well as the necessity of this action for
thought” [19].
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These ideas constitute the premise for the proposal for the market area of Porta Nolana. The proposal
considers elusiveness and changeability as precious concepts that underlie any possibility for
innovative transformation. They should be preserved and supported as interpretative categories for
the definition of design proposals. In this sense, the importance of single stories, the awareness of
objects as relational devices, the deceptive nature of the much-praised concept of multiculturalism all
help to formulate an ethical and operational approach whose foundations are to be found in the ideas
of Denis de Rougemont and which finds the space and perspectives for operating within personalism
and the needs of the community.

4. Authenti-city. A project of militant design.
Something is clearly missing: for the inhabitants, for those who chose the Porta Nolana market area
as a place for work or for passing through, and for the users of the market; for all these people, the
place lacks something. Elusiveness and changeability are assured, both in terms of the code that
accompanies the use of objects, the activities linked to the market and what remains, or can still be
perceived, of the past.
The design proposals involve creating a reconnection, on a larger scale, between this area and the
coastal system. They seek to look beyond the eastern area of the city, considering the possibility of
reconstructing a map of memory where pride of place is occupied by the traces of the walls, the
different types of fabric together with individual architectural structures, in the light of an idea
represented by Piazza D’Acqua. The proposals are therefore aimed at providing various solutions
which the single stories of the frontier spaces of Naples offer to those who know how to interpret them.
Besides this, there is also the possibility of more precise forms of intervention which, in theory, could
be carried out more rapidly. This type of intervention takes account of the needs of smaller spaces
and, despite involving a reduction of the physical area of intervention, displays equal awareness of the
complexity of the urban fabric and the relations that exist with the coastal system.
Once the scale is reduced, the design proposal for the market area of Porta Nolana is based on two
elements, one of which is related to management while the other is more immediately linked to design
practices. In terms of the first point, the general idea is to give official recognition to the market at
Porta Nolana and to entrust the organisational and economic management of it to the people who are
directly involved in its existence: the proposal is therefore designed to give priority to the inhabitants,
the shopkeepers and those who would no longer be illegally occupying public space: transport
workers, suppliers and even the users of the market. They would be part of a community with
responsibility for running the market area.
In terms of ideas for the practical side of the project, the solution is simpler and refers to Enzo Mari’s
writings and activities in the 1970s regarding self-design [20]. Based on the elusive and changeable
aspects of the market area, a restricted area of intervention will be chosen in order to try out the
contents of Enzo Mari’s proposal. The objective is to assess the feasibility of setting up permanent
workshops for designing and making objects with the participation of the newly established community
and those who wish to, and can, share their know-how with the aim of thinking with your hands and
therefore attributing the right significance to things. “History has much to say about the power of
things. It forgets that there is no action except through the action of humans, through the use of
people’s hands; thought never acts upon an era but rather on people who think with their hands, or on
some of them” [21].
The self-design of the elements required for the Porta Nolana market area could be the appropriate
design solution to avoid the risk of standardisation whereby a successful design could be repeated in
a different context. Mari’s manifesto, drawn up in 1974, aimed to raise people’s awareness of the
possibility of creating objects by following, modifying and improving his 19 self-design projects
according to new needs. It contains the explicit need for the actual construction of the work which
harks back to thinking with your hands, and the pressing need therefore of acting in an unflustered
way, passing from model to model. It is in this sense that the models, or rather the sequence of
models, play(s) a part in a dialectic process in which “knowledge is achieved through hard work”, while
merely producing sketches and drawings makes you “slaves to the economic system” [22].
As well as Mari’s work, there are various experiences and case studies [23], all of which have the
merit of having tested out a series of new possibilities related to the participation of inhabitants in
transforming urban contexts. They have all reflected on the definition of urban space and the sense of
community and membership in search of shared knowledge which is opposed to the ignorance
necessary for the global market [24], and the carelessness required for writing official history. These
references constitute the basis for formulating an intervention proposal which undoubtedly requires
more time than that used by a designer to work out a final design in a studio. Workshops could be set
up involving people from different backgrounds and with different skills and could lead to designs and
objects that are suitable for the needs of the place and are the product of the activity of designers and,
in particular, of ‘prosumers’.
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Fig. 03 _ Enzo Mari making a chair in collaboration with Artek, 2010. [25]

These are the general contents of AuthentiCity, a project that seeks to bring about change based on
authenticity and thinking with one’s hands. The notion of authenticity refers to its original etymological
roots, namely being in control of oneself and thus responsible for one’s own actions. In this context,
the Greek etymology is interesting because the word ‘authenticity’ derives from αὐϑέντης, i.e. author,
the person who acts by him or herself and has authority over him/herself.
In this sense, the proposal involves a project that uses the narrative of many different stories which
make the Porta Nolana market what it is. The aim is to modify the area through the criteria of selfdesign and militant design by forming a community.
We conclude with a brief note about a project that seeks to create an endogenous device to be
created close to Porta Nolana. As a useless machine [26], made up of a group of obsolete electronic
“devices” (such as cathode ray televisions, old generation computers and inkjet printers), the device
translates the expressive code linked to the different uses that the same object can have in the market
area of Porta Nolana. This project, named Babelfish [27], is one of the possible narratives that can
contribute to the definition of AuthentiCity. It is aimed at orienting the user towards the construction,
discovery and translation of the code linked to the functional and communication uses of the objects in
a place. The information provided by Babelfish about the objects in the area is the result – albeit
temporary and in a state of constant evolution – of surveys, sensorial maps [28] and interviews and
can be consulted, printed out, downloaded or uploaded. Indeed, anyone can contribute to increasing
the know-how of the installation by adding information in the form of audio, video or text files that are
added through Bluetooth or USB ports.
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specialist stores. The hardware is supported by an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) which is
multiplatform (Linux, Apple Macintosh, Windows). This software also makes it possible, even for beginners, to
write programs with a language derived from C and C++ called Wiring, which can be downloaded and modified.
Arduino makes it possible to create prototypes rapidly as well as enabling rapid learning of the basics of
electronics and programming. It can be used to develop stand-alone interactive objects but can also interact with
software programs installed on computers such as Adobe Flash Player, Processing, max/MSP, Pure Data, Super
Collider etc. The unusual aspect of the project is that both the information about the hardware and the projects
developed over time are available to all, since Arduino is an open-source hardware distributed under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribuition- Share Alike 2.5 licence. In this way, it is possible to reconstruct a clone of
Arduino or create a modified version by downloading, free of charge, the electric board and the list of necessary
electronic components. This opportunity has made it possible for Arduino-compatible products to be developed by
small and medium-sized firms or by individual designers worldwide. It is now possible to choose from a wide
range of Arduino-compatible boards. The common feature of these products, based on experimental electronics
and development, is the source code and the resident library which are available according to the legal terms of
a free GPLv2 licence. Due to the shared software, an Arduino community has been established which has
developed programs to connect hardware to electronic objects, computers and sensors of various kinds. After
years of experimentation, it is possible to make use of a vast database.
[28] The maps recount the sensations experienced during the surveys in the area of the Porta Nolana fish
market. Before creating the map, files were prepared in which some of the data from the ‘sensitive survey’ [Cf.
Marichela Sepe, Il rilievo sensibile, Franco Angeli Urbanistica, Milan 2007] contributed to defining the map of
sensations. The map indicates the areas and itineraries of the market, together with objects that are present there
and the sensations linked to their functional and ‘expressive’ use. Other maps also form part of the analyses
carried out to plan the project, such as one that describes the objects in the area of the Porta Nolana fish market
as relational devices. The cataloguing of 58 everyday objects was first carried out using individual files. Their
functional and relational uses were then linked to the places of Porta Nolana in this map, from which it emerges
that the practical uses and uses related to urban practices overlap and are repeated in different areas of the
market. Indeed, besides its strictly functional use, the same object may be used to mark out a boundary, as a
means of defence, or to indicate links.
The video, made using Adobe After Effects and Movie Maker software, is an audiovisual prototype of the
information provided by Babelfish. The various displays capture the different “ready-mades”, which consist of
objects in the fish market area of Porta Nolana, showing their different uses through the superimposition of
images in order to describe the contents of the expressive code linked to the various communicative functions or
the use of individual objects. The video therefore appears as a document of the surveys carried out and can be
continuously updated by users. The software makes it possible to isolate certain frames in order to print them, or
to send them via email or download them using USB ports and Bluetooth in order to store both the images and
the information related to the denomination, collocation, materials and uses of individual objects.
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Abstract
This paper presents the results of the research work conducted by a team of researchers and
teachers of the Department of Architecture and Industrial Design "L. Vanvitelli" of the Second
University of Naples (SUN), and by the staff of Gruppo Esplorazione Aeromarittima (GEA-GdiF) of
Guardia di Finanza, on the airborne surveying activity aimed at the characterization of natural and
anthropized environment, through the visible, thermal and hyperspectral analysis.
Airborne sensors used in aerial exploration - which are part of a broader technological assets owned
by the university department - are installed on military aircrafts of GEA-GdiF as part of a supporting
and technological transfer to Public Administration made by University.
Those technological professional and scientific synergies, between the University and GEA-GdiF, are
outlining an experimental definition of a technical-operational Protocol on multi-dimensional Territory
knowledge as an essential instrument for a deeper economic-financial investigation and its relation to
the socio-urban fabric to achieve fiscal equity and social justice.
The first scientific validation of these procedures took place during of the aerial exploration of the
Italian and Albanian territory (2012, July) as part of the Italy-Albania Operational Protocol.
The airborne surveying activity on territories mentioned above - aimed for the discrimination of large
areas intended for the illicit cultivation of cannabis - has been a dual-purpose success: it has allowed
GEA-GdiF to reassert itself as an essential institutional instrument for economic and financial
governative investigations that can the underlying economic fabric and its dynamics in international
settings too; and it has also allowed University to write, test and verify the technical and operational
protocol, object of this paper, which enables researchers to form a digital knowledge 3D atlas of the
Albanian territory where deeply analyse hyperspectral and thermal data.
Keywords: Airborne Remote Sensing, Multidensional Analysis, Hyperspectral survey, Thermal survey

1. From methodological approach to Scientific and Technical Protocol (C. Gambardella)
This paper represents the first official occasion of reading to Academia, and to Public, the multiannual
team work, conducted in collaboration between the Department of Architecture and Industrial Design
"Luigi Vanvitelli," and the GEA - Guardia di Finanza, on the concrete actions prevention of the
degradation of the landscape, the city and Territory, tangible manifestation of a deeper social decay.
Thanks to the synergy between Knowledge and Laboratories of the University and the great institution
of Guardia di Finanza - in which men of unimpeachable moral and high professional profile work every
day - was further possible to realize the scientific and methodological innovation of Knowledge
Factory, which is anchored on Eco-Geometry’s intuition. In particular, it has been possible to realize
concrete actions for the community in the re-establishment of the Heritage crossed from Knowledge,
and available for the Public Administration to undertake the development and promotion of
Environment, Land and City, with a appropriate interventions’ hierarchy, no longer random.
Naples, Caserta’s Province, Pompei, Molise, and recently Taranto, are emblematic cases where the
absence of a synergy between institutions (Academy and Research, Public Administration, the
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Business Community and State Institutions) produced a short circuit that has degraded not only the
landscape but also created an unbearable squandering of public money. This research is based on the
belief that, nowadays, any action to protect and enhance places cannot be separated by preparatory
activities of multidimensional knowledge based on discretization and measurement of the heritage.
The currently available knowledge tools come from modern information technology, which expands the
traditional notions of geometry and measurement, enabling a multidimensional representation, in
which every element, tangible and intangible, has a represented dimension. The methodological
support to this cognitive action comes from Eco-geometry, intended as a technological echo of reality,
a model in which it is possible to measure all the components and relationships between the tangible
and intangible assets, with the territory resulting as a constantly evolving, dynamic entity.

Fig. 1: Airborne digital sensors for multidimensional surveying. (C.Gambardella 2012)

Fig. 2: Airborne digital sensors: from left to right, Itres TABI-320 and CASI-1500, ready for remote sensing
missions; Leica ADS40 during installation tests.

The Eco-Geometric approach therefore makes it possible to “measure the whole”, i.e. to recognise the
basic characteristics of local identity through the reading of the long-term signs that relate to the
environmental systems, ecological networks, watersheds, coastal systems, historic landscapes,
settlement and production types, agricultural fabrics, socio-cultural models, and so on. In other words,
all the features whose loss or degradation could undermine the sustainability of development, which
must be based on the assumption of these assets as resources, declined as a profit and loss account.
The multidimensional representation is, at the same time a project of what has already been made
and what is to be made, in the sense that it includes all the dimensions of the knowledge of an object
already contained in the prediction of possible changes, proposing future scenarios. It is therefore the
most effective means not only to analyse a territory, but also to plan its management by defining a
hierarchy of interventions for sustainable development.
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Fig. 3: The Ministers Mr. Francesco Profumo (Ministry of University and Scientific Research) and Mr. Renato
Balduzzi (Ministry of Health) visit the stand of Benecon/Guardia di Finanza, during the “Forum della Pubblica
Amministrazione” (Roma 2012).

This research and the Scientific and Technical Protocol proposed (still in testing phase and
verification) want to be a stem cell that, just because coming from the integrated knowledge of the
genetic heritage and identity of places, can modify and create development, through working with Art
and restoring quality of life to citizens.
The first scientific validation of these procedures took place during of the aerial exploration of the
Italian and Albanian territory (2012, July), as part of the Italy-Albania Operational Protocol.
In particular, the aerial exploration over Albanian territory - aimed at discrimination of large areas
intended for illicit cultivation of cannabis - was anchored on two fundamental values: the first is human,
that is, the establishment of a surveying team involving university researchers along with military
Officers and NCOs; and the second is technology, an innovative platform that is composed of
hyperspectral and thermal sensors (Itres CASI-1500 and TABI-320), on GEA’s aircraft; and GNSS
permanent stations by TOPCON, positioned on the roof of our Laboratory in Tirana.
While the working group was immediately characterized by common passions and precise objectives;
the research has been directed first to the identification of appropriate technologies - the
aforementioned sensors - particularly interesting, because they allow you to discretize the
characteristics of natural and artificial materials on the ground, from high-altitude flight.
In this research, therefore, the discretization of the spectral signature assumes centrality, as reflectivity
characteristic of each material (natural or artificial), in function of incident radiation wavelength, in
comparable environmental conditions. Being able to isolate the spectral signature of a material means,
in other words, to know his fingerprint, an element that clearly identiffy it. Being able to isolate the
spectral signature of a material means, in other words, know your fingerprint and then identify it with
scientific objectivity. Just as was done for Albanian and Italian plantations and for polluted materials in
various Italian scenarios.
Scientific research in these topics continues inexorably towards of continuous verification of scientific
protocol proposed, and the realization of desirable multitasking aircraft of GdiF-Benecon that will fit out
Lidar, photogrammetric, hyperspectral, thermal and SAR sensors.

Fig. 4: Processing of the spectral signature of cannabis. (C.Gambardella 2012).
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2. Geo-intelligence as new frontier for an effective economic and financial police activity
(S. Bastoni, G. Casbarra, F. Tessitore)
On the 19th July 2007, in the city of Tirana was signed an agreement between the Italian Government
and the Albanian Government in order to strength the cooperation between these two countries
against racquet and especially against international drug trafficking and illegal immigration.
On May 16th 2012, in Tirana again, was signed an Operational Protocol between The Public Security
Department of the Italian Home Office and the Central Department of the National Police of Albania.
Among all the activities considered in the protocol, particular importance is attributed to the opposition
to the massive production of cannabis and the racquet connected with it. The production cycle of the
Balkan marijuana starts with the cultivation of the plantations and ends with the marketing of this drug
in Italy and in Europe through our ports and coasts.

Fig. 1: Piaggio P180, Piaggio P166/DP1, ATR 42MP.

Before starting the operation the Headquarter of Guardia di Finanza – Centre of Operation with
Operation Department of Criminal Police of the Home Office-International Cooperation Police Service,
examined all the aspects connected to the kind of support they could give to the Albanian authorities,
considering all the risks and the best operative approach.
Previous experiences in checking the Albanian territory made by helicopters have given safety
problems, some shots of Kalashnikov were fired against them from the ground. Luckily they failed their
targets but these incidents created a particular attention on the “ risk factor” in flying low over the
Balkan territory.
In 2012, there was a big novelty in the Operative Protocol, the use of the airplane with airborne remote
sensing in order to research and identify cannabis plantations. It quickly demonstrated its efficacy on
the Albanian territory : both for safety in research operations and for the innovative scientific results it
gave.
When the new operative Protocol was signed, the Operative (Air and Sea) Aeronavale Headquarter of
Guardia di Finanza and its planes were directly involved, in particular the airplanes of the Gruppo
Esplorazione Aeromarittima, with their equipment of hyper-spectral sensors CASI 1500 and thermic
sensors TABI320.All this was possible thanks to the installation on Guardia di Finanza planes of the
university devices for remote sensoring. The cooperation of two different and quite distant
organizations gave unexpected results. Guardia di Finanza and the Centro Regionale di Competenza
BENECON S.C.aR.L. established in the Second University of Naples (SUN), signed together the
st
Operative Protocol with the Albanian, on the 21 May 2011.
The operative-scientific partnership between Guardia di Finanza and the research centre Benecom
allows to create high resolution thematic geo referred cartography, very useful in the research of
cannabis plantations.

Fig. 2: Four preliminary phases to the first flight of remote sensing: the electromagnetic test in an anechoic room,
3D point cloud model of the aircraft, the sensors calibration, the improvement of the installation components.
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In 2012 a mixed team of members of Guardia di Finanza and scientific researchers of Benecom
started working together in Albania. The operative target of this international mission was to focus on
the research of the wide, hidden and often unreachable cannabis plantations whose massive
production represents a big threat for the European social and economic order.
Cannabis is the most popular drug in the world : genetic studies have produced easy-fitting seeds for
every latitude. They give strong plants and abundant harvest. A U.N. survey states that 1/3 of the
terrestrial surface is suitable to the cannabis production: a plant grown outdoor in good conditions can
guarantee to the producer about 700 or 1000 grams of drugs. So it is easy to understand the reasons
why criminal organizations have started a very thick net made of thousands of small growers regularly
involved with the supply of their crops.
According to the annual report of the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) of 2008 the
production and the consumption of cannabis , which is grown in 172 of the 198 countries and
territories for which the UNODC obtained information, attracted close to 160 million customers
annually. The cultivation of cannabis herb is still concentrated in North America and Africa but
nowadays something is changing and the Balkan area, Albania specifically, is among the 5 biggest
areas of production in the world.
The mission in Albania took place in July 2012 with the support of Interpol and Guardia di Finanza
with the researchers of the CRDC Benecom. The Ambassador of Italy in Tirana, Massimo Gaiani,
really appreciated this experiment of international cooperation and the synergy between the university
and the public institutions. In this mission there were pilots, technicians, flight engineers and university
researchers working in Tirana, in a lab made on purpose where all the data collected by the sensors,
placed on the plane, were processed, decoded and evaluated.
The activity of airborne survey was addressed to those areas of the Albanian territory particularly
suitable to the illicit plantations of cannabis. These areas are usually far from towns and villages and
they are hubs of criminal organizations. In particular the prefectures of Shkoder, Gjirokaster and Vlore
were scanned.

Fig. 3-4: Example graphic of hyperspectral scanning; cartography of cannabis plantations.
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Fig. 4: Summary graph of a remote sensing flight, and mapping of cannabis plantations (red stars).

The aircraft P166 DP1 flew 16 missions and with the post processing of its data it was possible to
locate 62 plantations for more than 403.530 square meters. The CRdC Benecom kept processing data
in its labs in Italy and it identified other 193 areas of possible cannabis plantations. At the end of the
mission 255 plantations were been identified for about 403.530 square meters.
This experience was totally new, there weren’t other previous experiments of this kind. For this reason
it can be considered immediately a “best practice”.
Planning was of relevant importance. Everything was new and needed to be organized, studied,
considered and evaluated. Our aim was, above all, to create a technical-scientific protocol reusable in
other operative missions.
Great difficulties came from the huge amount of data collected by the sensors on which it was
necessary to operate a regular post processing work. All these analysis were something absolutely
new for a team made of university researchers and Guardia di Finanza members involved in an
international partnership of police activity.
After the conclusion of the Albanian mission, on July 20th 2012 , the local police made a raid with their
special units, called Delta Forces. It was widely successful . They could go directly to the target finding
in the pointed out sites plantations of about one thousand plants taller than 2.00 meters ready to be
harvested. Albanian mass media gave important relevance to the monitoring activity made by the
Italian group of work of Guardia di Finanza and University researchers. Above all they appreciated the
usage of the aircraft both for safety and for effectiveness.
The Albanian kept using our data in the schedule of their activities and from their reports the success
of our work is clearly confirmed. The percentage of cannabis in the pointed out areas was almost
equal to 100%.
This important operative result shows the high quality of the level of competences that Guardia di
Finanza has achieved in the rather new field of air remote sensing, becoming an international
benchmark against drug trafficking and crimes against the worldwide community.
Airborne survey missions in Albania were excellent examples of effective synergies of different and
complex abilities and skills of public authorities and national and international headquarters.
This experience enhanced the added value of the union of different skills and abilities. In only 17 days
we got results far more effective than we could hope and it gave us the possibility to learn and improve
our knowledge about airborne remote sensing.
In the late years the remote sensing, above all in the scientific research, is using satellites. Satellite
remote sensing, however, has some limits when you need very deep, precise and geo-referred scans
useful immediately in gathering evidences before criminal trials.
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Airborne remote sensing, in the thermal or hyper-spectral field, on the other hand, can produce more
precise data and the activity of sensing itself is more adaptable to the different requests and needs of
detective work against any kind of illegal activities.
The hyper-spectral technique is the real novelty of the activity of geo-information: the creation of a
specific algorithm associable to a specific material or plant, such as the asbestos or the cannabis
would be the best result in the scientific and investigative field, giving the possibility of locating and
analyzing data in real time.
CRdC BENECON gave to Guardia di Finanza, for the first experience in Albania, a hyper-spectral
sensor CASI 1500 and a thermal sensor TABI 320. Now they have added other two sensors :laser
scanner ALS50II e the aero photogrammetric digital camera ADS 40.
The installment of these other two devices has been processing by the technicians and it will give the
possibility of scanning the territory in 3 D, opening new horizons of police actions against unlawful
building and illegal activities in general.
Nowadays the Airborne Remote Sensing represents for Guardia di Finanza the opprtunity of widening
its operative context, going beyond drug trafficking and clandestine immigration research
The usage of the geo intelligence can become the source and the preferential means for a systematic
opposition to unlawful building and ghost buildings.
Scanning the urban territories will be a means of fundamental contrast against the criminal
organizations and on their strong control on the territory as an alternative to the state power.
This systematic and precise scanning of the National areas will create a territorial data base useful for
the investigation activity of Guardia di Finanza.
The creation of the 3D thematic cartography is the starting point for the improvement of an information
data base, essential for the daily investigative activities of Guardia di Finanza and of all the other
police Organizations.
We are sure that the key words for the future of the techniques of national and international
investigations are: geo referred cartographic data base. With these information the geo-intelligence
will open new frontiers for an effective economic and financial police activity.
In 2013 the operative protocol with the Albanian Republic has been renewed .Guardia di Finanza with
the aircrafts of the Gruppo di Esplorazione Aeromarittima equipped with the Benecon sensors is going
back to Albania to continue his work for legality.

Fig. 5: A cannabis plantation, hidden by the surrounding vegetation, but clearly visible from above.
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3.
The hyperspectral and thermal survey of the territory: from three-dimensional
representation to the multidimensional modelling. (A. Avella)
Aerial exploration aimed at the acquisition data to be used for the visible, thermal and hyperspectral
representation of the territory is planned in relation to the object of the survey as well as the
morphological and connotative characteristics of the area under study.
An airborne hyperspectral and thermal survey of the selected territory, carried out by means of the
Itres CASI 1500 (Compact Airborne Spectrographic Imager) and of the Itres TABI 320 (Thermal
Airborne Broadband Imager) sensors, capable of recording the electromagnetic response of the
naturalistic and anthropomorphized environment, produces data that, after having been appropriately
processed, contribute to the implementation of a technological platform, the results of all analyses
carried out in the area under study are integrated in. This geo-referenced information system, capable
of organically handling the multidimensionality of the environment, is an open and dynamic system of
knowledge of the ‘land patrimony’ under study.
In the planning phase of the process of airborne surveying the first action is to find and systematise
the numerical maps or in raster form (to be digitally edited), official orthophotos and three-dimensional
models as well as of every certified geodetic reference of the territory under investigation, in order to
“structure” the geographical data base upon which to articulate the planned airborne acquisitions and
subsequently analyse, diachronically, the recorded data. The anthropogenic and natural processes
that are layered progressively over a territory can be rebuilt and documented through the integration of
data from direct investigations as well as the subsequent critical comparison with the cartographic
material acquired and examined. The diachronic reading of the cartographic sources found,
custodians of a precious archive of signs, therefore makes it possible to reconstruct the history of
these places, interpret the territory that is modelled over time as well as understand the evolutionary
processes that give the area studied a particular aspect.

Fig. 1: Diachronic reading of the cartographic documents retrieved and thematic maps produced as a result of the
hyperspectral and thermal scanning (A. Avella, 2013).

Official digital maps and models – useful in documenting a flown over area which falls in Italian
territory – are published by the Military Geographic Institute, the Land Registry and the Navy
Hydrographic Institute, that, since 1960, carry out the functions of cartographic organizations of the
State. Even the Regions, Provinces and Municipalities are highly active in the production of
cartography, especially at large scales (very detailed scales). Official numerical maps or rasters are
available throughout the country at different scales, providing a representation of the territory adapted
to different types of investigation.
For remote-sensing activities, carried out in order to guide the planning, management and monitoring
of the national territory in question, as part of the wide range of cartographic material available – maps
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at a scale of 1:25000 were acquired, produced by IGM as well as numerical and ortophoto versions at
a scale of 1:5000 from the National Technical Map, which efficiently represent the forms the ground.
For a proper planning of airborne surveying activity, it is essential to have in addition to the digital
cartographic documentation described above, archived according to mapping plane element
coordinates in UTM-ED50 in relation to the area, also a digital terrain model (DTM or also called DEM,
Digital Elevation Model) or LIDAR data.
The experience gained on national and international territories by a survey team which includes
university researchers, as well as the author, along with military officers and pilots, on board operators
and technicians of the GdiF, highlight the need to systematise the digital maps and three-dimensional
models in order to build the cartographic base of a Geographical Information System, structured ‘ad
hoc’ to accommodate the survey data to be integrated and compared with those of the archives. In
fact, the GIS is the technological platform which contains the thematic maps produced as a result of
the interpretation critical of the surveys performed with hyperspectral and heat sensors, making them
easy to read and highlight the spatial interrelations of the n themes elaborated with others phenomena
mapped on the geographic database, including aerial and/or satellite images.
It should therefore be noted that the airborne sensor platforms, tested by the scientific-technical
survey team mentioned above, does not replace the satellite sensors but increases the definition of
the resolution of the ground images, and through the particular configuration designed, multiply the
combination of data by providing precise information for the study of the evolution of the building work,
unauthorized too, as well as for the study of the phenomena of degradation and pollution of the land,
landfills, rivers and coastlines. Satellite images (which are transmitted on the Earth in raster form), or
aerial photographs, scanned and entered into a geographic database, are corrected with an
orthoprojection of the image, placing, in addition to information on the shooting mode (altitude, focal,
or orbit, etc.), the digital terrain model that gives three-dimensionality to the GIS and makes it possible
to correct those planimetric displacements that are due to the surveying. In addition to the contour
lines and the digital model of a square matrix (DTM or DSM) of the area under study, other digital
models may be useful to process the data acquired. One of the most popular models is the triangular
mesh models (TIN, Triangulated Irregular Network) that are semi-automatically obtained with digital
restitutions.
The copious official cartographic sources available on the Italian territory have made it possible to
structure a geographic database of “'support” to the activities of airborne hyperspectral and thermal
surveying carried out on national territory by the University in collaboration with the GdiF aimed at
monitoring the environment. The air mission in Albanian territory (July 2012) was a lot less fortunate.
Carried out as part of the Operational Protocol Italy - Albania, between the Department of Public
Security of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Italian Republic and the Directorate General of the
State Police of the Republic of Albania, it aimed to discover large areas intended for the illicit
cultivation of cannabis. During the planned hyperspectral and thermal remote sensing of the Albanian
territory, it was possible to validate the scientific procedures of the technical-scientific protocol that is
the subject of this paper, with it being necessary to deal with the difficulty of finding and systematising
of digital maps and models of the territory flown over through traditional institutional and private
channels. These difficulties were resolved thanks to the acquisition of cartographic material provided
by the CIGA (Aeronautical Geotopographic Information Centre) of the Italian Air Force, listed in the
table below.

Fig. 2: Cartographic database organized for the aerial exploration in Albanian territory, July 2012.

In addition, the comparison with the military authorities of the IGM and the CIGA, as well as the
Albanians, highlighted that the geodetic network IGMGPS95 on the Albanian territory - materialized by
the Italian Institute – has not been working for some time, and that the acquired mapping archive
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produced only for the main urban centre of the territory, has such little reliable specificity (insufficient
scale of representation, partial coverage, etc…) as to exclude the possibility of taking it into
consideration when structuring the geographic database to support the investigations carried out.
The definition of the geographic database, specially structured in order to carry out the air missions
both on the Italian and Albanian territories, followed by the location on the military maps of the areas
of greatest interest for the purpose of the inquiry and the identification of the Permanent GNSS Station
(Global Navigation Satellite System) next to the study area, or, in the absence of a Permanent Station,
the materialization of an ‘ad hoc’ Station.
It should be noted that the registration of the GPS data during remote sensing flights is fundamental
and indispensable for the success of the missions, equal to the efficiency of the aircraft and the aerial,
geometrical-inertial and photographic, sensors.
In the case of the missions carried out on the Italian territory, it was possible to geo-reference the
surveys by acquiring the differential corrections from the nearest GNSS Permanent Station to the area
flown over with a recording per second from the satellite navigation data from the takeoff to landing of
the aircraft.
In the case of the mission on Albanian territory, however, in the absence of a network of GNSS
permanent stations, either working or next to areas flown over, two GPS stations were set up so as to
record the satellite navigation data synchronously to the remote sensing activities. The Benecon
researchers, on a mission in Tirana, continuously checked the GPS Base Station installed for this
purpose and materialized with a pair of Trimble R5700 antennas/receivers.
The inertial (IMU) and GPS antenna unit, which combined, recorded in real time the structure and
location of the aircraft during the remote sensing flight provided data that properly processed returned
the route taken by the plane and its geo-referenced disposition so that the thermal and hyperspectral
images could be corrected automatically and geometrically related to the area surveyed.
When the variations in terrain height is considerable, to perform the geometric correction of the
thermal and hyperspectral image data is equally necessary the digital terrain model (DTM) in
appropriate representation scale. Ultimately, the positional accuracy of a geocoded or orthorectified
CASI and TABI dataset is dependent on the following factors: the quality and precision of the attitude
data, the quality and precision of the position data (X, Y, Z coordinates), the quality and scale of the
DEM, the ruggedness of the terrain, the use of a bundle adjustment procedure to correct for linear and
angular misalignments in the installed sensors (IMU, GPS, and CASI/TABI sensor head).

Fig. 3: Digital Terrain Model (National Imagery and Mapping Agency, 2002), Albania.

Using data from the POS-AVTM IMU, dual frequency GPS (differentially corrected), a good quality
DEM, and performing a bundle adjustment in the orthocorrection of CASI and TABI image data, is
possible to operationally attain output positional accuracies on the order of 1 pixel RMS (to 1 sigma)
for 1 m resolution CASI and TABI data acquired.
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It should be noted that the GPS antenna, establishing the geospatial position of data recorded during
the airborne surveying activity, and the inertial system (IMU, Inertial Measurement Unit) for controlling
the attitude of the aircraft, installed on board the military aircraft ‘Grifo 10 P166-DP1’ of GdiF in
occasion of aerial exploration mentioned above, have a geometric configuration that is rigid and
integral not only to the aircraft on which they are installed, but also in relation to the hyperspectral and
thermal sensors that make up the platform. In particular, the GPS antenna is installed in the cabin of
the aircraft so as to perform a reading of the satellite navigation data without interruption, even in case
of not completely horizontal attitude assumed by the aircraft during the scanning phase and / or during
phase alignment to 'runline' scan calculated and designed on the map. The IMU, also installed on the
aircraft, describe any change in orientation of the aircraft with respect to the planned flight line in terms
of the following three quantities (Euler angles): roll, pitch and yaw. When a precision geocorrection
system such as the POS-AVTM is used, small physical offsets (both linear and angular) are present
between the installed location of the CASI sensor head, TABI sensor head, GPS antenna, and IMU.
The result is that each of these devices (each providing one of the data streams necessary for
geocorrection) senses its environment from slightly different positions in 3D space. These small
differences can lead to increased positional errors when blended together. To measure these offsets,
a photogrammetric bundle adjustment procedure is run after each new instrument installation.
In this regard, it is worth noting that the geometric configuration of the sensors on board the platform
components - GPS, IMU, CASI, TABI – prior to being installed must be subjected to specific protocols
in order to achieve military aircraft certification.

Fig. 4: Geometric configuration of the sensors (GPS, IMU, CASI and TABI sensors) installed on board the military
aircraft ‘Grifo 10 P166-DP1’ of the GdiF, sketch (A. Avella 2012).

To measure the relative distance (offset) between the digital sensors installed on the ‘Grifo 10 P166DP1’ and apply the bundle adjustment procedures, the researchers carried out the surveying with a
Total Station type Trimble VX. During the data acquisition, the researchers had to face real time
difficulties. On the one hand, the specific technical characteristics of the Total Station used that
prevented the sensor from measuring distances less than 1.5 m, while, on the other, the difficulties
linked to the limited spatial dimensions of the cabin of the aircraft in which the sensors are allocated.
The introduction of a topographical Station on board the aircraft was solved by acquiring the points to
be measured – according to standard procedures with readings conjugated places back and forth with
respect to the reference station point - fixing two stations outside of the aircraft, planning and realizing
in real-time in conjunction with the aeronautical technicians of the GdiF, a supporting the head of the
topographic sensor, thus replacing the traditional tripod, ensuring high stability and at the same time
reducing the space needed to operate within the aircraft.
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Fig. 5: Topographic survey by Total Station type Trimble VX in order to measure physical offsets between the
sensors installed on board the aircraft.
Support of the Total Station VX designed by university researchers and built by aeronautical engineers of GdiF.

A three-dimensional model of the spatial arrangement of the on board sensors was obtained from the
topographic data, making it possible to carry out high-precision calculations of the relative distances
between the sensors installed and re-enter the offset into the software.

Fig. 6: Three-dimensional model of the spatial arrangement of the sensors on board the aircraft. Measurement of
the offsets between the sensors installed on board the aircraft, sketch (A. Avella, 2012).

In the preparing of the hyperspectral and thermal remote sensing, the planning of the flight over the
area under study takes into account the orography, the average altitude and exposure of the soil
under investigation. These parameters are functional to the correct definition of the digital
hyperspectral and thermal scanning images. In particular, for the determination of the spectral bands
of acquisition and the writing of the configuration file, it is necessary to emphasize that the
hyperspectral sensor Itres CASI1500 passively records the radiation emitted by the land below in
specific segments of the light spectrum (hyperspectral with 288 channel, ranging from the visible to the
infrared), while the thermal sensor Itres TABI 320 records the radiation emitted by the area below the
thermal infrared spectrum (surface temperatures in a range from -20 ° C to 60 ° C).

Fig. 7: CASI1500 and TABI320 sensors, diagram of the spectral resolution (see: The CASI1500 Instrument Manual)
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During CASI 1500 operation, all 1474 light-sensitive spatial columns and 288 spectral rows of the
CCD imaging area collect spatial and spectral information about the scene. However, it takes a lot of
processing power to read out and record all this data. Longer processing times result in longer
integration times, which are not always desirable. To manage this data volume, three modes are used:
Spatial Mode (operational use), Spectral Mode (operational use) or Full-frame Mode.
Each mode is used to optimize the acquisition of the data in a particular manner. The mode that is
chosen is dependent on the project data requirements. Spatial mode is typically chosen when high
spatial pixel resolution data or spectral programmability is desired. Because a smaller spectral subset
is acquired (though at full spatial resolution), integration times in spatial mode are typically shorter
than in spectral mode.
The hyperspectral configuration (Spectral mode) of the CASI is useful when detailed spectra is
needed, and reduced across-track spatial coverage is acceptable. In particular, spectral mode is well
suited to identifying the spectral signature of a target that is not well quantified.
The flight planning also requires the calculation of the medium resolution of the scan, the speed of the
aircraft in acquisition, the flight altitude and the areal coverage of the scans. These parameters can be
determined by the relationships between them. For example, the along-track spatial resolution of the
acquired data is dependent on both integration time (IT) and aircraft speed. The integration time is
clearly dependent on the instrument’s configuration. The more spectral and/or spatial information that
the system must readout during a given integration time, the longer this interval must be.
Therefore, the selected the capture mode and established, as a result, the integration time is possible
to calculate the other parameters of flight. The pixel size (which determines the spatial resolution of
the data) refers to the projected spatial extent of an individual pixel on the ground; in other words, its
ground ‘footprint’. The chosen resolution is usually dictated by the requirements of the project. For
instance, if ground features are to differentiated on the basis of their spectral characteristics alone, this
may dictate that a finer spatial resolution is used (meaning that the ground ‘footprint’ of a single pixel is
smaller, resulting in less spectral mixing). Spatial resolution is measured in two dimensions (alongtrack and across-track), both which are measured with reference to the aircraft’s flight direction. Both
dimensions are independent of one another, and may differ based on such factors as the chosen
flying speed, integration time, and lens field of view. In fact, the along-track resolution of an image
pixel is a function of the aircraft (or other platform) ground speed (S) and the chosen integration time
(IT). The variable ‘S’ (typically a value between ~80 and 180 knots) will depend on the chosen aircraft.
In this regard it should be noted that the aircraft ‘Grifo 10 P166-DP1’ of GdiF, on which sensors are
installed, on the occasion of aerial exploration on Italian and Albanian territory has had a steady flight
speed of about 110 knots.
The across-track pixel resolution, however, can be easily calculated using simple trigonometry,
because this value is a function of the field of view (FOV) of the instrument lens (of 0.028° along-track
and a maximum of 40.4° across-track) and the flying height above ground level (AGL).
For the thermal acquisition, the range of the chosen aircraft is important. It influences not only the time
required for the data collection, but also the ferry to and from the target region and between
acquisition targets. To calculate the flight parameters is necessary to remember that the pixel size
(which determines the spatial resolution of the data) refers to the projected spatial extent of an
individual pixel on the ground; Spatial resolution is measured in two dimensions (along-track and
across-track), both which are measured with reference to the aircraft’s flight direction. Both
dimensions are independent of one another, and may differ based on such factors as the chosen
flying speed, integration time, and lens field of view. The IT is fixed for the TABI-320 at 17 ms. This
value can not be changed.
The ground resolutions achievable with the TABI-320 are based on the FOV and sensor
specifications. For example, in Albania to achieve 1 meter square pixels the data should be collected
at 115 knots at an altitude of 1200 feet above ground. Note that once the flying height is known, this
value must be added to the average height of the terrain (measured ASL - Above Sea Level) to
determine the altitude that the aircraft must fly at (ASL) to achieve the specified resolution.
After the definition of the flight parameters it follows the drawing on the map of the scan runline, that is
a series of “leg” to cover along the flight according to a relative 30% overlap that depends on the
orography of the site. For this, sections of the landscape are executed for each scan runline.
These have a direction as much as possible parallel to the land orography in such a way that it is
possible to evaluate the flight height on each “leg” as far as the land height changes. The runline,
designed to cover all the flight area, are extended for a mile so the aircraft can easily align itself in the
direction reported and it can keep the speed fixed for the scan.
The flight plan ends with the draft of a timetable of the acquisition campaign, which depends on the
characteristics of the sensors installed on the aircraft.
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Fig. 8: Flight plan, Albania 2012 (A. Avella, 2012).

In fact, the operative flights with the hyperspectral sensor, to be efficient, need the presence of the
lighting source (Sun) at the time of its maximum radiation, that is at the solar midday in which the
spectral distribution of the light is close to the “White”.
On the other side, for the operative flights with the thermal sensor, the presence of the lighting and
thermal source (Sun) can introduce an error connected to the reflected radiation component. For this it
is better to use the sensor at the sunrise and sunset time; in such time the solar radiation is negligible
respect to the infrared radiation emitted by objects.
For these peculiarities, and also for reasons connected to ground resolution, it is impossible the
acquisition at the same time with the two sensors and as a consequence, for each investigation area it
is necessary to plan a double acquisition campaign.
The data input (geographic coordinates and spectral configuration of the system on board) phase is followed
by a phase in which hyperspectral and thermal scan is conducted and the data processing is done.
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The adoption of technical-scientific protocol makes possible to handle a complex flux of data during
the process from the flight for the hyperspectral and thermal acquisition to the draft data elaboration to
the build up of multidimensional model.

Fig. 9: Timetable of the thermal and hyperspectral acquisition campaign (A. Avella, 2012).

In conclusion, the elaborated multidimensional model is composed by several spectral layers which,
classified in according to the type of survey to execute, give back thematic maps useful to handle
planning and strategic monitoring actions and that are connected to the natural and anthropic
investigated situation.

Fig. 10: Hyperspectral surveying in albanian territory (P. Argenziano and A. Avella, 2012).
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4. Multidimensional mapping of the territory by hyperspectral and thermal scanning. (P. Argenziano)
In any direct or instrumental survey, analogical or digital, planning, acquisition and processing should
have a role in mutual equilibrium. In other words, the strengths of the first step can propagate a
positive effect on subsequent phases; and conversely, the weak points of each action can disrupt the
entire process.
Airborne remote sensing's process, object of this paper, was not a simple juxtaposition of standardized
actions, relating to the correct use of various sensors. It was based mainly on the establishment of a
surveying team involving university researchers (including the writer) along with military Officers and
NCOs (pilots, airborne operators and aeronautical technicians).
A motley crew blended by common passions, precise objectives and companion human relationship.
The crew had a pivotal role in the articulate process, ensuring the balance of the trinomial planningacquisition-processing.
If the planning phase, collaboration between pilot and researcher, to organize flight plans, may seem
obvious (but it is not), the central role of the crew is exalted during the flight data acquisition.
During this phase must align a long series of procedures that involve ground staff and the on board
one, as protagonist of remote sensing.

Fig. 1: Time line of key acquisitions for the remote sensing flight. (sketch by P.Argenziano 2013).

Fig. 2: GNSS permanent station coverage during a remote sensing flight. (drawn by P.Argenziano 2013).
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Fig. 3: Two instants of hyperspectral acquisition phases on board.

The airplane must be in perfect working order, guaranteed by aeronautical technicians and tested by
pilots. The airspace (above the study area) must be optimal for proper execution of the mission, as
well as scheduled during the survey planning and guaranteed by the inspection airspace Office. The
weather conditions must be appropriate to flighting, to sensors' functional characteristics and to overall
aims of remote sensing mission. GNSS permanent stations, next to the airport and the area of study,
must be functioning and operating in a time line that includes the remote sensing flight.
Before takeoff, the staff on board controls all sensors' functionality, ensuring that GNSS on board
antenna and Inertial Motion Unit are active in a time line longer than flighting but smaller than GNSS
permanent stations acquisition.
Remote sensing supervision is assigned to the operators on board (non-pilots), a military and a
university researcher, as well as programmed in the navigation files, and in hyperspectral and thermal
setting files. The operators are also required to perform effectively hyperspectral and thermal scans operating on dedicated computers - when the plane flies over the study area, according to planned
runlines. Each flight and acquisition phase is recorded automatically in log files of each sensor; while
this effect shall be made on special forms by the two operators, for verification.

Fig. 4: Summary table of basic data of a remote sensing flight, required for processing.

Generally, during direct or instrumental survey, each acquisition phase is complex and presents some
variables sometimes unpredictable. Specifically, a remote sensing flight presents difficulties and
variables, such that two operators have to maintain high concentration and are ready to remodel the
main acquisition parameters, where the circumstances make it necessary.
The quality estimation of airborne remote sensing starts, therefore, in the preliminary phases and
continues during flight: all planning parameters and all mission basic actions must be met; all
boundary conditions must be provided and solvable. To meet a high standard of remote sensing, at the
end of flight, operators shall ensure the goodness of the recorded data, through a sample preprocessing, and provide the same data archiving; finally, they draw up an analytic report of flight that
will serve as index to the next processing phase.
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In a schematic way, processing is based on the integration of four data groups: the hyperspectral or
thermal images; aircraft inertial and position data; GNSS permanent stations data; DSM or DTM
models of the territory, object of study. Processing is conducted by university researchers through
three software processes, distinct and sequential: calculation of aircraft position and attitude every
second; radiometric correction of hyperspectral or thermal images; geometric correction of the latter.
Processing result is an multilayer orthophoto paper in which each layer corresponds to a wavelength
reflected by the ground objects scanned and recorded by airborne sensors. The classification of
various selective layer allows drawing thematic maps, as interpretation of case study.
Position and attitude processing runs through the integration of GNSS permanent stations data (static
acquisition) with inertial and GNSS on board sensors data (dynamic acquisition). As is known, the first
ones record the satellite coverage of the wide zone, including the airport and the study area; the
second ones are a combination between position and attitude data (roll, pitch, yaw), registered every
second during the flight, from takeoff to landing. The integrated processing of all these data
reproduces the geo-referenced flight path, so that all thermal and hyperspectral images can be
automatically referred to scanned area.
The experiences, gained through national and international missions, show that data quality
(described above) is directly proportional to piloting actions. Id est pilots - as remote sensing
protagonists as any other crew component - apply special flight techniques: the turns between
sequential runline are very large and with a minimum angle, the flight speed is constant along
runlines, also in the presence of adverse wind.
This underlines once again that remote sensing is unanimous action comparable to a symphony
concert in which the perfect execution can only be achieved if each orchestra conductor knows the
potential of his instrument and plays the musical score to the best of its ability.
Image processing is developed through two consecutive software procedures: radiometric correction
is technically different for CASI sensor (Compact Airborne Spectrographic Imager) and TABI one
(Thermal Airborne Broadband Imager); geometric correction is the same for the two types of images
acquired.

Fig. 5: Comparison of radiometrically (A) and geometrically (B) corrected images and 3D model (C) highlighting
the geographic coordinates and spectral ones. (created and drawn by P.Argenziano 2013)

During radiometric correction of CASI images, the raw digitized pixel intensities are converted into
units of spectral radiance, thus estimating the true brightness of the target. Conversion of CASI data to
units of reflectance requires that ground spectral measurements be collected coincident to the
airborne image data. While, during the radiometrical correction of TABI images, the raw digitized pixel
intensities are converted into units of Celsius degrees (°C), thus estimating the relative temperatures
of the imaged target. Processing of TABI data to absolute measures of temperature requires that some
form of thermal calibration targets are flown at the time of data collection.
Estimate by scientific objectivity the radiometric value of each image pixel is very important in the
remote sensing aimed at territorial policing or monitoring. So the opportunity to correct the radiometry
of the images, acquired in real time during the flight, becomes strategic. This hardware configuration is
currently being studied for multitasking aircraft of GdiF-Benecon who will fit out Lidar,
photogrammetric, hyperspectral, thermal and SAR sensors.
During geometric correction, the image (radiometrically corrected) is aligned to position and attitude
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data. At this stage, any across-line image, acquired in a known flight time is redrawn and shown in an
orthographic XY plotter (by a chosen DATUM) thanks to a software integration with territorial DEM
model. The comparison pictures show the difference between radiometric image and geometrical
correct one; the third picture is a 3D model of the last one made by DEM used for the ortho-projection.
The remote sensing activity ends with plotting of multilayer digital orthophoto maps of the territory.
A particular type of digital image whose representation in real colors (hyperspectral scanning) or in
gray-scale (thermal scan) - similar to the traditional orthophotos - is one of the possible spectral
classifications. As anticipated, orthographic image of the territory scanned contains a specific spectral
'depth', in proportion to the spectral bands were selected during planning or related to sensor used.
The CASI-1500 measures the spectrum for each location on the ground for each VNIR spectral band
chosen by the operator. These light intensities may be recorded for up to 288 separate spectral bands.
The bands may be placed anywhere within a ~680 nm spectral range, which itself may be placed
anywhere between ~380 and 1050 nm. The CASI is thus sensitive to wavelengths in the Visible part of
the electromagnetic spectrum, as well as in the Near Infrared. This means, about an hyperspectral
orthographic image, 288 spectral layer may be added to XY dimensions, at most.
Instead, thermal orthographic image (acquired with Itres TABI-320) are 'simply' three-dimensional,
because the temperature recorded at each image pixel can be added to XY dimensions. The nominal
temperature range of the TABI-320 is -20 through 110 °C (in low resolution mode, up to 1000 °C) and
it is capable of resolving temperature differences of 0.1°C. Every pixel on the sensor contains both
spatial information about the scene and thermal information from the 8- 12 micron region, processed
in Celsius degrees.As the specificities of these spectral sensors, orthographic images have intrinsic
features more relatable to satellite ones rather than topographic maps or traditional aerial images.

Fig. 6: Comparison of six spectral signature, recorded in hyperspectral image. (created and drawn by P.Argenziano 2013)

An hyperspectral (or thermal) orthographic image is processed according to a mapping DATUM,
chosen for two-dimensional representation (for Albania WGS84-UTM34N); it has its own geometric
resolution, which corresponds to pixel size projected to the ground; continuing, it has its own
spectral resolution, about the number (or size) of electromagnetic bands that have been stored in its
digital frame; and again, it has its own radiometric resolution, about sensitivity of airborne sensor to
detect the difference in the radiant flux that propagates from ground to flighting aircraft. If you wish to
approach multi-temporal analysis of a specific territory, comparative reading of airborne data must be
performed both in relation to the critical spectral region and in relation to these variation in the time "t"
(time resolution).
Each pixel that makes up the orthophotos, records within itself wide range of information about the
object present on the ground, of which that particular pixel is the corresponding hyperspectral and/or
thermal discretization. The critical analysis, that results, is aimed to investigate the data recorded in
the various pixels, in different ranges of wavelength, characterizing each pixel compared to those next,
and by extracting the spectral signature (p) for each of them.
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Fig. 6-7: Two spectral diagrams of cannabis, registered in Benecon Laboratory (A.Buondonno, and G. Serroni 2012)

Fig. 8: 'RedVeg' classification from hyperspectral image (P.Argenziano 2012)

The spectral signature - as known from scientific literature - is the reflectivity characteristic of each
material (natural or artificial), in function of incident radiation wavelength, in comparable environmental
conditions. Being able to isolate the spectral signature of a material means, in other words, to know
his fingerprint, an element that clearly identiffy it.
A critical analysis, so based, has a preventive approach already in remote sensing planning phase,
because it must be clear what is the project goal, and especially what are the factors to be analyzed
on the ground. Or, in the case of a water course, to evaluate the presence, identity and the distribution
of pollutants, algae, this is different from the study applicable to a forest, assessing the individual
location, species identity, size, and health of trees. And yet, for agricultural soils, assessing the spatial
distribution, species identity, maturity, and health of crops; identifying the types, wetness, and salinity
of soils is different from assessing the impact of cattle grazing on vegetation, or is different from
assessing the surface scattered land mines and unexploded ordnance in the military.
Referring to the experiences developed in the national and international scenarios - about plant
species identification and weeds mapping - it should be noted that the reflectance curve (spectral
signature) may change its geometry, depending on many factors among which the most relevant are:
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plant type, leaf density, leaf structure, seasonal phenological phase, moisture content. This question is
crucial in the study of vegetation cover, which have a specific phenological cycle throughout the
seasons. For example, wheat can be distinguished from corn, because the two cultures have different
phenological cycles. In contrast, the discretization of wheat from barley is difficult, because their cycle
differs only a few days. Continuing, the spectral curves of the corn and soybeans are very similar
because they have almost identical cycles throughout the period of greatest vegetative growth,
although, the different morphology of the two crops can be a discriminating factor.
In scientific literature, it is known the relationship between the reflectance curve (characteristic of
vegetation in different segments of electromagnetic spectrum) and leaves pigments (visible spectrum),
as well as in comparison with cellular structure (near infrared spectrum) and water content (midinfrared spectrum, not registered by CASI).
About plant elements of medium height and average leaf density, soil influences the overall
electromagnetic reflection, recorded by the sensor, because within the same pixel leaves reflections
are added soil ones, which can be seen through the same leaves sparse.

Fig. 9: 'True Color' classification from hyperspectral image (P.Argenziano 2012).

Spectral element of soil varies in function of its nature, of its coverage density (linked to the
phenological stage), of vegetation type present, of water conditions, of growing techniques. The
spectral curve of plant species differs, also, in relation to plant structure and its leaves. The algebraic
combinations (Vegetation Index) of reflectance measurements in two or more spectral segments, near
infrared and in the red, provide information on the amount of plant biomass present, allowing the
continuous monitoring. All vegetation indices exploit the marked difference between the low
reflectance in the visible range, and the high response in near infrared one.
Vegetation indices, therefore, are very related to health and productivity parameters of crops, as well
as to density and green biomass, to Index of Chlorophyll, to Leaf Area Index (LAI), to Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), to PVI (Perpendicular Vegetation Index) and to WDVI (Weighted
Difference Vegetation Index); mentioning only the most significant ones in relation to the experiences
carried out.
For the discretization of cannabis sativa cultivation, the analysis of scanned data was inductive type,
given the overall extension of hyperspectral and thermal scans of more than 778 sq km.
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Fig. 10: qdadafsdfasfasfaffafasdfasfasfasdfasdfaf

Fig. 10: Summary graph of a remote sensing flight, and mapping of cannabis plantations (red stars).

Fig. 11: Cannabis plantations in Lazarath city (map by P.Argenziano 2012).

Starting from orthographic images, by 3D software procedures, large favorable to the cultivation areas
have been limited according to the exposure of the slopes and to the average altitude above sea level.
On each macro-area identified, a combination of variable indices (described above) has been applied
according to experimental procedures, in order to carry out the classification compared to cannabis
spectral signature. The cannabis spectral signature has been previously analyzed from freshly cut
plant specimens, in Benecon Laboratory. The discretization of cannabis cultivation was also
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experienced through the application of a morphological filter, chosen according to cultivation
techniques, and to the integration with thermal data for highlighting drains.
Selective application of Vegetation Indices to hyperspectral and thermal images, applied to
architectural heritage, can promote new researches, and especially can solve problems about building
maintenance and heritage preservation. The classification of density and green biomass, through
critical comparison with NDVI can be the first step for weeds discretization on pitched or flat roofs difficult to inspect - or on summits of ancient walls in archaeological areas, which cause a slow and
inexorable decline. This approach can be done a territorial scale, through thematic images of large
archaeological areas or large urbanized ones, ensuring sub-meter pixel resolution.

Fig. 12: First draft of the procedure for identification of weeds in the abandoned architectural heritage. The
application case concerns some parts of the Royal Palace of Carditello, XVIII century (created and developed by
P.Argenziano, 2013)

With reference to the table, in upper images, from left to right, the hyperspectral data were classified
into real colors (RGB), into vegetal range colors, and according to NDVI algorithm. In particular, this
index - integrated to the ground temperature data - can be classified by successive approximations to
highlight the weeds, who lives on top of walls' ruins, or on pitched roofs not being maintained. The
three NDVI images show the sequential classification of chlorophyll index, from two classes
(red/green: vegetation areas or not), to seven classes that allow the identification of minimal presence
of weeds. From the images’ comparative reading, it was possible to highlight the weeds on walls’
summits and on pitched roofs, in application to an emblematic case of Italian architectural heritage,
now in neglect and decay state. By generalizing, the airborne hyperspectral and thermal sensors, and
their integrated processing data, can also be applied to weeds' mapping at urban scale, thanks to a
high spectral resolution and submeter accuracy.
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Abstract
I would like to report the appearance of a design culture with sensitivity and attention that is able to
step into existing landscapes in order to enhance the quality as well as propose a new way of reading
them. This culture makes it possible to perceive the identity and beauty of the area, while stimulating
the building of a better society, environmental, historical heritage but also devoted to promoting
solidarity networks. The search for a solution not only on face value of the environmental problem calls
for a different approach to the transformation project of the territories. It is not possible to solve
problems if the way of thinking that created them is not abandoned: hence a “strategy of caring”, which
not only stems from the awareness and sense of belonging, but also refers to the principle of
responsibility, anticipated by Hans Jonas in 1990. It is fundamental to an “architecture of the earth”. It
allows us to rethink this discipline and its historical identity at the service of society. An architecture
modeled on nature and location can help humanity in its slow realization. An architecture that, even
before being built, represents a new way of reinterpreting the deep sense of living.

“It is in us that the landscapes have landscape. So if I imagine them I create them, if I create
them there, if I see them there.”
Fernando Pessoa
“Works of art require interpretation because to be interpreted is their essence.”
Arthur C. Danto
Landscape refers to the particular expression of an area determined by the physical, human,
biological and ethnic, and - as noted Pessoa - it is essential to who observes and then the
way it is perceived and experienced. As claimed by Claudio Magrisi1, “... the landscape
where what is in front of you catches you, it identifies and calls for a reply, your recognition. It
is the double evocation between the viewer and the scene. "
According to some sources, the term originates from the French paysage, for others from
Italian, which in turn comes from the Latin pagensis or countryside, territory, while its
meaning appears in painting with references to the realism of some views and in literature,
with the description of places.
One of the most representative images of a landscape painting is that of The Wanderer
Above the Sea of Fog (Der Wanderer über dem Nebelmeer, 1818), symbolic painting by
Caspar David Friedrich, one of the greatest German landscape artists. There is a man, seen
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from behind, in a solemn loneliness, standing on a rock, the abyss that extends in front and
misty peaks that emerge from the blanket. He looks absorbed in the sublime natural
spectacle that unfolds before his eyes. He is trying to grasp something that is beyond human
comprehension. The theme of the wanderer reflects the restless wandering and poignant
metaphor for human existence, to something unattainable and the inevitable stop of those
who, suspended between the finite and the infinite, in a precarious balance between being
and non-being, has reached the limit of the earthly experience, aware of the unbridgeable
gap between man and nature, but at the same time also their deep union.
The European Convention on the landscape has introduced a new way of thinking of the
landscape dimension of the area, characterized by having attached to it the status of an
autonomous concept which is an essential element of individual and social welfare, and its
preservation, management and planning entail rights and responsibilities for each individual.
There is therefore a right to the landscape.

Caspar David Friedrich, Der Wanderer über dem Nebelmeer, 1818

The landscape configures the shape of the country, created by the conscious and systematic
human community that has settled in it, so intensive or extensive, either in the city or in the
countryside, which acts on land and produces the signs of its culture, which then lives in this
landscape. It is no longer the semantic equivalent of “natural beauty” which placed a
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narrowing of the scope of the protection to the areas of landscape value, similar to the things
of historical and artistic interest, belonging to the goods of public interest.
The landscape is, however, one of the components of the environment that is affecting large
portions of the national territory, thus the landscape is an asset that must be recognized and
legally protected. Its protection becomes the primary constitutional value, which must submit
any inherent interest, and should be paid to conserve and maintain the significant or
characteristic features, in terms of its heritage value derived from its natural configuration
and human intervention. In the present time, there is a design culture that, starting from
landscapes, with great sensitivity and attention is able to immerse into the existing ones so
as to enhance their quality and propose a new way of both reading them and enjoying their
beauty. We have selected a series of interventions that are able to witness this, or a new way
of understanding the landscape, not only to read and understand it but starting from its
virtuality that plays with its consciousness.
I think, a useful lesson can be learnt for architecture tour court.
We have put together examples of how small the extraordinary gaming experience, a
cheerful invitation to play and have fun due to the fertile ingenuity of the study of designers
pay particular attention to the landscape: ANNABAU in Wiesbaden. They have invented a
spatial sculpture, to be explored, inviting you to climb on the curved steel pipes, painted
green, to cling to the rope net that stands beside it. It is an endless game, an invitation to live
a new experience outdoors and in touch with nature and the trees, watched from various
different points of view. Or the hotel on the shaft, which aims “to get the most with the least”ii,
or with minimal resource consumption, minimal environmental impact, minimal waste
production, to represent a sort of oasis for the mind. However, the project constructed in
Xian, China, from Topotek 1, which represents the implementation of the unconscious dream
of crossing the entire globe, starting from Berlin to land on the opposite side.

ANNABAU in Wiesbaden
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There are projects that have created a new landscape as the one for the sea front of
Benidorm, the most paradigmatic example of the city intended for holidays, tourism, fun and
sea. Carlos Ferrater has developed an intervention that assumes its own specificity and size
through a series of fabrics that are intertwined with each other and have few geometrical
standards, thanks to the input initial resulted from the image of a braid of hair that follows the
outline of the coast. Then, there is the new port of Tel Aviv in 1965, which was abandoned as
a docking port and suffered a continuing deterioration until a new project which restored it
back to life. Surprisingly, despite the fact that urban planning was dominated by market
forces, for the immense popularity of the proposal that we present in the audience, the
project was able to circumvent the development programs intended for the area of five
hectares creating a precedent for an urban transformation not propelled by building rights but
by a unique strategy that has renewed the existing buildings and invested in the regeneration
of public space.
We could go on to cite a number of projects that have shown us how we can intervene in
particular areas with sensitivity and commitment, with the understanding that: “The forms of
cultural expression construct their own public when it induces a desire to acquire the tools
that

Carlos Ferrater, Sea front of Benidorm
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are necessary to give meaning to the experience itself: when that happens, the experiences
continue to produce value and meaning. In contrast, when the cultural experiences that are
not trivially replicate the skills and expectations of the public they serve, while producing
immediate feedback, they lose interest very quickly and become obsolete, almost at the
same time as their productioniii."

Mayslits Kassif Architects The new port of Tel Aviv
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Abstract

The Solar Eco-efficient Envelope Model is an innovative research of three research unities, TECN.AV Srl,
BENECON scarl, Seconda Università degli Studi di Napoli (Dipartimento di Restauro e Costruzione
dell'architettura e dell'ambiente, Dipartimento di Ingegneria Aerospaziale e Meccanica), with funds of Italian
Ministry of Environment. SEEM is a research focused on an experimental model for analyzing the effect of
heat flux on heat transfer and flow of air into a chimney, in relation to air temperature and velocity, also in
order to use the results with the objective of an adequate energetic refurbishment. With strict relation to the
emerging data of variable fields and the profiles of air temperature and velocity are analyzed. Ssimulations
onto the plane of perceptive experience consider mutable prevailing conditions of air movement which, with
its dynamic movement, connotes morphological aggregation.
Keywords: solar chimney, energy, bioclimatic architecture, experimental model

1.

Introduction

The increase in world population and the improvement of living standards have led to a growing demand for
electricity. The limited availability of fossil fuels and environmental pollution caused by them, push the
development of new technologies for the production of electricity from renewable energy sources. With a
view to sustainable development, therefore, the energy future must have as protagonists renewable sources
(solar, geothermal, wind, etc.), which are not exhausted and have no environmental impact because they do
not produce greenhouse gases.
Buildings as big energy-consuming systems require large amount of energy to operate. Globally, buildings
are responsible for approximately 40% of total world annual energy consumption. Sustainable design and
construction are gaining significant momentum in the construction industry. Designers and owners are
learning that with smart design, buildings can save energy and have a decreased impact on the
environment. Sustainable buildings with renewable energy systems are trying to operate independently
without consumption of conventional resources. This reduces impact on the environment throughout
buildings’ lifecycle. Renewable energy is a significant approach to reduce resource consumption in
sustainable building [1] and integrated solar chimney systems could represent a possible solution [2].
A solar chimney is essentially divided into two parts, one – the solar air heater (collector) and second – the
chimney. Two configurations of solar chimney are usually used: vertical solar chimney with vertical absorber
geometry, and roof solar chimney [3]. For vertical solar chimney, vertical glass is used to gain solar heat.
Temperature difference between vertical glass duct and interior room produces a pressure difference. An
interior air will go out through inlet because of this pressure difference. The temperature difference is a
determining factor of performance of solar chimney [4].
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Designing a solar chimney includes height, width and depth of cavity, type of glazing, type of absorber, and
inclusion of insulation or thermal mass. Besides these system parameters, other factors such as the location,
climate, and orientation can also affect its performance [5-7].
The solar chimney power plant uses solar radiation to raise the temperature of the air and the buoyancy of
warm air to accelerate the air stream flowing through the system. This is an energy conversion system from
solar to mechanical. A component, such as a turbine, set in the path of the air current, converts the kinetic
energy of the flowing air into electricity.
Schlaich [8] in the late 1970s was the first to propose the solar chimney concept. Less than 4 years after he
presented his ideas at a conference, construction on a pilot plant began in Manzanares, Spain, as a result of
a joint venture between the German government and a Spanish utility. A 36 kW pilot plant was built, which
produced electricity for 7 years, thus proving the efficiency and reliability of this novel technology. The
chimney tower was 194.6 m high, and the collector had a radius of 122 m. Haaf [9] reported fundamental
investigations, design criteria, and cost analysis for the Spanish system. Bernardes [10] presented a
theoretical analysis of a solar chimney, operating on natural laminar convection in steady state. Von
Backström and Fluri [11] investigated analytically the validity and applicability of the assumption that, for
maximum fluid power. Von Backström and Gannon [12] were interested mainly in a one-dimensional
compressible flow for the thermodynamic variable as dependence on chimney height, wall friction, additional
losses, internal drag and area exchange. Pretorius and Kröger [13] evaluated the influence of a developed
convective heat transfer equation, more accurate turbine inlet loss coefficient, quality collector roof glass and
various types of soil on the performance of a large scale solar chimney power plant. Ming et al. [14]
presented a mathematical model to evaluate the relative static pressure and driving force of the solar
chimney power plant system and verified the model with numerical simulations. Maia et al. [15] presented a
theoretical analysis of a turbulent flow inside a solar chimney. They showed that the most important physical
elements in a solar chimney system are the tower dimensions as they cause the most significant variation in
the flow behavior. Tahar and Mahfoud [16] presented a numerical simulation of natural convection in a solar
chimney. They examined the effect of the system geometry on the natural convection phenomenon in the
solar chimney.
In this paper a numerical investigation on a prototypal solar chimney system integrated in a south facade of a
building is presented. The analysis is carried out on a three-dimensional model in air flow and the governing
equations are given in terms of k-ε turbulence model. The problem is solved by means of the commercial
code Ansys-Fluent and the results are performed for a uniform wall heat flux on the vertical wall is equal to
300 and 600 W/m2. Results are given in terms of wall temperature distributions, air velocity and temperature
fields and transversal profiles in order to evaluate the differences between the two base configurations and
thermal and fluid dynamic behaviors. Further, the ground effect on thermal performances is also examined.
The present study considers steady, turbulent, three-dimensional natural convection flow in a solar chimney
as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Geometry.
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All the thermophysical fluid properties are assumed to be invariant except for the density in the buoyancy
force term which can be adequately modeled by the Boussinesq approximation. The compression work,
viscous dissipation and radiative transport are assumed to be negligibly small.
The geometrical model and the step of preprocessing were realized with the software Gambit.
The boundary conditions imposed at the solid walls are mainly the no-slip and impermeability boundary
conditions in addition to the specified wall heat flux. The conditions assumed at the inlet and outlet sections
are those of ambient conditions (ambient pressure and temperature).
The governing equations given represent a set of coupled, non-linear, elliptic partial differential equations. In
the present study, the numerical solutions of these were carried out using the commercial code FLUENT
6.3[18].
The operating temperature was set equal to 300 K; the acceleration of gravity was considered, and its value
was set equal to 9.81 m/s2. All the non-heated surfaces were considered adiabatic whereas in the first
analysis an uniform heat flux of 300 W/m2 and 600 W/m2 on the heated surface was considered.
1.1
Results and discussion
Our objective was to analyze the effect of heat flux on heat transfer and flow of air into the chimney. For this
reason, we presented the fields and the profiles of air temperature and velocity.
Figure 2a shows the field of temperature of vertical surface in case of heat flux equal to 300 W/m2. The wall
temperature increases from the bottom upwards due to the progressive heating of the air in the channel.
Furthermore, it can be seen also that the temperature assumes an uniform value, about 350K downstream
the middle of channel height.
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Fig 2. Temperature field vertical surface.

Increasing the heat flux from 300 W/m2 to 600 W/m2 the wall temperature fields are very similar, but in this
case the values found are more higher than before.
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Fig 3. Air Temperature profile in the channel spacing, at the mid-channel section (Z=0.75 m) and several heights.

The air velocity fields, Figs. 4a and 4b, show an increase of it from the bottom upward to the progressive
heating of the air in the solar chimney, and analyzing the velocity profile, Figs. 5a and 5b. for three different
values of Y, it is noted that the maximum is reached in the outlet section in proximity of the vertical wall. The
maximum air velocity is equal to 0.92 m/s for q=300 W/m2 and 1.18 m/s q=600 W/m2 . Another important
parameter evaluated in this study is the mass flow rate of air in the outlet section, it is equal to 227 g/s for
q=300 W/m2 and 289 g/s q=600 W/m2.
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From the comparison of the results, it is noticed that doubling the heat flux assigned on the vertical surface,
there is an increase of all parameters. In particular there is an increase of almost 30% of the mass flow rate
in the outlet section of the duct; an increase of almost 30% of the maximum speed of the fluid, and by about
10% of the maximum temperature of the wall.

2.

Architectonical considerations about the SEEM System

2.1
Architecture and Chimneys: consideration at the territorial scale
SEEM is firstly considered in relation to the environment in which the technological system and the adjacent
building envelope. The building represents an important central element of the environmental network on the
territorial scale, seen as an integration among the infrastructural, and the ecological and landscape
networks. So a transposition of such a concept has been made on the scale of the building in order to be
able to make an accurate study of the energy-environmental quality of the local networks and to allow that
the proposed system can be part of an environmental network on a scale of the building. This has oriented
particularly the initial phase of the analysis made using the survey of the "territorial audit". Such an analysis
aims at studying, from a methodological point of view, the environmental compatibility of the intervention
proposed, above all, as it regards the relationships between the building and the system of the networks,
with which it is related.
The design of the solar-wind chimney SEEM, representing the testing of so-called Solar Tower at the scale
of building, raises the question of the compatibility between the modular element and the wall with which it
must interface. Therefore, it is necessary, a data acquisition phase aimed at identifying the main features
regarding both the environmental surrounding and the building envelope. The required data are not
exhaustive of eco-technological analysis but it is closely relevant to the objectives of the project, and refer to
three different issues: the first relating to how the external factors of the building can interact, positively or
negatively, with the behavior of the new energy system; the second regards the energy performances of the
existing building envelope; the third concerning the relationship building - infrastructure networks.
2.2
Architecture and Chimneys: considerations at the building scale
Speaking of “architecture” and “air”, different mutable prevailing conditions are given by the nature itself of
air, which is dynamic into aggregation. We must remember that often historic net of architecture with a net of
patios and open arias, with up-and-down composition of areas and interconnections, is what reminds this
sensation of thermal wellness, due to air movements.
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As an alternative to mechanical ventilation, various technologies are today investigated. We know that indoor
air is heavier than outdoor one, so we can drive air movements through a chimney; the movements, based
on the temperature difference among the various air levels, with air going upward from a higher pressure to a
lower one and finally towards the open air, are connected to the architectonic shape of the air conduct. The
data to be considered are both the height, and the section dimensions, in order to let the air moving from the
bottom to the top. Sometimes in the past a different strategy was used and an alternative strategy let air
moving into architecture from top. So we can say that the air movement had different typologies: ascending,
descending or partly ascending and partly descending.
Innovative systems, differently from the past, can be predictably exactly and air movements are predictable
all the way through dynamic thermal models with variable performance evaluations, considering the
alternatives among section choices and eventually individualizing the first-rate designs in order to promote
air movement inside a chimney.
Differently from a "traditional" approach to design that interprets the question of integration of plant design in
an organic vision of the relationship between environment/area/shape, in the case of the project SEEM, the
architectural theme is that of identifying formal solutions, energetically performing, that, in the comparison
and in the need for integration with pre-existing buildings, can achieve the dual objective of improving energy
performance and presents itself as an opportunity for redevelopment of the urban habitat.
It is, therefore, to interpret a "plant" beyond its technical content, assuming the character of formal autonomy
as an element able to communicate with the building called to host it. The definition of the basic geometries
of the prototype represents a real experimental work in progress which involves, actively, multidisciplinary
skills and that is started from the first formulation of a concrete case study that focused on the south side
facade of the Laboratory Benecon-Ars in Frignano
2.3
Meta-design: Requirements for glasses of solar-eolic chimney at detail scale
Technological research engaged in the production of components for the transparent envelope is based on
the study of performance improvement, correlating needs of the system and offer of energy (solar radiation)
at different wavelengths to capture or to screen. The wavelengths in the visible range are designed to control
the component light and the wavelengths in the infrared range are more directly related to the thermal
behavior. This study is conducted in the second phase of the Project SEEM (Solar Eco-efficient Envelope
Model) and it analyze the best glass components to guarantee performances demanded by system.
In order to make a comparison and thus a weighted evaluation about the products meeting the premises
needs, it is appropriate to establish what the criteria for the selection of the companies were wide spread on
the domestic market, vast offer productive, clarity of information and technical performance, availability of
contact and certified performance.
The analyzed and compared glasses are produced by the most famous companies (Saint Gobain,
Pilkington, Guardian, Isolar Glas; AGC and Finstral) and the technological solutions adopted for the
comparison take into consideration common double-glazing (low-emission and solar control), ignoring the
more sophisticated components still being tested.
The SEEM system, designed to be positioned adjacent to the opaque envelope of new or existing buildings,
requires specific performance to maximize the heat flow and the resulting increase in temperature of the air
inside the chimney's channel.
Therefore, the needs of the external transparent component are :
 Maximum input transmission of infrared radiation toward the air channel
 Reduced output transmission of infrared radiation toward the external environment
 Self-supporting structure
 Minimum adherence conditions (in ventilated cavity) in order to reduce the turbulent flow inside the solar
chimney,
and the needs of the internal component (in adherence to the building) are:
 Reduced solar output transmission (thermal radiation) toward building
 Self-supporting structure (structural glass).
Therefore, the requirements of the external transparent component are high Solar Factor g (> 70%) and high
Direct Transmission (> 60-70 %) in order to gain solar heat. At the some time, since the temperature is a
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determining factor of performance of the SEEM system, the heat in the channel must to be conserved. So,
regarding to needs identified, the glass should have neutral colors (high internal transmission and low
external reflection).and it should be with pyrolytic coating (economic and workable low emissivity film) on the
inner pane. Considering the normal emissivity of the classic glass is equal to 0.837 (UNI 10345), the lowemissivity glass SEEM can reach 0.03.
The requirements of the internal transparent/opaque component follow a different select logic. The heat
accumulated in the channel must not be transmitted to the building where the SEEM system is integrated.
2
Therefore, this component must to be characterized by low thermal transmittance (< 1W/m K), low thermal
absorption and high Reflection Coefficient that maximizes the thermal conservation in the canal.
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Abstract

The construction of the Regina Viarum represented in ancient times an event of extraordinary
importance. The historical implications of its construction involved more than half of the population of
the Mediterranean for over a millennium.
“He dug the hills, valleys and chasms, drew terraces with wonderful minds; spent all the state revenue,
but he left himself in the immortal memory for having been ambitious in the “public interest”. Diodorus
of Sicily with these extraordinarily encomiastic words celebrates the virtues of the censor Appius
Claudius Centemanno the Blind, recognized as the architect of the Via Appia: An infrastructure that
not only constituted the first major road linking Rome and the Greeks, as well as the excellence of
construction techniques adopted, but also represented a masterpiece of road engineering that for a
long time was unsurpassed.
The Regina Viarum was built in several stages: the first stretch from Rome to Capua around 312 BC,
the second around 268 BC extended to Benevento, while the third section was built around 191 BC.,
reaching Brindisi.
In particular, in the stretch of the Province of Caserta, the Via Appia knows situations of degradation,
a fundamental action for the regeneration of one of the first objectives would be to restore its main
function which is to link vehicular, pedestrian and cycle traffic and recreate Via Appia parking areas,
typical of the Regina Viarum for the refreshment of new travellers.
Regina Viarum

Via Appia Antica
The construction of the Regina Viarum represented in ancient times an event of extraordinary
importance. The historical implications of its construction involved more than half of the population of
the Mediterranean for over a millennium.
“He dug the hills, valleys and chasms, drew terraces with wonderful minds; spent all the state revenue,
but he left himself in the immortal memory for having been ambitious in the “public interest”. Diodorus
of Sicily with these extraordinarily encomiastic words celebrates the virtues of the censor Appius
Claudius Caecus, recognized as the architect of the Via Appia: An infrastructure that not only
constituted the first major road linking Rome and the Greeks, as well as the excellence of construction
techniques adopted, but also represented a masterpiece of road engineering that for a long time was
unsurpassed. [1]
The Regina Viarum was built in several stages: the first stretch from Rome to Capua around 312 BC,
the second around 268 BC extended to Benevento, while the third section was built around 191 BC.,
reaching Brindisi.
The Via Appia, being strongly linked to the process of Romanization of southern Italy, was prolonged
as the Empire conquered southern Italy: first to Benevento, shortly after 268 BC, then through the
Apennines to Venosa and onto Taranto . Finally, in the second century BC, it reached Brindisi, the
main port for ships bound for Greece and the East. Over the years, the original course from
Benevento to Brindisi was gradually replaced by a shorter, easier through the region of Puglia until, in
the early second century AD, the Emperor Trajan turned it into an alternative route and gave it his
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name. The new Via Appia Traiana allowed travellers to go from Rome to Brindisi in 13-14 days for a
total of 365 miles, a little less than 540 km.
For the first 90 km, the Via connects Rome and Terracina with a straight road. After Terracina, the
road heads towards Fondi, through towering gorges of Itri and then down to Formia, Minturno and
Sinuessa (today Mondragone), from there straight back to Casilinum (now Capua), on the Volturno
River and then to the ancient city of Capua (today Santa Maria Capua Vetere).
The construction of the first section was in the middle of the Second Samnite War and the Roman
expansion in Campania. Its creation represented a significant political act of the Roman settlement
process in Campania. Appius Claudius, in fact, intended to reach as quickly as possible Capua, goal
of military operations, providing an alternative to the path traced by the Via Latina (i.e., approximately
the current Casilina) The Via Latina, like all the roads at that time, was not formed by a path but had
developed spontaneously from the connection between the centre and the contiguous centre, so as to
be in the end a long and tortuous route.
The maritime side was however, until then, almost impassable, being barred from the Pontine
Marshes, the mountains Lepini, Musoni ed Aurunci, the marshes and estuaries of major rivers such as
the Garigliano and Volturno. The Via Appia, being realized through these territories, immediately
formed a completely new model in the context of communications. It was designed as a main highway,
through a geographical area that was so difficult, not only from an environmental perspective, but also
that time showed supra. This road was an extraordinary technological and engineering achievement,
with the emergence of a rational design even at the cost of extreme sacrifices, above adversity, which
however was not disarmed by wanting to carry out the construction.
It can be compared conceptually to modern motorways, with the major cities encountered along the
route being connected by means of secondary roads. Brindisi was seen as the ultimate goal of a long
distance. The course was led to this on a perfect straight lines, pointing and passes the steps required
by the geography of the local landscapes, not worrying about the technical difficulties that may be
encountered during its implementation in order to make quick path.
The fate of this original stretch of the Via Appia was related to the hydrogeological nature of the vast
alluvial area. The particular clayey nature of the soil and the trend of the plain to be periodically
flooded by the river that passed through, had induced the Roman builders to remove it from the
wetlands. This led to a lengthening of the path and away from the straight path (preferred by the
Romans), leading to a gradual bend in order to reach Capua.
Since Roman times the main road was the Via Appia that crosses the plain below while staying
parallel to the river Volturno.
The last short section that is located in Capua reaches an area of lowlands, formed by alluvial
sediments, consisting mainly of clayey – lime soil, strongly influenced by the rivers Volturno (south)
and Agnena (north). These with their floods have made the inhospitable wetlands, so that the work
carried out over the cenutries mainly focused on recuperating it.
The Via, near the Roman bridge of Capua on the Volturno, joins the Via Latina that descends from the
north and connects the plains to the mountains.
Currently, while the route of the Via Latina is retraced in part by State Route 7, one part of the Via
Appia is retraced by the main road Capua-Brezza which still constitutes an important artery of the
territory along this road between Capua (more populated centre) and Brezza (a small hamlet
consisting of a few houses, but with consistent Roman traces, known by the name of Villa Bretiae),
where the houses are mostly distributed according to the Fascist land division plan, which also fill the
areas near the road branches off to the north and south.
The lowland area between the two towns has always aroused the curiosity of many scholars who have
interested in identifying the route of the Via Appia, since the eighteenth century. In particular, the most
interesting findings of this stretch of the Via Appia are from G. Novi, who in the nineteenth century,
during the excavation for the construction of the road Brezza - Capua, recognized several remains of
the pavement of the ancient Via Appia, finally clarifying this part of its course.
Currently, scientific interest has increased, expanding from Roman times to the protohistoric period,
thanks to important archaeological discoveries in response to other excavations carried out prior to
construction of the Italian Aerospace Research Centre (CIRA) and the high-speed railway line (TAV).
Another stretch near Casilinum (ancient Latin name of the river port of Capua, where the Civitas
capuana found refuge following the incursions of the Saracens) was reported by G. Novi. In fact, in
1858, in Poliorama Pittoresco G. Novi writes, “the new road from Capua leads to Brezza, it has laid
bare a beautiful stretch of the Via Appia, so that in constructing the ditches of this new road, about
three feet below ground level of the campaign (so about 1.20 am) magnificent remains of the Regina
Viarum appeared. The new track of the ancient road axis, coinciding only for about half a mile along
the defenses of Nunziatella and Frascale. "
Currently, the route of the Via Appia is traced by the main road Capua-Brezza, which is still the main
artery of the area.
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The most interesting findings on the Via Appia are due to G. Novi, who in the nineteenth century,
during the excavation for the construction of the road Brezza-Capua, acknowledged that below it there
were some remains of the paving of the Regina Viarum, clarifying definitely part of its course.
On the west side of the Via Appia, Casilinum consists of two straight paths, which meet near Masseria
Bosco. The two sections are along the route of the nineteenth-century modern road Brezza – Capua,
below which were found paving remains. The news reported by G. Novi about this discovery is very
clear: “The track is composed of a layer of strong rubble laid by hand with great art ... the cover is a
layer of rubble thicker than half a palm (12.5 cm), which combined with the aforementioned
framework, presents a consolidated thickness of an inch and a half (37.5 cm). The road is crowned by
both sides from the edge of travertine of the width of two feet. Towards the Brezza valley, there are big
tufa stones.”
According to reports from the nineteenth century and the recovery of the paving remains, it is
assumed that the path of the road Capua - Brezza largely coincides with the ancient Via Appia.
This hypothesis is confirmed in the study of cartographic data and the archaeological discoveries that
prove the presence of perpendicular streets with Appia and the function of decumani.
Despite the Via Appia appearing to have been the scene of historical movements of particular
importance: road for the Roman troops bound for Constantinople, a transit route for the merchants
who came from the East to the Ionian cities, vital artery crossed by pilgrims in the Holy Land and
Christians during the Crusades and today, it sees its archaeological, historical, monumental and
landscape completely obliterated.
There is therefore a real need for a regeneration that leads to the never silenced roots, re-giving it the
dignity of Regina Viarum.
For the regeneration of one of the first objectives, its main function should be to restored, that of
carrying vehicular, pedestrian and cycle traffic and restoring ancient stop off areas, typical of the Via
Appia, for the refreshment of new travellers.
Along the Regina Viarum, places for parking and admission of travelers and media have been
recognized. The best preserved is located just downstream of the fort of St. Andrew, made from a
hollow rectangular area on the uphill side of the road, while the downstream side is supported by a
powerful wall in rectangular blocks taken from the same quarry and strengthened with concrete. The
area is about fifty metres long and about fifty-two wide. This is not the only one along the Via Appia.
It could also serve to create a break in the traffic in case of overcrowding of the sanctuary of Apollo
just above, with the road blocked by ceremonies of worship.
There are other laybys at regular intervals.
Despite the lack of maintenance even in 540, during the Gothic wars, the road was used daily and with
no problems, and Procopius had words of admiration for the perfect state of basalt, saying: “Of all the
roads, it is the most wonderful. The stones are joined so firmly as to give the viewer the impression of
not being connected to each other, but to form a whole. Over the years, many have passed over them,
day after day, cars and all kinds of people – however their structure has remained unchanged and not
even one of the stones has split or torn, and they have not even lost their luster”.
Many changes were made on the Via Appia in 1500, most of which concern mainly the stretch from
Rome to Capua. [2]
The stretch of the Via Appia between the Garigliano and Volturno is constituted by a series of tracks,
almost shreds, which have nothing of the suggestiveness and monumentality of the road. They are,
however, important fragments as elements for the reconstruction of route in Campania, that had yet to
be finally drawn to this area where until a few years ago, when there was had occurred on rare
occasions investigations particularly in the areas traversed by that road.
In the stretch of the Province of Caserta, the Via Appia knows both situations of extreme deterioration
in the sense that it is entirely obliterated and its path is realized only by the presence of funerary
monuments and situations of possible enhancement, since, in addition to neighbouring monuments, if
they do not retain only the path but the complete paving of sidewalks, as is in the case of Sessa
Aurunca and Mondragone.
The funerary monument that marks the path along the Via Appia Antica near Ancient Capua (today
Santa Maria Capua Vetere) is the mausoleum of the Distaff, or simply the Distaff, The monument
consists of three layers. The lowest, which contains the burial chamber, has a simple structure that
supports another square body with rounded edges to form four columns at the sides and concave
walls, in each of which there are formed a central niche with gabled roofs and two smaller side with
arched vault. The upper drum, is divided equally in half-columns protruding and niches. Inside the
base, a square-shaped burial chamber is of the type columbarium. Made from a single row that runs
along the walls are eleven niches designed to accommodate the jars or urns containing the ashes of
the deceased.
The long route of the Via could be structured with the inclusion of laybys for relaxation of travellers and
small green areas to brighten the pedestrian promenade.
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Small elements with educational and informative information on the historical route of the Via Appia
could also be introduced. Thus, the journey becomes a journey aware thanks to multimedia videos
that trace the Via Appia Antica.
The above described could be part of a larger project, which also includes areas, for the regeneration
of the traveller, dedicated to physical well-being based on the judgement of fundamental importance
for the Romans, from a line in Juvenalis (Sat. X, 356): Orandum est ut sit mens sana in corpore sano.

Fig. 1: via Appia Antica and Via Appia Traiana
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Fig. 2: via Appia Antica _ Roma
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Abstract

The paper aims at discussing the issues of the integration between planning, landscape and sustainability.
These themes are nowadays very much debated internationally.
By now the cities’ progress cannot be considered regardless of the territorial planning and Landscape
design, dealing with different aspects such as sustainability, preservation, valorization of local specific
features and attractions and the urban and territorial development.
These matters are considered in two recent debates: on one hand the Proposals concerning the desirability
th
of a standard-setting Instrument on historic urban landscapes, General Conference, 36 Session, Paris 2011
and on the other hand the Sustainable Development Goal (SDGs) and the following updates from the United
Nation Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) in 1992 - also known as the Rio Summit the last of which is the United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development held in 2012 - commonly
called Rio+20. These statements are only an exemplification of a major debate that has originated the trend
of including in the planning practices different themes. It should include technological solutions, social
aspects, use of the new Information Communication Technologies (ICTs) to preserve and promote the local
specific features and attractions as drivers for the growth and the territorial competitiveness.
Following the previous considerations it is necessary to move from the concept of ‘smart City’ to extend the
point of view in a territorial scale, disregarding political boundaries, considering elements of identity as well
as historical, geomorphological and territorial features. The latters have characterized the territory and its
development and these are potential elements for the definition of compact, connected and competitive
areas: the ‘smart Lands’.
Subsequently to this initial stage of knowledge, a planning phase should follow as well as a communication
strategy in the last stage. All these steps have to exploit the potentialities of the communication and
information tools available, after having established a proper oversight interdisciplinary team. This working
group should be able to supervise the integration among agriculture, food, cultural landscape planning,
environmental preservation, sustainable regeneration and local development in order to guarantee an
enduring growth. The suggestions outlined would allow a development both in the social and economic
sphere that should not run out in the short period, in opposition with the unscrupulous logic that has dried out
the territory, the landscape, the cultural heritage and has led to a loss of identity of the places, justified by a
misleading economic profit.

Keywords: landscape, enhancement, sustainable development, smart Land.
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1.

Introduction

Being aware of the necessity to orientate into the same direction Landscape Design, Urban Development
and Economic Planning, the paper will provide some different case studies to show how these leanings
could be developed in practice.
First of all we will present the set of problems of sites in danger, which have been affected by catastrophic
events as earthquakes, conflicts and wars. Following the analysis of different examples we will try to outline
possible suggestions to develop ‘best practices’ exploiting these tragic events as opportunities, quoting the
1
philosopher Gian Battista Vico : “Paiono traversie ma sono opportunità”. Indeed it is important to exploit
these tragic episodes changing them into possible drivers of a new territorial development through an
innovative reconstruction. Features of innovation are represented by the integration of different aspects, as
the environmental and sustainability issues, the social integration, the smart infrastructures and the
promotion of the material and immaterial heritage. The second part will focus on the reuse of urban and
territorial areas, offering two different examples of how a territorial development guided by the recovery of
the spirit of the places could have positive effects in terms of growth and employment.

2.

Sites affected by tragic events: reconstruction and innovation
2

The first case study is the UNESCO site of the city of Kotor and surrounding territory. This natural harbour
on the Adriatic coast in Montenegro was an important artistic and commercial centre with its own famous
schools of masonry and iconography during the Middle Ages, it was seriously damaged by the 1979
earthquake but the town has been restored, largely with UNESCO’s help.

Fig. 1: The city of Kotor within its natural harbor, strongly damaged by the earthquake of 1979.

After the tragic event of the 15 April 1979 the city was evacuated. Most of Kotor's palaces and houses,
many b churches, all of Dobrota's palaces and Perast's main buildings have all suffered because of the
earthquake and some of them have been partly destroyed. An intensive restoration and reconstruction
programme has now been completed and the city is flourishing again. This operation has been successful
because of the general aim of preserving the cultural features for a new birth. Another similar case is the city
3
of Bam and its Cultural Landscape, situated in a desert environment on the southern edge of the Iranian
1

Giovan Battista Vico (1668–1744) was an Italian political philosopher, rhetorician, historian, and jurist.
Throughout the centuries, many empires battled to control of the city. In the 10th century, it was an autonomous city of the Byzantine
Empire. From 1186 to 1371, it was a free city of medieval Serbia. It was under Venetian and Hungarian control for brief periods, an
independent republic from 1395 to 1420, and then returned to Venetian control once again. French occupation from 1807 to 1914 was
followed by Austrian rule until 1918, when Kotor finally became part of Yugoslavia.
3
The origins of Bam can be traced back to the Achaemenid period (6th to 4th centuries BC). Its heyday was from the 7th to 11th
centuries, being at the crossroads of important trade routes and known for the production of silk and cotton garments. The existence of
2
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high plateau, inscribed in the World Heritage List (WHL) in 2004. Following 2003 earthquake, a team of
experts coordinated by UNESCO Tehran Cluster Office, Iranian Cultural Heritage, Handicraft Tourism
Organization (ICHHTO) and the main management authority prepared a Comprehensive Management Plan,
2008-2017, which covers the World Heritage property and was developed through a process involving local
authorities of the County, the five Districts and the municipalities of Bam and Baravat.

Fig. 2: The Site of Bam, before and after the reconstruction.

Conservation and management actions in the sites need to guarantee the preservation and communication
of all key characteristics of the Citadel and the other architectural remains in the inscribed Site. The reestablishment of some of the pre-earthquake conditions will need to follow international conventions and
charters to ensure that the conditions of authenticity and integrity continue to be met. At the same time,
conservation and protection of the World Heritage Site requires a balanced approach in order to confer it its
own place in the living culture.
The most emblematic Italian case of reconstruction, still in progress, is taking place in the city of Aquila. The
first steps towards the ‘smart reconstruction’ after the devastating earthquake that affected the city in 2009
have been taken, introducing an innovative and updated urban system to optimize the management of water,
energy, public and private space, time, traffic, green spaces and general services.
life in the oasis was based on the underground irrigation canals, the qanāts, of which Bam has preserved some of the earliest evidence
in Iran. Arg-e Bam is the most representative example of a fortified medieval town built in vernacular technique using mud layers
(Chineh). Bam and its Cultural Landscape represents an outstanding example of an ancient fortified settlement that developed around
the Iranian central plateau and is an exceptional testimony to the development of a trading settlement in the desert environment of the
Central Asian region. This impressive construction undoubtedly represents the climax and is the most important achievement of its type
not only in the area of Bam but also in a much wider cultural region of Western Asia. Bam is located in an oasis area, the existence of
which has been based on the use of underground water canals, qanāts, and has preserved evidence of the technological development
in the building and maintenance of the qanāts over more than two millennia. For centuries, Bam had a strategic location on the Silk
Roads connecting it to Central Asia in the east, the Persian Gulf in the south, as well as Egypt in the west and it is an example of the
interaction of the various influences. The cultural landscape of Bam is an important representation of the interaction between man and
nature and retains a rich resource of ancient canalizations, settlements and forts as landmarks and as a tangible evidence of the
evolution of the area.
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Fig. 3: The city of Aquila after the earthquake.
4

Some examples are the smart street lights that have to be realized around the city centre, the so called
‘smart-ring’.
Another one of the many projects in progress is VITALE (Visiting Abruzzo: an intelligence experience). It
consists in an application of augmented reality that allows users an open access to all useful information
related to the historical and cultural features of the monuments and most representative places of the city.
News always updated about the work in progress in the restoration site are also available. An additional
initiative is the platform Capoluogo.com, a research driver continuously updated, engineered with the
purpose of making available useful materials on the web: documents, interview, pictures, historic information,
etc., related with the political, social and cultural history of the Abruzzo Region.

Fig. 4: The surrounding urban areas of Aquila strongly damaged by the earthquake.

As technologies and material capacities are provided, it is necessary to develop the know how in order to
start a crucial challenge also considering the opportunities given by the European Capital of Culture 2019,
important driver for potential economic and social income. Enterprise business sector is an unavoidable
element for the success of the actions presented, as its involvement is a key element in the strategy along
the architectural-cultural, planning and technological ones. All the choices must take into account the
territorial social aspects and the local authorities will have to coordinate these actions together with others
interlocutors. Very important indeed is the creation of public-private partnerships involving all the actors that
work together for the preservation of the common goods within urban and territorial areas.
4

‘Smart’ because they modulate the light intensity automatically depending on the passage of cars and pedestrians. In addition they
have integrated system to monitor air quality and traffic flow as well as cameras to monitor and guarantee urban security.
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3.

Urban and territorial reuse: identity and development

Other interesting experiences are those related to the reconversion of urban and territorial areas through
culture and landscape, intended also in their productive meaning, as drivers for growth and development.
The city of Matera, a small size provincial capital in the region of Basilicata in the southern part of Italy, is an
5
example of these transformations. It is quite known for its UNESCO site - the old town of the so-called
Sassi, literally “rocks” - which has been the first World Heritage Site recognized according to the category of
cultural landscape. This recognition is due to the outstanding value of the historic town development and its
relationship with the natural environment. After having been used for centuries to host inhabitants, animals
and activities, the development of a new urban center and later of rural neighborhoods and suburban
districts started the process of marginalization and the rise of dramatic living conditions within the historical
Site. The Sassi suffered a complete decay until the recent rehabilitation projects where started, converting
them into cultural and touristic venues. Meanwhile, Matera settlement was completely transformed, following
the economical booming and the belief in the industrialization of southern Italy’s former agricultural centers.
Recently (January 2013) through the Piano Nazionale Città the municipality of Matera obtained by the
6
government funds to regenerate urban areas . A combination of “soft” projects working together could start
giving the city visibility in the touristic circuits. The main orientations should be addressed to reconnect the
urban fabric with the countryside, working on the peripheral belt and, at the same time, to prevent the urban
sprawl, supporting the renovation of the inner city, also reusing and reactivating the large number of empty
spaces and buildings, not just in the Sassi, but also in the more recent districts.
3.1 The metropolitan areas: local identities and networking against the de-growth
One of the reforms adopted to face the current economic crisis by the Italian government under Mario Monti
this year is the bill 35/2012 converted to law 135, also referred to as the final part of the spending review.
7
This law decrees the abolition of 64 provinces and from 1st January 2014 the suppression of the provinces
of Roma, Torino, Milano, Venezia, Genova, Bologna, Firenze, Bari, Napoli and Reggio Calabria, and their
conversion into counties (città metropolitane). This is part of process aimed at increasing economic
competitiveness on an international level. Indeed nowadays in the worldwide geography of development, the
territorial system of growth around large urban realities has gained importance as a global economy factor.
An example of application of these processes can be the metropolitan area of Turin, where the change of its
status from provincial administration to county would bring about a simplification of the procedures of
intervention and an improvement of the coordination - for example - at the level of common infrastructures,
networks, planning, economic development and transportation policies. In the metropolitan area of Turin it
would be interesting to consider how to re-shape the new infrastructure network (by re-using where possible
the already existing tracks) to connect the sprawl of the urban monuments to the clusters in regeneration.
8
For instance the network of the ‘Residenze Sabaude’ , consisting of sixteen Castles located in the
metropolitan area of Turin, thanks to the county authority could have the possibility of improve their value
within their clusters and enhance their promotion through the creation of new infrastructures to connect (in a
more efficient way) between themselves and with Turin.

5

The UNESCO protected site includes the old town and the Parco Naturale della Murgia Materana, a natural park facing the Sassi and
extended along the Gravina, the river and the canyon it created in the millennia.
6

For a total amount of 17 millions Euros.
With less than 350,000 inhabitants, or an area smaller than 250 km2.
8 Residences of the Royal House of Savoy in and around Turin represent a comprehensive overview of European monumental
architecture in the 17th and 18th centuries, using style, dimensions, and space to illustrate - in an exceptional way - the prevailing
doctrine of absolute monarchy in material terms.
7
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Fig. 5: Net of the Residences of the Royal House of Savoy in the Turin metropolitan area.

This could be feasible because of the new competences of the county in territorial planning, the creation of
system of coordinated management of public service and organization of public services of general interest
for the urban area. In addition this cultural net could interconnect other clusters with a territorial value,
strongly linked with the local inhabitants i.e. ex industrial-productive areas. For instance in Turin the old
‘Manifattura Tabacchi’ is an example of district developed totally in dependence of this big factory,
specialized in the production of cigars. After the closedown of the fabric, in 1996, the area was affected by a
big depression. The following years witnessed some initiatives aimed at reusing this area by starting to rent it
to private enterprise (Rete7 S.p.A.) or to public institution (Università di Torino, UNITO). Despite this, wide
sectors of the area are still abandoned. New initiatives carried forward by partnership public-private, could
give efficient solution in reusing the spaces and could bring new life to the area, having as central engine of
this action the Manifattura Tabacchi, a building still strongly felt by the local population as an element of
aggregation. Furthermore the building is located on the foundation of the ‘Castello del Viboccone’, a castle of
9
10
the Savoia dynasty , part of the original project of the ‘Corona di Delizie’ , fact that makes stronger and
more interesting an interconnection with the other ‘Residenze sabaude’ by creating new infrastructure to
connect the cluster rethought and concentrated around them as elements of aggregation, and by reusing
and re-establishing the existing ones when possible. This could be an example of how in a framework of
contraction and re-thinking of the urban space, within the statement of the new county authorities, it is
possible to integrate different clusters that, despite different identities, can be connected in some way
between them with mutual benefit. The cluster regeneration in this framework is the goal to reach by
9

Destroyed in 1706 by the French army during the siege of Turin.

10

Term introduced by Amedeo di Castellamonte to define the system of the Royal Residences within his book ““La Venaria” 1674.
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engaging with the inhabitants through a conscious territorial analysis, including all its aspects (social,
economic, cultural, etc.) for a new physical arrangement and new social opportunities at the same time. In
this way it would be possible to face the de-growth, not with previsions and models of an improbable future
new growth but within a conscious de-growth framework, rethinking the territorial entities starting from their
history and distinctive elements.

4.

Conclusions

The setting of proposals presented is oriented to explore the issues related to sustainable regeneration, to
the exploitation of local resources, offering some examples of intervention in different contexts. We do not
need cities showing off big works, buildings and infrastructures of questionable utility, but territories capable
to take advantage from their own local features, using them as points of strength in order to renovate
themselves. In conclusion it is necessary to define innovative participative models for the reconstruction,
reuse and development of urban areas within their territorial context, using the cultural heritage as drivers
for social and economic growth.
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